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PREFACE

There have been available many Dictionaries of WORDS . Only one

Dictionary of THOUGHTS has been compiled to our know ledge . Such

a gathering of the condensed and striking thoughts of the world
’

s best

thinkers on important and interesting subjects, arranged, as in verbal

dictionaries, in alphabetical order of topics, for ready
”

reference and

familiar use, is a daily necessity .

Tillotson has said, speaking of the brief and noticeably striking sayings

of Wise and good men :
“
They are of great value, like the dust of gold,

or the sparks of diamonds.

”
Johnson counts

“
him a benefactor of man

kind who condenses the great thoughts and rules of life into short

sentences that are easily impressed on the memory ,
and recur promptly

to the mind.

”
Swift compares such thoughts to

“
burning glasses, as they

co llect the diffused rays of w it and learning in authors
,
and make them

point with warmth and quickness on the reader
’
s imagination .

”

A carefully compiled, intelligently edited and properly arranged

DICTION ARY OF TH OUGHTS finds eager users wherever there shall exist by
virtue of habit

, or desire , an inclination among students
,
readers and

speakers, to develop and broaden their scope of know ledge , and to learn
and know the thoughts and the expressions of the world

’
s greatest and

in
ost renowned writers, speakers and thinkers, from ancient to modern
Ime .

THE NEW DICTION ARY OF THOUGHTS, originally compiled by Tryon
Edwards during more than fi fty years of active literary effort

,
revised

,

amplified with many additions
,
andzentirely reset in a new face of type ,

Is now presented in ,
a new format to those who hunger for

“
rich drafts

from life’s literary fountains .

”

THE PUBLISHERS
December, 1927





A DICTIONARY OF THOUGHTS

BEING

A CYC LOPED IA OF LA CON IC QUOTATIONS

ABILITY .
-Ability is a poor man’s

wealth—M . Wren .

Ability involves responsibility ; power,
to its last particle , is duty .

—A . Mac laren .

What we do upon some great occasion
will probably depend on what we al

ready are ; and what we are will be the
result of previous years of self-discipline .

—H . P . I/iddon .

N atural abilities can almost compen
sate for the want Of every kind of culti
vation, but no cultivation of the mind
can make up for the want Of natural
abilities—Schopenhauer.

Ability doth hit the mark where pre
sumption over-shooteth and diffidence

falleth short—C um .

All may do what has by man been
done .

—Young.

The height of ability consists
_

in a
thorough knowledge of the real value o f

things, and of the genius of the age in
which we l ive .

—Rochefoucauld.

Who does the best his circumstance al
lows , does well , acts nobly , angels could
no more—Young.

The force of his own merit makes his
"

way—a gift that heaven gives for him .

Shakespeare .

The art of being able to make a good
use of moderate abilities wins esteem ,

and often confers more reputation than
greater real merit .—Rochefoucauld.

Men are Often capable of greater
things than they perform .

—They are
sent into the world with bills of credit ,
and seldom draw to their full extent .

Walpo le .

As we advance in life , we learn the
limit Of our abilities .

—Froude .

The abilities of man must fall short

on one side or the other, like too scanty
a blanket when you are abed .

—If you
pull it upon your shoulders

,
your feet

are left bare ; if you thrust it down to
your feet , your shoulders are uncovered .

-Sir W. Temp le .

An able man shows his spIrIt by gentle
words and resolute actions—He is
neither hot nor timid H

—C hesterfield
NO man’s abilities are so remarkably
shining as not to stand in need of a
proper opportunity , a patron, and even
the praises of a friend to recommend
them to the notice of the world—Pliny .

Some persons of weak understanding
are so sensible Of that weakness, as to
be able to make a good use of it
Ro chefoucauld.

We are Often able because we think we
are able .

—J . Hawes.

The winds and waves are always on

the side of the ablest n avigato rs
Gibbon .

ABSEN CE—Absence from those we
love is self from self—a deadly banish
ment —Shakespeare .

Short absence quickens love ; long ah
sence kills it—Mirabeau.

Love reckons hours for months, and
days for years ; and every little absence
is an age—Dryden .

Absence in love is like water upon fire ;
a little quickens, but much extinguishes
it .

-Hannah More .

The absent are like children , helpless
to defend themselves—C harles Reade .

Absence makes the heart grow fonder .
—Bailey .

Absence lessens moderate passions and
increases great ones ; as the wind extin

guishes the taper, but kindles the bum
ing dwelling—Ro chefoucauld.

Distance of time and place generally



ABSTIN EN C E

cure what they seem to aggravate ; and
taking leave o f our friends resembles
taking leave Of the world

, o f which it
has been said

,
that it is not death

,
but

dying
,
which is terrible—Fielding .

Absence , l ike death , sets a seal on the
image of those we love : we cannot real
ize the intervening changes which time
may have effected—Go ldsmith .

The absent are never without fault ,
nor the present without excuse .

Franklin.

The j oy of meeting pays the pangs o f
absence ; else who could bear it?—Rowe .

As the presence Of those we love is as
a double life

,
so absence , in its anxious

longing and sense of vacancy , is as a
foretaste of death—Mrs. Jameson .

A B S T I N E N C E .
—(See TEMPER

AN GEL
”

)
The whole duty of man is embraced in

the two principles Of abstinence and pa
tience : temperance In prosperity , and

patient courage in adversity .
—Seneca .

Always rise from the table with an ap

petite , and you will never sit down
without one .

—Penn .

Against diseases the strongest fence is
the defensive virtue , abstinence .

—Her

rick

Refrain to-night, and that shall lend
a hand of easiness to the next absti
nence ; the next more easy ; for use can
almost change the stamp of nature , and
either curb the devil , or throw him out

with wondrous potency—Shakespeare .

The stomach begs and clamors , and

listens to no precepts . And yet it is not
an Obdurate creditor ; for it is dismissed
with small payment if you only give it
what you owe , and not as much as you
can—Seneca .

If thou wouldst make the best advan
tage Of the muses, either by reading to
benefit thyself

,
or by writing to benefit

others , keep a peaceful soul in a tem
perate ‘body. A full belly makes a dull
brain

,
and a turbulent spirit a distracted

judgment . The muses starve in a cook ’s
shop and a lawyer’s study .

-Quarles .

T0 set the mind above the appetites
is the end Of abstinence , which if not a
virtue

,
is the groundwork of a virtue .

Johnson .

It is continued temperance which sus

ABUSE

tains the body for the longest period o f
time , and which most surely preserves it
free from Sickness—W. Humboldt.

ABSURDITIES.
—There is nothing so

absurd or ridiculous that has not at
some time been said by some philoso
pher. Fontenelle says he would under
take to persuade the whole republic of
readers to believe that the sun was

neither the cause of light or heat
,
if he

could only get six philosophers on his
side—Go ldsmith .

B

To pardon those absurdities In our

selves t ch we condemn In others
,
18

neither better nor worse than to be more
willing to be fools ourse lves than to have
others so .

—Pope .

ABUSE .
—Abuse is often Of service .

There is nothing so dangerous to an

author as silence . His name , like the
shuttlecock , must be beat backward and
forward , or it falls to the ground
Johnson .

It is the wit and policy of sin to hate
those we have abused—Davenant.

I never yet heard man or woman much
abused that I was not inclined to think
the better of them , and to transfer the
suspicion or dislike to the one who

found pleasure in pointing out the de
feets of another. —Jane Porter.

Abuse of any one generally shows that
he has marked traits of character. The
stupid and indifferent are passed by in
silence—Tryon Edwards .

.

It is not he who gives abuse that af
fronts , but the view that we take of It
as insulting ; so that when one provokes
you

o

it is your own Opinion Wt h 18 pro

vokIng .
-Epicte tus .

When certain persons abuse us let us
ask what kind o f characters it 18 they
admire . We shall often find this a most
consolatory question—C oh an .

Abuse me as much as you will ; it is
Often a benefit rather than an injury .

But for heaven’s sake don’t make me
ridiculous—E . N o tt.

The difierence between coarse and re

fined abuse is the difference between be
ing bruised by a club and wounded by a
poisoned arrow—Johnson .

C ato , being scurrilously treated by a
low and vicious fellow , quietly said to
him ,

“
A contest between us is very un

equal , for thou canst bear ill language



ACCENT

with ease
, and return it with pleasure ;

but to me it is unusual to hear, and
disagreeable tO speak it .”

There are none more abusive to
others than they that lie most Open to
it themse lves ; but the humor goes
round

,
and he that laughs at me tod ay

will have somebody to laugh at him to

morrow .
—Seneca .

AC CEN T .
—Accent is the soul

.

of lan
guage ; it gives to it both feeling and
truth—Rousseau .

AC C IDENT .
—N othing is or can be

accidental with God—Longfellow .

N O accidents are so unlucky but that
the wise may draw some advantage from
them ; nor are there any so lucky but
that the foolish may turn them to their
own prejudice .

-Rochefoucauld..

What reason , like the careful ant ,

draws laboriously together
,
the wind of

accident sometimes collects in a mo

ment—Schiller.

What men call accident is the doing
of God’s providence—Bailey .

AC CURACY .
—Accuracy is the twin

brother of honesty ; inaccuracy, of dis
honesty .

-C . Simmons .

Accuracy of statement is one of the
first elements of truth ; inaccuracy is a
near kin to falsehood—Tryon Edwards .

ACQUAINTANCE—If a man -does
not make new acquamtances as c he ad
van ces through life , he will soon find

himself left alone ; one should keep his
friendships in constant repair.-L Johnson .

It is good discretion not to make too
much of any man at the first ; because
one cannot hold out that proportion .

Bacon .

It is expedient to have acquaintance
with those who have ' looked into the
world , who know men , understand busi
ness, and can give you good intelligence
and good advice when they are wanted .

—Bp . Horne .

I love the acquaintance of young
people ; because , in the first place , I don

’t
like to think myself growing o ld . In
the next place

,
young acquaintances

must last longest , if they do last ; and
then young men have more virtue than
o ld men , they have more generous senti
ments in every respect—Johnson .

Three days of uninterrupted company

ACT ION

in a vehicle will make you . better ac

quainted with another, than one hour’s
conversation with him every day for
three years—Lavater.

N ever say you know a man till you
have divided an inheritance with him .

Lavater.

If a man is worth knowing at all
,
he

is worth knowing well—Alexander Smith .

ACQUIREMENT—That which we
acquire with most difficulty we retain
the longest ; as those who have earned a
fortune are commonly more careful of
it than those by whom it may have been
inherited H

—C'o lton
Every noble acquisition is attended

with its risks ; he whp fears to encounter
the one must not expec t to obtain the
other . —Metastasio .

An unjust acquisition is like a barbed
arrow , which must be drawn backward
with horrible anguish , or else will be
your destruction—Jeremy Tay lor .

ACTION .
—Heaven never helps the

man who will not act—Sopho cles .

Action may not always bring happi
ness; but there - is no happiness without
action—Disrae li.
Remember you have not a sinew

whose law of strength is not action ; not
a faculty o f body , mind , or soul , whose
law of improvement is not energy
E . B. Hall .

Our grand business is not to see what
lies dimly at a distance , but to do what
lies clearly at hand—C arlyle .

Only actions give to life its strength ,
as only moderation gives it its charm .

Richter .

Every
‘

nob le activity makes room for
fl itse lfr—Emerson .

Mark this well , ye proud men of ao

tion ! ye are , after all , nothing but un

conscious instruments of the men of
thought—Heine .

The actions Of men are like the index
of a book ; they point out what is most
remarkable in them .

Happiness is in action
,
and every

power is intended for action ; human
happiness , therefore , can only be com
plete as all the powers have their full
and legitimate play .

—Thomas .

Great actions , the lustre of
0

which
dazzles us, are represented by politicians



ACTION

as the effects Of deep design : whereas
they are commonly the effects Of caprice
and passion . Thus the war between Au
gustus and Antony

,
supposed to be

owing to their ambition to give a master
to the world , arose probably from jeal
onsy .

—Rochefoucauld .

A right act strikes a chord that ex
tends through the whole universe ,
touches all moral intelligence

,
visits

every world, vibrates along its whole
extent, and conveys its vibrations to
the very bosom of God l—T. Binney .

Good thoughts , though God accept
them, yet toward men are little better
than good dreams except they be put in
action .

—Bacon .

Doing is the great thing . For i f,
resolutely, people do what is right, in
time they come to like doing it .

—Ruskin .

Activity is God ’s medicine ; the high
est genius is willingness and ability to
do hard work . Any other conception of

genius makes it a doubtful , if not a
dangerous possession—R . S. MacArthur.

That action is not warrantable which
either fears to ask the divine blessing on
its performance

,
or having succeeded ,

does not come with thanksgiving to God
for its success .—Quarles.

A holy act strengthens the inward
holiness . It is a seed o f life growing
into more life—F. W. Robertson .

If you have no friends to share or re

j oice in your success in life - ii you can
not look back to those to whom you owe

gratitude
, or forward to those to whom

you ought to afford protection , still it
is no less incumbent on you to move
steadily in the path of duty : for your
active exertions are due not only to so

ciety ; but in humble gratitude to the
Being who made you a member of it ,
with powers to serve yourself and others .
—Walter Sco tt .

The actions of men are the best inter
preters of their thoughts—Lo cke .

Act . well at the moment , and you
have performed a good action for all
eternity .

—Lavater.

In activity we must find our joy as
well as glory ; and labor, like everything
else that is good , is its own reward .

E . P . Whipple .

To do an
.evil act is base . To do

.

a

good one Without incurring danger
,
is

ACTION

common enough . But it is the part Of a
good man to do great and noble deeds
though he risks everything in doing
them .

—Plutarch .

All our actions take their hue from
the complexion of the heart , as land
scapes do their variety from light
W. T. Bacon .

Life was not given for indolent con

templation and study of self, nor for
brooding over emotions Of piety : actions
and actions only determine the worth
Fichte .

A good action is never lost ; it is a
treasure laid up and guarded for the
doer’s need—C alderon.

Deliberate with caution , but act with
decision ; and yield with \graciousness, or
oppose with firmness .

—C o lton .

Existence was given
_

us for action .

Our worth is determined by the good
deeds we do , rather than by the fine
emotions we feel .—E . L . Magoon .

I have never heard anything about
the resolutions of the apostles , but a
great deal about their acts—H . Mann .

Think that day lost whose slow de
scending sun views from thy hand no
noble action done—J . Bobari .

The more we do
,
the more we can do

the more busy we are the more leisure
we have .+Hazlitt.

To will and not to do when there is
Opportunity

,
is in reality not to will ;

and to love what is good and not to do
it , -when it is possible, is in reality no t

to love it .
—Swedenborg.

Life though a short
,
is a working day.

—Activity may lead to evil ; but in

activity cannot be led to good—Hannah

More .

Unselfish and noble actions are the
most radiant pages in the biography of

souls—Thomas.

It is vain to expect any advantage
from our profession of the truth uf we
be not sincerely just and honest in our

actions—Sharpe .

We should not be so taken up in the
search for truth , as to neglect the need
ful duties of active life ; for it is only
action that gives a true value and com

mendation to virtue—C icero .

Be great in act , as you have been in
thought—Suit the action to the word ,



ACTORS

and the word to the action—Shakespeare .

We must be doing something to be
happy .

—Action is no less necessary to
us than thought—Hazlitt.

Active natures are rarely
.

melancholy .

—Activity and sadness are incompatible .

—Bovee .

In all exigencies or miseries, lamenta
tion becomes fools

,
and action Wise folk .

—Sir P . Sidney .

N othing , says Goethe , is so terrible as

activity without insight—Look before
you leap is a maxim for the world .

E . P . Whipp le .

Actions are ours ; their consequences
belong to heaven—Sir P . Francis .

Theflighty purpose never is o
’

erto ok

unless the deed go with it .
—Shakespeare .

The end Of man is action , and no t

thought
,
though it be Of the noblest .

C arly le .

The firefly only shines
.when

~ on the
wing ; so it is with the mind ; when we
rest we darken—Bailey .

Thought and theory must precede all
salutary action ; yet action is nobler in
itself than either thought or theory .

Wordsworth .

What man knows should find expres
sion in what he does—The chief value
Of superior knowledge is that it leads to
a performing manhood—Bovee .

Life
, in all ranks and situations , is an

outward occupation , an actual and ac

tive work—W. Humbo ldt .

Every action of our lives touches on

some chord that will vibrate in eternity .

—E . H . C hapin .

N othing ever happens but once in

this world . What I do now I do once
for all . It is over and gone, with all its
eternity Of solemn meaning .

—
,
C arly le .

Only the actions of the just smell
sweet and blossom in the dust—Shirley .

Action is eloquence ; the eyes Of the
ignorant are more learned than their
ears—Shakespeare .

The acts of this life are the destiny ,
of

the next .
.

—Eas tern Proverb .

ACTORS .
—
.The profession of the

player
,
like that Of the painter, is one

of the imitative arts, whose means are
pleasure

,
and whose end should be virtue .

-Shenstone.

ADDRESS

Acto rs are the only honest hypocrites .
Their life is a voluntary dream ; and
the height Of their ambition is to be
beside themselves . They wear the livery
o f other men ’s fortunes : their very
thoughts are not their own—Hazlitt.

All the world ’s a stage
,
and all the

men and women in it merely players.
They have their exits and their en

trances ; and one man in his time plays
many parts—Shakespeare .

An actor should take lessons from the
painter and the sculptor . N ot only
should he make attitude his study, but
he should highly develop his mind by
an assiduous study of the best writers,
ancient and modern , which will enable
him not only to unders tand his parts ,
but to communicate a nobler coloring
to his manners and mien—Goe the .

It is with some violence to the imagi
nation that we conceive Of an actor be
longing to the relations Of private life ,
so closely do we identify these persons
in our mind with the characters they
assume upon the stage—Lamb .

A young girl must not be taken to

the theatre , let
‘

us say it once for all .
It is no t only the drama which is im
moral , but the place—A lex . Dumas .

The most difficult character in comedy
is that of the fool , and he must be no
simpleton that plays that part—C er
van tes .

ADDRESS .
—Brahma once asked o f

Force
,

“Who is stronger than thou ?”

She replied
,

“
Address —Victor Hugo .

Address makes opportunities ; the want
o f it gives them—Bovee .

G ive a boy address and accomplish
ments and y ou give him the mastery o f

palaces and fortunes where he goes . He

has no t the trouble Of earning to own

them : they solicit him to enter and
possess—Emerson .

The tear that is wiped with a little
address may be followed, perhaps, by a
smile—C owper .

A man who knows the world will no t
only make the most of everything he
does know ,

but of many things he does
not know ; and will gain more credit by
h is adroit mode of hiding his ignorance ,

than the pedant by his awkward attempt
to exhibit his erudition .

—C o lton .

There is a
.

certain artificial polish and
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address acquired by mingling in the

beau monde , which , in the commerce o f

the world , supplies the place of natural
suavity and good humor ; but it is too
Often purchased at the expense Of all
original and sterling traits of character .
—Washington Irving.

ADMIRATION .
—Admiration is the

daughter Of ignorance—Franklin .

Admiration is a very short-l ived pas
sion that decays on growing familiar with
its obj ect unless it be still fed with fresh
discoveries and kept alive by perpetual
miracles rising up to its view—Addison .

Those who are formed to win general
admiration are seldom calculated to be
stow individual happiness .—Lady Bless
ington .

Few men are admired by their serv
ants—Montaigne .

We always like those who admire us,

but we do not always like those whom
we admire .

—Rochefoucauld.

TO cultivate sympathy y ou must be
among living beings and thinking about
them ; to cultivate admiration , among
beautiful things and looking at them .

Ruskin .

Admiration must be kept up by the
novelty that at first produced it ; and
how much soever is given , there must
always be the impress ion that more re

mains—Johnson .

N O nobler feeling than this, of ad

miration for one higher than himself ,
dwells in the breast of man—It is to
this hour

,
and at all hours, the vivifying

influence in man ’s life .
—C’arlyle .

It is a good thing to believe ; it is a
good thing to admire . By continual ly
looking upwards, our minds will them
selves grow upwards ; as a man , by in
dulging in habits of scorn and contempt
for others , is sure to descend to the level
of those he despises .
It is better in some respects to be ad
mired by those with whom you live ,
thah to be loved by them . And this is
not on account of any gratification o f

vanity
,
but because admiration is so

much more tolerant than love .
-A .

He lps.

There is a pleasure in admiration ;
and this it is which properly causeth
admiration

,
when we discover a great

deal in an obj ect which we understand

6 ADVERSITY

We ought as much to pray for a

to be excellent ; and yet we see more
beyond that , which our understandings
cannot fully reach and comprehend
Tillo tson .

There is a wide difference between ad
miration and love . The sublime

,
which

is the cause Of the former
,
always dwells

on great Obj ects and terrible ; the latter
on small ones and pleas ing ; we submit
to what we admire , but we love what
submits to us : in one case we are forced

,

in the other we are flattered
,
into com

p liance .
—Burke .

ADVERSITY (See AFFLICTION . )
Adversity is the trial of principle
Without it a man h ardly knows whether
he is honest or no t .

—Fielding.

Adversity is the firSt path to truth
Byron .

N O man is more unhappy than the
one who is never in adversity ; the
greatest affliction of l ife is never to be
afflicted—Anon .

Adversity is like the period Of the
former and of the latter rain ,—cold ,
comfortless , unfriendly to man and to
animal ; yet from that season have their
birth the flower and the fruit , the date ,
the rose , and the pomegranate .

—Walter

Sco tt.

Adversity has ever been considered
the state in which a man most easily
becomes acquainted with himself

,
then ,

especially, being free fromflatterers .

Johnson .

Prosperity is no just scale ; adversity
is the only balance to weigh friends .

Plutarch .

Who hath not known ill fortune , never
knew himself, or his own virtue—Mallet .

Stars may be seen from the bottom Of
a deep well , when they cannot be dis
cerned from the top of a mountain . SO

are many things learned in adversity
which the prosperous man dreams not
of.
—Spurgeon .

Adversity is the diamond dust Heaven
polishes its j ewels with—Leighton .

I never met with a single instance Of
adversity which I have not in the end
seen was for my good—I have never
heard Of a C hristian on his deathbed
complaining of his afflictions—A . Proud

fit
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blessing upon our daily rod as upon our

daily bread—John Owen .

Heaven Often smites in mercy ,
even

when the blow is severest .—Joanna
Baillie .

Adversity has the effect of eliciting
talents which in prosperous circum
stances would have lain dormant .

IIorace .

Prosperity is a great teacher ; adver

sity is a greater. Possession pampers
the mind ; privation trains and strength
ens it .

—Hazlitt .

The flower that follows the sun does
so even in cloudy days—Leighton .

The good things Of prosperity are to
be wished ; but the good things that be
long to adversity are to be admired .

Seneca .

Adversity
,
sage useful guest , severe in

structor, but the best ; it is from thee
alone we know just ly to value things
below—Somerville .

Prosperity has this property : It puffs
up narrow souls, makes them imagine
themselves high and mighty

,
and leads

them to look down upon the world with
contempt ; but a truly noble spirit ap
pears greatest in distress ; and then be
comes more bright and conspicuous .

Plutarch .

In the adversity of our best friends
w e often find something that doe s —no t
displease us.

—Rochefoucauld.

Prosperity is too apt to pr6_

vent us
from examining our conduct ;

’ but
“

ad

versity leads us to think properly Of our
state , and so is most beneficial to us .

Johnson .

Sweet are the uses of adversity , which ,
l ike a toad , though ugly and venomous ,
wears yet a precious j ewel in its head .

Shakespeare .

The truly great and good , in affl iction ,
bear a countenance more princely than
they are wont ; for it is the temper o f

the highest hearts
,
like the palm tree.

to strive most upwards when it is most
burdened—Sir P . Sidney .

In this wild world , the fondest and
the best are the most tried , most trou
bled

,
and distrest -C

’
rabbe .

Prosperity is the blessing Of the Old
Testament

,
adversity Of the N ew

, which
carrieth the greater benediction and the
clearer revelation of God’s favor . Pros

ADVERSITY

perity is not without many fears and
distastes ; adversity not Without many
comforts and hopes—Bacon .

The sharpest sting of adversity it bor
rows from our own impatience .

—Bp .

Horne .

The brightest crowns that are worn in
heaven have been tried, and smelted ,
and polished , and glorified through the
furnace of tribulation—E . H. C hopin .

He that can heroically endure ad

versity will bear prosperity with equal
greatness of soul ; for the mind that can
no t be dej ected by the former is not
likely to be transported with the latter.
—Fielding.

He that has no cross will have no
crown .

—Quarles.

Adversity is a severe instructor, set

over us by one who knows us better
than we do ourselves

,
as he loves us

better too . He that wrestles with us
strengthens our nerves and sharpens our
skill . Our antagonist is our helper.
This conflict with difficulty makes us
acquainted with our obj ect

,
and compels

us to consider it in all its relations . It
will not suffer us to be superficial
Burke .

Genuine morality is preserved only
in the school Of adversity ; a state Of
continuous prosperity may easily prove
a quicksand to virtue—Schiller.

Those who have suffered much are like
those who know many languages ; they
have learned to understand and be nu

derstood by all—Mad Swetchine .

Though losses and crosses be lessons
right severe , there

’s wit there ye ’l l get
there , ye

’l l find no other where .
- Burns .

A
“
smooth sea never made a skilful

mariner, neither do uninterrupted pros
perity and success qualify for usefulness
and happiness . The storms Of adversity ,
like those of the ocean

,
rouse the facul

ties , and excite the invention , prudence ,
skill , and fortitude of the voyager. The

martyrs of ancient times
,
in bracing their

minds to outward calamities , acquired a.

loftiness of purpose and a moral heroism
worth a lifetime of softness and security.

-Anon .

A noble heart
,
l ike the

.

sun
,
showeth

its greatest countenance in its lowest
estate—Sir P . Sidney .

Adversity exasperates fools , dej ects
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cowards , draws out the faculties o f the
wise and industrious, puts the modest
to the necessity o f trying their skill ,
awes the Opulent, and makes the idle
industrious—Anon .

Adversity
,
like winter weather, is of

use to kill those vermin which the sum
mer of prosperity is apt to produce and

nourish .

He that has never known adversity , is
but half acquainted with others

,
or with

himself . C onstant success shows us but
one side o f the world ; for as it surrounds
us with friends

,
who tell us only our

merits
,
so it silences those enemies from

whom only we can learn our defects .

C o lton .

God kills thy comforts to kill thy
corruptions ; wants are ordained to kill
wantonness ; poverty to kill pride ; re

proaches to destroy ambition—H avel .

God lays his cross upon those whom
he

’

loves, and those who bear it patiently
ga in much wisdom .

—Luther .

It is good for man to suffer the ad
versity of this earthly life : for it brings
him back to the sacred retirement of the
heart, where only he finds he is an exile
from his native home

,
and ought not to

place his trust in any worldly enj oyment .
—Thomas 81 Kempis .

SO your fiery trial is still unextin

guished. But what if it be but His bea
con light ou your upward path ? —F. R .

Havergal .

It is not the so-called blessings o f life ,
its sunshine and calm and pleasant ex
periences that make men ,

but its rugged
experiences, its storms and tempests and
trials . Early adversity is Often a blessing
in disguise—W. Mathews .

Wherever souls are being tried and
ripened , in whatever commonplace and

homely ways
,
there God is hewmg out

the pillars for His temple—Phillips
Brooks.

The Gods in bounty work up storms
about us

,
that give mankind occasion to

exert their hidden strength
,
and throw

out into practice virtues that shun the
day , and lie concealed in the smooth
seasons and the calms of l ife—Addison .

How blunt are all the arrows of ad

Versity in comparison with those of

guilt l—Blair.

ADV ICE—Let no man presume to

ADVIC E

The worst men often give the best
advice ; our thoughts are better some
times than our deeds—Bailey .

We ask advice ; we mean approbation .

—C’o lton .

Advice is like snow ; the softer it falls,

give advice to others who has not first
given good counsel to himself—Seneca .

The
.

greatest trust between man and
man is the trust of giving counsel
Bacon .

When a man seeks your advice he
generally wants your praise .

—C'hester
fie ld.

Advice is a superfluity . N inety-nine
times out of a hundred people don’t
take it . The hundredth they do take it ,
but with a reservation—Then o f course
it turns out badly, and they think you
an idiot

,
and never forgive you.

—L .

Male t.

Agreeable advice -i s seldom useful ad
vice—Massilon .

He that gives good ddvice
,
builds with

one hand ; he that gives good counsel
and example

,
builds with both ; but he

that gives good admonition and bad ex
ample

,
builds with one hand and pulls

down with the other .—Bacon .

A thousand times listen to the counsel
of your friend , but seek it only once
A . S . Hardy .

There is nothing of which men are
more liberal than their good advice , be
their stock of it ever so small ; because
it seems to carry in it an intimation of
their own influence , importance or worth .

-Young.

When a man has been guilty of any
vice or folly

,
the best atonement he can

make for it is to warn others not to fall
into the like—Addison .

It is a good divine that follows his
own instructions . I can easier teach
twenty what were good to be done , than
be one o f twenty to follow mine own

teaching—Shakespeare .

He who calls in the aid of an equal
understanding doubles his own ; and

.

he

who profits by a superior understanding
raises his powers to a level with the
heights o f the superior understanding he
unites with—Burke .

It is easy when we are
.

in prosperity
to give advice to the afllicted.

—/Eschy
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AFFECTATION 10 AFFECTION

our detestation, and smaller faults of

our pity, but affectation appears to be
the only true source o f the ridiculous .

Fielding.

We are never so ridiculous by the
qualities we have , as by those we affect
to have—Rochefoucauld.

Affectation is certain deform ity—By
forming themselves on fantastic models
the young begin with being ridiculous,
and Often end in being vicious—Blair .

Affectation differs from hypocrisy in

being the art of coun terfeiting qualities
which we might with innocence and
safety be known to want—Hypocrisy is
the necessary burden Of villainy ; affecta
tion , a part o f the chosen trappings of

folly .

—Johnson .

Afi ectation proceeds either from vanity
or hypocrisy ; for as vanity puts us on

affecting false characters to gain ap

plause ,
so hypocrisy sets us on the en

deavor to avoid censures by concealing
our vices under the appearance o f their
opposite virtues—Fielding.

Avoid all singularity and affectation .

What is according to nature is best
,

while what is contrary to it is always
distasteful . N othing is graceful that is
not our own—C o llier.

Hearts may be attracted by assumed
qualities , but the affections can only be
fixed and retained by those that are
real .—De Moy .

Affectation naturally counterfeits those
excellencies which are farthest from our

attainment , because knowing our defects
we eagerly endeavor to supply them
with artificial excellence—Johnson .

Paltry affectation and strained allu
sions are easily attained by those who
choose to wear them ; but they are but
the badges o f ignorance or stupidity
when it would endeavor to please .

Go ldsmith .

All false practices and affectations of
knowledge are more odious than any
want

,
or defect of knowledge can be .

Sprat.

Be yourself. Ape no greatness . Be

willing to pass for what you are . A

good farthing is better than a bad
sovereign . Affect no oddness ; but dare
to be right

,
though you have to be

singular . —S. C o ley .

Affectation lights a candle to our de

feets, and though it may gratify our

selves, it disgusts all others—Lavater.

AFFECT ION .
—There is so little to

redeem the dry mass of follies and errors
that make up so much of life , that any
thing to love or reverence becomes

,
as

it were , a sabbath to the soul .—Bulwer .

How often a new affection makes a
new man . The sordid becomes liberal ;
the cowering

,
heroic ; the frivolous girl ,

the steadfast martyr of patience and
ministration , transfigured by deathless
love .
—E . H. C hap/in.

Mature affection , homage , devotion ,

does not easily express itself . Its voice
is low . It is modest and retiring , it lays
in ambush and waits . Such is the ma
ture fruit . Sometimes

‘

a life glides away,
and finds it st ill ripening in the shade .

The l ight inclinations of very young
people are as dust compared to rocks
Dickens .

Our affections are our life—We l ive
by them ; they supply our warmth
C hanning.

The affections are like lightning : you
cannot tell where they will strike till
they have fallen .

—Lacordaire .

How sacred and beautiful is the feel
ing of affection in the pure and guileless
soul ! The proud may sneer at it , the
fashionable call it a fable , the selfish and
dissipated affect to despise it , but the
holy passion is surely from heaven

,
and

is made evil only by the corruptions of
those it was sent to preserve and bless .
—Mordaunt .

Of all earthly music that which reaches
farthest into heaven is the beating of a

truly loving heart — .H W. Beecher.

If thei e is any thing that keeps the
mind open to angel visits, and repels
the ministry of evil

,
it is a pure human

love .
—N . P . Willis .

Our sweetest experiences of affection
are meant to point us to that realm
which is the real and endless home Of
the heart—H . W. Beecher.

The affections, like conscience , are
rather to be led than driven—Those who
marry where they do not love

,
will be

likely to love where they do not marry .

-Fuller.

Affection , like melancholy , magnifies
trifles ; but the magnifying of the one

is like looking through a telescope at
heavenly obj ects ; that Of the other, like
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enlarging monsters with a microscope .

Leigh Hunt.

The heart will commonly govern the
head ; and any strong passion , set the
wrong way , will soon infatuate even
the wisest of men ; therefore the first
part of wisdom is to watch the affec

tions . -Waterland.

There is in life no blessing like affec
tion ; it soothes, it hallows, elevates,
subdues

,
and bringeth down to earth its

native heaven : life has nought else that
may supply its place—L . E . Landon .

I ’d rather than that crowds should
sigh for me , that from some kindred eye
the trickling tear should steal .—H . K .

White .

AFFLICTION —(See ADVERSITY . )

Affliction is a school of virtue ; it cor
rects levity,

and interrupts the confi

dence of sinning. —Atterbury .

As threshing separates the wheat from
the chaff, so does affliction purify Virtue .

-Burton .

Though all afflictions are evils in
themselves, yet they are good for us,
because they discover to us our disease
and tend to our cure—Tillo tson .

Affliction is the good man ’s shining
scene ; prosperity conceals his brightest
ray ; as night to stars , woe lustre gives
to man—Young.

Many secrets of religion are not per
ceived til l they be felt , and are not felt
but in the day of a great calamity,
Jeremy Taylor.

P

The lord gets his best soldierS
’

out
”

of
the highlands of affliction .

—Spurgeon .

That which thou dost not understand
when thou readest , thou shalt under
stand in the day Of thy visitation ; for
many secrets Of religion are not per
ceived till they be felt

,
and are not felt

‘

but in the day of calamity .
- Jeremy

Taylor.

It has done me
,

good to be somewhat
parched by the heat and drenched by

,

the rain o f Mia—Longfe llow .

Affliction is the wholesome soil o f vir
tue

,
where patience

,
honor

,
sweet hu

m ility , and calm fortitude
,
take root

and stronglyflourish—Malle t .

G od sometimes washes the eyes of his
children With tears that they may read
aright his providence and his command
ments—T. L . Cuy ler.

If your cup seems too bitter, if your
burden seems too heavy, be sure that it
is the wounded hand that is holding the
cup

,
and that it is He who carries the

cross that is carrying the burden . S. I

Prime .

I have learned more
'

of experimental
religion since my little boy died than in
all my life before—Horace Bushne ll .

Paradoxical as it may seem
, God

means not only to make us good
,
but

to make us also happy , by sickness,
disaster and disappointment .

—C . A .

Barto l .

The hiding places of men are dis
covered by affliction .

—As one has aptly
said

,

“Our refuges are . like the nests of
birds ; in summer they are hidden away
among the green leaves, but in Winter
they are seen among the naked
branches .”—J . W. Alexander.

Sanctified afflictions are like so many
artificers working on a pious man ’s
crown to make it more bright and mas

‘

sive .

—C udworth .

Heaven but tries our virtue by atflic
tion

,
and oft the cloud that wraps the

present hour serves but to brighten all
our future days—J . Brown .

If you would not have affl iction Visit
you twice

,
listen at once to what it

teaches—Burgh .

Affliction is not sent in vain from the
good God who chastens those that he
loves—Southey .

N othing can occur beyond the strength
of faith to sustain ,

or transcending the
resources Of religion to relieve .

—T.

Binney .

As in nature , as in art , so in grace ; it
Lias rough treatment that gives souls, as
WEII3s stones , their lustre . The more
the diamond is cut the brighter it
sparkles ; and in what seems hard deal
ing

,
there God has no end in view but

to perfect his people .
-Guthrie .

It is not from the tal l , crowded work
house o f prosperity that men first or

clearest see the eternal stars o f heaven .

—Theodore Parker.

Ah ! if you only knew the peace there
is in an accepted sorrow .

—Mde . Guion .

It is not until we have passed through
the furnace that we are made to know
how much dross there is in our com

position .
—C o lton .
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It is a great thing , when the cup Of
bitterness is pressed to our lips, to feel
that it is no t fate or necessity , but
divine love working upon us for good
ends . —E . H . C hopin .

Afll ictions sent by providence melt the
constancy of the noble minded , but con
firm the Obduracy of the vile , as the
same furnace that liquifies the gold ,
hardens the clay .

—C o lton .

The soul that suffers is stronger than
the soul that rej oices—E . Shepard.

There is such a difference between
coming out of sorrow merely thankful
for belief

,
and coming out of sorrow ful l

of sympathy with
,
and trust in ,

Him
who has released us .

—Phillips Brooks.

Tears are Often the telescope by which
men see far into heaven—H . W.

Beecher.

Affliction comes to us all not to make
us sad, but sober ; not to make us sorry ,

but wise ; not to make us despondent ,
but by its darkness to refresh us

,
as the

night refreshes the day ; not to im

poverish
,
but to enrich us, as the plough

enriches the field ; to multiply our joy ,

as the seed
,
by planting

,
is multiplied a

thousand-fold .
—H . W. Beecher .

Strength is born in the deep silence of
long-suffering hearts ; not amid joy .

Mrs . Hemans .

By afllictions God is spoiling us o f
what otherwise might have spoiled us .

When he makes the world to o hot for
us to hold

, we let it gO .

—Powell .

N O C hristian but has h is Gethsemane ;
but every praying C hristian will find
there is no G ethsemane without its
angel .—T. Binney .

With the wind of tribulation God
separates, in the floor Of the o soul

,
the

wheat from the chaff .—Mo linos .

We are apt to overlook the hand and
heart o f God in our afflictions

,
and to

consider them as mere accidents
, and

unavoidable evils—This View makes
them absolute and positive evils which
admit of no remedy or relief—If we

View our troubles and trials aside from
the divine design and agency in them

,

we cannot be comforted .

—Emmons .

Amid -my list o f blessings infinite
,

stands this the foremost ,
“that my heart

has bled .

”—Young.

Affliction is a divine diet which though

AFFLICTION

it
O

be not pleasing to mankind
,
yet Al

mighty God hath often imposed it as a
good , though bitter, physio, to those
children whose souls are dearest to him

.

—Izaak Walton .

The very afflictions of our earthly pil
grimage are presages o f our future glory ,
as shadows indicate the sun—Richter.
How fast we learn in a day of sorrow !

Scripture shines out in a new effulgence ;
every verse seems to contain a sun

beam , every promise stands out in il
luminated splendor things hard to be
understood become in a moment plain

.

—H . Bonar.

The most generous vine
,
if not pruned

,

runs out into ~many superfluous stems
and grows at last weak and fruitless : so

doth the best man if he be not cut short
in his desires

,
and pruned with afflictions .

—Bp . Hall .

Extraordinary afflictions are not al
ways the punishment o f extraordinary
sins, but sometimes the trial Of extraor
dinary graces—Sanctified afflictions are
spiritual promotions—M . Henry .

The only way to meet affliction is to
pass through it solemnly, slowly , with
humility and faith , as the Israelites
passed through the sea . Then its very
waves o f misery will divide

,
and be

come to us a wall , on the right side and
on the left, until the gulf narrows before
our eyes, and we land safe on the op
posite shore—Miss Mulock.

We should always record our thoughts
in affliction : set up way-marks

,
that we

may recur to them in health ; for then
we are in other circumstances

,
and can

never recover our sick-bed views .
The good are better made by ill

,
as

odors crushed are sweeter sti ll .—Rogers .

What seem to us but dim funereal
tapers, may be heaven

’s distant lamps .

-Longfellow .

It is from the remembrance Of j oys
.

we

have lost that the arrows of affliction
are pointed—Mackenzie .

The gem cannot be polished without
friction , nor man perfected Without
trials—C hinese Proverb .

N ever on earth calamity so great , as

not to leave to us
,
if rightly weighed

,

what would console ’mid What we sorrow
for .
—Shakespeare .

The lessons we learn in sadness and



from loss are those that abide .
—Sorrow

clarifies the mind , steadies it , forces it
to weigh things correctly .

—The soil
moist with tears best feeds the seeds
of truth .

—T. T. Munger .

N ever was there a man of deep -piety
,

who has not been brought into ex
tremities—who has not been put into
fire—who has not been taught to say ,
Though he slay me , yet will I trust in
him .

” —C ecil .
As sure as God puts his children into
the furnace o f affliction

,
he will be with

them in it .
—Spurgeon .

Heaven tries our virtue by afflictions ;
as oft the cloud that wraps the present
hour

,
serves but to lighten all our future

days—J . Brown .

C ome then , affl iction , if my Father
wills, and be my frowning friend . A

friend that frowns is better than a smil
ing enemy .

—Anon .

AGE .
—It is not by the gray Of the hair

that One knows the age Of the heart .

Bulwer.

A graceful and honorable o ld age is
the childhood of immortality .

—Pindar .

HOW beautiful can time with goodness
make an Old man look—Jerro ld.

Old age adds to the respect due to
Virtue , but it takes nothing from the
contempt inspired by vice ; it whitens
only the hair .

—J . P . Senn .

Age does not depend upon years
—but

upon temperament and health—Some
men are born Old

,
and some naver grow

so .
—Tryon Edwards .

A person is always startled when he
hears himself seriously called Old for the
first time .

-0 . W. Ho lmes.

The Vices of o ld age have the stiffness 1
o f it too ; and as it is the unfittest time
to learn in , so the unfitness o f it to
unlearn will be found much g reater .
South .

Let us repect gray hairs, especially our

own .
—J . P . Senn .

Our youth and manhood are due to
our country , but our declining years are
due to ourselves—Pliny .

When we are young
,
we are slavishly

employed in procuring something
whereby we may live comfortably when
we grow o ld ; and when we are o ld

, we

perceive it is too late to live as we pro
posed—Pope .

O ld men ’s eyes are like o ld men ’s
memories ; they are strongest for things
a long way off—George E lio t.
N O wise man ever wished to be

younger .
—Swift .

TO be happy, we must be true to
nature , and carry our age along with us.

—Hazlitt .

Years do not make sages ; they only
make Old men—Mad. Swetchine .

Every one desires to live long
,
but no

one would be o ld—Swift .

N othing is more disgraceful than that
an Old man should have nothing to show
to p rove that he has lived long , except
his years—Seneca .

How many fancy
‘

they have experi

ence simply because they have grown
O ld—Stanislaus .

Men o f age Obj ect too much , consult
too long

,
adventure too little

,
repent

too soon
,

and seldom drive business
home to the full period

,
but content

themselves with a mediocrity of success .

—Bacon .

As we grow o ld we become both more
foolish and more wise .

—Ro chefoucauld.

Age that lessens the enj oyment Of life ,
increases our desire o f living—Go ld
smith .

C hildhood itself is scarcely more
lovely than a cheerful

,
kindly

,
sunshiny

Old age .
—L . M . C hild.

When one becomes indifferent to
women

,
to children

,
and to young people ,

he may know that he is superannuated ,
and has withdrawn from What is sweet
est and purest in human existence .

A . B. Alco tt.

O ld age is a blessed time . It gives us
Eimre to put Off '

our earthly garments
one by one , and dress ourselves for
heaven .

“
Blessed are they that are

home-sick , for they shall get home .

A comfortable o ld age is the reward
of a well-spent youth—Instead of its
bringing sad and melancholy prospects
Of decay, it

" should give us hopes of
eternal youth in a better world—R .

Palmer .

N O snow falls lighter than the snow
o f age ; but none lies heavier, for it
never melts .

It is a rare and difficult attainment to
grow Old gracefully and happily .

—L . M .

C hild.



Old age is a tryant , which forbids the
pleasures Of youth on pain o f death .

Ro chefoucauld.

Old age has deformities enough Of its
own .

—It Should never add to them the

deformity Of vice — C a to .

We should so provide for Old age that
it may have no urgent wants of this
world to absorb it from meditation on

the next—It is awful to see the lean
hands Of dotage making a coffer of the
grave .

—Bulwer.

To resist the frigidity o f o ld age one

must combine the body
,
the mind

, and

the heart—And to keep these in parallel
vigor one must exercise

,
study , and love .

—Bonstettin .

When a noble life has prepared o ld
age , it is no t decline that it reveals , but
the
f
irst days Of immortality .

—Mad. de

Stae

The evening of a well-spent life brings
its lamps with it .

—Joubert.
Age does no t make us childish

,
as

some say ; it finds us true children .

Goethe .

Age is rarely despised but when it is
contemptible .

—Johns on .

As winter strips the leaves from
around us

,
so that we may see the dis

tant regions they formerly concealed
,
so

o ld age takes away our enj oyments only
to enlarge the prospect o f the coming
eternity—Rich ter.

He who would pass his declining years
with honor and comfort

,
should

,
when

young , consider that he may one day
become Old , and remember when he is

Old , that he has once been young .

Addison .

That man never grows Old
.

who keeps
a child in his heart .

A healthy Old fellow
,
who is not a

fool
,
is the happiest creature living .

Steele .

In Old age life ’s shadows are meeting
eternity

’s day .
—C larke .

The Grecian ladies counted their age
from their marriage

,
not from their

birth—Homer.

The golden age is before us, not b e
hind us.

—St . Simon .

The tendency of o ld age to the body ,
say the physiologists , is to form bone .

It is as rare as it is pleasant to meet

14;

with an Old man whose opinions are not
o ss1fied .

- J. F. Boyse .

That O ld man dies prematurely whose
memory records no benefits conferred
They only have lived long who have
lived virtuously .

—Sheridan .

I venerate o ld age ; and I love not the
man who can look without emotion upon
the sunset o f l ife

,
when the dusk of

evening begins to gather over the watery
eye , and the

'

shadows of twilight grow
broader and deeper Upon the under
standing—Longfe llow .

While one finds company in himself
and his pursuits, he cannot feel Old , no
matter what his years may be .

—A . B.

A lCOtt.

It is only necessary to grow Old to

become more charitable and even indul
gent—I see no fault committed by
others that I have not committed my
self —Goethe .

An aged C hristian
,
with the snow of

time upon his head , may remind us that
those points o f earth are whitest which
are nearest to heaven—E . H . C hapin .

There are three classes into which all
the women past seventy years of age I
have ever known

,
were divided : that

dear Old soul ; that o ld woman ; that o ld
witch—C o leridge .

That which is called dotage
,
is not

the weak point o f all o ld men , but only
Of such as are distinguished by their
levity and weakness—C icero .

There cannot live a more unhappy
creature than an ill-natured Old man ,
who is neither capable o f receiving
pleasures

,
nor sensible of conferring

them on others—Sir W. Temp le .

As we advance in life the circle o f our

pains enlarges
,
whi le that of our pleas

ures contracts—Mad. Swetchine .

Gray hairs seem to my fancy
.

l ike the
soft light of the moon , silvering over
the evening of life .

—Richter.

One’s age should be tranquil , as
childhood should be playful . -Hard work
at either extremity of life seems out o f

place—At mid-day the sun may burn ,

and men labor under it ; but the mom
ing and evening should be al ike calm
and cheerful—Arno ld.

When we are out of sympathy with
the young

,
then I think our work in

this world is oven—G . Macdona ld.
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At tw enty, the will reigns ; at thirty ,
the w it ; at forty , the judgment ; aftei

ward
,
proportion of character - Grattan .

It is . o ften the case with fine natures
,

that when the fire of the spirit dies out

with increasing age , the power of intel
lect is unaltered or increased

,
and an

originally educated j udgment grows
broader and gentler as the river Of life
widens out to the everlasting sea—Mrs .

Gatty .

Some men never seem to grow o ld .

Always active in thought , always ready
to adopt new ideas

,
they are never

chargeable with fogyism . Satisfied , yet
ever dissatisfied

,
settled

,
yet ever un

settled , they always enj oy the best Of

what is
,
and are the first to find the best

of what will be .

Though I look Old , yet I am strong
and lusty ; for in my youth I never did
apply hot and rebellious liquors in my
blood ; and did not , with unbashful fore
head , WOO the means o f weakness and
debility : therefore my age is as a lusty
winter

,
frosty but kindly .

—Shakespeare .

When men grow virtuous in their
o

o ld
age

,
they are merely making a sacrifice

to God of the devil ’s leavings .
—Swift.

Age sits with decent grace upon his
visage

,
and worthily becomes his silver

locks
,
who wears the marks Of many

years well spent
, of virtue , truth well

tried
,
and wise experience -Rowe .

Toward Old age both men and women
hang to life by their habits —C harles
Reade .

Probably the happiest period in life
most frequently is in middle age , when
the eager passions of youth are cooled ,
and the infirm ities of age not yet begun ;
as we see that the shadows , which are
at morning and evening so large

,
almost

en

hg
ely disappear at mid-day .

—T . Ar

no

Like a morning dream , l ife becomes
more and more bright the

‘

longer we
live

,
and the reason of everything ap

pears more clear . What has puzzled us
before seems less mysterious, and the
crooked paths look straighter as we

approach the end —Rich ter
Ye who are Old

,
remember youth with

thought Of like affection H
—Shakespeare

Age should fly concourse , cover in re

treat defects of judgment , and the will
subdue ; walk thoughtful on the silent ,

AG ITATION

solemn shore o f that vast ocean it must
sai l so soon—Young .

C autious age suspects the flattering
form , and only credits What experience
tells—Johnson .

If reverence is due from others to the
Old, they ought also to respect them
selves ; and by grave l

,
prudent

, and holy
actions, put a crown of glory upon their
own gray heads .

-Bp . Hopkins .

These are the effects of doting age ;
vain doubts, and idle cares, and over
caution—Dryden .

There are two things which grow
stronger in the breast Of man

,
in propor

tion as he advances in years : the love
o f country and Let them be
never so much forgotten in youth

,
they

sooner o r later present” themselves to us
arrayed in all their charms

, and excite
in the recesses of our hearts an attach
ment just ly due to their beauty .

C hateaubriand .

Thirst Oi power and o f riches now

bear sway , the passion and infirmity Of
age .

—Froude .

¥outh changes
~

its tastes by the
warmth of its blood ; age retains its
tastes by habit—Ro chefoucauld.

There is not a more repulsive spectacle
than an Old man who will not forsake
the world , which has already forsaken
him .

-Tho luck .

AGITATION .
—Agitation isthe mar

shalling of the conscience of a nation
to mould its laws—Sir R . Pee l .

Agitation prevents rebellion
,
keeps the

peace , and secures progress . Every step
she gains is gained forever . Muskets are
the. weapons of animals . Agitation is
Wéfi mosphere of the brains—Wendell
Phillips .

Those who mistake the excitement
and agitation o f reform for the source
Of danger

,
must have overlooked all

history .

We believe in excitement when the
theme is great ; in agitation when huge
evils are to be reformed . It is thus that
a state or nation clears itself of great
moral wrongs, and effects important
changes . Still waters gather to them
selves poisonous ingredients

,
and scatter

epidemics and death . The noisy, tumb
ling brook, and the rolling and roaring
ocean , are pare and healthful . The
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moral and political elements need the
rockings and heavings Of free discussion ,
for their own purification . The nation
feels a healthier pulsation , and breathes
a more invigorating atmosphere

,
than if

pulp it , platform , and press , were all
silent as the tomb , leaving misrule and
oppression unwatched and unscathed .

P . C ooke .

Agitation
,
under pretence of reform ,

With a view to overturn revealed truth
and order

,
is the worst kind of mischief .

Agitation is the method that plants
the school by the Side o f the ballot-box .

—Wendell Phillips .

AGN OSTIC ISM .
—There is only one

greater folly than that o f the fool who
says in his heart there is no G od, and
that is the folly Of the people that says
with its head that it does not know
whether there is a God or not .—Bis
march .

An agnostic is a man who doesn’t
know whether there is a God or no t

,

doesn ’t know whether he has a soul or

not
,
doesn ’t know whether there is a

future li fe or not , doesn
’t believe that

any one else knows . any more about
these matters than he does, and thinks
it a waste of time to try to find out .

Dana .

The term agnostic is only the
Greek equivalent of the Latin and
English Ignoramus —a name one

would think scientists would be slow to
apply to themselves .

Agnosticism is the philosophical , ethi
cal

,
and religious dry-ro t Of the modern

world—F. E . Abbo t .

A G R A R I A N I S M .
—The agrarian

would divide all the property in the
community equally among its members .

—But if so divided to-day, indust ry on

the one hand
, and idleness on the

other
,
would make it unequal on the

morrow .
—There is no agrarianism in the

providence of G od—Tryon Edwards .

The agrarian , like the communist ,
would bring all above him down to his
own level , or raise himse lf to theirs , but
is not anxious to bring those below him
up to himself—C . Simmons .

AGRIC ULTURE J
—Agriculture is the

foundation of manufactures, since the
productions of nature are the materials
of art—Gibbon.
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Agriculture not only
o
gives riches to a

nation , but the only riches she
“
can call

her own—Johnson .

Let the farmer forevermore be
honored in h is calling, for they who labor
in the earth are the chosen people Of
God .

—Jefierson .

Agriculture for an honorable and high
minded man , is the best of all occupa
tions or arts by which men procure the
means of living—Xenophon .

Trade increases the wealth and glory
of a country ; but

" its real strength and

stamina are to be looked for among the
cultivators of the land—Lord C hatham .

The farmers ara the founders of civili
tion and prosperit —Danie l Webster .

He that would look 'with contempt on

the pursuits Of the farmer, i s not worthy
the name of a man—H . W. Beecher .

There seem to be but three ways for
a nation to acquire wealth : the first
is by war, as

‘

the Romans did , in plunder
ing their conquered neighbors—this is
robbery ; the second by commerce , which
is generally cheating ; the third by
agriculture

,
the only honest way ,

wherein
man receives a real increase Of the seed
thrown into the ground

, in a kind Of
continual miracle

,
wrought by the hand

o f God in his favor, as a reward for his
innocent life and his virtuous industry .

-Franklin .

In the age Of acorns , before the times
of C eres, a single barley-corn had been
of more value to mankind than all the
diamonds Of the mines of India—H.

Bro oke .

The first three men in the world were
a gardener

,
a ploughman , and a grazier ;

and if any Obj ect that the second o f

these was a murderer
,
I desire him to

consider that as soon as he was so , he
quitted our profession , and turned
builder—C owley .

In a moral point of view , the life Of

the agriculturist is the most pure and

holy of any class Of men ; pure , because
it is the most healthful , and vice can

hardly find time to contaminate it ; and
holy

,
because it brings the Deity per

petually before his view , giving him
thereby the most exalted notions o f su
preme power, and the most endearing
view of the divine benignity .

—Lord John
Russell.
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luminous
,
arises in his mind with every

thought which furnishes the vestment Of
the thought—Hence good writing and
brilliant discourse are perpetual alle
gories .

-Emerson .

Allegories are fine ornaments and good
illustrations

,
but no t proof—Luther .

AMBASSADOR —An ambassador is
an honest man sent to lie and intrigue
abroad for the benefit of his country
Sir H . Wo tton .

AMBITION .
—Ambition is the germ

from which all growth Of nobleness pro
ceeds .

—T . D . English .

Ambition is the spur that makes man
struggle with destiny . It is heaven ’s own
incentive to make purpose great and
achievement greater .—Donald G . M itch
e ll.

A noble man compares and estimates
himself by an idea which is higher than
himself and a mean man

,
by one lower

than himself—The one produces aspira
tion ; the other ambition , which is the
way in which a vulgar man aspires—H .

W. Beecher.

Fling away ambition . By that sin
angels fell . How then can man

,
the

image of his Maker, hope to Win by it ?
—Shakespeare .

Ambition often puts men upon doing
the meanest offices : so climbing is per
formed in the same posture as creeping .

—Swift.
As dogs in a wheel , or squirrels in a
cage , ambitious men still climb and
climb , with great labor and incessant
anxiety, but never reach the top—Bur
ton .

Ambition is a lust that is never
quenched , but grows more inflamed and
madder by enj oyment .—Otway .

The noblest spirit is most strongly at

tracted by the love of glory—C icero .

It is the nature of ambition to make
men liars and cheats who hide the truth
in their hearts

,
and like jugglers

,
show

another thing in their mouths ; to cut
all friendships and enmities to the meas
ure of their interest , and put on a good
face where there is no corresponding
good will .—Sallust.
Ambition is the avarice of

.power ; and
happiness herself is soon sacrified to that
very lust o f dominion which was first
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The tallest trees are most in the

encouraged only as the best means of
Obtaining it .

—C o lton .

To be ambitious o f true honor and of
the real glory and perfection of our

nature is the very principle and incentive
of virtue ; but to be ambitious of titles ,
place , ceremonial respects, and civil
pageantry, is as vain and little as the
things are which we court—Sir. P . Sid
ney .

V aulting ambition
,
which o

’

erleaps it
self—Shakespeare .

Say what we willfwe may be sure that
ambition is an error. Its wear and tear
of heart are never recompensed ; it steals
away the freshnessm f l ife ; it deadens
our vivid and social en

'

oyments ; it shuts
our souls to our youth and we are o ld

ere we remember that we have made a
fever and a labor of our raciest years
Bulwer.

Ambition is but the evil shadow of
asp iration—G . Macdonald.

Ambition is an idol on whose wings
great minds are carried to extremes, to
be sublimely great , or to be nothing
Southern .

Ambition is not a vice of little people .

-Montaigne .

Ambition is not a weakness unless it
be disproportioned to the capacity . To

have more ambition than ability is to
be at once weak and unhappy .

-G . S.

Hillard.

It is by attempting to reach the top
at a single leap

,
that so much misery is

caused in the world—C obbett.

Ambition has one heel nailed in well ,
though she stretch her fingers to touch
the heavens—Lilly .

Ambition thinks no face so beautiful ,
as that which looks from under a crown .

—Sir P . Sidney .

It is the constant fault
.

and insepar
able evil quality of ambition , that it

never looks behind it .

—Seneca .

Ambition makes the same mistake con
cerning power

,
that avarice makes as to

wealth . She begins by accumulating it
as a means to happiness, and finish es by
continuing to accumulate it as an end .

—C o lton .

High seats are never but
.uneasy , and

crowns are always stuffed With thorns
Bro oks
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power of the winds , and ambitious men
of the blasts of fortune—Penn .

Ambition is like love , impatient both
Of delays and rivals .—Denham .

Most people would succeed in smal l
things if they were not troubled by great
ambitions—Longfellow

He who surpasses or subdues mankind,
must look down on the hate of those
below—Byron .

Where ambition can cover its enter
prises

,
even to the person himself, under

the appearance of principle , it is the
most incurable and inflexible of pas
sions—Hume .

The slave has but one master , the
ambitious man has as many as there are
persons whose aid may contribute to
the advancement o f his fortunes .

Bruyere .

Ambition is so powerful a passion in
the human breast

,
that however high we

reach we are never satisfied—Machia

velli.

N othing is too high for the daring of

mortals : we storm heaven itself in our

folly .
—Horace .

The very substance o f the ambitious
is merely the shadow Of a dream .

Shakespeare .

HOW l ike a mounting devil in the

heart rules the unreined ambition .
—N .

P . Willis .

.

TOO often those who entertain ambi
t ion

,
expel remorse and naturefi—Shake

speare .

TOO low they build who build below
the skies—Young.

Great souls , by nature half divine ,
soar to the stars , and hold a near ao

quaintance with the gods—Rowe .

AMERICA .
—America is another name

for Opportunity . Our whole history ap
pears l ike a last effort of divine Provi
dence in behalf o f the human race .

Emerson .

America is rising with a giant ’s
strength . Its bones are yet but cartilages .
—Fisher Ames .

America is a fortunate country ; she
grows by the follies o f our European
nations—N apo leon .

America—half-brother of the world .

Bailey .

9 AMUSEMENTS

The home of the homeless all over
the earth—Stree t.

If all Europe were to become a prison ,
America would still present a loop-hole
of escape ; and , God be praised ! that
loop-hole is larger than the dungeon it
self. —Heine .

The home of freedom
,
and the hope

Of the down-trodden and oppressed
among the nations of the earth—Danie l
Webster.

This is what I call the American idea
,

a government Of the people
,
by the

people , and for the people— a govern
ment o f the principles of eternal j ustice

,

the unchanging law Of God—Theodore
Parker.

America has proved that it is practi
cable to elevate the mass of mank ind
the laboring or lower class—to raise them
to self-respect , to make them competent
to act a part in the great right and the
great duty of self-government ; and she
has proved that this may be done by
education and the diffusion of knowledge .

She holds out an example a thousand
tim es more encouraging than ever was
presented before

“

to those nine-tenths
of the human race who are born without
hereditary fortune or hereditary rank
Daniel Webster.

AMIABILITY .
—The constant desire

Of pleasing which is the peculiar quality
of some , may be called the happiest Of
all desires in this

,
that it rarely fails of

attaining its end when not disgraced by
affectation .

—Fielding.

To be amiable is most certainly a
duty, but it is not t o be exercised at
the expense of any virtue—He who seeks
to do the amiable always

,
can at times

b e
‘

s e ccessful only by the sacrifice of his
manhood .

—Simms .

How easy to be amiable in the midst
of happiness and success—Mad. Swetch
ine .

Amiable people , though Often sub j ect
to imposition in their contact with the
world , yet radiate so much Of sunshine
that they are reflected in all apprecia
tive hearts—Beulay .

AMUSEMEN TS.
—It is doing some

service to humanity
,
to amuse innocently .

They know but little o f society who

think we can bear to be always em
ployed , either in duties or meditation ,
without relaxation - H . More .
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The mind ought sometimes to be di
verted

,
that it may return the better to

thinking—Phcedrus .

Amusement is the waking sleep of

labor. When it absorbs thought , pa

tience , and strength that might have
been seriously employed

,
it loses its dis

tinctive character and becomes the task
master Of idleness .

—Willmo tt .

Let the world have Whatever sports
and recreations please them best , pro
vided they be followed with discretion .

—Burton .

Amusement that is excessive and fol
lowed only for its own sake , allures and
deceives us

,
and leads us down imper

ceptib ly in thoughtlessn ess to the grave .

—Pascal.
The habit o f dissipating every serious
thought by a succession of agreeable
sensations is as fatal to happiness as to
virtue ; for when amusement is uniformly
subst ituted for obj ects of moral and
mental interest

,
we lose all that elevates

our enj oyments above the scale of

childish pleasures—Anna Maria Porter .

Amusements are to religion like
breezes Of air to theflame

,
—gentle ones

will fan it , but strong ones will put it
out—Thomas .

Innocent amusements are such as ex
cite moderately

, and such as produce a
cheerful frame Of mind

,
no t boisterous

mirth ; such as refresh , instead of ex
hausting, the system ; such as recur fre
quently

,
rather than continue long ; such

as send us back to our daily duties in
vigorated in body and spirit ; such as We
can partake o f in the presence and society
Of resp ectable friends ; such as consist
with and are favorable to a . grateful
piety ; such as are chastened by self-re
spect , and are accompanied with the
consciousness that life has a higher end
than to be amused .

—C hanning.

If those who are the enemies of inno
cent amusements had the direction of

the world , they would take away the
spring and youth

,
the former from the

year
,
the latter from human life—Balzac .

It is a sober truth that people who
live only to amuse themselves

,
work

harder at the task than most people do
in earning their daily bread—H . More .

It is exceedingly deleterious to with
draw the sanction Oi religion from
amusement . If we feel that it is all in

ANALOGY

jurious we should strip the earth o f its
flowers and blot out its pleasant sun

sh1ne .
-E . H . C hopin .

Dwell not too long upon sports ; for
as they refresh a man that is weary , so
they weary a man that is refreshed
Fuller.

If you are animated by right principles,
and are fully awakened to the true
dignity of life , the subj ect of amuse
ments may be left to settle itself T. T.

Munger.

C hristian discipleship does not involve
the abandonment of any innocent en

joym ent . Any diversion or amusement
which we can use so

.
,
as to receive pleas

ure and enj oyment to ourselves, and do
no harm to others

,
we are perfectly free

to use ; and any that we cannot use
without injury to ourselves or harm to
others , we have no right to use , whether
we are C hristians or not—W. Gladden .

I am a great friend to public amuse
ments, for they keep people from vice .

—Johnson .

Amusement to an Observing mind is
study—Disraeli.
It is doing some service to humanity
to amuse innocently ; and they know
very little of society who think we can
bear to be always employed

,
either in

duties or meditations
,
without any re

laxation—Sir P . Sidney .

All amusements to which virtuous
women are not admitted, are , rely upon
it

,
deleterious in their nature—Thack

eray .

Joining in the amusements Of others
is

,
in our social state

,
the next thing to

sympathy in their distresses
,
and even

the slenderest bond that holds society
together should rather be strengthened
than snapt .

—Landor.

The church has been so fearful Of
amusements that the devil has had the
charge o f them ; the Chaplet Of flowers
has been snatched from the brow of

C hrist , and given to Mammon .
—H. W.

Beecher .

ANALOGY .
—Analogy , although it is

not infallible , is yet that telescope of

the mind by which it is marvelously
assisted in the discovery of both physical
and moral truth .

—C o lton .

Those who reason only by analogies ,
rarely reason by logic, and are generally
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slaves to
_ imagination .

—C . Simmons .

ANARCHY f
—Anarchy is the choking

,

sweltering, deadly, and killing rule o f no
rule ; the consecration of cupidity and
braying ‘

of folly and dim stupidity and
baseness

,
in most of the affairs of men .

Slop-sh irts attainable three half-pence
cheaper by the ruin of l iving bodies and
immortal souls—C arly le .

Burke talked of
“that digest Of an

archy called the Rights of Man .

”

Anarchy is hatred o f human authority ;
atheism of divine authority—two Sides
of the same whole .

—Macpherson

AN C ESTRY . (See BIRTH ,

The happiest lot for a man , as far as
'

birth is concerned, is that it should be
such as

i
'

to give him but little occasion to
think much about it .

—Whately .

I will not borrow merit from the dead ,
my self an undeserver .—Rowe .

Every man is his own ancestor, and

every man i s h is own heir . He devises
h is own future , and he inheri ts h is own

past—H . F. Hedge .

It is the highest of earthlv honors to
be descended from the great and good .

—They alone cry out against a noble
ancestry who have none of their own .

-Ben Jonson .

G ood blood—descent from the great
and good

, is a high honor and privilege .

—He that lives worthily of it is fdeserv

ing of the highest esteem ; he that does
not

,
of the deeper disgrace—C oh ort .

They that on glorious ancestors eu

large , produce their debt , instead o f thei r
discharge .

—Young.

We take rank by descent . Such of

us as have the longest pedigree
,
and are

therefore the furthest removed from the
first who made the fortune and founded
the family

,
we are the noblest .—Froude .

Breed is stronger
,

than pasture—George

It is, indeed, a blessing , when the
virtues of noble races are hereditary .

How poor are all hereditary honors
,

those poor possessions from another’s
deeds, unless our own just virtues form
our title

,
and give a sanction to our

fond assumption—Shirley .

AN C ESTRY

It is of no consequence of what parents
a man is born , so he be a man of merit .

-Horace .

The glory Of ancestors sheds a light
around posterity ; it allows neither their
good or bad qualities to remain in ob
scurity .

—Sallust .

C onsider whether we ought not to be
more in the habit Of seeking honor from
our descendan ts than from our ancestors ;
thinking it better to be nobly remem
bered than nobly born ; and striving so

to live
,
that our sons, and our sons’ sons

,

for ages to come , might still lead their
children reverently to the doors out of

It is a noble faculty of our nature
which enables us to connect our thoughts

,

sympathies , and happiness
,
with what is

distant in place or time ; and looking
before and after

,
to hold communion at

once with our ancestors and our pos
terity . There is a moral and philosoph
ical respect for our ancestors

,
which

elevates the character and improves the
heart . N ext to the sense of religious
duty and moral feeling

,
I hardly know

what should bear with stronger Obliga
tion on a liberal and enlightened mind

,

than a consciousness o f an alliance with
excellence which is departed ; and a con

sciousness
,
too

,
that in its acts and con

duct , and even in its sentiments and
thoughts , it may be a ctively Operating
on the happiness Of these that come
after it .

—Daniel Webster.

A grandfather is no longer a social
institution—Men do not live in the
past—They merely look back—For
ward is the universal cry .

What can we see in the
.

longest kingly
line in Europe

,
save that It runs back to

a successful soldier ?—Walter Sco tt .

Some decent
,
regulated pre-eminence

,

some preference given to birth , is neither
unnatural nor unjust nor impolitic .

Burke .

It is with antiquity as with ancestry
,

nations are proud Of the one , and in
dividuals Of the other ; but if they are
nothing in themselves

,
that which is

their pride ought to be their humilia
tion .

—C o lton .

The origin Of all mankind was the
same : it is only a clear and a good con

science that makes a man noble
,
for

that is derived from heaven itself .
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which we had been carried to the grave ,
saying

,

“
Look , this was his house , this

was h is chamber. —Ruskin .

Mere family never made a man great .
—Thought and deed

,
not pedigree , are

the passports to enduring fame .
—Sho be

lefi .

It is fortunate to come o f dist inguished
ancestry .

—It is not less so to be such
that people do not care to inquire
whether y ou are o f high descent or not .
—Bruyere .

Few people disparage a distinguished
ancestry except those who have none Of
their own .

—J . Hawes .

T itle and ancestry render a good man

more illustrious
,
but an ill one more

contemptible .
—Addison .

It is a sham e for a man to desire honor
only because of his noble progenitors,
and not to deserve it by his own virtue .

- C hrysostom .

Philosophy does not regard pedigree .

—She did not receive Plato as a noble ,
but made him SO .

—Seneca .

I am no herald to inquire after men’s
pedigrees : it sufficeth me if I know Of
their virtues—Sir P . Sidney .

N othing is more disgraceful than for
a man who is nothing , to hold himself
honored on account o f his forefathers ;
and yet hereditary honors are a noble
and Splendid treasure to descendants .

Plato .

Some men by ancestry are only the
Shadow of a mighty name .

—Lucan .

Pride in boasting Of fam ily antiquity,
makes duration stand for merit—Zim
merman .

The man Of the true quality is not he
who labels himself with genealogical
tables

,
and lives on the reputation of

his fathers
,
but he in whose conversation

and behavior there are references and
characteristics positively unaccountable
except on the hypothesis that h is descent
is pure and illustrious—Theodo re Parker .

The inheritance Of a distinguished and
noble name is a proud inheritance to
him who l ives worthily Of it .

- C o lton .

Honorable descent is, in all nations ,
greatly esteemed . It is to be expected
that the children Of men o f worth will
be like their progenitors ; for nobility is
the virtue Of a family —Aristo tle .

The glory of ancestors sheds a light
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around posterity ; it allows neither their
good nor the ir bad qual ities to

‘

remain
in obscurity .

—Sallust.

It would be more honorable to our

distinguished ancestors to praise them in
words less

,
but in deeds to imitate them

more—H . Mann .

They who depend on the merits o f

ancestors, search in the roots Of the tree
for the fruits which the branches ought
to produce -Barrow .

The man who has nothing to boast o f

but his illustrious ancestry , is like the
potato—the best part under ground
Overbury .

Distinguished birth is like a cipher :
it has no power in i If l ike wealth

, or

talent , or personal exc ,
lence

,
but it tells

,

with all the power of a cipher
,
when

added to either of the others .
—Boyes .

The pride of blood has a most im~

portant and beneficial influence .
—It is

much to feel that the high and honor
able belong to a name that is pledged
to the present by the recollections of
the past—L . E . Landon .

When real nobleness accompanies the
imaginary one of birth , the imaginary
mixes with the real and becomes real
too .

-Greville .

We inherit nothing truly, but what
our actions make us worthy Oi .

—C hap
man .

He that can only boast of e distin
guished lineage , boasts of that which
does no t belong to himself ; but he that
lives worthily of it is always held in the
highest honor —. Junius .

All history shows the power of blood
over circumstance s

,
as agriculture shows

the power of the seeds over the soil
E . P . Whipp le .

Birth is nothing Where virtue is no t
Mo liére

N obility of birth does not always in
sure a corresponding nobility of mind ;
if it did

,
it would always act as a

stimulus to noble actions ; but it some
times acts as a clog rather than a spur .
-C o lton .

AN E CDOTES .
—Anecdotes and max

ims are rich treasures to the man of the

world
,
for he knows how to introduce

the former at fit places in conversation ,
and to recollect the latter on proper
occasions—Go e the .
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Some people exclaim , G ive me no
anecdotes of an author, but give me his
works ” ; and yet I have often found
that the anecdotes are more interesting
than the works—Disraeli.
Anecdotes are sometimes the best ve
hieles of truth , and if striking and ap

propriate are Often more impressive and
powerful than argument—Tryon Ed

wards .

Occasionally a single anecdote opens
a character ; biography has its compara
tive anatomy

,
and a saying or a senti

ment enables the skillful hand to con

struct the skeleton .

-Willmo tt .

Story-telling is subj ect to two unavo id
able defects : frequent repetition and
being soon exhausted ; so that whoever
values this gift in himself, has need Of

a good memory
,
and ought frequently

to shift his company—Swift.

AN GELS—Millions Of spiritual crea
tures walk the earth unseen , both when
we sleep and when we wake .

—Milton .

We are never like angels till our

passion dies—Decker.

The guardian angels of life sometimes
fly so high as to be beyond our sight ,
but they are always looking down upon
us.
—Richter.

The angels may have wider spheres Of
action and nobler forms o f duty than
ourselves

,
but truth and right to them

and to us are one and the same thing .

E . H. C hopin .

AN GER—Anger begins in folly, and

ends in repentance—Py thagoras.

The fire you kindle for your enemy
often burns yourself more than him .

C hinese Proverb .

An ger is the most impotent o f pas
sions—It effects nothing it goes about ,
and hurts the one who is possessed by it
more than the one against whom it is
directed—C larendon .

He that would be angry and sin not ,
must not be angry with anything but
Sl Il .

.

TO be angry is to revenge the faults
OI others on ourselves—Pope .

Anger is one of the sinews Of the soul .
—Fuller.

N ever forget what a man has said to
you when he was angry—If he has
charged you with anything , y ou had
better look it up .

-H. W. Beecher .

ANGER

Temperate anger well becomes the
wise—Philemon .

When anger rushes
,
unrestrained

, to

action , like a hot steed , it stumbles in
its way

—Savage .

If a man meets with injustice
,
it is

not required that he shall not be roused
to meet it ; but if he is angry after he
has had time to think upon it

,
that is

sinful . Th e flame is no t wrong , but the
coals are—H. W. Beecher.

Anger ventilated often hurries to
wards forgiveness ; anger concealed Often
hardens into revenge—Bulwer.
Keep cool and you command every

body H
—St Just.

Anger may be kindled in the noblest
breasts ; but in these the Slow droppings
of an unforgiving temper never take the
shape and consistency of enduring
hatred G . S. Hillard.

The continuance and frequent fits of
anger produce in the soul a propensity
to be angry ; which Ofttimes ends in
choler, bitterness , and morosity, when
the mind becomes ulcerated

,
peevish

,

and querulous , and is wounded by the
least occurrence .

—Plutarch .

Beware of the fury of a patient man .

—Dryden .

A man that does not know how to be
angry, does not know how to be good .

—N ow and then a man should be shaken
to the core with indignation over things
evil . —H . W. Beecher.

There is not in nature
,
a thing that

makes man so deformed
,
so beastly

,
as

doth intemperate anger . -John Webster.

To be angry about trifles is mean and
childish ; to rage and be furious is brut
ish ; and to maintain perpetual wrath is
akin to the practice and temper o f

devils ; but to prevent and suppress ris
ing resentment is wise and glorious , is
manly and divine—Watts .

Men often make up in wrath what
they want in reason—Alger.

Life appears to
.me too short . to .

be
spent in nursing animosity or registering
wrong—C harlo tte Bron te

'

.

C onsider how much more y ou often
suffer from your anger and grief, than
from those very things for which you are
angry and grieved Marcus Antoninus

The greatest remedy for anger is de
lay—Seneca .
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Wise anger is like fire from the flint ;
there is a great ado to bring it out ; and
when it does come

,
it is out again im

mediately—M . Henry .

Anger is as a stone cast into a wasp ’s
nest—Malabar Proverbi

When a man is wrong and won’t ad

mit it
,
he always gets angry .

—Haliburton .

When one is in a good sound rage, it
Is astonish ing how calm one can be .

Bulwer.

He who can suppress a moment’s
anger may prevent a day of sorrow .

TO rule one’s anger is well ; to prevent
it is still better .—

_

Tryon Edwards .

Anger is a noble infirmity ; the gener
ous failing o f the just ; the one degree
that riseth above zeal , asserting the pre
rogative of virtue—Tapper.

The intoxication of anger, like that of
the grape

,
shows us to others, but hides

us from ourselves—We inj ure our own

cause in the Opinion Of the world when
we too passionately defend it .

—C o lton .

When angry , count ten before you

speak ; if very angry, count a hundred .

Jefierson .

C onsider, when you are enraged at any
one

,
what you would probably think if

he should die during the dispute .

Shenstone .

Violence in the voice is often only the
death rattle o f reason in the throat .
Boyes .

All anger is not sinful , because some
degree of it , and on some occasions, is
inevitable—But it becomes sinful and
contradicts the rule of Scripture when
it is conceived upon Slight and inade
quate provocation

,
and when it continues

long—Paley .

When passion is on the throne reason
is out of doors—M . Henry .

.

An angry man is again angry with
himself when he returns to reason .

Publius Syrus .

Anger
,
if not restrained

,
is frequently

more hurtful to us than the inj ury that
provokes it .

-Seneca .

He best keeps from anger who re

members that God is always looking
upon h im .

—Plato .

When anger rises
,
think of the conse-v

quences .
—C onfucius.

Beware of him that is slow to anger ;

AN TIC IPATION

for when it is
.

long coming
,
it is the

stronger when it comes
,
and the longer

kept . —Abused patience turns to fury
.

Quarles .

ANTICIPATION All earthly de
iights are sweeter in expectation than
In enj oyment ; but all Spiritual pleasures
more in fruition than in expectation
Feltham .

He who foresees calamities
,
suffers

them tw10e over .—Porteous .

All things that x are , are with more
spiri t chased than enj oyed—Shakespeare .

Among so many sad realities we can
but ill endure to rob anticipation of its
pleasant visions . -G i les .

The hours we pass\with happy pros
peets in view are mcire pleasant than
those crowned with fruition . In the
first case we cook the dish to our own

appetite ; in the last it is cooked for us .
-Go ldsmith .

We often tremble at an empty terror
,

yet the false fancy brings a real misery .

—Schiller.

Suffering itself does less afflict the
senses than the anticipation of suffering .

—Quintilian .

Sorrow itself is not so hard to bear as
the thought of sorrow coming . Airy
ghosts that work no harm do terrify us
more than men in steel with bloody pur
poses—T. B. Aldrich .

In all worldly things that a man pur
sues with the greatest eagerness he finds
not half the pleasure in the possession
that he proposed to himself in the ex
pectation .

—South .

The worst evils are those that never
arrive .

Few enterprises of great labor or

hazard would be undertaken if we had
not the power Of magnifying the advan
tages we expect from them .

—Johnson .

Be not looking for evil .—Often thou
drainest the gall of fear while evil is
passing by thy dwelling—Tapper .

To tremble before anti cipated evils
,
is

to bemoan what thou hast never lost .

G oe the .

We part more easily with what we
possess than with our expectations of
what we hope for : expectation always
goes beyond enj oyment .—Home .

Our desires always disappoint us ; for
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sand little worries Of life to embitter his
temper, or disturb his equanimity .

An undivided heart which worships
God alone , and trusts him as it should ,
is raised above anxiety for earthly
wants—Geikie .

One of the most useless Of all things
is to take a deal Of trouble in providing
against dangers that never come . How

many toil to lay up riches which they
never enj oy ; to provide for exigencies
that never happen ; to prevent troubles
that never come ; sacrificing present com
fort and enj oyment in guarding against
the wants Of a period they may never
live to see .

—W. Jay .

It is not work that kills men ; it is
worry .

—Work is healthy ; you can

hardly put more on a man than he can

bean—But worry is rust upon the blade .

—It is not movement that destroys the
machinery

,
but friction—H . W. Beecher.

Worry not about the possible troubles
of the future ; for if they come , you are
but anticipating and adding to their
weight ; and if they do not come , your
worry is useless ; and in either case it is
weak and in vain

,
and a distrust Of God ’s

providence—Tryon Edwards .

Let us be of good cheer
,
remembering

that the misfortunes hardest to bear are
those which never come—J. R . Lowell .

Anxiety is the poison of human life ;
the parent Of many sins and o f more
miseries—In a world where everything
is doubtful

,
and where we may be disap

pointed , and be blessed in disappoint
ment, why this restless stir and commo
tion of mind ?—C an it alter the cause ,
or unravel the mystery Of human events ?
-Blair.

Sufficient to each day are the duties
to be done and the trials to be endured .

God never built a C hristian strong
enough to carry to-day’s duties and to
morrow’s anxieties piled on the top of
them .

—T. L . C uyler.

APOLOGIES — Apologies only ac

count for the evil which they cannot
alter .—Disraeli.
Apology is only egotism wrong Side

out—N ine times out of ten the first
thing a man ’s companion knows of his
short-comings

,
is from his apology .

O . W. Ho lmes .

N o sensible person ever made an apol
ogy .
—Emerson .

26 APOTHEGMS

APOTHEGMS—(See PROVERBS . )

Apothegms are the wisdom of the past
condensed for the instruction and guid
ance Of the present—Tryon Edwards .

The Short sayings of wise and good
men are of great value , like the dust of
gold, or the sparks of diamonds—Tillo t
son .

Apothegms to thinking minds are the
seeds from which spring vast fields o f
new thought , that may be further culti
vated, beautified, and enlarged—Ram
say .

Apothegm s are in history
,
the same as

pearls in the sand
,
or gold in the mine .

—Erasmus .

Aphorism s are port
’
able wisdom ,

the
quintessential extracts

‘

o f thought and
feeling—R . W. Alger.

He is a benefactor of mankind who
contracts the great rules of life into
short sentences, that may be easily im
pressed On the memory

,
and so recur

habitually to the mind—Johnson .

N othing hits harder, or st icks longer
in the memory , than an apothegm .

—J .

A . Murray .

A maxim is the exact and noble ex
pression of an important and indispu
table truth .

—Sound maxims are the
germs of good ; strongly imprinted on

the memory they fortify and strengthen
the will .—Joubert .

The excellence of aphorisms consists
not so much in the expression o f some
rare or abstruse sentiment

,
as in the

comprehension of some useful truth in
few words—Johnson .

N or do apothegms only serve for orna
ment and delight , but also for action and
civil use

,
as being the edge tools Of

speech , which cut and penetrate the
knots of business and affairs—Bacon .

Exclusively of the abstract sciences
,

the largest and worthiest portion of our
knowledge consists of aphorisms

,
and the

greatest and best of men is but an apho
rism .

-C o leridge .

Under the veil of these curious sen

tenoes are hid those germs of morals
which the masters of philosophy have
afterwards developed into so many
volumes . —Plutarch .

A man of maxims only
,
is like a

cyclops with one eye , and that in the
back Of his head—C o leridge .
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There are but few proverbial sayings
that are not true , for they are all drawn
from experience itself

,
which is the

mother of all sciences—C ervantes .

Sensible men show their sense by say

ing much in few words—Ii noble actions
are the substance of l ife , good sayings
are its ornament and guide—C . Sim

mons.

Few of the many wise apothegms
which have been uttered from the time
of the seven sages o f Greece to that of
poor Richard , have prevented a single
foolish action—Macaulay .

APPEARAN CES. There are no
greater wretches in the world than many
Of those whom people in general take to
be happy—Seneca .

Do not judge from mere appearances ;
for the light laughter that bubbles on

the lip Often mantles over the depths o f
sadness

,
and the serious look may be the

sober veil that covers a divine peace and
joy .

—The bosom can ache beneath dia
mond brooches ; and many a blithe
heart dances under coarse WOOL—E . H .

C hopin .

Foolish men mistake transitory sem

blances for eternal fact , and go as tray
more and more—C arlyle .

Half the work that is done in this
world is to make things appear what
they are not .

—E . R . Beadle .

How l ittle do they see what is , wh O
frame their hasty j udgments Upon

/
1 that

which seems—Southey .

A man of the world must seem to be
what he wishes to be thought .

—Bruyere .

Beware
,
so long as you l ive , Of judg

ing men by their outward appearance .

La Fontaine .

The world i s governed more by ap

pearances than by realities , so that it is
fully as necessary to seem to know

'

some

thing as to know it .
—Daniel Webster .

.

The shortest and ~ surest way to l ive
With honor in the world , is to be in
reality what we would appear to be .

Socrates.

APPETITE .
—Reasou Should direct ,

and appetite obey—C icero .

Good cheer is no hindrance to a good
life .
—Aristippus .

.

C hoose rather to punish your appe

tites than to be punished by them .

Tyrius Marcimus .

27 APPLAUSE

Animals feed ; man eats—Only the
man of intellect and judgment knows
how to eat .—Savarin .

Let not thy table exceed the fourth
part of thy revenue : let thy provision
be solid

,
and not far fetched

,
fuller o f

substance than art : be wisely frugal in
thy preparation , and freely cheerful in
thy entertainment : if thy guests be
right , it is enough ; if not , i t is too much :
too much is a vanity ; enough is a feast .

- Quarles .

There are so few that resist the al lure
ments and luxuries Of the table

,
that

the usual civilities at a meal are very
like being politely assisted to the grave .

—N . P . Willis .

N ow good digestion wait"
'

on appetite ,
and health on both—Shakespeare .

Temperance and labor are the two
best physicians o f man ; labor sharpens
the appetite

,
and temperance prevents

from indulging to excess—Rousseau .

A well-governed appetite is a great
part Of liberty .

—Seneca .

The lower your senses are kept
,
the

better you may govern them .
-Appetite

and reason are like two buckets—when
one is up , the other is down—Of the
two , I would rather have the reason
bucket uppermost .—C o llier .

For the sake of health , medicines are
taken by weight and measure ; so ought
food to be , or by some similar rule .

Skelton .

APPLAUSE —Applause is the spur of
noble minds ; the end and aim of weak
ones—C o lton .

N either human applause nor human
censure is to be taken as the test o f

either should set us upon
testing ourselves—Whately .

When the million applaud y ou,
seri

ously ask what harm y ou have done ;
when they censure you , what good !
C o lton .

Applause waits on success—The fickle
multitude

,
like the light straw that floats

on the stream
,
glide with the current

st ill , and follow fortune—Franklin .

Praise from ~ the common people is
generally false , and rather follows the
vain than the virtuous—Bacon .

A slowness to applaud betrays a cold
temper or an envious spirit .—H . More .

0 popular applause l—What heart o f
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man is proof against thy Sweet , seduo
ing charms l—C owper.

Great minds had rather deserve con
temporaneous applause without Obtain
ing it

,
than Obtain without deserving it .

—If it follow them it is well , but they
will not deviate to follow it .

—C o lton .

Man’s first care should be to avoid the
reproaches of his own heart , and next to
escape the censures of the world—If the
last interfere with the first it Should be
entirely neglected—But if not , there
cannot be a greater satisfaction to an

honest mind than to see its own appro
bation seconded by the applauses of the
public—Addison .

APPRE C IATION . (See IN FLU

N ext to excellence is the appreciation
o f it .

—Thackeray .

TO love one that is great , is almost to
be great one ’s self—Mad. N cekor.

You may fail to shine in the Opinion
of others, both in your conversation and
actions

,
from being superior, as well as

inferior
,
to them .

—Greville .

We must never undervalue any per
son—The workman loves not to have
his work despised in his presence . N ow

God is present everywhere , and every
person is his work—De So les .

C ontemporaries appreciate the man
rather than the merit ; but posterity will
regard the merit rather than the man .

C o lton .

We Should allow others’ excellences ,
to preserve a modest Opinion of our

own—Barrow.

Appreciation , whether o f nature
,

or

books
,
or art, or men

,
depends very

much on temperament—What is beauty
or genius or greatness to one

,
is far

from being so to another.—Tryon Ed

wards .

One Of the Godlike things of this
world is the veneration done to human
worth by the hearts Of men—C arly le .

When a nation gives birth to a man

who is able to produce a great thought ,
another is born who is able to under
stand and admire it .

—Joubert.
N o story is the same to us after a
lapse Of time ; or rather we who read it
are no longer the same interpreters .
George E lio t.

N ext to invention is the power of

ARCHITEC TURE

interpreting invention ; next to beauty
the power of appreciating beauty
Margaret Fuller.

You will find poetry nowhere unless
you bring some with you .

—Joubert.

It is with certain good qualities as
with the senses ; those who have them
not can neither appreciate nor compre
hend them in others—Ro chefoucauld.

We never know a greater character
unless there is in ourselves something
congenial to 1t .

—
_Channing.

He is incapable of a truly good action
who finds not a pleasure in contemplat
ing the good actions of others .—Lavater.

In proportion as
l l
our own mind is eu

larged we discover a
\
greater number Of

men Of originality . C ommonplace
people see no difference between one

man and another . -Pascal .

Whatever are the benefits of fortune
,

they yet require a palate fit to relish and
taste them .

—Montaigne .

Every man is valued in this world as
he shows by his conduct that he wishes
to be valued .

—Bruyere .

In an audience of rough people a
generous sentiment always brings down
the house .

—In the tumult Of war both
sides applaud a heroic deed—T. W. Hig
ginson .

We are very much what others think
of us.

—The reception our observations
meet with gives us courage to proceed

,

or damps our efforts—Hazlitt.

A work of real merit finds favor at
last .—A . B. Alco tt.

To feel exquisitely is the lot of very
many ; but to appreciate belongs to the
few .
—Only one or two , here and there ,

have the blended passion and under
standing which , in its essence , consti
tute worship—C . Auchester.

ARCHITECTURE . Architecture is
the printing press of all ages, and gives
a history Of the state of society in which
the structure was erected, from the

crom lachs Of the Druids to the toyshops
of bad taste—The Tower and West
minster Abbey are glorious pages in the
historv Of time , and tell the story of an

iron despotism , and of the cowardice Of
an unlimited power . -Lady Morgan .

The architecture of a nation is great
only when it is as universal and estab
lished as its language , and when pro
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vincial
“differences are nothing more

than so many dialects—Ruskin .

Architecture is frozen music —De

Staél .

Greek architecture is thefloWering of

geometry —Emerson .

Architecture is a handmaid of devoé
tion . A beautiful church is a sermon
in stone , and its spire a finger pomting
to heaven—Schafi

‘
.

A Gothic church is a petrified religion .

—C o leridge .

If cities were built by the sound Of
music

,
then some edifices would appear

to be constructed by grave , solemn
tones

,
and others to have danced forth

to light fantastic airs—Hawthorne .

Architecture is the art which so dis
poses and adorns the edifices raised by
man

,
that the sight of them may con

tribute to his mental health , power, and
pleasure—Ruskin .

Houses are built to live in , more than
to look on ; therefore let use be pre
ferred before uniformity

,
except where

both may be had—Bacon .

ARGUMENT .
-Argument

,
as usually

managed
,
is the worst sort Of conversa

tion , as in books it is generally the worst
sort Of reading—Swift .

Be calm in arguing ; for fierceness

makes error a faul t , and truth dis
courtesy—Herbert.

In argument similes are like
,
songs in

lOVe ; they describe much , but prove
nothing—Prior .

Wise men argue causes ; fools decide
them .

—Anachorsi s .

He who establishes his argument by
noise and command , shows that his rea

son is weak—Mon taigne .

N othing is more certain than that
much Of the force as well as grace Of
arguments , as well as Of instructions ,
depends on their conciseness .

—Pope .

When a man argues for victory and
no t for truth , he is sure o f j ust one
ally, that is the devil . —N ot the defeat
of the intellect

,
but the acceptance of

the heart is the only true Obj ect in fight
ing with the sword of the spirit—G .

Mo cdona ld.

Men ’s arguments often prove nothing
but their wishes . —C o lton .

Prej udices are rarely overcome by
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argument ; not being founded in reason
they cannot be destroyed by logic
Tryon Edwards .

C lear statement is argument . -W. G .

T. Shedd.

If I were to deliver up my whole self
to the arbitrament of special pleaders ,
to—day I might be argued into an atheist

,

and to-morrow into a pickpocket .

—Bul
wer.

N ever argue at the dinner table
, for

the one who is not hungry always gets
the best of the argument .
Weak arguments are often thrust be
fore my path ; but although they are
most unsubstantial

, it x
is not easy to

stroy them . There is not
'
;a more difficult

feat known than to out
’

through a cush
ion with a sword Whate ly .

The soundest argument will produce
no more conviction in an empty head
than the most superficial declamation ; a
feather and a guinea fall with equal
velocity in a vacuum .

—C o lton .

An ill argument introduced with defer
ence will procure more c redit than the
profoundest science with a rough

,
inso

lent and noisy management—Locke .

Heat and animosity , contest and con

fiict
, may sharpen the wits, although

they rarely do ; they never strengthen
the understanding

,
clear the perspicacity

,

guide the j udgment , or improve the
heart—Landon
Be calm in arguing : for fierceness

makes error a fault , and truth dis
courtesy ; calmness is a great advantage .

—Herbert .

There is no good in arguing with the
inevitable . The only argument avail
ab la w ith an east wind is to put on your
greatcoat . —J . R . Lowell .

The first duty of a wise advocate is
to convince his opponents that he under
stands their arguments

,
and sympathises

with their just feelings—C o leridge .

There is no dispute managed without
passion , and yet

_there is scarce a dispute
worth a passion—Sherlo ck.

Testimony is like an arrow shot from
a long-bow; its force depends on the
strength of the hand that draws it
But argument is like an arrow from a
cross-bow , which has equal force if
drawn by a child or a man—Boy le .

ARISTOCRACY .
—And lords, whose
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parents were the Lord knows who .
—De

Foe .

Some will always be above others .

Destroy the inequality to-aay , and it

wil l appear again to-morrow .
—Emerson .

A social life that worships money or

makes social distinction its aim ,
is

,
in

spirit, an attempted aristocracy .

Among the masses
,
even in revolu

tions
, aristocracy must ever exist—De

stroy it in the nobility
,
and it becomes

centred in the rich and powerful Houses
o f C ommons—Pull them down , and it
still survives in the master and foreman
of the workshop—Guizo t .

I never could believe that Providence
had sent a few men into the world , ready
booted and spurred to ride , and millions
ready saddled and bridled to be ridden .

—Richard Rumbo ld.

Aristocracy has three successive ages :
the age of superiorities , that of priv
ileges, and that of vanities—Having
passed out of the first , it degenerates in
the second

,
and dies away in the third .

—C hateaubriand.

ARMY .
—The army is a school where

obedience is taught
,
and discipline is en

forced ; where bravery becomes a habit
and morals too often are neglected ;
where chivalry is exalted , and religion
undervalued ; where virtue is rather
understood in the classic sense of forti
tude and courage , than in the modern
and C hristian sense of true moral ex
cellence .

-Ladd.

Armies
,
though always the supporters

and tools of absolute power for the time
being , are always its destroyers to o , by
frequently changing the hands in which
t
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f think proper to lodge it .

—C hester
e

The army is a good book in which to
study human life—One learns there to
put his hand to everything—The most
delicate and rich are forced to see

poverty and live with it ; to understand
distress ; and to know how rapid and

great
‘

are the revolutions and changes
of life—De Vigny .

The best armor is to keep out of gun

shot—Bacon .

ARROGAN CE .
—When men are most

sure and arrogant they are commonly
most mistaken

,
giving views to passion

without that proper deliberation which

ART

alone can secure
,
them from the grossest

absurdities—Hume

N othing is more hateful to a poor
man th an the purse-proud arrogance of

the rich—But let the poor man b ecome

rich and he runs at once into the vice
against which he so feelingly declaimed .

—There are strange contradictions in

human character—C umberland.

The arrogant man does but blast the
blessings o f life and swagger away his
own enj oyments—To say nothing o f the
folly and injustice of such behavior, it
is always the sign of a little and un

benevolent temper, having no
'

more
greatness in it than the swelling of the
dropsy .

—C’o llier .

ART .
—True art is reverent imitation

of God—Tryon Edwards .

All great art is the expression of man ’s
delight in God’s work ,

not his own

Ruskin .

The highest problem of any art is to
cause by appearance the illusion of a
higher reality—G oethe .

The true work of art is but a shadow
of the divine perfection . Michae l
Ange lo .

Al l that is good in art is the expres
sion of

.

one soul talking to another
,
and

is precious according to the greatness of
the soul that utters it .

—Ruskin .

Art
,
as far as it has the ability

,
follows

nature , as a pupil imitates his master, so
that art must be

, as it were , a descend
ant of God—Dante .

The perfection of art is to conceal
art .—Quin tilian .

N ever judge a work of art by its de
feets .—Washmgt0 n Allston .

There is no more potent antidote to
low sensuality than admiration of the
beautiful .—All the higher arts of design
are essentially chaste , without respect to
the obj ect—They purify the thoughts ,
as t ragedy purifies the passions—Their
accidental effects are not worth con

sideration ; for there are souls to whom
even a vestal is not holy .

-Schlegel .

The artist is the child in the popular
fable

,
every one

' of whose tears was a
pearl . Ah ! the world , that cruel step
mother

,
beats the poor child the harder

to make him shed more pearls—Heine .

The highest triumph of art , is the tru
est presentation of nature—N . P . Wzllzs.



ART

The names of great painters are like
passing bells—In Velasquez you hear
sounded the fall of Spain ; in T itian , that
of Venice ; in Leonardo , that of Milan ;
in Raphael , that of Rome—And there
is profound justice in this ; for in pro

portion to the nobleness of power is the
guilt of its use for purposes vain or vile ;
and hitherto the greater the art the more
surely has it been used

,
and used solely,

for the decoration of pride , or the pro
voking of sensuality—Ruskin .

The mission of art is to represent
nature ; not to imitate herq—W.M .Hunt.

The real truthfulness of all works of
imagination ,—sculpture , painting , and
written fiction

,
is so purely in the imagi

nation
,
that the artist never seeks to

represent positive truth , but the ideal
ized image of a. truth—Bulwer.

The ordinary true , or purely real , can
not be the obj ect o f the arts—Illusion
on

,
a ground o f truth

,
that is the secret

of the fine arts—Joubert.

Art does not imitate nature , but
founds itself on the study of nature
takes from nature the selections which
best accord with its own intention , and
then bestows on them that which nature
does not possess

, viz. : the mind and soul
of man—Bulwer.

The obj ect of art is to crystallize emo

tion into thought, and then fix it in
form .

—Delsarte .

The learned understand the reason of
art ; the unlearned feel the ple asure .

Quintilz
'

an .

The highest problem of every art is,
by means of appearances , to produce the
illusion of a loftier reality—Goe the .

The mother of the useful art , is neces
sity ; that of the fine arts, is luxury .

The former have intellect for their
father ; the latter, genius, which itself is
a kind of luxury—Schopenhauer.

The painter is
,
as to the execution of

his work
,
a mechanic ; but as to his con

ception and sp irit and design he is hardly
below even the poet—Schiller.

In the art of design , color is to form
what verse is to prose , a more harmoni
ous and luminous vehicle of thought .
Mrs . Jameson .

Very sacred is the vocation of the
artist

,
who has to do directly with the

works of God, and interpret the teach
ing of creation to mankind . All honor

ART IFIC E

to the man who treats it sacredly ; who
studies, as in God’s presence , the
thoughts of God which are expressed to
him ; and makes all things according
to the pattern which he is ever ready to
show to earnest and reverent genius on

the mount—Brown .

Art employs method for the symmet

rical formation of beauty
,
as science em

ploys it for the logical exposition o f

truth ; but the mechanical process is , in
the last , ever kept visibly dist inct , while
in the first it escapes from sight amid
the shows o f color and the shapes of

grace—Bulwer.

Would that we could at once paint
with the eyes l—In

_
the long way from

the eye through the arm to the pencil ,
how much is lost l—Lessing.

The artist ought never to perpetuate
a temporary expression .

In sculpture did any one ever call the
Apollo a fancy piece ; or say of the
Laocoon how it might be made different ?
—A masterpiece of art has

,
to the mind

,

a fixed place in the chain of being
,
as

much as a plant or a crystal—Emerson .

Art does not lie in copying nature
N ature furnishes the material by means
of which to express a beauty still unex
pressed in nature—The artist beholds
in nature more than she herself is con
scious of.—H . James .

The highest art is always the most
religious, and the greatest artist is al

ways a devout man—A scoffing Raph

ael , or an irreverent Michael Angelo
,
is

not conceivable .
—Blaikie.

Artists are nearest God. Into their
souls he breathes his life

,
and from their

hands it comes in fair
,
articulate form

te ’ bless the world—J. G . Ho lland.

Since I have known God in a saving
manner, painting, poetry, and music
have had charms unknown to me before .

—I have either received what I suppose
is a taste for them , or religion has re

fined my mind , and made it susceptible
of new impressions from the sublime
and beautiful . —O, how religion secures
the heightened enj oyment of those pleas
ures which keep so many from God by
their being a source of pride l—Henry
Martyn .

ARTIFICE .
- The ordinary employ

ment of artifice
,
is the mark of a petty

mind ; and it almost always happens that
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he who uses it to cover himself in one

place , uncovers himself in another .

Rochefoucauld.

To know how to dissemble is the
knowledge of kings—Richelieu .

Artifice is weak ; it is the work of mere
man ,

in the imbeci lity and self distrust
o f his mimic understanding—Hare .

ASCETIC ISM.
—Three forms of as

ceticism have existed in this weak
world—Religious asceticism , being the
refusal of pleasure and knowledge for
the sake

,
as supposed , o f religion ; seen

chiefly in the middle ages—Military as
ceticism ,

being the refusal of pleasure
and knowledge for the sake of power ;
seen chiefly in the early days of Sparta
and Rome—And monetary asceticism ,

consisting in the refusal o f pleasure and
knowledge for the sake of money ; seen
in the present days of London and Man

chester .
-Ruskin .

I recommend no sour ascetic life . I

believe not only in the thorns on the
rosebush

,
but in the roses which the

thorns defend . Asceticism is the child
of sensuality and superstition . She is
the secret mother of many a secret sin .

God,
when he made man ’s body , did not

give us a fibre too much , nor a passion
too many—Theodore Parker.

ASKIN G .
—I am prejudiced in favor

of him who
,
without impudence , can ask

boldly .

—He has faith in humanity, and

faith in himself .—N o one who is not
accustomed to give grandly can ask

nobly and with boldness—Lavater

ASPIRATION .
— (See AIMS , and

AMBITION . )

It is not for man to rest in absolute
contentment—He is born to hopes and
aspirations as the sparks fly upward , un
less he has brutified his nature and

quenched the spirit of immortality which
is his portion—Southey .

O

’
Tis not what man does which exalts

h im ,
but what man would do —Brown

There is not a heart but has its mo
ments of longing, yearning for something
better , nobler, holier than it knows now .

—H . W. Beecher.

Man ought always to have something
that he prefers to life ; otherwise life
itself will seem to him tiresome and
v0 id .
—Seume .

ASSERT IONS

They build too low who build beneath
the skies—Young.

Be always displeased with what thou
art if thou desire to attain to what thou
art not

,
for where thou hast pleased thy

self, there thou abidest .
—Quarles .

There is no sorrow I have thought
more about than that—to love what is
great, and try to reach it , and yet to
fail—George E lio t.

The heart is a small thing
,
but de

sireth great matters . It is not sufficient
for a kite ’s dinner

, yet the whole world
is not sufficient for it .

—Quarles .

We are not to make the ideas of con
tentment and aspiration quarrel , for God
made them fast friends—A man may
aspire , and yet be quité\ content until it
is time to rise ; and both flying and rest
ing are but parts of one contentment .

The very fruit of the gospel is aspira
tion . It is to the heart what spring is to
the earth , making every root

,
and bud

,

and bough desire to be more—H . W.

Beecher.

It seems to me we can never give up
longing and wishing while we are thor
oughly alive . There are certain things
we feel to be beautiful and good

,
and

we must hunger after them .
—George

E lio t .

What we truly and earnestly aspire to
be

,
that in some sense we are . The mere

aspiration
,
by changing the frame o f the

mind
,
for the moment realises itself

Mrs . Jameson .

God has never ceased to be the one

true aim of all right human asp irations .

Aspirations after the holy—the only
aspirations in which the soul can be as
sured it will never meet with disap
pointment—Maria McIn tosh .

The desires and longings of man are
vast as eternity , and they point him to
it .

—Tryon Edwards .

There are glimpses of heaven to us in
every act , or thought , or word , that
raises us above ourselves—A . P . Stan
ley .

ASSERTION S—Weigh not so much
what men assert

,
as what they prove

Truth is simple and naked
,
and needs

not invention to apparel her
w

comeliness .

—Sir P . Sidney .

Assertion , unsupported by fact , is
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patriotism would not gain force on the
plain of Marathon

, or whose piety
would not grow warmer amid the ruins
of Iona—Johnson .

He whose heart is not excited on the
spot which a martyr has sanctified by
his sufferings , or at the grave o f one who
has greatly benefited mankind

,
must be

more inferior to the multitude in his
moral , than he possibly can be above
them in his intellectual nature .

Southey .

ASTRON OMY .
—Astronomy is one of

the sublimest fields of human investiga
tion . The mind that grasps its facts
and principles receives something o f the
enlargement and grandeur belonging to
the science itself—It is a quickener of
devotion—H. Mann .

No one can contemplate the great
facts of astronomy without feeling his
own littleness and the wonderful sweep
o f the power and providence of God .

Tryon Edwards .

An undevout astronomer is mad .

Young.

The contemplation o i celestial things
will make a man both speak and think
more sublimely and magnificently when
he comes down to human affairs .

C icero .

ATHE ISM .
—The three great apostles

o f practical atheism that make converts
without persecuting

,
and retain them

without preaching , are health , wealth ,
and power. -C'o lton .

Atheism is
'

rather in . the life than in
the heart of man—Bacon .

To be an atheist requires an infinitely
greater measure of faith than to receive
all the great truths which atheism would
deny—Addison :

Atheism , if it exists , is the
' result of

ignorance and pride , of strong sense and
feeble reason

,
of good eating and ill liv

ing—It is the plague o f society, the
corrupter of morals

,
and the underminer

_
of property—Jeremy C o llier.

If a man of sober habits , moderate ,
chaste

,
and just in all his dealings should

assert there is no God,
he would at least

speak without interested motives ; but
such a man is not to be found .

—Bruyere .

N o one is so thoroughly superstitious
as the godless man . Life and death

. to
him are haunted grounds , fil led With
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goblin forms of vague and shadowy
dread—Mrs . Stowe .

Atheism is the death of hope
,
the

suicide of the soul .
The footprint of the savage in the
sand is sufficient to prove the presence
of man to the atheist who will not recog
nize God though his hand is impressed
on the entire universe .

—Hugh Miller .

Few men are so obstinate in their
atheism

,
that a pressing danger will not

compel them to the acknowledgment o f

a divine power .—Plato .

A little philosophy inclineth men’s
minds to atheism ; but depth in philoso
phy bringeth men

’
s
j
iuds to religion ;

for while the mind 0 an looketh upon
second causes scattere

r

g
l
it may some

times rest in them
,
and go no further

But when it beholdeth the chain of
them , confederate and linked together,
it must needs fly to Providence and
Deity .

—Bacon .

Virtue in distress
,
and vice in triumph

,

make atheists of mankind—Dryden .

Atheism is the folly of the metaphy
sician , not the folly of human nature .

G eorge Bancroft.

In agony or danger, no nature is athe
ist .
—The mind that knows not what to

fly to , flies to God—H . More .

The atheist is one who fain would pull
God from his throne , and in the place of
heaven’s eternal king set up the phan
tom chance—G lynn .

Plato was right in calling atheism a
disease .

—The human intellect in its
healthy action , holds it for certain that
there is a Great Being over us, invisible ,

infinite
,
ineffable

,
but of real , solid per

sonality , who made and governs us , and
who made and governs all things—R . D .

Hitchco ck.

An irreligious man, a speculative or a
practical atheist

,
is as a sovereign , who

voluntarily takes off his crown and de
clares himself unworthy to reign .

Blackie .

Atheism is never the error of society ,
in any stage or circumstance whatever .

—In the belief of a Deity savage and
sage have alike agreed—The great error
has been

,
not the denial of one God, but

the belief of many ; but polytheism has
been a popular and poetical , rather than
a philosophical error .—Henry Fergus.
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Atheism is a disease of the soul
,
before

it becomes an error o f the understand
ing—Plato .

God never wrought miracles to con
Vince atheism , because His ordinary
works convince it .

—Bacon .

There are innumerable souls that

35

would resent the charge of the fool ’s
atheism , yet daily deny God in very
deed .

The atheist is one of the most daring
beings in creation—a contemner o f God
who explodes his laws by denying his
existence .

—John Foster.

What can be more foolish than to
think that all this rare fabric of heaven
and earth could come by chance

,
when

all the skil l of art is not able to make
an oyster? To see rare effects, and no
cause ; a motion , without a. mover ; a
circle

,

‘
-Without a centre ; a time , without

an eternity ; a second , without a first :
these are things so against philosophy
and natural reason , that he must be a
beast in understanding who can believe
in them . The thing formed , says that
nothing ‘ formed it ; and that which is
made

,
is

,
while that which made it is

not ! This folly is infinite .
—Jeremy

A traveller amid the scenery of the
Alps

,
surrounded by the sublimest

demonstrations o f God’s power, had the
hardihood to write against his name

,
- in

an album kept for visitors
,

“
An athe ist .”

Another who followed , shocked and in
dignant at the inscription , wrote be
neath it

,

“If an atheist
,
a fool ; if not, a

liar ! —G . B. C heever.

Atheists put on a false courage in the
midst of their darkness and misappre
hensions

,
l ike children who when they

fear to go in the dark , will sing or whistle
to keep up their courage—Pope .

Whoever considers the
'

study of anat
omy can never be an atheist—Lord
Herbert.

ATTENTION J—The power of apply
ing attention

,
steady and undissipated

,

‘

to a single object , is the sure
'

mark of a
superior genius—C hesterfield.

Few things are impracticable in them
selves : and it is for want of application ,
rather than of means , that men fail of
success—Ro chefoucauld.

Attention makes the genius ; all learn
ing, fancy, science , and skill depend

AUTHORSH IP

upon it .
—N ewton traced his great dis

coveries - to it .
—It builds bridges

,
opens

new worlds, heals diseases, carries on

the business of the world—Without it
taste is useless

,
and the beauties of

literature unobserved .
—Willmo tt.

If I have made any improvement in
the sciences , it is owing more to patient
attention than to anything beside .

—Sir
I N ewton .

If there be anything that can be called
genius, it consists chiefly in ability to
give that attention to a subj ect which
keeps it steadily in the mind

,
till we

have surveyed it accurately on all sides .
-Reid.

It is attention , more than any differ
ence between minds ‘

and men .
—In this

is the source of poetic genius, and o f the
genius of discovery in science—It was
this that led N ewton to the invention
o ffluxions , and the discovery of gravita
tion, and Harvey to find out the circula
tion of the blood

,
and Davy to those

views which laid the foundation of mod
ern chemistry .

—Brodie .

AUTHORITY .
—(See “OFFICE .

N othing is more gratifying to the
mind of man than power or dominion .

N othing sooner overthrows a weak
head than opinion of authority ; like too
strong liquor for a frail glass—Sir P .

d
N othing more impairs authority than
a too frequent or indiscreet use of it .
If thunder itself was to be continual , it
would excite no more terror than the
noise of a mill .
Man, proud man !

’

dressed in a little
brief authority , plays such fantastic
tricks before high heaven as make the

_ g

angels weep—Shakespeare .

They that govern make least noise
,
as

they that row the barge do work and
puff and sweat

,
while he that governs

sits quietly at the stem
,
and scarce is

seen to stir . —Selden .

He who is fi rmly seated
.

in authority
soon learns to think security, and not

progress , the highest lesson of statecraft .

-J . R . Lowell .

AUTHORSHIP .
—Authorship

,
accord

ing to the spirit in which it is pursued ,
is an infancy

,
a pastime

,
a labor

,
a handi

craft
,
ah art , a science , or a virtue

Schlegel.
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The two most engaging powers of an
author, are , to make new things famil iar,
and familiar things new—Johnson .

It is quite as much of a trade to make
a book , as to make a clock—It requires
more than mere genius to be an author .
—Bruyere .

N o author is so poor that he cannot
be of some service , if only as a Witness
of h is time .

—Fauche t.

To write well is to think well , to feel
well

,
and to render well ; it is to possess

at once intellect
,
soul

,
and taste .

—Bufion .

He who purposes to be an author,
should first be a student—Dryden .

N ever write on a subj ect without first
having read yourself full on it ; and
never read on a subj ect till you have
thought yourself hungry on it .

—Rich ter.

C lear writers
,
like clear fountains, do

not seem so deep as they are ; the turbid
seem the most profound .

—Landor .

N o fathers or mothers think their own
children ugly ; and this self-deceit is yet
stronger with respect to the offspring of
the mind—C ervantes .

The most original authors are not so

because they advance what is new
,
but

because they put what they have to say
as if it had never been said before .

Goethe .

The chief . glory of a country
,
says

Johnson , arises from its authors—But
this is only when they are oracles of
wisdom .

-Unless they teach virtue they
are more worthy of a halter than of the
laurel—Jane Porter.

N ext to doing things that deserve to
be written

,
nothing gets a man more

credit
, or gives him more pleasure than

to write things that deserve to be read .

—C hesterfield.

There are three difficulties in author
ship z—to write anything worth publish
ing—to find honest men to publish it
and to get sensible men to read it .

C o lton .

Talent alone cannot make a writer ;
there must be a man behind the book .

Emerson .

Every author in some degree portrays
himself in his works

,
even if it be against

his will—Goethe .

Writers are the main landmarks of the
past—Bulwer .

36 AUTUMN

A great writer is the friend and bene
factor of his readers—Macaulay

Satire lies about men of letters during
their lives, and eulogy after their death .

—Voltaire .

It is doubtful whether mank ind are
most indebted to those who like Bacon
and Butler dig the gold from the mine
of literature

, or to those who ,
like Paley ,

purify it , stamp it , fix its real value
,
and

give it currency and utility .
—C o lton .

Authorship is a royal priesthood ; but
woe to him who rashly lays unhallowed
hands on the ark or al tar, professing a
zeal for the welfare of th e race , only to
secure his own selfish ends—Horace

Greeley .

AUTUMN .
—The melancholy days are

come, the saddest of the year .

—Bryant .

A moral character is attached to
autumnal scenes—The flowers fading
like our hopes

,
the leaves falling like our

years, the clouds fleeting like our illu
sions , the light diminishing like our

intelligence , the sun growing colder like
our affections, the rivers becoming frozen
like our lives—all bear secret relations
to our destinies—C hateaubriand .

Season of mist and mellow fruitful
ness—Keats .

The Sabbath of the year.—Logan .

Magnificent autumn ! He comes not
like a pilgrim ,

clad in russet weeds ; not
like a hermit , clad in gray ; but like a.

warrior with the stain of blood on his
brazen mail—His crimson scarf is rent ;
his scarlet banner dripping with gore ;
his step like a flail on the threshingfloor.

—Longfellow .

The leaves in autumn do not change
color from the blighting touch of frost ,
but from the process of natural decay .

-They fall when the fruit is ripened
,

and their work is done—And their
splendid coloring is but their graceful
and beautiful surrender of life when they
have finished their summer offering o f

service to God and man . And one of

the great lessons the fall of the leaf
teaches

,
is this : Do your work well , and

then be ready to depart when God shall
call—Tryon Edwards.

The tints of autumn—a mighty flower
garden , blossoming under the spell of

the enchanter
,
frost—Whittier .

Who at this season does not feel im
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pressed with a sentiment of melancholy ?
—Or who is able to resist the current of
thought , which , from the appearances of
decay, so naturally leads to the solemn
imagination of that inevitable fate which
is to bring on alike the decay of life

, of
empire

,
and of nature itself —A . A lison .

AVARIC E —Avarice is the vice of de
clining years—Bancroft .

The lust of avarice has so totally seized
upon mankind that their wealth seems
rather to possess them , than they to
possess their wealth—Pliny .

We are but stewards of what we

falsely call our own ; yet avarice is so
insatiable that it is not in the power o f

abundance to content it .

—Seneca .

How quickly nature falls into revolt
when gold becomes her obj ect—Shake
spe are ,

Poverty wants some things , luxury
many

,
avarice all things—C owley .

It is one of the worst eflects of pros
perity that it makes a man a vortex
stead of a fountain , so that instead
throwing out , he learns only to draw in .

—H . W. Beecher.

Avarice begets more vices than Priam
did children

,
and like Priam survives

them all—It starves its keeper to surfeit
those who wish him dead

,
and makes

him submit to more mortifications to
lose heaven than the martyr undergoes
to gain it .

—C’o lton .

As obj ects close to the eye shut out

larger obj ects on
‘ the horizon

,
so man

sometimes covers up the entire
,disc of

eternity with a dollar , and quenches
transcendent glories with a little shining
dust—E . H . C hapin .

.

Avarice increases with the increasing
pile of gold—Juvenal.
Worse poison to men’s souls, doing
more murders in this loathsome world
than any mortal drug—Shakespeare .

Avarice is to the intellect and heart
,

what sensuality is
”

to the morals—Mrs .

Jameson .

The . lust of gold , unfeeling and re

morseless, the last corruption of degen
erate man—Johnson .

Avarice is generally the last passion of
those lives of which the first part has
been squandered in pleasure

,
and the

second devoted to ambition . He that
sinks under the fatigue of getting wealth,
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lulls his age with the milder business o f

saving it .
—Johnson .

Study rather to fill your mind than
your coffers ; knowing that gold and

silver were originally mingled with dirt
,

until avarice or ambition parted them .

-Seneca .

The avaricious man is like the barren
sandy ground of the desert which sucks
in all the rain and dew with greediness

,

but yields no fruitful herbs or plants for
the benefit of others—Zeno .

All the good things of the world are
no further good to us than as they are
of use ; and of all we may heap up we

enj oy only as much as we can use
,
and

no more .
—DeFoe .

O cursed lust of gold ! when for thy
sake the fool throws up ’ his interest in
both worlds , first starved in this

,
then

damned in that to coma—Blair .

Avarice , in o ld age
,
is foolish ; for

what can be more absurd than to in
crease our provisions for the road the
nearer we approach to our j ourney ’s end ?
—C icero .

How vilely has he lost himself who
has become a slave to his servant

,
and

exalts h im to the dignity of his Maker !
Gold is the friend , the wife , the god of
the money-monger of the world—Penn .

Avarice reigns most in those who have
but few good qualities to commend
them : it is a weed that will grow only
in a barren soil .—Hughes .

Some men are thought sagacious
merely on account of their avarice ;
whereas a child can clench its fist the
moment it is born .

—Shenstone .

The avarice of the miser is the grand
sepulchre of all his other passions as they
successively decay ; but unlike other
tombs it

'

is enlarged by reflection and
strengthened by age .

—C o lton .

Avarice is always poor, but poor by
its own fault—Johnson .

Because men believe not in providence ,
therefore they do so greedily scrape and
hoard—They do not believe in any re

ward for charity
,
and therefore they will

part with nothing—Barrow ;

AWKWARDN ESS . Awkwardness is
a more real disadvantage than it is gen
erally thought to be : it often occasions
ridicule , and always lessens dignity
C hesterfield.
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An awkward man never does j ustice
to himself ; to his intelligence , to his in
tentions, o r to his actual merit—A fine

person , or a beauteous face are in vain
without the grace of deportment .
C hurchill .

BABBLERS .
—(See GOSSIP . )

They always talk who never think .

Prior.

Fire and
'

sword are but
.

slow engines
of destruction in comparison with the
babbler .—Steele .

Talkers are no good doers, be assured .

—We go to use our hands and not our

tongues—Shakespeare .

BABE—Of all the j oys that lighten
suffering earth , what j oy is welcomed
like a new-born child ?—Mrs. N orton .

A babe in the house is a well-spring of
pleasure , a messenger of peace and love

,

a resting place for innocence on earth
,

a link between angels and men .
-Tupper.

A sweet new blossom of humanity
,

fresh fallen from God ’s own home , to
flower on earth—Massey .

Some wonder that children should be
given to young mothers—But what in
struction does the babe bring to the
mother l—She learns patience

,
self-con

trol , endurance ; her very arm grows
strong so that she holds the dear burden
longer than the father can .

—T . W. Big
ginson .

Living j ewels
,
dropped unstained from

heaven—Po llock.

A rose with all its sweetest leaves yet
folded—Byron .

The coarsest father gains a new im
pulse to labor from the moment of his
baby’s birth—Every stroke he strikes is
for his child—N ew social aims , and new
moral motives come vaguely up to him .

—T. W. Higginson .

Good C hristian people , here is for you
an .inest imable loan—Take all heed
thereof, and in all carefulness employ it .—With high recompense , or else with
heavy penalty

,
will it one day be re

quired back—C arlyle .

C ould we understand half what
mothers say and do to us when infants ,
we should be filled With such conceit of
our own importance as would make us
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insupportable through life—Happy the
child whose mother is tired of

,
talking

nonsense to him before he is old enough
to know the sense of it .

—Hare .

BACHELOR—I have no Wife or chil
dren , good or bad, to provide for ; a
mere spectator of other men ’s fortunes
and adventures , and how they play their
parts ; which , methinks , are diversely
presented unto me , as from a common
theatre or scene—Burton .

Because I will not do the wrong to
mistrust any, I will do myself the right
to trust none ; I will live a bachelor .

Shakespeare .

A man unattached
, and without a

wife, if he have any genius at all , may
raise himself above his original position ,

may mingle with the \world o f fashion
,

and hold himself on a level with the
highest ; but this is less easy for him
who is engaged—It seems as if marriage
put the whole world in their proper
rank .
—Bruyere .

A bachelor’s life is a splendid break
fast ; a tolerably flat dinner ; and a most
miserable supper.
BALLADS.

—Ballads are the vocal
portraits of the national mind—Lamb .

Ballads are the gipsy children of song
,

born under green hedge-rows
,
in the

leafy lanes and by -paths of l iterature , in
the genial summer time .

—Longfe llow .

Let me write the ballads of a nation
,

and I care not who may make its laws .

—Fletcher of Saltoun .

A well composed song or ballad strikes
the mind, and softens the feelings, and
produces a greater effect than a moral
work, which convinces our reason but
does not warm our feelings or effect the
slightest alteration of our habits—Na

po lcou .

Ballads and popular songs are both
the cause and effect of general morals :

they are first formed
,
and then re-act

In both points of view they are an index
of public morals—H. Martineau.

BARGAIN .
—I will give thrice so much

land to any well-deserving friend ; but
in the way of bargain

,
mark me

,
I will

cavil on the ninth part of a hair
Shakespeare .

A
.

dear bargain is always
l

disagreeable ,
particularly as it is a reflection on the
buyer’s judgment .
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Whenever you buy or sell , let or hire ,
make a definite bargain , and never trust
to the flattering lie ,

“We shan ’t disagre e
about trifles.

”

There are many things in which one

gains and the other loses ; but if it is
essential to any transaction that only
one side shall gain , the thing is not of

God .
—G . Macdonald.

BASEN ESS—Every base ’ occupation
makes one sharp in its practice

,
and dull

in every other.—Sir P . Sidney .

There is a law of forces which hinders
bodies from sinking beyond a certain
depth in the sea ; but in the ocean of
baseness the deeper we get the easier the
sinking—J . R . Lowell .

Baseness of character or conduct not
only sears the consc ience

,
but deranges

the intellect—Right conduct “is con
nected with right views of truth .

—C o lton .

BASHFULN ESS . There are two

kinds of bashfulness : one , the awkward
ness of the booby, which a few steps
into the world will convert into the
pertness of a coxcomb ; the other , a con

sciousness, which the most delicate feel
ings produce

,
and the most extensive

knowledge cannot always remove .

—Mackenzie .

Bashfulness is more frequently con
nected with good sense than with over
assurance ; and impudence , on the other
hand

,
is often the effect of downright

stupidity—Shenstone .

Bashfulness is a great hindrance to a
man

,
both in uttering his sentiments

and in understanding what is proposed to
him ; it is therefore good to press forward
with discretion , both in discourse and
company o f the better sort—Bacon .

C onceit not so high an Opinion of any
one as to be bashful and impotent in
their presence—Fuller.

Bashfulness is an ornament to youth ,
but a reproach to o ld age

—Aristo tle .

Bashfulness may sometimes exclude
pleasure

,
but seldom opens any avenue

to sorrow or remorse .
—Johnson .

We do not accept as genuine the per
son no t characterized by this blushing
bashfulness

,
this youthfulness of heart ,

this sensibility to the sentiment of

suavity and self-respect . Modesty is

bred of self-reverence .

—Fine manners
are the mantle of fair minds—N one are

BEAUTY

truly great without this ornament
A. B. Alco tt .

We must prune it with care , so as
only to remove the redundant branches

,

and not injure the stem, which has its
root in a generous sensitiveness to shame .

—Plutarch .

BEARD.
-He that hath a beard is

more than a youth , and he that hath
none is less than a man—Shakespeare .

Beard was never the true standard of

brains—Fuller.

BEAUTY .
—Socrates called beauty a

short-lived tyranny ; Plato , a privilege of
nature ; Theophrastus

,
a silent cheat ;

Theocritus
,
a delightful prejudice ; C ar

neades
,
a solitary kingdom ; Aristotle ,

that it was better than all 'the letters of
recommendation in the/world ; Homer ,
that it was a glorious gift of nature

,
and

Ovid , that it was a favor bestowed by
the gods .
The fountain of beauty is the heart

,

and every generous thought illustrates
the walls o f your chamber.
If virtue accompanies beauty it is the
heart’s paradise ; if vice be associate with
it , it is the soul

’s purgatory—It is the
wise man’s bonfire

,
and the fool ’s fur

nace—Quarles.

The best part of beauty is that which
no picture can express—Bacon .

Beauty hath so many charms one

knows not how to speak against it ; and
when a graceful figure . is the habitation
of a virtuous soul—when the beauty of

the face sp eaks out the modesty and
humility of the mind , it raises our

thoughts up to the great C reator ; but
after all

,
beauty

,
l ike truth , is never so

glorious as when it goes the plainest

The beauty seen , is partly in him who

sees it .

—Bovee .

After all
,
it is the divinity within that

makes the divinity without ; and I have
been more fascinated by a woman of

talent and intelligence , though deficient
in personal charms, than I have been by
the most regular beauty—Washington

Irving.

There is no more potent antidote to
low sensuality than the adoration o f

beauty—All the higher arts of design are
essentially chaste—They purify the
thoughts

,
as tragedy , according to Aris

totle ,
purifies the passions .—Schlegel .
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There is no beautifier of complexion ,

or form ,
or behavior, like the Wish to

scatter j oy and not pain around us.

Even virtue is more fair when
.

it ap
pears in a beautiful person—Virgi l .
Beauty is but the sensible image of

the Infinite .
—Like truth and justice it

l ives within us ; l ike virtue and the moral
law it is a companion of the soul .
Bancroft.

That which is striking and beautiful is
not always good ; but that which is good
is always beautiful .—Ninon de l’Enclos .

If either man or woman would realize
the full power of personal beauty , it
must be by cherishing noble thoughts
and hopes and purposes ; by having
something to do and something to live
for that is worthy of humanity , and
which

,
by expanding the capacities of

the soul
,
gives expansion and symmetry

to the body which contains it .

—Upham .

Every trait of beauty may be referred
to some virtue , as to innocence , candor,
generosity

,
modesty

,
or heroism .

—St.
Pierre .

To cultivate the sense of the beauti
ful

,
is one of the most effectual ways of

cultivating an appreciation of the divine
goodness—Bo y ce .

N o man receives the full culture of a
man in whom the sensibility to the
beautiful is not cherished ; and there is
no condition o f life from which it should
be excluded—Of all luxuries this is the
cheapest , and the most at hand , and most
important

'

to those conditions where
coarse labor tends to give grossness to
the mind .

—C hanning.

To give pain is the tyranny ; to make
happy, the true empire of beauty .

Steele .

If the nose of C leopatra had been a
little shorter , it would have changed the
history of the world—Pascal .
Beauty in a modest woman is like fire
at a distance , or a sharp sword beyond
reach—The one does not burn

,
or the

other wound those that come not too
near them .

-C ervantes .

Beauty is often worse than wine ; in
toxicating both the holder and beholder .
—Zimmerman .

The most natural beauty in the world
is honesty and moral truth—For all
beauty is truth—True features make the

beauty of the face ; true proportions ,
the beauty of architecture ; true meas
ures, the beauty o f harmony and music

.—Shaftesbury .

How goodness heightens beauty
Hannah More .

Beauty is the mark God sets on virtue .—Every natural action is graceful ; every
heroic act is also decent , and causes the
place and the bystanders to shine
Emerson .

The soul , by an instinct stronger than
reason , ever associates beauty with truth .—Tuckerman .

N o woman can be handsome by the
force of features alone , any more than
she can be Witty b help o f
speech—Hughes .

Beauty is like an almanack : if it last
a year it is well T. Adams.

There are no better cosmetics than a
severe temperance and purity , modesty
and humility, a gracious temper and
calmness of spirit ; and there is no true
beauty without the signatures of these
graces in the very countenance—Ray .

The common foible of women who
have been handsome is to forget that
they are no longer so .

—Rochefoucauld.

How much wit, good-nature, indul
gences, how many good offices and
civilities , are required among friends to
accomplish in some years what a lovely
face or a fine hand does in a minute
Bruyere .

Beauty is as summer fruits . which are
easy to corrupt and cannot last ; and for
the most part it makes a dissolute youth

,

and an age a little out of countenance ;
but if it light well . it makes virtues sh

'

and vice blush—Bacon .

eauty is an outward gift which
seldom despised

,
except by those

whom it has been refused—Gibbon .

A woman who could always love would
never grow old ; and the love of mother
and wife would often give or preserve
many charms if it were not too often
combined with parental and conjugal
anger. There remains in the faces o f

women who are naturally serene and
peaceful

,
and of those rendered so by

religion
, an after-spring

,
and later an

after-summer
,
the reflex of their most

beautiful bloom .

—Richter.

Beauty is the first present nature gives
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which every one displays his image .

Goethe .

What is becoming in behavior is honor
able

,
and what is honorable is becoming .

—C icero .

A consciousness of inward knowledge
gives confidence to the outward behavior,
which

,
of all things, is the best to grace

a man in his carriage .
—Fe ltham .

Levity of behavior is the bane of all
that is good and virtuous—Seneca .

Oddities and singularities of behavior
may attend genius

,
but when they do

,

they are its misfortunes and blemish es .
—The man of true genius will be
ashamed of them ; at least he will never
affect to distinguish himself by whimsical
peculiarities—Sir W. Temple .

BELIEF.
—(See “RELIGION .

N othing is so easy as to deceive one ’s
self ; for what we wish , that we readily
believe—Demosthenes .

There are many great truths which we
do not deny

,
and which nevertheless we

do not fully believe—J. W. Alexander.

He that will believe only what he can
fully comprehend , must have a very
long head or a very short creed .

—C o lton .

There are three means of believing
,
by

inspiration , by reason , and by custom .

C hrist ian ity, which is the only rational
system , admits none for its sons who do
not believe according to inspiration .

Pascal.

A man may be a heretic in the truth ;
and if he believes things

,
only on the

authority of others without other reason
,

then , though his belief be true , yet the
very truth he holds becomes heresy .

Milton .

Remember that what you believe will
depend very much upon what you are .
-N oah Porter.

Orthodoxy is my doxy ; heterodoxy is
another man’s doxy .

—Bp . Warburton .

We are slow to believe that which if
believed would hurt our feelings—Ovid.

‘

The practical effect of a belief is the
real test of its soundness .

—Froude .

You believe easily what you hope for
earnestly—Terence .

Some believe all that parents , tutors ,
and kindred believe—They take their
principles by inheritance , and defend
them as they would their estates

,
be

BENEFIC EN C E

cause they are born heirs to them
Watts.

In belief lies the secret of all
x

valuab le
exertion—Bulwer.

A skeptical young man one day
, con

versing with the celebrated Dr. Parr ,
observed, that he would believe nothing
which he could not understand .

“
Then

,

young man , your creed wil l be the Short
est of any man’s I know .

”

I am ‘ not afraid of those tender and
scrupulous consciences who are ever cau
tious o f professing and believing too
much ; if they are sincerely wrong , I
forgive their errors and respect their in
tegrity .

—The men I am afraid of are
those who believe everything , subscribe
to everything , and ivote for everything .

—Shipley .

He who expects men to be always as
good as their beliefs , indulges a ground
less hope ; and he who expects men to be
always as bad as their beliefs

,
vexes

himself with a needless fear.—J. S .

Kiefler.

It is a singular fact that many men o f

action incline to the theory of fatalism ,

while the greater part of men of thought
believe in a divine providence—Balzac .

N ewton , Pascal , Bossuet
, Racine ,

Fenelon
,
that is to say some of the most

enlightened men on earth , in the most
philosop

o
hical of all ages , have been be

lievers in Jesus C hrist ; and the great
C ondé , when dying , repeated these noble
words

,

“
Yes, I shall see God as he is,

face to face ! ”— .Vauvenargues

BEN EFIC EN CE . C hristian b enef

icence takes a large sweep ; that circum
ference cannot be small of which God is
the centre—Hanna h More .

Doing good is the only certainly happy
action o f a man ’s life .

—Sir P . Sidney .

To pity distress is but human ; to re

l ieve it is Godlike .
—A. Mann .

We should give as we would receive .

cheerfully
,
quickly

, and without hesita
tion ; for there is no grace in a benefit
that sticks to the fingers—Seneca .

We enj oy thoroughly only the pleas
ure that we give .

-Dumas .

The luxury o f doing good surpasses
every other personal enj oyment—Gay .

He that does good to another
,
does

good also to himself, not only in the
consequences, but in the very act ; for
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the consciousness of well doing is , in
itself

,
ample reward—Seneca .

God has so constituted our nature that
we cannot be happy unless we are , or
think we are , the means of good to
others—We can scarcely conceive of

greater wretchedness than must be felt
by him who knows he is wholly useless
in the world—Erskine Mason .

Men resemble the gods in nothing so
much as in doing good to their fellow
creatures—C icero .

Rich people should consider that they
are only trustees

'

for what they possess,
and should Show their wealth to be more
in doing good than merely in having it .

-They should not reserve their benevo
lence for purposes after they are dead,
for those who give not of their property
till they die show that they would not
then if they could keep it any longer .
Bp . Hall .

It is another’s fault if he be ungrate
ful ; but it is mine if I do not give .

To find one thankful man , I will oblige
a great many that are not so .

—I had
rather never receive a kindness than
never bestow one—N o t to return a

benefit is a great sin ; but not to confer
one is a greater . —Seneca .

For his bounty there was no winter to
i t ; an autumn it was that grew more by
reaping—Shakespeare .

There is no use of money equal/
"

to

that o f b eneficence ; here the enj oyment
grows on reflection ; and our money is
most truly ours when it ceases to b e in
our possession—Mackenzie .

Time is short —your obligations are
infinite .

—Are your houses regulated ,
your children instructed

,
the afflicted

relieved
,
the poor visited

,
the work of

piety accomplished?—Massillon .

I never knew a child of G od
- being
What

we give
—T . L .

makes

BEN EVOLEN CE

Money spent on ourselves . may be a
millstone about the neck ; spent on

others it may give us Wings like eagles .

-R . D . Hitchcock.

You are so to give , and to sacrifice to
give

,
as to earn the eulogium pronounced

on the woman ,
“
She hath done what she

coul —Do it now .

—It is not safe to
leave a generous feeling to the cooling
influences of a cold world—Guthrie .

The greatest pleasure I know is to do
a good action by stealth , and to have it
found out by accident—Lamb .

Beneficence is a duty ; and he who
frequently practises it, and sees his b e
nevo lent intentions realized comes, at
length , really to love him ~to whom he
has done good H

—Kant

Time , which gnaws and diminishes all
things else , augments and increaseth
benefits ; because a noble action o f

liberality doth grow continually by our

generously think ing of it and remem
bering it .

—Rabe lais.

BENEVOLEN C E . (See KIND

To feel much for others, and little for
ourselves ; to restrain our selfish

,
and

exercise our benevolent affections , con

stitutes the perfection of human nature .

-Adam Smith .

Benevolent feeling ennobles the most
trifling actions—Thackeray .

There cannot be a more glorious ob

ject in creation than a human being
replete with benevolence

,
meditating

in what manner he may render himself
most acceptable to the C reator by doing
good to his creatures—Fie lding.

Benevolence is allied to few vices ;
selfishness to fewer Virtues — .Home

‘ h *“

In th is world it is not what we take
up , but what we give Up , that makes us
rich—H . W. Beecher.

He who will not give some portion o f
his ease , his blood , his wealth , for others

’

good
,
is a poor frozen churl .—J0 anna

Baillie .

He only does not live in vain , who
employs his wealth

,
his thought

,
his

Speech to advance the good of others .

Hindoo Maxim .

I truly enj oy no more of the world ’s
good things than what I willingly dis
tribute to the needy H

—Seneca
It is good for us to think that no grace
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or blessing is truly ours till we are aware
that God has blessed some one else with
it through us.

—Phillips Brooks .

They who scatter with one hand,
gather with two

,
not always in coin , but

in kind . N othing multiplies so much
as kindness .

—Wray .

Genuine benevolence is not stationary ,
but peripatetic ; it goes about doing
good—W. N evins.

Do not wait for extraordinary circum
stances to do good actions : try to use
ordinary situations—Richter.

The best way to do good to ourse lves,
is to do it to others ; the right way to
gather

,
is to scatter .

This is the law o f benefits between
m en ; the one ought to forget at once
what he has given , and the other ought
never to forget what he has received .

Seneca.

N ever did any soul do good, but it
came readier to do the same again

,
with

more enj oyment . N ever was love
,
or

gratitude
,
or bounty practised

,
but with

increas ing j oy, which made the practiser
still more in love with the fair act .
Shaftesbury .

The one who will be found in trial
capable o f great acts o f love is ever
the one who is always doing considerate
small ones—F. W. Robertson .

It is the glory o f the true religion that
it inculcates and inspires a spirit of

benevolence .
—It is a religion of charity,

which none other ever was—C hrist went
about doing good ; he set the example to
his disciples, and they abounded in it .

Fuller.

Rare benevolence ! the minister of

God—C arlyle .

When Fenelon ’s library was on fire ,
God be praised,

” he said ,
“that it i s

not the dwelling of some poor man .

”

The conqueror is regarded with awe ;
the wise man commands our respect ; but
it is only the benevolent man that wins
our affection .

The disposition to give a cup of cold
water to a disciple , is a far nobler prop
erty than the finest intellect—Howells.

He who wishes to secure the good of
others

,
has already secured h is own .

Just in proportion as a man becomes
good

,
divine

,
C hrist-l ike , he passes out

BIBLE

of the region o f theorizing into the region
of benevolent activities—It is ’

good to
think well ; it is divine to act well
H . Mann .

It is no great part o f a good man ’s
lot to enj oy himself—To be good and
to do good are his ends

,
and

'

the glory
is to be revealed hereafter .—S. I. Prime .

BEST THIN GS—A firm faith is the
best divinity ; a good life , the best philos
ophy ; a clear conscience , the best law ;
honesty, the best policy ; and temper
ance the best physic ;—living for both
worlds is the wisest and best life .

BIBLE —The Bible is the only source
of all C hrist ian truth —the only rule for
the C hristian life -

1
-the only book that

unfolds to us the realities of eternity .

There is no book like the Bible for
excellent wisdom and use .

—Sir M . Hale .

The philosophers , as Varro tells us
,

counted up three hundred and twenty
answers to the question

,
What is the

supreme good ? ” How needful
,
then

,
is

a divine revelation , to make plain what
is the true end o f our being—Tryon
Edwards .

There never was found, in any age o f
the world, either religion or law that did
so highly exalt the public good as the
Bible—Bacon .

The Bible is a window in this prison
of hope , through which we look into
eternity .

—Dwight.
The Bible is the light of my under
standing, the j oy of my heart , the full
ness of my hope, the clarifier o f my af
fections, the mirror of my thoughts , the
consoler o f my sorrows

,
the guide of my

soul through this gloomy labyrinth o f

time , the telescope sent from heaven
to reveal to the eye of man the amaz
ing glories of the far distant world .

The Bible contains more true sub

limity
,
more exquisite beauty , more pure

morality
,
more important history

,
and

finer strains of poetry and eloquence ,
than can be collected from all other
books

,
in whatever age or language they

may have been written—Sir Wm . Jones .

In what light soever we regard the
Bible , whether with reference to revela
tion

,
to history

,
or to morality, it is an

invaluable and inexh austible mine of

knowledge and virtue—J . Q . Adams .

Bad men or devils would not have
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written the Bible , for it condemns them
and their works—good men or angels
could not have written it

,
for in saying

it was from God when it was but their
own invention , they would have been
guilty of falsehood

,
and thus could not

have been good . The only remaining
being who could have written it , is G od
—its real author .
The Scriptures teach us the best way

of living , the noblest way of suffering,
and the most comfortable way o f dying .

—Flavel.
There are no songs comparable to the
songs of Zion ; no orations equal to those
o f the prophets ; and no politics like
those which the Scriptures teach .

Milton .

It is a belief in the Bible , the fruit of
deep meditation

,
which has served me

as the guide of my moral and literary
life .
—I have found it a capital safely

invested
,
and richly productive of inter

est—Goethe .

The longer you read the Bible , the
more you will like it ; it will grow
sweeter and sweeter ; and the more you
get into the spirit of it , the more you
will get into the spirit of C hrist .
Romaine .

I have always said, I always will say ,

that the studious perusal of the sacred
volume will make better citizens

,
better

fathers
,
and better husbands—Jefierson .

Men cannot be well educated without
the Bible . It ought, therefore , to hold
the chief place in every seat of learning
throughout C hristendom ; and I do not

know of a higher service that could be
rendered to this republic than the bring
ing about this desirable result .—E . N o tt.

The general diffusion of the Bible is
the most effectual way to civilize and
humanize mankind ; to purify and exalt
the general system of public morals ; to
give efficacy to the just precepts of in

ternational and municipal law ; to en

force the observance of prudence , tem
perance , justice and fortitude ; and to
improve all the relations of social and
domestic life—C hancellor Kent.

Scholars may quote Plato in their
studies, but the hearts of millions will
quote the Bible at their daily toil , and
draw strength from its inspiration

,
as

the meadows draw it from the brook .

C onway .
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The Bible goes equally to the cottage
of the peasant, and the palace of the
king—It is woven into literature , and

colors the talk of the street . —The bark
of the merchant cannot sail without it ;
and no ship of war goes to the conflict
but it is there—It enters men ’s closets ;
directs their conduct , and mingles in all
the grief and cheerfulness of life—Theo
dore Parker.

The Bible is one of the greatest bless
ings bestowed by God on the children
of men—It has God for its author ; sal
vation for its end, and truth without any
mixture for its matter .—It is all pure

, al l
sincere ; nothing too much ; nothing
wanting -Lo cke

The man of one book is always for
midable ; but when that book is the
Bible he is irresistible .

—W. M . Taylor.

To say nothing of its holiness or

authority, the Bible contains more speci
mens of genius and taste than any other
volume in existence .

—Landor.

So great is my veneration for the
Bible , that the earlier my children begin
to read it the more confident will be
my hopes that they will prove useful
citizens to their country and respectable
members of society—J. Q . Adams.

The incongruity of the Bible with the
age of its birth ; its freedom from earthly
mixtures ; its original

,
unborrowed

,

solitary greatness ; the suddenness with
which it broke forth amidst the general
gloom ; these , to me, are strong indica
tions of its Divine descent : I cannot
reconcile them with a human origin
C harming.

I believe that the Bible is to be under
stg o

rqdmand received in the plain and ob
vious meaning of its passages ; for I can
not persuade myself that a book in
tended for the instruction and conversion
of the whole world should cover its true
meaning in any such mystery and doubt
that none but critics and philosophers
can discover it .

—Daniel Webster.

The Gospel is not merely a book—it
is a living power—a book surpassing all
others—I never omit to read it

,
and

every day with the same pleasure . N o

where is to be found such a series of

beautiful ideas
,
and admirable moral

maxims
,
which pass before us like the

battalions of a celestial army The

soul can never go astray with this book
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for its guide .
—N apo leon on St. Helena .

Turn from the oracles of man—still
dim even in their clearest response—to
the oracles o f God, which are never dark .

Bury all your books when you feel the
night of skepticism gathering around
you ; bury them all , powerful though
you may have deemed their spells to
illuminate the unfathomable ; open your
Bible , and all the spiritual world will be
as bright as day .

-J . Wilson .

The Bible belongs to the world—It
has outlived all other books as a mighty
factor in civilization , as radical in its
unique and peerless teachings, as identi
fi ed with the promotion of liberty

,
as

the companion or pioneer of commerce
,

as the foundation of civil government ,
as the source and support of learn ing , as
both containing and fostering literature
of the noblest order, as the promoter and
purifier of art , and as the book which
claims to be , and is, from G od.

N ever yet did there exist a full faith
in the divine word which did not expand
the intellect

,
while it purified the heart ;

which did not multiply and exalt the
aims and obj ects of the understanding ,
while it fixed and simplified those of the
desires and feelings—S. T. C o leridge .

There is not in the whole compass of
human literature a book like the Bible

,

which deals with such profound topics
,

which touches human nature on so many
sides of experience , which relates so

especially to its duties and sorrows and
temptations, and yet which looks over
the whole field of life with such sym
pathy and cheerfulness of spirit—The
N ew Testament is a book of radian t j oy.

—H . W. Beecher.

When that illustrious man , C hief Jus
tice Jay ,

was dying he was asked if he
had any farewell address to leave his
children . He replied ,

“
They have the

Bible .

”

In this little book (the New Testa
ment) , is contained all the wisdom of
the world .

—Ewald.

All the distinctive features and superi
ority of our republican institutions are

derived from the teachings of Scripture .
-Everett.

Read your Bible , making it the first
morning business of your life to under
stand some portion of it clearly , and
your daily business to obey it in all that
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you do understand . To my early knowl
edge of the Bible I owe the best part
o f my tas te in literature

, and the most
precious, and on the whole

,
the one

essential part of my education—Ruskin .

The majesty of Scripture strikes me
with admiration, as the purity of the
Gospel has its influence on my heart .
Peruse the works of our philosophers ;
with all their pomp of diction

,
how mean

,

how contemptible, are they, compared
with the Scriptures ! Is it possible that
a book at once Sb simple and sublime
should be merely the work of man ?
The Jewish authors were incapable of
the diction , and strangers to the morality
contained in the Gospel , the marks of
whose truths are SO Striking and inimi
table that the inventor would be a more
astonishing character than the hero
Rousseau.

The morality of the Bible is, after all ,
the safety of society .

-The doctrine of

the golden rule , the interpretation of the
law as love to God and man , and the
specific directions in it to husbands and
wives, parents and children , masters and
servants, rulers and citizens, and the
warnings against covetousness and sin

are the best preventives and cure of all
political diseases—F. C . Monfort.

I use the Scriptures not as an arsenal
to be resorted to only for arms and

weapons , but as a matchless temple ,
where I delight to contemplate the
beauty

,
the symmetry

, and the mag
nificence of the structure , and to increase
my awe and excite my devotion to the
Deity there preached and adored—Boy le .

That the truths of the Bible have the
power of awakening an intense moral
feeling in every human being ; that they
make bad men good , and send a pulse of
healthful feeling through all the domes
tic

,
civil

,
and social relations ; that they

teach men to love right , and hate wrong,
and seek each other’s welfare as children
of a common parent ; that they control
the baleful passions of the heart, and

thus make men proficient in self-govern
ment ; and finally that they teach man
to aspire after conformity to a being o f

infinite holiness
,
and fill him with hopes

more purifying
,
exalted, and suited to

his nature than any other book the
world has ever known—these are facts
as incontrovertible as the laws of philoso
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phy
,
or the demonstrations of mathe

matica—F. Wayland.

We account the Scriptures o f God to
be the most sublime philosophy . I find
more sure marks of authenticity in the
Bible than in any profane history what
even—Isaac N ewton.

Of the Bible
,
says Garibaldi, This is

the cannon that will make Italy free .”

Sink the Bible to the bottom of the
ocean

,
and still man’s obligations to God

would be unchanged—He would have
the same path to tread , only his lamp
and his guide would be gone —the same
voyage to make , but his chart and com
pass would be overboard . H. W.

Beecher.

I know the Bible is inspired because
it finds me at greater depths of my being
than any other book—C o leridge.

The highest earthly enjoyments are
but a shadow of the joy I find in reading
God ’s word—Lady Jane Grey .

They who are not induced to believe
and l ive as they ought by those dis
coveries which God hath made in Scrip
ture , would stand out against any evi

dence whatever ; even that of a mes
senger sent express from the other world .

-Atterbury .

Do you know a book that you are
willing to put under your head for a

pillow when you lie dying ? That is
f

the
book you want to study while you are
living . There is but one such book in
the world—Joseph C ook.

Hold fast to the Bible as the sheet
anchor of your liberties ; write its pre
cepts in your hearts , and practice them
in your lives. To the influence of this
book we are indebted for all the progress
made in true civilization , and to this we
must look as our guide in the future .

Righteousness exalteth a nation ; but
sin is a reproach to any people .

”
-U. S.

The most learned , acute , and diligent
student cannot , in the longest life , oh
tain an entire knowledge of this one

volume. The more deeply he works the
mine , the richer and more abundant he
finds the ore ; new light continually
beams from this source of heavenly
knowledge , to direct the conduct , and
illustrate the work of God and the ways
of men ; and he will at last leave the
world confessing , that the more he studied
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the Scriptures, ~ the fuller conviction he
had of his own ignorance , and of their
inest imable value .

—Walter Sco tt.

Philosophical argument , especially that
drawn from the vastness of the universe ,
in comparison with the apparent insig
nificance of this globe, has sometimes
Shaken my reason for the faith that is
in me ; but my heart has always assured
and reassured me that the gospel of

Jesus C hrist must be a divine reality
Daniel Webster.

C ities fall , empires come to nothing ,
kingdoms fade away as smoke . Where
is N uma , M inos, Lycurgus? Where are
their books? and what has become o f

their laws ? But that this book no
tyrant should have been-"able to con
sume

,
no tradition to choke , no heretic

maliciously to corrupt ; that it should
stand unto this day, amid the wreck of

all that was human , without the altera
tion o f one sentence so as to change the
doctrine taught therein

,
—surely there is

a very singular providence
,
claiming our

attention in a most remarkable manner .

A noble book !
‘

All men’s book ! It
is our first

,
oldest statement o f the

never-ending problem ,
—man’s destiny,

and God’s ways with him here on earth ;
and all in such free-flowing outlines ,
grand in its sincerity ; in its simplicity
and its epic melody .

—C arlyle .

One monarch to obey, one creed to

own ; that monarch God ; that creed his
word alone .

If there is any one fact or doctrine ,
or command, or promise in the Bible
which has produced no practical effect
on your temper, or heart , or conduct , be
assured you do not truly believe it
Payson .

There is a Book worth all other books
which were ever printed - Patrick Henry .

The Bible furnishes the only fitting
vehicle to express the thoughts that over
whelm us when contemplating the stellar
universe .

—O. M . M itchell .

The grand o ld Book of God stil l
stands

, and this old earth , the more its
leaves are turned over and pondered

,
the

more it will sustain and i llustrate
sacred Word—Prof. D ana .

In my investigation of natural science ,
I have always found that

,
whenever I

can meet with anything in the Bible on
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my subj ects
,
it always affords me a firm

platform on which to stand—Lieutenan t
Maury .

It is impossible to mentally or socially
enslave a Bible-reading people . The

principles of the Bible are the ground
work of human freedom . Horace

Gree ley .

I speak as a man of the world to men

of the world ; and I say to you , Search
the Scriptures ! The Bible is the bo ok
of all others , to be read at all ages, and
in all conditions of human life ; not to
be read once or twice or thrice through ,
and then laid aside , but to be read in
small portions of one or two chapters
every day

,
and never to be intermitted ,

unless by some overruling necessity .

J . Q . Adams.

G ive to the people who toil and suffer,
for whom this world is hard and bad,
the belief that there is a better made
for them . Scatter Gospels among the
villages

,
a Bible for every cottage .

Victor Hugo .

The word of God will stand a thou
sand readings ; and he who has gone over
it most frequently is the surest o f find

ing new wonders there —.J Hamilton.

Holy Scripture is a stream of running
water

,
where alike the elephant may

swim
,
and the lamb walk without losing

its feet—G regory the Great.

A Bible and a newspaper in every
house

,
a good school in every district

all studied and appreciated as they merit
- are the principal support of virtue ,
morality

, and civil libertyr -Franklin .

As the profoundest philosophy of
ancient Rome and Greece lighted her
taper at Israel ’s altar, so the sweetest
strains of the pagan muse were swept
from harps attuned on Zion ’s hill .
Bp . Thomson .

The whole hope of human progress is
suspended on the ever-growing influence
of the Bible .

—William H . Seward.

The Bible is the only cement of na
tions

,
and the only cement that can bind

religious hearts together . —Bunsen .

The Bible stands alone in human lit
erature in its elevated conception of

manhood as to character and conduct .

It is the invaluable training book of the
world —H W. Beecher.

After all , the Bible must be its own

argument and defence . The power of it
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can never be proved unless it is felt .
The authority o f it can never

‘

be sup
ported unless it is manifest . The light
o f it can never be demonstrated unless
it Shines—H. J . Van Dyke .

You never get to the end of C hrist ’s
words. There is something in them al

ways behind . They pass into proverbs
,

into laws
,
into doctrines

,
into consola

tions ; but they never pass away, and
after all the use that is made of them
they are still not exhausted—A . P .

Stanley .

H

N obody ever outgrows Scripture ;
'

the
book widens and deepens with our years .
—Spurgeon .

After reading the doctrines of Plato ,
Socrates, o r Aristo tl we feel that the
specific difference be een their words
and C hrist ’s is the difference between
an inquiry and a revelation—Joseph
Parker.

When one has given up the one fact
of the inspiration of the Scriptures

,
he

has given up the whole foundation of
revealed religion—H . W. Beecher:

I have read the Bible through many
times

, and now make it a practice to
read it through once every year .—It
is a book of all others for lawyers, as
well as divines ; and I pity the man who
cannot find in it a rich supply of thought
and of rules for conduct . Daniel

So far as I have observed God’s deal
ings with my soul , the flights of preach
ers sometimes entertained me , but it was
Scripture expressions which did pene
trate my heart

,
and in a way peculiar to

themselves—John Brown ofHaddington .

A man may read the figures on the
dial

,
but he cannot tell how the day

goes unless the sun is shining on it ; so
we may read the Bible over, but we

cannot learn to purpose till the spirit
of G od shine upon it and into our

hearts—T. Watson .

There is no book on which we can rest
in a dying moment but the Bible
Se lden .

Wilmot , the infidel , when dying, laid
his trembling

,
emaciated hand on the

Bible , and said solemnly and with un

wonted energy
,

“
The only obj ection

against this book is a bad life ! ”

The Bible is to us what the star was
to the wise men ; but if we spend all
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write his life with any genuine exact
ness and discrimination, and few people
who have lived with a man know what
to remark about him .

—Johnson .

Biographies of great
,
but especially of

good men ,
are most instructive and use

ful as helps
,
guides , and incentives to

others . Some of the best are almost
equivalent to gospels—teaching high
living

,
high thinking

,
and energetic ao

tions for their own and the world’s
good—S . Smiles .

History can be formed from perma
nent monuments and records ; but lives
can only be written from personal
knowledge

,
which is growing every day

less
,
and in a short time is lost for

even—Johnson .

My advice is, to consult the lives of

other men as we would a looking-glass,
and from thence fetch examples for our
own imitation—Terence .

BIRTH . (See
“
ANCESTRY,

GENEALOGY .

Our birth is nothing but our death
begun , as tapers waste the moment they
take fire .

—Young.

C ustom forms us all ; our thoughts,
our morals, our most fixed belief , are
consequences of the place of our birth .

—Hill .

What is birth to a man if it be a stain
to his dead ancestors to have left such
an offspring ? -Sir P . Sidney .

A noble birth and fortune , though
they make, not a bad man good

,
yet

they are a real advantage to a worthy
one

,
and place his virtues in the fairest

light—Lilla .

High birth is a gift of fortune which
should never challenge esteem toward
those who receive it , since it costs them
neither study nor labor . —Bruyere .

Of all vanities and fopperies, the
vanity of high birth is the greatest .

True nobility is derived from virtue ,
not from birth . Titles

,
indeed , may be

purchased ; but virtue is the only coin
that makes the bargain valid—Burton .

Distinguished birth is indeed an honor
to him who lives worthily of the virtue
o f his progenitors . If

,
as Seneca says,“

V irtue is the only nobility
,

” he is
doubly a nobleman who is not only de
scended from a virtuous ancestry, but
is himself virtuous .

50 BLESSEDNESS

When real nobleness accompanies the
imaginary one of birth

,
the imaginary

seems to mix with the real and become
real too .

—Greville .

Those who have nothing else to recom
mend them to the respect of others but
only their blood

,
cry it up at a great

rate , and have their mouths perpetually
full of it .

—By this mark they commonly
distinguish themselves ; but you may
depend upon it there is no good bottom

,

nothing of the true worth of their own

when they insist so much and set their
credit on that of others—C har mn .

I
.

have learned to j udge of men by
their own deeds , and not to make the
accident of birth

“

the standard of their
merit—Mrs . Hale .

Features alone do not run in the
blood ; vices and virtues, genius and
folly , are transmitted through the same
sure but unseen channel .—Hazlitt.

BLESSEDN ESS . True blessedness
consisteth in a good life and a happy
death—So lon .

N othing raises the price of a blessing
like its removal ; whereas, it was its con

tinuance which should have taught us
its value—H. Moore .

Blessings we enj oy daily
, and for the

most of them , because they be so com
mon

,
men forget to pay their praises

But let not us, because it is a sacrifice
so pleasing to him who still protects us ,
and gives us flowers , and showers, and
meat

,
and content—Izaak Walton .

Reflect upon your present blessings
,
of

which every man has many : not on your
past misfortunes

, of which all men have
some—Dickens .

The beloved of the Almighty are the
rich who have the humility of the poor ,
and the poor who have the magnanimity
of the rich—Saadi.
Let me tell you that every misery I
miss is a new blessing—Izaak Wa lton .

There are three requisites to the
proper enj oyment of earthly blessings :
a thankful reflection

, on the goodness
of the giver ; a deep sense of our own

unworthiness ; and a recollection o f the
uncertainty of our long possessing them .

—The first will make us . grateful ; the
second , humble ; and the third

,
moder

ate—Hannah More .

Blessings ever wait on virtuous deeds,
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and though a late , a sure reward suc
ceeds .

—C ongreve .

It is generally true that all that is
required to make men unmindful of

what they owe to God for any blessing ,
is

,
that they should receive that bless

ing often and regularly .
—Whate ly .

How blessings brighten as they take
their flight l— Young.

Health , beauty, vigor, riches, and all
the other things called goods, Operate
equally as evils to the vicious and un

j ust
,
as they do as benefits to the

j ust—Plato .

The good things of l ife are not to be
had singly

,
but come to us with a mix

ture ; like a schoolboy
’s holiday , with

a task affixed to the tail of it .
—C harles

Lamb .

Blessedness consists in the acomplish

ment of our desires , and in
.

our having
only regular desires—Augustine .

BLOCKHEAD. (See
“
C OMMON

SENSE ”

)
'

A blockhead cannot come in ,
nor go

away
,
nor Sit , nor rise , nor stand , like a

man of sense .

—Bruyere .

There never was any party , faction ,
sect

, or cabal whatsoever, in which the
most ignorant were not the most vio

lent ; for a bee is not a busier animal
than a blockhead—Papa
Heaven and earth fight in vain against
a dunce .

-Schiller.

BLUSH.
—A blush is the co lor

/
of vir

tue .
—Diogenes .

Whoever blushes seems to be good .

Menander.

Whoever blushes , is already guilty ;
true innocence is ashamed o f nothing .

Rousseau .

The ambiguous l ivery worn alike by
modesty and Shame—Balfour .

When a girl ceases to b lush ,

’

she has
lost the most powerful charm o f her
beauty—Gregory .

A blush is beautiful , but often incon
venient .

—Go ldoni.
A blush is a sign that nature hangs

out
, to show where chastity and honor

dwell .—G o ttho ld.

Better a blush on the face than a blot
on the heart—C ervan tes .

The man that blushes is not quite a
brute—Young .

5 1 BOAST ING

Men blush less for their crimes
,
than

for their weaknesses and van ity
Bruyere .

Blushing is the livery of virtue , though
it may sometimes proceed from guilt
Bacon .

It is better for a young man to blush ,
than to turn pale .

—C icero .

The blush is nature ’s alarm at the ap
proach of sin , and her test imony to the
dignity of virtue—Fuller.

The troubled blood through his pale
face was seen to come and go with
tidings from his heart , as it a running
messenger had been—Spenser.

The inconvenience
,
or the beauty of

the blush
,
which is ~~ the greater ?

Madame N eckar .

Playful blushes , that, seem but lumi
nous escapes of thought—Moore .

BLUSTERIN G .
-A killing tongue

,

but a quiet sword—Shakespeare .

A brave man is sometimes a desper
ado ; but a bully is always a coward .

Ha liburton .

It is with narrow souled people as
with narrow necked bottles ; the less
they have in them , the more noise they
make in pouring it out—Pope .

There are braying men in the world
as well as braying asses ; for what is loud
and senseless talking other than a way
of braying—L

’

Estrange .

They that are loudest in their threats
are the weakest in the execution of

them .
-It is probable that he who is

killed by lightning bears no noise ; but
the thunder-clap which follows

,
and

which most alarms the ignorant
,
is the

surest proof of their safety .
—C o lton .

Cnmmonly they whose tongue is their
weapon

, use their feet for defense—Sir
P . Sidney .

BOASTIN G .
—We wound our modesty

and make foul the clearness of our de
servings

,
when of ourselves we publish

them .
—Shakespeare .

Where boasting ends, there dignity
begins—Young.

Where there is much pretension
,
much

has been borrowed ; nature never pre
tends—Lavater.

There is this benefit in brag
,
that the

Speaker is unconsciously expressing his
own ideal .—Humor h im by all means ;
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draw it all out
,
and hold him to it .

Emerson .

Who knows himself a braggart
,
let

him fear this ; for it will come to pass
that every braggart shall be found an

ass—Shakespeare .

Men of real merit , whose noble and
glorious deeds we are ready to ao

knowledge are not yet to be endured
when they vaunt their own actions .

E schines .

Usually the greatest boasters are the
smallest workers . The deep rivers pay
a larger tribute to the sea than shallow
brooks

,
and yet empty themselves with

less noise—W. Seeker .

With all his tumid boasts , he
’
s like

the sword-fish , who only wears his
weapon in his mouth—Madden .

C onceit , more rich in matter than in
words

,
brags of his substance : they are

but beggars who can count their worth .

—Shakespeare .

A gentleman that loves to hear him
self talk

,
will speak more in a minute

than he will stand to in a month .

Shakespeare .

Self-laudation abounds among the un
polished

,
but nothing can stamp a man

more sharply as ill-bred .

—C harles Bur
ton .

Lord Bacon told Sir Edward C oke
when he was boasting , The less you
speak o f your greatness

,
the more shall

I think of it .”

The empty vessel makes the greatest
sound—Shakespeare .

BODY .
—Our bo dies are but dust

,
but

they can bring praise to him that formed
them .

—Dull and tuneless in themselves
,

they can become glorious harps on which
the music o f piety may be struck to
heaven .

—Punshon .

C an any honor exceed that which has
been conferred on the human body ?
C an any powers exceed the powers
any glory exceed the glory with which
it is invested ? —N o wonder the apostle
should beseech men to present their
bodies a living sacrifice to God .

Pulsford.

Our body is a well-set clock,
which

keeps good time , but if it be too much
or indiscreetly tampered with . the alarum
runs out before the hour .

—Bp . Hall .

BOOKS

It is shameful for a man to rest in
ignorance of the structure of his own

body, especially when the knowledge of
it mainly conduces to his welfare

, and
directs his application of his own powers .

—Me lanc thon .

God made the human body , and it is
the most exquisite and

,
wonderful or

ganization which has come to us from
the divine hand—It is a study for one ’s
whole life .

—If an undevout astronomer
is mad, an undevout physiologist is
madden—H . W. Beecher .

If there be anything common to us
by nature

,
it is the members of our cor

poreal frame ; yet the apostle taught
that these

,
guided, by the Spirit as its

instruments
,
and obeying a holy will

,

become transfigured, so that
,
in his

language , the body becomes a temple
of the Holy Ghost , and the meanest
faculties

,
the lowest appetites , the hum

blest organs are ennobled by the spirit
mind which guides them .

—F. W. Robert

son .

BOLDN ESS.
—We make way for the

man who boldly pushes past us—Bovee .

Boldness is ever blind , for it sees not
dangers and inconveniences ; whence it
is bad in council though good in execu

tion—The right use of the bold , there
fore

,
is

,
that they never command in

chief
,
but serve as seconds under the

direction of others—For in council it is
good to see dangers ,

'

and in execution
not to see them unless they

‘

be very
great—Bacon .

Fools rush in where angels fear to
tread—Pope .

Who bravely dares must sometimes
risk a fall . -Smo llett.

C arried away by the irresistible influence which is always exercised over
men ’s minds by a bold resolution in
critical circumstances—Guizo t .

Fortune befriends the bold—Dryden .

It is wonderful what strength of pur
pose and boldness and energy of will are
roused by the assurance that we are
doing our duty—Sco tt .

BOOKS—A book is the only immor

tality .
—R . C hoate .

Books are lighthouses erected in the
great sea of time—E . P . Whipp le .

Books are embalmed minds—Bovee .

A good book is the very essence of a
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good man—His virtues survive in it
,

while the foibles and faults of his actual
life are forgotten—All the goodly com
pany of the excellent and great sit
around my table , or look down on me
from yonder shelves, waiting patiently
to answer my questions and enrich me
with their wisdom .

—A precious book is
a foretaste of immortality—

“

T. L . C uyler.

Books are immortal sons deifying their
Sires—Plato .

I love to lose myself in other men ’s
minds . When I am not walking , I am
reading . I cannot sit and think ; books
think for me .

—C harles Lamb .

God be thanked for books ; they are
the voices of the distant and the dead ,
and make us heirs of the spiritual life
of past ages . -C hanning.

If a book come from the heart it will
contrive to reach other hearts—All art
and authorcraft are of small account to
that—C arlyle .

Tradition is but a meteor
,
which

,
if

it once falls
,
cannot be rekindled .

Memory, once interrupted, is not to be
recalled—But written learning is a fixed
luminary , which , after the cloud that
had hidden it has passed away

,
is again

bright in its proper station—So books
are faithful repositories

,
which may be

awhile neglected or forgotten
,
but when

opened again
,
will again impart instruc

tion—Johns on .

Books are the metempsy chosis f the
symbol and presage of immortality.

The dead are scattered, and none shall
find them ; but behold they are

”

here
H. W. Beecher.

Books are standing counselors and
preachers , always at hand , and always
disinterested ; having this advantage
over oral instructors

,
that they are ready

to repeat their lesson as often as we
please—C hambers .

Books are masters who instruct us
without rods or ferules , without words
or anger

,
without bread or money . If

you approach them ,
they are not asleep ;

if you seek them ,
they do not hide ; if

you blunder
,
they do not scold ; if you

are ignorant
,
they do not laugh at you .

—Richard de Bury .

Some books are to be tasted ; others
swallowed ; and some few to be chewed
and digested—Bacon.

Except a living man there is nothing
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more wonderful than a book ! a message
to us from the dead—from human souls
we never saw , who lived , perhaps , thou
sands of miles away . And yet these

, in
those little Sheets of paper

,
speak to us

,

arouse us
,
terrify us

,
teach us

,
comfort

us, open their hearts to uS as brothers .

—C harles Kingsley .

Books are those faithful mirrors that
reflect to our mind the minds of sages
and heroes—Gibbon .

Books, like friends, should be few and
well chosen . Like friends

,
too

,
we should

return to them again and again—for
,

like true friends
,
they will never fail us

-never cease to instruct—never cloy
N ext to acquiring good friends, the

best acquisition is that of good books
C o lton .

A good book is the best of friends
,
the

same to-day and forever .

—Tupper.

Without books, God is Silent , justice
dormant , natural science at a stand ,
philosophy lame , letters dumb , and all
things involved in darkness—Bartho lini.

Books are not absolutely dead things
,

but do contain a certain potency of life
in them , to be as active as the soul
whose progeny they are ; they preserve ,
as in a vial , the purest efficacy and ex
traction of the living intellect that bred
them—Milton .

My books kept me from the ring, the
dog-pit , the tavern , and the saloon
The associate of Pope and Addison

,
the

mind accustomed to the noble though
silent discourse of Shakespeare and Mil
ton , will hardly seek or put up with low
or evil company and slaves—Thomas

Hood.

A book may be compared to your
neighbo r : if it be good , it cannot last
too long ; if bad , you cannot get rid of it
too early—Bro oke .

Books are the legacies that genius
leaves to mankind

,
to be delivered down

from generation to generation , as pres
ents to those that are yet unborn .

Addison .

There is no book so poor that it would
not be a prodigy if wholly wrought out

by a single mind
,
without the aid of

prior investigators—Johnson .

The past but lives in written words : a
thousand ages were blank if books had
not evoked their ghosts, and kept the
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pale unbodied shades to warn us fromflesh less lips—Bulwer .

There is no book so bad but something
valuable may be derived from it .

Pliny .

If all the crowns of Europe were placed
at my disposal on condition that I should
abandon my books and studies , I Should
spurn the crowns away and stand by
the books . —Fene lon .

Books are a guide in youth , and an
entertainment for age . They support us
under solitude

,
and keep us from becom

ing a burden to ourselves . They help
us to forget the crossness of men and
things

,
compose our cares and our pas

sions
,
and lay our disappointments asleep .

When we are weary of the living
,
we

may repair to the dead , who have noth
ing of peevishness , pride , or design in
their conversation—Jeremy C o llier.

Books are but waste paper unless we
spend in action the wisdom we get from
thought—Bulwer.

The books we read should be chosen
with great care

,
that they may be , as

an Egyptian king wrote over his library,“
The medicines of the soul .”

Be as careful of the books you read ,
as of the company you keep ; for your
habits and character will be as much influenced by the former as by the latter.
—Paxton Hood.

When I get a little money , I buy
books ; and if any is left , I buy food and
clothes—Erasmus .

The Silent influence of books , is a
mighty power in the world ; and there
is a joy in reading them known only to
those who read them with desire and
enthusiasm .

—Silent , passive , and noise
less though they be

,
they yet set in

action countless multitudes
,
and change

the order o f nations—Giles.

Books
,
like proverbs

,
receive their

chief value from the stamp and esteem
of the ages through which they have
passed—Sir W. Temple .

It is books that teach us to refine our

pleasures when young
,
and to recall them

with satisfaction when we . are o ld.

Leigh Hunt.

A good book is the precious life-blood
of a master-spirit

,
embalmed and treas

ured up on purpose for a life beyond
M ilton .
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Books, to judicious compilers, are use
ful ; to particular arts and professions ,
they are absolutely necessary ; to men
of real science , they are tools : but more
are tools to them .

—Johnson .

Books are the true levellers .
—They

give to all who faithfully use them
,
the

society , the spiritual presence of the
greatest and best of our race .

—C hanning.

Books that you may carry to the fire
Side , and hold readily in your hand, are
the most useful after all .—Johnson .

There is no worse robber than a bad
book—Italian Proverb .

We are as liable to be corrupted by
books, as by companions . -Fielding.

Some books, like the C ity of London
,

fare the better for being burned—Tom
Brown .

Few are sufiiciently sensible of the im
portance of that economy in reading
which selects, almost exclusively, the
very first order of books . Why ,

except
for some special reason

,
read an inferior

book , at the very time you might be
reading one of the high est order?—John
Foster.

A bad book is the worse that it can
not repent .—It has not been the devil ’s
policy to keep the masses of mankind in
ignorance ; but finding that they will
read , he is doing all in his power to
poison their books—E . N . Kirk.

A good book , in the language of the
book-sellers , is a salable one ; in

'

that of
the curious, a scarce one ; in that of
men of sense , a useful and instructive
one—C hambers .

Bad books are like intoxicating
drinks ; they furnish neither nourish
ment

,
nor medicine—Both improperly

excite ; the one the mind ; the other the
body .

-The desire for each increases by
being fed—Both ruin ; one the intellect ;
the other the health ; and together , the
soul . —The safeguard against each is the
same—total abstinence from all that in
toxicates either mind or body .

—Tryon
Edwards.

In good books is one of the best safe
guards from evil . —Life ’s first danger has
been said to be an empty mind which ,

like an unoccupied room
,
is op en for

base spirits to enter .
—The taste for read

ing provides a pleasant and elevating
preoccupation—H. W. Grout.
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When a book raises your spirit , and
inspires you with noble and manly
thoughts

, seek for no other test o f its
excellence—It is good , and made by a
good workman—Bruyere .

C hoose an author as you choose a
friend .

—Roscommon .

In books
,
it is the chief of all perfe

tions to be plain and brief—Butler.

To use books rightly, is to go to them
for help ; to appeal to them when our

own knowledge and power fail ; to be led
by them into wider sight and purer con
ception than our own

,
and to receive

from them the united sentence o f the
j udges and councils of all time , against
our solitary and unstable opinions .

Ruskin .

The best books for a man are no t

always those which the wise recommend
,

but often those which meet the peculiar
wants , the natural thirst of his mind ,
and therefore awaken interest and rivet
thought .—C hanning.

Books (says Bacon) can never teach
the use o f books ; the student must
learn by commerce with mankind to re

duce his speculations to practice . N o

man should think so highly of himself
as to suppose he can receive but little
light from books, nor so mean ly as to
believe he can discover nothing but what
is to be learned from them .

-Johnson .

If religious books are not widely
’

cir

culated among the masses in this coun
try, and the people do not become re

ligious, I do not know what is to become
of us as a nation . And the thought is
one to cause solemn reflection on the
part o f every patriot and C hristian . If
truth be not diffused

,
error will be ; if

God and his word are not known and
received , the devil and his works will
gain the ascendancy ; if the evangelical
volume does not reach every hamlet

,
the

pages of a corrupt and licentious litera
ture will ; if the power o f the gospel is
not felt through the length and breadth
of the land , anarchy and misrule , degra
dation and misery

,
corruption and dark

ness, will reign without mitigation or

end—Daniel Webster.

.

Dead counsellors are the most instruo
tive , because they are heard with
patience and reverence—Johnson .

A house without books is like a room
without windows . N o man has a right
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to bring up his children without sur

rounding them with books, if he has the
mean s to buy them . It is a wrong to
his family . C hildren learn to read by
being in the presence o f books . The
love of knowledge comes with reading
and grows upon it . And the love of

knowledge , in a young mind , is almost
a warrant against the inferior excite
ment of passions and vices—H . Mann .

The constant habit of perusing devout
books is so indispensable

,
that it has

been termed the o il of the lamp of

prayer . Too much reading
,
however ,

and too l ittle meditation
,
may produce

the effect of a lamp inverted ; which is
extinguished by the very excess of that
aliment , whose property is to feed it .
—H . M ore .

The books that help you most , are
those which make you think the most .

—The hardest way of learning is that
o f easy reading ; but a great book that
comes from a great thinker is a ship
of thought

,
deep freighted with truth

and beauty—Theodore Parker.

There was a time when the world
acted on books ; new books act on the
world .

—Joubert
To buy books only because they were
published by an eminent printer

,
is

much as if a man should buy clothes
that did not fit him , only because made
by some famous tailor .—Pope .

If a secret history o f books could be
written

, and the author
’s private thoughts

and meanings noted down alongside of

his story , how many insipid volumes
would become interesting

,
and dull tales

excite the reader l—Thackeray .

The book to read is not the one which
think

’

S
' I

for you , but the one which makes
you think .

,
N o book in the world equals

the Bible for that .—McC osh .

The best of a book is not the thought
which it contains, but the thought which
it suggests ; just as the charm o f music
dwells not in the tones but in the echoes
of our hearts—0 . W. Ho lmes .

There is a kind of physiognomy in the
titles of books no less than in the faces
of men

,
by which a skillful observer will

know as well what to expect from the

one as the other .—Bp . Butler .

Every man is a volume if you know
how to read him .

—C hanning.
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When a new book comes out I read
an o ld one—Rogers.

Thou mayst as well expect to grow
stronger by always eating as wiser by
always reading . Too much overcharges
N ature

,
and turns more into disease

than nourishment . ’
Tis thought and

digest ion which make books serviceable ,
and give health and vigor to the mind .

—Fuller.

That is a good book which is opened
with expectation, and closed with de
light and profit .

—A . B. Alco tt .

The most foolish kind of a book is a
kind of leaky boat on the sea of wis
dom ; some of the wisdom will get in
anyhow - O. W. Ho lmes .

The books of N ature and of Revela
tion equally elevate our conceptions

.

and
invite our piety ; they are both written
by the finger of the one eternal

,
incom

prehensible God—T. Watson .

Books are men of higher stature ; the
only men that speak aloud for future
times to bean—Barrett.

The society of dead authors has this
advantage over that of the _ living : they
never flatter us to our faces , nor slander
us behind our backs , nor intrude upon
our privacy

,
nor quit their shelves until

we take them down .
-C o lton .

A man who writes an immoral but im
mortal book may be tracked into eter
nity by a procession of lost souls from
every generation

,
every one to be a

witness against him at the judgment , to
Show to him and to the universe the
immeasurableness of his iniquity—G .

B. C heever.

Master books
,
but do not let

.

them
master y ou—Read to l ive , not live to
read—Bulwer .

A book is a garden , an
~ orchard , a

storehouse
,
a party

,
a company by the

way
,
a counsellor

,
a multitude of coun

sellors—H . W. Bee cher.

Most books , like their authors , are
born to die ; of only a few books can it
be said that death hath no dominion
over them ; they live , and their influence
lives forever .—J . Swartz.

Books should to one of these fours
ends conduce

,
for wisdom , piety , del ight ,

or use .

—Denham .

Deep versed in books , but Shallow in

himself - Milton .
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Upon books the collective education
of the race depends ; they are the sole
instruments of registering , perpetuating ,
and transmitting thought—H . Rogers .

We ought to reverence books ; to
look on them as useful and xmighty
things—If they are good and

\
‘

t rue ,
whether they are about religion

,
politics

,

farming , trade , law , or medicine , they
are the message of C hrist , the maker of
all things—the teacher of all truth
C . Kingsley .

Books are the best of things if well
used ; if abused , among the worst
They are good for nothing but to in
spire—I had better never see a book
than be warped b its attraction clean
out of my own orb

'

t
,
and made a satel

lite instead of a system .

—Emerson .

The colleges, while they provide us
with libraries, furnish no professors o f

books ; and I think n chair is so much
needed—Emerson .

(

h
The books that help you most are
those that make you think the most
Theodore Parker.

The last thing that we discover in
writing a book

,
is to know what to put

at the beginning—Pascal .
After all manner of professors have
done their best for us, the place we are
to get knowledge is in books—The true
university of these days is a collection
of books—C arlyle .

Many books require no thought from
those who read them , and for a very
simple reason ; they made no such de
mand upon those who wrote them .

Those works
,
therefore , are the most

valuable
,
that set our thinking faculties

in the fullest operation .
—C o lton .

He that loves not books before he
comes to thirty years of age , will hardly
love them enough afterward to under
stand them - C larendon .

AS well almost kill a man, as kill a
good book ; for the life of the one is but
a few Short years

,
while that o f the

other may be for ages—Who kills a
man kills a reasonable creature , God

’s
image ; but he who destroys a good
book

,
kills reason itself ; kills as it were ,

the image of God—Milton .

N o book can be so
.good as to be

profitable when negligently read
Seneca
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and the secret o f their mastery, is, that
they are Short . —Halleck.

Brevity is the best recommendation
of speech

,
whether in a senator or an

orator.—C icero .

Talk to the point , and stop when you
have reached it .

—Be comprehensive in
all you say or write—To fill a volume
about nothing is a credit to nobody .

John N eal .

The fewer the words, the better the
prayer.—Im ther.

Words are like leaves, and where they
most abound, much fruit of sense b e
neath is rarely found—Pope .

If you would be pungent
,
be brief ;

for it is with words as with sunbeams
the more they are condensed

,
the deeper

they burn—Southey .

Say all you have to say in the fewest
possible words , or your reader will be
sure to skip them ; and in the plainest
possible words

, or he will certainly mis
understand them .

—Ruskin .

I saw one excellency within my reach
-it was brevity

,
and I determined to

obtain it .

—Jay .

Brevity to writing is what charity is
to all other virtues ; righteousness is
nothing without the one

,
nor authorship

without the other .—Sydney Smith .

When you introduce a moral lesson
let it be brief—Horace .

N ever be so brief as to become 0b
scure .

—Tryon Edwards.

BRIBERY .
—Judges and senators have

been bought with gold—Pope .

The universe is not rich enough to buy
the vote of an honest man - Gregory .

Though authority be a stubborn bear
,

yet he is oft led by the nose with gold .

—Shakespeare .

Petitions not sweetened with gold , are
but unsavory , and often refused ; or if
received, are pocketed , not read—Mas

singer.

Who thinketh to buv villainy with
gold , shall find such faith so bought

, so

sold .

—Marston .

A man who is furnished with argu
ments from the mint , will convince his
antagonist much sooner than one who

draws them from reason and philosophy .

—Gold is a wonderful clearer of the
understanding ; it dissipates every doubt
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and scruple in an instant ; accommodates
itself to the meanest capacities ; s ilences
the loud and clamorous, and cringes over
the most obstinate and inflexible
Philip of Macedon was a man of most
invincible reason this way . He refuted
by it all the wisdom of Athens ; con

founded their statesmen ; struck their
orators dumb ; and at length argued
them out of all their liberties—Addison .

BROTHERHOOD.
—To live is not to

live for one ’s self alone ; let us help one

another .
—Menande

,r.

The Sixteenth century said
, Respon

sibility to God .

”—The present nine
tennth says,

“
The brotherhood of man .

”

—C . L . Thompson:
-I

Whoever in prayer can say ,
Our

Father,
”

acknowledges ‘ and should feel
the brotherhood of the whole race of
mankind—Tryon Edwards.

There is no brotherhood of man with

e
ut

ld
the fatherhood of God.

—H . M .

te

We must love men ere they will seem
to us worthy of our love—Shakespeare .

If God
'

is thy father
, man is thy

brother .

—Lamartine .

The brotherhood of man is an in
tegral part of C hristianity no less than
the Fatherhood of God ; and to deny the
one is no less infidel than to deny the
other .

—Lyman Abbo tt.

We are members of one great body
,

planted by nature in a mutual love
,
and

fitted' for a social life—We must con

sider that we were born for the good of
the whole—Seneca .

The race of mankind would perish did
they cease to aid each other. —We can
not exist without mutual help . All

therefore that need aid have a right to
ask it from their fellow-men ; and no one

who has the power of granting can re

fuse it without guilt—Walter Sco tt .

The universe is but one great city,
full of beloved ones , divine and human
by nature endeared to each other
Epictetus.

However degraded or
.

wretched a
fellow mortal may be , he

'

l S sti ll a mem
ber of our common species .—Seneca .

Jesus throws down the dividing preju
dices o i nationality ,

and teaches uni
versal love

,
without distinction o f race ,

merit
, or rank—A man’s neighbor is
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every one that needs help .
—All men ,

from the Slave to the highest, are sons
o f the one father in heaven—J . C .

Geikie .

G ive b read to the stranger, in
'

the
name of the universal brotherhood which
binds together all men under the com

mon fatherhood of nature .
—Quinti lian .

BRUTES—When man is a brute , he
is the most sensual and loathsome of all
brutes .

-Hawthorne .

Though natural love in brutes is much
more violent and intense than in rational
creatures

, Providence has taken care that
it shall no longer be troublesome to the
parent than it is useful to the young ;
for so soon as the wants of the latter
cease

,
the mother withdraws her fond

ness and leaves them to provide for

themselves—Addison .

BUILDIN G—He that is fond o f build
ing will soon ruin himself without the
help of enemies .

—Plutarch .

N ever build after you are five-and
forty ; have five years’ income in hand
before you lay a brick ; and always cal
culate the expense at double the esti
mate .

—Kett.

Houses are built to live in , more than
to look at ; therefore let use be preferred
before uniformity

,
except where both

may be had—Bacon .

BURIAL .
-To close the eyes

,
and give

a seemly comfort to the apparel of the
dead

,
is the holiest touch of nature .

Dickens .

A C hristian burial , whether at land or

sea
,
is not so much a ceremonial of

death as a preparation for life ; no t so

much a consequence of our mortality,
as of our immortality ; not so truly the
subj ect for a dirge , as for a halleluj ah
anthem .

—G . B. C heever.

BUSIN ESS—In business, threethings
are necessary, knowledge , temper , and

time .

—Feltham .

N ot because of any extraordinary
talents did he succeed , but because he
had a capacity on a level for business
and not above it .

—Tacitus.

N ever shrink from doing anything
your business calls you to do .

—The man
who is above his business

,
may one day

find his business above him .
—Drew .

Avoid multiplicity of business ; the

BUSIN ESS

man o f one thing , is the man of success .

—Tryon Edwards .

Formerly when great fortunes were
only made in war, war was a business ;
but now when great fortunes are only
made by business, business is war

Bovee .

A man who cannot mind his own busi
ness, is not to be trusted with that of
the King .

—Saville .

It is a wise man who knows his own

business ; and it is a wiser man who
thoroughly attends to it .

—H . L . Way
land.

There is no better ballast for keeping
the mind steady on its keel and saving it
from all risk o f crankiness than business .

—J . R . Lowell .

Religion belongs to theplace of busi
ness as well as to the church—H . W.

Beecher.

Rare almost as great poets
,
rarer per

haps than veritable saints and martyrs
are consummate men of business .
He lps .

To business that we love
z
we rise be

times, and go to it with delight—Shake
speare .

There be three parts of business : the
preparation ; the debate , or examina
tion ; and the perfection ; whereof , if you
look for despatch , let the middle only
be the work of many

,
and the first and

last the work of few .
—Bacon .

To men addicted to delights
,
business

is an interruption ; to such as are cold
to delights

,
it is an entertainment—For

which reason it was said to one who
commended a dull man for his applica
tion ,

“
N o thanks to him ; if he had no

business he would have nothing to do .

”

—Steele .

Men of great parts are often unfor
tunate in the management of public
business, because they are apt to go out
o f the common road by the quickness
of their imagination—Swift.
Stick to your legitimate business

Do not go into outside Operations
Few men have brains enough for more
than one thing—To dabble in stocks ,
put a few thousand dollars into a mine

,

a few more into a factory
,
and a few

more into an invention is enough to ruin
any man—Do not be greedy—Be con
tent with fair returns—Make friends .
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-All the money in the world is not
worth so much to you as one good
staunch friend—H . W. Beecher.

C all on a business man only at busi
ness times

,
and on business ; transact

your business
,
and go about your busi

ness, in order to give him time to finish
his business—We llington .

It was a beautiful truth which our

forefathers symbolized when in the old
market towns they erected a market
cross, as if to teach both buyers and
sellers to rule their actions and sanctify
their gains by the remembrance of the
cross .

—Bowes .

The C hristian must not only mind
heaven , but attend diligently to his daily
calling, l ike the pilot , who ,

while his
eye is fixed on the star

,
keeps his hand

upon the helm .
—T. Watson .

BUSYBODIES— (See
Always occupied with the duties o f
others , never, alas ! with our own .

Joubert.

Have you so much leisure from your
own business that y ou can take care of
that of other people that does no t at all
belong to you ? —Terence .

I never knew any one interfere with
other people ’s disputes

,
but that he

heartily repented of it .
—Lord C arlisle .

One who is too wise an observer of the
business of others , like one who is too
curious in observing the labor of bees
will often be stung for his curiosity
Pope .

This is a maxim of unfailing truth
,

that nobody ever pries into another
man’s concerns, but with a design to do ,
or to be able to do him a mischief .
South .

BUT . But is a word that cools
many a warm impulse

,
stifles many a

kindly thought
,
puts a dead stop to

many a brotherly deed—N o one would
ever love his neighbor as himse lf if he
listened to all the “buts ” that could
be said—Bulwer.

Oh , now comes that bitter word—but ,
which makes all nothing that was said
before , that smoothes and wounds , that
strikes and dashes more than flat denial ,
or a plain disgrace—Daniel .

I know of no manner
.

of speaking so

offensive as that of giving praise , and

closing it with an exception—Stee le .
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I do no t l ike But yet . —It does
allay the good precedence—Fie upon
“but yet .” But yet ” is as a j ailer

,
to

bring forth some monstrous malefactor .
—Shakespeare .

The meanest , most contemptible kind
of praise is that which first speaks well
of a man ,

'and then qualifies it with a
“but .”—H. W. Beecher.

CALAMITY r
—C alamity is man ’s true

touchstone—Beaumont and Fletcher.

C alamity is the perfect glass wherein
we truly see and know ourselves
Davenant.

When any calamityhas been suffered ,
the first thing to be remembered

,
is

,
how

much has been escaped—Johnson .

It is only from the belief of the good
ness and wisdom of a supreme being ,
that our calamities can be borne in the
mann er which becomes a man—Mac
kenzie .

He who foresees calam ities, suffers
them twice over .—Porteus .

Times of general calamity and con

fusion have ever been productive of the
greatest minds—The purest ore is from
the hottest furnace , and the brightest
thunderbolt from the darkest cloud
C o lton .

If we take sinful means to avoid
calamity

,
that very often brings it upon

us .
—Wall .

CALUMNY .
— (See SCANDAL , and

Be thou chaste as ice , and pure as
snow

,
thou shalt not escape calumny .

Shakespeare .

Back-wounding calumny the whitest
virtue strikes—Shakespeare .

C alumniators have neither good hearts ,
nor good understandings—We ought not
to think ill of any one till we have
palpable proof

,
and even then we should

not expose them to others—C o lton .

Who stabs my name would stab my
person too

,
did not the hangman’s axe

lie in the way .

—C rown .

To persevere in one ’s duty, and be
silent

,
is the best answer to calumny

C ecil .

The calumniator inflicts wrong by
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slandering the absent ; and he who gives
credit to the calumny before he knows
it is true , is equally guilty —The , per
son traduced is doubly inj ured ; by him
who propagates , and by him who credits
the slander.—Herodo tus.

N eglected calumny soon expiresyshow
that you are hurt

, and you give it the
appearance o f truth—Taci tus.

C lose thine ear against him that opens
his mouth against another .

—Ii thou
receive no t his words , they fly back and
wound him .

—If thou receive them , they
flee forward and wound thee .

—Quarles .

There are calumnies against which
even innocence loses courage .

—N a

po leon .

Those who ought to be most secure
against calumny , are generally those
who least escape it .

-Stanisla

I never think it needful to regard
calumnies ; they are sparks , which , if
you do not blow them , will go out of
themselves .—Boerhave .

C alumny crosses oceans , scales moun
tains

,
and traverses deserts with greater

ease than the Scythian Abaris , and , like
h im

, rides upon a poisoned arrow .

C o lton .

N ever chase a lie ; if you let it alone ,
it will soon run itself to death—You

can work out a good character faster
than calumny can destroy it .

-E . N o tt .

hath so endeavored to belie me .
—It

shall make me set a surer guard on my

6 1

I am beholden to calumny
,
that Sh e

self, and keep a better watch upon my
actions—Ben Jonson .

I never listen to calumnies ; because ,
if they are untrue

,
I run the risk of

being deceived ; and if ,
they are true ,

of hating persons not worth thinking
about .—Montesquieu.

C alumny is like the wasp
’

that worries
you

,
which it is not best t try to get

rid of unless you are sure of slaying it ;
for otherwise it returns to the charge
more furious than ever .—C hamfort.

To persevere in one ’s duty and be
silent

,
is the best answer to calumny .

Washington.

He that lends an easy and credulous
ear to calumny, is either a man of very
ill morals

, or he has no more sense and
understanding than a child—Menander.

N o might nor greatness in mortality

CALVIN ISM

can censure ’scape ; back wounding cal
umny the whitest virtue strikes : What
king so strong , can tie the gall up in the
slanderous tongue —Shakespeare .

The upright man , if he suffer calumny
to move him , fears the tongue of man

more than the eye of God—C o lton .

False praise can please , and calumny
affright , none the vicious and
hypocrite—Ho

We cannot control the evil tongues of
others , but a good life enables us to de
spise them .

—C ato .

To se em disturbed at calumny
,
is the

way to make it believed , and stabbing
your defamer, will not prove you in

nocent .—Live an exemplary life
,
and

then your good character will overcom
and refute the calumny .

—Blair.

C alumny would soon
’

starve and die
of itself if nobody took it in and gave
it a lodging—Leighton .

Believe nothing against another but
on good authority ; and never report
what may hurt another

,
unless it be a

greater hurt to some other to conceal
it .
—Penn .

CALV IN ISM.
—C alvinism is a term

used to designate , not the Opinions of

an individual
,
but a mode of religious

thought
,
or a system of religious doc

trine
, of which the person whose name it

bears was an eminent expounder .—A .

A . Hodge .

There is no system which equals C al
vinism in intensifying , to the last de
gree , ideas of moral excellence and
purity of character .

—It has always
worked for liberty—There never was a
system since the world began

,
which

puts upon man such motives to holi
or builds batteries which sweep the

whole ground of sin with such horrible
artillery H

—H W. Beecher.

C alvinism has produced characters
nobler and grander than any which re

publican Rome ever produced .
—Froudc .

C alvinism is a democratic and repub
lican religion—De Tocqueville .

Wherever C alvinism was established ,

it brought with it not only truth but
liberty , and all the great developments
which these two fertile principles carry
with them .

—D’

Aubigne .

To the C alvinists , more than to any
other class o f men , the political libert ies
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of Holland , England, and America are
due —Mo tley .

There was not a reformer in Europe
so resolute as C alvin to exorcise , tear
out , and destroy what was seen to be
false—so resolute to establish what was
true in its place , and to make truth , to
the last fibre of it , the rule o f practical

He that will not honor the memory,
and respect the influence of C alvin ,
knows but little of the origin of Ameri
can independence—Bancroft.
C alvin’s Institutes , in spite of its im

perfections
, is, on the whole , one of the

no blest edifices ever erected by the mind
of man ,

and one of the mightiest codes
of moral law which ever guided him .

Guizo t.

In the centuries after the Reforma
tion

,

” says Froude ,
“
C alvinism num

bered among its adherents nearly every
man in Europe who abhorred a lie .

—It
made men haters o f sin and intolerant
of evil and loathing all wrong—Some of

its adh erents may have been deficient in
the graces of society and the amenities
of life , but their sternness and into ler
ance was born of profound convictions,
and their ideal o f social life was lofty ,

and made up in part from the Bible
views of heaven .

”

The promulgatio n of C alvin’s theology
was one o f the longest steps that man

kind has taken toward personal free
dom .

-John Fiske .

Bancroft , speak ing of the great C al
vinistic doctrines embodied in the C on

fession o f Faith ,
”

says : They infused
enduring elements into the institutions
of Geneva , and made it fo r the modern
world , the impregnable fortress of popu
l ar liberty—the fertile seed-plot of De

mocracy .

”

CANDOR—The diligent fostering of
a candid habit of mind , even in trifles

,

is a matter of high moment both to
character and opinions .

—Howson .

I can promise to be candid , though I
may not be impartial . —Goethe .

.

C andor is the brightest gem of criti

c1sm .
—Disraeli.

C andor is the seal of a noble mind ,
the ornament and pride of man , the
sweetest charm of women

,
the scorn of
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rascals
,
and the rarest virtue of socia

bility .
—Sternac .

It is great and manly to disdain dis
guise ; it Shows our spiri t, and proves
our strength—Young.

Making my breast transparent as pure
crystal

,
that the world , j ealous o f me ,

may see the foulest thought my heart
doth hold—Buckingham .

Examine what is said
,
not him who

speaks—Arabian Proverb .

I make it my rule , to lay hold o f

light and embrace it , wherever I see it .
though held forth by a child o r

enemy .
—President Edwards .

In reasoning upo n moral subj ects, w e
have great occasion or candor, in order
to compare circum anoes , and weigh
arguments with impartiality .

-Emmons .

CAN T .

—C ant is the voluntary over
charging or prolongation of a real sen
timent ; hypo crisy is the setting up pre
tence to a feeling you never had , and

have no wish for .
—Hazlitt.

C ant is itself properly a double-dis
tilled lie , the materia prima of the devil ,
from which all falsehoods , imbecilities .
and abominations body themselves , and
from which no true thing can come
C arlyle .

Of all the cants in this canting world ,

though the cant o f hypocrites may be
the worst

,
the cant of criticism is the

most tormenting—Sterne .

C ant is good to provoke common
sense—Emerson .

The affectation o f some late authors
to introduce and multiply cant words is
the most ruinous corruption in any lan
guage .

—Swift.

CARDS—It is very wonderful to see

persons of the best sense passing hours
together in shuffling and dividing a pack
o f cards with no conversation but what
is made up of a few game-phrases, and

no other ideas but those of black o r red
spots ranged together in different fig
ures . Would not a man laugh to hear
any one of h is species complaining that
life is short ?—Addison .

It is quite right that there Should be
a heavy duty on cards ; not only on

moral grounds ; not only because they
act on a social party like a torpedo . si

lencing the merry voice and numbing
the play of the features ; not only to

i
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fill the hunger of the public purse , which
is always empty

,
however much you may

put into it ; but also because every pack
of cards is a malicious libe l on courts ,
and on the world , seeing that the trump
ery with number one at the head is the
best part of them ; and that it gives
kings and queens no other companions
than knaves .

—Southey .

CARE .
—C are admitted as a guest ,

quickly turns to be master .
—Bovee .

C are is no cure , but rather a corrosive
for things that are no t to be remedied .

—Shakespeare .

C ares are often more difficult to throw
off than sorrows ; the latter die with
time ; the former grow upon 1t .

-Rich ter.

They lose the world who buy it , with
much care .

—Shakespeare .

Our cares are the mothers not
'

only o f

our charities and virtues, but of o ur

best j oys
,
and most cheering and endur

ing pleasures .
—Simms .

Put off thy cares with thy clothes ; so
shall thy rest strengthen thy labor, and
so thy labor

'

sweeten thy rest .
—Quarles .

To carry care to bed, is to sleep with
pack on your back .

—Haliburton .

Providence has given us hope and
Sleep as a compensation fo r the many
cares of l ife .—Vo ltaire .

The cares of to-day are seldom those
of to-morrow ; and when we lie down

”

at night we may safely say to most of

our troubles , Ye have done yourWo rst ,
and we shall see you no more .

—d per :

Only man clogs his happiness with
care

,
destroying what is

,
with thoughts

of what may b e .

—Dryden .

Life ’s cares are comforts ; such by
heaven design

’
d ; he that hath non

'

e
must make them , or be wretched ; cares
are employments ; and without employ
the soul is on the rack ; the rack of rest ,
to souls most adverse ; action all their
joy—Young.

This world has cares enough to plague
us ; but he who meditates on others’

woe , shall , in that meditation ,
lose his

own—Cumberland.

We can easily manage
,
if we will only

take , each day, the burden appointed for
it .
—But the load will be too heavy for

us if we carry yesterday ’s burden over
again to-day, and then add the burden
of the morrow to the weight before we
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are required to bear it .
—Joh '

n N ewton .

“Many -
oi our cares , says Scott

,

are but a morbid way of looking at our
privileges .”—We let our blessings get
mouldy , and then call them curses .

H . W. Beecher.

The every-day cares and duties
,
which

men call drudgery, are the weights and
counterpoises of the clock of time

,
giv

ing its pendulum a true vibration
,
and

its hands a regular motion ; and when
they cease to hang upon the w heels , the
pendulum no longer swings , the hands
no longer move

,
and the clock stands

still .—Longfellow .

Anxious care rests -
,
on a basis of

heathen worldly-mindedness , and of

heathen misunderstanding
"

of the char
acter of God .

—A . Maclaren .

He that takes his cares on himself
loads

'

himself in vain with an uneasy
burden—'

I will cast my cares on God ;
he has bidden me ; they cannot burden
him .

—Bp . Hall.

C are keeps his watch in every o ld

man ’s eye ; and where care lodges sleep
will never lie—Shakespeare .

Men
' do not avail themselves of the

riches of G od’s grace—They love to
nurse their cares, and seem as uneasy
without some fret as an o ld friar would
be without his hair girdle—They are
commanded to cast their cares on the
Lord ; but even when they attempt it ,
they do not fail to catch them up again ,
and think it meritorious to walk bur
dened—H . W. Beecher.

CARICATURE .
- N othing conveys a

more inaccurate idea o f a whole truth
than a part of a truth so prominently
breught f orth as to throw the other parts
into shadow—This is th e art of carica
ture , by the happy use of which you
might caricature the Apollo Belvidere .

Bulwer.

Take my advice , and never draw cari
cature—By the long practice of it I
have lost the enj oyment o f beauty .

—I
never see a face but distorted , and never
have the satisfaction to behold the hu
man face divine—Hogarth .

CASTLES IN THE AIR—C harming
Alnaschar visions z It is the happy privi
lege of youth to construct you l—Thack
cray .

If you have built castles in the air ,
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your work need not be lost ; there is
where they should be . N ow put fo unda
tions under them .

—Thoreau.

We build on the ice , and write on the
waves of the sea—The waves roaring ,
pass away ; the ice melts, and away goes
our palace , l ike our thoughts—Herder.

Ever building to the clouds
, and never

reflecting that the poor narrow basis
cannot sustain the giddy

,
tottering co l

umn .
—Schiller.

CAUTION —It is well to learn cau
tio n by the misfortunes of others .

Publius Syrus .

All is to be feared where all is to be
lost .
—Byron .

C aution is crediting
,
and reserve in

speaking , and in revealing one
’s self to

but very few
,
are the best securities both

of a good understanding with the world
,

and of the inward peace o f our own

minds—Thomas aKempis .

When using a needle you move your
fingers delicately

,
and with a wise cau

tion—Use the same precaution with the
inevitable dullness of life—G ive atten
tion ; keep yourself from imprudent pre
cipitation ; and do not take things by
the point—Rance .

Look before you leap ; see before you
go .

-Tusser.

When clouds are seen wise men put
on their cloaks—Shakespeare .

N one pities him that ’s in the snare
,

who warned befo re , would not beware .

—Herrick.

Open your mouth and purse cau
tiously , and your stock of wealth and
reputation shall , at least in repute , be
great—Zimmerman .

Whenever our neighbor’s house is on

fire , it cannot be amiss for the engines
to play a little on our own . Better to
be despised for too anxious apprehen

sions , than ruined by too confident se

curity .
—Burke .

Trust not him that hath once broken
faith ; he who betrayed thee once , will
betray thee again—Shakespeare .

He that is over-cautious will accom

plish but very little—Schiller.

Take warning by the misfortunes o f

others
,
that others may not take ex

ample from you.
—Saadi .

Mo re firm and sure the hand o f cour
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age strikes, when it obeys the watchful
eye o f caution—Thomson .

Things done well and with a care , ex
empt themselves from fear .

—Shake
speare .

I don’t like these cold, precise , perfect
people

, who , in order not
'

to speak
wrong

,
never speak at all

,
and in order

not to do wrong, never do anything .

H . W. Beecher.

CEN SURE—C ensure is the tax a man

pays to the public for being eminent
Swfi t

The censure of those who are op

posed to us
,
is the highest commendation

that can be given us.
—St. E vremond .

He that well and~r ightly consideretli

his own works will find little cause to
j udge hardly of anhther.

-Tho s . d

Kemp is .

There are but three ways for a man

to revenge himself for the censure o f

the world : to despise it ; to return the
like ; or to l ive so as to avoid it .

—The
first o f these is usually pretended ; the
last is almost impossible ; the universal
practice is for the second—Swift.
Forbear to judge; fo r we are sinners

all—Shakesp eare .

The readiest and surest way to get
rid o f censure , is to correct ourselves .

Demosthenes .

It is folly for an eminent person to
think of escaping censure

,
and a weak

ness to be affected by it .
-All the fi lm

trious persons of antiquity
,
and indeed

of every age , have passed through this
fiery persecution—There is no defence
against reproach but obscurity ; it is a
kind of concomitant to greatness

,
as sat

ires and invectives were an essential
part of a Roman triumph—Addison .

C ensure pardons the ravens, but re

bukes the doves—Juvenal .
Few persons have sufficient wisdom to
prefer censure , which is useful , to praise
which deceives them .

—Ro chefoucauld.

Horace appears in good humor while
he censures , and therefore his censure
has the more weight , as supposed to
proceed from judgment and not from
passion—Young.

If any one speak ill of thee , consider
whether he hath truth on his side ; and
if so ,

reform thyself , that h is censures
may not affect thee .

—Epicte tus .
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CHANGE

C hance is but the pseudonym of God
for those particular cases which he does
no t cho ose to subscribe openl y with his
own sign-manual . -C o leridge .

The mines of knowledge are often laid
bare by the hazel-wand of chance .

Tapper.

Many shining actions owe their suc

cess to chance, though the general or

statesman runs away with the applause .

—Home .

Be not too presumptuously sure in
any business ; for things of this world
depend o n such a train of unseen chances
that if it were in man’s hands to set

the tables, still he would not be certain
to win the game—Herbert.

How often events , by chance , and un

expectedly , come to pass , which y ou had
not dared even to hope for l—Terence .

C hance never writ a legible book ;
never built a fair house ; never drew a
neat picture ; never did any o f these
things , nor ever will nor can it , without
absurdity, be suppo sed to do them ,

which are yet works very gross and
rude

,
and very easy and feasible , as it

were
, in comparison to the production of

a flower or a tree—Barrow .

C hance is always powerful—Let your
hook be always cast ; in the pool where
you least expect it , there will be a fish .

—Ovid.

C hance is a word void o f sense ; noth
ing can exist Without a cause .

—Vo ltazre .

He who distrusts the security o f
chance takes more pains to effect the
safety which results from labor . To find
what you seek in the road of life

,
the

best proverb o f all is that which says :
Leave no stone unturne —Bulwer.

There is no such thing as chance or

accident
,
the wo rds merely signify our

ignorance of some real and immediate
cause—Adam C larke .

C hance generally favors the prudent .
—J0 ubert.

CHAN GE—The world
.

is a scene of
changes ; to be constant in nature were
inconstancy .

—C'owley .

The circumstances of the world are so

variable
,
that an irrevocable purpose or

opinion is almost synonymous With a
fo olish one—W. H . Seward.

Perfection is immutab le
n
but for

things imperfect, to change 18 the way
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The noblest contribution which any

man can make for the benefit of pos

terity ,
is that of a good character . The

richest bequest which any man can

leave to the youth of his native land ,
is that of a shining , spotless example .

to perfect them .
—C onstancy without

knowledge cannot be always good ; and

in th ings ill , it is not virtue but an ab
solute Vice .

—Feltham .

What I possess I would gladly retain .

—C hange amuses the mind, yet scarcely
profits—G oethe .

If a great change is to be made in

human affairs, the minds of men will be
fitted to it ; the general Opinio ns and

feelings will draw that way . Every fear
and hope will forward it ; and they who
persist in opposing this mighty current
will appear rather to resist the decrees
of Providence itself, than the mere de
signs of men—They will not be so much
resolute and firm as

‘

perverse and ob

stinate .

—Burke .

He that will not apply new remedies
must expect new evils—Bacon .

To-day is not yesterday —We our

selves change—How then
,
can our works

and thoughts , if they are always to be
the fittest

,
continue always the same .

C hange , indeed , is painful , yet ever
needful ; and if memory have its force
and worth

, so also has hope—C arly le .

History fades into fable ; fact becomes
clouded with doubt and controversy
the inscription moulders from the tablet ;
the statue falls from the pedestal . .

-Oo l

umns, arches, pyramids , what are they
but heaps of sand

,
and their epitaphs

but characters written in the dust ?
Washington Irving.

Remember the wheel o f Providence
is always in motion ; and the spoke that
is uppermost will be under ; and there
fore mix trembling always with your
joy .
—Philip Henry .

It is not strange that even our loves
should change with our fortunes
Shakespeare .

In this world of change naught which
comes stays

,
and naught which goes is

lost .—Mad. Swetchine .

CHARACTER (See TALENTS . )

C haracter is perfectly educated will .
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Let us not say ,
Every m an is the

architect of his own fo rtune ; but let us
say ,

Every man
' is the archi tect -of h is

own character . -G . D . Boardman .

G ive us a character on which we can
thoroughly depend

,
which we know to be

based on principle and on the fear of

God, and it is wonderful how many bril
liant and popular and splendid qualities
we can safely and gladly dispense with .

-A . P . Stan ley .

Talents are best nurtured in solitude ;
character is best formed in the stormy
billows of the world—Goethe .

There is not a man or woman, how
ever poor they may be , but have it in
their power , by the grace of God , to
leave behind them the grandest thing
on earth , character ; and their children
might rise up after them and thank G od
that their mother was a pious woman , or
their father a pious man—N . Mac leod.

Only what we have wrought into our

character during life can we take away
with us.

—Humbo ldt.
It is not what a man gets

,
but what a

man is, that he should think o f.
—He

should think first of his character, and
then of his condition : for if he have the
former, he need have no fears about the
latter .—C haracter will draw condition
after it .

—C ircumstances obey principles .

—H . W. Beecher.

Men best show their character _ in
trifles where they are no t o n their guard .

—It is in insignificant matters and - in

the simplest habits , that w e often see

the boundless egotism which pays no re

gard to the feelings of others
,
and denies

nothing to itself . —Schopenhauer.

He who acts wickedly in private life ,
can never be expected to show himself
noble in public conduct . He that is base
at home

,
will not acquit himself with

honor abroad ; for it is not the man , but
only the place that is changed—E schines .

C haracter is a diamond that scratches
every other stone .

—Barto l .
C haracter and personal force are the

only investments that are worth any~
thing—Whitman .

Actions , looks, words , steps , form the
alphabet by which you may spell char
acters : some are mere letters , some con
tain entire wo rds , l ines , pages , which at
once decipher the life of a man . One
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such genuine uninterrupted page may
be your key to all the rest ; but first be
certain that he wrote it all alone

,
and

without thinking of publisher or reader .
-Lavater.

A man’s character is the reality of
himself .—His reputation is the opinion
others have formed of him .

—C haracter
is in him —reputation is from other
people—that is the substance , this is the
shadow .

—H . W. Beecher.

The best characters are made by vig
orcus and persistent resistance to evil
tendencies ; whose amiability has been
built upon the ruins o f ill-temper

,
and

Whose generosity springs from an over
mastered and transformed selfishness .

Such a character, built up in the pres
ence of enemies, has far more attraction
than one which is natively pleasing
Dexter.

A good character is , in all cases , the
fruit of personal exertion . It is no t in
h erited from parents ; it is not created
by external advantages ; it is no neces

sary appendage of birth
,
wealth

,
talents

,

or station ; but it is the result of one
’s

own endeavors—the fruit and reward o f

good principles manifested in a course of
virtuous and hono rable action—J .

Hawes .

As the sun is best se en at his rising
and setting , so men

’s native dispositions
are clearest seen when they are children ,

and when they are dying—Boyle .

As there is much beast and some devil
in man, so is there some angel and some
God in him . Th e beast and the devil
may be conquered , but in this life never
destroyed—C o leridge .

Every man , as to character, is the
greature of the age in which he lives
Vé

fi

fy
fl

few are . able to raise themselves
above the ideas of their times—Vo ltaire .

The great ho pe of society is in indi
vidual character . —C’hanning.

The Duc de C hartres used to say
,
that

no man could less value ch aracter than
himself , and yet he would gladly give
twenty thousand pounds for a good
character, because , he could , at once ,
make double that sum by it .

—C’o lton .

C haracters do not change—Opinions
alter, but characters are only developed .

—Disrae li.

The character is like white paper ; if
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once blo tted , it can hardly ever be made
to appear white as before—One wrong
step often stains the character fo r l ife .

It is much easier to form a good char
acter and preserve it pure

,
than to pur

ify it after it has become defiled .
—J .

Hawes.

As they , who for every slight infirm
ity take physic to repair their health

,
do

rather impair it ; so they , who for every
trifle are eager to vindicate their char
acter, do rather weaken it .

—J . Mason .

Thoughts of virtue lead to virtuous ao
tion ; acts of virtue ripen into habits ;
and the goodly and permanent result is,
the formation or establishment of a Vir
tuous character.—C halmers .

Our character is but the stamp on our

souls o f the free choices of good and evil
we have made through life—Geikie .

A man is what he is, not what men

say he is .—His character is what he is
before G od—That no man can touch ;
only he himself can damag e it .

—His rep
utation is what men say he is .

—That
may be damaged—Reputation is for

time ; character is for eternity—J. B.

G ough .

A fair reputation is a plan t of deli
cate nature , and by no means rapid in
its growth—It will no t shoot up , like
the gourd of the prophet

,
in a single

night , but l ike that gourd in a single
night it may perish—J. Hawes.

Every thought willingly contemplated,
every word meaningly spoken

,
every ac

tion freely done consolidates itself in the
character , and will proj ect itself onward
continually .

—H. Giles .

Truthfulness is a corner-stone in char
acter, and if it be not firmly laid in
youth, there will ever after be a weak
spo t in the foundation—J . Davis .

All the little vexations of life have
their use as a part o f our moral disci
pline . They afford the best trial of char
acter. Many a man who could bow with
resignation , if told that he was to die ,
is thrown off his guard and out of tem
per by the slightest opposition to his
opinions or his projects .
C haracter is like stock in trade ; the
more of it a man possesses , the greater
his facilities for mak ing additions to it .
C haracter is power—is influence ; it
makes friends ; creates funds ; draws pat
ronage and support ; and opens a sure
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and easy way to wealth , hono r, and hap
piness

—J Hawes

Experience serves to move , that the
worth and strength of a state depend far
less upon the form of its institutions
than upon the character of its men , for
the nation is only the aggregate of in
dividual conditions, and civilization it

self is but a question o f personal im
provement .

—S. Smiles.

Wherever you find patience , fidelity ,

honor
,
kindness , truth , there you find

respectability
,
however obscure and

lonely men may be .
—H. W. Beecher.

All that makes men true , pure , and
godly

,
goes with them everywhere . All

that makes them false
,
impure , wicked ,

abides with them . Every man goes to
his own place—Go lden ‘Rule .

A tree will not only lie as it falls ,
but it will fall as it leans . And the great
question every one should bring home to
himself is this : What is the inclina
tion of my soul ? Does it , with all its
affections , lean toward God or away
from him ? —J . J . Gurney .

A good name is rather to be chosen
than great riches

, and loving favor
rather than silver and gold—So lomon.

C haracter is built out of circum
stances—From exactly the same materi
als one man builds palaces , while an

other builds hovels .—G . H . Lewes.

The shortest and surest way to live
with honor in the world , is to be in
reality what we would appear to be ; all
human virtues increase and strengthen
themselves by the practice and experi

ence of them .
—Socrates.

The character that needs law to mend
it

,
is hardly worth the tinkering—Jer

ro ld .

The best part of human character is
tenderness and delicacy o f feeling in

l ittle matters , the desire to soothe and
please others—minutiae of the social
virtues—Emerson .

As there is nothing in the world great
but man , there is nothing truly great in
man but character .—W. W. E varts .

If you would
. create something , y ou

must be something—Goethe .

N o t education , but character , is man
’s

greatest need and man’s greatest safe
guard—Spencer.

If I take care o f my character
,
my
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reputation will take care of itself . -D .

L . Mo ody .

There is a broad distinction between
character and reputation, for one may
be destroyed by slander, while the other
can never be harmed save by its pos
sessor. Reputation is in no man ’s keep
ing. You and I cannot determine what
other men shall think and say about us .

We can only determine what they ought

to think of us and say about us .

- J. G .

Ho lland.

A man may be outwardly successful
all h is life long , and die hollow and
worthless as a puff-ball ; and he may be
externally defeated all his life long, and
die in the royalty of a kingdom estab
lished within him .

—A man’s true estate
of power and riches

,
is to be in himself ;

not in his dwelling , o r position , or ex
ternal relations, but in his own essential
character .

—That is the realm in which
he is to live , if he is to live as a C hris
tian man .

-H . W. Beecher.

It is not money, nor
‘ is it mere intel

lect , that governs the world ; it is moral
character

, and intellect associated with
moral excellence .

—T. D. Woo lsey .

C haracter is higher than intellect .
A great soul will be strong to l ive as
well to think—Emerson .

C haracter must stand behind and back
Up everything—the sermo n , the poem ,

the picture
,
the play . N one of them is

worth a straw without it .
—J . G . Ho lland.

To judge human character rightly a
man may sometimes have very small
experience provided he has a very large
heart .—Bulwer.

Make but few explanations . The

character that cannot defend itself is
not worth Vindicating .

—F. W. Robert
son .

N 0 more fatal error can be cherished
than that any character can be complete
w ithout the religious element . The es

sential factors in character building are
religion , morality,
L . Pickard.

In the destiny of every moral being
there is an obj ect more worthy of G od
than happiness—It is character .—And
the grand aim of man’s creation is the
development of a grand character—and
grand character is , by its very nature ,
the product of probationary discipline .

-Austin Phe lps .

and knowledge—J .

CHARITY

The word
.

alms has no singular , as
if to teach us that a solitary act of
charity scarcely deserves th e name .

C harity gives itself rich ; covetousness
hoards itself poor .

-German Proverb .

To be worth anything , character must
be capable o f standing firm upon its feet
in the world of daily work , temptation ,
and trial ; and able to bear the wear and
tear of actual life . C loistered virtues do
not count for much—S. Smiles.

The great thing in this world is not
so much where we are

,
but in what di

rection we are moving—O. W. Ho lmes.

Do what y ou know and perceptio n is
converted into character .—Emerson .

We shall never wander from C hrist
while we make character the end and
aim of all our inte llectual discipline ;
and we shall never misconceive character
while we hold fast to C hrist

,
and keep

him first in our motto and our hearts
S. F. Scovel .

N othing can work me damage , except
myself—The harm that I sustain I
carry about me , and never am a real suf
ferer but by my own fault .—St. Bernard.

Good character is human nature in its
best form .

—It is moral order embodied
in the individual—Men of character are
not only the conscience of society, but
in every well governed state they are its
best motive power; for it is moral qual
ities which , in the main , rule the world .

—S. Smiles.

N ever does a o man portray his own

character more
.

V l V ldly , than in
o

h is man

ner of portraying another .
—Ri chter.

Should one tell you that a mountain
had changed its place

,
you are at liberty

to doubt it ; but if any one tells y ou that
a man has changed his character, do not
believe it .

—Mahomet.

A good heart , benevo lent feelings, and
a balanced mind , lie at the foundation
of character. Other things may be

“deeme d fortuitous ; they may come and
go ; but character is that which lives and
abides , and is admired long after its
possessor has left the earth—John Todd .

You cannot dream yourself into a
character ; y ou must hammer and forge
o ne for yourself—Froude .

CHARITY .
—First daughter to the

love of G od, is charity to man .
—Dren

nan
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C harity is never lost : it may meet
with ingratitude

,
or be o f no service to

those on whom it was bestowed, yet it
ever does a work of beauty and grace
upon the heart of the giver .
The deeds o f charity we have done

shall stay with us forever . -Only the
wealth we have so bestowed do we keep ;
the other is not ours—Middle ton .

Defer not charities till death . He

that does so is rather liberal of another
man ’s substance than his own—Stretch .

Posthumous charities are the very es

sence of selfishness when bequeathed by
those who , even alive , would part with
nothing .

—C o lton .

I would have none of that rigid and
circumspect charity which is never exer
cised without scrutiny

,
and which al

ways mistrusts the reality o f the neces

sities laid open to it .
—Massillon .

Beneficence is a duty ; and he who
frequently practices it and sees his be
nevo lent intentions realized , at length
comes to love him to whom he has done
good—Kant .

How often it is difficult to be wisely
charitable—to do good without multi
plying the sources of evil . To give alms
is nothing unless you give thought also .

It is written
,
no t

“blessed is he that
feedeth the poor, but “blessed is he
that considereth the poor .” A l ittle
thought and a little kindness are often
worth more than a great deal of money.

—Ruskin .

The charities that soothe , and heal ,
and bless, lie scattered at the feet of
men likeflowers—Wordsworth .

Every good act is charity . Your smil
ing in your brother

’s face , is charity ; an
exhortation of yo ur fellow-man to vir

tuous deeds , is equal to alms-giving ;
your putting a wanderer in the right
road , is charity ; your assisting the blind ,
is charity ; your removmg stones , and

thorns
,
and other obstructions from the

road
,
is charity ; your giving water to

the thirsty
,
is charity . A man’s true

wealth hereafter
,
is the go od h e does in

this world to his fellow-man . When he
dies

,
people will say

,

“What property
has he left behind him ? ” But the an

gels will ask , What good deeds has he
sent before him .

”—Mahomet .

The charity that hastens to proclaim
its good deeds

,
ceases to b e charity ,

and

CHARITY

is only pride and ostentation .
-Hu tton .

It is an o ld saying, that charity be
gins at home ; but this is no reason that
it should not go abroad : a man should
live with the world as a citizen of the
world ; he may have a preference for
the particular quarter or square

, or even
alley in which he lives

,
but he should

have a generous feeling for the welfare
of the whole—Cumberland.

A man should fear when he enj oys
only the good he does publicly .

—Is it
not publicity rather t han charity, which
he loves ? Is it not vanity, rather than
benevolence , that gives such charities ?
H . W. Beecher.

In my youth I tl ught of writing a
satire on mankind

,
butmow in my age

I think I should write an apology for
them .

—Walpo le .

When faith and hope fail , as they do
sometimes, we must try charity , which
is love in actio n . We must speculate no
more on our duty , but simply do it .
When we have done it , however blindly
perhaps Heaven will show us why
Mulock.

Pity
,
forbearance

,
long-sufferance , fair

interpretation
,
excusing our brother, and

taking in the best sense
,
and passing

the gentlest sentence
,
are certainly our

duty ; and he that does not so is an un

just person .
—Jeremy Tay lor.

G ive work rather than alms to the
poor . The former drives out indolence ,
the latter industry .

There are two kinds of charity, reme
dial and preventive—The former is

often inj urious in its tendency ; the lat
ter is always praiseworthy and bene
fi cial .—Tryon Edwards .

To pity distress is but human ; to re

l ieve it is Godlike—H . Mann .

Prayer carries us half-way to
.

God,

fasting brings us to the door of h is pal
ace

,
and alms-giving procures us ad

mission—Koran .

We are rich only through what we
give ; and poor only through what we
refuse and keep—Mad. Swe tchine .

Public charities and benevolent as

sociations fo r the gratuitous relief of
every species of distress , are peculiar to
C hristianity ; no other system of civil or
religious policy has originated them ;
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they form its highest praise and charac
teristic feature—C o lton .

The spirit of the world has four kinds
of spirits diametrically opposed to char
ity

,
resentment , aversion , j ealousy, and

indifferences—Bossuet.
The place of charity , like that of God,

is everywhere .

Proportion thy charity to the strength
of thine estate , lest God proportion thine
estate to the weakness of thy charity .

Let the lips o f the poor be the trumpet
of thy gift, lest in seeking applause , thou
lose thy reward—N othing is more pleas
ing to God than an open hand , and a
closed mouth .

—Quarles .

A rich man without charity is
.

a

rogue ; and perhaps it would be no dif

ficult matter to prove that he is also a
fo o l . -Fie lding.

Our true acquisitions h e o nly in our

charities , we gain only as we give .

My poor are my best patients .

—G od
pays for them .

—Bo erhaave .

We should give as we would receive ,
cheerfully

,
quickly

,
and without hesita

tion , for there is no grace in a benefit
that sticks to the fingers—Seneca .

That charity is bad which takes from
independence its proper pride , and from
mendicity its pr ’oper shame—Southey ;
In giving of thine alms inquire no t so

much into the person , as h is necess ity .

G od looks not so much on the mer its of
him that requires, as to the manner o f

him that relieves—Ii the man deserve
not , thou hast given to humanity .

Quarles .

He who has never denied himself for
the sake of, giving

,
has but glanced at

the j oys of charity—Mad. Swetchine .

Be charitable and indulgent to every
one but thyself—Joubert .

The last , best fruit that comes late
to perfection , even in the kindliest soul ,
is tenderness toward the hard , forbear
ance toward the unforbearing

,
warmth

of heart toward the cold , and philan
thropy toward the misanthropic .

—Rich
ter .

The truly generous is truly wise
,
and

he who l oves not o thers
,
lives unblest .

-Home .

Great minds, like heaven , are pleased
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That chastity of honor
,
which feels a

stain like a wound .

—Burke .

in doing good, though the ungrateful
subj ects of their favors are barren in re

turn .
—Rowe .

N othing truly can be termed my own
,

but what I make my own by using well ;
those deeds of charity which we have
done , shall stay forever with us ; and
that wealth which we have so bestowed
we o nly keep ; the other is not ours

While actions are always to be judged
by the immutable standard of right and
wrong , the judgment we pass upon men

must be qualified by considerations o f
age , country, situation, and other inci
dental circumstances ; and it will then
be found , that he who

‘

is most charitable
in his judgment

, i s generally the least
unj ust—Southey .

Let him who neglects to raise the
fallen , fear lest, when he falls, no one

will stretch o ut his hand to lift him up .

I will chide no heathen in the world
but myself

,
against whom I know most

faults—Shakespeare .

Loving kindness is greater than laws ;
and the charities o f life are more than
all ceremonies—Talmud.

CHASTITY .
—A pure mind in a chaste

body is the mo ther of wisdom and de
l iberation ; sober counsels and ingenu

_ous actions ; open deportment and sweet
carriage ; sincere principles and unpre

judiced understanding ; love of God and
self-denial ; peace and confidence ; holy
prayers and spiritual comfort ; and a
pleasure of spirit infinitely greater than
the sottish pleasure of unchastity
Jeremy Taylor.

m Ch astity enables the soul to breathe a
pure

I

Eir in the foulest places—C onti
nence makes her strong , no matter in
what condition the body may be .

—Her

sway over the senses makes her queenly :
her light and peace render her beautiful .
-Joubert.

A man defines his standing at the
court o f chastity

,
by his views of women .

—He cannot be any man’s friend
, nor

his own , if not hers—A . B. Alco tt.

There needs not strength to be added
to inviolate chastity ; the excellency o f

the mind makes the body impregnable .
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CHEERFULN ESS .
—I had rather

have a fool make me merry , than ex
perience make me sad—Shakespeare .

What sunshine is to flowers , smiles are
to humanity . They are but trifles, to be
sure ; but , scattered along life

’s pathway ,
the good they do is inconceivable .

A cheerful temper j oined with inno
cence will make beauty attractive ,
knowledge delightful , and wit good-na
tured . It will lighten sickness, poverty ,
and affliction ; convert ignorance into an
amiable simplicity

, and render deformity
itself agreeable—Addison .

Oh
,
give us the man who S ings at his

work—C arly le .

The highest wisdom is continual cheer
fulness ; such a state , l ike the region
above the moon , is always clear and

serene —Montaigne .

Wondrous is the strength of cheerful
ness , and its power of endurance—the
cheerful man will do more in the same
time

,
will do it better

,
will persevere in

i
t

l

longer, than the sad or sullen—C ar
y e .

Honest good humor is the o il and wine
of a merry meeting, and there is no
j ovial companionship equal to that
where the j okes are rather small and the
laughter abundant . -Washington Irving.

C heerfulness is as natural to the heart
of a man in strong health , as color to
his cheek ; and wherever there is habit
ual gloom

,
there must be either bad air

,

unwho lesome food , improperly severe la
bor

,
or erring habits of life—Ruskin .

Be cheerful always . There is no path
but will be easier traveled , no load but
will be lighter, no shadow on heart and

brain but will l ift sooner for a person
of dete rmined cheerfulness .

Get into the habit of looking for the
silver lining of the clo ud

, and ,
when y ou

have found it , continue to look at it ,
rather than at the leaden gray in the
middle . It wil l help you over many
hard places .

—Willitts.

To be free-minded and cheerfully dis
posed at hours of meals , and of sleep

,

and of exercise , is one of the best pre
cepts of long-lasting .

—Bacon .

A light heart lives long—Shakespeare .

C heerfulness is health ; its o pposite ,
melancholy

,
is disease .

—Haliburton .

CHEERFULNESS

If my heart were not l ight , I would
die—Joanna Baillie .

If the soul be happily disposed
.

every
thing becomes capable o i affording en

tertainment , and distress will almost
want a name .

—Go ldsmith .

The true source of cheerfulness is be
nevo lence .

—The soul that perpetually
overflows with kindness and sympathy
will always be cheerful .—P . Godwin .

C limate has much to do with cheer
fulness

,
but nourishing food , a good di

gestion
,
and good health much more .

A . Rhodes .

If good people would but make their
goodness agreeab le k and smile instead o f

frowning in their v
'

tue , how many
wo uld they win to t e good cause .

Usher.

An ounce of cheerfulness is worth a

pound of sadness to serve God with .

Fuller.

God is glorified , not by our groans but
by our thanksgivings ; and all good
thought and good action claim a natural
alliance with good cheer . —E’

. P . Whipple .

I have always preferred cheerfulness
to mirth . The former is an act , the lat
ter a habit of the mind . Mirth is short
and transient ; cheerfulness , fixed and
permanent . Mirth is like aflash of light
ning

,
that breaks through a gloom of

clouds , and glitters for a moment .
C heerfulness keeps up a kind of daylight
in the mind , filling it with a steady and

perpetual serenity .
- Addison .

You have not fulfilled every duty un

less y ou have fulfilled that of being
cheerful and pleasant—C . Buxton .

If I can put o ne touch of a rosy sun

set into the life of any man o r woman ,
I shal l feel that I have worked with
God—G . Macdonald.

Be cheerful : do no t brood over fond
hopes unrealized until a chain is fas
tened on each thought and wound
around the heart . N ature intended you
to be the fo untain-spring o f cheerfulness
and social l ife , and not the monument
of despair and melancholy—A . Helps .

Burdens become light when cheerfully
borne—Ovid.

The habit of looking on the best side
of every event is worth more than a
thousand pounds a year .

—Johnson .

The cheerful live longest in years
,
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In bringing up a child, think of its
old age .

—J0ubert

Some one says , Boys will be boys
he forgot to add ,

“
Boys will be men .

The future destiny o f the child is al

ways the work of the mother .~ —Bona~
parte .

The interests of childhood and youth
are the interests of mankind—l anes .

When parents spoil their children , it
is less to please them than to please
themselves . It is the egotism of paren
tal love .

Good C hristian people , here lies fo r
you an inestimable loan ; —take all heed
thereof , in all carefulness employ it .

With high recompense
, or else with

heavy penalty
,
will it one day be re

quired back— C arly le .

Your little child is your only true
democrat—111m . Stowe .

C all no t that man wretched , who ,
whatever ills he suffers , has a child to
love —Southey .

I have o ften thought what a melan
cho ly world this would be without chil
dren ; and what an inhuman world , with
out the aged—C o leridge .

What gift has Providence bestowed
on man that is so dear to him as his
children ?—C icero .

God sends children for another pur
pose than merely to keep up the race
to enlarge our hearts ; and to make us

unselfish and full of kindly sympathies
and affections ; to give our souls higher
aims ; to call out all our faculties to ex
tended enterprise and exertion ; and to
bring round our firesides bright faces ,
happy smiles

,
and loving, tender hearts .

—My soul blesses the great Father,
every day, that he has gladdened the
earth with little children—Mary Howitt .

Be ever gentle with the children God
has given y ou

—Watch o ver them con

stantly ; reprove them earnestly , but no t
in anger .

—In the forcible language of

Scripture ,
“
Be not bitter against them .

”

-
“
Yes—they are good boys ,” said a

kind father . I talk to them much ,
but

I do not beat my children : the world
will beat them .

”—It was a beautiful
thought , though not elegantly expressed .

-Burritt.

C hildhood has no forebodings ; but

CH ILDREN

then it is soothed by no memories o f

outlived sorrow—George E lio t.

C hildren are God’s apostles
,
sent

forth , day by day, to preach of love, and
ho pe and peace .

—J . R . Lowe ll .

A torn j acket is soon mended , but
hard words bruise the heart of a child .

Longfellow .

Blessed be the hand that prepares a

pleasure for a child , for there is no say

ing when and where it may bloom forth .

—Jerro ld
B

You cannot teach a child to take care
of himself unless you will let him try to
take care o f himself . He will make mis
takes ; and out of

‘

t hese mistakes will
Beecher.

children , take no special notice ; but if ,
as to the twentieth , you give a direction
or command , see that y ou are obeyed
Tryon Edwards .

An infallible way to make your child
miserable

,
is to satisfy all his demands .

—Passion swells by gratificatio n ; and
the impossibility o f satisfying every one

of his wishes will oblige you to stop
short at last after he has become head
strong—Home .

With children we must mix gentleness
with firmness—They must not always
have their own way , but they must not
always be thwarted—Ii we never have
headaches through rebuking them ,

w e

shall have plenty of heartaches —when
th ey grow Up .

—Be obeved at all costs ;
for if y ou yield up your authority once ,
y ou will hardly get it again .

-Spurgeon .

C hildren generally hate to be idle .

All the care then should be , that the ir
busy humor should be constantly em
ployed in something that is of use to
them —Lo cke .

Who is no t attracted by bright and

pleasant children , to p rattle , to creep ,
and to play with them —Epi ctetus .

The child ’s grief throbs against its lit
tle heart as heavily as th e man ’s sorrow ;
and the one finds as much de light in his
kite or drum ,

as the other in striking
the Springs of enterprise , or soaring on

the wings o f fame—E . H . C hapin .

C hildren are very nice observers , and

will often perceive your sl ightest de
feota—In general

,
those who govern
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children
,
forgive nothing in them ,

but
every thing in themselves—Fenelon .

C hildhood and genius have the same
master-organ in common—inquisitive
ness .—Let childhood h a ve its way , and
as it began where genius begins , it may
find what genius finds .

—Bulwer.

If a boy is not trained to endure , and
to bear trouble , he will g row up a girl ;
and a boy that is a girl has all a girl

’

s
weakness without any o f her regal quali
ties .

—A woman ,
made out of a woman ,

is God’s noblest work ; a woman made
out of a man is his meanest .—H . W.

Beecher.

Who feels injustice ; who shrinks be
fore a slight ; who has a sense o f wrong
so acute , and so glowing a gratitude for
kindness , as a generous boy ?—Thack
cray .

The first duty to children is to make
them happy—If you have no t made
them so ,

you have wronged them .

—N o

other good they may get can make up
for that—Bur ton .

In the man whose childhoo d has
known caresses and kindness , there is

always a fibre of memory that can be
touched to gentle issues—George E lio t .

Be very vigilant over thy child in the
April of his understanding , lest the frost
of May nip his blossoms—While he is
a tender twig

,
straighten him ; whil st he

is a new vessel , season him ; su
'ch w

as

thou makest him , such commonly shalt
thou find him .

—Let his first lesson be
obedience , and his second shall be what
thou wilt .—Quarles .

I do not like punishments—You will
never torture a child into duty ;—but a
sensible child will dread the frown of a
judicious mother more than all the rods ,
dark rooms

,
and scolding school-mis

tresses in the universe .
—H . K . White .

We step no t over the threshold of

childhood till we are led by love .
—L . E .

Landon .

7 5

When a child can be brought to tears,
not from fear of punishment

,
but from

repentance for his offence
,
he needs no

chastisement .
—When the tears begin to

flow from grief at one ’s own conduct , be
sure there is an angel nestling in the
bosom .

-A . Mann .

C hildren are not so much to be
taught as to be trained—To teach a
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child is to give him ideas ; to train him
is to enable him to reduce those ideas
to practice—H . W. Beecher.

It always grieves me to contemplate
the initiation of children into the ways
of life when they are scarcely more than
infants—It checks their confidence and
simplicity, two of the best qualities that
heaven gives them

,
and demands that

they share our sorrows before they are
capable o f entering into our enj oyments .

—Dickens .

All the gestures of children are grace
ful ; the reign of distortion and unnat

ural attitudes commences with the intro
duction of the dancing /master .

—Sir J .

Reyno lds .

C hildren are the hands by which we

take hold of heaven . By
“

these tendrils
we clasp it and climb /thitherward.

-We

never half know them
, no r can we in

this world—H . W. Beecher .

Beware , said Lavater , of him who

hates the laugh of a child .

”—“I love
God and little children ,

” was the simple
yet sublime sentiment of Richter .

—Mrs .

Sigourney .

He had the rare qual ity of not only
loving but respecting childhood—its in
nocence

,
its keen sense of justice , its

passionate and yet sensitive affections
Mulo ck.

Where there is a ho useful of chil
dren , one o r two of the eldest may be
restricted , and the y oungest ruined by
indulgence ; but in the midst , some are ,
as it were , forgotten , who many times ,
nevertheless , prove the best .

—Bacon .

In praising or loving a child
,
we love

and praise not that which is
,
but that

which we hope ion—G oe the .

” T he smallest children are nearest to
God , as the smallest planets are nearest
the sum—Richter.

Abo ve all things endeavor to breed
them up in the love o f virtue , and that
holy plain way of it which we have l ived
in

,
that the world in no part of it get

into my family . I had rather they were
homely, than finely bred as to outward
behavior ; yet I love sweetness mixed
with gravity , and cheerfulness tempered
with sobriety—Penn to his wife .

Better be driven out from among men
,

than to be disliked by children—Dana .

The true idea o f se lf-restraint is to
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let a child venture—The mistakes of

children are often better than their no
mistakes . -H . W. Beecher.

Just as the twig is bent, the tree is
inclined—Pope .

.

The training of children is a profes
Sion , where we must know how to lose
time in order to gain it .

—Rousseau .

The tasks set to children should be
moderate . Over-exertion is hurtful bo th
physically and intellectually , and even
morally. But it is of the utmost impor
tance that they should be made to ful
fi l all their tasks correctly and punctu
ally . This will train them for an exact
and conscientious discharge of their du
ties in after life .

—Hare .

Heaven lies about us in our infancy.

—Wordsworth .

The plays of natural lively children
are the infancy of art—C hildren live in
a world o f imagination and feeling .

They invest the most insignificant ob

ject with any form they please , and see

in it whatever they wish to see .

Oehlenschlager.

As the vexations men receive from
their children hasten the approach of
age

,
and double the force of years, so

the comforts they reap from them are
balm to all their sorrows

,
and disappoint

the inj uries o f time . Parents repeat
their lives in their offspring ; and their
esteem for them is so great , that they
feel their sufferings and taste their en

joyments as much as if they were their
own .

—R . Palmer.

C hildhood has no forebodings ; but
then it is soothed by no memories of
outlived sorrow—George E lio t .

C hildren are excellent physio gnomists,
and soon discover their real friends .
Luttrell calls them all lunatics , and . so

in fact they are—What is childhood but
a series of happy delusions?—Sydney
Smith .

Let all children remember, if ever
they are weary o f laboring for their par
ents , that C hrist labored for his ; if im
patient of their commands , that C hrist
cheerfully obeyed ; if reluctant to pro
vide for their parents , that C hrist forgot
himse lf and provided for his mother
amid the agonies of the crucifixion . The

affectionate language o f this divine ex
ample to every child is , Go thou and

do likewise .

”—Dwight .

CHOICE

They who have to educate children
should keep in mind that boys are to
become men

,
and that girls are to b e

come women . The neglect of this mo

mentons consideration gives us a race of
moral hermaphrodites .—Hare .

In the long course of my legal pro
fession ,

I have met with several sons
who had , in circumstance of difficulty,
abandoned their fathers ; but never did
I meet with a father that wo uld not

cheerfully part with his last shilling to
save or bless his son

g
—David Daggett.

Whether it be for good or evil , the
education of the child is principally de
rived from its own observation of the
actions

,
words

,
voice , a nd looks of tho se

with whom it lives—T e friends of the
young

,
then

,
cannot be 0 0 circumspect

in their presence to avoid every and the
least appearan ce of evil .—Jebb .

C hildren do not know how their par
ents love them

,
and they never will till

the grave closes over those parents , or
till they have children of their own
C ooke .

Where children are
,
there is the

golden age .
—N ovalis .

C hildh ood sometimes does pay a sec

ond visit to a man ; youth never. —Mrs .

Jameson .

CHIVALRY .
—The age of chivalry has

gone
,
and one of calculators and econ

omists has succeeded—Burke .

The age of chivlary is never past , so
long as there is a wrong left unredressed
o n earth—C harles Kingsley .

C ollision is as necessary to produce
virtue in men , as it is to elicit fire in
inanimate matter ; and so chivalry is o f

the essence of Virtue—Russe ll.

CHOIC E J
—The measure of choosing

well
,
is

,
whether a man likes and finds

good in what he has chosen .
—Lamb .

Be ignorance thy choice where knowl
edge leads to woe .

—Beattie .

Life often presents us with a cho ice
of evils rather than of good—C o lton .

God offers to every mind its choice be
tween truth and repose .

—Emerson .

C hoose always the way that seems the
best , however rough it may be ; custom
will soon render it easy and agreeable .

—Py thagoras.

Between two evils , choose neither ; be
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tween two goods , choose both —Tryon
Edwards .

CHRIST .
- All history is incompre

hensible without C hrist —Renan

Jesus C hrist , the condescension of di
vinity, and the exaltation o f humanity .

—Phillips Brooks .

In his life , C hrist is an example , show
ing us how to l ive ; in his death , he is a

sacrifice , satisfying for our sins ; in his
resurrection , a conqueror ; in his ascen

sion , a king ; in his intercession , a high
priest . -Luther .

The nature of C hrist ’s existence is
mysterious

,
I admit ; but this mystery

meets the wants of man .
-Rej ect it and

the world is an inexplicable riddle ; be
l ieve it , and the history of our race is
satisfactorily explained—N apo leon .

Jesus C hrist is a God to whom we can
approach without pride , and before
whom we may abase ourselves Without
despair .

—Pascal .
I believe Plato and Socrates . I be

lieve in Jesus C hrist — C o leridge .

As little as humanity will ever be
without religion , as little will it be
without C hrist—Strauss .

Every step toward C hrist kills a doubt .

Every thought, word , and deed for Him
carries you away from discouragement .

—T. L . C uy ler .

The name of C hrist—the one gr eat
word—well worth all languages in earth
or heaven —Bailey .

f

Go d never gave man a thing /to do ,

concerning which it were irreverent to
ponder how the Son of God would have
done it .

-G . Macdonald.

This is part of the glory of C hrist as
compared with the chiefest Of His
servants that He alone stands at the
absolute center of humanity

,
the one

completely harmonious man
,
unfolding

all which was in humanity
,
equally and

fully on all sides , the only one in whom
the real and ideal met and were ab

so lutely one—He is the absolute and
perfect truth , the highest that humanity
can reach ; at once its perfect image and
supremo Lord—French .

As the print of the seal on the wax
is the express image of the seal itself , so
C hrist is the express image—the perfect
representation of God—Ambrose .

Men who neglect C hrist , and try to

win heaven through moralities, are like
sai lors at sea in a storm , who pull , some

at the bowsprit, and some at the main
mast , but never touch the helm .

H .W. Beecher.

CHRISTIAN .
- A C hristian is the

highest style of man—Young.

To be a C hristian is to believe all that
C hrist teaches, and to do all that C hrist
directs , so far as both are understood
It is to receive all that C hrist says as

true , and to treat it as true , and to act
upon it as true , because it is right , and
God commands it , and that we may be
saved Tryon Edwards .

Though a great man may
,
by a rare

possibility , be an infidel ; yet an intel
lect of the highest order

”

must build
upon C hristianity —De . Quincey .

The only truly happy men I have
ever ‘

known , were C hrist ians—John
Rando lph .

He is a C hristian who is manfully
struggling to live a C hrist ian life .

H . W. Beecher.

The only way to realize that we are
God’s children is to let C hrist lead us to
our ‘Father.—Phillips Bro oks .

A man can no more be a C hristian
without facing evil and conquering it

,

than he can be a soldier without going
to battle , facing the cannon

’s mouth
,

and encountering the enemy in the
field—E . H . C hapin .

The devotion to the person o f C hrist
that steers clear of the doctrines and
precepts of C hrist , is but sentimental
rhapsody .

—Herrick Johnson .

He who was foretold and fore
shadowed by the holy religion of Judea

,

which r

was designed to free the universal
aspiratio n o f mankind from every im

pure element , he has come to instruct ,
to obey , to love , to die , and by dying
to save mankind .

—Pressense .

Every occupation
,
plan

,
and work of

man , to be truly successful , must be
done under the direction of C hrist , in
union with his will , from love to him
and in dependence on his power
Milller.

C hrist is the great central fact in the
world ’s history ; to him everything looks
forward or backward . All the lines o f

history converge upon him . All the
march of providence is guided by him .
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All the great purposes o f G od culminate
in him . The greatest and most mo

mentous fact which the history of the
world records is the fact of his birth .

Spurgeon .

The C hristian faith reposes in a

person rather than a creed—C hrist is
the personal

,
l iving center of theology,

around which the Whole C hristian sys

tem is ensphered .
—C hrist is the per

sonal source of the individual C hris
tian life ; the personal head of the whole
C hristian church ; the personal sovereign
of the kingdom of grace .

That there should be a C hrist , and
that I should be C hristless ; that there
should be a cleansing , and that I should
remain foul ; that there should be a
Father ’s love , and I should be an alien ;
that there should be a heaven

,
and I

sho uld be cast into hell
,
is grief embit

tered
, sorrow aggravated .

—Spurgeon .

Let it not be imagined that the life
o f a good C hristian must be a life o f

melancholy and gloominess ; for he only
resigns some pleasures to enj oy others
infinitely better—Pascal .
One truly C hristian life will do mo re

to prove the divine origin of C hristi
anity than many lectures . It is of much
greater importance to develop C hristian
character, than to exhibit C hristian evi
dences—J . M . Gibson .

It is a truth that stands out with
startling distinctness on the pages of

the N ew Testament
,
that G od has no

sons who are, not servants .

—H . D . Ward .

The C hristian life is not merely
knowing or hearing

,
but doing the will

o f C hrist—F. W. Robertson .

I have known what the enj oyments
and advantages of this life are

,
and

what are the more refined pleasures
which learning and intellectual power
can bestow ; and with all the experience
that more than three-score years can
give , I now , on the eve of my departure

,

declare to you , that health is a great
blessing ; competence obtained by honor
able industry is a great blessing ; and a
great blessing it is, to have kind , faith
ful , and loving friends and relatives ; but
that the greatest of all blessings , as it is
the most ennobling of all privileges

,
is

to be indeed a C hristian—C o leridge .

It is more to the honor of a C hristian
by faith to overcome the world , than by
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mo nasti cal vows to retreat from it ;
more for the honor of C hrist to serve
him in the city , than to serve him in the
cell .—M .Henry .

He is no good C hristian who thinks
he can be safe without G od, or not safe
With h im .

—Henshaw .

It does not require great learning to
be a C hristian and be convinced o f the
truth of the Bible . It requires only an

honest heart and a willingness to obey
God—Barnes .

E

N o man is so happy as the real C hris
tian ; none so rational , so virtuous , so

amiable . How little vanity does he
feel

,
though he believes himself united

to G od ! How far is from abj ectness ,
though he ranks b imse with the worms

of the earth —Pascal .

To be good and to do good are the
two great obj ects set before the C hris
tian ; to develop a perfect character by
rendering a perfect service . T rue C hris
tian culture leads to and expresses itself
in service

,
While faithful and loving ser

vice is the best me ans o f C hristian
culture—Washington G ladden .

A child of God should be a visible
beatitude for j oy and happiness, and

a living doxology for gratitude and
adoration . Spurgeon .

The C hristian has greatly the advan

tage o f the unbeliever , haV ing everything
to gain and nothing to lose—Byron .

Faith makes , life proves , trials con
firm

,
and death crowns the C hristian

Hopiner .

A C hristian is no thing but a sinful
man who has put himself to school to
C hrist for the honest purpose of becom
ing better .—H . W. Beecher .

A C hristian in this world is but gold
in the ore ; at death , the pure gold is
melted out and separated , and the dross
cast away and consumed—Havel .

The C hristian needs a reminder every
hour ; some defeat , surprise , adversity ,
peril ; to be agitated , mortified , beaten
out of his course , so that all remains of

self will be sifted out—Horace Bush

nell .

The best advertisement of a work
shop is first-class work . The strongest
attraction to C hristianity is a well-made
C hristian character . —T . L . Cuy ler .
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CHRISTIAN ITY . C hristianity is

more than history . It is also a

system of truths . Every event
"

which
its history records

,
either is a truth , or

suggests or expresses a truth , which man
needs assent to or to put into practice .

—N oah Porter.

Heathenism was the seeking religion ;
Judaism ,

the hoping religion ; C hristian
ity is the reality of what heathenism
sought and Judaism hoped fo r.

Luthardt.

C hristianity i s
'

not a theory or speen
lation , but a life ; not a philosophy of
life , but a life and a living process .
C o leridge .

The distinction between C hristianity
and all other systems of religion consist s
largely in“ this

,
that in these others men

are fo und seeking after God , while
C hristianity is God seeking after men .

T. Arno ld.

He who shall introduce into public
affairs the principles of primitive C hris

'

tianity ,
will revolutionize the world .

Franklin :

C hristianity did not come from
Heaven to be the amusement of an idle
hour

,
or the food o f mere imagination ;

to be “as a very lovely song of one that
hath a pleasant voice , and playeth well
upon an instrument .

” It is intended to
be the guide and companion of all our
hours—the serious occupatio n of r our

whole existence .
—Bp . Jebb .

C hristianity is the good man’s text ;
his l ife , the illustration .

Where science speaks of improvement ,
C hrist ianity speaks of renovation
where science speaks o f development ,
C hristianity speaks of sanctification

where science speaks of progress , C hris
tianity speaks of perfection . J . P.

Thompson .

So comprehensive are the doctrines of
the Gospel , that they involve all moral
truth known by man ; so extensive are
the precepts , that they require every
virtue , and forbid every sin . N othing
has been added either by the labors of

philosophy or the progress of human
knowledge .

C hristianity everywhere gives dignity
to labor , sanctity to marriage

,
and

brotherhood to man—Where it may
not convince , it enlightens ; where it
does not convert it restrains ; where it
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does no t renew, it refines ; where it does
not sanctify , it subdues and elevates
It is profitable alike for this world , and
for the world that is to come .

—Lord
Lawrence

C hristianity is not a religion of trans
cendental abstraction

, or brilliant specu
lation ; its children are neither monks ,
mystics , epicureans , nor stoics .

—It is
the religion of loving

,
speak ing

, and do
ing , as well as believing - It is a life as

well as a creed —It has a rest fOi the

heart , a word for the tongue , a way
for the feet , and a work for the hand .

The same Lord who is the foundation
of our hopes, the obj ect of our faith

,

and the subj ect o f our love
,
is also t he

model o f our conduct
,
for “He went

about doing good , leaving us an ex
ample that we should f0110w his steps .”
—C umming .

It
“

matters little whether or no C hris
tianity makes men richer . But it does
make them truer, purer, nobler . It is
no t more wealth that the world wants

,

a thousandth part as much as it is more
character , no t more investments

,
but

more integrity ; not money
,
but man

hood ; not regal palaces, but regal souls .

—E . G . Beckwith .

G ive C hristianity a common law
trial ; submit the evidence pro and con

to an impartial j ury under the direction
of a competent court

,
and the verdict

will assuredly be in its favor -C hief
Justice Gibson .

C hristianity is the companion of
l iberty in all its conflicts—the cradle of
its infan cy , and the divine source o f its
claims—De Tocqueville .

The religion of C hrist has made a Re
:pnlflid _

like ours possible ; and the more
w e have of this religion the better the
Republic -H .M . Fie ld.

However much the priestlings of
science may prate against the Bible

,
the

high priests of science are in accord
with C hristianity -Prof. Simpson .

Independent o f its connection with
human destiny hereafter

,
the fate o f re

publican government is indissolubly
bound up with the fate of the C hristian
religion , and a people who rej ect its
holy faith will find themselves the
slaves of their own evil passions and o f

arb iti ary power —Lewis C ass .

C hristianity is the basis o f republican
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government , its bond of cohesion , and
its life-giving law —More than the
Magna C harta itself the Gosp els are the
roots of English liberty .

-That Magna
C harta , and the Petition of Right , with
our completing Declaration , was pos
sible only because the Gospels had been
before them .

—R . S. Storrs .

There is no leveler like C hristianity ,
but it levels by lifting all who receive
it to the lofty table-land o f a true char
acter and of undying hope both for this
world and the next .

Prophecy and miracles argue the im
perfection o f the state o f the church ,
rather than its perfection . For they are
means designed by God as a stay or

support
,
or as a leading string to the

church in its infancy, rather than as
means adapted to it in its full growth .

Jonathan Edwards .

C hristianity will gain by every step
that is taken in the knowledge o f man .

—Spurzheim .

There never was found in any age of

the world
,
either philoso phy, o r sect , or

religion
,
o r law, or discipline , which did

so highly exalt the good o f the com
munity

,
and increase private and par

ticular good as the holy C hristian faith .

—Hence , it clearly appears that it was
one and the same God that gave the
C hristian law to men

,
who gave the

laws o f nature to the creatures .
Bacon .

C hristianity has no ceremonial .—It
has forms

,
for forms are essential to

order ; but it disdains the folly of at

tempting to reinforce the religion of

the heart by the antics of the body o r

mind—C row.

C hristianity requires two things from
every man who believes in it : first , to
acquire property by just and righteous
means

,
and second

, to look not o nly on

h is own things , but also on the things
o f others—H . J . Van Dyke .

With C hristianity came a new civil
ization,

and a new order of ideas .

Tastes were cultivated , manners refined ,
views broadened

,
and natures spiritu

alized .
—Azarias .

phy of C oleridge , his proof o f the truth
o f C hristianity was most Simple and

conclusive—It consisted in the words,
“
Try it for yourself .

”
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C hristianity proves
o

itself, as the sun

is seen by its own light .

—Its evidence
is invo lved in its excellence—C o leridge .

The moral and religious system which
Jesus C hrist has transmitted to us, is the
best the world has ever seen

,
or can

see .
—Franklin .

When a man is opposed to C hristi
anity , it is because C hristianity is 0 p~

posed to him . Your infidel is usually a
person who resents the opposition of

C hristian ity to that in his nature and
life which Jesus came to rebuke and

destroy - Robert Hall .

C hristianity is intended to be the

guide
,
the guardian

,
the companion o f

all our hours : to l% the food of our

immortal spirits ; to be the serious o c

cupation of our whole existence—Jebb .

The task and triumph of C hristianity
is to make men and nations true and

j ust and upright in all their dealings ,
and to bring all l aw

,
as well as all con

duct , into subj ection and conformity
to the law of G od .

- H . J . Van Dyke .

C hristianity works while infidelity
talks . She feeds the hungry , clothes
the naked , visits and cheers the sick ,

and seeks the lost , while infidelity
abuses her and babbles nonsense and
profanity .

“
By their fruits ye shall

know them .
—H W. Beecher.

Had the doctrines of Jesus been
preached always as pure as they came
from his l ips

,
the who le civil ized world

would now have been C hristians
Jefferso n .

After reading the doctrines of Plato ,
Socrates , o r Aristotle , we feel that the
specific difference between their words
and C hrist ’s is the difference between
an inquiry and a revelation—Jo seph
Parker.

Through its whole history the C hris
tion religion has developed supreme
affinities for best things . Fo r the
noblest culture

,
for purest morals , for

magnificent literatures
,
for most finished

civilizations
,
for most energetic national

temperaments
,
for most enterprismg

races
,
for the most virile and progressive

stock of mind , it has manifested irresist
ible sympathies . Judging its future by
its past

,
no other system o f human

thought has so splendid a destiny . It
is the only system which possesses un
dying youth .

—A . Phelps .
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C hristianity is a religion which is

j ealous in its demands, but how infi
nitely prodigal in its gifts ?—Ii it troubles
you for an hour, it repays you with im
morta lity—Bulwer.

A fit abode
,
wherein appear enshrined

our hopes of immortality—Byron .

CHURCH .
—The clearest window ever

fashioned , if it is barred by spider
’s

webs , and hung over with carcasses of

dead insects, so that the sunlight can
not find its way through

,
is o f little

use—N ow the church is G od ’s window ,

and if it is so obscured by errors that
its light becomes darkness

,
how great

is that darkness l—H W. Beecher.

A C hristian church is a body o r col
lection o f persons

,
voluntarily asso

ciated together, professing to believe
what C hrist teaches , to do what C hrist
enjo ins , to imitate his example , cherish
his sp irit , and make known his gospel
to others .

C hrist alone is the head of the church
-by his truth to instruct it ; by h is
authority to govern it ; by his grace to
quicken it ; by his providence to pro
teet and guide it ; by his Holy Spirit to
sanctify and bless it ;— the source of its
life , wisdom ,

unity
,
peace

,
power

,
and

prosperity , dwelling with it here on

earth , and preparing its faithful mem
bers to dwell forever with him in
heaven .

The church is the great uplifting and
conserving agency in the world

,
Without

which the race would soon relapse into
barbarism , and press its way to perdi
tion .

—R . F. Samp le .

The way to preserve the peace of the
church is to preserve its purity .

—M .

Henry .

Surely the church is a place where one
day’s truce ought to be allowed to the
dissensions and animosities of man
kind—Burke .

The church of C hrist glories in her
history , in her brotherhood ,

in her con

quering march over the world , as be
ing the custodian of great ideas , as

having furnished a complete account of
the mo ral economy—explaining sin , in
terpreting conscience , manifesting God,

and paving the way for man ’s return
to the Almighty—F. L . Patton .

It is the province of the church not
only to offer salvation in the future ,

C IRCUMSTAN C ES

Men are the sport of circumstances ,
when the Circumstances seem the sport
of men—Byron

but to teach m en how they ought to
live in the present life .

—F. C .Monfort .

The church is no t a gallery for the
exhibition of eminent C hristians, but
a school for the education of imperfect
ones

,
a nursery for the care of weak

ones
,
a hospital for the healing of those

who need assiduous care . H. W.

Beecher.

I have seen much of the wo rld and of

men , and if there are truth , purity
sound morals

,
and right aims anywhere ,

y ou may find thein in the C hristian
church .

—J . P . Thompson .

Men say the pinnacles of the churches
point to heaven ; s o does every tree
that buds , and every b

'

rd that rises and
sings—They say theirhaisles are good
for worship ; so is every rough seashore
and mo untain glen .

—But this they have
of distinct and indisputable glory , that
their mighty walls were never raised ,
and never shall be , but by men who

love and aid each other in their weak
ness , and on the way to heaven
Ruskin .

There ought to be such an atmos
phere in every C hristian church , that a
man going and sitting there should take
the contagion of heaven

,
and carry

home a fire to kindle the altar whence
he came .

That is the only true church o rgan
ization when heads and hearts unite in
working for the welfare of the human
race

.
-Lydia Maria C hild.

C IRCUMSTAN C ES —He is happy
Whose circumstances suit his temper ;
but he is more excellent who can suit
his temper to any circumstances
Hume .

It is our relation to circumstances
that determines their influence over us .

—The same wind that carries one ves

sel into po rt may blow another o ff

shore—Bovee .

Trivial circumstances , which show
the manners of the age , are often more
instructive as well as entertaining , than
the great transactions of wars and nego
tiations , which are nearly similar in all
periods

,
and in all countries of the

world—Hume .
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C ircumstances are the rulers o f the
weak ; they are but the instruments
of the wise .

—Samuel Lover.

C ircumstances form the character ;
but like petrifying waters they harden
while they fo rm —L . E .Landon .

Men are not altered by their Circum
stances

,
but as they give them opper

tunities of exerting What they are in

themselves ; and a powerfu l clown is a
tyrant in the most ugly form in which
he can possibly appear H—Steele

Occasions do not make a man either
strong or weak ,

but they show what he
is .—Thomas aKempis .

C ircumstances l—I make circum
stances l—N apo leon .

C ITIES .
—The city is an epitome of

the social world—All the belts of civi
lization intersect along its avenues —It
contains the products of every moral
zone and is cosmopolitan , not only in a
national , but in a moral and spiritual
sense—E .H . C hopin .

C ities force growthu and make men

talkative and entertaining , but they
make them artifiC ial .- Emerson .

The union o f men in large masses is
indispensable to the development and
rapid growth of their higher faculties
C ities have always been the fireplaces of
civilization , whence light and heat
radiated out into the dark , cold world .

—Theodore Parker.

God the first garden made , and C ain
the first city —C owley .

I have found by experience , that they
who have spent all their l ives in cities,
contract not only an effeminacy of
habit

,
but of thinking—Go ldsmith .

If you suppress the exorbitant love of

pleasure and money, idle curiosity , in
iquitous purpose

,
and wanton mirth ,

what a stillness would there be in the
greatest cities—Bruyere .

The city has always been the decisive
battle ground o f civilization and re

ligion . It intensifies all the natural
tendencies of man . From its fomented
energies

,
as well as from its greater

weight o f numbers , the city controls .

Ancient civilizations rose and fell with
their leading cities . In modern times ,
it is hardly too much to say ,

“as goes
the city so goes the world .

—S. J .M c

Pherson .

I bless God for cities—They have
been as lamps of life along the path
ways o f humanity and religion—Within
them

, science has given birth to her
noblest discoveries—Behind their walls,
freedom has fought her noblest battles .

-They have stood on the surface of
the earth like great breakwaters , rolling
back or turning aside the swelling tide
of oppression—C ities , indeed , have
been the cradles of human liberty
They have been the active sentries of

almo st all C hurch and state reformation .

—Guthrie .

If you would know and not be known ,
l ive in a city —C o lton .

Men
,
by associating in large masses,

as in camps and cities , improve their
talents

,
but impair their Lvirtues ; and

strengthen their minds
,
but weaken

their moral s—C o lton .

The conditions of city life may be
made healthy

, so far as the physical
constitution is concerned—But there is
connected with the business of the city
so much competition , so much rivalry ,

so much necessity for industry, that I
think it is a perpetual , chronic , whole
sale violation of natural law—There
are ten men that can succeed in the
country

,

‘ where there is one that can

succeed in the city—H W. Beecher.

Whatever makes men good C hris
tians , makes them good citizens
Danie l Webster.

There is no solitude more dreadful
for a stranger, an isolated man

,
than a

great city —So many thousands o f men ,
and not o ne friend .

—Boiste .

In the country , a man
’s mind is free

and easy
,
and at his own disposal ; but

in the city
,
the persons of friends and

a cquaintance , one ’s own and other
people ’s business

,
foolish quarrels, cere

monies , visits , impertinent discourses ,
and a thousand other fopperies and

diversions steal away the
'

greatest part
of our time , and leave no leisure for
better and more necessary employment .

Great towns are but a larger sort of
prison to the soul

,
like cages to birds

,

or pounds to beasts .—C harron .

C IV ILITY .
—(See “C OURTESY . C i

vility is a charm that attracts the love
of all m en ; and to o much is better than
to show too little—8p . Horne .

The general principles of urbanity,
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politeness , or civility , have been the
same in all nations ; but the mode in
which they are dressed is continually
varying . The general idea

'

of showing
respect is by making yourself less ; but
the manner , whether by bowing the
body, kn eeling , prostration , pulling off

the upper part of our dress
,
or taking

away the lower , is a matter o f custom .

—Sir J . Reyno lds .

While thou livest , keep a good
tongue in thy head—Shakespeare .

The insolent civility of a proud man

is, if possible , more shocking than his
rudeness could .b e ; because he shows
y ou by his manner, that he thinks it
mere condescension in him

,
and that

his goodness alone bestows upon you
what you have no pretence to claim .

C hesterfield.

N othing costs less, nor is cheaper,
than the compliments o f civility—C er
vantes.

When a great merchant of Liverpool
was asked by what means he had con

trived to realize the large fortune he
possessed, his reply was,

“
By one article

alone , in which tho u mayest deal too ,
if thou pleasest—it is civility .

”

Bentley .

If a civil word or two will render a
man happy, he must be a wretch , in
deed , who will not give them to him .

Such a disposition is like lighting an

other man ’s candle by one ’s own ,
which

loses none of its brilliancy by what the
other gains—Penn .

C IV ILIZATION e
—All that is best in

the civilization of to day, is the fruit
o f C hrist ’s appearance among men .

Danie l Webster.

More than one of the strong nations
may shortly have to choose between
a selfish secular civil ization

,
whose G od

is science , and an unselfish civilization
whose God is C hrist—R . D . Hitchco ck .

If you would civilize a man
,
begin

with his grandmother .—Victor Hugo .

Here is the element or power of con

duct ,
‘

o f intellect and knowledge
,

of
beauty , and of social life and manners ,
and all needful to build up a complete
human life—We have instincts respo nd
ing to them all , and requiring them all ,
and we are perfectly civilized only when
all these instincts of our nature—all
these elements in our civilization have
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been adequately recognized and satis
fied—Matthew Arno ld.

In order to civilize a people ,
‘ it is

necessary first to fix it , and this can

not be done without inducing it to
cultivate the soil . —De To cqueville .

The mo st civilized people are as near
to barbarism , as the most polished steel
is to rust—N ations , l ike metals , have
only a superficial brill iancy .

—Rivaro l .
The true test of civilization is, not

the census , nor the Size of Cities , nor

the crops , but the kind of man that the
country turns out—Emerson .

A sufficient and sure method o f civil
ization IS the influence of good women .

-Emerson .

The ultimate tendeii y of civilization
is toward barbarism . are .

The ease
,
the luxury

,
and the abun

dance of the highest state of civiliza
tion , are as productive of selfishness as
the difficulties , the privations, and the
sterilities of the lowest—C o lton .

It is the triumph of civilization that
at last communities have obtained such
a mastery over natural laws that they
drive and control them . The winds,
the water, electricity , all aliens that in
their wild form were dangerous

, are now

controlled by human will
,
and are made

useful servants—H . W. Beecher.

C ivilization is the upward struggle of
mankind , in which millions are trampled
to death that thousands may mount on

their bodies—Balfour.

N ations , l ike individuals , l ive or die ,
but civi l ization cannot perish—Mazzini .

The o ld Hindoo saw
, in his dream ,

the human race led out to its various
fortunes—First , men were in chains

,

that went back to an iron hand—then
he saw them led by threads from the
brain , which went upward to an unseen
hand . The first w as despotism

,
iron

,

and ruling
“by force—The last was

civilization , ruling by ideas—Wende ll
Phillips .

N o civilization other than that which
is C hristian , is worth seeking o r posses
sing—Bismarck.

The post office , with its educating
energy , augmented by cheapness , and
guarded by a certain religious sentiment
in mankind , so that the power of a

wafer , or a drop of wax guards a letter
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as itflies over sea and land , and bears
it to its address as if a battalion o f

artillery had brought it, I look upon as
a first measure of civilization—Emerson .

With C hristianity came a new civi
lization and a new order of ideas .

Tastes were cultivated , manners refined ,
views broadened, and natures spiritual
ized.

—Azarias .

C hristianity has carried civilization
along with it

,
whithersoever it has gone .

—And as if to show that the latter
does not depend on physical causes,
some of the countries , the most civilized
in the days o f Augustus , are now in a
state“ of hopeless barbarism .

—Hare .

N o true civilization can be expected
permanently to continue which is not
based on the great principles of C hris
tianity—Tryon Edwards .

C LEAN LIN ESS . C leanliness of

body was ever esteemed to proceed from
a due reverence to G od—Bacon .

C ertainly , this is a duty—not a sin .

C leanliness is, indeed , next to G odliness .
—John Wesley .

Let thy mind’s sweetness have its

operation upon thy body , thy clothes ,
and thy habitation—Herbert.

The consciousness of clean linen is, in ,
and o f itself , a source of moral strength ,
second only to that of a clean con
science—A well- ironed collar or - a

fresh glove has carried many a x man
through an emergency in which a
wrinkle or a rip

"

would have defeated
him .
—E . S. Phelps.

Even from the body’s purity the
mind receives a secret sympathetic aid .

—Thomson .

So great is the effect of cleanliness
upon man ,

that it extends even to his
moral character .—V irtue never dwelt
long with filth ; nor do I believe there
ever was a person scrupulously atten
tive to cleanliness who was a consum

mate Villain .
—Rumford.

Beauty commonly produces love , but
cleanliness preserves it .

—Age itself is
not unamiable while it is preserved
clean and unsullied— like a piece of
metal constantly kept smooth and
bright

,
which we look on with more

pleasure than
”

on a new vessel cankered
w ith rust—Addison .

C leanliness may b e recommended as

“
B

C OMFORT

a mark of politeness , as it produces ai

fection , and as it bears analogy to
purity of mind—As it renders us agree
able to others , so it makes us easy to
ourselves—It is an excellent preserv
ative of health ; and several vices, de
structive both to body and mind, are
inconsistent with the habit of it
Addison .

C LEMEN CY .
—C lemency is not only

the privilege , the honor, and the duty
of a prince , but it is also his security ,

and better than all his garrisons
,
forts

,

and guards to preserve himself and his
dominions in safety —It is the brightest
j ewel in a monarch ’s crown —Stre tch .

Lenity will operate with greater force ,
in some instances

,
than rigor .

—It is,
therefore , my first wish ;

'

to have my
whole conduct distinguished by it
Washington .

C lemency , which we make a virtue
of

, proceeds sometimes from vanity
,

sometimes from indolence
,
often from

fear , and almost always from a mixture
of all three—Ro chefoucauld.

As meekness moderates anger, so

clemency modera tes punishment .
Stre tch .

In general
,
indulgence for those we

know, is rarer than pity for those we
know not .

—Rivaro l .
C lemency is profitable for all ; mis
chiefs contemned lose their force .

Stretch .

C LOUDS —Those playful fancies of
the mighty sky—Albert Smith .

That looked as though an angel , in
his upward flight

,
had left his mantle

floating in mid-air . —Joanna Baillie .

My G od, there go the chariots in
Wh ich

‘

thou ridest forth to inspect thy
fields , gardens , meadows , forests , and
plains—They are the curtains, which ,

at thy good pleasure
,
thou drawest as

a covering o ver the plants, that they
may not be withered and destroyed by
the heat ; and not seldom are they the
arsenal in

'which thou keepest thine
artillery of thunder and lightning, at
times to strike the children of men with
reverential awe , or inflict on them some
great punishment .

—G o ttho ld.

C OMFORT .
—Of all created comforts,

G od is the leader ; you are the b or
rower

,
no t the owner .
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It is a little thing to speak a phrase
of common comfort , which by daily
use has almost lost its sense ; and yet ,
on the ear of him who thought to die
unmourned

,
it will fall l ike the choicest

music .

—Talfourd.

I have enj oyed many o f the com
forts of life

,
none of which I wish to

esteem lightly ; yet I confess I know not

any j oy that is so dear to me , that so

fully satisfies the inmost desires of my
mind , that so enlivens

,
refines , and

elevates my whole nature
,
as that which

I derive from religion— from faith in
God—May this God be thy God, thy
refuge

,
thy comfort , as he has been

mine .
-Lavater.

Most of our comforts grow up be
tween our crosses—Young.

The comforts we enj oy here below ,

are not like the anchor in the bottom
of the sea , that holds fast in a storm ,

but like the flag upon the top of the
mast , that turns with every wind .

—C .

Love .

G iving comfort under affl iction re

quires that penetration into the human
mind , j oined to that experience which
knows how to soothe , how to reason ,
and how to ridicule

,
taking the utmost

care
‘

not to apply those arts improperly .

—Fielding.

C OMMANDERS . He who rules
must humor full as much as he com
mands—George E lio t
It is better to have a lion at the head

o f an army o f sheep
,
than a sheep at

the head of an army of l ions—De Fo e .

The right of commanding is no longer
an advantage transmitted by nature ;
l ike an inheritance , it is the fruit of
labors, the price of courage—Vo ltaire .

A brave captain is as a root
,
out of

which
,
as branches , the courage of his

soldiers doth spring—Sir P . Sidney .

A man must require just and reason
able things ii he would see the scales of
obedience properly trimmed—From
orders

,
which are improper, springs re

sistance which is not easily overcome .

Basi l.

C OMMERC E—I am wonderfully de
lighted to see a body o f men thriving in
their own fortunes

,
and at the same

time promoting the public stock ; o r
,
in

other words
,
raising estates for their
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own families by
.

bringing into their
country whatever is wanting

, and carry
ing out of it whatever is superfluous .

Addison .

Perfect freedom is as necessaiy to the
health and vigor of commerce , as it is
to the health and vigor of citizenship
Patrick Henry .

C ommerce tends to wear off those prej
udices which maintain destruction and
animosity between nations—It softens
and polishes the manners of men .

—It
unites them by one of the strongest of
all ties—the desire s of supplying their
mutual wants—It disposes them to
peace by establishing in every state an
order o f citizens bound by their interest
to be the guardians

/
of public tranquil

lity—F. W.

C ommerce has made all winds
.her

messengers ; all climes her tributaries ;
all people her servants—Tryon Edwards .

C ommerce may well be termed the
younger sister

,
for

,
in all emergencies

,

she looks to agriculture both for defence
and for supply—C o lton .

Every dollar spent for missions has
added hundreds to the commerce of the
world—N . G . C lark.

It may almost be held that the hOpe
of commercial gain has done nearly as

much for the cause of truth
,
as even the

love of truth itself .—Bovee .

A well regulated commerce is not l ike
law

,
physic

, or divinity , to be over
stocked with hands ; but , on the con
trary ,

flourishes by multitudes
, and gives

employment to all its professors

A statesman may do much for com
merce—most

,
by leaving it alone .

—A
river never flows so smoothly as when
it follows its own course , without either
aid or check—Let it make its own bed ;
it will do so better than you can .

C ommerce defies every wind , outrides
every tempest and invades every zone .

-Bancrojt.

C ommerce is no missionary to carry
more or better than you have at home .

-But what you have at home , be it
gospel

,
or be it drunkenness , commerce

carries the world oven- E . E . Hale .

COMMON SEN SE —(See
“
SENSE .

C ommon sense is
,
of all kinds , the

most uncommon—It implies good judg
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ment
,
Sound discretion , and true and

practical wisdom
,

applied to common
life .
—Tryon Edwards.

Fine sense ,
and exalted sense , are no t

half as useful as common sense .
—There

are forty men of wit to one man of
sense—He that will carry nothing about
him but gold

,
will be every day at a

loss for readier change—Pope .

To act with common sense according
to the moment , is the best wisdom I
know ; and the best philosophy is to do
one ’s duties

,
take the world as it comes,

submit respectfully to one ’s lot ; bless
the goodness that has given us so much
happiness with it

,
whatever it is ; and

despise affectation .
—Walpoile .

C ommon sense is the knack o f
. seeing

things as they are , and de ing things as
they ought to be done— C . E . Stowe .

“Knowledge , without common sense ,
says Lee

,
is“folly ; without method, it is

waste ; without kindness, it is fanati
cism ; without religion , it is death .

”
But

with common sense
,
it is wisdom ; with

method
,
it is power ; with charity , it is

beneficence ; with religion , it is virtue ,
and life , and peace .

-Farrar .

If a man can have only one kind of

sense
,
let him have common sense—If

he has that and uncommon sense to o ,

he is not far from genius—H . W.

Beecher.

He was one of those men who possess
almost every gift

,
except the gift o f the

power to use them .

—C . Kingslefi
The crown of all faculties is cfimmo

'

n

sense—It is not enough to do the right
thing , it must be done at the right time
and place .

—Talent knows what to do ;
tact knows when and how to do it .

—W.

Matthews .

The figure which a man
’ mak es in life

,

the reception which he meets with in
company, the esteem paid him by his
acquaintance —all these depend as much
upon his good sense and judgment

,
as

upon any other part of his character .
A man of the best intentions

, and farth
est removed from all inj ustice and
violence , would never b e able to make
himself much regarded

,
without a moder

ate share o f parts and understanding .

Hum e .

C ommon sense is only a modification
o f talent—Genius is an exaltation of it .

C OMPAN IONSH IP

—The difference is, therefore, in degree ,
not nature—Bulwer.

N o man is quite sane . Each has a
vein of folly in his composition—a slight
determination of blood to the head

,
to

make sure of holding him hard to some
one point which h e has taken to heart
Emerson .

If common sense has not the bri llian cy
of the sun

,
it has the fixity o f the stars .

—C aballero .

One pound o i learning requires
.

ten

pounds of common sense to apply it

Persian Proverb .

If y ou haven
’t grace , the Lord can

give it to you .
—If you haven’t learning ,

I ’ll help y ou to get .
. it .

-But if y ou

haven’t common sense
,
neith er I, nor the

Lord can give it to you
—John Brown

(of Haddington , to his
’

students) .

COMMUN ISM .
—What is a commun

ist ? —One who has yearnings fo r equal
division of unequal earnings— Idler or

bungler
,
he is willing to fork out his

penny and pocket your Shilling .

—E ben
ezer Ellio tt.

Your levelers Wish to level down as
far as themselves—But they cannot
bear leveling up to themselves—They
would all have some people under them .

—Why not then have some people
above them —Johnson .

C ommunism possesses a language
which every people can understand
Its elements are hunger, envy , and

death—Heine .

C OMPAN ION SHIP .
— (See Assocr

Arms
”

)

Go od company , and good discourse
are the very sinews of virtue .

—Izaak
W

'

alton .

(“
It i

‘

s
‘

T
'

good discretion not to make to o
much o f any man at the first

,
because

one cannot hold out in that proportion .

—Bacon .

It is expedient to have an acquaint
ance with those who have looked into
the world ; who know m en

,
understand

business , and can give you good intelli
gence and good advice wh en they are
wanted .

—Bp . Horne .

Be cautious with whom you associate ,
and never give your company or your
confidence to tho se o f whose good prin
mples you are not sure .

—Bp . C o leridge .

N o company is preferable to bad
, b e
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cause we are more apt to catch the

Vi ces of others than their Virtues
, as

disease is far more contagious than
health—C o lton .

What is companionship where noth
ing that improves the intellect is com~

municated
,
and where the larger heart

contracts itself to the model and dimen

sion of the smaller?—Landor.

Wicked companions invite and lure
us to hell .—Fielding.

N 0 man can possibly improve in any
company for which he has not respect
enough to be under some degree of

restraint .
—C hestcrfie ld.

.

N o man can be provident of his
t ime , who is not prudent in the choice
of his company—Jeremy Tay lor.

Evil companions are the devil ’s
agents whom he sends abroad into the
world to debauch virtue

, and to advance
h is kingdom ; and by these ambassadors
he eflects more than he could in his own
person—Anthony Horneck .

Take rather than give the tone of the
company you are in .

—If y ou have parts ,
y ou will Show them , more or less, upon
every subj ect ; and if you have not , you
had better talk sillily upon a subj ect of

other peeple ’s choosing than o f your
own—C hesterfield.

The most agreeable of all companions
is a simple

,
frank man , without any

high pretensions to an oppressive great
ness ; one who loves life

,
and under

stands the use of it ; obliging , alike , at
all hours ; above all , of a golden temper,
and steadfast as an anchor .

—For such
an one we gladly exchange the greatest
genius

,
the most brilliant wit , the pro

foundest thinker . —Lessing .

C OMPARISON .
—Ii we rightly esti

mate what we call good and evil , w e
shall find it lies much in comparison .

Locke .

The superio rity of some men is
merely local .—They are great because
their associates are little—Johnson .

When the moon shone we did not
see the candle : so doth the greater
glory dim the less—A substitute shines
lightly as a king until a king be by , and
then his state empties itself , as doth
an inland brook into the main of

waters—Shakespeare .

COMPASSION .
—There never w as

any heart truly great and generous, that
was not also tender and compassionate .

-South .

It is the crown of j ustice and the
glory , where it may kill with right , to
save with pity—Beaumon t and
Fletcher.

The dew of compassion is a tear
Byron .

Compassion to an offender who has
grossly violated the laws , is, in effect , a
cruelty to the peaceable subj ect who
has observed them .

=—Junius .

Man may dismiss compassion from
his heart , but God will never . -C owper .

COMPEN SATION .
—There is wisdom

in the saying of Feltham,
that the Whole

creation is kept in order by discord
,

and that vicissitude maintains the
world Many evils bring many bless
ings .

—Manna drops in the wilderness .
—C orn grows in C anaan .

—Willmo tt .

All advantages are attended with dis
advantages—A universal compensation
prevails in all conditions of being and
existence—Hume .

N o evil is without its compensation
—Th e less money, the less trouble
The less favor, the less envy —Even in
those cases which put us out o f wits

,
it

is not the loss itself
,
but the est imate

of the loss that troubles us .
—Seneca .

Whatever difference may appear in
the fortunes o f mankind

,
there is

,
never

theless , a certain compensation of good
and evil which makes them equal W.

Ro chefoucauld.

If the poor man cannot always get
meat , the rich man cannot always di
gest it .

—Giles .

If poverty makes man groan
,
he

yawns in opulence—When fortune ex
empts us from labor, nature overwhelms
us with time .

—Rivaro l .

When y ou are disposed to be vain of

your mental acquirements
,
look up to

those who are more accomplished than
yourself, that y ou may be fired with
emulation ; but when you feel dissatis
fied with your circumstances

,
look down

on tho se beneath you , that y ou may
learn contentment—H . More .

When fate has allowed to any man

more than one great gift
,
accident or

necessity seems us ually to contrive that
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the sacrifice o f one right o r good in the
hope of retaining another,—too often
ending in the loss of both—Tryon Ed

wards .

From the beginning o f our history the
country has been afll icted with compro
mise . It is by compromise that human
rights have been abandoned . I insist
that this shall cease . The country needs
repose after all its trials ; it deserves re
pose . And repose can only be found in
everlasting principles—C harles Sumner.

CON CEALMENT .
—(See

To conceal anything from those to whom
I am attached

,
is not in my nature .

-I

can never close my lips where I have
opened my heart—Dickens .

He who can conceal his j oys, is greater
than he who can hide h is griefs .

—Lava
ter.

It is great cleverness to know how to
conceal our cleverness—Ro chefoucauld.

“Thou shalt not get found out
” is

not one o f God ’s commandments ; and
no man can be saved by trying to keep
it .
—Leonard Bacon .

CON C EI
’

I
‘

. (See
“
SELF-CONCEIT .

C onceit is the most contemptible
,
and

one of the most odious qualities in the
world—It is vanity driven from all other
shifts , and forced to appeal to itself for
admiration—Hazlitt .

It is wonderful how near conceit is to
insanity l—Jerro ld.

Wind puffs up empty bladders ; Opin
ion , fools—Socrates .

He who gives himself airs of impor
tance

,
exhibits the credentials of impo

tence .
—Lavater.

The overweening self-respect of con
ceited men relieves others from the duty
of respecting them at all .—H . W.

Beecher.

Co nceit is to nature , what paint is to
beauty ; it is not only needless , but it
impairs what it would improve .

~—Pope .

The more one speaks of himself, the
less he likes to hear another talked of.
—Lavater.

They say that every one of us be
lieves in his heart , or would like to have
others believe

,
that he is something

which he is not—Thackeray .

C onceit and confidence are both of

them cheats—Th e first always imposes

C ONDUC T

C ONDUCT .
- C onduct is the great

profession . Behavior is the perpetual
revealing of us. What a man does, tells
us what he is .

—F. D . Huntington .

If we do not weigh and consider to
what end life is given us, and thereupon

on itself ; the second frequently deceives
others—Zimmerman .

A man—poet , prophet , or whatever he
may be—readily persuades himself of his
right to all the worship that is volun
tarily tendered—Hawthorne .

N one are so seldom found alone
,
o r

are so soon tired of their own company
,

as those coxcombs who are on the best
terms with themselves—C o lton .

N o man was ever so much deceived
by another, as by himself Greville .

Every man , however little , makes a

figure in his own eyes—Home .

It is the admirer of himself, and no t

the admi rer of virtu
le, that thinks him

self superior to othérs.
—Plutarch .

The weakest spot ih every man is
where he thinks himself

\

to be the wisest .

-Emmons .

The best o f lessons
,
for a good many

people , would be , to l isten at a key -hole .

—It is a pity for such that the practice
is dishonorable .

—Mad. Swetchine .

If he could only see how small a va

cancy his death would leave , the proud
man would think less o f the place he
occupies in his life-time .

—Legouve .

.One
’

s self-satisfaction is an untaxed
kind of property

,
which it is very un

pleasant to find depreciated —G eorge

If its colors were but fast colors, self
conceit would be a most comfortable
quality —But l ife is so humbling

,
morti

fying, disappointing to vanity , that a
great man ’s idea of himself gets washed
out of him by the time he is forty—C .

Bur ton .

I ’ve never any pity for conceited
people , because I think they carry their
comfort about with them .

—George E lio t.

C onceit may puff a man up
,
but can

never prop him up .
-Ruskin .

We uniformly think too well of our
selves . But self-conceit is specially the
mark o f a small and narrow mind . G reat
and noble natures are most free from
it
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order and dispose it aright , pretend what
we will as to arithmetic, we do not , and
cannot number o ur days in the narrow
est and most limited signification .

—C lar
endon .

It is not enough that you form , and
even follow the most excellent rules for
conducting yourself in the ‘ world ; you
must , also , know when to deviate from
them , and where lies the exceptio n .

Greville .

Fools measure actions , after they are
done , by the event ; wise men before
hand

,
by the rules of reason and right .

The former look to the end , to j udge of

the act . Let me look to the act , and

leave the end with G od .
—Bp . Hall.

The integrity of men is to be measured
by their conduct , no t by their proies
sions—Junius.

I will govern my life and my thoughts
as if the whole world were to see the
one and read the other .—For what does
it signify to make anything a secret to
my neighbor

,
when to God,

who is the
searcher o f our hearts, all our privacies
are o pen—Seneca .

Every one of us, whatever our specu

lative opinions
,
kn ows better than he

practices, and recognizes a better law
than he obeys .

—Froude .

In all the affairs of life let it be your
great care , not to hurt your mind , or

offend your j udgment . —And this .rule ,
if observed carefully in all your deport
ment , will be a mighty security t o you

in your undertakings . —Epic tetus ,x
'

All the while that thou livest ill
,
thou

hast the trouble , distraction , and incon
veniences of life , but not the sweet and
true use of it .

—Fuller.

CONFESSION .
—A man should never

be ash amed to own he has been in the
wrong , which is but saying

,
in other

words , that he is wiser to-day than h e
was yesterday—Pope .

The confession of evil works is the
first beginning o f good works—Augus
tine .

Why does no man confess his vices ?
becaii se he is yet in .

them .
—It is for a

waking man to tell h is dream .
—Seneca .

Be not ashamed to confess that you
have been in the wrong . It is but own
ing what you need not be ashamed oi
that you now have more sense than you

had before , to see yo ur
.

error ; more hu
mility to acknowledge it

, more grace to
correct it .

-Seed.

If thou wouldst be justified , acknow l
edge thine inj ustice .

—He that confesses
his sin , begins his j ourney toward salva
tion—He that is sorry for it, mends his
pace—He that forsakes it , is at his j our
ney ’s end—Quarles .

It is not our wrong actions which it
requires courage to confess

,
so much as

those which are ridiculous and foolish .

—Rousseau.

C onfession of sin comes from the o f

fer of mercy .
—Mercy displayed causes

confession toflow , and confession flowing
opens the way for mercy—If I have not
a contrite heart

, God
’s mercy will never

be mine ; but if God had not manifested
his mercy in C hrist , I could never have
had a contrite heart .

-Arn0 t.

CON FIDEN C E . Trust men and
they will be true to you ; treat them
greatly and they will show themselves
great—Emerson .

I think I have learned
,
in some degree

at least
,
to . disregard the o ld maxim

“Do not get others to do what you
can do yourself . My motto on the
other hand is

,

“do not do that which
others can do as well .”—Booker T .

Washington .

Trust not him that hath once broken
faith—Shakespeare .

He that does no t respect confidence
will never find happiness in his path
The belief in virtue vanishes from his
heart ; the source of nobler actions be
comes extinct in him .

—Aufienberg.

C onfidence is a plant of slow growth ;
e specia l ly in an aged bosom .

—Johnson .

Trust him with little , who , without
proofs

,
trusts you with everything , o r

when he has proved you , with nothing
Lavater.

When young , we trust ourselves too
much ; and we trust others too l ittle
when old .

—Rashness is the error of

youth ; timid caution of age
—Manh oo d

is the isthmus between the two extremes
—the ripe and fertile season of action
when

,
only, we can hope to find the

head to contrive , united with the hand
to execute—C o lton .

Society is built upon trust , and tr ust
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upon confidence in o ne another’s integ
rity .
—South .

All confidence is dangerous, if it is
not entire ; we ought on most occasions
to speak all , or conceal all . We have
already too much disclosed our secrets
to a man

,
from whom we think -any one

single circumstance is to be concealed .

Bruyere .

Let us have a care not to disclose our

hearts to those who shut up theirs
against usr -Beaumont .

Fields are won by those who believe
in winning — .T W. Higginson .

They can conquer who bel ieve they
can—Dryden .

C onfidence imparts a wondrous in
spiration to its possessor—It bears him
on in security, either to meet no danger,
or to find matter o f glorious trial .
Milton .

The human heart , at whatever age ,
opens only to the heart that opens in re

turn—Maria Edgeworth .

C onfidence in one ’s self, though the
chief nurse of magnanimity, doth not
leave the care of necessary .furniture for
it ; o f all the G recians , Homer doth make
Achil les the best armed—Sir P . Sidney .

I could never pour out my inmost soul
without reserve to any human being ,
without danger of one day repenting my
confidence—Burns .

There are cases in which a man would
be ashamed no t to have been imposed
upon . There is a confidence necessary
to human intercourse , and without which
men are often more inj ured by their own
suspicions , than they could be by the
perfidy of others—Burke .

Self-trust is the essence of heroism .

Emerson .

C onfidence , in conversation , has a
greater share than wit .

—Rochefoucauld.

Confidence in another man ’s virtue
,
is

no sl1ght eV 1dence of one ’s own—Mon

taigne .

If we are truly prudent we shall cher
ish those noblest and happiest of our

tendencies—to love and to confide .

Bulwer.

Trust him little who praises all ; him
less who censures all ; and him least
who is indifferent to all .—Lavater.

To confide , even though to be be

CON SC IEN C E

trayed, is much better than to learn
only to conceal .—In the one case your
neighbor wrongs you —but in the other
you are perpetually doing injustice to
yourself .—Simms .

N ever put much confidence in such as
put no confidence in o thers . A man
prone to suspect evil is mostly looking
in his neighbor for what he sees in
himself . As to the pure all things are
pure , even so to the impure all things
are impure—Hare .

All confidence which is not absolute
and entire , is dangerous—There are few
occasions but where a man ought either
to say all , o r conceal all ; for , how little
soever you have revealed of your secret
to a friend, you have lready said too
much if you think it n t safe to make
him privy to all particulars—Beaumont.

C ON SC IEN C E . C onscience ! con
science ! man’s most faithful friend
C rabbe .

Man ’s conscience is the oracle of God .

—Byron .

C onscience is the reason , employed
about questions of right and wrong

,
and

accompanied with the sentiments of ap~
probation or condemnation .

—Whewell .
A tender conscience is an inestimable

blessing ; that is , a conscience not only
quick to discern what is evil

,
but in

stantly to shun it , as the eyelid closes
itself against the mote—N . Adams .

The truth is not so much that man has
consc1ence , as that conscience has man .

-Dorner.

It is far more important to me to pre
serve an unblemished conscience than to
compass any obj ect however great
C hanning.

He will easily be content and at peace
whose conscience is pure—Thomas a

Kemp is .

C onscience is God’s vicegerent on

earth , and, within the limited jurisdic
tion given to it, it partakes of his in
finite wisdom and speaks in his tone of
absolute command . It is a revelation
of the being of a God,

a divine voice
in the human soul

,
making known the

presence of its rightful sovereign
,
the

author of the law of holiness and truth .

-Bowen .

I feel within me a peace above all
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amiable
,
but it is his most faithful moni

tor .—A . Phelps.

What conscience dictates to be done ,
or warns me not to do , this teach me
more than hell to shun , that more than
heaven pursue—Pope .

A go od conscience is to the soul what
health is to the body ; it preserves con

stant ease and serenity within us, and
more than countervails all the calamities
and afflictions which can befall us with
out .
—Addison .

Labor to keep alive in your heart that
little spark of celestial fire called con

science .
—Washington .

There is no class of men so difficult to
be managed in a state as those whose
intentio ns are honest, but whose con
sciences are bewitched .

—N apo leon .

Preserve your conscience always soft
and sensitive . If but one sin force its
way into that tender part of the soul
and is suffered to dwell there

,
the road

is paved for a thousand iniquities .

Watts.

Tenderness of conscience is always to
be distinguished from scrupulousness .
The conscience canno t be kept too sensi
tive and tender ; but scrupulousness
arises from bodily or mental infirmity

,

and discovers itself in a multitude of
ridiculous , superstitious, and painful feel
ings—C ecil .
The men who succeed best in public
life are those who take the risk of stand
ing by their own convi ctions .

—J. A . Gar

field.

C owardice asks , Is it safe ? Expedi
ency asks , Is it politic ? Vanity asks

,
Is

it popular ? but C onscience asks
, Is it

right —Punshon .

A wounded conscience is able to un

paradise paradise itself—Fuller.

.

Were conscience always clear and de
Cided in its awards

, we could scarcely
remain unconsoled for the resignation of
any delight , however delightful . -It is
doubt in all cases, that is the real mali
C ious devil .—Mrs . Alexander.

The torture
.

of a bad conscience is
the hell of a l iving soul .—C alvin .

Keep your conduct abreast o f your
consmence , and very soon your con
science will be illumined by the radi
ance of God—W. M . Tay lor .

A man of integrity will never listen

to any reason against conscience
Home .

In the commission of evil , fear no

man so much as thyself—Ano ther is but
one witness against thee ; thou art a
thousand—Another thou mayst avoid ,

thyself thou canst not .
—Wickedness is

its own punishment—Quark s .

My dominion ends where that of con
science begins—N apo leo n .

Many a lash in the dark, doth con
science give the wicked—Boston .

Trust that man in no thing who has
not a conscience in every thmg.

—Sterne .

He who commits a wrong will himself
inevitably see the wr iting on the wall ,
though the world may

\
not count him

guilty —Tapper.

Some persons follow the dictates of
their conscience , only in the same ' sense
in which a coachman may be said to fol
low the horses he is driving .

—Whately .

C onscience doth make cowards of us
all .—Shak espeare .

The foundation of true joy is in the
conscience—Seneca .

A quiet conscience makes one so se

rene .
—Byron .

A clean and sensitive conscience
,
a

steadfast and scrupulous integrity in
small things as well as great

,
is the most

valuable of all possessions, to a natio n
as to an individual .—H . J. Van Dyke .

C onscience—that vicegerent of G od
in the human heart

,
whose still

,
small

voice the loudest revelry cannot drown .

-W. H . Harrison .

A good conscience fears no witness ,
but a guilty conscience is solicitous even
in solitude—If we do nothing but what
is honest , let all the world know it .

But if otherwise
,
what does it signify to

have nobody else know it
, so long as I

know it myself —Miserable is he who
slights that witness—Seneca.

C onscience is not given to a man to
instruct h im in the right , but to prompt
him to choose the right instead of the
wrong when he is instructed as to what
is right . It tells a man that he ought
to do right , but does not tell him what
is

O

right . And if a man has made up his
mind that a certain wrong course is the
right one , the more he follows his con
science the more hopeless he is as a
wrongdoer . One is pretty far gone in
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an evil way when he serves the devil
conscientiously —H . C . Trumbull .

What we call conscience , is , in
'

many

instances
,
only a wholesome fear o f the

constable—Bovee .

C onscience
,
though ever so small a

wo rm while w e live , grows suddenly into
a serpent on our deathbed—Jerro ld .

I am more afraid of my own
.

heart
,

than of the Pope and all his cardinals .

I have within me the great Pope , self
Luther.

Be fearful only of thyself, and stand in
awe of none more than o f thine own

conscience—There is a C ato in every
man—a severe censor of his manners .

And he that reverences this j udge will
seldom do anything he need repent o f.

—Burton .

C onscience is justice ’s best minister .

—It threatens , promises , rewards, and
punishes , and keeps all under its control .
—The busy must attend to its remon
strances ; the most powerful submit to
its reproof

,
and the angry endure its up

braidings . —While conscience is our

friend , all is peace ; but if once offended ,
farewell to the tranquil mind—Mary
Wortley Montague .

It is astonishing how soon the whole
conscience begins to unravel if a single
stitch drops—One single sin indulged in
makes a hole you could put your head
through—C . Buxton .

C ON SERVATISM. A conservative
is a man who will not look at the new
moon

,
out o f respect for that ” ancient

institution,
” the o ld one—Jerro ld.

We are reformers in spring and sum

mer .
—In autumn and winter we stand

by the old .

—Reformers in the morning ;
conservatives at night—Reform is af

firmative ; conservatism , negative—C on
servatism goes for comfort ; reform for
truth—Emerson .

C onservatism , in its place , is good ,
and so is gravitation—But if there
were no upspringing and renovating
force , where would be the growth o f the
flowers and fruits? —C entripetal forces
are well balanced by centrifugal —and
only thus are the planets kept to their
orbits—Tryon Edwards .

The highest function of conservatism
is to keep what progressiveness has ac

complished—R . H . Fulton .

CON SOLAT ION

A co nservative young man has wound
up h is l ife before it was unreeled .

—We

expect o ld men to be conservative , but
when a nation ’s young men are so , its
funeral hell is already tolled—H. W.

Beecher.

The conservative may clamor against
reform

,
but he might as well clamor

against the centrifugal force—He sighs
for the good o ld times .

”—He might as
well wish the oak back into the acorn .

-E
’

. H. C hapin .

C ON SIDERATION .
—Better it is to

the right conduct of l ife to consider
what will be the end o f a thing , than
what is the beginning of it ; for what
promises fair at first

,
may prove ill , and

what seems at first a disadvantage , may
prove very advantageous. —Wells .

C onsideration is the soil in which w is
dom may be expected to grow , and
strength be given to every upspringing
plant of duty .

—Emerson .

CON SISTEN CY .
—(See IN CON SIST

With consistency a great soul has sim
ply nothing to d'o .

-He may as well con
cern himself with his shadow on the

wall .—Emerson .

Intellectual consistency is far from be
ing the first want of our nature , and is
seldom a primarv want in minds of great
persuasive , as distinguished from con

vincing power .—Strahan .

Inconsistency with past views or con
duct may be but a mark of increasing
knowledge and wisdom .

—Tryon Ed
wards .

Those who honestly mean to be true
contradict themselves more rarely than
those who try to be consistent—0 . W.

Without consistency there is no moral
strength—Owen .

E ither take C hrist into your lives
,
or

cast h im o ut of your lips—E ither be
what thou seemest , or else be what thou
art—Dyer.

He who prays as he ought , will em
deavor to live as he prays—Owen .

C ON SOLATION .
—Before an afl‘lic

tion is digested, consolation comes to o
soon ; and after it is digested

,
it comes

too late ; but there is a mark between
these two , as fine almost as a hair, fo r
a comforter to take aim zit—Sterne .
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God has commanded time to console
th e unhappy —Joubert.

For every bad there might be a worse ;
and when one breaks h is leg let him b e
thankful it was not his neck—8p . Hall .

C onsolation , indiscreetly pressed upon
us when we are suffering under affliction

,

only serves to increase our pain and to
render our grief more poignant .—Rous

seau .

N othing does so establish the mind
amidst the rollings and turbulences o f

present things , as to look above them
and beyond them—above them

,
to the

steady and good hand by which they
are ruled , and beyond them , to the sweet
and beautiful end to which

,
by that

hand, they will be brought—Jeremy
Tay lor.

Quiet and sincere sympathy is often
the most welcome and eflicient consola
tion to the afflicted—Said a wise man
to one in deep sorrow

,

“I did no t come
to comfort you ; God only can do that ;
but I did come to say h ow deeply and
tenderly I feel for you in your aflflic
tion .

”
-Tryon Edwards.

The powers of Time as a comforter
can hardly be overstated ; but the

agency by which he works is exhaustion .

—L . E . Landon .

C ON SPIRACY .
—C onspiracy—a game

invented for the amusement o f uno ccu

p ied men of rank .

C onspiracies no sooner should be
formed than executed—Addison .

C ombinations o f wickedness would
overwhelm the world by the advantage
which licentious principles afford , did
no t those who have lo ng practiced per
fidy grow faithless to each other .—John
son .

C onspiracies
,
l ike thunder clouds ,

should in a moment form and strike l ike
lightning

,
ere the sound is heard—Dow .

C ON STAN CY . C onstancy is the
complement of all other human virtues .

-Mazzini.

The
,

secret of success is constancy o f

purpose—Di sraeli .

A good man it is not mine to see .

C ould I see a man possessed o f con

stancy ,
that would satisfy me .

—C on

incius .

It is often constancy to change the

mind .

—Hoo le .

C ONTEMPT

Without constancy there is neither
lo ve , friendship , nor virtue in the.

world .

-Addison .

I am constant as the N orthern star ,
of whose true-fixed and resting quality
there is no fellow in the firmanent

Shakespeare .

C onstancy to truth and principle may
sometimes lead to what the world calls
inconstancy in conduct—Tryon Ed
wards .

O heaven ! were man but constant, he
were perfect—Shakespeare .

C ON TEMPLATION . There is a
sweet pleasure in contemplation ; and
when a man hath run through a set o f

vanities in the declensio n of his age , he
knows not what to dowith himself if hecannot think—Blount.

In order to improve the mind
,
we

ought less to learn , than to contemplate .

—Descartes.

C ontemplation is to knowledge
,
what

digestion is to food—the way to get l ife
out o f it .

—Tryon Edwards .

A contemplative life has more the ap

pearance of piety than any other ; but
the divine plan is to bring faith into
activity and exercise .

—C ecil.
Let us unite contemplation with ac

tion .

—In the harmony of the two
,
lies

the perfection of character—They are
no t contradictory and incompatible

,
but

mutually helpful to each other .
~—C on

templation will strengthen for action ,

and action sends us back to contempla
tion , and thus the inner and outer life
will be harmoniously developed .

—Fo o te .

CON TEMPT .
—There is not in human

nature a more odious dispositio n than
a proneness to contempt

,
which is a

mixture of pride and ill-nature .

—N or is

there any which more certainly denotes
a bad disposition ; for in a good and
benign temper, there can be no room
for

.

it .

—It is the truest symptom of a
base and bad heart—Fielding .

It is often more necessary to conceal
contempt than resentment

,
the former

being never forgiven
,
but the latter

sometimes forgot . Wrongs are often for
given ; contempt never - C hesterfie ld.

N one but the contemptible are appre~

hensive of contempt .

—Ro chefoucauld.

C ontempt is the only way to triumph
over calumny .

—Mad. dc Maintenon .
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The contented man is never poor ; the
discontented never rich .

Whether happiness may come or not ,
one should try and prepare one ’s self to
do without it .

—G eorge E lio t .

An ounce of contentment is worth a
pound of sadness , to serve God with .

Fuller.

If you are but content you have
enough to live upon with comfort .

Plautus .

Since we cannot get what we like
,
let

us like what we can get—Spanish Prov
erb .

He who is not contented with what he
has

,
would not be contented with what

he would like to have .

C ontentment is natural wealth
,
luxury

is artificial poverty.
—Socrates.

Resign every forbidden joy ; restrain
every wish that is not referred to God’s
will ; banish all eager desires , all anx

iety ; desire only the will of God ; seek
him alone and supremely, and y ou will
find peace .

-Fenelon .

There is a sense in which a man look
ing at the present in the light of .the
future , and tak ing his whole being into
account

,
may be contented with his lot :

that is C hristian contentment—But if a
man has come to that point where he
is so content that he says

,
I do not

want to know any more , or do any more ,
or be any more ,

” he is in a state in which
he ought to be changed into a mummy !
—Of all hideous things a mummy is the
most hideous ; and of mummies, the
most hideous are those that are running
about the streets and talking—H . W.

Beecher.

One who is contented with What he
has done will never become famous for
what he will do .

—He has lain down to
die , and the grass is alreadv

'

growing
over him .

—Bovee .

I am always content with what hap
pens ; for I know that what God chooses
is better than what I choose .

—Ep ictetus.

The fountain of content must spring
up in the mind ; and he who has so

l ittle kn owledge of human nature as to
see happiness by changing anything
but his own disposition

,
will waste h is

life in fruitless efforts , and multiply the
griefs which he proposes to remove .

Johnson .

CONTEN TMENT

That happy state of mind . so rarely
possessed , in which we can say,

“I
have enough ” is the highest attainment
of philosophy . Happiness consists

,
not

in possessing much , but in being con

tent with what we possess . He who

wants little always has enough—Zim
mermann .

My God, give me neither poverty nor
riches , but whatsoever it may be thy
will to give , give me, with it , a heart
that knows humbly to acquiesce in what
is thy will Go ttho ld.

C ontentment givbs a crown ,
'

where
fortune hath denied it .

-Ford.

What though we quit all glittering
pomp and greatness,w e may enj oy con
tent ; in that alone is ! reatness, power,
wealth , hono r, all sum ed up .

-Powell .

If two angels were sent down from
heaven , one to conduct an empire

,
and

the other to sweep a street
,
they would

feel no inclination to change employ
ments . -John N ewton .

To be content with even the best
people , we must be contented with little
and bear a great deal . Tho se who are
most perfect have many imperfections

,

and we have great faults ; between the
two , mutual toleration becomes very dif
ficult .

—Fenelon .

True contentment depends not upon
what we have ; a tub was large enough
for Diogenes, but a world was too little
for Alexander .—C o lton .

Learn to be pleased with everything ;
with wealth , so far as it makes us bene
fi cial to others ; with poverty , for not
having much to care for ; and with oh
scurity , for being unenvied .

—Plutarch .

They that deserve nothing should be
content with anything . Bless God for
what y ou have , and trust God for what
you want . If we cannot bring our con

dition to our mind , we must bring our
mind to our condition ; if a man is not
content in the state he is in

,
he will not

be content in the state he would be in
Erskine Mason .

You traverse the world in search of
happiness, which is within the reach o f
every man ; a contented mind confers
it all .

—Horace .

C ontentment is a pearl of reat price
,

and whoever procures it at t e expense
of ten thousand desires makes a wise and
a happy purchase .

-Balguy .
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It is a great blessing to possess what
one wishes , said one to an ancient phi
losopher.

—It is a greater still , was the
reply

,
not to desire what one does no t

possess .
C ontentment with the divine will

_is
the best remedy we can apply to m is

fortunes—Sir W. Temp le .

C ontentment produces , in some meas
ure

,
all those effects which the alchymist

ascribes to what he calls the philoso

pher
’

s stone ; and if it does not bring
riches

,
it does the same thing by ban

ishing the desire of them . If it canno t
remove the disquietudes arising from a
man’s mind

,
body

,
or fortune , it makes

him easy under them .
—Addison .

He that is never satisfied with any
thing

,
satisfies no one .

A man who finds no satisfaction in
himself

,
seeks for it in vain elsewhere .

Ro chefoucauld.

C ontent has a kindly influence on the
soul of man

,
in respect of every being

to whom he stands related . It extin

guishes all murmuring , repining , and in
gratitude toward that Being who has
allotted us our part to act in the world .

It destroys all inordinate ambition ; gives
sweetness to the conversation , and seren
ity to all the thoughts ; and if it does
not bring riches, it does the same thing
by banishing the desire of them .

—Addi
son .

The noblest mind the best content
ment has—Spenser .

C ON TRADICTION —We must not
contradict

,
but instruct him that con

tradicts us ; for a madman is not cured
by another running mad also—Antis
thenes .

We take contradiction more easily v

than is supposed , if not violently given ,
even though it is well founded—Hearts
are like flowers ; they remain open to the
softly falling dew, but shut up in the
violent downpour of rain—Richter.

.

Assertion is not argument ; to contra
dict the statement of an opponent is not
proof that you are correct—Johnson .

C ONTRAST .
—~The lustre of dia

monds is invigorated by the interposi
tion of darker bodies ; the lights o f a
picture are created by the shades ; the
highest pleasure which nature has in

CON TROVERSY

dulged to sensitive perception is that of

rest after fatigue—Johnson .

The rose and the thorn ,
'

and sorrow
and gladness are linked together
Saadi.

Where there is much light , the sh adow
is deep—Goethe .

If there be light , then there is dark
ness ; if cold , then heat ; if height , depth
also ; if solid , then fluid ; hardness and

softness ; roughness and smoothness ;
calm and tempest ; prosperity and ad

versity ; life and death—Py thagoras .

Joy and grief are never far apart—In
the same street the shutters of one house
are closed , while the curtains of the next
are brushed by the shadows of the dance .

-A wedding party returns from the
church ; and a funeral winds to its door .
—The smiles and sadness of life are the
tragi-comedy o f Shake

’

speare .
—G ladness

and sighs brighten and dim the mirror
he beholds .

—Willmo tt .

It is a very poor, though common pre
tence to merit , to make it appear by
the faults of other men ; a mean wit or

beauty may pass in a room where the
rest of the company are allowed to have
none ; it is something to sparkle amo ng
diamonds ; but to shine among pebbles
is neither credit nor value worth the
pretending—Sir W. Temp le .

C ON TROVERSY . There is no
learned man but will confess he hath
much profited by reading controversies ;
his senses awakened

,
his j udgment sharp

ened , and the truth which he holds more
firmly established . In logic they teach
that contraries laid together more evi
dently appear ; and controversy being
permitted , falseho od will appear more
false , and truth more true—Milton .

uMo st
.

controversies would soon be
ended , if those engaged in them would
first accurately define their terms . and

then adhere to their definitions—Tryon
Edwards .

Disagreement is refreshing when two
men lovingly desire to compare their
views to find out truth—C ontroversy is
wretched when it is only an attempt to
prove another wrong—Religious contro
versy does only harm .

—It destroys hum
ble inquiry after truth

, and throws all
the energies into an attempt to prove
ours elves right—a sp irit in which no
man gets at truth—F. W. Robertson .
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The evils
.

oi controversy are transi
tory

,
while its benefits are permanent .

—Robert Hall .

What C icero says of war may be ap
plied to disputing ,—it should always be
so managed as to remember that the
only true end of it is peace—But gen
orally, disputants are like sportsmen
their whole delight is in the pursuit ; and
a disputant no more cares for the truth ,

than the sportsman for the hare—Pope .

C ON VERSATION .
—It is good to

rub and polish our brain against that of
others—Mon taigne .

The first ingredient in conversation is
truth ; the next , good sense ; the

.

third ,
good humor ; and the fourth , Wit—Sir
W. Temp le .

One of the best rules in conversation
is , never to say a thing which any of

the company can reasonably wish had
been left unsaid .

—Swift.

Among well-bred people
,
a mutual

deference is affected ; contempt of others
disguised ; authority concealed ; atten
tion given to each in his turn ; and an

easy stream o f conversation is main
tained, without vehemence , without in
terruption , without eagerness for victory
and without any airs of superio rity
Hume .

To l isten well
,
is as powerful a means

of influence as to talk well , and is as es

sential to all true conversation .

A single conversation across the table
with a wise man is worth a month ’s
study of books—C hinese Proverb .

Know how to listen , and you will
profit even from those who talk badly;
—Plutarch .

Great talent for conversation should
be accompanied with great politeness .
He who eclipses others owes them great
civilities ; and,

whatever mistaken vanity
may tell us , it is better to please in con
versation than to shine in it .

The art of conversation consists
. as

much in listening politely, as in talking
agreeably .

—Atwell .

N o
’

one will ever shine in conversa
tion who thinks o f saying fine things ; to
please , one must say many things indif
ferent , and many very bad—Francis
Lo ckier.

The reason why so few people are
agreeable in conversation , is, that each

C ONVERSAT ION

is thinking more of what he is intending
to say , than of what o thers are saying ;
and we never listen when we are plan
ning to speak -

. Rochefoucauld.

I don’t like to talk much with people
who always agree with me . It is amus
ing

'

to coquette with an echo for a little
while , but one soon tires o f it .

—C arly le .

He who sedulously attends
,
pointedly

asks , calmly speaks , coolly answers, and
ceases when he has no more to say ,

is
in possession of some of the best requi
sites of conversation—Lavater.

N ever hold any one by the button
, or

the hand , in order to be heard out ; for

if people are unwilling to hear you
,
you

had better hold your tongue than them .

—C'hesterfield.

.

Silence is one great\art of conversa
tion—Hazlitt.

C onversation is an art in which a man
has all mankind for competitors—Emer

son .

In conversation
,
humor is more than

w it , and easiness more than knowledge .

-Few desire to learn , or think they need
it .

—All desire to be pleased , or at least
to be easy—Sir W. Temp le .

The tone o f good conversation is bril
liant and natural . -It is neither tedious
nor frivolous—It is instructive without
pedantry ; gay , without tumultuousness ;
polished

,
without affectation ; gallant ,

without insipidity ; waggish , witho ut
equivocation .

-Rousseau .

As it is the characteristic of great wits
to say much in few words , so it is of

small wits to talk much , and say noth
ing .
—Ro chefoucauld.

N ot only to say the right thing in the
right place , but far more difficult , to
leave unsaid the wrong thing at the
tempting moment . —Sala .

It is a secret known to but few , yet o f
no small use in the conduct of l ife , that
when you fall into a man’s conversation ,

the first thing you should consider, is ,
Whether he has a greater inclination to
hear y ou ,

or that you should hear him .

—Steele .

Our companions please us less from
the charms we find in their conversation ,
than from those they find in ours —Gre
ville .

There cannot be a greater rudeness
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talk like the weakest ; for, indeed , the
talking with a friend is nothing else but
thinking aloud—Addison .

C onversation should be pleasant with
out scurrility ,

witty without affectation ,
free Without indecency , learned without
conceitedness

,
novel without falsehood .

—Shakespeare .

One wo uld think that the larger the
company is , the greater variety of

thoughts and subj ects would be start ed
in discourse ; but instead of this , we find
that conversation is never so much strait
ened and confined as in large assemblies .
-Addison .

In company it is a very great fault to
be more forward in setting off one ’s self,
and talking to show one ’s parts , than
to learn the worth , and be truly ac

quainted with the abilities of men .
—He

that makes it his business not to know
,

but to be known
,
is like a foolish trades

man , who makes all the haste he can to
sell off his o ld stock , but takes no
thought of laying in any new.

-C harron .

C onversation warms the mind , enliv
ens the imagination

,
and is continually

starting fresh game that is immediately
pursued and taken, which would never
have occurred in the duller intercourse
of epistolary correspondence—Franklin .

It is no t necessary to be garrulous in
order to be entertaining—To be a ju
dicious and sympathetic listener will go
far toward making y ou an agreeable
companion

,
self-fo rgetful , self-possessed ,

but not selfish enough to monopolize the
conversation—A . L . Jack.

It is wonderful that so many shall en
tertain those with whom they converse
by g iving them the history of their pains
and ach es ; and imagine such narrations
their quota of the conversation . This
is

, of all other, the meanest help to dis
course

,
and a man must not think at all ,

or think himself very insignifificant when
he finds an account of his headache an

swered by another’s asking what is the
news in the last mail .—Steele .

C ON VERSION .
—As to the value of

conversions , God only can judge—He

alone can know how wide are the
.

steps

which the soul has to take befo re
o

n can

approach to a community With h im , to
the dwell ing o f the perfect , o r to the

intercourse and friendship o f higher na
tures—Goethe .

In what way , or by what manner of

working G od changes a soul from evil
to good—how .he impregnates the barren
rock with priceless gems and golds—is, to
the human mind

,
an impenetrable mys

tery .
—C o leridge .

C onversion is not implanting eyes
, for

they exist already ; but giving them a
right direction , which they have no t

Plato .

C onversion is but the first step in the
divine life—As long as we live we should
more and more be turn ing from all that
is evil , and to all that is good .

Tryon Edwards .

We are born with our backs upon God
and heaven , and our faces upon sin and
hell , till grace comes, and that converts—turns us .

—Philip Henry .

C onversion is a deep work—a heart
work .

—It goes throughout the man
,

throughout the mind , throughout the
members, througho ut the entire life
Alleine .

Where there is a sound conversion
,

then a man is wholly given unto G od,

body, soul , and spirit . He regards not
sin in his heart, but hath a respect to
all God’s commandments—Bo lton .

The time when I was converted was
when religion became no longer a mere
duty, but a pleasure—Prof. Linco ln .

C onversion i s no repairing of the old
building ; but it takes all down and
erects a new structure . The sincere
C hristian is quite a new fabric

,
from the

foundation to the top—stone all new
A lleine .

C ON V IV IALITY .
- There are few

tables where convivial talents will not
pass in payment , especially where the
host wants brains, or the guest has
money—Zimmerman .

The dangers of a convivial spirit are
,

that it may lead to excess in that which
,

in moderation , is good—Excessive in
dulgence has made many a young man

prematurely o ld, and changed a noble
nature to that o f the beast—Armstrong .

C OQUETTE—A coquette is a young
lady of more beauty than sense

,
more

accomplishments than learning
,
more

charms of person than graces o f mind
,

more admirers than friends
,
more fo ols

than wise men for attendants—Long
fellow .
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A coquette is a woman without any

heart
,
who makes a fool of a man that

hasn’t got any head .

Heartlessness and fas cination , in about
equal quantities

,
constitute the receipt

for forming the character of a court cc
quette .

—Mad. De luzy .

An accomplished coquettee xcites the
passions of others, in proport ion as she

feels none herself—Hazlitt.

The characteristic o f coquettes is af

fectation governed by whim .

—Their life
is one constant lie ; and the only rule
by which yo u can form any j udgment
of them ,

is
,
that they are never what

they seem .
—Fielding .

A coquette is l ike a recruiting ser
geant

,
always on the lookout for fresh

victims— .Jerro ld
There is one antidote only for co

quetry ,
and that Is true love -Mad De

luzy .

The adoration o f his heart had been
to her only as the perfume of a wild
flower, which sh e had carelessly crushed
with her foot in passing—Longfe llow .

The most effective coquetry is inno
cence .

—Lamartine .

She who only finds her self-esteem in

admiration
,
depends on others for her

daily food and is the very servant of

her slaves—Over men she may exert a
childish power, which not ennobles

,
b ut

degrades her state—Joanna Baillie .

A coquette is one that is never t o be
persuaded out of the passion she has to
please , nor out of a good opinion of her
own beauty -T ime and years she re

gards as things that wrinkle and decay
only other women ; forgets that age is
written in the face ; and that the same
dress which became her when young,

now only makes her lo ok , the older .

Affectation cleaves to her even in sick
ness and pain

,
and she dies in a high

head and colored ribbons H—Fielding
God created the coquette as soon as

he had made the fool . —Victor Hugo .

C ORRUPTION .
—O that estates

,
de

grees , and offices were not derived cor

ruptly , and that clear honor were pur
chased by the merit o f the wearer .

Shakespeare .

C orrupt influence is itself the peren
nial spring of all prodigality

,
and of all

disorder ; it loads us more than millions
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of debt ; takes away vigor from our arms
,

wisdom from our councils , and every
shadow of authority and credit from the
mo st venerable parts of our constitu

tion—Burke .

The corruptions of the country are
closely allied to those o f the town

,
with

no difference but what is made by an

other mode of thought and living .

Swift.

C OUN SEL—C onsult your friend on

all things , especially on those which re

spect yourself—His counsel may then
be useful where your own self-love
might impair your j udgment—Seneca .

The kingdom of Israel was first rent
and broken by ill counsel ; upon which
there are

_

set , for our instruct-ion , the
two marks whereby bad counsel is ever
best discerned —that it was young coun
sel for the persons

, and Violent counsel
for the matter .—Bacon .

In
.

counsel it is good to see dangers ;
but in execution , no t to see them unless
they be very great—Bacon .

There is as much difference between
the counsel that a friend giveth

,
and

that a man giveth h imself , as there is
between the counsel of a friend and aflatterer .

—'Bacon .

Good counsels observed
,
are chains to

grace
,
which , neglected , prove halters to

strange , undutiful children—Fuller.

C ounsel and conversation are a sec
ond education , which improve

"

all the
Virtue , and correct all the vice of the
first , and of nature itself—C’larendon .

Whoever is wise is apt to suspect and
be diflident of himself

,
and upon that

account is willing to hearken unto coun
sel ; whereas the foolish man

,
being , in

proportion to his fo lly ,
full of himself ,

and swallowed up in conceit , will seldom
take any counsel but his own , and for
the very reason that it is his own .

Balguy .

COUN TEN AN CE —(See FACE . )

It is hard for the face to conceal the
thoughts of the heart—the true charac
ter of the soul .—The look without is
an index of what is within .

The cheek is apter than the tongue to
tell an errand—Shakespeare .

A cheerful
,
easy

,
open countenance

will make fools think you
.

a good
-na

tured man , and make designing men
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think you an undesigning one—C hester
field.

Alas ! how few of nature ’s faces there
are to gladden us with their beauty
The cares, and sorrows

,
and hungerings

o f the world change them , as they change
hearts ; and it is only when the passions
sleep and have lost their hold forever
that the troubled clouds pass off, and
leave heaven’s surface clear .

—It is a
common thing for the countenances o f

the dead , even in that fixed and rigid
state , to subside into the long forgotten
expression of infancy

,
and settle into

the very look of early life—So calm , so

peaceful do they grow again
,
that those

who knew them in their happy child
hood ,

kneel by the coffin
’
s side in awe ,

and see the angels even upon earth .

Dickens .

C OUN TRY .

—If you would be known
and no t know , vegetate in a village—If
y ou would know and no t be known

,
live

in a city —C o lton .

The country is both the philosopher’s
garden and h is library

,
in which he reads

and contemplates the power
,
wisdom

,

and goodness of G od—Penn .

N ot rural sights alone
,
but rural

sounds , exhilarate the spirit , and restore
the tone of languid nature—C owper.

There is virtue in country houses
,
in

gardens and orchards , in fields
,
streams ,

and groves
,
in rustic recreations and

plain manners , that neither cities
'nor

universities enj oy—A . B. Alco tt.

Men are taught virtue and a love of
independence , by living in the country .

—Menander .

If country life be healthful to the
body

,
it is no less so to the mind .

Rufi
‘ini.

In those vernal seasons of the year
when the air is calm and pleasant , it
were an inj ury and sullenness against
nature no t to go out and see her riches ,
and partake in her rej oicing with heaven
and earth—Milton .

I consider it the best part of an edu
cation to have been born and brought
up in the country —A . B. Alco tt.

God made the country
,
and man made

the town .

-What wonder
,
then

,
that

health and virtue should most abound .

and least be threatened in the fields and
groves—C owper.

COURAGE

I fancy the proper means fo r increas
ing the love we bear to our native coun
try , is , to reside some time in a

’

foreign

one .
—Shenstone .

Let our obj ect be our country, our

whole country , and nothing but our

country .
—Daniel Webster.

Our country, however bounded or de
scribed -still our country, to be cher
ished in all our hearts—to be defended
by all our hands—R . C . Winthrop .

C OURAGE C ourage consists , not in
blindly overlooking

,

danger
, but in seeing

and conquering it .
—Rich ter.

True courage is cool and calm .
—The

bravest of m en have the least of a bru
tal

,
bullying insolence, and in the very

time of danger are found the most sereneand free .
—Shaftsbury .

The truest courage is always mixed
with circumspection ; this being the
quality which distinguishes the courage
o f the wise from the hardiness o f the
rash and foolish —Jones of N ay land.

It is an error to -suppose that courage
means courage in evervthing .

-Most
people are brave only in the dangers to
which they accustom themselves

,
either

in imagination o r practice—Bulwer.

C ourage that grows from constitution ,

often forsakes a man when he has c c

casion for it ; courage whi ch arises from
a sense o f duty, acts in a uniform man

ner—Addison .

C ourage from hearts and not from
numbers grows—Dryden .

C ourage is , on all hands
,
considered

as an essential o f high character
Froude .

C onscience is the root of all true cour
age ; if a man would be brave let him
obey his conscience—J . F. C larke .

C ourage in danger is half the battle .

—Plautus .

True courage is not the brutal force
of vulgar heroes

,
but the firm resolve o f

virtue and reason—Whitehead.

N o man can answer for his courage
who has never been in danger—Roche
foucauld.

Moral courage is a virtue of higher
cast and nobler origin than physical .
It springs from a consciousness of vir

tue
,
and renders a man . in the pursuit

or defence o f right , superior to the fear
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The court is a golden ,
but fatal circle ,

upon whose magic skirts a thousand dev
ils sit tempting innocence , and beckon
early virtue from its center — .N Lee .

An old courtier , with veracity , good
sense , and a faithful memory , is an in
estimable treasure ; he i s full of transac
tions and maxims ; in him o ne may find
the history of the age , enriched with a
great many curious circumstances which
we never meet with in books ; from him
we may learn rules for our conduct and
manners , of the more weight , because
founded on facts

,
and illustrated by

striking examples—Bruyere .

Bred in camps
,
trained in the gallant

openness o f truth that best becomes a
soldier, thou art happily a stranger to
the baseness and infamy o f courts .

Mallet.

The court is like a palace built of

marble—made up of very hard , and very
polished materials—Bruyere .

The chief requisites for a courtier
O

are

a flexible conscience and an infleXib le
politeness .

—Lady Blessington .

With the people o f courts the tongue
is the artery o f their withered life , the
spiral spring and flag-feather o f their
souls .

-Rich ter.

See how he sets his countenance for
deceit , and promises a lie befo re he
speaks—Dryden .

Poor wretches
,
that depend on great

ness’s favor , dream , as I have done , and
wake and find nothing—Shakespeare .

C OURTSHIP . C ourtship consists in
a number o f quiet attentions , not so

pointed as to alarm , nor so vague as

not to be understood—Sterne .

The pleasantest part of a man’s life
is generally that which passes in court
ship

,
provided his passion be sincere ,

and the party beloved
,
kind , with disere

tion . Love
,
desire , hope , all the pleasing

motions of the soul , rise in the pursuit .
—Addison .

She half consents , who silently denies .
-Ovid.

She is a woman , therefore may be
wooed ; she is a woman , therefore may
be won—Shakespeare .

If yo u cannot inspire a woman with
love o f yourself, fill her above the brim
w ith love o f herself ; all that runs over
wil l be yours—C o lton .

COVETOUSNESS

M en are April when they w oo ; De

cember when they wed s—Shakespeare .

With women worth being won
,
the

softest lover ever best succeeds—A . Hi ll .

I profess not to know how women ’s
hearts are wooed and won .

—To me they
have always been matters of riddle and
admiration—Washington Irving.

The man that has a tongue , I say ,
is

no man
,
if with his tongue he cannot

win a woman—Shakespeare .

Let a woman once give you a task
and you are hers, \ h eart and soul ; all
yo ur care and trouble lend new charms
to her for whose sake they are taken
To rescue , to revenge , to instruct , or to
protect a woman

,
is all the same as to

love hen—Rich ter.

C OVETOUSN ESS .
—Desire of having

is the sin of covetousness . —Shakespeare .

If money be not thy servant
,
it will

be thy master . The covetous man can
not so properly be said to possess wealth
as that may be said to possess him
Bacon .

C ovetousness, by a greediness of get
ting more , deprives itself of the true end
of getting ; it loses the enj oyment of
what it had go t—Sprat.
The only gratification a covetous man

gives his neighbors, is, to let them see

that he himself is as little better fo r
what he has , as they are—Penn .

C ovetous men are fools
,
miserable

wretches, buzzards, madmen , who l ive by
themselves , in perpetual slavery

,
fear

,

suspicion , sorrow, discontent , with more
of gall than honey in their enj oyments ;
who are rather possessed by their money
than possessors o f it ; bound

’prentices
to their property ; mean slaves and
drudges to their substance —Burton .

The covetous person lives as if the
world were made altogether for him

,
and

no t he for the world ; to take in every
thing and part with nothing—South .

C ovetousness swells the principal to
no purpose , and lessens the use to all
purposes—Jeremy Tay lor.

A man may as easily fill a chest with
grace as the heart with gold—The air
fills not the body , neither does money
the covetous heart of man—Spenser.

When all sins are old in us and go

upon
. crutches , covetousness does but

then h e in her cradle—Decker.
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C ovetousness is both the beginning
and end of the devil ’s alphabet—the first
vice in corrupt nature that moves, and
the last which dies—South .

Why are we so blind ? —That which
we improve

,
we have ; that which we

hoard
,
is not for ourselves—Mad . De

luzy .

The covetous man heaps up riches , not
to enj oy

,
but to have them ; he starves

himself in the midst of plenty ; cheats
and robs himself o f that which is his
own ,

and makes a hard shift to be as
poor and miserable with a great estate
as any man can be without it .

—Tillo t
son .

Refrain from covetousness , and thy es

tate shall prosper .—Plato .

The covetous man pines in plenty ,
l ike Tantalus up to the chin in water ,
and yet thirsty —T. Adams .

After hypocrites , the greatest dupes
the devil has are those who exhaust an
anxious existence in the disappointments
and vexations of business , and live mis
erab ly and meanly only to die magnifi

cently and rich—They serve the devil
without receiving his wages , and fo r the
empty foolery of dying rich , pay down
their health

,
happiness, and integrity .

C o lton .

COWARDIC E —The craven ’s fear is
but selfishness , l ike his merriment .

Whittier.

C owardice is not synonymous with
prudence—It often happens that

__
the

better part of discretion is valor .—a’-
"

Haz

litt.

It is the coward who fawns upon
those above him .

-It is the coward who
is insolent whenever he dares be so .

Junius .

C owards falter , but danger is often
overcome by those who nobly dare
Queen E lizabeth .

Peace and plenty breed cowards ; hard
ness ever of hardiness is the mother .
Shakespeare .

At the bottom of a good deal of the
bravery that appears in the world there
lurks a miserable cowardice—Men will
face powder and steel because they can
not face public opinion—E . H . C hapin .

C owards die many times before their
death ; the valiant never taste of death
but once—Shakespeare .

C REDUL ITY

C OXC OMB.
—(See “FOPPERY .

A coxcomb begins by determining that
his own profession is the first ; and he
finishes by deciding that he is the first
in his profession—C o lton .

N ature has sometimes made a fool ;
but a coxcomb is always of a man ’s own
making—Addison
Foppery is never cured - It is the bad

stamina o f the mind, which , l ike those
of the body , are never rectified—Once a
coxcomb , always a coxcomb—Johnson .

N one are so seldom found alone , and
are so soon tired of their own company
as those coxcombs who are on the best
terms with themselves .T C o lton .

A coxcomb ' is ugly all over with the
affectation o f the fine gentleman—John
son

CREDIT .
- C redit is like a looking

glass , which , when once sullied by a
breath

,
may be

‘

w iped clear again ; but if
once cracked can never be repaired
Walter Sco tt.

The most trifling actions that affect a
man’s credit are to be regarded . The

sound of your hamm er at five in the
morning , or nine at night , heard by a
creditor , makes him easier six months
longer ; but if he sees y ou at a billiard
table

,
or hears your vo ice at a tavern

when you should be at work
,
he sends

for his money the next day—Franklin .

Too large a credit has made many a
bankrupt ; taking even less than a man

can answer with ease , is a sure fund for
extending it whenever his occasions re

quire—The Guardian .

N othing so cements and holds to

gether all the parts of a society as faith
ora creidit , which can never be kept up
unless men are under some force or ne
cessity of honestly paying what they owe

to one another .

-C icero .

CREDITOR.
—C reditors have better

memories than debtors ; they are a su

perstitious sect , great observers of set

days and times—Franklin .

The creditor whose appearance glad
dens the heart of a debtor may hold his
head in sunbeams , and h is foot o n

storms .—Lavater.

CREDULITY—O credulity , thou hast
as many ears as fame has tongues

,
Open

to every sound of truth
,
as falsehood .

Harvard.
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C redulity is belief on slight evidence ,
with no evidence , o r against evidence .

In this sense it. is the infidel , not the be
l iever

, who is credulous . The simple ,
”

says Solomon ,
“believeth every word .

—Tryon Edwards .

The more gross the fraud , the more
glibly will it go down and the more
greedily will it be swallowed , since folly
will always find faith wherever impos
tors will find impudence .

—Bovee .

The only disadvantage o f an honest
heart is credulity —Sir P . Sidney .

C redulity is the common failing o f

inexperienced virtue ; and he who is

spontaneously suspicio us may j ustly be
charged with radical corruption—John
son .

C redulity is perhaps a weakness , al

most inseparable from eminently truth
ful characters .

—Tuckerman .

As credulity is a more peaceful po s
session of the mind than curiosity , so

preferable is that wisdom which con

verses about the surface , to that pre
tended philosophy which enters into the
depth of things , and then comes back
gravely with the informations and dis
coveries that in the inside they are good
for nothing—Swift .

I cannot spare the luxury of believing
that all things beautiful are what they
seem .

—Ha lleck.

The general goodness which is nour
ished in noble hearts , makes every one

think that strength o f virtue to be in
ano ther whereof they find assured foun
dation in themselves—Sir P . Sidney .

It is a curious paradox that precisely
in proportion to our own intellectual
weakness

,
will be our credulity as to the

mysterious powers assumed by others .

—C o lton .

You believe easily that which you
hope for earnestly—Terence .

The mo st positive men are the most
credulous

,
since they most believe them

selves
,
and advise most with their fals

est
‘ flatterer and worst enemy , -their

own self-love .
—Pope .

Generous souls are still most subj ect
to credulity .

—Davenant.

Some men are bigoted in politics, who
are infide ls in religion—Ridiculous
credulity —Junius .

We believe at once in evil , we only

CREED

believe in good upon reflection—Is no t

this sad?—Mad. Deluzy .

More persons , on the whole , are hum
bugged by believing in nothing , than
by believing too much .

—P . T. Barnum .

Your noblest natures are most credu

lous—C hapman .

To take for granted as truth all that
is alleged against the fame of others, is
a species of credulity that men would
blush at on any o ther subj ect—Jane
Porter.

Beyond all credulity is the credulous
ness o f atheists , who believe that chance
could make the world

,
when it cannot

build a house .

—C tarke .

The remedy for the present threat
ened decay o f faith‘ is not a more
stalwart creed o r a more unflinching ao

ceptance o f it
,
but a profoundly spirit

ual life—Lyman Abbo tt.

C harles the Second , hearing Vossius , a
celebrated free—thinker

,
repeating some

incredible stories about the C hinese ,
said

,

“
This is a very strange man . He

believes everything but the Bible ! ”

CREED—(See BELIEF .

A good creed is a gate to the city that
hath foundations ; a misleading creed
may be a road to destruction , or if both
misleading and alluring it may become
what Shakespeare calls a primrose path
to the eternal b onfire .

—Jospeh
’

C ook.

In politics, as in religion , we have less
charity for those who believe the half
o f our creed , than for those who deny
the whole of it .

—C o lton .

If you have a Bible creed , it is w ell ;
but is it filled out and inspired by C hris
tian love ? —J . F. Brodie .

Though I do not like creeds in re

ligious matters , I verily believe that
creeds had something to do with our

Revolution—In their religious contro
versies the people of N ew England had
always been accustomed to stand on

points ; and when Lord N orth undertook
to tax them , then they stood on points
also—It so happened , fortunately, that
th eir opposition to Lord N orth was a
point on which they were all united
Danie l Webster.

The weakest part of a man’s creed is
that which he holds for himself alone ;
the strongest is that which he holds in
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the bed , the symbol of repose , into an
instrument of torture—Longfe llow .

The most noble criticism is that in
which the critic is not the antagonist
so much as the rival of the author .
Disraeli.

It is quite cruel that a poet cannot
wander through his regions of enchant
ment without having a critic , forever,
like the old man of the sea, upon his
back—Moore .

Get your enemies to read your works
in order to mend them ; for your friend
is so much your second self that he will“

j udge too much like y ou—Pope .

Is it in destroying and pulling down
that skill is displayed ?—The shallowest
understanding , the rudest hand , is more
than equal to that task—Burke .

The pleasure of criticism takes from
us that of being deeply moved by very
beautiful things—Bruyere .

It is a barren kind of criticism which
tells you what a thing is not .—R . W.

Griswo ld.

The legitimate aim of criticism is to
direct attention to the excellent—The
bad will dig its own grave

,
and the im

perfect may safely be left to that final
neglect from which no amount of pres
ent undeserved popularity can rescue it .

—Bovee .

The opinion of the great body of the
reading public

,
is very materially influ

enced even by the unsupported asser
tions of those who assume a right to
criticise -Macaulay .

The strength of criticism lies only in
the weakness of the thing criticised .

Longfellow .

CRITICS .
—C ritics are sentinels in the

grand army of letters , stationed at the
corners o f newspapers and reviews

, to

challenge every new author .
—Longfe l

low .

There is scarcely a g ood critic of books
born in our age , and yet every fool
thinks himself justified in criticising per
sons :—Bulwer.

C ritics must excuse me if I compare
them to certain animals called asses ,
who , by gnawing vines , originally taught
the great advantage o f pruning them .

Shenstone .

The eyes of critics, whether in com
mending or carping , are both on one

C RIT IC S

side
,
like those of a turbot .—Landor.

A spirit of criticism , if indulged in .

leads to a censoriousness of disposition
that is destructive of all nobler feeling .

The man who lives to find faults has a
miserable mission .

Some critics are like chimney-sweep
ers ; they put out the fire below , and
frighten the swallows from their nests
above ; they scrape a lo ng time in the
chimney, cover themselves with soot ,
and bring nothing away but a bag of

cinders
,
and then sing out from the t0 p

of the house , as if they had built it
Longfellow .

The critical faculty has its value in
correcting errors

,
reforming abuses

,
and

demolishing superstiti
'

ns .

—But the con
structive faculty is m ch nobler in it
self, and immeasurably mo re valuable
in its results

,
for the obvious reason that

it is a much nobler and better thing to
build i

’

ip than to pull down .

-It requires
skill and labor to erect a building , but
any idle tramp can burn it down—Only
God can form and paint a flower , but
any foolish child can pull it to pieces .

J . AI . Gibson .

It behooves the mino r critic , who

hunts for blemishes , to be a little dis
trustful of h is own sagacity .

—Junius .

To be a mere verbal critic is what no
man of genius would be if he could ;
but to be a critic of true taste and

feeling , is What no man without genius
could be if he would—C o lton .

C ritics are a kind of freebo oters in
the republic of letters, who ,

l ike deer ,
goats , and diverse other graminivorous
animals , gain subsistence by gorging
upon buds and leaves of the young
shrubs of the forest

,
thereby robbing

them of their verdure and retarding their

progress to maturity
—Washington Irv

ing .

He , whose first emotio n on the view
of an excellent production is to under
value it , will never have one of his own
to show .

—Aikin .

The severest critics are always those
who have either never attempted , or

who have failed in original composition .

—Hazlitt.

Of all mortals a critic is the silliest ;
fo r, inuring himself to examine all
things

,
whether they are of consequence

or not , he never looks upon anything
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but with a design of passing sentence
upon it ; by which means he is never a
companion, but always a censor . —Steele .

There are some critics who change
everything that comes under their hands
to gold ; but to this privilege of Midas
they j oin sometimes his ears—J. P .

Senn .

CROSS—The cross is the only ladder
high enough to touch Heaven ’s thresh
old .
—G . D . Boardman .

The greatest of all crosses is self—If
we die in part every day , we shall have
but little to do on the last .

- These little
daily deaths will destroy the power of
the final dying .

—Fenelon .

C arry the cross patiently
,
and with

perfect submission ; and in the end it
shall carry you—Thomas d Kempis .

While to the reluctant the cross is too
heavy to be borne

,
it grows light to

the heart of willing trust .
The cross of C hrist , on which he was

extended
,
points

,
in the length of it

,
to

heaven and earth
,
reconciling them to

gether ; and in the breadth of it , to
former and following ages

,
as being

equal ly salvation to both .

The cross of C hrist is the sweetest
burden that I ever bore ; it is such a
burden as wings are to a bird

, or sails
to a ship , to carry me forward to my
harbor .—Rutherford.

CRUELTY .
—All cruelty springs from

hard—heartedness and weakness—Seneca.

I would not enter on my list of friends
the man who needlessly sets foot -upon
a worm .

—C owper.

C ruelty and fear shake hands together .
—Balzac .

Man’s inhumanity to man
,
makes

countless thousands mourn—Burns .

C rue lty ,
like every other vice

,
requires

no
.

motive outside of itself ; it only re

quires opportunity—George E lio t.

One of the ill effects of cruelty is that
it makes the by-standers cruel . -Bu:rton .

C ruelty to dumb animals is one o f
the distinguishing vices of the lowest and
basest o f the people .

—Wherever it is
found , it is a certain mark o f ignorance
and meanness—Jones of N ayland .

Detested sport , that owes its pleasures
to another’s pain—C owper.

C ULTIVAT ION .
—The highest pur

CUN N IN G

pose of intellectual cultivation is
, to

give a man a perfect knowledge and
maste iy of his own inner self—N ovalis .

V irtue and talents , though allowed
their due consideration

,
yet are not

enough to procure a man a welcome
wherever he comes . N obody contents
himself with rough diamonds, or wears
them so . When polished and set

,
then

they give a lustre—Lo cke .

It matters little whether a man be
mathematically

,
or philologically , o r

artistically cultivated, so he be but cul
tivated .

—Go ethe .

Partial culture runs to the ornate ;
extreme culture to simplicity —Bovee .

It is very rare to find ground which
produces nothing—If it is not covered
with flowers

,
fruit trees , and grains

,
it

produces briars and pines—It is the
same with man ; if he is

’

not virtuous
,
he

becomes vicious—Bruyere .

C ultivation to the mind
,
is as neces

sary as food to the body —C icero .

That is true cultivation which gives
us sympathy with every form of human
life

,
and enables us to work most suc

cessfully for its advancement . Refine

ment that carries
"

us away from our
fellow-men is not God’s refinement
H . W. Beecher.

As the soil , however rich it may he ,

cannot be productive without culture , so
the mind

,
without cultivation , can never

pi oduce good fruit H—Seneca
I am very sure that any man of com

mon understanding may
,
by culture

,
care ,

attention
, and labor , make himself what

ever he pleases
,
except a great poet

C hesterfield.

Whatever expands the affections , o r

enlarges the sphere of our sympathies
Whatever makes us feel our relation to
the universe and all that it inherits in
t ime and in eternity

,
and to the great

and beneficent cause of all
,
must un

questionably refine our nature , and ele
vate us in the scal e of being .

—C hanning.

GUN N IN G .

—(See
C unning is the ape of wisdom .

—Locke .

C unning signifies, especially, a habit
or gift of overreaching

,
accompanied

with enjoyment and a sense of superi
ority .

—It is associated with small and
dull conceit , and with an absolute want
of sympathy or affection—It is the in
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tensest rendering
.

of vulgarity , absolute
and utter .—Ruskin .

C leverness and cunning are incom

patible .

—I never saw them united—The
latter is the resource of the weak , and

is only natural to them—C hildren and
fools are always cunning , but clever
people never .—Byron .

C unning is none of the best nor worst
qualities ; it

.

floats between virtue and
vi ce : there i s scarce any exigence where
it may not , and perhaps ought not to be
supplied by prudence—B .ruyére

C unning pays no regard to virtue , and
is but the low m imic of wisdom -Bo l

ingbroke .

The greatest of all cunning is to seem
blind to the snares which we kn ow are
laid for us ; men are never so easily de
ceived as while they are endeavoring to
deceive others—Ro chefoucauld.

The certain way to be cheated is to
fancy one ’s self more cunning than
others -

.C harron

A cunning man is never a firm man ;
but an honest man is ; a double-minded
man i s always unstable ; a man of faith
is firm as a rock . There is a sacred con

nection ' between honesty and faith ;
honesty is faith applied to worldly
things

, and faith is honesty quickened
by the Spirit to the use of heavenly
things—Edward Irving.

C unn ing has effect from the credulity
of others . It requires no extraordinary
talents to lie and deceive—Johnson .

We should do by our cunning as we
do by our courage

,
—always have it

ready to defend ourselves , never to o f

fend others—Greville .

C unning is only the mimic of disere
tion

,
and may pass upon weak men , as

vivacity is often mistaken for wit
,
and

gravity for wisdom .

—Addison .

C unning leads to knavery .

—It is but
a step from one to the other, and that
very slippery —Only lying makes the
diflerence ; add that to cunning , and it
is knavery .

—Bruyere .

We take cunning for a sinister or

crooked wisdom
,
and certainly there is

a great difference between a cunning
man and a wise man

,
not only in point

o f honesty , but in point of ability .

Bacon .

The common practice of cunning is

CURIOSITY

the sign of a small genius—It almost
always happens that those who use it to
cover themselves in one place

, lay them
selves open in another .—Rochefoucauld .

In a great business there is nothing
so

. fatal as cunning management
Junius .

The very cunning conceal their cun

ning ; the indifferently shrewd boast of
it .

—Bovee .

A cunning man overreaches no one

half as much as himself—H . W. Beecher .

The most sure way of subj ecting your
self to be deceivé’d, is to consider your
self more cunning than others—Ro che

foucauld.

Discretion is the perfection of reason ,
and '

a guide to u in the duties of
life ; cunning is a ki d of instinct

,
that

only looks out after our immediate in
terests and welfare . Discretion is only
found in men o f strong sense and good
understanding ; cunning is often to b e
met with in brutes themselves, and in
persons who are but the fewest removes
from

'

them .

—Bruyere .

All my own experience of life teaches
me the contempt of cunning , not th e

fear . The phrase “profound cunning ”

has always seemed to me a contradiction
in terms . I never knew a cunning mind
which .was not either shallow

,
or, on

some points
,
diseased—Mrs . Jameson .

CURIOSITY .
—The first and simplest

emotion which w e discover in the hu
man mind , is curiosity—Burke .

Seize the moment of excited curiosity
on any subj ect , to solve your doubts ;
for if y ou let it pass , the desire may
never return

,
and y ou may remain in

ignorance—W. Wirt .

C uriosity in children is but an appe

tite for knowledge . One great reason
why children abandon themselves wholly
to silly pursuits and trifle away their
time insipidly is

,
because they find their

curiosity balked
,
and their inquiries

neglected—Lo cke
Men are more inclined to ask curious
questions, than to obtain necessary in

struction .

—Quesnel.
The over curious are not over wise .

Messinger.

C uriosity is as much the parent o f

attention
,
as attention is of memory

Whate ly .
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of fools, and fashion of another ; but the
two parties often clash , for precedent
is the legislator of the first , and novelty
of the last—C o lton .

Be not so bigoted to any custom as to
worship it at the expense of truth .

Zimmerman .

The custom and fashion of to -day will
be the awkwardness and outrage of to
m orrowfi so arbitrary are these transient
laws—Dumas.

C ustom governs the
.
world ; it is the

tyrant o f our feelings and our manners
and rules the world with the hand of a
despot . —J . Bartlett.

To follow foolish precedents, and

wink with both our eyes, is eas1er than
to think—C owper.

Immemorial custom
law —M enu .

The despotism of custom is on the
wane - We are not content to know that
things are ; we ask whether they ought
to be .

-J . S. Al ill .

Man yields to custom , as he bows to
fatcg in all things ruled

,
mind

,
body,

and estate .
—C rabbe .

CYN IC S—It will generally be found
that those who sneer habitually at hu
man nature , and affect to despise it , are
among its worst and least pleasant sam
ples . —Dickens .

Don ’t be a cynic, and bewail and be
moan .

—Omit the negative propositions .

—Don’t waste yourself in rej ection , nor

bark against the bad , but chant the
beauty of the good—Set down nothing
that will help somebody - Emerson .

The cynic is one who never sees a
good quality in a man , and never fails
to see a bad one—He is f the human ow l

,

vigilant in darkness and blind to light ,
mousing for vermin

,
and never seeing

noble game—H . W. Beecher.

To admire nothing is the motto which
men of the world always affect .

-They
think it vulgar to wonder or be enthu

siastic—They have so much corruption
and charlatanism , that they think the
credit of all high qualities must be de
lusive .

—Brydges.

is transcendent

DAN C IN G .
—The gymnasium of run

ning
,
walking on stilts, climbing, etc .

,

steels and makes hardy Single powers

1 14i DAN C ING

In ancient times dancing
,
as a religious

service , was before and to the Lord ; in
modern days it is too often

_
a dissipating

amusement for and to the devil .

A ballroom is nothing more or less
than a great market place of beauty .

and muscles
,
but dancing , like a cor

poreal poesy , embellishes , exerci ses, and

equalizes all the muscles at once
Rich ter.

Those move easiest, who have learned
to dance —. P .ope

A merry
,
dancing , drinking , laughing ,

quafling, and unthinking time -Dryden .

Dancing is an amusement which has
been discouraged in our country by
many of the best people , and not with
out some reason—It is associated in

their mind with balls ; and this is one

o f the worst forms of social pleasure
The time consumed in preparing for a
ball

,
the waste of thought upon it , the

extravagance of dress the late hours , the
exhaustion o f strength,

the exposure of
health

,
and the languor of the succeed

ing day—these and other evils connected
with this amusement

,
are strong reasons

for banishing it from the community
But dancing ought not

,
therefore

,
to be

proscribed —On the contrary
,
balls

should be discouraged for this among
other reasons

,
that dancing , instead o f

being a rare pleasure
,
requiring elab

orate preparation
,
may become an every

day amusement
, and m ix with our com

mon intercourse . This exercise is

among the most healthful —Th e body
as well as the mind feels its gladdening
influence—N o amusement seems more
to have a foundation in our nature
The animation of youth overflows spon
taneously in harmonious movements .

The true idea of dancing entitles it to
favor .

—Its end is to realize perfect grace
in motion ; and who does not know that
a sense o f the graceful is one of the
higher faculties of our nature—C han
ning.

The chief benefit of dancing is to
learn one how to sit still .—Johnson .

Learn to dance , not so much for the
sake of dancing , as for coming into a
room and presenting yourself genteelly
and gracefully—Women , whom you
ought to endeavor to please , cannot for
give a vulgar and awkward air and ges
tures—C hesterfie ld
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For my part , were I a buyer, I should
like making my purchases in a less pub
lic mart .—Bulwer.

You may be
'

invited to a ball or
dinner because you dance or tell a good
story ; but no one since the time of

Queen E lizabeth has been made a cab
inet minister or a lord chancellor for
such reasons—E . Pierrepont.

Well was it said, by a man of sagacity ,
that dancing was a sort of privileged
and reputable folly

,
and that the best

way to be convinced of this was to close
the ears and j udge of it by the eyes
alone .

—Go ttho ld.

For children and youth , dancing in

the parlor or on the green may be a
pleasant and healthful amusement , but
when we see older people dancing we

are ready to ask with the C hinese ,
Why don ’t you have your servants
do it for you ? ”

All the gestures of children are grace~
ful ; the reign of distortion and un

natural attitudes commences with the
introduction of the dancing master .
Sir Joshua Reyno lds .

Where wildness and disorder are Visi
ble in the dance , there Satan , death , and

al l kinds of mischief are likewise on thefloor.

—Go ttho ld.

DANDY .
—A dandy is a clothes-wear

ing man
,
—a man whose trade , office ,

existence consist in the wearing of

clothes—Every faculty o f his soul , spirit ,
person

,
and purse is heroically conse

crated to this one obj ect—the wearing
of clothes wisely and well ; so that as
others dress to live , he lives to dress .

C arly le .

.

A fool may have his coat embroidered
With gold

,
but it is a fool ’s coat st ill .

Rivaro l.

Dandies, when first-rate , are generally
very agreeable men—Bulwer.

The all-importance of clothes has
sprung up in the intellect of the dandy ,

without effort
,
like an instinct o f

genius : he is inspired with cloth—a poet
of clothing—C arly le .

DAN GER—Danger levels man and
brute

,
and all are fellows in their need .

—Byron .

We should never so entirely avoid
danger as to appear irresolute and
cowardly ; but , at the same time , we

DEATH

should avo id . unnecessarily exposing our

selves to danger, than which nothing can

be more foo lISh .
—t e7

"
0 .

A timid person is frightened before a
danger ; a coward during the time ; and
a courageous person afterward—Rich ter .

Let the fear of a danger be a spur to
prevent it ; he that fears not , gives ad

vantage to the danger . -Quarles .

It is better to meet danger than to

wait for it .
-He that is on a lee shore ,

and foresees a hurricane
,
stands out to

sea and encounters a storm to avoid a
shipwreck—C o lton .

A man’s opinion of danger varies at
different times according to h is animal
spirits

,
and he is actuated by considera

‘

l

tions which he dares not avow .
—Smo l

ett .

DAUGHTERS .
—To a" father waxing

o ld nothing is dearer than a daughter .

-Sons have spirits of higher pitch , but
less inclined to sweet , endearing fond
ness—Euripides.

A daughter is an embarrassing and

ticklish possession—Menander.

Fathers
,
I think

,
are most apt to ap

preciate the excellence and attainments
of their daughters ; mothers, those of

their sons .

DAY .
—There is nothing more univer

sally commended than a fine day ; the
reason is

,
that people can commend it

without envy — .Shenstone

Every day is a little life , and our
whole life is but a day repeated . There
fore live every day as if it would be the
last . Those that dare lose a day

,
are

dangerously prodigal ; those that dare
misspend it are desperate .

—Bp . Hall .

C ount that day lost , whose low de
scending sun views from thy hand no

Worthy action done—Stanford.

“I’ve lost a day ”—the prince who

nobly cried
,
had been an emperor with

out his crown—Young.

Enj oy the blessings of the day if God
sends them . and the evils bear patiently
and sweetly ; for this day only is ours :
we are dead to yesterday , and not born
to to-morrow .

—Jeremy Taylor.

DEATH.
—It is not death ,

it is dying
that alarms me .

—M ontaigne .

Death is as the foreshadowing of l ife
We die that we may die no more
Herman Hooker.
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This world is the land of the dying ;
the next is the land of the living .

Tryon Edwards .

Men fear death , as if unquestionably
the greatest evil

, and yet no man knows
that it may not be the greatest good .

W. Mitford .

We call it death to leave this world ,
but were we once out of it , and enstated

into the happiness o f the next , we should
think it were dying indeed to come back
to it again—Sherlo ck .

Death has nothing terrible which life
has not made so . A faithful C hristian
life in this world is the best preparation
for the next—Tryon Edwards .

It is impossible that anything so

natural
,
so necessary

,
and so universal as

death
,
should ever have been designed

by Providence as an evil to mankind .

Swfi t

We understand death for the first time
when he puts his hand upon one whom
we love—Mad. De Stael .

Death is like thunder in two part icu
lars : we are alarmed at the sound o f it ,
and it is formidable only from that
which preceded it .

—C o lton .

Death , to a good man
,
is but passing

through a dark entry, out o f one little
dusky room o f his father’s house , into
another that is fair and large

,
lightsome

and glorious, and divinely entertaining .

—C larke .

Death is not , to the C hristian , what it
has often been called , Paying the debt
of nature . N o

, it is not paying a debt ;
it is rather like bringing a note to a
bank to obtain solid gold in exchange
for it . You bring a cumbrous body
which is nothing worth , and which y ou

could not wish to retain long ; y ou lay
it down , and receive for it

,
from the

eternal treasures, liberty, victory, knowl
edge

, and rapture—John Foster .

We picture death as coming to de
stroy ; let us rather picture C hrist as
coming to save . We think o f death
as ending ; let us rather think of life as

beginning
,
and that more abundantly .

We think of losing ; let us think of gain
ing . We think o f parting , let us think of
meeting . We think o f going away ; let us
think o f arriving . And as the voice of
death whispers “You must go from
earth , let us hear the voice of C hrist

DEATH

saying , You are but coming to Me !
”

-N . Mac leod.

N o man who is fit to live need fear
to die . To us here , death is the most
terrible thing we know . But when we

have tasted its reality it will mean to
us birth , deliverance , a new creation o f

ourselves . It will be what health is to
the sick man ; what home is to the
exile ; what the loved one given back
is to the bereaved . As we draw near to
it a solemn gladness should fill our

hearts . It is God ’s great morning light :
ing up the sky . Our fears are the terror
o f children in the night . The night
with its terrors

,
its darkness

,
its feverish

dreams , is passing away ; and when w e

awake it will be int o the sunlight of
God—Fuller.

The gods conceal frohi men the happi
ness of death

,
that they may endure life .

—Lucan .

A wise and due consideration of our

latter end
, is neither to render us sad,

melancholy, disconsolate , or unfit for the
business and oflices o f life ; but to make
us more watchful

,
vigilant

,
industrious

,

sober, cheerful , and thankful to that
God who hath been pleased thus to
make us serviceable to him

,
comfortable

to ourselves, and profitable to others ;
and after all this , to take away the bit
terness and sting o f death ,

through
Jesus C hrist our Lord—Sir M . Hale .

One may live as a conqueror
,
a king,

or a magistrate ; but he must die a man .

The bed o f death brings every human
being to his pure individuality

,
to the

intense contemplation of that deepest
and most solemn of all relations—the
relation between the creature and his
C reator .—Daniel Webster.

If thou expect death as a friend
,
pre

pare to entertain him ; if as an enemy
,

prepare to overcome him .

—Death has
no advantage except when he comes as
a stranger.—Quarles .

What a superlatively grand and con

soling idea is that of death ! Without
this radiant idea—this delightful mom
ing star, indicating that the luminary of
eternity is going to rise

,
l ife would

,
to

my view , darken into midnight melan
cho ly . The expectation of living here .
and living thus always , would be indeed
a prospect of overwhelming despair.
But thanks to that fatal decree that
dooms us to die ; thanks to that gospel
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that bear the good man to heaven .

M ichae l Angelo .

If Socrates died like a philosopher,
Jesus C hrist died like a God—Rousseau .

Each departed friend is a magnet that
attracts us to the next world—Rich ter.

Living is death ; dying is life—On
this side of the grave we are exiles

,

on that
,
citizens ; on this side

,
orphans ;

on that
,
children ; on this side

,
cap

tives ; on that , freemen ; on this side
disguised, unknown ; on that , disclosed
and proclaimed as the sons o f God .

H . W. Beecher .

It is as natural to man to die
,
as to

be born ; and to a little infant
,
perhaps

the one is as painful as the other .

Bacon .

Death stamps the characters and con

ditions of men for eternity —As death
finds them in this world

,
so will they

be in the next .

—Emmons .

Ah ! what a sign it is of evil life
,
when

death ’s approach is seen so terrible !
Shakespeare .

How shocking must thy summ ons be
,

O death
,
to him that is at ease in his

possessions ! who
,
counting on long

years o f pleasure here
,
is quite unfur

h ished for the world to come—Blair.

I love to think of my little children
whom G od has called to himself as
away at school— at the best school in
the universe , under the best teachers ,
learning the best things

,
in the best pos

sible manner .

Readiness for death is that of char
acter, rather than o f occupation . It is
right living which prepares fo r safe or

even j oyous dying .

O death ! We thank thee for the light
that thou wilt shed upon our ignorance .

-Bossuet .

I believe that a family lives but a half
life until it ha s sent its forerunners into
the heavenly world , until those who

l inger here can cross the river
, and fold

transfigured a glorious form in the em
brace o f an endless life—Bridgman .

I never think he is quite ready for an
other world who is altogether weary o f

this—H . A . Hamilton .

There is no death ! What seems so is
transition ; this life of mortal breath is

DEATH

but a suburb o f the life elysian
,
whose

portal we call death—Longfellow .

When I am dying I want to \ know
that I have a similarity to God

,
so
“

\ that
my will is the same as his will

,
and that

I love and hate and wish what he does .
—J . Cook.

The
'

bad man’s death is horror ; but
the j ust does but ascend to glory from
the dust .

—Habbington .

When the sun goes below the horizon
,

he is not set ; the heavens glow for a
full hour after his departure—And when
a great and good man sets

,
the sky o f

this world is luminous long after he is
out o f sight—Such a man cannot die
out o f this world—When he goes he
leaves behind much-of himself—Being
dead he speaks—H . W. Beecher.

Death is but the dropping o f the
flower that the fruit may swell .—H . W.

Beecher.

Alexander the Great
,
seeing Diogenes

looking attentively at a parcel of human
bones

,
asked the philosopher what he

was looking for. That which I cannot
find

,

”
was the reply ;

“the difference b e
tween your father ’s bones and those o f

his slaves .”

A good man being asked during his
last illness , whether he thought himself
dying

,

“
Really, friend

,
I care not

whether I am or not ; for if I die I shall
be with God ; if I live , He will be with
me .

”

N ot by lamentations and mournful
chants ought We to celebrate the funeral
o f a good man

,
but by hymns

,
for in

ceasing to be numbered with mortals
he enters upon the heritage o f a diviner
life .
—Plutarch .

Leaves have their time to fall
, and

flowers to wither at the N orth-Wind
’

s

breath , and stars to set—but all , thou
hast all seasons for thine ow n , 0 death !
—Mrs . Hemans .

The sense of death is most in ap

prehension
, and the poor beetle that we

tread upon feels a pang as great as
when a giant dies—Shakespeare .

The chamber where the good man

meets his fate is privileged beyond the

common walk of virtuous life , quite on

the verge o f heaven—Young.

.

As long as we are living , G od will
give us living grace

, and he wont give us
dying grace till it

’
s time to die . What’s
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the use of trying to feel like dying
when you aint dying

,
nor anywhere near

it —H. W. Beecher .

I know of but one remedy against the
fear of death that is effectual and that
will stand the test either of a sick-bed ,
or of a sound mind—that is, a good
life

,
a clear conscience , an honest heart ,

and a well-ordered conversation ; to
carry the thoughts of dying men about
us

,
and so to live before we die as we

shall wish we had when we come to it .
—N orris .

Man ’s highest triumph , man ’s pro
foundest fal l

,
the death-bed of the j ust

is yet undrawn by mortal hand ; it merits
a divine : angels should paint it , angels
ever there ; there , on a post o f honor
and of joy—Young.

Be of good cheer about
,
death , and

know this of a truth
,
that no evil can

happen to a good man
,
either in l ife or

after death—So crates .

Death did not first strike Adam , the
first sinful man , nor C ain , the first hypo
crite

,
but Abel

,
the innocent and righ t

eous—The first soul that met death
overcame death ; the first soul parted
from earth went to heaven—Death
argues not displeasure , because he whom
God loved best dies first

,
and the mur

derer is punished with living .
—Bp . Ha ll .

DEBT .
—I have discovered the philoso

pher
’
s stone

,
that turns everything . into

gold : it is
,

“
Pay as you go .

” —John
Rando lph .

Debt is the se cret foe of thrift ; as vice
and idleness are its open foes—The
debt-habit is the twin brother o f pov

erty .
—T. T. Munger.

Run not into debt , either for wares
sold , or money borrowed ; be content to
want things that are not of absolute
necessity

,
rather than to run up the

score : such a man pays , at the latter
end

,
a third part more than the princi

pal , and is in perpetual servitude to his
creditors ; l ives uncomfortably ; is neces
sitated to increase his debts to st 0 p his
creditors’ mouths ; and many times falls
into desperate courses—Sir M . Hale .

Do not accustom yourself to consider
debt

.only as an inconvenience ; y ou will
find it a calamity—Johns on .

Poverty is
.

hard
,
but debt is horrible .

—A man m ight as well have a smoky
house and a scolding wife , which are

DEBT

said to be the two worst evils of our

l ife .
—Spurgeon .

Think what you do when you run in

debt ; you give to another power over
your liberty . If y ou cannot pay at the
time

, y ou will be ashamed to see your
creditor ; will be in fear when you speak
to him ; will make poor, pitiful , sneak
ing excuses, and by degrees come to lose
your veracity

,
and sink into base

,
down

right lying ; for the second vice is lying ,
the first is running in debt . A freeborn
man ought not to be ashamed nor afraid
to see or speak to any man living , but
poverty often deprives a man o f all
spirit and virtue . It is hard for an

empty bag to stand
,

upright .

—Franklin .

The first step in debt is like the first
step in falsehood , involving the necessity
o f going on in the same course , debt
following debt

,
as lie follows lie .

—S.

Youth is in danger until it learns to
look Upon debts as fumes—Bulwer.

Paying of debts is, next to the grace
o f God, the best means of delivering
you from a thousand temptations to

vanity and sin .
-

‘

Pay your debts, and
you will not have wherewithal to buy
costly toys or pernicious pleasures
Pay your debts , and you will not have
what to lose to a gamester .

—Pay your
debts

, and you will of necessity abstain
from many indulgences that war against
the spirit and bring y ou into captivity
to sin ,

and cannot fail to end in your
utter destruction

,
both of soul and body .

Out of debt , out of danger
,
is

,
l ike

many other proverbs , full of wisdom ;
but the word danger does not suffi ciently
e xpre ss all that the warning demands
For a state of debt and embarrassment
is a state of positive misery

, and the
sufferer is as one haunted by an evil
spirit , and his heart can know neither
rest nor peace till it is cast out .

Bridges .

A man who owes a little can clear it
off in a little time

, and, if he is prudent ,
he will : whereas a man

,
who

,
by long

negligence , o wes a great deal , despairs
of ever being able to pay , and there
fore never looks into his accounts at all .
—C hesterfie ld.

A small debt produces a debtor ; a
large one , an enemy —Pub lius Syrus .
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Debt is to a man what the serpent is
to the bird ; its eye fascinates , its breath
poisons, its coil crushes sinew and bone

,

its j aw is the pitiless grave—Bulwer.

‘ DE C E IT .
—There is no wickedness so

desperate o r deceptive —we can never
foresee i ts consequences .
Of all the evil spirits abroad in the

world
,
insincerity is the most danger

ous .

—Froude .

Deceivers are the most dangerous
members o f society—They trifle with
the best affections of our nature

, and

violate the most sacred obligations .

C rabbe .

N o man , for any considerable period ,
can wear one face to himself and another
to the multitude , without finally getting
bewildered as to which may be true .

Hawthorne .

Idiots only may be cozened twice .

Dryden .

There is less misery in being cheated
than in that kind o f wisdom which per
ceives, o r thinks it perceives , that all

mankind are cheats—E . H . C hopin .

It is as easy to deceive one ’s self with
out perceiving it , as it is diffi cult to de
ceive others without their finding it out .

—Ro chefoucauld.

We never deceive for a good purpose ;
knavery adds malice to falsehood .

Bruyere .

Our double dealing generally comes
down upon ourselves—To speak o r act
a lie is alike contemptible in the sight
of God and man .

—Everton .

The surest way of making a dupe is
to let your victim suppose you are his .
—Bulwer .

N o man was ever so much deceived
Decency o f behavior in our lives ohby another as by himself—Grevi lle .

tains the approbation of all with whom
Dece it 13 the false road to happ iness ; we converse , from the order , consistency ,

39 d all the joys we travel through to and moderation of our words and ac

Vi ce
,
like fairy banquets , vanish when tions —Steele

we touch them .
—A . Hill .

Who dares think one thing and an

other tell
,
my heart detests h im as the

gates of hell . —Pope .

The first and worst of all frauds is to
cheat one ’s self—All sin is easy after
that—Bailey .

He that has no real esteem for any of

the virtues
,
can best assume the appear

ance of them all .—C o lton .

When once a concealment or a deceit
has been practiced in matters where all

should be fair and open as day, confi
dence can never be restored , any more
than y ou can restore the white bloom
to the grape or plum that y ou once
pressed in your hand .

—H . W. Beecher .

0 ,
what a tangled web we weave , when

first we practice to deceive—Wa lter

Scott.
Many an honest man practices on

himself an amount of deceit
,
sufficient ,

if practiced on another , and in a little
different way ,

to send him to the State
prison—Bovee .

Mankind
,
in the gross

,
is a gaping

monster
,
that loves to be deceived, and

has seldom been disappointed—Mac

kenzie .

All deception in the
‘

course of life is
indeed nothing else but a lie reduced
to practice

, and falsehood passing from
words into things—South .

There are three persons you should
never deceive : your physician , your
confessor

,
and your lawyer .—Walpo le .

Were
‘

we to take as much pains to
be what we ought , as we do to disguise
what we are , we might appear like our

selves without being at the trouble of

any disguise at all .—Ro chefoucauld.

It many times falls out that we deem
ourselves much deceived in others , be
cause we first deceived ourselves—Sn
P . Sidney .

DE C EN CY .
—V irtue and decency are

so nearly related that it is difficult to
separate than from each other but in
our imagination—C icero .

Want of decency is want of sense
Roscommon

Decency is the least of all lawsu but

yet it is the law which 18 most strictly
observed—Ro chefoucauld.

DE C ISION .
—There is nothing more

to be esteemed than a manly firmness
and decision of character .

—I l ike a per
son who knows his own mind x

and sticks
to it ; who sees at once what , in given
circumstances , is to be done , and does
it .
—Hazlitt.
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N o man is defeated without some
resentment, which will be continued with
obstinacy while he believes himself in
the right , and asserted with bitterness

,

if even to h is own conscience he is de
tected in the wrong—Johnson .

It is defeat that turns bone to flint
,

and gristle to muscle
,
and makes men

invincible , and formed those heroic na
tures that are now in ascendency in the
world—Do no t then be afraid of defeat .
—You are never so near to victory as
when defeated in a good cause—H . W.

Beecher.

DEFEREN CE . Deference is the
most delicate

,
the most indirect

,
and the

most elegant of all compliments, and
before company is the genteelest kind
o f flattery—Sherwtone .

Deference is the instinctive respect
which we pay to the great and good .

The unconscious acknowledgment of the
superiority or excellence of others .

“

Tryon Edwards.

Deference often shrinks and withers
as much upon the approach of intimacy,
as the sensitive plant does upon the
touch of one ’s finger.

—Shens tone .

DEFIN ITION —All arts acknowledge
that then only we know certainly , when
we can define ; for definition is that
which refines the pure essence of things
from the circumstance—Milton .

Just definitions either prevent or put
an end to disputes—Emons .

A large part of the discussions o f dis
putants, come from the want of accurate
definition—Let one define his terms and
then stick to the definition

,
and half

the differences in philosophy and the
ology would come to an end

,
and be

seen to have no real foundation—Tryon
Edwards.

I am apt to think that men find their
simple ideas agree , though in discourse
they confound one another with differ
ent names—Lo cke .

DEFORMITY . Many a man has
risen to eminence under the powerful
reaction of his mind against the scorn
of the unworthy, daily evoked by his
personal defects

,
who

,
with a handsome

person
,
would have sunk into the luxury

of a careless life under the tranquilizing
smiles of continual admiration—De

Quincey .

Do y ou suppose we owe nothing to

DELAY

Pope ’s deformity ?—He said to himself
,

If my person be crooked
,
my verses

shall be straight . —Hazlitt .

Deformity is daring ; it is its essence
to overtake mankind by heart and soul
and make itself the equal

,
aye

, the
superior of others—Byron .

Deformity o f heart I call the worst de
formity of all ; for what is form ,

or
face , but the soul

’s index
, or its case ?

C o lton .

DELAY . (See PROCRASTINATION
and

Delay has always‘ been injurious to
those who are prepared—Lucan .

Defer no time ; delays have danger
ous ends—Shakespeare
It is one of the il sions

,
that the

present hour is not the ritical
,
decisive

hour . —Write it on your heart that
every day is the best day in the year .—N o man has learned anything rightly
until he knows and feels that every day
is doomsday—C arlyle .

0 , how many deeds of deathless virtue
and immortal crime the world had
wanted had the actor said

,

“I will do
this to-morrow ! —Lord John Russell .
God keep y ou from

“It is too late .

When the fool has made up his mind
the market has gone by .

—Spanish
Proverb .

N o man ever served God by doing
things to-morrow . If we honor C hrist ,
and are blessed , it is by the things
which we do to-day .

Procrastination is the thief of time ;
year after year it steals till al l are fled

,

and to the mercies o f a moment leaves
the vast concerns of an eternal scene
Young.

He that takes time to resolve , gives
leisure to deny, and warning to prepare .

-Quarles.

The procrastinator is not only indo
lent and weak but commonly false to o ;
most of the weak are false—Lavater.

In delay we waste our lights in vain ;
like lamps by day —Shakespeare .

To-morrow
,
didst thou say ? Go to

—I will not hear o f it—To-morrow ! ’
tis

a sharper who 'stakes his penury against
thy plenty—who takes thy ready cash ,

and pays thee nought but wishes . hopes ,
and promises. the currency o f idiots .

To -morrow ! it is a period nowhere to
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be found in all the hoary registers of

time
,
unless perchance in the fool ’s cal

endar . Wisdom disclaims the word , nor
holds society with those that own it .
’
Tis fancy’s child , and folly is its father :
wrought on such stuff as dreams are ;
and baseless as the fantastic visions of

the evening—C o tton .

To -morrow I will live , the fool does
say : to-day itself

’s too late ; the Wise
lived yesterday—Martial .

To -morrow
,
and to-morrow, and to

morrow
,
creeps in this petty pace from

day to day
,
to the last syllable o f re

corded time ; and all our yesterdays have
lighted fools the way to dusty death .

Shakespeare .

Every delay is hateful , but it gives
wisdom .

—Publius Syrus .

Some one speaks admirably of the
well-ripened fruit of sage delay—Balzac .

Shun delays, they breed remorse ; take
thy time while time is lent thee—C reep
ing snails have weakest force ; fly their.

fault
,
lest thou repent thee—Good is

best when soonest wrought ; lingering
labors come to nought .

—Southwell .
Where duty is plain delay is both
foolish and hazardous ; where it is not
delay may be both wisdom and safety
Tryon Edwards .

T ime drinketh up the essence of every
great and noble action which ought to
be performed but is delayed in the exe
cution .

—Veeshnoo
_

.Sarma .

The surest method of arriving at a
knowledge of God’s eternal purposes
about us is to be found in the right use
o f the present moment . Each hour
comes with some little fagot of God’s
will fastened upon its back—F. W.

Faber .

DE LICACY .
—Delicacy is to the affec

tlo

c

r

l

i s what grace is to beauty .
—Deger

an 0 .

True delicacy , that most beautiful
heart-leaf of humanity , exhibits itself
most significantly in little things—Mary
Howitt.

The finest qualities of our nature
,
like

the bloom on fruits , can be preserved
only by the most delicate handling .

Thoreau .

If you destroy delicacy and a sense of
shame m a young girl you deprave her
very fast—Mrs . Stowe .

DELUSION

Weak men
,
often , from the very prin

ciple of their weakness
,
derive a certain

susceptibility , delicacy, and taste , which
render them , in these particulars , much
superior to men of stronger and more
consistent minds

,
who laugh at them

Greville .

Friendship , love , and piety, ought to
be handled with a sort of mysterious
secrecy .

—They ought to be spoken of
only in the rare moments of perfect con
fidence—to be mutually understood in

silence—Many things are too delicate
to be thought ; many more to be spoken .

—N ovalis .

An appearance of delicacy ,
and even

of fragility, is almost essential to beauty .

—Burke .

Delicacy is to the mind what fragrance
is to the fruit—A . Poince lo t.

DELIGHT .
—What more fel icity can

fall to man than to enj oy delight with
liberty ?—Spenser .

As high as we have mounted in de
light , in our dej ection do we Sing as
low—Wordsworth .

These violent delights have violent
ends, and in their triumph die , like fire
and powder , which , as they kiss

,
con

sume .
—Shalcespeare .

I am convinced that we have a de
gree of delight

,
and that no small one ,

in the real misfortunes and pains
.
of

others—Burke .

Sensual delights soon end in loath
ing

,
quickly bring a glutting surfeit

,
and

degenerate into torments when they
are continued and unintermitted .

—John
Howe .

DE LUSION .
—N o man is happy with

out -a delusion of some k ind—Delusions
are as necessary to our happiness as
realities—Bovee .

The worst deluded are the self-de
luded .

—B0 vee .

Were we perfectly acquainted with the
obj ect , we should never passionately de
sire it H—Ro chefoucauld

We sti ive as hard to hide our hearts
from ourselves as from others

,
and al

ways with more success ; for in deciding
upon our own case we are both j udge ,
j ury , and executioner , and where sophis
try cannot overcome the first or flattery
the second , self-love is always ready to
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defeat the sentence by bribing the third .

—C o lton..

You think a man to be your dupe .

If he pretends to be so ,
who is the

greatest dupe—he or you? - Bruyere .

It many times falls out that we deem
ourselves much dece lved in others

, be

cause we are first deceived ourselves .

Sir P . Sidney .

When our vices quit us , we flatter
ourselves with the belief that it is we
who quit them .

-Ro chefoucauld.

O thoughts o f men accurst .

—Past and
to come seem best ; things present ,
worst—Shakespeare .

This is the excellent foppery of the
world ! that , when we are sick in for
tune

,
we make guilty of our disasters,

the sun ,
the moon

,
and the stars : as if

we were villains by necessity ; fools, by
heavenly compulsion ; knaves

,
thieves

,

and treachers
,
by spherical predomi

nance ; drunkards , liars, and adulterers ,
by an enforced obedience of planetary
influence ; and all that we are evil in , by
a divine thrusting on .

—Shakespeare .

Mankind in the gross is a gaping mon
ster

,
that loves to be deceived , and has

seldom been disappointed—Mackenzie .

Hope tells a flattering tale , delusive ,
vain

,
and hollow .

—Wro ther.

The disappointment of manhood suc

ceeds the delusion of youth—Disraeli.
DEMOCRACY .

-The love of democ

racy is that of equality .

—Mon tesquieu.

In every village there will arise some
miscreant

,
to establish the most grind

ing tyranny by calling himself the peo
ple—Sir Robert Peel .

The history of the gospel has been
the history o f the development and

growth o f C hristian democratic ideas .
H . W. Beecher .

Your little child is your only true
democrat .

—Mrs . Stowe .

It is the most beautiful truth in
morals that we have no such thing as a
distinct or divided interest from our

race .
—3-In their welfare is ours ; and by

choosing the broadest paths to effect
their happiness , we choose the surest and
shortest to our own—Bu lwer.

Knowledge
'

and goodness— these make
degrees in heaven , and they must be the
graduating scale of a true democracy .

Miss Sedgwick.
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Lycurgus being asked why he , who
in other respects appeared to be ‘

so zeal
ous for the equal rights of men , did not
make his government democratic rather
than an oligarchy , replied ,

“
Go you ,

and try a democracy in your own

house -Plutarch .

If there were a people consisting of
gods, they would be governed demo
cratically ; so perfect a government is
not suitable to men—Rousseau .

Intellectual superiority is so far from
conciliating confidence that it is the
very spirit of a democracy

,
as in France

,

to proscribe the aristocracy of talents .

To be the favorite o f an ignorant multi
tude , a man must” descend to their
level ; he must desire \what they desire ,
and detest all they do \not approve : he
must yield to their prejudices

, and sub
stitute them for principles . Instead o f
enlightening their errors

,
he must adopt

them
,
and must furnish the sophistry

that
‘

will propagate and defend them .

Fisher Ames .

Democracy will itself accomplish the
salutary universal change from the de
lusive to the real , and make a new
blessed world of us bye and bye
C arlyle .

The progress of democracy seems irre
sistib le

,
because it is the most uniform

,

the most ancient , and the most perma
nent tendency which is to be found in
history .

-De To cqueville .

The devil was the
.

first democrat
Byron .

It is a great blessing , says Pascal ,
to be born a man of quality, since it
brings a man as far forward at eighteen
or twenty as another would be at fifty

,

which is a clear gain of thirty years .
These thirty years are commonly want
ing to the ambitious characters of de
mocracies - The principle o f equality ,
which allows every man to arrive at
everything

,
prevents all men from rapid

advancement—De To cqueville .

The real democratic American idea is ,
not that every man shal l be on a level
with every other

,
but that every one

shall have liberty, without hindrance , to
be what God made him .

—H. W. Beecher.

DEPENDEN CE —There is none so

great but he may both need the help
and service , and stand in fear of the
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desires is that their desires want reason .

—He may do what he will , who will do
but what he may

—Warwick.

Everyone would have something
,
such

perhaps as we are ashamed to utter .
The proud man would have honor ; the
covetous man

,
wealth and abundance ;

the malicious
,
revenge on his enemies ;

the epicure , pleasure and long life ; the
barren , children ; the wanton , beauty ;
each would be humored in his own de
sire , though in opposition both to God

’s
will

,
and his own good—8p . Hall .

Some desire is necessary to keep life
in motion ; he whose real wants are
supplied , must admit those of fancy .

Johnson .

Those things that are no t practicable
are not desirable . There is nothing in
the world really beneficial that does not
lie within the reach of an informed
understanding and a well-protected pur
suit . There is nothing that G od has
j udged good for us that he has not given
us the means to accomplish , both in the
natural and the moral world . If we cry ,
like children

,
for the moon

,
like children

we must cry on .
—Burhe .

Where necessity ends
,
desire and curi

o sity begin ; no sooner are we supplied
with everything nature can demand , than
we sit down to contrive artificial ap
petites—Johnson .

The stoical schemes of supplying our
wants by lopping oflour desires , is like
cutting off our feet when we want shoes .

A wise man will desire no more than
he may get justly

,
use soberly, distribute

cheerfully
, and leave contentedly .

The passions and desires
,
like the

two twists of a rope , mutually mix one

with the other
,
and twine inextricably

round the heart ; producing good , if
moderately indulged ; but certain de
struction

,
if suffered to become inordi

nate .
—Burton .

By annihilating the desires, you anni
hilate the mind—Every man without
passions has within him no principle of

action , nor motive to act .
—Helve tius .

Every desire bears its death in its very
gratification—C uriosity languishes under
repeated stimulants, and novelties cease
to excite surprise

,
until at length we do

not wonder even at a miracle—Wash

ington Irving .
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In moderating , no t in satisfying de
sires

,
lies peace—Heber .

The soul o f man is infinite in what it
covets—Ben Jonson

It should be an indispensable rule in
life to contract our desires to our present
condition

,
and whatever may be our ex

pectations to live within the compass of
what we actually possess—It will be
time enough to enj oy an estate when it

We trifle when we assign limits to our
des1res, since nature hath set none
Bovee .

Inordinate desires commonly produce
irregular endeavors . If our wishes be
not kept in submission to God’s provi
dence , our pursuits will scarcely be kept
under the restraints of his precepts
M . Henry .

Our nature is inseparable from de
sires, and the very word desire—the
craving for something no t posse ssed
implies that our present felicity is not

complete .

—Hobbes .
\

However rich or elevated we may be ,
a nameless someth lng IS always wanting
to our imperfect fo

\
rtune .

-Horace .

Unlawful desires
.

e punished after
the effect of enjoy in but impossible
desires are punished in the desire itself .
—Sir P . Sidne

Before we passionately desire anything
which another enj oys

,
we should ex

amine as to the happiness o f its pos
sessor .

—Ro chefoucauld.

He who can wait for what he desires
takes the course not to be exceedingly
grieved if he fails of it ; he on the con

trary who labors after a thing too im
patiently thinks the success when it
comes is not a recompense equal to all
the pains he has been at about it
Bruyere .

There is nothing capricious in nature ;
and the implanting o f a desire indicates
that its gratification is in the constitu

tion of the creature that feels it .
—Em er

son .

When a man ’s desires are boundless,
his labors are endless—They will set

him a task he can never go through , and
cut him out work he can never finish
The satisfaction he seeks is always ab

sent
,
and the happiness he aims at is

ever at a distance .
—Balguy
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comes into our hands ; but if we antici
pate our good fortune we shall lose the
pleasure of it when it arrives

,
and may

possibly never possess what we have so

foolishly counted ou .
—Addison .

DESOLATION .
—N o one is so utterly

desolate
,
but some heart , though un

known , responds unto his own—Long
fellow .

N one are so desolate but something
dear

,
—dearer than self ,—possesses or 1s

possessed—Byron .

N o soul is desolate as long as there is
a human being for whom it can feel trust
and reverence—George E lio t.

My desolation begins to make a better
life—Shakespeare .

What is the worst of woes that wait
on age ? What stamps the wrinkle
deeper on the brow ?—To view each
loved one blotted from life ’s page , and
be alone on earth—Byron .

Unhappy he , who from the first of
j oys—s ociety—cut off, is left alone , amid
this world of death —Thomson .

DESPAIR.
—What we call despair is

often only the painful eagerness of nu

fed hope—George E lio t.

He that despairs measures Providence
by his own little contracted model and
limits infinite power to finite apprehen
sions—South .

C onsidering the unforeseen events of
this world , we should be taught that

f

no

human condition should inspire
,
men

with
“

absolute despair .—Fielding.

It is impossible for that man to de
spair who remembers that his Helper is
omnipotent .—Jeremy Taylor.

Despair is like froward children
,
who ,

when you take away one of their play
things, throw the rest into the fire for
madness . It grows angry with itself

,

turns its own executioner
,
and revenges

its misfortunes on its own head—C har
ron .

Despair is the ofi
'

spring of fear
,
of

laziness , and impatience ; it argues a de
fect of spirit and resolution

, and often
of honesty too . I would not despair un
less I saw my misfortune recorded in the
book of fate , and signed and sealed by
necessity—C o llier.

Despair gives courage to the weak .

Resolved to die , he fears no more , but
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Despondency is not a state of humil
ity .
—On the contrary

,
it is the vexation

and despair of a cowardly pride ; nothing
is worse—Whether we stumble , or

whether we fall
, we must only think of

rushes on his foes , and deals his deaths
around .

—Somerville .

- Beware of desperate steps—The dark
est day, live t1ll to-morrow

,
will have

passed away -
.C owper

He that despairs degrades the Deity
,

and seems to intimate that He is in

suffi cient , or not j ust to his word ; in

vain hath he read the Scriptures
,
the

world, and man .

—Fe ltham .

He who despairs wants love and faith ,
for faith , hope , and love are three
torches which blend their light together

,

nor does the one shine without the other.
—Metastasio .

Despair gives the shocking ease to the
mind that mortification gives to the
body—G’reville .

Despair 1s the damp of hell , as j oy is
the serenity of heaven -

'

Donrie .

The -fact that God has prohibited de
spair gives misfortune the right to hope
all things

,
and leaves hope free to dare

all things—Mad. Swetchine .

Religion converts despair, which de
stroys

,
into resignation

,
which submits .

—Lady Blessington .

DESPONDEN CY .
—To despond is to

be ungrateful beforehand—Be not look
ing for evil .—Often thou drainest the
gall of fear while evil is passing by thy
dwelling—Tupper.

Life is a warfare ; and he who easily
desponds deserts a double duty—he be
trays the noblest property of man

,
which

is dauntless resolution ; and he rej ects
the providence of that all-gracious Being
who guides and rules the universe
Jane Porter.

To believe a business impossible is
the way to make it so—How many
feasible proj ects have miscarried through
despondency , and been strangled in their
birth by a cowardly imagination
C o llier.

In the lottery of life there are more
prizes drawn than blanks

,
and to one

misfortune there are fifty advantages .

Despondency is the most unprofitable
feeling a man can indulge in .

-De Witt
Talmage
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rising again and going on in our course .

—Fenel0 n .

Despondency is ingratitude ; hope is
God’s worship —H . W. Beecher.

Some persons depress their own minds,
despond at the first difficulty , and con

clude that making any progress in

knowledge , further than serves their
ordinary business

,
is above their capac

ity—Lo cke .

As to feel that we can do a thing is
often success

,
so to doubt and despond

is a sure step to failure .

DESPOTISM .
—I will believe in the

right of one man to govern a nation des
po tically when I find a man born into
the world with boots and spurs , and a
nation born with saddles on their backs .
-Algernon Sidney .

Despotism can no more exist in a
nation until the liberty o f the press be
destroyed

,
than the night can happen

before the sun is set—C o lton .

It is odd to consider the connection
between despotism and barbarity , and
how the making one person more than
man makes the rest less—Addison .

In times of anarchy one may seem a
despot in order to be a sav1or .—M ira

beau.

Despots govern by terror .—They know
that he who fears God fears nothing else

,

and therefore they eradicate from the
mind

,
through their Voltaire and Hel

vetius, and the rest of that infamous
gang

,
that only sort of fear which gen

erates true ' courage—Burke .

As virtue is necessary in a republic
,

and honor in a monarchy, fear is what
is required in a despotism .

—As for vir
tue

,
it is not at all necessary, and honor

would be dangerous there—Montes

quieu .

All despotism is bad ; but the worst is
that which

‘

works with the machinery of
freedom .

-Junius .

It is diffi cult for power to avoid
despotism .

—The possessors of rude
health—the characters never strained by
a doubt—the minds that no questions
disturb and no aspirations put out of

breath—there , the strong , are also the
tyrants—Gasparin .

When the savages wish to have fruit
they cut down the tree and gather it .

DEST INY

That is exactly a despotic government .
-M ontesquieu.

There is something among men more
capable o f shaking despotic power than
lightning

,
whirlwind , or earthquake ;

that is the threatened indignation of the
whole civilized world—Daniel Webster .

DESTINY .
—Man proposes

,
but God

disposes—Thomas c
‘

zKempis .

We are

'

but the instruments of heaven
our work is not design

,
but destiny

Owen Meredith .

N o man of woman born
,
coward or

brave , can shun h lS destiny .
—Homer.

Destiny is the scapegoat which we

make responsible for all our crimes
.
and

follies ; a necessity which we set down
for invincible when e have no wish to
strive against it .

—Ba four.

The acts of this life are the destiny of
the next—Eastern Proverb .

That which God writes on thy fore
head, thou wilt come to it .

—Koran .

Destiny is but a phrase of the weak
human heart—the dark apology for
every error .—The strong and Virtuous
admit no destiny—On earth conscience
guides ; in heaven G od watches—And
destiny is but the phantom we invoke
to silence the one and dethrone the
other .

—Bulwer .

Philosophers never stood in need of
Homer o r the Pharisees to be convinced
that everything is done by immutable
laws ; that everything is settled ; that
everything is the necessary effect of
some previous cause—Vo ltaire .

The clew of our destiny
,
wander where

we will , lies at the cradle foot—Ri ch ter .

N othing comes to pass but what God
appoints—Our fate is decreed

,
and

things do not happen by chance
,
but

every man ’s portion of j oy or sorrow is
predetermined—Seneca .

That which is not allotted the hand
cannot reach ; and what is allotted you
will find wherever you may be .

—Saadi .

Man supposes that he directs his life
and governs his actions , when his ex
istence is irretrievably under the control
of destiny—Goethe .

If the course of human affairs be con
sidered,

it will be seen that many things
arise against which heaven does not al

low us to guard—Machiavelli .

Death and life have their determined
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is a downward path , and none can say
where the descent will end . He that
despiseth small things shall fall by lit
tle and little .

”—Tryon Edwards .

DEV IL—The devil is no idle spirit
,

but a vagrant , runagate walker, that
never rests in one place—The motive ,
cause , and main intention of his walking
is to ruin man—T. Adams .

N o sooner is a temple built to God,
but the devil builds a chapel hard by .

Herbert.

As no good is done , o r spoken
, or

thought by any man without the assist
ance of God, working in and with those
that believe in him , so there is no evil
done , or spoken

,
or thought without the

assistance of the devil
,
wh o wo rketh with

strong though secret power in the chil
dren of unbelief—All the works of our
evil nature are the work of the devil .
J . Wesley .

What , man ! Defy the devil ! C on
sider he ’s an enemy to mank ind .

Shakespeare .

He who would fight the devil with his
own weapons, must not wonder if he
finds him an overmatch .

—South .

The devil knoweth his own
,
and is a

particularly bad paymaster . —F. M .

C rawford.

The devil has at least one good qual
ity, that he will flee if we resist h im.

Though cowardly in him , it is safety for
us .
—Tryon Edwards .

Talk of devils being confined to hell ,
or hidden by invisibility -We have
them by shoals in the crowded towns and
cities of the world—Talk o f raising the
devil l—What need for that , when he is
constantly walking to and fro in our

st
reets , seeking whom he may devour.
non .

DEVOTION .
—All is holy where devo

tion kneels—O. W. Ho lmes.

The most illiterate man who is

touched with devotion , and uses frequent
exercises of it , contracts a certain great
ness o f mind , mingled with a no ble
simplicity

,
that raises him above others

of the same condition . By this , a man

in the lowest condition will not appear
mean , or in the most splendid fortune
insolent—Johnson .

The private devotions and secret of

fices of religio n are like the refreshing

DEW

o f a garden with the distil ling and petty
drops of a waterpot ; but addressed from
the temple , they are like rain from
heaven—Jeremy Tay lor.

Satan rocks the cradle when we sleep
at our devotions . —Bp . Hall.

It is of the utmost importance to
season the passions of the young with
devo tion , which seldom dies in the mind
that has received an early tincture of it .
Though it may seem extinguished for

a while by the cares of the world
,
the

heats of youth , or the allurements of

vice , it generally breaks out and discov
ers itself again as soon as discretion

,

consideration, age , or misfortunes have
brought the man to himself . The fire

may be covered and overlaid but can

no t be entirely quenclied and smothered .

-Addison .

All the duties of religion are emi
nently solemn and venerable in the
eyes of children . But none wil l so

strongly prove the sincerity of the par
ent ; none so powerfully awaken the
reverence of the child ; none so happily
recommend the instruction he receives ,
as family devo tions

,
particularly those

in which petitions for the children o c

cupy a distinguished place—Dwight.

The secret heart is devotion’s temple ;
there the saint lights the flame of pur
est sacrifice

,
which burns unseen but not

unaccepted .
—Hannah More .

The inward sighs of humble penitence
rise to the ear of heaven, when pealed
hymns are scattered to the common air.
-J0 anna Baillie .

Solid devotions resemble the rivers
which run under the earth—they steal
from the eyes of the wo rld to seek the
eyes of God ; and it often happens that
those of whom we speak least on earth ,
are best known in heaven .

—C aussin .

The best and sweetest flowers 1n para
dise

, G od gives to his people when they
are on their knees in the closet
Prayer

,
if not the very gate of heaven, is

the key to let us into its holiness and
joys—T. Brooks .

Once I sought a time and place for
solitude and prayer ; but now where

’er
I find thy face I find a closet there .

DEW .

—The dews of evening — those
tears o f the sky for the loss of the sun .

—C hesterfie ld.
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Stars of the morning—dew-drops
which the sun impearls on every leaf
and flower .—Milton .

Dew-drops -nature’s tears , which she

sheds on her own breast for the fair
which die—The sun insists on gladness ;
but at night

,
when he is gone , poor na

ture loves to weep—Bailey s
Dew—drops are the gems of morning,
but th e tears of mournful eve—C o le
ridge .

Earth ’s liquid j ewelry, wrought oi the
air.
—Bailey .

DIC E .
-I look upon every man as a

suicide from the moment he takes the
dice-box desperately in his hand ; all
that follows in his career from that
fatal time is only sharpening the dagger
before he strikes it to his heart—C um
berland.

I never hear the rattling of dice that
it does not sound to me like the funeral
bell of the whole family—Jerro ld.

The best throw with the dice , is to
throw them away—Old Proverb .

DIET . Regimen is better than
physic . Every one should be his own

physician—We sh
‘ould assist, not force

nature—Eat with moderation what you
know by experience agrees with your
constitution—N othing is good for the
body but what we can digest .

—What
can procure digestion?—Exercise .

—What
will recruit strength ?—Sleep .

—What will
alleviate incurable evils?—Patien

’

cel

Vo ltaire .

In general
,
mankind , since the im

provement of cookery , eat tw1ce as much
as nature requires—Franklin.

All courageous animals are carnivo
rous

,
and greater courage is to be ex

pected in a people whose food is strong
and hearty]

, than in the half-starved of
other countries—Sir W. Temp le .

Food improperly taken ,
not only pro

duces di seases, but affords those that
are already engendered both matter and
sustenance ; so that , let the father of
disease be what it may

,
intemperance is

its mother.—Burton .

Simple diet is best ; for many dishes
bring many diseases ; and rich sauces are
worse than even heaping several meats
upon each other .—Pliny .

The chief pleasure in
o

eating does not
con81st in costly seasomng, or exquisite

D IFFICULTY

flavor, but in yourself . Do y ou seek for
sauce by labor?—Horace .

If thou wouldst preserve a sound body
,

use fast ing and walking ; if a healthful
sou ,l fasting and praying -Walking ex
ercises the body ; pray 1ng exercises the
soul , fasting cleanses both -Quarles.

One meal a day is enough for a lion
,

and it ought to be for a man .
—G . For

dyce .

A fig for your bill of fare ; show me
your bill of company—Swift .

DIFFEREN C E . It is remarkable
that men

,
when they differ in what they

think considerable , are apt to differ in
almost everything else . Their difference
begets contradiction ; contradiction be
gets heat ; heat rises

'

i nto resentment ,
rage , and ill-will .—Thus they differ in
affection , as they differ in judgment , and
the contention which began in pride

,

ends in anger.—C ato .

In all differences consider that both
you and your opponent or enemy are
mortal , and that ere long your very
memories will be extinguished—Aure l .
If men would consider not so much

wherein they differ, as wherein they
agree , there would be far less of un

charitableness and angry feeling in the
world .

—Addison .

DIFFICULTY .
—What is difficulty ?

Only a word indicating the degree of
strength requisite for accomplishing par
ticular obj ects ; a mere notice of the
necessity for exertion ; a bugbear to
children and fools ; only a stimulus
men—Samue l Warren .

It has been the glory o f the great
masters in al l arts to confront and to
overcome ; and when they had overcome
the first difficulty

,
to turn it into an

“

instrum ent for new conquests over new
diffi culties ; thus to enable them to ex
tend the empire of science .

Diffi culty is a severe instructor
,
set

over us by the Supreme guardian and
legislator

,
who knows us better than we

know ourselves
, and loves us better too .

-He that wrestles with us strengthens
our nerves and sharpens our skill—Our
antagonist is our helper .—Burke .

The greatest difficulties lie where we
are not looking for them —. Goethe .

The weak sinews become strong by
their conflict with difficulties—Hope is

born in the long night of watching and
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tears—Faith visits us in defeat and dis
appointment

,
amid the consciousness of

earthly frailty and the crumbling tomb
stones o f mortality—E . H . C hapin .

It is not every calamity that is a
curse , and early adversity is often a
blessing .

—Surmounted difficulties not

only teach
,
but hearten us in our future

struggles—Sharp .

Difficulty is the soil in which all manly
and womanly qualities best flourish ; and
the true worker

,
in any sphere , is con

tinually coping with difficulties . His
very failures

,
throwing him upon his own

resources
,
cultivate energy and resolu

tion ; his hardships teach him fortitude ;
his successes inspire self-reliance .

It cannot be too often repeated that
it is not helps, but obstacles, not fac1li
ties

,
but difficulties that make men .

W. Mathews.

Difficulties are God’s errands ; and
when we are sent upon them we should
esteem it a proof of God’s confidence
as a compliment from him .

-H . W.

Beecher.

Difficulties strengthen the mind
, as

labor does the body—Seneca .

There is no merit where there is no
trial ; and till experience stamps the
mark of strength , cowards may pass for
heroes

, and faith for falsehood—A . Hill.

The greater the obstacle , the more
glory we have in overcoming it ; the
diffi culties with which we are met are
the maids of honor which set off virtue .

—Mo liere .

Diffi culties show men what they are .
—In case o f any difficulty G od has pitted
y ou against a rough antagonist that you
may be a conqueror, and this cannot be
without toil .—Epictetus .

Our energy is in proportion to the re
sistance it meets—We attempt nothing
great but from a sense of the difficulties
we have to encounter ; we persevere in
nothing great but from a pride in over
coming them .

—Hazlitt.

There are difficulties in your path .

Be thankful for them .
—They will test

your capabilities of resistance ; you will
be impelled to persevere from the very
energy of the Opposition—But what of

him that fails ?—What does he gain ?
Strength for l ife—The real merit is not
in the success, but in the endeavor ; and

D IGN ITY

w in or lose , he will be honored and
crowned—W. M . Punshon .

DIFFIDEN C E Persons extremely
reserved and diffident are like the o ld
enamelled watches

,
which had painted

covers that hindered you from seeing
what time it was—Walpo le .

We are as often duped by diffidence
as by confidence—C hesterfield.

Diffidence may check resolution
,
and

obstruct performance
,
but it compensates

its embarrassments by more important
advantages—It conciliates the proud

,

and softens the severe ; averts envy from
excellence , and censure from m iscar

r1age .

—Johnson .

N othing sinks a y oung man into low
company, both o f men an d women

, so

surely as timidity and ‘

diflidence of him
self—If he thinks he shall not please

,
he

may depend upon it that he will not
But with proper endeavors to please

,

and a degree of persuasion that he shall
it is almost certain that he will
C hesterfie ld.

One with more of soul in his face
than words on his tongue—Wordsworth .

Have a proper selfvrespect and think
less of what others may think of you

,

and it will aid you to overcome diffi
dence , and help you to self-possession
and self-reliance .

DIGN ITY . True dignity is never
gained by place , and never lost when
honors are withdrawn .

—Massinger .

Dignity of position adds to dignity of
character, as well as to dignity of car
riage—G ive us a proud position

,
and

we are impelled to act up to it
Bovee .

Dignity consists not
.

in possessing
honors

,
but in the

_
conscwusness that we

deserve them .

—Aristo tle .

Lord C hatham and N apoleon were as
much actors as Garrick or Talma .

-An

imposing air should always be taken as
evidence of imposition—Dignity is often
a veil between us and the real truth of
things—E . P . Whipple .

Dignity and love do not blend well
nor do they continue long together
Ovid.

Most o f the m en o f dignity
, who awe

or bore their more genial brethren
,
are

simply men who possess the art of pass
ing off their insensibility for wisdom ,
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grandizement are baffled ; for they are
very like a train going down an inclined
plane—putting on the brake is not

pleasant
,
but it keeps the car on the

track and from ruin—H . W. Beecher.

Life
.

often seems like a long shipwreck
of wh1ch the débris are fr1endsh 1p , glory,
and love—The shores of existence are
strewn with them .

—Mad. de Stael .

DISCERNMENT .
-After a Spirit of

discernment
,
the next rarest things in

the world are diamonds and pearls .
Bruyere .

To succeed in the world , it is much
more necessary to possess the penetra
tion to discern who is a fool , than to dis
cover who is a clever man .

—Talleyrand.

Penetration or discernment has an air
o f divination ; it pleases our vanity more
than any other quality of the mind .

Rochefoucauld.

The idiot , the Indian , the child , and
the unschooled farmer’s boy stand nearer
to the light by which nature is to be
read

,
than the dissector or the antiquary .

—Emerson .

DISC IPLINE .
—A stern discipline per

vades all nature
,
which is a little cruel

that it may be very kind—Spenser.

N o pain
,
no palm ; no thorns, no

throne; no gall , no glory ; no cross , no

crown—Penn .

A man in o ld age is like a sword in a
shop window .

—Men that look upon the
perfect blade do not imagine the process
by which it was completed—Man is a
sword ; daily life is the workshop ; and
God is the artificer ; and those cares
which beat upon the anvil , and file the
edge

,
and eat in , acid-like , the inscrip

tion on the hilt—those are the very
things that fashion the man—H . W.

Beecher.

The discipline which corrects the base
ness of worldly passions, fortifies the
heart with virtuous principles, enlightens
the mind with useful knowledge , and

furnishes it with enj oyment from within
itself

,
is of more consequence to real

felicity, than all the provisions w e can
make of the goods of fortune—Blair.

DISC ON TEN T .
—Discontent is the

want of self-reliance ; it is infirmity of
will .—Emerson.

.

Our condition never satisfies us ; the
present is always the worst—Though Ju

D ISCONTENT

piter should grant his request to each ,
we should continue to importune h im
Fontaine .

N oble discontent
.

is the path to
heaven—T. W. Higginson .

Discontent is l ike ink poured into
water, which fills the whole fountain full
of blackness . It casts a cloud over the
mind, and renders it more occupied
about the evil which disquiets than
about the means of removing it .

-Fe lt
ham .

The root of all discontent is self-love .

—J. F. C larke .

The more self is indulged the more it
demands, and

, therefore , o f all men the
selfish are the most d iscontented .

All human situations“have their incon
veniences—We feel those of the present

,

but neither see nor feel those of the
future ; and hence we often make
troublesome changes without amend
ment , and frequently for the worse
Franklin .

The best remedy for our discontent is
to count our mercies . By the time we
have reckoned up a part of these

, we

shall be on our knees praising the Lord
for His great mercy and love—The
Quiver.

We love in others what we lack our

selves , and would be everything but
what we are—C . A . Stoddard.

Discontent may be a very good thing
,

or a very bad—There is a discontent
that is divine ; that has its birth in the
highest and purest inspiration that visits
and stirs the soul . -All the discontent
which grows from dissatisfaction with
present attainments, or springs from a
desire for higher usefulness

,
or that im

pels to the worthy achievement of an

honorable name or place , is a noble dis
content , and to be visited with blessings .
—But the discontent that comes from
below—from a soul disgusted with its
lo t, and faithless to God, and out of
harmony with the arrangements and
operations of providence , is evil , and
only evil continually—One tends to the
development of a symmetrical , strong ,
and harmonious character ; the other to
an evil temper, and a complaining spirit ,
and a rebellious heart—One is of

heaven ; the other of hell .—H . W.

Beecher.

That which makes people dissatisfied
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with their condition
,
is the chimerical

idea they form of the happiness of

others—Thomson .

Discontents are sometimes the better
part of our life .

—I know not which is
the most useful—Joy I may choose for
pleasure ; but adversities are the best for
profit ; and sometimes these do so far
help me

,
that I should

,
without them ,

want much of the j oy I have .
—Fe ltham.

A good man and a wise man may , at
times

,
be angry with the world , and at

times grieved for it ; but no man was

ever discontented with the world if he
did his duty in it .

—Southey .

Save me from impious discontent at
aught thy wisdom has denied or thy
goodness has lent—Pepe .

DISC OVERY .
—A new principle is an

inexhaust ible source o f new views .

Vauvenargues.

It is a mortifying truth , and ought to
teach the wisest of us humility, that
many of the most valuable discoveries
have been the result of chance rather
than o f contemplation , and of accident
rather than of design—C o lton .

If I have ever made any valuable dis
coveries, it has been owing more to
patient attention

,
than to any other

talent—Sir Isaac N ew ton .

It is a profound mistake to think that
everything has been discovered ; as well
think the horizon the boundary of the
world .

—Lemierre .

.

He who sins against men , may fear
discovery ;

.

but he who sins against G od
is sure of 1t .

Through every rift of discovery some
seeming anomaly drops out of the dark
ness

,
and falls

, as a golden link , into
the great chain of order . —E . H . C hapin .

It is the ~modest , not the presumptu
ous inquirer, who makes a real and safe
progress in the discovery of divine
truths—He follows God in his works
and in his word .

—Bo lingbroke .

DISC RETION .
—The greatest parts ,

without discretion , may be fatal to their
owner .

- Polyphemus , deprived of his
eye , was only the more exposed on ac

count of his enormous strength and
stature—Hume .

Be discreet in all things
,
and so render

it unnecessary to be mysterious about
any—Wellington .

DISCUSSION

There are many shining qualities in
the mind o f man ; but none so useful as
discretion . It is this which gives a value
to all the rest , and sets them at work in
their proper places, and turns them to
the advantage of their possessor. With
out it , learning is pedantry ; wit , im
pertinence ; virtue itself looks like
weakness ; and the best parts only qualify
a man to be more sprightly in errors

,
and

active to his own prej udice . Though a
man has all other perfections and wants
discretion , he will be of no great conse

quence in the world ; but if he has this
single talent in perfection

,
and but a

common share of others, he may do what
he pleases in his station of life—Addi
son .

Discretion in speech
,
i s more than elo

quence
—Bacon .

Open your mouth a nd purse cau
tiously , and your stock of wealth and
reputation shall , at least in repute , be
great—Zimmerman .

A sound discretion is not so much in
dicated , by never making a mistake

,
as

by never repeating it .
—Bovee .

The better part of valor is discretion
,

in the which better part I have saved
my life—Shakespeare .

Discretion is the perfection of reason ,

and a guide to us in all the duties of
life—It is only found in men of sound
sense and good understanding—Bruyere .

Discretion is the salt
,
and fancy the

sugar of life ; the one preserves , the
other sweetens 1t .

—Bovee .

If thou art a master, be sometimes
blind

,
if a servant

,
sometimes deaf

Fuller .

DISCUSSION .
—Free and fair discus

sion will ever be found the firmest friend
I

t
i

o

w

t
’

riith G . C ampbe ll.

It is an excellent rule to be observed
in all discussions , that men should give
soft words and hard arguments ; that
they should not so much strive to silence
or vex

,
as to convmce their opponents .

—Wilkins .

He who knows only his own side of

the case
,
knows little of that—J . Stuart

Mill .

He that is not open to conviction , is
not qualified for discussion .

—Whately .

Whosoever is afraid
.

of submitting any
question , civil or religious , to the test
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o f free discussion ,
is more

.

in love with
h is own Op inion than With truth—T.

Watson .

Understand your antagonist before
you answer h im .

The more discussion the be tter, if

passion and personality be eschewed .

Discussion , even if stormy , often win

nows truth from error—a good never to
be expected in an uninquiring age .

C harming.

There is no dispute managed without
passion

,
and yet there is scarce a dis

pute worth a passion—Sherlo ck.

There is nothing displays the quick
ness o f genius more than a dispute—as
two diamonds, encountering , contribute
to each other’s lustre—But perhaps the
odds is against the man o f taste in this
particular . —Shenstone .

The pain of dispute exceeds, by much ,
its utility—All disputation makes the
mind deaf and when people are deaf
I am dum —J0ubert.

Gratuitous violence in argument be
trays a conscious weakness o f the cause ,
and is usually a signal o f despair .
Junius.

Men are never so likely to se ttle a
question rightly , as when they discuss it
free ly .

—Macaulay .

In debate , rather pull to pieces the
argument o f thine antagonist , than offer
him any o f thine own ; fo r thus thou
will fight him in his own country .

Fielding.

If thou take delight in idle argumen

tatien
,
thou mayest

, be qualified to com
bat with the sophists , but will never
know how to live with men—So crates .

Reply with wit to gravity , and with
gravity to wit .

—Make a full concession
to your adversary ; give h im every
credit for the arguments you know you
can answer , and slur over those on feel
you cannot .

—But above all , i f e have
the privilege o f making his reply , take.
especial care that the strongest thing
you have to urge be the last—C o lton .

Do n ot use thyself to dispute against
thine own judgment to show thy wit ,
lost it repare thee to be indifferent
about w at is right ; nor against another
man to vex him , or for more trial o f

skill , since to inform or be inform ed
ou
g
ht to be the end of all conferences .

enn .

DISGRAC E

It is in disputes, as in armies , where
the weaker side sets up false lights, and
makes a great noise to make thé

‘

enemy
believe them more numerous and strong
than they really are—Swift.
DISEASE—The disease and its medi

c ine are like two factions in a besieged
town ' they tear one another to pieces

,

but both unite against their common
enemy—N ature—Jeflrey .

Diseases are the penalties we pay for
over indulgence , o r for our neglect of
the means o f health .

In these days half our diseases come
from the neglect o f the body , and the

e ver work o f the brain—In this railway
age the wear and tear of labor and in
tellect go on without ause o r self-pity .

-We l ive longer than\ our forefathers ;
but we suffer more , from a thousand
artificial anxieties and cares—They
fatigued only the muscles ; we exhaust
the finer strength of the nerves—Bul
wer.

Taking medicme is often only making
a new disease to cure or hide the o ld

one .

It is with disease of the mind , as with
those o f the body ; we are half dead
before we understand our disorder, and

hal f cured when we do .
—C’o lton .

Sickness and disease are in weak minds
the sources of melancholy ; but that
which is painful to the body

,
may be

profitable to the soul . Sickness puts us
in mind of our mortality, and, while we
drive on heedlessly in the full career of
worldly pomp and j ollity

,
kindly pulls

us by the ear, and brings us to a prOper
sense o f our duty—Burton .

DISGRACE—Disgrace is no t in the
punishment , but in the crime .

—Alfieri.
Among the numberless contradictions

in our nature hardly any is more glaring
than this , between our sensitiveness to
the slightest disgrace which we fancy
eas t upon us from without and our

callousness to the grossest which
'

we

bring down on ourselves . In truth , they
who are most sensitive to the one are

often the most callous to the other
Guesses at Truth .

Do no t talk about disgrace from .

a

thing being known , when the d isgrace is
,

that the thing should exist—Falconer.

Whatever disgrace we may have de
served or incurred, it is almost always in
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There be three parts of business—the
preparation , the debate or examination

,

and the perfection ; whereof if you look
for dispatch let the middle only be the
work of many and the first and last the
work o f few .

—Bacon .

If it were done when it is done then
it were well it were done quickly .

Shakespeare .

Our only safe rule is, Whatsoever our
hand findeth to do , to do it with all our
might .”—Let it be a subj ect of daily
prayer

,
as well as an obj ect of daily en

deave r, to do our right work at the
right time—N . Macleod.

Measure not dispatch by the times of
sitting

,
but by the advancement of buS1

ness—Bacon .

DISPOSITION .
—A good disposition

is more valuable than gold ; for the latter
is the gift of fortune

,
but the former is

the dower of nature—Addison .

The most phlegmatic dispositions
often contain the most inflammable
Spirits

,
as fire is struck from the hardestflints.
—Hazlitt.

The man who has so l ittle knowledge
of human nature as to seek happiness
by changing anything but his own dis
positions

,
will waste his life in fruitless

efforts , and multiply the griefs which he
proposes to remove—C o lton .

Envy ’s memory is nothing but a row

of books to hang up grudges on . Some
people ’s sensibility i s a mere bundle of

aversions ; and you hear them display
and parade it, not in recounting the
things they are attached to

,
but in tell

ing you how many things and persons“they cannot bear.”—John Foster.

A tender-hearted , compassionate dis

position
,
which inclines men to pity and

to feel the misfortunes of others, and
which is incapable of involving any man
in ruin and misery , is , of all tempers of
mind , the most amiable ; and though it
seldom receives much honor, is worthy
of the highest - Fielding.

There is no security in a good dis
position if the support of good prin
ciples, that is to say, of religion—of
C hristian faith , he wanting—It may be
soured by misfortune , corrupted by
wealth , blighted by neediness , and lose
all its original brightness, if destitute of
that support—Southey .

DISSIMULATION .
—Dissimulation is

but a faint kind of policy or wisdom
, for

it asketh a strong wit and a strong heart
to know when to tell the truth , and to
do it : therefore it is the weaker of

politicians that are the greatest dis

semb lers.
—Bacon .

Dissimulation in youth is the fore
runner of perfidy in o ld age—It de
grades parts and learning , obscures the
luster of every accomplishment , and
sinks us into contempt—The path o f

falsehood is a perplexing maze—One
artifice leads on toflano ther, till , as the
intricacy of the labyrinth increases, we
are left entangled in our own snare
Blair.

Dissimulation is oft n humble
,
often

polished
,
grave

,
sm oot decorous ; but

it is rarely gay and Jovial , a hearty
laugher

,
or a merry, cordial , boon com

panion .
—Bulwer.

Dissimulation is ever productive o f

embarrassment ; whether the design is

evil or not , artifice is always dangerous
and almost inevitably disgraceful . The

best and safest policy is never to have
recourse to deception , to avail yourself
of quirks, or to practice low cunning , but
to prove yourself in every circumstance
of life upright and sincere . This system
is that which noble minds will adopt ,
and the dictates of an enlightened and
superior understanding would be suffi

cient to insure its adoption .
—Bruyére .

DISSIPATION .
—Dissipation is abso

lutely a labor when the round of Vanity
fair has been once made ; but fashion
makes us think lightly o f the toil , and
we describe the circle as mechanically as
a horse in a mill—Zimmerman .

There is a dissipation of thought and
feeling

,
as well of bodily energies ; and

the latter is as wasteful and ruinous to
the mind and heart

,
as the former is to

the health and strength of the body .

Dreamy reveries
,
desultory reading , nu

regulated and scattering thought , plans
formed without reason

,
or never carried

out to wise results, are as truly dissipa
tion of the soul as the wildest revelries
and indulgences are of the body .

DISTAN CE —Distance lends enchant
ment to the view—C ampbell .

Distance sometimes endears friendship ,
and absence sweeteneth it—for separa
tion from those we love shows us , by the
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loss , their real value and dearness to us . hurtful than its opposite —Most men be
—Howell . come useless to

O

him who is unwilling to
Wishes,

o

like
.
painted landscapes, best “Sk being deceived .

—Vauvenargues .

delight whi le distance recommends “them . The feeling of distrust is always the
—Afar Off they appear beautiful ; but last which a great mind acquires .

near
,
they show their coarse and ordi Racine

nary colors .—Yalden .

Sweetest melodies are those that are
by distance made more sweet—Words
worth .

G lories, l ike glow—worms afaroff , shine
bright, but looked at near have neither
heat nor light—J . Webster.

Distance in truth produces in idea the
same effect as in real perspective .

-Oh

jects are softened , rounded , and rendered
doubly graceful .—The harsher and more
ordinary points of character are melted
down , and those by which it is remem
bered are the more striking outlines that
mark sublimi ty, grace , or beauty .

There are mists, too , as in the natural
horizon

,
to conceal what is less pleasing

in distant obj ects ; and there are happy
lights

,
to stream in full glory upon those

points which can profit by brilliant il
lumination—Walter Sco tt .

DISTIN CTION .
—You may fail to

shine in the opinion of others both in
your conversation and actions

,
from be

ing superior, as well as inferior to them .

—Greville .

Talent and worth are the only eternal
grounds of distinction—To these the Al
mighty has affixed his everlast ing patent
of nobility, and these it is which make
the bright immorta l names to which our

children
,
as well as others, may aspire .

—Miss Sedgwick.

All our distinctions are accidental .
Beauty and deformity

,
though personal

qualities
,
are neither entitled to praise

o r censure ; yet it so happens that they
color our opinion o f those qualities to
which mank ind have attached impor
tance—Zimmerman .

How men long for celebrity l—Some
would willingly sacrifice their lives for
fame

,
and not a few would rather be

known by their crimes than not known
at all—Sinclair.

DISTRUST .
—A certain amount of

distrust is wholesome , but not so much
of others as o f ourselves—N either van

ity nor conceit can exist in the same
atmosphere with it .

—Mad. N eckar.

Excessive distrust of others is not less

N othing is more certain of destroying
any good feelings that may be cherished
toward us than to show distrust—On
the contrary confidence leads us natu
rally to act kindly ; we are affected by
the good Opinion others entertain of us,
and are not easily induced to lose it .
Mad. Sevingé .

As health lies in labor, and there is no
royal road to it but through toil , so there
is no republican road to safety but in
constant distrust—Wendell Phillips

What loneliness is more lonely than
distrust ?—Geo rge E lio t.
Self-distrust is the cause of most o f

our failures . In the assurance of
strength

,
there is strength , and they are

the weakest
,
however strong , who have

no faith in themselves or their own

powers—Bovee .

To think and feel we are able
,
is often

to be so .
—J . Hawes.

DIVERSION .
- (See AMUSEMEN T. )

Diversions are most properly applied
to ease and relieve those who are op
pressed by being too much employed .

Those that are idle have no need o f

them , and yet they , above all others ,
give themselves up to them .

—To unbend
our thoughts when they are too much
stretched by our cares is not more
natural than it is necessary ; but to turn
our whole life into a holiday is not only
ridiculous

,
but destroys pleasure instead

of increasing it .
—Savz

’

lle .

-L
'

et : the world have whatever sports
and recreations please them best

, pro

vided they be followed with discretion .

—Burton .

DOC ILITY .
—A docile disposmon will

,

with application
,
surmount every diffi

culty .

—]ll aniltus .

Willingness to be taught what we do
not know

,
is the sure pledge o f growth

both in knowledge and wisdom .
—Blazr .

DOCTRIN E—Doctrine is the neces

sary foundation o f duty ; i f the theory is

no t correct , the practice cannot be right .

—Tell me what a man believes, and I
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will tell y ou what he
'

will do .
-Tryon

Edwards .

Say what m en may , it is doctrine that
moves the world . He who takes no
position will not sway the human intel
lect .—W. G . T . Shedd.

The question is not whether a doctrine
is beautiful but whether it is true .

When we wish to go to a place , we do
not ask whether the road leads through
a pretty country

,
but whether it is the

right road—Hare .

Doctrine is the framework of life
the skeleton of truth , to be clothed and
rounded out by the living grace o f a
holy life—A . J . Gordon .

The doctrine that rectifies the con

science
,
purifies the heart

,
and produces

love to G od and man , is necessarily true ,
whether men can comprehend all its
depths and relations or not .

—If it de
stroys sin

J
and makes happiness grow

out of right living and right loving , it is
the truth of God—J . B. Wa lker.

Pure doctrine always bears fruit in
pure benefits—Emerson .

He that shall broach any doctrine that
cometh not from God, whatsoever he
say for it , or what gloss soever he set

upon it
,
is a traitor to God though he

were an angel from heaven—Boston .

DOGMATISM.

—N othing can be more
unphilosophical than to be positive
dogmatical on any subj ect—When men

are the most sure and arrogant
,
they are

commonly the most mistaken and have
there given reins to passion without that
proper deliberation and suspense which
alone can secure them from the grosse st
absurdities—Hume

A dogmatical spirit inclines a man to

be censorious of his neighbors—Every
one o f his opinions appears to him writ
ten as with sunbeams

,
and he grows

angry that his neighbors do not see it
in the same light—He is tempted to
disdain his correspondents as men o f

low and dark understanding because
they do not believe what he does .
Watts.

It has been said o f dogmatism , that
it is only puppyism come to its full
growth

,
and certainly the worst form

this quality can assume is that o f Opin
ionativeness and arrogance—S. Smiles .

Those who differ most from the opin
ions of their fellow-men are the most

DOUBT

confident of the truth o f their own

Mackintosh .

Those who refuse the long drudgery
o f thought , and think with the heart
rather than the head

,
are ever most

fiercely dogmatic .
—Bayne .

DOIN G WELL —Whatever is worth
doing at all , is worth doing well .
C hesterfield.

We do not choose our own parts in
l ife , and have nothing to do with those
parts .—Our duty is confined

'

to playing
them well .—Epic te tus .

Rest satisfied with doing well
, and

leave others to talk o f you as they
please—Pythagoras .

Thinking well is l wise ; planning well ,
wiser ; doing well wisest and best o f

all .—Persian Proverb .

DOMESTIC . Domestic happiness
thou only bliss of paradise that has sur
vived the fall . - C

’
orvper.

Domestic happiness is the end of al

most all our pursuits
,
and the common

reward of all our pains—When men find

themselves forever barred from this de
lightful fruition they are lost to all in
dustry , and grow careless of their
worldly affairs—Thus they become bad
subj ects, bad relations , bad friends, and
bad men—Fie lding.

A prince wants only the pleasures of

private life to complete his happiness
Bruyere .

Domestic worth—that shuns too strong
a light . —Ly ttleton .

Our notion of the perfect society em
braces the family as its -center and orna
ment—N or is there a paradise planted
till the children appear in the fore
ground to animate and complete the
picture—A . B. Alco tt.

N o money is better spent than what
is laid out for domestic satisfaction—A
man is pleased that his wife is dressed
as well as other people , and the wife is
pleased that she is so dressed—Johnson .

DOUBT .
—A bitter and perplexed ,

What shall I do ? ” is worse to man

than worse necessity—C o leridge .

Modest doubt is called the beacon of

the wise—the tent that searches to the
bottom of the worst—Shakespeare .

In contemplation
,
if a man begins

with certainties he shall end in doubts ;
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full and adequate sense of personality
we are lifted into a region where doubt
is almost impossible

,
for no man can

know himself as he is, and all the fulness
o f his nature , without also knowing God.

-T. T. Manger.

G ive me the benefit of your convie
tions

,
if you have any

,
but keep your

doubts to yourself
, for I have enough of

my own—Goethe .

The doubts of an honest man contain
more moral truth than the profession of

faith of people under a worldly yoke .

Doudan .

The end of doubt is the beginning of
repose .

—Petrarch .

Doubt is hell in the human soul .
Gasparin .

DREAMS—C hildren of the night
,
of

indigestion bred—C hurchill .
A world of the dead in the hues of

l ife—Mrs. Hemans .

Dreams full oft are found of real
events the forms and shadows—Joanna
Baillie .

We have in dreams no true percep
tion of time—a strange property of

mind l—for if such be also its property
when entered into the eternal disem
bodied state , time will appear to us
eternity l—The relations of space as
well as of time are also annihilated

, so

that while almost an eternity is com
pressed into a moment

,
infinite space is

traversed more swiftly than by real
thought—Winslow .

We are somewhat more than ourselves
in our sleeps

,
and the slumber of the

body seems to be but the waking of the
soul .—It is the litigation of sense

,
but

the liberty o f reason ; and our waking
conceptions do not match the fancies of
our sleeps—Sir. J . Browne .

As dreams are the fancies of those
that sleep

,
so fancies are but the dreams

of those awake—Blount.

Dreaming is an act of pure imagina
tion , attesting in all men a creative
power, which , if it were available in
waking , would make every man a Dante
o r a Shakespeare—Hedge .

Let not our babbling dreams afi
'

right
our souls—Shakespeare .

N othing so much convinces me of the
boundlessness of the human mind as its
operations in dreaming .

— C’lulow .

DRESS

Eat to please thyself
,
but dress to

please others—Franklin .

An emperor in his night-cap would
not meet with half the respect of an

emperor with a crown—Go ldsmith .

If honor be your clothing
,
the suit will

last a lifetime ; but if clothing be your
honor, it will soon be worn threadbare .

DRESS .
—Dress has a moral efi ect

upon the conduct of mankind —Let any
gentleman find himself with dirty boots,
old surtout, soiled neckcloth , and a gen
eral negligence of dress

, and he will
,
in

all p1obability , find a corresponding dis
position in negligence of address—Sir J .

Barrington .

As you treat your body
,
so your house

,

your domestics , your enemies , your
friends—Dress 1s the table of your con
tents— .Lavater

Out of clothes, out of countenance ;
out of countenance, out of wit—Ben
Jonson .

A becoming decency of exterior may
not be necessary fo r ourselves

,
but is

agreeable to others ; a
nd while it may

render a fool more contemptible
,
it

serves to embellish inherent worth—It
is like the polish of the diamond

,
taking

something perhaps from its weight
,
but

adding much to its brilliancy—David
Paul Brown .

The body is the shell of the soul
,
and

dress the husk of that shell ; but the
husk often tells what the kernel is
Anon

Had C icero himself pronounced one of
his orations with a blanket about his
shoulders

,
more people would ' have

laughed at his dress than admired his
eloquence—Addison .

As the index tells the contents of the
book , and directs to the particular chap
ter

,
even so do the outward habit and

garments
,
in man or woman , give us a

taste of the spirit, and point to the in
ternal quality of the soul ; and there
cannot be a more evident and gross
manifestation of poor

,
degenerate , dung

hilly blood and breeding , than a rude ,
unpolished

,
disordered

, and slovenly out

side—Massinger.

As to matters of dress , I would recom
mend one never to be first in the tash1on
nor the last out of it .

—J . Wesley .
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The medium between a fop and a
sloven is what a man of sense would en

deavor to keep ; yet one well adv1ses
his son to appear, in his habit , rather
above than below his fortune ; and tells
him he will find a handsome suit of
clothes always procures some additional
respect . My banker ever bows lowest
to me when I wear my full-bottomed
wig ; and writes me

“Mr.

” or E sq .

according as he sees me dressed—Bud
gell.

The perfection of dress is in the union
of three requisites—in its being com
fortab le , cheap , and tasteful . —Bovee .

N ext to clothes being fine
,
they s hould

be well made
,
and worn easily : for a

man is only the less genteel for a fine
coat

,
if
,
in wearing it

,
he shows a regard

for it
,
and is not as easy in it as if it

were a plain one—C hesterfield.

C ostly thy habit as thy purse can buy ,
but not expressed in fancy ; rich , but not
gaudy

,
for the apparel o ft proclaims the

man—Shakespeare .

The plainer the dress with greater
luster does beauty appear.—V 1rtue is the
greatest ornament

,
and good sense th e

best equipage .
—G . Saville .

Beauty gains little
,
and homeliness

and deformity lose much by gaudy at

tire .
—Zimmerman .

A fine coat is but a livery w hen the
person who wears it discovers no h lgher
sense than that of a footman .

—Addi son .

N o man is esteemed for gay garments ,
but by fools and women—Sir W.

Raleigh .

The vanity of loving fine clothes and

new fashions, and valuing ourselves by
them

,
is one of the most childish pieces

of folly —Sir M . Hale .

Be neither too early in the fashion ,
nor too long out of it , nor too precisely
in it .

—What custom hath civilized is

become decent ; till then, ridiculous .

Where the eye is the jury , thine apparel
is the evidence—Quark s .

Dress yourself fine
,
where others are

fine
,
and plain

,
where others are plain ;

but take care always that your clothes
are well made and fit you , for o ther
wise they will give you a very awkward
air .—C hesterfield.

A gentleman’s taste in dress is, upon
principle

,
the avoidance of all things ex

fi a

DRESS

travagant .
—It consists in the quiet» sim

plicity of exquisite neatness ; but as the
neatness must be a neatness in fashion

,

employ the best tailor ; pay him ready
money ; and on the whole you will find
him the cheapest—Bulwer.

A rich dress adds but little to the

beauty of a person ; it may possibly
create a deference , but that is rather an
enemy to love .

—Shenstone .

It is not every man that can afford to
wear a shabby coat ; and worldly wisdom
dictates the propriety of dressing some
what beyond one ’s means

,
but of living

within them , for every one sees how we

dress , but none see how we live unless
we choose to let them .

—C o lton .

We sacrifice to dress till household
j oys and comforts cease“ fDress drains
our cellar dry, and keeps our larder
clean ; puts out our fires, and introduces
hunger

,
frost , and woe , where peace and

hospitality might reign—C owper.

In clothes clean and fresh there is a
kind of youth with which age should
surround itself —Jcubert.
Too great carelessness, equally with
excess in dress

,
multiplies the wrinkles

of o ld age , and makes its decay more
conspicuous—Bruyere .

In the indications of female poverty
there can be no disguise—N o woman
dresses below herself from caprice
Lamb .

In civilized society external advan
tages make us more respected—A man

with a good coat on his back meets with
a better reception than he who has a
bad one—You may analyze this and
say , what is there in it ?—But that will
avail y ou nothing , for it is a part of a
general system .

—Johnson .

I

Rer
d

s

'

ons are often misled in regard to
their choice of dress by attending to the
beauty of colors

,
rather than selecting

such colo rs as may increase their own

beauty .
-Shens tone .

The only medicine which does women
more good than harm , is dress—Richter.

Those who think that in order to dress
well it is necessary to dress extrava

gantly or grandly
,
make a great mistake .

—N othing so well becomes true feminine
beauty as simplicity—G . D . Prentice .

Two things in my apparel I will chiefly
aim at—commodio usness and decency ;
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more than these is not commendable ;
yet I hate an effeminate Spruceness , as
much as a fantast ic disorder . -A neg
lected comeliness is the best ornament .
—Anon .

A loose and easy dress contributes
much to give to both sexes those fine
proportions of body that are observable
in the G recian statues , and which serve
as models to our present artists—Rous

seau .

The consciousness of clean linen is, in
and of 1tse lf, a source o f moral strength ,
second only to that o f a clean conscience .

DRINKIN G .
—(See INTEMPERANCE

and

The first draught serveth fo r health ,
the second for pleasure

,
the third for

shame , and the fourth for madness .

The Japanese say :
“A man takes a

drink , then the drink takes a drink , and
the next drink takes the man .

”

Some one commending Philip ofMace
do n for drinking freely,

“
That

,
sa id

Demosthenes,
“is a good quality in a

sponge , but not in a king .

The maxim , in vino veritas—that a
man who is well warmed with wine will
speak truth ,

” may be an argument for
drinking , if you suppose m en in general
to be l iars ; but , sir, I would not keep
company with a fellow

, who lies as long
as he is sober

,
and whom y ou must make

drunk before you can get a word of

truth out of him .
—Johnson .

The barroom as a bank : You deposit
your money—and lose it ; your time
and lose it ; your character—and lose
it ; your manly independence—and lose
it ; your home comfort—and lose it ;
your self-contro lm and lose it ; your chil
dren’s happiness—and lo se it ; your own

soul—and lose it .
Every moderate drinker could aban
don the intoxicating cup

,
if he would ;

every inebriate would if he could—J . B.

Gough .

Whisky is a good thing in its place .

There is nothing like it for preserving
a man when he is dead . If you want
to keep a dead man , put him in whisky ;
if you want to kill a l ive man put
whisky in him .

—Guthrie .

In the bottle , discontent seeks fo r com
fort ; cowardice , for courage ; bashful

DRUNKENNESS

ness
,
for confidence ; sadness, for j oy ;

and all find ruin !
Strong drink is no t only the

\
‘

devil
’

s

way into a man , but man
’s way to the

devil .—Adam C larke .

DRUNKEN N ESS.
—(See INTEMPER

A drunkard is the annoyance of mod
esty ; the trouble of civility ; the spo1l of

Drunkenness is nothing else but a
voluntary madness—Seneca .

All excess is ill ; but drunkenness is
of the worst sort . It spo ils health , dis
mounts the mind

, and unmans men . It
reveals secrets

,
is quarrelsome , lascivious ,

impudent
,
dangerous , and mad . He that

is drunk is not a man , because he is
void of reason that distinguishes a man

from a beast—Penn .

Drunkenness is a attering devil , a
sweet poison , a pleasa t sin, which who
soever hath

,
hath not himself, which

whosoever doth commit , doth not com
mit sin , but he himself is wholly sin

Augustine .

Intoxicating drinks have produced
evils more deadly , because more contin
uous, than all those caused to mankind
by the great historic scourges of war,
famine

,
and pestilence combined—G lad

stone .

Drunkenness is the vice of a good con
stitution ,

or a bad memory ; of a con
stitution so treacherously good , that it
never bends till it breaks , or of a mem
ory that recollects the pleasures of get
ting intoxicated

,
but fo rgets the pains

of getting sober .—C o lton .

Some o f the domestic evils of drunk
enness are houses without windows,
gardens without fences, fields without
tillage

,
barns without roofs, children

without clothing
,
principles

,
morals, or

manners—Franklin .

All the armies on earth do not destroy
so many of the human race , no r alienate
so much property, as drunkenness—Ba
con .

Habitual
.

intoxication is the epitome
of every cr1me .

-Jerro ld.

Let there be an entire abstinence from
intoxicating drinks throughout this coun
try during the period of a single genera
tion , and a mob would be as impossible
as combustion without oxygen—Horace
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that cleaves to us , go where we will .
G ladstone .

Every duty which we omit , obscures
some truth which we should have known .

—Ruskin .

Duties are ours , events are God ’s .

This removes an infinite burden from
the shoulders of a miserable , tempted ,
dying creature . On this consideration
only can he securely lay down his head
and close his eyes—C ecil .
Duty performed gives clearness and

firmness to faith
,
and faith thus strength

ened through duty becomes the more
assured and satisfying to the soul .
Tryon Edwards .

Duty is the grandest of ideas , because
it implies the idea of G od, of the soul ,
of liberty

,
of responsibility

, of immor

tality .

-Lacordaire .

“We do not choose our own parts in
life

,
and have nothing to do with select

ing those parts . Our simple duty is
confined to playing them well . —Epic
tetus .

The brave man wants no charms to
encourage him to duty, and the good
man scorns all warnings that would de
ter him from doing it .

—Buulwer.

Do to-day’s duty
,
fight to-day ’s temp

tation , and do not weaken and distract
yourself by looking forward to things
which you cannot see , and could not un
derstand if you saw th em .

—C harles
Kingsley .

The reward of one duty done is the
power to fulfill another .—Ge0 rge E lio t.
Know thyself and do thine own work,
says Plato ; and each includes the other
and covers the whole duty of man .

Montaigne .

The best things are nearest : light in
your eyes, flowers at your feet , duties
at your hand , the path of G od j ust b e
fore y ou. Then do no t grasp at the
stars

,
but do life ’s common work as it

comes , certain that daily duties and
daily bread are the sweetest things of

l ife .

God always has an angel of help for
those who are willing to do their duty .

T. L . Cuy ler.

The truth is , one
’s vocation is never

some far-off possibility—It is always
the simple round of duties which the
passing hour brings—J . W. Dulles .

Let us never forget that every station
in life is necessary ; that each deserves
our respect ; that not the station itself ,
but the worthy fulfillment of its duties
does honor to man .

There is nothing in the universe that
I fear, but that I shall not know all my
duty

,
or shall fail to do it .

—Mary Lyon .

We are apt to mistake our vo cation
by looking out of the way for occasions
to exercise great and rare virtues , and
by stepping over the ordinary ones that
lie directly in the road before us .

—H .

More .

Duties in general , l ike that class of

them called debts
,
give more trouble the

longer they remain-undischarged .

Let men laugh
,
if t ey will , when yo u

sacrifice desire to duty . You have time
and eternity to rej oice in .

—Theodore
Parker.

Do the duty that lies nearest to thee .

-Goethe .

I find the doing of the will of God
leaves me no time for disputing about
His plans—G . Macdonald.

To what gulfs a single deviation from
the path o f human duties leads l—Byron .

Who escapes a duty, avoids a gain .

Theodore Parker.

I believe that we are conforming to
the divine order and the will of Provi
dence when we are doing even indiffer
ent things that belong to our condition .

-Fenel0 n .

Whether your time calls
o
you to live

o r die do both l ike a pr1nce .
—Sir P .

Exactness in little duties is a wonder
ful source of cheerfulness—Faber.

There is no evil we cannot face or fly
from , but the consciousness of duty dis
regarded .

—Daniel Webster.

Men do less than they ought , unless
they do all that they can—C arly le .

Be not diverted from your duty by
any idle reflections the silly world may
make upon y ou ,

for their censures are
not in your power and should not be at
all your concern—Epictetus.

It is one of the worst of errors to sup
pose that there is any path of safety
except that of duty—Wm . N evins .

Every duty that is bidden to wait
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comes back with seven fresh duties at
its back—C harles Kingsley .

There is no mean work , save that
which is sordidly selfish ; no irreligious
work

, save that which is morally wrong ;
in every sphere of life the po st of honor
is the post of duty —. E . H . C hapin .

Perish discretion when it interferes
with duty .

—H . More .

N o man ’s spirits were ever hurt by do
ing his duty —Ou the contrary , one good
action

,
one temptation resisted and over

come
,
one sacrifice of desire or interest

purely for conscience ’s sake , will prove
a cordial for weak and low spirits far
beyond what either indulgence , or diver
sion

,
or company can do for them .

Paley .

Duty performed is a moral tonic ; if
neglected

,
the tone and strength of both

mind and heart are weakened , and the
Spiritual health underm ined—Tryon
Edwards .

Do right , and God’s recompense to

you will be the power of doing more
right—F. W. Robertson .

Practice in life whatever thou pray
est for

,
and God will give it thee more

abundantly—F. D . Hun tington .

Try to put well in practice what you
already know ; and in so doing , you will ,
in good time , discover the hidden things
which you now inquire about . Practice
what you know, and it will help to make
clear what now you do not know—Rem
brandt.

So nigh is grandeur to our dust , so

near is God to man , when duty whis

pers low ,

“
Thou must ,

”
th e youth re

plies, I can .

”—Emerson .

Do thy duty ; that is best ; leave unto
the Lord the rest—Longfellow .

All that . any one of us has to do in
this world is his simple

'

duty . And an
archangel could not do more than that
to advantage—H . C . Trumbull .

When the soul resolves to perform
every duty, immediately it is conscio us
of the presence of God—Bacon .

Every day remember that to-day you
have a God to glorify ; a Saviour to
imitate ; a soul to save ; your body to
mortify ; virtue to acquire ; heaven to
seek ; eternity to meditate upon ; temp
tations to resist ; the world to guard
against ; and perhaps death to meet .

DUTY

By doing our duty, we learn to do it .

-E . B. Pusey .

If I am faithful to the duties of the
present

, God will provide for the future .

—Bedell.
Every hour comes with some little

fagot o f God ’s will fastened upon its
back—Faber.

C an any man or woman choose duties?
N o more than they can choose their
birthplace , or their father and mother .

George E lio t.

It is wonderful what strength and

boldness of purpose and energy will
come from the feeling ‘ that we are in
the way of duty —John Foster.

Let us do our duty in our shOp or our

kitchen ; in the market, the street , the
oflice

, the school , the home , j ust as
faithfully as if we stood in the front
rank of some great battle , and knew that
victory fo r mankind depended on our

bravery , strength , and skill .—When we

do that , the humblest of us will be
serving in that great army which achieves
the welfare of the world—Theodore
Parker.

Do the truth ye
,

know
,
and you shall

learn the truth you need to know .
—G .

JVIacdonald.

Reverence the highest ; have patience
with the lowest ; let this day

’s perform
ance of the meanest duty be thy re

ligion .
—Margaret Fuller.

The consideration that human happi
ness and mo ral duty are inseparably
connected , will always continue to
prompt me to promote the former by
inculcating the practice of the latter
Washington .

There are not good things enough in
life , to indemnify us for the neglect of a
smglé duty - Mad. Swetchine .

The best preparation for the future 18

the present well seen to
,
the last duty

well done—G . Macdonald.

The duty of man is plain and simple ,
and consists but of two pomts ; his duty
to God, which every man must feel ;
and his duty to his neighbor , to do as
he would be done by .

—Thomas Paine .

The path of duty lies in what is near,
and men seek for it in what is remote .

The work of duty lies in what is easy ,
and men seek for it in what is difficult .
- Mencius.
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Duty by habit is to pleasure turned .

—Brydges .

This is the feeling that gives a man

true courage—the feeling that he has a
work to do at all costs ; the sense of
duty .

—C . Kingsley .

Man is not born to solve the problem
of the universe , but to find out what he
has to do ; and to restrain himself within
the limits of his comprehension .

G oethe .

Duty is above all consequences
,
and

often, at a crisis of difficulty ,
commands

us to throw them overboard . It com
mands us to look neither to the right

,

nor to the left , but straight onward .

Hence every act of duty is an act of

faith . It is performed in the assurance
that God will take care of the conse

quences, and will so order the course o f

the world, that , whatever the immedi

ate results may be, his word shall not
return to him void .

This span of l ife was lent for lofty
duties , not for selfishness ; not to be
whiled away in aimless dreams, but to
improve ourselves and serve mankind
Aubrey De Vere .

N o human being , man o r woman , can
act up to a sublime standard Without
giving offence .

—C hanning .

It is surprising how practical duty en

riches the fancy and the heart , and ao

tion clears and deepens the affections .

Martine au .

Our grand business is not to see what
lies dimly in the distance , but to do
what lies clearly at hand—C arlyle .

EARLY RISIN G . Whoever has
tasted the breath of morning , knows that
the most invigorating and delightful
hours of the day are commonly spent in
bed

,
tho ugh ‘ it is the evident intention

of nature that we should profit by them .

—Southey .

When one begins to turn in bed , it is
time to turn out—Wellington .

The difference between rising at five
and seven o ’clock in the morning , for
forty years

,
supposing a man to go to

bed at the same hour at night
,
is nearly

equivalent to the additio n of ten years
to a man ’s life .

—Doddridge .

EARN ESTN ESS

It is well to be up before daybreak
,

for such habits contribute to health
,

wealth , and wisdom .
—Aristo tle .

Early rising not only gives us more
life in the same number o f years

,
but

adds, likewise , to their number ; and not

only enables us to enj oy more o f ex
istence in the same time

,
but increases

also the measure—C o lton .

The early morning hath gold in its
mouth—Franklin .

N ext to temperance
,
a quiet con

science , a cheerful m ind , and active hab
its

, I place early rising as a means of
health and happiness—Flint .

‘

Few ever lived
'

to o ld age
,
and fewer

sti l l ever became
q
distinguished , who

were not in the h ab 1t
,
of early rising

J . Todd.

Is there aught in sleep can charm the
wise to lie in dead o blivion

,
losing half

the fleeting moments of too short a life ?
—Thomson .

I would have it inscribed on the cur
tains of your bed and the walls of your
chamber : If you do not rise early y ou
can make progress in nothing .

”—Lord
C hatham .

He who rises late may trot all day
,

and not overtake his business at night
Franklin .

I never knew a man come to greatness
or eminence who lay abed late in the
morning—Swift.

Every night I make up my mind to
rise early the next morning

,
but

.

every
morning make up my body to h e sti ll .
Better to get up late and be wide

awake then , than to get up early and be
asleep all day .

Those who wo uld bring great things
to pass must rise early —Love not sleep ,

lest thou come to poverty—M . Henry .

EARN ESTNESS .
—Earnestness is en

thusiasm tempered by reason—Pascal.
There is no substitute for thorough

going
,
ardent , and Sincere earnestness .

Dickens .

A man in earnest finds means
, or if

he cannot find
,
creates them .

—C hanning.

Do you wish to become rich ?—You
may become so if you desire it in no

half-way , but thoroughly —Do y ou wish
to master any science o r accomplish
ment ?—G ive yourself to it and it lies
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E C CEN TRIC ITY .
-Oddities and sin

gularities of behavior may attend genius,
but when they do

,
they are its misfor

tunes and blemishes—The man of true
genius will be ashamed of them , or, at
least

,
will never affect to be distinguished

by them .
—Sir W. Temp le .

Even beauty cannot palliate eccen

tricity .
-Balzac .

E ccentricity has always abounded
when and where strength of character
has abounded—And the amount of ec

centricity in a society has been propor
tional to the amount of genius , mental
vigor

,
and moral courage it contained .

He that will keep a monkey, should
pay for the glasses he breaks .—Selden .

E CHO . That tuneful nymph , the
babbling echo

, who has no t learned to
conceal what is told h er, nor yet is able
to speak till another speaks—Ovid.

The shadow of a sound ; a voice with
out a mouth

,
and words without a

tongue—Horace Smith .

The babbling gossip of the air .
Shakespeare .

Where we find echoes we generally find
emptiness and hollowness ; it is the con
trary with the echo es of the heart .

Bayes.

E CON OMY .
—If you know how to

Spend less than you get , you have the
philosopher’s stone .

-Franklin .

E conomy is the parent of integrity, of
liberty

,
and of ease ; and the beauteous

sister of temperance , of cheerfulness , and
health ; and profuseness is a cruel and

crafty demon
,
that gradually involves

her followers in dependence and debts ,
and so fetters them with irons that en

ter into their inmost souls .—Hawkes

worth .

E conomy is in itself a source of great
revenue—Seneca .

Large enterprises make the few rich ,
but the maj ority prosper only through
the carefulness and detail of thrift . He

is already poverty-stricken whose habits
are not thritfy .

—T. T. Munger.

A sound economy is a sound under
standing brought into action . It is cal
culation realized ; it is the doctrine of

proportion reduced to practice ; it is
foreseeing contingencies and providing
against them ; it is expecting contingen

ECONOMY

cies and being prepared for them .

—Han

nah More .

To make three guineas do the Work of

five—Burns .

Men talk in raptures of youth and

beauty
,
wit and sprightliness ; but after

seven years of union , not one of them is
to be compared to good family manage
ment

,
which is seen at every meal , and

felt every hour in the husband ’s purse .

—Witherspo on .

The regard one shows economy, is
like that we show an o ld aunt , who is
to leave us something at last—Shen
stone .

Waste cannot be accurately told ,

though we are sensible how destructive
it is . Economy oif

‘
the one hand , by

which a certain income
'

s made to main
tain a man genteelly ; a d waste on the
other

,
by which , on the same income ,

another man lives shabb ily , cannot be
defined . It is a very nice thing ; as one
man wears his coat out much sooner
than another, we cannot tell how
Johnson .

Without economy none can be rich ,

and with it few will be poor. -Johnson.

It is no small commendation to man

age a little well . -To live well in
abundance is the praise of the estate

,

not o f the person .
—I will study more

how to give a good account of my little
,

than how to make it more .
-Bp . Hall .

There
.

is no gain so certain as that
which arises from sparing what you have .

—Publius Syrus .

N o man is rich whose expenditures ex
ceed his means ; and no one is poor
who se incomings exceed his outgoings .
—Haliburton .

Economy, whether public or private ,
means the wise management of labor,
mainly in three senses ; applying labor
rationally , preserving its produce care
fully , and distributing its produce sea

sonab ly .
—Ruskin .

A man’s ordinary expenses ought
be but to the half of h is receipts, and
he think to wax rich , but to the third
part—Bacon .

E conomy before competence is mean
ness after it ; therefore economy is fo r
the poor ; the rich may dispense with it .
—Bovee .

He who is taught to live upon little
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owes more to his father ’s wisdom than
he that has a great deal left him does to
his father’s care—Penn .

N othing is cheap which is superfluous ,
for what o ne does not need , is dear at a
penny .

—Pluta.rch .

The art of living easily as to money
is to pitch your scale o f living one de
gree below your means—H . Taylor.

Take care to be an economist in pros
perity ; there is no fear of your not be
ing one in adversity .

—Zimmerman .

The habit of saving is itself an edu
cation ; it fosters every virtue , teaches
self-denial , cultivates the sense of order ,
trains to forethought

,
and so broadens

the mind—T. T. Munger.

N ot to be covetous, is money ; not to
be a purchaser

,
is a revenue—C i cero .

Let honesty and industry be thy con

stant companio ns
,
and spend one penny

less than thy clear gains ; then shall thy
pocket begin to thrive ; creditors will no t
insult

,
nor want oppress , nor hunger

bite , nor nakedness freeze thee—Frank

Proportion and propriety are among
the best secrets of domestic wisdom ; and
there is no surer test of integrity than
a well-proportioned expenditure—Han

nah More .

The man who will live above his pres
ent circumstances

,
is in great danger of

soon living much beneath them ; or as

the Italian proverb says , The man
"

that
lives by hope

,
will die by despair .

Addison .

A man may, if he knows not
‘

how to
save as he gets, keep his nose all his life
to the grindstone and die not worth a
groat after all .—Franklin .

E conomy is half the battle of life ; _ it

is no t so hard to earn money, as to
spend it well . -Spurgeon .

Ere you consult fancy, consult your
purse—Franklin .

The world abhors closeness , and all
but admires extravagance ; yet a slack
hand shows weakness , and a tight hand
strength—Bur ton .

The back door robs the house—Her

bert.

.

Take care o f the pence , and the pounds
Wl ll take care of themselves—Franklin .

There are but two ways of paying a

debt ; increase of industry in raising in
come , c r increase of thrift in laying out .

—C arlyle .

EDUCATION —(See “TEACHING .

Education is the apprenticeship o f

life .
—Willmo tt.

A human being is not ,
.

in any proper
sense , a human being t1ll he is edu
cated .

—H . Mann .

What sculpture is to a block of mar
ble , educatio n is to the human soul . The

philosopher , the saint , the hero , the wise ,
and the good , or the great , very often
lie hid and concealed in a plebeian

,

which a proper education might have dis
interred and brought to light—Addison .

The great end of education is
,
to dis

cipline rather than to furnish the mind ;
to train it to the use of its own powers

,

rather than fil l it with the accumulations
of others—Tryon Edwards.

The aim of education should be to
teach us rather how to think

,
than what

to think—rather to improve our minds
,

so as to enable us to think fo r our

selves , than to load the memory with
the thoughts of other men .

—Beattie .

Education does not mean teaching
people to know what they do not know ;
it means teaching them to behave as

they do no t behave—Ruskin .

Education begins with life . Before
we are aware the foundations of char
acter are laid, and subsequent teaching
avails but little to remove or alter them .

If a man empties his purse into his
head, no man can take it away from
him . An investment in knowledge al

ways pays the best interest—Franklin .

Educate your children to self-control
,

to the habit o f holding passion and prej
udic s -e nd evil tendencies subj ect to an

upright and reasoning will
,

and yo u

have done much to abolish misery from
their future lives and crimes from so

ciety .

Knowledge does not comprise all
which is contained in the large term of

education . The feelings are to be disci
p lined the passio ns are to be restrained ;
true and worthy motives are to be in
spired ; a profound religious feeling is to
be instilled , and pure morality ineul
cated under all circumstances . All this
is comprised in education - Danie l Web

ster.
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We speak of educating our children .

Do we know that our ch ildren also edu
cate us?—Mrs . Sigourney .

Promote
,
as an obj ect of primary im

portance
,
institutions for the general

diffusion of knowledge . In proportion
as the structure of a government gives
fo rce to public opinion , it is essential
that public opinion sho uld be enlight
ened—Washington .

Observation more than books, experi
ence rather than persons

,
are the prime

educators—A . B. Alco tt.

Planting colleges and filling them with
studious young men and women is plant
ing seed corn for the world—Judson :
I call , therefore , a complete and gen

erous education, that which fits a man

to perform justly
,
skil lfully

,
and mag

nanimously , all the offices, both private
and public, o f peace and wan—Milton .

We all have two educations , one from
others , and another, and the most valu
able , which we give ourselves . It is this
last which fixes our grade in society

,
and

eventually our actual condition in this
life , and the color of our fate hereafter .
All the professors and teachers in the
world would not make you a wis e or

good man without your own co-opera
tion ; and if such y ou are determined to
be , the want of them will not prevail .
John Rando lph .

It is a great art in the education of
youth to find out peculiar aptitudes , o r

where none exist
,
to create inclinations

which may serve as substitutes—D . M .

Mc ir.

Education is a companion which no
misfortune can depress—no crime destroy
—no enemy alienate—no despotism en

slave . At home
,
a friend ; abroad, an

introduction ; in solitude , a solace ; and
in society, an ornament . Without it ,
what is man ?—a splendid slave , a rea
soning savage .

—Varle .

Education, briefly, is the leading hu
man minds and souls to what is right
and best , and to making what is best
out of them .

—And these two obj ects are
always attainable together , and by the
same means—The training which makes
m en happiest in themselves , also makes
them most serviceable to others—Rus
kin .

He is to be educated not because he
is to make shoes

,
nails , and pins

,

EDUCAT ION

but because he is a man .
—C hanning.

To know the laws o f God in nature
and revelation , and then to fashion the
affections and will into harmony with
those laws—this is education—S. F. Sco
ve l .

The greatest evil of modern education
is the evil which it inflicts on heal th
0 . S . Fowler.

The greatest and noblest work in the
world , and an effect of the greatest pru
dence and care , is to rear and build up
a man , and to form and fashion him to
piety, j ustice , temperance , and all kinds
of honest and worthy actions—Tillo t
son .

Modern education too often covers the
fingers with rings, an at the same time
cuts the sinews at th wrists—Sterling.

Education is only like good culture ;
it changes the size

,
but not the sort

H . W. Beecher.

A true education—what is it ? It is
awakening a love for truth ; giving a
j ust sense of duty ; opening the eyes of
the soul to the great purpose and end
of l ife . It is not so much giving words

,

as thoughts ; or mere maxims, as living
principles . It is not teaching to be hon
est , because honesty is the best policy

,

”

but because it is right . It is teaching
the individual to love the good

,
for

the sake of the good ; to be virtuous in
action , because so in heart ; to love and
serve God supremely, not from fear, but
from delight in his perfect character

.

Universal suffrage
,
without universal

education , would be a curs e .
—H . L .

Way land.

A true education aims to implant a
love of knowledge ; an adherence to
truth because it is truth ; a reverence
for man because he is a man ; and en

thusiasm fo r liberty ; a spirit o f candor,
of breadth , of sympathy ; and, above all ,
a supreme regard for duty .

—H. L . Way
land.

Educate men without religion , and

y ou make them but clever devi ls .

—Wel

lingion .

N ext in importance to freedom and

justice is popular education
,
Without

which neither j ustice nor freedom can
be permanently maintained—Garfield.

The public mind is educated quickly
by events—slowly by arguments .
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commenced earlier, and who read numer
ous books when very young—Spurzhetm .

Instruction ends in the schoolroom ,

but education ends only with life . A

child is given to the universe to be edu
cated—F. W. Robertson .

N either piety
,
virtue , nor liberty can

long flourish in a community where the
education o f youth is neglected .

C ooper.

Education is the knowledge of how to
use the whole of oneself . Many men

use but one or two faculties out of the
score with which they are endowed . A

man is educated who knows how to
make a tool o f every faculty- how to

open it , how to keep it sharp , and how
to apply it to all practical purposes .
H . W. Beecher.

The worst education that teaches self
denial is better than the best that
teaches everything else and not that .

J . Sterling.

The best education in the world is
that got by struggling to get a living .

Wendell Phillips .

He has seen but little of l ife who does
no t discern everywhere the effect of early
education o n men ’s opinions and habits
of thinking . C hildren bring out of the
nursery that which displays itself
throughout their l ives—C ecil .

The poorest education that teaches
self-control , is better than the best that
neglects it .

—An0n .

It makes little difference what the
trade , business , or branch o f learning , in
mechanical labor, or intellectual effort ,
the educated man is always superior to
the commo n laborer . One who is in
the habit of applying his powers in the
right way will carry system into any
occupation

,
and it will help him as much

to handle a rope as to write a poem .

F. M . C rawford.

The sure foundations of the State are
laid in knowledge , not in ignorance ; and
every sneer at education

,
at culture

,
and

at b od
’
k-learning which is the recorded

wisdom of the experience of mankind , is
the demagogue’s sneer at intelligent lib
erty , inviting national degeneracy and
ruin .

—G . W. Curtis .

You demand universal suffrage ,
—I de

mand universal education to go with it .

—W. E . Forster.

EDUCAT ION

Education in its widest sense includes
everything that exerts a formative influ
ence , and causes a young person

‘

to be ,
at a given point, what he is .—Mark

Hopkins .

Education is a debt
o

due from the pres
ent to future generations—G eorge Pea
body .

The education of the human mind
commences in the cradle—T. C ogan .

Education is not learning ; it is the
exercise and development of the powers
of the mind ; and the two great methods
by which this end may be accomplished
are in the halls of learning , or in the
conflicts of life—Prince ton Review .

Don’t fall into the vulgar idea that
mind is a warehouse , and education buta process of stuffing it full of goods .
The aim of education should be to

convert the mind into a living fountain
,

and not a rese rvoir . That which is filled
by merely pumping in

,
will be emptied

by pumping out—John M . Mason .

Every day ’s experience shows how

much more actively education goes on

out o f the schoolroom , than in it .
Men are every day saying and doing ,
from the power of education , habit , and
imitation , what has no root whatever in
their serious convictions .

—C hanning.

The best school of discipline is home
—family life is God ’s own method of

training the young ; and homes are very
much what women make them .

—S .

5 7727168.

There is a moral as well as an intel
lectual obj ection to the custom , fre
quent in these times

,
o f making educa

tion consist in a mere smattering o f

twenty different things
,
instead of in the

mastery of five or six—C hadwick .

It depends on education to Open the
gates which lead to y irtue or to vice,
to happiness or to misery—Jane Porter .

That call no t education
,
which decries

God and his truth
, content the seed to

strew of moral maxims, and the mind
imbue with elements which form the
worldly wise ; so call the training , which
can duly prize such lighter lore

,
but

chiefly holds to view what God requires
us to believe and do , and notes man

’s
end , and sh apes him for the - skies—Bp .

Mant.

The true order of learning should be ,
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first
,
what is necessary ; second, what is

useful ; and third , what is ornamental .
To reverse this arrangement , is like be
ginn ing to build at the top of the edi
fice .
—Mrs. Sigourney .

Education commences at the mother’s
knee , and every word spoken in the
hearing of little children tends toward
the formation of character .—Let parents
always bear this in mind—H. Ballou.

That which we are we are all the
while teaching

,
not voluntarily, but in

voluntarily.
—Emerson .

The wisest man may always learn
something from the humblest peasant .
J. P . Senn .

Public instruction should be the first
obj ect of government—N apo leon .

N o woman is educated who is not
equal to the successful management of a
family .

—Burnap .

The schoolmaster deserves to be
beaten himself who beats nature in a
boy for a fault . And I question whether
all the whippings in the world can make
their parts which are naturally sluggish
rise one minute before the hour nature
hath appointed—Fuller.

All who have meditated on the art o f
governing mank ind have been convinced
that the fate of empires depends on the
education of youth—Aristo tle .

It is by education I learn to do by
choice , what other men do by the _

con

straint of fear . —Aristo tle .

Jails and prisons
“

are the complement
of schools ; so many less as y ou have o f

the latter , so many more must you have
of the former .

—H . Mann .

The schoolmaster is abroad , and I
trust him ,

armed with his primer, against
the soldier in full military array.

Brougham .

Schoolhouses are the republican line
o f fortifications—Horace Mann .

The education of the present race of

females is not very favorable to domes
tic happiness .—For my own part

,
I call

education , not that which smothers a
woman with accomplishments, but that
which tends to c onsolidate a firm and
regular system of character .

—That which
tends to form a friend , a companion, and
a wife—Hannah More .

Do not ask if a man has been
through col lege ; ask if a college has been

EDUCAT ION

through him—if he is a walking univer
sity .
—E . H . C hapin .

An intelligent class can scarce ever be
,

as a class, vicious, and never, as a class ,
indolent .—The excited mental activity
operates as a counterpoise to the stimu
lus of sense and appetite .

—Everett.
Early instruction in truth will best

keep out error. Some o ne has well
said,

“
Fill the bushel with wheat

,
and

you may defy the devil to fill it with
tares .”—Tryon Edwards .

Education gives fecundity of thought
,

C OplOUSIl eSS of illustration , quickness,
vigor, fancy, words, images , and illus
trations ; it decorates every common
thing , and gives the power o f trifling

,

without being undignified and absurd .

—Sydney Smith .

If we work upon marble , it will per
ish ; if on brass, time will efface it ; if
we rear temples, they will crumble into
dust ; but if we work upon immortal
minds, and imbue them with principles ,
with the just fear o f God and love of

our fellow-men
, we engrave on those

tablets something that will brighten to
all eternity—Danie l Webster.

N ever educate a child to be a gentle
man o r lady only, but to be a man, a
woman—Herbert Spencer.

It is on the sound education of the
people that the security and destiny of

every nation chiefly rest .—Kossuth .

N othing so good as a university edu
cation , nor worse than a university with
out its education—Bulwer.

Family education and order are some
of the chief means of grace ; if these
are duly maintained

,
all the means of

grace are likely to prosner and become
effectual—Jonathan Edwards .

A college education shows a man how
little other people know .

—Haliburton .

’
Tis education forms the common

mind ; just as the twig is bent the tree
is inclined—Pope .

Education does not consist in master
ing languages , but is found in that moral
training which extends beyond the
schoolroom to the playground and the
street

,
and which teaches that a meaner

thing can be done than to fail in recita
tion .

—C hadbourne .

N o part of education is more impor
tant to young woman than the society
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of the other sex of her own age
—It is

only by this association that they ac

quire that insight into character which
is almost their only defence .

-Burnap .

Educatio n does not commence with
the alphabet ; it begins with a mother

’

s

look
,
with a father’s nod of approbation,

or a sign of reproof with a sister ’s gen
tle pressure of the hand, or a brother

’s
noble act of forbearance ; with handfuls
of flowers in green dells , on hills , and

daisy meadows ; with birds
’ nests ad

mired
,
but not touched ; with creeping

ants
,
and almost imperceptible emmets ;

with humming-bees and glass beehives ;
with pleasant walks in shady lanes ,
and with thoughts directed in sweet and
kindly tones and words to nature , to
beauty

,
to acts of benevolence , to deeds

of Virtue , and to the source of all good
-to Go d Himself l—Anon .

Thelwall thought it very unfair to influence a child’s mind by inculcating any

opinions before it had come to years of

discretion to choose for itself .—I showed
him my garden

, and I told him it was
my botanical garden .

-
“How so ? said

he ;
“it is co vered with weeds ’

I replied,
“that is only because it has

not yet come to its age of discretion and

choice - The weeds
,
you see , have taken

the liberty to grow
,
and I thought it

unfair in me to prejudice the soil to
ward roses and strawberries .” -C o le

ridge .

Education is our only po litical safety .

—Outside of this ark all is deluge—H .

Mann .

EFFORT .
—(See

“
LABOR.

Things don ’t turn up in this world
until somebody turns them up .

—Gar
field.

The fact is, nothing comes ; at least ,
nothing good . All has to be fetched .

C harles Bur ton .

If you would relish food , labor fo r it
before you take it ; if enj oy clothing ,
pay for it before you wear it ; if y ou
would sleep soundly, take a clear con
science to bed with y ou

—Franklin .

EGOTISM.
—Egotism is the tongue of

vanity .
—C hamfort.

It is never permissible to say I say .

—Mad. N echar.

The more you speak of yourself, the
more you are likely to lie—Zimmerman .

ELEGAN CE

An egotist is a man who talks so much
about himself that he gives me no time
to talk about myself .—H . L . Way land .

The more any one speaks of himself ,
the less he likes to hear another talked
of.
—Lavater.

Egotism is more like an offence than
a crime , though

’tis allowable to speak
of yourself provided nothing is advanced
in your own favor ; but I cannot help
suspecting that those who abuse them
selves are , in reality, angling for appro
bation—Zimmerm

l

n .

Do you wish men to speak well of
you? Then never speak well of yo ur
self—Pascal.
There is not one-wise man in twenty

that will pra1se him f.—~Shakespeare .

When all is summe up
,
a man never

speaks of himself without loss ; his ac

cusations of himself are always believed ;
his praises never . -Montaigne .

C hristian piety annihilates the ego

tism of the heart ; worldly politeness
veils and represses it .

—Pascal.
The personal pronoun I

,

” might well
be the coat of arms of some individuals .
—Rivaro l.
I shall never apologize to you for ego

tism .
-I think very few men in writing

to their friends have enough of 1t .

Sidney Smith .

It is a false principle
,
that because we

are entirely occupied with ourselves
,
we

must equally occupy the thoughts of

others—The contrary inference is the
fair one—Hazlitt.

The
'

reason why lovers are never
weary of one another is this—they are
ever talking of themselves—Ro chefou
cauld.

What hypocrites we seem to be when
ever we talk of ourselves l—Our words
sound so humble while our hearts are so

proud .
—Hare .

An egotist wil l always speak of him
self , either in praise o r censure ; but a
modest man ever shuns making himself
the subj ect of his conversation—Bru
yere .

We often boast that we are never
bored ; but we are so conceited that we
do not perceive how often we bore
others—Ro chefoucauld.

ELEGAN CE —When the mind loses
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Honesty is one part of
.

eloquence .

We persuade others by being in ear
nest ourselves—Hazlitt.

EMIN EN CE —Every man ought to
aim at eminence , not by pulling others
down , but by raising himself ; and en

j oy the pleasures of his own superiority ,
whether imaginary o r real , without in
terrupting others in the same felicity .

Johnson .

The road to eminence and power from
obscure condition ought not to be made
too easy

,
nor a thing too much of course .

If rare merit be the rarest o f all rare
things

,
it ought to pass through some

sort o f probation . The temple of honor
ought to be seated on an eminence . If
it be open through virtue , let it be re

membered
, to o , that virtue is never tried

but by some difficulty and some strug
gle .

-Burke .

It is fo lly for an eminent man to think
of escaping censure , and a weakness for
him to be affected by it .

—All the illus
trions persons of antiquity , and indeed
o f every age in the world , have passed
through this fiery persecution—Addison .

EMOTION .
-All loving emotions, like

plants
,
shoot up most rapidly in the tem

pestuqus atmosphere of life—Rich ter.

The taste for emotion may become a
dangerous taste ; we should be very cau
tious how we attempt to squeeze out of
human life more ecstasy and paroxysm
than it can well afford—Sydney Smith .

Emotion has no value in the C hristian
system save as it is connected with right
conduct—It is the bud , no t the flower,
and is o f no value until it expands into
the flower—Every religious sentiment ,
every act of devotion which does not
produce a corresponding elevation of

life , is worse than useless ; it is abso
lutely pernicious

,
because it ministers

to self-deception , and tends to lower the
tone o f personal morals—Murray .

Emotion turning back on itself , and

not leading on to thought or action , is
the element of madness—J . Sterling.

Emotion , whether o f ridicule , anger ,
or sorrow , whether raised at a puppet
show , a funeral , or a battle , is your
grandest o f levelers—The man who

would be always superior should be al

ways apathetic .

—Bulwer.

Emotion which does not lead to and
flow out in right act1on is not only use

less
,
but it weakens character

,
and b e

comes an excuse fo r neglect of effort .

Tryon Edwards .

EMPIRE—As a general truth , noth
ing is more opposed to the well-being
and freedom of men , th an vast empires .

—De To cqueville .

Extended empire , like expanded gold ,
exchanges solid strength for feeble splen
don—Johnson .

It is not their long reigns
,
nor their

frequent changes which occasion the fall
o f empires, but their abuse of power
C rabbe .

EMPLOYMENT . (See
“OCCUPA

TION ,

” and
Employment is nature

’s physician
,
and

1s essential to human happiness
—Galen .

Be always employed\ about some ra

tional thing, that the devil find thee no t
idle—Jerome .

Life is hardly respectable if it has no
generous task ,

-no duties or affections
that constitute a necessity of existing
Every man’s task is his life-preserver
G B. Emerson .

I have ,
”

says Richter
, fire-proof ,

perennial enj oyments, called employ
ments ” ; and says Burto n , So essential
to human happiness is employment

,
that

indolence is j ustly considered the mother
of misery .

”

He that does not bring up his son to

some honest calling and employment ,
brings him up to be a thief—Jewish
Maxim .

Employment gives health
,
sobriety

,

and morals—C onstant employment and

well-p aid labor produce , in a country
like ours , general prosperity ,

content
,

and cheerfulness—Daniel Webster.

The devil never tempted a man whom
he found j udiciously employed—Spur
geon .

The safe and general antidote against
sorrow, is employment . It is commonly
observed , that among soldiers and sea

men , though _ there is much kindness,
there is little grief ; they see their friend
fall without that lamentatio n which is
indulged in security and idleness , be
cause they have no leisure to spare from
the care of themselves ; and whoever
shall keep his thoughts equally busy,
will find himself equally unaffected by
irretrievable losses—Johnson .
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N ot to enjoy life , but to
.

employ life ,
ought to be our aim and inspiration .

Macdufi .

Employment and ennui are simply in
compatible .

—Mad. Deluzy .

We have employments assigned to us
for every circumstance in life When
we are alone , we have our thoughts to
watch ; in the family, our tempers ; and

in company, our tongues—Hannah

More .

The wise prove , and the foolish con

fess, by their conduct , that a life of

emplo yment is the only life worth lead
ing—Paley .

Life ’s cares are comforts , such by
heaven designed ; he that has none must
make them or be wretched—C ares are
employments

,
and without employ the

soul is on a rack—the rack of rest to
souls most adverse z—action all their
j oy .
—Young.

Occupation is one great source o f
.

en

joyment . N o man
,
properly occupied

,

was ever miserable .

—L . E . Landon .

EMPTINESS .
—Four things are griev

ously empty : a head Without brains , a
wit without judgment , a heart without
honesty, and a purse without money .

Earle .

EMULATION .
—Emulation is a noble

passion—It is enterprising
,
but just

withal .—It keeps within the terms
‘

of
ho nor , and makes the contest for g lory
j ust and generous ; striving to excel , not
by depressing others , but by rais ing it
se lf . —Beaumont.

Emulation admires and strives to imi
tate great actions ; envy is only moved
to malice—Balzac .

Emulation is the devil-shadow of as
piration—To excite it is worthy only of
the commonplace vulgar schoolmaster

,

whose ambition is to show what fine
scholars he can turn out , that he may
get the more pupils—G . Macdonald.

Emulation , in the sense of a laudable
ambition , is founded on humility

, for it
‘

implies that we have a low Opinion of
our present, and think it necessary to
advance and make improvement—3p .

Hall .

Where there is emulation
,
there will

be vanity ; where there is vanity, there
Wi ll be folly .

—Johnson .

The emulation of a man of genius is

seldom with his contemporaries . The
competitors With

‘whom his secret am
bition seeks to w e are the dead—Bul
wer.

Emulation has been termed a spur to
virtue , and assumes to be a spur o f gold .

—But it is a spur composed of baser
materials, and if tried in the furnace will
be found wantmg .

—C altan .

Emulation looks out for merits , that
she may exalt herself by a victory ; envy
spies out blemishes, that she may have
another by a defeat .—C altan .

There is a long and wearisome
between admiration and imitatio n
Ri ch ter.

Without emulation w e sink into mean
ness , or mediocrity, for noth ing great or
excellent can be done without it .

—Beau
man t.

EN COURAGEMEN’L—Faint not ;
the miles to heaven are but few and
short—Rutherford.

C orrection does much
,
but encourage

ment does mo re .
—Encouragement after

censure is as the sun after a shower
G oethe .

We ought not t o raise expectations
which it is not in our power to satisfy .

—It is more pleasing t o see smoke
brightening into flame , than flame sink
ing into smoke .

—Johnson .

All may do what has by man been

I believe that any man’s life will be
filled with constant and unexpected en

couragement , if he makes up his mind
to do his level best each day

,
and

nearly as possible reaching the hi
water mark of pure and useful living .

Booker T . Washington .

“END .
—Let the end try the man

Shakespeare .

If well thou hast begun , go on ; it is
the end that crowns us, not the fight .

Herrick.

The end crowns all , and that o ld com
mon arbitrator, time , will one day end

it .
-Shakespeare .

Al l ’s well that ends well ; stil l the finis
is the crown—Shakespeare .

ENDURAN C E .
—N ot in the achieve

ment , but in the endurance of the hu
man soul , does it show its divine
grandeur, and its alliance with the in
finite God.

-E . H . C hap in .
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The greater the difficulty, the more
glory in surmounting it—Skilful pilo ts
gain their reputation from storms and
tempests —Epicurus .

The palm-tree grows best beneath a
ponderous weight , and even so the char
acter o f man—The petty pangs of small
daily cares have often bent the character
o f men , but great misfortunes seldom .

Kossuth .

There is nothing in the world so much
admired as a man who knows how to
bear unh appiness with courage—Seneca
Our strength often increases in pro

portion to the obstacles imposed upon
it .

-It is thus we enter upon the most
perilous plans after having had the
shame of failing in more simple ones .

Rapin .

He conquers who endures . —Persius .

By bravely enduring , an evil which
cannot be avoided is o vercome—Old
Proverb .

ENEMIE S .
-Make no enemies—He

is insignificant indeed who can do thee
no harm .

—C alton .

Have you fifty friendsif—it is not
enough—Have you one enemy?—1t is
too much—Italian Proverb .

If we could read the secret history o f

our enemies
,
w e sho uld find in each

man’s life sorrow and suffering enough
to disarm all hostility —Longfellow .

There is no little enemy—Franklin.

Those who get through the wo rld
without enemies are commonly of three
classes : the supple

,
the adroit, the ph leg

matic . The leaden rule surmounts ob
stacles by yielding to them ; the oiled
wheel escapes friction ; the cotton sack
escapes damage by its impenetrable
elasticity .

—Whately .

It is much safer to reconcile an enemy
than to conquer him ; victory may de
prive him of his poison , but reconcilia
tion of his will .—Feltham .

However rich or powerful a man may
be it is the height of folly to make
personal enemies ; for one unguarded mo

ment may yield you to the revenge of

the most despicable of mankind .
—Lyt

tle tan .

We should never make enemies , if for
no other reason , because it is so hard
to behave toward them as we ought .
Palmer.

Some men are more beholden to their
bitterest enemies

- than to friends who
appear to be sweetness itself. The for
mer frequently tell the truth

,
but the

latter never . -C ata .

Observe your enemies, for they first
find out your faults . - Antisthenes.

To love an enemy is th e distinguished
characteristi c of a religion which is not
of man but of G od. It could be deliv
ered as a precept, only by him who lived
and died to establish it by his example .

It is the enemy .yvhom we do not sus~

pect who is the most dangerous—Rojas .

Our worst enemies are those we carry
about with us in our own hearts . Adam
fell in Paradise and Lucifer in heaven ,
while Lo t continued rig

hteous in Sodom .

Let us carefully observe those good
qualities wherein our enemies excel us ,
and endeavor to excel them by avoiding
what is faulty , and imitating what is
excellent in them .

—Plutarch .

I am persuaded that he who is capable
of being a bitter enemy can never pos
sess the necessary virtues that constitute
a true

.

friend—Fitzasbarne .

Men of sense often learn from their
enemies—It is from their foes , not their
friends, that Cities learn the lesson of

building high walls and ships of war ;
and this lesson saves their children

,
their

homes, and their properties—Aristopha
nes.

Be assured tho se will be thy worst
enemies , not to whom thou has t done
evil , but who have done evil to thee
And those will be thy best friends , not
to whom thou hast done good

,
but who

have done good to thee .

—Lavater.

Did a person but know the value
O

Of

an enemy
,
he would purchase h im With

pure gold .

—Baunoi.

Plutarch has written an essay on the
benefits which a man may receive from
his enemies ; and among the good fruits
of enmity, mentions this in particular,
that by the reproaches which it casts
upon us we see the worst side of our

selves—Addison .

Our enemies are our outward con
sciences .

—Shakespeare .

In order to have an enemy, one must
be somebody—One must be a force
before he can be resisted by another
force—A malicious enemy is better
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the purpose they pursue—Mrs. Hale .

N o enjoyment , however inconsiderable ,
is confined to the present moment . A

man is the happier for life from having
made once an agreeable tour, or lived for
any length of time With pleasant people ,
or enjoyed any considerable interval of
innocent pleasure—Sydney Smith .

Gratitude is the memory of the
heart ; therefore forget not to say often ,
I have all I have ever enj oyed—Mrs .

L . M . C hild.

Restraint is the golden rule of enj oy
ment .—L . E . Landon .

He
' scatters enj oyment , says Lavater,

who enjoys much ; and it is equally true
that he will enj oy much who scatters
enj oyments to others .
Temper your enj oyments with pru
dence

,
lest there be written on your

heart that fearful word satiety .

”

Quarles.

True enj oyment comes from activity
of the mind and exercise of the body ;
the two are ever united—Humbo ldt.
Imperfect enj oyment is attended with

regret ; a surfeit of pleasure with dis
gust . There is a certain nick of time , a
certain medium to be observed , with
which few people are acquainted—Ew e

mond.

Only mediocrity of enj oyment is al
lowed to man—Blair.

I have told y ou of the Spaniard who
always put on his spectacles when about
to eat cherries, that they might look
bigger and more tempting . In like man
ner I make the most of my enj oyments ;
and though I do not cast my cares away ,
I pack them in as l ittle compass as I
can, and carry them as conveniently as I
can for myself , and never let them an

noy others—Southey .

Whatever can lead an intelligent b e
ing to the exercise or habit of mental
enj oyment , contributes more to his hap
piness than the highest sensual or mere
bodily pleasures . The one feeds the
soul ,

‘

while the other, for the mo st part ,
only exhausts the frame , and too often
inj ures the immortal part .

Let all seen enjoyments lead to the
unseen fountain from whence they flow .

—Haliburton .

The less you can enj oy, the poorer and

ENNUI

scantier yourself ; the more yo u can en

j oy, the richer and more vigorous .—La
vater.

All solitary enj oyments quickly pall ,
or become painful—Sharp .

Whatever advantage or enjoyment we
snatch beyond the certain portion al

lotted us by nature , is l ike money spent
before it is due , which at the time of

regular payment will be missed and re

gretted .
—Johnson .

The enj oyments of this present short
life , which are indeed but puerile amuse
ments , must disappear when placed in
competition with the greatness and dur
ability of the glory which is to come
Haller.

Sleep , riches, heal and so every
blessing , are not truly nd fully enj oyed
till after they have been interrupted .

Rich ter.

What we have
,
we prize

,
not to the

worth while we enj oy it ; but being
lacked and lost , why then we rack the
value ; then we find the virtue that pos
session wo uld not show us While it was
ours—Shakespeare .

.

EN N IIIr -Ennui is the desire of ac

t1v1ty Without the fit means of gratify
ing the desire—Bancroft.

Ennui is one of our greatest enemies ;
remunerative labor, our most lasting
friend—Maser.

I do pity unlearned gentlemen on a
rainy day .

—Falkland.

The victims of ennui paralyze all the
grosser feelings by excess, and torpify
all the finer by disuse and inactivity .

Disgusted with this world and indiffer
ent about another, they at last lay vio

lent hands upon themselves , and assume
no small credit for the sangfroid with
which they meet death . But alas ! such
beings can scarcely be said to die , for
they have never truly lived -C o ltan .

Ennui has, perhaps, made more gam
b lers than avarice ; more drunkards than
thirst ; and perhaps as many suicides as

despair -
.C altan

Ennu i is a word which the French in
vented , though of all nations in Europe
they kii ow the least o f it .

—Bancroft.

That which renders life burdensome to
us , generally arises from the abuse of it .—Rousseau.

As gout seems privileged to attack the
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bodies of the
o

wealthy , so
.

ennui seems
to exert a Similar prerogative over their
minds—C o lton .

Ambition itself is not so reckless of

human life as ennui .—C lemency is a
favorite attribute of the former

,
but en

nui has the taste of a cann ibal .—Ban
craft.

There is nothing so insupportable to
man as to be in entire repose

,
without

passion, occupation , amusement , or ap
plication . Then it is that he feels his
own nothingness

,
isolation

, insignificance ,
dependent nature , powerlessness , empti

ness . Immediately there issue from his
soul ennui , sadness, chagrin , vexation ,
despair.—Pascal .
EN TERPRISE—The method of the
enterprising is to plan with audacity,
and execute with vigor ; to sketch out

a map of possibilities , and then to treat
them as probabilities—Bovee .

To do anything in this world worth
doing , we must not stand back shiver
ing and thinking of the cold and danger,
but j ump in , and scramble through as
well as we can—Sydney Smith .

Before undertaking any design weigh
the story o f thy action with the danger
of the attempt .

—If the glory outweigh
the danger it is cowardice to neglect it ;
if the danger exceed the glory , it is rash
ness to attempt it ; if the balances stand
poised , let thine own genius cast them .

—Quarles .

Kites rise against , not with the
’

wind .

—N o man ever worked his passage any

where in a dead calm .
—Jahn Neal .

Attempt the end , and never stand to
doubt ; nothing so hard but search will
find it out . —Herrick.

ENTHUSIASM.
- Every great and

commanding movement in the annals o f
the world is the triumph o f enthusiasm .

—N othing great was ever achieved with
out it .

—Emerson .

Enthusiasm is a virtue rarely to be
met with in seasons of calm and unruf

fled prosperity .
—It flourishes in adverw

sity , kindles in the hour of danger, and
awakens to deeds of renown—The ter
rors of persecution only serve to quicken
the energy of its purposes—It swells in
proud integrity

,
and,

great in the purity
of its cause , it can scatter defiance
amidst hosts of enemies—C halmers .

The sense of this word among the

ENTHUSIASM

Greeks affords the noblest definition of

it ; enthusiasm signifies God in us .

Mad. De Stae
’

l.

Opposition always inflames the enthu
siast, never converts him .

—Schiller.

N o virtue is safe that is not enthusi

astic .
—Seeley .

An excess of excitement , and a defi
ciency of enthusiasm , may easily charac
terize the same person or period . En

thusiasm i s grave , inward , self-controlled ;
mere excitement is outward , fantastic ,
hysterical

, and passing in a moment freni
tears to laughter ; from one aim to its
very opposite—J. Sterling.

Truth is never to be expected from au

thors whose understandings are warped
with enthusiasm ; for t hey judge all ac
tions and their causes by ! their own per
verse principles

,
and a crooked line can

never be the measure
’

of a straight one .

—Dryden .

N othing is so contagious as enthusi

asm .
-It is the real allegory of the tale

of Orpheus ; it moves stones , and charms

brutes—It is the genius o f sincerity , and
truth accomplishes no victories without
it .
—Bulwer.

Enlist the interests of stern morality
and religious enthusiasm in the cause o f

political liberty, as in the time of the

o ld Puritans, and it will be irresistible
C o leridge .

All
.

noble enthusiasms pas s through a
feverish stage

,
and grow wiser and more

serene .
—C hanning.

Every production of genius must b e
the production of enthusiasm .

—Disraeli.

Let us recognize the beauty and power
of true enthusiasm ; and whatever we

may do to enlighten ourselves or others ,
guard against checking or chilling a sin

gle earnest sentiment— .Tuckerman

The enthusiasm of o ld men is singu
larly l ike that of infancy .

—N erval .

Great designs are not accomplished
without enthusiasm of some sort .

-It is
the inspiration o f everything great .

Without it no man is to be feared , and
with it none despised—Bovee .

Enthusiasm is an evil much less to be
dreaded than superstition .

—Superstition
is the disease of nations ; enthusiasm ,

that of individuals .

-The former grows
inveterate by time ; the latter is cured
by it .

-Ro
'

bert Hall .
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Enthusiasts soon understand each
other .—Irving.

N o wild enthusiast ever yet could rest
,

till half mankind were , like himself.
possest .

—C owper.

EN VY .
—Envy has

.

no other quality
but that of detracting from virtue .

Livy .

Envy is a passion so full of cowardice
and shame , that nobody ever had the
confidence to own it.

—Rochester.

A man that hath no virtue in himself
ever envieth virtue in others ; for men

’s
minds will either feed upon their own

good
,
or upon others ’ evil ; and who

wanteth the one will prey upon the
other and whose is out of hope to at

tain to another’s virtue , Wi l l seek to come
at even hand by depressing another’s
fortune—Bacon .

Whoever feels pain in hearing a good
character of his neighbor

,
will feel a

pleasure in the reverse . And those who
despair to rise in distinction by their
virtues, are happy if others can be de
pressed to a level with themse lves .
Franklin .

Envy sets the stronger seal on desert ;
if he have no enemies , I should esteem
his fortune most wretched—Ben Jonson .

Fools may our scorn , not envy raise ,
for envy is a kind of pra1se—Gay .

If our credit be so well built , so firm
that it is not easy to be shaken by
calumny or insinuation , envy then com

mends us
,
and extols us beyond reason

to those upon Whom we depend, till
they grow jealous , and so blow us up
when they cannot throw us down .

C larendon .

All envy is proportio nate to desire ;
we are uneasy at the attainments o f

another
,
according as w e think our own

happiness would be advanced by the
addition of that which he withholds from
us ; and therefore whatever depresses im
moderate wishes , will , at the same time ,
set the heart free from the corrosion of

envy , and exempt us from that vice
which is, above most others , tormenting
to ourselves

,
hateful to the world , and

productive of mean artifices and sordid
projects .—Johnson .

If we did but know how little some
enj oy of the great things that they pos
sess

,
there would not be much envy in

the world—Young.

The truest mark of being born with
great qualities, is being born without
envy .

—Ro chefoucauld.

Every other sin hath some pleasure
annexed to it , or will admit of some ex
cuse , but envy wants both We should
strive against it , for if indulged in it
will be to us as a foretaste of hell upon
earth—Burton .

Envy will merit, as its shade , pursue
but, l ike a shadow, proves the substance
true—Pope .

Many men profess to hate another,
but no man owns envy

,
as being an en

mity or displeasure for no cause but an
other’s goodness or felicity—Jeremy
Taylor.

J

Emulatio n looks ou for merits
,
that

she may exalt herself b a victory ; envy
spies out blemishes

,
that she may lower

another by a defeat—C o lton .

Envy is like a fly that passes all a
body ’s sounder parts

, and dwells upon
the sores—C hapman .

Envy feels not its own happiness but
when it may be compared with the mis
ery of others—Johnson .

Other passions have obj ects to flatter
them , and which seem to content and
satisfy them for a while—There is power
in ambition , pleasure in luxury, and pelf
in covetousness ; but envy can gain noth
ing but vexation .

—Montaigne .

There is no surer mark of the absence
of the highest moral and intellectual
qualities than a cold reception of excel
lence—Bailey .

Base rivals
,
who true wit and merit

hate , maliciously aspire to gain renown ,

by standing up , and pulling others down .

—Dryden .

Base envy withers at another’s j oy,
and hates the excellence it cannot reach .

—Thomson .

Envy, l ike the worm ,
never runs but

to the fairest fruit ; like a cunning blood
hound

,
it singles out the fattest deer in

the flock Abraham ’s riches were the
Philistines’ envy , and Jacob ’s blessings
had Esau ’s hatred—Beaumon t.

Envy is but the smoke of low estate ,
ascending still against the fortunate
Brooke .

Envy always implies conscious inferi
ority wherever it resides .

—Plzny .
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tue
,
and providence , are forever making

differences—Eugene Edwards .

Let them ease their hearts with prate
o f equal rights

,
which man never knew .

—Byron .

So far is it from being true that men

are naturally equal , that no two people
can be half an hour together but one

shall acquire an evident superiority over
the other . - Johnson .

Society is a more level surface than
we imagine . Wise m en or absolute fools
are hard to be met with ; and there are
few giants or dwarfs—Hazlitt.

They who say all men are equal speak
an undo ubted truth , if they mean that
all have an equal right to liberty, to
their property

,
and to their protection

of the laws .
—But they are mistaken if

they think men are equal in their sta

tion and employments
,
since they are

not so by their talents—Vo ltaire .

Equality is one of the most consum
mate scoundrels that ever crept from the
brain of a political juggler—a fellow who

thrusts his hand into the pocket o f hon
est industry or enterprising talent , and
squanders their hard-earned profits on

profligate idleness or indolent stupidity .

—Paulding.

Men are by nature unequal—It is
vain , therefore , to treat them as if they
were equal .—Froude .

Some must follow , and some com
mand , tho ugh all are made of clay .

Longfellow .

The equality of conditions is more
complete in the C hristian countries of

the present day, than it has been at any
time , or in any part of the world—Its
gradual development is a providential
fact , and it possesses all the characteris

tics oi a
,
divine decree ; it is universal ,

it is durable , and it constantly eludes all
human interference ; and all events , as
well as all men

,
contribute to its prog

ress . —De Tocqueville .

Whatever difference there may appear
to be in men’s fortunes

,
there is still a

certain compensation of good and ill in
all

,
that makes them equal . —C harron .

When the political power of the clergy
was founded and began to exert itself,
and they opened their ranks to all
classes, to the poor and the rich , the
villain and the lord, equality penetrated

EQUIVOCAT ION

into the government through the church ;
and the being who as a serf must have
vegetated in perpetual bondage , t ook his
place, as a priest , in the midst o f nobles ,
and not unfrequently above the head of

kings —De Tocqueville .

EQUAN IMITY .
—In this thing one

man is superior to another, that
g
he is

better able to bear prosperity or ad

versity .
—Philemon .

The excellence of equanimity is be
yond all praise—One o f this disposition
is not dej ected in adversity, nor elated
in prosperity : he is affable to others, and
contented in himself—Buck.

EQUITY—Equity is a roguish thing .

—For law we have
/
a measure , and know

what to trust to ; equity is according to
the conscience of b idsthat 1s chancellor ,
and as that is larger or narrower, so is
equity .

—It is all one as if they sho uld
make the standard for the measure we
call a foot , a chancellor

’s foot—What an
uncertain measure would this be l—One
chancellor has a long foot ; another, a
short foot ; a third , an indifferent foot .

—It is the same thing with the chancel
lor’s conscience .

—Selden .

Equity is that exact rule o f righteous
ness or justice which is to be observed
between man and man .

- It is beautifully
and comprehensively expressed in the
words of the Saviour, All things what»
soever ye would that men should do to
you

,
do ye even so to them , for this is

the law and the prophets .” -Buck.

Equity in law is the same that the
Spirit is in religion

,
what every one

pleases to make it : sometimes they go
according to conscience , sometimes ac

cording to law, sometimes according to
the rule o f court . -Selden .

EQUIVOCATION . I doubt the
equivocation of the fiend that lies like
truth—Shakespeare .

A sudden lie may sometimes be only
manslaughter upon truth ; but by a care
fully constructed equivocation truth is
always

,
with malice af'orethought

, delib

erately murdered—Morley .

Be these juggling fiends no more b e
lieved, that palter with us in a double
sense ; that keep the word of promise
to our ear, and break it to our hope
Shakespeare .

When thou art obliged to speak, be
sure to speak the truth ; for equivocation
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is half way to lying , and lying is the
who le way to hell .—Penn .

He who is guilty of equivocation , may
well be suspected of hypocrisy .

—Maun

der.

We must speak by the card, or equivo
cation Will undo us.

—Shakespeare .

There is no possible excuse for a
guarded lie—Enthusiastic and impulsive
people will sometimes falsify thought
lessly, but equivocation is malice pre
pense .

—H . Ballou.

The lie indirect is often as bad , and
always mganer and mo re cowardly than
the lie direct .
ERROR—(See TRUTH .

Find earth where grows no weed, and
you may find a heart wherein no error
grows—Knowles .

Men . err from selfishness ; women be
cause they are weak—Mad. De Stael.

There are errors which no wise man
will treat with rudeness

,
while there is

a probability that they may be the re

fraction of some great truth still below
the horizon—C o leridge .

Our understandings are always liable
to error .

—N ature and certainty are very
hard to come at , and infallibility is mere
vanity and pretence—Marcus Antoninus.

Men are apt to prefer a prosperous

e
rror to an afi

‘
hcted truth—Jeremy Tay

or.

A man should never be ashamed to
own he has been in the wrong , which is
but ‘ saying, in other words , that he is
wiser to-day than he was yesterday .

Pope .

The copy-books tell us that “to err

is human .

”
That is wrong . To err is

inhuman, to be holy is to live in the
straight l ine of duty and of truth to
God

’
s life in every intrins ic existence .

Phillips Brooks.

My principal method for defeating er
ror and heresy

,
is, by establishing the

truth . One purposes to fill a bushel with
tares ; but if I can fill it first with wheat ,
I may defy his attempts—John N ew

ton.

Wrong conduct is far
.

more powerful
to produce erroneous thinking

,
than er

roneous thinking to produce wrong con

duct . —J . S. Kiefier.

Error commonly has some truth in
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If any one sincerely, candidly , un

selfishly tries to understand and to obey

what it aflirms
, is wrong generally in

what it denies—F. L . Patton .

Half the truth will very often amo unt
to absolute falsehood—Whate ly .

No tempting form of
.

error is without
some latent charm derived from truth .

—Keith .

It is only an error of judgment to
make a mistake , but it argues an ih
firmity of ch aracter to adhere to it when
discovered . The C hinese say ,

“
The

glory is not in never falling , but in ris
ing every time you fall . —Bovee .

It is almost as diffi cult to make a man
unlearn his errors as his knowledge .

Malinformation is more hopeless than
non-information ; for error is always
more busy than ignorance . Ignorance
is a blank sheet, on which we may write ;
but error is a scribbled one , from which
we must first erase . Ignorance is con

tented to stand still with her back to
the truth ; but error is more presumptu
ous, and proceeds in the wrong direc
tion . Ignorance has no light, but error
follows a false one . The consequence is,
that error, when she retraces her steps,
has farther to go before she can arrive
at truth , than ignorance—C o lton .

Few practical errors in the world are
embraced on conviction, but on inclina
tion ; for though the judgment may err
on account of weakness

,
yet

,
where one

error enters at this door
,
ten are let into

it through the will ; that , for the most
part , being set Upon those things which
truth is a direct obstacle to the enj oy
ment of ; and where both cannot be had ,
a man will be sure to buy his enj oyment

,

though he pays down truth for the pur
chase —. South .

In all science error precedes the truth ,

and it is better it should go first than
last—Walpo le .

Errors to be dangerous must have a
great deal of truth mingled with them .

—It is only from this alliance that they
can ever obtain an extensive circulation .

—From pure extravagance , and genuine ,
unmingled falsehood , the world never
has

, and never can sustain any mischief .—Sydney Smith .

Our greatest glory is not in never fall
ing

,
but in rising every time we fall .

C onfucius
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the voice of divine wisdom , he will not
go fatally astray .

—H. L . Wayland.

There is no error so crooked but it
hath in it some lines o f truth , nor is any
poison so deadly that it serveth not some
wholesome use—Spurn not a seeming
error, but dig below its surface for the
truth—Tapper.

Error is sometimes so nearly allied to
truth that it blends with it as imper
ceptib ly as the colors of the rainbow
fade into each other .—C lulow .

Error of Opinion may be tolerated
where reason is left free to combat it .

Jefferson .

Error is not a fault of our knowledge ,
but a mistake of our judgment giving
assent to that which is not true—Locke .

Sometimes we may learn more from a

man’s errors
,
than from 1118 Virtues .

Longfellow .

From the errors of others a wise man
corrects h l S own .

—Publius Syrus .

False doctrine does not necessarily
make the man a heretic

,
but an evil

heart can make any doctrine heretical .
C o leridge .

To make no mistakes is not in the
power of man ; but from their errors and
mistakes the wise and good learn w is

dom for the future—Plutarch .

The least error should humble
,
but

we should never permit even the great
est to discourage us .

—Po tter.

Honest error is to be pitied
,
not ridi

ouled .
—C hesterfield.

Errors of theory or doctrine are not
so much false statements

,
as partial

statements—Half a truth received
,
while

the corresponding half is unknown or re

jected,
is a practical falsehood—Tryon

Edwards.

There is nothing so true that
. the

damps of error have not warped 1t .

Tupper.

The consistency of great error with
great virtue , is one of the lessons of uni
versal history—But error is not made
harmless by such associations—False
theories, though held by the greatest
and best of men

,
and though not thor

oughly believed, have wrought much
evil . —C hanning.

All errors spring up in the neighbor
hood of some truth ; they grow round
about it , and, for the most part , der1ve

ESTEEM

their strength from such contiguity
T. Binney .

Whatever is only almost true 13 quite
false , and among the most dangerous
o f errors , because being so near truth
it is the more likely to lead astray
Precise knowledge is the only true
knowledge , and he who does not teach
exactly, does not teach at all .—H. W.

Beecher.

In its influence on the soul, error has
been compared to a magnet concealed
near the ship ’s compass—As in the
latter case

,
the moi'e favorable the winds

,

and the greater the diligence and skill
in working the ship

,
the more rapidly

will it be speeded on in a wrong course ;
and so in the former, the greater the
struggle for safety

,
the

,
more speedy the

progress to ruin—Tryon Edwards .

There wil l be mistakes in divinity
while men preach

,
and errors in govern

ments while men govern—Dudley C arle
ton .

The little I have seen of the world
teaches me to look upon the errors of

others in sorrow, not in anger. When I
tak e the history of one poor heart that
has sinned and suffered, and think of the
struggles and temptations it has passed
through

,
the brief pulsations of j oy, the

feverish inquietude of hope and fear, the
pressure of want , the desertion of

friends
,
I would fain leave the erring

soul of my fellow-man with Him from
whose hands it came—Longfellow .

ESTEEM.
—The chief ingredients in

the composition of those qualities that
gain esteem and praise , are good nature ,
truth

,
good sense

,
and good breeding

Addison .

The esteem of wise and good men is
the greatest of all temporal encourage
ments to virtue ; and it is a mark of an
abandoned spirit to have no regard to
it .

—Burke .

Esteem has more engaging charms
than friendship and even love .

—It cap
tivates hearts better, and never makes
ingrates .

—Ro chefoucauld.

E steem cannot be where there is no
confidence ; and there can be no con
fidence where there is no respect—Gi les .

We have so exalted a notion of the
human soul that we cannot bear to be
despised

,
or even not to be esteemed by
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embraces time ; it is ready to realize
itself under all the forms of temporal
things . Its light and power are latent
everywhere

,
waiting for human souls

to welcome it, ready to break through
the transparent veil o f earthly things
and to suffuse with its ineffable radiance
the common life o f man—John C aird .

The thought o f eternity consoles for
the shortness of l ife .

—Malesherbes .

The disappointed man turns his
thoughts toward a state of existence
where his wiser desires may be fixed With
the certainty of faith—The successful
man feels that the obj ects he has ar
dently pursued fail to satisfy the crav

ing of an immortal spirit . The wicked
man turneth away from his wickedness
that he may save his soul alive
Southey .

Eternity stands always
.fronting God ;

a stern colossal image , With blind eyes,
and grand dim lips , that murmur ever
more

, God God God ! E . B
Browning.

Our ob ject in life should be to accu
mulate a great number of grand ques
tions to be asked and resolved in eter
nity .

—N ow we ask the sage , the genius ,
the philosopher

,
the divine , but none

can tell ; but we Will open our queries
to other respondents—we Will ask angels

,

redeemed spirits, and God—Foster.

What we call eternity may be but an
endless series of the transitions Which
men call deaths

,
abandonments o f home .

going ever to fairer scenes and loftier
heights—Age after age , the spirit—that
glorious nomad—may shift its tent ,
carry ing with it evermore its elements,
activity and desire—Bulwer.

Let me dream that love goes With us

to the shore unknown—Mrs . Hemans .

ETIQUETTE .
—A man may With

more impunity be guilty of an actual
breach , either of real good breeding or

good morals, than appear ignorant o f the
most minute points of fashionable eti
quetta—Walter Sco tt.

We must conform , to a certain extent ,
to the conventionalities of society

, for
they are the ripened results o f a varied
and long experience—A . A . Hodge .

Good taste rej ects excessive nicety ; it
treats little things as little things

,
and

is not hurt by them .

—Fenelon .

E VASION .
—Evasions are the com

EVIDEN C E

mon shelter of the hard-hearted
,
the

false
,
and the impotent when called upon

to assist ; the real great, alone plan in
stantaneous help , even when their looks
or words presage difficulties—Lavater.

Evasion is unworthy of us
,
and is al

ways the intimate of equivocation
Balzac .

Evas ion
,
like equivocation

,
comes gen

erally from a cowardly or a deceiving
spirit , or from both ; afraid to Speak out

its sentiments
,
or from guile concealing

them .

EVEN IN G .
—N8w came still evening

on
,
and twilight gray had in her sober

livery all things clad—Milton .

A paler shadow strews its mantle over
the mountains ; par

'

ng day dies like
the dolphin , whom ach pang imbues
with a new color as it gasps away
Byron .

The evening came—The setting sun
stretched his celestial rods of light across
the level landscape , and like the miracle
in Egypt, smote the rivers, the brooks,
and the ponds

,
and they became as

blood—Longfe llow .

Evening is the delight of virtuous
age ; it seems an emblem of the tranquil
close of a busy lifH erene , placid, and
mild, with the impress of the great
C reator stamped upon it ; it spreads its
quiet Wings over the grave

,
and seems

to promise that all shall be peace b e
yond it -

.Bulwer

There is an evening t wilight of the
heart , when its Wild passion waves are
lulled to rest .—Halleck.

EVEN TS—Events of all sorts creep
or fly exactly as God pleases—C owper.

C oming events cast their shadows b e
fore H—C ampbell
Often do the spirits of great events

stride on before the events
,
and in to

day already walks to-morrow .
—C o le

ridge .

There is little peace or comfort in life
if we are always anxious as to future
events—He that worries himself with
the dread of possible contingencies will
never be at rest—Johns on .

E VIDEN CE—Upon any given point
,

contradictory evidence seldom puzzles
the man who has mastered the laws of
e vidence , but he knows little of the laws
of evidence who has not studied the un
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written law of the human heart ; and

without this last knowledge a man of

action will not attain to the practical ,
nor will a poet achieve the ideal .
Bulwer.

Hear one side and you will be in the
dark ; hear both sides, and all will be
clear .—Haliburton .

EV ILS—Evil is in antagonism with
the entire creation .

—Zschokke .

If we rightly estimate what
.

we call
good and evil , we shall find it lies much
in comparison—Locke .

Physical evils destroy themselves
,
or

they destroy us .
—Rousseau.

By the very constitution of our na
ture

,
moral evil i s its own curse—C hal

mers .

This is the course of every
.evil deed ,

that
, propagating still it brings forth

evil .—C o leridge .

There is this good in real evils,—they
deliver us

,
while they last , from the

petty despotism of all that were im
aginary .

—C o lton .

Even in evil , that dark cloud that
hangs over creation

,
we discern rays

of light and hope , and gradually come
to see , in suffering and temptation

,

proofs and instruments of the sublimest
purposes of wisdom and love—C han
ning .

To be free from evil thoughts is God’s
best gift .—/Eschylus .

It is some compensation for great
evils

,
that they enforce great lessons .

Bovee .

All physical evils are so many beacon
lights to warn us from vice .

-Bowen .

The
‘

existence of evil , as
.

Whately well
says, is the great theological difficulty ;
and the apparent want of success of
good men in overcoming it , is but one

branch of this diffi culty .
—Bristed.

The first lesson of history
,
is

,
that evil

is good—Emerson .

Many have puzzled themselves about
the origin of evil . I am content to ob
serve that there is evil

,
and that there

is a way to escape from it , and with this
I begin and end—John N ewton .

Good has but one enemy
,
the evil ; but

the evil has two enemies
,
the good and

itself .—J . Von Muller.

Evil is but the shadow
,
that

, in this

EVILS

world , always accompanies good—You
may have a world without shadow

,
but

it will be a world without light—a mere
dim

,
twilight world . If you would

deepen the intensity of the light
,
you

must be content to bring into deeper
blackness and more distinct and defin ite
outline , the shade that accompanies it .
—F. W. Robertson .

He who does evil that good may
come

,
pays a toll to the devil to let him

into heaven—Hare .

There is nothing truly evil , but what
is within us ; the rest is either natural
or accidental . -Sir P. Sidney .

We sometimes learn more from the
sight of evil than from an example of

good ; and it is well to accustom our
selves to profit by the evil which is so
common , While that which is good is so
rare—Pascal.
If we could annihilate evil we should
annihilate hope

,
and hope is the avenue

of faith—Bulwer.

Imaginary evils soon become real by
indulging our reflections on them ; as he
who in a melancholy fancy sees some
thing like a face on the wall or the
wainscot

,
can

,
by two or three touches

with a
'

lead pencil
,
make it look visible

and agreeing with what he fancied
Swfih

It is a great evil not to be able to bear
an evi1.—Bion .

As it is the chief concern of wise men
to retrench the evils of life by the rea
sonings o f philosophy, it is the employ
ment of fools t0 '

mu1tiply them by the
sentiment-s of superstition—Addison .

The l ives of the best of us are spent
in choosing between evils—Junius .

-you do What you should not , y ou

must bear what you would not .

Franklin .

We cannot do evil to others without
doing it to ourselves—Desmahis .

The first evil choice or act is linked to
the second ; and each one to the one
that follows

,
both by the tendency of

our evil nature and by the power of

habit , which holds us as by a destiny
As Lessing says ,

“
Let the devil catch

y ou but by a single hair, and you are his
forever. —Tryon Edwards .

He who is in evil , is also in the

punishment o f evil . -Swedenborg.
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As there is much beast and some devil
in man ,

so there is some angel and some
G od in him .

—The beast and devil may
be conquered

,
but in this life are never

destroyed—C o leridge .

Much that we call evil is really good
in disguise ; and we should not quarrel
rashly with adversities not yet under
stood

,
nor overlook the mercies often

bound up in them .

—Sir T. Browne .

It is a proof of our natural bias to
evil

,
that in all things good , gain is

harder and slower than loss ; but in all
things bad or evil , getting is quicker and
easier than getting rid of them .

—Hare .

All evil , in fact the very existence of

evil
,
is inexplicable till we refer to the

fatherhood of God—It hangs a huge
blot in the universe till the orb of divine
love rises behind it .

—In that we detect
its meaning—It appears to us but a
finite shadow

,
as it passes across the

disk of infinite light—E . H . C hapin .

The evil that men do lives after them ;
the good is oft interred with their bones .
—Shakespeare .

N ever let a man imagine that he can

pursue a good end by evil means, With
out sinning against his own soul .—The
evil effect on himself is certain .

Southey .

The truest definition of evil is that
which represents it as something con

trary to nature .
—Evil is evil because

it is unnatural .—A vine which should
bear olive-berries—an eye to which blue
seems yellow

,
would be diseased—An

unnatural mother
, an unnatural son , an

unnatural act are the strongest terms
o f condemnation—F. W. Robertson .

Evils in the j ourney of life are like
the hills which alarm travelers on their
road—Both appear great at a distance ,
but when we approach them we find
they are far less insurmountable than
we had conceived—C o lton .

There is some soul of goodness in
things ev1l , would men observantly dis
til it out—Shakespeare .

For
.

every evil there is a remedy , or

there is not ; if there is one I try to find
it ; and if there is not , I never mind it .
—Miss Mulock.

Every evil to which we do not suc

cumb is a benefactor .
—As the Sandwich

Islander believes that the strength and
valor of the enemy he kills passes into

172 EVIL SPEAKING
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It may be asked ,
—whether the incon

veniences and ill-effects which the world
feels from the licentiousness of this prac
tice

,
are not sufficiently counterbalanced

by the real influence it has upon men’s
lives and conduct ? - for if there was no
evil—speaking in the world, thousands

himself , so we gain the strength of the
temptation we resist—Emerson .

There are thousands hacking at the
branches of evil to one who is striking
at the root H—Thoreau
There are three modes of bearing the
ills of life : by indifference , Which is the
most common ; by philosophy, which is
the most ostentatious ; and by religion

,

which is the most effectual .—C 0 lton .

With every exertion the best of men
can do but a moderate amount of good ;
but it seems in the power o f the most
contemptible individual to do incalcul
able mischief .—Washington Irving.

All evils natural , are moral goods ; all
discipline , indulgence on the whole
Young.

In the history ofman it has been very
generally the case

,
that when evils have

grown insufferable they have touched
the point of cure .

—E’

. H. C hapin .

Evil is wrought by want of thought,
as well as by want of heart—Hood.

As surely as God is good , so surely
there is no such thing as necessary evil .

-Southey .

N ot to return one good office for an
other is inhuman ; but to return evil
for good is diabolical . There are too
many even of this sort , who , the more
they owe

,
the more they hate .

—Seneca .

EV IL SPEAKIN G .
—A good word is

an easy obligation ; but not to speak ill ,
requires only our silence

,
which costs

us nothing—Tillo tson .

It is safer to affront some people than
to oblige them : for the better a man de
serves the worse they will speak of
him ; as if the possessing of open hatred
to their benefactors were an argument
that they lie under no obligation
Seneca .

Ill deeds are doubled with an evil
word—Shakespeare .

How much better it is that he should
speak ill o f me to all the world ,

than
all the world speak ill of me to him
Tasso
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deeper hold . A father that whipped his
son for swearing

,
and swore himself

whilst he whipped him , did more harm
by his example than good by his cor
rection—Fuller.

Example is the school of mankind ;
they will learn at no other .—Burke .

N oble examples stir us up to noble
actions

, and the very history of large
and public souls inspires a man with
generous thoughts — .Seneca

I am satisfied that we are less con

vinced by what we hear than by What
we see —Herodo tus .

The first great gift we can bestow on

others is a good example .
-More ll.

So act that your principle of action
might safely be made a law for the
whole world—Kant.

It is certain , that either wise bearing
or ignorant carriage is caught , as men

take diseases one of another ; therefore,
let them take heed of their company .

Shakespeare .

N o man is so insignificant as to be
sure his example can do no hurt—Lord
C larendon .

The innocence of the intention abates
nothing o f the mischief of the example .

—Robert Hall .

One watch set right will do to set

many by ; one that goes wrong may be
the means of misleading a whole neigh
borhood ; and the same may be said of
example .

—Dilwin .

Be a pattern to others, and then all
will go well ; for as a whole city is in
fected by the licentious passions and
vices of great men , so it is likewise re

formed by their moderation—C icero .

Alexander received more bravery of
mind by the pattern o f Achilles

,
than

by hearing the definition of fortitude .

-Sir P . Sidney .

A wise and good man will turn ex
amples of all sorts to his own advantage .

The good he will make his patterns, and
strive to equal or excel them The

bad h e will by all means avoid Thomas

a Kempis .

In early life I had nearly been be
trayed into the principles of infidelity ;
but there was one argument in favo r of

C hristianity that I could not refute , and
that was the consistent character and

example of my own father.

Thou canst not rebuke in children
what they see practised in thee—Till
reason be ripe , examples direct more
than precepts—Such as is thy behavior
before thy children ’s faces

,
such is theirs

behind thy back .
-Quarles.

Live with wolves, and you will learn
to howl—Spanish Proverb .

My advice is to consult the lives of
other men

,
as one would a looking-glass

,

and from thence fetch examples for
imitation—Terence .

Example has more followers than rea
son—We unconsciously imitate what
pleases us, and approximate to the
characters we most admire—A gener
ous habit of thought and action carries
with it an incalculable influence .

—Bovee .

You can preach a better sermon with
your life than with your lips .
Allured to brighter worlds and led the
way .

-Go ldsmith .

Our lives, by acts exemplary, not only
win ourselves good names

,
but do to

others give matter for virtuous deeds
,

by which we live—C hapman .

The conscience of children is formed
by the influences that surround them ;
their notions o f good and evil are the
result o f the moral atmosphere they
breathe—Rich ter.

Of all commentaries upon the Scrip
tures , good examples are the best and

the liveliest .—Donne .

N one preaches better than the ant,
and she says nothing—Franklin .

Precept is instruction written in the
sand—The tide flows over it

, and the
record is gone—Example is graven on
the rock , and the lesson is not soon
lost .—C hanning.

A world of mischief may be done by
a single example of avarice or luxury
One voluptuous palate makes many
more .

-Seneca .

Whatever parent gives his children
good instruction , and sets them at the
same time a bad example

,
may be con

sidered as bringing them food in one

hand , and poison in the other .—Balguy .

There are bad examples that are
worse than crimes ; and more states have
perished from the violation of morality .

than from the violation of law—Mon

tesquieu .

N ot the cry, but the flight of the wild
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duck
,
l eads the flock to fly and follow .

-C hinese Proverb .

It is a good divine that follows his
own instructions . I can easier teach
twenty men what were good to be done ,
than to be one of twenty to follow m ine
own teaching—Shakespeare .

The pulpit teaches to be . honest , the
market-place trains to Overreaching and
fraud—Teaching has not a tithe of the
efficacy of example and training—H .

Example is a dangerous lure ; where
the wasp got through , the gnat sticks
fast .—Fontaine .

Example teaches better than precept .
It is the best modeler of the character
of men and women . To set a lofty ex
ample is the richest bequest a man can
leave behind him .

—S. Smiles .

There is no part of history which
seems capable of either more instruction
or entertainment , than that which offers
to us the lives of great and virtuous
men who have made an eminent figure
on the public stage of the world . In

these we see what the annals of a whole
age can afford that is worthy of notice ;
and in the wide field of universal history
gather all its flowers

,
and possess our

selves of all that is good in it .
—Middle

ton .

Preaching is of much avail
,
but prac

tise is far more effective—A godlyr life
is the strongest argument you can offer
to the skeptic—No reproof or denunci
ation is so potent as the silent influence
o f a good example—M . Ballou .

N othing is so contagious as example .

—N ever was any considerable good or

evil done without producing its like .

We imitate good actions through emu
lation ; and .bad ones through the evil of
our nature , which shame

’ conceals
,
but

example sets at liberty .
—Rochefoucauld.

We are all of us more or less echoes
,

repeating involuntarily the virtues
,
the

defects , the movements, and the char
acters of those among whom we live .

Joubert.

Every great example takes hold of us
with the authority of a miracle

,
and says

to us ,
“If ye had but faith

,
ye

,
also

,

could do the same things .” —Jacobi.
Examples of vicious courses

,
practised

in a domestic circle , corrupt more readily

EXC ELSIOR

and more deeply , when we behold them
in persons of authority .

—Juvena l .
N o life can be pure in its purpose

,
and

strong in its strife , and all life no t be
purer and stronger the‘reby .

—Owen
M eredith .

Much more gracious and profitable is
doctrine by ensample

,
than by rule .

Spenser.

EXC ELLEN CE—One that desires to
excel should endeavor it in those things
that are in themselves most excellent ;
Epic tetus .

Virtue and genuine graces in them
selves speak what no words can utter .

Shakespeare .

Human excellence
, ap art from God,

is like the fabled flower which , accord
ing to the Rabbis, Eve "plucked when
passing out of paradise ;-severed from its
native root it is only the touching me
morial of a lost Eden—sad while charm
ing and beautiful

,
but dead—Stanford.

Those who attain to any excellence
commonly spend life in some one single
pursuit

,
‘ for excellence is not often

gained upon easier terms—Johnson .

N othing is such an obstacle to the
production of excellence as the power
o f producing what is good with ease
and rapidity .

—Aikin .

There is a moral excellence attainable
by all who have the will to strive for
it ; but there is an intellectual and physi
cal superiority which is above the reach
o f our wishes, and is granted to only a
few—C rabbe .

Excellence is never granted to man
but as the reward of labor . It argues
no small strength of mind to persevere
in habits of industry without the pleas
u re of perceiving those advances , which ,
like the hand of a clock ,

whilst they
make hourly approaches to their point

,

yet proceed so slowly as to escape obser
vation—Sir J . Reyno lds .

EXC ELSIOR—People never improve
unless they look to some standard or

example higher and better than them
selves—Tryon Edwards .

What we truly and earnestly aspire to
be , that in

“ some sense we are—The
mere asp iration , by changing the frame
and spirit of the mind

,
for the moment

realizes itself—Mrs . Jameson .

It is but a base , ignoble mind that
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mounts no higher than a bird can soar .

Shakespeare .

While we converse with what is above
us, we do not grow o ld

,
but grow young .

—Emerson .

Who shoots at the midday sun ,
though

sure he shall never hit the mark
,
yet

sure he is that he shall shoot higher
than he who aims but at a bush—Sir P .

Sidney .

Lift up thyself
,
look around

,
and see

something higher and brighter than
earth

,
earth worms

,
and earthly dark

ness—Rich ter.

Fearless minds climb soonest unto
crowns—Shakespeare.
Beside the pleasure derived from ao

quired knowledge , there lurks in the
mind of man , and tinged with a shade of
sadness

,
an unsatisfactory longing for

something beyond the present—a striv

ing toward regions yet unknown and
unopened—Humbo ldt.

Happy those who here on earth have
dreamt of a higher vision ! They will
the sooner be able to endure the glories
of the world to come .

—N ovalis .

The little done vanishes from the sight
o f him who looks forward to what is
still to do .

—Go e the .

Too low they build who build beneath
the stars—Young.

O sacred hunger of ambitious minds !
—Spenser.

The hunger and thirst of immortality
is upon the human soul , filling it with
aspirations and desires for higher and

better things than the world can give .

—We can never be fully satisfied but
in God—Tryon Edwards .

As plants take hold , not for the sake
of staying

,
but only that they may climb

higher , so it is with men—By every
part of our nature w e clasp things above
us

, one after another, not for the sake
of remaining where we take hold , but
that we may go higher .

—H . W. Beecher.

Desires and inspirations after the holy
are the only ones as to which the hu
man soul can ever be assured that they
will never meet with disappointment .

Miss Macintosh .

EXC ESS—Let us teach ourselves that
honorable step , not to outdo discretion .

—Shakespeare .

All things that are pernicious in their

EXCESS

progress must be evil in their birth
,
for

no sooner is the government o f reason
thrown ofl

, t han they rush forward o f
their own accord ; weakness takes a
pleasure to indulge itself ; and having
imperceptibly launched out into the
main ocean, can find no place where to
stop—C i cero .

He who indulges his sense in any ex
cesses, renders himself obnoxious to h is
own reason ; and to gratify the brute in
him , displeases the man , and sets his
two natures at variance—W. Sco tt .

The body oppressed by excesses
,
bears

down the mind, and depresses to the
earth any portion of the divine Spiri t we
had been endowed with—Horace .

The excesses af
'

our youth are drafts
upon our

.

o ld age
,
p able with interest

,

about thirty years a ter date—C o lton .

Pleasures bring efleminacy , and effem i
nacy foreruns ruin ; such conquests

,

without blood or sweat
,
do sufficiently

revenge themselves upon their intem
perate conquerors .—Quarles .

Violent delights have violent ends
,
and

in their triumph die ; like fire and
powder, which , as they kiss , consume
They are as sick that surf eit with too
much , as they that starve with nothing .

—Shakespeare .

Pliability and liberality
,
when not re

strained within due bounds
,
must ever

turn to the ruin of their possessor
Tacitus.

The best principles, if pushed to ex
cess , degenerate into fatal vices—Gener
o sity is nearly allied to extravagance ;
charity itself may lead to ruin ; and the
sternness of j ustice is but one step re

moved from the severity of oppression .

—Alison .

The desire of power in excess caused
angels to fall ; the desire of knowledge in
excess caused man to fall ; but in charity
is no excess , neither can man or angels
come into danger by it .

—Bacon .

Let pleasure be ever so innocent the
excess is always criminal .—Evremond.

There can be no excess to love , to
knowledge , to beauty ,

when these at

tributes are considered in the purest
sense—Emerson .

All excess brings on its
,

own punish
ment

,
even here—By - certain

.

fixed ,
settled

,
and established laws of h im who
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keeps us from rusting, and so becoming
useless—C . Simmons.

Experience shows that success is due
less to ability than to zeal . The winner
is he who gives himse lf to his work

,
body

and soul—C harles Buxton .

EXPE C TATION .
-In our pursuit of

the things of this world
,
we usually pre

vent enj oyment by expectation ; we an

ticipate our happiness , and eat out the
heart and sweetness of worldly pleasures
by delightful forethoughts of them ; so

that when we come to possess them ,

they do not answer the expectation
,
nor

satisfy the desires which were raised
about them , and they vanish into noth
ing—Tillo tson .

By expectation every day beguiled °

dupe of to-morrow even from a child
Go ldsmith .

We part more easily with what we
possess

,
than with the expectation of

what we wish for : and the reason of it
is, that what we expect is always greater
than what we enj oy .

Oft expectation fails
,
and most oft

there where most it promises—Shake
speare .

N othing is so good as it seems before
hand—George E lio t.

’
Tis expectation makes a blessing

dear ; heaven were not heaven if we

knew what it were—Suckling.

Uncertainty and expectation are the
j oys of life . Security is an insipid thing,
though the overtaking and possessing
of a wish discovers the folly of the
chase .

—C ongreve .

We love to expect , and when expecta
tion is either disappointed or gratified ,
we want to be again expecting - John
son .

Our ancestors have travelled the iron
age ; the golden is before us.

—St. Pierre .

With what a heavy and retarding
weight does expectation load the wing
of time—W. Mason .

EXPEDIEN CY .
—Many things lawful

are n ot expedient
,
but nothing can be

truly expedient which is unlawful or

sinful .—C . Simmons .

Expedients are for an hour
,
but prin

ciples are for the ages -Just because
the rains descend , and the winds b‘ow ,

we cannot afford to build on the shifting
sands—H . W. Beecher.

178 EXPERIEN C E

Riches are forw spending, and spend
ing for honor and ood actions ; there
fore extraordinary xpense must be
limited by the worth of the occasion .

Bacon .

Buy what thou hast no need of
,
and

ere long thou shalt sell thy necessaries .

Experience is the shroud o f illusions .
—Fin0 d .

When private virtue is hazarded on

the perilous cast of expediency, the
pillars of the republic

,
however apparent

their stability, are infected with decay
at the very centre—E . H . C hapin .

EXPEN SE . (See EXTRAVAGANCE .

What maintains one vice would bring
up two children . You may think

,
per

haps, that a little tea, or a little punch
now and then

,
diet a little more costly ,

clothes a little fin er, and a little enter
tainment now and then , can be no great
matter ; but remember,

“Many a little
makes a mickle ” Beware of little ex
penses . A small leak will sink a great

N o money is better spent than what
is laid out for domestic satisfaction . A
man is pleased that his wife is dressed
as well as other people, and the wife
is pleased that she is so dressed—John
son .

Gain may be temporary and uncer

tain ; but ever while you live , expense is
constant and certain : and it is easier to
build two chimneys than to keep one in

fuel . —Franklin .

The vices, and follies, and sins of

men
,
cost more than everything else ;

and the useless and abominable expendi

tures of nations are a weight on their
prosperity

,
and crush the spirits

,
be

night the minds
,
and well-nigh enslave

the bodies of their people .
—C . Simmons.

He that buys what he does not want ,
will soon want what he cannot buy .

EXPERIEN CE . Experience is the
extract of suffering—A . He lps.

Experience is the name men give to
their follies or their sorrows .—Musset .

All is but lip-wisdom which wants ex
perience—Sir P . Sidney .

Experience is the successive disen

chantment o f the things o f l ife .
—It is

reason enriched by the spoils of the
heart—J . P . Senn
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This is one of the sad conditions of
life

,
that experience is not transmissible .

N o man will learn from the suffering of
another ; he must suffer himself .
To most men experience is like the

stern lights of a ship
,
which illum ine

only the track it has passed—C o leridge .

However learned or eloquent , man
knows nothing truly that he has no t

learned from experience .
—Wieland.

Experience is the Lord’s school , and
they who are taught by Him usually
learn by the mistakes they make that
in themselves they have no wisdom ; and
by their slips and falls

,
that they have

no strength—John N ewton .

Experience keeps a dear school ; but
fools will learn in no other , and scarce
in that ; for it is true , we may give ad

vice
,
but we canno t give conduct .

Franklin .

N o man was ever so completely ski lled
in the conduct of l ife , as not to receive
new information from age and experi

ence .
—Terence .

The rules which experience suggests
are better than those which theorist s
elaborate in their libraries—R . S. Storrs .

Experience j oined with common sense ,
to mortals i s a providence .

-Green .

He cannot be a perfect man
,
not being

tried and tutored in the world—Ex
perience is by industry achieved , and
perfected by the swift course o f time .

Shakespeare .

N o man was ever endowed With a
judgment so

‘

correct and j udicious, but
that circumstances , time , and experi

ence
,
would teach him something new,

and apprise him that of those things
with which he thought himself the best
acquainted

,
he knew nothing ; and that

those ideas Which in theory appeared the
most advantageous were found , when
brought into practice , to be altogether
impracticable .

—Terence .

When I was young I was sure of every
thing ; in a few years, having been mis
taken a thousand times , I was not half
so sure of most things as I was before ;
at present

,
I am hardly sure of anything

but what God has revealed to me .

John Wesley .

To wilful men , the injuries that they
themselves procure must be their school
masters—Shakespeare .

Adversity is the first path to truth .

He who hath p roved war, storm ,
or

woman’s rage , whether his winters be
eighteen or eighty , hath won the ex
perience which is deemed so weighty .

Byron .

It is foolish to try to l ive on past
experience . It is a very dangerous, if
no t a fatal habit to j udge ourselves to
be safe because of something that we
felt or did twenty years ago .

—Spurgeon .

It may serve as a comfort to us in al l
our calamities and afflictions, that he
who loses anything and gets wisdom
by it

,
is a gainer by the loss .—L’

E s

trange .

N obody will use other people’s ex
perience , nor has any o f his own till it
is too late to use it .

—Hawthorne .

That
.

man is wise to some purpose
who gains his wisdom at the expense and
from the experience o f another . -Plau

tus .

Experience is a j ewel , and it had need
be so , for it is often purchased at an

infinite rate—Shakespeare .

Each succeeding day is the scholar of
that which went before it .

—Publius
Syrus .

Experience, if wisdom
’s friend , her

best ; if not, her foe .
—Young.

Every man ’s experience of to-day, is
that he was a fool yesterday and the
day before yesterday .

-To -mbrrow he
will most l ikely be o f exactly t he same
opinion .

—Mackay .

Experience takes dreadfully high
school-wages

,
but he teaches like no

other .

—C arly le .

He hazardeth much who depends for
his learning on experience—An unhappy
master is he who is made wise only by
many shipwrecks ; a miserable merchant ,
who is neither rich nor wise till he has
been bankrupt—By experience we find
out a short way by long wandering
Roger Ascham .

Experience is the common school
house of fools and ill men—Men of wit
and honesty are otherwise instructed
Erasmus .

We are often prophets to others , only
because we are our own historians .
Mad. Swetchine .

.

In all instances where our experience
of the past has been extensive and un i
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form
,
our j udgment as to the future

amounts to moral certainty .
—Bea ttie .

Experience , that chill touchstone whose
sad proof reduces all things from their
false hue—Byron .

Life consists in the alternate process
of learning and unlearning , but it is
often wiser to unlearn than to learn .

Bulwer.

Experience teaches slowly, and at the
cost of mistakes .—Froude .

I know the past , and thence will assay
to glean a warning for the future , so

that man may profit by his errors , and
derive experience from his folly—Shelley .

Experience is a safe light to walk by
,

and he is not a rash man who expects
success in the future by the same means
which secured it in the past—Wende ll

Phillips.

Experience—making all futures, fruits
of all the pasts—Arno ld.

EXTRAVAGAN CE . (See EX

PENSE
,

” and E CONOMY .

He that is extravagant
.

Wlll soon b e
come poor

,
and poverty W l ll enforce de

pendence , and invite corruption—John
son .

The passion of acquiring riches in

order to support a vain expense , corrupts
the purest souls—Fenelon .

Waste of time is the most extravagant
and costly o f all expenses .—Theophras
tus.

Prodigality is the vice of a weak na
ture

,
as avarice is of a strong one—It

comes of a weak craving for those blan
dishments of the world which are easily
had for money .

—H . Taylor.

That is suitable to a man , in point of
ornamental expense

,
not which he can

afford to have
,
but which he can afford

to lose .
—Whately .

The man who builds
,
and lacks where

with to pay , provides a home from which
to run away —Young.

The covetous man never has money ;
the prodigal will have none shortly .

Ben
‘

Jonson .

Laws cannot prevent extravagance ;
and this perhaps is not always an evil to
the public . A shilling spent idly by a
fool may be picked up by a wiser per
son ,

who knows better what to do with
it ; it is , therefore , not lost—Franklin .

EXTREMES

EXTREMES .
—Extremes are danger

ous—A middle estate is safest
,
as a

middle temper o f the sea , between a
still calm and a violent tempest , is
most hopeful to bear the mariner to his
haven .

—Swinno ck.

All extremes are error .
—The reverse of

error is not truth
,
but error still—Truth

lies between these extremes—C ecil.
The man who can be nothing but seri

ous
,
or nothing but merry , is but half

a man—Leigh Hunt.
There is a mean in everything—Even
virtue itself hath it s stated limits , which ,
not being strictly Observed, it ceases to
be virtue—Horace .

Extremes meet in almost everything :
it is hard to tell Whether the statesman
at the top o f the wo 1d, or the plough
man at the bottom

,
labors hardest .

Extreme views are never just ; some
thing always turns up which disturbs the
calculations founded on their data .

Tancred.

That extremes beget extremes , is an

apothegm built on the most profound
observation of the human mind
C o lton .

The blast that blows loudest is soon
est overblown .

—Smo llett.
,

Extremes
,
though contrary, have the

l ike effects—Extreme heat kills, and so

extreme cold ; extreme love breeds
satiety

, and so extreme hatred ; and too
violent rigor tempts chastity, as does
too much license .

—C hapman .

M istrust the man who finds every
thing good ; the man who finds every
thing e_vil ; and still more the man who
is indifferent to everything .

—Lavater .

We must remember how apt man is to
extremes—rushing

.from credulity and
weakness , to suspicion and distrust
Bulwer.

The greatest flood has soonest ebb ;
the sorest tempest

,
the most sudden

calm ; the hottest love , the coldest end ;
and from the deepest desire often ensues
the deadliest hate—Socrates .

It is a hard but good law of
.

fate , that
as every evil

,
so every excessive power

wears itself out .
—Herder.

N either great poverty , nor great riches
will hear reason—Fielding.

‘

Both in individuals, and
‘

in masses ,
Violent excitement is always followed
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like the sun of her clime , which waked
every feeling at Once into flower
Moore .

The eyes of women are Promethean
fires—Shakespeare .

Eyes will not see when the heart
wishes them to be blind—Desire con

ceals truth , as darkness does the earth .

—Seneca .

Faster than his tongue did make oi
fence , his eye did heal it ,

up .
—Shake

speare .

The heart’s hushed secret in the soft
dark eye .

—L . E . Landon .

The intelligence of affection is carried
on by the eye only .

—Good breeding has
made the tongue falsify the heart and
act a part of continued restraint

,
while

N ature has preserved the eyes to her
self, that she may not be disguised or

misrepresented .
-Addison .

Eyes raised toward heaven are always
beautiful

,
whatever they may be .

Joubert.

Sweet , silent rhetoric of persuading
eyes .

-Davenant.

An eye can threaten like a loaded and
levelled pistol , or can insult , l ike hissing
or kicking ; or in its altered mood , can ,

by beams of kindness
,
make the heart

dance with j oy .
—Some eyes have no

more expression than blueberries
,
while

others are as deep as a well which you
can fal l into—Emerson .

Her eyes are homes of silent prayer.
—Tennyson .

A lover’s eyes will gaze an eagle blind .

—Shakespeare .

Whatever of goodness emanates from
the soul gathers its soft halo in the eyes ;
and if the heart be a lurking place of
crime

,
the eyes are sure to betray the

secret .—F. Saunders .

Language is slow ; the mastery of
wants doth teach it to the infant , drop
by drop , as brooklets gather .

—Yet there
is a love , simple and sure , that asks no
discipline of weary years , the language
of the soul , told through the ey e

—The
stammering lip oft mars the perfect
thought ; but the heart

’s lightning hath
no Obstacle—Quick glances

,
like the

thrilling wires , transfuse the telegraphic
look—Mrs. Sigourney .

FABLES .
—Fables, l ike parables, are

more ancient than formal arguments and
are often the most effective means of
presenting and impressing both truth
and duty .

—Tryon Edwards.

Fables take off from the severity of
instruction , and enforce at the same
time that they conceal it .

—Addison .

The fable is allegorical ; its actions are
natural , but its agents imaginary .

—The
tale is fictitious

,
but not imaginary

,
for

both its agents and actions are drawn
from the passing scenes of life—Tales
are written mainly for amusement :
fables for instructio —C rabbe .

The virtue which e gather from a
fable o r an allegory

,
is like the health

we get by hunting
,
as w e are engaged

in an agreeable pursuit that draws us on
with pleasure , and makes us insensible
of the fatigues that accompany it .

Addison .

FACE .
—(See PHYSIOGNOMY ” and

There is in every human countenance
,

either a history or a prophecy
,
which

must sadden
, or at least soften

,
every

reflecting observer .—C o leridge .

A good face is the best letter of recom
mendation Queen E lizabeth .

Look in the face of the person to

whom you are speaking if you wish to
know his real sentiments

,
for he can

command his words more easily than
his countenance .

—C hesterfie ld.

A cheerful face is nearly as good for
invalid as healthy weather . —Frank

in .

Your face is a book, where men may
read strange matters—Shakespeare .

We are all sculptors and painters , and
our material is our own flesh and blood
and bones—Any nobleness begins

,
at

once , to refine a man
’s features ; any

meanness or sensuality to imbrute them .

-Thoreau .

The cheek is apter than the tongue to
tell an errand—Shakespeare .

I am persuaded that there is not a
single sentiment

,
whether tending to

good or evil in the human soul , that
has not its distinct interpreter in the
glance of the eye

,
and in the muscling

of the countenance . When nature is
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permitted to express herself by this
language of the face

,
she is understood

by all people , and
’ those who were never

taught a letter can instantly read her
signatures and impressions

,
whether

they be of wrath , hatred , envy , pride,
j ealousy

,
vexation

,
contempt

,
pain

,
fear,

horror
,
and dismay ; or of attention , re

spect
,
wonder

,
surprise

,
pleasure , trans

port
,
complacence , affection , desire,

peace
,
lowliness

,
and love .

—Brooke .

All men’s faces are true , whatsoever
their hands are—Shakespeare .

Truth makes the face of that person
shine who speaks and owns it .

—South .

There are faces so fluid with expres
sion , so flushed and rippled by the play
o f thought , that we can hardly find what
the mere features really are .

—When the
delicious beauty of lineaments loses its
power

,

'

it is because a more delicious
beauty has appeared—that an interior
and durable form has been disclosed .

Emerson .

Faces are as legible as books, with
this in their . favor

,
that they may be

perused in much less time , and are less
liable to be misunderstood—F. Saunders .

The faces which have charmed us
the most escape us the soonest—Walter
Sco tt.

The countenance is the title-page
which heralds the contents of the hu
man volume , but like other title-pages
it sometimes puzzles , often misleads ,

'

and
often says nothing g to the purpose—W.

Matthews.

Features are the visible expression of
the soul . - the outward manifestation o f
the feeling and character within .

Tryon Edwards ;

I more and more see this, that we
judge men’s abilities less from what they
say or do

,
than from what they look .

’
Tis the man’s face that gives him
weight . His doings help

,
but not more

than his brow—C harles Buxton .

I never knew a genius yet who did not
carry about him

,
either in face or per

son , or in a certain inexplicable grace
of manner

,
the patent o f nobility which

heaven has bestowed upon him .
—The

Ogilvies.

There is a garden in her face
,
where

roses and white lillies show— a heavenly
paradise wherein all pleasant fruits do
grow—R . Alison .

FAC TS

In thy. face I see the map of honor
,

truth
,
and loyalty .

-Shakespeare .

A beautiful face is a silent oommen
dation—Bacon .

That same face of yours looks like
the title-page to a whole volume of
roguery .

—C ibber.

The loveliest faces are to be seen by
moonlight

,
when one sees half with the

eye
,
and half with the fancy .

—Bovee .

A countenance habitually under the
influence of amiable feelings acquires a
beauty of the highest order from the
frequency with which such feelings stamp
their character upon it .

—Mrs . S . C . Ha le .

He had a face like a benediction
C ervantes.

If we could but read itg évery human
being carries his life in ,

his face , and is
good-looking

,
or the reverse , as that life

has been good or evil . On our features
the fine chisels of thought and emotion
are eternally at work—Alexander Smith .

In the faces of women who are natu
rally serene and peaceful , and of those
rendered so by religion , there remains an
after-spring , and later, an after-summer,
the reflex of their most beautiful bloom .

—Rich ter.

As the language of the face is uni
versal

, so it is very comprehensive .
—It

is the shorthand of the mind , and
crowds a great deal in a little room .

—A
man may look a sentence as soon as
speak a word—C o llier.

FACTION .
—Faction is the demon of

discord armed with power to do endless
mischief

,
and intent only on destroying

whatever Opposes its progress—Wo e to
that state in which it has found an en

trance—C rabbe .

”

A
"

fe
'

eble government produces more
factions than an Oppressive one—Fisher
Ames .

Faction is the excess and abuse of
party .

—It begins when the first idea
of private interest , preferred to public
good

,
gets footing in the heart—It is

always dangerous , yet always contempti
ble .

-C henevix .

Seldom is - faction’s ire in haughty
minds extinguished but by death ; it
oft , like flame suppressed

,
breaks forth

again , and blazes higher .—May .

.

FACTSu—Any fact is better estab
lished by two or three good testimonies,
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than by a thousand arguments—Em
mens .

Facts are to the mind, what food is to
the body .

—On the due digestion of the
former depend the strength and wisdom
of the one

,
j ust as vigor and health de

pend on the other.—The wisest in coun
cil , the ablest in debate , and the most
agreeable companion in the commerce
of human life , is that man who has as

similated to his understanding the great
est number of facts—Burke .

From principles is derived probability
,

but truth o r certainty is obtained . only
from facts .
Every day of my life makes me feel
more and more how seldom a fact is ao
curately stated ; how almost invariably
when a story has passed through the
mind of a third person it becomes

, so

far as regards the impression it makes in
further repetitions

,
l ittle better than a

falsehood ; and this , too , though the
narrator be the most truth-seeking per
son in existence—Hawthorne .

There should always be some founda
tion of fact for the most airy fabric ;
pure invention is but the talent of a

deceiver .

—Byron .

Facts are God’s arguments ; w e should
be careful never to misunderstand or
pervert them .

—Tryon Edwards .

FAILIN GS.
—The finest composition

of human nature
,
as well as the finest

china
,
may have flaws in it

,
though the

pattern may be of the highest value .

Every one has a wallet behind for his
own failings

,
and one before for the

failings of others .

—La Fontaine .

If we had no failings ourselves we
should not take so much pleasure in

finding out those of others—Rochejou
cauld.

Such is the force of envy and ill-na
ture

,
that the failings of good men are

more published to the world than their
good deeds ; and one fault of a well-de
serving man shall meet with more re

proaches than all his virtues wil l with
praise -N P. Willis .

FAILURE —We mount to heaven
mostly on the ruins of our cherished
schemes

,
finding our failures were suc

cesses—A . B. A lco tt .

Every failure is a step to success ;
every detection of what is false directs
us toward what is true ; every trial ex

FAITH

hausts some tempting form of error .
N o t only so , but scarcely any

‘

a ttempt
is entire ly a failure ; scarcely any theory ,

the result of steady thought, is alto
gether false ; no tempting form of error
is without some latent charm derived
from truth Whewell .
Sometimes a noble failure serves the

world as faithfully as a distinguished
success .—D0wden .

Failure is often God’s own tool for
carv ing some of the finest outlines in
the character of his children ; and, even
in this life , bitter and crushing failures
have often in them the germs of new
and quite unimagined happiness
Hodgkin .

He only is e xemp from failures who
makes no efforts—W ately .

Failure is, in a sense , the highway to
success

,
inasmuch as every discovery of

what is false leads us to seek earnestly
after what is true

,
and every fresh ex

perience points out some form o f error
which we shall afterward carefully avoid .

—Keats .

It is an awful condemnation for a
man to be brought by God’s providence
face to face with a great possibility o f

service and of blessing , and then to show
himself such that God has to put him
aside , and look for other instruments
McLaren .

In the lexicon of youth
,
which fate re

serves for a bright manhood , there is
no such word as fail—Bulwer.

They never fail who die in a great
cause—Byron .

There is only one real failure in life
that is possible

,
and that is

,
not to be

true to the best one knows .—Farrar.

Only the astrologer and the empyric
never fail .—Willmo tt .

A failure establishes only this
,
that

our determinatio n to succeed was not
strong enough—Bovee .

FAITH.
—Faith affirms many things

respecting which the senses are silent ,
but nothing which they deny .

—It is su
perior to their testimony, but never op
posed to it .

—Pascal.

Faith is a certain image of eternity .

All things are present to it—things past ,
and things to come ; it converses with
angels, and antedates the hymns o f

glory . Every man that hath this grace
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bor ; I think not thou hast charity for
thy neighbo r, if thou wantest faith in

God—Where they are no t both together,
they are both wanting ; they are both
dead if once divided—Quarles.

There never was found in any age of

the world , either philosopher or sect , or

law , o r discipline which did so highly
exalt the public good as the C hristian
faith—Bacon .

Faith makes the discords of the pres
ent the harmo nies of the future—C o ll
yer.

Despotism may govern without faith
,

but Liberty cannot—De To cqueville .

Faith is the eye that sees Him ,
the

han d that clings to Him
,
the receiving

power that appropriates Him .
—Wood

bridge .

Faith is to believe , on the word of
God, what we do not see , and its reward
is to see and enjo y what we believe .

Augustine .

Faith evermore looks upward and de
scribes obj ects remote ; but reason can
discover things only near—sees nothing
that ’s above her .—Quarles.

Faith makes all evil good to us , and
all good better ; unbelief makes all good
evil , and all evil worse . Faith laughs at
the shaking of the spear ; unbelief trem
bles at the shaking of a leaf , unbelief
starves the soul ; faith finds food in fam
ine , and a table in the wilderness . In
the greatest danger

,
faith says

,

“I have
a great God. When outward strength
is broken f aith rests on the promises .
In the midst of sorrow , faith draws the
sting out of every trouble , and takes out
the bitterness from every aflElictio n .

C ecil .

Faith in order , which is the basis of
science

,
cannot reasonably be separated

from faith in an ordainer
,
which is the

basis o f religion—Asa Gray .

Science has sometimes been said to
be opposed to faith

, and inconsistent
with it .

—But all science , in fact , rests
on a basis of faith , for it assumes the
permanence and uniformity of natural
laws—a thing which can never be demon
strated—Tryon Edwards .

The steps of faith fall on the seem
ing void , but find the rock beneath .

Whittier.

When men cease to be faithful to their

FAITH

G od,
he who expects to find them so to

each other will be much disappointed .

—Bp . Horne .

To believe is to
O

be strong . Doubt
cramps energy . Belief is power. —F. W.

Robertson .

Faith is the root of all good works ;
a root that produces no thing is dead .

Bp . Wilson .

As the flower is before the fruit , so

is faith before good works—Whate ly .

Faith and works are like the light and
heat

d

of a candle ; they cannot be sepa
rate
Faith Without works is like a bird

without wings ; though she may hop
about on earth , sh e will never fly to

heaven—But when froth are j oined together, then doth the soul mount up to
her eternal rest—Beaumont.

What I admire in C olumbus is not
his having discovered a world , but his
having gone to search for it on the faith
of an opinion—Targe t.

Faith is the pencil of the soul that
pictures heavenly things—T. Burbridge .

All I have seen teaches me to trust
the C reator for all I have not seen
Emerson .

The errors of faith are better than the
bes
l
t thoughts of unbelief—Thomas Rus

se l

The experience of l ife nearly always
works toward the confirmation o f faith .

—It is the total significance of l ife that
it reveals G od to man ; and life only
can do this ; neither thought , nor demon
stration

, nor miracle , but only life , weav
ing its threads of daily toil and trial
and j oy into a pattern on which ,

at last
,

is inscribed the name of God .

”—T. T .

Munger.

All the strength and force of man

comes from his faith in things unseen .

He who believes is strong ; he who

doubts is weak . Strong convictions pre
cede great actions .

—J . F. C larke .

Faith lights us through the dark to
Deity ; faith builds a bridge across the
gulf of death , to break the shock that
nature cannot shun

,
and lands thought

smoothly on the further shore—Young.

Christian faith is nothing else but the
soul ’s venture . It ventures to C hrist , in
opposition to all legal terrors . It ven

tures on C hrist in opposition to our
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guiltiness . It ventures for C hrist , in
opposition to all difliculties and dis
couragements .

—W. Bridges .

While reason is puzzling herself about
the mystery

,
faith is turn ing it into her

daily bread and feeding on it thankfully
in her heart of hearts—F. D . Hun ting
ton .

Strike from mankind the principle o f

faith , and men would have no mo re his
tory than a flock of Sheep—Bulwer.

It is faith among men that holds the
moral elements o f society together, as

it is faith in G od that binds the world
to his throne—W. M . E varts.

There is one sure criterion of j udg
ment as to religious faith in doctrinal
matters ; can y ou reduce it to practice ?
If not, have none of it .

-H . Ballou .

Ignorance as to unrevealed mysteries
is the mother of a saving faith ; and nu

derstanding in revealed truths is the
mother of a sacred knowledge—Under
stand not therefore that thou mayest be
lieve

,
but believe that thou mayest

understand—Understanding is the wages
of a lively faith , and faith is the reward
o f an humble ignorance .

—Quarles .

Faith is the root of all blessings . Be

lieve
,
and you shall b e saved ; believe ,

and you mug needs be satisfied ; b e
lieve

, and you cannot but be comforted
and happy .

—Jeremy Tay lor.

Fa ith does nothing alone—nothing of

itself
,
but everything under G od, by

God, through God .

~—Stough ton .

Much knowledge o f divine things is
lost to us through want of faith .

Heraclitus .

I prefer a firm religious faith to
every other blessing—For it makes life
a discipline of goodness ; creates new
hopes

, when those o f the world vanish ;
throws over the decay of life the most
gorgeous of all lights ; and awakens life
even in death—Sir H . Davy .

Faith is like love it cannot be forced .

-As trying to force love begets hatred ,
so trying to compel religious belief leads
to unbelief—Schopenhauer .

FALSEHOOD.
—(See

“
LIARs .

Dishonor waits on perfidy .
—A man

should blush to think a falsehood ; it is
the crime O f cowards—C . Johnson .

Dare to be true ; nothing can need a
lie—Herbert.

187 FALSEHOOD

N o species of falsehood is more ire
quent than flattery ; to which the coward
is betrayed by fear , the dependent by
interest

,
and the friend by tenderness .

Falsehood is never so successful as
when she baits her hook with truth , and
no opinions so fatally mislead us

,
as

those that are not wholly wrong ; as no
watches so effectually deceive the wearer
as those that are sometimes right .

C o lton .

It is more from carelessness about the
truth ,

than from intention of lying , that

The lie of fear is the refuge of

cowardice , and the lie of fraud the de
vice of the cheat—The inequalities o f

men and the lust of acquisition are a
constant premium on lying—Edward
Bellamy .

A lie has always a certain amount of

weight with those who wish to believe
it .

—E . W. Rice .

If falsehood had
,
like truth

,
but one

face o nly, we should be upon better
terms ; for we should then take the
contrary to what the liar says for cer
tain truth ; but the reverse of truth hath
a hundred figures

,
and is a field in

definite without bound or l imit .
—Mon

taigne .

Falsehoods not only
“

disagree with
truths , but usually quarrel among
themselves—Daniel Webster.

The gain of lying is nothing else but
not to be trusted o f any

,
nor to be be

lieved when we say the truth—Sir W.

Raleigh .

Some men relate what they think
,
as

what they know ; some men of con
fused memories , and habitual inaccu
racy, ascribe to one man what belongs to
another ; and some talk on without
thought or care . A few men are suffi
cient to broach falsehoods , which are
afterwards innocently diffused by suc

cessive relaters .

—Johnson .

A liar begins with making falsehood
appear like truth

,
and ends with making

truth itself appear like falsehood
Shenstone .

N one but cowards lie—Murphy .

He who tells a lie is not sensible how
great a task he undertakes ; for he must
invent twenty more to maintain that“M W -

m
n .
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there is so much falsehood in the wo rld .

—Johnson .

Falsehood , l ike the dry rot , flourishes
the more in proportion as air and light
are excluded—Whate ly .

When Aristotle was asked what a man
could gain by telling a falsehood

,
he re

plied N ever to be credited when he
speaks the truth .

Al though the devil be the father of

l ies , he seems , like o ther great inventors,
to have lost much of h is reputation by
the continual improvements that have
been made upon him .

—Swift.

The telling of a falsehood is l ike the
cut of a sabre ; for though the wound
may

.heal , the scar of it will remain .

Saadi .

Falsehood is so easy, truth so diffi cult !
Examine your words well and y ou will
find that even when you have no motive
to be false it is very hard to say the
exact truth , even about your own imme
diate feelings—much harder than to say
something fine about them which is not
the exact truth—G eorge E lio t .

N ot the least misfortune in a prom

inent falsehood is the fact that traditio n
is apt to repeat it for truth—H . Ballou .

Falsehood
,
l ike poison

,
will generally

be rej ected when administered alone ;
but when blended with wholesome in
gredients, may be swallowed un

perceived—Whately .

0 , what a goodly outside falsehood
hath ; a goodly apple rotten at the
heart l—Shakespeare .

Falsehood has an infinity of combina
tions , but truth has only one mode of

be1ng .
—Rousseau .

Do not let us lie at all . Do not think
of one falsity as harmless , and another
as slight

,
and another as unintended .

C ast them all aside ; they may be light
and accidental , but they are ugly soot
from the smoke o f the pit , and it is bet
ter that our hearts should be swept clean
of them ,

without one care as to which
is largest or blackest .

—Ruskin .

Round dealing is the honor of man’s
nature ; and a mixture of falsehood is

l ike alloy in gold and silver , which may
make the metal work the better, but it

embaseth it—Bacon .

N othing gives such a blow to friend
ship as detecting another in an untruth .

FAME

—It strikes at the root of our confidence
ever after .

—Hazlitt.

Falsehood often lurks upon the tongue
of him , who , by self-praise , seeks to en

hance his value in the eyes of others.
G . J . Benne tt.

Let falseho od be a stranger to thy
lips—Shame on the policy that first be
gan to tamper with the heart , to hide its
thoughts—And doubly shame on that
inglorious tongue that sold its honesty ,

and told a lie .

—Havard.

Half a fact is a whole falsehood—He

who gives the truth a false coloring by
his false manner of telling it, is the worst .

of liars—E . L . Magoon .

Every lie , great or small , is the brink
of a precipice ,

.the depth of which noth
ing but Omniscience can fathom .

—C .

Reade .

This above all ; to thine own self be
true ; and it must follow, as the night
the day , thou canst not then be false
to any man—Shakespeare .

FAME—What is fame ?—The advan

tage of being known by people of whom
you yourself know nothing , and for

whom you care as l ittle—Stanis laus .

The way to fame is like the way to
heaven

,
through much tribulation

Sterne .

Fame , to the ambitious , is like salt
water to the thirsty—the more one gets ,
the more he wants .

—Ebers .

Human life is too short to recompense
the cares which attend the most private
condition : therefore it is, that our souls
are made , as it were , too big for it ;
and extend themselves in the prospect
of a longer existence , in good fame , and
memory of worthy actions, after our de
cease—Steele .

Fame is no sure test o f merit , but only
a probability of such , it is an accident ,
not a property of man .

—C arly le .

That fame is the universal passion is
by nothing more discovered than by
epitaphs . The generality of mankind are
not content to sink ingloriously into the
grave

,
but wish to be paid that tribute

after their deaths
,
which in many cases

may not be due to the virtues o f their
lives—Kett.

Fame is the perfume of heroic deeds .

Socrates .

I courted fame but as a spur to brave
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of its shell , so ripens in the tomb all
the fame that is truly precious—Lande r.

Suppose your candidate for fame pur
sues unremittingly the obj ect of his love

,

through every difficulty and over every
obstacle

,
till at last he overtakes her

ladyship
,
and is permitted to kiss the

hem of her garment on mount immor

tality
,
what will the dear-bought damsel

boot him ? If he take her to his bosom ,

she has noflesh and blood to warm it .
If he taste of her lip , there is no more
nectar in it than there are sunbeams in
a cucumber .—Every rascal who has been
bold and fearless enough

, N imrod ,
C ataline, and Tom Paine, all have had
a smack at her before him : They have
all more or less become famous, and
will be remembered much longer than
better men—Daniel Webster.

Milton neither aspired to present
fame , nor even expected it .

—His high
ambition was (to use his own words) ,
“
To leave something so written , to after

ages
,
that they should not willingly let

it die .
-And C ato finally Observed , he

would much rather posterity should ask

why no statues were erected to him ,

than why they were .
—C o lton .

Those who despise fame seldom de
serve it .

—We are apt to underval ue the
purchase we cannot reach , to conceal
our poverty the better. —It is a spark
that kindles upon the best fuel , and
burns brightest in the bravest breast .
Jeremy C o llier.

It is an indiscreet and troublesome
ambition that cares so much about
fame ; about what the world says of us ;
to be always looking in the faces of

others for approval ; to be always
anxio us about the effect of what we do
or say ; to be always shouting to hear
the echoes of our own voices—Long
fellow.

Good fame is like fire ; when you have
kindled you may easily preserve it ; but
if you extinguish it

, you will not easily
kindle it again—Bacon .

He who wo uld acquire fame must not
show himself afraid of censure—The
dread of censure is the death of genius .

Men’s fame is like their hair which
grows after they are dead , and With j ust
as l ittle use to them .

—Villiers .

Fame is a revenue payable only to

our ghosts ; and to deny ourselves all
present satisfaction , or to expose our
selves to so much hazard fo r this , were
as great madness as to starve ourselves
or fight desperately for food to be laid
on our tombs after our death—Mac

kenzie .

C ommon fame is the only liar that
deserves to have some respect .—Though
she tells many an untruth

,
she often hits

right , and mo st especially when she

speaks ill of men .
—Saville .

Of all the possessions of this life fame
is the noblest : when the body has sunk
into the dust the great name still lives.

-Schiller.

To get a name can happen but to few :

it i s one of the fewk things that cannot
be bought—It is the free gift of man

kind , which must be deserved before it
will be granted , and is at last unwillingly
bestowed—Johnson .

Time has a doomsday book,
on whose

pages he is continually recording il lus
trious names—But as often as a new
name is written there , an o ld one dis
appears—Only a few stand in illumi
nated characters never to be effaced
Longfe llow .

Only the actions of the just smell
sweet and blossom in the dust .—Shirley .

Men’s evil manners live in brass ; their
Virtues we write in water .

-Shakespeare .

N o true and permanent fame can be
founded except in labors which promote
the happiness o f mankind—C harles
Sumner.

FAMILIARITY .
—All obj ects lose by

too familiar a view—D .ryden

Make not thy friends too cheap to
thee , nor thyself to thy friend—F .uller

Though familiarity may not breed
contempt , it takes off the edge of ad

miration—Hazlitt.

The confidant of my vices is my
master, though he were my valet
Goethe .

Vice is a monster of such frightful
mien as to be hated , needs but to be
seen ; but seen too oft , familiar with her
face , we first endure , then pity, then em
brace—Pope .

Be not too familiar with thy servants .
—At first it may beget love , but in the
end it will breed contempt .—Fuller.
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Familiarities are the aphides that im
perceptibly suck out the j uices intended
for the germ of love—Lander.

When a man becomes familiar with
his goddess

, she quickly sinks into a
woman—Addison .

FAMILY .
—The family was ordained

of G od that children might be trained
up for himself ; it was before the church ,
or rather the first fo rm of the church on

earth .

C ivilization varies with the family,
and the family with civilization—Its
highest and most complete realization is
found where enl ightened C hristianity
prevails ; where woman is exalted to her
true and lofty place as equal with the
man ; where husband and wife are one

in honor, influence , and affection , and
where children are a common bond of

care and love—This is the idea of a
perfect family .

—W. Aikman .

Happy are the families where the gov
ernm ent of parents is the reign of ai

fection , and obedience of the children
the submission of love .

If I might control the literature of the
household

,
I would guarantee the well

being of the church and state .
—Bacon .

If God has taught us all truth in
teaching us to love , then he has given
us an interpretation o f our whole duty
to our households—We are not born as

the partridge in the wood , or the ostrich
of the desert , to be scattered every
where ; but we are to be grouped to

gether, and brooded by love , and/reared
day by day in that first of churches,
the family .

-H. W. Beecher.

As are families , so is society .
-If well

ordered , well instructed , and well gov
erned

,
they are the springs from which

go forth the streams of national great
ness and prosperity—Of civil order and
public happiness . -Thayer.

The ties of family and of country
never intended to

'

circumscribe the soul .
—If allowed to become exclusive , en

grossing
,
clannish ,

so as to shut out the
general claims o f the human race , the
highest end of Providence is frustrated ,
and home , instead of being the nursery ,

becomes the grave of the heart—C han

A happy family is but an earlier
heaven—Bow i ng.

A house without a roof would scarcely
be a more different home , than a family
unsheltered by God’s friendship

,
and the

sense of being always rested in His provi
dential care and guidance—Horace

Bushnell.
“
The last word is the most danger

ous of infernal machines, and the hus
band and wife should no mo re fight to
get it than they would struggle for the
possession of a lighted bombshell .
Douglas Jerro ld.

“A family without government
,

” says
Matthew Henry

,

“is like a house with
out a roof, exposed to every wind

'

that
blows .”—He might better have said

,

like a house in flames, a scene of con

fusion , and commonly- t oo hot to live
in .

Woman is the salvation or the de
struction of the family—She carries its
destiny in the folds of her mantle .

Amiel .

FANATIC ISM .
—Fanaticism is the

child of false zeal and superstition
,
the

father of intolerance and persecutio n
Fletcher.

What is fanaticism to-day is the fash
ionab le creed to-morrow , and trite as the
multipl ication table a week after. -Wen

dell Phillips.

Fanaticism is such an overwhelming
impression of the ideas relating to the
future world as disqualifies for the duties
of this—Robert Hall.

The downright fanatic is nearer to the
heart of things than the cool and slip
pery disputant .—E . H . C hapin .

Fanaticism , the false fire of an over
heated mind—C owper.

Everybody knows that fanaticism is
religio n caricatured

, and yet , with many ,

contempt of fanaticism is regarded as a
sign o f hostility to religion—E . P . Whip
p le .

The blind fanaticism of one foolish
honest man may cause more evil than
the united efforts of twenty rogues
Grimm .

The weakness of human nature has
always appeared in times of great re

vivals of religion , by a disposition to
run into extremes , especially in these
three things : enthusiasm

,
superstition

,

and intemperate zeal—Jonathan Ed
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Fanatic faith , once wedded fast to
some dear falsehood, hugs it to the last .

-Moore .

Of all things wisdom is the most ter
rified with epidemical fanaticism , b e

cause
, of all enemies, it is that against

which she is the least able to furnish
any kind of resource .

—Burke .

We often excuse our own want of

philanthropy by giving the name of

fanaticism to the more ardent zeal of

others—Longfellow .

FAN CY .
—Fancy rules over two thirds

of the universe , the past and future ,
while reality is confined to the present .
—Richter.

Fancy and humor, early and constantly
indulged

,
may expect an o ld age overrun

with follies—Watts.

Most marvellous and enviable is that
fecundity o f fancy : which can adorn
whatever it touches, which can invest
naked fact and dry reasoning with un

looked for beauty, make flowers bloom
even on the brow of the precipice , and
turn even the rock itself into moss and
lichens—This faculty is most important
for the vivid and attractive exhibition
of truth to the minds of men—Fuller.

Fancy has an extensive influence in
morals—Some of the most powerful and
dangerous feelings, as ambition and envy,
derive their principal nourishment from
a source so trivial .—Its effects on the
common affairs of life is greater than
might be supposed—N aked reality
would scarcely keep the world in mo tion .

—C lulow .

Fancy, when once brought into re li
gion

,
knows not where to stop—it is like

one of those fiends in o ld stories which
any one could raise , but which , when
raised

,
could never be kept within the

magic circle—Whately .

Every fancy that we wo uld substitute
for a reality, is, if we saw aright , and
saw the whole , not only false , but every
way less beautiful and excellent than
that which we sacrifice to it .

—J. Sterling.

FAREWELL—In that fatal word ,
howe’er we promise

,
hope

,
believe

,
there

breathes despair.—Byron .

I never spoke that word “farewell ,
but with an utterance faint and broken ;
a heart-sick yearning for the time when

FASHION

it should never more be spoken .
—C aro

line Bowles.

That bitter word, which clOsed all
earthly friendships, and finished every
feast of love—farewell l—Po llok.

Pass-word of memory—of by-gone
days—thou everlasting epitaph—is there
a land in which thou hast no dwelling
place ?—There is, O God, a world where
human lips may say Farewell ! ” no
more !
L ike some low and mournful spell , we
whisper that sad word, farewell . —P.

Benjamin .

FASHION—(See C USTOM .

It is the rule of rul es, and the general
law of all laws

,
that every person should

observe the fashions
q
f the place where

he is .—Montaigne .

Fashion is the science of appearances,
and it inspires one with the desire to
seem rather than to be .

-E . H . C hapin .

Every generatio n laughs at the o ld
fashions

,
but follows religiously the new .

-Thoreau .

Fashion is, for the most part , nothing
but the ostentation of riches r—Lo cke .

Without depth of thought, or earnest
ness of feeling

,
or strength of purpose ,

l iving an unreal l ife
,
sacrificing sub

stan ce to show , substituting the ficti

tious for the natural
,
mistaking a crowd

for society
,

finding its chief pleasure in
ridicule

,
and exhausting its ingenuity in

expedients for kill ing time
,
fashion is

among the last influences under which a
human being who respects h imself, or

who comprehends the great end of life ,
would desire to be placed .

—C hanning.

A fo p of fashion is the mercer’s
friend , the tailor

’s fool, and his own foe .

—Lavater.

C hange of fashions is the tax which
industry imposes on the vanity of the
rich .
—C hamfort.

Fashion is gentility running away from
vulgarity , and afraid of being overtaken
by it .

—It is a sign the two things are
not far asunder.—Hazlitt.

Fashion is a word which knaves and
fools may use to excuse their knavery
and folly—C hurchill .
The mere leader of fashion has no
genuine claim to supremacy ; at least , no
abiding assuran ce of it . He has em
broidered his title upon his waistcoat ,
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nearest link , his eyes not reaching to
that equal beam which poises all above .

—Dryden .

Whatever may happen to thee , it was
prepared for thee from all eternity ; and
the implication of causes was, from eter
nity , spinning the thread of thy being ,
and Of that which is incident to it .

Marcus Antoninus .

God overrules all mutinous accidents ,
brings them under his laws of fate , and
makes them all serviceable to his pur
pose .
—Marcus Antoninus.

Whosoever quarrels with his
_fate

does not understand it, says Bettine ;
and among all her sayings she spoke none
wiser .—Mrs . L . M . C hild .

Heaven from al l creatures hides the
book of fate—Shakespeare .

If you believe in fate
,
believe in it

,

at least, for your good—Emerson .

Fate is the friend of the good, the
guide of the wise , the tyrant of the fool
ish , the enemy of the bad—W. R . Alger.

A strict belief in fate is the worst kind
of slavery ; on the other hand there is
comfort in the thought that G od will be
moved by our prayers .—Epicurus .

Thought presides over all—Fate that
dead phantom , shall vanish from action ,
and providence alone be visible in

heaven and on earth — .Bulwer

All things are ordered by God, but his
providence takes in our free agency , as
well as his own sovereignty .

—Tryon Ed
wards .

All is created and goes according to
order , yet o

’
er our l ifetime rules an un

certain fate .
—Goethe .

Our wills and fates do so contrary run ,

that our devices still are overthrown ;
our thoughts are ours

,
their ends none of

our own—Shakespeare .

Fate ! there is no fate—Between the
thought and the success God is the o nly
agent—Bulwer.

FAULTS—(See “IMPERFEOTION S .

He will be immortal who l iveth till he
be stoned by one without fault .—Fuller.

If the best man’s faults were written
on his forehead , he would draw his hat
over his eyes —Gray .

We should correct our own faults by
seeing how uncomely they appear in

othersH
—Beaumont

FAULTS

This I always religiously observed , as
a rule

,
never to chide my husband before

company nor to prattle abroad of mis
carriages at home . What passes between
two people is much easier made up than
when once it has taken air .
We confess small faults , in order to ih
sinuate that we have no great ones
Rochefoucauld.

You will find it less easy to uproot
faults , than to choke them by gaining
virtues—Ruskin .

N o one sees the wallet on his own

back ,
though every one carries two

'

packs,
one before , stuffed with the faults of his
neighbors ; the other behind , fil led with
his own—Old Proverb .

To reprove small faults with undue
vehemence

,
is as ab rd as if a man

should take a great hammer to kill a fly
on his friend ’s forehead—Anon .

People are commonly so employed in
pointing out faults in those before them ,

as to forget that some behind may at
the same time be descanting on their
own .
—Dilwyn .

It is not so much the being exempt
from faults; as having overcome them ,

that is an advantage to us ; it being with
the follies of the mind as with the weeds
of a field , which if destroyed and con
sumed upon the place of their birth , en
rich and improve it more than if none
had ever Sprung there .

—Pope .

If thou wouldst bear thy neighbor’s
faults , cast thine eyes upon thine own .

—Mo linos .

He who exhibits no faults is a fool or
a hypocrite whom we should distrust
Joubert.
We easily forget our faults when they

are
lki
nown only to ourselves .

—Ro chefou
cau

Observe your enemies for they first
find out your faults .

-An tisthenes.

If we were faultless we should not be
so much annoyed by the defects o f those
With whom we associate .

—Fenelon .

Every one is eagle-eyed to see an

other’s faults and deformity—Dryden .

To acknowledge our faults when we

are blamed , is modesty ; to discover them
to one ’s friends , in ingenuousness, is con
fidence but to proclaim them to the
world , if one does not take care , is pride .

—C onfucius.
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The wise man has his foibles as well
as the fool—Those of the one are known
to himself , and concealed from the
world ; while those of the other are
known to the world

,
and concealed from

himself .—J. Mason .

Think of your own faults the first part
of the night when you are awake , and
of the faults of others the latter part
of the night when yo u are asleep .

—C hi
nese Proverb .

Men are almost always cruel on their
neighbors’ faults, and make the over

thers the badge of their own
ill-masked virtue—Sir P . Sidney .

Faults of the head are punished in this
world , those of the heart in another ; but
as most of our vices are compound , so

also is their punishment—C o lton .

The greatest of faults is to be con

scious of none—C arly le .

If you are pleased at finding faults
,

you are displeased at finding perfections .
—Lavater .

Bad men excuse their faults ; good men
will leave them .

—Ben Jonson .

The fault-finder—it is his nature ’s
plague to spy into abuses ; and o ft his
j ealousy shapes faults that are "not .
Shakespeare .

Ten thousand of the greatest faults in
our neighbors are of less consequence to
us than one o f the smallest in ourselves.
-Whately .

The lowest people are generally the
first to find fault with show or equipage
especially that of a person lately emerged
from his obscurity . They never once
consider that he is breaking the ice for
themselves—Shenstone .

To find fault is easy ; to do better may
be diflicult .

—Plutarch .

FEARm f Fear is the tax that con

science pays to guilt .—Sewell .
Fear is implanted in us as a preserva

tive from evil ; but its duty , like that o f
other passions

,
is not to overbear reason ,

but to assist it .
—It should not be suf

fered to tyrannize in the imagination ,
to raise phantoms of horror, or to beset
life With supernumerary distresses
Johnson .

P resent fears are less than horrible
imaginings .—Shakespeare .

We often pretend to fear what we

really despise , and more often to despise
what we really fear .—C o lton.

Fear guides mo re to duty than grati
tude—For one man who is virtuous
from the love of virtue , or from the ob

l igation he thinks he lies under to the
giver of all , there are thousands who are
good only from their apprehension o f

punishment—Go ldsmith .

In time we hate that which we often
fear. -Shakespeare .

God planted fear in the soul as truly
as he planted hope or eourage .

—It is a
kind of bell or gong which rings the
mind into quick life and avoidance on

the approach of danger .

—It is the soul ’s
signal for rallying—H . W. Beecher .

Fear on guilt attends, and deeds o f

darkness ; the virtuous breast ne’er
knows it .

—Havard.

Fear nothing but what thine industry
may prevent , and be confident of noth
ing but what fortune cannot defeat .

—It
is no less folly to fear what cannot be
avoided than to be secure when there
is a possibility o f preventing—Quark s .

Fear is the mother of foresight—H .

Tay lor.

N othing is so rash as fear ; its counsels
very rarely put off , whilst they are al

ways sure to aggravate the evils from
which it wouldfly—Burke .

Fear is more painful to cowardice than
death to true courage .

-Sir P . Sidney .

afi l fear is painful
,
and when it con

duces not to safety
,
is painful witho ut

use .

—Every consideration
,
therefore

,
by

which groundless terrors may be re

moved , adds something to human happi
ness—Johnson .

Good men have the fewest fears—He

who fears to do wrong has but one great
fear ; he has a thousand who has over
come it .

—Bovee .

He who fears being conquered is sure
of defeat .

—N apo leon .

Early and p rovident fear is the mother
of safety.

—Burke.
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Fear manifested invites danger ; con

cealed cowards insult known ones .

C hesterfie ld.

It is only the fear of God that can de
liver us from the fear of man—Wither
spoon.

There is great beauty in going through
life without anxiety or feat —Half our

fears are baseless, and the other half
discreditable .

—Bovee .

There is a virtuous fear which is the
effect of faith , and a vicious fear which
is the product of doubt and distrust .

The former leads to hope as relying on

God, in whom we believe ; the latter in
clines to despair

,
as no t relying upon

God, in whom we do not believe—Per
sons of the o ne character fear to lose
God ; those of the other character fear
to find him .

—Pascal.
In morals

,
what begins in fear usual ly

ends in wickedness ; in religion , what be
gins in fear usually ends in fanaticism .

Fear
,
either as a principle or a motive ,

is the beginning of all evil—Mrs. Jame

son .

Fear is two-fold ; a fear of solicitous
anxiety, such as makes us let go our

confidence in God’s providence , and a
fear of prudential caution , whereby, from
a due estimate of approaching evil , we
endeavor our own se curity .

—The former
is wrong and forbidden ; the latter not
only lawful , but laudable—South .

Desponding fear , of feeble fancies full ,
weak and unmanly, loosens every power.
—Thomson .

No one loves the man whom he fears .
-Aristo tle .

FEASTIN G .
—(See

“HOSPITALITY .

It is not the quantity o f the meat , but
the cheerfulness of the guests, which
makes the feast .

—C larendon .

He who feasts every day , feasts no

day .
—C . Simmons .

The turnpike road to people’s hearts ,
I find , lies through their mouths , or I
mistake mankind—Peter Pindar.

To pamper the body is a miserable ex
pression of kindness and courtesy ; the
most sumptuous repast is “the feast of

reason and the flow of sou —an intel
lectual and mo ral treat—C . Simmons .

He that feasts his body with banquets
and delicate fare , and starves his soul
for want of spiritual food, is like him

FEEL INGS

that feasts his slave and starves his wife .

When I behold a fashionable
,
table set

out in all its magnificence , I fancy that
I see gouts and dropsies , fevers and

lethargies, with other innumerable dis
tempers

,
lying in ambuscade among the

dishes . N ature delights in the most
plain and simple diet . Every animal ,
but man

,
keeps to one dish . Herbs are

the food of this species, fish of that , and
flesh o f a third . Man falls upon every
thing that comes in his way ; not the
smallest fruit or excrescence of the earth ,
scarce a berry or a mushroom can es

cape him .
—Addison .

FEELIN GS—(See SENSIBILITY . )

Our feelings were given us to excite to
action

,
and when” they end in them

selves , they are cherished to no good
purpose .

—Sandford.

Feeling in the young precedes phi
losophy ,

and often acts with a better
and more certain aim .

—C arleton .

Strong feelings do not necessarily
make a strong character. The strength
of a man is to be measured by the power
Of the feelings he subdues, not by the
power of those which subdue him .

C ul tivate consideration for the feel
ings of o ther people if you would not
have your own inj ured . Those who com~

plain most of ill-usage are those who
abuse others the oftenest .

The last , best fruit which comes to late
perfection

,
even in the kindliest soul ,

is
,
tenderness toward the hard , forbear

ance toward the unforbearing , warmth o f

heart toward the cold , philanthropy to
ward the misanthropic .

—Rich ter.

The heart of man is older than his
head . The first-born is sensitive , but
blind—his younger brother has a cold ,
but all- comprehensive glance . The blind
must consent to be led by the clear
sighted

,
if he would avoid falling

Ziegler.

Some people carry their hearts in their
heads ; very many carry their heads in
their hearts . The difficulty is to keep
them apart

,
and yet both actively work

ing together.

A word—a look, which at one time
would make no impression—at another
time wounds the heart ; and like a shaft
flying with the wind

,
pierces deep , whi ch ,

with its own. natural force , would scarce
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want calming ; and, above all,
'

disinclines
and disqualifies for active virtues and
for spiritual exercises . The habitual in
dulgence in such reading , is a silent min
ing mischief . Though there is no act ,
and no moment

,
in which any open as

sault on the mind is made , yet the con

stant habit performs the work of a
mental atrophy— it produces all the
symptoms of decay ; and the danger is
not less for being more gradual , and
there fore less suspected—H . More .

Fiction is not falsehood , as some seem
to think—It is rather the fanciful and
dramatic grouping o f real traits around
imaginary scenes or characters—It may
give false views of men or things, or it
may, in the hands of a master, more
truthfully portray life than sober history
itself—Tryon Edwards.

Those who delight in the study of hu
man nature

,
may improve in the knowl

edge of it , and in the profitable applica
tion of it by the perusal o f the best
selected fi ctions—Whately .

FIDELITY .
—N othing is more noble ,

nothing more venerable than fidelity .

Faithfulness and truth are the most sa

cred excellences and endowments of the
human mind—C icero .

Fidelity is the sister of justice—Hor

ace .

His words are bonds ; his oaths are
oracles ; his heart is as far from fraud
as heaven from earth—Shakespeare .

It goes far toward making a man
faithful to let him understand that yo u
think him so ; and he that does but
suspect I will deceive him , gives me a
so‘rt of right to do it .

-Seneca .

Trust reposed in noble natures obliges
them the more .

—Dryden .

The way to fill a large sphere is to
glorify a small one . There is no large
sphere ; you are your Sphere ; the man

regenerate -and consecrated is the lordl i
est thing o n earth , because he makes
himself so .

-Edward Braislin .

I
,

am constant as the N orthern star , of
whose true-fixed and resting quality there
is no fellow in the firmament .

—Shake
speare .

Fidelity is seven-tenths of business
success . -Parton .

Faithful found among the faithless ,
his loyalty he kept , his love , h is zeal ,

FLATTERY

nor number, nor example with him
wrought to swerve from truth , or change
his constant mind—Milton .

O Heaven ! were man but constant , he
were perfect ; that one error fills him
with faults—Shakespeare .

To God, thy country , and thy friend
be true , then thou

’lt ne ’er be false to
any one—. Vaughan .

FIRMNESS —Firmness of purpose is
one of the most necessary sinews of
character, and one of the best instru
ments of success—Without it genius
wastes its efforts in a maze of inconsist
enema—C hesterfield.

When firmness is sufficient, rashness is
unnecessary—N apo leon .

The firm , withou
~

pliancy
,
and the

pliant, without firm ss
,
resemble ves

sels without water, and water without
vessels .—Lavater.

The greatest firmness is the greatest
mercy .

—Longfellow .

I know no real worth but that tran
quil firmness which meets dangers by
duty , and braves them without rashness .
—Stanislaus .

Steadfastness is a noble quality , but ,
unguided by knowledge or humility , it
becomes rashness

,
or obstinacy .

-Swartz.

Firmness , both in suffering and exer

tion, is a character which I would wish
to possess—I have always despised the
whining yelp of complaint

,
and the cow

ardly feeble resolve .
-Burns.

It is only persons of firmness that can
have real gentleness—Those who ap
pear gentle are , in general , only a w
character , which easily changes into
perity .

—Rochefoucauld.

That profound firmness which enables
a man to regard difficulties but as evils
to be surmounted , no matter what shape
they may assume .

-C ockton .

The purpose firm is equal to the deed .

—Young.

FLATTERY .
-Men find it more easy

to flatter than to praise—Richter.

Of all wild beasts preserve me from
a tyrant ; and of all tame , from aflat
terer.

—Ben Jonson .

The art offlatterers is to take advan
tage of the foibles o f the great , to foster
their errors , and never to give advice
which may annoy—Mo liere .
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If we would not flatter ourselves, the
flattery of others could not harm us .

Rochefoucauld.

Flatterers are the worst kind of trai
tors for they wil l strengthen thy imper
fections, encourage thee in all evils ,
correct thee in nothing , but so shadow
and paint all thy vices and follies as
thou shalt never

,
by their will , discern

good from evil
, or vice from virtue .

Sir W. Raleigh .

Flattery corrupts both the receiver and
the giver ; and adulation is not of more
service to the people than to kings .

Burke .

There is an oblique way of reproof ,
which takes off the sharpness of it , and
an address in flattery , which makes it
agreeable

,
though never so gross ; but of

allflatterers
,
the most skilful is he who

can do what you like , without
' saying

anything which argues he does it for your
sake—Pope .

He that is much flattered soon learns
to flatter himself—We are commonly
taught our duty by fear or shame , but
how can they act upon a man who hears
nothing but his own praises ? —Johnson .

Deference before company is the gen
teelest kind of flattery . The flattery of

epistles affects one less , as they cannot
be shown without an appearance of van
ity. Flattery of the verbal kind is gross .
In short , applause is of too coars e a;

nature to be swallowed in the’ grO
'

ss:
though the extract of tincture be ever
so agreeable—Shenstone .

Ir
To be flattered is

’

grateful , even when
we know that our praises are not be
lieved by those who pronounce them ;
for they prove '

at least our power, and

show that our favor is valued , since it
is purchased by the meanness of false
hood—Johnson .

Flattery is never so agreeable as to
our blind Side ; commend a fool fo r his
wit , or a knave for his honesty , and they
will receive you into their bosom .

Flattery, though a base coin ,
is the

necessary pocket-money at court ; where .
by custom and consent

,
it has obtained

such a currency , that it is no lo nger a
fraudulent , but a legal payment .

C hesterfield.

Know thyself , thine evil as well as
thy good , and flattery shall not harm

thee ; her speech shall be a warning , a
humbling , and a guide ; for wherein thou
lackest most , there chiefly will thy syco

phant commend thee—Tapper.

No manflatters the woman he truly
loves .—Tuckerman .

Adulation is the death of virtue—Who
flatters

,
is, of all mankind , the lowest ,

save he who courts the flattery .
—H .

More .

You play the spaniel , and think with
wagging of your tongue to w in me .

Shakespeare .

N othing is so great an instance of ill
manners as flattery . If you flatter all
the company, you please none ; if y ou
flatter only one or two ,

"

y ou affront the

Flattery is a base coin which gains
currency o nly from our vanity ;—Ro che

foucauld.

Imitation is the sincerest flattery .

C o tton .

It is better to fall among crows thanflatterers ; for those devour only the
dead—these the living—Antisthenes .

We sometimes think we hateflattery .

when we only hate the manner in which
we have beenflattered—Rochefoucauld .

Some there are who profess to despise
all flattery

,
but even these are , never

the less, to be flattered , by being to ld that
they do despise it .

—C o lton .

The rich man despises those whoflat
ter him too much , and hates those who
do not flatter him at all Talleyrand.

A death-bed flattery is the worst of

treacheries . C eremonies of mode and
compliment are mightily out of season

come to be at

There is scarcely any man , how much
soever he may despise the character
aflatterer, but will condescend in the
meanest manner to flatter himself .
Fie lding.

Al low no man to be so free with you
as to praise you to your face—Yo ur
vanity

,
by this means

,
will want its food ,

but at the same time your passion for
esteem will be more fully gratified ; men
will praise you in their actions ; where
you now receive one compliment , you
will then receive twenty civilities .
Steele .
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The lie thatflatters I abhor the most .

There is no detraction worse than to
over-praise a man ; for if his worth prove
short of what report doth speak of him

,

his own actions are ever giving the lie
to his honor .—Fe ltham .

There is no tongue thatflatters like a
lover’s ; and yet in the exaggeration of

his feelings
,

flattery seems to him com
monplace .

—Bulwer.

There is no flattery so adroit or eliee
tual as that of implicit assent—Hazlitt.

Flatterers are the worst kind Of ene
mies .

—Tacitus.

The most skilful flattery is to let a
person talk on , and be a listener.—Ad
dison .

The most subtle flattery a woman can
receive is that conveyed by actions

,
not

by words—Mad. N eckar.

Self-lo ve is the greatest offlatterers .

—Ro chefoucauld.

A foolflatters himself ; the wise manflatters the fool—Bulwer.

It is a dangerous crisis when a proud
heart meets with flattering lips .—Flave l.
Whenflatterers meet the devil goes to
dinner .

—De Foe .

We love flattery
,
even when we see

through it
,
and are not deceived by it,

for it shows that we are Of importance
enough to be courted—Emerson .

Adroit observers will find that some
who affect to dislike flattery may yet be
flattered indirectly by a well-seasoned
abuse and ridicule of their rivals—C o l
ton .

It has well been said that the archflatterer, with whom all pettyflatterers
have intelligence , is a man

’s self—Bacon .

Flattery is often a traffic of mutual
meanness

,
where , although both parties

intend dec eption
,
neither are deceived .

C o lton .

The o nly benefit of flattery is that by
hearing what we are not , we may be
instructed what we ough t to be .

—Swift.
’
Tis an old maxim in the schools

,
that

flattery is the food of fools—Yet now
and then your men of wit will conde
scend to take a bit .—Swift.

FLOWERS. Flowers are God ’s
thoughts Of beauty taking form to glad
den mo rtal gaze .

OO FLOWERS

Lovely flowers are the smiles of God’s
goodness—Wilberforce .

Flowers are the sweetest things that
God ever made and forgot to put a soul
into —H . W. Beecher.
What a desolate place would be a

world withoutflowers?—It would be a
face witho ut a smile ; a feast without

'

a

welcome—Are not flowers the stars of

the earth ? -And are not our stars the
flowers of heaven ?—Mrs . Balfour.

To me the meanest flower that blows
can give thoughts that do often lie too
deep for tears—Wordsworth .

What a pity flowers can utter no
sound?—A singing rose

,
a whispering vio

let, a murmuring h oneysuckle ,—oh ,
what

a rare and exquisite\miracle would these
be l—H . W. Beecher:

The flowers are nature’s j ewels , with
whose wealth she decks her summer
beauty .

—C ro ly .

The instinctive and universal taste of

mankind selects flowers for the expres
sion of its finest sympathies

,
their beauty

andfleetingness serving to make them
the most fitting symbols of those deli
cate sentiments for which language seems
almost too gross a medium .

—Hillard.

Flowers are love’s truest language
P. Benjamin .

To analyze the charms of flowers is
like dissecting music ; it is one of those
things which it is far better to enj oy,
than to attempt fully to understand
Tuckerman .

In eastern lands they talk in flowers ,
and tell in a garland their loves and
cares—Percival .
How the universal heart of man blesses

flowers —They are wreathed round the
cradle , the marriage altar, and the tomb .

—They should deck the brow of the
youthful bride

,
for they are in them

selves a lovely type of marriage—They
should twine round the tomb , for their
perpetually renewed beauty is a symbol
of the resurrection—They should fes
toon the altar

,
for their fragrance and

beauty ascend in perpetual worship be
fore the mo st high—Mrs . L . M . C hild.

It is with flowers as with moral quali
ties ; the bright are sometimes poison
ous, but I believe never the sweet
Hare .

Your voiceless lips, 0 , flowers, are
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he knows that which he has least studied,
and of

'which he is most profoundly
ignorant .—Shaftesbury .

A fool may have his coat embroidered
with gold, but it is a fool

’s coat still .
Rivaro l.

There are more fools than wise men ;
and even in Wise men, more folly than
wisdom .

-C hamfort .

Men may live fools
,
but fools they

cannot die—Young.

A man may be as much a fool from
the want o f sensibility, as from the

“want
of sense—Mrs . Jameson .

A fool can no more see his own folly
than he can see his ears—Thackeray .

Young men think Old men fools , and

o ld men know young men to be so .

Metcalf.

Where lives the man that has not
tried how mirth can into folly glide ,
and fol ly into sin —Walter Sco tt .

Fools are often united in the strictest
intimacies

,
as th e lighter kinds of woods

are the most closely glued together .
Shenstone .

Fools with bookish knowledge , are
children with edged weapons ; they hurt
themselves

,
and put others in pain—The

half-learned is more dangerous than the
simpleton—Zimmerman .

To pursue trifles is the lot of human
ity ; and whether we bustle in a panto
mime , or strut at a coronation , or shout
at a bonfire

,
or harangue in a senate

house ; whatever obj ect w e follow , it will
at last conduct us to futility and dis
appointment . The wise bustle and laugh
as they walk in the pageant , but fools
bustle and are important ; and this
probably , is all the difference between
them .

—Go ldsmith .

I am always afraid o f a fool ; one

cannot be sure he is not a knave .

Hazlitt.

FOPPERY .
—(See C OXOOMB.

Foppery is the egotism of clothes .
Victor Hugo .

Foppery is never cured ; it is of the
bad stamina of the mind

,
which

,
like

those of the body, are never rectified.

Once a coxcomb , always a coxcomb .

Johns on .

The soul of this man is in his clothes.
-Shakespeare .
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The kin
'

dest and the happiest pair
,
will

find occasion to forbear ; find something
every ay they 11 pity, and perhaps

Fops
that bo
former
latter ’s
C hurchill .

Puppets , who
,
though on idi

dark brink, because they
’ve head

fancy they can think —Wo lco tt.

A shallow brain
,
behind a

mask ; an oracle within an empty cask
the solemn fop l—C owper.

FORBEARAN CE .
— If thou would ’st

be borne with
,
then bear with others

C ultivate for e e til l your heart
yields a fine crop o f it . Pray for a
sho rt memory as to all unkindnesses
Spurgeon .

It is a noble and great thing to cover
the blemishes and excuse the failings of
a friend ; to draw a curtain before his
stains , and to display his perfection ; to
bury his weaknesses in silence , but to
proclaim his virtues on the house-top
South .

Use every man after his deserts , and
who shall escape whipping ?—Shake

To bear injuries
, or annoying and

vexatious events
,
meekly

,
patiently ,

prayerfully
,
and with self-control , is

more than taking a city .
—C . Simmons .

There is a limit at which forbearance
ceases to be a virtue—Burke .

FORCE .
—Who overcomes by force ,

hath overcome but hal f his foe .
—Milton .

Force rules the world—not opinion :

but opinion which makes use of force
Pascal .

FOREBODIN G .
—A heavy summons

lies like lead upon me .
—Shakespeare .

Half our forebodings of our neighbors ,
are but our wishes, which we are
ashamed to utter in any other form
L . E . Landon .

FORETHOUGHT . To fear the
worst , oft cures the worst—Shakespeare .

To have too much forethought
O

is the
part of a wretch ; to have too little is

the part of a fool .—C ecil .
As a man without forethought scarcely
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deserves the name of man
,
so fore

thought without reflection is but a
phrase for the instinct of the beast .
C oleridge .

It is only the surprise and newness of
the thing

“

which makes terrible that mis
fortune , which by premeditation might
be made easy to us ; for what some
people make light by sufferance , others
do by foresight .

—Seneca .

Happy those who knowing they are
subj ect to uncertain changes, are pre
pared and armed for either fortune ; a
rare principle , and with much labor
learned in wisdom ’s school . -Massinger.

He that foretells his own calamity , and
makes events before they come

,
doth

twice endure the pains of evil destiny .

Davenant.

Human foresight often leaves its
proudest possessor only a choice of evils .
—C o lton .

If a man take no thought about what
is distant , he will find sorrow near at
hand—C onfucius .

In life , as in chess, forethought wins .
-Buxton .

Whatever is foretold by God will be
done by man ; but nothing will be done
by man because it is foretold by God.

Wordsworth .

Whoever fails to turn aside the ills of
life by prudent forethought

,
must sub

mit
_ to the course of destiny—Schiller]

Accustom yoursel f to submit on every
occasion to a small -present evil

,
to Ob

tain a greater distant good . This -will
give decision , tone , and energy to the
mind, which , thus disciplined , will often
reap victory from defeat

,
and honor from

repulse—C o lton .

Few things are brought to a successful
issue by impetuous desire

,
but most by

calm and prudent forethought .—Thucy~

FORGETFULN ESS. Though the
past haunt me as a spirit

,
I do not ask

to forget .—Mrs . Hemans .

There is a noble forgetfulness—that
which does not remember inj uries—C .

Simmons .

When out of sight
,
quickly also out of

mind .
-Thos . aKempis.

FORGIVENESS.
—(See PARDON . )

To err is human ; to forgive , divine .

Pope .

A more glorious victory cannot be
gained over another man , than this, that
when the inj ury began on his part , the
kindness should begin on ours—Tillo t
son

His heart was as great as the world ,
but there was no room in it to hold the
memory of a wrong—Emerson .

He that cannot forgive others, breaks
the bridge over which he himself must
pass if he would ever reach heaven ; for
every one has need to be forgiven .

Herbert.

Said General Oglethorpe to Wesley ,
I never forgive .

” “Then I hope, Sir,
”

said Wesley, you never sin .

We hand folks over to God’s mercy ,
and show none ourselves—George E lio t .

Forgiveness is the most necessary and
proper work o f every man ; for, though ,

when I do not a just thing , or a chari
table

,
or a wise

,
another man may do it

for me
,
yet no man can forgive my

enemy but myself—Lord Herbert .

A brave man thinks no one his supe
rior who does him an inj ury ; for he has
it then in his power to make himself
superior to the other by forgiving it .

Pope .

Life that ever needs forgiveness has
for its first duty to forgive—Bulwer.

It has been a maxim with me to admit
of easy reconciliation with a person
whose Offence proceeded from no de
pravity of heart ; but where I was con

vinced it did so ,
to forego , for my own

sake
, all opportunities of revenge . I

have derived no small share of happi
ness from this principle—Shens tone .

The heart has always the pardoning
power.—Mad. Swetchine .

A wise man will make haste to forgive ,
because he knows the full value o f time
and will not suffer it to pass away in
unnecessary pain—Rambler.

It is hard for a haughty man ever to
forgive one that has caught him in a
fault

,
and whom he knows has reason to

complain of him : his resentment never
subsides till he has regained the advan

tage he has lost
,
and found means to

make the other do him equal wrong
Bruyere .

N ever does the human soul appear so
strong and noble as when it foregoes re
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venge
,
and dares to forgive an injury .

E . H. C hapin .

It is more easy to forgive the weak
who have injured us, than the powerful
whom we have inj ured . That conduct
will be continued by our fears which
commenced in our resentment . He that
has gone so far as to cut th e claws of

the lion will not feel himself quite secure
until he has also drawn his teeth .

C o lton .

Little , vicious minds abound with
anger and revenge , and are incapable of
feeling the pleasure of forgiving their
enemies - C hesterfield.

It is easier for the generous to forgive ,
than for the offender to ask forgiveness .
—Thom son .

They never pardon who commit the
wrong—Dryden .

The sun should not set on our anger ;
neither should it rise on our confidence .

—We Should forgive freely, but forget
rarely.

—I will not be revenged ; this I
owe to my enemy .

—I will remember ;
this I owe to myself—C o lton .

To be able to bear provocation is an

argument of great reason , and to forgive
it of a great mind—Tillo tson .

The narrow soul knows not the god
like glory of forgiving—Rowe .

Only the brave know how to forgive ;
it is the most refined and generous pitch
of virtue human nature can arrive at .

Sterne .

May I tell you why it seems to me a
good thing for us to remember wrong
that has been done us? That we may
forgive it .

—Dickens .

We pardon as long as we love—Roche

foucauld.

We forgive to o little ; forget too much .

—Mad . Swe tchine.

Humanity is never so beautiful as
when praying for forgiveness, or else for
giving another .

—Richter.

When thou forgivest , the man who
has pierced thy heart stands to thee in
the relation of the sea-worm , that per
forates the shell of the mussel , which
straightway closes the wound with a
pearl .—Richter.

He who has not forgiven an enemy
has never yet tasted one o f the most
sublime enj oyments of life .

—Lavater.

A C hristian will find it cheaper to

O4 FORMS

o f hatred
,
the waste of Sp

More .

Hath any wronged thee
revenged—Slight i t

,
and

begun : forgive , and it is
is below himself that is
injury H

—Quarles
Who from crimes would
in mercy should set others
spe are .

“I can forgive , but I ca

burned up, so that it never can be
shown against One -H. W. Beecher.

Of him that hopes to be forgiven it is
required that he forgive—On this great
duty eternity i s suspended ; and to him
that refuses to practice it the throne of
mercy is inaccessible , and the Saviour
of the world has been born in vain .

Johnson .

It is in vain for yo
impudent for you to ask of God for
giveness for yourself if you refuse to
exercise this forgiving temper as to
others .—Hoadly .

Pardon
,
not wrath , is God

’s best at

tribute—B. Taylor.

The more we know , the better we for
give .

—Whoe ’er feels deeply, feels for all
that live—Mad. de Stae

'

l.

Forgive many things in others ; noth
ing in yourself .—Ausonius .

FORMALISM.
-It is the tendency , if

not the essence of formalism to set the
outward institutions of religion above
its inward truths ; to be punctilious in
the round of ceremonial Observances,
while neglectful of those spiritual sac
rifices with which God is well pleased ;
to substitute means in the room of ends ,
and to rest in the type and symbol with
out rising to the glorious reality .

Pearson.

What are all the forms of religion .

compared with the true and holy life of

the devoted C hristian?—Bp . Thomson .

The house of the formalist is as empty
of religion as the white of an egg i s of

savor .—Bunyan .

FORMS—Forms are but symbols ; we
should never rest in them , but mak e
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FRAUD

be of our own producing—Go ldsmith .

High fortune makes both our virtues
and Vi ces stand out as obj ects that are
brought clearly to view by the light .

Rochefoucauld.

Fortune , to show us her power, and
abate our presumption

,
seeing she could

not make fools wise , has made them
fortunate .

—Montaigne .

Depend not on fortune
,
but on con

duct.
—Publius Syrus .

requires greater virtues to support
good than bad fortune .

—Ro chefoucauld.

There is nothing keeps longer than a
middling fortune , and nothing melts
away sooner than a great one . Poverty
treads upon the heels of great and un

expected riches—Bruyére .

To be thrown upon one ’s own re

sources
,
is to be cast into the very lap

of fortune ; for our faculties then under
go a development and display an energy
o f which they were previously unsus

ceptib le r
—Franklin .

Fortune gives too much to many , but
to none enough—Martial .

It is a madness to make fortune the
mistress o f events , because in herself
she is nothing, but is ruled by prudence .

-Dryden .

We are sure to get the better of for
tune if we do but grapple with her .

Seneca .

Fortune is ever seen accompanying in
dustry .

—Go ldsmith .

Many have been ruined by their for
tunes

,
and many have escaped ruin by

the want o f fortune—To obtain it the
great have become little

,
and the little

great .
—Zimmermann .

The power of fortune is confessed only
by the miserable

,
for the happy impute

all their success to prudence or merit .

FRAUD .
-For the most part fraud in

the end secures for its companions re

pentance and shame—C . Simmons .

~All frauds
,
like the wall daubed with

untempered mortar
,
with which men

think to buttress up an edifice
,
always

tend to the decay of what they are de
vised to support—Whately .

The more gross the fraud the more
glibly will it go down , and the more
greedily be swallowed

,
since folly will

206 FREEDOM

There is no legitimacy on earth but
in a government which is the chOice of
the nation—Joseph Bonaparte .

The greatest glory of a free-born peo
ple is to transmit that freedom to their
children -Havard

N one are more hopelessly enslaved

always find faith where impostors will
find impudence .

—C o lton .

The first and worst of all frah ds is to
cheat oneself—Bailey .

Fraud generally lights a candle for
j ustice to get a look at it ; and a rogue

’s
pen indites the warrant for his own

arrest .
FREEDOM. To have freedom is
only to have that which is absolutely
necessary to enable us to be what we
ought to be

,
and to possess what we

ought to possess .
—Rahe l .

'

N o man is fre
i

e who is not master of
himself .—Epi ctetus .

C ountries are well cultivated
,
not as

they are fertile , ~but as they are free
M on tesquieu . x.

The cause o f freedom is identified with
the destinies of humanity , and in what
ever part o f the world it gains ground ,
by and by it will be a common gain to
all who desire it .

—Kossuth .

The only freedom worth possessing is
that which gives enlargement to a peo
ple ’s energy

,
intellect

,
and virtues . The

savage makes his boast of freedom . But

what is its worth ? He is, indeed , free
from what he calls the yoke of civil in
stitutions . But other and worse chains
bind him . The very privation of civil
government is in effect a chain ; for, by
withholding protection from property it
virtually shackles the arm of industry ,
and forbids exertion for the melioration
of his lot . Progress , the growth of in

te lligence and power, is the end and boon
of liberty ; and,

without this , a people
may have the name , but want the sub
stance and spirit of freedom .

—C hanning .

This is what I call the American idea
o f freedom— a government of all the
people

,
by all the people , for all

the people ; of course , a government o f

the principles o f eternal j ustice—the um
changing law of God—Theodore Parker.

Void of freedom ,
what would virtue

be —Lamartine .
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than those who falsely believe they are
free—Goethe .

There are two freedoms : the false
,

he likes ;
do what

freedom consists with the observ
law—Adam was as free in para
in the wilds to which he was

(1 for his transgression—Thorn

must believe ,
hat compose

which deserves the
uing our own good

,

in our own way , so long as w e do no t

attempt to deprive others of theirs
,
or

impede their efforts to obtain it .

—J . S.

Mill.

Many politicians lay it down as. a self
evident proposition , that no people ought
to be free till they are fit to use their
freedom .

—The maxim is worthy of the
fool in the o ld story , who resolved not
to go into the water til l he had learned
to swim .

—Macaulay .

He is the freeman whom the truth
makes free

,
and all are slaves beside

C owper.

Where the Bible forms public opinion,

a nation must be free—G . Spring

Freedom of religion , freedom of the
press

,
and freedom of person under the

protection of the habeas corpus , these
are principles that have guided our steps
through an age of revolution and refor

mation .
—Jefierson .

FREE -THINKIN G . Some sciolists
have discovered a short path to celeb
rity . Having heard that it is vastly
silly to believe everything , they take for
granted that it must be vastly wise to
believe nothing . They therefore set up
for free-thinkers , though their only stock
in trade is

,
that they are free from think

ing. It is not safe to contemn , nor very
easy to convince them , since no persons
make so large a demand upon the rea
son o f others as those who have none of

their own ; just as a highwayman will

take greater liberties with our purse than
a banker — .C 0 lton

N othing can be plainer
,
than that

ignorance and vice are two ingredients
absolutely necessary in the composition
of free-thinkers

,
who

,
in propriety of

Speech , are no thinkers at all—Swift
Free-thinking is very apt to lead to
free-living , as free-living does to free
thinking—False theories lead to wrong
conduct ; and wrong conduct excuses it
self by resorting to false theories
Tryon Edwards .

FRETFULN ESS . Men call fretting
a minor fault—a foible and not a vice .

—But there is no vice except drunken
ness which can so utterly destroy the
peace and happiness of

"

a home—He len

Hun t.

I dare no more fret than I dare curse
and swear .—J . Wesley .

Do not fret , or worry
,
or be anxious.

—Greet your cares as God ’s messengers ;
accept your duties as God ’s teachers

,
and

accept your lo t as God ’s appointment ;
and take your work as God ’s oppor

tunities, and your life will become a
highway to the palace of the king .

Bp . Pelham .

Fretfulness of temper will generally
characterize those who are negligent of

order .—Blair.

A fretful spirit will of course flow out

in fretful speech and is the discomfort
of others , an arraignment of God

’s provi
dence

,
and almost a form of blasphemy

against him .

FRIENDSHIP .
- A faithful friend is

the true image of the Deity—N apo leon .

Love and esteem are the first prin
ciples of friendship ; it is always imper
fect-“ if, either o f these two is wanting .

Budge ll .

Friendship is the only thing in the
world concerning the usefulness of

which all mankind are agreed—C icero .

A faithful and true friend is a living
~ treasui e , inestimable in possession ,

and
deeply to be lamented when gone . N oth
ing is more common than to talk of a
friend ; nothing more difficult than to
find one ; nothing more rare than to

improve by one as we ought .

A friend should be one in whose under
standing and virtue we can equally con

fide , and whose opinion we can value
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at once for its j ustness and its sincerity .

He who has made the acquisition of a
j udicious and sympathizing friend

,
may

be said to have doubled his mental re
sources—Robert Hall .

There is nothing more becoming any
wise man, than to make choice of

friends, for by them thou shalt be j udged
what thou art : let them therefore be
wise and virtuous

,
and none of those

that follow thee for gain ; but make
election rather of thy betters than
inferiors

,
shunning always such as

'

are
poor and needy ; for if thou givest
twenty gifts, and refuse to do the like
but once

,
all that thou hast done will

be lost
,
and such men will become thy

mortal enemies—Sir W. Raleigh .

Friendship improves happiness , and
abates misery

,
by doubling our j oy, and

dividing our grief.—Addison .

Old friends are best . King James used
to call for his o ld shoes ; they were the
easiest for his feet .—Selden .

Those friends are weak and worthless,
that will not use the privilege o f friend
ship in admonishing their friends with
freedom and confidence , as well of their
errors as of their danger . -Bacon .

In poverty and other misfortunes of

l ife
,
true friends are a sure refuge .

The young they keep out of mischief ;
to the Old they are a comfort and aid
in their weakness , and those in the
prime of life they incite to noble deeds .
—Aristo tle .

Thou mayest be sure that he that will
in private tell thee of thy faults, is thy
friend

,
for he adventures thy dislike ,

and cloth hazard thy hatred ; there are
few men that can endure it , every man

for the most part delighting in self
praise

,
which is one of the most univer

sal follies that bewitcheth mankind .

Sir W. Raleigh .

He that hath no friend , and no enemy,
is one of the vulgar ; and without talents,
powers

,
or energy .

—Lavater.

Be not the fourth friend of him who

had three before and lost them .

Lavater.

Let friendship creep gently to a
height ; if it rushes to it , it may soon run

itself out of breath—Fuller.

If thy friends be of better quality
than thyself

,
thou mayest be sure of two

things ; the first
,
they will be more care

FRIENDSH IP

ful to keep thy counsel , because
have more to lose than thou

,
hast ;

second , they will esteem thee
\

for
self, and no t for that which thou
possess—Sir W. Ra leigh .

It is best to live as friends with
in time with whom w

eternity .
—Fuller.

By friendship you

open communication , the noblest suffer
ings, the severest truth , the heartiest
counsel , and the greatest union of minds
o f which brave

l
men and women are

capable—Jeremy Taylor.

If a man does not make new acquaint
anoes as

'

he passes through life , he will
soon find himself left alone . A man

should keep his friéndships in constant
repair . —Johnson .

The love of man to woman is a thing
common and of course

,
and at first par

takes more o f instinct and passion than
of choice ; but true friendship between
man and man is infinite and immortal .
—Plat0 .

Life has no blessing like a prudent
friend—Euripides .

Be more prompt to go to a friend in
adversity than in prosperity .

—C hilo .

The most powerful and the most last
ing friendships are usually those of the
early season of our l ives, when we are
most susceptible of warm and affection
ate impressions . The connections into
which .we enter in any after-period de
crease in strength as our passions abate
in heat ; and there is not , I believe , a
single instance of a vigorous friendship
that ever struck root in a bosom chilled
by years .—Fitzosborne .

Be careful to make friendship the
child and not the father of virtue , for
many are rather good friends than good
men ; so , although they do not like the
evil their friend does

,
yet they like him

who does the evil ; and though no coun
selors of the offence, they yet protect
the offender.—Sir P. Sidney .

Because discretion is always predomi
nant in true friendship , it work s and pre
vails least upon fools . Wicked men are
often reformed by it, weak men seldom .

—C larendon .

All men have their frailties ; and who
ever looks for a friend Without imper
fections, will never find what he seeks.
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formed in mutual adversity ; as iron is
most strongly united by the fiercestflame—C o lton .

Friendship is a plant of slow growth ,
and must undergo and withstand the
shocks of adversity before it is entitled
to the appelation .

—Washington .

Friendship hath the skill and observa
tion Of the best physician , the diligence
and vigilance of the best nurse , and the
tenderness and patience of the best
mother . —C larendon .

Friends should not be chosen to flatter .
-The quality we prize is that rectitude
which will shrink from no truth—In
timacies which increase vanity destroy
friendship .

—C hanning .

Be slow to fall into friendship ; but
when thou art in, continue firm and con
stant—Socrates .

The loss of a friend is like that of a
limb ; time may heal the anguish of the
wound

,
but the loss cannot be repaired .

—Southey .

It is one of the severest tests of
friendship to tell your friend his faults .
—So to love a man that you cannot
bear to see a stain upon him , and to
speak painful truth through loving
words

,
that is friendship—H. W.

Beecher.

One of the surest evidences of friend
ship that one can display to another, is
telling him gently of a fault .—If any
other can excel it , it is l istening to such
a disclosure with gratitude , and amend
ing the error .—Bulwer.

There is nothing so great that I fear
to do it for my friend ; nothing so small
that I will disdain to do it for him .

Sir P. Sidney .

We learn our virtues from the friends
who love us ; our faults from the enemy
who hates us .

—We cannot easily dis

cover our real character from a friend .

—
.He is a mirror, on which the warmth

of our breath impedes the clearness of
the reflection—Richter.

A friend that you have to buy won
’t

be worth what you pay for him , no
matter what that may b e .

—G . D .

Pren tice .

Take heed how you place your good
will upon any other ground than proof
of virtue—N either length of acquaint
ance

,
mutual secrecies

,
nor height o f

benefits can bind a vicious heart ; no man

in himself .—Sir P . Sidney .

advantageous : friendship with the up
right

,
with the sincere

,
and with the man

of much observation—Friendship with
the man of specious airs , with the insin
uatingly soft , and with the glib-tongued,
these are injurious—C onfucius .

A true friend is the gift of God, and
he

S

only
a

who made hearts can unite them .

out

The difficulty .
,

is not so great to die
for a friend

,
as to find a friend worth

dying ion—Home .

Poor is the friendless master of a
world ; a world in purchase of a friend
is gain—Young.

That is a choice riend who conceals
our faults from the view of others, and
discovers them to our own—Seeker.

Two persons cannot long be friends
if they cannot forgive each other’s little
failings—Bruyére .

N ever contract friendship with a man
that is no t better than thyself—C on

N o man can expect to find a friend
without faults

,
nor can he propose him

self to be so to another.—Every man

will have something to do for his friend
and something to bear with in him
Only the sober man can do the first ;

' and
for the latter, patience is requisite
It is better for a man to depend on him
self than to be annoyed with either a
madman or a fool .—O. Fe ltham .

The only way to have a friend is to be
one—Emerson .

Friendship is the privilege of private
m en ; for wretched greatness knows no

blessing so substantial—Tate .

FRUGALITY . Frugality may be
termed the daughter o f prudence , the
sister of temperance , and the parent of

liberty . He that is extravagant will
quickly become poor, and poverty will
enforce dependence and invite corrup
tion—Johnson .

Frugality is founded on the principle
that all riches have limits—Burke .

If frugality were established in the
state

,
if our expenses were laid out

rather in the necessaries than the superfluities of life , there might be fewer
wants

,
and even fewer pleasures , but
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more happiness - Go ldsm ith .

om lives frugally who lives by
Hope is always liberal

,
” and

trust her promises make little
revelling to-day on the profits

way to market .—It depends chiefly on

two words
,
industry and frugality ; that

is
,
waste neither time nor money

,
but

make the best use of both—Without
industry and frugality nothing will do ;
with them

,
everything—Franklin .

He that Spareth in everything is an

inexcusable niggard .

—He that Spareth in
nothing is an inexcusable madman—The
mean is to spare in what is least neces
sary, and to lay out more liberally in
what is most required—Halifax .

By sowing frugality we reap liberty, a
golden harvest .—Agesilaus .

Frugality is good if liberality be j oined
with it .

—The first is leaving off superflu
ous expenses ; the last is bestowing them
for the benefit of those who need—The
first

,
without the last

,
begets covetous

ness ; the last without the first begets
prodigality .

—Penn .

With parsimony a little is sufficient ;
without it nothing is sufficient ; but fru
gality makes a poor man rich—Seneca .

N ature is avariciously frugal .
atom to elude its
thought or fee ling

be lost .—Thomas.

Y .
—Everything that looks
elevates human nature ; for
so low or so little as when
h the present .—L . E . Lan

ooking to the future ;
not satisfy us

‘

.
—Our

may be , lies further

however pleasant ; let
y its dead . Act—act

FUTURE STATE

futurity is woven by the hand of mercy .

—Bulwer.

What is already passed is not more
fixed than the certainty that what is
future will grow out of what has already
passed

,
or is now passing—G . B. C hee

ver.

The future is always a fairy land to
the young—Sale .

Age and sorrow have the gift of read
ing the future by the past .

—Farrar.

The golden age is not in the past , but
in the future ; not in the origin of hu
man experience , but in its consummate
flower ; not opening in Eden

,
but out

from Gethsemane—E . H . C hapin .

Look not mournfully
_
to the past—it

comes not back again ; wisely improve
the present—it is thine ; go forth to meet
the shadowy future with out fear, and
with a manly heart—Longfe llow .

God
‘

will not suffer man to have a
knowledge of things to come ; for if he
had prescience of his prosperity

,
he

would be careless ; and if understanding
of his adversity, he would be despairing
and senseless—Augustine .

The best preparation for the future , is
the present well seen to , and the last
duty done—G . Macdonald.

The future
,
only

,
is our goal—We are

never living
,
but only hOping to live ;

and looking forward always to being
happy

,
it is inevitable that we never are

so .
—Pascal .
We always live prospectively , never
retrospectively , and there is no abiding
moment—Jacobi .

Oh
,
blindness to the future ! kindly

given
,
that each may fill the circle

marked by heaven—Pope .

“E very to-morrow has two handles .
We can take hold o f it with the handle
of anxiety or the handle of faith .

We should live for the future , and

yet should find our life in the fidelities
of the present ; the last is the only
m ethod of the first .

—H . W. Beecher.

FUTURE STATE . (See
“
ETER

There is, I know not how,
in the minds

o f men
,
a certain presage , as it were , of

a future existence
, and this takes the

deepest root
,
and is most discoverable ,

in the greatest geniuses and most exalted
souls—C icero .



FUTURE STATE

Why will any man be so impertinently
oflicious as to tell me all prospect of a
future state is only fancy and delusion ?
Is there any merit in being the mes
senger of ill news ? If it is a dream

,
let

me enjoy it
,
since it makes me both the

happier and better man—Addison .

If there were no future life
, our souls

would not thirst for it .
—Richter.

We are born for a higher destiny than
that of earth—There is a realm where
the rainbow never fades

,
where the stars

will be spread before us like islands that
slumber on the ocean, and where the
beings that now pass over before us
like shadows

,
will stay

'

in our presence
forever .—Bulwer.

It is the divinity that stirs within us .—’
Tis heaven itself that points out an

hereafter
,
and intimates eternity to man .

Belief in a future life is the appetite
of reason .

—Landor.

I feel my immortality o
’
ersweep all

pains
, all tears, all time , all fears , and

like the eternal thunders o f the deep ,
peal to my ears this truth Thou livest
forever.”—Byr0n .

A voice within us speaks that startling
word

,

“Man , thou shalt never die !
C elestial voices hymn it to our souls ;
according harps, by angel fingers touched ,
do sound forth still the song of our

great immortality .
—Dana .

There ’s none but fears a future state ;
and when the most obdurate swear they
do not

,
their trembling hearts belie their

boasting t ongues—Dryden .

My mind can take no hold on the
present world nor rest in it a moment ,
but my whole nature rushes onward with
irresistible force toward a future and
better state of being .

—Fichte.

To me there is something thrilling and
exalting in the thought that we are drift
ing forward into a splendid mystery
into something that no mortal eye hath
yet seen

,
and no intelligence has yet de

clared .
—E . H . C hapin .

‘

The dead carry our thoughts to an

other and a nobler existence—They
teach us, and especially by all the
strange and seemingly untoward circum
stances of their departure from this life ,
that they and we shall live in a future
state forever. - 0 . Dewey .

We believe that we shall know each

12 GALLANTRY

other’s forms hereafter
,
and

, in the
bright fields of the better land

,
shall cal l

the lost dead to us.
—N . P . Willis.

Divine wisdom , intending to detain us
some time on earth, has done well to
cover with a veil the prospect of the life
to come ; for if our sight could clearly
distinguish the opposite bank

, who would
remain on this tempestuous coast of
time ?—Mad. De Stae

’

l.

The grand difi culty is to feel the
reality o f both worlds , so as to give
each its due place in our thoughts and
feelings : to keep“: our mind’s eye and our

heart’s eye ever fixed on the land of
promise , without looking away from the
road along which we are to travel to
ward it .

—Hare .

“I

Another life , if itWyere not better than
this, would be less a promise than a
threat .—J . P . Senn .

What a world were this ; how unen
durable its weight , if they whom death
had sundered did not meet again ?
Southey .

You ask if we shall know our friends
in heaven—Do you suppose we are
greater fools there than here —Emmons .

GAIN .
-The true way to gain much ,

is never to desire to gain too much
He is not rich that possesses much

,
but

he that covets no more ; and he is not
poor that enj oys little

,
but he that wants

too much—Beaumont.

Sometimes the best gain is to lose
Herbert .

GALLANTRY .
- Gallantry consists in

saying the most empty things in an
agreeable manner.—Ro chefoucauld.

Gallantry to women—the sure road to
their favor—is nothing but the appear
ance of extreme devotion to all their
wants and wishes, a delight in their sat
isfaction , and a confidence in yourself as
being able to contribute toward it
Hazlitt.

Gallantry thrives most in the atmos
phere of the court .—Mad. N echar.

The gallantry of the mind consists in
agreeableflattery .

—Rochefoucauld.

Gallantry , though a fashionable crime ,
is a very detestable one—The wretch
who pilfers from us in the hour of dis
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ruined when the habit becomes their
own—Bulwer.

Bets , at the first , were fool-traps, where
the wise , like spiders , lay in ambush for
theflies—Dryden .

The best throw with the dice is to
throw them away .

—C . Simmons .

GAYETY .
—(See “GOOD HUMOR .

Gayety is to good humor, as animal
perfumes to vegetable fragrance : the one
overpowers weak Spirits , the other re

creates and revives them .
—Johnson .

Gayety is not a proof that the heart is
at ease

, for Often in the midst of laugh
ter the heart is sad—Mad. De Genlis.

The gayety of the wicked is like the
flowery surface of Mount ZEtna ,

beneath
which materials are gathering for an

eruption that will one day reduce all its
beauties to ruin and desolation .

Leaves seem light, useless, idle , waver
ing , and changeable—t hey even dance ;
yet God has made them part of the oak .

—So he has given uS a lesson, no t to
deny stout-heartedness within , because
we see lightsomeness without .—Leigh
Hunt.

Gayety is often the reckless ripple
over depths of despair .—E . H. C hapin .

GEMS.
—How very beautiful these

gems are ! It is strange how deeply
colors seem to penetrate one like scent .

—I suppose that is the reason why gems
are used as sp iritual emblems in Reve
lations—They look like fragments of
heaven—George E lio t.

GEN EROSITY .
—Men of the noblest

dispositions think themselves happiest
when ‘

others share their happiness with
them .

—Duncan .

True generosity is a duty as indis
pensab ly necessary as those imposed on

us by law—It is a rule imposed by rea
son

,
which should be the sovereign law

o f a rational being—Go ldsmith .

Generosity, wrong placed , becometh a
vice ; a princely mind will undo a private
family—Fuller.

“

True generosity does not consist in
obeying every impulse of humanity , in
following blind passion for our guide ,
and impairing our circumstances by
present benefactions

,
so as to render us

incapable of future ones—Go ldsmith .

There is wisdom in
.

generosity , as in
everything else—A fri end to everybody

GEN EROSITY

is often a friend to nobody ; or else , in
his Simplicity , he robs his family to help
strangers, and so becomes brother to a
beggar .—Spurgeon .

For his bounty , there was no winter
in

’
t ; an autumn ’twas that grew the

more by reaping—Shakespeare .

As the sword of the best tempered
metal is most flexible

,
so the truly gener

ous are most pliant and courteous in
their behavior to their inferiors .—Fuller .

The generous who is always just , and
the just who is always generous , may ,
unannounced

,
approach the throne of

heaven—Lavater.

He that gives all , though but little ,
gives much ; because God looks not to
the quantity of the gift , but to the
quality of the givers—Quark s.

Generosity during life is a very differ
ent thing from generosity in the hour of
death ; one proceeds from genuine liber
ality and benevolence , the other from
pride or fear .—Horace Mann .

A generous man places the benefits he
confers beneath his feet ; those be re

ceives
,
nearest his heart .

One great reason why me
’

n practise
generosity SO little in the world is, their
finding so little there : generosity is
catching ; and if SO many men escape it ,
it is in a great degree from the same
reason that countrymen escape the small
pox

,
—because they meet with no one

to give it them .

—Greville .

The truly generous is the truly wise ,
and he who loves not others , lives un
blest .—Home

Generosity is the accompaniment of

high birth ; pity and gratitude are its
attendants . -C orneille .

Some are unwisely liberal , and more
delight to give presents than to pay
debts—Sir P . Sidney .

A man there was, and they called him
mad ; the more he gave , the more he
had—Bunyan .

What I gave , I have ; what I spent , 1
had ; what I kept, I lost—Old Epi taph .

When you give , take to yourself no

credit for generosity , unless you deny
yourself something in order that you
may give—H. Taylor.

The secret pleasure of ~a generous act
is the great mind’s bribe—Dryden .

‘ What seems to be generosity is often
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than disguised ambition
,
which

a small interest in order to
great one .

—Rochefoucauld.

always the most indigent are
generous—Stanislaus.

uch easier it is to be generous
Men are sometimes bounti

re not honest—Junius.

most to

feeble up ,
akespeare .

as readily
eneros1ty ;

eneros1ty is in self

is infinite painstak

but continued at

erior aptitude to

as genius y it is
di ligence—7 rH0

us is but a mind of
.

large general
accidentally determined in a par
direction—Johnson .

us is supposed to be a power of

one who can do
_

almost everything—ex
cept make a liv1ng .

Genius is only a superior power of see
ing
—Ruskin .

The greatest genius is never so great
as when it is chastised and subdued by
the highest reason—C o lton.

“

There is no genius in life like the
genius of energy and industry .

—D. G .

Mitchell.

We meet with few utterly dull and
stupid souls ; the sublime and transcend
ent are still fewer ; the generality of
mankind stand between these two ex
tremes ; the

'

interval is fil led with multi
tudes of ordinary geniuses

,
but all very

useful , the ornaments and supports of the
commonweal th : these produce the agree
able and the profitable

,
and are con

versant in commerce
,
finances

,
war

,
navi

gation , arts, trades, society, and conver
sation .

—Bruyere .

The richest genius, like the most fertile
soil

,
when uncultivated , shoots up into

the rankest weeds ; and instead of Vines
and olives for the pleasure and use of

man , produces to its Slothful owner the
most abundant crop o f poisons—Hume .

Talent
,
lying in the understanding

,
is

often inherited ; genius, being the action
of reason and imagination , rarely or

never.—C o leridge .

Men of genius are often dull and
inert in society ; as the blazing meteor,
when it descends to earth , is only a
stone—Longfe llow .

Genius finds its own road , and carries
its own lamp .

—Willmo tt .

The drafts which true genius draws
upon posterity

,
although they may not

always be honored so soon as they are
drierare

“ sure to be paid with compound
interest in the end—C o lton .

When a
'

true genius appears in the
world

,
you may know h im by this Sign ,

that the dunces are all in confederacy
against him .

—Swift.

Every man who observes vigilantly,
and resolves steadfastly

,
grows uncon

sciously into genius—Bulwer,
Genius is the gold in the mine ; talent
is the miner who works and brings it
out .7

-Lady Blessington .

Great geniuses have the Shortest biog
raphies .

—Em erson .
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Genius must be born ; it never can be
taught—Dryden .

The first and last thing required of
genius is the love of truth—Goe the .

There is no work of genius which
has not been the delight of mankind ; no
word of genius to which the human
heart and soul have not , sooner or later,
responded—J. R . Lowe ll .

The merit of great men is not under
stood but by those who are formed to be
such themselves—Genius Speaks only to
genius—Stanislaus.

Genius always gives its best at first ;
prudence

,
at last—Lavater.

Genius may be described as the spirit
of discovery .

—It is the eye of intellect ,
and the wing of thought .

—It is always
in advance of its time—the pioneer for
the generation which it precedes .
Simms.

Genius does what it must , and talent
what it can—0 wen Meredith .

There never appear more than five or

Six men of genius in an age , and if they
were united the world could not stand
before them .

—Swift.
C leverness is a sort of genius for in

Strumentality . It is the brain of the
hand . In literature , cleverness is more
frequently accompanied by wit , genius,
and sense

,
than by humor—C o leridge .

Genius, without religion , is only a
lamp on the outer gate o f a palace ; it
may serve to cast a gleam of light on

those that are without , while the in
habitant is in darkness .

—H. More .

All the means o f action—the Shape
less masses—the material s—lie every
where about us .

-What we need is the
celestial fire to change

‘

the flint into the
transparent crystal

,
bright and clear .

That fire is genius—Longfellow .

One of the strongest characteristics of
genius is the power o f lighting its own
fire—John Foster.

Genius is entitled to respect , only
when it promotes the peace and im

proves the happiness o i mankind—Lord
Essex .

To carry the feelings of childhood into
the powers of manhood

,
to combine the

child’s sense of wonder and novelty with
the appearances which every day for

years has rendered familiar , this is the
character and privilege of genius , and

16 GENTLEMAN

from talent .—C o leridge .

severing effort—Genius is
capacity for receiving and improv
discipline .

—G .
-E lio t.

GEN TILITY .
—There cannot

surer proof of low origin
, or of an

meanness of disposition , than to be al

ways talk ing and thinking about being
genteel -Hazlitt.

Gentility is neither in birth
,
wealth

,

manner, nor fashion—but in the mind .

A high sense of honor
,
a determination

never to take a
—m ean advantage of an

other, an adheren e to truth
,
delicacy

,

and politeness tow d those with whom
we have dealings, are its essential char
acteristics .

I would not have you stand so much
on your gentility , which is an airy and
mere borrowed thing from dead men’s
dust and bones, and none of yours , ex
cept you make and hold it .

—Ben Jonson .

How weak a thing is gentility
,
if it

wants virtue l—Fuller.

GEN TLEMAN . Whoever is open,
loyal , true ; of humane and affable

“

de
meanor ; honorable himself , and in his
judgment of others ; faithful to his word
as to law, and faithful alike to G od and
man—such a man is a true gentleman .

The flowering of civilization is the
finished man—the man of sense , of grace ,
of accomplishment

,
of social power—the

gentleman—Emerson.

Education begins the gentleman
,
but

reading
,
good company, and reflection

must finish him .
—Locke .

The taste of beauty
,
and the relish of

what is decent , just , and amiable , per
fect the character of the gentleman and
the philosopher . And the study of such
a taste or relish will be ever the great
employment and concern of him who

covets as well to be wise and good as
agreeable and polite .

—Shaftesbury.

Thoughtfulness for others
,
generosity,

modesty, and self-respect are the quali
ties which make a real gentleman or

lady
,
as distinguished from the veneered

article which commonly goes by that
name—Huxley .

Repose and cheerfulness are the badge
’
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acter of the giver
,
more than the gift

itself—Lavater.

There is
.

a gift that is almost a blow,

and there is a kind word that is munii
icence ; so much is there in the way of
doing things—A . Helps.

G ive what you have . To some one

it may be better than y ou dare to think .

—Longfe llow.

We should give as we would receive,
cheerfully

,
quickly, and without hesita

tion ; for there is no grace in a benefit
that sticks to the fingers—Seneca .

To reveal its complacence by gifts , is
one of the native dialects of love—Mrs .

Sigourney .

Serving God with our l ittle , is the way
to make it more ; and we must never
think that wasted with which God is
honored

,
or men are blest .

G ive according to your means, or God
will make . your means according to your
giving—John Hall .

A gift , its kind , its value , and appear
ance ; the silence or the pomp that at

tends it ; the style in which it reaches
you

,
may decide the dignity or vulgarity

of the giver .—Lavater
Presents which our love for the donor
has rendered precmus are ever the most
acceptable—Ovid.

People do not care to give alms with
out some security for their money ; and
a wooden leg or a Withered arm is a
sort of draft upon heaven for those who
choose to have their money placed to
account there—Mackenzie .

He who loves with purity considers
no t the gift of the lover , but the love
of the giver .—Thomas a Kempis .

One must be poor to know the luxury
of giving—George E lio t.
Examples are few of men ruined by
giving—Men are heroes in spending
cravens in what they give—Bovee .

When a friend asks, there is no to
morrow .

—Herbert.

,
When thou makest presents , let them
be of such things as will last long ; to
the end they may be in some sort im
mortal

,
and may frequently refresh the

memory of the receiver .—Fuller.

The best thing to give to your enemy
IS forgiveness ; to an opponent , toler
ance ; to a friend, your heart ; to your
child

,
a good example ; to a father , defer

8 GLORY

ence ; to your mother, conduct that will
make her proud of you ; to yourself, re
spect ; to all men , charity —Balfour.

It is a proof of boorishness to confer
a favor with a bad grace—How l ittle
does a smile cost l—Bruyere .

Every gift , though it be small , is in
reality great if given with affection
Pindar.

The secret of giving affectionately
great and rare ; it requires address to
it well ; otherwise we lose instead
deriving benefit from it .

—C’orneille .

Independence is of more
any gifts ; and to receive
lose it .

—Men most commo
oblige thee onlt at they
thee to ser ve them—Saadi.
Rich gifts wax pobr when givers prove
unkind—Shakespeare .

The heart of the giver makes the gift
clear and precious—Luther.

G ifts are as the gold which adorns
the temple ; grace is like the temple
that sanctifies the gold—Burkitt.
Who gives a trifle meanly is meaner
than the trifle—Lavater.

That which is given with pride and
ostentation is rather an ambition than
a. bounty—Seneca .

He gives not best who gives most ;
but he gives most who gives best . —If
I cannot give bountifully , yet I will
give freely

, and what I want in my hand ,
I will supply by my heart—Warwick.

G ifts weigh like mountains on a sensi
tive heart—To me they are oftener
punishments than pleasures—Mad. Fee .

GLORY .

—True glory consists in doing
what deserves to be written ; in writing
what deserves to be read ; and in so

l iving as to make the world happier and
better for our living in it .

—Pliny .

True glory takes root , and even
spreads ; all false pretences, l ike flowers,
fall to the ground ; nor can any counter
feit last long—C icero .

It is by what we ourselves have done ,
and not by what others have done for
us

,
that we shall be remembered by

after ages . It is by thought that has
aroused the intellect from its slumbers ,
which has given luster to virtue and

dignity to truth , or by those examples
which have inflamed the soul with the
love of goodness, and not by means of
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sculptured marble , that I hold com
munion with Shakespeare and Milton ,
with Johnson and

,
Burke , with Howard

and Wilberforce—Francis Way land.

Real glory springs from the silent con
quest of ourselves—Without that

,
the

conqueror is nought but the foist slave .

-Thompson .

As to be perfectly just is an attribute
of the divine nature , to be so to the
utmost of our abilities is the glory of
man—Addison .

Our greatest glory consists no t in
never falling

,
but in u sing every time we

fall .—Go ldsmith .

Glory , built o n selfish principles , is
shame and guilt—C owper.

Like madness is the glory of this life .
—Shakespeare .

He that first likened glory to a

shadow, did better than he was aware
of ; they are both vain—G lory , also, like
the shadow

,
goes sometimes before the

body , and sometimes in length infinitely
exceeds it .

-Montaigne .

By skillful conduct and artificial means
ap erson may make a sort of name for
himself ; but if the inner j ewel be Want
ing, all is vanity, and will not last .

Goethe .

Two things ought to teach us to
think but meanly o f human glory - that
the very best have had their calumnia
tors,

‘

and the very worst their panegyr
ists .
—C o lton .

Let us not disdain glory too much ;
nothing is finer, except virtues -The

be to unite

to be

caprice

is eating , can

l

give but that one brutish reason why
they live—Juvenal .
Some men are born to feast , and not
to fight ; whose sluggish minds , even in
fair honor’s field , still on their dinner
turn—Joanna Baillie .

Their kitchen is their shrine , the cook
their priest

,
the table their altar

,
and

their belly their God—Buck.

G luttony is the source of all our in
firmities and the fountain of all our
diseases . As a lamp is choked by a
superabundance of o il , and a fire ex
tinguished by excess o f fuel , so is the
natural health of the body destroyed by
intemperate diet—Burton .

I have come to the conclusion that
mankind consume too much food .

Sydney Smith .

As houses well stored with provisions
are likely to be full o f mice , so the

bodies of those who eat much are full
of diseases—Diogenes .

The pleasures of the palate deal with
us like the Egyptian thieves

, who

strangle those whom they embrace
Seneca .

He who is a slave to his belly seldom
worships God—Saadi.

I am a great eater of beef, and I be
l ieve that does harm to my wit—Shake
speare .

GOD .
—This is one o f the names which

we give to that eternal , infinite , and in
comprehensible being

,
the creator of all

things
,
who preserves and governs every

thing by his almighty power and wis

dom , and who is the only obj ect of our
worship .

—C ruden .

God is a Spirit , infinite , eternal , and
unchangeable in his being

,
wisdom

,

powe r, holiness, justice
,
goodness

, and

truth -C
’
atechism .

We know God easily , i f we do not con
strain ourselves to define him .

—Joubert .

The Mohammedans have ninety-nine
names for God, but among them all they
have not “our Father.”

We should give God the same place in
our hearts that he holds in the universe .

If we have God in all things while
they are ours ,

‘

we shall have all things
in God when they are taken away .

There is something in the nature
O

Of

things which the mind o f man , which
reason

,
which human power cannot ef



feet, and certainly that which produces
this must be better than man . What
can this be but God?—C icero .

There is a beauty in the name appro
priated by the Saxon nations to the
Deity, unequalled except by his most
venerated Hebrew appellation . They
called him “

GOD,

” which is literally
“
THE Goon. The same word thus
signifying the Deity and His most eu

dearing quality—Turner.

The demand of the human under
standing for causation requires but the
one o ld and only answer

, G od—Dexter

Let the chain of second causes be
ever so long

,
the first link is always in

God ’s hand .
—Lavington .

God is a circle whose center is every
where

, and its Circumference nowhere .

Empedocles.

They that deny a God,
destroy man’s

nobility ; for clearly man is of kin to the
beasts by his body

,
and if he be not of

kin to God by his spirit , he is a base
and ignoble creature—Bacon .

.The ancient hieroglyphic for G od was
the figure of an eye upon a sceptre , to
denote that he sees and rules all things .
—Barker.

It were better to have no opinion of

God at all than such an one as is un

worthy o f him ; for the one is only un

belief—the other is contempt—Plutarch .

I had rather believe all the fables in
the Talmud and the Koran, than , that
this universal frame is without a mind .

In all the vast and the minute , we see

the unambiguous footsteps of the God,
who gives its luster to the insect’s wing ,
and wheels his throne upon the rolling
worlds—C owper.

If God did not exist it would be neces
sary to invent him - Vo ltaire .

N ature is too thin a screen ; the glo ry
o f the omnipresent G od bursts through
everywhere—Emerson .

The very word God suggests care ,
kindness , goodness ; and the idea of God

in his infinity, is infinite care , infinite
kindness , infinite goodness—We give
G od the name of good : it is only by
sho rtening it that it becomes G od—H .

W. Beecher.

At the foot of every page in the annals
of nations may be written , God reigns .”

20

tions o f the age—Bancroft.

an infidel that lacks faith , and more than
wicked that has not gratitude enough
to acknowledge his obligation—Wash

ington .

God is great ,
“

and therefore he will be
sought : he is good, and therefore he
will be found .

If in the day of sorrow we own God’s
presence in the d o d

,
we shall find him

also in the pillar of re
,
brightening and

cheering our way as the night comes on .

In all his dispensations God is at work
for our good—In prosperity he tries our
gratitude ; in mediocrity, our content
ment ; in misfortune , our submission ; in
darkness, our faith ; under temptation,
our steadfastness, and at all times, our

obedience and trust in him .

God governs the world , and we have
only

.

to do our duty wisely
, and leave

the issue to him .
—John Jay .

When the mind of man looketh upon
second causes scattered , it may some
times rest in them , and go no further.
But when it beholdeth the chain o f them
confederate and linked together, it must
fly to Providence and Deity .

—Bacon .

There is a God in science , a God in
history , and a God in conscience , and
these three are one—Joseph C ook.

How often we look upon God as our

last and feeblest resource ! We go to
him because we have nowhere else to
go . And then we learn that the storms
of l ife have driven us

,
not upon the

rocks , but into the desired haven—Geo .

Macdonald.

I have read up many queer religions ;
and there is nothing like the o ld thing ,
after all . I have looked into the most
philosophical systems

,
and have found

none that will work witho ut a God
J . C'. Maxwell.

An old mystic says somewhere
, God

is an unutterable sigh in the innermost
depths of the soul .” With still greater
j ustice , we may reverse the proposition,
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and to want it is to be in sorrow—John
son .

To purchase heaven has gold the
power? can gold remove the mo rtal
hour? in life can love be bought with
gold ? are friendship ’s pleasures to be a 3111819 hypocrite—C o lton .

sold ? no—all that ’s worth a wish—a

thought
,
fair virtue gives unbribed , un and has damned his ten thou

bought . C ease then on trash thy hopes South .

to bind
,
let nobler views engage thy As the touchstone tries gold,

mind—Johnson . tries men .
—C hilo .

There
.

is no place so high that an ass GOOD-BREEDIN G (See
laden With gold cannot reach it .

—Rojas .

N ERS
v and POLITEN E§S _

Midas longed for gold—He go t it , so
that whatever he touched became gold ,
and b e , with his long ears, was l ittle the
better for it .

—C arlyle .

There are two metals
, one of which is

omnipotent in the cabinet , and the other
in the camp

,
—gold and iron . He that

knows how to apply them both , may in

deed attain the highest statiori, but he
must know something more to keep it .

C o lton .

G ive him gold enough
,
and marry

him to a puppet
,
or an aglet-baby

,
or

an old trot with ne’er a to oth in her
head

,
though she have as many diseases

as two and fifty horses ; why , nothing
comes amiss

,
so money comes withal .

Shakespeare .

A mask of gold hides all deformities .
—Dekker.

HOW quickly nature falls to revolt
when gold becomes her o bj ect—Shake
speare .

O cursed lust of gold ! when , for thy
sake , the fool throws up his interest in
both worlds , first starved in this, then
damned in that to come l—Blair.

How few
,
like Daniel , have G od and

gold together.—Bp . Villiers .

Gold ! in all ages the curse of man

kind l—To gain thee , men yield honor ,
affection

,
and lasting renown , and for

thee barter the crown of eternity—P .

Good-breeding is benevole

A vain man’s motto is : Win gold and

wear it a generous,
“Win gold and

share it ; a m iser’s , Win gold and hoard
it ” ; a profligate ’s , Win gold and spend
it a broker’s ,

“Win gold and lend it

a gambler’
,
s “Win gold and lose it

wise man’
,
s “Win gold and use it .”

They who worship gold in a world so

corrupt as this
,
have at least one thing

ourselves in the daily o ccurr

-Lord C hatham.

“

Go od-breeding is\surface—O. W. Ho lmes.

Good-breeding is the art
men , by external signs , the
gard we have for them . It
good sense

,
improved by 0

good company—C ato .

One principal point of good-bree
is to suit o ur behavior to the three sev

eral degrees of men—our superiors, our
equals

,
and those below us .

—Swift.
Nothing can constitute good-breeding

which has not good nature for its foun
dation—Bulwer.

Good-breeding is the result of much
good sense , some good nature , and a
little self-denial for the sake of others ,
and with a View to obtain the same in
dulgence from them .

—C hesterfield.

A man endowed with great perfections,
without good-breeding , is like one who

has his pockets full of gold , but always
wants change for his ordinary occasions.
—Steele .

Go od-breeding is not confined to ex
ternals, much less to any particular dress
or attitude of the body ; it is the art of
pleasing or contributing as much as pos
sible to the ease and happiness o f those
with whom you converse - Fielding.

Good qualities are the substantial
riches of the mind ; but it is good-breed
ing that sets them off to advantage
Locke.

The scholar, without good-breeding , is
a pedant ; the philosopher, a cynic ; the
soldier

,
a brute ; and every man dis

agreeable .

—C hesterfield .
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A man’s own good-breeding is the best

well-bred people , a mutual
is affected ; contempt of

sguised ; authority concealed ;
given to each in his turn ; and
stream of conversation main

There are few defects in our nature
veiled from ob

and good-breed

good-breeding is
egard to your own
in your own heart ,
for the man above

an that never
/
con

by h is excess of

inventio n of wise
distance , so good

Wisdom ,
valor

,
justice , and learning ,

cannot keep a man in countenance that
is possessed with these excellencies , if
he wants that inferior art of life and be
haviour

,
called good breeding—Steele .

GOOD HUMOR.
—(See

Go od humor is
.

the health of the soul ;
sadness is its pO ison .

—Stanislaus .

.

Honest good humor is the oil and

wine of a merry meeting , and there is
no

jovial companionship equal to that where

GOOD NATURE

the jokes are rather small
, and the laugh

ter abundant—Washington Irving.

This portable quality of good humor
seasons all the parts and occurrences we
meet with in such a manner that there
are no moments lost , but they all pass
with so much satisfaction that the beavi
est of loads, when it is a load , that of
time , is never felt by us.

-Steele .

Some people are commended for a
giddy kind of good humor , which is no
more a virtue than drunkenness - Pope .

Good humor will sometimes conquer
ill humor, but ill humor will conquer it
oftener ; and for this plain reason , good
humor must operate on generosity ; ill
humor on meanness—Greville .

GOOD NATURE —Good nature is
the very air of a good mind ;

'

the sign of

a large and
o
generous soul , and the pe

culiar soil in which virtue prospers .
Goodman .

The current of tenderness widens as
it proceeds ; and two men imperceptibly
find their hearts filled with good nature
for each other

,
when they were at first

only in pursuit of mirth and relaxation .

—Go ldsmith .

An inexhaustible good nature is one

of the most precious gifts of heaven ,

spreading itself like o il over the troubled
sea of thought , and keeping the mind
smooth and equable in the roughest
weather .—Washington Irving.

Good nature , l ike a bee , collects honey
from every herb . Ill nature , like the
spider

,
sucks poison from the sweetest

flower.

Good nature is one of the richest
fruits of true C hristianity .

—H. W.

Beecher.

Afiability ,
mildness , tenderness , and a

wo rd which I would fain bring back to
its original signification of virtue—I
mean good nature—are of daily use ;
they are the bread of mankind and the
staff of life—Dryden .

Good nature is the beauty of the
mind

,
and like personal beauty, wins al

most without anything else—sometimes,
indeed

,
in spite of positive deficiencies.

—Hanway .

A shrewd observer once said , that in
walking the streets of a slippery mo rn
ing, one might see where the good na
tured people lived ,

by the ashes thrown
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on the ice before the doors . —Franklin .

Good nature is stronger than toma
hawks—Emerson .

Good nature is more agreeable in con

versation than wit , and gives a certain
air to the coun tenance which is more
amiable than beauty .

—It shows virtue in
the fairest light ; takes Off, in some meas
ure , from the deformity of vice ; and

makes even folly and impertinence sup
portable—Addison .

Good nature is often a mere matter of
health—With good digestion we are apt
to be good natured ; with bad digestion ,
in orose .

—H . W. Beecher.

Good sense and good nature are never
separated ; and good nature is the prod
uct of right reason—It makes allowance
for the failings of others by considering
that there is nothing perfect in mankind ;
and by distinguishing that which comes
nearest to excellence , though not abso
lutely free from faults , will certainly
produce candor in j udging—Dryden .

GOODNESS. (See
“
BENEFICENCE .

There are two perfectly good men ;
one dead

,
and the other unborn—C hi

nese Proverb .

Be not merely good ; be good for
something—Thoreau .

In nothing do men approach so nearly
to the gods as in doing good to men .

C icero .

There may be a certain pleasure in
vice , but there is a higher in purity and
virtue—The most commanding of all de
lights is the delight in goodness—The
beauty of holiness is but one beauty , but
it is the highest .

—It is the lo ss of the
sense of sin and shame that destroys
both men and states—Independent.
He that is a good man , is three quar

ters of his way toward the being a good
C hristian , wheresoever he l ives , o r what
soever he is called—South .

We may be as good as we please, if
we please to be good—Barrow.

Real goodness does not attach itself
merely to this l ife—it points to another
world . Political or professional reputa
tion cannot last forever, but a conscience
void of Offence before God and man is
an inheritance for eternity—Daniel

Webster.

We can do more good by being good

GOODNESS

than in any other way - Rowland Hill.

If there be a divine providence
,
no

good man need be afraid to do right ; he
will only fear to do wrong—Haygood.

To be doing good is man’s most glori
o us task—Sopho cles .

To be good , we must do good ; and by
doing good w e take a sure means of
being good, as the use and exercise of
the muscles increase their power.—Tryon
Edwards .

It is a law of our humanity
,
that man

must know good through evil .—N o great
principle ever trii

'

imphed but through
much evil .—N o man ever progressed to
greatness and goodness but through great
mistakes—F. W. Egbertson .

By desiring what
'

s perfectly good
,

even when we do not
,
quite know what

it is, and cannot do what we would , we
are part o f the divine power against
evil , widening the skirts o f light and
making the struggle with darkness nar
rower.—G eorge E lio t.

Let a man be never so ungrateful or
inhuman , he shall never destroy the satis
faction of my having done a good Office .

—Seneca .

The good are heaven’s peculiar care .

-Ovid.

All the fame which ever cheated hu
manity into higher notions of its own

importance would never weigh in my
mind against the pure and pious interest
which a virtuous being may be pleased
to take in my welfare—Byron .

He who loves goodness harbors angels
,

reveres reverence, and l ives With G od.

-Emerson .

He is good that does good to others .
If he suffers for the good he does

,
he is

better still ; and if he suffers from them
to whom he did good, he has arrived to
that height of goodness that nothing but
an increase of his sufferings can add to
it ; if it proves his death , his virtue is
at its summit ; it is heroism complete .

Bruyere .

I have known some men possessed o f

good qualities which were very service
able to others, but useless to

‘

themselves
like a sun-dial on the front of a house ,
to inform and benefit the neighbors and
passengers, but not the owner within
Swfi t

He that does good to another, does
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sands you come in contact with year by
year

,
and you will never be forgotten .

Your name and your good deeds will
shine as the stars of heaven—C halmers .

That is good which doth good—Ven
ning .

Do all the good you can , in all the
ways you can , to all the souls y ou can ,
in every place you can , at all the times
y ou can, with all the zeal y ou can , as
long as ever you cam—J. Wesley .

Whatever mitigates the woes , or in

creases the happiness of others, is a just
criterion of goodness ; and whatever in
j ures society at large , or any individual
in it , is a criterio n of iniquity—Go ld
smith .

N othing is rarer than real goodness .
Ro chefoucauld.

Goodness thinks no ill where no ill
seems—Milton .

To an honest mind , the best perqui
sites o f a place are the advantages it

gives for doing good—A ddison
GOOD SEN SE . (See C OMMON

GOSPEL—My heart has always as
sured and reassured me that the gospel
of C hrist must be a Divine reality .

The sermo n on the mount cannot be
merely a human production—This belief
enters into the very depth of my con

science—The whole history of man

proves it .
—Daniel Webster .

All the gospels, in my judgment , date
back to the first century, and are sub

stantially by the authors to whom they
are attributed .

—Renan .

The shifting systems of false religion
are continually changing their places ;
but the gospel of C hrist is the same
forever. While o ther false lights are ex
tinguished ,

this true light ever shineth .

T. L . C uyler.

So comprehensive are the doctrines o f
the gospel

,
that they involve all moral

truth
'

known by man ; so extensive are
the precepts , that they require every vir

tue , and forbid every sin . N othing has
been added

,
either by the labors of phi

IOSOphy or the progress o f human knowl
edge .

Did you ever notice that while the
gospel sets before us a higher and more
blessed heaven than any other religion ,

GOSSIP

its hell is also deeper and darker than
any other ?—Warren .

I search in vain in history to
‘

find the
similar to Jesus C hrist, or anything
which can approach the gospel . -N either
history, nor humanity, nor the ages, nor
nature , Offer me anything with which I
am able to compare o r explain it .

There is nothing there which is not be
yond the march o f events and above the
human mind—What happiness it g ives
to those who believe it ! What marvels
there which those admire who reflect
upon it l—N apo leon.

God writes the gospel not in the
Bible alone , but on trees

,
and flowers ,

and clouds, and stars—Luther.

The gospel is tlfe fulfillment of all
hopes

,
the perfection\o f all philosophy,

the interpreter of all revelations , and a
key to all the seeming contradictions of
truth in the physical and moral world
Hugh Miller.

We can learn nothing of the go spel
except by feeling its truths . There are
some sciences that may be learned by
the head , but the science of C hrist cruci
fied can only be learned by the heart
Spurgeon .

The gospel in all its doctrines and
duties appears infinitely superior to any
human composition—It has no mark of
human ignorance, imperfection , or sin
fulness , but bears the signature of divine
wisdom , authority , and importance , and
is most worthy of the supreme at tention
and regard of all intelligent creatures
Emmons .

There is not a book on earth so fa
vorab le to all the kind and to all the
sublime affections, or so unfriendly to
hatred , persecution, tyranny, inj ustice ,
and every sort of malevolence as the
gospel .—It breathes, throughout , only
mercy, benevolence , and peace .

—Bea ttie .

GOSSIP .
—(See “TATTLING .

'

Gossip has been well defined as put
t in
gi
two and two together

,
and making

it ve .

I hold it to be a fact , that if all per
sons knew what each said of the other,
there would not be four friends in the
world—Pascal .
N ews-hunters have great leisure , with

little thought ; much petty ambition to

be thought intelligent
,
without any

other pretension than being able to com
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municate what they have j ust learned .

Zimmermann .

When of a gossipping
. circle it was

asked “What are they doing ? the an

swer was
,
Swapping lies .”

There is a set of malicious , prating ,
prudent gossips

,
both male and female ,

who murder characters to kill time ; and
will rob a young fellow o f his good name
before he has years to know the value
of it—Sheridan .

Fire and sword are but
.

slow engines
of destruction in comparison With the
babbler .—Steele .

Truth is not exciting enough to those
who depend on the characters and lives
of their neighbors for all their amuse
ment . —Bonoroft.
An empty brain and a tattling tongue

are very apt to go together ; the most
silly and trivial items of news or scandal
fill the former and are retailed by the
latter.
Gossip , pretending to have the eyes o f

an Argus , has all the blindness of a bat
"

.

-0 uida.

In private life I never knew any one

interfere with
.

other people’s disputes but
that he hearti ly repented of it .

—C arlyle .

Let the greatest part Of the news tho u
hearest be the least part of What thou
believest

,
lest the greatest part o f what

thou believest be the least part of what
is true . Where lies are easily admitted ,
the father of lies will not easily be kept
out .
—Quarles .

Gossip is the henchman of run
’

for and
scandal .—Feuillet.
Gossip is always a personal confession

either of malice or imbecility , and the
young should no t only shun it , but by
the most thorough culture relieve them
selves from all temptation to it .

- It is
a low, frivolous , and too often a dirty
business—J . G . Ho lland.

Tale bearers are just as bad as tale
makers—Sheridan .

Narrow-minded and ignorant persons
talk about persons and no t things ; hence
gossip is the bane and disgrace of so
large a portion of society .

As to people saying a few idle words
about us

, we must not mind that any
more than the Old church steeple minds

ga
b

le
rooks cawing about it .

—George
io t.

GOVERNMEN T .
—(See STATESMAN

They that govern most make least
noise . In rowing a barge

,
they that do

drudgery work, slash , puff, and sweat ;
but he that governs , sits quietly at the
stern , and scarce is seen to stir.—Selden .

N o matter what theory of the origin
of government

.you adopt, if you follow
it out to its legitimate conclusions it will
bring you face to face with the moral
law .
—H . J . Van Dyke .

The less government we have the bet
ter—the fewer laws and the less confided
power. The antidote to this abuse of
formal government is the influence of

private character, the growth o f the in
dividual .—Emerson .

Men well governed
-

“

should seek after
no other liberty, for there can be no

greater liberty than a good government .
-Sir W. Raleigh .

When men put their trust in God and
in knowledge , the government of the
maj ority is, in the end , the government
of the Wise and good .

—Spa lding .

While just government protects all in
their religious rites

,
true religion affords

government its surest support—Wash
ington .

The best o f all governments is that
which teaches us to govern ourselves .

G oethe .

N o government ought to exist for the
purpose of checking the prosperity o f its
people or to allow such a principle in
its policy—Burke .

The less of
“

government the better
,
if

society be kept in peace and prosperity .

m C hanning.

That is the most perfect government
undeg which a wrong to the humblest is
an affront to all . - So lon .

Go vernment is not mere advice ; it is
authority, with power to enforce its laws .

-Washington .

The principal foundation of all states
is in good laws and good arms—Machia

velli.

The punishment suffered by the wise
who refuse to take part in the govern
ment , is to

‘

live under the government
o f bad men—Plato .

Government is o nly a necessary evil ,
like other go-carts and crutches—Our
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need of it shows exactly how far we are
still children—All overmuch governing
kills the self-help and energy of the
governed—Wendell Phillips .

A man must first govern himself ere
he is fit to govern a family ; and his fam
ily ere he be fit to bear the government
of the commonwealth—Sir W. Raleigh .

In all governments , there must of ne
cessity be both the law and the sword ;
laws without arms would give us not
liberty

,
but licentiousness ; and arms

without laws would produce not subj ee
tion

,
but slavery—C o lton .

The proper function of a government
is to make it easy for the people to do
good , and difficult for them to do evil .
- G ladstone .

A king may be a tool , a thing of

straw ; but if he serves to frighten our

enemies
,
and secure our property, it is

well enough ; a scarecrow is a thing o f

straw
,
but it protects the corn—Pope .

It is a dangerous thing to try new ex
periments in a government ; men do not
foresee the ill consequences that must
happen

,
when they seek to alter the es

sential parts of it upon which the whole
frame depends ; for all governments are
artificial things

,
and every part of them

has a dependence one upon another.

It is an easy work to govern Wise
men

,
but to govern fools or madmen , a

continual slavery . It is from the blind
zeal and stupidity cleaving to supersti

tion
,
it is from the ignorance , rashness,

and rage attending faction , that so many
mad and sanguinary evils have destroyed
men

,
dissolved the best governments ,

and thinned the greatest nations—C o l
ton .

Other things being equal , that is the
best government which most liberally
lets its subj ect or citizen alone .

Through the Whole range of autho rity
he governs best who governs least .—A .

Phelps .

Refined policy ever has been the par
ent of confusion , and ever will be so ,
as long as the world endures . Plain good
intention

,
which is as easily discovered

at the first view as fraud is surely de
tected at last , is of no mean force in
the government of mank ind . Genuine
simplicity of heart is a healing and cc

menting principle—Burke .

GOVERNMENT

The repose o f nations cannot be secure
without arms ; armies cannot be main
tained without pay ; nor can the pay be
produced except by taxes—Tacitus .

The surest way to prevent seditions is
to take away the matter of them ; for
if there be fuel prepared

,
it is hard to

tell whence the spark shall come that
shall set it on fire .

—Bacon .

It is necessary for a senator to be
thoroughly acquainted with the constitu
tion ; and this is a knowledge of the most
extensive nature ; a matter of science ,
o f diligence , of reflection , without which
no senator can possibly be fit for his
Office—C icero .

He who forms
.

the mind of
.

a prince ,
and implants in h im-

g ood prinCiples, may
see the precepts he ad inculcated ex
tend through a large p rtion of h is sub

jects .
—Antigonus .

This nation , under God, shall have a
new birth o f freedom , that government
of the people , by the people , for the
people , shall not perish from the earth .

—Abraham Linco ln .

Politics resemble religion ; attempting
to divest either of ceremony is the most
certain method of bringing either into
contempt . The weak must have their
inducements to admiration as well as
the wise ; and it is the business of a
sensible government to impress all ranks
with a sense of subordination , whether
this be effected by a diamond

,
or a vir

tuons edict , a sumptuary law, or a glass
necklace—Go ldsmith .

God demands of th ose who manage
the affairs of government that they
should be courageously true to the in
terests o f the people

,
and the Ruler of

the universe will require of them a strict
account of their stewardship—Grover
C leve land.

Government is a contrivance o f human
wisdom to provide for human wants
Burke .

N o government can be free that does
not allow all its citizens to participate
in the formation and execution o f her
laws—Every other government is a
despotism .

—Thaddeus Stevens .

Of all governments , that o f the mob
i s the most sanguinary ; that of soldiers
the most expensive ; and that of civilians
the most vexatious .

—C o lton .
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relations are miserable , and doomed to
ruin—C arlyle .

It is among the evils
,
and perhaps not

the smallest, of democratic governments ,
that the people must feel before they
will see—When this happens, they are
roused to action .

—Hence it is that th ose
kinds of government are too slow .

Washington .

When Tarquin the Proud was asked
What was the best mode of governing a
conquered city

,
he replied only by beat

ing down with his staff all the tallest
poppies in his garden—Livy .

It is better for a city to be governed
by a good man than even by good laws .
—Aristo tle .

N othing will ruin the country if the
people themselves will undertake its
safety ; and nothing can save it if they
leave that safety in any hands but their
own—Daniel Webster.

For forms of government let fools con
test .—That which is best administered is
best .—Pope .

It may pass for a maxim in state ,
that the administration cannot be placed
in too few hands, nor the legislation in
too many—Swift.
Few consider how much we are in
debted to government , because few can

represent how wretched mankind would
be without it .

—Addison .

When any of the four pillars of gov
ernment , religion , justice , counsel , and
treasure , are mainly shaken or weak
ened

,
men had need to pray for fair

weather.—Bacon.

Al l free governments , whatever their
name

,
are in reality governments by

public opinion ; and it is on the quality
of this public opinion that their pros
perity depends—J. R . Lowell .

GRACE . What is grace ? ” was

asked of an o ld colored man , who , for
over forty years , had been a slave .

“
Grace ,

” he replied
,

“is what I should
call giving something for nothing .

The king-becoming graces are j ustice ,
verity, temperance , stableness , bounty,
perseverance

,
mercy, lowliness , devotion ,

patience , courage , fortitude —Shake
speare .

Let grace and goodness be the princi
pal loadstone of thy affections . For love
which hath ends , will have an end ;
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whereas that which is
o

founded on true
virtue

,
Wi ll always continue—Dryden .

Whatever is graceful is virtuous , and
whatever is Virtuous is graceful .—I7icero .

The C hristian graces are like per
fumes

,
the more they are pressed, the

sweeter they smell ; l ike stars that shine
brightest in the dark ; like trees which ,
the more they are shaken, the deeper
root they take , and the more fruit they
bean—Beaumont.

That word Grace , in an ungracious
mouth

,
is profane—Shakespeare .

Virtue
,
Wisdom ,

-i
\
goodness, and real

worth
,
l ike the loadstone , never lose

their power . These are the true graces ,
which are linked hand in hand , because
it is by their influence that human hearts
are so firmly united

\
to each other

Burton .

Grace is but glory begun, and glory
is but grace perfected—Jonathan Ed

wards .

God appoints our graces to be nurses
to other men’s weaknesses—H . W.

Beecher.

The growth o f grace is like the polish
ing of metals. There is first an opaque
surface ; by and by you see a Spark
darting out , then a strong light ; till at
length it sends back a perfect image of

the sun that shines upon it .
—Payson .

Thefe is no such way to attain to
greater measure Of grace as for a man
to l ive up to the l ittle grace he has
Brooks.

Grace comes into the soul , as the
morning sun into the world ; first a
dawning ; then a light ; and at last the
sun in his full and excellent brightness .

—T. Adams .

You pray for the graces of faith and
hope and love ; but prayer alone will
not bring them .

—They must be wrought
in you through labor and patience and
suffering—They are not kept put up in
bottles for us, to be had for the mere
asking ; they must be the outgrowth of
the life—Prayer for them will be
swered, but God will have us work out

each one in the way of duty .
—H. W.

Beecher.

The being of grace must go before the
increase of it ; for there is no growth
without life

,
and no building without a

foundation .
—Lavington .
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As grace is first from G od, so it is
continually from him , as much as light
is all day long from the sun , as well as
at first dawn or at sun-rising .

—Jonathan
Edwards .

As heat is opposed to cold
,
and light

to darkness, so grace is opposed to sin .

—Fire and water may as well agree in
the same vessel , as grace and sin in the
same heart . —T. Brooks .

GRACEFULNESS.
-Grace is to the

body, what good sense is to the mind .

Ro chefoucauld.

A graceful and pleasing figure is a
perpetual letter of recommendation .

Bacon .

Gracefulness has been defined to be
the outward expression of the inward
harmony Of the soul . -Hazlitt.

Al l the
"

actions and attitudes of chil
dren are graceful because they are the
Offspring of the moment , without affec

tation , and free from all pretense .

Fuseli.

How inimitably graceful children are
before they learn to dance—C o leridge .

It is graceful in a man to think and
speak with propriety , to act with de
liberation

,
and in every occurrence o f

l ife to find out and persevere in the
truth—C icero .

GRATITUDE . (See THANKFUL

.Gratitude is not only the memory , but
the homage of the heart—rendered to
God for his goodness—N . P . Willis .

If I only have the will to be grateful ,
I am so .

—Seneca.

In noble hearts the feeling of grati
tude has all the ardo r of a passion .

Poincelo t.

A grateful thought toward heaven is
of itself a prayer .—Lessing .

C icero calls gratitude the mother of

virtues
,
the most capital of all duties ,

and uses the words grateful and good as
synonymous terms

,
inseparably united in

the same character .—Ba.te .

Gratitude to God makes even a tem
poral blessing a taste of heaven—Ro

maine .

Our thanks sho uld be as fervent for
mercies received , as

.

our petitions for
mercies sought—C . Simmons .

He that urges gratitude pleads the

GRAT ITUDE

cause both of God and men
,
for with

out it we can neither be sociable nor

religious—Seneca .

He enj oys much who is thankful for
l ittle ; a grateful mind is both a great
and a happy mind—Seeker.

He who receives a benefit should
’

never

forget it ; he who bestows should never
remember it .

- C harron .

To the generous mind the heaviest
debt is that of gratitude , when it is not
in our power to repay it .

—Franklin .

He who acknowledges a kindness has
it still , and he who has a grateful sense
of it has requited it .

—C icero .

When I find a great deal of gratitude
in a poor man

, I take it for granted there
would be as much generosity if he were
rich—Pope .

There is as
.

much greatness of mind
in acknowledging a good turn , as in do
ing it .

—Seneca .

Those who make us happy are always
thankful to us for being so ; their grati
tude is the reward of their benefits
Mad. Swetchine.

We can be thankful to a friend for a
few acres or a little money ; and yet for
the freedom and command of the whole
earth , and fo r the great benefits o f our

being
,
our life , health , and reason , we

look upon ourselves as under no Obliga
tion—Seneca .

O Lord , who lends me life , lend me a
heart replete with thankfulness .—Shake
speare .

From David learn to give thanks for
everything .

—Every furrow in the Book
of Psalms is sown with the seeds o f
thanksgiving—Jeremy Taylor.

metaphysi cian ever felt the defi
ciency Of language so much as the grate
ful .—C o lton .

God is pleased with no music below
so much as with the thanksgiving songs
o f relieved widows and supported or

phans ; of rej oicing
,
comforted

,
and

thankful persons—Jeremy Tay lor.

Epicurus says, gratitude is a virtue
that has commonly profit annexed to it .”

And where is the virtue that has not ?
But still the virtue is to be valued for
itself, and not for the profit that attends
it .

—Seneca .

Gratitude to God should be as habit
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ual as the reception of mercies is con

stant
,
as ardent as the number of them

is great
, as devout as the riches of divine

grace and goodness is incomprehensible .

Gratitude is a virtue most deified and
yet mo st deserted ; it is the ornament of
rhetoric and the libel of practical life .

J. W. Forney .

It is another’s fault if he be ungrate
ful

,
but it is mine if I do not give—To

find one thankful man , I will oblige a
great many that are not so .

—Seneca .

The gratitude of place-expectants is a
lively sense of future favors—Walpo le .

He who remembers the benefits of his
parents is too much occupied with h is
recollections to remember their faults .
Be

'

ranger.

If gratitude is due from children to
their earthly parent

,
how much more is

the gratitude of the great family of men

due to our father in heaven—H . Ballou .

GRAVE —A grave
,
wherever found ,

preaches a short and pithy sermon to
the soul—Haw thorne .

Earth ’s highest station ends in Here
he lies and “Dust to dust ” concludes
the noblest songs—Young.

The grave buries every erro r, covers
every defect , extinguishes every resent
ment—From its peaceful bosom Spring
none but fond regrets and tender reco l
lections—Who can look down upon the
grave of an enemy , and not feel a com
punctious throb that he should have
warred with the poor handful o f dust
that lies mOldering before him .

—Wash

ington Irving.

It is sadness to sense to look to the
grave ,

.

but gladness to faith to look be
yond it .

A C hristian graveyard is a cradle ,
where , in the quiet motions o f the globe,
Jesus rocks his Sleeping children—By
and by he will wake them from their
slumber

,
and in the arms of angels they

shall be translated to the skies—G . B.

C heever.

An angel ’s arm can’t snatch me from
the grave ; legions of angels can’t con

fine me there—Young.

The disciples found angels at the grave
of him they loved , and -we should al

ways find them
,
too

,
but that our eyes

GRAVITY

are too full o f tears for seeing—H. W.

Beecher.

All along the pathway of l ife are
tombstones , by the side of which we

have promised to strive for Heaven .

The churchyard is the market-place
where all things are rated at their; true
value, and those who are approaching it
talk of the world and its vanities with
a wisdom unknown before—Baxter.

When I look upon the tombs of the
great, every emotion of envy dies within
me ; when I read the epitaphs of the
beautiful , every ino rdinate desire goes

We go to the grave of a friend , say
ing,

“
A man is dead,

” but angels throng
about him , saying ,

“A man is born .

”

H . W. Beecher.

We weep over the graves of
and the little ones taken from us by
death ; but an early grave may be the
shortest way to heaven .

—Tryo
wards .

Of all the pulpits from which the hu
man voice is ever sent forth

,
there is

none from which it reaches so far as
from the grave—Ruskin .

0 how small a portion of earth will
hold us when we are dead , who am
b itiously seek after the whole world
while we are living—Philip of Macedon .

The ancients feared death ; we , thanks
to C hristianity, fear only dying .

-Guesses
at Truth .

I l ike that ancient Saxon phrase which
calls the burial ground God’s acre l
It is just ; it consecrates each grave
within its walls , and breathes a benison
over the sleeping dust—Longfellow .

Only the actions of the just smell
sweet and blossom in the dust .—Shirley .

GRAVITY .
—Gravity is only the bark

of wisdom ; but it preserves it .
—C on

fucius .

To o much gravity argues a shallow
mind—Lavater.

Those wanting wit
'

affect gravity
,
and

go by the name of solid men—Dryden .

Gravity is a mysterious carriage of the
body , invented to cover the defects o f
the mind—Ro chefoucauld.

The very essence of assumed gravity
is design , and consequently deceit ; a
taught trick to gain credit with the world
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There never was any heart truly great
and gracio us

,
that was not also tender

and compassionate .
—South .

The superiority of some men is merely
local . They are great because their as
sociates are little — .Johnson

A nation’s greatness resides not in
her material resources , but in her will ,
faith , intelligence , and moral forces .
J . M . Hoppin

N ot a day passes over the earth but
men and women o f no note do great
deeds

,
speak great words

,
and suffer noble

sorrows . Of these obscure heroes
,
phi

losophers, and martyrs the greater part
will never be known till that hour when
many that were great shall be small , and
the small great .—C harles Reade .

A great man may be the personifi
tion and type of the epoch for which
God destines him , but he is never its
creator .
N 0 man has come to true greatness

who has not felt in some degree that his
life belongs to his race

,
and that what

God gives him he gives him for man
kind—Phillips Brooks.

The greatest men in all ages have been
lovers o f their kind—All true leaders
of men have it .

—Faith in men and love
to men are unfailing marks of true great
ness .

If I am asked who is the greatest
man ? I answer the best , and if I am
required to say who is the best ? I reply
he that has deserved mo st of his fellow
creatures—Sir William Jones .

It is easy in the world to live after
the world’s opinion—it is easy in soli
tude to l ive after your own ; but the
great man is he who , in the midst of the
world , keeps with perfect sweetness the
independence of solitude—Emerson .

In estimating the greatness of great
men , the inverted law of the physical
stands for the intellectual and spiritual
nature—the fo rmer is lessened by dis
tance , the latter increased—Schopen
hauer.

Great men are the commissioned
guides of mank ind, who rule their fel
lows because they are wiser —C arly le .

The theory that a great man is merely
the product of his age , is rej ected by
the common sense and common observa
tion of mankind—The power that guides

GREATNESS

large masses o f men, and shapes the
channels in which the energies of a great
people flow, is something more

‘
x than a

mere aggregate of derivative forces . It
is a compound product , in which the
genius o f the man is one element , and
the Sphere opened to him by the char
acter of his age and the institutions Of
his country, is another . -G . S. Hillard.

N othing can be truly great which is
not right—Johns on .

Great men Often o btain their ends by
means beyond the grasp of vulgar intel
lect

,
and even by methods diametrically

Opposite to those which the multitude
would pursue . But , to effect this , be
speaks as profound a knowledge of mind
as that phiIOSOpher/ evinced of matter ,
who first produced ice by the agency o f

heat .—C o lton .

If the title of great man ought to be
reserved for him who cannot be charged
with an indiscretion or a vice ; who

spent his life in establishing the inde
pendence ,

the glory
,
and durable pros

perity of his country ; who succeeded in
all that he undertook, and who se suc

cesses were never won at the expense of
honor, j ustice , integrity , or by the sac
rifice of a single principle—this title will
not be denied to Washington—Sparks .

A great , a good , and a right mind is a
kind of divinity lodged in flesh

,
and may

be the blessing of a Slave as well as of
a prince : it came from heaven , and to
heaven it must return ; and it is a kind
o f heavenly felicity

,
which a pure and

virtuous mind enj oys
,
in some

'

degree
,

even upon earth—Seneca .

In life we shall find many men that
are great , and some men that are good ,
but very few men that are both great
and good—C o lton .

The great men of the earth are but
marking stones on the road of human
i ty ; they are the priests of its religion .

Subtract from the great man all that
he owes to opportunity, all that he owes
to chance , and al l that he has gained by
the wisdom of his friends and the folly
of his enemies , and the giant will often
be seen to be a pigmy .

-C o lton .

Distinction is the consequence
,
never

the obj ect , of a great mind Washing
ton Allston .

However brilliant an action may be ,
it
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ought not to pass fo r great when it is
no t the result of a great design—Ro che

foucauld.

N othing can make a man truly great
but being truly good , and partaking of

G od’s holiness—M . Henry .

Everything great is not always good ,
but all good things are great .—Demos

thenes .

There is but one metho d , and that is
hard labor ; and a man who will not pay
that price for greatness had better at
once dedicate himself to the pursuit of

the fox, or to talk of bullocks , and glory
in the goad .

-Sydney Smith .

The reason why great men meet with
so little pity or attachment in adversity ,
would seem to be this : the friends of a
great man were made by his fortune , his
enemies by himself

, and revenge is a
much more punctual paymaster than
gratitude—C o lton .

G reat men never make bad use of

their superiority ; they see it , and feel
it

,
and are not less modest . The more

they have
,
the more they know their own

deficiencies—Rousseau.

He who is great when he falls is great
in his prostration , and is no more an

obj ect of contempt than when men tread
on the ruins of sacred buildings , which
men of piety venerate no less than if
they stood—Seneca .

T imes of general calamity and con
fusion have ever been productive of the
greatest minds . The purest ore is pro
duced from the hottest furnace , and the
brightest thunderbolt is elicited ' from
the darkest storm .

—C o lton .

The truly great consider first , how
they may gain the approbation of G od ;
and secondly

,
that of their own con

science ; having done this , they would
then willingly conciliate the good opin
ion of their fellowmen .

—C o lton .

Great souls are no t those which have
less passion and more virtue than com

mon souls
,
but only those which have

greater designs—Ro chefoucauld.

A great mind may change its obj ects ,
but it cannot relinquish them ; it must
have something to pursue ; variety is its
relaxation

,
and amusement its repose .

C o lton .

Men in great place are thrice serv
ants ; servants of the sovere ign o r state ,

GREATNESS

servants of fame , and servants of busi
ness ; so that they have no freedom

,

neither in their persons, in their actions,
nor in their times—It is a strange de
sire to seek power over others

,
and to

lose power over a man’s self—Bacon .

He is great who can do What he
wishes ; he is wise who wishes to do
what he can .

—Ifland.

A solemn and religious regard to spirit
ual and eternal things is an indispensable
element of all true greatness—Daniel

Webster.

The difference between one man and
another is by no means so great as the
superstitious crowd supposes—But the
same feelings which in ancient Rome
produced the apotheosis of a popular
emperor

,
and in modern times the can

onization of a devout prelate , lead men
to cherish an illusion which furnishes

t
hem with something to adore—Macau

ay .

He is great enough that is his own

master .

—Bp . Hall .

Great minds , l ike heaven , are pleased
in doing good

,
tho ugh the ungrateful sub

jects of their favors are barren in re

turn—Rowe .

What millions died that C aesar might
be great .

—C ampbell .
High stations tumult , no t bliss create .

—N one think the great unhappy, but
the great—Young.

The most substantial glory of a coun
try is in its virtuous great men—Its
prosperity will depend on its docility to
learn from their example—Fisher Ames .

Great is he who enjoys his earthen
ware as if it were plate , and not less
great is the man to whom all his plate
is n o more than earthenware—Seneca .

Some are born great ; some achieve
greatness ; and some have greatness
thrust upon them .

—Shakespeare .

Since by your greatness you are
nearer heaven in place

,
be nearer it in

goodness .

There never was yet a truly great man

that was not at the same time truly V ir

tuous—Franklin .

It is to be
'

lamented that great char
acters are seldom without a blot . —Wash

ington .

The world cannot do without great
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men
,
but great men are very trouble

some to the world—Goethe .

He is not great , who is not greatly
good—Shakespeare .

Great men lose somewhat of their
greatness by being near us ; ordinary
men gain much —Landon

Speaking generally, no man appears
great to his contemporaries , for the same
reason that no man is great to his serv
ants—both kn ow too much Of him .

C o lton .

There never was a great institution or

a great man
,
that did no t , sooner or

later
,
receive the reverence of mankind .

-Theodore Parker.

Great minds must be ready not only
to take opportunities, but to make them .

—C o lton .

Great men undertake great things b e
cause they are great ; fools , because they
think them easy .

—Vauvenargues .

He who comes up to his own idea of

greatness , must always have had a very
low standard of it in his mind—Ruskin .

The man who does his work , any
work , conscientiously , must always be in
one sense a great man—Mulock.

In the truly great
,
virtue governs with

a scepter of knowledge and wisdom .

Sir P . Sidney .

Greatness lies not inbeing strong , but
in the right using of strength—H . W.

Beecher.

GRIEF.
—N ever does a man know the

force that is in him till some mighty
affection or grief has humanized the soul .

-F. W. Robertson .

There is no greater grief than to re

member days of j oy when misery is at
hand—Dante .

Sorrow ’s crown of sorrow is remember
ing happ ier things—Tennyson .

G reat grief makes sacred those upon
whom its hand is laid—Joy may ele
vate

,
ambition glorify

,
but only sorrow

can consecrate .
—Horace Greeley .

Light griefs are plaintive
,
but great

ones are dumb—Seneca .

Every one can master a grief but he
that hath it .

—Shakespeare .

N o grief is so acute but that time
ameliorates it .

—C icero .

Time is the great comforter of grief,

GRIEF

but the agency by which it works is
exhaustion—L . E . Landon .

Moderate lamentation is the
x

‘

right of
the dead ; excessive grief the enemy of
the liv1ng .

—Shakespeare .

If the internal griefs of every man
could be read , written on his fo rehead

,

how many who now excite envy
,
would

appear to be obj ects of pity?—Metas

tasto .

Who fails to grieve when just occasion
calls, or grieves too much , deserves not
to be blest : inh uman

,
or effeminate

, h is
heart .—Young .

Grief should be like j oy
,
maj estic

, se

date , confirming, cleansing
,
equable

,

making free , strong to consume small
troubles , to command great thoughts,
grave thoughts, thoughts lasting to the
end—De Vere .

Well has it been said that there is no
grief like the grief which does not speak .

—Longfellow .

Some grief shows much o f love ; but
much of grief shows still some want of
wit—Shakespeare .

Grief knits two hearts in closer bonds
than happiness ever can ; common suffer
ings are far stronger links than common
j oys .
—Lamartine .

Excess of grief for the dead is mad
ness ; for it is an injury to the living ,
and the dead know it not .—Xenophon .

Why destroy present happiness by a
distant misery which may never come at
all

,
or you may never live to see it ?

Every substantial grief has twenty shad
ows

, and most of them shadows of your
own making—Sydney Smith .

While grief is fresh , every attempt to
divert only irritates—You must wait
till it be digested

,
and then amusement

will dissipate the remains of it .
—John

son .

Grief hallows hearts even while it
ages heads—Bailey .

Sorrow’s best antidote is employment .
—Young.

Give sorrow words—The grief that
does not speak , whispers the o

’
erfraught

heart , and bids it break—Shakespeare .

Bion seeing a person who was tearing
the hair off h is head for sorrow , said ,
Does this man think that baldness is
a remedy for grief ? ”
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with the commission of his crime came
the sense o f h is nakedness—Simms .

Though it Sleep long , the venom o f

great guilt , when death , or danger, or

detection comes
,
will bite the spirit

fiercely —Shakespeare .

Guilt once harbored in the conscious
breast

,
intimidates the brave , degrades

the great—Johnson .

Guilt is the source of sorrow , the
avenging fiend

,
that follows us behind

with whips and stings—Rowe .

The guilt being great , the fear doth
still exceed—Shakespeare .

The greatest incitement to
.

guilt is the
hope of sinning with impunity — C icero .

Guiltiness will speak though tongues
were out of use—Shakespeare .

Oh
,
that pang

,
where more than mad

ness lies
,
the worm that will not Sleep ,

and never dies—Byron .

Oh , what a state is guilt ! how wild ,
how wretched , when apprehension can

form nought but fears , and we distrust
security itself . —Havard.

The consequences of o ur crimes long
survive their commission , and, l ike the
ghosts of the murdered , forever haunt
the steps of the malefactor.—Walter

Sco tt.

Suspicion always haunts the guilty
mind ; the thief doth fear each bush an

oflicer .

—Shakespeare .

Beside one deed of guilt , how blest is
guileless woe l—Bulwer.

Let wickedness escape
, as it may at

the bar , it
‘

never fails of doing j ustice
upon itself ; for every guilty person is
h is own hangman .

—Seneca .

Fraud and falsehood are his weak and
treacherous allies

, and he lurks trem
bling in the dark, dreading every ray o f

l ight , lest it should discover him , and
give him up to shame and punishment .

They who engage in iniquitous designs
miserably deceive themselves when they
think they will go so far and no far
ther ; one fault begets another ; one crime
renders another necessary ; and thus
they are impelled continually downward
into a depth of guilt , which at the com
mencement of their career they would
have died rather than have incurred .

Southey .

HABIT

The sin lessens in the guilty one ’s esti
mation

,
only as the gui lt increase s

Schiller.

GYMN ASTIC S—The exercise of all
the muscles of the body in their due
proportion is one great secret of health
and comfort as well as of strength ,

and
th e full development of manly vigor
W. Hall .

Gymnastics open the chest , exercise the
l imbs

,
and give a man all the pleasure

of bo xing , without the blows . I could
wish that learned men would lay out

the time they employ in controversies
and disputes about nothing

,
in this

method of fighting with their own shad
ows . It might conduce very much to
evaporate the spleen , which makes them
uneasy to the public as well as to them
selves—Addison .

HABIT How use doth breed a habit
in a man—Shakespeare .

Any act often repeated soon forms a
habit ; and habit allowed, steadily gains
in strength—At first it may be but as

the spider’s web
,
easily broken through

,

but if not resisted it soon binds us with
chains of steel—Tryon Edwards .

We first make our habits, and then
our habits make us.

All habits gather
,
by unseen degrees

,

as brooks make rivers , rivers run to
seas—Dryden .

Habit is a cable—We weave a thread
of it every day, and at last we cannot
break it .

—H . Mann .

If an idiot were to tell you the same

story every day for a year , you would
end by believing him .

—Burke .

Habit is the deepest law of human na

ture—C arly le .

Habit is either the best of servants
,

or the worst of masters .
—Emmons .

The habit of virtue canno t be formed
in the closet ; good habits are formed by
acts of reason in a persevering struggle
with temptation—B. Gilpin .

In a maj ority of things habit is a
greater plague than ever affl icted Egypt .
- In religious character it is a grand
felicity—John Foster.

C harity should be the habit of our

estimates ; kindness of our feelings ; b e
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nevolence of our aflections ; cheerfulness
of our social intercourse ; generosity of
our l iving ; improvement of our prog
ress ; prayer of our desires ; fidelity of

our self-examination ; being and doing
good of our entire life .

When we have practised good actions
awhile , they become easy ; when they
are easy, we take pleasure in them ; when
they please us, we do them frequently ;
and then

,
by frequency of act , they grow

into a habit .—Tillo tson .

The chains of habit are generally too
small to be felt until they are too strong
to be broken—Johnson .

As character to be used for eternity
must be formed in time and in good
time

, so good habits to be used for hap
piness in this life must be formed early ;
and then they will be a treasure to be
desired in the house of the wise , and
an oil of life in their dwellings—G . B.

C heever.

We are all the time following the influences which will presently be o ur rul

ers ; we are making our own destiny .

We are choosing our habits , our associ
ates , our traits , our homes . In time
these acquire a power over us which en

slaves our will , and from them we neither
will nor can break loose .

—H . L . Way

land.

Habits are to the soul what the veins
and arteries are to the blo od , the courses
in which it moves—Horace Bushnell .

Habit , if not resisted , soon becomes
necessity .

-Augustine .

The phrases that men hear or repeat
continually

,
end by b ecoming convic

tions and ossify the organs of intelli
gence—Goethe .

I trust everything , under God, to

habit
,
upon which

,
in all ages , the law

giver as well as the schoolmaster has
mainly placed his reliance ; habit which
makes everything easy, and casts all dif
ficulties upon the deviation from the
wonted course . Make sobriety a habit ,
and intemperance will be hateful and
hard ; make prudence a habit , and reck
less profligacy will be as contrary to the
nature of the child, grown to be an

adult , as the most atrocious crimes are
to any of your lordships . G ive a child A large part Of C hI‘l Stlan Virtue 00 11

the habit o f sacredly regarding the truth , Sists in good habits—Paley .

of carefully respecting the property o f Habits are the petrefaction of feel
others, of scrupulously abstaining from ings—L . E . Landon .

all acts of improvidence which can

involve him in distress, and he will
j ust as l ikely think of rushing into an

element in which he cannot breathe ,
as of lying , or cheating , or stealing .

Brougham .

If we would know who is the mo st de
graded and wretched of human beings ,
look for a man who has practised a vice
so long that he curses it and yet clings
to it ; that he pursues it because he feels
a great law of his nature driving him
on toward it but reaching it , knows that
it will gnaw his heart

,
and make him

roll himself in the dust with anguish .

There are habits, no t only of drinking ,
swearing

,
and lying

,
but of every mo di

fication of action , Speech , and thought .

Man is a bundle of habits ; in a word ,
there is not a quality or function , either
of body or mind , which does not feel
the influence of this great law of ani

mated nature—Paley .

Habit , to which all of us are more o r

less Slaves—Fontaine .

In early childhood you may lay the
foundation of poverty or riches , industry
or idleness

,
good or evil , by the habits

to which you train y our children . Teach
them right habits then , and their future
life is safe .

Habits , though in their commencement
like the filmy line of the Spider , trem
bling at every breeze , may ,

in the e nd,

prove as links of tempered steel , bind
ing a deathless being to eternal felicity
or woe .

—Mrs . Sigourney .

There is one feature in the law of

habit which is so import ant , so uniformly
sure in its operation , and in some of its
bearings so almost fearful , that it sho uld
be remembered by all—It is this , that
s tir

-

p ower of passive sensation is weak
ened by the repetition of impressions ;
and that

,
just as certainly , our active

propensities are strengthened by the
repetition of actions—Tryon Edwards .

Bad habits are as infectious by exam
ple as the plague itself is by contact .

Fielding.

Habit is ten times nature .
—Welling

ton
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Habits work more constantly and
with greater force than reason , which ,
when we have most need o f it , is seldom
fairly consulted , and more rarely obeyed .

—Locke .

Refrain to night , and that Shall lend a
kind of easiness to the next abstinence ;
the next more easy ; for use almo st can

change the stamp of nature , and either
curb the devil or throw him out with
wondrous potency .

—Shakespeare .

Habit
,
if wisely and sk illfully formed ,

becomes truly a second nature ; but un
skillfully and unmethodically directed ,
it will be as it were the ape of nature ,
which imitates nothing to the life , but
only clumsily and awkwardly —Bacon .

Habit with him was all the test of
truth ; it must be right , I

’
ve done it

from my youth .
—C rabbe .

I must think forever : would an eter
nal train o f my usual thoughts be either
worthy of me or useful to me ? I must
feel forever : would an eternal reign of

my present Spirit and desires please or

satisfy me ? I must act forever : would
an eternal course of my habitual conduct
bring happiness, or even bear reflection ?
Habits are soon assumed ; but

‘when
we endeavor

.

to strip them off, it 18 b e
ing flayed alive—C owper.

Sow an act
,
and you reap a habit ;

sow a habit, and you reap a character ;
sow a character, and you reap a destiny .

—G . D . Boardman .

Habit is the b eneficent harness of

routine which enables silly men to live
respectably

, , and unh appy men to live
calmly .

—G eorge E lio t.
Good habits are the best magistrates .

Like flakes o f snow that fall imper
ceptib ly upon the earth , the seemingly
unimportant events of life succeed one

another . —As the snow-flakes gather , so

our habits are formed—N o single flake
that is added to the pile produces a
sensible change—N o single action cre
ates

,
however it may exhibit a man’s

character .

—But as the tempest hurls the
avalanche down the mountain and over
whelms the inhabitant and his habita
tion

,
so passio n , acting on the elements

of mischief which pernicious habits have
brought together , may overthrow the
edifice of truth and virtue—Bentham .

The habits of time are the soul
’s dress

HAIR

Beware of her fair locks , for when she

for eternity—Habit pas ses with its
owner beyond this world into a world
where destiny is determined by \

.charac
ter, and character is the sum and expres
sion of all preceding habit .

—G . B .

C heever.

Long customs are not easily broken ;
he that attempts to change the course
of his own life very often labors in vain .

—Johnson .

Habit is the child of impulse—There
is in human life the period of impulse ,
when habit is nothing ; and there is the
period of habit , when impulse is noth
ing .
—Young persons are creatures of

impulse ; o ld persons are creatures of
habit .

—Almost everything is impulse
with a little nothing can be
called habit ; almost everything is habit
in the second childhood of o ld age

,
and

there is very little that can be called
impulse—Impulse is habit in formation ;
habit is impulse fixed—When habit is
once formed , impulse is powerless against
it .

—Indeed all impulse falls into it—It
is

,
l ike a deep and swift and resistless

river, into which an opposing mountain
current may pour with tremendo us mo
mentary shock and agitation , but with
no effect whatever

,
save to increase the

volume , rapidity, and fury of the tide ,
which is turned downward to the sea.

G . B. C heever.

HAIR—The hair is the richest orna
ment of women—Of old , virgins used
to wear it loose , except when they were
in mourning—Luther.

Her head was bare , but for her native
ornament of hair

,
which in a simple knot

was tied ; sweet negligence—unheeded
bait of love—Dryden .

Fair tresses man’s imperial race en

snare, and beauty draws us With a Single
ham—Pope .

By common consent gray hairs are a
crown of glory ; the only obj ect of re

spect that can never excite envy —Ban
croft.

How ill white hairs become a fool and
j ester l—Shakespeare .

Soft hair, on which light drops a dia
dem .

—Massey .

Those curious lo oks , so aptly twined ,

whose every hair a soul doth bind .

C arew .
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out the way that leads to the attainment
o f it . In C icero and Plato , and other
such writers

,

” says Augustine ,
“I meet

with many things acutely said , and
things that excite a certain warmth of
emotio ns , but in none of them do I find
these words

, C ome unto me , all ye that
labor

,
and are heavy laden , and I will

give you rest .
’ —C o leridge .

C all no man happy till y ou know the
end of his life . T ill then , at most , he
can only be counted fortunate—He

rodo tus .

The rays of happiness, l ike those o f

l ight
,
are colorless when unbroken .

Longfellow .

Happiness is dependent on the taste ,
and not on things—It is by having what
we like that We are made happy , not by
having what others think desirable .

Ro chefoucauld.

Human happiness seems to consist in
three ingredients ; action , pleasure , and
indolence . And though these ingredients
ought to be mixed in different propor
tions , according to the disposition o f the
person , yet no one ingredient can be
entirely wanting without destroying in
some measure the relish of the whole
composition—Hume .

Happiness is not the end of l ife ; char
acter is .

—H . W. Beecher .

Happiness is like a sunbeam
,
which

the least shadow intercepts
,
while ad

versity is often as the rain of Spring .

C hinese Proverb .

Happiness is the legitimate fruitage of
lo ve and service . It never comes and
never can come by making it an end

,
and

it is because so many persons mistake
here and seek for it directly ,

instead o f

loving and serving God
,
and thus ob

taining it, that there is so much dis
satisfaction and sorrow .

Set happiness before you as an end,
no matter in what guise of wealth , or

fame , or oblivion even , and yo u will
not attain it .

—But renounce it and seek
the pleasure of God , and that instant is
the birth Of your 'Own .

-A . S. Hardy .

It is only a poor sort of happiness
that could ever come by caring very
much about our own narrow pleasures .
We can only have the highest happiness

,

such as goes along with true greatness ,
by having wide thoughts and much feel
ing for the rest of the world as well as

HAPPINESS

ourselves ; and this sort of happiness
often brings so much pain with it

,
that

we can only tell it from pain byxits be
ing what we would choose before every
thing else , because our souls see it is
good—G eorge Elio t.

Happiness is like the statue of Isis ,
whose veil no mortal ever raised—L . E .

Landon .

If you cannot be happy in one way ,

be in another ; this facility of disposi
tio n wants but little aid from philosophy

,

for health and good humor are almost
the whole affair . Many run about after
felicity , like an absent man hunting for
his hat

,
while it is in his hand or on

his head—Sharp .

There is 'this difference between hap
p iness and wisdom , t t he that thinks
himself the happiest an

,
really is so ;

but he that thinks himself the wisest ,
is generally the greatest fool .—C o lton .

N o person is either so happy or so

unhappy as he imagines .

—Ro chefou
cauld .

We take greater p ains to persuade
others that w e are happy

,
than in en

deavoring to be so ourselves—Go ld
smith .

I see in this world two heaps—one of
happiness , and the other of misery .

N ow , if I can take but the smallest bit
fro m the second , and add it to the first ,
I carry a point . I should be glad in
deed to do great things ; but I will not
neglect such little ones as this—John
N ewton .

False happiness is like false money ;
it passes for a time as well as the true ,
and serves some ordinary occasions ; but
when it is brought to the touch , we find
the lightness and alloy , and feel the loss .

Man courts happiness in a thousand
shapes and the faster he follows it the
swifter it flies from him . Almost every
thing promiseth happiness to us at a
distance , but when we come nearer,
either we fall short o f it , or it falls
short o f our expectation ; and it is hard
to say which of these is the greatest dis
appointment . Our hopes are usually
bigger than the enj oyment can satisfy ;
and an evil long feared , besides that it
may never come , is many times more
painful and troublesome than the evil
itself when it comes—Tillo tson .
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The chief secret of comfort lies in
not suffering trifles to vex us , and in

prudently cultivating our undergrowth
of small pleasures , since very few great
ones

,
alas ! are let on long leases .

Sharp .

Pound St . Paul ’s Church into atoms ,
and consider any single atom ; it is good
for nothing ; but put all these atoms to
gether

,
and you have St . Paul ’s church .

So it is with human felicity , which is
made up of many ingredients , each of

which may be very insignificant—John
son .

There is nothing substantial and satis
factory but the Supreme Good ; in it ,
the deeper we go and the more largely
we drink , the better and happier we
are whereas

,
in outward acquirements , if

we could attain to the summit and per
fection of them ,

the very possession of

the enj oyment palls .

The fountain of content must spring
up in the mind ; and he who has so little
knowledge of human nature as to seek
happiness by changing anything but his
own disposition ,

will waste his life in
fruitless efforts , and multiply the griefs
which he purposes to remove—Johnson .

You traverse the world in search of

happiness
,
which is with in the reach of

every man ; a contented mind confers
it on all—Horace .

If the principles of contentment are
not within us , the height of station

_and
worldly grandeur will as soon add

'

a
cubit to a man ’s stature as to his hap
piness—Sterne .

Know then this truth
,
enough for man

to know , virtue alone is happiness be
low—Pope .

If
.happiness has no t her seat and cen

ter in the breast , we may be wise , o r

rich , or great , but never can be blest .

Burns .

The spider’s most attenuated thread is
cord , is cable to man ’s tender tie on

earthly bliss—it breaks at every breeze .

-Young.

Life is made up , not of great sacri
fices or duties , but of little things

,
in

which smiles and kindness and small ob
ligations , given habitually , are what w in
and preserve the heart and secure com
fort—Sir H . Davy .

Beware What earth calls happiness ; be
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ware all j oys but j oys that never can
expire ; who builds on less than an im
mortal base

,
fond as he seems

,
condemns

his j oys to death—Young .

Fixed to no spot is happiness : ’tis no
where to be found , or everywhere
Pope .

It is no t so much by what we attain
in this life that we are to be made
happy , as by the enlivening hope of what
we Shall reach in

“the world to come .

While a man is stringing a harp
,
he

tries the strings , not for music , but for
construction . When it is finish e d it shall
be played for melodies . God is fashion
ing the human heart for future j oy . He

o nly sounds a string here and there to
see how far his work p has progressed
H . W. Beecher.

Don’t try to be happy .
—Happiness is

a shy nymph , and if you chase her you
will never catch her ; but just go quietly
on in the way of duty and she will come
to you .

—Eliphalet N o tt .

The Greeks said grandly in their tragic
phrase

,
Let no one be called happy till

his death to which I would add
,
Let

no one , till his death , be called unhappy .

”

—E . B. Browning .

It is an inevitable law that a man can
not be happy if he does not live for
something higher than his own happi
ness—He cannot live in or for himself .

-Every desire he has links him with
others—Bulwer.

To communicate happiness is worthy
the ambition of beings superior to man ;

for it is a fi st principle of action with
the autho r o f all existence . It was God
that taught it as a virtue ; and it is G od
that gives the example .

—Langhorne .

That all who are happy are equally
is not true . A peasant and a

philosopher may be equally satisfied
,

but not equally happy . A small drink
ing glass and a large one may be equally
full , but a large one holds more than
the small . —Johnson .

The grand essentials to happiness in
this l ife are , something to do ,

something
to love , and something to hOpe for .

The true happiness is of a retired na
ture , and an enemy to pomp and noise ;
it arises , in the first place

,
from the eu

joyment of one ’s self ; and in the next ,
from the friendship and conversation of
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a few
,
select companions ; it loves shade

and solitude, and naturally haunts
groves and fountains , fields and mead
ows in short

,
it feels everything it wants

within itself
,
and receives no addition

from multitudes o f witnesses and specta

tors . On the contrary, false happiness
loves to be in a crowd , and to draw the
eyes of the world upon her . She does
not receive satisfaction from the ap

plauses which she gives herself , but
from the admiration which she raises in
others . She flourishes in courts and pal
aces

,
theatres and assemblies , and has

no existence but when she is looked

Happiness and virtue rest upon each
other ; the best are not only the happi
est

,
but the happiest are usually the best .

—Bulwer.

The sunshine of life is made up of

very little beams that are bright all the
time . To give up something , when giv
ing up will prevent unhappiness ; to
yield

,
when persisting will chafe and fret

others ; to go a little around rather than
come against another ; to take an ill look
o r a cross word quietly , rather than re

sent or return it ,— these are the ways in
which clouds and storms are kept off,
and a pleasant and steady sunshine se

True happiness renders men kind and
sensible ; and that happiness is always
shared with others —Montesquieu .

N o thoroughly occupied man was ever
et very miserable—L . E . Landon .

Silence is the perfectest herald of joy .

I were but little happy if I could say
how much—Shakespeare .

The most happy man is he who knows
how to bring into relatio n the end and
the beginning of his life—Goethe .

There is one way of attaining what we
may term , if not utter , at least mortal
happiness ; it is by a sincere and unre

laxing activity for the happiness of
others—Bulwer.

The haunts of happiness are varied ,
but

,

I have more Often found her among
little children , home firesides , and coun
try houses than anywhere else—Sydney

Happiness is a sunbeam which may
pass through a thousand bosoms without
losing a particle of its original ray ; nay ,
when it strikes on a kindred heart

,
l ike
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the converged light on a mirror , it reflects itself With redoubled brightness .

It is not perfected till it is shared
Jane Porter.

He only is happy as well as great who
needs neither to Obey nor command in
order to be something—Goethe .

That state o f life is most happy where
superfluities are no t required , and neces

saries are not wanting—Plutarch .

There is in all of us an impediment to
perfect happiness, namely, weariness of
what we possess , and a desire for what
we have not—Mad. Rieux.

It is not the place , nor the condition ,
but the mind alone that can make any
one happy or miserable .

—L’
Estrange .

happiest life is that which con
stantly exercises and

\
educates what is

best in us .

—Hamerton .

There is little pleasure in the world
that is sincere and true beside that of
doing o ur duty and doing good—N o

other is comparable to this—Tillo tson .

not speak of your happiness to one

less fortunate than yourself —Plutarch .

The common course of things is in fa
vor of happiness—Happiness is the rule ,
misery the exceptio n—Were the order
reversed

, our attention would be called
to examples of health and competency,
instead of disease and want—Paley .

Obj ects we ardently pursue bring little
happiness when gained ; most of our
pleasures come from unexpected sources .
-Herbert Spencer.

To be -happy is not the purpose of our

being
,
but to deserve happiness—Fi chte .

The great high-road of human welfare
and happiness lies along the highway o f

steadfast well-doing , and they who are
the most persistent and work in the
truest Spirit

,
will invariably be the most

successful .—S. Smiles .

Whether happiness may come or not ,
one should try and prepare one ’s self to
do without it .

—George E lio t.

There is but one way to tranquillity
o f mind and happiness ; let this , there
fore , be always ready at hand with thee ,
both when thou wakest early in the
morning

,
and all the day long , and when

thou goest late to sleep , to account no
external things thine own , but commit
all these to God—Epictetus .

All mankind are happier for having
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haste, I am never in a hurry —John
Wesley .

The more haste ever the worse speed .

—C hurchill.
N 0 two things differ more than hurry
and despatch . Hurry is the mark of a
weak mind ; despatch of a strong one .

C o lton .

Haste is o f the devil .—Koran .

Wisely and slow ; -they stumble that
run fast .

—Shakespeare .

Hurry is only good for catching fl ies .
—Russian Proverb .

Haste and rashness are storms and
tempests

,
breaking and wrecking busi

ness ; but nimbleness is a full fair wind
blowing it with Speed to the haven .

Fuller .

The longest way round is the shortest
way home .

Haste trips its own heels , and fetters
and stops itself—Seneca.

Haste is not always Speed . We must
learn to work and wait . This is like
G od,

who perfects his wo rks through
beautiful gradations .

Unreasonable haste is the direct road
to error .

—Mo liere .

Haste usually turns upon being late ,
and may be avoided by a habit like
that of Lord N elson , to which he as

cribed his success in life , of always being
ten minutes too early .

—Bo vee .

It is of no use running ; to set out be
times is the main point—La Fontaine .

Rapidity
,

does not always mean prog
ress

,
and hurry is akin to waste—The

o ld fable of the hare and the tortoise is
j ust as good now , and j ust as true , as

g
he

é
i it was first written—C . A . Stod

ar

Stay awhile to make an end the sooner .
-Paulet.

Fraud and deceit are ever in a hurry .

-Take time for all things—Great haste
makes great waste—Franklin .

Who ever is in a hurry shows that the
thing he is about is too big for him .

Haste and hurry are very different things .
—C hesterfield.

Manners require time , and nothing is
more vulgar than haste—Emerson .

Modest wisdom plucks me from over
credulous haste—Shakespeare .

246 HATRED

them as
abiding,
ertson.

When our hatred is violent , (
it Sinks

us even beneath those we hate—Roche

foucauld

Hurry and cunning are the two ap
prentices of despatch and skill

,
but

neither of them ever learns the \master
’

s

trade .
—C o lton .

HATRED—Malice can always find a

mark to shoot at , and a pretence to fire .

—C . Simmons .

Hatred is the vice of narrow souls ;
they feed it with all their littlenesses

,

and make it the pretext of base tyran
mes—Balzac .

If I wanted to punish an enemy it
should be by fastening on him the trou
ble of constantly .hating somebody .

—H .

More .

I will tell you what to hate . Hate
hypocrisy ; hate cant ; hate into lerance ,

hate
deep ,

ed .
—F. W. Rob

Hate no one ; hate their vices, not

themselves—J. G . C . Brainard.

If there is any person Whom you dis
l ike , that is the one of whom yo u should
never speak—C ecil .
Hatred is the madness of the heart

Byron .

Thousands are hated , while none are

loved without a real cause—Lavater.

Hatred is active , and envy passive
dislike ; there is but one step from envy
to hate—Goethe .

Dislike what deserves it , but never
hate , for that is of the nature of malice ,

which is applied to persons , not to things .
—Penn .

It is human nature to hate him whom
you have injured Tacitus .

Hatred does not cease by hatred , but
only by love ; this is the eternal rule
Buddha .

I Shall never permit myself to stoop so

low as to hate any man—Booker T.

Washington .

We hate some persons because we do
not know them ; and we Wi ll not know
them because we hate them .

—C o lton .

The hatred of those who
. are most

nearly connected is the most inveterate .
-Tacitus .
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Heaven has no rage like love to hatred
turned .

—C ongreve .

If you hate your enemies , you will
contract such a vicious habit of mind
as by degrees will break out upon those
who are your friends , or those who are
indifferent to you—Plutarch .

The passion of hatred is so durable
and so inveterate , that the Surest prog
nostic of death in a sick man is a wish
for reconciliation—Bruyere .

There are glances of hatred that stab ,
and raise no cry of murder .

—G eorge
E lio t.

Malice and hatred are very fretting
,

and make our own minds sore and un

easy.
—Tillo tson .

HEAD -The head
,
truly enlightened

,

will have a wonderful influence in puri
fying the heart ; and the heart really
affected with goodness will much con
duce to the dir

e
cting o f the head H

—Sprat
Such is man’s unhappy condition ,

that
though the weakness o f the heart has a
prevailing power over the strength of
the head, yet the strength of the head
has but small force against the weakness
of the heart .

—Tatler.

A woman’s head is always influenced
by heart ; but a man

’s heart by h is
head—Lady Blessington .

HEALTH .
-A sound mind in a sound

body ; if the former be the glory of the
latter, the latter is indispensable to the
former. - Tryon Edwards .

The building o f a perfect
.
body

crowned by a perfect brain , is at once
the greatest earthly problem and grand
est hope of the race—Dio Lewis .

A Wise physician is a John Baptist ,
who recognizes that his only mission is

to prepare the way for a greater than
himself—N ature .

—A . S. Hardy .

Half t he spiritual difliculties that men

and women suffer arise from a morbid
state of heal th—H. W. Beecher.

Without health life is not life ; it is
only a state o f languor and suffering
ah image of death—Rabelais.

Take care of your health ; you have no
right to neglect it

,
and thus become a

burden to yourself
,

and ep rhaps to
others . Let your food be simple ; never
eat too much ; take exercise enough ; be
systematic in all things ; if unwell , starve
yourself till you are well again

,
and you

HEALTH

may throw care to the winds
,
and physic

to the dogs—W. Hall .

Health is the soul that animates all
the enj oyments of life , wh ich fade and
are tasteless without it .

-Sir W. Temp le .

If the mind , that rules the body, ever
so far forgets itself as to trample on its
slave

,
the slave is never generous enough

to forgive the injury , but will rise and
smite the oppressor H—Longfellow
Regularity in the hours o f rising and

retiring , perseverance in exercise , adapta
tion of dress to the variations of Climate ,
simple and nutritious aliment , and tem
perance in all things are necessary
branches of the regimen o f health .

—Mrs .

Sigourney .

The morality of clean ” blood ought to
be one of the first lessons t aught us by
our pasto rs and teachers -The physical
is the substratum of the Spiritual ; and
this fact ought to give to the food we

eat , and the air we breathe , a transcend
ent significance—Tyndale .

Wet feet are some of the most effec
tive agents death has in the field . It
has peopled more graves than all the
gory engines of war. Those who neg
lect to keep their feet dry are suicides .

—Abernethy .

Men that look no further than their
o utsides, think health an appurtenance
unto life , and quarrel with their consti
tutions for being sick ; but I that have
examined the parts o f man

,
and know

upon what tender filaments that fabric
hangs, do wonder that we are not always
so ; and considering the thousand doors
that lead to death

,
do thank my G od

that we can die but once—Sir T. Browne .

To preserve health is a moral and re
'

ligious duty, for health is the basis of
all so c ia l virtues—We can no longer be
useful when not well .—Johnson .

Dyspepsia is the remorse of a guilty
stomach—A . Kerr.

Health is certainly more valuable
than money, because it is by health that
money is procured ; but thousands and
millions are of small avail to alleviate
the tortures of the gout

,
to repair the

broken organs of sense
, or resuscitate

the powers of digestion . Poverty is, in
deed , ah evil from which we naturally
fly ; but let us not run from one enemy
to another , nor take shelter in the arms
of sickness—Johnson .
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If men gave three times as much at

tention as they now do to ventilation
,

ablution, and exercise in the open air,
and only one third as much to eating ,
luxury, and late hours, the number of

doctors , dentists, and apothecaries, and

the amount of neuralgia, dyspepsia , gout ,
fever

,
and consumption , would be

Changed in a corresponding ratio .

N ever hurry ; take plenty of exercise ;
always be cheerful

,
and take all the

sleep you need
,
and you may expect to

be well .—J . F. C larke .

Life is not to live , but to be well .
Martial.

There is this difference between the
two temporal blessings—health and

money ; money is the most envied, but
the least enj oyed ; health is the most
enj oyed , but the least envied ; and this
superiority of the latter is still more
obvio us when we reflect that the poor
est man would not part with health for
money

,
but that the richest would

gladly part with all his money for health .

—C o lton.

The first wealth is health . Sickness
is poor-spirited , and cannot serve any
one ; it must husband its recources to
live . But health answers its own ends ,
and has to spare ; runs over , and inun
dates the neighborho ods and creeks of

other men’s necessities—Emerson .

To become a thoroughly good man is

the best prescription for keeping a sound
mind in a sound body—Bowen .

The ingredients of health and long
life

,
are great temperance , open air, easy

labor, and little care—Sir P . Sidney .

Youth will never live to age unl ess
they keep themselves in health with ex
ercise , and in heart with j oyfulness .

—Sir
P . Sidney .

The only way for a rich man to be
healthy

.

is by exercise and abstinence , to
live as if he were poor .—Sir W. Temp le .

It is the Opinion of those who best
understand the physical system , that if
the ~

physical laws were strictly observed
from generation to generation , there
would be an end to the frightful dis
eases that cut life short , and of the long
list of maladies that make life a torment
or a trial , and that this wonderful ma
chine

,
the body,—this

“goodly temple ,
”

would gradually decay , and men would

HEALTH

at las t die as if gently falling asleep
Mrs . Sedgwick.

With stupidity and sound digest ion
man may fret much ; but what in these
dull unimaginative days are the terrors
of conscience to the diseases of the liver .
—C arlyle .

Anguish of mind has driven thousands
to suicide ; anguish o f body, none . This
proves that the health of the mind is
of far more consequence to our happi
ness than the health of the body, al

though both are deserving of much more
attention than either receives—C o lton .

People who are always taking care of

their health are like misers , who are
hoarding up a treasure which they have
never spirit enough

"

to enj oy—Sterne .

In these days, half\our diseases come
from the neglect o f the body in the over
work of the brain . In this railway age ,
the wear and tear of labor and intellect
go on without pause or self-pity . We

l ive longer than our fo refathers ; but we
suffer more from a thousand artificial
anxieties and cares . They fatigued only
the muscles

, we exhaust the finer
strength of the nerves—Bulwer.

Health is so necessary to all the du
ties

,
as well as pleasures of life , that the

crime of squandering it is equal to the
folly—Johnson .

Health is the greatest of all posses
sions ; a pale cobbler is better than a
sick king—Bickerstafi .

Regimen is better than physic . Every
one should be his own physician . We

ought to assist , and not to force nature .

Eat with moderation what agrees with
your constitution . N othing is good for
the body but what we can digest . What
medicine can procure digestio n ? Ex

ercise . What will recruit strength ?
Sleep . What will alleviate incurable
evils ? Patience—Vo ltaire .

What a searching preacher of self
Command is the varying phenomenon
of health—Emerson .

Look to your health ; and if you have
it

,
praise God and value it next to a

good conscience ; for health is the second
blessing that we mortals are capable of
a blessing that money cannot buy ; there
fore value it , and be thankful for it
Izaak Walton .

The first sure symptoms of a mind in
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Every one must in a measure be alone
in the world ; for no heart was ever cast
in the same mold as that which we bear
within us.

—Berni.
The wrink les of the heart are more in
delible than those of the brow .

—De luzy .

A kind heart is a fountain of glad
ness

,
mak ing everything in its vicinity

to freshen into smiles—Washington

When the heart goes before , like a
lamp

,
and illumines the pathway , many

things are made clear that else lie hid
den in darkness—Longfe llow .

When the heart Speaks , glory itself
is an illusion—N apo leon .

Heaven’s sovereign saves all beings
but himself that hideous sight

,
a naked

human heart .
—Young.

There are many persons the brilliancy
of whose minds depends on the heart .
When they open that , it is hardly pos

sible for it not to throw out some fire .

Desmalis.

Memory
,
wit

,
fan cy, acuteness , cannot

grow young again in o ld age ; but the
heart can—Rich ter.

All our actions take their hue from
the complexion of the heart , as land
scapes their variety from light .—Bacon .

It is much easier to pull up many
weeds o ut of a garden

,
than one corrup

tion out of the heart ; to procure a hun
dred flowers to adorn a knot , than one

grace to beautify the soul .
The heart never grows better by age ;

I fear rather worse ; always harder. A

young liar will be an Old one ; and a
young knave will only be a greater knave
as he grows olden—C hesterfield.

The depraved and Sinful heart does
not of itself grow better

,
but goes on

from bad to worse ; but the heart re

newed by divine grace , grows steadily
in the divine likeness ; its path is that of
the just , that shineth more

~and more to
the perfect d

To judge human Character rightly, a
man may sometimes have very small
experience

,
provided he has a very large

heart . -Bulwer.

Mind is the partial side of man ; the
heart is everything—Rivaro l.

The heart o f a wise man should re

semble a mirror, which reflects every

HEART

obj ect without being sullied by any

C onfucius .

Each heart is a world .
—Y0u\ find all

within yourself that you find without
To know yourself you have only to set

down a true statement of those that ever
loved o r hated you .

—Lavater.

What the heart has once owned and

had
,
it shall never lose .

—H. W. Beecher.

What sad faces one always sees in
the asylum for orphans —It is more
fatal to neglect the heart than the head .

—Theodore Parker.

N othing is less in our power than the
heart , and far from commanding we are
forced to obey it .

—Rousseau.

The nice , calmsII cold thought , which
in women shapes itself so rapidly that
they hardly know it \as thought , Should
always travel to the lips by way of the
heart .

—It does so in those women whom
all love and admire—0 . W. Ho lmes .

The hum an heart is like the millstone
in a mill ; when you put wheat under it ,
it turns and grinds the wheat into flour .
—If y ou put no wheat in, it still grinds
on

, but then it is itself it grinds and
slowly wears away .

—I/uther.

Many flowers Open to the sun , but
only one follows him constantly—Heart ,
be thou the sunflower

,
not only o pen to

receive G od’s blessing , but constant in
looking to him .

-Richter.

The hardest trial of the heart is,
whether it can bear a rival ’s failure with
out triumph .

—Aikin .

The heart of man is a short word , a
small substance

,
scarce enough to give

a kite a meal , yet great in capacity ;
yea, SO indefinite in desire that the round
globe o f the world cannot fill the three
corners of it .

—When it desires more
and cries ,

“
G ive , give ,

” I will set it
over to the infin ite good

,
where the more

it hath , it may desire more , and see

more to be desired—Bp . Hall .

Want and wealth equally harden the
human heart

,
as frost and fire are both

alien to the humanflesh .
—Famine and

gluttony alike drive away nature from
the heart of man—Theodore Parker.

A noble heart , like the sun , showeth

its greatest countenance in its lowest
estate—Sir P . Sidney .

The heart of a good man is the sanc
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tuary of God in this world .
—Mad.

N eckar.

You may as soon fil l a bag with w is
dom

,
a chest with virtue , or a circle with

a triangle , as the heart o f man with
anything here below .

—A man may have
enough of the world to sink him

,
but he

can never have enough to satisfy him .

T . Brooks.

When the heart is won , the under
standing IS easily convinced—C . Sim

mons .

The heart is an astrologer that always
divines the truth .

—C alderon .

Men, as well as women , are oftener
led by their hearts than their under
standings—The way to the heart is
through the senses ; please the eyes and
ears , and the work is half done—C hes
terfield.

Something the heart must have to
cherish ; must love , and j oy , and sorrow
learn : something with passion clasp , or

perish
,
and in itself to ashes burn .

Longfe llow .

HEAV EN . Heaven hath many
tongues to talk of it , more eyes to behold
it

,
but few hearts that rightly affect it .

Bp . Hall .

He that studies to know duty , and la
bors in all things to do it , will have two
heavens—one of j oy , peace , and comfort
on earth , and the other of glory and
happiness beyond the grave .

There is a land where everlasting suns
Sh ed e verlasting brightness ; where the
soul drinks from the living streams of

love that roll by God’s high throne
myriads of glorious ones bring their ac
cepted Offering . Oh ! how blest to look
from this dark prison to that Shrine , to
inh ale one breath of Paradise divine ,
and enter into that eternal rest which
waits the sons of Go d ! —Bowring .

If I ever reach heaven I expect to find
three wonders there : first , to meet some
I had not thought to see there ; second ,

to miss some I had expected to see

there ; and third , the greatest wonder of

all
,
to find myself there .

-John N ew ton .

There are treasures laid up in the
heart,—treasures of charity , piety, tem
perance , and soberness . These treasures
a man takes with h im beyond death
when he leaves this world—Buddhist
Scriptures.

HEAVEN

Heaven ’s the perfection of all
can be said or thought—riches

,
delight

,

harmony , health ; beauty ; and all .these
not subj ect to the waste of time

,
but in

their height eternal .—Shirley .

To that state all the pious on earth
are tending . Heaven is attracting to it
self whatever is congenial to its nature ;
is enriching itself by the spoils of the
earth , and collecting within its capacious
bosom whatever is pure , permanent , and
divine

,
leaving nothing for the last fire

to consume but the obj ects and slaves
of concupiscence while everything which
grace has prepared and beautified Shall
be gathered and selected from the ruins
of the world to adorn that eternal city
which hath no need of

~
the sun or moon

to shine in it ; for the glory of God doth
lighten it , and the Lamb is the light
thereof .” —R . Hall .

My gems are falling away ; but it is
because God is making up his j ewels
Wo lfe .

The love of heaven makes one beav
enly .
—Shakespeare .

It is heaven upon earth to have a
man ’s mind move in charity

,
rest in prov

idence
,
and turn upon the poles of truth .

—Bacon .

Do you think w e shall know each
o ther

’

in heaven ? said one friend to an

other . Yes ,
”
was the answer . Do

you think we shall be greater fools there
than here ? -Evans .

Where is heaven?
_

I cannot tell .
Even to the eye of faith , heaven looks
much like a star to the eye of flesh .

Set there on the brow of night , it shines
most bright

,
most beautiful ; but it is

separated from us by so great a distance
as to be raised almost as high above our
investigations as above the storms and
Clouds

‘

Of earth—Guthrie .

Few
,
without the hope Of another life ,

would think it worth their while to live
above the allurements of sense .

—A tter
bury .

The generous who is always just
,
and

the j ust who is always generous
,
may

,

unannounced , approach the throne of

heaven—Lavater.

There are two unalterable prerequi
sites to man ’s being happy in the world
to come . His Sins must be pardoned and

his nature must be changed . He must
have a title to heaven and a fitness for
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heaven . These two ideas underlie the
whole of C hrist’s work , and without the
title to ,

and the fitness for, no man can

enter the kingdom of God.
—Seeley .

Every saint in heaven is as a flower
in the garden of God, and holy love is
the fragrance and sweet odor that they
all send forth

,
and with which they fill

the bowers of that paradise above .

Every soul there is as a note in some
concert Of delightful music , that sweetly
harmo nizes with every other note, and
all together blend in the most raptur

ous strains in praising God and the
Lamb forever .—Jonathan Edwards .

Heaven will be the endless portion of
every man who has heaven in h is soul .
—H . W. Beecher.

Heaven must be in me before I can
be in heaven—Stanford.

One sweetly solemn thought comes to
me o ’er and o

’
er ; I

’m nearer to my home
to d ay than I

’

ve ever been before ;
nearer my Father’s house , where the
many mansions be ; nearer the great
white throne

,
nearer the jasper sea ;

nearer the bound of l ife , where I lay my
burden down ; nearer leaving my cross ;
nearer wearing my crown l—Phoebe C ary .

Heaven is truth now received in love ,
and duty now performed in faith on

C hrist and in humble dependence on the
Ho ly Spirit .
My Chief conception of heaven , said

Robert Hall , is rest .
—Mine , said Wilber

force
,
is love .

—Southey looked to it as a
place of intellectual activity and enj oy
ment ; Foster, as unfolding all the mys
teries of truth and providence ; Leigh
ton

,
as the world o f perfect Spirituality

and holiness ; Payson , as where he Should
see C hrist , and be with , and serve , and
enj oy him forever.—Unite them all , and
add all that heart can wish , or thought
conceive

,
or we receive for eternity , and

is not this heaven ?—Tryon Edwards .

If God hath made this world so fair,
where sin and death abound , how beau
tiful

,
beyond compare

,
will paradise be

found.

- ]VIontgomery .

All the truly great and good , all the
pure and holy and excellent from this
world

,
and it may be from every part

of the universe , are constantly tending
toward heaven . As the streams tend to
the ocean

,
SO all these are tending to

the great ocean of infinite purity and

HEAVEN

bliss . The progress of time does but
bear them on to its blessedness ; and
us

,
if we are holy, to be united \

to them
there . Every gem which death rudely
tears away from us here , is a glorious
j ewel forever shining there . Every
C hristian friend that goes before us
from this world , is a ransomed spirit
waiting to welcome us in heaven
Jonathan Edwards .

Heaven
,
the treasury of everlasting

joy—Shakespeare .

Perfect purity, fulness of joy, everlast
ing freedom , perfect rest, health , and
fruition , complete security, substantial
and eternal good—H . More .

Earth has no sorrow that heaven can
not heal .
The song of hea n is ever new ; for
daily thus , and nigh ly ,

new discoveries
are made of God ’s unbounded wisdom ,

love
,
and power

,
which give the under

standing larger room , and Swell the
hymn with ever growing praise .

—Po llok.

It is heaven only that is given away
—Only God may he had for the asking .

-J. R . Lowe ll.

I would not give one moment of
heaven for all the j oy and riches of
the world , even if it lasted for thou
sands and thousands of years—Luther.

Heaven is a place of restless activ
ity, . the abode of never-tiring thought .
David and Isaiah will sweep nobler
and loftier strains in eternity

,
and the

minds of the saints
,
unclogged by cum

bersome clay
,
will forever feast on the

banquet of rich and glorious thought
H . W. Beecher.

N othing is farther than the earth
from heaven ; nothing is nearer than
heaven to earth—Hare .

If the way to heaven be narrow
,
it is

not long ; and if the gate be strait, it
opens into endless life .

—Beveridge .

' He who seldoms thinks of heaven is
not likely to get there ; the only way
to hit the mark is to keep the eye fixed
upon it .

-Bp . Horne .

Every man is received in heaven who
receives heaven in himself while in the
world

,
and he is excluded who does

not .
—Swedenborg.

The joys of heaven will begin as soon
as we attain the character of heaven
and do

'

its duties—Try that and prove
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God help s them that help themselves .
—Old Proverb .

Light is the task where many share
the toil—Homer.

’
Tis not enough to help the feeble up

,

but to support him after .—Shakespeare .

It is one of the most beautiful com
pensations of this life , that no man can

Sincerely try to help another without
helping himself.
God be praised

,
who , to believing

souls,
.
gives light in darkness, comfort in

despair.—Shakespeare .

God has so ordered that men , being
in need o f each other

,
should learn to

love each other
,
and bear each other’s

burdens -Sa la

HEROISM—N obody
,
they say , is a

hero to his valet . Of course not ; for
one must be a hero to understand a
hero—The valet

,
I dare say , has great

respect for some person of h is own

stamp—Goethe .

Worship your heroes from afar ; con
tact withers them .

-Mad. N echar.

Of two heroes
,
he is the greatest who

esteems his rivals most . —Beaumelle .

Heroes in history seem to us poetic
because they are there—But if we

Should tell the Simple truth of some of
our neighbors

,
it would sound like

poetry—G . W. C urtis .

There are heroes in evil as well as in
good .

—Rochefoucauld.

The prudent see only the difliculties
,

the bold only the advantages, of a great
enterprize ; the hero sees both ; dimin
ishes the former and makes the latter
preponderate , and so conquers—Lava
ter.

In analyzing the character of heroes
it is hardly possible to separate alto
gether the Share of fortune from their
own .

—Hallam .

A light supper , a good night
’s sleep

,

and a fine morning have often made a
hero of the same man who , by indiges
tion , a restless night , and a rainy morn
ing , would have proved a coward .

C hesterfield.

We cannot think too highly of our
nature

,
nor too humbly of ourselves .

When we see the martyr to virtue
, sub

j cet as he is to the infirmities of a man
,

yet suffering the tortures o f a demon
,

and bearing them with the magnanimity

HEROISM

o f a God, do we not behold a heroism
that angels may . indeed surpass

,
but

which they cannot imitate , and must
admire—C o lton .

Fear nothing SO much as sin ,
and

your moral heroism is complete—C .

Simmons .

Mankind is not disposed to look nar
rowly into the conduct of great victors
when their victory is on the right Side .

—George E lio t.
Heroes are not known by the lofti

ness of their carriage ; the greatest brag
garts are generally the merest cowards .—Rousseau.

To live well in the quiet routine of
life

,
to fill a little Space because G od

wills it, to go on cheerfully with a petty
round of little duti and little avoca
tions ; to smile for

e

hhe j oys of others
when the heart is aching—who does this,
his works will follow him . He is one

of God’s heroes . —Farrar.

The heroes of l iterary h istory have
been no less remarkable for what they
have suffered

,
than for what they have

achieved—Johnson .

However great the advantages which
nature bestows on us, it is not she
alone , but fortune in conjunction with
her, which makes heroes—Ro chefou
cauld.

Self-trust is the essence of heroism
Emerson .

The grandest of heroic deeds are those
which are performed within four walls
and in domestic privacy—Rich ter.

The man who rules his Spirit, saith
the voice that cannot err, is greater
than the one who takes a city .

—If each
would have dominion of himself

,
would

govern wisely, and thus Show true cour
age , knowledge , power, benevolence , all
the princely soul of private virtues, then
each would be a prince—a hero—a man
in likeness of his maker—Mrs . S. J .

Hale .

Every man is a hero and an oracle
to somebody, and to that person , what
ever he says, has an enhanced value .

Emerson .

Dream not that helm and harness are

signs of valor true—Peace hath higher
tests of manhood than battle ever knew .

—Whittier.

Take away ambition and vanity
,
and
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where will be your heroes and patriots?

The greatest obstacle to being heroic
is the doubt whether one may not be
going to prove one ’s self a fool .—The
truest heroism is to resist the doubt ;
and the profoundest wisdom to know
when it ought to be resisted and when
obeyed—Hawthorne .

Unbounded courage and compassion
j oined proclaim him good and great ,
and make the hero and the man com
pleta—Addison .

One murder makes a villain ; millions
a hero—Bp . Porteus.

The world’s battlefields have been in
the heart chiefly ; more heroism has
been displayed in the household and
the Closet

,
than on the most memorable

battlefields of history.
—H. W. Beecher.

The heroes of mankind are the moun
tains

,
the highlands of the moral world .

HISTORY .
-History is philosophy

teaching by example
,
and also by warn

ing ; its two eyes are geography and

chronology .

History is but the unrolled scroll of
prophecy—Garfield.

All history is a lie—Sir R . Walpo le .

History is a voice forever sounding
across the centuries the laws of right
and wrong . Opinions alter, manners
change

,
creeds rise and fall , but the

moral law is written on the tablets of

eternity.
—Froude.

When Frederic the
.

Great would have
his secretary read history to him , he
would say

,

“Bring me my liar .

History is little more than the register
of the crimes , follies, and misfortunes
of mankind—Gibbon .

History is but a kind of
.

N ewgate
calendar

,
a register of the crimes and

miseries that man has inflicted on his
fellow-man .

—Washington Irving.

History is but the development and
revelation of providence .

—Kossuth .

We read history through our preju~
dices—Wendell Phillips.

God is in the facts of history as truly
as he is in the march of the seasons , the
revolutions of the planets , or the archi
tecture of the worlds—J . Lanahan .

This I hold to be the chief office o f

H ISTORY

As in every human character so in

history , to rescue virtuous actions from
the Oblivion to which a want o f records
would consign them , and that men

should feel a dread o f being considered
infamous in the opinions of posterity

,

from their depraved expressions and
base actions—Tacitus.

Ari historian ought to be exact
,
sin

cere ,
’ and impartial ; free from passion

,

unbiased by interest
,
fear

,
resentment

,

or affection ; and faithful to the truth ,
which is the mother of history , the pre
server of great actions, the enemy of

oblivion ,
‘

the witness of the past
,
the

director of the future .

What is history but a fable agreed
upon —N apo leon .

What are all histories‘ but God mani
festing himself

,
Shaking " down and

trampling under foot whatsoever he
hath not planted—C romwell.
Truth is very liable to be left-handed

in history—A . Dumas .

History is neither more nor less than
biography on a large scale .

—Lamartine .

The best thing which we derive from
history is the enthusiasm that it raises
in us.

-Goethe .

Grecian history is a
'

poem ; Latin his
tory , a picture ; modern history a

chronicle .
—C hateaubriand.

If men could learn from history
,
what

lessons it might teach us ! —But passion
and party blind our eyes, and the light
which experience gives is a lantern on

the stern which shines only on the
waves behind us.

-C o leridge .

The men who make history, have not
time to write it .

—Metternich .

We must consider how very little his
tory there is ; I mean real , authentic
history—That certain kings reigned , and
certain battles were fought

,
we can de

pend on as true ; but all the coloring ,
all the philosophy of history is con

jecture .
—Johnson .

The impartiality of history is not that
of the mirror, which merely reflects ob

jects,
but of the judge who Sees

,
listens

,

and decides .—Lamartine .

V iolent natures make history—The
instruments they use almost always kill .

-Religion and philosophy have their
vestments covered with innocent blood .
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every transaction there is a mixture of
good and evil : a little exaggeration

,
a

little suppression , a judicious use o f epi
thets

, a watchful and searching Shepti
cism with respect to the evidence on

one side , a convenient credulity with re

spect to every report or tradition on

the other, may easily make a saint of
Laud , or a tyrant of Henry the Fourth .

-Macaulay .

An Old courtier, with veracity , good
sense , and a faithful memory, is an ines
timable treasure ; he is full of transac
tions and maxims ; in him one may find
the history o f the age

,
enriched with a

great many curious Circumstances
,
which

we never meet with in books—Bruyere .

History has its foreground and its
background , and it is principally in the
management of its perspective that one

artist differs from another. Some events
must be represented on a large scale ,
others diminished ; the great maj ority
will be lost in the dimness of the hori
zon

,
and a general idea of their j oint

effect will be given by a few slight
touches—lll acaulay .

Each generation gathers together the
imperishable children o f the past

,
and

increases them by new sons of light
,

alike radiant with immortality—Ban
croft .

Out of monuments
,
names

,
words

,
prov

erbs, traditions , private records and evi
dences

, fragments of stories, passages of
books , and the like

, we do save and re

cover somewhat from the deluge of time .

—Bacon .

He alone reads history aright
, who , oh

serving how powerfully circumstances influence the feelings and opinions of men
,

how often vices pass into virtues
, and

paradoxes into axioms , learns to distin
guish what is accidental and transitory
in human nature from what is essential
and immutable—Macaulay .

Al l history is but a romance
,
unless it

is studied as an example .
—C ro ly .

To be entirely just in our estimate of
other ages is not only difficult

,
but is

impossible . Even what is passing in our

presence we see but through a glass
darkly . In historical inquiries the mo st
instructed thinkers have but a limited
advantage over the most illiterate .

Those who know the most approach least
to agreement—Pravda
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Th e more we know Of history ,
the less

shall we esteem the subj ects of it ; and
to despise our species is the price we
must too often pay for our knowledge
of it .

—C o lton .

What is public history but a register
of the successes and disappointments ,
the vices

,
the follies and the quarrels of

those who engage in contention for
power . -Paley

There is nothing that solidifies and

strengthens a nation like reading the na
tio n ’s history , whether that history is re
corded in books,

"

or embodied in cus
toms

,
institutions, and monuments—J .

Anderson .

It is when the hour of conflict is over ,
that history comes to a right under
standing Oi the strifb

,
and is ready to

exclaim, Lo
,
G od is here , and we knew

it not ! —Bancroft.

Providence conceals itself in the de
tails Of human affairs , but becomes un
veiled in the generalities of history
Lamartine .

Every great writer is a writer of his
tory

,
let him treat on what subj ects he

may .
—He carries with him , for thousands

of years
,
a portion of his times—Landor

'

.

'Many historians take pleasure in put
ting into the mouths of princes what
they have neither said nor ought to have
said—Vo ltaire .

We find but few historians who have
been diligent enough in their search for
truth . It is their common method to
take on trust what they distribute to
the public ; by which means , a false
hood ,

Once received from a famed writer ,

B
ecomes traditional to posterity—Dry

en .

The present state of things is the con
sequence of the past ; and it is natural
to inquire as to the sources of the good
we enj oy or the evils we suffer. If we
act only for o urselves , to neglect the
study Of history is not prudent ; if ih
trusted with the care of others, it is not
j ust . —Johnson .

History is not , as it was once re

garded
,
merely a liberal pursuit in which

men found wholesome food fo r the imag

ination and sympathies ; but now is a
department of serious scientific inves
tigation—We study it in the hope of
giving new precision

,
definiteness, and
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dear the memory of those who have kept
themselves unspotted in the world .

Mrs. Jameson .

Holiness is no t the way to C hrist , but
C hrist is the way to holiness .
Holiness is the architectural plan on

which God buildeth up his living tem
ple .

—Spurgeon .

Our holy lives must win a new world
’s

crown—Shakespeare .

Holiness is religious principle put into
action -It is faith gone to work -It is

love coined into conduct ; devotion help
ing human suffering, and going up in in

tercession to the great source of all good .

—F. D . Huntington .

If it be the characteristic of a worldly
man that he desecrates what is holy

,
it

Should be of the C hristian to consecrate
what is secular, and to recognize a pres
ent and presiding divinity in all things .
—C halmers.

No t all the pomp and pageantry of

worlds reflect such glory on the eye su

preme , as the meek virtues of the holy
man —R . Montgomery .

Everything holy is before what is un
holy ; guilt presupposes innocence , not
the reverse—Angels

,
but no t fallen ones

,

were created—Man does not properly
rise to the highest , but first Sinks down
from it , and then afterward rises again .

Rich ter.

The essence Of true holiness consists in
conformity to the nature and will of
G od—Lucas .

Holiness consisteth not in a cowl or

in a garment of gray—When God puri
fies the heart by faith

,
the market is

sacred as well as the sanctuary ; neither
remaineth there any work or place which
is profane—Ini ther.

Ho liness in us, is the copy or tran
script of the holiness that is in C hrist .

As the wax hath line for line from the

seal , and the child feature for feature
from the father , so is holiness in us from
him .

—Philip Henry .

What C hristianity most needs in her
antagonism with every form o f unbelief

,

is holy living .
-Christlieb .

The beauty of holiness has done more ,
and will do mo re

,
to regenerate the

world and bring in everlasting righteous
ness than all the other agencies put to
gether .—It has done more to spread

religion in the world , than all that has
ever been preached or written

\

on the
evidences of C hristianity .

—C halmers .

A holy life is a voice ; it speaks when
the tongue is Silent

, and is either a con
stant attraction or a perpetual reproof
Leighton .

The serene , Silent beauty of a holy life
is the most powerful influence in the
world , next to the might of the Spirit
of God—Pascal.
Real holiness has love for its essence ,
humility for its clothing

,
the good o f

others as its employment , and the honor
of'God as its end .

—Emmons .

Holiness is what is loved by all the
ods . It is loved bec ause it is holy , and

not holy because it is loved—Plato .

There cannot be named a pursuit or

enterprise of human beings, in which
there is so l ittle possibility o f failure ,
as praying for sanctification .

—J. W.

Alexander.

HOME . To Adam paradise was

home—To the good among h is de
scendants, home is paradise—Hare .

The first sure symptom of a mind in
health

,
is rest o f heart , and pleasure felt

at home—Young .

Without hearts there is no home
Byron .

Our home j oys are the most delightful
earth affords, and the joy of parents in
their children is the most holy j oy of

humanity . It makes the ir hearts pure
and good

,
it lifts men up to their Father

in heaven .

—Pestalozzi.

.

The
.

first indication of domestic hap
piness is the love of one

’s home . Mon t

losier.

A hundred men may make an encamp
ment , but it takes a woman to make a
home—C hinese Proverb .

It was the policy of the good o ld

gentleman to make his children feel that
home was the happiest place in the
world ; and I value this delicious home
feeling as one of the choicest gifts a
parent can bestow—Washington Irving.

He is the happiest , be b e king or peas
ant , who finds peace in his home
Goethe .

When home is ruled according to
God’s word , angels might be asked to
stay with us, and they would no t find
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themselves out of their element . —Spur
geon .

Home is the sphere of harmony. and

peace . The spot where angels find a
resting place

,
when bearing blessings

they descend to earth—S. J . Hale .

Households there may be , well-ordered
and abounding in comfort—families
there may be , whose various members
live in harmony and love—but homes,
in their true sense , there cannot be
where there is not one whom manly
Choice has made a wife and infant lips
have learned to honor with the name of

mother .—Dudley A . Tyng.

Home can never be transferred—never
repeated in the experience of an indi
vidual . The place consecrated by pa

ternal love
,
by the innocence and Sports

of childho od, and by the first acquaint
ance of the heart with nature , is the
only true home .

What a man is at home
,
that he is in

deed , if not to the world , yet to his own
conscience and to God—Philip .

The virtuous home is at the bas is of
all national prosperity.

Home is the resort of love , of joy , of
peace , and plenty, where supporting and
supported , polished friends and dearest
relatives mingle into bliss—Thomson .

It is indeed at home that every man

must be known by those who would
make a j ust estimate either of his virtue
or felicity ; for smiles and embroidery
are alike occasional , and the mind is
often ' dressed fo r show in painted honor
and fictitious benevolence .

—Johns6n .

Any feeling that takes a man away
from his home is a traitor to the house
hold .

-H . W. Beecher.

If I keep my son at home for educa
tion , he is in danger of becoming my
young master ; if I send him abroad , it
is scarce possible to keep him frOm the
reigning contagion of rudeness and vice .

He will perhaps be more innocent at
home , but more ignorant of the world
and more sheepish when he

'

comes
abroad—Lo cke .

The strength of a nation
,
especially of

a republican nation , is in the intelligent
and well-ordered homes of the people .

Mrs . Sigourney .

It is very dangerous for any man to
find any Spot on this broad globe that

is sweeter to him than h is home—H . W.

Beecher .

Educating the homes we evangelize
the world .

The homes of a nation are the bul
warks of personal and national safety
and thrift—J . G . Ho lland.

Six things are requisite to create a
happy home .

” Integrity must be the
architect , and tidiness the upholsterer .

It must be warmed by affection , lighted
up with cheerfulness ; and industry must
be the ventilator

,
renewing the atmos

phere and bringing in fresh salubrity day
by day ; while over all , as a protecting
canopy and glory

,
nothing will sufiice

except the blessing of God—Hamil ton .

To make men out of boys , and women
o ut of girls , there is no place like home .

—C haracter is not best formed in an

apartment house , or in the fashionable
hotel—no two years in the same place .

The sweetest type of heaven is home .

—J. G . Ho lland.

At evening , home is the best place
for mam—Goe the .

There is no happiness in life
, and

there is no misery, like that growing out

of the d ispositions which consecrate o r

desecrate a home—E . H . C hapin .

The paternal hearth
,
that rallying

place of the affections—Washington Irv
ing.

There is a magic in that little word ,
home ; it is a mystic circle that sur

rounds comforts and virtues never
known beyond its hallowed limits
Southey .

A cottage , if G od be there , will ho ld
as much happiness as might stock a
palace—J. Hamilton .

Be it ever so humble
,
there’s no place

like home—Payne .

.

Home is the seminary of all other in
st1tutions .

—E . H. C hagm
'

n .

The domestic relations precede
, and,

‘

in our present existence
,
are worth more

than all our other social ties—They give
the first throb to the heart and unseal
the deep fountains of its love—Home is
the chief school of human virtue . Its
responsibilities, j oys

,
sorrows

, smiles ,
tears , hopes , and solicitudes form the
chief interest o f human life—C hanning.

A man is always nearest to his good
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when at home , and farthest from it when
away .

—J . G . Ho lland.

Home, the spo t of earth supremely
blest , a clearer

, sweeter spot than all the
rest—Mon tgomery .

Stint yourself, as you think good , in
other things ; but don

’t scruple freedom
in brightening home . Gay furniture and
a brilliant garden are a sight day by
day, and make life blither .

—Buxton .

To most men their early home is no
more than a memory of their early
years . The image is never marred .

There ’s no disappointment in memory
,

and one ’s exaggerations are always on

the good side—George E lio t.
A good home implies good living ,
which is also a means and a token of
true culture , since without good living
there can be no good thinking

,
and—I

speak it reverently—no good praying ;
for mind and soul must have something
heal thy to go upon .

—J. P . Thompson .

This fond attachment to the well
known place whence first we started
into life ’s long race

,
maintains its hold

with such unfailing sway, we feel it
e
’
en in age

,
and at our latest day .

C owper.

To be happy at home is the ultimate
aim of all ambition ; the end to which
every enterprise and labor tends , and o f

which every desire prompts the prosecu
tion—Johnson .

We need not power or splendor ; wide
hall or lordly dome ; the good, the true ,
the tender

,
these form the wealth of

home .
—S. J . Hale .

Only the home can found a state .

Joseph C ook.

HON ESTY .
—An honest man’s the

noblest work of God—Pope .

Honesty is the best policy—Franklin .

Make yo urself an honest man
,
and

then you may be sure there is one ras

cal less in the world—C arly le .

It was a grand trait of the o ld Roman
that with him one and the same word
meant both honor and honesty.

—Ad
vance.

To be honest, as this world goes, is to
be one man picked out of ten tho usand .

—Shakespeare .

The shortest and surest way to live
with honor in the world, is to be in

HON ESTY

reality what we would appear to be ; and
if we observe , we shall find , that all

human virtues increase and strengthen
themselves by the practice and experi

ence o f them .

—So crates .

All other knowledge is hurtful to him
who has not honesty and go od-nature .

-Montaigne .

N othing more completely baffles one

who is full of trick and duplicity than
straightforward and simple integrity in
another. A knave would rather quar
rel with a brother-knave than with a
fool , but he would rather avoid a quar
rel with one honest man than with
both . He can combat a fool by man

agement and address and he can con

quer a knave by temptations . But the
honest man is neithe1

’

\to be bamboozled
nor bribed -C o lton .

He who freely praises what he means
to purchase , and he who enumerates the
faults of what he means to sell , may set

up a partnership with honesty .
—Lavater .

A grain of honesty and native worth
is of mo re value than all the adventi
tious ornaments, estates, or preferments,
for the sake of which some of the better
sort so oft turn knaves -

.Shaftesbury
Let honesty be as the breath of thy
soul ; then shalt thou reach the point
of happiness

,
and independence shall be

thy shield and buckler
,
thy helmet and

crown ; then shall thy soul walk up
right , nor stoop to the silken wretch b e
cause he hath riches

,
nor pocket an

abuse because the hand which offers it
wears a ring set with diamonds—Frank
lin .

The only disadvantage of an honest
heart is credulity ,

—Sir P . Sidney .

A straight line is shortest in morals
as well as in geometry .

—Rahel .

God looks only to the pure , not to
the full hands .

—Laberius.

He who says there is no such thing
as an ho nest man , is himself a knave
Berkeley .

I hope I shall always possess firm
ness and virtue enough to maintain what
I consider the most enviable of all titles ,
the character of an honest man —Wash

ington .

True honesty takes into account the
claims of G od as well as those of man ;

it renders to Go d the things that are
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same ; for she feeds upon opinion
, and

is as fickle as her food . She builds a
lofty structure on the sandy foundatio n
of the esteem of those who are of all
beings the most subj ect to change .

C o lton .

If it be a sin to covet honor, I am the

most offensive soul alive—Shakespeare .

Purity is the feminine , truth the mas

culine of ho nor . —Hare .

Let honor be to us as strong an o bli
gation as necessity is to others—Pliny .

Honor is most capricious in her re

wards—She feeds us with air , and often
pulls down our house to build our mon

ument .
—C o lton .

Our own heart , and not other men
’s

op1nion ,
forms our true honor. —C o le

ridge .

Hereditary honors are a noble and
splendid treasure to descendants .

Plato .

Honor is like the eye
,
which cannot

suffer the least impurity without dam
age —It is a precious stone , the pri ce
o f which is lessened by a singleflaw .

Bossuet.

The giving of riches and honors to a
wicked man is l ike giving strong wine
to him that hath a fever .

—Plutarch .

When vice prevails , and impious men

bear sway , the post of ho nor is a private
station—Addison .

The chastity of honor which felt a
stain like a wound—Burke .

Better to die ten thousand deaths
than wound ' my honor .—Addison .

Life every man holds dear ; but the
dear man holds ho nor far more precious
dear than life—Shakespeare .

HOPE .
—H0 pe springs eternal in the

human breast ; man never is, but al

ways to be blest .

—Pope .

Hope is a prodigal young heir
, and

experience is his banker, but his drafts
are seldom honored since there is often
a heavy balance against him , because he
draws largely on a small capital and is
not yet in possession -C .o lton

N o affliction nor temptation
,
no guilt

nor power of s1n ,
no wounded sp1r1t nor

terrified conscience , should 1nduce us to
despair of help and comfort from God.

—T . Sco tt .

Hope calculates its schemes fo r a

HOPE

long and durable life ; presses forward
to imaginary points of bliss ; and grasps
at impossibilities ; and consequently very
often ensnares men into beggary , ruin ,
and dishonor .—Addison .

The hours we pass with happy pros
peets in View are more pleasing than
those crowded with fruition—Go ldsmith .

Hope , of all passions, most befriends
us here ; j oy has her tears, and transport
has her death ; hope , like a cordial , in
nocent though strong , man

’s heart at
once inspirits and serenes, nor makes
him pay h is wisdom for his j oys .

Young.

You canno t put a great hope int-o a
small soul—J. L . .Lomes .

We speak of hope ; but is not hope
only a more gentle

‘

name for fear .

L . E . Landon .

Hope is aflatterer, but the most up
right o f all parasites ; for she frequents
the poor man ’s hut

,
as well as the pal

ace of his superior .—Shenstone .

Man is, properly speaking , based upon
hope ;

'

he has no other possession but
hope ; this world of his is emphatically

‘

the place of hope—C arly le .

Hope is the last thing that dies in
man

, and though it be exceedingly de
ceitful , yet it is of this good use to us ,
that while we are traveling through life
it conducts us in an easier and more
pleasant way to our j ourney’s end
Ro chefoucauld.

We are never beneath hope , while
above hell ; nor above hope , while be
neath heaven .

The miserable hath no other medi
cine but only hope—Shakespeare .

Auspicious hope , in thy sweet garden
grow wreaths for each t0 11, a charm for
every woe—C ampbell .
True hope is swift , and flies with

swallow’s wings ; kings it makes gods ,
and meaner creatures kingss

—Shake
speare .

Hope is but the dream of those that
wake—Prior.

Hope—of all ills that men endure ,
the only cheap and universal cure ; the
captive ’s freedom , and the sick man

’s
health

,
the lover’s victory, and the beg

gar’s wealth—C rowley .

The man who lives only by hope
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will die with despair .—Italian Proverb .

A propensity to hope and j oy is real
riches ; one to fear and sorrow, real pov
erty .
—Hume .

It is worth a thousand pounds a year
to have the habit of looking on the
bright side of things—Johnson .

Hope is like the sun , which ,
as we

j ourney toward it , casts the shadow of
our burden behind us .

—S. Smiles.

The world dares say no mo re for its
device , than

“while I live
,
I hope ” ;

but the children of God can add by vir
tue of a living hope ,

“while I expire
,
I

hope .

”—Leigh ton .

Had mankind nothing to expect be
yond the grave

,
their best faculties

would be a torment to them ; and the
more considerate and virtuous they
were , the greater concern and grief they
would feel from the shortness of their
prospects .—Balguy .

He that would undermine the founda-l
tions o f our hope for eternity , seeks to
beat down the column which supports
the feebleness of humanity .

If the mere delay of hope deferred
makes the heart sick , what will the death
of hope—its final and total disappoint
ment—despair, do to it ? —W. N evins .

Hope is the most beneficial of all the
affections , and doth much to the pro;
longation of life

,
if it be not too often

frustrated ; but entertaineth the fancy
with an expectation of good—Bacon .

Hope warps judgment in council , but
quickens energy in action .

—Bulwer.

Hope—fortune ’s cheating lottery
,

where for one prize
,
a hundred blanks

there be .
—C owley .

Hope is always liberal , and they that
trust her promises make little scruple
of reveling to-day on the profits of to
morrow ,

—Johnson .

It is necessary to hope
,
though hope

should be always deluded ; for hope it
self is happiness , and its frustrations ,
however frequent , are yet less dreadful
than its extinction—Johnson .

HOpe is a delusion ; no hand can
'grasp

a wave or a shadow—Victor Hugo .

The mighty hopes that make us men .

-Tennyson .

HOpe is the only good that is common
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Hope is a lover’s staff ; walk hence
with that , and manage it against de
spairing thoughts—Shakespeare

Where there is no hope , there can be
no endeavor.—Johnson .

He that lives on hopes will die fasting .

to all men ; those who have nothing else
possess hope st111.—Thales.

I have a knack of hoping , which is
as good as an estate in reversio n , if one
can keep from the temptation of turn
ing it into certainty

,
which may spoil

all .—George E liot.
Eternity is the divine treasure house ,

and hope is the Window , by means of

which mortals are permitted to see , as
through a glass darkly

,
the things which

G od is preparing—Mountford.

In all things it is better to hOpe than
to despair.—Goethe .

For present grief there is always a
remedy ; however much thou sufferest ,
hope ; hope is the greatest happiness
man .
—Schefer

Hope is brightest when it dawns from
fears—Walter , Sco tt.

Hope is the chief blessing of man ;

and that hope only is rational of which
we are sensible that it cannot deceive
us .
—Johnson .

The
/

good man
’s hOpe is laid far—far

beyond the sway of tempests
,
or the

furious sweep of mortal desolation .
—H

K . White .

Hope is a pleasant acquaintance
,
but

an unsafe friend ; not the man for yo ur
banker, though he may do for a travel
ing companion .

—Haliburton .

Hope is the best part of our riches .

What suffi ceth it that we have the wealth
of the Indies in our pockets

,
if we have

not the hope of heaven in our souls?

Hope is the
.

best possession —N one
are completely wretched but those who
are without hope

,
and few are reduced

so low as that—Hazlitt.

Hope is love ’s happiness
,
but not its

life .
—L . E . Landon .

Hope is like the cork to the net , which
keeps the soul from sinking in despair ;
and fear , l ike the lead to the net , which
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keeps it from floating in presumption .

Bp . Watson .

This wonder w e find in hope
,
that she

is both aflatterer and a true friend .

How many would die did not hope sus

tain them ; h ow many have died by hop
ing too much —Feltham .

The fl ights of the human mind are not
from enj oyment to enj oyment , but from
hope to hope—Johnson .

The setting of a great hope is like the
setting of the sun .

-The brightness o f
our life is gone , shadows of the evening
fall around us

,
and the world seems

,
but

a broader shadow—Longfe llow .

Used with due abst inence , hope acts
as a healthful tonic ; intemperately in
dulged, as an ener vating opiate—The
visions of future triumph , which at first
animate exertion

,
if dwelt upon too in

tently ,
will usurp the place of the stern

reality ; and noble obj ects will be con
templated,

not for their own inherent
worth

,
but on account of the day dreams

they engender .

—Thus hope, aided by
imagination

,
makes one man a hero

,
an

other a somnambulist
,
and a third a

lunatic
,
and all enthusiasts—Stephen .

Hope without action is a barren un

doer .—Feltham .

When the heart is light with hOpe , al l
pleases ; nothing comes amiss—Rogers .

Hope is a vigorous principle ; it sets
the head and heart to work , and ani

mates a man to do his utmost—C o llier.

Whatever enlarges hope will also exalt
courage—Johnson .

Hope writes the poetry of the boy,
but memory that of the man . Man

looks forward with smiles, but backward
with sighs . Such is the wise providence
o f God. The cup of life is sweetness at
the brim—the flavor is impaired as we
drink deeper

, and the dregs are made
bitter that we may not struggle when it
is taken from our lips—Emerson .

He who loses hope
, may then part

with anything .

— C ongreve .

HOSPITALITY .
—(See FEASTIN G j

As you receive the stranger, so y ou

rece1ve your God—Lavater.

There is an emanation from the heart
in genuine hospitality which cannot be
described but is immediately felt

,
and

puts the stranger at once at his ease .

Washington Irving.
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Small cheer and great welcome make
a merry feast—Shakespeare
Let not the emphasis of hospitality lie

in bed and board
,
but let truth , love ,

honor
,
and courtesy flow in all thy

deeds—Emerson .

If a man be gracious to strangers
,
it

shows that he is a citizen of the world ,

and his heart is no island , cut off from
other islands

,
but a continent that j oins

them .
—Bacon

Like many other virtues , hospitality
is practised

, in its perfection , by the
poor .—If the rich did their share , how
the woes of this world would be light
ened l—Mrs. Kirkland.

Provision is the ~f oundation of h ospi
tality

,
and thrift the

\
fuel of magnifi

cence—Sir P . Sidney .

Breaking through the chills o f cere
mony and selfishness

,
and thawing every

heart into a glow .
—Washington Irving.

Hospitality to the better sort , and
charity to the poor ; two virtues that
are never exercised so well as when
they accompany each other .—Atterbury .

HOUSE —My precept to all who
build

,
is

,
that the owner should be an

ornament to the house
,
and not the

house to the owner . -C icer0 .

A house is never perfectly furnished
for enj oyment unless there is a child in
it rising three years o ld,

and a kitten o f

six weeks—Southey .

Make your dwelling tasteful and at

tractive , both within and without ; the
assomations of the home of our early
days have a strong influence on the
future life—Phillips, C .

HOUSEWIFE .
—N othing lovelier can

be fo und in woman than to study house
hold good , and good works in her hus
band to promote—Milton .

She was a woman of a stirring life ,
whose heart was in her house ; two
wheels she had, the large for spinning
wool

,
the small for flax ; and if one wheel

had rest
,
it was because the o ther was at

work—Wordsworth .

HUMAN ITY . I am a man
,
and

whatever concerns humanity is of 1nter
est to me .

—Terence .

The true and highest model of hu

manity is the humanity of C hrist—C .

Simmons .

It w ill be very generally found that
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Heaven ’s
. gates are no t so highly

arched as princes’ palaces ; they that en
ter there must go upon their knees.
J . Webster.

Humanity cannot be degraded by hu
miliation . It is its very character to
submit to such things .

’

There is a con

sanguinity between benevolence and hu
mility . They are virtues o f the same
stock—Burke .

The suffi ciency of my merit is to know
that my merit is no t suflic1ent .

—Augus
tine .

Humility is to make a right estimate
of one ’s self .—Spurgeon .

Humility is a virtue all preach , none
practise

,
and yet everybody is content

to hear . The master thinks it good doc
trine for his servant , the laity for the
clergy

,
and the clergy for the laity .

Selden .

There is but one road to lead us to

G od—humility ; all other ways wo uld
only lead astray

,
even were they fenced

in with all virtues—Boileau .

Sense shines with a double lustre when
set in humility—Penn .

It is from out of the depths of our
humility that the height of our destiny
looks grandest . Let me truly feel that
in myself I am nothing , and at once ,
through every inlet of my soul , G od
comes in , and is everything in me .

—W.

Moun tford.

It is no great thing to be humble
when y ou are brought low ; but to be
humble when y ou are praised is a great
and rare attainment—St. Bernard.

Epaminondas, finding himself lifted up
in the day of his public triumph , the
next day went drooping and hanging
down his head ; and being asked what
was the reason of his so great dejec
tion

,
made answer : “Yesterday I felt

myself transported with vainglory , there
fo re I chastise myself for it to-day .

”

Plutarch .

The C hristian is l ike the ripening
corn ; the riper he grows the more lowly
he bends his head—Guthrie .

Believe me , the much-praised lambs
of humility would not bear themselves
so meekly if they but possessed tiger’s
claws—H . Heine .

If thou wouldst find much favor and

peace with God and man ,
be very low

HUMIL ITY

in thine own eyes . Forgive thyself lit
tle and others much—Leigh ton .

Humility is the C hristian’s ‘ greatest
honor ; and the higher men climb , the
further they are from heaven—Jane
Porter.

Trees that , like the poplar , lift upward
all their boughs

,
give no shade and

no shelter whatever their height . Trees
the most lovingly shelter and shade us

when
,
like the willow

,
the higher soar

their summits
,
the lowlier droop their

boughs .
—Bulwer.

Much misconstruction and bitterness
are spared to him who thinks naturally
upon what he owes to o thers , rather than
on what he ought to expect from them .

-Mad. Guizo t.

I believe the first t
’

est of a truly great
man is his humility—Ruskin .

Humility , like darkness , reveals the
heavenly lights—Thoreau .

There is nothing so clear-sighted and

sensible as a noble mind in a low estate .

—Jane Porter.

God walks with the humble ; he re

veals himself to the lowly ; he gives
understanding to the little ones ; be dis
closes his meaning to pure minds

,
but

hides his grace from the curious and the
proud—TI103. a Kempis .

The street is full of humiliations to
the proud—Emerson .

There is many a wounded heart with
out a contrite spirit—The ice may be
broken into a thousand pieces but it is
ice still .—But expose it to the beams of

the sun of righteousness , and then it will
melt—Middleton .

Should y ou ask me , What is the first
thing in religion ? I should reply ,

The

first , second , and third thing therein
nay

,
all—is humility—Augustine .

After crosses and losses men grow
humbler and Wiser—Franklin .

Humility is the solid foundation of all
the virtues—C onfucius .

The beloved of the Almighty are the
rich who have the humility of the poor,
and the poor who have the magnanimity
of the rich .

—Saadi.
Humility is the first lesson we learn

from reflection , and self-distrust the first
proof we give of having

'

obtained a
knowledge of ourselves .

—Zimmermann .
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It is in vain to gather virtues without
humil ity ; for the spirit of God delights
to dwell in the hearts of the humble .

Erasmus .

Humbleness is always grace ; always
dignity H

—J R . Lowell .

To be humble to superiors , is duty ; to
equals

,
is courtesy ; to inferiors , is no

b leness ; and to all , safety ; it being a
virtue that

,
for all its lowliness , com

mandeth those it stoops to .
—Sir T. More .

'

True dignity abides with him only ,
who , in the silent hour of inward
thought, can still suspect , and still revere
himself , in lowliness o f heart—Words

worth .

If thou desire the love of God and
man , be humble , for the proud heart , as
it loves none but itself, is beloved of

none but itself .—Humility enforces
where neither virtue

,
nor strength

,
nor

reason can prevail - Quark s.

Hum ility is no t a weak and timid
quality ; it must be carefully distin
guished from a groveling spirit—There
is such a thing as an honest pride and
self-respect .

-Though we may be serv
ants of all , we should be servile to none .

—E .
.H . C hapin .

The fullest and best ears of corn hang
lo

ws
st toward the ground—Bp . Rey

no 3.

Humility and love are the essence of

true religion ; the humble formed to
adore ; the loving to associate with
eternal love—Lavater .

Truly, this world can get on without

3
15 , if we would but think so .

—Longfel
ow .

N othing sets a person so much out of
the devil ’s reach as humility —Jona than
Edwards .

The richest pearl in
.

the C hristian’s
crown . of graces is humi lity .

—Go od.

Humility is the eldest born of virtue ,
and claims the birth-right at the throne
of heaven—Murphy .

He that places himself neither higher
nor lower than he ought to do , exercises
the truest humility—C o lton .

The saint that wears heaven’s bright
est crown in deepest adoration bends ;
the weight of glory bows him down the
most when most his soul ascends ; near
est the throne itself must be the foot
stool of humility—J . Mon tgomery .

HUMOR

By humility I
.

mean no t the abj ect
ness of a base mind , but a prudent care
no t to overvalue ourselves—C rew .

Humility is to have a right estimate
of one ’s self—not to think less o f him
self than he ought .

—The higher a man

is in grace
,
the lower will he be in his

own esteem .
—Spurgeon .

Humility is the truest abstinence in
the world—It is abstinence from self
love and self-conceit , from vaunting our

own praise and exploits , from ambition
and avarice , the strongest propensities
o f our nature , and consequently is the
noblest self-denial .—De lany .

True humility makes way for C hrist ,
and throws the soul at his feet .

—J .

Mason .

HUMOR (See Goon-HUMOR . )

Wit may be a thing of pure imagina
tion

,
but humor involves sentiment and

character -Humor is of a genial qual
ity ; dwells in the same character with
pathos

,
and is always mingled with sensi

b ility —Giles .

I live in a constant endeavor to fence
against the infirm ities o f ill health , and

other evils of l ife , by mirth . I am per
suaded that every time a man smiles
but much more so when he laughs—it
adds something to this fragment of life .

—Sterne .

There is certainly no defence against
adverse fortune which is , on the whole ,
so effectual as an habitual sense of

humor .—T . W. Higginson .

True humor Springs not more from the
head than from the heart—It is not
contempt ; its essence is love—It issues
not in laughter, but 1n still smiles , which
lie far deepen—C arlyle .

Good humor 1s one of the best articles
of dreSS one can wear in society
Thackeray .

These poor gentlemen endeavo r to
gain themselves the reputation of wits
and humorists by such monstrous con

ceits as almost qualify them for bedlam
no t considering that humor should al

ways lie under the check of reason , and
that it requires the direction of the
nicest j udgment

,
by so much the mo re

as it indulges itself in the most bound
less freedoms—Addison .

For health and the constant enj oy
ment of life , give me a keen and ever
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present sense of humor ; it is the next
best thing to an ab idmg faith in prov
idence .

The union of genuine , rich humor
with deep piety, and the chastened

,

spontaneous use of it under the guidance
of a sound j udgment

,
are among the

rarest manifestations of intellectual
power. —G . B. C heever.

Good humor is the clear blue sky of

the soul
,
highly favorable to the dis

coveries and progress o f genius .
It was the saying of an ancient sage
that humor was the only test of
gravity, and gravity of humor ; for a
subj ect that would not bear raillery was

suspi cious, and a j est that would no t

bear a serious examination was certainly
false to it H—Shaftesbury
HUN GER—(See APPETITE .

HURRY .
—(See HASTE ”

)

HUSBAND .
—(See FAMILY .

HYPOC RISY .
—The hypocrite was a

man , who stole the livery of the court
of heaven to serve the devil in .

Po llo ck.

A bad man is worse when he pretends
to be a saint .—Bacon .

Satan was the first that practised
falseho od under saintly show

,
deep

malice to conceal , couch
’

d with revenge .

Milton .

’
Tis not my talent to conceal my

thoughts, or carry smiles and sunshine
in my face , when discontent sits heavy
at my heart—Addison .

Oh , what ‘authority and show of
.

truth
,

can cunning sin cover itself withal !
Shakespeare .

As a man loves gold
, in that prop0 1

tion he hates to be imposed upon by
counterfeits ; and m proportion as a man

has regald for that which is above price
and better than gold

,
he abhors that

hypocrisy which is '

out its counterfeit .
—C ecil .
Grace is the new nature of a C hristian ,

and hypocrisy that art that counterfeits
it ; a nd the more exquisite it is in

imitation , it is the more plausible to
men, but the mo re abominable to God.

—Bp . Hall .

N o man is a hypocrite in his
pleasures—Johnson

The devil can cite Scripture for h is

HYPOC RISY

purpose . An evil soul , producing holy
witness

,
is l ike a villain with a smiling

cheek ; a goodly apple rotten ,
at the

heart : Oh , what a goodly outside false
hood hath l—Shakespeare .

If the devil ever laughs, it must be at
hypocrites ; they are the greatest dupes
he has ; they serve him better than any

others, but receive no wages ; nay, what
is still mo re extraordinary , they submit
to greater mortifications to go to hell ,
than the sincerest C hristian to go to
heaven—C o lton .

He was a man would say untruths,
and be ever doubl e , both in his words
and deeds—He was never , but where he
meant to ruin, pitiful . —Shakespeare .

Hypocrisy is thex necessary burden of

villainy ; affectation , art of the cho sen
trappings of folly ; th one completes a
villain

,
the oth er only finishes a fop .

C ontempt is the proper punishment of
affectation , and detestation the just con
sequence of hypocrisy—Johnson .

Hypocrisy, o f course
,
delights in the

most sublime speculations ; for never in
tending to go beyond speculation

,
it

costs nothing to have it magnificent
Burke .

Hypocrisy itself does great honor, or
rather justice , to religion ,

and tacitly ao

knowledges it to be an o rnament to
human nature . The hypocrite would
not be at so much pains to put on the
appearance o f virtue if he did not know
it was the most proper and effectual
means to give the love and esteem of

mankind—Addison .

But then I sigh
, and, with a piece of

Scripture , tell them—that God bids us do
good for evil : and thus I clothe my
naked villainy

,
with o ld odd ends, stolen

forth o f Holy Writ : and seem a saint
,

when most I play the devil . Why ,
I

can smile , and murder while I smile :
and cry , content , to that which grieves
my heart ; and wet my cheeks with arti
ficial tears, and frame my face to all
occasions—Shakespeare .

It is the greatest madness to be a
hypocrite in religion . The world will
hate thee because a C hristian even in
appearance ; and God will hate thee be
cause so only in appearance ; and thus
having the hatred of both

,
thou shalt

have no comfort in either .—Bp . Ha ll .

Hypocrisy desires to appear rather
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not . In all m en that seek to improve
it is better than the actual character
N 0 one is so satisfied with himself that
he never wishes to be wiser, better, and
mo re holy—Theodore Parker.

Ideality is only the avant-courier of

the mind
,
and where that , in a healthy

and normal state goes
,
I hold it to be a

prophecy that realization can follow .

Ideals are the world ’s masters—J. G .

Ho lland.

What w e need most , is not so much
to realize the ideal as to idealize the
real . - Hedge .

Ideal beauty is a fugitive which is

never lo cated—Mad. Se
’

vigne.

We build statues o f snow
, and weep

to see them melt—Walter Sco tt .

Great obj ects form great minds—Em
mons.

A man’s ideal
,
like his horizon

,
i s con

stantly receding from him as he advances
toward it .

—W. G . T . Shedd.

N othing more powerfully argues a life
beyond this than the failure of ideals
here . Each gives us o nly fragments of

humanity
,
of heart

, of mind , of charity ,
of love and of virtue .

Man can never come up to his ideal
standard—It is the nature of the im
mortal spirit to raise that standard
h igher and higher as it goes from
strength to strength

,
still upward and

onward—The wisest and greatest m en

are ever the most modest—S. M . F.

Osso li.

IDEAS .
—Ideas control the world .

Garfield.

A healthful hunger for a great idea is
the beauty and blessedness of life—Jean
Ingelow .

In these days we fight for ideas , and

newspapers are our fortresses —H .

Heine .

Old ideas are prej udices
,
and new ones

caprices .—Dondan .

A great idea is usually original to
more than one discoverer .—G reat ideas
come when the world needs them .

They surround the world ’s igno rance
and press for admission—A . Phelps .

Many ideas grow better when trans
planted into another mind than in the
one where they sprung up . That which
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w as a weed in one becomes a flower in
the other

,
and a flower again dwindles

down to a mere weed by the same
change . Healthy growths may become
poisonous by falling upon the wrong
mental soil

,
and what seemed a night

shade in one mind unfolds as a mom

ing-glory in the other . -O. W. Ho lmes .

Temples have their images ; and we

see what influence they have always had
over a great part of mankind—But , in
truth

,
the ideas and images in men ’s

minds are the invisible powers that con
stantly govern them ; and to these they
all pay universally a ready submission .

—Jonathan Edwards .

Ideas are the great warriors of the
world , and a wan t hat has no idea b e
hind it is simply a brutality —Garfie ld.

Ideas are like beards ; men do not
have them until they grow up .

—Vo l
taire .

Our ideas, like orange-plants, spread
out in proportion to the size o f the bo x
Wt h imprisons the roots—Bulwer.

Ideas are the factors that lift civiliza
tion . They create revolutions . There
is more dynamite in an idea than

~

in

many bombs—Bp . Vincent.

By what strange law of mind is it ,
that an idea long overlooked, and trod
den

,
under foot as a useless stone , sud

denly sparkles out in new light as a dis
covered diamond ?—Mrs. Stowe .

Ideas are cosmopolitan—They have
the liberty o f the world—You have no
right to take the sword and cross the
bounds of other nations

,
and enforce on

them laws or institutions they are un

willing to receive—But there is no
limit to the sphere of ideas . Your
thoughts and feelings, the whole ,

world
lies open to them , and y ou have the
right to send them into any latitude ,
and to give them sweep around the
earth

,
to the mind of every human be

ing—H . W. Beecher.

Ideas go booming through the world
louder than cannon . Thoughts are
mightier than armies . Principles have
achieved more victories than horsemen
or chario ts—W. M . Paxton .

To the thinker , the most trifling ex
ternal obj ect often suggests ideas, which
extend

,
link after link , from earth to

heaven—Bulwer.

A soul occupied with great ideas best
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performs small duties—H. Martineau .

If the ancients left us ideas , to our

credit be it spoken , we modem s are
building houses for them

_

.
-A . B. Alcott .

Ideas ,
tho ugh vivid and real , are often

indefinite
, and are shy of the close

furniture of words .—Tupper.

Our land is not more the recipient of
the men of all countries than of them
ideas—Bancroft.

To have ideas is to gather flowers ; to
think , is to weave them into garlands .

Mad. Swetchine .

An idea, l ike a ghost , according to the
common notion of ghosts, must be
spoken to a little before it will ex
plain itself—Dickens .

Events are only the shells of ideas ;
and often _ it is the fluent thought of
ages that is crystallized in a moment
by the stroke o f a p en or the point o f

a bayonet—E . H . C hapin .

Bred to think as we ll as speak by vote ,
we furnish our minds , as we furnish

’

our houses , with the fancies o f o thers ,
and according to the mode and age of

our country—We pick up our ideas
and notions in common conversation , as
in schools—Bo lingbroke .

Ideas make their way in silence like
the waters that

,
filtering behind the

rocks o f the Alps , loosen them from the
mountains on which they rest .

D
’

Aubigne
’

.

When young men are beginning life ,
the most important period , it is often
said

,
is that in which their habits are

formed—That is a very important
period—But the period in which the
ideas of the young are formed and
adopted is more important still .—For
the ideal with which you go forth to
measure thin

’

gs determines the nature ,
so far as you are concerned , of every
thing you meet .—H . W. Beecher.

Ideas in the mind are the transcript
of the world ; words are the transcript of
ideas ; and writing and printing are the
transcript of words—Addison .

A vague recollection fills my mind ,
an image dazzling , but undefined , like
the memory of a gorgeous dream .

- It

crowds my brain confusedly , but will
not stay .

—It changes like the tremulous
sunshine on the wave , till imagination

IDLEN ESS

itself is dazzled , bewildered
,
over

powered—Longfe llow .

He who wishes to fulfill his mission
in the world must be a man of one idea

,

that is of one great overmastering pur
pose , o vershadowing all his aims

,
and

guiding and controlling his entire life .

-Bate .

IDLENESS .

—(See “INDOLENCE .

Idleness is the bane of body and mind
,

the nurse of naughtiness
,
the chief

author of all mischief
,
one of the seven

deadly sins, the cushion upon which the
devil chiefly reposes

,
and a great cause

not only of melancholy
,
but of many

other diseases ; for the mind is naturally
active ; and if it be not occupied about
some honest business

, it-r ushes into mis
chief or sinks into melancho ly—Burton .

The idle man is the devil
’s cushion

,
on

which he taketh his free ease
, who, as he

is incapable of any good , so he 1s fitly
disposed for all evil motions—Bp .

Hall .

Idleness is the hot-bed of temptatio n ,
the cradle of disease

,
the waster of time

,

the canker-worm of felicity . To him
that has no employment

,
life in a little

while will have no
‘

novelty ; and when
novelty is laid in the grave

,
the funeral

,

o f comfort will soon follow .

Idleness is a constant sin ,
and labo r

is a duty . Idleness is the devil ’s home
for temptation and for unprofitable

,

distracting musings ; while labor profit
et-h others and ourselves—Baxter.

Idleness is the key of beggary, and
the root of all evil . -Spurgeon .

In idleness there is perpetual despair .

-C arlyle .

From its very inaction
,
idleness ulti

mately? becomes the most active cause
o f evil ; as a palsy is mo re to be dreaded
than a fever . The Turks have a
proverb , which says

,
that the devil

tempts all other men
,
but that idle men

tempt the devil .—C o lt0 n .

If idleness do not produce vice or

malevolence , it commonly produces
melancholy—Sydney Smith .

The first external revelations of the
dry-rot in men is a tendency to lurk
and lounge ; to be at street corners with
out intelligible reason ; to be going
anywhere when met ; to be about many
places rather than any ; to do nothing
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tangible but to have an intention of
performing a number of tangible duties
to-morrow or the day after .

—Dickens .

Idleness is only the refuge of weak
minds

,
and the holiday of fools .

C hesterfield.

Troubles spring from idleness, and
grievous toils from needless ease : many
without labor would live by their own

wits only
,
but they break for want of

stock—Franklin .

Too much idleness, I have observed ,
fills up a man ’s time much more com

pletely ,
and leaves him less his own

master, than any sort of employment
whatsoever .—Burke .

It is a mistake to imagine , that the
violent passions only

,
such as ambition

and love
, can triumph over the rest .

Idleness, languid as it is, often masters
them all ; she influences all our designs
and actions

,
and insensibly consumes

and destroys both passions and vir

tues—Ro chej
'

oucauld.

If you are idle you are on the way to
ruin

, and there are few stopp lng places
upon it .

—It is rather a precip1ce than
a road—H . W. Beecher.

Some one saying to the famous
Marquis Spinola , that a distinguished
general had died of having no thing to
do, he replied ,

“
Upon my word , that is

enough to kill anybody .

”

Life is a short day ; but it is a work
ing day . Activity may lead to evil
but inactivity cannot lead to good
Hannah More .

N ot only is he idle who is doing
no thing

,
but he that might be better

employed—So crates .

Laziness grows on people ; it begins
in cobwebs and ends in iron chains . The

more business a man has to do the more
he is able to accomplish

, for he learns to
economize his time—Sir M . Hale .

I would have inscribed on the cur
tains of your bed, and the walls of your
chamber,

“If y ou do not rise early , you
can never make progress in anything .

If you do not set apart your hours of

reading, if you suffer yourself or any
one else to break in upon them

,
your

days will slip through yo ur hands um

profitab ly and frivolous, and really un

enjoyed by yourself .” —Lord C ha tham .

To be idle and to be poor have al

IDLEN ESS

ways been reproaches ; and therefore
every man endeavors with his utmost
care to hide his poverty from others ,
and his idleness from himself—. Johnson .

A man who is able to emp loy him
self innocently is never miserable . It
is the idle who are wretched . If I
wanted to inflict the greatest punish
ment on a fellow-creature I would shut
him alone in a dark room without em
ployment .
Idleness amo ng children , as among

men
,
is the root of all evil

,
and leads to

no other evil “m ore certain than ill
temper .

—Hannah M ore .

So long as idleness is quite shut
out from our lives, all the sins of

wantonness , softness, and effeminacy
are prevented ; and there is but little
room for temptation—Jeremy Taylor .
It would be thought a hard govern

ment that should tax its people one

tenth part of their time
,
to be employed

in its service ; but idleness taxes many
of us much more ; sloth , by bringing on

diseases
,
absolutely shortens life . Sloth ,

like rust
, consumes faster than labor

wears , while the used key is always
bright . Dost thou love life

,
then do not

squander time
,
for that is the stuff life

is made of. How much more than is
necessary do we spend in sleep , for
getting that the sleeping fox catches no
poultry

, and there will be sleeping
enough in the grave l—Franklin .

By nature
’s laws

,
immutable and just ,

enj oyment stops where indolence be

gins .—Po llok.

I look upon indolence as a sort of sui
cide for the man is efficiently destroyed,
though the appetite of the brute may
survive—C icero .

The idle levy a very heavy tax upon
the industrious when , by frivolous visita
t ions , they rob them of their time . Such
persons beg their daily happiness from
door to door

,
as beggars their daily

bread . A mere gossip ought not to
wonder if we are tired o f him , seeing
that we are indebted for the honor
of his visit solely to the circumstance
o f his being tired o f himself .
Much bending breaks the bow ; much

unbending the mind—Bacon .

Employment , Which Galen calls
“
Na

ture ’s physician ,
” is so essential to

human happiness that indolence is justly
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which nothing can be produced ; it is a
vacuity in which the soul sits motion
less and torpid for want o f attraction .

—Johnson .

Better be unborn than untaught , for
ignorance is the root of misfortune .

Plato .

Have the courage to be ignorant of a
great number of things, in order to

avo id the calamity of being ignorant of
everything—Sydney Smith .

He that does not know those things
which are o f use and necessity for him
to know

,
is but an ignorant man , what

ever he may know besides—Tillo tson .

N othing is so indicative of deepest
culture as a tender consideration of the
ignorant—Emerson .

There never was any party , factio n ,
sect

, or cabal whatsoever, in which the
most ignorant were not the most
violent ; for a bee is not a busier animal
than a blockhead . However, such in

struments are , perhaps, necessary ; for it
may be with states as with clocks,
which must have some dead weight
hanging at them , to help and regul ate
the motion of the finer and more use

ful parts—Pope .

To be ignorant of one ’s ignorance is
the malady of ignorance—A . B. Alco tt.

It is impossible to make people under
stand their ignorance ; for it requires
knowledge to perceive it , and therefore
he that can perceive it hath it not .

Jeremy Tay lor.

Ignorance is
,
not so damnable as

humbug , but when it prescribes pills it
may happen to do more harm .

—George
E lio t.

Ages of ignorance and simplicity are
thought to be ages of purity . But the
direct contrary is the case . Rude periods
have that grossness of manners which is
as unfriendly to virtue as luxury itself .
Men are less ashamed as they are less
polished .

—Wart0 n .

By ignorance is pride increased ; those
most assume who know the least—Gay .

Ignorance , which in behavior mitigates
a fault , is, in literature , a capital offence .

-Joubert .

The ignorant hath an eagle’s wings and
an owl ’s eyes—G eorge Herbert .

There is no slight danger from gen

eral ignorance ; and the only choice

IGNORAN C E

which Providence has graciously left to
a vicious government is either to fall by
the people

,
if they are suffered to be

come enlightened, or with them ,
if they

are kept enslaved and ignorant .
C o leridge .

It is as great a point
.

of wisdom to

hide ignorance
,
as to discover knowl

edge .

’
Tis sad work to be at that pass

,
that

the best trial of truth must be the multi
tude of believers

,
in a crowd where the

number of fo ols so much exceeds that
of the wise—Montaigne .

To be proud of learning is the greatest
ignorance—Jeremy Tay lor.

It is with nations as with individuals
,

those who know he least o f others
think the highest f themse lves ; for

the whole family of pride and ignorance
are incestuous, and mutually beget each
other .

-C o lton .

Ignorance , when voluntary, is crim
inal , and a man may be properly
charged with that evil which . he
neglected or refused to learn how to

prevent—Johnson .

In the na tural world ignorance is
visited as sharply as willful dis
obedience ; incapacity meets the same
punishment as crime .

—N ature ’s dis
cipline is no t even a word and a blow
and the blow first , but the blow with
out the word .

- It is left for the sufferer
to find out why the blow was given .

—Huxley .

So long as thou art ignorant be not
ashamed to learn—Ignorance is the
greatest of all infirmities, and , when
justified , the chiefest of all follies .
Izaak Walton .

Ignorance gives a sort of eternity to
prejudice , and perpetuity to error
Robert Hall .

If thou art wise thou knowest thine
own ignorance ; and thou art ignorant
if thou knowest not thyself .—Im ther.

N othing is so good for an ignorant
man as silence ; and if he was sensible
of this he would not be ignorant .
Saadi.

He that is not aware of his ignorance
will be only misled by his knowledge
Whately .

It is better to be a beggar than ig
norant ; for a beggar only wants money ,
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but an ignorant person
.

wants humanity .

—Aristippus .

Ignorance is the curse o f G od ; knowl
edge the wing wherewith we fly to
heaven .

—Shakespeare .

The ignorance that knows itself
, and

j udges and condemns itself
,
is not an

absolute ignorance ; which to be
,
it

must be ignorant of itself—Montaigne .

Ignorance is the night of the mind
but a night without moon or star
C onfucius .

A wise man in the company of those
who are ignorant , has been compared to
a beautiful girl in the company of blind
men .

-Saadi.

As if anything were so common as

ignorance ! The multitude o f fools is a
protection to the wise .

—C i cero .

Ignorance is a prolonged in fancy, only
deprived of its charm .

—Boufi ers.

A man is never astonished or ashamed
that he does not know what another
does ; but he is surprised at the gross
ignorance of the other in not knowing
what he knows .—Haliburton .

It is not wisdom but ignorance that
teaches men presumption—Genius may
sometimes be arrogant , but nothing is
so diffident as knowledge—Bulwer.

There are times when ignorance : is

bliss
,
indeed—Di ckens .

Ignorance has been said to be the
mother of devotion ; it is rather the
mother of superstition .

N othing is so haughty and
.

assuming
as ignorance where self-conce it s ets up
to be infallible—South .

Ignorance lies
,

at the bottom of all
human knowledge

,
and the deeper we

penetrate the nearer we come to it .

For what do we truly know
, or what

can we clearly affirm of any one of those
important things upon which al l our

reasonings must of necessity be built
time and space , l ife and death , matter
and mind—C o lton .

Too much attention cannot be be
stowed on that important

,
yet much

neglected branch of learning , the knowl
edge of man ’s ignorance—Whately .

Be ignorance thy choice
,
where knowl

edge leads to woe .
—Beattie .

Where ignorance is bliss ’tis folly to
be wise—Gray .

IMAG INAT ION

The highest reach
.

of human science is
the scientific reco gnition of human igne
rance—Sir Wm . Hamilton .

ILL-NATURE .
—Ill-humor is but the

inward feeling of our own want of merit ;
a dissatisfaction with ourselves which is
always united with an envy that foolish
vanity excites—Goe the .

The world is so ful l of ill-nature , that
I have lampoons sent me by people who
cannot spell , and satires composed by
those who scarce know how to write
Spectator.

It is impossible that an ill-natured
man can have a public spirit ; for how
should he love ten thousand men who
has never loved one ? -P0pe .

An ill-humored man
,
is

,
almost o f

course
,
a selfish man , unhappy in him

self
,
and disagreeable to others—His

chief pleasure seems to be
,
to be dis

pleased
,
if not with himself, yet with all

about him .

ILLS .
—What we count the ills of life

are often blessings in disguise , resulting
in good to us in the end—Though fo r
the present not j oyous but grievous

,
yet

,

if received in a right spirit , they work
out fruits o f righteousness for us at last .
—M . Henry .

It is better to try to bear the ills w e
have

,
than to anticipate those which

may never come—Ro chefoucauld.

Think of the ills from which you are
exempt

,
and it will aid you

'

to bear
patiently those which now you may
suffer .—C ecil .

b

Ph ilosophy easily triumphs over past
and future ills ; but present ills triumph
over philosophy—Rochefoueauld.

We trust
,
that somehow, good will be

the final goal of ill Tennyson .

We satisfied ourselves , the other day ,

that there was no real ill in life except
severe bodily pain ; everything else is
the child of the imagination , and de
pends on our thoughts—All other ills
find a remedy either from time , or

moderation
,
or strength of mind—Mad.

Sevigne
'

.

The fear of ill exceeds the ill we fear .

IMAGINATION . Many have no

happier moments than those that they
pass in solitude , abandoned to their own
imagination

,
which sometimes puts

sceptres in their hands or miters on
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their heads
,
shifts the scene of pleasure

with endless variety, bids all the forms
of beauty sparkle before them , and gluts
them with every change of visionary
luxury—Johnson .

We are all of us imaginative in some
form or other, for images are the brood
o f desire .

—G eorge E lio t .

N o man will be found in whose mind
airy notions do not sometimes tyrannize ,
and force him to hope or fear beyond
the limits of sober probability—John

A vile imagination, once indulged, gets
the key of our minds , and can get in
again very easily , whether w e will or

no
,
and can so return as to bring seven

other spirits with it more wicked than
itself ; and what may follow no one

knows .—Spurgeon .

He who has imagination without
learning has wings and no feet—Joubert.
Imagination rules the world—N a

paleon .

Do what he will , he cannot realize
half he conceives—The glorious vision
flies—Go where he may , he cannot h ope
to find the truth and beauty which are
pictured in his mind—Rogers.

The soul without imagination is what
an observatory would be without a tele
scope—H . W. Beecher.

The world of reality has its limits ;
the world of imagination is boundless .

N ot being able to enlarge the one
, let

us contract the other ; for it is from their
difference that all the evils arise which
render us unhappy—Rousseau .

Whatever makes the past or future
predominate over the present , exalts us
in the scale of thinking beings—Johnson .

Thought convinces ; feeling persuades .
—If imagination furnishes the fact with
wings

,
feeling is the great , stout muscle

which plies them
,
and lifts him from

the ground—Thought sees beauty ; emo
tion feels it .

—Theodore Parker.

Imagination
,
where it is tru ly creative ,

is a faculty
,
not a quality ; its seat is in

the higher reason , and it is efficient only
as the servant of the will—Imagination ,
as too often understood , is mere fantasy
- the image-making power

,
common to

all who have the gift of dreams—J . R .

Lowell .

Imagination is the ruler of our dreams

6 IMAG INAT ION

It is the divine attribute of the im
agination ,

that when the real world is
shut out it can create a world for itself,

a circumstance that may account for
the peculiar vividness of the impressions
they produce —Let reason be the ruler
o f our waking thoughts —C lulow .

The faculty of imagination is the great
spring of human activity

,
and the prin

cipal source of human improvemen

it delights in presenting to the mind
scenes and characters more perfect than
those which we are acquainted with

,
it

prevents us from ever being completely
satisfied with our present condition

, o r

with our past attainments
, and engages

us continually in the pursuit of some
untried enj oyment

,
or of some ideal ex

cellence . Destroy this faculty
,
and the

condition of man will become as station
ary as that of ' the brutes —Dugald
Stewart .

i sImagination dispo every thing ; it
creates beauty, justice , and happiness,
which are everything in this world
Pascal.

Imagination is the eye of the soul
Joubert.
Imagination ennobles appetites which

in themselves are low, and spiritualizes
acts which , else , are only animal—But
the pleasures which begin in the senses
only sensualize .

—F. W. Robertson .

The poet ’s eye
,
in a fine frenzy rolling

,

doth glance from heaven to earth
,
from

earth to heaven ; and as imagination
bodies f0 1th the forms of things un

known , the poet’s pen turns them to
shape

,
and gives to airy nothing a local

habitation and a name ; such tricks hath
strong imagination—Shakespeare .

Our griefs, as well as our j oys
,
owe

their strongest colors to our imagina
tions —There is nothing so grievous to
be borne that pondering upon it will not
make it heavier ; and there is no pleas
ure so vivid that the animation of fancy
cannot enliven it .

—Jane Porter.

Solitude is as needful to the imagina
tion as society is wholesome for the
character—J . R . Lowe ll.

An uncommon degree of imagination
constitutes poetical genius . Dugald
Stewart .

The lunatic , the lover, and the poet
are o f imagination all compact—Shake
speare
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tality to immortality , each of the three
great dispensations has had its instance
of translations from earth to heaven ,

the
patriarchal

, in the person of Enoch ; the
Jewish , in ,

the person of E lij ah ; and
the C hristian in the person of C hrist .
What springs from earth dissolves to
earth again , and heaven-born things fly
to their native seat—Marcus Antoninus .

I feel my immortality o
’
ersweep all

pains, all tears, all time , all fears ; and

peal
,
like the eternal thunders of the

deep
,
into my ears this truth—thou liv

est forever l—Byron .

Seems it strange that thou shouldst
live forever ? Is it less strange that thou
shouldst live at all ?—This is a miracle ;
and that no more—Young.

N othing Short of an eternity could en

able men to imagine
,
think , and feel ,

and to express all they have imagined ,
thought and felt .—Immortality, which is
the spiritual desire , is the intellectual
necessity—Bulwer.

We do not believe in immortality be
cause we have proved it, but , we forever
try to prove it because we believe it .

James Martineau .

Our dissatisfaction with any other
solution is the blazing evidence o f 1m

mortality—Emerson .

On the imagination God sometimes
paints

,
by dream and symbol

,
the like

ness of things to come—What the
foolish-wise call fanaticism , belongs to
the same part of us as hope—Each is
the yearning of the soul for the great

attests our immortal
ity—Bulwer.

How gloomy would be the mansions
o f the dead to him who did not know
that he should never die ; that what
now acts, shall continue its agency, and
what now thinks, Shall think on forever .
—Johnson .

’
Tis the divinity that

‘

stirs within us ;
’tis heaven itself that pomts out an here
after and intimates eternity to man .

Addison .

The date of human life is too short to
recompense the cares which attend the
most private condition ; therefore it is
that our souls are made , as it were , too
big for it

,
and extend themselves in the

prospect of a longer existence—Steele .

Most of those who deny the immortal
ity of the soul

,
only maintain this opin

IMMORTALITY

ion because they wish it . But in the
height of their Sinful pleasures, the truth
which stares them in the face , begins on
earth that punishment , to the fullness of
which they are doomed hereafter
Jewish Spy .

C an it be ? matter immortal ? and shall
spirit die ? above the nobler

,
shall less

nobler rise ? Shall man alone , for whom
all else revives

,
no resurrection kn ow ?

shall man alone
,
imperial man ! be sown

in barren ground
,
less privileged than

grain
,
on which he feeds? —Y0ung.

The o ld, o ld“fashion—death ! Oh
,

thank G od
,
all who see it , for that older

fashion y et
—of immortality -Dickens .

We are born for, a higher destiny than
that o f earth—There is a realm where
the rainbow never fades, where the stars
will be spread out before us like islands
that slumber on the ocean

,
and where

the beings that pas s before us like
shadows , will stay in our presence for
even—Bulwer.

Immortality is the greatness of our

being ; the scene for attaining the full
ness and perfection of our existence .

C . Simmons.

We are much better believers in im
mortality than we can give grounds for.

-The real evidence is too subtle , or is
higher than we can write down in propo
Sitions.

—Emerson .

Without a belief in personal immor
tality religion is like an arch resting on

one pillar, or like a bridge ending in an
abyss—Max Muller.

The creator made us to be the image
of his own eternity, and in the desire
for immortality we feel we have sure
proof of our capacity for it .

—Southey .

N ot all the subtilties Of metaphysics
can make me doubt a moment of the

immortality of the soul , and of a be
neficent providence . I feel it , I believe
it

,
I desire it

,
I hope it , and will defend it

to my last breath—Rousseau.

The dust goes to its place , and man to
his own—It is then I feel my immor
tality—I look through the grave into
heaven—I ask no miracle , no proof, no
reasoning

, for me .
—I ask no risen dust

to teach me immortality—I am con

scious of eternal life—Theodore Parker.

As often as I hear Of some undeserved
wretchedness

,
my thoughts rest on that

world Where all will be made straight ,
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and where the labors of sorrow will end
in joy .

—Fichte .

The belief of a future state is a
troublesome check on human passions,
and one can never make libertines tran
quil and resolute without having first
made them unbelieversr—Massillon .

A voice within us speaks that startling
word, Man

,
thou shalt never die ! ” C e

lestial voices hymn to our souls ; accord
ing harps

,
by angel fingers touched

,
do

sound forth still t he song of great im
mortality—Dana.

Faith in the hereafter is as necessary
for the intellectual

,
as for the moral char

acter ; and to the man of letters, as well
as the C hristian , the present forms but
the slightest portion of his existence .

Southey .

A man really looking onward to an
immortal life , on whatever grounds, ex
hibits to us the human soul in an en

nobled attitude—Whewell.
Man only of all earthly creatures,
asks,

“
C an the dead die forever ?

and the instinct that urges the question
is God’s answer to man

,
for no instinct

is given in vain—Bulwer.

Every natural longing has its natural
satisfaction—If we thirst

, God has
created liquids to gratify thirst—If we
are susceptible of attachment

,
there are

beings to gratify our love—If we thirst
for life and love eternal

,
it is likely that

there are an eternal life and an eternal
love to satisfy that craving W.

Robertson .

Immortality is the glorious discovery
of C hristianity—C hanning.

The monuments of the nations are all
protests against nothingness after death ;
so are statues and inscriptions ; so is h is
tory.

—Lew Wallace .

One short sleep past, we wake eter
nally, and death shall be no more .

It is immortality, and that alone
,

which amid life ’s pains
,
abasements

,
the

soul can comfort
,
elevate

,
and fill .

Young.

IMPATIEN CE . Impatience grasps
at all, and admits of no delay ,

scorning
to wait God’s leisure , and to attend
humbly and dutifully upon the issues of
his wise and just providence—South .

In all evils which admit a remedy
,

IMPERFE CTION

impatience should be avoided
,
because

it wastes that time and attention in
complaints which

,
if properly applied

,

might remove the cause .
—Johnson .

Impatience turns an ague into a fever
,

a fever to the plague , fear into despair ,
anger into rage , loss into madness, and

asorrow to amazement—Jeremy Taylor.

Peevishness may be considered the
canker of l ife , that destroys its vigor,
and checks its improvement ; that creeps
on with hourly depredations, and taints
and vitiates what it cannot consume .

Johnson .

I have not SO great a struggle with my
vices

,
great and numerous as they are ,

as I have with my imp atience . My ef
forts are not absolutely useless ; yet I
have never been able to conquer this
ferocious wild beast—Ca lvin .

Adversity borrows its sharpest sting
from ‘our impatience .

-Bp . Horne .

In that worthiest of all struggles , the
struggle for self-mastery and goodness ,
we are far less patient with ourselves
than G od is with us.

—J . G . Ho lland.

Impatience dries the blood sooner than
age or sorrow .

—C leon .

Whoever is out of patience is out of
possession of his soul—Men must not

turn bees, and kill themselves in sting
ing others—Bacon .

Oh ! how impatience gains upon the
soul , when the long promised hour of

j oy draws near .

-How slow the tardy
moments seem then to roll .—Mrs . Tighe,
Such is our impatience , our hatred of
procrastination in everything but the
amendment of our practices and the
adornment of our nature , one would
imagine we were dragging time along by
force,-and not he us .

—Landor.

IMPERFE CTION Q—(See “FAULTS .

Imperfection is in some sort essential
to all that we know of life—Nothing
that l ives is

,
or can be rigidly perfect .

—The fox-glove blossom
,
a third part

bud ; a third part past , and a third part
in full bloom , is a type of the life of this
world—Ruskin .

He censures God who quarrels with
the imperfections of men—Burke .

I am too conscious of mine own im
perfections to rake into and dilate upon
the failings of other men ; and though I
carry always some ill-nature about me

,
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yet it is, I hope , no more than is in this
world necessary for a preservative .

Marvell.

N o human face is exactly the same in
its lines on each Side ; no leaf is perfect
in its lobes, and no branch in its sym
metry —All admit irregularity

,
as they

imply change —To banish imperfection
is to destroy expression

,
to check exer

tion , to paralyze vitality .
—All things are

better
,
lovelier, and more beloved for

the imperfections which have been
divinely appointed

,
that the law of hu

man l ife may be effort
,
and the law o f

human judgment may be mercy .

Ruskin .

It is only imperfection that complains
of what is imperfect—The more perfect
we are , the more gentle and quiet we
become toward the defects of others .
Fe

’

nelon .

The finer the nature
,
the more flaws

will Show through the clearness o f it ;
and it is a law o f this universe that the
best things Shal l be seldomest seen in
their best forms—Ruskin .

What an absurd thing it is to pass
over all the valuable parts of a man

,

and fix our attention on his inflrm ities.

—Addison .

Great men are very apt to have great
faults ; and the faults appear the greater
by their contrast with their excellencies .
—C . Simmons .

It is not so much being free from
faults and imperfections as overcoming
them that is an advantage to us ; it being
with follies and weaknesses and errors,
as with the weeds of a field

,
which

,
if

destroyed on
.

the soil where they grow ,

enrich and improve it , more than if
they had never Sprung up there .

IMPERTIN EN CE . (See
“
IMPU

DENCE ” and ‘‘ I .NSULT
Receive no satisfaction for prem edi

tated impertinence ; forget it , and for
give it , but keep inexorably at a distance
him who offered it .

—Lavater.

A man has no more right to say an
uncivil thing than to act one ; no more
right to say a rude thing to another than
to knock him down—Johnson .

He is guilty of impertinence who con

siders not the circumstances of time , or

engrosses the conversation
,

or makes
himself the subject

'

of his discourse , or

pays no regard to the company he is in
.

—C i cero .

IMPOSSIBILITY .
-Few things are

impossible in themselves—It is not SO

much means, as perseverance , that is
wanting to bring them to a successful
issue .

—Rochefoucauld.

One great difference between a wise
man and a fool is, the former only
wishes for what he may possibly obtain ;
the latter desires impossibilities .—De

m o critus .

Impossible l ”.i That is not good
French -N apo leon .

It is not a lucky word
,
this same im

possible no good comes of those who

T
ia

l

ve it so ofteri
‘

in their mouth—C ar
y e .

Impossible is a wohd only to be found
in the dictionary of fools—N apo leon .

N othing is impossible ; there are ways
that lead to everything

,
and if we had

sufficient will we should always have
sufficient means—It is often merely for
an excuse that we say things are im
possible—Rochefoucauld.

Impossible -never let me hear that
foolish word again .

—Mirabeau .

IMPRESSION S—The mind unlearns
with diffi culty what has long been im
pressed on it .

—Seneca .

If you would stand well with a great
mind , leave him with a favorable im
pression of yourself ; if with a little
mind , leave him with a favorable opinion
of himself—C o leridge .

The least and most imperceptible im
pressions received in our infancy have
consequences very important and of long
duration—It is with these first impres~
sions as with a river

,
whose waters we

can easily turn at its source ; with the

same facility we may turn the minds of
children to what direction we please .

Lo cke .

Do not all impressions made in life
continue immortal as the soul itself?
May they not form the picture-gallery ,
upon which we shall gaze through the
boundless ages of eternity ?—Bate .

Our first impressions
,
whether of per

sons or things
,
have great influence on

all our future estimates and opinions .

IMPROVEMEN T .
— Slumber not in

the tents of your fathers . The world is

advancing . Advance with it .
—Mazzini .
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We Should be faithful to the former
,
but

suspicious of the latter .—Tryon Ed
wards.

IMPURITY .
—The man who tells me

an indelicate story , does me an inj ury .

—J. T. Fie lds .

An impure man is every good man’s
enemy .

—H . W. Beecher.

INACTIV ITY .

—(See DELAY .

The C ommons, faithful to their sys

tem
,
remained in a wise and masterly

inactivity .
—Mackintosh .

If he had sat still , the enemy
’s army

would have mouldered to nothing .

C larendon .

Learning teaches how to carry things
in suspense without prejudice till you
resolve—Bacon .

Of Washington it was said
,
he knew

how to conquer by delay ; and the tactics
of Fabius in harassing the army of Han

nibal, by countermarching and ambus
cades

,
while avoiding an Open conflict ,

gained him the name of
“Delayer .”

Haven .

In the meantime
,
our policy is a

masterly inactivity—J . C . C alhoun .

The mightiest powers by deepest
calms are fed .

—B. W. Procter.

There are many times and circum
stances in life when Our strength is, to
sit sti-ll .

”—Tryon Edwards .

He that takes time to think and con

sider will act more wisely than he that
acts hastily and on impulse—C . Sim

mens .

N ature knows no pause in her progress
and development

,
and attaches her curse

on all inaction—Go ethe .

Doing nothing with a deal of Skill .
C owper.

The keenest pangs the wretched find

are rapture to the dreary void , —the
leafless desert of the mind—the waste of

feelings unemployed—Byron .

Thoughtful , disciplined , intended in

action—John Rando lph .

IN AT T E N T IO N .
—(See ATTEN

IN C LINATION -It is very pleasant
to follow one’s inclinations ; but unfortu
nately ,

we cannot follow them all : they
are like the teeth sown by C admus
they spring up , get in each other

’s way ,
and fight—L . E . Landon .

IN CON SISTEN CY

All men that are ruined are ruined on

the side of their natural propensities
Burke .

A good inclination is but the first rude
draught of virtue ; but the fin ishing
strokes are from the will ; which , if well
disposed , will , by degrees perfect ; if ill
disposed

,
will

,
by the superinduction of

ill habits
,
quickly deface it .

-South .

Almost everyone has a predominant
inclination , to which his other desires
and actions submit

,
and which governs

him , though perhaps with some intervals,
through the whol e course of his life
Hume .

N o profit
. grows where is no pleasure

taken ; in brief, Sir, study what you most
affect—Shakespeare ,
God never accepts, a good inclination
instead of a good action, where that
action may be done ; nay, so much the
contrary

,
that

,
if a good inclination be

not seconded by a good action
,
the want

of that action is made so much the more
criminal and inexcusable—South .

IN CON SISTEN CY .
—(See " C ON s1s'r

Mutability of temper and incon

sistency with ourselves is the greatest
weakness of human nature—Addison .

A conscience enlightened , and yet a
heart erratic

,
make mankind a bundle

of marvelous incongruities and incon

sistencies—C . Simmons .

How often in this world are the actions
that we condemn the result of senti
ments that we love , and Opinions that
we admire—Mrs . Jameson .

N o author ever drew a character con
Sistent to human nature , but

.

he was
forced to ascribe to it many incons1st

encieS .

—Bulwer.

We are always complaining that our

days are few
,
and acting as though there

would be no end of them .

—Seneca .

Men talk as if they believed in God,
but they live as if they thought there
was none : their vows and promises are
no more than words of course
L

’

Estrange .

In religion not to do as thou sayest is
to unsay thy religion in thy deeds, and
to undo thyself by do ing.

—Venmng.

Among the numberless contradictions
in our nature , hardly any is more glaring
than this

,
between our sensitiveness to
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the slightest disgrace which we fancy
cast upon us from without

,
and our

callousness to what is wrong in ourselves .
In truth , they who are the most sensi
tive to the one are often the most cal
lous to the other . —Anon .

Some persons do first
,
think afterward,

and then repent forever .—Secker.

IN CON STAN CY .
—N othin

‘

g that is
no t a real crime makes a man appear so
contemptible and little in the eyes of
the world as inconstancy

,
especially when

it regards religion or party . In either of
these cases, though a man perhaps does
but his duty in changing his Side

,
he not

only makes himself hated by those he
left , but is seldom heartily esteemed by
those he comes over to .

—Addison .

C locks will go as they are set ; but
man

,
irregular man

,
is never constant ,

never certain .
—0 tway .

Inconstancy is but a name to fright
poor lovers from a better choice .

Rutter.

Were man but constant , he were per
feet ; that one error fill s him with faults ;

,
makes him run through sins ; incon

stancy falls off ere it begins—Shake
speare .

IN CREDULITY .
—Incredulity is not

wisdom
,
but the worst kind of folly . It

is folly
,
because it causes ignorance and

mistake
,
with all the consequences of

these ; and it is very bad , as being ao

companied with disingenuity
,
obstinacy,

rudeness , uncharitableness , and the like
bad dispositions , from which credulity
itself

,
the other extreme sort of fol ly

,
is

exempt—Barrow .

The incredulous are o f all men the
most credulous ; - they believe the mir
acles of Vespasian , in order not to be
lieve those of Moses—Pascal .

N othing is
'

so contemptible as that
affectation of wisdom which some dis
play by universal incredulity .

—Go ld

smith .

Incredulity robs us of many pleasures,
and gives us nothing in return—J . R .

Lowe ll .

Of all the Signs of a corrupt heart and
a feeble head

,
the tendency of incredu

litv is the surest—Real philosophy seeks
rather to solve than to deny—Bulwer.

A sceptical young man said to Dr .

Parr that he would believe nothing
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which he could not understand . Then
,

said the Doctor,“y our creed will be the
shortest of any man ’s I know .

—A .

Some men will believe nothing but
what they can comprehend ; and there
are but few things that such are able to
comprehend - E vremond .

The amplest kn owledge has the larg
est faith .

— Ignorance is always incredu
lous .

—Willmo tt .

IN DE C IS IO N .
—(See DECISION

and
The wavering mind is but a base pos

session .

—Euripides .

In matters of great concern
, and which

must be done
,
there is

,
no surer argu

ment of a weak mind than
,

irresolution
— to be undetermined where the case is
plain , and the necessity f urgent . To be
always intending to live a new life

,
but

never to find time to set about it
,
this

is as if a man Should put off eating ,
drinking , and sleeping , from one day and
night to another, till he is starved and
destroyed—Tillo tson .

It is a miserable thing to live in sus

pense ; it is the life - of a spider .
—Swift .

It is a great evil , as well as a m is
fortune , to be unable to utter a prompt
and decided “N o .

” —C . Simmons .

There is nothing in the world more
pitiable than an irresolute man

,
o scillat

ing between two feelings, who would
willingly unite the two , and who does
not perceive that nothing can unite
them -

.Goe the

When a man has no t a good reason
for doing a thing

,
he has one good reason

for letting it al one—Thomas Scott.

N othing can be more destructive to
vigor: of action than protracted , anxious
fluctuation , through resolutions adopted ,

rej ected , resumed, and suspended , and
nothing causes a greater expense of feel
ing—A man without decision can never
be said to belong to himself ; he is as a
wave of the sea

,
or a feather in the air

which every breeze blows about as it
listeth—John Foster.

INDEPENDEN C E—It is not the

greatness of a man ’s means that makes
him independent

, so much as the small
ness of his wants .

-C obbett .

These two things , contradictory as
they may seem , must go together, manly
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dependence and manly independence
,

manly reliance and manly self-reliance .

—Wordsworth .

The greatest of all human benefits,
that

,
at least

,
without which no other

benefit can be truly enj oyed , is inde
pendence .

—Parke Godwin .

Happy the man to whom heaven has
given a morsel of bread without laying
him under the obligation of thanking
any other for it than heaven itself .
C ervantes.

The word independence is united to
the ideas of dignity and virtue ; the word
dependence , to the ideas o f inferiority
and corruption .

—J . Bentham .

Independency may be found in com
parative as well as in absolute abun
dance ; I mean where a person contracts
his desires within the limits of his for
tune—Shenstone .

Be and continue poor, young man ,
while others around you grow rich by
fraud and disloyalty ; be without place
or power

,
while others beg their way

upward ; bear the pain of disappointed
hopes, while others gain the accomplish
ment o f theirs by flattery ; forego the
gracious pressure of the hand for which
others cringe and crawl . Wrap yourself
in your own virtue

,
and seek a friend

and your daily bread . If you have in
such a course grown gray with un

blenched honor
,
bless G od, and die .

Heinze lmann .

Let all your views in life be directed
to a solid , however moderate , independ
ence ; without it no man can be happy

,

nor even honest—Junius .

The moral progression o f a people can
scarcely begin till they are independent .
—Martineau.

Go to N ew England
, and visit the do

mestic firesides, if you would see the
secret of American Independence —Re

ligion has made them what they are .

M osquera .

It should be the lesson of our life to
grow into a holy independence of every
judgment which has no t the sanction of
conscience and of God—N o man can lift
up his head with manly calmness and
peace who is the Slave of other men’s
j udgments—J. W. Alexander.

0

There is often as
.much independence

in not being led
,
as in not being driven .

—Tryon Edwards .

IND IFFERENC E

Hail ! independence
,
hail ! heaven’s

next best gift to that of life and an
immortal soul l—Thomson

INDEXE S—An index is a necessary
implement

,
without which a large author

is but a labyrinth without a clue to
direct the readers within—Fuller.

I certainly think the best book in the
world would owe the most to a good
index ; and the worst book

,
if it had in

it but a single good thought
,
might be

kept alive by it .

—Horace Binney .

Of many large volumes the index is
the best portion“and the most useful
A glance through the easement gives
whatever knowledge of the interior is
needful .—An epitome is only a book
shortened , and as a general rule , the
worth increases as \ the size lessens
Willm o tt .

A book without an index is much like
a compass-box , without the needle , per
plexing instead of directive to the point
we would reach—Anon .

Those . authors who are voluminous
would do well

,
if they would be remem

bered as long as possible
,
no t to omit a

duty which authors in general
,
and es

pecially modern authors neglect, that of
appending to their works a good index .

-Henry Rogers .

Get thorough insight into the index ,
by which the whole book is governed
Swift.

I have come to regard a good book as
curtailed of hal f its value if it has not
a pretty full index . It is almost impos
sible without such a guide to reproduce
on demand the most striking thoughts
or facts the book contains

,
whether for

citation or further consideration—Hor

ace Binney .

INDIFFEREN C E .
—Set honor in one

eye , and death in the other, and I will
look on both indifferently .

—Shakespeare .

Indifference never wrote great works,
nor thought out striking inventions, nor
reared the solemn architecture that awes
the soul , nor breathed sublime music ,
nor painted glorious pictures

,
nor under

took heroic philanthropies .
—All these

grandeurs are born of enthusiasm , and
are done heartily—Anon .

N othing for preserving the body like
having no heart—J . P . Senn .

Indifference is the invincible giant of
the world .

—Ouida .
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and I cannot have his virtues—Giles .

Individuality is everywhere to be
spared and respected as the root of

everything good—Richter.

We live too much in platoons ; we

march by sections ; we do not live in
our individuality enough ; we are slaves
to fashion in mind and heart , if not to
our passions and appetites—E . H .

C hapin .

The great political controversy of the
ages has reached its end in the recogni

tion of the individual . —The socialistic
party would again Sink the individual
in the government

,
and make it possible

for the government to perpetuate itself
and become absolute—F. C . Monfort.

If the world is ever conquered for
C hrist , it will be by every one doing
their own work ,

filling their own sphere ,
holding their own post , and saying to
Jesus , Lord , what wilt thou have me to
do .

—Guthrie .

Each mind hath its own method—A
true man never acquires after college
rules—What you have yourself aggre

gated in a natural manner surprises and
delights when it is produced—We cannot
oversee each other’s secret—Emerson .

That life only is truly free which rules
and suffices for itself .—Bulwer.

N ot armies, not nations, have ad
vanced the race ; but here and there , in
the course of ages , an individual has
stood up and cast his Shadow over the
world—E . H . C hapin .

It is said that if N oah ’s ark had had
to be built by a company

,
they would

not have laid the keel yet ; and it may
be so .

—What is many men’s business is
no body’s business—The greatest things
are accomplished by individual men .

Spurgeon .

INDOLEN CE—(See “IDLENESS .

Indolence is the sleep of the mind .

Vauvenargues .

I look upon indolence as a sort o f

suicide ; for the man is effectually de
stroyed

,
though the appetite of the brute

may survive—C hesterfield.

What is often called indolence is, in
fact

,
the unconscious consciousness o f

incapacity—H . C . Robinson .

Indolence
.

and stupidity are first
cousins—Rivaro l .

INDUSTRY

Laziness grows on people ; it begins
in cobwebs , and ends in iron chains
The more one has to do the more he is
able to accomplish .

So long as he must fight his way ,
the

man of genius pushes forward
,
conquer

ing and to conquer . But how often is
he at last overcome by a C apua ! Ease
and fame bring Sloth and slumber
Bur ton .

N othing ages like laziness—Bulwer.

What men want is not talent ; it is
purpose ; in other words , not the power
to achieve , but the will to labor .—Bul
wer.

Lives spent in indo lence , and there
fore sad—C owper
If you ask me which is the real he

reditary sin of human nature , do you
imagine I shall answer pride

, or luxury ,

or ambition
, or egotism ? N o ; I Shall

say indolence . Who conquers indo
lence will conquer all the rest . Indeed
all good principles must stagnate with
out mental activity .

—Zimmermann .

Indo lence , methinks, is an intermedi
ate state between pleasure and pain ,

and very much unbecoming any part
of our life after we are out of the nurse ’s
arms—Steele .

Of all our faults, that which we most
readily admit is indolence—We per
suade ourselves that it cherishes all the
peaceful virtues , and that without de
stroying the others it merely suspends
their functions .

—Ro chefoucauld.

The darkest hour in the history o f

any young man is when he sits down
to study how to get money without
honestly earning it .

—Horace Greeley .

Indolence is the dry rot of even a
good mind and a good character ; the
practical uselessness o f both .

—It is the
waste of what might be a happy and
useful life—Tryon Edwards .

I N D U L G E N C E .
—Sensual indul

gencies are costly at both ends—C . Sim
mens .

Those who love dainties are likely
soon to be beggars—Franklin .

Too many wish to be happy before
becoming Wise—Mad. N ecker.

Live only for to-day
,
and you ruin to

morrow .
- C . Simmons .

INDUSTRY (See IDLENESS and
INDOLENCE ”

)



INDUSTRY

Industrious wisdom often doth pre
vent what lazy folly thinks inevitable .

He doth allo t for every exercise a
several hour ; for sloth , the nurse of

Vices and rust of action is a stranger t o

him .
-Massinger.

It is better to wear out than to rust
out .

—Cumberland.

If you have great talents
,
industry

wil l improve them ; if moderate abili
ties, industry will supply their deficien
cies . N othing is denied to well-directed
labor ; nothing is ever to be attained
without it .

—Sir Joshua Reyno lds.

Sloth makes all things difficult , but
industry all things easy —Franklin .

There is no art or science that is too
difficult for industry to attain to ; it is
the gift of tongues, and makes a man

understood and valued in all countries,
and by all nations ; it is the philoso
pher

’
s stone , that turns all metals , and

even stones
,
into gold, and suffers no

want to break into its dwellings ; it is
the northwest passage , that brings the
merchant ’s ships as soon to him as he
can desire : in a word , it conquers all
enemies , and makes fortune itself pay
contribution—C larendon .

Like the bee , we should make our in
dustry our amusement—Go ldsmith .

One loses all the time which he might
employ to better purpose—Rousseau.

Fortune may find a pot , but your own
industry must make it boil .
In every rank

,
both great and small

,

it is industry that supports us all .—Gay .

God has so made the mind of man

that a peculiar deliciousness resides in
the fruits of personal industry .

—Wilber
force .

Industry need not wish , and he that
lives upon hopes will die fasting. There
are no gains without pains . He that
hath a trade hath an estate , and he that
hath a calling hath an o ffice of profit
and honor ; but then the trade must be
worked at , and the calling followed , or

neither the estate nor the office will
enable us to pay our taxes . If we are
industrious , we shall never starve ; for,
at the workingman’s house hunger looks
in

, but dares not enter . N or will the
bailiff o r the constable enter

,
for in

dustry pays debts , while idleness and
neglect increase them .

—Franklin .

INDUSTRY

If you have great talents , industry
will improve them ; if but moderate
abilities

,
industry will supply their de

ficiencies—S Smiles.

Many are discontented with the name
of idler, who are nevertheless content
to do worse than nothing—Zimmer

There is always hope in a man
’

who

actually and earnestly works—In idle
ness alone is there perpetual despair
C arly le .

The celebrated Galen said that em
ployment was nature ’s physician—It is
indeed so important to happiness that
indolence is justly considered the parent
of misery—C o lton .

The mo re we do , the more we can

do ; the more busy we are , the more
leisure we have—Hazli tt.

Though you may have known clever
men who were indolent , you never knew,
a great man who was so ; and when I
hear a young man spoken o f as giving
promise of great genius, the first ques
tion I ask about him always is, Does
he work ? —Ruskin .

Mankind are more indebted to in

dustry than ingenuity ; the gods set up
their favors at a price , and industry is
the purchaser. -Addison .

Industry is not only the instrument
of improvement , but the foundation o f

pleasure—He who is a stranger to it
may possess, but cannot enj oy, for it is
labor only which gives relish to pleas
ure—It is the indispensable condition
o f possessing a sound mind in a sound
body

,
and is the appointed vehicle of

every good to man—Blair.

Ap lication is the price to be paid for
me

'

nta acquisition . To have the har
vest we must sow the seed—Bailey .

N o man is born into the world whose
work is not born with him .

—There is
always work , and tools to work with ,

for those who will ; and blessed are the
ho rny hands of toil .—J . R . Lowell .

That man is but of the lower part of
the world who is not brought up to busi
ness and affairs—Feltham .

A man should inure himself to vo lun

tary labor , and not give up to indul
gence and pleasure

,
as they beget no

good constitution of body nor knowl
edge of mind—So crates .
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Industry keeps thebody healthy
,
the

mind clear the heart whole , and the
purse full C . Simmons .

Excellence is never granted to man ,

but as a reward of labor—It argues, in
deed , no small strength of mind to per
severe ih the habits of industry without
the pleasure of perceiving those advan

tages
,
which , like the hand o f a clock ,

while they make hourly approaches to
their point , yet proceed so slowly as
to escape observation—Sir J . Reyno lds .

Every industrious man
, in every law

ful calling, is a useful man—And one

principal reason why men are so often
useless is , that they neglect their own

profession or calling
,
and divide and

shift their attentio n among a multi
plicity of obj ects and pursuits—Em
mens .

An hour’s industry will do more to
produce cheerfulness, suppress evil huf
mors , and retrieve one ’s affairs

,
than a

month ’s moaning—It sweetens enj oy
ments , and seasons our attainments with
a delightful relish—Barrow .

A man who gives his children habits
of industry provides for them better
than by giving them a fo rtune .

Whate ly .

Industry hath annexed thereto the
fairest fruits and the richest rewards .
Barrow .

The chiefest action for a man of spirit
is never to be out of action ; the soul
was never put into the body to stand
sti11.—J . Webster.

INFAMY .
—(See SLANDER .

What grief can there be that time
doth not make less ? —But infamy, time
never can suppress .—Drayton .

The most infamous are fond of fame
and tho se who fear not guilt

,
yet start

at shame—C hurchill.
Infamy is where it is received .

—If
thou art a mud wall , it will stick ; if
marble , it will rebound - If thou storm ,

it is thine ; if thou contemn it , it is

INFAN CY .
—Heaven lies about us in

our infancy—Wordsworth .

Of all the j oys that brighten suffering
earth , what joy is welcomed like a new
born child ?—Mrs . N orton .

Joy thou bringest“but mixed with
trembling ; anxious j oys , and tender

fears ; pleasing hopes, and mingled sor

rows ; smi les of transport clashed with
tears .

—C o ttle .

They who have lost an infant are
never, as it were , without an infant
child . Their other children grow up to
manhood and womanhood , and suffer
all the changes o f mortality ; but this
one is rendered an immortal child , fo r
death has arrested it with his kindly
harshness

,
and blessed it into an eternal

image of youth and innocence—Leigh
Hun t. q

Ere sin could blight , or sorrow fade ,
death came with friendly care ; the open
ing but to heaven conveyed , and bade
it blossom there—M C o leridge .

A lovely bud , so

fi
t
,
so fair , called

hence by early doo j ust sent to
show how sweet a flower in paradise
would bloom .

—I; egh Richmond .

Beautiful as is the morning Of day,
so is the morning of life—Fallen though
we are

,
there remains a purity , mo desty ,

ingenuousness and tenderness of con
science about childhood , that looks as
if the glory of Eden yet lingered over
it

,
l ike the light of the day on the hill

tops
,
at even , when the sun is down

Guthrie .

The glorified Spirit of the infant , is
as a star to guide the mother to its own
blissful clime .

—Mrs . Sigourney .

INFIDELITY .
—(See “UNBELIEF .

There is but one thing without
honor

,
smitten with eternal barrenness,

inability to do or to be , —insincerity , un
belief . He who believes no thing , who
believes only the shows of things, is not
in relation with nature and fact at all .
- C arlyle .

Infidelity
,
indeed

,
is the root of all

Sin ; for did man heartily believe the
promises to obedience , and the threats
to disobedience , they could hardly be
so unreasonable as to forfeit the one or
incur the other .—Barrow .

Faith in God hal lows and confirms
the union between parents and children ,
and subj ects and rulers—Infidelity re

laxes
.

every band , and nullifies every
blessing .

—Pestalozzi.
When once infidelity can persuade

men that they shall die like beasts , they
will soon be brought to live like beasts
also—South .

I would rather dwell in the dim fog
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temptation to set himself against C hris
ti amty .

—S. Davies.

Man may doubt here and there
,
but

mankind does not doubt .—The universal
conscience is larger than the individual
conscience , and that constantly comes
in to correct and check our infidelity .

H. R . Haweis.

Whatever rouses the moral nature ,
whether it be danger, or suffering , or

the approach o f death , banishes unbe
lief in a moment .

INFLUEN CE—Influence is the ex
halation of character -W M . Tay lor.

We live with other men , and to other
men , not exclusively with , or to our

selves—We have no intercourse with
others that does not tell on them

,
as

they are all the while influencing us .
There is little influence where there is

not great sympathy .
—S. I. Prime .

Virtue will catch , as well as vice , by
co ntact ; and the public stock of honest
manly principle will daily accumulate .

—Burke .

NO act falls fruitless ; none can tell
how vast its powers may be ; nor what
results , enfolded dwell within it Si lently .

A good man does good merely by liv
ing—Bulwer.

It is the age that forms the man , not
the man that forms the age . Great
minds do indeed react on the society
which has made them what they are ,
but they only pay with interest what
they have received—Macaulay .

In families well ordered there is al

ways one firm
,
sweet temper, which

controls without seeming to dictate .

The Greeks represented Persuasion as
crowned—Bulwer.

The spirit of a person’s life is ever
shedding some power, j ust as a flower
is steadily bestowing fragrance upon the
air.
—T. Starr King.

We cannot think o r act but the soul
of some one who has passed before
points the way .

—The dead never die .

Bulwer.

A word or a nod from the good , has
more weight than the eloquent Speeches
of others—Plutarch .

The great must submit to the domin
ion of prudence and virtue ,

'

or none wil l
long submit to the dominion of the

9 0 INFLUEN C E

Forming characters ! Who se ?—our

own , o r others —Both .
—And in that mo

great . -This is a feudal tenure which
they cannot alter .—Burke.

The least movement is of importance
to all nature . The entire ocean is af

fected by a pebble—Pascal .
Others are affected by what I am and

say and do . And these others have also
these spheres of influence . So that a
Single act of mine may spread in widen
ing circles through a nation o f human
ity .
—C hanning.

N ot one false man but does unac
countable mischief—C arly le .

He who wishes to exert a useful influ
ence must be careful to insult nothing .

Let him not be troubled by what seems
absurd , but consecrate his energies to
the creation Of whati is good . He must
not demo lish

,
but build . He must raise

temples where mankind may come and
partake of the purest pleasures—Goethe .

The blossom cannot tell what becomes
of its odor

,
and no man can tell what

becomes of his influence and example ,

that roll away from him
,
and go beyond

h is ken on their perilo us mission—H .

W. Beecher.

There are nine chances in ten that
every man who goes with me will lose
his life in the undertaking—But there
are times when dead men are worth
more than living ones—Old John
Brown .

You cannot be buried in obscurity :
y ou are exposed upon a grand theater
to the view of the world . If your ac

tions are upright and benevolent , be as
sured they will augment your power and
happiness—C yrus .

Let him that would move the world ,
first move himself—Socrates.

Though her (Lady E lizabeth Hast
ings) mien carries much more invitation
than command , to behold her is an im
mediate check to loose behavior ; to love
her was a liberal education—Steele .

One of the most melancholy things
in the world is the enormous power for
evil of the dead over the living . There
hardly a great painter or writer , or
man who had achieved greatness in

any direction , whose name has not been
used to repress rising genius—Hammer

ton
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mentous fact lies the peril and respon

sibility of our existence —Who is

sufficient for the thought ?—E lihu Bur

ril l .

Men are won , not so much by being
blamed , as by being encompassed with
love .
—C hanning.

The words that a father speaks to

his children in the privacy of home are
not heard by the world, but , as in whis

pering galleries
,
they are clearly heard

at the end, and by posterity .
-Richter.

Often the elements that move and
mold society, are the results o f the sis

ter’s counsel , and the mother
’s prayer .

Planets do no t govern the soul , or

guide the destinies of men , but trifles,
lighter than straws

,
are levers in the

building up of character . —Tupper.

Good words do more than hard
speeches

,
as the sunbeams, without any

noise
,
will make the traveler cast off his

cloak , which all the blustering winds
could not do , but only make him bind
it closer to him .

—Leighton .

The career o f a great man remains an
enduring monument of human energy .

—The man dies and disappears , but his
thoughts and acts survive and leave an
indelible stamp upon his race—S.

Smiles.

There is no action of man in this life
which is not the beginning of so long a
chain of consequences, as that no hu
man providence can tell what the end
will be .

-Thomas of Malmesbury .

Race and temperament go for much
in influencmg o pinion—Lady Morgan .

Blessed is the influence of one true ,
loving human soul on another .—George
E lio t.

Every thought which genius and piety
throw into the world alters the world .

Emerson .

When a great man dies , for years the
light he leaves behind him ,

lies on the
paths of men—Longfellow .

The influence o f individual character
extends from generation to generation .

—The world is molded by it .
-Macleod.

If you had the seeds of pest ilence in
your body you would not have a more
active contagion than you have in your
tempers , tastes , and principles—Simply
to be in this world , whatever you are ,

INGR'AT ITUDE

is to exert an influence—an influence
too

,
compared ‘ with which mere lan

guage and persuasion are feeble
Horace Bushne ll.

N o man or woman of the humblest
sort can really be strong , gentle and
pure and good

,
without the world being

'better fo r it , without somebody being
helped and comforted by the very
istence of that goodness —Phi
Brooks.

Always so act that the immediate mo
tive of thy will may become -

a universal
rule for all intelligent beings—Kant.

Our gifts and attainments are not
only to be light and warmth in our

own dwellings
,
but are also to Shine

through the windows into the dark night
,

to guide and cheer bewildered travelers
on the road—H . W. Beecher.

To help the young soul , to add energy ,
inspire hope , and blow the coals into a
useful flame ; to redeem defeat by new
thought and firm action , this, though
not easy, is the work of divine men
Emerson .

When men do anything for God,
the

very least thing, they never know where
it will end , nor what amount of work
it wil l do for Him . Love ’s secret

,
there

fore , is to be always doing things for
G od, and not to mind because they are
such very little ones—Fab er.

We cannot live only for ourselves . A

thousand fibers connect us with our fel
low-men and al ong those fibers

,
as sym

pathetic threads, Our actions run as
causes, and they come back to us as ef
fects .

—Me lville .

Influence never dies ; every act , emo
tion , look and word makes influence tell
for -g oo d or evil

,
happiness or woe ,

through the long future o f eternity .

The life of a faithful C hristian man

is a guide to paradise .

—Thos . aKempis .

IN GRATITUDE .
-(See

“
THANKFUL

NESS .

He that calls a man ungrateful
,
sums

up all the evil of which one can be
guilty—Swift.
He that is ungrateful has no guilt

but one ; all other crimes may pass for
virtues in him .

—Young.

If there be a crime of deeper dye
than all the guilty train of human vices ,
it IS ingratitude .

—Brooke .
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Ingratitude is treason to mankind .

Thomson .

Ingratitude is the abridgment of all
baseness ; a fault never found unat
tended with other viciousness -

. Fuller.

An ungrateful man is like a hog un

der a tree eating acorns , but never look
ing up to see where they come from .

Timo . Dexter.

We can be thankful to a friend for
a few acres

,
or a little money ; and yet

for the freedom and command of the
whole earth

,
and for the great benefits

of our being , our life , health , and rea
son , we look upon ourselves as under no
obligation—Seneca .

He that forgets his friend is ungrate
ful to him ; but he that forgets his
Saviour is unmerciful to himself .—Bun
yan .

Ingratitude is monstrous ; and for the
multitude to be ungrateful , were to
make a monster of the multitude .

Shakespeare .

Brutes leave ingratitude to man .

C o lton .

I hate ingratitude more in man than
lying

,
vainness

,
babbling , drunkenness,

or any taint of vice , whose strong cor
ruption inhabits our frail blood—Shake
speare .

Flints may be melted—we see it daily
—but an ungrateful heart cannot be ;
not by the strongest and noblest flame .

-South .

How Sharper than a serpent’s tooth it
is to have a thank less child -Shake

speare .

N ot to return o ne good offi ce for an

other is inhuman ; but to return ev1l for
good is diabolical .—Sene ca .

One ungrateful man does an inj ury
to all who stand in need of aid—Pub
lius Syrus .

We seldom find people ungrateful as
long as we are in a condition to render
them services .—Ro chefoucauld.

We often fancy we suffer from in

gratitude , while in reality we suffer
from self-love .

—Landor.

There neither is , or ever was , any
person remarkably ungrateful , who was

not also insufferably proud ; nor any

one proud , who was not equally ungrate

ful .—South .

INGRAT ITUDE

Ingratitude ; thou marble-hearted
fiend , mo re hideous when thou sh owest
thee in a child, than the sea monster
Shakespeare .

There be three usual causes of in
gratitude upon a benefit received—envy

,

pride
,
and covetousness ; envy ,

looking
more at other’s benefits than our own ;

pride , looking more at ourselves than
at the benefit ; covetousness , looking
mo re at what we would have than at
what we have—Bp Hall.

Fil ial ingratitude ! Is it not as this
mouth should tear this hand for lifting
food to it H—Shakespeare
There never was any man so wicked

as not to approve of gratitude and to
detest ingratitude

, aso
the two things in

the whole world , th ne to be the most
esteemed

,
and tlie o ther the most abomi

nated—Seneca .

A grateful dog is better than an un

grateful man .
—Saadi.

Blow, blow , thou winter wind , thou
art not SO unkind as man ’s ingratitude .

—Freeze , freeze , thou bitter Sky , thou
dost not bite so nigh , as benefits forgot .
—Shakespeare .

He who does a kindness to an un

grateful person, sets his seal to a flint
and sows his seed upon the sand ; on the
former he makes no impression , and

from the latter finds no product .—South .

Ungratefulness is the very poison of

manhood—Sir P . Sidney .

One great cause of our insensibility
to the goodness of our C reato r is the
very extensiveness of his boun ty
Paley .

When we would , with utmost det esta
tion

,
Single some monster from the

traitor herd
,

’tis but to say ingratitude
is his crime .

—Froude .

N othing more detestable do es the
earth produce than an ungrateful man
Ausonius.

He that doth public good for multi
tudes finds few are truly grateful
Massznger.

What unthankfulness is it to forget
our consolations , and to look upon mat
ters of grievance ; to think so much
upon two or three crosses as to forget
an hundred blessings .

—Sibbs .

How black and base a vice
,

ingrati
tude is

,
may be seen in those Vices With
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made more wretched than he who suf

fers it .
—Plato .

N 0 one will dare maintain that it is
better to do injustice than to bear it .

Aristo tle .

Of all inj ustice , that is the greatest
which goes under the name of law ; and
of all sorts o f tyranny the forcing of
the letter of the law against the equity,
is the most insupportable .

—L’

E strange .

Injustice arises either from precipita
tion , or indolence , or from a mixture of

both—The rapid and Slow are seldom
just ; the unjust wait either not at all ,
or wait too lo ng—Lavater.

An unjust acquisition is like a barbed
arrow, which must be drawn backward
with horrible anguish , or else will be
your destruction—Jeremy Taylor.

Fraud is the ready minister of injus
tice—Burke .

Surely they who devour the posses
sions o f orphans unjustly shall swallow
down no thing but fire into their bellies
and shall broil in raging flames
Koran .

Any one entrusted with power will
abuse it if not also animated with the
love of truth and virtue

,
no matter

whether he be a prince
,
or one o f the

people—La Fontaine .

Did the mass of men know the actual
selfishness and injustice of their rulers

,

no t a government would stand a year.
—The world would foment with revo lu

tion—Theodore Parker.

Whatever is unjust is contrary to the
divine will ; and from this it follows
that no true and abiding happiness can
be gained by those who are unjust .

Stretch .

He that acts unjust ly , is the worst
rebel to himself ; and though now am
bition ’s trumpet and the drum of power
may drown the sound , yet conscience
wil l One day speak loudly to him .

Havard.

Men endure the losses that befall
them by mere casualty with more pa
tience than the damages they sustain by
injustice—Sir W. Raleigh .

INK—My ways are as broad as the
king ’s high road

,
and my means h e in

an inkstand .

—Southey .

The colored slave that waits upon
thy thought , and sends that thought ,

INNOCEN CE

without a voice , to the ends of the
earth—Anon .

Oh ,
. she is fallen into a pit of - ink

that the wide sea hath drops too few
to wash her clean again l—Shakespeare .

A drop of ink may make a million
think .

—Byron .

Let there be gall enough in thy ink ;
though thou write with a goose-pen

,
no

matter .—Shakespeare .

IN N OC EN CE .
—He is armed without

who is innocent within , be this thy
screen , and this,

thy wall of brass
IIorace .

What is
o

a stronger breastplate than a
heart untaintedZ-y—Shakespeare .

Innocence is but a po or substitute
for experience—Bulwer.

There is no courage but in inno
cence ; no constancy but in an honest
cause—Southern .

To be innocent is to be not guilty ;
but to be virtuous is to overcome our
evil inclinations—Penn .

.

The inno cent seldom find an uneasy
pi llow—C owper.

The innocence that feels no risk and
is taught no caution , is more vulnerable
than guilt

,
and oftener assailed—N . P .

Willis .

O, innocence , the sacred amulet
against all the poisons of infirmity , and
all misfortunes , inj ury, and death
C hapman

Against the head which innocence se

cures insidious malice aims her darts
in vain ; turned backward by the power
ful breath of heaven—Johnson .

Innocence and mystery never dwell
long together—Mad. N ecker.

Innocence is like polished armor ; it
adorns and defends—South .

Unstained thoughts do seldom dream
on evil . -Shakespeare .

Innocence and ignorance are Sisters .
But there are noble and vulgar Sisters .

Vulgar innocence and ignorance are
mortal

,
they have pretty faces, but

wholly without expression , and of a
transient beauty ; the noble Sisters are
immo rtal , their lofty forms are un

changeable
,
and their countenan ces are

still radiant with the light of paradise .

They dwell in heaven , and visit only
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tried of
valis .

man so good, who , were
all his thoughts and ac

the law, would not deserve
ten times in his life—Mon

ence , often , o f pure innocence
when speaking fails—Shake

They that know no evil will suspect
none—Ben Jonson .

We have not the innocence of Eden ;
but by God ’s help and C hrist ’s example
we may have the victory of Gethsem

INN OVATION .

—A spirit of innova
tion is generally the result of a selfish
temper and confined views . People
will not look forward to posterity , who
never look backward to their ancestors .
—Burke .

It will always do to ] change for the
better .—Thomson .

The ridiculous rage for innovation ,
which only increases the weight of the
chains it cannot break

,
shall never fire

my blood —Schiller.

Dislike of innovation proceeds some
times from the disgust excited by false
humanity . canting hypocrisy ,

and silly
enthusiasm .

—Sydney Smith .

IN N S .
—There is nothing yet con

trived by man by which so much happ i
ness is produced as by a good tavern or
inn s
—J ohnson .

Though I am an inn-keeper, thank
heaven I am a C hristian—C ervantes .

He who has not been at a tavern
knows not what a paradise it is.

—O holy
tavern ! O miraculo us tavern —holy ,
because no carking cares are there , nor
weariness

,
nor pain ; and miraculous , b e

cause of the spits , which , of themselves
turn round and round—Longfellow .

IN QUIRY .
-It is .

.

a shameful thing to
be weary of inquiry when what we

search for is excellent—C icero .

Al l calm inquiry conducted among
those who have their main principles of

judgment in common , leads , if not to
an approximation o f views

,
yet

,
at leas t ,

to an increase of sympathy—T . Arno ld.

It is error only , and not truth ,
that

shrinks from inquiry—Thomas Paine .

Let not the freedom of inquiry be
shackled—If it multiplies contentions
among the wise and virtuous

,
it exer

cises the charity o f those who contend .

-If it shakes for a time the belief that
is rested only on prejudice

,
it finally

settles it on the broader and more solid
basis of conviction—H. K . White .

Free inquiry, if restrained within due
bounds , and applied to proper subj ects,
is a most important privilege of the
human mind ; and if well conducted , is
one of the greatest friends to truth
But when reason knows neither its Of

fice nor its limits , and when employed
on subj ects foreign to its j urisdiction ,
it then becomes a privilege dangerous
to be exercised H

—D’

Aubigne
'

IN QUISITIVEN ESS Inquisitive
people are the funnels of conversation ;
they do not take in anything for their
own use

,
but merely to pass it to an

other—Stee le .

In ancient days the mo st celebrated
precept was

,

“
know thyself in mod

_
ern times it has been supplanted by the
more fashionable maxim

,

“Know thy
neighbor and everything about him .

Johnson .

Inquisitiveness or curiosity is a ker
nel of the forbidden fruit , which still
sticketh in the throat of a natural man ,
and sometimes to the danger of his
choking—Fuller.

An inquisitive man is a creature nat
urally very vacant o f thought itself , and
therefore forced to apply to foreign as

sistance—Stee le .

Shun the inquisitive h for you will be
sure to find him leaky - Open ears do
not keep conscientiously what has been
intrusted to them , and a word once
spoken flies , never to be recalled .

IIorace . 1

What right have w e to pry into the
secrets of others?—True or false , the
tale that is gabbled to us, what concern
is it of ours ?—Bulwer.

The man who is inquisitive into the
secrets o f your affairs , with which he
has no concern , Should be an Obj ect of
your caution—Men no more desire an

other’s secrets to conceal them , than
they would another’s purse for the
pleasure only of carrying it .

—Fie lding.

IN SAN ITY .
—(See MADNESS ”

)
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Insanity

'

destroys reason , but not wit .

—Emmons .

Those who are insane generally reason
correctly , but they reason from false
assumptions and on wrong pr1nc1ples .

Great wits are sure to madness near
allied , and thin partitions do their
bounds divide—Dryden .

All power of fancy over reason is a
degree of insanity—Johnson .

N ow see that noble and most sover

e ign reason ,
l ike sweet bells j angled, out

of time and harsh—Shakespeare .

This wretched brain gave way
,
and I

became a wreck
,
at random driven , with

out one glimpse o i reason
, or of heaven .

-Mo ore .

0 , judgment , thou art fled to brutish
beas ts , and men have lost their reason .

Shakespeare .

Insane peo ple easily detect the non
sense of other people—John Hallam .

Every sense hath been o
’
erstrung, and

each frail fibre of the brain sent forth
her thoughts all wild and wide—Byron .

The difl'erence between an insane man

and a fool , Locke says, is, that a fool
from right principles draws a wrong
conclusion , while an insane person draws
a j ust inference from false principles .

IN SEN SIBILITY .
-Who can all sense

of others’ ills escape
,
is but a brute

, at
best , in human shape .

—Juvenal .

A thorough and mature insensibility
is rarely to be acquired but by a steady
perseverance in infamy —Junius .

There is a calm
,
viscous insensibility

which will baffle even the gods
,
and

calmly say ,
Try all your lightnings here ,

and see whether I cannot quench them .

-C arly le .

All feeling of futurity benumbed ; all
Godlike passion for externals quenched ;
all relish of realities expired ; imbruted
every faculty divine ; heart buried in
the rubbish o f the world—Young.

It is an alarming state to be past
feeling , especially as to religious truth
and duty .

—C . Simmons .

IN SIN C ERITY .
—(See

It IS a shameful and unseemly thing
to think one thing and speak another

,

but how odious to write one thing and
think another .—Seneca..

sincerity—C icero .

resentatio n .
—Hawthorne .

IN SPIRATION .
—I know the

inspired
,
because it finds me at

depths of my being than any oth
—C o leridge .

Inspiration is such a divine superin

tendence over the books of the Bible
as makes them

’

a trustworthy , infallible
and safe guide concerning the way of

salvation—Joseph C ook.

There is a x
c ideity within us who

breathes that divine fire by which we

are animated—Ovid
Poets are the hierophants of an unap

prehended inspiration ; the mirrors of
the gigantic shadows which futurity
casts upon the present—Shelley .

The inspiration of the sacred Scrip
tures

,
as the very word of God, is mani

fest by their maj esty, their purity , the
consent of all their parts, by their light
and power to convince and convert sin

ners
,
to edify and comfo rt believers ,

and to build them up in the character
that prepares for full salvation—Boston .

The best evidence that the Bible is
the inspired word of G od is to be found
within its covers—It proves itself
C harles Hodge .

Inspiration secures the perfect infalli
b ility of the Scriptures in every part ,
as a record of fact and do ctrine , both
in thought and verbal expression ; so

that , although they come to us through
the instrumentality of the minds , hearts ,
imaginations , consciences , and wills of
men , they are nevertheless in the strict
est sense the Word of G od .

—A . A .

Hedge .

IN STABILITY .
—He who begins

many things finishes nothing—C . Sim
mens.

A rolling stone can gather no moss
Pub lius Syrus.

Some have at first for wits
,
then poets

passed ; turned critics next , and proved
plain fools at last—Pope .

Everything by starts
,
and nothing

long—Dryden .

It will be found that they are the
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heart , if we would make the deepest
impressions .—Emmons .

The fruits of the earth do not more
o bviously require labor and cultivation
to prepare them for our use and sub
sistence , than our faculties demand in
struction and regulation in order to
qualify us to become upright and valu
able members of society , useful to
others

, or happy ourselves—Barrow.

INSULT .
—(See

Whatever be the motive of an insult
it is always best to o verlook it ; for
folly scarcely can deserve resentment
and malice is punished by neglect
Johnson :
The way to procure insults is to sub

mit to them .
—A man meets with no

more respect than he exacts—Hazli tt.

Injuries may be atoned for and for
given ; but insults admit of no compen

sation ; they degrade the mind in its
own esteem , and force it to recover its
l evel by revenge—Junius .

The greater part of mankind are
more sensitive to contemptuous lan
guage

,
than to unjust acts ; they can

less easily bear insult than wrong .

Plutarch .

There is an insolence which none but
those who themselves deserve contempt
can bestow

,
and these only who deserve

no contempt can bean—Fie lding.

He who puts up with insult invites
injury—Proverb .

The slight that can be conveyed in
a glance , in a gracious smile , in a wave
of the hand , is often the ne plus ultra
of art—What insult is so keen or so

keenly felt , as the polite insult which
it is imposs ible to resent ?—Julia
Kavanagh .

Oppression is more easily bo rne than
insult .—Junius .

It is the nature of some minds to in
Sult and tyrannize over little people,
this being the means they use to recom
pense themselves for their extreme ser

vility and condescension to their superi
ors—Slaves and flatterers exact the
same taxes on all below them which
they pay to all above them .

—Fielding.

I once met a man who had forgiven
an inj ury . I hope some day to meet
the man who has forgiven an insult .
Bur ton .

insult points the dart—Johnson .

knowledge is weak and useless .

ness will alleviate th
soften the hardness
disappointments , and
ble confidence before
gratitude of man , 0

the times may : rob
ward—Paley .

N othing more
who is. full of trick and du
straightforward

“
and Simple

ano ther .—C o lton .

N othing is at last sacred
tegrity of your own mind .

frage of the world—Emerson .

—Intellect is
to all action or construction .

—Emers

Intellect is brain force—Schiller.

God has placed no l imits to
.the

ercise of the intellect he has given
on this Side of the grave—Bacon .

If a man’s eye is on the Eternal ,
intellect will grow.

—Emerson .

The intellect has only one fail

j ust and chivalrous ;
fragment of the Rock of Ages—J.

Stanley .

Integrity is the first step to t
greatness .—:Men love to praise , but
Slow to practice it .

—To maintain it
high places costs self-denial ; in
places it is liable to opposition , but
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Every man should use his intellect ,
not as he uses his lamp in the study ,
only for his own , seeing , but as the
lighthouse uses its lamps, that those afar
off on the sea may see the Shining , and
learn their way .

—H. W. Beecher.

The education of the intellect is a

great business ; but an unconsecrated in
tellect is the saddest Sight on which the
sun looks down—C hadwick.

Brains well prepared are the monu
ments where human knowledge is most
surely engraved—Rousseau .

A man of intellect is lost unless he
unites to it energy of character .—When
we have the lantern o f Diogenes we
must have his staff—C hamfort.
Intellect—the starlight of the brain .

-N . P . Willis .

The march of intellect is procee -ing at
quick time ; and if its progress be not
accompanied by a corresponding im

provement in morals and religion , the
faster it proceeds , with the more vio

lence will you be hurried down the road
to ruin .

—Southey .

( The intellect of the wise is like glass ;
it admits the light of heaven and reflects it—Hare .

I cannot think that any man could
ever tower upward into a very great
philo sopher unless he should begin or
end with C hristianity—A great man
may

,

’

by a rare possibility , be an in

fidel . —An intellect of
_
the highest order

must build on C hristianity .
—De Quin

cey .

Intellect and industry are never in
compatible . There is more wisdom , and
will be more benefit , in combining
them than scholars like to believe , or

than the common world imagine ; life
has time enough for both

, and its hap
piness will be increased by the union .

COD
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The higher feelings , when acting in
harmonious combination , and directed
by enlightened intellect , have a bound
less scope fo r gratification ; their least
indulgence is delightful , and their high
est activity is bliss .

—C ombe .

It is the mind that makes the body

obj ects what
.

it brought with it the
means of seeing .

—C arly le .

Don’t despair of a student if he has
one clear idea .

—Emmons .

Intellect , talent , and genius , like mur
der, will ou -C . Simmons .

The commerce of intellect loves dis
tant Shores . The small retail dealer
trades only with his neighbor ; when
the great merchant trades he links the
four quarters of the globe—Bulwer .

Men with intellectual light alone may
make advances without moral principle

,

but without that moral principle which
gospel faith produces

,
permanent prog

ress is impossible—J. B. Walker.

Great minds react on the society
which has made them what ' they are ;
but they only pay with interest what
they have received—Macaulay
While the world lasts

,
the sun will

gild the mountain-tops before it shines
_upon the p1ain .

-Bulwer .

The more we know of any one ground
of knowledge , the further we see into
the general domains o f intellect—Leigh
Hun t .

Mind is the great lever of all things ;
human. thought is the process by which
human ends are answered—Daniel Web
ster.

The men of action are , after all , only
the unconscious instruments of the men
of thought .—Heine .

There never was a man all intellect ;
but j ust in proportion as men become
so they become like lofty mountains , all
ice and snow the higher they rise above
the warm heart of the earth—E . H .

INTELLIGEN CE . (See
“KNOWL

EDGE and
“
THOUGHT .

Intelligence is a luxury , sometimes
useless , sometimes fatal . It is a torch
or firebrand according to the use one
makes of it .

—C aballero .

I f a man empties his purse into his
head , no one can take it from h im .
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rich ; and as the sun breaks through
the darkest clouds , so honor peereth in
the meanest hab it—Shakespeare .

The superior man is he who develops ,
in harmonious proportions

,
his moral ,

intellectual
,
and physical nature—This

should be the end at which men of all
classes should aim

,
and it is this o nly

which constitutes real greatness—Jer
ro ld .

Intelligence increases mere physical
ability one half .—The use of the head
abridges the labor of the hands—H . W.

Beecher.

They who have read about everything
are thought to understand everything ,
too

,
but it is not always so ; reading

furnishes the mind only with materials
of knowledge ; it is thinking that makes
what we read ours . We are of the
ruminating kind

,
and : it is no t enough

to cram ourselves with a great load of
collections—we must chew them over
again .

—C hanning.

Light has spread , and even bayonets
think .

—Kossuth .

God multiplies intelligence , which
communicates itself like fire , infinitely .

—Light a thousand torches at one torch ,
and the flame of the latter remains the
same—Joubert.

Some men of a secluded and studious
life have sent fo rth from their closet or
cloister rays of intellectual light that
have agitated courts and revolutionized
kingdoms ; like the moon which , though
far removed from the ocean and Shin
ing upon it with a seren 0 and sober
light

,
is the chief cause of all those ebb

ings andflowings which incessantly dis
turb that restless world of waters .
C o lton .

A man cannot leave a better legacy
to the world than a well-educated fam
ily—Thomas Sco tt.

It is no proof of a man’s understand
ing to be able to confirm whatever he
pleases ; but to be able to discern that
what is true is true , and that what is
false is false ; this is the mark and char
acter of intelligence .

—Swedenborg.

We must ‘ despise no sort of talents ;
they al l have their separate uses and
duties ; all have the happiness o f man
for their

'

Obj ect ; they all improve , exalt ,
and gladden life—Sydney Smith .

00 IN TEMPERAN C E

fest himself to us .
—Bp . Horne .

IN TEMPERAN C E—(See
EN N ESS and WINE .

I never drink—I cannot
equal terms with others—It
o nly one day ; but it costs
the first in
fering, and
Sterne .

When the
is drained t
ways p0 1son

He that is a drunkard is qualified for
all vice—Quarles.

In our world death deputes intem
perance to do the work of age—Young.

Death having occasion to choose a
prime minister , summoned his illustri
ous courtiers , and allowed them to pre
sent their claims for the Office : Fever
flushed his cheeks ; Pal sy shook his
limbs ; Dropsy inflated his carcass ; Gout
racked his j oints ; Asthma half strangled
himself ; Stone and C olic pleaded their
violence ; Plague

,
his sudden destruo

tions ; and C onsumption his certainty .

Then came War, with stem confidence ,
alluding to h is many thousands de
voured at a meal . Last came Intemper
ance

,
with a face like fire

,
shouting ,

G ive way ,
ye sickly, ferocious band of

pretenders . Am I not your parent ?
Does not sagacity trace your origin to
me ? My operations ceasing , whence
your power? The grisly monarch here

my measure
,
civilly invites me to

fever .—Jeremy Taylor.

Greatness of any kind has no grea
foe than the habit of drinking .

—Wal

Sco tt.

Every inordinate
' cup is

and the ingredient is a
speare .
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took the bare deed instead of the will .
—Baxter.
Good intention will no more make a

truth , than a good mark will make a
good sh~ot . -Spurstowe .

In the works of man as in those of

nature , it is the intention which is chiefly
worth studying—Goethe .

INTERE ST .
—Interest speaks all lan

guages
,
and acts all parts , even that of

disinterestedness itself . —Ro chefoucauld.

Interest has the security , though no t

the virtue of a principle .
—As the world

goes , it is the surest side ; for men daily
leave both relations and religio n to fol
low it .

—Penn .

How difficult it is to persuade a man
to reason against his interest

,
though he

is convinced that equity is against him .

—Trusler.

It is more than possible
,
that those

who have neither character nor honor,
may be wounded in a very tender part ,
their interest—Junius .

The virtues and vices are all put in
motion by interest .

—Ro chefoueauld.

Interest makes some people blind, and
others quick-Sighted .

—Beaumont.

When interest is at variance with con
science , any pretence that seems to
reconcile them satisfies the hollow
hearted—Home .

INTOLERAN C E . Intolerance has
been the curse of every age and state .

S. Davies .

N othing dies so hard , or rallies so
often as intolerance—H . W. Beecher.

Whoever attempts to suppress liberty
of conscience finishes some day by Wish
ing for the Inquisition .

—Simon .

It were better to be of no church than
to be bitter for any —Penn .

The intolerant man is the real pedant .
—Rich ter.

The devil loves nothing better than
the intolerance of reformers

,
and dreads

nothing so much as their charity and
patience—J . R . Lowell .

IN VEN TION .
—Invention

.

is the tal
ent o f youth , as judgment is of age .

Swift .

Invention
, strictly speaking , is little

more than a new combination of those
images which have been previously gath
ered and deposited in the memory .

02 IRONY

N othing can be made of . nothing ; he
who has laid up no materials can pro
duce no combinations—Sir J .

‘

Reyno lds .

Invention is a kind of muse
,
which ,

being possessed of the other advantages
common to her sisters , and being
warmed by the fire of Apollo

,
is raised

higher than the rest .—Dryden .

A fine invention is nothing more than
a fine deviation from , or enlargement
on a fine model .—Imitation

,
if noble

and general , insures the best ho pe of

originality —Bulwer.

He that invefits a machine augments
the power of a man and the well-being
of mankind—H . W. Beecher.

The great inventor is one who has
walked forth upon\ the industrial world
not from universitiles , but from hovels ;
not as clad in silks and decked with
honors , but as clad in fustian and
grimed with soot and oil .—Isaac Taylor.

It is frivolous to fix pedantically the
date o f particular inventions . They
have all been invented over and over
fifty times . Man is the arch machine ,
of which all these shifts drawn from
himself are toy models . He helps him
self on each emergency by copying or
duplicating his own structure , j ust so
far as the need is .

—Emerson .

Where we canno t invent , we may at
least improve ; we may give somewhat
of novelty to that which was old , con

densation to that which was diffuse ,
perspicuity to that which was obscure ,
and currency to that which was recon
dite .

—C o lton .

IRON Y .

—Irony is to the high-bred
what billingsgate is to the vulgar ; and

when one gentleman thinks another gen
tleman an ass, he does not say it po int
blank ; he implies it in the politest terms
he can invent—Bulwer.

C lap an extinguisher upon your irony
if you are unhappily blessed with a vein
of it .

—Lamb .

Irony is an insult conveyed in the
form of a compliment ; insinuating the
most galling satire under the phraseology
of panegyric ; placing its victim naked
on a bed of briers and thistles , thinly
covered with rose-leaves ; adorning his
brow with a crown of gold , which burns
into his brain ; teasing and fretting , and
riddling him through and through , with
incessant discharges of hot shot from a
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masked battery ; laying bare the most
sensitive and Shrinking nerves of his
mind , and then blandly touching them
with ice , or smilingly pricking them with
needles—E . P . Whipp le .

IRRE S O LU T IO N .
-(See INDE

Irresolution on the schemes of life
which o ffer themselves to our choice ,
and inconstancy in pursuing them

,
are

the greatest causes of all our unhappi
ness—Addison .

Irresolution frames a thousand hor
rore, embodying each—J . Martyn .

Irresolution is a worse vice than rash
ness . He that shoots best may some
times miss the mark ; but he that shoots
not at all can never hit it . Irreso lu

tio n loosens all the j oints of a state ;
like an ague , it shakes no t this nor that
limb

,
but all the body is at once in a fit .

The irresolute man is lifted from one

place to another ; so hatcheth nothing ,
but addles all his actions—Fe ltham .

Like a man to double business bound ,
I stand in

_ pause where I Shall first
begin

,
and b o th neglect - Shakespeare .

Irresolution is a heavy stone rolled
up a hill by a weak child , and mo ved a
little up j ust to fall back again—W.

Rider.

That we would do , we should do when
we would ; for this

“would changes ,
and hath abatements and delays as

many
,
as there are tongues

,
are hands .

are accidents ; and
’

then , this
“Sh’

ould ”

is like a spendthrift Sigh , that hurts by
easing—Shakespeare .

JEALOUSY .
—Of all the passions,

j ealousy is that which exacts the hard
est service , and pays the bitterest -wages
Its service is

,
to watch the success o f

our enemy ; its wages to be sure of it .

- C o lton .

In j ealousy there is more o f self-love ,
than of love to another—Ro chefow

Trifles light as air
,
are to the j ealous

confirmations strong as proofs of holy
writ .

—Shakespeare .

W
'

hat frenzy dictates , j ealousy be

lieves—Gay .

Jealousy sees things always with mag

JEALOUSY

nifying glasses which make little things
large , of dwarfs giants, of suspicions
truths—C ervantes .

’
Tis a monster begot upon itself

,
born

on itself—Shakespeare .

Jealousy is the injured lover’s hell .
,

Milton .

The j ealous man poisons his own
banquet , ,

and then eats it .
Jealousy lives upon doubts—It b e

comes madness or ceases entirely as soon
as we pass from doubt to certainty .

Ro chefoucauld .

Jealousy is like a polished glass held
to the lips when life is in doubt ; if
there be breath it will catch the damp
and Show it H—Dryden

All other passions condescend at times
to accept the inexorable logic of facts ;
but j ealousy looks facts straight in the
face , and ignores them utterly , and says
she knows a great deal better than they
can tell her—A . Helps .

Jealousy is the sister o f love , as the
devil is the brother of angels—Benj

Women detest a j ealous man whom
they do not love , but it an gers them
when a man they do love is not j ealous .

_ L
’

Enclos .

A j ealous man always finds more than
he looks for . —M lle . Scudery .

O
, Jealo usy ,

thou ugliest fiend of
hell ! thy deadly venom preys on my
vitals

,
turns the healthful hue of my

fresh cheek to haggard sallowness , and

drinks my Spirit up .

-H . More .

Jealousy is said to be the offspring o f

love ; yet unless the parent makes haste
to strangle the child , the child will not
rest till it has poisoned the parent .

Hare .

Oh
,
beware of j ealousy ; it is the

green-eyed monster
,
which doth mock

the meat it feeds o n .

-Shakespeare .

It is with j ealousy as with the gout ;
when such distempers are in the blood
there is never any security against their
breaking out , and that often on the
slightest occasions

,
and when least sus

pected Fie lding .

Yet is there one more cursed than
they all

,
that canker-worm , that mon

ster
,
j ealousy

,
which eats the heart and

feeds upon the gall , turning all love
’s
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delight to
o

misery , through fear of los
ing his feli city .

—Spenser .

.

All j ealousy must be strangled in its
bi rth

,
or time will soon make it strong

enough to overcome the truth—Daven

Love may exist without j ealousy, al

though this is rare ; but j ealousy may
exist without love , and this is common ;
for j ealousy can feed on that which is
bitter , no less than on that which is
sweet

,
and is sustained by pride as often

as by affection .

It is said that j ealousy is love , but I
deny it ; for though it may be procured
by love , as ashes are by fire , yet jeal
ousy extinguishes lo ve , as ashes smother
theflame—Margaret of N avarre .

Jealousy is always born with love ,
but does not die with it .

—Ro chefou
cauld.

Jealousy is the fear or apprehension
of superiority ; envy our uneasmess um

der 1t .
—Shens tone .

To doubt is an injury ; to suspect a

friend is breach of friendship ; j ealousy
is a seed sown but in vicious minds ;
prone to distrust

,
because apt to deceive .

—G . Lansdowne .

He who is next heir to supreme power,
is always suspected and hated by him
who actually wields it .

—Tacitus .

That anxious torture may I never feel ,
which doubtful

o

watches o’er a wandering
heart—Mrs . Tighe .

We are more j ealous of frivolous ac

complishments with brilliant success,
than of the most estimable qualities
without . Johnson envied Garrick whom
he despised

,
and ridiculed Goldsmith ,

whom he loved—Hazlitt .

Jealousy
,
says Rochefoucauld , is in

some sort rational and j ust ; it aims at
the preservation of a good which we

think belongs to us .
—It is in this sense

that God is said to be a j ealous God,
because he is earnestly , and as it were
passionately desirous of our supreme
love

,
and reverence , and service .

, JEERIN G .
—Scoff not at the natural

defects of any which are not in their
power to amend . It is cruel to beat a
cripple with his own crutches —Fuller.

A sneer is the weapon of the weak e
r

Like other weapons of the deV Il , it is

always cunningly ready to our hand ,

JEST ING

and there is more poison in the handle
than in the point . -J . R . Lowell .

Jeer not at others upon any occasion .

If they be foolish , God hath denied them
understanding ; if they be vicious , you
ought to pity , not revile them ; if de
formed, G od framed their bodies ; and
will you scorn his workmanship ? Are
you wiser than your C reator? If poor

,

poverty was designed for a motive to
charity , not to contempt ; you cannot see
what riches they have within—South .

Who can refute a sneer ?—It is inde
pendent o f proof, reason , argument , or

sense , and may as well be used against
facts

.

and truth , as against falsehood
C . Simmons .

JESTIN G—Take heed of j esting ;
many have been ruin d 'by it .

-It is hard
to j est , and no t sometimes j eer too

,

which often Sinks deeper than we in
tended or expected—Fuller.

The Arabians have a saying
,
that it is

good to j est with God
,
death , or the

devil ; for the first neither can nor will
be mocked ; the second mocks all men

one time or another ; and the third puts
an eternal sarcasm on those that are
too familiar with him .

—Beaumont .

A good j est in time of misfortune
,
is

food and drink . It is strength to the
arm

,
digestion to the stomach

, and cour
age to the heart . A prosperous man can
afford to be melancholy ; but if the
miserable are so , they are worse than
dead—it is sure to ' kill them .

—Ware .

Laughter should dimple the cheek ,
not

furrow the brow . A j est should be such
that all shall be able to j oin in the
laugh which it occasions ; but if it bears
hard upon one of the company , like the
crack of a string, it makes a stop in the
music .

—Feltham .

The j est loses its point when he who
makes it is the first to laugh—Schi ller.

Men ought to find the difference be
tween saltness and bitterness . C ertainly,
he that hath a satirical vein , as he
maketh others afraid of his wit , so he
had need be afraid of others

’ memory .

—Bacon .

It is good to make a jest , but not to
make a trade of j esting .

—Fuller .

Jesting when not used upon
.

i111pr0 per

matter
, in an unfit manner, Wi th exces

sive measure
,
at undue Season , or to ev1l
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soul of man , and wrought such havoc
on the terrestrial and supernal interests
of this world as to insure to Jesuitism a
long memory in human annals—C arlyle .

JESUS—(See
JEWS .

—The Jew is the pilgrim of
commerce , trading with every nation and
blending with none—C onybeare .

They are a piece of stubborn an

tiquity , compared with which Stone
henge is in its nonage . They date be
yond the Pyramids—Lamb .

Talk what you will of the Jews, that
they are cursed : they thrive wherever
they come ; they are able to oblige the
prince of their country by lending him
money ; none of them beg ; they keep
together ; and as for their being hated ,
why, C hristians hate one another as
much —Se lden .

The Jews are among the aristocracy
o f every land . If a literature is called
rich in the possession of a few classic
tragedies , what shall we say to a na
tional tragedy, lasting for fifteen hundred
years, in which the poets and actors
were also the heroes—G eorge E lio t.

G ive me ,
” said Frederick William ,

of
Prussia , to his chaplain,

“give me the
briefest possible proof of the truth of
C hri stianity .

”
The Jews , your maj

esty,
” was the answer.

JOY .
—(See HAPPINESS .

True j oy is a serene and sober motion ;
and they are miserably out that take
laughing for rej oicing ; the seat of it is

within , and there is no cheerfulness like
the resolution of a brave mind that has
fortune under its feet .—Seneca .

He that to the best of his power has
secured the final stake

,
has a perennial

fountain o f joy within him . He is satis
fied from himself . Joy wholly from
without is false , precarious, and Short .
From without

,
it may be gathered ; but ,

like gathered flowers, though fair and
sweet for a season , it must soon wither
and become Offensive . Joy from within
is like smelling the rose on the tree ; it
is more sweet and fair ; it is lasting ; and,
I must add, immortal .—Young .

Man is the merriest
,
the most j oyous

of all the species of creation—Above
and below him all are serious—Addison .

Joy in this world is like a rainbow,

which in the morning only appears in the

west
,
or toward the evening sky ; but in

the latter hours of day casts its tri
umphal arch over the east , or

‘ morning
sky .
—Richter.

It is better that j oy should be spread
over all the day in the form o f strength ,
than that it should be concentrated into
ecstasies

,
full of danger

,
and followed

by reactions—Emerson .

The most profound
.
joy has more of

gravity than of gaiety in it -Montaigne .

He who can conceal his j oys is greater
than he who can hide his griefs .
Lavater.

N ature
,
in zeal for human amity,

denies or damps an undivided joy .
—Joy

is an flies monopolies ; it
calls for two ,

rich f uit
,
heaven planted,

never plucked by on Young.

The noblest spirits are those which
turn to heaven , not in the hour of
sorrow , but in that o f joy ; l ike the lark ,

they wait for the clouds to disperse , that
they may soar up into their native ele

ment—Richter .

A man would have no pleasure in dis
covering all the beauties of the universe ,
even in heaven itself

,
unless he had a

partner to whom he might communicate .

his j oys .
- C icero .

When we speak of joy it is not some
thing we are after , but something that
will come to' us when we are after God
and duty—Horace Bushnell .

Joys are our wings ; sorrows our spurs .

—Ri chter.

The soul’s calm sunshine , and the
heartfelt j oy .

—Pope .

True j oy is only hOpe put out of fear .
—Brooke .

We lose the peace of years when we

hunt after the rapture o f moments
Bulwer.

Little j oys refresh us constantly , like
our daily bread, and never bring dis
gust ; great ones, like sugar-bread

,
re

fresh us briefly, and then bring satiety .

—Richter.

Tranquil pleasures last the longest ; we
are not fitted to bear long the burden
of great j oys—Bovee .

Joy never feasts so high as when the
first course is of misery —Suckling .

There is not a joy the world can give
like that it takes away—Byron .

Joy is more divine than sorrow, for
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joy is bread and sorrow is medicine .

H . W. Beecher.

The highest j oy to the C hristian al
most always comes through sufiering.

N o flower can bloom in Paradise which
is not transplanted from Gethsemane .

N o one can taste of the fruit o f the
tree of life

,
that has not tasted of the

fruits o f the tree of C alvary . The crown
is after the cross .
To pursue j oy is to lose it . The only
way to get it is to follow steadily the
path of duty

,
without thinking o f j oy

,

and then , l ike sheep it comes most surely
unsought

,
and we being in the way

,

the angel of God, bright-haired Joy ,
is

sure to meet us.
-A . Mac laren .

We ask God to forgive us for our evil
thoughts and evil temper, but rarely, if
ever

, ask him to forgive uS for our sad

ness—R . W. Dale .

The very society of joy redoubles it ;
so that

,
while it lights upon my friend

it rebounds upon myself
,
and the

brighter his candle burns the more easily
will it light mine—South .

The j oy resulting from the diffusion
of blessings to all around us is the purest
and sublimest that can ever enter the
human mind

,
and can be conceived only

by those who have experienced it . N ext
to the consolations of divine grace , it is
the most sovereign balm to the miseries
of life

,
both in him who is the obj ect

of it , and in him who exercises it .

Bp . Porteus.

Great j oy, especially after a sudden
change of circumstances

,
is apt to be

silent , and dwells rather in the heart
than on the tongue—Fie lding.

Here below is not the land of happi
ness ; it is only the land of toil ; and
every joy which comes to us is o imto
strengthen us for some greater labor
that is to succeed —Fich te .

We can do nothing well without j oy
,

and a good conscience which is the
ground of j oy .

—Sibbes .

There is a sweet j oy that comes to us
through sorrow—Spurgeon .

JUDGMEN T - (See
“OPINION .

As the touchstone which tries gold ,
but 1S not itself tried by gold

,
such is he

who has the true standard of judgment .

-Epic tetus .

In forming a judgment , lay your hearts
v0 1d of fore-taken opinions ; else , what

307 JUDGMEN T

The most necessary talent in a man
of conversation , which is what we ordi

soever is done or said will be measured
by a wrong rule ; like them who have the
j aundice

,
to whom everything appeareth

yellow—Sir P . Sidney .

Men are not to be judged by their
looks, habits, and appearances ; but by
the character of their lives and conver
sations, and by their works—It is better
to be praised by one ’s own works than
by the words o f another .

—L’

Estrange .

Judge thyself with the j udgment of
sincerity

,
and thou wilt j udge others

with the judgment of charity—J . Ma

son .

While actions are always to be judged
by the immutable standard of right and
wrong , the j udgments we pass upon men
must be qualified by considerations of

age
,
country

,
station

,
and ! other acci

dental circumstances ; and it will then
be found that he who is inost charitable
in his j udgment is generally the least
unjust—Southey .

N ever be a judge between thy friends
in any matter where both set their
heart s upon the victory . If strangers or
enemies be litigants

,
whatever side thou

favorest , thou gettest a friend ; but when
friends are the parties thou losest one .

—Bp . Tay lor.

Judgment is forced upon us by ex

perience—Johnson .

The j udgment is like a pair of scales
,

and evidences like the weights ; but the
will holds the balances in its hand ; and
even a slight j erk will be sufficient , in
many cases

,
to make the lighter scale

appear the heavier . —Whately .

A man has generally the good or ill
qualities which he attributes to man

kind—Shenstone .

It “
is _with our judgments as with our

watches : no two go just alike
,
yet each

believes his own—Pope .

How l ittle do they see what really is
,

who frame their hasty judgment upon
that which seems—Southey .

We judge ourselves by what we feel
capable o f domg ; others judge us by
what we have done—Longfe llow .

Men ’s judgments are a parcel of their
fortunes ; and things outward do draw
the inward quality after them .

—Shake
speare
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narily intend by a gentleman , is a good
judgment . He that has this in perfec
tion is master o f his companion , w ith
out letting him see it ; and has the same
advantage over men of other qualifica
tions

,
as one that can see would have

over a blind man of ten times his
strength—Steele .

You think it a want of judgment that
one changes his Opinion—Is it a proof
that your scales are bad because they
Vibrate with every additional weight
that is added to either side ?—Miss
Edgeworth .

It is a maxim received in life that
, in

general
,
we can determine more wisely

for others than for ourselves—The rea
son of it is so clear in argument that it
hardly wants the confirmation of ex
perience—Junius .

Everyone complains of the badness of
his memory , but nobody of his j udg
ment—Rochefoucauld ,

The wise determine from the gravity
of the case ; the irritable , from sensibility
to oppression ; the high-minded , from
disdain and indignation at abusive power
in unworthy hands—Burke .

Lynx-eyed to our neighbors , and moles
to ourselves—La Fon taine .

The seat of knowledge is in the head ;
of wisdom

,
in the heart .

—We are sure
to j udge wrong if we do not feel right .
—Hazlitt .

The vulgar
.

mind fancies that good
j udgment is implied chiefly in the ca

pacity to censure ; and yet there is no
j udgment so exquisite as that which

'

knows properly how to approve .

Simms .

We do not judge men by what they
are in themselves , but by what they are
relatively to us .

—Mad. Swe tchine .

Fools measure actions after they are
done

,
by the event ; wise men before

hand
,
by the rules o f reason and right .

The former look to the end to j udge of

the act . Let me look to the act , and

leave the end to God—Bp . Hill .

While I am ready to adopt any well
grounded opinion

,
my inmost heart re

volts against receiving the judgments o f
others respecting persons , and whenever
I have done so

,
I have bitterly repented

of it .

—N 'lebuhr .

Think wrongly , if you please ; but in
all cases think for yourself—Lessing.

JUDGMENT

N o man can j udge another
,
because

no man knows himself, for we censure
others but as they disagree from that
humor which we fancy laudable in our

se lves, and commend others but for that
wherein they seem to quadrate and con
sent with us .

—Sir Thomas Browne .

Aflippant , frivolous man may ridicule
others

,
may controvert them

,
scorn

them ; but he who has any respect for
himself seems to have renounced the
right o f thinking meanly of

,
others

Go ethe .

In j udging of others a man laboreth
in vain

,
often erreth , and easily sinneth ;

but in judging and examming himself,
he always lab oreth fruitfully—Thomas

a Kempis .

The contemporary mind may in rare
cases be taken by storm

,
but posterity

never . The tribunal of the present is
accessible to influence ; that of the future
is incorrupt .

—G lads tone .

I mistrust the j udgment of every man
in a case in which h is own wishes are
concerned—We llington .

In our j udgment of human transac

tions
,
the law of optics is reversed ; we

see the most indistinctly the obj ects
which are close around us .

—Whate ly .

To judge by the event , is an error all
abuse and all commit ; for in every in
stance

,
courage

,
if crowned with success,

is heroism ; if clouded by defeat , temer
ity—C o lton .

There are some minds like either con
vex or concave mirrors, which represent
obj ects such as they receive them

,
but

they never receive them as they are .

Joubert .

Human nature is so constituted
,
that

all see and judge better in the affairs of
other men than in their own—Terence :

N ever forget the day of judgment .
Keep it always in View . Frame every
action and plan with a reference to its
unchanging decisions .

Foolish men imagine that because
judgment for an evil thing is delayed ,
there is no j ust ice , but only accident
here below . Judgment for an evil thing
i s many times delayed some day or two ,
some century or two , but it is sure as
life

,
it is sure as death l—C arly le

Human judgment , like Luther’s
drunken peasant , when saved from fall
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Justice , like lightning , ever should ap
pear to few men ’s ruin , but to all men’s
fear.—Sweetman .

Justice advances with such languid
steps that crime often escapes from its
slowness . Its tardy and doubtful course
causes many tears to be shed—C orneille .

Strike if y ou will , but hear me .
—The

mistocles.

When Infinite Wisdom established the
rule o f right and honesty

,
He saw to it

that j ustice should be always the highest
expediency—Wende ll Phillips.

What is in conformity with justice
should also be in conformity to the laws .
—So cra tes.

Justice shines in smoky cottages , and
honors the pious . Leaving with averted
eyes the gorgeous glare obtained by
polluted hands

,
she is wont to draw nigh

to holiness
,
not reverencing wealth when

falsely stamped with praise , and assign
ing to each deed its righteous doom .

E schylus .

God’s mill grinds slow but sure .

IYerbert .

Mankind are always found prodigal
both of blood and treasure in the main
tenance of public justice—Hume .

Were he my brother, nay my king
dom ’s heir

,
such neighbor neam ess to our

sacred blood should nothing privilege
him

,
nor partialize the unstooping firm

ness of my upright soul .—Shakespeare .

How can a people be free that has not
learned to be j ust ? -Sieyes .

He who
,
is only just is cruel—Who on

earth could live were all j udged justly ?
—Byron .

Justice and power must be brought
together

, so that whatever is just may
be powerful

,
and whatever is powerful

may be just—Pascal .

Justice
.

is to give to every man his
own—Aristo tle .

We ought always to deal justly, not
only with those who are just to us

,
but

likewise to those who endeavor to inj ure
us ; and this, for fear lest by rendering
them evil for evil , we should fall into
the same vice—Hiero cles .

If thou desire rest unto thy soul
,
be

j ust—He that doth no injury , fears not
to suffer inj ury ; the unjust mind is al

ways in labor ; it either practises the
evil it hath proj ected , or proj ects to

JUST IC E

avoid the evil it hath deserved - Quark s .

Justice without strength , or strength
without j ustice —fearful misfortunes !
Joubert.
N O obligation to justice does force a

man to be cruel , or to use the sharpest
sentence . A j ust man does justice to
every man and to everything ; and then ,
if he be also wise

,
he knows there is a

debt of mercy and compassion due to
the infirmities of man’s nature ; and that
is to be paid ; and he that is cruel and
ungentle to a sinning person , and does
the worst to him , is in his debt and is
unjust—Jeremy Taylor.

G od gives manhood but one clue to
success , utter and exact j ustice ; that , he
guarantees, shall b e always expediency .

—Wendell Philli .ps

Use every man after his
.

desert , and
who should escape whipp ing ?—Shake
speare .

Justice is the great and simple
.prin

ciple which i s the secret of success in all
government

,
as essential to the training

of an infant , as to the control of a
mighty nation—Simms .

Justice is the first virtue of those who
command

,
and stops the complaints o f

those who obey .
—Didero t.

Justice is the idea of God ; the ideal of
men ; the rule of conduct writ in the
nature o f mankind—Theodore Parker.

Justice is the great interest of man on

earth . It is the ligament which holds
civilized beings and civilized nations to
gether . Wherever her temple stands,
and so long as it is duly honored, there
is a foundation for social security, gen
eral happiness

, and the improvement and
progress of our race . And whoever
labors on this edifice with usefulness and
distinction

,
whoever clears its founda

tions
,
strengthens its pillars

,
adorns its

entablatures
,
or contributes to raise its

august dome still higher in the skies,
connects himself

,
in name , and fame , and

character
,
with that which is and must

be as durable as the frame of human
society —Danie l Webster.

He who goes no further than bare
justice , stops at the beginning of virtue .

—Blair .

Justice consists in doing no in
men ; decency in giving them no
—C i cero .

Justice is the insurance we h
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which others die , mercy to those to
these is cruelty .

-Denham .

The sentiment of justice is so natural ,
and so universally acquired by all man
kind , that it seems to be independent of
all law

,
all party

,
all religion—Vo ltaire .

Justice is the bread of the nation ; it
is always hungry for it .

-C hateaubriand.

An honest man nearly always thinks
stly .

—R0usseau .

KINDNESS—Life is made up , not

great sacrifices or duties, but of little
s
,
and kindnesses

,

given habitually
,

are what win and preserve the heart and
secure comfort—Sir H . Davy .

Kindness is the golden chain by which
so ciety is bound together .

—Goethe .

The drying up a single tear, has more
of honest fame , than shedding seas of

gore—Byron .

Kindness in women , not their beaute
ous looks, shall win my love—Shake
speare .

I expect to pass through life but once .

—If therefore , there be any kindness I
can show

,
or any good thing I can do to

any fellow-being
,
leta me do it now and

not defer or neglect it , as I shall not pass
this way again—Penn .

Kind looks
,
kind words

,
kind acts, and

warm handshakes—these are secondary
means

,

of grace when
O

men are in trouble
and are fighting their unseen battles .

John Hall.

The best portion of a good man’s life
is his little , nameless, unrememb ered
acts of kindness and of love—Words

worth .

A kind heart is a fountain of glad
ness

,
making everything in its vicinity

freshen into smiles—Washington Irving.

It is good for us to think no grace or
blessing truly ours till we are aware
that God has blessed some one else with
it through us .

—Phillips Brooks .

Kindness is a language the dumb can
speak , and the deaf can hear and under
stand—Bovee .

KINDN ESS

The true and noble way to kill a foe
,

is not to kill him ; you , with
'

kindness
,

may so change him that he shall cease
to be a foe, and then he

’s slain — .Aleyn

He hath a tear for pity
,
and a hand

open as day for melting charity—Shake
speare .

1 You may find people ready enough to
do the Samari tan without the oil and
two-pence .

—Sydney Smith .

Paradise is open to all kind hearts
,

Be
'

ranger.

Kind words produce their own image
in men’s souls ; and a beautiful image
it is . They soothe and quiet and com
fort the hearer. They shame him out

of his sour, morose , unkind feelings .
We have not yet begun to use kind
words in such abundance as they ought
to be used H

—Pascal
Each one of us is bound to make the
little circle in which he lives better and
happier . Bound to see that out of that

’ small circle the widest good mayflow .

Each may have fixed in his mind the
thought that out of a single household
may flow influences that shall stimulate
the whole commonwealth and the whole
civilized world -

.A P . Stanley

Kindness in ourselves is the honey
that blunts the sting of unk indness in
another -Landor.

An effort made for the happiness of
others lifts above ourselves—L . M .

C hild.

Ask thyself
,
daily

,
to how many ill

minded persons thou hast shown aykind
disposition—Marcus Antoninus .

There will come a time when three
words

,
uttered with charity and meek

ness
,
: w sha ll receive a far more blessed

reward , than three thousand volumes
written with disdainful sharpness of wit .

But the manner of men’s writing must
not alienate our hearts from the truth

,

i f it appear they have the truth -H .

Hooker.

When death , the great reconciler, has
come , it is never our tenderness that
we repent of, but our severity—G eorge
E lio t.

Kindness is the only charm permitted
to the aged : it is the coquetry of white
hair—Feuillet .

Sow good serv ices ; sweet remem
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brances will grow from them .
—Mad. de

Stael .

To cultivate kindness is a valuable
part of the business of life—Johnson .

He who confers a favor should at once
forget it

,
if he is not to show a sordid

,

ungenerous spirit . To remind a man of

a kindness conferred on him ,
and to

talk of it , is little different from re

proach .
~—Demosthenes .

We may scatter the seeds of courtesy
and kindness about us at little expense .

—Some o f them will fall on good ground ,
and grow up into benevolence in the
minds of others

,
and all of them wil l

bear fruit of happiness in the bosom
whence they spring—Once blest are all

the virtues ; twice blest, sometimes .

Bentham .

I had rather never receive a kindness ,
than never bestow one—N o t to return
a benefit is the greater sin ,

but not to
confer it

,
is the earlier.—Seneca .

The one who will be found in trial
capable of great acts of love is ever
the one who is always domg considerate
smal l ones—F. W. Robertson .

Kind words prevent a good deal of
that perverseness which rough and im

perious usage Often produces in generous
minds—Locke .

The happiness of life may be greatly
increased by small courtesies in which
there is no parade

,
whose voice is too

still to tease , and which manifest them
selves by tender and affectionate looks

,

and little kind acts of attention—Sterne .

What we do for ours while we have
them

,
will be precisely what will render

their memory sw eet to the heart when
we no longer have them .

—F. Godet .

Kind hearts are more than coronets
and simple faith than N orman blood
Tennyson .

Win hearts , and y ou have all men
’s

hands and purses .

—Burleigh .

A word o f kindness is seldom spoken
in vain

,
while witty sayings are as

easily lost as the pearls slipping from a
broken string—G . D . Prentice .

I have sped much by land
,
and sea

,

and mingled with much people
,
but

never yet could find a spot unsunned by
human kindness—Tapper.

What do we live for, if it is not to
make life less difficult to each other ?
G eorge E lio t .
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.

He that
o

will not give some portion of
h is ease , h is blood , his wealth ,

~for others
’

good
,
is a poor

,
frozen churl . —Joanna

Bai lli e .

The cheapest of
. all things is kindness,

i ts exermse requiring the least possib le
trouble and se lf-sacrifice— .Smiles

In the intercourse of social life
,
it is

by little acts of watchful kindness re

curring daily and hourly
,
by words

,

tones
, gestures, . looks, that affection is

won and preserved .
—Sala .

Kindness seems to come with a double
grace and tenderness from the o ld .

—It
seems in them the hoarded and long pu
rified benevolence of years, as if it had
survived and conq uered the baseness and
selfishness of the rdeal it had passed
—as if the winds vghich had broken the
form

,
had swept

,

in vain across the
heart

, and the frosts which had chilled
the blood

,
and whitened the thin locks,

had no power over the warm tide of the
affections—Bulwer.

The last , best fruit which comes to
late perfection, even in the kindliest
soul

,
is tenderness toward the hard , for

bearance toward the unforbearing ,
warmth of heart toward the cold , philan
thropy toward the misanthropic .

Richter.

The kindness of some is too much like
the echo

,
returning the counterpart of

what it receives
,
not more , and some

times less— .Bowers

Half the misery of human life might
be extinguished if men would alleviate
the general curse they lie under by mu
tual offices o f compassion , benevolence ,
and humanity —Addison .

Heaven in sunshine will requite the
kind—Byron .

How easy is it for one benevolent
being to diffuse pleasure around him ,

and how truly is a kind heart a foun
tain of gladness , making everything in
its vicinity to freshen into smiles
Washington Irving.

Kindness is wisdom ; there is none in
life but needs it

,
and may learn—Bailey .

Since trifles make the sum of human
things

, and
‘

half our misery from our
foibles Springs ; since life

’s best j oys con
sist in peace and ease

,
and few can save

or serve , but all may please ; let the
ungentle spirit learn from thence , a
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tion in a kiss that sanctifies it .
—Bovee .

Kisses are like grains of gold or silver
found upon the ground , of no value
themselves

,
but precious as showing that

a mine is near .—George Villiers .

Stolen kisses are always sweetest .
Leigh Hunt.

It is as o ld as the creation, and yet
as young and fresh as ever. It pre
existed

,
still exists , and always will exist .

Depend upon it
,
Eve learned it in Para

dise , and was taught its beauties, virtues,
and varieties by an angel , there is some
thing so transcendent in it .

—Haliburton .

Leave but a kiss in the cup , and I
’ll

not look for wine—Ben Jonson.

Eden revives in the first kiss of love .
—Byron .

Dear as remembered kisses after
death—Tennyson .

Four sweet lips
,
two pure souls

,
and

one undying affection—these are love ’s
pretty ingredients for a kiss—Bovee .

And steal immortal kisses from her
lips

,
which

,
even in pure and vestal

modesty
,
still blush as thinking their

own kisses sin—Shakespeare .

He kissed her and promised . Such
beautiful lips ! Man’s usual fate—he was
lost upon the coral reefs—Douglass
Jerro ld.

That farewell kiss which resembles
greeting , that last glance o f love which
becomes the sharpest pang o f sorrow .

G eorge E lio t.

You would think that , if our lips were
made of horn

,
and stuck out a foot or

two from our faces
,
kisses at any rate

would be done for . N ot so . N o crea
tures kiss each other so much as birds .
Bur ton .

I clasp thy waist ; I feel thy bosom
’s

beat—O,
kiss me into faintness, sweet

and dim .

—Alexander Smith .

And with a velvet lip
,
print on his

brow such language as tongue hath never
spoken—Mrs . Sigourney .

’

There is the kiss of welcome and of
parting ; the long

,
l ingering , loving ,

present one ; the stolen , or the mutual
one ; the kiss of love

, of j oy , and of
sorrow ; the seal of promise and receipt
of fulfilment . Is it strange , therefore ,
that a woman is invincible whose armory
consists of kisses

,
smiles

,
sighs

,
and tears?

-Haliburton .

KNAVERY

Upon thy cheek I lay this zealous kiss
,

as seal to the indenture of my love
Shakespeare .

A soft lip would tempt you to eternity
of kissing—Ben Jonson .

N ow by the jealous queen of heaven,
that kiss I carried from thee , dear, my
true lip hath virgin

’
d it e ’er since

Shakespeare .

I felt the while a pleasing kind of

smart ; the kiss went tingling to my
panting heart—When it was gone , the
sense o f it did stay ; the sweetness cling

’
d

upon my lips all day, l ike drops o f

honey
,
loth to fall away—Dryden .

Some say kissing is a sin ; but if it
was na lawful , lawyers would na allow
it ; if it was na holy< ministers would na

do it ; if it was na modest , maidens
would na take it ; if it was na plenty,
puir folk would na get it .

—Burns.

Blush , happy maiden , when you feel
the lips that press love ’s glowing seal
But as the slow years darker roll , grown
wiser

,
the experienced soul will own as

dearer far than they the lips which kiss
the tears away—E lizabeth Akers.

His kissing is as full of sanctity as the
touch of holy bread—Shakespeare .

Once he drew
,
with one long kiss

,
my

whole soul through my lips—Tennyson .

Then be ~ kissed me hard, as if he
plucked up kisses by the roots, that
grew upon my l ips—Shakespeare.

KNAVERY .

—(See C UNNING . )
After long experience in the world , I
affirm

,
before G od,

that I never knew
a rogue who was not unhappy —Junius .

The worst of all knaves are those who
can mimic their former honesty
Lavater.

Unluckily the credulity of dupes is as
inexhaustible as the invention of knaves .
They never give people possession ; but
they always keep them in hope—Burke .

By fools knaves fatten ; every knave
finds a gull—Zimmerman .

Take heed of an ox before , an ass be

hind
,
and a knave on all sides—Old

Proverb .

Knaves will thrive where honest plain
ness knows not how to live—Shirley .

A very honest man , and a very good
understanding

,
may be deceived by a

knave—Junius .

There is nothing seems so like an
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honest man as an artful knave—C .

Simmons .

A knave thinks himself a fool all the
time he is no t mak ing a fool of some
other person—Hazlitt.

KN OWLEDGE—(See IGNORANCE
and

The first step to knowledge is to
know that we are ignorant—C ecil .

They who know the most must mourn
the deepest o ’

er the fatal truth that the
tree o f knowledge is not the tree of
life .

Every branch of knowledge which a
good man possesses

,
he may apply to

some good purpose—C . Buchanan .

The more you practice what you

know
,
the more shall you know what to

practice—W. Jenkin .

Accurate knowledge is the basis of

correct Opinions ; the want of it makes
the opinions of most people of l ittle
value—C . Simmons.

We know accurately only when we
know little ; with knowledge doubt in

creases—Go ethe .

It is not
'

so important to know every
thing as to know

_

the exact value of
everything

,
to appreciate what we learn ,

and to arrange what we know .

—H . M ore .

Knowledge
.

is not a couch whereon to
rest a searching and restless spirit ; o r a
terrace for a wandering mind to walk up
and down with a fair prospect ; or a
tower of state for a proud mind to f -raise
itself upon ; or a sort of commanding
ground for strife and contention ; or a
ShOp for profit and sale ; but a rich
storehouse for the glory of the C reator,
and the relief of man ’s estate—Bacon .

The essence of knowledge is, having
it

,
to apply it ; not hav1ng it , to con

fess your ignorance—C onfucius .

He fan cies himself enlightened , be
cause he sees the deficiencies of others ;
he is ignorant , because he has never reflected on his own—Bulwer.

He that would make real progress in
knowledge , must dedicate his age as well
as youth , the latter growth as well as
the first fruits, at the altar of truth .

Berke ley .

The expression
,

“Knowledge is
power, is used by Lord Bacon ; but it
had its origin long before his time

,
in

the saying of Solomon , that
“a wise

KN OWLEDGE

man is strong : yea, a man of knowledge
increaseth strength .

”

Socrates said that a knowledge o f our

own ignorance is the first step toward
true knowledge—And C oleridge said

,

We cannot make another comprehend
our knowledge until we first Comprehend
‘his ignorance .

“Knowledge , says Bacon, is power
but mere knowledge is not power ; it is
only possibility . Action is power ; and

its highest manifestation is when it is
directed by knowledge—T. W. Palmer .

The end of all learning is to know
God, and out of that knowledge to love
and imitate him .

—Milton .

Knowledge is said to
‘

be . .power : and
it is power in the same sense that wood
is fuel . Wood on fire is fuel . Knowl
edge ou fire is power . There is no more
power in knowledge than there is in
the stones or stars

,
unless there be a

Spirit and l ife in the knowledge which
give it its energy. In proportion as men

have this spiritual power they become
strong in the world—A. Mackenzie .

The wise carry their knowledge , as
they do their watches , not for display ,

but for their own use .

I envy no man that knows more than
myself

,
but pity them that know less

Every increase of knowledge may pos
sibly render depravity more depraved .

as well as it may increase the strength o f

virtue . It is in itself only power ; and

its value depends on its application .

Sydney Smith .

What is not fully understood is not
possessed—Go ethe .

JiK a thyself ” means this
,
that you

get acquainted with what you know , and

what you can do .

-Menander .

In many things a comprehensive sur

vey of a subj ect is the shortest way o f

getting at a precise knowledge o f a par
ticular division of it .

—C harles Hodge .

Knowledge
,
like religion

,
must b e

experienced in order to be known
E . P . Whipp le .

The sure foundations of the state are
laid in knowledge , not in ignorance ; and
every sneer at education , at culture , at
book learning , which is the recorded w is
dom of the experience of mankind , i s

the demagogue ’s sneer at intelligent
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l iberty, inviting national degeneracy and
ruin—G . W. C urtis;

The desire of knowledge
,
l ike the

thirst
.

of riches, increases ever with the
acquisition o f it .

—Sterne .

The brightest blaze of intelligence is
of incalculably less value than the small
est spark of charity .

—W. N evins .

The pleasure and delight of knowledge
far surpasseth all other in nature . We

see in all other pleasures there is satiety ;
and after they be used , their verdure de
parteth

,
which showeth well that they be

but deceits of pleasure , and not pleas
ures ; and that it was the novelty which
pleased, not the quality ; and therefore
we see that voluptuous men turn friars

,

and ambitious princes turn melancholy .

But of knowledge there is no satiety
,

but satisfaction and appetite are per
petual ly interchangeable—Bacon .

It is wise to get knowledge and leam
ing from every source—from a sot

,
a

pot , a fool , a winter-mitten, or an o ld
slipper.—Rabelais.

Reading maketh a full man ; confer
ence , a ready man : histories make men
wise ; poets , witty ; the mathematics ,
subtle ; natural philosophy, deep ; moral
philosophy, grave ; logic and rhetoric ,
able to contend—Bacon .

What novelty is worth the sweet mo
notony where everything is known ,

and
loved because it is known ?—George
E lio t.

The seeds of knowledge may be
planted in solitude , but must be culti
vated in public—Johnson .

Knowledge dwells in heads replete
with thoughts of other men ; Wisdom , in

minds attentive to their own—C owper.

Whatever our intellectual calling , no
kind of knowledge is antagonistic to it .
—All varieties o f knowl edge blend with ,
harmonize , and enrich the one kind of
knowledge to which we attach our repu
tation .

-Bulwer.

x

Know ledge is but folly unless it is
guided by grace—Herbert .

Mere knowledge is comparatively
worthless unless digested into practical
wisdom and common sense as applied
to the affairs of life—Tryon Edwards .

Man is not born to solve the problem
of the universe , but to find out what he
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has to do and to restrain himself within
the limits of his comprehen31on

\

.
-Goethe .

Knowledge is more than equivalent to
force . The master of mechanics laughs
at strength—Johnson .

What a man knows Should find its
expression in what he does ; the value
o f superior knowledge is chiefly in that
it leads to a performing manhood .

Bovee .

There is no knowledge for which so

great a price is paid as a knowledge of
the world ; and no one ever became an
adept in it except at the expense of
hardened and a wounded heart .
C ountess of Blessington .

If you would d horoughly know
thing

,
teach it to others—Tryon

wards .

Real knowledge , like everything
of value , is not to be obtained e
It must be worked for, studied for,
thought for, and , more than all ,
be prayed for .

-T. Arno ld.

Most men want knowledge
,
not

'

for
itself

,
but for the superiority which

knowledge confers ; and the means they
employ to secure this superiority are as

wrong as the ultimate Obj ect , for no man

can ever end with being superior, who
will not begin with being inferior
Sydney Smith .

There is nothing makes a man suspect
much

,
more than to know little ; and,

therefore
,
men should remedy suspicion

by procuring to know more
,
and not

keep their suspicions in smother .
—Bacon .

A grain of real knowledge , of genuine
uncontrollable conviction

,
will outweigh

a bushel o f adroitness ; and to produce
persuasion there is one golden principle
of rhetoric not put down in the books
—to understand what you are talking
about—See ley .

“Knowledge
,
without common sense

,

says Lee ,
“is folly ; without method , it is

waste ; without kindness, it is fanati
cism ; without religion , it is death .

”
But

with common sense , it is wisdom ; with
method

,
it i s power ; with charity, it is

beneficence ; with religion , it is virtue
and life and peace -Farrar.

There is nothing so minute
,
or incon

siderab le , that I would not rather know
it than not—Johnson .

It was said of one of the most intelli
gent men who ever lived in N ew Eng
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the lessons we have been taught , to re

mount the first principles , and take
nobody ’s word about them—Bo ling~
broke .

Knowledge and wisdom , far from be
ing one , have o ft-times no connection .

-Knowledge dwells in heads replete
with thoughts of other men ; wis
dom in minds attentive to their own .

Knowledge is proud that he has learned
SO much ; wisdom is humble that he
knows no more—C owper.

That only is true knowledge of God
which regenerates and co nforms us to
God—C alvin .

Two persons take trouble in vain
,
and

use fruitless endeavors ,—he who ao

quires wealth without enj oying it
,
and

he who is taught wisdom but does not
practice it . How much soever you may
study science, when you do not act
wisely you are ignorant . The beast
whom they load with books is not pro
foundly learned and wise ; what know
eth h is empty skull whether he carrieth
firewood or books?—Saadi.
Even human knowledge is permitted
to approximate in some degree

,
and on

certain occasions, to that of the Deity,
its pure and primary source ; and this
assimilation is never more conspicuo us
than when it converts evil into the
means of producing its Opposite good .

—C o lton .

Knowledge may not be as a courtesan
,

for pleasure and vanity only ; o r as a
bondswoman, to acquire and gain for
her master’s use ; but as a spouse , for
generation , fruit , and comfort .

—Bacon .

The profoundly wise do not declaim
against superficial knowledge in others

,

so much as the profoundly ignorant ; on
the contrary, they would rather assist
it with their advice than o verwhelm it
with their contempt ; for they know

,

that there was a period when even a
Bacon or a N ewton were superficial ,
and that he who has a little knowledge
is far more likely to get more than he.
that has none—C o lton .

If y ou have knowledge , let others
light their candl es at it .

—Fuller.

N othing in this life , after health and
virtue

,
is more estimable than knowl

edge
,
—nor is there anything so easily

attained , or so cheaply purchased ,_ the

labor only sitting still
,
and the expense

but time , which , if we do not .spend
, we

cannot save—Sterne .

Many Of the supposed increasers of

knowledge have only given a new name
,

and often a worse , to what was well
known before—Hare .

Knowledge and good parts
,
managed

by grace , are like the rod in the hand
of Moses ,—wonder-workers ; but they
turn to serpents when they are cast upon
the ground , and are employed in wicked
designs . —Arrowsmith .

The learning thou gettest by thine
own observation and experience , is far
beyond that thou gettest by precept ,
as the knowledge/ of a traveler exceeds
that which is got by reading

—Thomas

a Kempis.

Knowledge conquered by labor be
comes a possession,—a property entirely
our own . A greater vividness and per
man ency of impression is secured

,

'

and
facts thus acquired become registered
in the mind in a way that mere im
parted information can never produce .

—C arlyle .

When a king asked Euclid
,
whether

he could not explain his art to him in
a more compendious manner, he was
answered , that there was no royal way
to geometry . Other things may be
seized by m ight , or purchased with
money ; but knowledge is to be gained
only by study

,
and study to be prose

outed only in retirement—Johnson .

The more we have read , the more we
have learned , and the more we have
meditated , the better conditioned we
are to affirm that we know nothing
Vo ltaire .

Knowledge is the treasure , but judg
ment is the treasurer o f a wise man .

Penn .

’
Tis the property of all true knowl

edge , especially spiritual , to enlarge the
soul by fill ing it ; to enlarge it without
swelling it ; to make it more capable ,
and more earnest to know

,
the more it

knows—Sprat.
How empty learning , and how vain is
art , but as it mends the life and guides
the heart—Young.

Knowledge and timber should not be
much used until they are seasoned
0 . W. Ho lmes .
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Man often acquires just so much
knowledge as to discover his ignorance ,
and attains so much experience as to
see and regret his follies , and then dies .
—C lulow .

Knowledge is a comfortable and nec
essary retreat and Shelter for us in ad

vanced age , and if we do not plant it
while young

,
it will give us no shade

when we grow O ld—C hesterfield.

Your learning , l ike the
‘ lunar beam ,

affords light but not heat ; it leaves y ou
undevout

,
and frozen at heart , whi le

Speculation shines—Young.

Knowledge is the consequence of

time
,
and multitude of days are fittest

to teach wisdom .
—C o llier.

What we know here is very little , but
what we are ignorant of is immense .

Laplace .

C harles V. said that a man who knew
fo ur languages was worth four men ;
and Alexander the Great so valued
learning

,
that he used to say he was

more indebted to Aristotle for giving
him knowledge , than to his father Philip
for giving him life .

Every generation enj oys the use of a
vast hoard bequeathed to it by antiq
uity ,

and transmits that hoard , aug
mented by fresh acquisitions , to future
ages—Macaulay .

He that sips of many arts , drinks of

Knowledge will not be acquired
’

with
out pains and application . It is trou
blesome and deep digging for pure
waters ; but when once y ou come to the
spring

,
they rise up and meet you .

Felton .

0

The end of all knowledge should be
in virtuous action—Sir P . Sidney .

Real knowledge
,
in its progress

,
is

the forerunner of liberality and enlight
ened toleration—Brougham .

He who calls in the aid of an equal
understanding, doubles his own ; and
he who

.

profits by a superior understand
ing, raises his powers to a level with
the height of the understanding he unites
W1th .
—Bu7'k6 .

A great deal of knowledge
,
which is

not capable o f making a man wise
,
has

a natural tendency to make him vain
and arrogant—Addison .

KNOWLEDGE

Every man of sound brain whom y ou

meet knows something worth knowing
better than yourself . A man , on the
whole

,
is a better preceptor than a

book . But what scholar does not allow
that the dullest book can suggest to
him a new and a sound idea ?—Bulwer.

A l ittle knowledge leads the mind
from God. Unripe thinkers use their
learning to authenticate their doubts .

While unbelief has its own dogma , more
peremptory than the inquisitor’s

,
patient

meditation brings the scholar back to
humbleness. He learns that the grand
est truths appear slowly .

—Willmo tt.

It is in knowledge as it is in plants ;
if you mean to use the plant , it is no
matter for the roots ; if y oumean it to
grow, it is safer to rest upon roots than
upon slips—Bacon .

All wish to possess knowledge
,
but

few , comparatively speaking , are willing
to pay the price .

—Juvenal .
Some men think that the gratification

of curiosity is the end of knowledge ;
some the lo ve of fame ; some the pleas
ure of dispute ; some the necessity of

supporting themselves by their knowl
edge ; but the real use of all knowledge
is this, that we Should dedicate that
reason which was given us by God to
the use and advantage of man—Bacon .

AS soon as a true thought has entered
our mind, it gives a light which makes
us see a crowd of o ther obj ects which
we have never perceived before
C hateaubriand.

If a man empties his purse into his
head , no one can take it away from him .

—An investment in knowledge always

pays the best interest
—Franklin .

Human learning , with the blessing of

God upon it, introduces us to divine
wisdom ; and while we study the works
of nature , the G od of nature will mani
fest himself to us ; since , to a well
tutored mind ,

“The heavens declare his
glory , and the firmament Sheweth his
handiwork .

”—Bp . Horne .

Knowledge always desires increase ; it
is like fire , which must first be kindled
by some external agent , but which will
afterward propagate itself—Johnson .

The dangers of knowledge are not to
be compared with the

.dangers of
.

igne
rance . Man is more l ikely to m iss h is
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way in darkness than in twilight ; in
twilight than in full sun—Whate ly .

One part of knowledge consists in b e
ing igno rant of such things as are not
worthy to be known—C rates.

Imparting knowledge is only lighting
other men ’s candle at our lamp , with
out depriving ourselves of anyflame .

Jane Porter.

The best part of our knowledge is
that which teaches us where knowledge
leaves off and ignorance begins—0 . W.

Ho lmes .

Knowledge that terminates in curi
osity and speculation is inferior to that
which is useful ; and of all useful knowl
edge that is the most so which consists
in a due care and just notion of our

selves—St . Bernard.

People disparage knowing and the in
tellectual l ife , and urge doing . I am
very content with knowing , if only I
could know. That is an august enter
tainment , and would suffi ce me a great
while . To know a little would be worth
the expense of this world—Emerson .

Those who come last enter with ad
vantage—They are born to the wealth
of antiquity .

—The materials for j udging
are prepared, and the foundations of

knowledge are laid to their hands .

Besides , if the point was tried by antiq
uity , antiquity would lose it , for the
present age is really the Oldest

,
and

has the largest experience to plead .

C o llier.

Base -minded they that lack intelli
gence ; for G od himself for wisdom most
is praised , and men to God thereby
are highest raised—Spenser.

The word knowledge
,
strictly em

ployed , implies three things, viz. ,
truth

,

proof, and conviction—Whately .

Pleasure is a shadow
,
wealth is van

ity , and power a pageant ; but knowl
edge is ecstatic in enj oyment , perennial
in fame , unlimited in space , and infinite
in duration . In the performance of its
sacred offices, it fears no danger, spares
no expense , looks in the volcano , dives
into the ocean , perforates the earth ,
wings its flight into the skies

,
explores

sea and land, contemplates the distant ,
examines the minute

,
comprehends the

great , ascends to the sublime—no place
too remote for its grasp , no height too
exalted for its reach—De Witt C linton .

LABOR

LABOR .
—Labor was the primal curse

,

but it was softened into mercy
, and

made the pledge of cheerful days
,
and

nights without a groan—C owper.

N ext to faith in God, is faith in la
bor.
—Bovee .

N othing is denied to well-directed la
bar, and nothing is ever to be attained
Without it .

—Sir J . Reyno lds.

Without labor nothing prospers
Sophocles.

Shun no toil to make yourself re

markable by some talent or other . Yet
(
do no t devote ygurself to one branch

'

exclusively . Strive to get clear notions
about al l . G ive u to no science en

tirely , for science is ut one—Seneca .

The fruit derived from labor is the
sweetest of all pleasures—Vauvenargues .

Labor is the divine law of our ex
istence ; repose is desertion and suicide .

—Mazzini.
A man ’s best friends are his ten fin

gers—Robert C o llyer.

God intends no man to live in this
world without working ; but it seems to
me no less evident that He intends
every man to be happy in his work
Ruskin .

Men seldom die of hard work ; activ
ity is God ’s medicine . The highest
genius is willingness and ability to do
hard work. Any other conception of

genius makes it a doubtful , if no t a
dangerous possession—R . S. MacArthur.

Labor rids us of three great evils
irksomeness, Vice , and p overty—Vo l
taire .

Labor is one of the great elements of
society—the great substantial interest on
which we all stand . N ot feudal service ,
or predial toil , or the irksome drudgery
by o ne race of mankind subj ect ed , on
account of their color

,
to another ; but

labor , intelligent , manly
,
independent ,

thinking and acting for itself
,
earning

its own wages
,
accumulating those wages

into capital
,
educating childhood , main

taining worship
,
claiming the right of

the elective franchise
,
and helping to

uphold the great fabric of the State
that is American labor ; and all my
sympathies are with it

,
and my voice,

till I am dumb , will be fo r it .
-Danie l

Webster.
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ever chaste if he could be tempted ; but
of all employments , bodily labor is the
most useful , and o f the greatest benefit
for driving away the Devil .—Jeremy
Tay lor.

What men want is not talent , it is
purpose ; in other words , not the power
to achieve , but will to labor. I believe
that labor j udiciously and continuously
applied becomes genius—Bulwer.

There are many ways of being frivo
lous, o nly one way of being intellectu
ally great ; that is honest labor . —Syd
ney Smith .

Whatever there is of greatness in the
United States, or indeed in any other
country, is due to labor . The laborer
is the author o f all greatness and
wealth . Without labor there would be
no government

,
and no leading class

,

and nothing to preserve—U. S. Grant.
Hard wo rkers are usually honest ; in

dustry l ifts them above temptation .

Bovee .

It is to labor and to labor only, that
man owes everything of exchangeable
value . Labor is the talisman that has
raised him from the condition of the
savage ; that has changed the desert and
the forest into cultivated fields ; that
has covered the earth with cities , and
the ocean with ships ; that has given us
plenty

,
comfo rt

,
and elegance

,
instead

of want , misery , and barbarism .
—J .

Mac culloch .

.

The lottery of honest labor
,
drawn b y

time, is the only one Whose prizes are
worth taking up and carrying home .

Theodore Parker.

If we would have anything of bene
fit , we must earn it , and earning it be
come shrewd

,
inventive

,
ingenious, ac

tive
,
enterprising—H . W. Beecher.

N one so little enjoy themselves , and
are such burdens to themselves , as those
who have nothing to do .

—Only the ao

tive have the true relish of life—Jay .

Labor is the great producer of

wealth ; it moves all other causes—Dan

iel
~

Webster.

Miserable is he who slumbers on in
idleness -There is no rest from labor on
earth Man is born to work , and he
must work while it is day—Said a great
worker

,
Have I not eternity to rest

in ? —Tynman .

LANGUAGE

There is but one method of success
,

and that is hard labor ; and a ‘

man who
will not pay that price for distinction
had better at once dedicate himself to
the pursuit of the fox—Sydney Smith .

Excellence in any department can be
attained only by the labor of a lifetime ;
it is no t to be purchased at a lesser
price—Johnson .

Men give me some credit for genius .
All the genius I have lies just in this :
When I ‘ have a subj ect in hand

,
I study

it profoundly . Day and night it is be
fore me . I explore it in all its bearings .
My mind becomes pervaded with it .
Then the effort which I make the people
are pleased to call the fruit of genius
It is the fruit Ol a-bor and thought
Alexander Hamilton

\
No way has been f ound for making

heroism easy
,
even for the scholar . La

bor
,
iron labor, is for him . The world

was created as an audience for h im; the
atoms of which it is made are oppor

tunities—Emerson .

I have no secret of success but hard
work—E . Turner.

The necessity of labor is a part of the
primeval curse ; and all the beauty, or

glory
,
or dignity pertaining to it , de

pends ou the ends to which it is the
means .—Bristed.

Labor—the expenditure of vital effort
in some form ,

is the measure , nay, it is
the maker of values—J . G . Ho lland.

N othing is impossible to the man who

can will
,
and then do ; this is the only

law of success—Mirabeau.

LAN GUAGE — (See “WORDS ”
and

Language as well as the faculty o f

speech
,
was the immediate gift o f Go d .

—N oah Webster.

Language is the dress of thought
Johnson .

Language is not only the vehicle
.

o f

thought
,
it is a great and effiment 1n

strument in think ing—Sir H . Davy .

Language is the armory of the human
mind

, and at once contains the trophies
of its past and the weapons of its fu
ture conquests—C o leridge .

What wo uld the science of language
be without missions—Max

\

Miiller.

Language is the amber in which a
thousand precious thoughts have been
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safely embedded and preserved . It has
arrested ten thousand lightning-flashes
of 1 genius, which , unless thus fixed and
arrested , might have been as bright , but
would have also been as quickly passing
and perishing as the lightning . Words
convey the mental treasures of one

period to the generations that follow ;
and laden with this

,
their precious

freight , they sail safely across gulfs o f
time in which empires have suffered
shipwreck, and the languages of com
mon life have sunk into oblivion .

Trench .

Language most shows a man ; speak
that I may see thee ; it Springs out of
the most retired and inmost part of us .
—Ben Jonson .

The common people do no t accurately
adapt their thoughts to obj ects ; nor,
secondly, do they accurately adapt their
words to their thoughts ; they do no t

mean to lie ; but , taking no pains to be
exact

,
they give you very false accounts.

A great part of their language is pro-y,
verbial ; if anything rocks at all , they say
it rocks like a cradle ; and in this way
they go on .

—Johnson .

If the way in which men express their
thoughts is slipshod and mean

,
it will

be very diffi cult for their thoughts them
selves to escape being the same . If it
is high flown and bombastic , a character
for national simplicity and truthfulness
cannot long be maintained

The C reator has gifted the whole uni
verse with language , but few are the
hearts that can interpret it . Happy
tho se to whom it is no foreign tongue ,
acquired imperfectly with care and pain ,
but rather a native language

,
learned

unconsciously from the lips of the great
mother .—Bulwer.

One great use Of words is to hide our
thoughts—Vo ltaire .

C harles V. used to say that
“the more

languages a man knew , he was so many
more times a man .

”
E ach new form of

human speech introduces one into a
new wo rld of thought and life . So in
some degree is it in traversing other
continents and mingling with other
races .

As a hawkflieth not high with one
wing , even so a man reacheth not to
excellence with one tongue—Ro ger As
cham .

LAN GUAGE

A man who
.

is ignorant of foreign
languages is ignorant of his own

Goethe .

Po etry cannot be translated ; and,
therefore

,
it is the poets that preserve

the languages ; for we would not be at
the trouble to learn a language if w e
could have all that is written in it just
as well in a translation . But as the
beauties of poetry cannot be preserved
in any language except that in which it
was originally written , we learn the lan
guage—Johnson .

Language is like amber in its efficacy
to circulate the electric spirit of truth

,

it is also like amber in embalming and
preserving the relics of ancient wisdom

,

altho ugh one is not seldom puzzled to

decipher
_ its contents . Sometimes it

looks up truths which Were once well
known , but which , in the course of ages

,

have passed out of sight and been for
gotten . In other cases it holds the
germs of truths, of which , though they
were never plainly discerned , the genius
of its framers caught a glimpse in a
happy moment o f divination .

—Sala .

To acquire a few tongues is the task
of a few years ; to be eloquent in one
is the labor of a life .

A countryman is as warm in fustian
as a king in velvet

,
and a truth is as

comfortable in homely language as in
fine speech . As to the way of dishing
up the meat

,
hungry men leave that to

the cook , only let the meat be sweet
and substantial .—Spurgeon .

The language deno tes the man ; a
coarse or refined character finds its ex
pression naturally in a coarse or refined
phraseology .

-Bovee .

In the commerce of speech use only
_coin _

O
‘

f gold and silver .—Joubert.
Language is properly the servant of

thought , but not unfrequently becomes
its master. The conceptions of a feeble
writer are greatly modified by his style ;
a man of vigorous powers makes his
style bend to his conceptions—a fact
compatible enough with the acknowl

edgment of Dryden , that a rhyme had
often helped him to an idea .

—C lulow .

Felicity, not fluency of language , is a
merit—E . P. Whipp le .

Thinking cannot be clear till it has
had expression—We must write , or

speak
,
o r act our thoughts

,
or they will
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remain in a half torpid form .

—Our feel
ings must have expression, or they will
be as clouds

,
which , till they descend in

rain
,
will never bring up fruit or flower .

—So it is with all the inward feelings ;
expression gives them development .

Thought is the blossom ; language the
opening bud ; action the fruit behind it .
—H . W. Beecher.

In the intercourse of the world people
should no t take words as so much genu
ine coin of standard metal , but merely
as counters that people play with .

Jerro ld.

Language is a solemn thing : it grows
out of life—out of its agonies and ec

stasies, its wants and its weariness .

Every language is a temple in which the
soul of those who speak it is enshrined .

—O. W. Ho lmes.

There is no tracing the connectio n of
ancient nations but by language ; there
fore I am always sorry when any lan
guage is lost

,
for languages are the

pedigree of nations—Johnson .

There was speech in their dumbness ;
language in their very gesture—Shake
speare .

Language is only the instrument of

science
,
and words are but the Signs of

ideas .
—Johnson .

Language was given us that we

might say pleasant things to each other.—Bovee .

Languages, l ike o ur bodies , are in a
perpetualflux, and stand in need of re

cruits to supply those words which are
continually falling into disuse .

-Felton .

Words are the leaves of the tree of
language, of which , if some fall away, a
new success ion takes their place .

French .

LA U G HT E R . (See C HEERFUL

A laugh is worth a hundred groans
in any market—Lamb .

It is a good thing to laugh , at any
rate ; and if a straw can tickle a man ,
it is an instrument o f happiness . Beasts
can

: weep when they suffer, but they
cannot laugh - Dryden .

Even this vein o f laughing
,
as I could

produce out of grave authors , hath oft

entimes a strong and sinewy force in
teaching and comforting—Milton .

Laughter is a most healthful exertion ;

LAUGHTER

it is one of the greatest helps to diges
tion with which I am acquainted ; and
the custom prevalent among our fore
fathers, of exciting it at table by j esters
and buffoons , was founded on true medi
cal principles—Hufeland.

I like the laughter that opens the lips
and the heart

,
that shows at the same

t ime pearls and the soul—Victor Hugo .

One good , hearty laugh is a bomb
shell exploding in the right place , while
Spleen and discontent are a gun that
kicks over the man who shoots it off.

De Witt Talmages

Man is the only creature endowed
with the power of laughter ; is he not
also the only one that deserves to be
laughed at ?—Grevi lle .

C onversation never sits easier than
when we now and then discharge our

selves in a symphony of laughter ; which
may not improperly be called the chorus
of conversation—Stee le .

N o man who has once heartily and
wholly laughed can be altogether and

irreclaimably depraved C arlyle .

N ext to a good soul—stirring prayer is
a good laugh

,
when it is promo ted by

what is pure in itself and in its gro
tesque application .

—Mutchmore .

O
,
glorious laughter ! thou man-loving

spirit
,
that for a time doth take the bur

den from the weary back , that doth lay
salve to the weary feet

,
bruised and cut

byflints and Shards—Jerro ld.

Laugh if you are wise—Martia l.

I am persuaded that every time a
man smiles

,
but much more when he

laughs
,
it adds something to this frag

ment o f life—Sterne .

God made both tears and laughter,
and both for kind purposes ; for as
laughter enables mirth and surprise to
breathe freely , so tears enable sorrow to
vent itself patiently . Tears hinder sor

row from becoming despair and mad
ness—Leigh Hunt.

Beware of him who hates the laugh
of a child—Lavater.

If we consider the frequent reliefs we
receive from laughter, and ho w often it
breaks the gloom which is apt to de
press the mind

,
one would take care not

to grow too wise for so great a pleasure
of life—Addison .

The laughter Of girls is, and ever was,
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The law is past depth to those who ,
without heed

,
do plunge into it .

Shakespeare .

The law is a sort of hocus-pocus
science that smiles in your face while it
picks your pocket ; and the glorious
uncertainty o f it is of more use to the
professors than the j ustice of it .

Macklin .

A mouse-trap : easy to enter but not
easy to get out of.

—Balfour.

Use . law and physic only in cases of
necessity ; they that use them oth erwise ,
abuse themselves into weak bodies and
light purses : they are good remedies ,
bad recreations, but ruinous habits .
Quarles .

A natural law is a process, no t a
power ; it is a method of operation, not
an Operator. A natural law

,
without

God behind it, is no more than a glove
without a hand in it .

—Joseph C ook .

To go to law is for two persons to
kindle a fire , at their own cost , to warm
others and singe themselves to cinders ;
and because they cannot agree as to
what is truth and equity

,
they will both

agree to unplume themselves that
others may be decorated with their
feathers—Feltham .

A law overcharged with severity
,
l ike

a blunderbuss overcharged with powder
,

will each of them grow rusty by dis
use , and neither will be resorted to , from
the Shock and recoil that must inevit
ably follow their explosion .

—C o lton .

It is a very easy thing to devise good
laws ; the difficulty is to make them
effective . The great mistake is that of

looking upon men as virtuous, o r think
ing that they can be made so by laws ;
and consequently the greatest art of a
politician is to render vices serviceable
to the cause of virtue .

—Bo lingbroke .

Law is never wise but when merciful
,

but mercy has conditions ; and that
which is mercy to the myriads

,
may

seem hard to the one ; and that which
seems hard to the one , may be mercy
when Viewed by the eye that looks on

through eternity—Bulwer .

Laws are like cobwebs
,
which may

catch small fl ies, but let wasps and
hornets break through—Swift.

Laws are generally found to be nets
o f such a texture , as the little creep

through , the
. great break through , and

the middle Size are alone entangled in .

—Shenstone .

C hancery , and
.

certain other law
courts

,
seem nothing ; yet, in fact, they

are
,
the wo rst of them , something :

chimneys for the deviltry and conten

tion of men to escape by .
—C arly le .

The English laws punish vice ; the
C hinese laws do more , they reward vir

tue—Go ldsmith .

A fish that hangs in the net , like a
poor man’s right in the law, will hardly
come out of its—Shakespeare .

The laws keep up their credit, not
because they are all j ust , but because
they are laws .

5

This is the mystical
foundation of th ir authority .

—Mon

taigne . i
A knowledge of the laws of our

country is an high ly useful , and I had
almost said essential part of liberal and
polite education .

As the laws are above magistrates, so
are the magistrates above

'

the people :
and it may truly be said, that the
magistrate is a speaking law , and the
law a silent magistrate .

—C i cero .

We have no right to say that the
universe is governed by natural laws , but
only that it is governed according to
natural laws—C arpenter.

Laws are commanded to hold their
tongues among arms ; and tribunals
fall to the ground with the peace they
are no longer able to uphold—Burke .

The law is the standard and guardian
of our l iberty ; it circumscribes and de
fends it ; but to imagine liberty with
out a law, is to imagine every man with
his sword in his hand to destroy him ,

who is weaker than himself ; and that
would be no pleasant prospect to those
who cry out most for liberty .

—C laren
don .

Who ever goes to law, goes into a
glass house , where he understands little
or nothing of what he is doing ; where
he sees a small matter blown up into fifty
times the size of its
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the law and the
arms would give us
licentiousness ; and
would produce not
ry . The law ,

there
fore

,
should be unto the sword what the

handle is to the hatchet ; it should
direct the stroke and temper the force .

C o lton .

Good laws make it easier to do right
and harder to do wrong— .G ladstone

The severity of laws often prevents
their execution—When the penalty is

excessive, one is often obliged to
prefer impunity—Montesquieu .

There is no country in the world in
which everything can be provided for
by the laws

, or in which political in
stitutions can prove a substitute for

common sense and public morality .

De To cqueville .

Of law there can be no less acknowl

edged than that her seat is the bosom
of God, her voice the harmo ny of the
world . All things in heaven and earth
do her homage ; the very least as feel
ing her care , and the greatest as not
exempt from her power . Both angels
and men

,
and creatures of what condi

tion soever
,
though each in a different

sort and name
,
yet all , with one uni

form consent, admire her as the mo ther
of their peace and j oy .

—R . Hooker.

Laws are not invented ; they grow
out of circumstances . -Azarias .

The science of jurisprudence—the
pride of the human intellect , with al l its
defects , redundancies, and errors , is the
co llected

'

reason of ages , combining the
principles of o riginal j ustice with the in
finite variety of human concerns .

Burke .

Aristotle himself has said, speaking of

the
.

l aws of his own country , that
juri sprudence or the knowledge of

those laws , is the principal and most
perfect branch of ethics—Blackstone .

The sparks Of all the sciences in the
world are taken up in the ashes of the
law—Finch .

Law kept , is only law ; law broken is

both law and execution .
—Menander.

Laws are always unstable unless they
are founded on the manners of a nation ;
and manners are the only durable and
resisting power in a people .

—De

Tocqueville .

In effect , to follow, not to force , the
public inclination , to give a directio n ,
a form , a technical dress, and a specific
sanction , to the general sense of the
community, is the true end of legisla
tion—Burke .

Law is a science , which employs in
its theory the noblest faculties of the
soul and exerts in its practice the

cardinal virtues of the heart ; a science
which is universal in its

,
-use and extent ,

accommodated to each individual , yet
comprehending the whole community .

—Blackstone .

When laws, customs, or institutions
cease to be beneficial to man , or are
contrary to the will of God, they cease
to be obligatory on uS.

—Lyman

Beecher.

God is a law to men of sense ; but
pleasure is a law to the fool .—Plato .

‘

Law that shocks
“

equity is reason ’s
murder . —A . Hill .

The science of legislation is like that
of medicine in one respect , viz that it
is far more easy to point out what will
do harm , than what will do good
C o lton .

Laws are silent in the midst of arms .
-C icero .

Equity judges with lenity ; laws with
extremity .

—In all mo ral cases the
reason of the law is the law—Walter

Sco tt.

So great is the force Of laws, and of
parfibular forms of government , and so

little dependence have they on the
humors and tempers of men

,
that con

sequences almost as general and certain
may sometimes be deduced from them

,

as any which the mathematical sciences
affo rd uS.

—Hume .

A prince who falleth out with laws
,

breaketh with his best friends .

—Saville .

When I hear any man talk of an un

alterable law
,
the only effect it produces

on me is to convince me that he is an

unalterable fool—Sydney Smith .

The best way to get a bad law re
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pealed is to enforce it strictly .
—Lin

co in .

The forms of law have always been
the graves of buried liberties . —Tourgee .

Pity is the virtue of the law
,
and

none but tyrants use it cruelly .

Shakespeare .

The people ’s safety is the law of God .

—James Otis .

Law and equity are two things that
God hath j oined together, but which
man has put asunder .

— C o lton .

A law is valuable no t because it is
law , but because there is right in it .

H . W. Beecher.

When the state is most corrupt, then
the laws are most multiplied—Tacitus .

Law should be like death , which
spares no one—M ontesquieu.

They are the best laws
,
by which the

king has the greatest prerogative , and

the people the best liberty—Bacon .

Laws are the silent assessors of God .

—R . W. Alger.

We should never create by law
’what

can be accomplished by morality .

Montesquieu .

A multitude of laws in a country is
like a great number of physicians, a
sign of weakness and malady—Vo l
taire .

The greatest of all injustice is that
which goes under the name of law ; and
of all sorts of tyranny, the forcing the
letter of the law against the equity is
the mo st insupportable .

—L’

E strange .

Laws grind the poor
,
and rich men

rule the law—Go ldsmith .

The universal and absolute law is that
natural justice which cannot be written
down

,
but which appeals to the hearts

of all . Written laws are formulas in
which we endeavor to express as con

cise ly as possible that which ,
under such

or such determined circumstances ,
natural justice demands—Victor C ousin .

Consider the reason of the case , fo r
nothing is law that is not reason—J .

Powel l .

In civil j urisprudence it too often
happens that there is so much law , that
there is no room for justice , and that
the claimant expires of wrong in the

midst of right , as mariners die of thirst
in the midst o f water .—C olton .

To make an empire durable
,
the

magistrates must obey the laws
,
and the

people the magistrates—So lon .

Laws are the sovereigns of sovereigns .—Louis XIV.

Alas ! how many causes that can

plead well for themselves in the courts
of Westminster, and yet in the general
court of the universe , and free soul of

man, have no word to utter l—C arly le .

Laws which are in advance of public
sentiment are generally but a dead let
ter .—Tryon Edwards .

Reason is the life of law ; nay, the
common law itself

‘ is nothing else but
reason—C oke .

Let but the public mind once become
thoroughly corrupt , and all attempts to
secure property, liberty, or life , by mere
force o f laws written on parchment

,
will

be as vain as to put up printed notices
in an orchard to keep Off canker-worms .
Horace Mann .

With us , law is nothing unless close
behind it stands a warm

,
living public

opinion . Let that .die or grow indiffer

ent , and statutes was waste paper, lack

i
ng all executive force—Wende ll Phil
ips .

The good need fear no law ; it is his
safety, and the bad man

’s awe .
—Mas

singer.

Multitudes of laws are signs, either of
much tyranny in the prince

,
or

“

much re

bellious disobedience in the subj ect .
Morston .

Law is often spoken of as uncertain ;
but the uncertainty is not so much in
the law as in the evidence .

—Tryon Ed
wards.

To embarrass
of laws , or to
in j udges

,
are the opposite rocks on

which all civil institutions have been
wrecked

,
and between which legislative

wisdom has never yet found an Open
passage—Johnson .

As the law dissolves all contracts
which are without a valuable considera
tion , so a valuable consideration Often
dissolves the law—Fielding.

There have been many laws made by
m en which swerve from honesty, reason ,
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Accuracy and diligence are much
more necessary to a lawyer than great
comprehension of mind , or brill iancy of

talent .

—His business is to refine , define ,
split hairs, look into authorities, and
compare cases—A man can never gal
lop over the fields of law on Pegasus ,
no r fly across them on the wing of

oratory .
—If he would stand on terra

firma
, he must descend—If he would

be a great lawyer
,
he must first consent

to become a great drudge—Danie l

Webster.

Adversaries in law strive mightily ,
but eat and drink as friends—Shake
speare .

By birth and interest lawyers belong
to the people ; by habit and taste to
the aristocracy ; and they may be
looked upon as the natural bond and
connecting link of the two great classes
of society.

-They are attached to public
order beyond every other consideration ,
and the best security of public order is
autho rity .

—Ii they prize the free insti
tutions of their country much

,
they

value the legality of these institutions
far more—They are less afraid o f

tyranny than of arbitrary power .—De

To cqueville .

Lawyers on opposite Sides of a case
are like the two parts of shears ; they
out what comes between them

,
but

not each other.

Our profession is good if practised in
the spirit of it ; it is damnable fraud and

iniquity when its true Spirit is supplied
by a spirit of mischief-making and
money-getting .

-The love of fame is
extinguished ; every ardent wish for

knowledge repressed ; conscience put in
j eopardy

, and the best feelings o f the
heart indurated by the mean , money
catching

,
abominable practises, which

cover with disgrace some of the modern
practitioners of law—Daniel Webster.

There is a great deal of law learning
that is dry , dark , cold, revolting—but
it is an Old feudal castle, in perfect
preservation

,
which the legal architect,

who aspires to the first honors of his
profession

,
will delight to explore, and

learn all the uses to which its various
parts used to be put ; and he will the
better understand , enj oy and relish the
progressive improvements of the science
in modern times—W. Wirt.
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Sir W. Temp le .

shadows ; and
highest, none at a
Learning is wea

honor to the rich , an aid to the young ,
and a support and comfort to the aged .

He who always seeks more light the
more he finds

,
ahd finds more the more

he seeks, is one of the few happy
mo rtals who take and give in every point
of time . The tide, and ebb of giving and
receiving is the sumof human happiness,
which he alone enjoys who always wishes
to acquire new knowledge , and always
finds it .

—Lavater.

The end of learning is to know G od,
and out of that knowledge to love him

,

and to imitate him , as we may the
nearest , by possessing our souls of true
virtue .

—Milton .

The true order of learning should be :
first , what is necessary ; second, what is
useful ; and third , what is ornamental .
To reverse this arrangement is like be
ginning to build at the top of the edifice .

Mrs . Sigourney .

Learning is like mercury
,
one o f the

most powerful and excellent things in the
world in skillful hands ; in unskillful , the
most mischievous—Pope .

Learning , like money, may be of so

base a coin as to be utterly void of use ;
or, if sterling , may require good man
agement to make it serve the purposes
o f sense or happiness—Shenstone .

He who has no inclination to learn
more will be very apt to think that he
knows enough—Powell.
Learning, if rightly applied, makes a
young man thinking

,
attentive

,
indus

trions , confident , and wary ; and an o ld

man cheerful and useful . It is an

ornament in prosperity, a refuge in ad

versity, an entertainment at all times ;
it cheers in solitude , and gives modera
tion and wisdom in al l circumstances
Palmer.

A heap o f ill-chosen erudition is but
the luggage of antiquity—Balzac .

Who can tell whether learning may
no t even weaken invention in a man
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that has great advantages from nature
and birth ; whether the weight and

number of so many men ’s thoughts and
notions may not suppress his own or
hinder the motion and agitation of
them

,
from which all inventio n arises ;

as heaping on wood , or too many sticks,
or too close together, suppresses, and

sometimes quite extinguishes a little
spark

,
that would otherwise have grown

up to a nobleflame .
—Sir W. Temple .

Much learning shows how little
mortals know ; much wealth , how little
worldlings enj oy—E . Young.

N 0 man is the wiser for his learning :
it may administer matter to work in ,

or obj ects to work upon ; but wit and
wisdom are born with a mam—Selden .

Learning , though it is useful when
we know how to make a right use of it,
yet considered as in our own power,
and to those who trust to it without
seeking a superior guidance , is usually
the source of perplexity, strife , skep
ticism ,

and infidelity . It is indeed like
a sword in a madman’s hands , which
gives him the more opportunity of
hurting himself than others—John
N ewton.

He that wants good sense is unhappy
in having learning , for he has thereby
only more ways of exposing himself ;
and he that has sense knows that learn
ing is not knowledge , but rather the
art of using it .

—Steele .

Learning by
. study must be w on ;

’twas ne ’er entai led from sire to son .

Gay .

There are three classes Of people in
the world . The first learn from their
own experience—these are wise ; the
second learn from the experience of

others—these are the happy ; the third
neither learn from their own experience

n
or

1
the experience of others—these are

0 0 s .

A man of the best parts and greatest
learning , if he does not know the wo rld
by his own experience and observation ,
Will be very absurd

,
and consequently

very unwelcome in company . He may
say very good things ; but they will be
probably so ill-timed

,
misplaced

, or im
properly addressed , that he had much
better hold his tongue—C hesterfie ld .

Learning once made popular is no
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lo nger learning ; it has the appearance
of something which we have bestowed
upon ourselves , as the dew appears to
rise from the field which it refreshes
Johnson .

How empty learning , how vain is art ,
but as it mends the life and guides the
heart .—Young .

I observe in all my travels , this
custom—ever to learn something from
the information o f those with whom I
confer, which is the best school of all
others

,
and to put my company upon

those subj ects they are best able to
speak of : for it Often falls out , that ,
on the contrary, every one will rather
cho ose to be prating of another man’s
province than his own,

"

thinking it so
much new reputation acquired—Mon

taigne .

I attribute the little I know to my not
having been ashamed to ask for in
formation , and to my rule of convers
ing with all descriptions of men on

those topics that form their own peonl
iar professions and pursuits—Locke .

You are to consider that learning is
of great use to society ; and though it
may not add to the stock

,
it is a neces

sary vehicle to transmit it to others .

Learned men are the cisterns of
knowledge , no t the fountainhead
—N orthco te .

Learning makes a man fit company
for himself Young.

Ignorance of all things is an evil
neither terrible nor excessive

, nor yet
the greatest of all ; but great cleverness
and much learning

,
if they be aecom

panied by a bad training , are a much
greater misfortune .

—Plato .

"

'

IEearning maketh young men temper
ate , is the comfort of o ld age

,
standing

fo r wealth with poverty
, and serving as

an ornament to riches—C icero .

The chief art of learning
,
as Locke has

observed , is to attempt but little at a
time . The widest excursions of the
mind are made by short flights fre

quently repeated ; the most lofty fabrics
of science are formed by the continued
accumulation

“

of single propositions .
—Johnson .

A little learning is a dangerous thing !
drink deep , or taste not the Pierian
spring ; there Shallow draughts intoxi
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cate the brain
, and drinking largely

sobers us again—Pope .

Wear your learning , l ike your watch ,
in a private pocket—Do not pull it out
merely to Show that you have one .

If asked what o ’clock it is, tell it ; but
do not proclaim it hourly and unasked,
like the watchman—C hesterfield.

N 0 man can ever lack this mortifica

tion of his vanity, that what he knows is
but a very little in comparison of what
he is ignorant of. C onsider this, and

instead of boasting thy knowledge of a
few things

,
confess and be out o f

countenance for the many more which
thou dost not understand—Thomas a

That learning is most requisite which
unlearns evil . -Antisthenes .

He is a learned man that understands
one subj ect ; a very learned man who

understands two .
—Emmons.

To be proud of learning , is the great
est ignorance .

—Jeremy Tay lor .

We Should not ask who is the most
learned , but who is the best learned .

M ontaigne .

The great art o i learning
,
is to under

take but little at a time .
—Lo cke .

He might have been a very clever
man by nature , but he had laid so many
books on his head that his brain could
no t move .

—Robert Hall.

Al l other knowledge is hurtful to him
who has not the science of honesty and

good nature—Mon taigne .

The learning and knowledge that we
have , is, at the most, but l ittle com
pared with that of which we are ig
norant .

—Plato .

He who knoweth not what he ought
to know , is a brute beast among men ;

he that knoweth no more than he hath
need of, is a man among brute beasts ;
and he that knoweth all that may b e

known , is as a God among men—Py th
ago ras.

;Voracious learning
,
often over-fed

,

dlgests not Into sense her motley meal .
This bookcase , with dark booty almost
burst , this forager on others’ wisdom ,

leaves her native farm , her reason , quite
untill

’
d .
—Y0ung.

He who learns, and makes no use o f

his learning
,
is a beast of burden with
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Till a man can judge whether they be
truths or no , his underst anding is but
little improved

,
and thus men of much

reading
,
though greatly learned , but

may be l ittle knowing—Lo cke .

Mere learning is only a compiler, and
manages the pen as the compositor

a load o f books—Does the ass compre
hend whether he carries on h is back a
library or a bundle Of faggot

‘s ?—Saadi.
The most learned are Often the most

narrow-minded men—Hazlitt.

Without controversy, learning doth
make the mind of men gentle

, gen

erous, amiable , and pliant to govern
ment ; whereas ignorance makes them
churlish , thwarting , and mutinous ; and

the evidence of time doth clear this as
sertion , considering that the most bar
barous , rude , argd unlearned times have
been most subj ect to tumults

,
seditions

,

and changes—Bacon .

Learning teaches how to carry things
in suspense , without prejudice, till you
resolve .

—Bacon .

It is easy to learn something about
everything , but difficult to learn every
thing about anything—Emmons.

The sweetest and most inoffensive
path of l ife leads through the avenues
of science and learn ing ; and whoever
can either remove any Obstruction in
this way, or open up any new prospect ,
ought , so far , to be esteemed a bene
factor to mankind—Hume .

Seeing much
,
suffering much

, and

studying much , are the three pillars of
learning—Disrae li.
It is a little learning

,
and but a

little , which makes men conclude
hastily .

—Experience and humility teach
modesty and fear .—Jeremy Taylor.

Learning is a dangerous weapon
,
and

apt to wo und its master if it be wielded
by a feeble hand , or by one not well
acquainted with its use—Montaigne .

“
A l ittle learning is a dangerous

thing ,
” and yet it is what all must at

tain before they can arrive at great
learning ; it is the utmost acquisition
of those who know the most in com
parison of what they do not know
Whately .

Some will never learn anything be

cause they understand everything too
soon .
—Blount .
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therefore , my first wish to have all my
conduct distinguished by it .

—Washing
ton .

Lenity is a part of mercy , but she

must not speak too’ loud for fear of

waking justice .
—Joubert.

When lenity and cruelty play for a
kingdom ,

the gentler gamester is the
soonest winner.—Shakespeare .

Man may dismiss compassion from his
heart

,
but God will never . —C owper .

N ever to judge rashly ; never to in
terpret the actions of others in an ill
sense , but to compassionate their in
firmities, bear their burdens , excuse
their weaknesses, and make up for their
defects—to hate their imperfectio ns,
but love themselves, this is the true
Spirit

.

of charity .
—C aussin .

LETTERS—It is
.

by the benefit of
letters that absent friends are , in a man

ner
,
brought together .—Seneca .

Letters are those winged messengers
that can fly from east to west on em
bassies of love .

—Howell .

The best time to frame an answer to
the letters o f a friend is the moment you
receive them ; then the warmth of

friendsh ip and the intelligence received
most forcibly co-operate .

—Shenstone .

A letter shows the man it is written to
as well as the man it is written by .

C hesterfield.

To write a good love-letter, you

ought to begin witho ut knowing what
you mean to say , and to finish without
knowing ' what you have written .

Rousseau .

The true character of epistolary style
is playfulness and urbanity —Joubert.

A profusion of fancies and quotatio ns
is out of place in a love-letter .

—True
feeling is always direct

, and never de
viates into by-ways to cull flowers of

rhetoric .
—Bovee .

Our thoughts are much alike , but
female correspondence has a charm in

it , o f which that of the other sex is al

ways devoid—E ldon .

When the Spirits Sink too low, the
best cordial is to read over all the let
ters of one ’s friends—Shenstone .

Let your letter be written as ac

curately as you are able—I mean as to
language

,
grammar

,
and stops ; but as

LEVELLERS

to the matter o f it the less trouble
you give yourself the better it will be .

Letters should be easy and natural , and
convey to the persons to whom we send
just what we should say if we were
with them—C hesterfield.

It is difficult to tell to what end we

keep these o ld memorials , for th eir
perusal affords

,
in mo st cases

,
but h ttle

pleasure . Many are never looked at
again , and

’

yet we could not destroy
them without a struggle ; others only
bring forward evidences of words
broken , hopes ch illed , and friendships
gradually dissolved; of o ld attachments
turned away, and stubborn contradic
tion Of all the trusting in futurity, whose
promise we once" clung to . One class
alone o f them can ll up our best feel
ings . If the almost orgo tten memo rials
of the once dearly loved and long de
parted can carry our sympathies away
from the cold , hard present , over inter
vening years of struggling and vexa
tious toil , to that almo st holy period
of the gone and past

,
calling up old

thoughts and old affections ; or sooth
ing, by one lonely, unsuspected burst
of tears , o vercharged hearts , which have
long required easing of their burthen

,

there is yet enough—there is more than
enough—in these old letters, to plead an

excuse for so sacredly preserving them .

—Albert Smith .

LEVELLERS —Your levellers wish
to level down as far as themselves

,
but

they cannot bear levelling up to them
selves—Johnson .

Those who attempt to level never
equalize . In all societies some descrip
tion must be uppermost . The levellers ,
th erefore , only change and pervert the
natural order of things ; they load the
edifice of society by setting up in the
air what the solidity of the structure re
quires to be on the ground—Burke .

Some persons are always ready to
level those above them down to them
selves

,
while they are never willing to

level those below them up to their own

po sition . But he that is under the influence of true humility will avoid both
these extremes . On the one hand , he
will be willing that all Should rise just
so far as th eir diligence and worth of
character entitle them to ; and on the
other hand

,
he will be willing that his
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superiors should be known and acknowl

edged in their place, and have rendered
to them all the honors that are their
due .
—J0 nathan Edwards .

Death and the cross are the two great
levellers ; kings and their sub j ects ,
masters and slaves , find a common level
in two places—at the foot of the cross ,
and in the Silence of the grave .

—C o lton .

LEV ITY .
—Levity of behavior

.

is the
bane of all that is good and Virtuous .

—Seneca .

In infants
,
levity is a prettiness ; in

men
,
a shameful defect ; in Old age , a

monstrous folly .
—Rochefoucauld.

Frivolity, under whatever form it ap

pears, takes from attention its strength ,
from thought its originality , from feel
ing its earnestness—Mad. De Stael .

There is always some levity even in
excellent minds ; they have wings to
rise

, and also to stay—Joubert.
A light and trifling mind never takes/

in great ideas , and never accomplishes
anything great or good .

—Sprague .

Between levity and cheerfulness there
is a wide distinction ; the mind that is
most open to the former is frequently
a stranger to the latter .—Levity may
be the offspring of folly or vice ; cheer
fulness is the natural offspring of wis
dom and virtue—Blair.

L IA RS See FALSEHOOD

There is no Vice that dotli so
’

cover

a man with shame as to be disco'vered
in a lie ; for as Montaigne saith ,

“A
liar would be brave toward G od, while
he is a coward toward men ; for a lie
faces G od, and Shrinks from man .

Bacon .

All that one gains by falsehood is , no t
to be believed when he speaks the truth .

—Aristo tle .

He who tells a lie is not sensible how
great a task he undertakes ; for he must
be forced to invent twenty more to
maintain one—Pope .

A willful falseho od told is a cripple ,
not able to stand by itself without an

other to support it .
—It is easy to tell

a lie , but hard to tell only one l ie .

Fuller.

One ought to have a good memory
when he has told a lie .

—C orneille .

LIBE
‘

RALITY

Liars—past all shame—so past all
truth—Shakespeare .

Thou canst not better reward a liar
than in not believing whatever he
speaketh .

—Aris tippus.

They begin with making falsehood
appear like truth , and end with making
truth itself appear like falsehood—Shen
stone .

I am charmed with many points o f

the Turkish law ; when proved the
authors of any noto rious falsehood

,

they are burned on the forehead with
a hot iron—Lady Montague .

A lie should be trampled on and ex
tinguished wherever found .

- I am for
fumigating the atmosphere when I sus

peet that falsehood , l ike pestilence ,
breathes around me .

—C arly le .

This is the liar’s lot : he is accounted
a pest and a nuisance , a person marked
out for infamy and scorn—South .

One he must be thatched with an

other or it will soon rain through
Owen.

The hell that a h e would keep a man

from , is doubtless the very best place
for him to go .

-G . Macdonald .

Who dares think one thing , and an

other tell , my soul detests him as the
gates of hell .—Pope .

L IBE RA L IT Y . (See BEN EVO
1.a ”)

Liberality was formerly called hon
esty

,
as if to imply that unless we are

liberal we are not ho nest , either toward
God or man .

—Tryon Edwards .

The riches we impart are the only
wealth we shall always retain—M .

Henry .

’

R
'

é
"

rather bountiful than expensive ;
do good with what thou hast

,
or it will

do thee no good—Penn .

By Jove the stranger and the poor are
sent , and what to these we give to Jove
is lent—Homer.

N o communications can exhaust gen
ius ; no gifts impoverish charity
Lavater.

Proportion thy charity to the strength
of thine estate , lest God in anger pro
portion thine estate to the weakness of

thy charity - Quark s .

Liberality consists rather in giving
seasonably than much—Bruyere .
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The office of liberality consists in giv
ing with judgment—C icero .

The way to have nothing to give
,
is

to give nothing .

He that lays out for God lays up for
himself .

Be busy in trading, receiving , and giv
ing, for life is too good to be wasted in
living—J. Sterling.

Frugality is good
,
if liberality be

j oined with it . The first is leaving off

superfluous expenses ; the last bestowing
them to the benefit of others that need .

The first without the last begets covet
ousness ; the last without the first begets
prodigality . Both together make an ex
cellent temper. Happy the place where
that is found—Penn .

In defiance of all the torture , the
might

,
and the malice o f the world , the

liberal man will ever be rich ; for God
’s

providence is his estate
,
God’s wisdom

and power his defense , God
’s love and

favor his reward
,
and God’s word his

security—Barrow .

He who is not liberal with what he
has , does but deceive himself when he
thinks he would be liberal if he had
more—W. S. Plumer.

Some are unwisely liberal , and more
delight to give presents than to pay
debts—Sir P . Sidney .

What we call liberality is often but
the vanity of giving ; we are more fond
of the ostentation than of the generosity
o f the act .—Ro chefoucauld.

“
The liberality of some men is but in
difference clad in the garb of candor .
Whately .

Men might be better if we deemed
better of them .

—The worst way to
'

im
prove the world is to condemn it .

Bailey .

’
Tis hard to school the heart to be

,
in

spite of inj ury and envy, generous still .
—E llison .

One always receiving
,
never giving

,
is

like the stagnant pool
,
in which whatever

flows remains
,
whatever remains cor

rupts
—J . A . James.

LIBERTY .
—True liberty consists only

in
.

the power of doing what we ought to
Will , and in not being constrained to do
what we ought not to will . —Jonathan
Edwards .

36 L IBERTY

.

Reason and virtue alone can bestow
liberty .

—Shaftesbury .

There is no liberty worth
\

anything
which is not a liberty under law .

—N . J .

Burton .

Personal liberty is the paramount es

sential to human dignity and human
happiness—Bulwer .

G ive me the liberty to know,
to think

,

to believe
, and to utter freely , accord

ing to conscience, above all other liber
ties—Milton .

'We hold these
,
truths to be self-evi

dent
,
that all men are created equal ;

that they are endowed by their C reator
with inalienable rights ; and that among
these are life

,
liberty

,
and the pursuit

Of happiness—Jeffer

gé
n .

Is life SO dear, or ace so sweet as to
be purchased at the price of chains and
slavery ? -Forbid it

,
Almighty God l—I

know no t what course others may take ,
but, as for me , give me liberty or give
me death—Patrick Henry .

In the same proportion that ignorance
and vice prevail in a republic , will the
government partake of despotism
Sprague .

Easier were it to hurl the rooted
mountain from its base

,
than force the

yoke of slavery upon men determined to
be free—Southey .

Liberty is to the collective body , what
health is to every individual body .

Without health no pleasure can be tasted
by man ; without liberty, no happiness
can be enj oyed by society .

—Bo lingbroke .

The liberty of a people consists in be
ing governed by laws which they have
made themselves

,
under whatsoever form

it be o f government ; the liberty of a
private man is being master of his own

time and actions , as far as may consist
with the laws of God, and of his country .

—C owley .

The only rational liberty is that which
is born of subj ection , reared in the fear
o f God and love of man , and made
courageous in the defense of a trust, and
the prosecution Of a duty—Simms.

What is life ? It is not to stalk about ,
and draw fresh air

,
or gaze upon the

sun ; it is to be free—Addison .

Oh
,
give me liberty ! for even were

paradise my prison , still I should long to
leap the crystal walls—Dryden .
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only exists with order and virtue , but
which cannot exist at all without them .

It inheres in good and steady
.

govern
ment

,
as in its substance and Vital prin

Liberty is the right of every human
creature , as soon as he breathes the vital
air ; and no human law can deprive him
of that right , which he derives from the
law of nature .

True liberty consists in the privilege
of enj oying our own rights, not in the
destruction of the rights of others .

Pinckard.

Man’s liberty ends, and it ought to
end

, when that liberty becomes the curse
of his neighbors—Farrar.

Liberty is the right to do what the
laws allow ; and if a citizen could do
what they forbid , it would be no longer
liberty

,
because others would have the

same powers—Montesquieu.

A nation may lose its
.

liberties in a

day
,
and not miss them In a c entury .

M ontesquieu.

If liberty with law is fire on the
hearth

,
liberty without law is fire on thefloor .

-Hillard.

Men are qualified for civil liberty in
exact proportion to their disposition to
put chains upon their own appetites ; in
proportion as their love of justice is
above their rapacity ; in proportion as
their soundness and sobriety of under
standing is above their vanity and pre
sumption ; in proportion as they are

more disposed to listen to the counsels
o f the wise and good

,
in preference to

the flattery of knaves . Society cannot
exist unless a controlling power upon the
will and appetite is placed somewhere ;
and the less of it there is within

,
the

more there must be of it without . It is
ordained in the eternal constitution of

things
,
that men of intemperate habits

cannot be free . Their passions forge
their fetters—Burke.

Liberty will not descend to a people ;
a people must raise themselves to lib
erty ; it is a blessing that must he earned
before it can be enj oyed—C o lton .

Where liberty dwells, there is my
country .

—Milton .

A country cannot subsist well without
l iberty

,
nor liberty without virtue .

Rousseau .

L IBERTY

Liberty cannot be established without
morality

,
nor morality without

x

faith .

It is impossible to enslave
,
mentally

or socially
,
a Bible-reading people . The

principles of the Bible are the ground

n
ork o f human freedom .

—Horace Gree
ey .

To do what we will, is natural liberty ;
to do what we may consistently with
the interests of the community to which
we belong

,
is civil liberty

,
the only

liberty to be desired in a state of civil
society .

—Paley .

When I see the spirit of l iberty in
action , I see a strong principle at work ;
and this

,
for a while , is all I can possibly

know of it . The
j
wild gas, the fixed air

,

is plainly broke loose : but we ought to
suspend our judgmént until the first
effervescence is a little subsided

,
till the

liquor is cleared , and until we see some
thing deeper than the agitation oi a
troubled and frothy surface . I must be
tolerably sure

,
before I venture publicly

to congratulate men upon a blessing
,

that they have really received one
Burke .

The human race is in the best condi
tion when it has the greatest degree of
liberty .

—Dante .

Liberty and union , one and insepa
rable

,
now and forever .—Daniel Webster.

Interwoven is the love of l iberty with
every l igament o f the heart—Washing
ton .

The liberty of a people consists in
being governed by laws which they have
made themselves, under whatsoever form
it be of government ; the liberty of a
private man

,
in being master of his own

time and actions, as far as may consist
with the laws of God and of his country .

—C owley .

A Bible and a newspaper in every
house

,
a good school in every district ,

—al l studied and appreciated as they
merit

,
—are the principal support of vir

tue, morality, and civil liberty .
—Frank

The greatest glory of a free-born
people , is to transmit that freedom to
their children .

—Havard.

The spirit of l iberty is not , as multi
tudes imagine , a j ealousy of our own

particular rights , but a respect for the
rights of others , and an unwillingness
that any one , whether high or low ,
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should be wronged or trampled under
foot .—C hanning.

Liberty consists in the right
'

which
God has given us, of doing , getting, and
enj oying all the good in our power , ac
cording to the laws o f G od, of the State ,
and of our conscience—True liberty,
therefore

, can never interfere with the
duties

,
rights

,
and interests of others .

C . Simmons.

What is liberty without wisdom and

without virtue —It is the greatest of

all possible evils , for it is folly, vice , and
madness

,
without tuition or restraint .

Burke .

0 l iberty , how many crimes are com
mitted in thy name -Mad. Ro land.

The people never give up their liber
ties but under some delusion—Burke .

The Protestant principle , that
“
God

alone is Lord of the conscience , has

done more to give the mind power, and
to strike off its chains, than any prin
ciple of mere secular policy in the most ”

perfect “Bill of Rights ” -
.G Spring.

The love of religious liberty is a
stronger sentiment

,
when fully excited

,

than an attachment to civil freedom .

C onscience , in the cause o f religion , pre
pares the mind to act and to suffer,
beyond almost al l other causes. It some
times gives an impulse so irresistible ,
that no fetters of power or o f opinion
can withstand it . History instructs us,
that this love of religious liberty

,
made

up of the clearest sense of right and the
highest conviction of duty, is able to
look the sternest despotism in the face ,
and

,
with means apparently inadequate ,

to shake principalities and powers .
Daniel Webster.

A day, an hour of virtuous liberty is
worth a whole eternity of bondage .

Addison .

The true danger is , when liberty is
nibbled away

,
for expedients

,
and by

parts—Burke .

He is the freeman whom the truth
makes free , and all are Slaves beside .

C owper.

There is no liberty to men whose
passions are stronger than their religious
feelings ; there is no liberty to men in
whom ignorance predominates over
knowledge ; there is no liberty to men
who know not how to govern themselves .

-H . W. Beecher.

L IBRARIES

LIBRARIES .
—N ext

.

to acquiring good
friends

,
the best acquisition is that o f

good books - C o lton .

Libraries are as the shrines where all

the relics o f saints, full of true virtue
,

and that without delusion or imposture
,

are preserved and reposed—Bacon .

Libraries are the wardrobes o f litera
ture

,
whence men , properly informed,

may bring forth something for orna
ment

,
much for curiosity, and more for

use —Dyer.

Let us pity those poor rich men who

live barrenly in great bookless houses !
Let us congratulate the poor that

,
in

our day
,
books are so cheap that a man

may every year add a hundred volumes
to his library for the price of what h is
tobacco and beer would cost him .

Among the earliest ambitions to be ex
cited in clerks, workmen , j ourneymen ,
and

,
indeed

,
among all that are strug

gling up from nothing to something , is
that o f owning , and constantly adding
to a library of good books. A little
library , growing larger every year, is an
honorable part of a young man ’s history .

It is a man’s duty to have books .

A library is not a
‘

luxury
,
but one of

the necessaries of l ife .
—H. W. Beecher.

What laborious days
,
what watchings‘

by the midnight lamp
,
what rackings o f

the brain
,
what hopes and fears

,
what

long lives of laborious study, are here
sublimized into print

,
and condensed into

the narrow compass of these surrounding
Shelves !—Horace Smith .

What a place to be in is an o ld l ibrary !
It seems as though all the souls of all
the writers that have bequeathed their
labors to these Bodleians were reposing
here

,
as in some dormitory or middle

state . I do not want to handle , to pro
fane the leaves, their winding-sheets . I
could as soon dislodge a Shade . I seem
to inhale learning , walking amid their
foliage ; and the odor o f their o ld moth
scented coverings is fragrant as the first
bloom of those sciential apples which
grew amid the happy orchard—Lamb .

My library was dukedom large enough .

-Shakespeare .
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A large library is apt to distract rather
than to instruct the learner ; it is much
better to be confined to a few authors
than to wander at random over many .

—Seneca .

C onsider what you have in the small
est chosen library . A company o f the
wisest and wittiest m en that could be
picked out of all civil countries

,
in a

thousand years, have set in best order
the results of their learning and wisdom .

The men themselves were hid and in

accessible , solitary , impatient o f inter
ruption , fenced by etiquette ; but the
thought which they did not uncover to
their bosom friend is here written out

in transparent words to us
,
the strangers

of another age
—Emerson .

A great library contains the diary of
the human race—The great consulting
room of a wise man is a library -G .

Dawson .

What a world of wit is here packed
together ! -I know not whether the
Sight doth more dismay or comfort me .

-It dismays me to think that here is
so much I cannot know ; it comforts me
to think that this variety yields SO good
helps to know what I Should—Blessed
be the memory of those who have left
their blood

,
their Spirits

,
their lives

,
in

these precious books, and have willingly
wasted themselves into these during
monuments, to give light unto others .
Bp . Hall.

The true university of these days is a
collection of bookSH

—C arlyle

From this slender beginning I have
gradually formed a numerous and select
library

,
the foundation o f all my works,

and the best comfort of my
'

life , both
at home and abroad—Gibbon .

N O possession can surpass, or even
equal a good library

,
to the lover of

books. Here are treasured up for his
daily use and delectation , riches which
increase by being consumed

,
and pleas

ures which never cloy.
—J. A . Langford.

A library may be regarded as the
solemn chamber in which a man may
take counsel with all who have been
wise

,
and great , and good , and glorious

among the men that have gone before
him .
—G . Dawson .

We enter our studies , and enj oy
.

a
society which we alone can bring
together . We raise no j ealousy by con

LIFE

versing with one in preference to an

other : we give no Offense to
,
the most

illustrious by questioning him as long as
we will , and leaving him as abruptly .

Diversity of Opinion raises no tumult in
our presence ; each interlocutor stands
before us, Speaks or is silent

,
and we

adj ourn or decide the business at our

leisure—Lander.

My books are my tools
,

and the
greater their variety and perfection the
greater the help to my literary work
Tryon Edwards.

The gloomy recess o f an ecclesiastical
library is l ike a harbor

,
into which a

far-traveling curiosity has sailed with its
freight, and cast anchor. The ponder
ous tomes are bal

'

és of the mind’s mer
chandise . Odors o f distant countries and
times steal from the red leaves, the
swelling ridges of vellum

,
and the titles

in tarnished gold—Willmo tt.

L I C E N T IO U SN E S S . Impure
thoughts waken impure feelings

,
lead to

impure expressions
,
and beget impure

actions, and these lead to imbecility both
o f body and mind , and to the ruin of
all that is noble and pure in character.
—C . Simmons .

If you would not step into the harlot ’s
house

,
do not go by the harlot ’s door

Seeker.

Lewdness is a very broad way to
death

,
ornamented with artful flowers,

and begins to allure and seduce travelers
at an early age

—Parental watchfulness ,
guarding them from early childh ood,
should be diligent to keep them

,

from
this way to ruin—C . Simmons .

Human brutes, like other beasts, find
snares and poison in the provisions of
life

,
and are allured by their appetites

to their destruction—Swift.
LIFE—Every man ’s life is a plan of

G od—Horace Bushnell .
'

One life ; a little gleam of time be
tween two eternities ; no second chance
for us forever more—C arlyle .

God gives to every man the virtue ,
temper

,
understanding

,
taste that lifts

him into life
,
and lets him fall in just

the niche he was ordained to fill .

Remember that life is neither pain
nor pleasure ; it is serious business , to
be entered upon with courage and in a
spirit of self-sacrifice .

—De Tocqueville .
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honorably , and
. justly, without living

pleasurably .
—Epi curus .

The web of our life is of a mingled
yarn

,
good and ill together ; our virtues

would be proud if our faults whipped
them not ; and our crimes would despair
if they were not cherished by our vir

tues—Shakespeare .

Life is hardly respectable if it has no
generous task

,
no duties or affections

that constitute a necessity o f existence
Every man’s task is his life-preserver
Emerson .

A useless life is only an early death .

Goethe .

Why all this toil for the triumphs of

an hour?—Young.

Life is rather a state of embryo , a
preparation for life ; a man is not com
p letely born till he has passed through
death .

—Franklin .

Life is a series of surprises . We do
not guess to-day the mood, the pleasure ,
the power o f to-morrow , when we are
building up our being—Emerson .

Much as we deplore our condition in
life

,
nothing would make us more satis

fi ed with it than the changing of places,
for a few days

,
with our neighbors .

There is not one l ife which the Life
giver ever loses out of His Sight ; not

one which sins so that He casts it away ;
not one which is not so near to Him
that whatever touches it touches Him
with sorrow or with j oy .

—Phillips
Brooks.

We never live ; we are always in the
expectation of living—Vo ltaire .

He lives lOng that lives well ; and time
misspent is not lived, but lost . God is
better than his promise if he takes from
him a long lease , and gives him a free
hold of a better value—Fuller.

Though we seem grieved at the Short
ness of l ife in general , we are wishing
every period of it at an end . The minor
longs to be at age

,
then to be a man of

business ; then to make up an estate ,
then to arrive at honors, then to retire .

—Addison .

There appears to exist a greater desire
to l ive long than to live well ! Measure
by man

’s desires
,
he cannot live long

enough ; measure by his good deeds , and
he has not lived long enough ; measure

L IFE

by his evil deeds
,
and he has lived to o

long .
—Zimmermann .

Life is fruitful in the ratio in which
it is laid out in

O

nob le action or patient
perseverance—Liddon .

Life
,
like the waters of the seas ,

freshens only when it ascends toward
heaven—Richter.

I would So live as if I knew that I re
ceived my being only for the benefit of
others—Seneca .

He that embarks in the voyage of life
will always wish to advance rather by
the impulse of the wind than the strokes
of the oar ; and many founder in their
passage

,
while they lie waiting for the

gale—Johnson .

Measure not l ife the hopes and en

joyments Of this wor d , but by the prep
aration it makes for another ; looking
forward to what you shall be rather than
backward to what you have been .

He is not dead who departs from life
with a high and noble fame ; but he is
dead , even while living , whose brow is

branded with infamy.
—Tieck.

I am convinced that there is no man

that knows life well
,
and remembers all

the incidents of his past existence , who
would accept it again—C ampbell.
Who would venture upon the j ourney

of life , if compelled to begin it at the
end ? —Mad. de Maintenon .

How small a portion of our life it is
that we really enj oy ! In youth we are
looking forward to things that are to
come ; in o ld age we are looking back
ward to things that are gone pas t ; in

manhood, although we appear indeed to
be more occupied in things that are
present , yet even that is too often ah
sorbed in vague determinations to be
i astly happy on some future day when
we have time c—C o lton .

The earnestness of life is the only
passport to the satisfaction of life
Theodore Parker.

If I could get the ear of every young
man but for one word , it would be th is ;
make the most and best of yoursel f
There is no tragedy like a wasted life
a l ife failing of its true end

,
and turned

to a false end T. T. Munger.

When I reflect upon what I have seen
,

have heard, and have done , I can hardly
persuade myself that all that frivolous
hurry and hustle and pleasure of the
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world had any reality ; and I look on

what has passed as one of those wild
dreams which opium occasions, and I by
no means wish to repeat the nauseous
dose for the sake of the fugitive illusion .

“ C hesterfield.

We never live , but we ever hope to
live .
—Pascal.

Life , according to an Arabic proverb,
is composed of two parts : that which is
past—a dream ; and that which is to
come—a wish .

Life is like a beautiful and winding
lane

, on either side bright flowers, beauti
ful butterflies

, and tempting fruits, which
we scarcely pause to admire and taste ,
SO eager are we to hasten to an opening
which we imagine will be more beautiful
still . But by degrees, as we advance ,
the trees grow bleak ,

the flowers and
butterfl ies fail , the fruits disappear, and
we find we have arrived—to reach a
desert waste—G . A . Sala .

Life is the childhood of our immor

tality .
-Goethe.

Life is thick sown with thorns , and I
know -no other remedy than to pass
quickly through them . The longer we
dwell on our misfortunes, the greater is
their power to harm“

us.
—Vo ltaire .

C ommon sense does not ask an impos
sible chessboard, but takes the one be
fore it and plays the game—Wende ll
Phillips.

The finest lives, in my opinion , are
those who rank in the common model ,
and with the human race

,
but without

miracle
,
without extravagance—Mon

laigne .

How great a pity that we should not

feel for what end we are born into this
world

,

‘

till just as we are leaving it .

Walsingham .

Though I think no man can live we]!
once but he that could live twice

,
yet

for my own part , I would not live over
my hours past, or begin again the thread
of my days : not because I have lived
them well , but for fear I should live
them worse—Sir T. Browne .

A man should live with his superiors
as he does with his fire not too near

,
lest

he
.

burn ; not too far off, lest he freeze .

Diogenes.

When I reflect , as I frequently do ,

Upon the felicity I have enj oyed
,
I some
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times say to myself, that , were the offer
made me , I would engage to run again ,

from beginning to end
,
the same career

of life . All I would ask
,
should be the

privilege of an author, to correct in a
second edition , certain errors of the first .
—Franklin .

He who increases the endearments of

life , increases at the same time the ter
rors of death—Young.

To complain that life has no j oys
while there is a single creature whom We
can relieve by our bounty, assist by our

counsels
, or enliven by our presence , is

to lament the loss of that which we pos
sess

,
and is just as rational as to die of

thirst with the cup in our hands—Fitz
osborne .

Life
,
if properly viewed 111 any aspect ,

is great
,
but mainly great when viewed

in its relation to the world to come
A lbert Barnes.

Hope writes the poetry of the boy , but
memory that of the man . Man looks
forward with smiles

,
but backward with

sighs. Such is the wise providence of
God. The cup of life is sweetest at the
brim , the flavor is impaired as we drink
deeper

,
and the dregs are made bitte1

that we may not struggle when it is
taken from our lips .
Let us love life and feel the value of

it, that we may fill it with C hrist
A . Monod.

We never think of the main busin ess
of life til l a vain repentance minds us
of it at the wrong end .

—
.L

’

Estrange

If we do not weigh and consider to
what end this life is given us , and there
upon order and dispose it right , we do
not number our days in the narrowest
and most limited signification—C laren

It is an infamy to die and not be
missed—C arlos Wzlcox.

Would y ou throughout life be up to
the height of your century

,
always in the

prime of man ’s reason , without crude
ness and without decline , l ive habitually ,

while young, with persons older, and
when o ld with persons younger than
yourself —. Bulwer.

Life does not count by years . Some
suffer a lifetime in a day , and so grow
old between the rising and the setting
of the sun -Augusta Evans .

The certainty that life cannot be long ,
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and the probability that it will be
shorter than nature allows , ought to
waken every man to the active proseou
tion of whatever he is desirous to per
form . It is true that no diligence can
ensure success ; death may intercept the
swiftest career ; but he who is cutpoff in

the execution of an honest undertaking,
has at least the honor of falling in his
rank

,
and has fought the battle though

he missed the victory—Johnson .

The van ity of human life is l ike a
rivulet

,
constantly passing away, and yet

constantly coming on .
—Pope .

There are two lives to each of us, the
life of our actions

,
and the life of our

minds and hearts—History reveals men ’s
deeds and their outward characters , but
not themselves—There is a secret self
that has its own life

,
unpenetrated and

unguessed .
-Bulwer.

We are immortal till our work is done .

-Whitefield.

Our life cannot be pronounced happy
till the last scene has

.

closed with resig
nation and hope , and m the full prospect
of a blessed immortality beyond the
grave .

This little life has its duties that are
great—that are al one great

,
and that go

up to heaven and down to hell .—C arlyle .

They who are most weary of life , and
yet are most unwilling to die

,
are such

who have lived to no purpose ; who
ha
z
e rather breathed than lived—C lar

en on .

Many think themselves to be truly
God-fearing when they cal l this world
a valley of tears . But I believe they
would be more so , if they called it a

happy valley . God is more pleased with
those who think everything right in the
world

,
than with those who think

nothing right . With so many thousand
j oys, is it not black ingratitude to call
the world a place of sorrow and tor
ment ?—Richter.

Life is a quarry , out of which we are
to mold and chisel and complete a
character—G'oe the .

There is nothing in l ife so irrational ,
that good sense and chance may not set
it to rights ; nothing so rational , that
folly and chance may not utterly con
found it .

—Goethe .

What a beautiful lesson is taught in
these words of Sterne : “

So quickly

L IFE

sometimes has the wheel of life turned
round, that many a man has xlived to
enjoy the

.

benefit of that charity which
his own piety proj ected .

”

The meaning , the value , the truth of
life can be learned only by an actual
performance of its duties

,
and truth can

be learned and the soul saved in no
other way .

—T. T. Manger.

It is the bounty of nature that we live
,

but of philosophy that we live well ;
which is , in truth, a greater benefit than
life itself—Seneca .

Fleeting as were the dreams of o ld,
remembered like a tale that ’s told

, we
pass away—Longfellow .

The time of lifex is short ; to spend
that shortness basely, ’twere too long
Shakespeare .

Bestow thy youth so that thou mayst
have comfort to remember it

,
when it

hath forsaken thee , and not sigh and
grieve at the account thereof . Whilst
thou art young thou wilt think it will
never have an end ; but behold, the
longest day hath his evening

,
-and thou

shalt enj oy it but once ; it never turns
again ; use it therefore as the spring-time ,
which soon departeth , and wherein thou
oughtest to plant and sow all provisions
for a long and happy life—Sir W. Ra
leigh .

We l ive in deeds
,
not years ; in

thoughts, not breaths ; in feelings , not
in figures on the dial ; we should count
time by heart-throbs . He most lives
who thinks most, feels the noblest , acts
the best—Bailey .

There is nothing which must end
, to

be valued for its continuance . If hours,
days, months, and years pass away, 1t is
no matter what hour, day, month , or

year we die . The applause of a good
actor is due to him at whatever scene
of the play he makes his exit . It is
thus in the life of a man of sense ; a
short life is sufficient to manifest him self
a man of honor and virtue ; when he
ceases to be such , he has lived too long ;
and while he is such , it is of no conse

quence to him how long he shall be so

provided he is so to his life ’s end
Steele .

Life , like every other blessing , derives
its value from its use alone . N ot for
itself

,
but for a nobler end the eternal
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mind, and disgust with regard to the
past, and a profound sentiment of dis
couragement and despair with regard to
the future—Talleyrand.

The shaping of our own life is our

own work . It is a thing o f beauty
,
or a

thing of shame
,
as we ourselves make it .

We lay the corner and add j oint to j oint
,

we give the proportion , we set the finish .

It may be a thing of beauty and of j oy
for ever . G od forgive us if we pervert
our life from putting on its appointed
glory l—Ware .

What a death in life it must be—an

existence whose sole aim is good eating
and drinking , splendid houses and ele
gant clothes ! N ot that these things are
bad in moderation—and with something
higher beyond . But with nothing be
yond -Mulock.

The greatest results in life are usually
attained by simple means and the exer

cise of ordinary qualities. These may
for the most part be summed up in these
two- common sense and perseverance .

Feltham .

To live is not merely to breathe , it is
to act ; it is to make use of our organs ,
senses

,
faculties

,
of all those parts of

ourselves which give us the feeling o f

existence . The man who has lived long
est is not the man who has counted most
years

,
but he who has enj oyed life most .

Such a one was buried a hundred years
o ld, but he was dead from his birth . He

would have gained by dying young ; at
least he would have lived till that time .

—Roussea
’
u.

To make good use of life , one should
have in youth the experience of ad

vanced years , and in o ld age the vigor
o f youth—Stanislaus .

Live as if you expected to live an

hundred years , but might die to-morrow .

—Ann Lee .

Yet through all
,
we know this tangled

skein is in the hands of One who sees
the end from the beginning ; he shall yet
unravel all . -Alexander Smith .

Be o such a man , and live such a life ,
that 1f every man were such as you , and
every life a life l ike yours

,
this earth

would be God’s Paradise—Phillips
Brooks .

Life is made up , not
.

of great sacri
fices or duties, but of l1ttle things, in
which smiles and kindness, and small
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obligations given habitual ly, are what
preserve the heart and secure

‘

xcomfort .

—Sir H . Davy .

Life is the jailer of the soul in this
filthy prison, and its only deliverer is
death—What we call life is a j ourney
to death

,
and what we call death is a

passport to life—C o lton .

Age and youth look upon life from
the opposite ends of the telescope ; to
the one it is exceedingly long

,
to the

other exceedingly short . —H.W. Beecher.

Man spends his life in reasoning
'

on

the past , complainmg of the present
, and

trembling for the future—Rivaro l .
Life

,
l ike war ,

\

is a series of mistakes
,

and he is not the
‘

b est C hristian nor the
best general who m es the fewest false
steps . Poor mediocri y may secure that

,

but he is best who wins the most splen
did victories by the retrieval of mis
takes—F. W. Robertson .

With most men life is like backgam
mon—half skill and half luck—0 . W.

Ho lmes.

LIGHT .
—Hai1! holy light , offspring of

heaven
,

first born —Milton .

The first creation of God, in the works
of the days, was the light of sense ; the
last was the light of reason ; and his
Sabbath work

,
ever since , is the illumina

tion of the spirit—Bacon .

Before the sun, before
' the heavens

thou wert , and at the voice of God, as

with a mantle didst invest the rising
world of waters dark and deep won from
the void and formless infinite—Milton .

Light ! N ature ’s resplendent robe ;
without whose vesting beauty all were
wrapt in gloom .

-Thomson .

Light is the symbol of truth—J. R .

Lowell.

The eye’s light is a noble gift of
heaven ! All beings live from light ; each
fair created thing

,
the very plants, turn

with a j oyful transport to the light
Schiller.

Light is the shadow of God—Plato .

Moral light is the radiation of the
diviner glory—Dick.

The l ight of nature
,
the light of

science , and the light of reason , are but
as darkness, compared with the divine
light which shines only from the word
of God—J . K . Lord.

Science and art may invent splendid
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modes o f illuminating the apartments o f
the opulent ; but these are all poor and
worthless compared with the light which
the sun pours freely , impartially, Over
hill and valley, which kindles daily the
eastern and western sky ; and so the
common lights of reason and conscience
and love are of more worth and dignity
than the rare endowments which give
celebrity to a few.

—C’hanning.

We should render thanks to God for
having produced this temporal light,
which is the smile of heaven and the
joy of the world

,
spreading it lik

cloth of gold over the face of the air
and earth , and lighting it as a torch , by
which we may behold his works—C aus

Walk boldly and wisely in the light
thou hast ; there is a hand above will
help thee on .

—Baz
'

ley .

Walk in the light and thou shalt see
thy path

,
though thorny

,
bright ; for

God,
by grace , shall dwell in thee , and

G od himself is light .—Barton .

LITERATURE—Literature is a frag
ment of a

,

fragment ; of all that ever
happened , or has been said , but a frac
tion has been written

,
and of this but

little is extant—Goethe .

The literature of an age is but the
mirror of its prevalent tendencies .
Nation .

The triumphs of the warrior are
bounded by the narrow theater of h is

own age ; but those of a Scott or a
Shakespeare will be renewed with greater
and greater luster in ages yet unb

'

orn ,

when the victorious chieftain shall be
forgotten

,
or shall live only in the song

of the minstrel and the page of the
chronicler.—Presco tt.

The literature of a people must spring
from the sense of its nationality ; and

nationality is impossible without
,
self

respect
,
and self-respect is impossible

w ithout liberty .
—Mrs . Stowe .

A beautiful literature springs from the
depth and -fulness of intellectual and
moral life

,
from an energy of thought

and feeling , to which nothing , as we be
lieve

,
ministers so largely as enlightened

religion .
—C hanm

'

ng.

Literature happens to be the only
occupation in which wages are not given
in proportion to the goodness of the
work done .

-Froude .
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If I might control the literature of
the household , I would guarantee the
well-being of the church and state .

L iterature is a great staff
,
but a sorry

crutch—Walter Sco tt.

When literature is the sole business of
l ife , it becomes a drudgery . When we

are able to resort to it only at certain
hours, it is a charming relaxation . In
my earlier days I was a banker’s clerk ,

ob liged
'

to be at the desk every day from
ten till five o ’clock ; and I shall never
forget the delight with which

, on return
ing home , I used to read and write dur
ing the evening—Rogers .

Literary dissipation is no less destruo
tive of sympathy with the living world

,

than sensual dissipation . Mere intellect
is as hard-hearted and as heart-harden
ing as mere sense ; and the union of the
two , when uncontrolled by the con

science and without the softening
,
purify

ing influences of the moral
'

affections, i
all that is requisite to produce the dia
bo lical ideal of our nature—Anon .

Books only partially represent their
authors ; the writer is always greater
than his work—Bovee .

Literature has her quacks no less than
medicine , and they are divided into two
classes ; those who have erudition with
out genius, and those

‘

who have volubil
ity without depth ; we get second-hand
sense from the one , and original non
sense from the other .—C o lton .

In the literature of the world there is
not one popular book which is immoral
that continues to exist two centuries
after it is produced ; for in the heart of
nations the false does not l ive so long ,
and the true is ethical to the end of

time .
—Bulwer

He who would understand the real
spirit of literature should not select
authors of any one period alone , but
rather go to the fountain head , and
trace. the little rill as it courses along
down the ages broadening and deepen
ing into the great ocean of thought
which the men of the present are ex
ploring.

—Garfie ld.

In science
,
read , by preference , the

newest works ; in literature , the oldest .

The classic literature is always modern .

—Bulwer.

A country which has no national liter
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ature, or a literature too insignificant to
force its way abroad, must always be, to
its neighbors at least

,
in every impor

tant spiritual respect, an unknown and
unestimated country—C arlyle.

The decline of literature indicates the
declme of a nation ; the two keep pace
1n their downward tendency—Goethe .

I never knew a man of letters ashamed
of his profession—Thackeray .

The study of literature nourishes
youth , entertains o ld age

,
adorns pros

perity , solaces adversity, is delightful at
home , and unobtrusive abroad—C icero .

N othing lives in literature but that
which has in it the vitality of creative
art ; and it would be safe advice to the
young to read nothing but what is o ld.

In literature , to-day, there are plenty
of good masons but few good architects .
—Joubert.
The great standard of literature, as
to purity and exactness of style, is the
Bible—Blair.

Such superiority do the pursuits of
literature possess above every other oc
cupation , that even he who attains but
a mediocrity in them , merits the pre
eminence above those who excel the
most in the common and vulgar profes
sions—Hume.

The beaten paths of literature lead
safeliest to the goal , and the talent
pleases us most which submits to shine
with new gracefulness through old forms .
—N or is the noblest and most peculiar
mind too noble or peculiar for working
by prescribed laws—C arlyle .

There
,
is first

,
the literature of knowl

edge ; and, secondly, the literature of

power . The function of the first is, to
teach ; of the second is, to move ; the
first is a rudder

,
the second an oar or a

sail . The first speaks to the mere dis
cursive understanding ; the second speaks
ultimately to the higher understanding
or reason , but always through affections
o f pleasure and sympathy—De Quincey .

Literary history is the great morgue
where all seek the dead ones whom
they love

,
or to whom they are related .

-Her
'

ne .

Let your literary compositions be kept
from the public eye for n1ne years at
least—Horace .

L ITTLE TH INGS

The selection of a subj ect is to the
author what choice o f position is to

the skillfully determined ,
the battle is already half won . Of a few
writers it may be said ,

'

that they are
popular in despite of their subj ects—but
of a great many more , that they are

popular because of them —Bovee
Other relaxations are peculiar to cer

tain times
,
places, and stages of l ife , but

the study of letters is the nourishment
of our youth , and the joy of our o ld
age . They throw an additional splendor
on prosperity , and are the resource and
consolation of adversity ; they delight at
home , and are no embarrassment abroad ;
in short

,
they are company to us at

night , our fellow-travelers on a j ourney ,
and attendants in t

r
ur rural recesses

C icero .

There is such a thing as literary
fashion

,
and prose and verse have been

regulated by the same caprice that cuts
our coats and cocks our hats—Disraeli.
Literature has now become a game in
which the booksellers are the kings ;

“the
critics

,
the knaves ; the public , the

pack ; and the poor author, the mere
table or thing played upon—C o lton .

Literature is the immortality of speech .

-Schlegel.

LITTLE THIN GS—(See TRIFLES .

He that despise th small things, shall
fall by little and little .

—Ecclesiasticus .

Most of the critical things in life ,
which become the starting points o f

human destiny, are little things—R .

Smith .

Minute events are the hinges on which
magnificent results turn —In a watch the
smallest link ,

chain , ratchet , cog, or

crank
,
is as essential as the main spring

itself—If one fall out the whole will
stand still —C'umming.

Without mounting by degrees, a man

cannot attain to high things ; and the
breaking of the ladder still casteth a
man back ,

and maketh the thing weari
some

,
which was easy —Sir P Sidney .

The op wer of little things has so often
been noted that we accept it as an

axiom
, and yet fail to see , in each b e

ginning, the ypossibility of great events.
—F. P. Edwards .

Do little things now ; so shall big
things come to thee by andby asking to
be done—Persian Proverb .
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some needful instruments; and many
more that are superfluous—A w1se man

will look into it for two purposes, to
avail h 1mself of those instruments that
are really useful , and to admire the ih
genuity with which those that are not
so are assorted and arranged—C o lton .

Logic and rhetoric make men able to
contend—Logic diflereth from rhetoric
as the fist from the palm ; the one close,
the other at large .

—Bacon .

Ethics make one ’s soul mannerly and

wise , but logic is the armory of reason ,
furnished with all offensive and defen
sive weapons—Fuller.

Logic works ; metaphysics contem
plates—Joubert.

Syllogism is of necessary use , even to
the lovers o f truth , to show them the
fallacies that are often concealed in

florid
,
witty , or involved discourses .

Locke .

Logic is the art of convincing us of

some truth—Bruyere .

LOOKS.
—(See “EYE ” and “FACE .

Looks are more expressive and reli
able than words ; they have a language
which all understand , and language it
self is to be interpreted by the look as
well as tone with which it is uttered .

Tryon Edwards.

Looks kil l love
,
and love by looks re

viveth ; a smile recures the wounding of

a frown .
—Shakespeare .

Their eyes but met , and then were
turned aside—It was enough—That
mystic eloquence

,
unheard , yet visib le ,

is deeply felt , and tells what else were
incommunicable .

—Derosier.

Features—the great soul ’s apparent
seat .—Bryant.
What brutal mischief sits upon his

brow ! He may be honest , but he looks
damnation .

—Dryden .

A good face is a letter of recommen

dation
,
as a good heart is a letter o f

credit . —Bulwer.

In his looks appears a wild, distracted
fierceness ; I can read some dreadful
purpose in his face .

—Denham .

C heerful looks make every dish a
feast

,
and that

.

it is which crowns a
welcome .

—Massinger.

’
Tis not my talent to conceal my

thoughts
,
or carry smiles and sunshine

7) U

LOQUAC ITY

in my face , when discontent sits heavy
at my heart —Addison .

C oldness and aversion are 111
‘

. your
looks, and tell no pity is concealed
within .

-Havard.

His visage seemed to bear a mixture
of uncertain cheerfulness , like hope cor

rected by some cautious fear.—Sewell.
How in the looks does conscious guilt
appear.—0 vid .

0 there are looks and tones that dart
an instant sunshine to the heart , as if
the soul that minute caught some treas
ure it through life had sought ; as if
the very lips and eyes sparkled and
spoke before us .

—Moore .

With such ardent eyes he wandered
o er me , and gazed ith such intensity
of love , sending his s 111 out to me in
a lo ok Young.

A sweet attractive kind of grace ; a
full assurance given by looks ; continual
comfort in a face , the lineaments o f
gospel books .

—Roydon .

LO Q U A C IT Y . (See SPEECH ,

NOISE , TALKING .

A talkative fellow may be compared
to an unbraced drum , which beats a
wise man out of his wits .—Loquacity is
ever running

,
and almost incurable

Fe ltham .

,

Learn to hold thy tongue ; five words
cost Zacharias forty weeks of silence
Fuller.

Speaking much is a sign of vanity, for
he that is lavish in words is a niggard
in deed —Sir W. Raleigh .

Of a great and wise statesman it is
said ,

“that he can hold his tongue in

ten different languages .

Gratiano speaks an infin ite deal of

nothing ; his reasons are as two grains
of wheat hid in two bushels of chaff ;
you shall seek all day ere y ou find them ,

and when you have them they are no t

worth the search—Shakespeare .

Thou may’st esteem a man of many
words and many lies much alike
Fuller.

N ature has given us two ears, two
ey es,

'

and but one tongue
,
to the end

that we should hear and see more than
we speak—So crates .

Those who have few affairs to attend
to are great speakers—The less men
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think the more they talk—Montesquieu .

Labor to show more wit in discourse
than words

, and not to pour out a flood
of the one , when you can hardly wring
out of your brains a drop of the other .
—Spencer.

Every absurdity has a champion
.

to
defend it

, for error is always talkative .

—Go ldsmith .

There are braying men in the world
as well as braymg

O

asses ; for what is loud
and senseless talkmg and swearing other
than braying .

—L ’

Estrange .

You cram these words into mine ears
against the stomach of my sense .

Shakespeare .

He loves to hear himself talk, and

will speak more in a minute than he
will stand to in a month—Shakespeare .

Be always less willing to speak than
to hear ; what thou hearest , tho u re

ceivest ; what thou speakest thou giv
est .

-It is more glorious to give, but
more profitable to receive .

—Quarles.

Many a man’s tongue shakes out its
master’s undoing—Shakespeare .

They only babble who practise not reflection .
—I shall think ; and thought is

silence—Sheridan .

He draweth o ut the thread of his
verbosity finer than the staple of his
arguments -Shakespeare .

They always talk who never think ,

and who have the least to say .
—Prior.

The tongue o f a fool is the/
”

key of

his counsel
,
which

, in a wise man , wis

dom hath in keeping—Socrates.

N o fool can be silent at a feast .
So lon .

Stil l his to ngue ran on ; the less weight
it bore with greater ease ; and with its
everlasting‘ clack , set all men

’s ears upon
the rack—Samuel Butler.

A man that Speaks too much , and

museth but little , wasteth his mind in
words

, and is counted a fool among
men .
—Tupper.

LOSSESq—(See MISFORTUNE . )

We never seem to know what any
thing means till we have lost it .

—The
full significance of those words , prop
erty ,

ease
,
health—the wealth of mean

ing that lies in the fond epithets , parent ,
child

,
friend , we never know till they

are taken away ; till in place o f the

L OVE

bright , visible being, comes the awful
and desolate shadow where nothing is
where we stretch out our hands in vain ,

and strain our eyes upon dark and dis
mal vacuity .

—0 . Dewey .

Humanity may endure the loss of
everything ; all its possessions may be
torn away without infringing its true
dignity—all but the possibility of im
provement .

—Fichte .

Of all our losses, tho se delay doth
cause , are most and heaviest .

—By it oft
we lose the richest treasures, knowledge ,
wealth , and power, and oft , alas ! the
never dying soul .—The calls of God and
duty we intend to hear, at some con

venient season , which to us may neve1
come —And thus we madly waste pro
bation , fo rfeit heaven, and heedless sink
to endless death -Tryon Edwards.

Wise men ne ’er sit and wail their
loss , but cheerily seek how to redress
their harms—Shakespeare .

When wealth is lost , nothing is lost ;
when health is lost , something is lost ;
when character is lost , all is lost—Ger
man Mo tto .

Losses are comparative , imagination
only makes them of any moment
Pascal.

What is taken from the fortune , also ,
may haply be so much lifted from the

soul . The greatness of a loss
,
as the

proverb suggests, is determinable , not

so much by what we have lost , as by
what we have left—Bovee .

LOVE—It is a beautiful necessity of
our nature to love something—Jerro ld.

The greatest pleasure of life is love .

Sir W. Temp le .

_There comes a time when the souls
of human beings, women more even
than men , begin to faint for the atmos
phere of the affections they are made to
breathe .

—0 . W. Ho lmes .

All true love is grounded on esteem .

—Buckingham .

The heart of him who truly loves is
a paradise on earth ; he has God in
himself , for God is love—Lamennais.

Love one human being purely and
warmly, and you will love all .—The
heart in this heaven , like the sun in its
course , sees nothing , from the dewdrop
to the ocean , but a mirror which it
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brightens
, and warms, and fills—Rich

ter.

Love gives itself ; it is not bought .
Longfellow.

Love was to his impassioned soul ,
not a mere part of its existence , but the
whole

,
the very life-breath of his heart .

-Moore .

'

We are shaped and fashioned by what
we love .

—Goethe .

The poets judged like philosophers
when they feigned love to be blind .

How often do we see in a woman what
our judgment and taste approve, and
yet feel nothing of love toward her ; how
often what they both condemn, and yet
feel a great deal .—G’reville .

I am not one of those who do not
.

be
lieve in love at first sight

,
but I beheve

in taking a second loo k .
—H. Vincen t.

Passion may be blind ; but to say that
love is

,
is a libel and a lie—N othing is

more sharp-sighted or sensitive than true
love

,
in discerning , as by an instinct ,

the feelings of another .—W. H. Davis .

That is the true season of love , when
we believe that we alone can love , that
no one could ever have lo ved so before
us

,
and that no one will love in the

same way after us.
—Goethe .

Absence in love is like water upon
fire ; a little quickens, but much extin

guishes it .
—Hannah More .

Love is never lost . If not recipro

cated it will flow back and soften and

purify the heart—Washington Irving.

The plainest man that can convince a
woman that he is really in lo ve with
her

, has done more to make her in love
with him than the handsomest man , if
he can produce no such conviction .

For the love of woman is a shoot , not
a seed , and flourishes most vigorously
only when ingrafted on that love which
is rooted in the breast of another .
C o lton .

Man’s love is of man’s l ife a part ; it
15 woman’s whole existence .

—Byron .

Love which is only an episode in the
life o f man , is the entire history of

woman ’s life—Mad. de Sta
'

e
'

l.

The
.soul of woman lives in love .

Mrs . Sigourney .

Alas ! the love of women ! it is known
to be a lovely and a fearful thing ; for
all of theirs upon th at die is thrown :
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and if ’tis lost , life has no more to bring
to them but mocker1es of the past alone .

—Byron .

Let grace and goodness be
.

the prin
cipal loadstone of thy affect1ons . For
love which hath ends , will have an end ;
whereas that which is founded on true
virtue , will always continue .

—Dryden .

Affectio ns , like the conscience , are
rather to be led than drawn ; and

’tis
to be feared , they that marry where
they do not love , will love where they
do not marry—Fuller.

Love is an image of God, and not a
lifeless image , but the living essence of
the divine nature which beams full of
all goodness—Luther,
The motto of chikalry is also the
motto of wisdom ; to serve all , but love
only one—Balzac .

A man loved by a beautiful and vir
tuous woman , carries with him a talis
man that renders him invulnerable ;
every one feels that such a one ’s life
has a higher value than that of others .
-Mad. Dudevant.

I have enj oyed the happiness of the
world ; I have lived and loved—Schiller.

N othing more excites to all that is
noble and generous, than virtuous love .

—Home .

Man while he loves is never quite de
praved—Lamb .

Mutual love , the crown of all our
bliss—Milton .

It is better to have loved and lo st ,
than not to love at all .—Tennyson .

It is sweet to feel by what fine spun
threads our affections are drawn to
gether . -Sterne .

The treasures of the deep are not so
precious as are the concealed comforts
of a man locked up in woman’s love
Middleton .

Must love be ever treated with pro

faneness as a mere illusion ? or with
coarseness as a mere impulse ? or with
fear as a mere disease ? or with shame as
a mere weakness? or with levity as a

mere accident ? whereas it is a great
mystery and a great necessity, lying at
the foundation of human existence

, mo
rality , and happiness—mysterious , uni
versal , inevitable as death—Harriet
Martineau.

C orporeal charms may indeed gain
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that there is no sex in souls? I doubt it
exceedmgly .

-C oleridge .

As love increases, prudence diminishes .
—Rochefoucauld.

As soon go kindle fire with snow, as
seek to quench the fire of love with
words—Shakespeare .

Love covers a multitude of sins .
When a scar cannot be taken away , the
next kind office is to hide it .

-Love is
never so blind as when it is to spy
faults—It is like the painter, who , being
to draw the picture of a friend having
a blemish in one eye , would picture only
the other side of his face—It is a noble
and great thing to cover the blemishes
and to excuse the failings o f a friend ;
to draw a curtain before his stains , and
to display his perfections ; to bury his
weaknesses in silence

,
but to proclaim

his virtues upon the house-tOp—South .

There is nothing half so sweet in life
as love ’s young dream .

—Moore .

N ever self-possessed , or prudent, love
is all abandonment—Emerson .

The desire to be beloved is ever rest
less and unsatisfied ; but the love that
flows out upon others is a perpetual
well-spring from on high—L . M . C hild.

Love is love ’s reward—Dryden .

No cord or cable can draw so forcibly,
or bind so fast , as love can do with a
single thread—Burton .

If a man loves a woman for her
beauty , does he love her ? N o ; for the
smal l-pox , which destroys her beauty
without kil ling her, causes his love to
cease . And if any one loves me for
my judgment or my memory , does he
really love me ? N o ; for I can lose
these qualities without ceasing to be .

Pascal .

Those who yield their souls captive
to the brief intoxicatio n of love , if no
higher and holier feeling mingle with
and consecrate their dream of bliss, will
shrink trembling from the pangs that
attend their waking .

-Schlegel .

A m an may be a miser of his wealth ;
he may tie up his talent in a napkin ;
he may hug himself in his reputation ;
but he is always generous in his love .

Love cannot stay at home ; a man can
not keep it to himself . Like light , it is
constantly traveling . A man must spend
it

,
must give it away —Macleod.

Love is the loadstone of love—Mrs .

Osgood.

He who is intoxicated with wine will
be sober again in the course of the night

,

but he who is intoxicated by the cup
bearer will not recover his senses until
the day of judgment . -Saadi.

0 love ! thine essence is thy purity !
Breathe one unhallowed breath upon
thy flame and it is gone forever

,
and

but leaves a sullied vase
,
—its pure light

lost in shame .
—L . E . Landon .

Love is a canvas furnished by Nature
and embroidered by imagination—Vo l
taire .

Take away love, and not physical na
ture only, but the i r-heart of the moral
world would be palsi

g
dr
—Southey .

Young love-makin ; that gossamer
web ! Even the points it clings to—the
things whence its subtle interlacings are
swung—are scarcely percept1ble : mo

mentary touches of finger-tips, meetings
of rays from blue and dark orbs

, un

finished phrases, l ightest changes of
cheek and lip , faintest tremors . The
web itself is made of spontaneous be
liefs and indefinable j oys

, yearnings of
one l ife toward another

,
visions of

completeness, indefinite trust—G eorge
E lio t.

Among all the many kinds of first
love , that which begins in childish com
panionship is the strongest and most
enduring ; when passion comes to unite
its force to long affection

,
love is at its

spring-tide .
—G eorge E lio t.

The true one of youth’s love
,
proving

a faithful help-meet in those years when
the dream of l ife is over

,
and we live

in its realities—Southey .

Love in marriage should be the ao

complishment of a beaut1ful dream ,
and

not , as it too often 18, the end—Kama

The heart of a woman is never so ful l
of affection that there does no t remam
a little corner for flattery and love
Al auvaux .

For woman’s love—I mean self-love
,

is boundless , just like the sea ,
and some

times quite as groundless .
—N . P . Wi llis.

That happy minglement of hearts ,
where , changed as chemic compounds
are , each with its own existence parts ,
to find a new one , happier far l—Moore .
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Our first love , and last love is self
love—Bovee .

Love reasons without reason—Shake
speare.

To love one who loves you, to admire
one who admires y ou, in a word , to be
the idol of one ’s idol , is exceeding the
limit of human j oy ; it is stealing fire
from heaven .

-Mad . de Girardin .

It seems to me that the coming of

love is like the coming of spring—the
date is not to be reckoned by the calen
dar. It may be slow and gradual ; it
may be quick and sudden . But in the
mo rning, when we wake and recognize a
change in the world without , verdure
on the trees , blossoms on the sward ,
warmth in the sunshine

,
music in the

air
,
we say spring has coma—Bulwer.

Love and a cough cannot be hid .

Herbert.

N othing quickens the perceptions like
genuine love . From the humblest pro
fessional attachm ent to the most chiv
alric devotion

,
what keenness of obser

vation is born under the influence of

that feeling which drives away the ob

souring clouds of selfishness , as the sun

consumes the vapor of the morning .

Tuckerman .

Nuptial love maketh mank ind ;
friendly love perfecteth it ; but wanton
love corrupteth and embaseth it .

—Ba
con .

Where there is room in the heart
'

there

is always room in the house .
-=Moore.

A supreme love
,
a motive that gives

a sublime rhythm to a woman
’s life

,
and

exalts habit into partnership with the
soul ’s highest needs , is not to be had
where and how she wills : to know that
high initiation

,
she must often tread

where it is hard to tread , and feel the
chill air. and watch through darkness.
George E lio t.

Love is the purification o f the heart
from self ; 1t strengthens and ennobles
the character, gives a higher motive and

~

a nobler aim to every action of life ,
and makes both man and woman strong ,
noble , and courageous ; and the power to
love truly and devotedly is the noblest
gift with which a human being can be
endowed ; but it is a sacred fire that
must not be burned to idols—Miss
Jewsbury .
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One expresses well only the love he
does not feel .—J. A . Karr.

In love , as in war, a fortress that
parleys is half taken—Margaret of
Valois .

Love is like the moon ; when it does
not increase 1t decreases .—Se’gur.

Love is the most termble , and also the
most generous of the passions ; it is the
only one that includes in its dreams
the happiness of some one else .

—J. A .

Karr.

A woman whom we truly love 1s a re

ligion -Emile de Girardin .

It is strange that men will talk o f

miracles , revelations , inspiration , and the
like , as things past , while love remains .

_ Thoreau .

Life -is a flower o f which love is the
honey—Victor Hugo .

The maid that loves goes out to sea

upon a shattered plank
,
and puts her

trust in miracles for safety—Young .

Love is strongest in pursuit ; friend
sh 1p 1n possess1on .

—Emerson .

Base men , being in love , have then
a nobility in their natures

,
more than

is native to them .
-Shakespeare .

The cure for all the ills and wrongs .

the cares , the sorrows, and the crimes
of humanity , all lie in that one word
“love .

” It is the divine vitality that
everywhere produces and restores life .

To each and every one of us , it gives
the power of working miracles if we
Wi ll -Mrs L . M . C hild.

It is astonishing how little one feels
poverty when one loves—Bulwer.

Love reckons hours for months
,
and

days for years ; and every little absence
is an. age—Dryden .

Two things create love , perfection and
usefulness , to which answer , on our part ,
admiration and desire ; and both these
are centered in love—Jeremy Taylor.

A murderous guilt shows not itself
mo re soon than love that would seem
hid ; love

’s night is noon—Shakespeare .

A man of sense may love like a mad
man , but not as a fool . -Ro chefoucauld .

Love lessens woman’s delicacy, and

increases man’s—Ri chter.

It is possible that a man can be so

changed by love as hardly to be recog
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nized as the same person .
—Terence .

A
.

youth ’s lo ve IS the more passionate
virg1n love i s the more idolatrous

N o d1sguise can long conceal love
where it is , nor feign it where it is not .
—Ro chefoucauld.

In matters of love and appetite b e
ware of surfeits . N othing contributes
so much to the duration of either as
moderation in their gratification—Bo
vee .

As every lord giveth a certain livery
to his servants

,
love is the very livery

of C hrist . Our Saviour , who is the Lord
above all lords , would have h is servants
known by their badge , which is love .

Bp . Latimer.

A man’s want of beauty is of small
account if he be not deficient in other
amiable qualities

,
for there is no con

quest without the affections , and what
mole can be so blind as a woman in
love .

—N inon de l’Enclos .

There is no permanent love but that
which has duty for its eldest brother ;
so that if one sleeps the other watches ,
and hono r is safe .

—Stahl.
All loves should be simply stepping

stones to the love of God. So it was
with me ; and blessed be his name for
his great goodness and mercy .

—Plato .

Why is it so difficult to love wisely ,
so easy to love too well ? —Miss M . E .

Braddon .

Where love and wisdom drink out of
the same cup

, in this every-day world ,
i t is the exception—Mad. N ecker

Love makes obedience lighter than
liberty—R . W. Alger.

Love is to the moral nature what the
sun is to the earth —Balzac .

One half , the finest half of life
,
is

hidden from the man who do es not love
with passion .

—Bey le .

He who , silent , loves to be with us

he who loves us in our silence—has
touched one of the keys that ravish
hearts—Lavater.

It is folly to pretend that one ever
wholly recovers from a disappointed pas
sio n . Such wounds always leave a scar .
There are faces I can never look upon
without emotion ; there are names I can
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never hear spoken without almost start
ing—Longfellow .

A woman cannot love a man she feels
to be her 1nier1er ; love without venera
tion and enthusiasm is only friendship .

-Mad. Dudevant.

The heart of a young woman in love
is a golden sanctuary which often eu

shrines an 1dol of clay .
—Limayrac .

They love least , that let men know
their love —Shakespeare .

Love is an alliance of friendship and
animalism ; if the former predominate
it is a passion exalted and refined ; if
the latter, gross and sensual—C o lton
We love a girl for very different
things than understanding . We love her
for her beauty, her ,y outh , her mirth ,
her confidingness, her“character with its
faults, capri ces , and God knows what
other inexpressible charms ; but we do
not love her understanding . Her mind
we esteem if it is brilliant

, and it may
greatly elevate her in our opinion ; nay,
more , it may enchain us when we al

ready love . But her understanding is
no t that which awakens and inflames

our passions—Goethe .

The love o f a delicate female 18 always
shy and silent . Even when fortunate

,

she scarcely breathes it to herself ; but
when otherwise , sh e buries it in the re
cesses of her bosom , and there lets it
cower and bro

‘

od among the ruins of
her peace—Washington Irving.

In love we rarely think of mo ral qual
ities , and scarcely of 1ntellectual ones
Temperament and manner alone, with
beauty, excite love—Hazlitt.

First love is an instinct—at once a
gift and a sacrifice .

—Every other 1s a
philosophy—a bargain—A . S. Hardy .

He credited her with a number of vir
tues , o f the existence of which her con
duct and conversation had given but
limited indications - But , then , lovers
have a proverbial power of balancing
inverted pyramids , going to sea in

sieves
, and successfully performing other

kindred feats impossible to a faithless
and unbelieving generation—L . Malet.

Faith , like light , should always
_

b e

simple and unbending ; while love , like
warmth

,
should beam forth on every

side
,
and bend to every necessity of our

brethren —Luther.
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never rose
.

in the heart of man love pre
pares for its obj ect—Lavater.

If nobody loves yo u, be sure it is
your own fault .—Doddridge .

With thee all toils are sweet ; each
clime hath charms ; earth—sea alike
our world within our arms l—Byron .

Love must shun the path where
many rove ; one bosom to recline upon,
one heart to be his only one , are quite
enough for love l—Moore .

Love is the purification of the heart
from self ; it strengthens and ennobles
the character ; gives higher motive and
nobler aim to every action of l ife , and
makes both man and woman strong , no
ble

,
and courageous—The power to love

truly and devotedly is the noblest gift
with which a human being can be en

dowed ; but it is a sacred fire that must
not be burned to idols—Miss Jewsbury .

It is the duty of men to love even
those who injure them .

—Marcus An

The first symptom of love in a young
man , is timidity; in a girl , it is boldness .
_ The two sexes have a tendency to ap
proach

,
and each assumes the qualities

of the o ther .—Victor Hugo .

True love of our friends should
hardly attach us to the world ; for the
greater number of those we have loved
most are gathered into eternity, so that
it is but exile from them that we covet
when we would prolong our stay here
on earth .

A father’s heart is tender, though the
man ’s is made of stone—Young.

If there is anything better than to
be loved , it is lovmg .

—Anon .

C ertain it is that there is no kind of
affection so purely angelic as the love
of a father to a daughter . He beho lds
her both with and Without regard to
her sex—In love to our wives, there is
desire ; to our sons, there is ambition ;
but in that to our daughters there is
something which there are no words to
express—Addison .

If there be one thing pure , where all
beside is sullied , and that can endure
when all else passes away—ii aught
surpassing human deed

,
or word , or

thought
,
it is a mother’s love .

-Spadara .

The love of man ,
in his mature years,

is not so much a new emotion , as a
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revival and concentration of all his de
parted affections toward o thers—Bulwer.

One hour of love will teach
‘

\ a woman
more of her true relations than all your
philosophizing .

—Margaret Fuller .

N ot father or mother has loved y ou

as God has, for it was that you might
be happy he gave his only son—When
he bowed his head in the death hour ,
love solemnized its triumph ; the sacri
fice there was completed—Longfellow .

Love , it has been said, flows down
ward . The love of parents for their
children has always been far more pow
erful than that o f children for their
parents ; and who among the sons o f
m en ever loved

KGOd with a thousandth
part of the love which God has mani
fested to us?—Har\a.

Two sentiments alone suffice for man
,

were he to live the age of the rocks
,

love , and the contemplation of the
Deity—Watts .

Love is the greatest thing that God
can give us, for himself is love ; and it
is the greatest thing we can give to
God, for it will also give ourselves, and
carry with it all that is ours . Th e apos
tle calls it the bond of perfection ; it
is the o ld, the new , and the great com
mandment , and all the commandments,
fo r it is the fulfilling of the law . It
does the work of all the other graces
Without any instrument but its own im
mediate virtue .

—Jeremy Tay lor.

If thou neglectest thy love to thy
neighbor, in vain thou professest thy
love to G od ; for by thy love to God,
the love to thy neighbor is begotten,
and by the love to thy neighbor

,
thy

love to God is nourished—Quarles.

Love is the weapon which Omnipo
tence reserved to conquer rebel man
when all th e rest had failed . Reason
he parries ; fear he answers blow for
blow ; future interest he meets with
present pleasure ; but love is that sun

against whose melting beams the winter
cannot stand . There is not one human
being in a million , nor a thousand men
in all earth ’s huge quintillion , Whose
clay heart is hardened against lo ve
Tupper.

Love is the hardest lesson in C hris
tianity ; but , for that reason , it should
be most our care to learn it .

—Penn .
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It is ever the invisible that is the ob

ject of our profoundest worship . With
the lover it is not the seen but the nu

seen that he muses upon—Bovee .

The true measure o f loving God is to
love him without measure .

—St. Ber

nard.

Divine love is a sacred flower, which
in its early bud is happiness , and in its
full bloom is heaven .

—Hervey .

Love is indeed heaven upon earth ;
since heaven above would not be heaven
without it ; for where there is not love ,
there is fear ; but ,

“
Perfect . love cast

eth out fear .” And yet we naturally
fear most to offend what we most love .

—Penn .

How shall I do to love ? Believe
How shall I do to believe ? Love
Leighton .

Humble love , and no t proud science ,
keeps the door of heaven—Young.

Love is the crowning grace of hu

manity
,
the holiest right of the soul ,

the golden link which binds us to duty
and truth , the redeeming principle
chiefly reconciles the heart of life , and
is prephetic of eternal good .

—Pe trarch .

They are the true disciples of C hrist ,
not who know most , but who lo ve most .

—Spanheim .

Did a woman ever love who would
not give all the years of tasteless seren
ity for one year, for one month , for
one day of uncalculating delirium o f

love poured out upon the man who re~

turned it .
—C . D . Warner.

If the tender , profound , and sym

pathizing love , practised and recom
mended by Jesus, were paramount in
every heart , the loftiest and most glori
ous idea of h uman society would be
realized , and little be wanting to make
this world a kingdom of heaven —Kram

macher.

LUCK.
—There is no such thing as

luck . It ’s a fancy name for being al

ways at our duty, and so sure to be
ready when the good time comes .

Hope nothing from luck , and the
probability is that you will be so pre
pared , forewarned , and forearmed , that
all shallow o bservers will call you lucky .

—Bulwer.
\

I never knew an early-rising , hard

working, prudent man , careful of his
earnings, and strictly honest , who com
plained of bad luck . A good character

,

good habits, and iron industry are im
pregnable to the assaults of all the ill
luck that fools ever dreamed oi .—Ad
dison .

All successful men have agreed in b e
ing causationists ; they believed that
things were no t by luck , but by law
that there was not a weak or cracked
link in the chain that j oins the first and
last of things—the cause and effect .

Emerson .

Ill-luck , is, in nine cases out of ten
,

the result of saying pleasure first and

duty second
,
instead of duty first and

pleasure second—T . T.

‘

Munger.

Luck is ever waiting for
,

something
to turn up . Labor, with , keen eyes and
strong will

,
will turn up something .

Luck lies in bed
, and wishes the post

man would bring him the news o i a
legacy . Labor turns out at six o ’clock ,

and with busy pen or ringing hammer
lays the foundation of a competence .

Luck whines . Labor whistles . Luck
relies on chance . Labor on character
C obden .

What helps luck is a habit of watch
ing for opportunities , o f having a pa

tient but restless mind , of sacrificing
one’s ease or vanity , or uniting a love
of detail to foresight , and of pass ing
through hard times bravely and cheer
fully .

—Victor C herbuliez.

Pitch a lucky man, into the N ile , says
the Arabian proverb ,

and he will come
up with a fish in his mouth—N . P .

Willis .

N ever have anything to do with an

unlupky ,

place
,
or an unlucky man . I

have seen many clever men , very clever
men , who had not shoes to their feet .

I never act with them . Their advice
sounds very well , but they cannot get
on themselves ; and if they cannot do
good to themselves , how can they do
good to me ?—Ro thschild.

Shallow men believe in luck, believe
in circumstances . It was somebody’s
name , or he happened to be there at
the time , or it was so then , and another
day it would have been otherwise .

Strong men believe in cause and effect .
-The man was born to do it , and his
father was born to be the father o f him
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and of this deed , and by looking nar
rowly , you shall see there was no luck
in the matter, but it was all a problem
in arithmetic , or an experiment in chem
istry .

—Emerson .

“
Luck ” is a very good word if you

put a P before it .
—Anon .

Shallow men believe in luck, wise and
strong men in cause and effect—Emer

son .

There are no chances so unlucky from
which clever people are not able to reap
some advantage , and none so lucky ' that

the foolish are not able to turn them to
their own disadvantage .

—Rochefoucauld .

Luck generally comes to tho se who

look after it ; and my notion is that it
taps

,
once in a lifetime , at everybody

’s
door, but if industry does no t open it
luck goes away—Spurgeon .

LUST .
—It is the diflerence betwixt

lust and love , that this is fixed, that
volatile . Love grows

,
lust wastes

,
by

enj oyment ; and the reason is , that one

springs from a union of souls , and the
other springs from a union of sense .

Penn .

C apricious, wanton , bold , and bruta l
lust is meanly selfish ; when resisted ,
cruel ; and , like the blast of pestilential
Winds , taints the sweet bloom of nature

’s
fairest forms—Milton .

It is the grand battle of life to teach
lust the limits of the Divine law—to
break it into the taste of the bread of
heaven .

—I. B. Brown .

Lust is
'

an enemy to the purse , a fee
to the person , a canker to the mind , a
corrosive to the conscience , a weakness
of the wit , a besotter of the senses , and ,
finally, a mortal bane to all the body .

Pliny .

So long as lust , whether of the world
or the flesh

,
smells sweet in our nostrils ,

so long we are loathsome to God—C o t
ton .

Short is the course of every lawless
pleasure ; grief, like a shade , on all its
footsteps waits , scarce visible in j oy

’s
meridian height ; but downward as its
blaze declining speeds, the dwarfish

shadow to a giant spreads—Milton .

Lust is a captivity of the reason and
an enraging of the

.

passio ns . It h in
ders business and distracts counsel . It
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sins against the body and weakens the
soul .—Jeremy Tay lor.

I know it is more agreeable to walk
upon carpets than to lie upon dungeon
floors ; I know it is pleasant to have all
the comforts and luxuries of civiliza
tion ; but he who cares only for these
things is worth no more than a butterfly
contented and thoughtless upon a morn
ing flower ; and who ever thought of

rearing a tombstone to a last-summer
’

s
butterfly —H. W. Beecher.

Avarice and luxury , those pests which
have ever been the ruin of every great
state—Livy .

of the course; nor he
nor feels the rein—Rowe .

An enemy to whom you show
becomes your friend , excepting lust, the
indulgence of which increases its en

mity .
—Saadi.

When lust , by unchaste looks , loose
gestures , and foul talk, but most by
lewd and lavish acts of sin , lets in de
fi lement to the inward parts

,
the soul

grows clotted by contagion , embodies
and imbrutes till-she quite lose the di
vine property oi er first being—Mil
ton .

Servile inclinations and gross love
, the

guilty bent of vicious appetite ; at first
a sin , a horror ev

’n in bliss
,
deprave the

senses and lay waste the man ; passions
irregular , and next a loathing , quickly
sur

g
'

i

ceed to dash the wild desire .
—Hav

ar

I know the very difference that lies
’twixt hallowed love and bas e unholy
lust .

—I know the one is as a golden spur,
urging the spirit. to all noble aims ; the
other but a foul and miry pit, o

’

er

throwing it in midst of its career
Fanny Kemble Butler.

LUXURY .
—Luxury makes a man so

soft
,
that it is hard to please him , and

easy to trouble him ; so that his pleas
ures at last become his burden . Lux

ury is a nice master, hard to be pleased .

—Mac lcenzie .

Fell luxury ! more perilous to youth
than storms or quicksands, poverty or

chains—H . More .
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for seeing spirits, how admirably he
might entertain himself by observing
the different shapes , sizes, and colors
of those swarms of lies, which buzz
about the heads of some people, like
flies about a horse ’s ears in summer ; or
those legions ho vering every afternoon
so as to darken the air ; or over a club
of discontented grandees, and thence
sent down in , cargoes, to be scattered at
elections—Swift.
Lying is a hateful and accursed vice .

We have no other tie upon one another,
but our word . If we did but discover
the horror and consequences of it , we
should pursue it with fire and sword ,
and more justly than other crimes .
Montaigne .

N ever chase a lie . Let it alone , and
it will run itse lf to death . I can work
out a good character much faster than
any one can lie me out o f it .

—Lyman

Beecher.

White lies are but the ushers to black
ones.—Marryat.

Lies which are told out of arrogance
and ostentation , a man should detect in
his own defense , because he should not
be triumphed over. Lies which are told
out of malice he sho uld expose , both
for his own sake and that of the rest
o f mankind, because every man should
rise against a common enemy ; but the
officious l iar, many have argued , is to
be excused , because it does some man

good, and no man hurt—Steele .

The most intangible , and therefo re
the worst kind of a lie , is a half-truth .

-This is the peculiar device of the
conscientious” detractor. —Washington
Allston .

A lie that is half a truth is ever the
blackest of l ies—Tennyson .

Sin has many tools , but a lie is the
handle that fits them all . -0 . W.

Ho lmes.

When thou art obliged to speak,
be

sure to speak the truth ; fo r equivoca
tion is half way to lying, and lying is
whole way to hell .—Penn .

The gain of lying is, not to be trusted
of any , nor to be believed

'when we
speak the truth—Sir W. Raleigh .

Lying is a certain mark of cowardice .

—Southern .

LYING

There are people who lie simply for
the sake of lying—Pascal .
Every brave man shuns , mo re than

death , the shame of ly1ng .
—C orneille .

It is a hard matter for a man to lie
all over

,
nature having provided king’s

evidence in almost every member . The

hand will sometimes act as a vane , to
show which way the wind blows, even
when every feature is set the other
way ; the knees smite together and
sound the alarm of fear under a fierce
countenance ; the legs shake with anger,
when all above is calm .

—Washington

Allston .

Lying is a most disgraceful vice ; it
first desp ises Geri , and then fears men .

—Plutarch .

Every lie , great or small , is the brink
of a precipice , the depth of which noth
ing but Omniscience can fathom .

—C .

Reade .

Lie not , neither to thyself, nor man ,

ner God—It is for cowards to lie
Herbert.

There is no vice that doth so cover
a man with shame , as to be discovered
in a lie ; for, as Montaigne saith A

l iar would be brave toward God, while
he is a coward toward men ; for a he
faces God, and shrinks from man .

Bacon .

Lying is l ike trying to hide in a fog .

—Ii yo u move about you are in danger
of bumping your head against the truth .

—And as soon as the fog blows away
you are gone anyhow .

Habitual liars invent falsehoods not

to gain any end , or even to deceive
their hearers

,
but to amuse themselves .

-It is partly practice and partly habit.
—It requires an effort in them to speak
the truth—Hazlitt.

Half the vices in the world rise out

of cowardice , and one who is afraid of
lying is usually afraid of nothing else
Froude .

Truth is always consistent with itself ,
and needs nothing to help it out ; it
is always near at hand

,
sits upon our;

lips, and is ready to drop out before we
are aware ; a lie is troublesome , and
sets a man’s invention upon the rack ,

and one trick needs a great manv more
to make it good . It is like building
upon a false foundation

,
which continu
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ally stands in need of props to shore it
up

,
and proves at last more chargeable

than to have raised a substantial build
ing at first upon a true and solid foun
dation .

—Addison .

A wilful falsehood is a cripple, not
able to stand by itself without another
to support it . It is easy to

,
tell a lie,

but hard to tell only one lie—Fuller.

As universal a practice as lying is, and
as easy a one as it seems, I do not re
member to have heard three good lies
in all my conversation—Swift.

When the world has once got hold of

a lie
,
it is astonishing how hard it is to

get it out of the world . You beat it
about the head , till it seems to have
given up the ghost

,
and lo ! the next

day it is as healthy as even—Bulwer.

A l ie , though it be killed and dead ,
can sting sometimes ,—like a dead wasp .

-Mrs . Jameson .

N othing is rarer than a solitary lie ;
for lies breed like toads ; you cannot
tell one but out it comes with a hun
dred young ones on its back—Wash

ington Allston .

One lie
.must be thatched with an

o ther, or it Wi ll soon rain through .

Owen .

A great lie is like a great fish on dry
land ; it may fret and fling , and make a
frightful bother

,
but it cannot hurt you .

You have only to keep still and it wi ll
die of itself—C rabbe .

Let .
falsehood be a stranger to f tby

lips ; shame on the policy that first/ b e
gan to tamper with the heart to hide
its thoughts ! and doubly shame on that
unrighteous tongue that sold its hon
esty

,
and told a lie !—Havard.

Falsehoods not only disagree with
truths

,
but they usually quarrel among

themselves—Danie l Webster.

ers another .
—Once

has to go on in his
it is the penalty of his
Jacox .

MADNESS—(See INSANITY . )
Madness is consistent , which is more

said o f poor reason—What
e ruling passion at the
0 throughout the whole

MAGNANIMITY

delirium , though it should last for life .

—Our passions and principles are steady
in frenzy

,
but begin to shift and waver

as we return to reason—Sterne .

The insane , for the most part , reason
correctly , but from false principles

,

while they do not perceive that their
premises are incorrect .—Tryon Ed

wards .

The consummation of madness is, to
do what , at the time of doing it, we
intend to be afterward sorry for : the
deliberate and intentional making o f

work for repentance—W. N evins .

This wretched brain gave way , and I
became a wreck at random driven

,
with

out one glimpse of reason or of heaven .

Locke says the distinction between a
madman and a fool is that a fool is he
that from right principles makes a wrong
conclusion ; but a madman is one who
draws a j ust inference from false prin
ciples. Thus the fool who cut off the
fellow ’s head that lay asleep , and hid
it , and then waited to see what he would
say when he awaked and missed his
head-piece , was in the right in the first
thought , that a man would be surprised
to find such an alteration in things since
he fell asleep ; but he was a little mis
taken to imagine he could awake at all
after his head was cut off.—Tatler.

How pregnant , sometimes , his replies
are ; a happiness that often madness
hits on , which reason and sanity could
no t so prosperously be delivered of
Shakespeare .

He raves ; his words are loose as heaps
of sand , and scattered wide from sense .

—Se high he ’s mounted on his airy
throne , .that now the wind has got into
his head

,
and turns his brains to frenzy .

—Dryden .

Great wits are sure to madness near
allied

,
and thin partitions do the ir

bounds divide—Dryden .

‘

MAGN AN IMITY .
—Magnanimity is

sufficiently defined by its name ; yet we
may say of it , that it is the good sense
of pride

,
and the noblest way o f acquir

ing applause .
—Rochefoucauld.

A great mind will neither give an af

front
,
no r bear it .

—Home .

If you desire to be magnanimous , um
dertake nothing rashly , and fear noth ing
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thou undertakest .
—Fear nothing but in

famy ; dare anything but inj ury ; the
measure of magnanim itv is to be neither
rash nor timorous—Quarles .

Of all virtues mag nanimity is the
rarest ; there are a hundred p ersons of

merit for one who willingly acknowl

edges it in another—Hazlitt.

Magnanimity is greatness of soul , ex
erted in contemning dangers .and diffi
culties, in seem ing temptations, and in
despising mere earthly pomp and splen
don—Buck.

A brave man knows no malice ; but
fo rgets, in peace , the inj uries o f war,

and gives his direst fee a friend
’

s em
brace—C owper.

MAGN ET .
—That trembling vessel o f

the pole
,
the feeling compass, naviga

tion ’s soul .
—Byron .

The obedient steel with living instinct
moves

,
and veers forever to the pole it

loves—Darwin .

Instinct with life
,
it safely points the

way through trackless seas , which else
were never sailed .

MAIDENHOOD .
-N ature has thrown

a veil of modest beauty over maiden
ho od and moss roses—N . P . Willis .

The blushing beauties of a modest
maid—Dryden .

A maiden never bold ; of Spirit so

still and quiet , that her motion blushed
at herself—Shakespeare .

She had grown in her unstained seclu

sion
,
bright and pure as a first opening

lilac when it spreads its clear leaves to
the sweetest dawn of May .

—Percival.

A child no more ; a maiden now ; a
graceful maiden

,
with a gentle brow ,

and cheek ,
tinged lightlv , and a dove

like eye ; and all hearts bless her, as she
passes by .

-Mary Howitt.

The ho nor of a maid is her name , and
no legacy is so rich as honesty—Shake
speare .

N o padlock ,
bolts , or bars can secure

a maiden so well as her own reserve .

C ervan tes .

A loving maiden grows unconsciously
more bold—Rich ter.

Let the words of a virgin , though in
a good cause , and to as good purpose ,
be neither violent

,
many, nor first, nor

last
.
—It is less shame for her to be lost

and treacherous—G . S. Hillard.

MALICE—Malice is
ture . Lust makes men brutish
makes them devilish—it is mental
den—T. Watson .

Malice drinks one half of its
poison .

—Seneca .

Malice sucks up the greater pa
her own Venom ,

and poisons
Mon taigne .

Malice , in its false witness,
its tale with so

in a blushing silence , than to be found
in a bold eloquence r—Quarles ,

MAJORITY—The voice of
x

the ma
jority is no proof of j ustice .

—Schi l ter.

There is one body that knows mo re
than anybody, and that is everyb
Talleyrand.

It never troubles the wolf how 111

the sheep may be .
—Virgil.

We
.

go by the maj or vote , and if the
maj ority are insane , the sane must go
to the hospital .—H. Mann .

One and Gdd make a maj ority .

Frederick Douglass.

A man in the right, with Go d on h is
side , is in the

"maj ority though he be
alone—H . W. Be her.

MALEVOLEN C —Avoid an angry
man for a while ; a malevolent one , for
ever .
Malevolence is misery ; it is the mind

of Satan , the great enemy, an outcast
from all j oy , and the opponent of all
goodness and happiness—J . Hamilton .

with matters capital , that th
can absolutely neither grant
plead innocence no r confess
P . Sidney .

There is no malice like the
the renegade—Macaulay .

Wit loses its respect with the
when seen in company with malic
smile at the j est which plants a
in another’s breast , is to become a
cipal in the mischief—Sheridan .

Malice scorned, puts out itself
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The superior man is he who develo ps
in harmonious proportions , his moral ,
intellectual , and physical nature . This
should be the end at which men of all
classes should aim , and it is this only
which constitutes real greatness—Doug
las Jerro ld.

Man is an an imal that makes bar
gains ; no other animal do es this ,—one

dog does not change a bone with an

other .—Adam Smith .

Man is an animal that cooks his vic
tuals.

—Burke .

Man is a reasoning rather than a rea
sonable animal . -Alexander Hamilton .

Do you know what a man is? Are
not birth , beauty, good shape, discourse ,
manhood , learning , gentleness, virtue ,
youth , liberality, and such like , the spice
and salt that season a man ? —Shake
speare .

The record of l ife runs thus : Man

creeps into childhood ,—bounds into
youth ,

—sobers into manhood ,
—softens

into age ,—totters into second childhood ,
and slumbers into the cradle prepared
for him ,

—thence to be watched and
cared for .—Henry Giles.

N o man is so great as mankind .

Theodore Parker.

Every man is a divinity in disguise
,

a god playing the fee l . It seems as if
heaven had sent its insane angels into
our world as to an asylum . And here
they will break out into their native
music , and utter at intervals the words
they have

,

heard in heaven ; then the
mad fit returns , and they mope and wal
low like dogs —Emerson .

In my youth I thought o f writing a

satire on mankind ; but now in my age
I think I should write an apology for
them .

-Walpo le .

The way of every man is declarative
o f the end of every man—C ecil.
It is of dangerous consequence to

represent to man how near he is to the
level of beasts , without Showing him
at t he same time his greatness . It is
likewise dangerous to let him see his
greatness without his meanness . It is
more dangerous yet to leave him igne
rant of either ; but very beneficial that
he should be made sensible of both .

Pascal .

Man perfected by society is the best

MAN

o f
,
all animals ; he is the most terrible

of all when he lives without
,
law, and

without justice—Aristo tle .

Man is greater than a world—than
systems of worlds ; there is more mys
tery in the union of soul with the body,
than in the creation of a universe .
Henry Giles.

Show me the man you honor, and I
will know what kind of a man you are

,

for it shows me what your ideal of man
hood is , and what kind of a man you
long to be .

—C arly le .

A man is like 3bit of Labrador spar ,
which has no luster as you turn it in
your hand until you come to a particu
lar angle ; then it s hows deep and beau
tiful colors—Bmers n .

_

To despise our Swn species is the

price we must often pay for a knowl
edge oi it .

—C o lton .

A man is one who se body has been
trained to be the ready servant of his
mind ; whose passions are trained to be
the servants of h is will ; who enj oys the
beautiful

,
loves truth

,
hates wrong , loves

to do good
,
and respects others as him

self .

Now the basest thought possible con
cerning man is , that he has no Spiritual
nature ; and the foolish misunderstand
ing of him possible is , that he has, or

should have
,
no animal nature . For

his nature is nobly animal , nobly spirit
ual

,
—coherently and irrevo cably so ;

neither part of it may, but at its peril ,
expel

,
despise, or defy the other .

Ruskin .

There are but three
.classes o f men ,

the retrograde
,
the stationary, and the

progressive—Lavater.

Omit a few of the most abstruse
sciences

,
and mankind ’s study of man

occupies nearly the whole field of litera
ture . The burden of history is what
man has been ; of law , what he does ;
of physiology ,

what he is ; of ethics ,
what he o ught to be ; of revelation ,

What he shall b e .

—George Finlayson .

The proper study of mankind is man .

—Pope .

Man is to be trained chiefly by study
ing and by knowing man—G ladstone .

It is very sad for a man to make him
self servant to a single thing ; h is man

hood all taken out of him by the
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hydraulic pressure of excessive business
.—I should no t like to be merely a great

doctor , a great lawyer, a great minister,
a great politician—I should l ike to be ,
also ,

' something of a mam—Theodore

To have known one good o ld man
one man who , through the chances and
mischances of a long life , has carried
his heart in his hand, l ike a palm
branch , waving all discords into peace
helps our faith in G od, in ourselves

,

and in each other, more than many ser

mons .—G'. W. Curtis .

The man who is deserving the name
is the one Whose thoughts and exertions
are for others rather than for himself .
Walter Sco tt.

The grandeur o f man’s nature turns
to insignificance all outward distinc
tions . His powers of intellect , of con

science , of love , of knowing G od ,
of

perceiving the beautiful , of act ing on

his own mind , on outward nature , and
on his fellow-creatures—these are glori-l

'

0
'

.s prerogatives .
- C hanning.

An acorn is not an oak when it is
sprouted—It must go through long
summers and fierce winters , and endure
all that frost , and snow , and thunder

,

and storms , and side-striking winds can

bring , before it is a full grown oak .
—Se

a man is not a man when he is created ;
he is only begun—His manho od must
come with years—He that goes through
life prosperous

,
and comes to his grave

without a wrinkle , is not half a m an .

Difficulties are God ’s errands andt rain
ers , and only through them can one

come to the fullness of manhood—H .

W. Beecher.

Who ever considers the study of anat
emy , I believe , will never be an atheist ;
the frame of man’s body, and coherence
of his parts , being so strange and para
doxical , that I hold it to be the greatest
miracle of nature—Lord Herbert.

C areful and thorough intellectual cul
ture under a constant pressure of con
science and duty—this is the only way
to a comp lete manho od , and this , only,
is complete education .

—S. F. Scovel .

The chief constituents of what we call
manhood , are moral rather than intel
lectual . -J . S. Kiefl’er.

That which especially distinguishes a
high order of man from a low order
that which const itutes human go odness

,

human; greatness, human nobleness—is
surely not the degree of enlightenment
with which men pursue their own ad
vantage . But it is self-forgetfulness ; it
is self-sacrifice ; it is disregard of per
sonal pleasure , personal indulgence , per
sonal advantage , remote or present ,
because some other line of conduct is
more right .
It is not by books alone , or chiefly ,

that one becomes in all points a man .

Study to do faithfully every duty that
comes in your way . Stand to your post ;
silently devour the chagrins of life ; love
j ustice ; control self swerve not from
truth o r right ; be a man of rectitude ,
decision

,
conscientiousness ; one that

fears and obeys God, and exercises be
nevo lence to all ; and in - all this you
shall possess true manliness .
We seldom contemn mankind till they
have injured us ; and when they have ,
we seldom do anything but detest them
for the injury —Bulwer.

Men’s weaknesses and faults are
known from their enemies ; their virtues
and abilities from their friends ; their
customs and lives from their servants
Anon .

Man, if he compares himself with all
that he can see , is at the zenith of
power ; but if he compare himself with
all that he can conceive

,
he is at the

nadir of weakness—C o lton .

Bounded in his nature , infinite in his
desires , man is a fallen god who has a
recollection of heaven—Lamartine .

Man should be ever better than he
seem ; and sh ape his acts and discipline
his mind , to walk adorning earth , with
ho pe of heaven—Aubrey de Vere .

. .A j Ilan must stand erect , not be kept
erect by others—Marcus Aurelius.

The way of a superior man is three
fold : virtuous , he is free from aux

ieties ; wise , he is free from perplexities ;
bold , he is free from fear .

- C onfucius.

It is an error to suppose that a man
belongs to himself. N o man does . He

belongs to his wife , or his children , or

his relations , or his creditors , or to se

ciety , in some form or othei'. He has
his body , and that is all , and even for
that he is answerable to society . In
short , society is the master and man is
the servant ; and it is entirely according
as society proves a good or bad master ,
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whether he turns out a bad or a good
servant .—Sala .

Surely , if all the world was made for
man , then man was made for more than
the world .

—Dup lessis.

Man ! thou pendulum betwixt a smile
and tear .—Byron .

In men this blunder still you find, all
think their little set mankind—H . More .

C ontemporaries appreciate the man

rather than the merit ; but posterity will
regard the merit rather than the man .

C olton .

An evil man is clay to God , and wax
to the devil ; a good man is God

’s wax ,
and Satan ’s clay—Bp . Hall .

One cannot always be a hero , but one
can always be a man—Goethe .

In these two things the greatness of

man consists , to have G od so dwelling
in us as to impart his character to us ,
and to have him so dwelling in us that
we recognize his presence , and know
that we are his, and he is ours—The
one is salvation : the other the assurance
of it .

—F. W. Robertson .

The older I grow—and I now stand
on the brink of eternity—the more
comes back to me that sentence in the
C atechism which I learned when a child ,
and the fuller and deeper its meaning
becomes : “What is the chief end o f

man ? To glorify G od and enj oy him
forever. —C’arly le .

Every man is valued in this world as
he Shows by his conduct he wishes to
be valued—Bruyere .

Every man is a volume , if you know
how to read him .

—C hanning.

To study mankind , is not learning to
hate them ; so far from such a malevo
lent end

, it is learning to bear and live
easily with them .

He is but the counterfeit of a man ,

who has not the life of a man—Shake
speare .

The soul of man createth its own des
tiny of power ; and as the trial is ih
tenser here

,
his being hath a nobler

strength of heaven—N . P . Willis .

The highest manhood resides in dis
position

,
not in mere intellect .—H. W.

Beecher.

I mean to make myself a man , and if

MANN ERS

I succeed in that, I shall succeed in
everything else—Garfie ld
Who dares do all that may become a

man , and dares no more , he is a man

indeed—Shakespeare .

There are depths in man that go to
the lowest hell , and heights that reach
the highest heaven, for are not both
heaven and hell made out of him

,
ever

lasting miracle and mystery that he is .

They that deny a God,
destroy man’s

nobility, for man ,
is o f kin to the beasts

by his body , and if he is not of kin to
God by his spirit he is an ignoble crea
ture—Bacon .

He is the wisest and happiest man
,

who , by constant a tention of thought
discovers the greate t opportunity of
do ing good , and breaks through every
opposition

.

that he may improve these
opportunities .—Doddridge .

It is not a question how much a man
knows , but what use he makes of what
he knows ; not a question of what he
has acquired , and how he has been
trained , but of what he is, and what he
can do .

—J. G . Ho lland .

Let each man think himself an act of
God ; his mind a thought , his l ife a
breath of God—Bailey .

An honest man is the nobl est work of
God—Pope .

When faith is lost , and honor dies,
the man is dead—Whittier.

The proud man hath no God ; the en
vious man hath no neighbor ; the angry
man hath not himself. What good

,
then

,

in being a man , if one has neither him
self nor a neighbor nor God—Bp . Hal l.

Government , religion, property , bo oks,
are nothing but the scaffolding to build
men—Earth holds up to her master no
fruit like the finished man—Humbo ldt.

It is not the situation which makes
the man , but the man who makes the
situation . The slave may be a freeman .

The monarch may be a slave . Situa
tions are noble or igno ble , as we make
them .
—F. W. Robertson .

The test of every religious
,
political

,

or educational system is th e man which
it forms—Amiel.
MANNERS. (See Goon BREED

m a
”
)

Good manners is the art of making
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beauty , and make that superfluous and

ugly. But they must be marked by fine
perception

,
and must always show con

trol ; you shall not be facile , apologetic ,
or leaky, but king over your word ; and
every gesture and action shall indicate
power at rest . They must be inspired
by the goo d heart . There is no beauti
fier of complexion , or form or behavior,
like the wish to scatter j oy, and not
pain , around us .

—Emerson .

Striking manners are bad mann ers .
Robert Hall .

Good breeding consists in having no
particular mark of any profession , but
a general elegance of manners—John
son.

We perhaps never detect how much
of our social demeanor is made up of
artificial airs, until we see a person who
is at once beautiful and simple ; with
out the beauty , we are apt to call sim
plicity awkwardness—George Eliot.
We cannot always oblige , but we can

always speak obligingly .
—Vo ltaire .

N ature is the best posture-master .
Emerson .

C omport thyself in life as at a ban
quet . If a plate is offered thee , extend
thy hand and take it moderately ; if it
is to be withdrawn , do not detain it .

If it come not to thy side , make not
thy desire loudly known , but wait pa
tiently till it be offered thee .

—Epictetus .

The person who screams , or uses the
superlative degree , o r converses with
heat, puts whole drawing-rooms to
fl ight . If you wish to be loved , love
measure . You must have genius or a
prodigious usefulness if you will hide
the want of measure—Emerson .

Manner is one of the greatest engines
of influence ever given to man .

The over-formal often impede , and
sometimes frustrate business by a dila
tory, tedious , circuitous, and fussy way
of conducting the simplest transactions .
They have been compared to a dog
which cannot lie down till he has made
three circuits round the spot .—Whately .

Men are like wine ; not good before
the lees of clownishness be settled .

Feltham .

We are to carry manner from the hand
to the heart , to improve a ceremonial
nicety into a substantial duty , and the
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modes of civility into the real ities of
religion—South .

N othing is more reasonable and cheap
than good manners—Anon .

I could better eat with one who did
not respect the truth or the laws, than
with a sloven and unpresentable person .

Moral qualities rule the world , but at
short distances the senses are despotic.
—Emerson .

There is certainly something of ex
quisite kindness and thoughtful benevo
lence in that rarest of gifts, —fine breed
ing—Bulwer.

To
'

be good and disagreeable is high
treason against the royalty of virtue .

H . More .

Prepare yourself f the world , as the
athletes used to do or their exercise ;
o il your mind and your manners

,
to give

them the necessary suppleness andflexi
bility ; strength alone will not do
C hesterfield.

There is a policy in manner. I have
heard one ,

no t inexperienced in the pur
suit of fame , give it his earnest support ,
as being the surest passport to absolute
and brilliant success—Tuckerman .

I don’t believe in the goodness of

disagreeable people—0 . Dewey .

Good manners are a part of good
morals ; and it is as much our duty as

our interest to practise both—Hunter.

Virtue itself offends when coupled
with forbidding manners .—Bp .

'

Middle
ton .

It is easier to polish the manners than
to reform the heart , to disguise a fault
than to conquer it . He who can venture
to appear as he is, must be what he
ought to b e ,—a difficult and arduous
task , which often requires the sacrifice
of many a darling inclinatio n and the
exertion of many a painful effort
Bowdler.

Unbecoming forwardness oftener pro
eeeds from ignorance than impudence .

—Gre’ville .

There are peculiar ways in men , which
discover what they are , through the
most subtle feints and closest disguise .

A blockhead cannot come in , nor go

away , nor sit , nor rise , nor stand , like
a man of sense—Bruyere .
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A company attitude is rarely any
body’s best .

—Miss Sedgwick.

How often have I seen the most solid
merit and knowledge neglected , unwel

come , and even rej ected , while fl imsy
parts

,
little knowledge , and less merit ,

introduced by the Graces , have been re

ceived,
cherished, and admired —C hes

terfie ld.

One of the mo st important rules as
to manners is to be for the most part
silent as to yourself—Say l ittle or noth
ing about yourself , whether good , bad ,
or indifferent : nothing good , for that is
vanity ; nothing bad , fo r that is affecta
tion ; nothing indifferent , for that is
silly.

What better school for manners than
the company of virtuous women ; where
the mutual endeavor to please must in
sensibly polish the mind , where the ex
ample o i female softness and modesty
must communicate itself to their admir
ers , and where the delicacy o f the sex
puts every one on his guard lest he give
o ffence —Hume .

C ivility costs nothing , and buys every
thing—Lady M . W. Montague .

A man’s fortune is frequently decided
by his first address . If pleasing , others
at once conclude he has merit ; but if
ungraceful , they decide against him .

C hesterfield.

I can forgive a crime ; it may have
some grand motive ; but never an awk

Wardness .
-Mad. Re

'

camier.
I

What a rare gift is that of manners !
How diffi cult to define ; how much more
diffi cult to impart —Better fo r a man
to possess them , than to have wealth ,
beauty , or talent ; they w il l more than
supply all .—Bulwer.

The true
‘

art of being agreeable is to
appear well pleased with all the
company, and rather to seem well enter
tained with them than to bring enter
tainment to them . A man thus disposed
may have not much learning

,
nor any

Wit ; but if he has common sense , and
something friendly in his behavio r, it
conciliates men’s minds more than the
brightest parts Without this disposition .

—Addison .

Those that are good manners at the
court are as

. ridiculous in the country ,
as the behavior of the country is most
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mockable at the court .—Shakespeare .

A man’s own manner and character
is what most becomes h1m .

—C icero .

Knowledge of men and manners , the
freedom of habitudes , and conversation
with the best company of both sexes ,
is necessary to the perfection of good
manners—Dryden .

Good breeding shows itself most ,
where to an ordinary eye it appears
least .—Addison .

Wisdom , valor, j ustice , and learning
cannot keep in countenance a man that
is possessed with these excellences, if
he wants that inferior art of l ife and
behavior called good breeding H

—Steele
Manners easily and rapidly mature

into morals -
.H Mann .

It is certain that either wise bearing ,
or ignorant carriage is caught , as men
take diseases , one from another ; there
fore let men take heed of their com
pany—Shakespeare .

Manners are the shadows of virtues ,
the momentary display o f those quali
ties which our fellow-creatures love and

respect—Sydney Smith .

The immoral man ,
who invades an

other’s property
,
is justly punished for it

and the ill bred man
, who by his ill

manners invades and disturbs the quiet
and comforts o f private life , is by com
mon consent as justly banished society .

For my own part
,
I really th ink , next

to the consciousness of doing a good ao

tion , that of doing a civil one is the
most pleasing ; and the epithet which I
sho uld covet the most , next to that of

Aristides (the Just ) , would be that of

well bred—C hesterfield.

An imposing air should always be
-taken as an evidence of imposition .

Dignity is often a veil between us and
the real truth of things -

.E P . Whipple .

Manners are of more importance than
laws . Upon them , in a great measure ,
the laws depend . The law can touch us
here and there , now and then . Manners
are what vex or soothe

,
corrupt or pu

rify , exalt or debase , barbarize or refine ,
by a constant

,
steady , uniform , insensi

ble operation , like that of the air we
breathe in . They give their whole form
and color to our lives . According to
their quality , they aid mo rals , they sup
ply them , or they totally destroy them .

—Burke .
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A well bred man is always sociable
and complaisant .—Montaigne .

Manners must adorn knowledge and
smooth its way in the world ; without
them it is like a great rough diamond,
very well in a closet by way of curi
osity , and also for its intrinsic value ;
but mo st prized when polished—C hes
terfie ld.

There is no policy like politeness ; and
a good manner is the best thing in the
world either to get a good name

,
or to

supply the want of it .

—Bulwer.

In conversation use some , but not too
much ceremony ; it teaches others to be
courteous

, too . Demeanors are com
monly paid back in their own coin .

Fuller.

With virtue , capacity, and good con
duct , one still can be insupportable .

The manners, which are neglected as
small things

,
are often those which de

cide men for or against you . A slight
attention to them would have prevented
their ill judgments—Bruyere .

The society of women is the element
of good manners—Goe the.

The distinguishing trait of people ac

customed to good society is a calm , im
perturbable quiet which pervades all
their actions and habits, from the great
est to the least . They eat in quiet ,
move in quiet, live in quiet , and lose
even their money in quiet ; while low
persons cannot take up either a spoon
or an affront without making an amaz
ing noise about it .

—Bulwer.

N othing; except what flows from the
heart

,
can render even external

ners truly pleasing—Blair.

N othing so much prevents our being
natural as the desire of appearing se .

Ro chefoucauld.

A man’s own good breeding is the best
security against other people

’s ill man

ners .—C hesterfie ld.

Manners are stronger than laws—A .

One may now know a man that never
conversed in the world, by his excess of
good breeding . A polite country es

quire shall make you as many bows in
half an hour, as would serve a courtier
for a week—Addison .

The happy gift of being agreeable
seems to consist not in one , but in an
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assemblage of talents tending to com
municate delight ; and how many are
there , who , by easy manners , sweetness
of temper, and a variety of other unde
finable qualities, possess the power of
pleasing without any visible effort

,

without the aids of wit , wisdom , or

learning , nay, as it should seem , in their
defiance ; and this without appearing
even to know that they possess it .

Cumberland.

Let thy carriage be friendly
,
but not

fooli shly free ; an unwary openness
causeth contempt», but a little reserv

edness, respect ; and handsome courtesy,
kindness—Fuller.

Fine manners are a stronger bond
than a beautiful face. The former
binds ; the latter only attracts

—Lamar

t

Among well bred people
,
a mutual

deference is affected ; contempt of
others disguised ; authority concealed ;
attention given to each in his turn ; and
an easy stream of conversation main
tained

, without vehemence
,
without

interruption , without eagerness for vic
tory, and without any airs of superior

Hail ! ye small sweet courtesies of
life , for smooth do ye make the road of

it , l ike grace and beauty which beget
inclinations to love at first sight ;

’tis
ye who open the do or and let the
stranger in .

—Sterne .

Good breeding is the result of much
good sense , some good nature , and a
little self-denial for the sake of others ,
and w ith a view to obtain the same in
dulgence from them .

—C hesterfield.

C omplaisance renders a superior
amiable , an equal agreeable , and an in

ferie r acceptable . It smoothes distino
tion , sweetens conversation , and makes
every one in the company pleased with
himself . It produces good nature and
mutual benevolence

,
encourages the

timorous , soothes the turbulent , human
izes the fierce , and distinguishes a

society of civilized persons from a con

fusion of savages—Addison .

C oolness , and absence of heat and
haste

,
indicate fine qualities . A gentle

man makes no noise ; a lady is serene .

—Emerson .

, Bad manners are a species of bad
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I chose my wife , as she did her wed
ding gown

,
for qualities that would

wear well . —Go ldsmith .

Marriage is not a union merely be
tween two creatures—it is a union
between two spirits ; and the intention
of that bond is to perfect the nature of

both , by supplementing their de
ficiencies with the force of contrast ,
giving to each sex those excellencies in
which it is naturally deficient ; to the
one , strength of character and firmness
of moral will ; to the other, sympathy,
meekness , tenderness ; and j ust so

solemn and glorious as these ends are
for which the union was intended , j ust
so terrible are the consequences if it be
perverted and abused ; for there is no
earthly relationship which has so much
power to ennoble and to exalt . There
are two rocks, in this world of ours , on
which the soul must either anchor or
be wrecked— the one is God, and the
other is the sex opposite—F. W.

Robertson .

Two persons who have chosen each
o ther out of all the species

,
with the

design to be each other’s mutual com
fort and entertainment , have , in that
action , bound themselves to be good
humored , affable , discreet , forgiving ,
patient

,
and j oyful , with respect to each

other’s frailties and perfections, to the
end o f their lives—Addison .

When two persons have so good an
opinion of each other as to come to
gether for life

,
they will not differ in

matters of importance , because they
think o f each other with respect ; and in
regard to all things of consideration that
may aflect them , they are prepared for
mutual assistance and relief in such oc

currences. For less occasions , they
form no resolutions, but leave their
minds unprepared .

—Tatler.

The bloom or blight of all men’s hap
piness—Byron .

Take not too short a time , to make a
world-wide bargain in .

-Shakespeare .

Married in haste , we repent at leisure .
—C ongreve .

Marriage is the strictest tie of perpet
ual friendship , and there can be no
friendship without confidence , and no
confiden

’

ce without integrity , and he
must expect to be wretched , who pays
to beauty

,
riches, or politeness that re clouds—Fuller.

gard which only virtue and piety can
claim .

—Johnson .

The C hristian religion, by bonfining
marriage to pairs, and rendering the re

lation indissoluble
,
has by these two

things done more toward the peace
,

happiness, settlement , and civilization o f

the world
,
than by any other part in this

whole scheme of divine wisdom .
—Burke .

That alliance may be said to have a
double tie

,
where the minds are united

as well as the body
,
and the union will

have all its strength , when both the
links are in peffection together .—C o l
ton .

The happy minglement of hearts
,

where
,
changed \

. as chemic compounds
are , each with its own existence parts,
to find a new one

, happier fan—Moore .

A great proportion of the wretched
ness which has embittered married life

,

has originated in a negligence of trifles .

C onnubial happiness is a thing of too
fine a texture to be handled roughly .

It is a sens itive plant , which will not
bear even the touch o f unkindness ; a
delicate flower, which indifference will
chill and suspicion blast . It must be
watered by the showers of tender affec
tion

,
expanded by the cheering glow of

kindness , and guarded by the impreg
nable barrier of unshaken confidence .

Thus matured
,
it will bloom with fra

granee in every season of life , and
sweeten even the loneliness of declining
years—Sprat.
Of all the actions of a man’s life , his

marriage does least concern other peo
ple

,
yet of all actions of our life

,

’tis
most meddled with by other people
Selden .

The reason why so few marriages are
happy is because young ladies spend
their time in making nets

,
not in mak

ing cages—Swift .

Show me one couple unhappy merely
on account of their limited circum
stances, and I will show you ten who are
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There is no earthly happiness exceed
ing that of a reciprocal satisfaction in

the conjugal state—H. Giles.

Marriage has in it less of beauty , but
more o f safety, than the single life ; it
hath not more ease , but less danger ; it
is more merry and more sad ; it is fuller
of sorrows and fuller of j oys ; it lies
under more burdens

,
but is support-ed by

all the strengths of love and charity ;
and those burdens are delightful . Mar

riage is the mother of the world , and
preserves kingdoms, and fills cities and
churches

,
and heaven itself—Jeremy

A person ’s character is but half formed
til l after wedlock—C . Simmons.

Hail wedded love , mysterious law,

true source of human offspring
,
sole pro

priety in Paradise of all things common
else . By thee adulterous lust was driven
from men among the bestial herds to
range ; by thee founded in reason , loyal ,
just

,
and pure , relations dear , and all the

charities o f father
, son , and brother first

were known—Milton .

In choosing a wife , a nurse , or a
school-teacher, look to the breed .

There is as much blood in men as in
horses—C . Simmons .

Men are generally more careful of the
breed o f their horses and dogs than of
their children—Penn .

The institution of marriage keeps the
moral world in being, and secures it
from an untimely dissolution . Without
it

,
natural affection and amiableness

would not exist
,
domestic education

would become extinct
,
industry and

economy be unknown
,
and man would

be left to the precarious existence of the
savage . But for this institution , learn
ing and refinement would expire

,
govern

ment sink into the gulf of anarchy ; and
religion

,
hunted from earth

,
would

hasten back to her native heavens—T.

Dwight.

Oh
,
friendly to the best pursuits of

man ,
friendly to thought , to virtue , and

to peace
,
domestic life in rural leisure

passed ! few know thy value , and few
taste thy sweets—C owper.

He that hath wife and children , hath
given hostages to fortune ; for they are
impediments to great enterprises, either
of virtue or mischief . C ertainly wife
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and children are a kind of discipline o f

humanity—Bacon .

Humble wedlock is far better than
proud virginity—Augustine .

He that takes a wife , says Franklin ,
takes care ; but as Emerson says , mar
riage has deep and serious benefits, and
great j oys.
Men marry to make an end ; women

to make a beginning—A . Dupuy .

When it shall please God to bring
thee to man’s estate, use great provi
dence and circumspection in choosing
thy wife . For from thence will spring
all thy future good or evil ; and it is an
action of life

,
like unto a stratagem o f

war
,
wherein a man can ‘ err but once !

A married man falling ,
into misfortune

is more apt to retrieve his Situation in
the world than a single one , chiefly be
cause his spirits are soothed and re

trieved by domestic endearments , and
his self-respect kept alive by finding
that although all abroad be darkness
and humiliation

,
yet there is a little

world of love at home over which he is
a monarch—Jeremy Taylor.

The man , at the head of the house ,
can mar the pleasure of the household ,
but he cannot make it .

-That must rest
with the woman

,
and it is her greatest

privilege—A . He lps .

In the opinion of the world marriage
ends all , as it does in a comedy .

—The
truth is precisely the reverse ; it begins
all .—Mad. Swetchine .

Save the love we pay to heaven , there
is none purer, holier, than that a virtu
ous woman feels for him she would
cleave to through life . Sisters part from
sisters , b rothers from brothers , children
from their parents , but such a woman
from the husband of her choice

,
never !

-Knowles .

It is in vain that a man is born fortu
nate

,
if he be unfortunate in his mar

r1age .

-Dacier.

Have ever more care that thou be be
loved o i

‘ thy wife
,
rather than thyself

besotted on her ; and thou shalt j udge
of her love by these two observations :
first

,
if thou perceive she have a care of

thy estate , and exercise herse lf therein ;
the other

,
if she study to please thee ,

and be sweet unto thee in conversation ,
without thy instruction ; for love needs
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no teaching nor precept—Sir W. Ra

leigh .

God has set the type of marriage
everywhere throughout the creation .

Every creature seeks its perfection in

another .—The very heavens and earth
picture it to us.

—Luther.

One should believe in marriage as in
the immortality of the soul .—Balzac .

As a great part of the uneasiness of
matrimony arises from mere trifles, it
would be wise in every young married
man to enter into an agreement with
his wife that in all disputes the party
who was most convinced they were right
should always surrender the victory . By
this means both would be more forward
to give up the cause—Fie lding.

Marriages are best made of dissimilar
material . —Theodore Parker.

Two consorts in heaven are not two ,
but one angel . —Swedenborg.

There is no disparity in marriage like
unsuitability of mind and purpose .

Dickens .

Husbands and wives talk of the cares
of matrimony

,
and bachelors and spin

sters bear them .
—W. C o llins.

Remember
,
that if thou marry for

beauty
,
thou bindest thyself all thy life

for that which perchance will neither
last nor please thee one year ; and when
thou hast it , it will be to thee o f no
price at all ; for the desire dieth when it
is attained

,
and the affection perisheth

when it is satisfied—Sir W. Raleigh .

Hasty marriage seldom proveth well .
-Shakespeare .

They who marry give hostages to the
public that they will not attempt the
ruin

, or disturb the peace of it .
-Atter

bury .

0 marriage ! marriage ! what a curse is
thine

,
where hands alone consent

,
and

hearts abhor —A . Hill .

Fathers their children and themselves
abuse

,
that wealth a husband for their

daughters choose—Shirley .

For any man to match above h is rank
,

is but to sell his liberty .
—Massinger.

But happy they , the happiest of their
kind, whom gentle stars unite ; and in
one fate their hearts

,
their fortunes , and

their beings b lend l—Thomson .

Let st ill the woman take an elder than
herself ; so wears she to him ; so sways
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she level in her husband’s heart
Shakespeare .

Early marriages are permanent moral
ities ; deferred marriages are temptations
to Wickedness .—H. W. Beecher.

Themistocles, being asked whether he
would rather marry his daughter to an
indigent man of merit

,
or to a worthless

man of estate , replied , that he should
prefer a man without an estate , than to
an estate without a man .

A good wife is like the ivy which
beautifies the bu

'

lding to which it clings
,

twining its tendrils more lovingly as
time converts the ancient edifice into a
ruin—Johnson .

The happiness o f married life depends
upon making small sacrifices with readi

ness and cheerfulness- Selden .

When a man and woman are married
their romance ceases and their history
commences .—Ro chebrune .

Marriage resembles a pair of shears
,

so joined that they cannot be separated ;
often moving in opposite directions

,
yet

always punishing any one who comes
between them .

—Sydney Smith .

Maids want nothing but husbands,
and when they have them

,
they want

everything—Shakespeare .

Wedlock’s like wine , not properly
judged of till the second glass—Jerro ld.

When we see the avaricious and crafty
taking companions to their tables, and
their beds, without any inquiry but after
farms and money ; or the giddy and
thoughtless uniting themselves for life
to those whom they have only seen by
the light of tapers ; when parents make
articles for children without inquiring
after their consent ; when some marry
for heirs to disappoint their brothers ;
and others throw themselves into the
arms of those whom they do not love ,
because they have found themselves re
jected where they were more solicitous
to please ; when some marry because
their servants cheat them ; some because
they squander their own money ; some
because their houses are pestered with
company ; some because they will live
like other people ; and some because
they are sick of themselves , we are not
so much inclined to wonder that mar
riage is sometimes unhappy, as that it

appears so little loaded with calamity
and cannot but conclude that society
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ness and usefulness—A. P. Stanley .

C elibacy
,
like the fly in the heart of

an apple, dwells in perpetual sweetness,
but sits alone

,
and is confined and dies

in singularity ; but marriage , like the

useful bee , builds a house , and gathers
sweetness from every flower, and labors
and unites into societies and republics,
and sends out colonies

,
and feeds the

world with delicacies, and keeps order,
and exercises many virtues, and pro
motes the interest of mankind , and is
that state of good to which God hath
designed the present constitution of the
world—Jeremy Taylor.

If you would have the nuptial union
last

,
let virtue be the bond that ties it

fast .- Rowe .

Marriage is a medicine which acts
differently on good men and good
women—She does not love him quite
enough—cure

,
—marriage .

-He loves her
a little too much—cure ,—marriage .

C harles Reade.

Many a marriage has commenced , l ike
the morning

,
red

,
and perished like a

mushroom . Wherefore ? Because the
married pair neglected to be as agree
able to each other after their union as
they were before it . Seek always to
please each other

,
but in doing so keep

heaven in mind . Lavish not your love
to-day

,
remembering that marriage has

a morrow and again a morrow . Bethink
ye

,
my daughters , what the word house

wife expresses . The married woman is
her husband’s domestic trust . On her
he ought to be able to place his reliance
in house and family ; to her he should
confide the key of his heart and the
look of his store-room . His honor and
his home are under her protection , his
welfare in her hands . Ponder this ! And
you,

my sons
,
be true men of honor, and

good fathers of your families . Act in
such wise that your wives respect and
love you . And what more shall I say
to you

,
my children? Peruse diligently

the word of God ; that will guide you
out of storm and dead calm , and bring
y ou safe into port . And as for the rest
—do your best l—Frederika Bremer.

The sanctity of marriage and the fam
ily relation make the corner

-stone of
our Am erican society and civi lization .

The treasures of the deep are not so

precious as are the concealed comforts
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of a man locked up in woman’s love : I
scent the air of blessings when I . come

but near the house—T. Middleton .

I know the sum of all that makes a

man—a just man—happy, consists in the
well choosing of his wife ; and then well
to discharge it, does require equality of
years, of birth, of fortune .

—Massinger.

Marriage enlarges the scene of our

happiness and of our miseries—A mar
riage of love is pleasant—of interest ,
easy, and where both meet , happy—A
happy marriage has in it all the pleas
ures of friendship“, all the enj oyments of
sense and reason , and, indeed ,

all the
sweets of life .

—Addison .

Few of either s ex are ever united to
their first love—Ye married people j og
on and call each ot er “My dear

” and
“My darling,

” all the
‘

same .
—Bulwer.

Were a man not to marry a second
time , it might be concluded that his
first wife had given ,

him a disgust to
marriage ; but by taking a second wife,
he pays the highest compliment to the
first, by showing that she made him so

happy as a married man , that he wishes
to be so a second time—Johnson .

They that marry old people merely in
expectation of burying them , hang
themselves in the hope that some one

will come and cut the halter. —Fuller.

If you wish to ruin yourself, marry a
rich wife .

-Michelet.

The kindest and the happiest pair will
find occasion to forbear ; and some
thing

,
every day they live

,
to pity and

perhaps forgive—C owper.

As the husband is , the
mated with a clown , the grossness of his
nature will have weight to drag thee
down—Tennyson .

An uncertain marriage law is a na

fienal calamity.

Marriage with a good woman is a bar
bor in the tempest of life ; with a bad
woman

,
it is a tempest in the harbor .

J . P . Senn .

F What greater th ing is there for two
human souls than to feel that they are
j oined for life—to strengthen each
in all labor, to rest on each other in alt

sorrow , to minister to each other in all
pain , to be one with each other in silent,
unspeakable memories at the moment of
the last parting—George Eliot.
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MARTYRS .
—It is the cause and not

merely the death that makes the mar
tyr .—Napo leon .

C hristianity has made martyrdom sub

l ime
, and sorrow triumphant . —E . H.

To die for the truth is not to die

merely for one ’s faith , or one
’s country ;

it is to die for the world .

Their blood is shed in confirmation of

the noblest claim—the claim to feed
upon immortal truth , to walk with God,

and be divinely free—C owper.

He that dies a martyr proves that he
was not a knave , but by no means that
he was not a fool ; since the most absurd
doctrines are not without such evidence
as martyrdom can produce . A martyr,
therefore

,
by the mere act of suffering

can prove nothing but his own faith
C o lton.

Those who completely sacrifice them
selves are praised and admired ; that is

the sort of character men like to find in
others .—Rahel .
It is admirable to die the victim of

one ’s faith ; it is sad to die the dupe of

one ’s ambition—Lamartine .

God discovers the martyr and confes

sor without the trial of flames and tor
tures

,
and will thereafter entitle many

to the reward of actions which they
never had the Opportunity of perform
ing—Addison .

Even in this world they will have
their . judgment-day ; and their names;
which went down in the dust like a
gallant banner trodden in the mire , shal l
rise again al l glorious in the sight of
nations—Mrs. Stowe .

It is more difficult, and calls for

higher energies o f soul , to l ive a mar
tyr than to die one—Horace Mann .

For some not to be martyred is a mar
tyrdom .

—Donne .

The blood of the martyrs is the seed
of the church—Jerome .

They lived unknown
,
till persecution

dragged them into fame , and chased
them up to heaven . Their ashes flew no
marble tells us whither . With their
names no bard embalms and sanctifies
his song : and history

,
so warm on

meaner things
,
is cold on this—C owper.

The way of the world is, to praise

MASTER

dead saints, and persecute living ones
N . Howe .

N o language can fitly express the
meanness, the baseness, the brutality,
with which the world has ever treated
its victims of one age and boasts of
them in the next . Dante is worshiped
at that grave to which he was hurried
by persecution . Milton , in his own day,
was

“Mr. Milton
,
the blind adder

,
that

spit his venom on the king’s person ”

;
and soon after,

“the mighty orb of
song .

”
These absurd transitions from

hatred to apotheosis
,
this recognition

just at the moment when it becomes a
mockery , saddens all intellectual history .

Two things are necessary to a modern
martyr,—some to pity, and some to per
secute

, some to and some to
roast him . If martyrdom is now on the
decline

,
it is not because martyrs are

less zealous, but because martyr-mon

gers are more wise—C o lton .

When we read, we fancy we could be
martyrs ; when we come to act , we can
not bear a provoking word—Hannah
More .

The martyrs to vice far exceed the
martyrs to virtue , both in endurance
and in number. So blinded are we by
our passions, that we suffer more to be
damned than to be saved—Hannah
More .

0 , how much those men are to be val
ued who , in the spirit with which the
widow gave up her two mites

,
have

given up themselves ! How their names
sparkle ! How rich their very ashes are !
How they will count up in Heaven
E . H . C hapin .

Who falls for the love of God, shall“ Q u a—r ea n

rise a star.—Ben . Jonson .

Fools love the martyrdom of fame
Byron .

MASTER—It is a common law of
nature , which no time will ever change ,
that superiors shall rule their inferiors.
—Dyonysius.

Such it hath been , and shall be , that
many still must labor for the one ; it is
nature ’s doom .

‘

-Byron .

It is not only paying wages
,
and giv

ing commands , that constitute a master
of a family ; but prudence , equal be
havior, with a readiness to protect and
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cherish them
,
is what entitles man to

that
.

character in their very hearts and
sentiments.—Stee le .

The eye of the master will do more
work than both of his hands : not to
oversee workmen, is to leave your purse
open—Franklin .

If thou art a master, sometimes be
blind ; if a servant, sometimes be deaf .

We must truly serve those whom we

appear to command ; w e must bear with
their imperfections , correct them with
gentleness and patience , and lead them
in the way to heaven .

—Fe’ne lon .

The measure of a master is his success
in bringing all men round to h is opin
Ion twenty years later.—E‘

merson .

There is nothing so good
.

to make a
horse fat , as the eye of h is master .
Diogenes.

Such mas ter, such man .
—Tusser.

Men , at some time , are masters of
their fates—Shakespeare.

MATHEMATIC S—Pure mathematics
do remedy and cure many defects
the wit and faculties of individuals ; f
if the wit be dull , they sharpen it ; if
too wandering they fix it ; if too in

herent in the sense , they abstract it .

Bacon .

The study of the mathematics is like
climbing up a steep and craggy moun
tain ; when o nce you reach the top , it
fully recompenses your trouble , by
opening a fine

,
clear

,
and extensive pros

peet .

The study of mathematics cultivates
the reason ; that of the languages, at the
same time

,
the reason and the taste .

The former gives grasp and power to
the mind ; the latter both power and
flexibility. The former

,
by itse lf, would

prepare us for a state of certainties,
which nowhere exists ; the latter, for a

state of probabilities , which is that of
common life . E ach , by itself, does but
an imperfect work : in the union of both ,

is th e best discipline for the mind , and
the best mental training for the world
as it is . -Tryon Edwards.

If a man’s wits be wandering, let him
study the mathematics ; for in demon
strations, if his wit be cal led away
ever so l ittle , he must begin again .

Johnson .

MAXIMS .
—(See PROVERRS

APOTHEGMS .

Maxims are the condensed gOod sense
of nations—Sir J . Mackintosh .

A maxim is a conclusion from obser
vation of matters of fact

,
and is merely

speculative ; a principle carries knowl
edge within itself, and is prospective
C o leridge .

Precepts and maxims are of great
weight ; and a few useful ones at hand,
do more toward a wise and happy life

,

than whole volumes of cautions that we
know not where to find—C . Simmons .

Pithy sentences are like sharp nails
which force truth upon our memory
Didero t.

Precepts or ma
'

ms are of great
weight ; and a few u ful ones at hand
do more toward a happy life than whole
volumes that we know not where to
find—Seneca.

The value of a maxim depends on

four things : its intrinsic excellence or

the comparative correctness of the prin
ciple it embodies ; the subj ect to which
it relates ; the extent of its application ;
and the comparative ease with which it
may be applied in practice—C harles
Hodge .

As a malicious censure
,
carefully

worded a nd pronounced with assurance ,
is apt to pass with mankind for shrewd
wit, so a virulent maxim in bold expres
sions , though without any justness of
thought , is readily received for true
philosophy .

-Shaftesbury .

Maxims are to the intellect what laws
are to actions : they do not enlighten

,

but guide and direct
,
and though them

selves blind, are protecting—Joubert.
It is hard to form a maxim against

which an exception is not ready to start
up : as

“where the minister grows rich
,

the public is proportionately poor as
“
in a private family the steward always
thrives the fastest when the lord is run
ning ou -Swij

'

t.

All maxims have their antagonist max
ims ; proverbs should be sold in pairs
a single one being but a half truth
W. Matthews.

I would fain coin wisdom
,
—mould ‘ it

,

I mean , into maxims
,
proverbs

, sen

tences, that can easily be retained and
transmitted—Joubert.
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We seem ambitious God’s whole work
to undo .

—With new diseases on our

selves we war, and with new physic, a
worse engine fan—Donne .

Doctor, no medicine—We are ma
chines made to l ive—organized expressly
for that purpose—Such is our nature .

Do not counteract the living principle .

—Leave it at liberty to defend itself,
and it will do better than your drugs .

N apo leon .

Over the door of a library in Thebes
is the inscription

,

“Medicine for the
soul .

—Diodorus Siculus .

MEDIOCRITY .
—We meet with few

utterly dull and stupid souls ; the sub
lime and transcendent are still fewer ; the
generality of mankind stand between
these two extremes ; the interval is filled
with multitudes of ordinary geniuses,
but all very useful , and the ornaments
and . supports of the commonwealth .

Bruyere .

Minds of moderate caliber
. ordinarily

condemn everything which is beyond
their range—Rochefoucauld.

Mediocrity is not allowed to poets,
either by the gods or men .

—Horace .

Mediocrity is now, as formerly , dan
gerous, commonly fatal , to the poet ; but
among even the successful writers o f
prose , those who rise sensibly above it
are the very rarest exceptions—Glad
stone.

Mediocrity is excellent to the eyes of
mediocre people .

—Joubert.

Persevering mediocrity is much more
respectable , and unspeakably more
useful , than talented inconstancy—J.

Hamilton .

The
.

art of putting into play mediocre
qualities often begets more reputation
than is achieved by true merit—Roche

foucauld.

Mediocrity can talk ; but it is for
genius to observe—Disraeli.
The highest order of mind is accused

of folly, as well as the lowest. N othing
is thoroughly approved but mediocrity .

The maj ority has established this
,
and

it fixes its fangs on whatever gets be
yond it either Way—Pascal.
N othing in the world is more haughty

than a man of moderate capacity when
once raised to power . - Wessenburg.

The virtue of the soul does not con

MED ITAT ION

sist in flying high , but walking orderly ;
its grandeur does not exercise itself in
grandeur, but in mediocrity—Mon

taigne .

There is a mean in all things ; even
virtue itself has stated limits ; which not
being strictly observed, it ceases to be
virtue—Horace .

They are as sick that surfeit with too
much, as they that starve with nothing .

It is no mean happiness
,
therefore

,
to

be seated in the mean . Superfluity
comes soonest by white hairs

,
but com

petency l ives longest .
There are circumstances of peculiar
difficulty and danger, where a medioc
rity of talent is the most fatal quality
that a man can p ossibly possess . Had
C harles the First, nd Louis the Six
teenth, been more ise

' or more weak
,

more firm or more yielding , in either
case they had both of them saved their
heads—C o lton .

There are certain things in which me
diocrity is not to be endured

,
such as

poetry , music , painting , public speaking .

—Bruyere .

MEDITATION .
—Meditation is the

soul’s perspective glass, whereby , in her
long removes, she discerneth God, as if
he were nearer at hand—Feltham .

Meditation is the life of the soul ; ao
tion is the soul of meditation ; honor is
the reward of action : so meditate , that
thou mayst do ; so do , that thou mayst
purchase honor ; for which purchase ,
give God the glory —Quarles .

Meditation may think down hours to
moments . The heart may give most
useful lessons to the head

,
and learning

wiser grow without his books—C owper .

By meditation I can converse with
God, solace myself on the bosom of the
Saviour, bathe myself in the rivers of
divine pleasure , tread the paths of my
rest , and view the mansions of eternity .

-Anon .

A man of meditation is happy, not for
an hour or a

.day, but quite round the
circle of all his years—Isaac Taylor.

One of the rarest of all acquirements
is the faculty of profitable meditation .

Most human beings
,
when they fan cy

they are meditating , are , in fact , doing
nothing at all

,
and thinking of nothing .

-Boyd.

N o soul can preserve the bloom and



MEEKNESS

delicacy of its existence without lonely
musings and silent prayer, and the
greatness of this necessity is in propor
tion to the greatness of evil .—Farrar.

’
Tis greatly wise to talk with our past

hours and ask them what report they
bore to heaven

,
and how they might

have borne more welcome news .
Young.

Meditation is the nurse of thought
and thought the food for meditation
C . Simmons .

Meditation is the tongue of the soul
and the language of our spirit ; and our

wandering thoughts in prayer are but
the neglects of meditation and reces
sions from that duty ; according as we
neglect meditation

, so are our prayers
imperfect

,
—meditation being the soul of

prayer and the intention of our Spirit .
Jeremy Tay lor.

It is easier to go Six miles to hear a
sermon

,
than to spend one quarter of an

hour in meditating on it when I come
home—Philip Henry .

It is not hasty reading, but seriously
meditating upon holy and heavenly
truths that makes them prove sweet and
profitable to the soul . It is not the
bee ’s touching on the flowers that gath
ers the honey, but her abiding for a
time upon them , and drawing out the
sweet . It is not he that reads most ,
but he that meditates most on divine
truth

,
that will prove the choicest,

wisest
,
strongest C hristian—Bp . Hall.

It is not the number of books you
read

, nor the variety of sermons you
hear

,
nor the amount of religious con

versation in which you mix , but it is
the frequency and earnestness with
which you meditate on these things till
the truth in them becomes your own
and part of your being

,
that ensures

your grt h .
—F. W. Robertson .

Reading and conversation may fur
nish us with many ideas of men and
things , yet it is our own meditation th at
must form our judgment .—Watts .

Meditation is that exercise of the
mind by which it recalls a known truth ,
as some kind of creatures do their food,
to be ruminated upon till al l the valu
able parts be extracted.p . Horne .

MEEKN ESSé—(See
The flower of weakness grows on a
stem of grace—J. Montgomery .

383 MEETING

The j oys of meeting pay the pangs of
absence ; else who could bear it

Rowe

Ah me ! the world is full of meetings
such as th is ,—a thrill , a voiceless chal
lenge and reply, and sudden partings
after l—N . P . Willis.

Selfish men may possess the earth ; it
is the meek only who inherit it from the
Heavenly Father, free from all defile
ments and perplexities of unrighteous
ness.—Woo lman .

There will come a time when three
words, uttered with charity and meek
ness, shall receive a far more blessed re

ward than three thousand volumes
written with disdainful sharpness of wit .
—R . Hooker.

Meekness is love at school
,
at the

school of C hrist .—It is the disciple
learning to know, and fear, and distrust
himself, and learning of him who is
meek and lowly in heart

,
and so finding

rest to his soul .—J . Hamilton .

Meekness cannot w well be counter
feited.

—It is not insensibility, or un

manliness, or servility ; it does not
cringe , or whine . It is benevolence imi
tating C hrist in patience , forbearance ,
and quietness—It feels keenly

,
but not

malignantly ; it abounds in good will ,
and bears all things—W. S. Plumer.

The anger of a meek man is like fire
struck out of steel

,
hard to be got out ,

and when got out , soon gone—The
meek enj oy almost a perpetual Sabbath .

—M . Henry .

Meekness is imperfect if it be not
both active and passive , leading us to
subdue our own passions and resent
ments

,
as well as to bear patiently the

passions and resentments of others
Foster.

The meek are not those who are never
at all angry

,
for such are insensible but

those who , feeling anger, control it , and
are angry only when they ought to be .

Meekness excludes revenge , irritability ,

morbid sensitiveness, but not self-de
fence , or a quiet and steady mainte
nance of right .—Theophy lact.
MEETIN G—The j oy of meeting, not
unmixed with pain—Longfellow .

Absence
,
with all its pains, is, by this

charming moment
,
wiped away.

—Thom
son
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In life there are meetings which seem
like a fate—Owen Meredith .

But here she comes, in the calm har
bor of whose gentle breast, my tempest
beaten soul may safely rest—O, my
heart ’s j oy

,
whate ’er my sorrows be , they

cease and vanish on beholding thee .

By this one view all my past pains are
paid , and all I have to come, more easy
made—Dryden.

I have not joyed an ho ur since you
departed , for public miseries, and for
private fears ; but this blest meeting has
o
’
erpaid them all .—Dryden .

MELAN CHOLY .

—Melancholy
, or low

spirits
,
is that hysterical passion which

forces unbidden sighs and tears . It falls
upon a contented life

,
like a drop of ink

on white paper, which is none the less a
stain that it carries no meaning with it .
—Lockhart.
Melancholy is a fearful gift ; what is
it but the telescope of truth , which
brings life near in utter darkness, mak

ing the cold reality too real ?—Byron .

Melancholy is a kind of demon that
haunts our island

,
and often conveys

herself to us in an easterly wind .

Addison .

The noontide sun is dark , and music
discord, when the heart is low—Young.

Melancholy spreads itself betwixt
heaven and earth

,
like envy between

man and man , and is an everlasting
mist .
—Byron .

Whatever is highest and holiest is
tinged with melancholy . The eye of
genius has always a plaintive expression ,
and its natural language is pathos . A
prophet is sadder than other men ; and
He who was greater than al l the proph
ets was a man of sorrows and ac

quainted With grief.
”—Mrs . L . M . C hild.

The spirit of melancholy would often
take its flight from us if only we would
take up the song of praise—P . B.

Power.
I once gave a lady two-and-twenty
receipts against melancholy ; one was a
bright fire ; another, to remember all the
pleasant things said to her ; another , to
keep a box of sugarplums on the chim
ney-piece and a kettle simmering on

the hob . I thought this mere trifling
at the moment

,
but have in after life

discovered how true it is that these little
pleasures often banish melancholy better

MEMORY

than higher and more exalted obj ects ;
and that no means ought to be thought
too trifling which can oppose it \ either
in ourselves or in others—Sydney
Smith.

Melancholy attends the best j oys of
an

'

ideal life—Margaret Fuller.

There is not a string attuned to mirth
but has its chord of melancholy .

Hood.

It is impious in a good man to be sad.

—Young.

Melancholy sees the worst of things
things as they might‘be

,
and not as they

are—It looks upon a beautiful face
,

and sees but a grinning skull . —Bovee .

Make not a bosomj friend of a melan
cho ly , sad soul . -He wil l be sure to ag
gravate thine adversity

,

and to lessen
thy prosperity .

—He goes always heavily
loaded, and thou must bear half
Fe

’

ne lon .

You may call it madness—folly ; you
shall not chase my gloom away ; there
is such a charm in melancholy

,
I would

not, if I could, be gay—Rogers.

People of gloomy
,
uncheerful imagi

nations, will discover their natural tinc
ture of mind in all their thoughts

,

words, and actions . As the finest wines
have often the taste of the soil

, so even
the most religious thoughts often draw
something that is peculiar from the con
stitution of the mind in which they
arise . When . folly or superstition
strikes in with this natural depravity of
temper, it is no t in the power, even of
religion itself

,
to preserve the character

from appearing highly absurd and ridio
ulous.

—Addison .

My melancholy haunts me every
where , and not one kindly gleam pierces
the gloom of my dark thoughts , to give
a glimpse of comfort .—T. Southern .

MEMORY .
—Memory is the receptacle

and Sheath of all knowledge—C icero .

The memory is a treasurer to whom
we must give funds, if we would draw
the assistance we need—Rowe .

Memory depends very much on the
perspicuity

,
regularity

,
and order of our

thoughts . Many complain of the want
of memory, when the defect is in their
judgment ; and others , by grasping at
all

,
retain nothing .

-Fuller.

It is a terrible thought, that nothing
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Of all the faculties of the mind , mem
ory is the first that flourishes , and the

first that dies—C o lton .

Memory in youth is active and easily
impressible ; in o ld age it is compara
tively callous to new impressions , but
still retains vividly those of earlier
years .
A memory without blot or contamina
tion must be an exquisite treasure , an

inexhaustible source of pure refresh
ment . -C

'
harlo tte Bront

'

e
'

.

Recollection is the only paradise from
which we cannot be turned out .

—Rich
ter.

Memory tempers prosperity, mitigates
advers1ty , controls youth, and delights
o ld age .

—Lactantius .

Through the shadowy past , l ike a
tomb-searcher

,
memory ran , lifting each

shroud that time had cast o
’
er buried

hopes—Moore .

Memory is the friend of wit , but the
treacherous ally of invention ; there are
many books that owe their success to
two things

,
—the good memory of those

who write them ,
and the bad memory

of those who read them .

—C o lton .

What we learn with pleasure we never
forget—Alfred Mercier.

The j oys I have possessed are ever
mine ; out of thy reach , behind eternity,
hid in the sacred treasure of the past ,
but blest remembrance brings them
hourly back—Dryden .

Lulled in the countless chambers of

the brain , our thoughts are linked by
many a hidden chain ; awake but one ,

and 10 ,
What myriads rise l—Pope .

My memory is the thing I forget
with .

—A child
’

s definition .

As dew to the blo ssom , and bud to
the bee

,
as the scent to the rose , are

those memories to me .
—Amelia B.

We lby .

They teach us to remember ; why do
not they teach us to forget ? There is
not a man living who has not , some
time in his life , admitted that memory
was as much of a curse as a blessing .

—F. A . Durivage .

The memory has
.

as many moods
.

as

the temper
,
and sh1its its scenery l1ke

a diorama—George E lio t.
There is a remembrance of the dead ,
to which we turn even from the charms

MEN

of the living . These we would not ex
change for the song of pleasure or the
bursts of revelry—Washington Irving.

MEN (See

Men are but children , too , though
they have gray hairs ; they are only o f

a larger size—Seneca.

The real difference between men is
energy . A strong will

,
a settled pur

pose
,
an invincible determination , can

accomplish almost anything ; and in this
lies the distinction between great men
and little men—Fuller.

God divided man into men, that they
m1ght help each other.—Seneca .

Men and statues that are admired in
an elevated station

,
have a very differ

ent effect on us when we approach
them : the first appear less than we

imagined them : the last, larger.—Ro che

foucauld.

I have V1s1ted many countries, and
have been in cities without number

,
yet

never did I enter a town which could
not produce ten or twelve little great
men ; all fancying themselves known to
the rest of the world , and compliment
ing each other upon their extensive rep
utation—Go ldsmith .

We may judge of men by their con
versation toward G od,

but never by
God’s dispensations toward them .

—R .

Palmer.

All great m en are in some degree in
sp1red .

—C icero .

Great men stand like solitary towers
in the city of God, and secret passages ,
runn ing deep beneath external nature

,

give their thoughts intercourse with
higher intelligence

,
which strengthens

and consoles them , and of which the
laborers on the surface do not even
dream .

—Longfellow .

It is far easier to know men than to
know man .

—Ro chefoucauld.

Lives of great
.

men all remind us, w e
can make our l1ves sub llme .

—Longfe l
low .

Men are the sport of circumstances ,
when the circumstances seem the sport
of men—Byron .

Men , by associating in large masses ,
as in camps and cities, improve their
talents but impair their virtues ; and
strengthen their minds

,
but weaken

their morals ; thus a retrocession in the
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one , is too often the price they pay for
a refinement of the other .—C o lton .

We do not commonly find men of
superior sense amongst those of the
highest fortune .

—Juvenal .
We must love men , ere to us they
will seem worthy of our love—Shake
speare .

'

Great men , like great cities , have
many crooked arts and dark alleys in
their hearts

,
whereby he that knows

them may save himself much time and
trouble .
Good men do not always have grace
and favor, lest they should be puffed
up , and grow insolent and proud .

C hrysostom .

MERCY .
—The greatest attribute of

heaven is mercy . Beaumont and
Fle tcher.

We may imitate the Deity in all his
moral attributes

,
but mercy is the only

one in which we can pretend to equal
him —We cannot , indeed , give like God
but surely we may forgive like him
Sterne .

Wilt thou draw near the nature of
the gods ? Draw near them then in
being merciful ; sweet mercy is nobility

’s
true badge—Shakespeare .

Mercifulness makes us equal to the
gods .—C’laudian .

Mercy among the virtues is like the
moon among the stars—not so spar
kling and vivid as many , but dispensing
a calm radiance that hallows the whole .

It is the bow that rests upon the bosom
of the cloud when the storm is past . It
is the light that hovers above the judg
ment-seat .—E . H . C hapin .

Among the attributes of G od, al

though they are all equal , mercy shines
with even more brilliancy than justice .

-C ervantes.

The quality of mercy is not strained ;
it droppeth , as the gentle rain from
heaven upon the place beneath ; it i s

twice blessed ; it blesseth him that gives
and him that takes : ’tis mightiest in the
mightiest : it becomes the throned mon

arch better than his crown . Mercy is
an attribute to God himself ; and
earthly power doth then show likest
God ’s , when mercy seasons justice .

C onsider this , —that , in the course of
j ustice

,
none of us should see salvation :

we do pray for mercy
, and that same

prayer doth teach us all to render the
deeds of mercy—Shakespeare .

.

Mercy turns her back to the unm er

oiful .—Quarles .

A God all mercy, were a God unjust .

—Young.

N othing emboldens sin so much as
mercy—Shakespeare .

Were there but a single mercy appor

tioned to each moment of our lives
,
the

sum would rise very high ; but how is
our arithmetic confounded when every
minute has more than we can distinctly
number.—Rowe .

Mercy more becomes a magistrate
than

.

the v1nd1ctive wrath which men

call Justice—Longfellow .

We hand folks over to God’s mercy
and show none ourselves—George E lio t .

If the end of one mercy were not the
beg1nn1ng of another

,
we were undone .

—Philip Henry .

He that has tasted the bitterness of
sm fears to commit it ; and he that hath
felt the sweetness of mercy will fear
to offend it .
Mercy to him that shows it , is the

rule—C owper.

Hate shuts her soul when dove-eyed
Mercy pleads—C harles Sprague .

As freely as the firmament embraces
the world , or the sun pours forth im
partially his beams, so mercy must em
circle both friend and foe—Schiller.

How would you be , if he , who is the
top of judgment , should but judge you
as you are ?—O,

think on that
,
and

mercy then will breathe within .your
lips, like man new made—Shakespeare .

O (Tod
,
how beautiful the thought

,

how merciful the blest decree
,
that grace

can always be found when sought , and
nought shut out the soul from thee
Eliza C ook.

t will not mercy unto others show ,

how can he mercy ever hope to have ?
-Spenser.

‘

Lenity will operate with greater force
in some instances , than rigor.—It is

,

therefore
,
my great

o

wish
,
to have

O

my
whole conduct distinguished by 1t .

Washington .

To sin because mercy abounds is the
devil ’s ldgic ; he that sins because o f
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God’s mercy, shall have judgment With
out mercy .

-Mercy is not for them that
sin and fear not, but for them that
fear and sin not .

—T. Watson .

Mercy is like the rainbow, which God
hath set in the clouds ; it never shines
after it is night . —If we refuse mercy
here

, we~ shal l have justice in eternity .

-Jeremy Taylor.

Teach me to feel another’s woe , to
hide the fault I see ; that mercy I to
others show,

‘

that mercy show to me .

Pope .

MERIT .
—N ature creates merit , and

fortune brings it into play—Ro chefou
cauld.

Real merit of any kind , cannot long
be concealed ; it will be discovered, and

nothing can depreciate it but a man

exhibiting it himself. It may not al

ways be rewarded as it ought ; but it
will always be known—C hesterfield.

There is merit without elevation , but
there is no elevation Without some
merit —Rochefoucauld.

C harms strike the sight , but merit
Wins the souI.—Pope .

Mere bashfulness without merit , is
awkward ; and merit without modesty ,
insolent . But modest merit has a
double claim to acceptance , and gener
ally meets with as many patrons as
beholders .—Addison .

If you wish your merit to be known ,

acknowledge that of other people .

Oriental Proverb .

True merit , like a river, the deeper
it is

,
the less noise it makes—Halifax .

There ’s a proud modesty in merit ;
averse from asking

,
and resolved to pay

ten times the gifts it asks—Dryden .

E levation is to merit what dress is to
a handsome person .

—Rochefoucauld.

Good actions crown themselves with
lasting bays ; who deserves well , needs
not another’s praise—R . Heath .

The sufficiency of my merit , is to
know that my merit is not sufficient .
—Augustine .

Merit is never so conspicuous as when
coupled with an obscure origin , j ust as
the moon never appears so lustrous as
when it emerges from a cloud—Bovee .

C ontemporaries appreciate the man
rather than his merit ; posterity will

METAPHYSICS

regard the merit rather than the man
C o lton.

The mark of extraordinary
\

merit is
to se e those most envious of it con

stramed to pra1se—Rochefoucauld.

I am told so many ill things of a
man

, and I see so few in him ,
that I

begin to suspect he has a real but
troublesome merit , as being likely to
eclipse that of others—Bruyere .

The world more frequently recom
penses the appearance of merit, than
merit itself—Rochefoucauld.

It never occurs to fools that merit
and good fortune are closely united
G oethe .

The force o f his
/

own merit makes his
way , a gift that heatx

en gives for him .

Shakespeare .

The art of being able to make a good
use of moderate abilities wins esteem

,

and often confers more reputation than
real merit .—Rochejoucauld.

The best evidence of merit is the cor
dial recognition of it whenever and
wherever it may be found—Bovee .

I will not be concerned at other men’s
not knowing me ; I will be concerned
at my own want of ability.

—C onfucius .

0 , that estates , degrees , and offices
were not derived corruptly, and that
clear honor were purchased by the merit
of the wearer.—Shakespeare .

Among the sons of men how few are
known

, who dare be just to merit not
their own l—C hurchill .

‘We must not judge of a man’s merits
by his great qualities

,
but by the use

he makes of them .
—Rochefoucauld.

ME TAPHY S I C S .

—When he that
speaks, and he to whom he speaks ,
neither of them understand what is
meant

,
that is metaphysics—Vo ltaire .

Metaphys1c1ans can unse ttle things ,
but they can erect nothing . They can

pull down a church
,
but they cannot

build a hovel .—C’ecil .
Metaphysics is the anatomy of the

soul .—De Boufilers.

Algebra is the metaphysics of arith
metic .

—Sterne .

Metaphys1c1ans have been learning
their lesson for the last four thousand
years ; and it is now high time tha t they
should begin to teach us so in ething.
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chariot wheels of vanity
,
still rolling

here and there through distant streets
,

are bearing her to halls
,
roofed in and

lighted for her ; and only vice and mis
ery

,
to prowl

,
or to moan like night

birds, are abroad—C arlyle .

Oh , wild and wondrous midnight ,
there is a might in thee to make the
charmed body almost like spirit , and
give it some faint glimpses of immor

tality .
—J. R . Lowell .

MIND .
—(See SOUL ”

)
Whatever that be which thinks

,

understands
,
wills

, and
O

acts, 1t is some
thing celestial and divine .

—C icero .

We may doubt the existence of mat
ter

,
if we please

,
and like Berkeley deny

it
,
without subj ecting ourselves to the

shame of a very conclusive confutation ;
but there is this remarkable difference
between matter and mind , that he that
doubts the existence of mind, by doubt
ing proves it .

—C'o lton .

The more accurately we search into
the human mind

,
the stronger traces we

everywhere find of the wisdom o f Him
who made it .

—Burke .

The mind grows narrow in proportion
as the soul grows corrupt—Rousseau.

The human mind cannot create any
thing . It produces nothing until after
having been fertil ized by experience and
meditation ; its acquisitions are
germs of its production .

,

—Bufion .

The mind is but a barren soil ; a soil
which is soon exhausted

,
and will pro

duce no crop , or only one , unless it be
continually fertilized and enriched with
foreign matter .—Sir J . Reyno lds .

As the fire-fly only shines when on

the wing , so it is with the human mind
—when at rest , it darkens—L . E . Lam
don .

A mind too vigorous and active
,

serves only to consume the body to
which it is joined, as the richest j ewels
are soonest found to wear their settings .
—G’o ldsmith .

A perfectly just and sound mind is a
rare and invaluable gift . But it is still
more unusual to see such a mind un

biassed in all its actings . God has
given this soundness of mind but to
few : and a very small number of these
few escape the bias of some predilec
tion perhaps habitually operating ; and
none are at all times perfectly free .

MIND

An exquis1te watch went irregularly
,

though no defect could be discovered
in it . At last it was found that the
balance wheel .had been near a magnet ;
and here was all the mischief . If the
soundest mind be magnetized by

'

any
predilection , it must act irregularly
C ecil.

There is nothing so elastic as the
human mind . Like imprisoned steam

,

the more it is pressed the more it rises
to resist the pressure . The more we

are obliged to do the more we are able
to accomplish—Tryon Edwards.

The best way to prove the clearness
o f our mind, is by showing its faults ; as
when a stream discovers the dirt at the
bottom

,
it convinces s of the transpar

ency and purity of tlia water.—Pope .

What stubbing , plowing , digging, and
harrowing is to land, that thinking , reflecting,

examining is to the mind . E ach
has its proper culture ; and as the land
that is suffered to lie waste and wild
for a long time will be overspread with
brushwood

,
brambles

,
and thorns, which

have neither use nor beauty, so there
will not fail to sprout up in a neglected ,
uncultivated mind, a great number of

prejudices and absurd opinions, which
owe their origin partly to the soil itself ,
the passions

,
and imperfections of the

mind of man , and partly to those seeds
which chance to be scattered in it by
every wind of doctrine which the cun

ning of statesmen, the singularity of ped
ants

,
and the superstition of fools sh all

raise—Berkeley .

Know ledge , wisdom , erudition ,
and elegance , what are they , but
mere trappings of the mind , if they do
not serve to increase the happiness of

the possessor? A mind rightly. insti
tuted in the school of philosophy , ac

quires at once the stability of the oak
,

and the flexibility of the osier .—Go ld
smith .

I find
,
by experience

,
that the mind

and the body are more than married ,
for they are most intimately united ;
and when the one suffers , the other sym
pathizes.

—C hesterfield.

A certain degree of solitude seems
necessary to the full growth and spread
of the highest mind ; and therefore must
a very extensive intercourse with men
stifle many a holy germ

, and scare away
the gods

,
who shun the restless tumult
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of nois
y
companies and the discussion of

petty mterests.
—N ovalis.

Prepare yourselves for the great
world

,
as the athletes used to do for

their exercises ; oil your mind and your
manners

,
to give them the necessary

suppleness and flexibility ; strength
alone will not do

,
as young people are

too apt to th1nk .
—C hesterfie ld.

‘ A well cultivated mind is made up of

all the minds of preceding ages ; it is
only the one single mind educated by
all previous time .

—Font enelle .

Mind unemployed is mind unenjoyed .

—Bovee .

Mind is not as merchandise which de
creaseth in the using , but like to the

passmns of men ,
which rej0 1ce and ex

pand in exertion—Tapper.

Strength of mind is exercise, not rest .

—Pope .

As the soil , however rich it may be,
cannot be product1ve without culture , so
the mind without cultivation can never
produce good fruit

—Seneca .

He that has
o

no resources of mind , is
more to be p itied than he who is in
want of necessaries for the body ; to be
obliged to beg our daily happiness from
others

,
bespeaks a more lamentable

poverty than that o f him who begs his
daily bread—C o lton .

If we work marble , it will perish ; : if
we work upon brass, time will efface it ;
if we rear temples, they will crumble

upon tablets which no time will
but will brighten and brighten to all
eternity .

—Danie l Webster.

The blessing of an active mind , when
it is in a good condition , is , that it not
only employs itself

,
but is almost sure

to be the means of giving wholesome
employment to others—Anon .

We find means to cure folly, but none
to reclaim a distorted mind—Rochefou

cauld.

Frivolous curiosity about trifles, and
laborious attention to little obj ects ,
which neither require nor deserve a mo
ment ’s thought

,
lower a man , who from

thence is thought
,
and not unjustly , in

capable of greater matters—C hester
field.

MIND

A truly strong and sound mind is the
mind that can equally embrace great
things and small . —I would have a man

great in great things, and elegant in
little things—Johnson .

To see a man fearless in dangers
, un

tainted with lusts
,
happy in adversity

,

composed in a tumult , and laughing at
all those things which are generally
either coveted or feared, all men must
acknowledge that this can be from
nothing else but a beam of divinity that
influences a mortal body .

—Seneca .

If thou desirest ease
,
in the first place

take care of the ease of thy mind ; for
that will make all other sufferings easy .

But nothing can support a man whose
mind is wounded—Fuller.

Intrepidity is an extraordinary
strength of mind, which

’raises it above
the troubles

,
disorders

,
and emotions

,

which the sight of great perils is calcu
lated to excite ; it is by this strength
that heroes maintain themselves in a
tranquil state of mind , and preserve the
free use of their reason under the most
surp rising and terrible circumstances
Ro chefoucauld.

The finite mind does not require to
grasp the infinitude of truth , but only to
go forward from light to light .—P.

Bayne .

There are few who need complain of
the narrowness of their minds if they
will only do their best with them
Hobbes.

Our minds are like our stomachs ; they
are whetted by the change of their
food

,
and variety supplies both with

fresh appetite .
—Quintilian .

We in vain summon the mind to in
tense i application ,

when the body is in
a languid state .

—Gallus .

The mind is chameleon-like in one re

spect
,
it receives hues from without ; but

it is unlike it in another respect , for it
retains them .

—B. St . John .

It is a great mistake to think any
thing too profound or rich for a popular
audience—N o train of thought is too
deep or subtle or grand ; but the man
ner of presenting it to their untutored
minds should be peculiar .—It should be
presented in anecdote

, or sparkling tru
ism

,
or telling illustration , or stinging

epithet
,
etc . always in some concrete

form
,
never in a logical , abstract , syl
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logistic shape—Rufus C hoate .

Hard, rugged , and dull natures o f
youth acquit themselves afterward the
j ewels of the country , and therefore
their dulness at first is to be borne
with

,
if they be diligent . That school

master deserves to be beaten himself
who beats nature in a boy for a fault .
And I question whether all the whip
ping in the world can make their parts,
which are naturally sluggish , rise one
minute before the hour nature hath ap
pointed—Fuller.

Don’t despair of a student if he has
one clear idea .

—E’

mmons .

A wise man is never less alone than
when he 18 alone—Swift.

The idea that there is a want of sym
pathy in the mass of the people with
an educated man ’s mind , is much ex
aggerated in general belief—Any fine

thought , or rich expression is appre

hended by the common mind somehow ;
vaguely at first ; but so almost any
thought is, at first, vaguely and uncer

tainly apprehended by any but a
thoroughly trained mind .

—R u fu s

C hoate .

The defects of the mind , like those of
the face , grow worse as we grow o ld.

Ro chefoucauld.

The mind is its own place , and in it
self can make a heaven of hell , and a
hell of heaven—Mil ton.

A weak mind is
. like a microscope ,

which magnifies trifling things, but can
not receive great ones—C hesterfield.

He who cannot contract the sight of
his mind, as owell as dilate it, wants a

great talent ln l1fe .
—Bacon .

The failure of the mind in o ld age is
often less the result o f natural decay

,

than of disuse—Ambition has ceased to
operate ; contentment brings indolence ,
and indolence decay of mental power ,
ennui

,
and sometimes death—Men have

been known to die
,
literally speaking

,

of disease induced by intellectual
vacancy—Sir B. Brodie .

Old minds are like old horses ; you
must exercise them if you wish to keep
them in working order . -John Adams.

Few minds wear out ; more rust out .

-Bovee .

The end which at present calls forth
our efforts will be found

,
when it is
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from pleasure to pleasure , but
hope to hope—Johnson .

A mind once cultivated will 11

fallow for half an hour .—Bulwer.

Just as a particular soil wants

for what is best, but which know t
selves and are as peremptory as the
sick sailor’s call for a lemon or

potato—O. W. Ho lmes .

It is with diseases of the mind as with
diseases of the b y , we are half dead
before we understa d our disorder

,
and

hal f cured when we do .
—C o lt0n .

Mind is the brightness of the body,
l ights it

,
when strength , its proper but

less subtle fire
,
begins to fail—J. S.

Knowles .

The great business of
prove h is mind, and go
ners ; all other proj ects
whether in our power to compass or not,
are only amusements—Pliny .

The mind itself must, like other
things

,
sometimes be unbent ; or else it

will be either weakened or broken—Sir

Anguish of mind has driven thou
to suicide ; anguish of body, none .

proves that the health of the mind
far mo re
than the
both are
tion tha
C o lton .

Sublime is the dominion of the
over the body

,
that for a time can

flesh and nerve impregnable , and
the sinews like steel , so that the
become so mighty—Mrs. Stowe .

As the mind must govern the
so in every society the man of

gence must direct the man of 1

Johnson.

A great , a good, and a right mi
kind of divinity lodged in flesh ,
may be the blessing of a slave , as
as of a prince—It came from hea
and to heaven it must retum ; and
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should wish to be encumbered with a
large body of partisans—Burke .

The smallest number, with God and
truth on their side

,
are weightier than

thousands—C . Simmons .

MIRAC LES.
—A miracle is a work

exceeding the power of any created
agent

,
consequently being an effect of

the divine omnipotence—South .

A miracle I take to be a sensible
Operation

,
which being above the com

prehension of the spectator, and in his
Opinion contrary to the established
course of nature , is taken by him to be
divine—Lo cke .

Every believer is God’s miracle .

Bailey .

M iracles are ceased, and therefore we
must needs admit the means how things
are perfected—Shakespeare .

Miracles are the educating expedients
of the early periods of the world—As
such they are divinely wise , but after
they have served their purpose as such,
it is foolish to pretend to have them .

H . W. Beecher.

The human body, in its wonderful
structure

,
is of itself a miracle o f d1v1ne

wisdom and power

MIRTH.
—(See C HEERFULNESS and

Harmless mirth is the best cordial
against the consumption of the spirit ;
wherefore j esting is not unlawful , if it
trespasseth not in quantity

,
quality, or

season—Fuller.

There is nothing like fun , is there ?
I haven ’t any myself, but I do like it
in others. We need all the counter
weights we can muster to balance the
sad relations of life . God has made
sunny spots in the heart ; why should
we exclude the light from them —Hali

burton .

Man is the merriest species
.

of the
creation ; all above or below him are
serious—Addison .

Blessed be mirthfulness ; it is God
’s

medicine—one of the renovators of the
world—Everybody ought to bathe in it .
Grim care , moroseness , anxiety,—all this
rust of life , ought to be scoured Off by
the oil of mirth . It is better than emery.

Every man ought to rub
‘

himself with 1t .

A man without .mirth .

is like
.

a wagon
without springs, in whlch one 18 caused

vater.

Mirth should e the
conversation , not he we
ornament of the m ind

,

.

I love such mirth as
friends ashamed to look
other next morning ; or

and decorum
,
are the

the young
, or rather

and melancholy are
deadly to all

,
and

young—Talfourd.

Mirthfulness is in
cannot get it out . It

to enliven
asceticism , like a foul fiend

,
out

back-door. It is just as good
,

place , as conscience or ve
’

n

Praying can no more be made
stitute for smiling than smiling
pray ing—H. W. Beecher.

one out .
—Wo lco tt.

What more than m
have ?—The cheerful

Fun gives you a
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shakes laughter out of you , whether you
will or no .

—Garrick.

MISAN THROPY .
-Man delights not

me, nor woman either.—Shakespeare .

There cannot live a more unhappy
creature than an il l-natured o ld man,
who is neither capable of receiving
pleasures

, nor sensible of domg them to
others—Sir W. Temple .

Men possessing minds
'which are mo

rose
,
solemn

,
and inflex1b le

,
enj oy, in

general
,
a greater share of d1gn1ty than

happiness—Bacon .

The opinions of the misanthropical
rest upon this very partial basis , that
they adopt the bad faith Of a few as
evidence of the worthlessness of all .
Bovee .

Out of the ashes of misanthropy be
nevolence rises again ; we find many
virtues where we had imagined all was
vice

,
many actions of disinterested

friendship where we had fancied all was
calculation and fraud,—and so gradually,
from the two extremes, we pass to the
proper medium ; and feeling that no hu
man being is wholly good or wholly
base we learn that true knowledge of
man ind which induces us to expect
l ittle and forgive much . The world
cures alike the Optimist and the misan
thrope .

—Bulwer.

The misanthrope is a man who avoids
society

,
only to free himself from the

trouble of being useful to it ; who 'c on

siders his neighbors only on the side of
their defects

, not knowing the ” art
'

of
combining their virtues with their vices,
and of rendering the imperfections of
other people tolerable by reflecting on

his own—He is more employed in find
ing out and punishing the guilty , than
in devising means to reform them ; and
because he , thinks his talents are not
suffi ciently valued and employed by his
fellow citizens , or rather because they
know his foibles and do not choose to

be subj ect to his caprices, he . talks of
quitting cities

,
towns, and societies, and

l iving in dens or deserts—Saarin .

MISCHIEF.
—O mischief

,
thou art

swift to enter in the thoughts of desper
ate men—Shakespeare .

It is diffi cult to say who do you the
most mischief, enemies with the worst
intentions, or friends with the best .

Bulwer.

MISER

(See GOLD

The opportunity to do mischief is
found

.

a hundred times a day
,
and that

o f do1ng good
‘

once a year.—Vo ltaire .

The sower of the seed is assuredly the
author of the whole harvest of mis
chief—Demosthenes.

Few men are so clever as to know all
the mischief they do .

-Ro chejoucauld.

It shocks me to think how much mis
chief almost every man may do ,

who
will but resolve to do all he can
Sterne .

He
.

that
.

may hinder mischief, yet
perm1ts it, 1s an accessory—E . A . Free
man .

M IS E R

The word “miser, so often used as
expressive of one who ‘ is grossly covet
ous and saving

,
in its origin signifies

one that is miserable , the very etymol
ogy of the word thus indicating the
necessary unhappiness of the miser
spirit—Tryon Edwards.

The prodigal robs his heir ; the miser
robs himself—Bruyere .

The miser is as much in want o f that
which he has, as of that which he has
not—Publius Syrus .

A miser grows rich by seeming poor ;
an extravagant man grows poor by seem
ing ri ch—Shenstone .

A thorough miser must possess con
siderable strength of character to bear
the self-denial imposed by his penurious
ness—Equal sacrifices

,
endured vo lun

tarily ,
in a better cause

,
would make a

saint or a martyr.—C lulow .

Misers mistake gold fo r good , whereas
it is only a means of obtaining it
Ro chefoucauld.

Misers have been described as mad
men, who in . the midst of abundance
banish every pleasure , and make, from
imaginary wants, real necessities. But
very few correspond to this exaggerated
picture . Instead of this, we find the
sober . and industrious branded by the
vain and the idle with the odious appel
lation ; men who , by frugality and labor,
raise themselves above their equals, and
contribute their share of industry to the
common stock. Whatever the vain or

the ignorant may say , well were it for
society had we more of this character .
In general , these close men are found
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at last the true benefactors of society.

With an avaricious man we seldom lose
in our dealings

,
but we too frequently

do in our commerce with prodigality .

Go ldsmith .

Through life’s dark road his sordid
way he wends, an incarnation of fat
dividends—C . Sprague .

How vilely he has lost himself who
becomes a slave to his servant, and ex
alts him to the dignity of his Maker !
Gold is the God, the wife , the friend of
the money-monger of the world—Penn .

To cure us of our immoderate love of
gain

, we should seriously consider how
many goods there are that money will
not purchase

,
and these the best ; and

how many evils there are that money
will not remedy, and these the worst .

C o lton .

The miser, starving his brother
’s body,

starves also his own soul , and at death
shall creep out of his great estate of in

j ustice
,
poor and naked and miserable .

_ Theodore Parker.

Money never can be well managed if
sought solely through the greed of
money for its own sake . In all mean
ness there is a defect of intellect as
well as of heart. And even the clever
ness of avarice is but the cunning of
imbecility—Bulwer.

A mere madness—to live l ike a wretch
that he may die rich—Burton .

The base miser starves amid his store ,
broods o ’er his gold , and gripping st il l at
more, sits sadly pining, and believes
he ’s poor.—Dryden .

There is not in nature anything so

remotely distant from God, or so ex
tremely opposite to him , as a greedy
and griping niggard—Barrow.

There is a perpetual frost in the
pockets of some rich people ; as soon as
they put their hands into them , they
are frozen so they cannot draw out their
purses—Had I my way, I would hang
all misers ; but reversing the common
mode , I would hang them up by the
heels, that their money might run out

of their pockets—Rowland Hill.
Groan under gold, yet weep for want

of bread—Young.

MISERY.
—(See SORROW .

Twins
,
even from the birth

,
are misery

and man—Homer.

MISERY

The true recipe for a miserable ex
istence is to quarrel with Providence
J . W. Alexander.

Man is only miserable so far as he
himse lf so .

-Sannazaro .

If you wish to be miserable
,
think

about yourself ; about what you want,
what you l ike, what respect people
ought to pay you, what people think of
you ; and then to you nothing will be
pure . You will spoil everything you
touch ; you will make sin and misery for
yourself out of everything G od sends
you ; y ou will be as wretched as you
cho ose—C harles Kingsley .

No scene of life but teems with
mortal woe—Walter Sco tt.

Misery so little
‘

hppertains to our na
ture , and happmess\so much so , that
we lament over that which has pained
us, but leave unnoticed that which has
rej0 1ced us.

-Richter.

There are a good many real miseries
in hfe that we cannot help smiling at

,

but they are the smiles that make
wrinkles and not dimples—0 . W.

Ho lmes.

Small miseries, l ike small
. debts, hit

us in so many places, and meet us at so
many turns and corners

,
that what they

want in weight , they make up in num
ber, and render it less hazardous to
stand the fire of one cannon ball

,
than

a volley composed of such a shower of
bullets—C o lton .

It is often better to have a great deal
of harm happen to one than a little : a
great deal may rouse you to remove
what a little will only accustom you to
endure—Greville.

As small letters hurt the sight
, so do

smal l matters him that is too much in
tent upon them : they vex and stir up
anger, which begets an evil habit in him
in reference to greater affairs—Plutarch .

Misery is caused for the most part
,

not by a heavy crush of disaster, but by
the corrosion of less visible evils

,
which

canker enj oyment, and undermine se
curity . The visit of an invader is nec
essarily rare , but domestic animosities
allow no cessation—Johnson .

Misery acquaints a man with strange
bedfellows .—Shakespeare.

Man is so great that hisgreatness ap
pears even in h is consciousness of misery.
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from what we have done—Aristophane s.

It will generally be found that men

who are constantly lamenting their ill
luck , are only reaping the consequences
of their own neglect

,
mismanagement ,

and improvidence
, or want of applica

tion .
—S. Smiles .

After all
,
our worst misfortunes never

happen
,
and most m1ser1es l1e m an

t1c1pat10n .
—Balzac .

The less we parade our misfortunes,
the more sympathy we command—O.

Dewey .

Most of our misfortunes are more sup
portable than the comments of our

friends upon them .
—C o lton .

When misfortunes happen to such as
dissent from us in matters of religion ,
we call them judgments ; when to those
of our own sect, we call them trials ;
when to persons neither way distin
guished, we are content to attribute
them to the settled course of things .
Shens tone .

Misfortune is never mournful to the
soul that accepts it ; for such do always
see that in every cloud is an angel ’s
face—Jerome .

Every man deems that he has precisely
the trials and temptations which are the
hardest o f all others for him to bear ;
but they are so ,

simply because they are
the very ones he most needs . -Mrs . L .

M . C hild.

Little minds are tamed and
.

subdued
by misfortune ; but great m1nds rise
above it .

—
.Washington Irving.

When I was happy I thought I knew
men

,
but it was fated that I should know

them only in misfortune—N apo leon .

It is seldom that God sends such
calamities upon man as men bring upon
themselves and suffer willingly—Jeremy
Taylor.

Heaven sends us misfortunes as a
moral tonic .

-Lady Blessington .

We exaggerate misfortune and happi
ness alike . We are never either so

wret ched or so happy as we say we are .

—Balzac .

The greatest misfortune of all is, not
to be able to bear misfortune—Bias .

What C icero said of men
, that they

are like wines, age souring the bad , and
bettering the good ,

”
we can say of mis

MISTAKE

fortune , that it has the same effect upon
them .

—H. Richer.

Misfortune sprinkles ashes on the head
of the man

,
but falls like dew on the

head of the woman , and brings forth
germs of strength of which she herself
had no conscious possession—Anna C ora
Mowatt .

Let us be of good cheer
,
remembering

at the misfortunes hardest to bear are
those which never happen—J . R . Lowell.

The injuries of life
,
if rightly im

oved, will be to us as the strokes of
e statuary on his marble

,
forming us

to a more beautiful shape
,
and making

us fitter to adorn the heavenly temple .

—C o tton
Ovid finely compares a man of broken
fortune to a falling \column ; the lower
it sinks, the greater weight it is obliged
to sustain—Go ldsmith .

Misfortune makes of certain souls a
vast desert through which rings the voice
of God—Balzac .

The effect of great and inevitable mis
fortune is, to elevate those souls which
it does not deprive of all virtue

We should learn , by reflecting on the
misfortunes of others

,
that there is noth

ing singular in those which befall our
selves .—Melmo th .

Of fortune’s sharp adversity,the worst
kind of misfortune is this, that a man

hath been in prosperity and it remem
bers when it passed is .

—C haucer.

Sorrow’s crown of sorrow is remember
1ng happ1er things . - Tennyson .

MISTAKE (See Emma ”
)

Any man may make a mistake ,
.but

none but a fool will continue in 1t .

C icero .

N o man ever became great or good
except through many and great m1stakes.

—G ladstone .

When you make a mistake , don
’t look

back at it long . Take the reason of the
thing into your mind

,
and then look

forward . Mistakes are lessons of wis

dom . The past cannot be changed . The

future is yet in your power.—Hugh
White
The only people who make no mis
takes are dead people . I saw a man last
week who has not made a mistake for
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four thousand years . He was a mummy
in the Egyptian department of the
British Museum .

—H . L . Wayland.

It is only an error in judgment to
make a mistake, but it shows infirmity
of character to adhere to it when dis
covered—Bovee .

We learn wisdom from failure much
more than from success ; we often dis
cover what will do ,

by finding out what
will not do ; and probably he who never
made a mistake never made a discovery .

—S. Smi les .

Show us the man who never makes a
mistake and we will show

“

a man who

never makes anything . The capacity
for occasional blundering is inseparable
from the capacity to bring things to pass .
The only men who are past the danger
of making mistakes are the men who

sleep at Greenwood—H. L . Wayland.

Some of the best lessons we ever learn
we learn from our mistakes and failures .
_ The error of the past is the wisdom
and success of the future—Tryon Ed

wards.

There are few,
very few, that will own

themselves in a mistake , though all the
world see them to be in downright non
sense .

—Swift.

N o persons are more frequently wrong,
than those who will not admit they are
wrong—Ro chefoucauld.

The Providence that watches over; the
affairs of men , works out their mistakes ,
at times, to a healthier issue than could
have been accomplished by their

/
wisest

forethought . -Froude .

The young fancy that their follies are
mistaken by the o ld for happiness ; and
the old fancy that their gravity is mis
taken by the young for wisdom .

-C o lton .

Exemption from mistake is not the
privilege of mortals ; but when our mis
takes are involuntary

,
we owe each other

every candid consideration ; and the
man who

,
on discovering his errors

, ao

knowledges and corrects them
,
is scarcely

less entitled to our esteem than if he
had not erred—J . Pye Smith .

MOE—(See
A mob is a monster, with heads
enough , but no heart , and little brains .

Every numerous assembly is a mob ;
everythmg there

o

depends on instantane
ous turns—C ardinal de Retz.

~MOB

Get together a hundred or two men ,

however sensible they may be
,
and you

are very l1kely to have a mob—Johnson .

A mob is the scum that rises upmost
when the nation boils—Dryden .

A mob is a sort of bear ; while your
ring is through its nose , it will even
dance under your cudgel but should the
ring slip , and you lose your hold , the
brute will turn and rend you.

—Jane
Porter .

Inconstant
, b lind , deserting friends at

need, and duped by foes ; loud and sedi
tious

,
when a chief inspired their head

long fury
,
but of him deprived

,
already

slaves that lick’d the scourging hand
Thomson.

The multitude unawed is insolent ;
once seized with fear, contemptible and

vain .
-Mallet .

The blind , unwieldy monster, which ,
at first, rattles its bones, threatening to
swallow high and low, the near and
distant , with its gaping j aws, at last
stumbles over a thread—Schiller.

A crowd always thinks with its sym
pathy, never with its reason—W. R .

Alger.

The mob is a monster, with the hands
of Briareus, but the head of Polyphe

mus, strong to execute , but blind to per
ceiva—C o lton .

Mankind in the gross is a gaping
monster

,
that loves to be deceived , and

has seldom been disappointed—Macken

me .

Let there be an entire abstinence from
intoxicating drinks throughout this
country during the period of a single
generation

,
and a mob would be as im

possible as combustion without oxygen .

i —Horace Mann .

These wide-mouthed brutes
,
that

bellow thus for freedom ; oh ! how they
run before the hand of power , flying for
shelter into every brake l—Otway .

There is nothing so little to be ex
pected or hoped for from this many
headed monster, when incensed, as

humanity and good nature ; it is much
more capable of alarm and ‘ fear .—Mon

teigne .

The many-headed multitude , whom in
constancy only by accident doth guide
to well-doing l—Who can set confidence
there

,
where company takes away shame ,



MOB

and each may lay the fault upon his
fellow .

—Sir P. Sidney .

You have many enemies that know
not why they are so ,

but, like village
curs, bark when their fellows do .

—Shake

.

License they mean, when they cry
l1berty .

—Milton .

Human affairs are not so happily ar
ranged that the best things please the
most men—It is the proof o f a bad
cause when it is applauded by the mob .

—Seneca .

You can talk a mob into anything ;
its feelings may be—usually are—on the
whole generous and right : but it has no
foundation for them , no hold of them ;
you may tease or tickle it into any, at
your pleasure ; it thinks by infection,
for the

'

most part, catching a passion like
a cold, and there is nothing so little
that it will not roar itse lf wild about ,
when the fit is on ; nothing so great
but it will forget it in an hour , when
the fit is past . But a gentleman’s , or a
gentle nation’s passions are just

,
meas

ured, and continuous—Ruskin .

A mob is usually a creature of very
mysterious existence , particularly

‘ in a

large city . Where it comes from ,
or

whither it goes , few men can tell . As

sembling and dispersing with equal sud
denness, it is as difficult to follow to its
various sources as the sea itself ; nor
does the parallel stop here , for the
ocean is not more fickle and uncertain ,
more terrible when roused

,
more un

reasonable ,or more cruel .~ -Dickens .

The blind monster, with uncounted
heads

,
the still discordant

,
wavering mul

titude .
—Shakespeare .

It is an easy and vulgar thing to please
the mob ,

and not a very arduous task
to astonish them ,

but to benefit and
improve them is a work fraught with
difficulty

, and teeming with danger.
C o lton .

A mob is a society of bodies, vo lun
tarily bereaving themselves of reason ,
and traversing its work—The mob is
man , voluntarily descending to the na
ture of the beast—Its fit hour of activity
is night ; its actions are insane , like its
whole constitution—Emerson .

When roused to rage the maddening
populace storms , their fury , like a roll
mg flame , bursts . forth unquenchable ;

400 MODERAT ION

Moderation is the inseparable com
pamon of wisdom ,

but with 1t gemus

but give its violence ways
,
it spends it

self, and as its force abates, learns to
obey and yields it to your~ will
Euripides.

As a goose is not alarmed by hissing
,

nor a sheep by b leatmg ; so neither be
you terrified by the voice of a senseless
multitude—Maximus .

MODERATION Moderation is the
silken string runn ing through the pearl
chain of all virtues—Bp . Hall .

The pursuit , even of the best things,
ought to be calm

B
and tranquil .—C icero !

Moderate desires constitute a char
acter fitted to acquire all the good which
the world can yield . He who has this
character is prepared, in whatever situa
tion he is, therewith xto be content ; has
learned the science oh being happy ; and
possesses the alchemic stone which
changes every metal i nto gold T.

‘

Dwight.

It is certainly a very important lesson
,

to learn how to enjoy ordinary things
,

and to be able to relish your being
,

without the transport of some passion
,
or

the gratification of some appetite
Stee le .

There is a German proverb which says
that “Take it easy,

” and “Live long
,

”

are brothers—Bovee.

To climb steep hills requires slow pace
at first—Shakespeare .

Moderation, which consists in an in
difference about little things, and in a
prudent and well-proportioned zeal about
things of importance

,
can proceed from

nothing but true
.

knowledge
,
which has

its foundation m self-acquaintance .

Lord C hatham .

To live
. long it is necessary to live

slowly—C i cero .

To go beyond the bounds of modera
tion is to outrage humanity . The great
ness of the human soul is shown by
knowing how to keep within proper
bounds . So far from greatness consist
ing in going beyond its limits, it really
consists in keeping within them .

—Pascal .

I knew a .wise man who had for a
byword , when he saw men hasten to a
conclusion ,

“stay a little , that we may
come to the end sooner.” —Bacon
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learning , and but a little , which makes
men conclude hastily. Experience and
humility teach modesty and fear .
Jeremy Taylor.

Modesty 1s to merit, as shades to fig
ures in a picture, giving it strength and
beauty—Bruyere .

In the modesty of fearful duty
,
I read

as much as from the rattling tongue of

saucy and audacious eloquence—Shake
speare .

Modesty in a man is never to be
allowed as a good qual ity,

but a we k
ness, if it suppresses his virtue , and hides
it from the world

,
when he has at the

same time a mind to exert himself .
Tatler.

As lamps burn silent
,
with unconscious

light, so modest ease in beauty shines
most bright ; unaiming charms with edge
resistless fall

,
and she who means no

mischief does it all—A . Hill.

Modesty, when she goes, is gone for
everr—Landor.

That modest grace subdued my soul ;
that chastity of look, which seems to
hang a veil of purest light o

’
er all her

beauties—Young.

Virtues, like essences, lose their fra
granee when exposed . They are sensi
tive plants, that will not bear too
familiar approaches—Shenstone .

Let us be careful to distinguish mod
esty, which is ever amiable , from reserve ,
which is only prudent . A man is hated
sometimes for pride, when it was an
excess of humility gave the occasion .

Shenstone.

Modesty IS a shining light ; 1t prepares
the mind to receive knowledge

,
and the

heart for truth—Guizo t.
Modesty seldom resides in a breast

that is not enriched with nobler virtues .
—Goldsmith .

Modesty is the color of virtue .

Diogenes.

On their own merits modest men are
dumb .

—G . C o leman .

Modesty is not only an ornament
,
but

al so a guard to virtue—Addison .

An egotist will always speak of him
self

,
either in praise or in censure ; but

a modest man ever shuns making himself
the subj ect of his conversationa—Bruy
ere .

MODESTY

Modesty makes large amends for the
pain it gives those who labor under it,
by the prej udice it affords every \ worthy
person in their favor . -Shenstone .

The greatest ornament of an illustri
ous life is modesty and humility

,
which

go a great way in the character even of
the most exalted princes—N apo leon .

Modesty was designed by Providence
as a guard to virtue

, and that, it might
be always at hand it is wrought into the
mechanism of the body. It is likewise
proportioned to the occasions of life ,
and strongest in youth when passion is
so too—Jeremy ,Co llier.

Modesty is the appendage of sobriety ,
and is to chastity, to temperance , and to
humility as the frifiges are to a garment .

-Jeremy Taylor.

Modest expression is a beautiful set
ting to the diamond of talent and genius.
-E . H . C hapin .

True modesty avoids everything that
is criminal ; false modesty everything
that is unfashionable—Addison .

Modesty and humility are the sobriety
of the mind , as temperance and chastity
are of the body .

—Whiteco te .

Modesty is the citadel of beauty and
virtue .

—Demades.

Modesty once extinguished knows not
how to return—Seneca .

You l ittle know what you have done ,
when you have first broke the bounds of
modesty ; you have set Open the door of
your fancy to the devil

,
so that he can

,

almost at his pleasure ever after
, repre

sent the same sinful pleasure to you
anew ; he hath now access to your fancy
to stir up lustful thoughts and desires,
so that when you should think of your
calling , of your God, or of your soul

,

your thoughts will be worse than swinish
,

upon the filth that is not fit to be named .

If the devil here get in a foot
,
he will

not easily be got out—Baxter.

True modesty is a discerning grace
,

and only blushes in the proper place
,

but counterfeit is blind
,
and skulks

through fear, where
’tis a shame to be

ashamed to appear ; humility the parent
of the first the last by vanity produced
and nursed—C owper.

The crimson glow of modesty o’er
spread her cheek , and gave new luster
to her charms—T. Franklin.



MONEY

The modest man has everything to
gain

,
and the arrogant man everything

to lose , for modesty has always to deal
with generosity

,
and arrogance with

envy—Rivaro l.
MONEY .

—Money is a handmaiden,
if . thou knowest how to use it ; a mis
tress

,
if thou knowest not .—Horace.

Put not your trust in money, but put
your money in trust . —0 . W. Ho lmes.

Money is a good servant , but a poor
master.—D. Bouhours.

A wise man should have money in
his head

,
not in his heart—Swift.

Make money your god , it will plague
you like the devil .—Fielding.

All love has something of blindness
in it

,
but the love of money especially .

—South .

The value of a dollar is to buy just
things ; a dollar goes on increasing in
value with all the genius and all the
virtue of the world . A dollar in a uni

versity is worth more than a dollar in a
j ail ; in a temperate, schooled , law-abid
ing community

,
than in some sink of

crime, where dice, knives, and arsenic
are in constant play -Emerson .

Money is like manure , of very little
use except it be spread —Bacon .

Money never made a man happy yet
,

nor will it . There is nothing in its na
ture to produce happiness. The more
a man has, the more he wants . Instead
of its filling a vacuum , it makes one . If
it satisfies one want , it doubles and
trebles that want another way . That was
a true proverb of the wise man , rely
upon it : “Better is little with the fear
of the Lord , than great treasure ,
trouble therewith .

”—Franklin .

By doing good with his money, a man ,
as it were

,
stamps the image of God

upon it , and makes it pass current
the merchandise of heaven—J Rutledge .

Make all you can , save all you can ,
give all you can -

.J W .esley

Money spent on myself may be a
millstone about my neck ; money spent
on others may give me wings like the
angels . -

.R D . Hitchcock.

When money represents so many
things, not to love it would be to love
nearly nothing . To forget true needs can
be only a weak moderation ; but to
know the value of money and to sacrifice

403 MONEY

It is my opm1on that a man’s soul
may be buried and perish under a dung
heap

,
or in a furrow of the field

,
just as

well as under a pile of moneys—Haw

thorne .

To despise money is to dethrone a
king—C hamfort
Remember that money is of a pro

lific, generating nature . Money can

beget money, and its offspring can beget
more , and so on . Five shillings turned
is six ; turned again it is seven ; and so

on till it becomes a hundred pounds.

it always, maybe to duty , maybe even
to delicacy,—that is real virtue—Serum
cour.

The philosophy which affects to teach
us a contempt of money does not run

very deep .
—Henry Tay lor.

He that wants money
,
means

,
and

content, is without three good friends
Shakespeare .

Men are seldom more innocently em
ployed than when they are honestly
making money .

-Johnson .

C ovetous men need money least
,
yet

most affect and seek it ; prodigals who
need it most, do least regard it .

—Theo
dore Parker.

N o man needs money so much as he
who despises it .

—Richter.

To possess money is yery well ; it
be a most valuable servant ; to be
sessed by it , is to be possessed by a
devil , and one of the meanest and worst
kind of devils—Tryon Edwards.

It is not money, as is sometimes said ,
but the love of money—the excessive

,

selfish
,
covetous love of money, that is

the root of all evil

Money is a bottomless sea, in which
honor, conscience , and truth may be
drowned—Kozloy .

Money is not required to buy one

necessity of the soul .—Thoreau.

The covetous man never has money ;
the prodigal will have none shortly
Ben Jonson .

‘

r But =~for money and the need of it
,

there would not be half the friendship
in the world . It is powerful for good
if divinely used . G ive it plenty of air
and it is sweet as the hawthorn ; shut
it up and it cankers and breeds worms .
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The more there is of it, the more it
produces at every turning , so that the
profits rise quicker and quicker. He
that murders a crown , destroys all that
it might have produced, even scores of
pounds—Franklin .

There is a vast difference in one ’s re
spect for the man who has made him
self

,
and the man who has only made

his money—Mulock.

Get money to live ; then live and use
it, else it is not true that thou hast
gotten—Surely use alone makes money
not contemptible—Herbert.

It happens a litt le unluckily that the
persons who have the most infinite con

tempt Of money are the same that have
the strongest appetite for the pleasures
it procures—Shenstone .

All our money has a moral stamp . It
is coined over again in an inward mint .
The uses we put it to, the spirit in
which we spend it

,
give it a character

which is plainly perceptible to the eye
of God—T . Starr Kin] .

Mammon is the largest slave-holder
in the world—F. Saunders.

Money and time are the heaviest bur
dens of l ife

,
and the unhappiest of all

mortals are those who have more of
either than they know how to use .

Johnson .

Oh
,
what a world of vile ill-favored

faults looks handsome in three hundred
pounds a year l—Shakespeare .

If you would know the value of
money, go and try to borrow some ; for
he that goes a-borrowing goes a-sorrow
ing—Franklin .

Ready money is Aladdin’s lamp .

Byron .

Money is the life blood of the nation .

Money does all things ; for it gives
and it takes away, it makes honest men

and knaves, fools and philosophers ; and
so on to the end of the chapter .—L’

E s

trange .

The avaricious love of gain, which is
so feelingly deplored , appears to us a
principle which, in able hands, might be
guided to the most salutary purposes .
The object is to encourage the love oi
labor, which is best encouraged by the
love of money .

—Sydney Smith .

Wealth is a very dangerous inherit

MONOMAN IA

ance, unless the inh eritor is trained
' to

active benevolence—C . Simmons .

Money has little value to its possessor
unless it al so has value to others
L . Stanford.

Mammon has enriched his thousands
,

and has damned his ten thousands
South .

Gold is the fool ’s curtain
,
which hides

all his defects from the world—Feltham .

Money does all things for reward
Some are p ious and honest as long as

they thrive upon it
,
but if the devil him

self
.

gives better wa
‘

ges
,
they soon change

their party .
—Seneca .

The m e of money is all the advantage
there is in having x it .

—Franklin .

Money was made 11 t to command our

will , but al l our lawfu pleasures to ful
fill ; shame and woe to us

,
if we our

wealth obey—the horse cloth with the
horseman run away .

—C owley .

Alexander being asked why he did not
gather and lay up money

,
said

,
For

fear, lest being the keeper thereof I
should be infected and corrupted .

Venning.

Our incomes are like our shoes ; if too
small, they gall and pinch us ; but if too
large , they cause us to stumble and to
trip—C o lton .

N o blister draws sharper than interest
on money .

-It works day and night ; in
fair weather and foul . -It gnaws at a
man’s substance with invisible teeth
It binds industry with its film , as a fly
is bound with a spider’s web—Debt rolls
a man over and over

,
binding him hand

and foot, and letting him hang on the
fatal mesh , till the long-legged interest
devours him .

—One had better make his
bed of C anada thistles, than attempt to
lie at ease upon interest—H. W.

Beecher.

MON OMAN IA—Adhesion to one

idea is monomania to a few it is slavery
-Bovee .

The man with but one idea in his
head , is sure to exaggerate that o to top
heaviness, and thus he loses h is equi
l ibrium .

—A . Hill.

The greatest part of mank ind labor
under one delirium or another ; and Don

Quixote differed from the
,
rest , not in

madness , but in the species of it .
—The

covetous, the prodigal , the superstitious,
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The moral ity that holds the great masses
Of sinewy people together must be very
firmly rooted in an honest

,
downright

personal faith and fear. —R . D . Hitch
cock.

Let us with caution indulge the sup
position that morality can be main
tained without religion . Reason and
experience both forbid us to expect that
national morality can prevail in exclu
sion of religious principle—Washing
ton .

To give a man a full ' know ledge of
true morality , I would send him to no

other book than the N ew T estament .

Lo cke .

Men are not made religious by per
forming certain actions which are ex
ternally good , but they must first have
righteous principles

,
and then they will

no t fail to perform virtuous actions .
- I/uther.

The morality of an action depends
upon the motive from which we ac t .

If I fling half a crown to a beggar with
intention to break his head , and he
picks it up and buys victuals with it ,
the physical effect is good ; but with
respect to me

,
the action is very wrong .

—Johnson .

Where social improvements originate
with the clergy

,
and where they bear

a just share of the toil , the condition
of morals and manners cannot be very
much depressed—J . Martineau .

They that cry down moral honesty ,

cry down that which is a great part of
my religion

,
my duty toward God, and

my duty toward man . What care I to
see a man run after a sermon, if he
cozens and cheats as soon as he comes
home . On the other side

,
morality must

not be without religion ; for if so , it
may change

,
as I see convenience . Re

ligion must govern it . He that has no t
religion to govern his morality , is no
better than my mastiff dog ; so long as
y ou stroke him , and please him , he will
play with you as finely as may be ; he
is a very good moral mastiff ; but if
y ou. hurt him

,
he will fly in your face ,

and tear out your throat .

—Selden .

Learn what a people glory in , and you
may learn much o f bo th the theory and
practice of their morals—J . Martineau .

I restrict myself within bounds in

saying
,
that , so far as I have . obse rved

4-06 MORAL ITY

Morality
,
distinguished from and inde

pendent of C hrist ian faith , is nothing ;
but C hristian morality is of the very es

sence ; it is the true fruit , the sure
testimo ny ,

the faithful companion , the

in this life , ten men have failed from
defect in morals where one has “failed
from defect in intellect .

—Horace Mann .

The health of a community , is an al

most unfailing index of its morals—J .

Martineau.

Discourses on morality and reflectio n
on human nature, are the best means
w e can make use of to improve our
m inds , gain a true knowledge of our

selves , and recover our souls out of the
vice , ignorance, and prejudice which
naturally cleave to them .

—Addison .

In matters o f prudence last thoughts
are best ; in matters of morality

,
first

thoughts—Robert Hall.

There is no religion without morality
,

and no moralitv ithout religion—G .

Spring.

Morality without religion is a
without roots ; a stream without any
spring to feed it ; a house built on the
and ; a pleasant place to live in till
the heavens grow dark , and the storm
begins to beat—J . B. Shaw .

The morality of the gospel is the
noblest gift ever bestowed by G od on

man—Montesquieu .

N othing really immoral is ever
permanently popular .

—There does no t

exist in the literature Of the wo rld a
single popular book that is immoral , two
centuries after it is produced ; for in
the heart of nations the false does not
live so long , and the true is ethical to
the end o f time—Bulwer.

Heat water to the highest degree , you
cannot make wine of it ; it is water
still ; so , let morality be raised to the
highest , it is nature still ; it is old Adam
put in a better dress—T . Watson .

In C hristianity there can be no
divorce of religion from morality
Justification and sanctification are for
ever united .

—The heathen no tion of re

ligion as something apart from moral
life , is forever thrust out of sight by
the Gospel .—M . Valentine .

There is no true and abiding morality
that is not founded in religion—H . W.

Beecher
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glory and perfection
,
yea, the very life

and soul of true C hristian faith . Let

us beware , that we do no t confound
things so different as worldly and C hris
tian morality ; as the works of the
natural man and those of the disciples
of C hrist .—Bp . Mant.

Morality without religion has no

roots—It becomes a thing of custom ,

changeable , transient , and optional .
H. W. Beecher.

There can be no high civility without
a deep morality .

—Emerson .

C hristian morality assumes to itself
no merit- it sets up no arrogant claim
to God’s favor—it pretends not to

“open
the gates of heaven” ; it is only the
handmaid in conducting the C hristian
believer in his road toward them .

—Bp .

Mant.

Every young man would do 'well to
remember that all successful business
stands on the foundation of morality .

H. W. Beecher.

There is very little virtue in any

moral life which does not grow out o f

a sound theology ; but there is abso

tely no virtue in
,
any theology which

not productive of sound moral life .

I have never found a thorough , per
vading ,

enduring morality but in those
who feared God—Jacobi.
We deny the doctrine of the ancient

Epicureans , that pleasure is the supreme
good ; of Hobbes, that moral rules are
only the work of men’s mutual fear ; of
Paley ,

that what is expedient is
/
right ,

and that there is no difference amo ng
pleasures except their intensity and

duration ; and of Bentham , that the
rules of human action are to be obtained
by counting up the pleasures which ac

tions produce—And we maintain with
Plato ,

’

that reason has a , natural and
rightful authority over desire and affec

tion ; with Butler, that there is a dif
ference of kind in our principles Of
action ; and with the general voice of

mankind , that we must do what is right
at whatever cost of pain and loss .

What we ought to do , that we should
do
,
and that we must do , though it

bring pain and loss—And why ? Be
cause it is right—W. Whewell .
All moral obligation resolves itself

into the obligatio n of conformity to the
will of God—C harles Hodge .

There are many that say , G ive us
the morality of the N ew Testament ;
never mind about the theology .

”
Aye ,

but you cannot get the morality with
out the theology, unless you like to
have roo tless flowers and lamps with
out oil . And if you want to live as Paul
enj oins

,
you will have to believe as

Paul preaches .
The divorcement of morals and piety

is characteristic of all pagan religions
D. J. Burrell .

The true grandeur of humanity is in
moral elevation , sustained , enlightened
and decorated by the intellect of man .

MORN IN G .
—The morning hour has

gold in its mouth —Franklin .

Sweet is the breath of morn ; her
rising sweet with charm / of earliest birds .

—Milton .

The morning steals upon the night .
melting the darkness—Shakespeare .

The morn is up again
,
the dewy mom

,

with breath all incense
,
and with cheek

all bloom , laughing the clouds away
with playful scorn , and glowing into day .

-Byron .

The silent hours steal on
,
and flaky

darkness breaks within the east—Shake
sp eare .

Let your sleep be necessary and
healthful , not idle and expensive o f

time beyond the needs and conveniences
of nature ; and sometimes be curious to
see the preparation the sun makes
when he is coming forth from his
chambers in the east—Jeremy Tay lor .

The breezy call of incense-breathing
morn .

—Gray .

N ight is in her wane ; day
’s early

flask /g lows like a hectic on her fading
cheek , wasting its beauty —Longfellow .

No r is a day lived , if the dawn is left
out of it , with the prospects it opens
A . B. Alco tt .

I was always an early riser . Happy
‘

the man who is ! Every morning day
comes to him with a Virgin’s love

,
full

of bloom and freshness . The youth of
nature is contagious

,
l ike the gladness

of a happy child—Bulwer.

Its brightness
,
mighty divinity ! has a

fleeting empire over the day , giving
gladness to the fields

,
color to the

flowers ; the season of the loves ; har
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monious hour of wak ening birds .

C alderon .

The cock , that is the trumpet of the
morn , doth with his lofty and shrill
sounding throat awake the god of day .

—Shakesp eare .

I see the spectacle of morning from the
hill-top over against my house

,
from

daybreak to sunrise , with emotions an

angel might share—The long , slender
bars of cloud float, l ike fishes, in the
sea of crimson light—From the earth

,

as a shore, I look out into that silent
sea—I seem to partake its rapid tran s
formations ; the active enchantment
reaches me , and I dilate and conspire
With the morning wind—Em erson .

Look , what envious streaks do lace
the severing clouds in yonder east !
N ight’s candles are burnt out , and
j ocund day stands tip-toe o n the misty
mountain-tops .

—Shakespeare .

The glad sun
,
exulting in his might

,

comes from the dusky-curtained tents
of night .

-Emma C . Embury .

Morn in the white-wake of the morn
ing star , came furrowing all the Orient
into gold—Tennyson .

But mighty nature bounds as from
her birth the sun is in the heavens, and
life on earth ; flowers in the valley,
splendo r in the beam , health on the
gale , and freshness in the stream .

Byron .

The morning itself, few inhabitants of
cities know anything about . Among
all our good people , not one in a thou
sand sees the sun rise once in a year .
They know nothing of the morning .

Their idea o f it is that it is that part
of the day which comes along after a
cup of coffee and a piece of toast . With
them

,
morning is not a new issuing of

l ight
,
a new bursting forth o f the sun ,

a new waking-up of all that has life
from a sort of temporary death , to be
ho ld again the works of G od, the
heavens and the earth ; it is only a part
of the domestic day, belonging to read
ing newspapers

,
answering notes , send

ing the children to school , and giving
orders for dinner . The first streak of

light
,
the earliest purpling of the east ,

which the lark Springs up to greet , and
the deeper and deeper coloring into
orange and red, til l at length the glor
ious sun is seen , regent of the day”

MOROSEN ESS

this they never enj oy
,
for they never

see it . I never thought that Adam had
much the advantage of us from having
seen the world while it was new

. The
manifestations of the power of God

,

like his mercies, are
“new every morn

ing
”
and fresh every moment . We see

as fine risings of the sun as ever Adam
saw ; and its risings are as much a
miracle now as they were in his day
and , I think, a good deal more , because
it is now a part of the miracle

,
that for

thousands and thousands of years he
has come to his .appointed time

,
with

out the variation of a millionth part
of a second . I know the morning—I am
acquainted with it , and I love it . I
lo ve it fresh and sweet as it is—a
daily new creation , reaking forth and
calling all that have

'

fe and breath and
being to a new adoration

,
new enj oy

ments, and new gratitude—Daniel
Webster.

N ow from night’s gloom the glorious
day break s forth , and seems to k indl e
from the setting stars—D . K . Lee .

In saffron-colored mantle
,
from the

tides of ocean rose the morning to
bring light to gods °and men .

—Homer .

The morning , pouring everywhere , its
golden glory on the air—Longfellow .

Darkness is fled—Now flowers un

fold their beauties to the sun ,
and

blushing , kiss the beam he sends to
wake them .

—Sheridan .

The morning dawns with an unwonted
crimson ; the flowers more Odorous
seem ; the garden birds sing louder, and
the laughing sun ascends the gaudy
earth with an unusual brightness ; all
nature smiles , and the whole world is
pleased—D . K . Lee .

N ight wanes ; the vapors round the
mountains curled , melt into mo rn ,

and
light awakes the world—Byron .

Let the day have a blessed baptism
by giving your first waking thoughts
into the bosom of God—The first hour
of the morn ing is the rudder of the day .

—H . W. Beecher .

Morn , like a maiden glancing o ’er
her pearls , streamed o

’er the manna
dew , as tho ugh the ground were sown
with starseed .

—P . J . Bai ley .

MOROSEN ESS—There is h e mock
ery like the mockery of that spirit which
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N ature ’s loving proxy, the watchful
mother . —Bulwer.

I think it must somewhere be written ,
that the virtues of mothers shall be
visited on their children

,
as well as the

sins of the fathers—Dickens .

C hildren , look in those eyes, l isten to
that dear voice , notice the feeling o f

even a single touch that is bestowed
upon you by that gentle hand ! Make
much of it while yet you have that
most precious of all good gifts

,
a loving

mother . Read the unfathomable love
Of those eyes ; the kind anxiety o f

that tone and look , however slight your
pain . In after life you may have
friends , fond , dear friends , but never
will y ou have again the inexpressible
love and gentleness lavished upon you ,
which none but a mother bestows .
Macaulay .

The mother’s yearning , that complet
est type of the life in ano ther life which
is the essence of real human love , feels
the presence of the cherished child
even in the base , degraded man .

George E lio t.

The future destiny of the child is al
ways the work Of the mother .
N apo leon .

The mother in her office holds the key
of the soul ; and she it is who stamps
the coin o f character, and makes the be
ing who would be a savage but for her
gentle cares, a C hristian man ! Then
crown her queen of the world—Old
Play .

If y ou would reform the world from
its errors and vices, begin by enlisting
the mothers—C . Simmons .

C hildren are what the mothers are ;
no fondest father’s fondest care can so

fashion the infant ’s heart , or so shape
the life—Landor.

All that I am , or hope to be , I owe

to my angel mother.—I/inco ln .

But one thing on earth is better than
the wife , and that is the mother.—L .

Schafer.

Unhappy is the man for whom his
own mother has not made all other
mothers venerable—Richter .

The dignity , the grandeur , the ten
derness

,
the everlas ting and divine sig

nificance of motherhood—De Witt
Talmage .

All that I am my mother made me .

—John Quincy Adams .

An ounce Of mother is worth a pound
of clergy .

—Spanish Proverb .

The future of society is in the hands
of the mothers . If the world was lo st
through woman , she alone can save it .
—De Beaufort.
N o joy in nature is so sublimely ai

fecting as the j oy of a mother at the
good fortune of her child—Richter.

It is the general rule , that all superior
men inherit the elements o f superio rity
from their mothers .

—Michelet.

What is wanting, said N apoleon one

day to Madame C ampan,
“in order that

the youth o f France be well educated? ”

“
Good mothers,

” w s the reply. The
Emperor was most f cib ly struck with
this answer . Here , said he ,

“is a sys
tem in one word .

”—J . S. C . Abbo tt .

Men are what their mo thers made
them . You may as well ask a loom
which weaves huckaback, why it does
not make cashmere , as expect poetry
from this engineer, or a chemical dis
covery from that j obber .—Emerson .

The instruction received at the
mother’s knee , and the paternal lessons ,
together with the pious and sweet
souvenirs of the fireside , are never
effaced entirely from the soul .—Lamen

nais

Say to mothers , what a holy charge
is theirs ; with what a kingly power their
love might rule the fountains of the
new-born mind—Mrs. Sigourney .

I would desire for a friend the son

who never resisted the tears of his

mother .—Lacretelle .

Observe how soon, and to what a de
gree , a mother

’s influence begins to
operate ! Her first ministration for her
infant is to enter, as it were , the valley
of the shadow of death , and win its
life at the peril of her own ! How dif
ferent must an affection thus founded
be from all others l—Mrs . Sigourney .

If there be aught surpassing human
deed or word or thought , it is a mother

’s
love —Marchioness de Spadara .

The babe at first feeds upon the
mother’s bosom , but is always on her
heart—H . W. Beecher.

A man never sees all that his mother
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has been to him till it
’s too late to let

her know that he sees it .
—W. D .

Howells.

A father may turn his back on his
child ; brothers and sisters may become
inveterate enemies ; husbands may
desert their wives, and wives their hus
bands . But a mother’s love endures
through all ; in good repute, in bad re

pute
,
in the face of the world’s con

demnation ,
a mother still loves on , and

still hopes that her child may turn from
his evil ways

,
and repent ; still she re

members the infant smiles that once
filled her bosom with rapture , the merry
laugh

,
the j oyful shout o f his childhood ,

the opening promise Of his youth ; and
she can never be brought to think him
all unworthy—Washington Irving.

The loss of a mother is always
severely felt : even though her health
may incapacitate her from taking any
active part in the care of her family ,
still she is a sweet rallying-point ,
around which affectio n and obedience

,

and a thousand tender endeavors to
please

,
concentrate ; and dreary is the

blank when such a point is withdrawn .

Lamartine .

Oh , wondrous power ! how l ittle
understood , entrusted to the mother

’s
mind alone

,
to fashion genius

,
form the

soul for good , inspire a West , or train a
Washington .

—Mrs . Hale .

The mother’s heart is the child’s
schoolroom .

—H . W. Beecher. p

Stories first heard at a mother’s
"

knee
are never wholly forgotten

,
—a little

spring that never quite dries up in our

j ourney through scorching years .
Ruffini.

A mother’s love is indeed the golden
link that binds yo uth to age ; and he is
st il l but a child , however time may have
furrowed his cheek, or silvered his brow ,

who can yet recall , with a softened
heart , the fond devotion , or the gentle
chidings , of the best friend that God
ever gives us.

—Bovee .

Maternal love l thou word that sums
all bliss—Po llock.

It is generally admitted , and very
frequently proved , that virt ue and
genius , and all the natural good qual
ities which men possess

,
are derived

from their mothers—Hook.

MOT IVES

In the eye of that Supreme Being to
whom our whole internal frame is un

Let France have good mothers , and
she will have good sons—N apo leon .

What are Raphael ’s Madonnas but
the shadow of a mother’s love , fixed in
permanent outline fo rever?—T . W. Hig
ginson .

If the whole world were put into
one scale , and my mother into the other,
the world would kick the beam .

—Lord
Langdale .

Happy he with such a mother ! faith
in womankind beats with his blood

,
and

trust in all things high comes easy to
him , and though he trip and fall , he
shall not blind his soul with clay
Tennyson .

No language can express the power
and beauty and heroism and maj esty
of a mother’s love . It shrinks no t

where man cowers , and grows stronger
where man faints , and over the wastes
o f worldly fortune sends the radiance
of its quenchless fidelity like a star in
heaven—E . H C hapin .

Even He that died for us upon the
cross, in the last hour , in the unutter
able agony of death , was mindful o f his
moth er , as if to teach us that this holy
love should be our last worldly thought

,

-the last point of earth from which the
soul should take its flight for heaven .

-Longfellow.

My mo ther’s influence in molding my
character was conspicuous . She forced
me to learn daily long chapters of the
Bible by heart . To that discipline and
patient , accurate resolve I owe not only
much of my general power of taking
pains, but the best part of my taste for
literature—Ruskin .

MOTIVES .
—Men are more account

able? for their motives
,
than fo r anything

else ; and primarily, morality consists
in the motives , that is in the affections .

—Archibald Alexander.

We should often have reason to be
ashamed of our most brilliant actions
if the world could see the motives from
which they spring—Ro chefoucauld.

Motives are better than actions . Men

drift into crime . Of evil they do more
than they contemplate

,
and of good

they contemplate more than they do .

Bovee
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covered , motives and dispositions hold
the place of actions—Blair.

The true motives of our actions , like
the real pipes of an organ

,
are usually

concealed ; but the gilded and hollow
pretext is pompously placed in the front
for show—C o lton .

Many actio ns , l ike the Rhone , have
two sources : one pure , the other im
pure .
—Hare .

Acts are nothing except as they are

fruits of a state, except as they indicate
what the man is ; words are nothing ex
cept as they express a mind or purpose .

—F. D . Maurice .

Though a good motive cannot sanc
tify a bad action, a bad motive wil l
always vitiate a good action—In com
mon and trivial matters we may act

without motive , but in momentous ones
the most careful deliberation is wis

dom .
—W. Jay .

The two great movers of the human
mind are the desire of good , and the
fear of evil—Johns on .

God made man to go by motives, and
he will not go without them , any more
than a boat without steam , or a bal
loon without gas—H . W. Beecher.

It is motive alone that gives character
to the actions of men—Bruyere .

It is not the incense , or the offering
which is acceptable to God, but the
purity and devotion of the worshiper .
—Seneca .

He that does good for good’s sake ,
seeks neither praise nor reward, but he
is sure of both in the end—Penn .

If a man speaks o r acts with pure
thought

,
happiness follows him like a

shadow that never leaves him .
—Buddha .

Let the motive be in the deed and
not in the event . Be not one whose
motive for action is the hope of reward .

—Kreeshna .

Great actions , the luster of which
dazzles us , are represented by politi
eiaus as the effects o f deep design ,
whereas they are commonly .the effects
of caprice and passion .

—Rochefoucauld.

Our best conj ectures, as to the true
spring of actions , are very uncertain ;
the actions themselves are all we know
from history . That C aesar was mur
dered by twenty-four consp irators , I

do ubt not ; but I very much doubt

MURMURING

whether their love of liberty was the
sole cause—C hesterfield.

However brilliant an action , it should
not be esteemed great unless the result
of a great and good motive—Roche
foucauld.

We must not inquire too curiously
into motives . They are apt to become
feeble in the utterance : the aroma is
mixed with the grosser air . We must
keep the germinating grain away from
the light—G eorge E lio t.
Whatever touches the nerves of mo

tive , whatever shifts man
’s moral posi

tion , is mightier than steam , or caloric ,
or lightning—E . H . C hagrin .

The morality
‘

of an actio n depends
upon the motive fromwhich we actJohnson .

Motives imply weakness
,
and the

existence of evil and temptation
Angelic natures would act from im

pulse alone—C o leridge .

The noblest motive is the public good .

—Virgil .
MURDER—Blood, though it sleep a
time

,
yet never dies—Chapman .

One murder makes a villain ; millio ns
a hero ; numbers sancti fy the crime
Porteus.

To murder character is as truly a
crime as to murder the body ; the
tongue of the slanderer is brother to
the dagger of the assassin—Tryon Ed

wards .

One to destroy, is murder by the law ;
to murder thousands takes a sp ecious
name—war’s glorious art , and gives im
mo rtal fame—Young.

Every unpunished murder takes away
something from

.the security of every
man’s life .

—Damel Webster.

N or cell , nor chain , nor dungeon
speaks to the murderer like the voice of
solitude—Maturin .

Murder itse lf is past all expiation the
greatest crime , which nature doth abhor .
—G’ofie .

MURMURIN G .
—Murmur not at the

ills you may suffer, but rather thank
God for the many mercies and blessings
you have received at his hands .

Murmur at no thing . If our ills are
reparable

,
it is ungrateful ; if remediless,

it is vain . A C hristian builds h lS
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greatest influence over the passions , and
is that to which the legislator ought to
give the greatest encouragement .

N apo leon .

It is in learning music
,

that many
youthful hearts learn to love—Ricard.

N ext to theology I give to music the
highest place and honor . And we see

how David and all the saints have
wrought their godly thoughts into verse ,
rhyme , and song—Luther .

Music is the only one o f the fine arts
in which not only man , but all other
animals , have a common property,
mice and elephants , spiders and birds .
—Rich ter.

Music is a prophecy of what life is to
be ; the rainbow o f promise translated
out o f seeing into hearing—Mrs . L . M .

C hild.

The lines of poetry, the periods of
prose

, and even the texts of Scripture
most frequently recollected and quoted ,
are those which are felt to be pre
eminently musical—Shenstone .

The direct relation of music is not to
ideas , but to emotions—in the works of

its greatest masters , it is mo re marvel
ous, more mysterious than poetry .

—H .

Giles.

Music is the medicine of the break
ing heart .—A . Hunt.

We
‘

love music for the buried hopes,
the garnered memories , the tender feel
ings it can summon at a touch .

—L . E
'

.

Landon .

Music washes away from the soul the
dust of every-day life .

—Auerbach .

Music has charms to soothe the
savage breast , to soften rocks , and bend
the knotted oak .

—C ongreve .

Almost all my tragedies were sketched
in my mind , either in the act of hear
ing music , or a few hours after .

—Alfieri .
Music is a discipline , and a mistress

of order and good manners
, she makes

the people milder and gentler
,
mo re

moral and more reasonable—Luther.

In the germ , when the first trace of
l ife begins to stir , music is the nurse of

the soul ; it murmurs in the ear, and
the child sleeps ; the tones are com
panions of his dreams ,—they are the
world in which he lives—Bettina .

Music is one of the fairest and most

MUSIC

glorio us gifts of God, to which Satan
is a bitter enemy, for it removes from
the heart the weight of sorrow , and the
fascination of evil thoughts—Luther.

Both music and painting add a spirit
to devotion , and elevate the ardor
Sterne .

Lord, what music hast thou provided
for thy saints in heaven , when thou af

fordest bad men such music on earth !
—Izaak Walton .

Music is the child of prayer, the com
panion of relig1ong

—C hateaubriand.

The best sort of music is what it
should be—sacred ; the next best. the
military , has fallen to the lot of the
devil—C o leridge . m u

Music moves us, and we know no t

why ; we feel the tears; but cannot trace
their source . Is it the language of some
other state, born of its memory ? For

what can wake the soul ’s strong instinct
of another world like music ?—L . E .

Landon .

Let me have music dying , and I seek
no more delight—Keats .

Music is the language of praise ; and
one of the mo st essential preparations
for eternity is delight in praising God ;
a higher acquirement , I do think , than
even delight and devotedness in prayer .
—C’halmers .

Through every pulse the music stole
,

and held sublime communion with the
soul ; wrung from the coyest breast the
imprisoned sigh , and kindled rapture in
the coldest ey e

—Montgomery .

When griping grief the heart doth
wound, and doleful dumps the mind
oppress

,
then music , with her silver

sound , with speedy help doth lend re

dress—Shakesp eare .

A good ear for music , and a taste for
music are two very different things
which are often confounded ; and so is
comprehending and enj oying every oh

ject of sense and sentiment—Greville .

Music is well said to be the speech o f
angels—C arly le .

Music wakes the soul , and lifts it high ,

and
‘

wmgs it With sublime desires , and
fits it to bespeak the Deity .

—Addison .

There is no feeling , except the ex
tremes

.

of fear and grief
,
that does not

find relief in music—George Elio t.

Yea, music is the prophet’s art ; among
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the gifts that God hath sent , one of

the most magnificent
—Longfellow .

The meaning o f song goes deep . Who
is there that

,
in logical words, can ex

press the effect music has on us ? A

kind of inarticulate , unfathomable
speech

,
which leads us to the edge of

the infinite
,
and lets us for moments

gaze into that —C arly le .

Of all the arts beneath the heaven
that man has found or God has given ,

none draws the soul so sweet away, as
music ’s melting

,
mystic lay ; slight em

blem of the bliss above , it soothes the
spirit all to love .

—Hogg .

MUTABILITY .

—What shadows we

are
,
and what shadows we pursue

Burke .

Man must be prepared for every event
of life

,
for there is nothing that is du

rable .
—Menander.

Mutability is the badge of infirmity .

—It is seldom that a man continues to
wish and design the same thing for two
days alike—C har mn .

In human life there is constant change
of fortune ; and it is unreasonable to
expect an exemption from the common
fate—Life itself decays , and all things
are daily changing—Plutarch .

C locks will go as they are set ; but
man , irregular man

, is never constant ,
never certain .

—Otway .

The blessings of health and fortune ,
as they have a beginning , so they must
also have an end—Everything rises but
to fall , and increases but to de cay .

Sallust.

When Anaxagoras was told of the
death of his son , he only said , I knew
he was mortal .” So we in all casualties
of l ife should say ,

“I knew my riches
were uncertain , that my friend was but
a man .

”
Such considerations would

soon pacify us, because all our t roubles
proceed from their being unexpected .

Plutarch .

It may serve as a comfort to us , in
all our calamities and afflictions

,
that he

that loses anything and gets wisdom by
it is a gainer by the loss .

—L’

Estrange .

All our life goeth like Penelope ’s web
,

and what one hour effects, the next de
stroys—Augustine .

MYSTERY .

—Mystery is but another
name for our ignorance ; if we were cm
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Speculate not too much on the my s
teries of truth or providence—The ef

niscient , all wo uld be perfectly plain
Tryon Edwards .

A mystery is something of which we

know that it is, though we do not know
how it is. —Joseph C ook.

He had lived long enough to
.

know
that it is unwise to wish every thmg ex
plained C oningsby .

I do no t explain—I only state it ; and
this is all we can do with a large pro
portion of all the facts and truths that
we know—There is a point , easily
reached

,
where the simplest facts end

in mystery , even as they begin in it ;
j ust as each day lies between two nights .

—R . Turnbull.

While reason is puzzling itself about
mystery

,
faith is turning it to daily

bread
,
and feeding on it thankfully in

her heart of hearts—F. D . Huntington .

Mystery magnifies danger, as a fog
the

'

sun ; the hand that warned Bel

shazzar derived its horrifying influence
from the want of a body .

—C o lton .

Each particle of matter is an immen
sity ; each leaf a world ; each insect an

inexplicable compendium .

—Lava ter .

There are more
‘

things in heaven and

earth than are dreamt of in your phi
_ losophy .

—Shakespeare .

Like a morning dream , life becomes
more and more bright the longer w e

live
,
and the reason of everything ap

pears more clear . What has puzzled us

before seems less mysterio us , and the

crooked paths look straighter as we ap

proach the end—Rich ter .

I do no t know how the great loving
Father will bring out light at last , but
he knows , and he will do it .

—Living
stone , in Africa .

"

H I—would fain know all that I need , and
all that I may .

—I leave God’s secrets
to himself—It is happy fo r me that G od
makes me of h is court , and not of his
council—Bp . Ha ll .

It is the dim haze of mystery that
adds enchantment to pursuit—Rivaro l .
Happy is the man who is content to

traverse this ocean to the haven of rest ,
without going into the wretched diving
bells of h is o wn fancies—There are
depths ; but depths are for God
Evans
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fort to explain everything , sometimes
may endanger faith—Many things G od

reserves to himself, and many are re

served for the unfoldings of the future
life—Tryon Edwards .

Mo st men take least notice of what
is plain

,
as if that was of no use , but

puzzle their thoughts with those vast
depths and abysses which no human um

derstanding can fathom .
—Bp . Sherlo ck.

We injure mysteries , which are mat
ters of faith , by any attempt at expla

nation
, in order to make them matters

of reason . C ould they be explained ,
they would cease to be mysteries ; and

it has been well said that a thing is not
necessarily against reason , because it
happens to be above it .

—C o lton .

To make anything very terrible , ob

scurity seems, in general , to be neces

sary .

—When we know the full extent o f
any danger

, and can accustom our eyes
to it

,
a great deal of the apprehension

vanishes—Burke .

A proper secrecy is the only mystery
of able men ; mystery

.is the only se

crecy of weak and cunn lng ones—C hes
terfield.

As defect of strength in us makes
some we1ghts to be immovable , so like
wise

,
defect of understanding makes

some truths to be mysterious—Bp . Sher

lo ck.

A religion without mystery must be
a religion without G od.

In dwelling on divine mysteries , keep
thy heart humble

,
thy thoughts rever

ent
,
thy soul holy . Let not philosophy

be ashamed to be confuted , nor logic
to be confounded , nor reason to be sur

passed . What thou canst not prove , ap
prove ; what thou canst no t comprehend ,

believe ; what thou canst believe , admire
and love and obey . So shall thine ig
norance be satisfied in thy faith , and
thy do ubt be swallowed up in thy rev

erence , and thy faith be as influential
as sight . Put out thine own candle , and
then shalt thou see clearly the sun of

righteousness—Jeremy Tay lor.

MYTHOLOGY .
—Mythology is the

religious sentiment growing wild .

Schelling .

Mythology is not religion . It may
rather be regarded as the ancient sub
stitute , the poetical counterpart for dog
matic theology .

—Hare .
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The heathen mytholo gy not only was
not true , but it was not even supported
as true ; it not only deserved no faith ,
but it demanded none—The very pre
tension to truth , the very demand of

faith , were characteristics of C hristian
ity .
—Whately .

NAMES .
—(See

A name is a kind of face whereby one

is known—Fuller.

With the vulgar and the learned ,
names have great weight ; the wise use

a writ of inquiry into their legitimacy
when they are advanced as authorities.
—Zimmermann .

Who hath no t owned , with rapture
smitten frame

,
the power of grace , the

mag1c of a name—C owper.

Favor or disappointment has been
often conceded , as the name of the
claimant has affected us ; and the acci
dental affinity or coincidence of a name ,
connected with ridicule or hatred , with
pleasure or disgust , has operated like
magic—Disraeli.
“
N ames ,

” says an o ld maxim , are
things .”—They certainly are influences .

-Impressio ns are left and opinions are

shaped by them .
—V irtue is disparaged ,

and vice countenanced , and so encour

aged by them . The mean and selfish
talk of their prudence and economy ;
the vain and proud prate about self
respect ; obstinacy is called firmness ,
and dissipation the enj oyment of life ;
seriousness is ridiculed as cant , and
strict morality and integrity, as need
less scrupulosity ; and so men deceive
themselves , and society is led to look
leniently

,
or with indifference , on what

ought to be sharply condemned—Tryon
Edwards .

Some to the fascination of a name
surrender judgment hoodwinked .

~ -C ow

per.

What is in a name ? That which we

call a rose , by any
’ other name would

smell as sweet—Shakespeare .

Some men do as much begrudge others
a good name , as they want one them
selves ; and perhaps that is the reason
of it .

—Penn .

A person with a bad name is already
half-hanged .

—Old Proverb .
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and luxurious darlings , but imposes tasks
when she presents Opportunities, and
uplifts him whom she would inform .

The apple that she drops at the feet of
N ewton is but a coy invitation to fol
low her to the stars—E . P . Whipp le .

N ature never deserts the wise and
pure ; no plot so narrow ,

be but nature
there ; no waste so vacant , but may well
emplo y each faculty of sense , and keep
the heart awake to love and beauty
C o leridge .

N ature and revelation are alike G od ’s
books ; each may have mysteries, but in
each there are plain practical lessons
for every-day duty .

—Tryon Edwards .

The man who can really
, in l iving

union of the mind and heart , converse
with G od through nature, finds in the
material forms around him , a source of
power and happiness inexhaustible

, and

like the life of angels—The highest life
and glory of man is to be alive unto
God ; and when this grandeur of sensi
bility to him , and this power of com
munion with him is carried , as the habit
of the soul , into the forms o f nature ,
then the walls of our world are as the
gates of heaven—1G . B. C heever.

N ature knows no pause in progress
and development , and attaches her curse
on all inaction—Goethe .

Read nature ; nature is a friend to
truth ; nature is C hristian , preaches to
mankind , and b ids dead matter aid us

in our creed—Young.

Sympathy with nature is a part o f
the good man ’s religion—F. H . Hedge .

Looks through nature up to nature ’s
God—Pope .

Study nature as the countenance o f

G od—C harles Kingsley .

Hill and valley, seas and constella
tions

,
are but stereotypes of divine ideas

appealing to , and answered by the liv
ing soul of man—E . H . C hapin .

There is a signature o f wisdom and
power impressed on the works of God,

which evidently distinguishes them
from the feeble imitations of men .

N ot only the Splendor of the sun , but
the glimmering light of the glowworm ,

proclaims his glory .
—John N ewton .

N atural objects themselves , even
when they make no claim to beauty ,
excite the feelings , and occupy the

4 18 NATURE

imagination . N ature pleases , attracts,
delights, merely because it is nature
We recognize in 1t an Infinite Power
W. Humbo ldt.

There is no trifling with nature ; it is
always true , grave , and severe ; it is al

ways in the right , and the faults and
errors fall to our share . It defies in
competency, but reveals its secrets to
the competent , the truthful , and the
pure—Goethe
N ature is th e time-vesture of God

that reveals him t the wise
,
and hides

him from the fo ol1s C arly le .

N ature is beautiful , always beautiful !
Every little flake of snow is a perfect
crystal , and they fall together as grace
fully as ii fairies of th air caught water
drops and made the into artificial
flowers to garland the wings of the
wind l—Mrs. L . M . C hild.

Nature is an o lian harp
,
a musical

instrument , whose tones are the re-echo
of h 1gher strings within us.

-N ovalis .

What profusion is there in His work !
When trees blo ssom there is not a sin

gle breastpin , but a whole bosom-full
o f gems ; and of leaves they have so

many suits that they can throw them
away to the winds all summer long .

What unnumbered cathedrals has He

reared in the forest shades, vast and

grand , full of curious carv ings , and
haunted evermore by tremulous music ;
and in the heavens above , how do stars
seem to have flown o ut of His hand
faster than sparks out of a mighty forge !
—H . W. Beecher.

N ature and wisdom always say the
same .

—Juvena l .
The laws of nature are just , but ter

rible . There is no weak mercy in them .

C ause and consequence are inseparable
and inevitable . The elements have no
forbearance . The fire burns

,
the water

drowns , the air consumes , the earth
buries . And perhaps it would be well
for our race if the punishment of crimes
against the laws of man were as inevi
table as the punishment of crimes
against the laws o f nature ,—were man

as unerring in his judgments as nature .

—Longfellow .

N ature is commanded by obeying her .
—Bacon .
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N ature is the living , visible garment
of God—G oethe .

In contemplation of created things ,
by steps We may ascend to Godé—Mil
ton .

A man finds in the productions of na
ture an inexhaustible stock of material
on which he can employ himself , without
any temptations to envy “

or malev
o lence , and has always a certain pros
pect of discovering new reasons for

adoring the sovereign author of the uni
verse—Johnson .

The laws of nature are the rules ac

cording to which effects are produced ;
but there must be a lawgiver—a cause
which operates according to these rules .
—The laws of navigation never steered
a ship

,
and the law of gravity never

moved a planet—T . Reid.

Nature is the most thrifty thing in
the world ; she never wastes anything ;
she undergoes change , but there

’s no
annihilation—the essence remains—T.

The laws of nature are but the
thoughts ‘ and agencies of God—the
modes in which he works and carries
out the designs of his providence and
will .—Tryon Edwards .

N ature gives to every time and sea

son some beauties of its own ; and from
morning to night

,
as from the cradle to

the grave, is but a succession of changes
so

"

gentle and easy that we can scarce
mark their progress—Dickens .

In
' nature , all is managed fo r the best

with perfect frugality and j ust reserve ,
profuse to none , but bountiful to all ;
never employing on one thing more
than enough , but with exact economy
retrenching the superfluous , and adding
force to what is principal in everything .

Surely there is something in the un

rutfled calm of nature that overawes
our little anxieties and do ubts : the sight
of the deep-blue sky ,

and the clustering
stars above , seem to impart a quiet to
the mind—Jonathan Edwards.

It is truly a most C hristian exercise
to extract a sentiment of piety from
the works and appearances of nature .

Our Saviour expatiates on a flower
, and

draws from it the delightful argument
of confidence in God. He gives us to

NATURE

see that taste may be combined with
piety, and that the same heart may b e
occupied with all that is serious in the
contemplations of religion

,
and be

,
at

the same time , alive to the charms and
loveliness of nature—C halmers.

In nature things move violently to
their place , and calmly in their place
Bacon.

N ature is a frugal mother, and never
gives without measure . When she has
wo rk to do , she qualifies men for that
and sends them equipped—Emerson .

He that follows nature is never out
of his way . N ature is sometimes sub
dued, but seldom extinguished—Bacon .

If we did no t take great pains to cor
rupt our nature , our nature would never
corrupt us .

—C larendon .

Whatever you are by nature , keep
to it ; never desert your o wn l ine of

talent . Be what nature intended you
for, and you will succeed ; be anything
else and you will be ten thousand times
worse than nothing—Sydney Smith .

I follow nature as the surest guide
,

and reS1gn myself, with
.

implicit obedi
ence, to her sacred ordinances—C icero .

It were happy if we studied nature
more in ' natural things ; and acted ac

cording to nature , whose rules are few ,

plain, and mo st reasonable—Penn .

Epicureanism is human nature drunk
,

cynl c1sm 1s human nature mad , and sto l

cism is human nature in despair.—S. J.

Wi lson .

The ignorant man marvels at the ex
ceptional ; the wise man marvels at the
common ; the greatest wonder of all is
the regularity of nature—G . D . Board
man .

Q Nature is the glass reflecting. God, as

by the sea reflected is the sun , to o

glorious to be gazed on in his sphere
Young .

Nature is man ’s teacher . She unfolds
her .treasures to his search

,
unseals his

eye , illumes his mind , and purifies his
heart ; an influence breathes from all
the sights and sounds of her existence
Street.

A poet ought no t - to pick N ature ’s
pocket . Let him borrow

,
and so borrow

as to repay by the very act of borrow
ing . Examine nature accurately

,
but

write from recollectio n , and trust more
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to the imagination than to the memory .

—C o leridge .

N ature is the armory of genius .
C ities serve it poorly , books and col
leges at second hand ; the eye craves the
spectacle of the horizon ; of mo untain ,

ocean
,
river and plain , the clouds and

stars ; actual contact with the elements ,
sympathy with the seasons as they rise
and roll .—A . B. Alco tt.

Nothing is rich but the inexhaustible
wealth of nature . She shows us only
surfaces

,
but she is million fathoms

deep—Emerson .

N ature hath nothing made so base ,
but can read some instruction to the
wisest man .

—C . Aleyn .

Natureb -a thing which science and
art never appear to see with the same
eyes. If to an artist nature has a soul ,
why ,

so has a steam-engine . Art gifts
with soul all matter that it contem
plates ; science turns all that is already
gifted with soul into matter.—Bulwer.

N ature is too thin a screen ; the glory
of the One breaks in everywhere .

Emerson .

N ature is no sentimentalist -does not
cosset or pamper us . We must see that
the world is rough and surly, and will
not mind drowning a man or a woman ,

but swallows your ships like a grain of

dust . The cold, inconsiderate of per
sons

,
tingles your blood , benumbs your

feet
,
freezes a man like an apple . The

diseases
,
the elements, fortune , gravity,

lightning
,
respect no persons—Emerson .

All nature is a vast symbolism ; everx
material fact has sheathed within it a
spiritual truth—E . H . C hagrin .

N ature imitates herself . A grain
thrown into good ground brings forth
fruit ; a principle thrown into a good
mind brings forth fruit . Everything is
created and conducted by the same Mas

ter
,
—the root

,
the branch , the fruits ,

th

e
principles

,
the consequences—Pas

ca

N ature is avariciously frugal ; in mat
ter; it allows no atom to elude its grasp ;
in mind , no thought or feeling to per
ish . It gathers up the fragments that
nothing be lost—David Thomas .

NE CESSITY .

—N ecessity is the argu
ment of tyrants : it is the creed of slaves .
—William Pitt.

N E C ESSITY

A people never fairly begins to pros
per till necessity is treading on its heels .
The growing want of room is one of
the sources of civilization . Population
is power, but it must be a population
that , in growing , is made daily appre

hensive of the morrow—Simms.

The best teacher one can have is ne

cessity .
—La N one.

There is no contending with neces

sity , and we should be very tender how
we censure those that submit to it .
’
Tis one thing to be at liberty to do what
we will , and another thing to be tied
up to do what we must .

There is no virtue like necessity
Shakespeare .

N ecessity is alvfays the first stimulus
to industry, and th se who conduct it
with prudence , perseverance , and energy
will rarely fail . V iewed in this light, the
necessity of labor is not a chastisement ,
but a blessing ,—the very root and spring
of all that we call progress in individu
als and civilization in nations—S.

Smiles.

What fate imposes, men must needs
abide ; it boots not to resist both wind
and tide—Shakespeare .

N ecessity, that great refuge and ex
cuse for human frailty, breaks through
all law ; and he is not to be accounted
in fault whose crime is no t the effect of

choice, but force—Pascal .
And with necessity , the tyrant

’s plea ,
excused his devilish deeds—Mi lton .

N ecessity of action takes away the

fear of the act , and makes bold resolu
tion the favorite of fortune .

—Quarles.

When God would educate a man He

compels him to learn bitter lessons . He

sends him to scho ol to the necessities
rather than to the graces, that , by know
ing all suffering , he may know also the
eternal consolation—C elia Burleigh .

We cannot conquer fate
.

and necessity ,

yet we can yield to them 111 such a man

ner as to be greater than if we could
Landor.

N ecessity may render a doubtful
.act

innocent
,
but it cannot make 1t pra1se

worthy .
—J0ubert.

N ecessity never made a good bargain .

—Franklin .

It is observed in the golden verses of
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Evil news rides post , while good news
bates .—Milton .

The first bringer o f unwelcome news
hath but a losing office—Shakespeare .

N EWSPAPER—A newspaper is the
history for one day of the world in

which we l ive , and with which we are
consequently more concerned than with
those which have passed away, and ex
ist only in remembrance ..

—Bp . Horne .

I read the newspapers to see how God

governs the world—John N ewton .

A newspaper should be the maximum
o f information ,

and the minimum of

comment—C obden .

N ewspapers are the schoolmasters of

the common people—a greater treasure
to them than uncounted millions of

gold .
-H . W. Beecher.

The careful reader of a few good
newspapers can learn more in a year
than most scholars do in their great li
b raries—F. B. Sanborn .

N ewspapers are the world’s cyclo
paedia of life ; telling us everything from
every quarter of the globe—They are
a universal whispering gallery for man

kind , o nly their whispers are sometimes
thunders—Tryon Edwards .

N ewspapers should be news-carriers ,
not news-makers—There is truth and
entertainment enough to print , without
fiction or falsehood , and to publish the
latter is to betray the former .

—C . Sim

mons .

The press is good or evil according to
the character o f those who direct it .

-It

is a mill that grinds all that is put
into its hopper . —Fill the hopper with
poisoned grain and it will grind it to
meal

,
but there is death in the bread .

Bryant.

In these times w e fight for ideas , and
newspapers are our fortresses—Heine .

The newspaper is the great educator
of the nineteenth century . There is no
force compared with it . It is book , pul
pit

”
platform

,
forum , all in one . And

there is no t an interest—religious, l iter
ary

,
commercial , scientific , agricultural ,

or mechanical—that is not within its
grasp . All our churches , and schools ,
and colleges , and asylums , and art gal
leries feel the quaking o f the printing
press .—Talmage .

C)
d N EWSPAPER

The follies , vices , and consequent mis
eries of multitudes, displayed in a news
paper

,
are so many admonitions and

warnings
, so many beacons , continually

burning
,
to turn others from the rocks

on which they have been shipwrecked .

What more powerful dissuasive from
suspicion

,
j ealousy , and anger, than the

story of one friend murdered by another
in a duel ? What caution likely to be
more effectual against gambling and prof
ligacy than the mournful relation of an
execution , or the fate of a despairing
suicide ? What finer lecture on the ne
cessity of economy than an auction of
estates , houses , and furniture ? Talk
they of morals ? There is no need of
Hutcheson , Smith , or Paley. Only take
a newspaper, and

/
consider it well ; read

it , and it will instruht thee—Bp . Horne .

A j ournalist is a grumbler, a censurer,
a giver of advice , a regent of sovereigns ,
a tuto r of nations . Four hostile news
papers are more to be feared than a
thousand bayonets—N apo leon .

The newspaper press is the people’s
university .

—Half the readers of C hris
tendom read little else .

—J . Parton.

Before this century shall run out ,
j ournalism will be the whole press .
Mankind will write their book day by
day , hour by hour, page by page .

Thought will spread abroad with the
rapidity of light , instantly conceived ,
instantly written , instantly understood
at the extremities of the earth , it will
spread from pole to pole

,
suddenly burn

ing with the fervor of soul which made
it burst forth ; it will be the reign of
the human mind in all its plenitude ; it
will not have time to ripen

,
to accumu

late in the form o f a book ; the book
will arrive too late ; the only book pos
sible from day to day is a newspaper
Lamartine .

Of all the amusements that can pos

sib ly be imagined for a hard-working
man , after a day

’s toil , or in its inter
vals, there is nothing like reading an

entertaining newspaper. It relieves his
home of its dullness or sameness , and
transports him to a gayer and l ivelier
and more diversified and interest ing
scene—It accompanies him in his next
day’s work , and if the paper be any
thing above the very idlest and lightest ,
it gives him something to think of be
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sides the mechanical drudgery of his
every-day occupation—something he can

enjoy while absent , and look forward
with pleasure to return to .

—Sir J . Her

schell.

The newspaper is one o f the foremost
wonders of the modern world . The

fam ily that does not take , and carefully
read

,
at least one newspaper, is not liv

ing in the nineteenth century .

—J. A .

Broadus.

As a mental discipline the reading of

newspapers is hurtful .—What can be
worse for the mind than to think of

forty things in ten minutes—T. T .

Munger.

These papers of the day have uses
more adequate to the purpo ses of com

mon life than more pompous and dur
able volumes—Johnson .

This folio of four pages, what is it
but a map of busy life—its fluctuations,
and its vast concerns ? —C owper.

They are the abstract and brie f
chronicles of the time , to show virtue
her own image ; scorn , her own features ;
and - the very age and body of the time ,
his form and pressure—Shakespeare .

N ewspapers will ultimately engross
all literature—there will be nothing else
published but newspapers—Lamartine .

It seems really as if our newspapers
were busy to Spread superstition . Omens
and dreams, and prodigies are recorded ,
as if they were worth minding . The

increasing fashion for printing wonder
ful tales of crimes and accidents is
worse than ridiculous, as it corrupts
both the public taste and morals . It
multiplies fables and crimes , and thus
makes shocking things familiar while it
withdraws popular attention

_ from ia
miliar truth

,
because it is not shocking .

Surely, extraordinary events have not
the best title to our studious attention .

To study nature or man , we o ught to
know things that are in the ordinary
course , not the unaccountable th ings
that happen out of it .

—Fisher Ames .

N ICKNAMES—A nickname is the
heaviest stone the devil can throw at
a man—Anon .

A good name will wear out ; a bad
one may be turned ; a nickname lasts
forever. -Zimmermann .

N icknames stick to people , and the

2

N IGHT

mo st ridiculous are the most adhesive .

—Haliburton .

N ames alone mock destruction ; they
survive the doom of all creation—Tre
vanion .

There is also an evil name or report ,
l ight , indeed , and easy to raise , but dif
fi cult to carry, and still more difficult
to get rid of.

—Hesiod.

N IGHT .
—The day is done

, and dark
ness falls from the wings o f night .

Longfellow .

Earth , turning from the sun , brings
night to man—Young .

In her starry shade of dim and soli
tary loveliness , I learn the language of

another world .
—Byron .

~

This sacred shade and. solitude, what
is it ?—It is the felt

, presence of the
Deity .

—Few are the faults we flatter
when alone ; vice sinks in her allure
ments

,
in ungilt , and looks , like other

obj ects, black by night—By night an
atheist half believes a God—Young.

The night is made for tenderness so

still that the low whisper
,
scarcely audi

ble , is heard like music , and so deeply
pure that the fond thought is chastened
as it

'

springs and on the lip is made
holy .

-N . P . Willis .

The contemplation of night should
lead to elevating rather than to de
pressing ideas . Who can fix his mind
on transitory and earthly things

, in

presence o f those glittering myriads of

worlds ; and who can dread death or

solitude in the midst of this brilliant
,

animated univers e , composed of count
less suns and worlds , all full of l ight
and life and motion ?—Richter.

N ight ’s silent reign had robbed the
Wafla‘

of l ight , to lend , in lieu , a greater
benefit

,
repose and sleep

,
when every

mortal whom care or grief permitted ,
took their rest .—Thomas May .

Why does the evening , why does the
night

,
put warmer love in ‘

our hearts?
Is it the nightly pressure of helpless
ness?—Or is it the exalting separation
from the turmoils of l ife , that veiling
o f the wo rld in which , for the soul , noth
ing remains but souls ?—Richter.
Wisdom mounts her zenith with the

stars—Mrs . Barbauld.

Quiet night , that brings rest to the
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laborer , is the outlaw
’s day , in which he

rises early to do wrong , and when his
work is ended , dares not sleep—Mas

singer.

Darkness has divinity for me ; it
strikes thought inward ; it drives back
the soul to settle on herself , our point
supreme ! There lies o ur theater ; there
sits our j udge . Darkness the curtain
drops o ’

er life ’s dull scene ;
’tis the kind

hand of Providence stretched out ’twixt
man and vanity : ’tis reason’s reign , and
virtue’s too ; these tutelary shades are
man ’s asylum from the tainted throng .

N ight is the good man ’s friend , and
guardian to o ; it no less rescues virtue ,
than inspires—Young .

How absolute , and omnipotent is the
silence of the night ! And yet the still
ness seems almost audible—From all
the

,
measureless depths of air around us,

comes a half sound , a half whisper, as
if we could hear the crumbling and
falling away of earth and all created
things in the great miracle of nature ,
decay and reproduction ever beginning ,
never ending—the gradual lapse and
running of the sand in the great hour
glass o f time—Longfellow .

Oh
,
treacherous night ! thou lendest

thy ready veil to every treason , and
teeming mischiefs thrive beneath thy
shade—A . Hill .

Under thy mantle black
,
there hidden

lie
,
l ight-shunning theft , and traitorous

intent , abhorred bloodshed , and vile fel
ony , shameful deceit , and danger im
minent , foul horror, and eke hellish
dreriment .

’—Spenser.

How sweet and soothing is this hour
of calm ! I thank thee

,
night ! for thou

hast chased away these horrid bode
ments which , amidst the throng , I could
not dissipate : and with the blessing of
thy benign and quiet influence now will
I to my couch , although to rest is al

most wronging such a night as this .
Byron .

The worm of conscience is the com
pamon of the o w l—The l ight is shunned
by sinners and evil spirits only .

Schi ller.

NOBILITY .
—(See “RANK .

The
.

original of all men is the same ,
and V 1rtue is the only nobility .

—Seneca .

N ature’s noblemen are everywhere
,

NOBILITY

in town and out of town
,
gloved and

rough-handed , rich and poor . —Prej udice
against a lord because he is

\
‘

a lord
,
is

losing
'

the chance o f finding a good fel
low

, as much as prejudice against a
ploughman because he is a ploughman .

—N . P . Willis .

N obility should be elective , not hered
itary .

—Zimmermann .

Talent and worth are the only eternal
grounds of distinction . To these the
Almighty has affixed his everlasting
patent of nobility . Knowledge and
goodness—these make degrees in heaven

,

and they must be the graduating scale
o f a true demo cracy .

—Miss Sedgwick.

N obility, without virtue , is a fine set

t1ng W1thout a gem .

\

—»Jane Porter.

Whoe ’er amid the sons of reason ,
valor

,
liberty

,
and virtue , displays dis

tinguished merit , is a noble of nature’s
own creating—Thomson .

All nobility, in its beginnings , was

somebody ’s natural superiority .
—Emer

son .

I can make a lord , but only the Al
mighty can make a gentleman—James I .

T itles of honor add not to his worth ,
who is an honor to his title—Ford.

If a man be endued with a generous
mind

,
this is the best kind of nobility.

—Plat0 .

N obility is a graceful ornament to
the civil order . It is the C orinthian
capital of polished society . It is indeed
one sign of a liberal and benevolent
mind to incline to it with some sort of

partial propensity .
-Burke .

Fishwomen cry noble oysters . They
certainly are full as noble as any family
blazoned out in C ollin’s peerage . If
not of as ancient an house , of as old a
bed at least . And to show their rich
ness too ,

pearls and they are congen1al .
—Sterne .

He who is lord of. himself, and exists
upon his own resources , IS a no ble but
a rare being .

—Brydges.

It is better to be nobly remembered ,
than nobly born—Ruskin .

N o man can ever be noblewho think s
meanly or contemptuously of himself ,
and no man can ever be noble ,who

thinks first and only of himself W. H.

Do llinger .
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happiness that never existed ; to despise
the little good that fortune has mixed
in our cup, by expecting more than she

ever gave ; and in general— take the
word o f a man who has seen the world ,
and studied it more by experience than
by precept—take my word for it , I say ,

that such books teach us very little of

the world—Go ldsmith .

To the composition of novels and ro

mances
,
nothing is necessary but paper,

pens
,
and ink

,
with the manual capacity

of using them .
—Fielding.

N ovels are sweet . All people with
healthy literary appetites love them
almost all women and a vast number
of clever, hard-headed men—Judges,
bishops

,
chancellors, mathematicians are

notorious novel readers, as well as young
boys and sweet girls

,
and their kind

and tender mothers—Thackeray .

A l ittle grain of the romance is no ill
ingredient to preserve and exalt the
dignity of human nature , without which
it is apt to degenerate into everything
that is sordid, vicious, and low—Swift.
Fiction is a potent agent for good in

the hands of the good ; and so it may b e
a potent agent for evil , according to
its character and the character o f its
readers .
We must have books for recreation

and entertainment , as well as for in
struction and for business ; the former
are agreeable , the latter useful , and the
human mind requires both . The canon
law and the codes of Justinian shall
have due honor and reign at the uni
versities, but Homer and V irgil need
not therefore be banished . We will
cultivate the olive and the vine , but
without eradicating the myrtle and the
rose—Balzac .

A good novel should be , and generally
is

,
a magnifying or diminishing glass of

life . It may lessen or enlarge what it
reflects, but the general features of so

ciety are faithfully reproduced by it .
If a man reads such works with intelli
gent interest , he may learn almost as

much of the world from his library as
from the clubs and drawing-rooms of

St . James—Bulwer.

The no vel , in its best form , I regard
as one of the most powerful engines
of civilization ever invented—Sir J .

Herschel .

N OVELS

It cannot but be injurious to the hu
man mind never to be called into ef

fort ; the habit of receiving
‘

xp leasure

witho ut any exertion of thought , by the
mere excitement of curiosity and sensi
bility , may be justly ranked among the
worst effects of habitual novel reading .

Like idle morning visitors
,
the brisk

and breathless periods hurry in and
hurry off in quick and profitless succes
sion—each , indeed , for the moment of
its stay preventing the pain of vacancy ,
while it indulges the love of sloth ; but ,
altogether, they Je

’

ave the mistress of

the house—the soul—flat and exhausted ,
incapable of attending to her own con

cerns
,
and unfitted for the conversation

of more rational g uests—C o leridge .

The importance of
\
the romantic ele

ment does not rest upon conj ecture .

Pleasing testimonies abound . Hannah
More traced her earliest impressions of
virtue to works of fiction ; and Adam
C lark gives a list of tales that won his
boyish admiration . Books of entertain
ment led him to believe in a spiritual
world ; and he felt sure that he would
have been a coward , but for romances .

He declared that he had learned more
of his duty to God, his neighbor, and
himself, from Robinson C rusoe than
from all the books, except the Bible ,
that were known to his yo uth—Will
mo tt.

N ovels may teach us as wholesome a
moral as the pulpit . There are ser

mons in stones ,
”
in healthy books

,
and

good in everything .
—C o lton .

Writers of novels and romances in
general bring a double lo ss on their
readers—they rob them both of their
time and money ; representing men ,
manners, and things, that never have
been , nor are likely to be ; either con
founding or perverting history and truth

,

inflating the mind, or committing vio
lence upon the understanding .

-Mary

Wortley Montague.

Lessons of wisdom have never such
power over us as when they are wrought
into the heart through the groundwork
of a story which engages the passions.
Is it that w e are like iron , and must
first be heated before we can be wrought
upon ? Or is the heart so in love with
deceit , that where a true report will no t
reach it , we must cheat it with a fable
in order to come at the truth ?—Sterne .
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Legitimately produced , and truly in

spired
,

fiction interprets humanity , in
forms the understanding , and quickens
the affections . It reflects ourselves ,
warns us against prevailing social fol
lies

,
adds rich specimens to our cabinets

of character
,
dramatizes life for the um

imaginative , daguerreotypes it for the
unobservant

,
multiplies experience for

the isobated or inactive , and cheers age ,
retirement

,
and invalidism with an

available and harmless solace—Tucker
man .

N ovels do not force their readers to
sin ,

but only instruct them how to sin .

—Zimmermann .

We gild our medicines with sweets ;
why not clothe truth and morals in
pleasant garments as well ?—C hamfort .

To the romance writers of his time ,
N icole gave the title o f public poisoners ,
and the same title might well be ap

plied to a large class of modern novels .

Novel reading tends to destroy a rel
ish for history

,
philosophy , and other

useful knowledge . N ovels give false no
tions of life , which are dangerous and

inj urio us .

—Beattie .

N o habitual reader of the common run

of novels can love the Bible or any
other book that demands thought , or in
culcates the serious duties of life . He

dwells in a region of imagination , where
he - is disgusted with the plainness ,

and

simplicity of truth , and with the sober
realities that demand his attention as
a rational and immortal being , and an
accountable subj ect of God’s govern
ment .

N ovels are mean imitations of litera
ture

,
and usually the poorest part of it .

They devour much precious time , and ,
what is worse

,
have a bad effect upon

mind and morals . Their fanciful , dis
torted,

and exaggerated sketches of life
tend to vitiate and corrupt the taste ,
and to excite expectations that can never
be fulfilled .

—Varle .

N OVELTY .

—N ovelty is the great
parent of pleasure—South .

.

It is not only old and early impres
s1ons that deceive us ; the charms of

novelty have the same power .—Pasca l .

The
.

earth was made so various , that
the m ind of desultory man , studious o f

NOVELTY

change
, and pleased with novelty , might

be indulged—C owper.

The enormous influence of novelty
the way in which it quickens observa
tion

,
sharpens sensation , and exalts sen

timent—is not half enough taken note
o f by us, and is to me a very sorrowful
matter . And yet, if we try to obtain
perpetual change

,
change itself will be

come mono tonous ; and then we are re

duced to that old despair,
“If water

chokes, what will you drink after it ?
”

The two points of practical wisdom in

the matter are , first , to be content with
as little novelty as possible at a time ;
and secondly, to preserve , as much as
possible , the sources of novelty .

-Rus
kin .

Such is the nature of novelty that
where anything pleases it becomes
doubly agreeable if new ; but if it dis
pleases, it is doubly displeasing on that
very account—Hume .

N ovelty has charms that our minds
can hardly withstand . The most valu
ab le things , if they have for a long while
appeared among us , do not make any

impression as they are goo d
,
but give

us a distaste as they are old . But when
the influence of this fantastical humor
is over , the same men or things will
come to be admired again , by a happy
return of our good taste—Thackeray .

All , with one consent
,
praise new

born gauds , though they are made and
molded of th ugs past—Shakespeare .

N ew customs , though they be never
so ridiculous, nay , let them be unmanly,
yet are followed—Shakespeare .

C uriosity, from its nature , is a very
active principle ; it quickly runs over
the greatest part of its obj ects , and
soon

i f

e
’

xhausts the variety common to
be met with in nature . Some degree of
novelty must be one of the materials
in almo st every instrument which works
upon the mind ; and curiosity blends it
self , more or less, with all our pleasures .

—Burke .

Of all the passions that possess man
kind , the love of novelty rules most the
mind ; in search of .this from realm to

realm we roam, our fleets come fraught
with every folly home—Foo te .

In science , as in common life , we fre
quently see that a novelty in system , or

in practise , cannot be duly appreciated
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til l time has sobered the enthusiasm of
its advocates—Maud.

Before I translated the N ew Testa
ment out of the Greek ,

all longed after
it ; when it was done , their longing
lasted scarce four weeks . Then they
desired the books o f Moses ; when I

had translated these
,
they had enough

thereof in a short time . After that ,
they would have the Psalms ; of these
th ey were soon weary, and desired other
books . So it will be with the book of

E cclesiastes, which they now long for,
and abo ut which I have taken great
pains . All is acceptable until our giddy
brains be satisfied ; afterwards we let
familiar things lie , and seek after new .

—Luther.

OATHS—N ay ,
but weigh well what

you presume to swear .
—Oaths are of

dreadful weight ; and if they are false ,
draw down damnation .

—0 verbury .

Rash oaths, whether kept or broken ,
frequently lead to guilt .—Johnson .

Recognized probity is the surest of
all oaths—Mad. N ecker.

It is a great sin to swear unto a sin

but greater sin to keep a sinful o ath
Shakespeare .

Of all men , a philosopher should be
no swearer ; for an oath , which is the
end of controversies in law , cannot de
termine any here , where reason only
must decide—Sir Thomas Browne .

N ot for all the sun sees , or the close
earth wombs, or the profound sea hides
in unknown fathoms , break thou thine
oath—Shakespeare .

OBEDIEN CE—The first law that
ever G od gave to man

, was a law of

obedience ; it was a commandment pure
and simple , wherein man had nothing to
inquire after or to dispute , for as much
as to obey is the proper oflice of a
ratio nal soul acknowledging a heavenly
superior and benefactor .—From obedi
ence and submission spring all other
virtues , as all sin does from self-opinion
and self-will .—Mon taigne .

N o principle is more noble , as there
is none more holy

,
than that o f a true

obedience—H . Giles .

No man doth safely rule but he that

OBED IEN CE

hath learned gladly to obey—Thomas
aKempis .

It is vain thought to flee from the
work that God appoints us

,
for the sake

o f finding a greater blessing
,
instead of

seeking it where alone it is to be found
—1n lovmg obedience—George E lio t.

.

Thirty years o f our Lord’s life are
h 1dden in these words of the ospel :
He was subj ect unto them . ossuet .

Let the ground of all religious actions
be obedience ; examine not why it is
commanded , but observe it because it
is commanded . True obedience neither
procrastinates nor questions—Quarles .

Obedience to truth known , is the
king’s highway to that which is still be
yond us.

Obedience is the knother of success ,
and is wedded to safety .

-E schy lus .

Let them obey that know not how to

rule—Shakespeare .

Let thy child ’s first lesson be obedi
ence , and the second may be what thou
wilt—Fuller.

Filial obedience is the first and great
est requisite of a state ; by this we be
come good subj ects to our rulers, capa
ble of behaving with j ust subordination
to our superiors, and grateful depend
ants on heaven . By this we become
good magistrates ; for early submission
is the truest lesson to those who would
learn to rule . By this the whole state
may be said to resemble one family; of
which the monarch is the protector,
father, and friend Go ldsmith .

Obedience to God is the most infalli
ble evidence o f sincere and supreme

love to him .

—Emmons .

We are born sub jects
,
and to obey

G od is perfect libert y . He that does
this shall be free , safe , and happy
Seneca .

Wicked men o bey from fear ; good
m en , from love—Aristo tle .

To obey God in some things , and not
in others , shows an unsound heart
C hildlike obedience moves toward every
command of God, as the needle points
where the loadsto ne draws—T. Watson .

Doing the will of God leaves me no
time fo r disputing about his plans—G .

Macdonald.

Obedience is not truly performed by
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Obscurity and innocence, twin sisters,
escape temptations which would pierce
their gossamer armor in contact with
the world—C hamfort.
Full many a gem of purest ray serene
the dark unfathomed caves of ocean
bear : full many aflower is born to
blush unseen

,
and waste its sweetness on

the desert air .

—Gray .

Thus let me live , unseen , unknown ;
thus unlamented let me die ; steal from
the world , and not a stone tell where
I lie—Pope .

OBSERVATION .
—I pity the man

who can travel from Dan to Beersheba ,
and cry ,

’tis all barren—and so it is ,
and so is all the world to him who will
not cultivate the fruits it offers—Sterne .

A right judgment draws us a profit
from all things we see—Shakespeare .

Perhaps there is no property in which
men are more distinguished from each
other

,
than in the various degrees in

which they possess the faculty of ob

servation . The great herd of mankind
pass their lives in listless inattention
and indifference as to what is going on

around them
,
being perfectly content to

satisfy the mere cravings o f nature
,

while those who are destined to distino
tion have a lynx-eyed vigilance that
nothing can escape . You see nothing of

the Paul Pry in them ; yet they know
all that is passing , and keep a perfect
reckoning

, not only of every interesting
passage

,
but of all the characters of

the age who have any concern in them .

—William Wirt.
He alone is an acute observer, who

can observe m 1nute1y W1thout be1ng ob

served—Lavater.

It is the close observation of l ittle
things which is the secret of success in
business, in art, in science , and in every
pursuit in life . Human knowledge is
but an accumulation of small facts, made
by successive generations of men ,

—the
little bits of knowledge and experience
carefully treasured up and growing at
length into a mighty pyramid—S.

Smiles.

Observation made in the cloister or

in the desert , will generally be as o h

scure as the one and as barren as the
other ; but he that would paint with his
pencil must study originals , and no t be

over fearful of a little dust—C o lton .

Each one sees what he carries in his
heart—Goethe .

Shakespeare says, we are creatures
that look before and after ; the more
surprising that we do not look round a
little , and see what is passing under our
very eyes—C arlyle .

To behold is not necessarily to oh
serve , and the power of comparing and
combining is only to be obtained by
education . It is much to be regretted
that habits o f exact observation are not
cultivated in our schools ; to this de
ficiency may be traced much pf the
fallacious reasoning and the false phi
losophy which preva ils—W. Humbo ldt .

An observant man; in all his inter
course with society an\d the world

, con

stantly and unperceived marks on every
person and thing the figure expressive
of its value , and therefo re , on meeting
that person or thing

,
knows instantly

what kind and degree of attention to
give it .

—This is to make something o f

experience—John Foster.

General observations drawn from par
ticulars are the j ewels o f knowledge

,

comprehending great sto re in a little
room .

—Lo cke .

OBSTIN ACY .
—An obstinate man

does not hold opinions, but they hold
him ; for when he is once possest with
an error it is like a devil , only cast out
with great diffi culty . Whatsoever he
lays hold o n , like a drown ing man ,

he
never loses , though it do but help to

sink him the sooner . His ignorance is
abrupt and inaccessible , impregnable
both by art and nature , and will hold
out to the last , though it has nothing
but rubbish to defend—Butler.

Obstinacy is will asserting itself with
out being able to justify itself .—It is
persistence without a reasonable motive .

—It is the tenacity of self-love substi
tuted for that of reason and conscience .

-Amiel .

Obstinacy and contradiction are l ike
a paper kite : they are only kept up so

long as you pull against them .

Obstinacy is the strength of the weak .

Firmness founded upon principle , upon
truth and right , order and law, duty and

generosity, is the obstinacy of sages
Lavater.
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Obstinacy and vehemency
o

in opinion
are the surest proofs of stup1d1ty .

—Bar
ton .

Obstinacy and heat in argument are
surest proofs of folly. Is there any
thing so stubborn , obstinate , disdainful ,
contemplative

,
grave , or serious, as an

Obstinacy is certainly a great v ice ;
and in the changeful state of po litical
affairs is frequently the cause of great
mischief . It happens, however, very un

fortunately
,
that almost the whole line

of the great and masculine virtues
constancy, gravity , magnanimity, forti
tude

,
fidelity , and firmness—are closely

allied to this disagreeable quality, of

which you have so just an abhorrence ;
and in their excess, all these virtues very
easily fall into it .

—Burke .

Obstinacy is ever most positive when
it 18 most 111 the wrong—Mad. N ecker .

Firmness is adherence to truth and
duty is generally most decided when
most intelligent and conscientious , and
is sometimes mistaken for obstinacy by
those who do not comprehend its na
ture and motive .

—Tryon Edwards.

Obstinacy and contention are commo n
qualities

,
most appearing in , and best

becoming , a mean and i ll iterate soul .
Montaigne.

There are few , very few , that will
own themselves in a m1stake .

The slighter and more inconsistent
the opinions of the obstinate man are

,

the faster he holds them
,
otherwise they

would fal l asunder Of themselves : for
Opinions that are false he holds with
more stri ctness and assurance than those
that are true—He is resolved to under
stand no man’s reason but his own , be
cause he finds no man can understand
his but himself. His wits are like a sack ,

which the proverb says
,
is tied faster

before it is ful l , than when it is ; and
his opinions are like plants that grow
upon rocks, that stick fast , though they
have no rooting . His understanding is
hardened like Pharao h’s heart , and is
proof against all so rts Of judgments
whatsoever.—Butler.

OC CUPATION —(See TIME . )

Indolence is a delightful but distress
ing state ; we must be doing something
to be happy . Action 18 no less necessary
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He who will no t apply himself to
business, evidently discovers that he
means to get his bread by cheating ,
stealing

, or begging , or else is wholly
void of reason .

-Ischomachus.

Occupation is a necessity to the
young . They love to be busy ab out
something

,
however trifling ; and if not

directed to some useful emplo yment will
soon engage in something that is evil ,
thus verifying the old proverb “

That
idleness is the mother of misch1ef.

Let parents who hate their offspring

than thought to the instinctive tenden
cies of the human frame—Hazlitt.

The great happiness of life , I find,
' after all , to consist in the regular dis
charge of some mechanical duty .

Schiller.

Every Egyptian was -commanded by
law annually to declare by what means
he

,
maintained himself ; and if he

omitted to do it , ,
or gave no satisfactory

account of his way of l iving , he was

punishable with death . This law Solon
brought from Egypt to Athens , where
it was inviolably observed as a most
equitable regulation—Herodo tus .

NO thoroughly occupied man was ever
yet very miserable—L . E . Landon .

I have lived to know that the great
secret of human happiness

’

is this : never
suffer your energies to stagnate . The

o ld adage of
“too many irons in the

fire ,
” conveys an abominable lie . You

canno t have too many—poker
,
tongs ,

and all—keep them all going - Adam

It was a maxim with the Jews,
“that

he that did not br1ng up his son to

some honest calling , brought him up to
be a thief .”

Temptation rarely comes in working
hours . It is in their leisure time that
men are made or marred W. M . Tay
lor.

It 1s an undoubted truth , that the
less one has to do the less time one

finds to do it in . One yawns, one pro
crastinates, one can do it when one will ,
and, therefore , one seldom does it all ;
whereas those who have a great deal of
business , must (to use a vulgar expres
sion) buckle to it ; and then they al

ways find time enough to do it in .
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rear them to hate labor and to inherit
riches

,
and before long they will be

stung by every vice, racked by its poi
son , and damned by its . penalty .

—H . W.

Beecher.

N ature has made occupatio n a neces

sity
.

to us ; so cl ety makes it a duty ;
hab1t may make it a pleasure—C apella
Most of the trades, professions, . and

ways Of living among mankind , take
their original either from the love of

pleasure
,

or the fear of want . The

former
,
when it becomes too vio lent ,

degenerates into luxury, and the latter
into avarice—Addis on .

We protract the career of time by
employment , we lengthen the duration
of our lives by wise thoughts and use

ful actions . L ife to him who wishes not
to have lived in vain is tho ught and
action .

-Zimm ermann .

The prosperity Of a people is propor
tionate to the number of hands and
minds usefully employed . To the com
munity , sedition is a fever, corruption
is a gangrene , and idleness is an atrophy .

Whatever body or society wastes more
than it acquires, must gradually decay ;
and every being that continues to be
fed , and ceases to labor , takes away
something from the public stock—John

The crowning fortune Of a man is to
be born with a bias to some pursuit
which finds him in employment and
happiness—Emerson .

Employment , which Galen calls na
ture ’s physician

,

” is so essential to hu
man happiness that indolence is j ustly
considered as the mother of misery .

Burton .

You cannot give an instance of any
man who is permitted to lay out his
own time , contriving not to have tedi
ous ho urs—Johnson .

You see men of the most delicate
frames engaged in active and proies
sional pursuits who really have no time
for idleness . Let them become idle ,
let them take care of themselves , let
them think of their health ,

—and they
die ! The rust rots the steel which use

preserves—Bulwer.

Occupation is the scythe of time .

N apo leon .

OFFEN C E

Offences ought to be pardoned
,
for

Occupation is the necessary basis of
all enjoyments—Leigh Hun t.

Every base occupation makes one

sharp in its practice
,
and dull in every

other .~—Sir P. Sidney .

C are is a sad disease ; despondency a
sadder, and discontent the saddest of

the three : if we wish to be cured of all
these together, next to seeking the di
vine support , the prescription is occu

patiou .

The want of occupation is no less the
plague of society, than of solitude
Rousseau.

The busy have no time for tears
Byron .

C heerfulness is the daughter of em
ployment ; and I hawe known a mancome home , in high spirits

,
from a

funeral , merely because he has had the
management of it .

—Bp . Horne .

I take it to be a principal rule of life
,

no t to be too much addicted to any

one thing—Terence .

Occupation was one of the pleasures
of paradise, and we cannot be happy
without it .

-Mrs . Jameson .

Let a man choose what condition he
will , and let him accumulate around him
all the goods and gratifications seem
ingly calculated to make him happy in
it ; if that man is left at any time with
out occupatio n or amusement , and reflects on what he is, the meagre , languid
felicity Of his present lot will not bear
him up . He will turn necessarily to
gloomy anticipations of the future ; and
unless his occupation calls him out of

himself, he is inevitably wretched
Pascal.

The highest excellence is seldom at

tained in more than one vocatio n . The
roads leading to distinction in separate
pursuits diverge , and the nearer we ap
proach the one , the farther we recede
from the other .—Bovee .

Absence of occupation is not rest ; a
m 1ud qu1te vacant , 1s a m1nd d1stressed .

-C owper.

OFFEN C E—Who fears to offend
takes the first step to please .

—C ibber.

At every trifle scorn to take o ffence ;
that always shows great pride

,
or little

sense—Pope
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age , they are merely making a sacrifice
to God of the devil ’s leavings .—Swift.
There is not a more frepulsive spec

tacle than an o ld man who will not

forsake the world which has already for
saken him .

—Th0 luck.

O ld age is a tyrant who forbids, at
the penalty of life

,
all the pleasures of

youth—Rochefoucauld.

Old age is wise for itself , but not for
the community—It is wise in declin ing
new enterprises, for it has not the power
or the time to execute them ; wise in

shrinking frcfin difficulty, for it has not
the strength to overcome it ; wise in

avoiding danger
, for it lacks the faculty

of ready and swift action by which dan
gers are parried and converted into ad

vantages—But this is not wisdom for

mankind at large , by whom new enter
prises must be undertaken , dangers met ,
and difficulties surmounted—Bryant.
To know how to grow old is the mas

ter-wo rk of wisdom ,
and one Of the most

difficult chapters in the great art of

living .
—Amiel .

OMN IPOTEN C E—Who guides be
low and rules above , the great disposer
and the mighty king ; than he none
greater ; next him none can be , or is, or
was ,

supreme , he singly fills the throne .

—Horace .

God,
veiled in maj esty , alone gives

light and life to all ; bids the great sys
tems move

,
and changing seasons in

their turns advance , unmoved , un

changed himself .—Somerville .

My faith hath no bed to sleep upo n
but omnipotency .

—Rutherford.

OMN IPRESEN C E .
—Yes, thou art

ever present , power divine ; not circum
scribed by time , nor fixed by space , con
fined to altars , nor to temples bound .

In wealth , in want , in freedom , or in
chains , in dungeons or on thrones, the
faith ful find thee—Hannah More .

Where one is present , God is the sec

ond, and where there are two , God is
the third—Mahomet.

God is everywhere , the God who
framed mankind to be one mighty fam
ily

,
himself our father, and the world

our home—C o leridge .

Tell me ,
to a C hristian ,

said a heathen philosopher
where is Go d. First

434 OPIN ION

It is more true to say that our opin
ions depend upon our lives and habits ,
than to say that o ur l ives and habits
depend on our opinions—F. W. Robert
son

tell me , said the other, where he is
not .”

God oft descends to Vis1t men , un

seen , and through their habitations
walks, to mark their d0 1ngs.

-Milton .

OMN ISC IEN CE .
—We cannot too

often think there is a never-sleeping eye
,

which reads the heart
,
and registers our

thoughts—Bacon .

In all thy actions, think God sees
thee ; and in all his actions labor to

see him .
—Quarles.

What can escape the eye Of God,
all

seeing , or deceive his heart , omniscient !
-Mi lt0 n .

OPIN ION —(See JUDGMENT .

All power, even
"r the most despotic

,

rests ultimately on Ohinion .
—Hume .

A man’s Opinions are generally of
much more value than his arguments .
0 . W. Ho lmes .

I will utter what I believe to-day
,
if

it sho uld contradict all I said yesterday .

—Wendell Phillips .

There is something among men more
capable of shaking despotic power than
lightning, whirlwind

,
or earthquake ;

that is, the threatened indignation of
the whole civilized world—Daniel Web
ster

N o errors of opinion can possibly be
dangerous m a country where op1nion is
left free to grapple W1th them .

—Simms .

Opinions are stronger than armies—If
they are founded in truth and j ustice

,

they will , in the end, prevail against
the bayonets of infantry , the fire of ar
tillery , and the charges Of cavalry .

Lord Palmerston .

Opinion is the main thing which does
good or harm in the world . It is our
false opinions of things which ruin us

Marcus Antoninus .

The wo rld is governed much more by
Opinion than by laws . It is not the
judgment of courts , but the moral judg
ment of individuals and masses of men ,
which is the chief wall of defence
around property and life . With the
progress of society , this power of opin
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ion is taking the place of arms
- C hart

ning .

The
_
greater part o f men have no

_opin
ion , st1ll fewer an Opinion of their own ,

well reflected and founded upon reason .

—Seume .

What I admire in C olumbus is not
his having discovered a world

,
but his

having gone to search for it on the
faith of an Opinion .

—Turg0 t .

Our system Of thought and opinion ,
is often only the history of our heart .
Men do not so much will according to
their reason , as reason according to their
will .—Fichte .

Popular Opinion is the greatest l ie in
the world—C arly le .

The feeble tremble before opinion , the
foolish defy it , the wise j udge it , the
skillful direct it .

—Mad. Ro land .

As our inclinations , so our opinions .
Goe the .

Our o pinions on all subj ects are more
largely formed by our sympathies than
by carefully sifted evidence .

He that never changes his opin1ons ,
never corrects his mistakes , and will
never be wiser on the morrow than h e
is to-day .

—Tryon Edwards.

Predominant opinions are generally
the

O

Opinions of the generation that is
van l shing .

—Disrae li .

C onscience , in most men , is but the
anticipatio n of the op1nions of others -5

Tay lor
’

s Statesman .

Public opinion is, with multitudes,
‘

a
second conscience ; with some , the

’ only
one—W. R . A lger.

I do not regret having braved public
Opinion

,
when I knew it was wrong and

was sure it would be merciless—Horace

Gree ley .

N O l iberal man would impute a charge
of unsteadmess to ano ther for having
changed his op1n10 n .

—C icero .

A statesman should follow public
Opinion as a coachman follows his
horses ; having firm hold on the reins,
and guiding them .

—J . C . Hare .

It is commo n to men to err ; but it
is only a fool that perseveres in his

error ; a wise man alters his opinion , a
fool never .
Differences of opinion give me but lit
tle concern ; but it is a real pleasure to

be brought into communication with
any one who is in earnest , and who

really looks to God’s will as his stand
ard of right and wrong , and j udges of

actions according to their greater o r

less conformity .
—Arno ld.

It is the inclination and tendency o f

the heart which finally determines the
opinions o f the mind—Luthardt.

To form a correct judgment concern
ing the ,

tendency of any doctrine we

should look rather at the forms it bears
in the disciples , than in the teacher , for
he only made it ; they are made by it .

—J. C . Hare .

N othing so obstinately stands in the
way of all sorts o f progress, as pride
o f Opinion ; while nothing is so foolish
and baseless—J . G . Ho lland.

Public opinion cannot do for virtue
what it does for vice . It is the essence
of virtue to lo ok above Opinion . V ice
is consistent with , and very Often
strengthened by, entire subserviency to
it .

The eyes of other people are the eyes
that ruin us . If all but myself were
blind , I should want neither fine clothes ,
fine houses, nor fine furniture .

-Frank

lin .

We never are satisfied with our opin
ions, whatever we may pretend , till they
are ratified and confirmed by the suf

frages o f the rest of mankind . We dis

pute and wrangle forever ; we endeavo r
to get men to come to

“

us , when we do
not go to them .

—Sir J . Reyno lds .

That was excellently observed
, say

I , when I read a passage in an
‘

author
,

where his opinion agrees with mine .

When we differ, there I pronounce him
tofi beg ni istaken r

—Swift .

The same enthusiasm that dignifies a
butterfly or a medal to the virtuoso and
the antiquary

,
may convert controversy

into quixotism
,
and present to the de

luded imagination of the theological
kn ight-errant , a barber

’s basin as Mam
brino

’
s helmet . The real value of any

doctrine can only be determined by its
influence on the conduct of man

,
with

respect to himself , to his fellow-creatures
,

or to God—Percival .
Opinions

,
l ike showers

,
are generated

in high places, but they invariably de
scend into lower ones

,
and ultimately
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flow down
,
to the people , as rain unto

the sea—C o lton .

Opinion is that high and mighty dame
which rules the world

,
and in the mind

doth frame distastes or l ikings ; for in
the human race , she makes the fancy
various as the face—J. Howell.

DO not think of knocking out another
person’s brains because he differs in

opinion from you. It would be as
rational to knock yourse lf on the head
because you differ from yourself ten
years ago .

—Horace Mann .

The masses procure their opinions
ready made in Open market—C o lton .

He who has no opinion of his own , but
depends upon the opinion and taste of

others
,
is a slave .

—Klopstock.

Social opinion is like a sharp knife .

There are foolish people who regard it
only with terror

,
and dare not touch or

meddl e with it ; there are more foolish
people

, who , in rashness or defiance ,
seize it by the blade , and get cut and
mangled for their pains ; and there are
wise people

,
who grasp it discreetly and

boldly by the handl e
,
and use it to

carve out their own purposes—Mrs.

Jameson .

C ommon opinions Often confl ict with
common sense ; for reason in most minds
is no match for prej udices

,
a hydra

whose heads grow faster than they can
be cut off—E . Wigglesworth .

Wind puffs up empty bladders ; opin
ion

,
fools—So crates .

The men of the past had convietions,
while we moderns have only Opinions .

Private opinion is weak
,
but public

Opinion is almost omn1potent .
—H . W.

Beecher.

Public opinion is a weak tyrant , com
pared with our private opinion—What
a man thinks o f himself

,
that it

determines
, or rather indicates his fate .

_ Thoreau.

A confident expectation that no argu
ment will be adduced that will change
our

‘

Opinions is very different from a
resolution that none ever shall . We

may print but not stereotype our opin
ions—Whately .

To maintain an opinion because it is
th1ne , and not because it is true , is to
prefer thyself above the truth—Venning.

OPIN ION

0

Those who never retract their Opin
1ons love themselves more than they
love truth—Joubert.

There never was in the world two

opinions alike , no more than two hairs
o r two grains . The most universal
quality is diversity .

—Montaigne .

It has been shrewdly said that when
men abuse us, we should suspect our

selves, and when they praise us, them .

It is a rare instance of virtue to despise
censure which we do not deserve , and
still more rare to despise praise , which
we do . But that integrity that lives
only on Opinion would starve without it .
—C o lton .

The history of human Opinion is
scarcely anything -more than the history
of human errors—V

e
ltaire .

If a man should register all his opin
ions upon love , politics, religion , leam
ing, etc .

, beginning from his youth , and
so go on to Old age ,

what a bundle of
inconsistencies and contradictions would
appear at last—Swift.
One of the mistakes in the conduct
Of human life is, to suppose that other
men’s opinions are to make us happy .

Burton .

It is with true opinions which one has
the courage to utter

,
as with pawns first

advanced on the chessboard ; they may
be beaten , but they have inaugurated a
game which must be won—Goe the .

He who is master Of all opinions can

never be the bigot of any .
—W. R . A lger.

The ambitious man grasps at opinion
as necessary to his designs ; the vain
man sues for it as a testimony to his
merit ; the honest man demands it as
his due ; and most men consider it as
necessary to their existence .

—Beccaria .

C orrect opinions
,
well established on

any subj ect, are the best preservative
against the seduct1ons of error.—Bp .

The free expression of opinion
,
as

experience has taught us
,
is the safety

valve of passion . The noise of the rush
ing steam , when it escap es, alarms the
timid ; but it is the sign that we are
safe . The concession Of reasonable
privilege anticipates the growth of furi
ous appetite - G ladstone .

I could never divide myse lf from any
man upon the difference of op1n10n, or
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to others
,
and still more to ourselves .

Rochefoucauld.

The secret of success in life , is for a
man to be ready for his opportumty
when it comes—Disrae li .
Opportunity is rare

,
and a wise man

Wl ll never let it go by him .
—Bayard

Taylor.

Great opportunities come to all , but
many do not know they have met them .

—The only preparation to take advan

tage of them
,
is simple fidelity to what

each day brings—A . E . Dunning.

V igilance in watching Opportunity ;
tact and daring in seizing upon Oppor

tunity ; force and persistence in crowd
ing Opportunity to its utmost of possible
achievement—these are the martial vir
tues which must command success
Austin Phe lps .

Our Opportunities to do good are our
talents—C . Mather.

For truth and duty it is ever the fit
t ing time ; who waits until circumstances
completely favor his undertaking , will
never accomplish anything—Luther.

To choose time is to save time ; and

an unseasonable mot1on 1s but beating
the a1r .

—Bacon .

If you want to succeed in the world
y ou must make your own opportumtles

as you go on . The man who waits for
some seventh wave to toss him on dry
land will find that the seventh wave is
a long time a coming . You can comm l t

no greater folly than to sit by the road
side until some one comes along and
invites you to ride with him to wealth
or influence—John B. Gough .

The golden moments in the stream Of

l ife rush past us, and we see nothing but
sand ; the angels come to visit us, and

we only know them when they are gone .

—George E lio t.

N ext to knowing when to seize an

opportunity
,
the most important thing

in life is to know when to forego an

advantage—Disraeli.
Occasion may be the bugle call that
summons an army to battle

,
but the

blast o f a bugle can never make soldiers
nor win battles—J . A . Garfield.

If sorrow could enter heaven
,
if a sigh

could be heard there , Or a tear roll down
the cheek of a saint in light

,
it would

be for lost opportunities
,
for the time

spent in neglect of God which might
have been spent for his glory .

—Payson .

There are no times in life when op

portunity , the chance to be and do ,
gathers so richly about the soul as when
it has to suffer. Then everything de
pends on whether the man turns to the
lower or the higher helps . If he resorts
to mere expedients and tricks the Op
portunity is lost . He comes out no
richer nor greater ; nay, he comes out

harder, poorer, smaller for his pain . But
,

if he turns to God,
the hour of suffering

is the turning hour of his l ife—Phillips
Brooks .

Opportunity has hair in front ; behind
she is bald ; if you seize her by the fore
lock, you may hold her , but , if suffered
to escape , no t Jupitehhimself can catch
her again—From the ‘Latin .

The sure way to miss success is to
miss the opportunity .

—C hasles .

Who makes quic‘k use of the moment ,
is a genius Of prudence—Lavater.

Turning , for them who pass , the com
mon dust of servile opportunity to gold .

—Wordsworth .

What is opportunity to the man who
can ’t use it ? An unfecundated egg ,
which the waves of time wash away into
nonentity .

—G eorge E lio t .

Every one has a fair turn to
_

be as
great as he pleases—Jeremy C o llier.

He who has opportunities to inspect
the sacred moments Of elevated minds,
and seizes none , is a son of dullness ; but
he who turns those moments into ridi
cule , will betray with a kiss, and in em
bracing

,
murder .

—Lavater.

A philosopher being asked what was

the first thing necessary to win the love
o f a woman , answered :

“Opportunity .

”

-M 0 0 re .

Opportunity, sooner or later, comes to
all who work and wish—Lord Stanley .

You will never “find time for any
thing . If you want time you must
make it .

—C harles Bur ton.

N O man possesses a genius so com
manding that he can attain eminence ,
unless a subj ect suited to his talents
should present itself

,
and an Opportunity

occur for their development—Pliny .

There sometimes wants only a stroke
of fortune to discoven numberless latent
good or bad qualities, whi ch would
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otherwise have been eternally concealed ;
as words written with

.

a certain liquor
appear only when applied to the fi re .

Gréville .

Take all the swift advantage of the
hours—Shakespeare .

It is common to overlook what is near
by keeping the

"

eye fixed on something
remote . In the same manner present
opportunities are neglected and attain
able good is slighted by minds busied in
extensive ranges

,
and intent upon future

advantages . Life , however short , is
made shorter by waste of time—John
son .

Miss not the occasion ; by the fore
lock take that subtle power, the never
halting time .

—Wordsworth .

If we do no t watch
,
we lose our op

portunities ; if we do not make haste ,
we are left behind ; our best hours
escape us

,
the worst are come . The

purest part of our l ife runs first
,
and

leaves only the dregs at the bottom ;
and that time which is good for nothing
else we dedicate to virtue

,
and only

propose to begin to live at an age that
very few people arrive at .

—Seneca .

There is need of a sprightly and vigi

lant soul to discern and to lay hold on

favorable j unctures ; a man must look
before him

,
descry opportunities at a

distance
, keep h is eye constantly upon

them
,
observe all the motions they make

toward him
,
make himself ready , for

their approach
,
and when he sees his

time
,
lay fast hold

,
and not f let

'

go

again
,
till he has done his business .

C harron .

Many do with Opportunities as chil
dren do at the seashore ; they fill their
little hands with sand , and then let the
grains fall through

,
one by one , till all

are gone—T. Jones .

N o man possesses a genius so com

manding that he can attain eminence ,
unless a subj ect suited to his talents
should present itself, and an opportunity
occurs for this development—Pliny .

How oft the sight of means to do ill
deeds

,
makes deeds ill done l—Shake

speare .

When heaven half opens its arms , he
who is faint-hearted deserves not any
thing—It is this want of faith that
often keeps heaven from bestowing its
blessings ; and even wh en they come

OPPOSIT ION

down
,
it is apt to send them away .

C orneille .

T0 be a great man it is necessary to
turn to account all Opportunities .

Ro chefoucauld.

A wise man will make more Oppor

tunities than he finds—Bacon .

How often do we sigh for opportuni
ties Of doing good

,
whilst we neglect the

Openings of Providence in little things
,

which would frequently lead to the ac

complishment of most important use
fulness —C rabbe .

The best men are not those who have
waited for chances but who have taken
them ; besieged the chance ; conquered
the chance , and made chance the sen 1

tor H
—E H . C hapin .

The public man needs but one patron
,

namely , the lucky moment .
—Bulwer.

Opportunity to statesmen , is as the
j ust degree of heat to chemists ; it per~
feets all

“
the work—Suckling.

Do not wait for extraordinary circum
stances to do good ; try to use ordinary
situations—Richter.

Genius and great abilities are often
wanting ; sometime s

,
only opportunities .

—Some deserve praise for what they
have done ; others for what they would
have done—Bruyere .

To improve the golden moment o f

Opportunity and catch the good that is
within our reach , is the great art o f

life—Johnson .

A word sp oken in season , at the right
moment, is the matter of ages—C arly le .

The May of l ife blooms only once
Schiller.

Who seeks
, and will not take when

once ’tis Offered , shall never find it more .

There is an hour in each man’s life
appointed to make his happ iness , if then
he seize it .

—Beaumont and Fletcher.

Unless a man has trained himself for
his chance , the chance will only make
him ridiculous . A great occasion is
worth to a man exactly what his ante
cedents have enabled him to make of it .

—W. Matthews.

OPPOSITION—(See “RESOLUTION .

A certain amount of opposition is a
great help to a man ; it is what he wants
and must have to be good for anything .
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—Hardship and Opposition are the native
soil o f manhood and se lf-reliance .

—John
N ea l.

The coldest bodies warm with Opposi
tion ; the hardest sparkle in collision .

He that wrest les with us, strengthens
our nerves

, and sharpens our skill . Our
antagonist is our helper .—Burke .

N ature is upheld by antagonism .

Passions , resistance , danger, are educa
tors . We acquire the strength we have
overcome—Emerson .

The greater the obstacle , the more
glory in overcoming it ; and difficulties
are but the maids of honor to set Off

the virtue .
—Mo liere .

It is not the victory that makes the
j oy Of noble hearts

,
but the combat .

M on talembert .

The effects of opposition are wonder
ful . There are men who rise refreshed
on hearing of a threat ,—men to whom
a crisis which intim idates and paralyzes
the maj ority

,
comes graceful and beloved

as a bride l—Emerson .

It is not ease but effort , —not facility,
but difficulty

,
that makes men . There

is
,
perhaps

,
no station in life in which

diffi culties have not to be encountered
and overcome before any decided meas
ure of success can be achieved—S.

Smiles.

A strenuous soul hates cheap success ;
it is the ardor of the assailant that makes
the Vigor of the defendant—Emerson .

Opposition inflames the enthusiast,
never converts him .

—Schiller.

OPPRESSION .

—A desire to resist
oppression is implanted in the nature of

man—Tacitus .

The smal lest worm will turn , being
trodden on ; and doves will peck , in safe
guard of their brood—Shakespeare .

There is no happiness for him who
oppresses and persecutes ; there can be
no repose for him . For the sighs of the
unfortunate cry for vengeance to heaven .

—Pestalozzi.
Oppression makes wise men mad ; but

the distemper is still the madness of the
wise

,
which is better than the sobriety

of fools . -Burke .

I never could believe that Providence
had sent a few men into the world , ready
booted and spurred to ride , and millions

ORATORY

ready saddled and bridled to be ridden .

—Richard Rumbo ld.

An extreme rigor is sure to armevery
thmg aga1nst 1t .

—Burke .

Fishes live in the sea, as men do
a- land ; the great ones eat up the little
ones—Shakespeare .

When oppression stain s the robe o f
state , and power

’s a whip of scorpions in
the hands of heartless knaves

,
to lash

th
’
o
’
erburthen

’
d back Of honest industry

,

the loyal blood will turn to bitterest
gall , and th

’
o
’
ercharged heart explode in

execration .
-Shee .

The camomile, the more it is trodden
on

, the faster 1t grows—Shakespeare.

Power exercised : with violence has
seldom been Of long duration

,
but

temper and moderation generally pro
duce permanence in all things—Seneca .

Oppression is but another name for
1rresponsib le power.—W. Pinckney .

ORATORY .
—He is the eloquent man

who can treat subj ects of an humble
nature with delicacy

,
lofty things im

pressively , and moderate things temper
ately .

—C icer0 .

It is the first rule in oratory that a
man must appear such as he would
persuade others to be ; and that can be
accomplished only by the force of his
life—Swift.
Every man should study conciseness
in speaking ; it is a sign of ignorance
not to know that long speeches

,
though

they may please the speaker
,
are the

torture of the hearer .—Fe ltham .

List his discourse of war, and you shall
hear a fearful battle rendered you ln

music—Shakespeare .

What too many orators want in depth ,
they give you in length—Montesqui eu .

There is no power like that of true
oratory . C aesar controlled men by excit
ing their fears ; C icero , by captivating
their affections and swaying their pas
sions . The influence of the one perished
with its author ; that of the other con

tinnes to this day—Henry C lay .

In oratory
,
the greatest art is to con

ceal art - Swift.
An orator without judgment is a hors e

without a bridle—Theophrastus.

When the Roman people had listened
to the diffuse and polished discourses of
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Order is a lovely nymph , the child of
beauty and wisdom ; her attendants are
comfort

,
neatness

,
and activity ; her

abode is the valley of happiness : she is
always to be found when sought for,
and never appears so lovely as when con
trasted with her opponent , disorder .
Johnson .

Desultoriness may often be the mark
o f a full head ; connection must proceed
from a thoughtful one —Danby .

The heavens themselves , the planets,
and this centre , Observe degree , priority
and place

,
insisture

,
course , proportion ,

season
,
form

,
office , and custom ,

in all

line of order . —Shakespeare .

There are persons who are never easy
unless they are putting your books and
papers in order— that is according to
their notions of the matter—and hiding
things, lest they should be lost , where
neither the owner nor anybody else can

find them . If anything is left where you
want it

,
it is called litter . There is a

pedantry in housewifery , as well as in
the gravest concerns . One complained
that whenever his maid-servant had been
in his library , he could not get com
fortab ly to work again for several days .
—Hazlitt .

Order means light and peace , inward
liberty and free command over one ’s
self ; order is power .

—Amiel .
Set all things in their own peculiar
place

,
and know that order is the great

est grace—Dryden .

Good order is the foundation of all
good things

.
—Burke .

ORIGINALITY . (See
“
PLAGIA

Originality is nothing but judicious
imitation—The most original writers
borrowed one from another. The in

struction w e find in books is like fire .

We fetch it from our neighbor’s , kindle
it at home

,
communicate it to others ,

and it becomes the property of all .
Vo ltaire .

One couldn’t carry on life comfortably
without a little blindness to the fact
that everything has been said better than
we can put it ourselves—George Elio t .

People are always talking about origi
nality ; but what do they mean ? As soon
as we are born

,
the world begins to

work upon us ; and this goes on to the
end. And after all , what can we call

ORIG INALITY

Our own ,
except energy, strength , and

will ? If I could give an account Of all
that I owe to great predecesso rs and
contemporaries , there would be but a
small balance in my favor .

—Goethe .

A well cultivated mind is
, so to speak ,

made up of all the minds o f preceding
ages ; it is only one single mind which
has been educated during all this time .

-Fontenelle .

Originality is simply a pair of fresh
eyes—T. W. Higginson .

If we can advance propositions both
true and new ,

thes'is are our own by right
of discovery ; and if we can repeat what
is o ld, more briefly and brightly than
others

,
this al so becomes our own , by

right of conquest—C o lton .

The merit of origina ity is not novelty,
it is sincerity .

—The believing man is the
original man ; he believes for himself,
not for another . —C arlyle .

They who have light in themselves,
will not revolve as satellites—Anon .

Every human being is intended to
have a character of his own ; to be what
no other is

,
and to do what no other

can do .
—C hanning.

Men of strong minds and who think
for themselves, should not be discouraged
on finding occasionally that some o f

their best ideas have been anticipated
by former writers ; they will neither
anathematize . others nor despair them
selves . They will rather go on discover
ing things before discovered , until they
are rewarded with a land hitherto un

known , an empire indisputably their
own

,
both by right of conquest and Of

discovery—C o lton .

One of the best
.

uses p f originality is ,

to say common things in an uncommon
way .

He who thinks for himself, and rarely
imitates

,
is a free man .

—Klopsto ck.

It is better to create than to b e

learned ; creating is the true essence o f

life .
—N iebuhr.

It is almost impossible for any one

who reads much
,
and reflects a good

deal
,
to be able , on every occasion , to

determine whether a thought was an

other’s or his own .

—I have several times
quoted sentences out of my own writ
ings

,
in aid o f my own arguments , in

conversation
,
thinking that I was sup
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porting them by some better authority .

—Sterne .

Those writers who lie on the
_watch

for novelty can have little hope of
greatness ; for great things cannot have
escaped former Observation—Johnson .

I would rather be the author of one
original thought than the conqueror of

a hundred battles . Yet moral excellence
is so much superior to intellectual , that
I ought to esteem one virtue more valu
able than a hundred original thoughts .
—W. B. C lulow .

If you _would create something , you
must be something—Goethe .

Every man is an original and solitary
character .

—N one can either understand
or feel the book of his own life like
himself —C ecil .
When will poets learn that a grass
blade of their own raising is worth a
barrow-load of flowers from their neigh
bor’s garden ? —J . R . Lowell .

Those who are ambitious of originality ,
and aim at it

,
are necessarily led by

others
,
since they seek to be different

from them .
—Whately .

ORNAMEN T .
—Plutarch has a fine

expression
,
with regard to some woman

of learning
,
humility and virtue ,—that

her ornaments were such as might be
purchased without money , and would
render any woman’s life both glorious
and happy—Sterne .

The true ornament of matrons 1s v1r

tue
, not apparel .—Justin :
Ornament is but the guiled shore to
a most dangerous sea ; the beauteous
scarf veiling an Indian beauty ; in a
word

,
the seeming truth which cunning

times put on to entrap the wisest .
Shakespeare .

All finery is a sign of
'

littleness .
—Lavater.

We all originally came from the
woods ; it is hard to eradicate from any
of us the o ld taste for the tattoo and
the war-paint ; and the

'

moment that
money gets into our pockets , it some
how or another breaks out in ornaments
on our person

,
without always giving

refinement to our manners—E . P .

Whipple .

Ornaments were invented by modesty .

—Joubert.

Modern education too Often covers
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the fingers with rings, and at the same
time

.

cuts the sinews at the wrists .

Sterling.

Excess in apparel is another costly
folly—The very trimming of the vain

g
orld would clothe all the naked ones .

enn

DO what good thou canst unknown ,
T

and
’

he not vain o f what ought rather
to be felt than seen—Penn .

Surely half the world must be blind
they can see nothing unless it glitters
Hare

Orators and stage-coachmen
,
when the

one wants argument and the other a
coat Of arms, adorn their cause and their
coaches with rhetoric andflower-pots
Shenstone .

Education
,
indeed , has made the fond

ness for fine things next to natural ; the
corals and bells teach infants on the
breasts to be delighted with sound and
glitter .

—H . Brooke .

Show is not substance ; realities govern
W1se men .

—Penn .

OSTEN TATION .
—I’ have seldom

seen much ostentation and much leam
ing met together. The sun

,
rising and

declining , makes long shadows ; at mid
day , when he is highest , none at all
Bp . Hall.

An ostentatious man will rather relate
a blunder o r an absurdity he has com
mitted, than be debarred from talking
of his own dear person—Addison .

Where there is much pretension , much
has been borrowed ; nature never pre
tends—Lavater.

Whatever 1s done without ostentation ,
and without the people being witnesses
of it

,
in my Opinion , most praise

worthy

l

z

s

not that the public eye should
be entirely avoided

,
for good actions de

sire to be placed in the light ; but not
withstanding this

,
the greatest theatre

for virtue is conscience—C icero

Ostentation 1s the signal flag of hypoc
risy —The charlatan is verbose and as
sumptive ; the Pharisee is ostentatious,
because lie is a hypocrite—Pride is the
master sin of the devil , and the devil is
the father of l ies -E H . C hapin .

As in a pair o f bellows, there is a
forced breath without life , so in those
that are puffed up with the wind of os
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tentation
.
there may be charitable words

without works—Bp . Hall .

PAIN .
—Pain is the outcome of sin .

—Buddha .

Pain may be said to follow pleasure ,
as its shadow ; but the misfortune is,
that the substance belongs to the shadow ,

and the emptiness to its cause—C o lton .

Alas ! by some degree of woe we every
bliss must gain ; the heart can ne

’er a
transport know that never feels a pain .

-Lyttleton .

Pain itself is not without its allevia
tions . It is seldom both violent and
long-continued ; and its pauses and in
termissions become positive pleasures .
It has the power o f shedding a satisfac

tion over intervals o f ease , which few
enjoyments exceed—Paley .

Pain adds rest unto pleasure
,
and

teaches the luxury of health—Tapper.

N ature has placed mankind under the
government Of two sovereign masters

,

pain and pleasure . It is for them to
point out what we ought to do

,
as well

as to determine what we shall do . On

the one hand
,
the standard of right and

wrong ; on the other, the chain o f causes
and eflects

,
are fastened to their throne .

—Bentham .

Pain and pleasure
,
like light and dark

ness
,
succeed each other ; and he only

who knows how to accommodate him
self to their returns

,
and can wisely ex

tract the good from the evil , knows
how to live —Sterne .

The same refinement which brings us
new pleasures, exposes us to new pams .
—Bulwer.

There was never yet philosopher that
could endure the toothache patiently

,

however they have writ the style of

gods
, and made a pish at chance and

sufferance .

—Shakespeare .

The most painful part of our
.
bodi1y

pain is that which is bodiless or im

material
,
namely our impatience

,
and the

delusion that it will last forever .

Richter.

A man of pleasure is a man of pains .
—Young .

They talk of short-lived pleasures : be
it so ; pain dies as quickly, and lets her

PAIN T ING

weary prisoner go ; the fiercest agonies
have shortest reign—Bryant.
Pain is the deepest thing we have in

our nature , and union through pain and
suffering has always seemed more real
and holy than any other .

—Hallam .

PAIN TIN G—Painting is silent poetry
and poetry is a speaking picture
Simonia

’
es .

A picture is a poem without words
l i orace .

The love of gain never made a painter
,

but it has marred many—Washington
A llston .

A room hung with pictures, is a room
hung with thoughts—Sir Joshua Rey
no lds .

A picture is an, intermediate some
thing between a th ought and a thing
C o leridge .

Would that we could at once paint
with the ey es l—In the long way

'

from
the eye , through the arm ,

to the pencil
,

how much is lost l—Lessing.

A room with pictures and a room
without pictures , differ nearly as much
as a room with windows and a room
without windows ; for pictures are loop
holes o f escape to the soul

,
leading it to

other scenes and spheres
,
where the

fancy for a moment may revel
,
refreshed

and delighted . Pictures are consolers of
loneliness, and a relief to the j aded mind,
and windows to the imprisoned thought ;
they are books

,
histories

,
and sermons

—which we can read without the trouble
of turning over the leaves—John Gilbert.

What a vanity is painting
,
which at

tracts admiration by the resemblance ' of
things that in the original we do not
admire —Pascal .
Portraits, except of old people whose
features are fixed

,
rarely give a correct

idea o f persons
,
except to those who

have known them .

—TO those they recall
the looks and features .

The best portraits are those in which
there is a slight mixture of caricature
Macaulay .

Fain would I Raphael ’s god-like art
rehearse

,
where , from the mingled

strength of shade and light , a new crea
tion rises to my sight ; such heavenly
figures from his pencil flow , so warm
with life his blended colors glow—Addi
son .
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tell them we have found it out—One
of the deepest experiences Of a noble
nature in reference to the loved ones
that have passed beyond this world

,
is

the thought of what he might have been
to them , and done for them ,

if he had
known , while they were living , what he
has learned since they died—H . W.

Beecher.

There is no such penalty for error
and folly as to see one ’s children suffer
for it .

—There is no such reward for a
well-spent life as to see one’s children
well started in l ife

,
owing to their

parents’ good health, good principles,
fixed character , good breeding , and in
general the whole outfit , that enables
them to fight the battle of life with
success—W. G . Sumner.

Parents wonder why the streams are
bitter

,
when they themselves have poi

soned the fountain—Locke .

The sacred books of the ancient Per
sians say : If you would be holy instruct
your children , because all the good acts
they perform will be imputed to you .

Montesquieu.

Sins of the parents may be visited up
on their children

,
but it is that the sting

may strike back into the parents’ hearts .
We Speak of educating our children .

Do w e know that our children also edu
cate us? -M rs . Sigourney .

Parents who wish to train up their
children in the way they should go ,
must go in the way in which they would
have their. children go .

illiberality of parents
, in al

lowance toward their children
,
is a harm

ful error, and makes them base ; ac

quaints them with shifts ; makes them
sort with mean company ; and makes them
surfeit more when they come to plenty ;
and therefore the proof is best when
men keep their authority toward their
children

,
but not their purse—Bacon .

A suspicious parent makes an artful
child -Haliburton .

The father and mother of an un

noticed family
,
who in their seclusion

awaken the mind Of one child to the idea
and love Of goodness , who awaken in

him a strength of will to repel tempta
tion

,
and who send him out prepared to

profit by the conflicts o f life , surpass
in influence a N apoleon breaking the
world to his sway .

—C hanning.

C hildren wish fathers looked but with
their eyes ; fathers that children with
their j udgment looked ; and either may
be wrong—Shakespeare .

When thou art contemplating some
base deed, let the presence Of thy infant
son act as a check on thy headlong
course to sin .

—Juvenal .
Plato seeing a child do mischief in the
streets, went forth and corrected his
father for it .

—And this is the pattern of
God ’s j udicial proceedings

,
for he visits

the iniquities of the fathers upon the
children who imitate them

,
and the in

iquities of the children Upon the fathers
who countenance and indulge them

When our parents are living we feel
that they stand between us and death ;
when they are a e

,
w e ourselves are in

the forefront of the\battle .

How many hopes and fears
, how many

ardent wishes and anxious apprehensions
,

are twisted together in the threads that
connect the parent with the child l—S.

G . G oodrich .

Whoever makes his father’s heart to
bleed , shall have a child that will re

venge the deed—F. Rando lph .

Unblessed is the son who does no t

honor h1s parents ; but if reverent and
obedient to them

,
he will receive the

same from his own children—Euripides .

Parents must give good example and
reverent deportment in the face of their
children . And all those instances of

charity which endear each other—sweet
ness of conversation , affability, frequent
admonition—all significations of love
and tenderness

,
care and watchfulness,

must be expressed toward children ; that
they may look upon their parents as
their friends and patrons

,
their defence

and sanctuary, their treasure and their
guide .

Partiality in a parent is commonly
unlucky : for fondlings are in danger to
be made fools, and the children that are
least cockered make the best and wisest
men .
—L’

E strange .

PARTIN G—In every parting there is
an image of death George E lio t.

I have no parting sigh to give , so take
my parting smile—L . E . Landon .

“
Good-bye ” —that is ,

“
God b e with
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ayer in

e when and where we are
we would be more tender
our friends good-by .

when forever. -Byron .

What ! gone without a word ? Ay , so

true love should do : it cannot speak ;
for truth hath better deeds than words
to grace it .

—Shakespeare .

To die and part is a less evil ; but to
part and live

,
there

,
there is the tor

ment . —Lansdowne.

Parting and forgetting ?—What faith
ful heart can do these ? - Our great
thoughts

, our great affections , the truths
o f our l ife , never leave us.

—Surely, they
cannot be separate from our conscious
ness ; will follow it whithersoever that

l
shall go

,
and are

, of their nature , divine
and immortal—Thackeray .

A chord
,
stronger or weaker

,
is

snapped asunder in every parting
,
and

time ’s busy fingers are not practised in
re-splicing broken ties . Meet again you
may ; will it be in the same way ? with
the same sympathies ? with the ,

same

sentiments? Will the souls , hurrying
on in

_

diverse paths,
*
unite once more , as

if the interval had been a dream ?
Rarely

,
rarely —Bulwer.

There is such sweet pain in parting ,
that I could hang forever on thine arms
and look away my life into thine eyes .

Otway .

Farewell
, God knows when we shall

meet again—I have a faint cold fear
thrill through my veins

,
that almost

freezes up the heat Of life—Shakespeare .

PARTY .
—Party is the madness of

many
,
for the gain of a few .

—Pope .

He knows very little of mankind , who
expects

,
by any facts or reasoning , to

convince a determined party-man .

Lavater .

Such is the turbulence of human pas
sions in party disputes , when victory

more than truth 1s contended for
,
that

the post of honor is a private station .

Washington .

N othing can be proposed so wild or

so absurd as not to find a party
,
and

Often a very large party to espouse it .

C ecil.

One thing I certainly never was made
for, and that is to put principles on and
off at the dictation o f a party , as a lackey
changes his livery at his master ’s com

mand—Horace Mann .

Most modern partisans go for what
they regard the seven cardinal princ lples,
namely, the five loaves and two fishes .

The political parties that I would call
great , are those which cling more to
principles than to consequences ; to gen
eral , and not to special c ases ; to ideas ,
and not to men .

—Such
,
Zparties are

usually distinguished by a’ nobler char
acter, more generous p assions , more
genuine convictions, and a more bold
and Open conduct than others . -De

Tocqueville .

If we mean to support the liberty and

independence which have cost us so

much blood and treasure to establish
,
we

must drive far away the demon of party
spirit and local reproach Washington .

He that aspires to be the head of a
party will

'

find it more difficult to please
his friends than to perplex his foes . He

must often act from false reasons which
are weak

,
because he dares not avow

the ' true reasons which are strong
C o lton .

Men naturally sympathize with the
calamities of individuals ; but they are
inclined to look on a fallen party with
contempt rather than with pity
Macaulay .

People who declare that they belong
tame r -

party certainly do not belong to
ours—J . P . Senn .

Party standards are the shadows m
which patriotism is buried—St . Pierre .

The tendency of party-sp1r1t has ever
been to disguise , and propagate , and
support error .—Whate ly .

Of all kinds Of credulity
,
the most

obstinate is that of party-spirit ; of men
,

who
,
being numbered

,
they know not

why ,
in any party, resign the use of their

own eyes and ears
,
and resolve to be

lieve nothing that does no t favor those
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whom they profess to follow—Johnson .

Men in a party have liberty only for
their motto ; in reality they are greater
slaves than anybody else would care to
make them .

-Saville .

Party-spirit is a lying, vociferous ,
reckless spirit

,
a stranger to candor,

willing to pervert truth
, and to use

underhand and dishonest means
,
so it

may gain the Victory .
- C . Simmons .

There is an Opinion that parties in
free countries are useful checks upon
the administration o f the government ,
and serve to keep alive the spirit o f

liberty . This
,
within certain limits

,
is

probably true . But in governments of
a popular character

, and purely elective ,
it is a spirit not to be encouraged .

From their natural tendency, there will
always be enough o f that spirit for every
salutary purpose . And there being con

stant danger of excess, the effort ought
to be

,
by force of public opinion , to miti

gate and assuage it . A fire not to be
quenched

,
it demands a uniform vigi

lance to prevent it bursting into a flame ,
lest

,
instead Of warming , it should con

sume .
—Washington .

PASSION . (See RAGE ,
”

GEE
”

)

Passion may not unfitly be termed the
mob of the man , that commits a riot
on his reason .

—Penn .

Passion is the great mover and spring
o f the soul : when men’s passions are
strongest

,
they may have great and noble

effects ; but they are then also apt to
fall into the greatest miscarriages .

Sprat.

The passionate are like men standing
on their heads ; they see all things the
wrong way—Plato .

A wise man’s heart is like a broad
hearth that keeps the coals from burn
ing the house . Good deeds in this life
are coals raked up in embers

,
to make

a fire next day—0 verbury .

Men spend their lives in the service
o f their passions

,
instead of employing

their passions in the service of their
life—Stee le .

Our passions are like convulsion fits
,

which
,
though they make us stronger

for the time
,
leave us the weaker ever

after .—Swift .

There are moments when our passions

PASSION

speak and decide for us
, and we seem

to stand by and wonder . They carry in
them an inspiration of crime

,
that m one

instant does the work o f long premedita
tion —George E lio t.
The passions are unruly cattle

,
and

therefore you must keep them chained
up , and under the government of re

ligion , reason and prudence . If thus
kept under discipline

,
they are useful

servants ; but if you let them loose and
give them head , they will be your
masters, and unruly masters, and carry
you , like wild and unbridled horses

,
into

a thousand mischiefs and 1nconveniences,

besides the great disturbance
,
disorder

and discomposure they will occasion in
your own mind—Sir M . Hale .

The worst of slaves is he whom pas
sion rules —Brooke .

The mind by passion driven from its
firm hold , becomes a feather to each
wind that blowsr—Shakespeare .

People have a custom Of excusing the
enormities of their conduct by talking
of their passions

,
as if they were under

the control of a blind necessity, and
sinned because they could not help it
C umberland.

It is the excess and not the nature of
our passions which is perishable . Like
the trees which grow by the tomb of
Protesilaus, the passions flourish till they
reach a certain height

,
but no sooner is

that height attained than they wither
away—Bulwer.

A vigorous mind is as necessarily ac

companied with violent passions as a

great fire with great heat . —Burke .

The passions may be humored till
they become our masters

,
as a horse may

be pampered till he gets the better Of
his rider ; but early discipline will pre
vent mutiny

,
and keep the helm in the

hands o f reason—C umberland.

Passions makes us feel , but never see
clearly—Montesquieu.

The passions and desires, like the two
twists of a rope , mutually mix one with
the other

,
and twine inextricably round

the heart ; producing good , if moderately
indulged ; but certain destruction , if
suffered to become inordinate —Burton .

He submits to be seen through a mi
croscope , who suffers himself to be
caught in a fit of pass1on .

-Lavater.
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lover Of money, of pleasure , or of glory,
is likewise a lover of mankind . Riches
are not among the number of things that
are good . It is not poverty that causes
sorrow , but covetous desires . Deliver
yourself from appetite

,
and you will be

free . He who is discontented with things
present and allotted, i s unskilled in life .
—Epictetus .

If we resist our passions, it is more
through their weakness than from our

strength .
—Rochefoucauld.

Strong passions are the life of manly
virtues . But they need not necessarily
be evil because they are passions, and
because they are strong . They may be
likened to blood horses, that need train
ing and the curb only, to enable those
whom they carry to achieve the most
glorious triumphs—Simms.

He only employs his passion who can
make no use of h is reason—C icero .

Men are not blindly betrayed into cor
ruption

,
but abandon themselves to their

passions with their eyes Open ; and lose
the direction Of truth

,
because they do

not attend to her voice, not because they
do not understand it .

—Johnson .

A man is by nothing so much him
self

,
as by his temper and the character

of his passions and affections . If he loses
what is manly and worthy in these , he is
as much lost to himself , as when he
loses his memory and understanding .

Shaftesbury .

Hold not conference , debate , or rea
soning with any lust ;

’tis but a prepara
tory for thy admission of it . The way
is at the very first flatly to deny it .

Fuller.

When passion rules, how rare the
hours that fall to virtue ’s share—Walter

Sco tt.

Even virtue itself, al l perfect as it is,
requires to be inspirited by passion ; for
duties are but coldly performed which
are but philosophically fulfilled.

—Mrs .

Jameson .

What profits us, that we from heaven
derive a soul immortal , and with looks
erect survey the stars, if, like the brutal
kind

,
we follow where our passions lead

the way ?—C laudian .

In doing good ,
we are generally cold ,

and languid
, and sluggish ; and Of all

things afraid of being too much in the
righ t . But the works of malice and in
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justice are quite in another style . They
are finished with a bold masterly hand

,

touched as they are with the spirit of

those vehement passions that .call forth
all our energies whenever we Oppress
and persecute—Burke .

0

Passion, in its first violence
,
controls

interest
,
as the eddy for a while runs

against the stream .
—Johnson .

The passions of mankind are partly
protective

,
partly benefi cent, like the

chaff and grain of the corn , but none
without their use , none without noble
ness when seen in balanced unity with
the rest of the spirit which they are
charged to defend—Ruskin.

Passion looks not beyond the moment
of its existence .

—Better
,
it says , the

kisses of love tofiday ,
than the felicities

of heaven afar off
\
—Bovee . w

Exalted souls, have passions in pro
portion violent

,
resistless

,
and torment

ing : they
’re a tax imposed by nature on

pre-eminence
,
and fortitude and wisdom

must support them .
—I/illo .

Princes rule the people ; and their
own passions rule princes ; but Provi
dence c

'

an overrule the whole , and draw
the instruments of his inscrutable pur
pose from the vices

,
no less than from

the virtues of kings—C o lton .

All passions are good or bad, accord
ing to 'their obj ects : where the obj ect is
absolutely good

,
there the greatest pas

sion is too little ; where absolutely evil ,
there the least passion is too much ;
where indifferent, there a little is
enough .

—Quarles.

The passions are like fire , useful in
a thousand ways and dangerous only in

one, through their excess—Bovee .

Give me that man that is not pas
sion’s slave

,
and I will wear him in my

heart ’s core
,
aye

,
in my heart of hearts .

—Shakespeare .

Alas ! too well , too well they know
the pain

,
the penitence, the woe

, that
passion brings down on the best , th e
wisest

,
and the loveliest—Moore.

Our headstrong passions shut the
.

door
of our souls against God—C onfucius .

As rivers, when they overflow , drown
these grounds and ruin those husband
men

,
which

,
whilst they flowed calmly

betwixt their banks they fertilized and
enriched

,
so our passions, when they

I
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for happiness—Jou
bert.

The passions Often engender their
contraries—Avarice sometimes produces
prodigality

,
and prodigality, avarice ; we

are often resolute from weakness, and
daring from timidity .

—Rochefoucauld.

What a mistake to suppose that the
passions are strongest in youth ! The

ot stronger, but the control
weaker ! They are more
they are more violent and
they have less energy, less

and concentrated
life—Bulwer.

engaged in con

himself
,
and who daily

rtality and immortality .

passions
,
insolent and

weak minds their rapid
ake us the madness of
then die

,
and leave us

are like those demons
sahiab sailed down the
safety consist s in keep
If they wake , we are

much to bestow

speaking of the other.

ng passion , be it what it will ,
passion conquers reason still .

govern my passions with ah

PAST

solute sway ,
and grow wiser and better

as life wears away—Walter Pope .

PAST .
—So sad, so fresh , the days that

are no more—Tennyson .

The past is the sepulchre of our dead
emotions—Bovee .

N o hand can make the clock strike
for me the hours that are passed .

Byron.

It is to live twice , when w e can en

j oy the recollections of our former life .

-Martial.

The true past departs not ; no truth
or goodness realized by man ever dies,
or can die ; but all is still here , and ,
recognized or no t , l ives and works
through endless changes—C arly le .

I desire no future that
"

will break the
ties of the past—George Elio t.
Things without remedy, should be

without regard ; what is done , is done .

Shakespeare .

I know the past
,
and thence I will

essay to glean a warning for the future
so that man may profit by his errors
and derive experience from his fo lly
Shelley .

We ought not to look back unless it
is to derive useful lessons from past er

rors, and for the purpose Of profiting by
dear bought experience—Washington .

N or deem the irrevocable past as
_ wholly wasted, who l ly vain , i f rising on

- its wrecks , at last to something nobler
We attain—Longfellow .

Study the past if you would divine
the future—C onfucius.

Some are so very studious of learn
ing what was done by the ancients , th at
they know not how to live with the
modem s—Penn .

Vllliat’s g-one and past help , should be
past grief—Shakespeare .

The admiration bestowed on former
times is the bias o f all times ; the golden
age never was the present age

—Home .

Our reverence for the past is just in
proportion to our ignorance of it .

—Theo
dore Parker.

That past which is so presumptuously
brought forward

'

as a precedent for the
present

,
was itself founded on some past

that went before it .
—Mad. de Sta

’

e
’

l.

Many are always praismg the by-gone
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time , for it is natural that the o ld
should extol the days of their youth ; the
weak , the time of their strength ; the
sick

,
the season of their vigor ; and

the disappointed , the spring-tide of their
hopes—C . Bingham .

It is delightful to transpo rt one’s self
into the spirit of the past

,
to see how

a wise man has thought before us, and
to what a glorious height we have at
last reached—G oethe .

Age and sorrow have the gift of read
ing the future by the sad past .—Farrar.

The past is for us , but the sole terms
on which it can become ours are its sub
o rdination to the present .—Emerson .

PATIEN C E—Everything comes if a

man will only wait . -Tancred.

He that can have patience , can have
what he will—Franklin .

To know how to wait is the great se
cret of success—De Maistre .

It is not necessary for all men to be
great in action . The greatest and sub

limest power is Often simple patience .

Horace Bushnell.

Patient waiting is often the highest
way of doing God’s will .—C o llier.

A phlegmatic insensibility is as dif
ferent from patience , as a pool from a
harbor. Into the one , indolence natu
rally sinks us ; but if we arrive at the
other it is by encountering many an ad

verse wind and rough wave , with a more
skilful pilot at the helm than self, and

a company under better command than
the passions .—Dilwyn .

How poor are they who have not pa
tience ! What wound did ever heal but
by degrees—Shakespeare .

I have known twenty persevering
girls to one patient one ; but it is only
the twenty-first one who can do her
work

, out and out , and enj oy it . For

patience lies at the root of all pleasures
as well as of all powers—Ruskin .

Patience does not mean indifference .

We may work and trust and wait, but
we ought not to be idle or careless whi le
waiting .

Life has such hard conditions that
every dear and precious gift , every rare
virtue

,
every genial endowment , love ,

hope
,
j oy

, wit , sprightliness ; benevolence ,
must sometimes be put into the crucible
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With
signed , nor think it chance , no
at the lo ad ; for know what
fortune , is from G od—Rowe .

Patience is the key of cont
homet.

He that is patient will
he that perseveres will
casion for , as well as trial of
Tryon Edwards .

Accustom yourself to that
bear ill , and you will bear
Seneca

to distil the one elixir—patience .
-Gail

Hamilton .

Patience is the art of hoping—Vau
venargues.

Patience is no t passive : on the con

trary it is active ; it is concentrated
strength .

There is one form of hope which is
never unwise , and which certainly does
not diminish with the increase of knowl
edge . In that form it changes its name

,

and we call it patience—Bulwer.

Even the best must own that patience
and resignation are the pillars of hu
man peace on earth—Young.

It
’
s easy finding reasons why other

folks should be patient—George E lio t.
Enter into the s ublime patience of the

Lord . Be charitable in View of it .
G od can afford to wait ; why cann we ,
since we have Him to fall back on ?
Let patience have her perfect work, and

bring forth her celestial fruits .
The two powers which in my opinion
constitute a wise man are tho se of bear
ing and forbearing .

—Epictetus .

There ’s no music in a “rest
,

there ’s the making of music in it .
people are always missing that pa
the life melody

,
always talking o f

severance
but patien

Our real blessings often app
in the shape of pains

,
losses

,
and

appointments ; but let us have patien
and we se en shall see them in th

proper figures—Addison .

They also serve who only stand a
wait—Milton .

There is no great achievement that
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destiny—Of the one against the world ,
and o f the soul against matter .

—There
fore it is the courage of the gospel ; and
its importance, in a social View and to
races and institutions, cannot be too

earnestly inculcated—Bulwer.

Patience is even more rarely man

ifested in the intellect than it is in the
temper .—A . Helps .

Patience is power ; with time and pa
tience the mulberry leaf becomes Si lk .

C hinese Proverb .

The sincere and earnest approach of
the C hristian to the throne o f the Al
mighty , teaches the best lesson of pa
tience under affliction , since wherefore
should we mock the Deity with suppli
cations , when we insult him by mur
muring under his decrees? —Walter
Sco tt.

Steady, patient , persevering thinking ,
will generally surmount every obstacle
in the search after truth .

—Emmons .

PATRIOTISM .
—The noblest motive

is the public good—Virgil .
Be just and fear not ; let all the ends

thou aimest at , be thy country
’s
,
thy

God’s , and truth
’s .

-Shakespeare .

He was the bravest citizen of Rome
that did most love and best serve his
country ; and he the saint among the
Jews who most loved Zion—Baxter.

Let our obj ect be our country
, our

whole country , and nothing but our

country . And, by the blessing of G od,

may that country itself become a Vast
and splendid monument

,
not of Oppres

sio n and terror, but of wisdom , o f peace ,
and of liberty, upon which the world
may

.

gaze with admiration forever .
Dani e l Webster.

N ational enthusiasm is the great
nursery of genius—Tuckerman .

Had I a dozen sons
,

-each in my love
alike ,—I had rather have eleven die
nobly for their country

,
than one v

'

o lup
tuously surfeit out of action—Shake
speare .

There can be no affinity nearer than
our country .

—Plato .

Of the whole sum of human life no
small part is that which consists of a
man’s relations to his country

,
and his

feelings concerning it .
—Gladstone .

When was public virtue to be found

PATRIOT ISM

where private was not ? C an he love
the whole who lo ves no part ? He be
a nation’s friend , who is, in truth ,

the
friend of no man there ? Who slights
the charities for whose dear sake , that
country , if at all , must be beloved?
C owp er.

The love of country produces good
manners ; and good manners , love of
country—The less we satisfy our in
dividual passions, the more we leave to
our general r —Mon tesquieu .

The proper means of increasing the
love we bear to our native country ,

is
to reside some time in a foreign one
Shenstone .

After what I owe to God,
nothing

should be more dear or more sacred
than the love and respect I owe to my
country—De

Whene ’er our country calls
,
friends

,

sons , and sires should yield their
treasure up , nor own a sense beyond the
public safety—Brooke .

My country claims me all
,
claims

every passion ; her liberty henceforth
be all my thought ; for her, my life , I

’d
willingly resign

,
and say with transport

that the gain was mine—Martyn .

The patriot’s boast , where
’er we roam ,

his first , best country ever is at home
G o ldsmith .

Millions for defence , b ut not one cent
for tribute—C . C . Pinckney .

I do love my country’s good with a
respect m-ore tender, more holy and pro
found than mine own l ife—Shakespeare .

Liberty and union, now and forever ,
one and inseparable—Dani el Webster.

The age of virtuous politics is past ,
and we are deep in that Of cold pre~
tence .

—Patriots are grown too shrewd
to be sincere , and we too wise to trust
them .

—C owper.

Our country’s welfare is our first
cern , and who promotes that best ,
proves his duty .

—Havard.

True patriots all, for be
stood , we left our country
country ’s good -George Barrington .

I have learned by much observati

that nothing will satisfy a patriot bu
place—Junius .

Patriotism is the last refuge of

scoundrel —Johnson .
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it has
the most damn

with high hopes of living
men and worthy patriots,
and famous to all ages .

is the happy,
_natural

r, h is corruption , his
Thomson .

the evening star of the soul ,
is its sun ; and the two are
apart .—C o lton .

such a precious j ewel that I
ing for it but truth .

me , to be at enmity ; I
hate it

,
and desire all good men s love .

Shakespeare .

Peace does not dwell in outward
things, but within the soul we may
preserve it in the midst of the bitterest
pain

,
if our will remain firm and sub

missive . Peace in this life springs from
acquiescence

,
no t in an exemption from

stiflering .
—Fe'ne lon .

Five great enemies to peace inhabit
with us : viz. , avarice , ambition, envy ,
anger

,
and pride . If those enemies were

to be banished , we should infallibly en

joy perpetual peace .

—Pe trarch .

If we have not peace within ourselves,
it is in vain to seek i t from outward
sources—Ro chefoucauld.

Lovely concord
,

and most sacred
peace doth nourish virtue , and

“fast
friendship breed—Spenser .

Peace is rarely denied to the peaceful .
- Schiller.

The more quietly and peaceably we

all get on
,
the better— the better fo r

ourselves—the better for our neighbors .
In nine cases out of ten the wisest
policy is , if a man cheats you, quit deal
ing with him ; if he is abusive , quit his
company ; if he slanders you , take care
to live so that nobody will believe him :

no matter who he is, or how he misuses
you, the wisest way is generally to let
him alone ; for there is nothing better
than this cool

,
calm , quiet way of deal

ing with the wrongs we meet with .

Peace is the proper result of the
C hristian temper . It is the great kind

PEDANTRY

ness which our religion doth us, that it
brings us to a settledn ess of mind

, and

a consistency within ourselves—Bp .

Patrick.

Peace rules the day, where reason
rules the mind—C o llins .

N othing can bring you peace but
yourself ; nothing can bring you peace
but the triumph of principles—Emer

Son .

Peace hath her victories
,
no less re

nowned than war .
—Milton .

Peace , dear nurse of arts
,
plenties

,

and j oyful birth—Shakespeare .

We love peace , but not peace at any
price—There is a peace more destruc
tive of the manhood o f l iving man

,
than

war is destructive of his body —C hains
are worse than —Jerro ld.

To be prepared for war is one of the
most effectual means of preserving
peace—Washington .

I am a man of peace . God knows
how I love peace . But I hope I shall
never be such a coward as to mistake
Oppression for peace .

—Kossuth .

A peace is of the nature of a con
quest ; for then both parties nobly are
subdued , and neither party loser .

Shakespeare .

There are interests by the sacrifice of
which peace is too dearly purchased .

One should never be at peace to the
shame of his own soul , —to the violation
of his integrity or of his al legiance to
God—E . H . C kapin .

Speak, move , act in peace , as if you
were in prayer . In truth

,
this is prayer .

—Fe’ne lon .

NO peace was ever
'

won from fate
by s ubterfuge or agreement ; no peace
is

,
ever in store for any of us, but that

whiél i
f ‘

we shall win by victory over
shame o r sin ,

—victory over the sin that
Oppresses, as well as over that which
corrupts—Ruskin .

The man who consecrates his hours
by vigorous effort, and an honest aim ,

at once he draws the sting of life and
Death ; he walks with nature ; and her
paths are peace—Young.

PEDANTRY .
—Pedantry crams our

heads with learned lumber , and takes
out our brains to make room for it .

C o lton .
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A well-read fool is the most pestilent
of blockheads ; his learning is a flail
which he knows how to handle , and with
which he breaks his neighbor’s shins as
well as his own . Keep a fellow of this
description at arm ’s length , as you value
the integrity of your bones—Stanislaus .

If a strong attachment of a particular
subj ect

,
a to tal ignorance of every

other an eagerness to introduce that
subj ect upon all occasions, and a con

firmed habit of declaiming upon it with
out either wit or discretion , be the
marks of a pedantic character, as they
certainly are , it belongs to the illiterate
as well as the learned ; and St . James’s
itself may boast of producing as arrant
pedants as were ever sent fo rth from
a college .

—B. Thornton .

Pedantry, in the common a cceptation
of the word, means an absurd ostenta
tion of learning , and stiffness Of phra
seo logy ,

proceeding from a misguided
knowledge of books, and a total ig
norance of men—Mackenzie .

There is a pedantry in manners, as in
all arts and sciences, and sometimes in
trades . Pedantry is properly the over
rating any kind of knowledge we pre
tend to , and if that kind of knowledge
be a trifle in itself, the pedantry is the
greater . -Swift.

It is not a circumscribed situation so

much as a narrow vision that creates
pedants ; not having a pet study o r

science , but a narrow, Vulgar soul , which
prevents a man from seeing all sides
and hearing all things ; in short , the in
tolerant man is the real pedant .
Richter.

The vacant skull of a pedant gen
erally furnishes out a throne and temple
for vanity—Shen stone .

Deep versed in books, and shallow in
himself—Milton .

As pedantry is an ostentatious obtru
sion o f knowledge , in which those who
hear us cannot sympathize , it is a fault
of which soldiers, sailors, sportsmen ,
gamesters, cultivators, and all men eu

gaged in a particular occupation, are
quite as guilty as scholars ; but they
have the good fortune to have the vice
only of pedantry ,

while scholars have
both the Vice and the name for it to o .

With loads of learned lumber in his
head—Pope .

Pedantry prides herself on being
wrong by rules ; while common sense is
contented to be right without them .

The former would rather stumble in fol
lowing the dead , than walk upright by
the profane assistance of the living
C o lton .

We only toil and labor to stuff the
memory, and in the mean time leave
the conscience and understanding un

furnished and void . As old birds who
fly abroad to forage for grain

,
bring it

home in their beak, Without tasting it
themselves, to flied their young , so o ur

pedants go picking knowledge here and

there , out of several authors , and hold
it at their tongues

’ end, only to dis
tribute it among

,
their pupils—Mon

taigne .

Pedantry and taste are as inconsistent
as gayety and melancholy—Lavater.
A man who

, has been brought up
among books, and is able to talk of
nothing else , is a very indifferent com
panion, and what we call a pedant .
But we should enlarge the title , and
give it to every one that does not know
how to think out of his profession and
particular way of life .

—Addison .

Pedantry and bigotry are millstones,
able to sink the best book which carries
the least part of their dead weight .

The temper of the pedagogue suits not
with the age ; and the world , however
it may be taught, will not be tutored
Shaftesbury .

Brimful of learning , see the pedant
stride

,
bristling with horrid Greek , and

pufled with pride —A thousand authors
he in vain has read, and with their
maxims stuffed his empty head ; and
thinks that without Ari stotle ’s rules ,
reason is blind, and common sense a
fool l—Boileau.

PEDIGREE .
-(See

PEN .
—There are only two powers in

the world, the sword and the pen ; and
in the end the former is always con
quered by the latter .—N apo leon .

The strokes of the pen need delibera
tion , as much as those of the sword need
swiftness—Julia Ward Howe .

Scholars are men of peace ; they bear
no arms, but their tongues are sharper
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Aim at perfection in everything ,
though in most things it is unattainable .

-However, they who aim at it , and
persevere

,
will come much nearer to it

than those whose laziness and despond
ency make them give it up as unattain
rible .
—C hesterfield.

The Stoic philosophy insults human
nature , and discourages all our attempts ,
by enj oining and promising a perfection
in this life

,
o f which we feel ourselves

incapable . The C hristian religion shows
compassion to our weakness, by pre
scribing to us only the practical task
of aiming continually at further im

provements and animates our endeavors ,
by the promise of divine aid , equal to
our trial .

It is reasonable to have perfection in
our eye that we may always advance
toward it , though we know it can never
be reached—Johnson .

He who boasts of being perfect is
perfect in folly . I never saw a perfect
man . Every rose has its thorns

,
and

every day its night . Even the sun

shows spots, and the skies are darkened
with clouds . And faults of some k ind
nestle in every bosom .

-Spurgeon .

If we pretend to have reached either
perfection or satisfaction , we have de
graded ourselves and our work . God’s
work only may express that

,
but ours

may never have that sentence written
upon it ,

“
Behold it was very good .

”

Ruskin .

Perfection does not exist ; to under
stand it is the triumph of human intelli
gence ; to

,

expect to possess it is the
most dangerous kind of madness—Al
fred de Musset.

Faultily faultless, icily regular , splen
didly null , dead perfection ; no more .

Tennyson .

Whoever thinks a faultless piece to
see , thinks what ne

’er was, nor is, nor
ever shall be .

—Pope .

The acorn does not become an oak
in a day ; the ripened scholar is not
made by a single lesson ; the well
trained soldier was not the raw recruit
of yesterday ; there are always months
between the seed-time and harvest .
So the path of the just is like the shin
ing light , which shineth more and more
unto the perfect day—R . B. N icho l .

PERSE CUT ION

This is the very perfection of a
.

man,
to find out h is own imperfection
Augustine .

He that seeks perfection on earth
leaves nothing new for the saints to
find in heaven ; as long as men teach ,
there will be mistakes in divinity ; and
as long as they govern , errors in state .

-F. Osborn .

PERSE CUTION .
—Persecution is not

wrong because it is cruel , but cruel be
cause it is wrong—Whately .

The history of persecutio n is a history
of endeavors to cheat nature , to make
water run uphill , to twist a rope of sand .

It makes no difference whether the
actors be many or one, a tyrant or a
mob—Emerson .

For belief or p ractice in religion no

man ought to be punished or molested
by any outward \ force whatever
Milton .

The resource of bigotry and into ler
ance

,
when convicted of error, is always

the same ; silenced by argument , it en

deavors to silence by persecution , in o ld

times by fire and sword, in modern days
by the tongue—C . Simmons .

Persecution often does in this life ,
what the last great day will do com
pletely ,

separate the wheat from the
tares . —Milner.

In all places, and in all times , those
religionists who have believed too much ,

have been more inclined to violence and
persecution than those who have be
lieved too little .

-C o lton .

Wherever you see persecution , there
is more than a probability that truth
is on the persecuted side—Bp . Latimer.

The blood of the martyrs is the seed
of the church—Jerome .

The way of the world is , to praise
dead saints, and persecute living ones
N . Howe .

Of all persecutions, that of calumny
is the most intolerable . Any other kind
of persecution can affect our outward
circumstances only, our properties, our
lives ; but this may affect our characters
forever—Hazlitt.

To banish , imprison , plunder, starve ,
hang

,
and burn men for religion

,
is not

the gospel of C hrist
,
but the policy of

the devil—C hrist never used anything
that looked like force or ~ violence but
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once
,
and that was to drive bad men

out of the temple , no t to drive them in .

-Jortin .

There is nothing more unreasonable ,
nsistent with the rights of

revealed
religion

,
and against sound policy .

Lerd Mansfield.

PE RSE V E RA N C E .
—The falling

drops at last will wear the stone .

Lucretius.

Great works are performed, not by
strength

,
but by perseverance—He that

shall walk, with vigor, three hours a
day

,
will pass

,
in seven years, a Space

equal to the circumference of the globe .

—Johnson .

Perseverance is a Roman virtue , that
wins each godlike act , and plucks

‘

success

even from the Spear-proof crests of

rugged danger .

—Havard.

I ’m proof against that word failure .

I ’ve seen behind it . The only failure a
man ought to fear is failure in cleaving
to the purpose he sees to be best .
George E lio t.

If a man has any brains at all , let
him hold on to his calling , and, in the
grand sweep of things, his turn will
come at last .—W. MoC une .

An enterprise , when fairly once b e
gun , should no t be left til l al l that:

ought is won—Shakespeare .

Great effects come of industry andper
severance ; for audacity doth almost

”

bind and mate the weaker sort of
minds—Bacon .

All the performances of human art
,
at

which we look with praise or wonder
,

are instances of the resistless force Of
perseverance it is by this that the
quarry becomes a pyramid

,
and that

distant countries are united with canals .
If a man was to compare the effect of a
single stroke of the pick-ax ,

or of one

impressio n of the Spade with the gen
eral design and last result, he would
be overwhelmed by the sense of their
disproportion ; yet those petty opera
tions, incessantly continued

,
in time

surmount the greatest difficulties
, and

mountains are levelled
,
and oceans

PERSEVERAN C E

bounded , by the slender force of human
beings—Johnson .

Much rain wears the marble .
—Shake

sp eare .

Perpetual pushing and assurance put
a difficulty out of countenance , and
make a seeming impossibility give way .

—Jeremy C o llier.

See first that the design is wise and
j ust : that ascertained , pursue it res

o lutely ; do not for one repulse forego
the purpose that y ou resolved to eflect .

—Shakespeare .

Let us only snfler any person to tell
us his story, morn ing and evening , but
fo r one twelve-month , and he will b e
come our master.—Burke .

It is all very well to tell me that a
young man has distinguished himself by
a brilliant first Speech . He-may go on

or he may be satisfied With his first
triumph ; but Show me

" a young man

who has not succeeded at first , and
nevertheless has gone on , and I will
back that young man to do better than
most of tho se who have succeeded at

the first trial—C . J . For .

Every man who
“

observes vigilantly
,

and resolves steadfastly
,
grows uncon

sciously into genius—Bulwer.

N othing is so hard, but search will
find it out .—Herrick.

N 0 read is too long to the man who

advances deliberately and without undue
haste ; and no honors are too distant
for the man who prepares himself for
them with patience—Bruyere .

The virtue lies in the struggle , not in
the prize .

—Milnes .

Perseverance and audacity generally
win .

-Mad. Deluzy .

By gnawing through a dyke , even a
rat, may drown a nation .

—Burke .

I argue not against heaven’s hand o r

will
,
nor bate a jet of heart or hope ,

but still bear up , and steer right onward .

—Milton .

There is no royal road to anything .

—One thing at a time , and all things
in succession . That which grows slowly
endures—J . G . Ho lland.

~

Perseverance , dear my lord , keeps
honor bright .

'

To have none , is to hang
quite out of fashion , l ike a rusty nail
in monumental mockery—Shakespeare .
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It is with many enterprises as with
striking fire ; we do not meet with suc

cess except by reiterated efforts, and
often at the instant when we despaired
of success—Mad. de Maintenon .

Every noble work is at first impos
sible—Carlyle.

There are two ways of attaining an
important end—force and perseverance .

Force falls to the lot only of the priv
ileged few, but austere and sustained
perseverance can be practised by the
most insignificant . Its Silent power
grows irresistible with time .

—Mad.

Swetchine .

The conditions of conquest are al

ways easy . We have but to toil awhile ,
endure awhile

,
believe always, and

never turn back—Simms .

I hold a doctrine , to which I owe not
much , indeed , but all the little I ever
had

,
namely, that with ordinary talent

and extraordinary perseverance , all
things are attainable—T. F. Buxton .

The nerve that never relaxes , the eye
that never blenches, the thought that
never wanders

,
—these are the masters

of victory .
—Burke .

Hasten slowly
, and without losing

heart put your work twenty times Upon
the anvil—Boileau.

Few things are impracticable in them
selves ; and it is for want of applica
tion , rather than of means, that men

fail of success .
—Ro chefoucauld.

V ictory belongs to the most persever
ing—N apo leon .

N ever despair ; but if you do , work
on in despair .—Burke .

Some men give up their designs when
they have almost reached the goal ;
while others , on the contrary , obtain a
victory by exerting , at the last moment
more Vigorous efforts than before
Po lybius.

.

Hard pounding, gentlemen ; but we

Wl ll see who can pound the longest .

Wellington at Waterloo .

Perseverance gives power to weakness
,

and opens to poverty the world ’s
wealth . It spreads fertility over the
barren landscape

,
and bids the choicest

fruits and flowers Spring up and
flourish in the desert abode of tho rns
and briersH

—S G . Goodrich .

In the lexicon 0 1 youth
,
which fate re

serves for a bright manhood, there is
no such word as fail .—Bulwer.

Even in social life , it is persistency
which attracts confidence more th an
talents and accomplishments -L E . P .

Whipple .

No rock SO hard but that a little wave
may beat admission in a thousand years .

_ Tennyson .

Persistent people begin their success
where others end in failure—Edward
Eggleston .

The divine insanity of noble minds,
that never falters nor abates , but labors ,
endures

,
and waits , till all that it fore

sees it finds, or what it cannot find,

creates—Longfellow .

Whoever perseveres will be crowned .

—Herder. 1

The difference bdtween perseverance
and obstinacy is , that one often comes
from a strong will

,
and the other from a

strong won’t .—H . W. Beecher.

PERVERSEN ESS—Some men put
me in mind of half-bred horses, which
Often grow worse in proportion as you
feed and exercise them for improvement .
—Gre'ville .

Stiflin opinion ; always in the wrong .

—Dryden .

To willful men , the injuries that they
themselves procure , must be their
schoolmasters .

—Shakespeare .

SO remarkably perverse is the nature
of man , that he despises those that
court him

,
and admires whoever will

not bend before him .
—Thucydides .

Some men , l ike spaniels, will only
fawn the more when repulsed

,
but will

pay little heed to a friendly caress
Abd—eL-Kader.

The worst things are the perversions
of good things . Abused intellectual
gifts make the dangerous villain ; abused
sensibilities make the accomplished
tempter ; abused affectio ns engender the
keenest of all misery .

—James McC osh .

The strength of the donkey mind lies
in adopting a course inverse ly as the
arguments urged, which , well consid

ered , requires as great a mental force
as the direct sequence—G eorge E lio t.

When once a man is determined to
believe , the very absurdity of the doc
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phers themselves, from the days of

Aristotle down to those of Sir William
Hamilton , that philosophy ceases where
truth is ackn owledged—Bulwer.

It is not a head merely, but a heart
and resolution , which complete the real
philosopher.—Shaftesbury .

Philo sophy has been called the knowl
edge of our knowledge ; it might more
truly be called the knowledge of our

ignorance
,
er in the language of Kant ,

the knowledge of the limits of our
knowledge—Max Mu

'

ller.

Philosophy is the science which con
siders truth—Aristo tle .

C hristianity is a philosophy of prin
ciples rather than of rules and so is
fitted for universal extension and ac

ceptance .
—Tryon Edwards .

Real philosophy seeks rather to solve
than to deny . While we hear, every
day

,
the small pretenders to science

talk of the absurdities of alchemy , and
the dream o f the Philosopher’s Stone ,
a more erudite knowledge is aware that
by alchemists the greatest discoveries
in science have been made, and much
which still seems abstruse, had we the
key to the mystic phraseology they were
compelled to adopt

,
might Open the

way to yet more noble acquisitions .
Bulwer.

It is the bounty of nature that we
l ive

,
but of philosophy, that we live

well ; which is, in truth , a greater ben
efit than life itself .—Seneca .

Philosophy is as far separated from
impiety as religion is from fanaticism .

-Didero t.

True philosophy is that which makes
us to ourselves and to all about us, b et
ter ; and at the same time, more content ,
patient , calm , and more ready for all
decent and pure enjoyment .—Lavater.

All philosophy lies in two words, sus
tain and abstain .

—Epictetus.

Philosophy is to poetry, what o ld age
is to youth ; and the stern truths o f

philosophy are as fatal to the fictions
o f . the one , as the chilling testimonies of
experience are to the hopes of the other .

-C o lton .

In wonder all philosophy began ; in
wonder it ends ; and admiration fills up
the interspace .

-But the first is the

PH ILOSOPHY

wonder of ignorance ; the
. las t is the

parent of adoration—C o leridge .

The idea of philosophy is truth ; the
idea o f religion is l i fe—Peter Bayne .

Philosophy is one thing, and C hris
tianity quite another . —The former seeks
to cure the vices of human nature by
work ing upon the head ; the latter by
educating the heart .—Both endeavor to
lead men to what is right ; but philoso
phy only explains what it is right to do

,

while C hristianity undertakes to make
men disposed to do it .

-E cce Homo .

Philosophy is a proud, sullen detector
of the poverty and misery of man.

It may turn hini from the world with a
proud, sturdy contempt ; but it cannot
come forward and say ,

here are rest
,

grace , pardon, peace , strength , and con
solation .

—C ecil .
To study philosfhihy is nothing but

to prepare one ’s self to die—C icero .

Make philosophy thy journey
,
the

ology thy j ourney ’s end : philosophy is
a pleasant way , but dangerous to him
that either tires or retires ; in this
j ourney it is safe neither to loiter nor
to rest, till thou hast attained thy
j ourney ’s end ; he that sits down a
philosopher rises up an atheist . —Quarles .

The first business of a philosopher is
,

to part with self-conceit .—Epicte tus.

Philosophy, when superficially studied ,
excites doubt ; when thoroughly ex
plored, it dispels it .

—Bacon .

Philosophy alone makes the mind in
vincible , and places us out Of the reach
of fortune, so that all her arrows fall
short of us .

—Seneca.

There are more things in heaven and
earth , Horatio , than are dreamed o f in
your philosophy .

—Shakespeare .

”

Be a philosopher ; but amid all your
philosophy, be still a mam—Hume .

Philosophical studies are beset by one
peril, that a person easily brings him
self to think that he thinks ; and a
smattering of science encourages conceit .
Moreover, the vain man is generally a
doubter. It is N ewton who sees himself
in a child on the seashore

, and his dis
coveries in the colored shells—Willmo tt.

Sublime philosophy ! thou art the pa
triarch’s ladder, reaching heaven and
bright with beckoning angels ; but , alas !
we see thee , l ike the patriarch , but in
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and ignorance the end—Montaigne .

Phi losophy is a goddess, whose head
indeed is in heaven, but whose feet are
upon earth ; she attempts more than
she accomplishes, and promises more
than She performs—C o lton .

Philosophy is of two kinds : that
which relates to conduct , and that which
relates to knowledge . The first teaches
us to value all things at their real worth,
to be contented with little

,
modest in

prosperity, patient in trouble, equal
minded at all times. It teaches us our

duty to our neighbor and ourselves . But
it is he who possesses both that is the
true philosopher. The more he knows ,
the more he is desirous of knowing ; and
yet the farther he advances in knowledge ,
the better he understands how little he
can attain

,
and the more deeply he feels

that God alone can satisfy the infinite
desires of an immortal soul . To under
stand this is the height and perfection
of philosophy .

—Southey.

Philosophy goes no further than prob
abilities

,
and in every assertion keeps a

doubt in reserve— .Froude

The world cannot Show us a more exf

alted character than that of a truly re

ligious philosopher, who delights to turn
all things to the glory of God ; who , in

the obj ects o f his Sight , derives improve
ment to his m ind ; and in the glass of
things temporal , sees the image of things
spiritual -Venning.

He who seeks hp ilosophy in divinity,
seeks the dead among the living ; and he
that seeks divinity in philosophy

,
seeks

the living among the dead—Venning.

Every sy stem of philosophy is l ittle in
comparison with C hristianity—Philoso
phy may expand our ideas of creation ,

but it neither inspires love to the moral
character of the C reator , nor a well
groomed hope of eternal life—At most ,
it can only place us on the top of Pis
gah, and there , l ike Moses we must
die ; it gives us no possessio n of the

PHYSIOGN OMY

good land—It is the province of C hris
tianity to add,

“
All is yours .” —Anon .

Divine philosophy ! by whose pure
light

,
we first distinguish , then pursue

the right ; thy power the breast from
every error frees, and weeds out al l its
vices by degrees—Gifford.

PHYSIC .
-(See

“MEDICINE .

Physic is of little use to a temperate
person , for a man

’s own observation on

what he finds does him good, and what
hurts him , is the best physic to preserve
health .

—Bacon .

We have not only multiplied diseases
but we have made them more fatal
Dr. R . Rush .

Use three physwians : first
, Doctor

Quiet ; then , Doctor ,Merryman ; and
then, Doctor Diet .
Whoever has lived twenty years ought
to know what is hurtful and what whole
some to him , and know how to order
himself without physic—Tiberius.

Every one is a physician or a fool at
forty—Old Maxim .

God heals , and the doctor takes
'

the
fee .
—Franklin .

Exercise , temperance , fresh air, and
needful rest are the best of all physi
eiaus.
A wise physi cian, Skilled our ills to

heal , is more than armies to the public
weal .—Pope .

Physicians mend or end us ; but
though in health we sneer, when Sick we
call them to attend us, without the
least propensity to j eer .

—Byron .

PHYSIOGN OMY .
—(See

There is nothing truer than physiog
nomy , taken in connection with manner.—Dickens.

When I see a man with a sour
,

Shriveled face , I cannot forbear pitying
his wife ; and when I meet with an open ,
ingenuous countenance , I think on the
happiness of his friends, his family, and
his relations—Addison .

Trust not too much to an enchanting
face—Virgil.
It is a point of cunning to wait upon

him with whom you Speak with your
eye , as the Jesuits give it in precept ;
for there be many wise men that have
secret hearts and transparent coun
tenanceS.

-Bacon .
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As the language of the face is uni

versal
, SO

’
tis very comprehensive ;

’tis
the shorthand of the mind , and crowds
a great deal in a little room .

-Jeremy
C o llier.

The features come insensibly to be
formed and assume their Shape from
the frequent and habitual expression of
certain affections of the soul . These
affections are marked on the counte

nance ; nothing is more certain than
this ; and when they turn into habits,
they must leave on it durable impres
sions—Rousseau.

He who observes the Speaker more
than the sound of his words, will
seldom meet with disappointments .
Lavater.

Spite of Lavater , faces are often great
lies—They are the paper money of

society
,
for which , on demand, there

frequently proves to be no gold in the
human coffer.—F. G . Trafford.

Pickpockets and beggars are the best
practical physiognomists, without hav
ing read a line of Lavater, who , it is
notorious

,
mistook a philosopher for a

highwayman—C o lton .

The distinguishing characters of the
face

,
and the lineaments of the body,

grow more plain and visible with time
and age ; but the peculiar physiognomy
o f the mind is most discernible in chil
dren—Locke.

The countenance may be defined as

the title-page which heralds the con

tents of the human volume , but like
other title—pages, it sometimes puzzles,
often misleads, and often says nothing
to the purpose .

—W. Matthews .

PICTURES—(See “PAINTING.

PIETY .
—(See RELIGION .

Let us learn upon earth , those things
which can prepare us for heaven .

Jerome .

All is vanity which is not ho nest , and
there is no solid wisdom but in true
piety—Evelyn .

True piety hath in it nothing weak,
nothing sad

,
nothing constrained . It en

larges the heart ; it is simple , free , and

attractive .
—Fe'nelon .

I do not doubt but that genuine piety
is the spring of peace of mind ; it en

ables us to bear the sorrows of l ife ,

PITY

and lessens the pangs o f death : the
same cannot be said of irreligion
Bruyere .

Our piety must be weak and imperfect
if it do not conquer the fear of death .

—Fe'ne lon .

Piety is a silver chain unitmg heaven
and earth , temporal and spiritual , G od
and man together.—C oussin .

Piety is the only proper and adequate
relief of decaying man . He that grows
o ld without religious ho pes, , as be de
clines into imbecility

,
and feels pains

and sorrows crowding upon him , falls
into a gulf of bottoml ess misery, in
which every reflection must plunge him
deeper and deepen—Johnson .

A mind full of piety and knowledge
is always rich ; illuIS a bank that never
fails ; i t yields a perpetual dividend of
happiness .
Among the many strange servilities

mistaken for pieties one of the least
lovely is that which hopes to flatter
G od by despising the world and Villify
ing human nature .

—G . H. Lewes.

Growth in piety will be manifest in
more usefulness and less noise ; more
tenderness of conscience and less seru
pulosity ; more steadfastness, peace , hu
mility ; more resignation under Go d

’s
chastisements, and more patience under
man’s injuries . When the corn is full
in the ear, it bends down because it is
full .
We are surrounded by motives to
piety and devotion, if we would but
mind them . The poor are designed to
excite our l iberality : the miserable , our

pity ; the sick ,
our assistance ; the ig

norant, our instruction ; those that are
fallen, our helping hand. In those who
are Vain, we see the vanity of the
world ; in those who are wicked, our

own frailty . When we see good men

rewarded , it confirms our hope ; and
when evil men are punished

,
it excites

our fear .—Bp . Wilson .

PITY .
—Pity is not natural to man .

C hildren and savages are always cruel .
Pity is acquired and improved by the
cultivation of reason . We may have
uneasy sensations from seeing a creature
in distress , without pity ; but we have
not pity unless we wish to relieve him .

When I am on my way to dine with
a friend , and, finding it late, bid the
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Plagiarists have , at least , the merit of

preservation—Disraeli.

Steal ! to be sure they may, and, egad,
serve your best thoughts as gipsies do
stolen children—disfigure them to make
them pass for their own—Sheridan .

Most plagiarists
,
like the drone , have

not the taste to select , the industry to
acquire

,
nor the skill to improve , but

impudently pilfer the honey ready pre
pared, from the hive—C o lton .

All the makers of dictionaries, and all
compilers who do nothing else than re

peat backwards and forwards the opin
ions , the errors, the impostures, and the
truths already printed, we may term
plagiarists ; but they are honest plagia
rists

,
who do not arrogate the merit of

inventio n—C all them
,
if you please ,

book-makers
,
not authors ; rather second

hand dealers than plagiarists .—Vo ltaire .

Borrowed thoughts
,
like borrowed

money
,
only Show the poverty of the

borrower .—Lady Blessington .

As mo narchs have a right to call in
the Specie of a state , and raise its value
by their own impression ; so are there
certain prerogative geniuses

,
who are

above plagiaries , who cannot be said to
steal

,
but

,
from their improvement of a

thought
,
rather to borrow it , and repay

the commonwealth o f letters with inter
est ; and may more properly be said to
adopt than to kidnap a sentiment , by
leaving it heir to their own fam e .

Sterne .

It is a Special trick of low cunning to
squeeze out knowledge from a modest
man who ' is eminent in any science , and
then to use it as legally acquired , and

pass the source in total silence .
—Horace

Walpo le .

Touching plagiarism in general
,
it is

to be remembered that all men who
have sense and feeling are being con

tinually helped ; they are taught by
every person whom they meet and en

riched by everything that falls in their
way . The greatest is he who has been
oftenest aided ; and , if the attainments
of

“

all human minds could be traced to
their real sources , it would be found
that the world had been laid most under
contributio n by the men of most original
power, and that every day of their ex
istence deepened their debt to their

race , while it enlarged their gifts to it .
—Ruskin .

If we steal thoughts from the mod
erns, it will he cried down \ as plagias
rism ; if from the ancients

,
it

.
will be

cried up as erudition .
—But in this re

speqt every author is a Spartan, more
ashamed of the discovery than of the

depredation .
—C o lton .

There is a very pretty Eastern tale
,

o f which the fate of plagiarists often
reminds us . The Slave of a magician
saw his master wave his wand , and heard
him give orders to the spirits who arose
at the summons . The slave stole the
wand, and waved it himself in the air ;
but he had not observed that his master
used the left hand for that purpose .

The Spirits thus_irregularly summoned ,
tore the thief to pieces instead of obey
ing his orders—Mdcaulay .

Borrowed garments never keep o ne

warm . A curse goes with them , as with
Harry G ifi ’

s blankets . N or can one get
smuggled goods safely into

'

kingdom
come . How lank and pitiful does one

of these gentry look, after posterity
’s

customs-officers have had the plucking
o f him l—J . R . Lowell .

PLEASIN G .
—The art of pleasing con

sists in being pleased . To be amiable is
to be satisfied with one’s self and others .
—Hazlitt.

The h appy gift of being agreeable
seems to consist not in one , but in an

assemblage of talents tending to com
municate delight ; and how many are
there

,
who , by easy manners , sweetness

of temper
,
and a variety of

'

other un
definab le qualities, possess the power o f
pleasing without any visible effort

,
with

out the aids of wit , wisdom , or learning,
nay, as it should seem ,

in their defiance ;
and this without appearing even to
know that they possess it .

—C umberland.

Most arts require long study and ap
plication ; but the most useful art of

all , that of pleasing, requires only the
desire .

We all live in the hope of pleasing
somebody ; and the pleasure of pleasing
ought to be greatest , and always will be
greatest , when our endeavors are exerted
in consequence of our duty.

—Johnson .

People who make a point of pleasing
everybody, seldom have a heart for
any one . The love of self is the secret
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0 please ; and their tem
fickle and insmcere .

to please people , you
understanding them .

HAPPINESS .

have the warrant
then the measure ,

am sure no other is comparable to
this—Tillo tson .

Enj oy present pleasures in such a way
as not to injure future ones—Seneca .

Pleasure, when it is a man
’s chief pur

pose
,
disappoints itself ; and the con

stant application to it palls the faculty
of enj oying

,

it , and leaves the sense of

youth by pleasure
,
but

.

the harvest is
reaped in age by suffering—C o lton .

When pleasure rules the life , mind ,
sensibility

, and health shrivel and waste ,
til ! at last , and not tardily , no j oy in
earth or heaven can move the worn-out

T. Munger.

how to mix pleas
never entirely po

a dangerous
m ight corrupt him .

-St. Ev
remand.

Fly the pleasure that bites to-morrow .

-Herbert.

The public pleasures of far the greater
part of mankind are counterfeit . Very
few carry their philosophy to places of
diversion

,
or are very careful to analyze

their enj oyments . The general condi
tion of life is so full of misery

,
that we

are glad to catch delight without inquir
ing whence it comes

,
or by what power

it is bestowed—Johnson .

Let your p leasures be taken as Daniel
took h is prayer , with his windows open—pleasures which need not cause a Single

PLEASURE

blush on an ingenuous cheek—Theodore
Parker.

The most delicate
,
the most sensible

of all pleasures,
‘ consists in promoting

the pleasure of others—Bruyere .

Pleasure is one of those commodities
which are sold at a thousand Shops

,
and

bought by a thousand customers
,
but of

which nobody ever fairly finds posses
sion . E ither they know not well how to
use , or the commodity will not keep , for
no one has ever yet appeared to be
satisfied with his bargain . It is too
subtle for transition

,
though sufficiently

solid for sale—Simms .

The worst of enemies areflatterers,
and the worst o fflattererS are pleasures .
—Bossue t.

Would you judge of the lawfulness or
unlawfulness o f pleasure

,
take this rule :

whatever weakens your reason
,
impairs

the tenderness of your conscience
, oh

scures your sense of God, or takes off

the relish of Spiritual things ; in short ,
whatever increases the strength and
authority of your body over your mind

,

that is Sin to you , however innocent it
may be in itself—Southey .

A life merely of pleasure
,
or chiefly of

pleasure , is always a -poor and worthless
life , not worth the living ; always un

satisfactory in its course
,
always miser

able in its end Theodore Parker.

The man of pleasure should more
properly be termed the man of pain ;
like Diogenes

,
he purchases repentance

at the highest price , and sells the richest
reversion for the poorest reality—C o l
ton .

A life of pleasure makes even the
strongest mind frivolous at last .

—Bulwer.

N one has more frequent conversations
with disagreeable self than the man of
pleasure ; his enthusiasms are but few
and transient ; his appetites, like angry
creditors

,
are continually making fruit

less demands for what he is unable to
pay ; and the greater his former pleas
ures

,
the more strong his regret , the

more impatient his expectations . A life
of pleasure is , therefore , the most un

pleasing life—Go ldsmith .

Pleasure is a necessary reciprocal : no
one feels, who does not at the same time
give it . To be pleased , one must please .

What pleases you in others
,
will in gen

eral please them in you—C hesterfield.
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The greatest pleasure I know , is to do
a good action by stealth , and have it
found out by accident—Lamb .

C enters, or wooden frames are put
under the arches of a bridge

,
to remain

no longer than till the latter are con

solidated, and then are thrown away or

cast into the fire . Even so
,
sinful pleas

ures are the devil ’s scaffolding to build
a habit upon ; and once formed and
fixed , the pleasures are sent for firewood

,

and hell begins in this life—C o leridge .

Mental pleasures never cloy ; unlike
those of the body

,
they are increased by

repetition
,
approved by reflection , and

strengthened by enj oyment .—C o lton .

There is no greater fool than he who
deliberately goes searching for pleasures .
For every pleasure to which he habitu
ates himself beyond those which God
has put in the natural course of life

,
is a

new fire kindled in his bones , which will
burn his life-substance for fuel—J. M .

I/udlow .

N o state can be more destitute than
that of a person , who , when the delights
of sense forsake him ,

has no pleasures
of the mind—Burgh .

If all the year were playing holidays,
to Sport would be as tedious as to work :
but when they seldom come , they wished
for come

,
and nothing pleaseth but rare

accidents—Shakespeare .

Pleasure and pain , beauty and de
formity

,
good and ill , seemed to me

everywhere interwoven ; and one with
another made a pretty mixture , agree
able enough in the main .

’
Twas the

same , I fancied, as in some of those rich
stuffs where the flowers and ground were
oddly put together

,
with such irregular

work and contrary colors , as looked il l
in the pattern , but natural and well in
the piece .

—Shaftesbury .

The roses of pleasure seldom last long
enough to adorn the brow of him who
plucks them , and they are the only roses
which do not retain their sweetness after
they have lost their beauty—Blair.

C hoose such pleasures as recreate
much and cost little—Fuller.

Pleasure
,
like quicksilver

,

and coy ; we strive to n p it with our

utmost Skill
,
still it eludes us, and it

glitters still : i f
.

seized at last , compute
your mighty gains ; what is it, but rank
poison in your veins?—Young .

PLEASURE

sweetest honey is loathsome
deliciousness, and in the tast
the appetite .

—Shakespeare .

C onsider pleasures as they
as they come—Aristo tle .

Look upon pleasures not
Side that is next the sun , or

look beauteously
,
that is, as they come

toward you to be enj oyed
,
for then they

paint and smil e , and dress themselves
up in tinsel , and glass gems, and counter
feit imagery—Jeremy Taylor.

Pleasure is very seldom found where
it is sought . Our brightest blazes of

gladness are commonly kindled by un

expected sparkSr -Johnson .

All fits of pleas e are balanced by an

equal degree of p or languor ;
’tis like

spending this year, part of the next
year’s revenue—S wift.
We have not an hour of life in which

our pleasures relish not some pain , our

sours
,
some sweetness—Mass mger.

Pleasure and revenge have ears more
deaf than adders to the voice of any
true decision .

—Shakespeare .

The pursuit in which we cannot ask

God’s protection must be criminal : the
pleasure for which we dare not thank
him cannot be inno cen
Worldly and sensual pleasures, for the
most part

,
are Short

,
false

,
and deceitful .

Like drunkenness, they revenge the j olly
madness of one hour with the sad re

pentance of many.

He who spends all his life in sport is
like one who wears nothing but fringes ,
and eats nothing but sauces—Ri chard
Fuller.

The purest pleasures lie within the
circle of useful occupation—Mere
p leasure , . sought outside of usefulness, is
fraught with poison .

—H. W. Beecher.

Let us be sure that our delights ex
clude not the presence of G od : we may
please ourselves so long as we do not
displease Him .

-T. Adams.

He buys honey too clear who licks it
from thorns—Old Proverb .

We smile at the ignorance of the sav

age who cuts down the tree in order to
reach its fruit ; but the same blunder is
made by every person who is over eager
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that is pleasure which is thought to be
se .
—Bovee .

It is sad to th ink how few our pleas
ures really are , and for which we risk
eternal good—Bailey .

I look upon it as an equal injustice to
loath natural pleasures as to be too
much in love with them .

—Montaigne .

What if a body might have all the
pleasures in the world for asking ? Who
would so unman himself as, by accept
ing them ,

to desert his soul
,
and become

a perpetual Slave to his senses ?—Seneca .

Though a taste of pleasure may
quicken the relish of life , an unrestrained
indulgence leads to inevitable destruo
tion .
—Dodsley .

The slave of pleasure soon Sinks in a
kind

'

o i voluptuous dotage ; intoxicated
with present delights

,
and careless of

everything else
,
his days and nights glide

away in luxury or Vi ce , and he has no
care , but to keep thought away : for
thought is troublesome to him

,
who

l ives without his own approbation .

Johnson .

Pleasure is to woman what the sun is
to the flower ; if moderately enj oyed , it
beautifies

, refreshes and improves ; but if
immoderately, it withers, deteriorates
and destroys—C o lton .

POETRY .
—Poetry is the art of sub

stantiating shadows, and of lending ex
istence to nothing—Burke .

Poetry is music in words : and music
is poetry in sound : both excellent sauce

,

but those have lived and died poor, who
made them their meat—Fuller.

The offi ce of poetry is not to make us
think accurately, but feel truly—F. W.

Robertson .

Poetry is the music of thought
,
con

veyed to us in the musi c o f language .

C hatfield.

Words become luminous when the
poet ’s finger has passed over them its
phosphorescence .

—Joubert.

The greatest poem is not that which is
most skillfully constructed

,
but that in

which there is the most poetry—L .

Schefer.

You will find poetry nowhere
,
unless

you bring some with you—Joubert.

A poet must needs be before his own
age , to be even with posterity—J. R .

Lowell .

POETRY

Sad is his lot , who , once at least in his
life, has not been a poet .—Lamartine .

Poetry is not made out of the under
standing . The question of common sense
is always : “What is it good for ? ” a
question which would abolish the rose

,

and be triumphantly answered by the
cabbage—J. R . Lowell .

The poet ’s eye in a fine frenzy rolling
,

doth glance from heaven to earth , from
earth to heaven ; and, as imagination
bodies forth the forms of things un

known, the poet
’s pen turns them to

shapes
,
and gives to airy nothing a local

habitation and a name .
—Shakespeare .

Of all kinds of ambition
,
that which

pursues poetical fame is the wildest
Go ldsmith .

If’ the grain were separated from the
chaff which fills th

'

e works of our national
poets, what is truly, valuable would be
to what is useless in the proportion of
a mole-hill to a mountain—Burke .

By poetry we mean the art of employ
ing words in such a manner as to produce
an illusion on the imagination ; the art
of doing by means of words

,
what the

painter does by means of colors
Macaulay .

Truth shines the brighter clad in verse .

—Pope .

Poetry reveals to us the loveliness
of nature, brings back the freshness of
youthful feeling

,
revives the relish of

Simple pleasures
,
keeps unquenched the

enthusiasm which warmed the sp ring
time of our being , refines youthful love ,
strengthens our interest in human na
ture

, by vivid delineations of its tender
est and softest feelings , and , through the
brightness of its prophetic visions, helps
faith to lay hold on the future life
C hanning.

Poetry is the sister of sorrow ; every
man that suffers and weeps, is a poet ;
every tear is a verse ; and every heart a
poem .

—Andre .

It is Shallow criticism that would
define poetry as confined to literary pro
ductions in rhyme and metre . The

written poem is only poetry talking , and
the statue

,
the picture

,
and the musical

composition are poetry acting . M ilton
and Goethe , at their desks , were not
more truly poets than Phidias with his
chisel

, Raphael at his easel , or deaf
Beethoven bending over his piano , in
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Poetry and consumption are the most
flattering of diseases—Shenstone .

A poet ought not to pick nature’s
pocket . Let him borrow, and so borrow
as to repay by the very act of borrowing .

Examine nature accurately, but write
from recollection

,
and trust more to the

imagination than the memory .
—C o le

ridge .

Poets utter great and wise things which
they do not themselves understand .

Plato .

An artist that works in marble or

colors has them all to himself and his
tribe

,
but the man who moulds his

thoughts in verse has to employ the
material s vulgarized by everybody

’s use ,
and glorify them by his handling—0 .

W. Ho lmes.

Poetry has been to me its own ex
ceeding great reward : it has given me
the habit of wishing to discover the good
and beautiful in all that meets and sur

rounds me .
—C o leridge .

There are
'

so many tender and holy
‘

emotions flying about in our inward
"

world
,
which

,
like angels, can never as

.

sume the body of an outward act ; so
many rich and lovely flowers Spririg up

' which bear no seed , that it is a happi
ness poetry was invented, which re

ceives into its limbus all those incor
poreal Spirits, and the perfume of all
theseflowers—Richter.

Perhaps there are no warmer lovers of
the muse than those who are only per
mitted occasionally to gain her favors .
The Shrine is more reverently approached
by the pilgrim from afar than the fa
miliar worshipper . Poetry is often most
beloved by one whose daily vocation is
amid the bustle of the world—Tucker
man .

Poetry is the utterance of deep and
heart-felt truth—The true poet is very
near the oracle—E . H. C hapin .

POETRY

Superstition is the poetry of life
, so

that it does not injure the poet to be
superstitious—Goethe .

Some scrap of a childish song hath
often been a truer alms than all the
benevolent societies could give . This is
the best missionary , knowing when She
may knock at the door of the most cur
mudgeonly hearts, without being turned
away unheard . For poesy is love ’s
chosen apostle , and the very almoner
of God . She is the home of the out

cast, and the wealth of the needy .

—J . R .

Lowell .

You arrive at truth through poetry ; I
arrive at poetry through truth—Joubert .

As nightingales feed on glow-worms
,

SO poets live upon the living light of
nature and beauty—Bailey .

The poet , whether in
"

prose or verse
,

the creator
,
can only stamp his images

forcibly on the page
,
in proport ion as he

has forcibly felt
,
ardently nursed

,
and

long brooded over them .
—Bulwer.

Poetry is in itself strength and joy ,

whether it b e crowned by all mankind
or left alone in its own magic hermitage .

—Sterling.

Poets are never young in one sense .

Their delicate ear hears the far-off whis
pers of eternity

,
which coarser souls

must travel toward for scores of years
before their dull sense is touched by
them .

—O . W. Ho lmes.

In poetry
,
which is all fable

,
truth

still is the perfection .
—Shaftesbury .

Whatever the poets pretend
,
it is plain

they give immortality to none but them
selves : it is Homer and V irgil w e rever
ence and admire , not Achilles or E neas .

—Swift.

I have met with most poetry on

trunks ; so that I am apt to consider the
trunk-m aker as the sexton of authorship .

—Byron .

We have more poets than judges and
interpreters of poetry—It is easier to
write an indifferent poem than to under
stand a good one—Mon taigne .

In the hands of genius
,
the driest

stick becomes an Aaron’s rod
,
and buds

and blossoms out in poetry . Is he a
Burns ? the Sight o f a mountain daisy
unseals the fountains of his nature , and

he embalms the “bonny gem ”
in the

beauty of his spirit . Is he a Words
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worth ? at his touch all nature is instinct
with feeling ; the Spirit of beauty springs
up in the footsteps of his going , and the
darkest

,
nakedest grave becomes a sun

lit bank empurpled with blossoms of life .

—H . N . Hudson .

Poetry is itself a thing of God—He

made
'

his prophets poets ; and the more
we feel of poesie do we become like God
in love and power.—Bailey .

All poets pretend to write for im
mortality

,
but the whole tribe have no

obj ection to present pay and present
praise . Lord Burleigh is not the only
statesman who has thought one hundred
pounds too much for a song , though sung
by Spenser ; although Oliver Goldsmith
is the only poet who ever considered
himself to have been overpaid—C o lton .

How different is the poet from the
mystic—The former uses symbols, know
ing they are symbols ; the latter
mistakes them for realities—F. W.

Robertson .

Poetry is the record of the best and
happiest moments of the happiest and
best minds—Shelley .

Poesy is of SO subtle a spirit , that in
the pouring out of one language into
another it will evaporate .

—Denham .

Poetry is the art of substituting Shad
ows

,
and o f lending existence to nothing.

—Burke .

The best o f poetry is ever in alliance
with real uncorrupted C hristianity ; and
with the degeneracy of the one always
comes the decline o f the other : for it is
to C hristianity that we owe the fullest
inspirations of the celestial spirit of

charity—J . A . St . John .

The world is full of poetry .
—The air

is living with its spirit ; and the waves
dance to the music o f its melodies, and
Sparkle in its brightness—Percival.

Poetry is most just to its divine origin ,

when it administers the comforts and
breathes the thoughts of religion .

Wo rdsworth .

Poetry is the intellect colored by feel
ings—Prof. Wilson .

Thoughts that breathe , and words that
burn .

—Gray
He who finds elevated and lofty
pleasure in the feeling of poetry is a
true poet , though he never composed a

POL ICY

line of verse in his entire lifeti
Mad. Dudevant.

Poets are all who love and feel
truths, and tell them .

—Bailey .

Poetry is Something to makeu s

and better, by continually rev
those types of beauty and truth
G od has set in
Lowe ll.

Poetry, with all its obscurity, has a
more general as well as a more powerful
dominion over the passions than the
art of painting—Burke .

All that is best in the great poets of
all countries, is

\
n ot what is national in

E
them

,
but what is universal—Longfel

ow .

Poetry begotten of passion is ever de
basing ; poetry bo rn of real heartfulness,
always ennobles and

\

uplifts .
—A . A . Hop

kins.

Poetry comes nearer to vital truth
than history .

—Plato .

One merit of poetry few persons will
deny ; it says more , and in fewer words,
than prose—Vo ltaire .

He who
, in an enlightened and literary

society, aspires to be a great poet , must
firs t become a little child—Macaulay .

They learn in suffering what they teach
in song—Shelley .

POLICY .
—Policy consists in serving

God in such a
“

manner as not to offend
the devil—Fuller.

To manage men one ought to have a
sharp mind in a velvet sheath—George
E lio t .

A statesman makes the occasion
,
but

the occasion makes the politician—G . S.

Hillard.

The devil knew not what he did when
he made man politic ; he crossed himself
by it .

—Shakespeare .

A politician , Proteus like , must al ter
his face and habit , and like water seem
of the same color that the vesse l is that
doth contain it, varying his form with
the chameleon at each object ’s change .
-Mason .

Let go thy held when a great wheel
runs down the hill , lest it break thy
neck

'

with following it ; but the great
one that goes up the hill,

‘

let him draw
thee after.—Shakespeare .

At court one becomes a sort of human
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out them ,
would continue a clown

,

though he had been all his lifetime a
gentleman usher .

—Go ldsmith .

There is no policy like politeness, Since
a good manner often succeeds where the
best tongue has failed—Magoon .

Mutual complaisances
,
attentions

,
and

sacrifices of l ittle conveniences, are as
natural an implied compact between
civilized people

,
as protection and ob e

dience are between kings and subj ects ;
whoever

,
in either case

,
violates that

compact
,
j ustly forfeits all advantages

arising from it .
—C hesterfield.

Politeness comes from within , from
the heart : but if the forms o f politeness
are dispensed with

,
the spirit and the

thing itself soon die away—John Hall .

Politeness is good nature regulated by
good sense—Sydney Smith .

Politeness has been well defined as be
nevo lence in small things—Macaulay .

A polite man is one who listens with
interest to things he knows all about

,

when they are told him by a person
who knows nothing about them .

—De
Morny .

There is no outward Sign of politeness
which has not a deep

,
moral reason .

Behavior is a mirror in which every one

shows his own image . There is a polite
ness of the heart akin to love , from
which Springs the easiest politeness of
outward behavior.
Politeness is not always the Sign of
wisdom

,
but the want of it always leaves

room for the suspicion of folly—Landor.

There are two kinds of politeness ; one
says

,

“
See how polite I am the other,“I would make y ou happy .

—Tom lin~
son .

The true effect of genuine politeness
seems to be rather ease than pleasure .

Johnson .

Bowing , ceremonious, formal compli
ments

,
stiff civilities

,
will never be

politeness ; that must be easy, natural ,
unstudied ; and what will give this but
a mind benevolent and attentive to
exert that amiable disposition in trifles
to . all you converse and l ive with ?
C hatham .

The only true source of politeness is
consideration

,
—that vigilant moral sense

which never loses sight o f the rights , the
claims

,
and the sensibilities of others .

POL ITEN ESS

This is the one quality
,
over all others

,

necessary to make a gentleman .
—Simms .

Men
, l ike bullets, go farthest when

they are smoothest . —Richter.

N ot to perceive the little weaknesses
and the idle but innocenit affectations o f
the company may be allowable as a
sort o f polite duty. The company will
be pleased with you if you do

,
and most

probably will not be reformed by you
if you do not .

—C hesterfield.

Politeness is nothing more than an ele
gant and concealed species of flattery

,

tending to put the person to whom it
is addressed in good-humor and respect
with himself : but if there is a parade and
display aflected in it , if a man seems to
say
—look how condescending and gra

cious I am l—whilst he has only the com
mon offices of civility to perform ,

such
politeness seems fouhded in mistake , and
this mistake I have observed frequently
to occur in French manners—Cumber
land.

To the acquisition of the rare quality
o f politeness

,
SO much of an enlightened

understanding is necessary that I can
not but consider every book in every
science

,
which tends to make us wiser,

and of course better men , as a treatise
on a more enlarged system of politeness .
—Monro .

In all the affairs of life , social as well
as political

,
courtesies of a small and

trivial character are the ones which
strike deepest to the grateful and ap

preciating heart—Henry C lay .

Politeness does not always evince
goodness , equity, complaisance, or grati
tude

,
but it gives at least the appearance

of these qualities
,
and makes man ap

pear outwardly as he should be within .

—Bruyere .

Politeness is to goodness what words
are to thought . It tells not only on the
manners

,
but on the mind and the heart ;

it renders the feelings, the opinions, the
Words, moderate and gentle—Joubert .

Politeness is a mixture of discretion
,

civi lity, complaisance , and eircumSpec

tion spread over all we do and say
St. Evremond.

The Spirit of politeness is a desire to
bring about by our words and manners .
that others may be pleased with us and
with themselves—M on tesquieu .
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polite only at home .
—Bacon .

o liteneSS which we put on to
assuming and the presumptu

ous at a proper distance , will generally
succeed . But it sometimes happens that
these obtrusive characters are on such
excellent terms with themselves

,
that

they put down this very politeness to
the score of their own great merits and
high pretensions, meeting the coldness
of our reserve with a ridiculous conde
scension of familiarity, in order to set
us at ease with ourselves—C o lton .

Whoever pays you more court than
he is accustomed to pay, either intends
to deceive you or finds you necessary to
him H
—C ourtenay

There are few defects in our nature so
glaring as not to be veiled from obser
vation by politeness and good-breeding .

-Stanislaus .

Great talent and success render a man
famous ; great merit procures respect ;
great learning, veneration ; but poli
ness alone ensures love and aflection .

To be over-polite is to be rude .

Japanese Proverb .

POLITICS .
—(See PARTY .

If ever this free people—ii this govern:
ment itself is ever utterly demoralized ,
it will come from this incessant human
wriggle and struggle for office , which is
but a way to live without work .

-44bra
ham Linco ln .

Politics is the art of being wise for
others—policy o f being wise for self .
Bulwer.

There is no gambling like politics .

Disraeli.

All the great and noble authors of the
ancient world

,
meant , by the science of

politics
,
the intelligent comprehension of

man’s position
, and of all his relations

as a member of a great nation -In this
sense

,
politics subordinate to themselves

every dep artment of earthly science .

A man who understands nothing o f agri
culture of trade , of human nature , of

past h istory
, of the principles of law ,

POL IT IC S

cannot pretend
.to _b e more than a mere

empiric in political legislation—F. W.

Robertson .

When connected with morality and
the character and interest o f a country ,

politics is a subj ect second only to re

ligion in importance—C harles Hedge .

To let politics become a cesspool
,
and

then avoid it because it is a cesspool
,
is

a double crime—N o man Should be a
partisan in the sense of one who votes
for his party, right or wrong—Howard
C rosby .

N othing is politically right which is
morally wrong—Danie l O

’

C onnell .

Politics, however they make the intel
lect active , sagacious, and inventive

,

within a certain sphere
,
generally ex

tinguish its thirst for universal truth
,

paralyse sentiment and imagination
,

corrupt the simplicity of the mind
,
de

stroy that confidence in
"

human Virtue
which lies at the foundation of philan
thropy and generous sacrifices, and end
in cold and prudent selfishness—C han
ning.

It is the misfortune of all miscellane
ous political combinations

,
that with the

purest motives o f their more generous
members are ever mixed the most sordid
interests and the fiercest passions o f
mean confederates . -Bulwer.

How l ittle do politics affect the life
,

the moral life of a nation . One Single
good book influences the people a vast
deal more—G ladstone .

Responsibility educates
,
and . politics

is but another name for God’s way o f
teaching the masses ethics

,
under the re

sp onsibility of great present interests
Wendell Phillips.

Politics in practice too often mean all
for party, nothing for the people all for
policy, nothing for princip le ; all for
oflice'

f nbthing for honor ; al l for power,
nothing for progress .

There is an infinity of political errors
which , being once adopted , become prin
ciples

—Abbe Raynal .

The amelioration of the condition of
mankind, and the increase of human
happiness ought to be the leading oh

jects of every politic a l institution
,
and

the aim of every individual
,
according

to the measure of his power
,
in the Situa

tion he occupies—A . Hamilton .
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A politician—one that would circum
vent God—Shakespeare .

To be a chemist you must study
chemistry ; to be a lawy er or a physician
you must study law or medicine ; but to
be a politician you need only to study
your own interests—Max O

’

Re ll.

The man who can make two ears of
corn

,
or two blades of grass, grow on the

spot where only one grew before , would
deserve better of mankind , and render
more ' essential service to the country ,
than the whole race of politicians put
together .—Swift.

I hate all bungling as I do Sin , but
particularly bungling in politics , which
leads to the misery and ruin of many
thousands and millions of people .

Goethe.

Politics is the science of exigencies .
Theodore Parker.

Some have said that it is not the
business of private men to meddle with
government

,
—a bold and dishonest say

ing, which is fit to come from no mouth
but that of a tyrant or a slave . To say
that private men have nothing to do
with government is to say that private
men have nothing to do with their own

happiness or misery ; that people ought
not to concern themselves whether they
be naked or clothed , fed or starved, de
ceived or instructed , protected or de

stroyed .
—C ato .

The politics o f courts are so mean that
private people would be ashamed to act
in the same way ; all is trick and finesse ,
to which the common cause is sacrifi ced .

—Lord N elson .

Two kinds of men generally best
succeed in political life : men o f no prin
ciple , but of great talent : and men of
no talent , but of one principle—that of
obedience to their superiors .

Great political questions stir the deep
est nature of one half the nation , but
they pass far above and over the heads
of the other half—Wende ll Phillips .

A politician weakly and amiably in the
right

, is no match for a politician tena
ciously and pugnaciously in the wrong .

—You cannot , by tying an Opinion to
a man

’s tongue
,
make him the represent

ative of that opinion ; and at the close
of any battle for principles

,
his name

will be found neither among the dead
,

POL IT IC S

nor the wounded , but among the mis
—E . P . Whipp le .

Real political issues cannot be In

factured by the leaders of parties
,

cannot be evaded by them .
—They de

clare themselves, and come out of the
depths of that deep which we call public
Opinion—Garfield.

I know not where to look for any
single work which is so full of the great
principles of political wisdom

,
as the

laws of Moses and the history of the
kings of Israel and Judah—G . Spring.

The violation of party faith
, is, of

itself, to o common to excite surprise or
indignation—Political friendships are so

well understood that we can hardly pity
the simplicity they deceive—Junius.

Every politicalJ question is becoming
a social question , d every social ques
tion is becoming a eligious question
R . T. E ly .

A politician thinks of the next elec
tion ; a statesman of the next genera
tion .
—A politician looks for the success

of his party ; a statesman for that o f his
country—The statesman wishes to steer,
while the politician is satisfied to drift .
—J . F. C larke.

Jarring interests of themselves create
the according music of a well-mixed
state—Pope .

For my part , though I like the investi
gation of particular questions

,
I give up

what is called “the science o f political
economy .

” —There is no such science
There are no rules on these subj ects

, so

fixed and invariable
,
that their aggregate

constitutes a science—I have recently
run over twenty volumes

,
from Adam

Smith to Professor Dew ,
and from the

whole if I were to pick out with one

hand all the mere truisms
,
and with the

other all the doubtful propositions
,
little

would be left—Daniel Webster.

In politics , merit is rewarded by the
possessor being raised

,
l ike a target , to

a position to be fired at .
—Bovee .

A mercantile deputation from Bor

deaux , being asked by Louis XIV what
Should be done to advance their inter
ests

,
replied

,

“
Sire , let us alone .

”

There is no C anaan in politics—As
health lies in labor

,
and there is no royal

road to it but through toil , SO there is
no republican road to safety but in con
stant distrust—Wendell Phillips .
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himself j ust s the popular breath may
chance to raise h1m .

—Goe the .

It is not so diffi cult a task to plant
new truths as to root out o ld errors ; for
there is this paradox in men ,—they run

after that which is new, but are prej
udiced in favor of that which is o ld.

C o lton .

A habitation giddy and unsure hath he
that buildeth on the vulgar heart .
Shakespeare .

The greatness oi a popular character
is less according to the ratio of his genius
than the sympathy he Shows with the
prejudices and even the absurdities of
his time . Fanatics do not select the
cleverest

,
but the most fanatical leaders ;

as was evidenced in the choice of Robes
pierre by the French Jacobins, and in
that o f C romwell by the English Puri
tans .

-Lamartine .

The common people are but ill judges
of a man ’s merits ; they are Slaves to
fame

,
and their eyes are dazzled with

the pomp of titles and large retinue .

N o wonder, then , that they bestow their
honors on those who least deserve them .

—Horace .

Glory is safe when it is deserved ; it
is not so with popularity ; one lasts like
a mosaic ; the other is effaced like a
crayon drawing—Boufl‘lers .

AS inclination changes, thus ebbs and
flows the unstable tide of public judg
ment—Schiller.

The love of popularity seems little
else than the love of being beloved ; and
is only blamable when a person aims at
the affections of a people by means in
appearance honest

,
but in their end per

nicious and destructive—Shens tone .

O popular applause ! what heart of

man is proof against thy sweet seducing
charms? The wisest and the best feel
urgent need o f all their caution in thy
gentlest gales ; but swell

’
d into a gust

who then , alas ! with all his canvas set,
and inexpert

, and therefore heedless, can
withstand thy power ?—C owper.

The only popularity worth aspiring
after

,
is the popularity of the heart

the popularity that is won in the b o som
of families , and at the Side of death
beds .

—There is another,—a high and
far sounding popularity , which is , in
deed

,
a most worthless article—a popu

larity which with its head among storms ,

POSSESSIONS

and its feet on treacherous quicksands
,

has nothing to lull the agonies of its
tottering existence but the hosannas of
a drivelling generation—C halmers .

POSITION .
—In general , it is not very

difficult for little minds to attain splen
did Situations . It is much more diffi cult
for great minds to attain the place to
which their merit fully entitles them
Baron de Grimm .

The higher we rise , the more isolated
‘

we become ; all elevations are cold—De

Boqflers .

A great many men—some compara
tively small men now—ii put in the

right position ,
‘

would be Luthers and
C olumbuseS.

—E . H . C hapin .

From lowest place
,
when virtuous

things proceed, the place is dign ified by
the doer’s deed . akespeare .

POSITIVEN ES G ive me a posi
tive character, with a positive faith ,
positive opinions and positive actions

,

though frequently in error, rather than
a negative character, with a doubting
faith

,
wavering Opin ions

,
undecided ao

tions and faintness of heart . Something
is better than nothing—C . Simmons.

Positive views of truth and duty are
those that impress the mind and lead
to action ; negation dwells mostly in

cavil and denial—Whately .

The most positive men are the most
credulous

,
Since they most believe them

selves , and advise most with their falsestflatterer and worst enemy, their own

self-love .
—Pope .

Positiveness is a most absurd foible .

If you are in the right
,
it lessens Your

triumph ; if in the wrong, it adds shame
to your defeat—Sterne .

Every one of his Opinions appears to
himself to be written with sunbeams
Watts .

Positiveness is a good quality for
preachers and orators, because whoever
would obtrude his thoughts and reasons
upon a multitude will convince others
the more , as he appears convinced him
self—Swift.

POSSESSION S.
—N o possessions are

good
,
but by the good use we make of

them ; without which wealth , power,
friends

,
and servants

,
do but help to

make our l ives more unhappy—Sir W.

Temp le .
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by disgust . The malicious re
the Greek epigrammatist on

may apply to every other
life—that its two days of

are the first and the last .

ion
,
why more tasteless than

Why is a wish far dearer than
That wish accomplished, why
of bliss ? Because , in the great

future buried deep
,
beyond our

'

plans,
lies all that man with ardor should pur
sue—Young.

In all worldly things that a man pur
sues with the greatest eagerness and in
tention of mind , he finds not half the
pleasure in the actual possession of
them as he proposed to himself in the
expectation .

—South .

One ’s own—what a charm there is in
the words ! how long it takes boy and
man to find out their worth ! how fast
most of us hold on to them ! faster and
more j ealously, the nearer we are to the
general home into which we can take
nothing

,
but must go naked as we feame

into the world . When Shal l we ,
le arn

that he who multiplieth possessions,
multiplieth troubles

,
and that the one

single use of things which we call our
own ,

is that they may be his who hath
need Of them ? —Hughes .

POSTERITY .

—We are too careless
of posterity

,
not considering that as

they are so the next generation will be .

—Penn .

It is pleasant to Observe how free the
present age is in laying taxes on the
next . Future ages shall talk of this ;
they shall be famous to all posterity ”

;

whereas their time and thoughts will b e
taken up about present things, as ours
are now—Swift.

Posterity prese rves only what will
pack into small compass . Jewels are

POVERTY

handed down from age to age ; less
portable valuables disappear. Lord
Stanley .

With respect to the authority of great
names , it Should be remembered , that
he alone deserves to have any weight or
influence with posterity , who has shown
himself superior to the particular and
predominant error of his own times
C o lton .

I would much rather that posterity
should inquire why no statues were

gr
eeted to me , than why they were
ato .

Of this our ancestors complained
,
we

ourselves do so and our posterity will
equally lament because goodness has
vanished and evil habits prevail while
human aflairs grew worse and worse
Sinking into an abyss of wickedness

The drafts which true genius draws
upon posterity although they may not
always be honored SO soon as they are
due are sure to be paid with compound
interest in the end—C o lton .

If we would amend the world we

Should mend ourselves and teach our

children to be not what we are but
what they Should be .

—Penn .

Time
'

will unveil all things to pos

terity ; it is a chatterer and speaks to
those who do not question it .

—Euripides .

A foreign nation is a contemporaneous
posterity—A . P . Stanley .

POVERTY .
—Poverty is no d isgrace

to a man but it is confoundedly incon
venient—Sydney Smith .

Poverty is the wicked man’s tempter
,

the good man’s perdition
,
the proud

man’s curse , the melan choly man
’s halter .

—Bulwer.

{Beyerty is not dishonorable in itself.
but only when it comes from idleneS
intemperance

,
extravagance , and folly

Plutarch .

Who can confess his poverty and look
it in the face

,
destroys its sting : but a

proud poor man, he is poor, indeed—L .

E . Landon .

When it is not despicable to be poor,
we want fewer things to live in poverty
with satisfaction

,
than to live magnifi

cently with riches—St . Evremond .

Poverty is the sixth sense—German

Proverb .
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Of all the advantages which come to
any young m an

,
I believe it "to be

demonstrably true that poverty is the
greatest—J . G . Ho lland.

An avowal of poverty is no disgrace
to any man ; to mak e no effort to escape
it is indeed disgraceful .—Thucydides .

Poverty eclipses the brightest virtues,
and is the very sepulchre o f brave de
signs

,
depriving a man of the means to

accomplish what nature has fitted him
for

,
and stifling the noblest thoughts in

their embryo . Many illustrious souls
may be said to have been dead among
the living

,
or buried alive in the ob

scurity of their condition , whose perfec
tions have rendered them the darlings
of Providence , and companions of angels.

An English judge being asked what
contributed most to success at the bar,
replied

,

“
Some succeed by great talent ,

some by the influence of friends , some
by a miracle

,
but the maj ority by com

mencing without a Shilling .

”

Poverty is uncomfortable , as I can
testify : but nine times out of ten the
best thing that can happen to a young
man is to be tossed overboard and com
pe lled to sink or swim for himself .
Garfield.

He is not poor that has little , but he
that desires much—Danie l.

Poverty is very terrible , and some
times kills the very soul within us ; but
it is the north wind that lashes men into
V ikings ; it is the soft, luscious , south
wind

,
which lulls them to lotus dreams .

—Ouida .

Want is a bitter and a hateful good,
because its virtues are not understood ;
yet many things , impossible to thought ,
have been by need to full perfection
brought ; the daring of the soul proceeds
from thence

,
sharpness of w it and active

diligence ; prudence at once , and forti
tude it gives ; and,

if in patience taken ,
mends our lives—Dryden .

Poor and content is rich , and rich
enough ; but riches endless is as poor as
winter to him that ever fears he Shall
be ‘ poor . —Shakespeare .

Poverty is not always of the nature of
an affl iction or j udgment , but is rather
merely a state of life

, appointed by God
for the proper trial and exercise of the
virtues of contentment , patience , and

POVERTY

mur against God, because he possesses
not the riches he has given to another

,

is the wrath that killeth the foolish
man , and the envy that Slayeth the silly
one —Burgh .

He travels safe and not unpleasantly
,

who is guarded by poverty and guided
by love—Sir P . Sidney .

In proportion as nations get more cor
rupt , more disgrace will attach to pov
et ty, and more respect to weal th . There
are two questions that would completely
reverse this order of things : What
keeps some persons poor ? and what has
made some others rich ? ”

The true
answer to these queries would often
make the poor man more proud of his
poverty than the rich man is of his
wealth , and the rich man more justly
ashamed of his wealth

,
than the poor

man unjustly is of his poverty—C o lton .

A wise man poor is like a sacred book
that ’s never read ; to himself he lives
and to all else seems dead—Decker.

Many good qualities are not suflicient
to balance a single want—the want of
money .

—Zimmermann .

As pauperism , in distinction from
poverty, is dependence on other people
for existence , and not on our own exer

tions, so there is a moral pauperism in
the man who is dependent on others for
that support of the moral life—self re
spect .—Bulwer.

Few save the poor feel for the poor
L . E . Landon .

A poor man resembles a fiddler, whose
music

,
though liked

,
is not much praised ,

because he lives by it ; while a gentle
man performer

,
though the most

wretched scraper alive
,
throws the audi

ence into rapture—Go ldsmith .

Only experi ence can Show how salt the
savor is of others’ bread , and how sad a
path it is to climb and descend another’s
stairs—Dante .

Poverty possesses this disease , that
through want it teaches man to do evil .

—Euripides .

We should not so much esteem our
poverty as a misfortune

,
were it not that

the world treats it se .

—Bovee .

It is the great privilege of
;
poverty to

be happy and yet
.unenvied, to be

healthy without physw , secure Without

resignation ; and for one man to mur
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be satisfied ; for this reason , that those
best enj oy abundance who are contented
with the least ; and so the pains of

poverty are removed ; simple fare can
give a relish equal to the most expensive
luxuries—Epicurus.

The poor are only they who feel poor,
and poverty consists in feeling poor .
The rich , as we reckon them , and among
them the very rich

,
in a true scale would

be found very indigent and ragged .

Emerson .

The extent of poverty in the world
is much exaggerated—Our sensitiveness
makes half our poverty ; our fears
anxieties for ills that never happen—a

greater part of the other half—Bovee .

N ature makes us poor only when we
want necessaries, ,but custom gives the
name o f poverty to the want o f superfluities.

—Johnson .

A single solitary philosopher may be
great

,
virtuous, and happy in the depth

of poverty, but not a whole people .

N o man is poor who does not think
himself so ; but if in a full fortune , he
with impatience desires more

,
he pro

claims his wants and his beggarly condi
tion—Jeremy Taylor.

Poverty is the only load which is the
heavier the more loved ones there are
to assist in bearing it .

—Rich ter.

There is not such a mighty difference
as some men imagine between the poor
and the rich ; in pomp , show,

and Opinion
there is a great deal

,
but little as to the

pleasures and satisfactions of life ; they
enj oy the same earth and air and
heavens ; hunger and thirst make the
poor man ’s meat and drink as pleasant
and relishing as all the varieties which
cover the rich man’s table ; and the labor
o f a poor man is more healthful

,
and

many times more pleasant , too , than the
ease and softness of the rich—Sherlock.

The poor and the stranger are sent by
Jove , and what we give to them we lend
to him -Homer.

Poverty is very good in poems
,
but

very bad in the house ; very good in

maxims and sermons , but very bad in
practical life —H . W. Beecher.

The poor are always considered under
the peculiar care of the gods—Menander.

POWER

POWER—(See
I know of nothing sublime which is
not some modlfication of power . - Burke .

Even in war moral power is t o physical
as three parts out ofmun—N apo leon .

The less the power—physical and
political—of one man over another, the
better . But of moral power, that of

truth and virtue , of wisdom and love , of
magnanimity and true religion

,
there

cannot be an excess—This is the guars
dian of all right ; it makes those on

whom it acts, free ; it is mightiest when
most gentle—Mere force must fall be
fore it .

-C hanning.

Power, to its
N

last particle
,
is duty

John Foster.

Where is the source of power? The
soul of God is ~

p oured into the world
through the thoughts of men . The world
stands on ideas

,
ahd not on iron or

cotton ; and the iron of iron
,
the fire of

fire
,
the ether and source of all the ele

ments
,
is moral force—Emerson .

The greater a man is in power above
others

,
the more he ought to excel them

in virtue . N one ought to govern , who
is not better than the governed—Pub
lius Syrus .

All human power is a compound of

time and patience—Balzac .

Power and liberty are like heat and

moisture ; where they are well mixt ,
everything prospers ; where they are

single , they are destructive .
—Saville .

The weakest living creature , by con
centrating his powers on a single obj ect ,
can accomplish something . The strong
est

,
by dispensing his over many, may

fail to accomplish anything . The drop
,

by continually falling
,
bores its passage

through the hardest rock . The hasty
torrent rushes over it with hideous up

roar
, and leaves no trace behind—C ar

y e .

Men deride the self-conceit of power,
but cringe to its injust ice .

Power is so characteristically calm
,

that calmness in itself has the aspect of
power, and forbearance implies strength .

The orator who is known to have at his
command all the weapons of invective
is most formidable when most courteous .
—Bulwer.

Arbitrary
.

power is the natural obj ect
o f temptation to a prince ; as wine or
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t has seldom
end or use ful

rvation no less just than
there is no stronger test
character than power and
ing as they do every pas

Nothing destroys authority so much
as the unequal and unt1me1y interchange
of power, pressed too far and relaxed too
much—Bacon .

Power will intoxicate the best hearts,
as wine the strongest heads . N o man

is wise enough
, nor good enough , to be

trusted with unlimited power.—C o lton .

possession of

with any certainty dis
he bottom is the true
man—Burke .

power than will and it
is often by way o f excuse

.to ourselves
hmgs are 1mpossib le .

wicked men . Power
soon questioned -Jus

must therefore be
so that whatever is

erful , and whatever is
just—Pascal .

Beware of dissipating your powers ;
strive constantly to concentrate them .

Genius thinks it can do whatever it sees
others doing

,
but it is sure to repent of

every ill-judged outlay—Goethe .

Power is ever stealing from the many
to the few . The manna of popular
liberty must be gathered each day , or

it is rotten—Wende ll Phillips .

There is always room for a man o f

PRAISE

Be not too great a niggard in the
commendations of him that professes
thy own qual1ty ; if he deserve thy praise ,
thou hast discovered thy judgment ; if
not

,
thy modesty ; honor either returns

o rs -

, refiects to the given—Quark s .

What a person praises is perhaps a
surer standard

,
even

,
than what b e con

demns
,
of his character, information , and

ab111t1es . N o wonder, then , that most
pe

gl
ple are so shy of praising anything .

are .

Praise is a debt we owe to the virtues
of others, and is due to our own from
all whom malice has not made mutes ,
or envy struck dumb —Sir Thomas

Browne .

I should entertain a mean opinion of

force
, and he makes room for many .

Society is a troop of thinkers, and the
best heads among them take the best
places—Emerson .

By moral power we mean the power
o f a life and a character, the power of

good and great purposes, the power
which comes at length to reside in a
man distinguished in some course of

estimable or great conduct .
-N o other

power of man compares with this, and
there is no individual who may not be
measurably invested with it .

—Horace

Bushne ll.

To know the pains of power, we must
go to those who have it ; to know its
pleasures , we must go to those who are
seeking it .

-The pains of power are real ;
its pleasures imaginary—C o lton .

PRAISE—The real satisfaction which
praise can afford

,
is when what is re

peated aloud agrees with the whispers
o f conscience , . by showing us that we
have not endeavored to deserve well in
vain—Johnson .

We are all excited by the love of
praise , and it is

.the noblest spirits that
feel it most—C i cero .

Praise is the best auxiliary to prayer.
—He who most bears in mind what has
been done for him by God will be most
emboldened to ask for fresh gifts from
above—H. Melville .

Praise undeserved is satire in disguise .

—Broadhurst.
N o ashes are lighter than those of in
cense

,
and few things burn out sooner

Landor
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myself if all men
, or the most part

,

praised and admired me ; it would prove
me to be somewhat like them .

-Landor.

Among the smal ler duties of l ife , I

hardly know any one more important
than that of not praising where praise is
not due . Reputation is one o f the prizes
for which men contend : it produces more
labor and more talent than twice the
wealth of a country could ever rear

.

up .

It is the coin of genius
, and it is the im

perious duty of every man to bestow
it with the most scrupulous j ustice and
the wisest economy—Sydney Smith .

Praise
,
like gold and diamonds, owes

its value only to its scarcity . It be
comes cheap as it becomes vulgar, and
will no longer raise expectation or ani
mate enterprise - Johnson .

It is not he that searches for praise
that finds it .

—Rivaro l .
Praise follows truth afar off, and only
overtakes her at the grave ; plausibility
clings to her skirts and holds her back
till then—J . R . Lowell .

It is a great happiness to be praised of
them who are most praiseworthy .

-Sir

Words of praise , indeed , are almost
as necessary to warm a child into a con

genial life as acts of kindness and affec
tion . Judicious praise is to children
what the sun is toflowers - Bovee .

Praise is but virtue ’s shadow ; who
courts her

,
doth more the hand-maid ,

than the dame admire—Heath .

Praise in the beginning is agreeable
enough , and we receive it as a favor ;
but when it comes in great quantities

,

we regard it only as a debt
,
which noth

ing but our merit could extort—Go ld

Those who are greedy of praise prove
that they are poor in merit—Plutarch .

Praise is the reflection doth from vir

tue rise ; its fair encomiums do virtue
raise to higher acts—A leyn .

The Villain’s censure is extorted praise .

-Pope .

The most
.

agreeable recompense which
we can receive for things which we have
done is to see them known

,
to have them

applauded with praises which honor us .

Praise is sometimes a good thing for
the diffident and despondent . It teaches

4 84 PRAISE

Half uttered praise is to the curious
mind

, as to the eye half veiled beauty

them properly to rely on the kindness of
others—L . E . Landon .

How a little praise warms out . of a
'

man the good that is in him ,
as the

sneer of contempt which he fee ls is un
just chills the ardor to excel—Bulwer.

Expect not praise without envy until
you are dead . Honors bestowed on the
illustrious dead have in them no admix
ture of envy ; for the living pity
dead ; and pity and envy, like oil

vinegar, assimilate not—C o lton .

Damn with faint praise—Pope .

Desert being the essential condition
of praise , there n

can be no reality in the
one without the other.—Washington
A llston .

One good deed
,
dying tongueless ,

slaughters a thousand waiting upon that .

Our pra1ses are our wages—Shakespeare .

There is not a pehflson we employ who
does not , l ike ourselves, desire recogni

tion , praise
,
gentleness

,
forbearance ,

patience—H . W. Beecher.

Praise never gives us much pleasure
unless it concur with our own opinion ,
and extol us for those qualities in which
we chiefly excel—Hume .

Every one that has been long dead
has a due proportion of praise allotted
him , in which , whilst he lived , his friends
were too profuse and his enemies too
sparing—Addison .

The love of praise , howe
’er conceal

’

d

by art , reigns more or less, and glows in
every heart : the proud

,
to gain it

,
toils

on toils endure
,
the modest shun it but

to make it sure—Young.

Praise not people to their faces, to the
end that they may pay thee in the same
coin . This is so thin a cobweb , that it
may with little difficulty be seen
through ;

’tis rarely strong enough to
catch fl ies of any considerable magni
tude—Fuller.

Allow no man to be so free wit-h you
as to praise you to your face . Your
vanity by this means will want its food .

At the same time your passion for
esteem will be more fully gratified ; men

will praise you in their actions : where
you now receive one compliment , you
will then receive twenty civilities .

Steele
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are moments when , whatever be
'

the at

titude of the body, the soul is on its
knees—Victor Hugo .

Let not him who prays
,
suffer his

tongue to outstrip his heart ; nor pre
sume to carry a message to . the throne
of grace, while that stays behind—South .

Every good and holy desire , though
it lack the form

,
hath in itself the sub

stance and force of a prayer with God,

who regardeth the very moanings,
groans

, and sighings o f the heart .

Ho oker.

Prayer is not eloquence , but earnest
ness ; not the definition of helplessness ,
but the feeling of it ; not figures of

speech
,
but earnestness of soul . - I-I .

More .

The prayer that begins with trustful
ness

,
and passes on into waiting , will

always end in thankfulness , triumph , and
praise—A . Maclaren .

I believe I should have been swept
away by the flood of French infidelity ,
if it had not been for one thing , the re

membrance of the time when my sainted
mother used to make me kneel by her
side , taking my little hands in hers, and
caused me to repeat the Lord ’s Prayer .
—John Rando lph .

I . know no blessing so small as to be
reasonably expected without prayer, nor
any so great but may be attained by it .

—South .

I have been driven many times to my
knees by the overwhelming conviction
that I had nowhere else to go . My own

wisdom
,
and that o f all about me , seemed

insufficient for the day . Abraham

Linco ln .

A prayer in its simplest definition is
m erely a wish turned God-ward .

Phillips Brooks.

Holy, humble , penitent , believing , ear
nest

,
persevering prayer is never lost ;

it always prevails to the accomplish
ment o f the thing sought , or that with
which the suppliant will be better satis
fied in the end , according to the su

perior wisdom of his heavenly father, in
which he trusts—Weeks .

God’s way of answering the C hris
tian ’s prayer for more patience , experi

ence
,
hope

,
and love

,
often is to put

him into the furnace of affliction .

C ecil .

PRAYER

Our prayers should be for blessings in
general, for God knows best what is
good for us .

-So crates .

Whatsoever we beg of God, let us
also work for it .

—Jeremy Taylor,
Prayer is as much the instinct of my
nature as a C hristian , as it is a duty
enj oined by the command of God. It
is my language of worship

,
as a man ;

o f dependence , as a creature ; of sub
mission , as a subj ect ; of confession , as
a sinner ; of thankfulness

,
as the recipi

ent of mercies ; of supplication
,
as a

needy being—Tryon Edwards .

God ‘ dwells far oflfrom us
,
but prayer

down
"
‘to our earth , and l inks

his power with our efforts—Mad . de

I .have lived to thank Go d that all
my prayers have n

a
t been answered

Jean Inge-low.

I desire no other evidence of the truth
o f C hristianity , than the Lord

’s prayer .

—Mad. de Stael .

The fewer words the better prayer
Luther.

Good prayers never come creeping
home . I am sure I shall receive either
what I ask, or what I should ask—Bp .

Hall .

Prayer and provender hinder no man ’s
j ourney—Old Proverb .

He who runs from God in the morn
ing will scarcely find Him the rest of
the day —Bunyan .

Trouble and perplexity drive me to
prayer, and prayer drives away perplex
ity and trouble .

—Melanchthon .

Practise in l ife whatever you pray for
,

and God will give it to you more abund

Prayer covers the whole of a man ’s
life . There is no thought , feeling , yearn
ing, or desire , however low , trifling , o r

vulgar we may deem it, which , if it af
feets our real interest or happiness, We
may not lay before God and be sure
of his sympathy . His nature is such
that our often coming does not tire him .

The whole burden of the whole life of
every man may be rolled on to God and
not weary him

,
though it has wearied the

man—H . W. Beecher.

The end of our prayers is often gained
by an answer very different from what
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God-ward, feels
hour of prayer,
all the feasts on
ion—Bailey .

ven is won by
ou art not there !

of our prayers—Shakespeare .

pest wishes of the heart find
in se cret prayer .—Geo . E .

rdent opens heaven , lets down
of glory on the consecrated

with the
Deity ; who worships the great God, that
instant j oins the first in heaven , and
sets his fo ot on hell—Young.

We should pray with as much earnest
ness as those who expect everything
from God ; and should act with as much
energy as those who expect everything
from themselves—C o lton .

Our prayer and God’s mercy are like
two buckets in a well ; while the one

ascends, the other descends—Hopkins .

A good man’s prayers will from the
deepest dungeon climb heaven’s height

,

and bring a blessing down —Joanna

If you cannot pray over a thing; and
cann ot ask God to bless you in it , ,

don’t .

do that thing . A secret that you would
keep from God is a secret that you
should keep from your own heart .

Open thy heart to God, if he be
there

,
the outspread world will be thy

book of praw n—Tho luck.

I have been benefited by praying for
others ; for by making an errand to
God for them I have gotten something
fo r myself—Rutherford.

Prayer is the preface to the book of
C hristian living ; the text of the new
life sermon ; the girding on of the armor
for, battle ; the pilgrim

’s preparation for
his j ourney . It must be supplemented
by action or it amounts to nothing .

PRAYER

fl“

’
Tis heaven alone that is given away ;

All the duties of religion are emi
nently solemn and venerable in the eyes
of children . But none will so strongly
prove the sincerity of the parent ; none
so powerfully awaken the reverence of
the child ; none so happily recommend
the instruction he receives

,
as family

devotions , part icularly those in which pe
titions for the children occupy a distin
guished place .

—T. Dwight.

The only instance of praying to saints
,

mentioned in the Bible , is that of the
rich man in torment calling upon Abra
ham ; and let it be remembered , that it
was practised only by a lost soul and
without success—C ecil .

In the morning, prayer is the key that
opens to us the treasure of God ’s mercies
and blessings ; in the evening , it is the
key that shuts us up u

‘

rider his proteo
tion and safeguard .

Prayer
,
as the first , second , and third

element o f the C hristian life
,
should

open, prolong, and conclude each day .

The first act of the soul in early morn
ing should be a draught at the heavenly
fountain

,

It will sweeten the taste
for the day . A few moments with God
at that calm and tranquil season

,
are

of more value than much fine gold .

And if y ou tarry long so sweetly at the
throne , y ou will come out of the closet
as the high priest of Israel came from
the awful ministry at the altar of in
cense , suffused all over with the beav
enly fragrance of that communion—H .

W. Beecher.

Leave not off praying to God : for
either praying will make thee leave off

sinning ; or continuing in sin will make
thee desist from praying—Fuller.

As my greatest business is for God,

to serve him , so my daily business is
with G od to ask him for strength to

V
.
P F fl

It is as “natural and reasonable for a
dependent creature to apply to its C re
ator for what it needs, as for a child
to solicit the aid of a parent who is
believed to have the dispositio n and
ability to bestow what it needs—Archi
bald Alexander.

The Lord’s Prayer contains the sum
total of religion and morals—We lling
ton
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it is only G od may be had for the ask

ing .

-J . R . Lowell .

To pray as God would have us, with
all the heart and strength and reason
and will , and to believe that God will
listen to our voice through C hrist , and
verily do the thing he pleaseth thereon ,
this is the last , the greatest achievement
of the C hristian’s warfare on earth .

C o leridge .

Let our prayers , like the ancient sacri
fices, ascend morning and evening . Let

our days begin and end with G od .

C hanning .

G od is infinitely great in himself ; we
should recognize it in humble adora
tion : alw ays good ; we should acknowl

edge it by grateful thanksgiving : we

have constant need of his blessings ; it
becomes us to ask them at his hand .

Tryon Edwards .

More things are wrought by prayer
than the world dreams of . What are
men better than sheep or goats

,
that

nourish a blind life within the brain , if ,
’

knowing G od,
they lift no hands o f

prayer both for themselves and those
who call them friends l—Tennyson .

The best answer to all obj ections
urged against prayer is the fact that man

cannot help praying ; for we may be
sure that that which is so spontaneous
and ineradicable in human nature has
its fitting obj ects and methods in the
arrangements of a boundless Providence .

—E . H . C h
'

apin .

He prayeth best who loveth best .
C o leridge .

Faith builds in the dungeon and the
lazarhouse its sublimest shrines ; and up ,
through roofs of stone , that shut out the
eye of heaven , ascends the ladder where
the angels glide to and fro—prayer .
Bulwer.

Prayer, says St . Jerome , is a
groan .

”
Ah ! our groan s are prayers as

well . The very cry of distress is an in
voluntary appeal to that invisible Power
whose aid the soul invokes—Mad .

Swetchine .

Prayer among men is supposed a
means to change the person to whom
we pray ; but prayer to God doth not
change him , but fits us to receive the
things prayed for .—Stillingfleet .

PRAYER

science , the next for health of mind, and
then of body .

—Seneca .

So weak is man , so ignorant and
blind

,
that did no t God sometimes with

hold in mercy what we ask, we should
be ruined at our own request—Hannah

More .

Human life is a constant want , a nd
ought to be a constan t prayer . -S. Os

good.

N o man can h der our private ad
dresses to God ;

I

dif ery man can build
a chapel in his breast , himself the priest ,
his heart the sacrifice , and the earth he
treads on , the altar . —Jeremy Tay lor .

The simple heart that freely asks in
love , obtains—Whittier.

Is no t prayer a study of truth, a sally
o f the soul into the unfound infinite ?
N 0 man ever prayed heartily without
learning something—Emerson .

Prayer is the wing wherewith the soul
flies to heaven

,
and meditation the eye

wherewith we see God—Ambrose .

Trouble and perplexity drive me to
prayer, and prayer drives away per
plexity and trouble—Fenelon .

N ever think that God’s delays are
God’s denials .” —True prayer always re

ceives what it asks, o r something better .
—Tryon Edwards .

I never was deeply interested in any
subj ect , I never prayed sincerely for

any thing , but it came . At some time ,
no matter at how distant a day , some
how

, in some shape—probably the last
I should devise—it came—A . Judson .

Remember, what ever warrant you have
for praying

,
you have the same warrant

to believe your prayers will be answered .

-J . Phillips .

If one draw near to God
_
with praise

and prayer even half a cubit f-oot ,
.

God

will go twenty leagues to meet h im
E . Arno ld.

What men usually ask for when they
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Blessed be God, I not only begin
praying when I kneel down , but I do
not leave off praying when I rise up .

T. Adam .

N ever was faithful prayer lost—Some
prayers have a longer voyage than
others , but then they return with their
richer lading at last

, so that the praying
soul is a gainer by waiting for an an

swer.—C arna ll .
The C hristian will find his parentheses

for prayer even in the busiest ho urs of
life—C ecil.
God looks not at the oratory of your

prayers , how elegant they may be ; nor
at the geometry o f your prayers

,
how

long they may be ; nor at the arithmetic
of your prayers, how many they may
be ; not at logic of your prayers

,
how

methodical they may be ; but the sin
cerity of them he looks at .

—T. Brooks .

They never sought in vain that sought
the Lord aright—Burns.

The Lord’s Prayer
,
for a succession o f

solemn thoughts, for fixing the atten
tion upon a few great points

,
for suit

ableness to every condition
,
for suffi

ciency for conciseness without obscurity ,
for the weight and real impo rtance of
its petition, is without an equal or a
rival .—Paley .

The Lord’s Prayer is short and mys
terious, and , l ike the treasures of the

Spirit
,
full of wisdom and latent senses :

it is not improper to draw forth those
excellencies which are intended and
signified by every petition, that by so

excellent an authority we may know
what it is lawful to beg of God.

Jeremy Tay lor.

To a certain extent, G od gives to the
prayerful control of Himself, and be
comes their willing agent ; and when
the time comes when all mysteries are

solved , and the record of all lives is
truthfully revealed, it will probably be
seen that not those who astonished the
world with their own powers , but those
who quietly, through prayer, used God

’s
power

,
were the ones who made the

world move forward—E . P . Roe .

Pray to God, at the beginning of all
thy works, that so thou mayest bring
them all to a good ending—Xenophon .

PREACHIN G—Though we live in a
eading age and in a reading community,

PREACHING

yet the preaching of the Gospel is the
form in which human agency has been
and still is most effi caciously employed
for the spiritual improvement of men .

—Daniel Webster.

A strong and faithful pulpit is no

mean safeguard of a nation’s life—John
Hal l.

The obj ect of preaching
,
is

,
constantly

to remind mankind of what they are
constantly forgetting ; not to supply the
defects of human intelligence

,
but to

fortify the feebleness of human resolu
tions ; to recall mankind from the by
paths where they turn into that broad
path of salvation which all know

,
but

few tread—Sydney Smith .

Send your audience away with a de
sire for, and an impulse toward spiritual
improvement , or you

r preaching will be
a failure .

—Goulburn .

It requires as much reflection and wis
dom to know what is not to be put
into a sermon, as what is.

—C ecil .
The C hristian ministry is the worst

of all trades, but the best of all pro
fessions .

—John N ewton .

Men of God have always
,
from time

to time , walked among men, and made
their commission felt in the heart and
soul of the commonest hearer .—Emer

son .

For years I have attended the minis
trations of the house of Go d on the
Sabbath , and though my pursuits are
literary , I tell you I have received .

through all these years
,
more intellectual

nourishment and stimulus from the pul
pit , than from all other sources com
bined—J. G . Ho lland.

It is not a minister’s wisdom but his
conviction which imparts itself to

others . N othing gives life but life .

,
Real flame alone kindles other flame ;
this was the power of the apostles : We

believe and therefore speak . Firm faith
in what they spoke , that was the basis
of the apostles’ strength—F. W. Rob
ertson .

A popular preacher once said of his
pulpit efforts,

“I always roar when I
have nothing to say .

”

A preacher should have the skill to
teach the unlearned simply , roundly ,

and plainly ; for teaching is of more im
portance than exhorting .

—Luther.
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like those mighty fine preach
round off their sentences so

y that they are sure to roll
sinner’s conscience—Rowland

great test of medical practice

preaching is that it converts
ds up the hearers—H . L . Way

That is not the best sermon which
makes the hearers go away talking to
one another, and praising the Speaker,
but which makes them go away thought
ful and serious

, and hastening to be
alone—Bp . Burnet.

I would have every minister of the
Gospe l address his audience with the
zeal of a friend, with the generous
energy of a father, and with the exuber

ant affection of a motherH—Fénelon
The preacher should be positive , but

not dogmatic ; earnest, but not denuncia
tory ; tender

,
but not sentimental ;

scholarly
,
but not pedantic ; simple , but

not commonplace ; impassioned , but yet
graceful ; popular, but not vulgar. Be

lieving with all his heart in the reality
and deadly power of sin , in the peril o f
the ungodly, and in the G ospel as the
only adequate remedy for a ruined race ,
he should try to make his fellow-meri
believe the same ; and by his tremen

dous earnestness
,
by the contagion of his

own faith , he would succeed .

Reasons are the pillars of the fabric
'

of a sermon , but similitudes are the
windows which give the best light . The

faithful minister avoids such stories as
may suggest bad thoughts to the audi
tors

,
and will not use a light comparison

to make thereof a grave application , for
fear lest his poison go further than h is
antidote .

—Fuller.

Some plague the people with too long
sermons ; for the faculty of l istening is
a tender thing , and soon becomes weary
and satiated .

—I/uther.

To preach more than half an hour
,
a

man should be an angel himself or have
angels for hearers—Whitefie ld.

The meanness of the earthen vessel
which conveys to others the Gospel
treasure , takes nothing from the value
of the treasure . A dying hand may sign
a deed of gift of incalculable value . A

PREACH ING

shepherd ’s boy may point out the way
to a philosopher. A beggar may b e
the bearer of an invaluable present .

C ecil.

Many a meandering discourse one

hears , in which the preacher aims at
nothing, and—h1ts it .

—Whately .

Grant that I may never rack a Scrip
ture simile beyond the true intent there
of, lest , instead of sucking milk

,
I

squeeze blood out of it .
—Fuller.

Let your sermon grow out of your
text , and aim only to develop and im
press its thought—Of a discourse that
did not do this it was once wittily said ,
If the text had the small-pox , the ser
mon would never catch it . —Tryon Ed
wards .

I love a serious preacher, who speaks
for my sake and not for Ms own ; who
seeks my salvation, and not his own

vainglory . He best deserves to be heard
who uses speech only to clothe his
thoughts

,
and his thoughts only to pro

mote truth and virtue . N othing is more
detestable than a professed declaimer ,
who retails his discourses as a quack
does his medicine .

—Massil lon .

The l ife of a pious minister is visible
rhetoric . —Hooker.

He who the sword of heaven will
bear , should be as holy as severe
Shakesp eare .

It was said of one who preached very
well , and lived very ill ,

“that when he
was out of the pulpit it was pity he
should ever go into it ; and when he
was in the pulpit

,
it was pity he should

ever come out of it .

”—Fuller.

The world looks at ministers out o f
the pulpit to know what they mean
when in it .

—C ecil .

T he -” defects of a preacher are soon
spied . Let him be endued with ten vir
tues, and have but one fault , and that
one fault will eclipse and darken all his
virtues and gifts

,
so evil is the world in

these times—Luther.

It is a good divine that follows h is
own instructions—Shakespeare .

In pulpit eloquence , the grand diffi

culty lies here ; to give the subj ect all
the dignity it so fully deserves , without
attaching any importance to ourselves .

The C hristian messenger cannot think
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too highly o f his Prince , or to o humbly
of himself—C o lton .

All things with which we deal preach
to us . What is a farm but a mute
Gospel ? The chaff and the wheat , weeds
and plants, blight , rain , insects , sun ,

—it
is a sacred emblem from the first furrow
of spring to the last stack which the
snow of winter overtakes in the fields.

Emerson .

It is in vain for the preacher to hope
to please all alike . Let a man stand
with his face in what direction he will ,
he must necessarily turn his back on

one-half of the world—Anon .

A good discourse is that from which
one can take nothing without taking
the life .

—Fe’ne lon .

Oh , that o ur prelates would be as dili
gent to sow the corn of good doctrine
as Satan is to sow cockle and darnel
Latimer.

Pulpit discourses have insensibly
dwindled from speaking to reading ; a
practice of itself sufficient to stifle every
germ of eloquence—Sydney Smith .

A minister , without boldness , is like
a smooth file

,
a knife without an edge

,

a sentinel that is afraid to let off his
gun . If men will be bold in sin , min
isters must be bold to reprove .

—C arna ll.

Evil ministers of good things, says
Hooker

,
are like torches

,
a light to

others
,
but not to themselves ; or

,
as

C ox says , like N oah
’s carpenters

,
build

ing an ark fo r others , while they them
selves are not saved by it .
The pulpit is the clergyman’s parade ;
the parish is his field of active service .

—Southey .

I preached as never sure to preach
again

,
and as a dying man to dying

men .

First , in your sermons, use your logic ,
and then your rhetoric ; rhetoric with
out logic is like a tree with leaves and

blossoms, but no root—Selden .

To preach practical sermons, as they
are called , that is sermons upon virtues
and vices , without inculcating those
great Scripture truths of redemption
which alone can incite and enable us to
forsake sin and follow righteousness, is
but to put together the wheels , and set

the hands of the watch , forgetting the

PREC EPT

spring which is to make them all move .

—Bp . Horne .

My grand point in preaching is to
break the hard heart , and to heal the
broken one—John N ewton .

Of Bradford ’s preaching
,
Foxe says ,“

Sharply he opened and reproved sin ;
sweetly he preached C hrist crucified '

pithily he impugned heresy and error
,

and earnestly he persuaded to a godly
life .

To love to preach is one thing—to
love those to whom we preach , quite an
other. —C ecil.
N o sermon is o f any value , or likely

to be useful , wh ich has not the three
R

’
s in it ; ruin by the fall , redemption

by C hrist , and regeneration by the Holy
Spirit—My aim

l l
in every sermon

,
is

loudly to cal l sinners , to quicken saints,
and to be made a blessing to all—Ry
land.

Genius is not essential to good preach
ing, but a live man is .—A . Phelps .

The world is dying for want
, no t of

good preaching
,
but of good hearing

G . D . Boardman .

PRE CEDEN T .
-A precedent embalms

a principle—Disraeli.
The lawless science of the law ,

that
codeless myriad of precedent

,
that wil

derness of single instances—Tennyson .

One precedent creates another .—They
soon accumulate , and constitute law
What yesterday was fact, to-day is doc
trine—Examples are supposed to j ustify
the most dangerous measures ; and where
they do not suit exactly

,
the defect is

supplied by analogy—Junius.

Precedents are the band and disgrace
of legislation—They are not wanted to
justify right measures

,
and are abso

lutely insufficient to excuse wrong ones .
They can only be useful to heralds

,

dancing-masters, and gentlemen ushers .
—Sterne .

PRE CEPT .
-The practices of good

men are more subj ect to error than their
speculations . I will , then , ho nor good
examples, but endeavor to live accord
ing to

.good precepts—Bp . Hall .

He that lays down precepts for the
government of our lives and moderat
ing our passions, obliges human nature
no t only in the present but in all suc
ceeding generations—Seneca .
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Ignorance is less remote from the
truth than prejudice—Didero t.

There is nothing stronger than hu

man prej udice . A crazy sentimentalism ,

like that of Peter the Hermit , hurled
half of Europe upon Asia , and changed
the destinies of kingdoms—Wende ll

Phillips.

Reasoning against a prejudice is like
fighting against a shadow ; it exhausts
the reasoner, without visibly affecting
the prej udice . Argument cannot do the
work o f instruction any more than blows
can take the place of sunlight—C harles
Mildmay .

Prejudice is the child of ignorance .

Hazlitt.

The prej udices of ignorance are more
easily removed than the prejudices of

interest ; the first are all blindly adopted ,
the second willfully preferred—Ban
croft.

The confirmed prej udices of a thought
ful life , are as hard to change as the
confirmed habits of an indolent life :
and as some must trifle away age , b e
cause they trifled away youth , others
must labor on in a maze of error

,
be

cause they have wandered there too
long to find their way out .—Bo lingbroke .

Beware of prejudices . They are like
rats , and men ’s minds are like traps ;
prej udices get in easily , but it is doubt
ful if they ever get out .
There is nothing respecting which a

man may be so long unconsmous, as of

the extent and strength o f his prej udices .
Opinions grounded on prej udice are
always sustained with the greatest vio
lence—Jeffrey .

The prejudiced and obstinate man

does
.

not so much hold opinions
,
as his

opinions hold him .
—Tryon Edwards .

When the judgment is weak the prej
udice is strong—O

’

Hara .

Every o ne is forward to complain of
the prej udices that mislead other men

and parties, as if he were free , and had
none o f h is own . What now is the cure ?
N 0 other but this, that every man should
let . alone others’ prej udices and examine
his own—Locke .

Prejudice and self-sufliciency ,
natu

rally proceed from inexperience of the
world

,
and ignorance of mankind—Ad

dison .

PREJUDIC E

Even when w e fancy we have grown
wiser, it is only , it may be , that new

prejudices have displaced old ones .
Bovee .

In forming a judgment
,
lay y our

hearts void of foretaken Opinions ,
else

,

whatsoever i s done or said
,
wil l be meas

ured by a wrong rule : like them who
have the j aundice , to whom everything
appeareth yellow—Sir P . Sidney .

Some prej udices are to the mind what
the atmosphere is to the body ; we can
not feel without the one , nor breathe
without the other— .Gre

'

ville

Every period of l ife has its peculiar
prejudice ; whoever saw o ld age that did
not applaud the past

, and condemn the
present times ? - Montaigne .

Prej udices may be intense , but their
lives are limited . To discover when
they are dead and o bury them

,
is an

important matter, and no unseemly tears
should be shed at their funerals .
Human nature is so constituted

,
that

all see , and judge better
,
in the affairs

of other men, than in their own .
-Ter

ence .

He that never leaves his own country
is full o f prejudices .

-Go ldoni.

To divest one ’s self of some preju
dices , would be like taking o ff the skin
to feel the better.
Prej udice is the conjuror of imagi
nary wrongs

,
strangling truth

,
over

powering reason , making strong men
weak and weak men weaker . God give
us the large-hearted charity which
beareth all things

,
believeth all things,

hopeth all things
,
endureth all things ,

”

which thinketh no evil ! —Macdufl’.
Prejudice is a mist , which in our j our
ney through the world often dims the
brightest and obscures the best o f all
the good and glorious Obj ects that meet
us on our way .

—Shaftesbury .

Instead of casting away our old prej
udices, we cherish them to a very con

siderable degree , and,
more shame to

ourselves
, we cherish them because they

are prejudices ; and the longer they have
lasted the more we cherish them . We

are afraid to put m en to live and trade
each on his own private stock of reason ,
because we suspect that this stock in

each man is small , and that the individ
uals would do better to avail themselves
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a conte
’

mpt
ers ; and he

rtain awe of
aged parents

and monitors . They may in the end

prove wiser than he .

—Hazlitt~.

N ational antipathy is the basest , b e
cause the most illiberal and i lliterate
of all prejudices—Jane Porter.

Because a total eclipse of the sun

is above my own head , I will not there
fore insist that there must be an eclipse
in America also ; and because snowflakes
fall before my own nose , I need not

believe that the G old C oast is also
snowed up .

—Richter.

Prejudices , it is well known , are most
difficult to eradicate from the heart
whose soil has never been loosened or

fertilized by education ; they grow there ,
firm as weeds among rocks—C harlo tte
Bront

'

e
'

.

To lay aside all prej udices , is to lay
aside all principles

—He who is desti
tute of principles is governed by whims .
- Jacobi.
When we destroy an old prejudice we

have need of a new virtue—Mad. de

Sta
'

e
'

l .

N one are too wise to be mistaken , but
few

_are so wisely just as to acknowledge
and correct their mistakes , and , espe
cially the mistakes of prej udice .

—Bar
row .

Prejudices are what rule the v
’iilgar

'

crowd—Vo ltaire .

Moral prej udices are the stop-gaps of
virtue ; and as is the case with other
stop-gaps

,
it is Often more difficult to

get either out or in through them , than

g
rough any other part o f the fence .

are .

A man who thinks he is guarding him
self ' against prejudices by resisting the
authority of others , leaves open every
avenue to singularity

,
vanity , self-con

celt
,
obstinacy

,
and many other vices ,

all tending to warp the judgment , and

prevent the natural operation of his

faculties
.

We are not satisfied with our

own opinio ns, whatever we may pretend ,
till they are ratified and confirmed by

PRESENT

suffrage of the rest of mank ind . We

dispute and wrangle forever ; we en

deavor to get men to come to us when
we do not go to them .

—~Sir Joshua Rey
no-lds.

Prej udice is never easy unless it can
pass itself Off for reason—Hazlitt.

The great obstacle to progress is prej
udica—Bovee .

In whatever mind prejudice dwells
,
it

acts , in relation to truth , as alkali does
in relation to acids, neutralizing its

power .—Arguments the most cogent
, dis

course the most powerful
, can be neu

tralized at once by some prejudice in
the mind Thomas.

Prej udice squints when it looks
, and

lies when it talks—Duchess de Abrantes .

When prejudices arise from a gen
erous though mistaken source

,
they are

hugged closer to the bosom ; and the
kindest and most compassionate natures
feel a pleasure in fostering a blind and
unjust resentment—E rskine .

Opinions adopted and approved by
the wise and good in the past , usually
have a solid foundation

,
and though ad

herence to them is sometimes counted
as prej udice , they are not to be lightly
disapproved or laid aside .

Men are often warned against o ld

pre j udices : I would rather warn them
against new conceits . The novelty of

an opinion , on most moral subj ects
,
is

a presumption against it . G enerally
speaking , it is . o nly the half-thinker,
who in matters concerning the feelings
and ancestral Opinions of men

,
stumbles

on new conclusions . The true philoso
pher searches out something else—the
propriety Of the feeling , the wisdom of

the opinion
,
the deep and living roo ts

0Lwhatever is fair and enduring . For

on such points , our first and third
thoughts will be apt to coincide .

PRESEN T .
—(See TIME .

’

Every man ’s life lies within the pres
ent ; for the past is spent and done
with , and the future is uncertain—Mar

cus Antoninus .

Devote each day to the obj ect then
in time , and every evening will find
something done—G o e the .

Live this day as if it were the last .
Bp . Kerr .



PRESEN T

If I am faithful to the duties of the
present, G od will provide for the fu
ture .

—Bede ll.
Let us enj oy the fugitive hour . Man

has no harbor, time has no shore , it
rushes on and carries us with it .

-La
martine .

Man , living , feeling man , is the easy
sport of the oVer—mastering present .

Schiller.

Since T ime is not a person we can
overtake when he is gone , let us honor
him with mirth and cheerfulness o f heart
while he is passing—Goethe .

Busy not yourself in looking forward
to the events of to—morrow

,
but those

of the days which Providence may as
sign you neglect not to turn to advan

Enj oy the blessings of this day
,
if

G od sends them ; and the evils bear pa
tiently and sweetly ; for only this day
is ours ; we are dead to yesterday , and
not born to-morrow .

—Jeremy Taylor.

Try to be happy in this very present
moment ; and put no t off being so to a
time to come ; as though that time
should be of another make from this ,
which is already come , and is ours .

In the midst of hopes and cares
,
of

apprehensions and of disquietude
, re

gard every day that dawns upon you as
if it was to be your last ; then super
added ho urs , to the enj oyment of which
you had not looked forward

,
will prove

an acceptable boon—Horace .

Men spend their lives in anticipations
,

in determining to be vastly happy at
some period when they have time . But
the present time has one advantage
over every other—it is our own . Past
oppo rtunities are gone , future are not

come . We may lay in a stock of pleas
ures, as we would lay in a stock of wine ;
but if we defer the tasting of them too
long , we shall find that both are soured
by

,
age .

- C o lton .

Do to-day ’s duty, fight to-day’s temp
tation ; do not weaken and distract
yourself by looking forward to things
you cannot see

,
and could not under

stand ii you saw them .

—C harles Kings
ley .

Abridge your hopes in proportion
.

to
the shortness of the span o f human l ife ;

4 9 6 PRESS

In former days superstitious rites
were used to exorcise evil spirits ; but in
our times the same Obj ect is attained ,
and beyond comparison more effectually,

for while we converse , the hours, as if
envious of our pleasure , fly away ; en

j oy therefore the present time , and trust
not too much to what to-morrow may
produce —Horace .

Look upon every day as the whole of
life , not merely as a section ; and em

j oy and improve the present without
wishing

,
through haste , to rush on to

another .
—Rich ter.

To eternity itself there is no other
handl e than the present moment .
Let any man examine his thoughts

,

and he will find them ever occupied
with the past : or the future . We

scarcely think at all of the present ; or

if we do , it is only to borrow the light
which it gives for regulating the future .

The present is
‘
r

never our Obj ect ; the
past and the prese t we use as means ;
the future only is ur end . Thus, we
ne
g
/er live, we only hope to live—Pas

ca

Duty and to-day are o urs , results and
futurity belong to G od—Horace Gree
ley .

Every day is a gift I receive from
Heaven ; let us enj oy to-day that which
it bestows on me . It belongs not more
to the young than to me

,
and to-mor

row belongs to no one—Mancroix .

We think very little of time present ;
we anticipate the future , as being too
slow , and with a view to hasten it on

ward , we recall the past to stay it as
too swiftly gone . We are so thoughtless

,

that we thus wander through the hours
which are no t here , regardless only of

the moment that is actually o ur own

Pascal .

Each present j oy or sorrow seems the
chief—Shakesp eare .

The future is purchased by the pres
ent—Johnson .

PRESS—The press is the foe Of rhet
oric , but the friend of reason—C o lton .

What gunpowder did for war, the
printing-press has done for the mind ;
the statesman is no longer clad in the
steel o f special education , but every
reading man is his j udge—Wende ll
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The more accomplished way o f using
books at present , is to serve them as

some do lords—learn their titles, and

then boast of their acquaintance—Swift .

Where there is much pretension , much
has been borrowed ; nature never pre
tends—Lavater.

As a general rule , people who fla
grantly pretend to anything are the re

verse Of that which they pretend to
A man who sets up for a saint is sure
to be a sinner, and a man who beasts
that he is a sinner is sure to have some
feeble

,
maudlin

,
snivelling bit Of saint

ship .about him which is enough to make
him a humbug .

—Bulwer.

Pretences go a great way with m en

that take fair words and magisterial
looks for current payment .

—L ’

E strange .

PREVENTION —Prevention is the
best bridle—Fe ltham .

Laws act after crimes have been com
mitted ; prevention goes before them
both .

—Zimmermann .

Who would not give a trifle to pre
vent what he would give a thousand
worlds to cure ?—Young.

Preventives of evil are far better than
remedies ; cheaper and easier of appli

cation , and surer in result—Tryon Ed

wards .

PRIDE .
—Pride the first peer and

president of hell—Defoe .

’
Tis the most nonsensical thing in the

world fo r a man to be proud , since
’
tis

in the meanest wretch ’s power to mor

tify him . How uneasy have I seen my
Lord All-Pride in the park , when the
company . turned their eyes from him
and his gaudy equipage l

—I . B. Brown .

Pride brake the angels in heaven , and
spoils all the heads we find cracked here .

-0 3born .

Pride , l ike the magnet , constantly
points to one Obj ect , self ; but unlike
the magnet , it has no attractive pole ,
but at all po ints repels—C o lton .

Pride is to the character , l ike the at

tic to the house—the highest part, and

generally the most empty .

Pride is increased by ignorance ; those
assume the most who know the least .

Gay .

Though Diogenes lived in a tub , there
might have been , for aught I know , as

PRIDE

much pride under his rags , as in the
fine-spun garments of the divine Plato .

—Swift.
The seat of pride is in the heart

,
and

only there ; and if it be not t ,l€Lere it is
neither in the lo ok , nor in the clothes
Lord C larendon .

.

Ii a proud man makes me keep my
distance , the comfort is that he keeps
his at the same time—Swift .

As thou desirest the love of God and
man , beware of pride . It is a tumor in
the mind , that breaks and ruins all thine
actions ; a worm in thy treasury

,
that

eats and ruins thine estate . It loves no
man , and is beloved of none ; it dis
parages an-other’s virtues by detraction

,

and thine own by vainglory . It is the
friend of her o f

envy , the devils
,

the devil superi
o rs , scorn equal .
In short , till thou hate it, God hates
thee .

Pride defeats its own end,
by bringing

the man who seeks esteem and rever
ence into contempt .—Bo lingbroke .

We hear much of a decent pride
,
a

becoming pride , a noble pride , a laud
able pride . C an that be decent

, of

which we ought to be ashamed ? C an

that be becoming , of which G od has set

forth the deformity ? C an that be noble
which God resists and is determined to
abase ? C an that be laudable, which
God calls abominable ?—C ecil .
Pride is seldom delicate ; it will please

itself with very mean advantages
Johnson .

I have been more and more con

vinced,
the more I think of it , that , in

general
,
pride is at the bottom of all

great mistakes . All the other passions
do occasional good ; but whenever pride
puts in its word, everything goes wrong ;
and what it might really be desirable
to do

,
quietly and innocently, it is mor

tally dangerous to do proudly—Ruskin .

Pride , like laudanum and other poi
sonous medicines, is beneficial in small ,
though injurious in large , quantities.
N 0 man who is no t pleased with himself,
even in a personal sense , can please
others—Frederick Saunders .

Pride may be allowed to this or that
degree

,
else a man cannot keep up h is
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In gluttony there must be eat

runkenness there must be drink
not the eating , and

’tis not the
that must be blamed, but the
So in pride—Selden .

as it is compounded of
'

the
ose men

contemn

rely
ride

till they who are about them put on

their winding-sheet .—C larendon .

Pride is a vice , which pride itself in
clines every man to find in others, and
to overlook in himself—Johnson .

Pride is as loud a beggar as want ,
and a great deal more saucy . When
you have bought one fine thing , you
must buy ten more , that your appear

Oi a piece ; but it is
the first desire than

to satisfy all that follow it .
—Franklin .

He that is proud eats up himself ;
pride is his glass, his trumpet , his chron
iole ; and whatever praises itself but in
the deed , devours the deed in the praise .

Pride was not made for man a
conscious sense Of guilt and folly , and
their consequence , destroys the claim ,

and to beholders tells
,
here nothing but

the shape of manhood dwells—Waller .

Pride , like ambitio n , is sometimes vir
tuous and sometimes vicious

,
according "

to the character in
_

which it is found
,

and the obj ect to which it is directedl
As a principle , it is the parent of al

most every virtue and every vice
everything that pleases and displeases
in mankind ; and as the effects are so

very different , nothing is more easy than
to discover, even to ourselves , whether
the pride that produces them is virtu
ous or vicious : the first obj ect of virtu
ous pride is rectitude

,
and the next

independence—Greville .

Of all the causes which conspire to
blind man’s erring judgment

,
and mis

lead the mind , what the weak head
with strongest bias rules

,
is pride—that

never failing vice of fools—Pope .

There is a diabolical trio existing in
the natural man , implacable , inextin

guishable , co-operative and consentane

PRIDE

ous, pride , envy, and hate ; pride that
makes us fancy we deserve all the goods
that others possess ; envy that some
should be admired while we are over
looked ; and hate , because all that is
bestowed on others , diminishes the sum
we think due to ourselves—C o lton .

If a man has a right to be proud of

anything
,
it is of a good action done as

it ought to be , without any base inter
est lurking at the bottom of it .

—Sterne .

We mortals , men and women , devour
many a disappointment between break
fast and dinner-time ; keep back the
tears and look a little pale about the
lips

,
and in answer to inquiries say ,“Oh , nothing !

”
Pride helps us ; and

pride is no t a bad thing when it only
urges us to hide our own hurts- not to
hurt others—G eorge E lint .

There is this paradox
‘ in pride—it

makes some men ridiculous
,
but pre

vents others from becoming so .
—C o lton .

Men are sometimes accused Of pride
merely because their accusers would be
proud themselves if they were in their
places—Shens tone .

Of all marvellous things
,
perhaps there

is nothing that angels behold with such
supreme astonishment as a proud man .

-C o lton .

I frankly confess I have a respect for
family pride—Ii it be a prejudice

,
it

is prej udice in its most picturesque
shape—But I hold it is connected with
some of the noblest feelings in our na
ture .

—L . E . Landon .

Pride is the master sin o f the devil
E . H . C hapin .

There is a certain noble pride
,
through

which merits shine brighter than
through modesty —Richter.

As Plato entertained some friends in
a ‘

room c where there was a couch richly
ornamented

, Diogenes came in very
dirty , as usual , and getting upon the
couch , and trampling on it , said , I
trample upon the pride of Plato .

Plato mildly answered ,
“
But with

greater pride , Diogenes ! —Erasmus .

N one have more pride than those who
dream that they have none . You may
labor against vainglory till you conceive
that you are humble , and the fond con

ceit Of your humility will prove to be
pride in full bloom—Spurgeon .
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The mind of a proud man is like a
mushroom , which starts up in a night :
his business is first to forget himself ,
and then h is friends .

-South .

A proud man never shows his pride
so much as when he is civi l .—Gre'vi lle .

There is no greater pride than in seek
ing to humi liate ourselves beyond meas
ure ; and sometimes there is no truer
humility than to attempt great works
fo r G od—St . C yran .

To be proud of learning is the great
est ignorance .

—Bp . Tay lor.

Pride is never more offensive than
when it condescends to be c1V i l whereas
vanity; whenever it forgets itself, natu
rally assumes good humor—C umber
land.

Pride breakfasted with plenty
,
dined

with poverty
,
and supped with infamy .

—Franklin .

Infidelity , alas ! is not always built
upon doubt , for this is diflident , no r

philosophy always upon wisdom , for this
is meek ; but pride is neither . -C o lton .

The proud never have friends ; not in
prosperity

,
for then they know nobody ;

and not in adversity, fo r then nobody
knows them .

Pride is not the heritage of man ; hu
mility should dwell with frailty , and

atone for ignorance
,
error

, and imper
fection—Sydney Smith .

To be proud and inaccessible is to be
timid and weak .

-Massillon .

When flowers are full of heaven-de
scended dews

,
they always hang their

heads ; but men hold theirs the higher
the more they receive , getting proud as
they get full—H . W. Beecher.

Pride is the common forerunner of a
fall . It was the devil ’s sin , and the
devil’s ruin ; and has been

,
ever since

,

the devil ’s stratagem
, who ,

l ike an ex
pert wrestler, usually gives a man a lift
before he gives him a throw—South .

Pride Often defeats its own end , by
bringing the man who seeks esteem and

reverence , into contempt .
—Bo lingbroke .

‘ The proud are ever most provoked by
pride - C owper.

We rise in glory as we sink in pride .

—Young .

A beggar’s rags may cover as much

PRIDE

pride as an alderman ’s
geon .

Pride counterbalances all
for it either hides them ,

closes them , boasts of th

Pride has su

Of us, even in the midst of our

and faults, that we are prepared
rifice life with joy , if it may
talked oi .

—Pascal.
N ature has given us pride t

us the pain of being conscious of
perfections—Ro chefoucauld.

We have some case s o f the pride of
learn ing

,
but a multitude of the pride

’l

of ignorance—W. M . Tay lor.

To acknowledge our faults when we

are blamed is modesty ; to discover them
to one ’s friends , in ingenuousness , is
confidence ; but

/to preach them to all
the world , if one does not take care , is
pride—C onfucius.

This life will not admit of equality ;
but surely that man who thinks he
derives consequence and respect from
keeping others at a distance , is as base
minded as the coward who shuns the
enemy from the fear of an attack
Goe the .

Haughty people seem to me to have ,
like the dwarfs , the statures of a child
and the face of a man—Joubert.

When pride and presumption walk b e
fore , shame and loss follow very closely .

—Louis the E leven th .

Pride fills the world with harshn ess
and severity ; we are rigorous to oi

fences as if we had never offended
Blair.

The disesteem and contempt of others
is inseparable from pride . It is hardly
po ssible to overvalue ourselves but by
undervaluing our neighbors—C larendon .

You who are ashamed of your pov
erty , and blush for your calling , are a
snob ; as are you who boast of your
pedigree , or are proud Of your wealth
Thackeray .

0 world , how apt the poor are to be
proud —Shakespeare .

Deep is the sea, and deep is hell , but
pride mineth deeper ; it is coiled as a
poisonous worm about the foundatio ns
of the soul—Tapper.

It is with nations as with individu
als , those who know the least of others
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flowers they have planted, to see if they
are growmg.

—Longfellow .

Always vote for a principle; tho ugh
you vote alone , and you may cherish
the sweet reflection that your vote is
never lost .—John Quincy Adams.

Principles, l ike troops of the line , are
undisturbed , and stand fast—Richter.

Principles last forever ; but special
rules pass away with the things and
conditions to which they refer .—Seeley .

I have al l reverence for principles
which grow out of sentiments ; but as
to sentiments which grow out of prin
ciples, you shal l scarcely build a house
of cards thereon .

—Jacobi.
The restless mind Of man cannot but
press a principle to the real limit of its
application

,
even though centuries

should intervene between the premises
and the conclusion .

—Liddon .

The value o f a principle is the num
ber Of things it wil l explain ; and there
is no good theory of a disease which
does not at once suggest a cure—Em
erson .

PR

)

OCRASTINATION . (See DE
LAY .

By the streets of
“by and by, one

arrives at the house of
“never . —C er

vantes.

When a fool has made up his mind
the market has gone by .

—Spanish Prov
erb .

N ever put off till to-morrow that
which y ou can do to-day .

—Franklin .

N ever do to-day what you can put off
till to-morrow .

—Delay may give clearer
l ight as to what is best to be done .

Aaron Burr.

Undue procrastination
.

indicates that
a man does not see h is way clearly ;
undue precipitation , that he does not
see it at al l .
Waste no vain words on the con

sumed time , but take the instant by
the forward top ; for on man’s best re

solved
,
best urged decrees , the inaudible

and viewless foot of time steals, ere he
can effect—Shakespeare .

We pass our life in deliberation , and
we die upon it .

—Quesnel
Procrastination says , The next ad

vantage we will take thoroughly .

”

Shakespeare .

He who prorogues the
day till - to-morrow, will
rogue his to-morrows
Lavater.

Indulge in procrastination , and in
you will come to this, that becau
thing ought to be done

,
therefore

can’t do it .
—C harles Bur ton .

The man who procrastinat
with ruin—Hesiod.

How mankind defers from
the best it can do , and the most beau
tiful things it can enj oy

,
without think

ing that every day may be the last one ,

and that lost time is lost eternity !
Mas Mtiller.

There is , by Go d
’s grace , an immeas

urable distance between late and too

late .
—Mad. Swetchine .

To be always int cling to live a new
life , but never to fin time to set about
it ; this is as if a man should put Off

eating and drinking and sleeping from
one day and night to another

,
till he is

starved and destroyed—Tillo tson .

Faith in to-morrow, instead o f C hrist ,
is Satan’s nurse for man’s perdition
G . B. C heever.

Be wise to-day ;
’tis madness to defer ;

next day the fatal precedent will plead ;
thus on , till wisdom is push ’d out of

life -Young.

That we would do , we should do when
we would ; for this would changes, and

bath abatements and delays as many, as
there are tongues, are hands , are acci
dents ; and then this should is like a
spendthrift s igh , that hurts by easing
Shakespeare .

Unhappy he who does his work ad

j ourn , and to tO-morrow would the
search delay : his lazy morrow Wil l be
like to-day .

—Persius.

To-morrow is the day when idlers
work

,
and fee ls reform , and mortal men

lay hold
,
on heaven .

Procrastination is the thief of time ;
year after year it steals , till all are fled ,
and to the mercies of a moment leaves
the vast concerns of an eternal state .

At thirty, man suspects himself a fool ;
knows it at forty, and reforms his plan ;
at fifty chides h is infamous delay, pushes
his prudent purpo se to resolve ; in all
the magnanimity o f thought , resolves,
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then dies the same .

till to-morrow to be wise ;
sun to thee may never rise .

imprudent
, who ,

seeing the
ward h im apace , Wl l l

ea overwhelms him ?

oi time , unless , perchance , in the fool
’s

calendar .—Wisdom disclaims the word,
nor holds society with those who own

it .
—C o lton .

PRODIGALITY .
—The gains of prod

igals are l ike fig-trees growing on a
precipice : for these , none are better but
kites and crews ; for these , only harlots
andflatterers.

—Socrates .

The prodigal robs his heir, the miser
robs himself . The middle way is , jus
tice to ourselves and others—Bruyere .

We never find the Scriptures com
mending any prodigal but one , and him
only for ceasing to be se .

—His prod
igality brought him to the swine

“

and
their trough

,
and from imitating their

sensuality
,
by a natural consequence , to

take up with their diet to o—South ;

Let us not be too prodigal when we

are young , nor to o parsimonious when
we are o ld. Otherwise we shall fall into
the common error of those , who ,

when
they had the power to enjoy, had not

the prudence to acquire ; and when they
had the prudence to acquire , had

'

n
—
o

"

longer the power to enj oy—C o lton .

When I see a young profligate SQuan

dering his fortune in bagnios, or at the
gaming-table

,
I cannot help looking on

him as hastening h is own death , and in
a manner digging his own grave—Go ld
smith .

The diflerence between the covetous
man and the prodigal , is, that the for
mer never has money , and the latter
will have none shortly—Ben Jonson .

Prodigality and dissipation , at last
bring a man to the want of the neces

sities of l ife ; he falls into poverty, mis
ery, and abj ect disgrace ; so that even
his acquaintances

,
fearful of being

obliged to restore to him what he has
squandered

,
fly from him as a debtor

PROFAN ITY

from his creditors, and he is left aban
doned by all the world Vo lney .

The injury of prodigality leads to
this , that he that wil l not economize
will have to agonize .

—C onfucius .

- Prodigality is the devil ’s steward and

purse-bearer, ministering to all sorts of
vice ; and it is hard, if not impossible ,
for a prodigal person to be guilty of no
o ther vice but prodigality . For men
generally are prodigal because they are
first intemperate

,
luxurious

, or ambitious .

And these , we know,
are vices too cost ly

to be kept and maintained at an easy
rate ; they must have large pensions,
and be fed with both hands

,
though the

man that feeds them starves for his
pains—South .

PROFAN ITY .
—Of all the dark cata

logue of sins, there is not one more vile
and execrable than profaneness . It com
monly does, and loves to cluster with
other sins ; and he who can look up and
insult his Maker to his face , needs but
little improvement in guilt to make
him a finished devil—S. H . C ox .

It chills my blood to hear the blest
Supreme rudely appealed to on each
trifling theme—Maintain your rank , vul

garity despise —To swear is neither
brave , polite , nor wise—C owper.

Ill deeds are doubled with an evil
word—Shakesp eare .

Profanity is both an unreasonable
and an unmanly sin

,
a violation alike

o f good taste and good morals ; an of

fence against both man and G od—Some
sins are productive of temporary profit
or pleasure ; but profaneness is produc
tive of nothing unless it be shame on

earth , and damnation in hell . It is the
most gratuitous of all kinds of wicked
ness—a sort of pepper-corn acknowledg
meri t of the sovereignty o f the devil
ever fi those who indulge it .

—Tryon Ed

wards.

The foolish and wicked practice o f
profane cursing and swearing is a vice
so mean and low , that every person of

sense and character detests and desp ises
it .
—Washington .

The devil tempts men through their
ambition , their cupidity or their appe

tite
,
until he comes to the profane

swearer , whom he catches without any

bait o r reward—Horace Mann .
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Profit or pleasure there is none in

swearing, nor anything in men
’s natural

tempers to incite them to it . For

though some 'men pour out oaths so

freely
,
as if they came naturally from

them
,
yet surely no man is born of a

swearing constitution H
—Tillo tson

If you wish to fit yourself for the
dark world Of woe , it will be time
enough to learn its language after you
have prepared for it, by more decent
sins than profaneness . —John Todd.

Blasphemo us words betray the vain
foolishness o f the speaker.—Sir P . Sid

ney .

C ommon swearing , if it have any seri
ous meaning at all , argues in man a per
petual distrust of his own reputation ,

and i s an acknowledgment that he thinks
his bare word not to be worthy of

credit . And it is so far from adorning
and filling a man’s discourse , that it
makes it lo ok swollen and bloated , and

more bold and blustering than becomes
persons of genteel and good breeding .

Tillo tson .

N othing is a greater, or more fearful
sacrilege than to prostitute the great
name of G od to the petulancy Of an

idle tongue—Jeremy Tay lor.

Swearing is properly a superfluity of
naughtiness

,
and can only be considered

as a sort of pepper-corn sent , in ao

knowledgment of the devil ’s right of

superiority—Robert Hall.

Profaneness is a brutal vice—He who

indulges in it is no gentleman—I care
not what his stamp may be in society ,
or what clo thes he wears, or what cul
ture he boasts—Despite all his refine

ment
,
the light and habitual taking of

God’s name in vain , betrays a coarse
and brutal will—E . H . C hopin .

Profanity never did any man the least
good . N O man is the richer, or hap
pier, Or wiser, for it . It commends no
one to any society . It is disgusting to
the refined ; abominable to the good ;
insulting to those with whom we associ
ate ; degrading to the mind ; unprofit

able , needless, and injurious to society .

PROGRESS—All that is human must

z
etrograde if it do no t advance—Gib
on .

A fresh mind keeps the body fresh .

Take in the ideas of the day
,
drain Off

those o f yesterday . As to
time enough to consider it
comes to-day .

—Bulwer.

The moral law of the
progress . Every generation
idly over the earth withou

the register of humanity
, and the

ceeding generation tramples its a
as dust .—Mazzini.

Progress is the activity o f to-day and
the assurance of to morrow—Emerson .

True conservatism is substantial prog
ress ; it holds fast what is true and
good in order to advance in both .

-To

cast away the Old is not of necessity to
Obtain the new .

—To rej ect anything
that is valuable , lessens the power of
gaining more . That a thing is new does
not of course commend ; that it is o ld
does not discredit . ’

The test question is,“
Is it true or good ? ”

-Tryon Edwards .

The wisest man may be wiser to-day
than he was yesterday, and to-morrow
than he is tO-day . Total freedom from
chan ge would imply total freedom from
error ; but this is the prerogative of
Omniscience alone—C o lton .

That past which is so presumptuously
brought forward as a precedent for the
present

,
was itself founded on some past

that went before it .
—Mad . de Stael.

Two principles govern the moral and
intellectual world . One is perpetual
progress

,
the other the necessary limi

tations to that progress . If the fo rmer
alone prevailed

,
there would be nothing

steadfast and durable on earth , and the
whole Of social life would be the Sport
of winds and waves . If the latter had
exclusive sway, or even if it Obtained a
mischievous preponderan cy, every thing
would petrify or rot . The best ages of
the world are those in which these two
principles are the most equally balanced .

In such ages every enlightened man

ought to adopt both principles, and with
one hand develop what he can , with the
other restrain and uphold what he ought .
-Gentz.

Who are they that would have all
mankind look backward instead of for
ward, and regulate their conduct by
things that have been done? those who
are . the most ignorant as to all things
that are doing . Bacon said , time is the
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o f the wiseacres and knowing ones .
But the good, the new , comes from ex
actly that quarter whence it is not
looked for, and is always something dif
ferent from what is expected—Every
thing new is received with contempt,
for it begins in obscurity . It becomes a
power unobserved .

—Feuerbach .

The art of nations is cumulative , just
as science and history are ; the wo rk of
living men no t superseding but building
itself on the work of the past—Ruskin .

By a peculiar prerogative , not only each
individual is making daily advances in
the sciences, and may make advances in
morality, but all mankind together are
making a continual progress in propor
tion as the universe grows older ; so that
the whole human race

,
during the course

o f so many ages , may be considered as
one man, who never ceases to live and
learn—Pascal .
The world owes all its onward im

pulses to men ill at ease . The happy
man inevitably confines himself within
ancient limits—Hawthorne .

Progress is the real cure for an over
estimate of ourselves—G . Macdonald.

Progress is the law of l ife ; man is no t
man as yet—Robert Browning.

Generations are as the days of toil
some mankind—What the father has
made

,
the son can make and enj oy , but

he has also work of his own appointed
to him .

—Thus all things wax and roll
onwards—arts

,
establishments

,
opinio ns ;

nothing is ever completed, but complet
ing—C arly le.

N ature knows no pause in progress
and development, and attaches her curse
on all inaction—Goethe .

Works of true merit are seldom very
popular in their own day ; for knowledge
is on the march and men of genius are
the videttes that are far in advance of

their comrades . They are not with
them , but before them ; not in the camp ,
but beyond it .

—C o lton .

The mind naturally makes progress,
and the will naturally clings to obj ects ,
so

,
that for want of right obj ects

,
it will

attach itself to wrong ones—Pascal.

Progress—t he onward stride of God.

Vic tor Hugo .

The books which once we valued
more than the apple of the eye , we

point of view whi

took through the eyes of one
we have been that man, and hav
on .
—Emerson .

Let us labor for that larger compre
hension of truth , and that more thor
ough repudiatio n Of error

,
which shall

make the history of ,
mankind a series

of ascending developments—H . Mann .

All the grand agencies which the prog
ress Of mankind evolves are the aggre

gate result of countless wills, each o f

which , thinking merely of its own end,

and perhaps fully gaining it
,
is at the

same time enlisted by Providence in

the secret service Of the world—James

Martineau.

We should so li e and labor in our

time that what cam to us as seed may
go to the next generation as blossom ,

and what came to us as blossom may
go to them as fruit—This is what we
mean by progress—H. W. Beecher.

We cannot believe that the church of
God is already possessed of all that
l ight which God intends to give it ; no r
that all Satan’s lurking-places have al

ready been found out .
—Jonathan Ed

wards.

If God reveal anything to you by any
other instrument

,
be as ready to receive

it as ever you were to receive any truth
by my ministry ; for I am verily per
suaded the Lord has more truth yet to
break forth out o f his holy word—John
Robinson .

All growth that is not toward God,
is growing to decay .

—G . Macdonald.

I find the great thing in this world is
not so much where we stand , as in what
direction we are moving—Oliver Wen

dell Ho lmes.

PROMISE .
—He who promises runs in

debt .—Talmud.

It is easy to promise , and alas ! how
easy to forget —A . de Musset.

Unclaimed premises are like uncashed
cheques ; they will keep us from bank
ruptcy , but not from want .

—Havergal .

I had rather do and not promise
,
than

promise and not do .

-A . Warwick.

We promise according to our hopes ,
but perfo rm according to Ogur selfishness
and our fears—Ro chefoucauld.
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s to perform .

are always to
be suspected—Theodore Parker.

Every brave man is a man of his
word .

—C ornei lle.

Thou oughtest to be nice , even to
superstition

,
in keeping thy promises,

and therefore equally cautious in mak
ing them .

—Fuller.

In religion not to do as thou sayest , is
to unsay thy religion in thy deeds, and
to undo thyself by doing—Venning.

Every divine promise is built upon
four pillars : God’s j ustice or holiness ,
which will not suffer Him to deceive ;
His grace or goodness , which

“

will n o t

suffer him to forget ; His truth , which
will not suffer Him to change ; and His
power

,
which makes him able to aecom

plish—Salter.

PROMPTN ESS .
—Promptness is the

soul of business—C hesterfield.

Deliberate with caution , but act with
decision and promptness .

—C o lton .

The keen spirit seizes the prompt o c
casion ; makes the thought start into in
stant action

,
and at once plans and

performs ,
resolves , and executes —Han

nah More .

Let’s take the instant by the forward
top ; for we are Old, and on our Quli
est decrees , the inaudible and noiseless
foot of time steals ere we can effect
them .

—Shakespeare .

How ,

” said one to Sir W. Raleigh ,
of whom it was said he ‘‘could toil ter
ribly ,

”—“how do you accomplish so

much
,
and in so short a time ?” “When

I have anything to do, I go and do it,
”

was the reply.

C elerity is never more admired than
by the negligent—Shakespeare .

Promptitude is not only a duty, but
is also a part of good manners ; it is
favorable to fortune

,
reputation , influence , and usefulness ; a little attention

and energy will form the habit , so as

PROSPERITY

to make it easy and delightful .—C . Sim
mons .

If it were done when it is done , then
it were well it were done quickly
Shakespeare .

Know the true value of time ; snatch
seize , and enj oy every moment of it
N o idl eness , no delay, no procrastina
tio n ; never put ofi till to-morrow what
you can do to-day .

—C hesterfield.

PROPERTY .
—Property is dear to

men not only for the sensual pleasure it
can afford , but also because it is the
bulwark of all they hold dearest on

earth
,
and above all else , because it is

the safeguard of those they love most
against misery and all physical distress .
—W. G . Sumner.

A great obj ect is always answered
,

whenever any property“ is transferred
from hands that are not fit for that
property to those that are—Burke .

The accumulation of
”

property is no
guarantee of the development of char
acter , but the development of character ,
or o f any other goo d whatever, is im
possible without property .

—W. G . Sum
ner.

‘

The invectives against capital in the
hands of those who have it, are double
faced , and when turned about are noth
ing but demands for cap ital in the hands
of those who have it not

,
in order that

they may do with it j ust what those
who have it are now doing with it .

W. G . Sumner.

P roperty left to a child may soon be
lost ; but the inh eritance of virtue —a
good name , an unblemished reputation
—will abide forever . If those who are
toiling for wealth to leave their chil
dren , wo uld but take half the pains to
secure for them virtuous habits, how
much more serviceable would they be .

Th g l argest property may be wrested
from a child, but virtue will stand by
him to the last.

PROSPERITY .
-All sunshine makes

the desert—Arab Proverb .

Everything in the world may be en

dured , except continual prosperity
G oethe .

Prosperity is the touchstone of virtue ;
for it is less diffi cult to bear misfor
tunes , than to remain uncorrupted by
pleasure—Tacitus .
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A smooth sea never made a skillful
mariner ; neither do uninterrupted pros
perity and success qualify men for use
fulness and happiness .
If adversity hath killed his thousands

,

prosperity hath killed his ten thousands ;
therefore adversity is to be preferred .

The one deceives, the other instructs ; the
one is miserably happy, the other happily
miserable ; and therefore many philoso

phers have voluntarily sought adversity
and commend it in their precepts—Bur
ton .

Take care to be an economist -in pros
per1ty : there i s no fear of your be1ng
one 1n advers1ty .

—s mermann .

Prosperity’s right hand is industry,
and her left hand is frugality .

That fortitude which has encountered
no dangers

,
that prudence which has sur

mounted no difficulties, that integrity
which has been attacked by no tempta
tion , can at best be considered but as
gold not yet brought to the test , of
which therefore the true value cannot
be assigned—Johnson .

Oh
,
how portentous is prosperity !

how
,
comet-like

,
it threatens while it

shines—Young.

Prosperity has this property, it puffs
up narrow souls

,
makes them imagine

themse lves high and mighty, and looks
down upon the world with contempt ;
but a truly noble and resolved spirit
appears greatest in distress, and then be
comes more bright and conspicuous .

Plutarch .

Who feels no ills , should , therefo re ,
fear them ; and when fortune smiles, be
doubly cautious , lest destruction come
remorseless on him

, and he fall un

pitied .
—Sophocles.

Prosperity too often has the same
effect on its possessor, that a calm at
sea has on the Dutch mariner

,
who

frequently , it is said, in these circum
stances , ties up the rudder , gets drunk ,
and goes to sleep—Bp . Horne .

In prosperity prepare for a change ;
in adversity hope for one—Burgh .

The virtue of prosperity is temper
ance , but the Virtue of adversity is
fortitude ; and the last is the more
sublime attainment—Bacon .

The good things which belong to
prosperity may be wished ; but the good

things which belong to adversity
to be admired—Sene ca .

As full ears load and lay down
so does too much fortune bend
break the mind . It deserves to be
sidered, too . as another di

friends . —C harron .

As riches and favor forsake a man
, we

discover him to be a fool but nobody
could find it out in his prosperity
Bruyere.

N o man is prosperous whose immor

tality is forfeited—N o man is rich to
whom the grave brings eternal bank
ruptcy .

—N o man is happy upon whose
path there rests but a momentary glim
mer of l ight , shinm

i
out between clouds

that are closing o er him in darkness
forever .—H . W. Beecher.

A weak mind sinks under prosperity
as well as under adversity .

—A strong
and deep one has two highest tides ,
when the moon is at full, and when
there is no moon .

—Hare .

To rej oice in the prosperity o f an

other is to partake of it .
—W. Austin .

Many are not able to suffer and en

dure prosperity ; it is like the light o f

the sun to a weak eye, glorious, indeed ,

in itself, but not propo rtioned to such
an instrument—Jeremy Tay lor.

There is a glare about worldly success
wh ich is very apt to dazzle men’s eyes .
—I-Iare .

Greatness stands upon a precipice ,
and if prosperity carries a man ever so

little beyond his poise
,
it o verbears and

dash es him to pieces—Seneca .

Watch lest prosperity destroy gener
o sity .

—H . W. Beecher.

What Anacharsis said of the vine
may aptly enough be said of prosperity .

She bears the three grapes of drunken
ness , pleasure , and sorrow ; and happy
is it if the last can cure the mischief
which the former work . When afflic
tions fail to have their due effect

,
the

case is desperate—Bo lingbroke .

He that swells in prosperity will be
sure to shrink in adversity H

—C o lton
One is never more on trial than in

the moment of excessive good fortune .

-Lew Wallace .
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The genius, wit , and spirit of a nation
are discovered 1n its proverbs—Bacon .

Proverbs are but rules , and rules do
not create character .—They prescribe
conduct , but do not furnish a full and
proper motive—They are usually but
half truths , and seldom contain the
principle of the action they teach .

—T.

T. Manger.

Short sentences drawn from long ex
per1ences.

—C ervantes .

Sense , brevity ,
and point are the ele

ments of a good proverb—Tryon Ed

wards.

The study of proverbs may be more
instructive and comprehensive than the
most elaborate scheme of philosophy .

Mo therwell .

The proverbial wisdom of the popu
lace in the street , on the roads, and in
the markets , instructs the ear of him
who studies man more fully than a thou
sand rules ostentatio usly displayed .

Lavater.

We frequently fall into error and
folly

,
not because the true principles of

action are not known, but because for
a time they are not remembered ; he
may

,
therefore

,
justly be numbered

among the benefactors of mankind who
contracts the great rules of l ife into
short sentences that may early be im
pressed on the memory, and taught by
frequent recollection to occur habitually
to the mind—Johnson .

Proverbs were anterior to books, and
formed the wisdom of the vulgar, and
in the earliest ages were the unwritten
laws of mo rality—Disraeli.
Proverbs are the condensed wisdom of
long experience , in brief, epigrammatic
form, easily remembered and always
ready for use—They are the alphabet
o f morals ; and are commonly prudential
watchwords and warnings, and so lean
toward a selfish view of life—T. T.

Manger.

The wisdom of nations lies in their
proverbs

,
which are brief and pithy .

C ollect and learn them ; they are notable
measures of directions for human life ;
you have much in little ; they save time
in speaking ; and upon occasion may be
the fullest and safest answers—Penn .

Proverbs may be said to be the abridg
ments of wisdom .

—Joubert.

PROVERBS

The proverb condenses the
and power of a thousand words
short and simple sentence , and
more effective be cause it carries
force in so compact a form .

—4=~D
If you hear a wise sentenc

phrase , commit it to your
Str Henry Sidney

Few maxims are true from
of v1ew .

—Vauvenargues .

Proverbs
,
it has well been said , should

be sold in pairs , a single one being but
half a truth W. Ma thews.

I am of Opinion that there are no pro
verbial sayings

lil
which are not true, be

cause they are all sentences drawn from
experience itself

, who is the mother o f

all sciences .—C erv‘antes.

Simple words; l short maxims, homely
truths, o ld saying are th e masters of

the world . In them~is the hiding o f the
power that forms the character, controls
conduct , and makes individuals and na
tions what they are . Great reformations,
great revolutions in society

,
great eras in

human progress and improvement , start
from good words

,
right words, sound

words
,
spoken in the fitting time , and

finding their way to human hearts as
easily as the birds find their homes
D . March .

Proverbs were bright shafts in the
Greek and Latin quivers—Disraeli.
The Scripture vouches Solomon for
the wisest of men ; and his proverbs
prove him so . The seven wise men o f

G reece , so famous for their wisdom all
the world over

,
acquired all that fame

each of them by a single sentence , con
sisting of two or three words—South .

The benefit of proverbs, or maxims, is
that they separate those who act on prin
ciple from those who act on impulse ;
and they lead to promptness and de
cision in acting—Their value depends
on four things : do they embody correct
principles ; are they on important sub

jects ; what is the extent, and
’

what the
ease of their application ?—Tryon Ed

wards.

Books and proverbs receive their chief
value from the stamp and esteem of

ages through which they have passed
Sir W. Temple .

Proverbs are in the world of thought
what gold coin is in the world of busi
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re the cream of a nation’s

NOE—(See “
ATHEISM .

divinity that shapes our

hew them how we will .

is like a curious piece of
up of thousands of shreds

,

we know not what to make
together they present us
ifnl history .

—Flavel .
the providence of God is

impatient with his
d Garrett.

bewildered vision of
evident in

some instances than in others ; and upon
such instances men seize

,
and call them

providences . It is well that they can ;
but it would be gloriously better if they
could believe that the whole matter is
one grand providence—G . Macdonald.

The longer I live
,
the more faith I

have in Providence , and the less faith in
my interpretation of Providence .

—J.

Day .

Everything that happens in the world
is part of a great plan o f God running
through all time—H. W. Beecher.

In the huge mass of evil as it rolls
and

'

swells
,
there is ever some good "

working toward deliverance and triumph .

—C arlyle .

f
"

Every blade of grass in the field is
“

measured ; the green cups and the
colored crowns of every flower are
curiously counted ; the stars of the firma

ment wheel in cunningly calculated or

bits ; even the storms have their laws—a
Blaikie .

Resignation and faith behold God in
the smallest hair that falls ; and the
happiest life is that of him who has
bound together all the affairs of l ife ,
great and small

,
and intrusted them to

God—J. W. Alexander.

What mockeries are our most firm re

solves—To will is ours , but not to exe
cute . We map our future like some
unknown coast , and say here is a harbor,
there a rock ; the one w e will attain , the

other shun , and we do neither ; some
chance gale springs up , and bears us far
o
’

er some unfathomed sea—L . E . Lan
don .

The longer I live , the more convincing
proofs I see of this truth

,
that God

governs in the affairs of man ; and if a
sparrow cannot fall to the ground with
out his notice , is it probable that an

e
mpire can rise without his aid ?—Frank
m.

By going a few minutes sooner or

later, by stopping to speak with a friend
on the corner, by meeting this man or

that , or by turning down this street in
stead of the other

, we may let slip some
impending evil , by which the whole cur
rent of our lives would have been
changed . There is no possible solution
in the dark enigma but -the one word,
Providence .

”—Longfellow .

Providence is a greater mystery than
revelation . The state of the world is
more humiliating to our reason than the
doctrines of the G ospel . A reflecting
C hristian sees more to excite his aston
ishment , and to exercise his faith , in the
state of things between Temple Bar and
St . Paul’s , than in what he reads from
Genesis to Revelations—C ecil.

” Who finds not Providence all good
and wise , alike in what it gives and
what denies? —Pope .

I once asked a hermit in Italy how he
could venture to live alone

,
in a single

cottage , on the top of a mountain
,
a

mile from any habitation ? He replied
,

that Providence was his next-door neigh
bor.—Sterne .

All nature is but art
,
unknown to thee ;

all chance , direction which thou canst
not see ; all discord , harmony not under
stood ; all partial evil , universal good
POpe .

‘We a re not to lead events
,
but follow

them r a—E’

pictetus.

E ither all is chance , and being but
chance is of no consequence , or G od
rules the world , and all is well—What
ever befalls is j ust and right

,
and there

‘

fore not unendurable .
—Andrew Lang.

Duties are ours ; events are God
’s

This removes an infinite burden from
the shoulders of a miserable , tempted ,
dying creature—Ou this consideration
only can he securely lay down his head
and close his eyes—C ecil .
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He that will watch providences, shall
never want providences to watch .

Flavel .

Some one has said that in war provi
dence is on the side of the strongest
regiments . And I have noticed that
providence is on the side of clear heads
and honest hearts —and wherever a man
walks faithfully in the ways that G od

has marked out for him ,
providence , as

the C hristian says, -luck
,
as the heathen

says
,
—will be on that man’s side—In

the long run you will find that God’s
providence is in favor of those that keep
his laws

,
and against those that break

them .
—H . W. Beecher.

A cockle-fish may as soon crowd the
ocean into its narrow shell , as vain man

ever comprehend the decrees of God.

Bp . Beveridge .

Happy the man who sees a God em
ployed in all the good and ill that
checker life—C owper.

He who is truly religious finds a
providence no t more truly in the history
of the world , than in his own personal
and family history .

—The rainbow which
hangs a splendid circle in the heights
of heaven , is also formed by the same
sun in the dew-drop o f the lowly flower .
—Rich ter .

God
l

hangs the greatest weights upon
the smallest wires—Bacon .

To make our reliance upon providence
both pious and rational , we should pre
pare all things with the same care , dili
gence

,
and activity

,
as if there were no

such thing as providence for us to de
pend Upon ; and then , when we have
done all this

,
w e should as wholly and

humbly rely upon it
,
as if we had made

no preparation at all .—South .

We must follow,
not force providence .

—Shakespeare .

God tempers the wind to the shorn
1amb .

—Sterne .

God’s plans, like lilies pure and white
unfold—We must not tear the close
shut leaves apart—T ime will reveal the
calyxes of gold—M . R . Smith .

The providence that watches over the
affairs of men , works out of their mis
takes

,
at times , a healthier issue than

could have been accomplished by their
own wisest forethought .

—Froude .

Our Lord God doeth work like a
printer

,
who setteth the letters back

the life to comea—Luther.

PRUDEN CE—There is n
o f praise which is not heape
dence ; yet there is not the
significant event of which it
us sure—Ro chefoucauld.

ately . It is fr
'

om their f
friends

,
that cities learn

building high walls and
And this lesson saves their
homes

,
and their propert

anes .

Franklin left behind him more maxims
than any o f his countrymen

,
and pru

dence is the pivot on which they turn .

—A . Rhodes .

If the prudence of reserve and de
corum dictates silence in some circum
stances

,
in others prudence of a higher

order
,
may justify us in Speaking our

thoughts — .Burhe

Let prudence always attend your
pleasures ; it is the way to enj oy the
sweets of them , and not be afraid of

the consequences .
Prudence is the necessary ingredient in
all the virtues

,
without which they de

generate into folly and excess—Jeremy
C o llier.

Want o f prudence is too frequently
the want o f Virtue ; nor is there on earth
a more powerful advocate for vice than
poverty .

—Go ldsmith .

The one prudence in life is concentra
t ion ; the one em ] 13 dissipation .

—Emer

son .

There is nothing more imprudent than
excessive prudence .

-C o lton .

N o other protection is wanting , pro
vided y ou are under the guidance o f

prudence—Juvenal .
The bounds o f a man’s knowledge are
easily concealed if he has but prudence .

—Go ldsmith .

The richest endowments of the
.mind

are temperance
,
prudence

,
and fortitude .

Prudence is a universal - virtue , which
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Public opinion , or public sentiment , is
able to sustain, or to pull down any law
of the commonwealth—C . Simmons .

PUN C T UA L IT Y .
—I could never

think well of a man ’s intellectual or

moral character, if he was habitually un

faithful to his appointments .—Emmons .

Method is the very hinge of business ;
and there is no method without punctu
ality—C ecil.
I have always been a quarter of an

hour before my time , and it has made a
man of me .

—Lord N elson .

Appointments once made
,
become

debts . If I have made an appointment
with you

,
I owe you punctuality ; I have

no right to throw away your time , if I
do my own—C ecil.
Want of punctual ity is a want of vir

tue .

—J. M . Mason .

I give it as my deliberate and solemn
conviction that the individual who

.

is
habitually tardy in meeting an appomt
ment, will never be respected or success
ful in life—W. Fisk.

Every child should be taught to pay
all his debts, and to fulfil all his con

tracts, exactly in manner, completely in
value

,
punctually at the time . Every

thing he has borrowed
,
he should be

obliged to return uninj ured at the time
specified

,
and everything belonging to

others which he has lost , he should be
required to replace .

—Dwight.

Better be three hours too soon than
one minute too late—Shakespeare .

When a secretary of Washington
,
ex

cusing h imself for being late , said that
his watch was too slow, the reply of
Washington was

,

“
You must get a new

watch , or I must get a new secretary .

”

It is
'

of no use
.

running ; to set out be
times is the main point—Fon taine .

Strict punctuality is
,
perhaps

,
the

cheapest virtue which can give force to
an otherwise utterly insignificant char
acter .—J. F. Boyes.

N othing inspires confidence in a busi
ness man sooner than punctuality, nor is
there any habit which sooner saps his
reputation than that o f being always
behind time—W. Mathews .

Punctuality is the stern virtue of men
of business , and the graceful courtesy of

princes—Bulwer .

The most indispensable qualification

14 PUN ISHMENT

of a cook is puno
must be said of gue
“
Better late than

so good a maxim
late .

”

hang ;
him—Montaigne .

The obj ect of punishme

fold : for just
. retribution ;

tection of society : for the
o f the offender .—Tryon Ed

Jails and prisons are the

punishment .
—Penalt

but they are sure to coma—H .

Beecher.

It is as expedient that a wicked
be punished as that a sick man be 0
by a physician ; for all chastisement
kind of medicine—Plat
Punishment is lame , but it

Herbert .

q ,

The certainty .o i punishment ,
more than its severity, is the prev
of crim e .

—Tryon Edwards.

One man meets an infamous p
ment for that crime which confers a
dem upon another .—Juvenal .
The work of eradicating crimes is
by making punishment familiar,
form idab le .

—Go ldsmith .

Don’t let us rejoice in punishm

even when the hand of God alone

If punishment makes
supple it hardens the off

Wickedness , when prop
is disgraceful only to the offende
punished

,
it is disgraceful to the

community—C . Simmons.

The public have more interest
punishment of an injury than he
receives it .

—C at0 .

The punishment of criminals shou
of use ; when a man is hanged he is
for nothing—Vo ltaire .
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all ap

the last
to incur them .

punishments en

but it were much
od provisions that
put in a method

rved from
and dying

ious
,
two

things are necessary ; they must never be
disproportioned to the offence, and they
must be certain—Simms.

The very worst use to which y ou can

put a man
,
says Wilkes, is to hang him ;

but the hanging is not to make the man

useful
,
but to punish

'

his crime and pro
te ct society .

—C’. Simmons .

We will not punish a man because he
hath offended, but that he may offend
no more ; nor does punishment ever look
to the past

,
but to the future ; for it is

not the result of passion , but that the
same thing may be guarded against in
time to come—Seneca .

Faults of the head are punished in this
world ; those of the

’

heart in another ;
but as most of our vices are compound ,
so is their punishment .—C o lton .

There is no future pang can deal that
just ice on the self-condemned , that he
deals o n his own soul .—Byron .

God is on the side of virtue ; for who?
ever dreads punishment suffers it , and
whoever deserves it dreads it s—Co lton .

It is hard , but it is excellent , to find
when correction
grace doth most

avail .—Sir P . Sidney .

There is no greater punishment than
that of be ing abandoned to o ne ’s self .
Quesnel.

C rime and punishment grow out of
one stem . Punishment is a fruit that ,

PURPOSE

unsuspected , ripens
~within the flower of

the pleasure that concealed it .
—Emer

son .

The obj ect of punishment is the pre
vention of evil ; -it can never be made
impulsive to good—Horace Mann .

N ever was the vo ice of conscience
Si lenced Without retribution—Mrs .

Jameson .

The exposition of future punishment
in God’s word is not to be regarded as
a threat, but as a merciful declaration .

—Ii in the ocean of life , over which we
are bound to eternity, there are these
rocks and shoals, it is no cruelty to
chart them down ; it is an eminent and
prominent mercy .

—H . W. Beecher.

The existence o f future punishment
and everlasting destruction is an evi
dence of the goodness , the justice , and

the wisdom of G od : of go odiiess, in that
it is a motive to prevent sin and turn
men from evil ; o f j ustice , in that it is
the righteous doom of irreclaimable
sinners ; and of wisdom , in that G od

can thus make the penalty of sin a
motive to deter from sin .

—J . B. Wa lker .

PURITY .
—I pray thee , O God, that I

may be beautiful within—So crates .

The chaste mind , like a polished
plane, may admit foul thoughts, without
receiving their tincture .

—Sterne .

There’s nothing ill can dwell in such
a temple ; if the ill spirit have so fair
a house

,
good things will starve to dwell

with it.
-Shakesp eare .

Make my breast transparent as pure
crystal , that the world , j ealous of me ,
may see the foulest th ought my heart
does hold—Buckingham .

Evil into the mind of G od or man ,
may come and go , and yet , if un

approved
,
still without sin—Milton .

ancients
,
courage was re

garded as practically the main part of
virtue : by us, though I hope we are
not less brave

,
purity is so regarded

now . C ourage , however kindled , is
fanned by the breath of man : purity
lives and derives its life solely from the
Spirit of God—Hare

PURPOSE .

- (See ENERGY . )

The secret of success is constancy to
purpose—Disraeli .

Theflighty purpose never is o
’
erto ok
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unless the deed go with it .

—Shake
sp eare .

Thy purpose firm is equal to the deed .

—Wh o does the best h is circumstance
allows, does we ll , acts nobly ; angels
could no more—Young.

Man proposes
,
but God disposes .

Thomas a Kemp is .

It is better by a noble boldness to
run the risk of being subj ect to half of

the evils we anticipate , th an to remain
in cowardly listlessness for fear of what
may happen—Herodo tus .

It is the o ld lesson—a worthy purpose ,
patient energy for its accomplishment

,

a resoluteness undaunted by diffi culties
,

and then success—W. M . Punshon .

There is no road to success but
through a clear strong purpose—N oth
ing can take its place—A purpose
underlies character

,
culture

,
position

, at

tainment o f every sort—T . T . Munger.

A man with a half-volition goes back
wards and forwards , and makes no way
on the smoothest road ; a man with a
who le volition advances on the rough
est , and will reach his purpose , if there
be even a little wisdom in it .

—C arly le.

The man without a purpose is like a
ship without a rudder—a waif

,
a noth

ing, a no man . Have a purpose in
'

life ,
and, having it , throw such strength of
mind and muscle into your work as God
has given you—C arly le .

PURSUIT .
—I take it to be a principal

rule of life
,
not to be too much addicted

to one thing—Terence .

The fruit that can fall without shak
ing

,
indeed is too mellow for me .

-Lady
M ontague .

There are many things that are thorns
to our hopes until we have attained
them , and envenomed arrows to our

hearts when we have—C o lton .

The rapture of
“pursuing is the prize

the vanquished gain—Longfe llow .

Q

QUACKERY .
-Heroes have gone out ,

quacks have come in ; the reign of

quacks has not ended with the nine
teenth century . The sceptre is held
with a firmer grasp ; the empire has a
wider boundary . We are all the slaves
of quackery in one shape or another .

other . —C arlyle .

experience warrants
,
is an

Lavater.

Pettifoggers in law and
medicine have held from
morial the fee simple of a
subj ect to no alienation ,
revolution , nor m tax—t
norance of mankind—C olton .

N othing more strikingly betrays the
credulity of mankind than medicine .

Quackery is a th ing universal , and uni
versally this case it is lit
erally true that no imposition is too
great for the credulity of men
Thoreau.

Out , you impostors ; quack-salving
,

cheating mountebanks ; your skill is to
make sound men sick, and sick men to
kill . -Massinger.
From powerful causes spring the em

piric
’
s gains .

—Man ’s love of life , his
weakness and his pains—these first in
duce him the vil e trash to try, then lend
his name that others too may buy
C rabbe .

Quackery has no such friend as cre
dulity .

—C . Simmons.

Tha-t science is worse than use less
which does not point to the great end
of our being—Therefore literary ,

scien

tific
,
and theological quacks have done

immense mischief in human society
Thacher.

Said a clever quack to an educated
physician

,

“How many of the passing
multitude , do you suppose , appreciate
the value of science , or understand the
impositions of quackery ?”—“N ot more
than one in ten,

” was the answer
“Well ,

” said the quack ,

“you may have
the one

, and I
’l l have the nine .

”

We affect to laugh at the folly of
those who put faith in nostrums, but
are willing to try ourselves whether
there is any truth in them .

—Hazlitt.

QUALITIES .

—Wood burns because
it has the proper stuff in

x

it ; and a man
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the noise and rumor of the field , where
I may think the remnant of my
thoughts in peace , and part this body
and my soul with contemplation and

devout desires—Shakespeare .

The heart that is to be filled to the
brim with holy joy must be held still .
—Bowes.

The grandest operations, both in

nature and grace , are the most silent
and imperceptible—The shallow brook
babbles in its passage and is heard by
every one ; but the coming on of the
seasons is silent and unseen—The
storm rages and alarms, but its fury is
soon exhausted , and its effects are but
partial and soon remedied ; but the dew,

though gentle and unheard , is immense
in quantity

, and is the very life of

large portions of the earth—And these
are pictures of the operations of grace
in the church and in the soul .—C ecil.
My notions of life are much the same

as they are about travelling ; there is a
good deal of amusement on the road
but

,
after all , one wants to be at rest

Southey .

Stillness of person and steadiness of
features are signal marks of good breed
ing—Vulgar persons can

’t sit still , or,

at least , they must work their limbs or
features—0 . W. Ho lmes.

I have often said that all the mis
fortunes of men spring from their not
knowing how to live quietly at home ,
in their own rooms .

—
.Pascal

QUOTATION S—Quotation , sir, is a
good thing ; there is a community of

mind in it : classical quotation is the
parole of l iterary men all over the
world—Johnson .

An apt quotation is as goo d as an
original remark—Proverb .

The obscurest sayings of the truly
great are often those which contain the
germ of the profoundest and most use
ful truths—Mazzini.

Quotation is the highest compliment
you can pay to an author—Johnson .

In quoting of books, quote such
authors as are usually read ; others you
may read for your own satisfaction , but
do not name them .

—Selden .

The man whose book is filled with
quotatio ns, has been said to creep along
the shore of authors, as if he were afraid

reasoning . I would rather defend
authors by a different allusion , an

whether honey is the worse for
gathered from manyflowers>
It is the beauty and indepe
worth of the citations, far more
their appropriateness, which have

reading-book .
-C
'
o leridge .

entertain a tho ught , to actuate a pas
sion , to employ . and hallow a fancy
Jeremy Tay lor.

N ext to the originator of a good sen

tence is the first Q uoter of it .
—Emerson .

To select well ong old things is
almost equal to in enting new o nes
Trublet.

‘

Why are not more gems from our

great authors
,
scattered over the

country ? Great books are not in every
body’s reach ; and though it is better to
know them thoroughly than to know
them only here and there , yet it is a
good work to give a little to those who
have neither time nor means to get
more . Let every bookworm

,
when in

any fragrant
,
scarce o ld tome he dis

covers a sentence , a story , an illustra
tion, that does his heart good , hasten to
give it .

—C’o leridge .

A couplet of verse , a period of prose ,
may cling to the rock of ages as a shell
that survives a deluge—Bulwer.

Selected thoughts depend for their
flavor upon the terseness of their expres
sion , for thoughts are grains of sugar or
salt , that must be melted in a drop of

water .—J . P . Senn .

A verse may find him who a sermonflies—Herbert.

The proverb answers where the
sermon fails , as a well-charged pistol
will do more executio n than a whole
barrel of gunpowder idly exploded in
the air .

—Simms.

Have at you with a proverb—Shake
sp eare .

The wise men of old have sent most
of their morality down the stream of
time in the light skiff of apothegm or

epigram .
—E . P . Whipp le .

‘
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repeated
learned .

with what is always
who brings me news
before unknown .

‘

He

thout impoverishing

and modern in

use correctly a
valuable maxim

,
requires a genius , a

vital appropriating exercise of mind
closely allied to that which first created
it .
—W. R . Alger.

Abstracts, abridgments , summaries,
etc .,

have the same use as burning
glasses

,
to collect the diffused rays of

wit and learning in authors , and make
them point with warmth and quickness
upon the reader’s imagination—Swift.
A great man quotes bravely, and will
draw on his invention when his

memory serves him with a word as
good—What he quotes he fills with his
own voice and humor, and the whole
cyclopedia o f his table-talk is presently
believed to be his own—Emerson .

The multiplicity of facts and writings

is become so great that everything must
soon be reduced to extracts—Vo ltaire .

Particles of science are often very
widely scattered

,
and writers of ex

tensive comprehension have incidental
remarks upon topics remote from the
principal sub ject , which are often more
valuable than former treatises

”

, and
which are not known because not prom
ised in the title . He that collects _these
is very laudably employed

,
as he” facil-J

itates the progress of others
,
and by

making that easy of attainment which
is already written , may give some ad
venturous mind leisure for new thoughts
and original designs—Johnson .

I pluck up the goodlisome herbs of
sentences by pruning

,
eat them by read

ing, digest them by musing
,
and lay

them up at length in the high seat of
memory by gathering them together ;
that so , having tasted their sweetness, I
may the less perceive the bitterness of
life—Queen Elizabeth .

When we would prepare the mind by
a forcible appeal

,
an opening quotation

is a symphony preluding o n the chords
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those tones we are about to harmonize .

He that recalls the attention of man

kind to any part of learning which time
has left behind it , may be truly said to
advance the literature of his own age .

-Johnson .

Whatever we may say against collee
tions

,
which present authors in a dis

j ointed fo rm ,
they nevertheless bring

about many excellent results . We are
not always so composed, so full of wis
dom , that we are able to take in at once
the whole scope of a work according to
its merits . Do we not mark in a book
passages which seem to have a direct
r eference to ourselves ? Young people
especially, who have failed in acquiring
a complete cultivation of mind , are
roused in a praiseworthy way by bril
liant passages—Goethe .

I have somewhere seen
,

it observed
that we should make thé’ same use of a
book that the bee does of a flower ; she
steals sweets from it, but does not in
jure it .

—C o lton .

Luminous quotations atone , by their
interest , for the dullness of an inferior
book , and add to the value of a superior
work by the variety which they lend to
its style and treatment—Bovee .

There is no less invention in aptly
applying a thought found in a book ,

than in being the first author of the
thought .

—Bay le .

We ought never to be afraid to re

peat an ancient truth , when - we feel
that we can make it more striking by a
neater turn , or bring it alongside of an

other truth , which may make it clearer,
and thereby accumulate evidence . It
belongs to the inventive faculty to see

clearly the relative state of things
,
and

to be able to place them in connection ;
Biff th

'

é
’

discoveries of ages gone by be
long less to their first authors than to
those who make them practically use
ful to the world .

—Vauvenargues .

The art of quotation requires mo re
delicacy in the practice than those con
ceive who can see nothing more in a
quotation than an extract—Disraeli.

The adventitious beauty of poetry
may be felt in the greater delight With a
verse given in happy quotation than in
the poem .

—Emerson .
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I quote o thers only the better to ex
press myself—Mon taigne .

Whoever reads only to transcribe or
quote shining remarks without entering
into the genius and Spirit of the author,
will be apt to be misled out of a regular
way of thinking , and the product of all
this will be found to be a manifest in
coherent piece of patchwork—Swift.
I am but a gatherer and disposer of

other men ’s stuff .—Wasson .

A good thought is a great boon for
which G od is first to be thanked ; next ,
he who is the first to utter it ; and then
in a lesser but still a considerable de
gree

,
the friend who is the first to quote

it to uS.
—Bovee .

The wisdom of the wise and the ex
perience of ages may be preserved by
quotation—Disrae li.
To quote copiously and well requires
taste

,
j udgment and erudition , a feel

ing fo r the beautiful , an appreciation
of the noble, and a sense of the pro
found—Bovee .

By necessity , by proclivity, and by
delight

,

'

we quota—We quote not only
books and proverbs, but arts, sciences ,
religions

,
customs

,
and laws ; nay, we

quote temples and houses , tables and
chairs by imitation—Emerson .

With j ust enough of learning to mis
quote—Byron .

Our best thoughts come from others .
—Emerson .

In l iterature , quo tation is good only
when the writer whom I follow goes my
way , and,

being better mounted than I ,
gives me a cast, as we say ; but if I
like the gay equipage so well as to go
out of my road

,
I had better have gone

afoot—Emerson .

Every quotation contributes some
thing to the st ability or enlargement of
the language .

—Johnson .

Fine words —I wonder where you
stole them .

—Swift.
I have

'

only made a nosegay of culled
flowers , and have brought nothing of
my own but the thread that ties them
together .—Montaigne .

RAGE—(See ANGER, and PAS

In rage deaf as the sea ; hasty
—Shakespeare .

When passion is on the throne , rea
is out of doors—M . Henry

Oppose not rage while rage is in
force

,
but give it way a while and

it waste—Shakespeare .

—Plutarch .

Rage is essentially vulgar,
more vulgar than when i
from mortified pride , disapp
bition

,
or thwagted wilfulness .

—H
ridge .

.

’
Tis in my head ;

’
tis in my

’
tis everywhere ; it rages like a m
and I most wonder how my reas
holds .

—Otway . 1

RAILLERY .
—(See “SARCASM .

Raillery is sometimes more insupport
able than wrong ; because we have a
right to resent injuries

,
but it is ridic

ulcus to be angry at a j est—Rochefou
cauld.

AS nothing is more provoking to some
tempers than raillery

,
a prudent person

will not always be satirically witty
where he can , but only where he may
without offence . For he will consider
that the finest stroke of raillery is but
a witticism ; and that there is hardly
any person so mean , whose good will
is not preferable to the pleasure o f a
horse-laugh .

—Burgh .

Raillery is a mode of Speaking in

favor of one ’s wit against one ’s good
nature—Mon tesquieu.

The raillery which is consistent with
good breeding is a gentle animadver

sio n on some foible , which , while it
raises the laugh in the rest of the com

pany
,
doth not put the person rallied

out of countenance , or expose him to
Shame or contempt . On the contrary ,
the j est Should be so delicate that the
obj ect of it should be capable o f j oin
ing in the mirth it occasions—Fielding.

Raillery and wit were never made to
answer our inquiries after truth , and to
determine a question of rational con

troversy ,
though they may be some

times serviceable to expose to contempt
tho se inconsistent follies which have
been first abundantly refuted by argu
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to flatter, to look little , and to pal]
every pleasure in constraint , merely to
be among the great, though without the
least hopes of improving by their nu

derstanding or Sharing their generosity :
they might be happy among their equals

,

but those are despised for company
where they are despised in turn .

—Go ld
smith .

Every error of the mind is the more
conspicuo us

,
and culpable , in proportion

to the rank of the person who commits

Rank and riches are chains of gold ,
but still chains—Rufiini.
The generality of princes, if stripped

o f their purple and cast naked on the
world , would immediately sink to the
lowest rank of society, without a hope
o f emerging from their obscurity .

—Gib
bon .

Rank is a great beautifier .
—Bulwer .

If it were ever allowable to forget
what is due to superiority of rank

,
it

would be when the privileged themselves
remembered it .

—Mad. Swetchine .

Of the king’s creation you may be ;
but he who makes a count ne ’er made
a man—Southern .

I weigh the man, not his title ;
’tis

not the king ’s stamp can make the
metal better .—Wycherly .

The rank is but the guinea ’s stamp ;
the man ’s the gold for all that—Burns .

RASHN ESS .
—Some act first , think

afterward , and then repent forever .—G .

Simmons .

Rashness is the faithful but unhappy
parent of

‘

misfortune .
—Fuller.

N one are rash when they are not seen
by anybody .

—Stanislaus .

As Sloth seldom bringeth actions to
good birth

,
so hasty rashness always

makes them abortive ere they are well
formed .

—A . Warwick.

Haste and rashness are storms and
tempests

,
breaking and wrecking busi

ness : but nimbleness is a full , fair wind
blowing it with Speed to the haven
Fuller.

Rashness is the characteristic of ar
dent youth

,
and prudence that of mel

lowed age
—C icero .

Rashness and haste make all things
insecure .

—Denham .

We may outrun by
that which we run at, and
running—Shakespeare .

C otton Mather used to
a gentleman mentioned
teenth chapter of Acts, to
more deeply indebted tha

to say , Let

town clerk of

trouble , and
in the world

i

the habit of consultin

(See
“
BOOKS .

rves for delight , for orna
ty
“
.
—The crafty contemn

adrnire it ; the wise use

Always have a book at hand , in the
parlor

,
on the table , for the family ; a

book of condensed thought and striking
anecdo te

,
of sound maxims and truthful

apothegms . It will impress on your own
mind a thousand valuable suggestions,
and teach your children a thousand les
sons Oi truth and duty . Such a book
is a casket of j ewels for your household .

_ Tryon Edwards .

Get a habit , a passion fo r reading ;
not flying from book to book , with
the squeamish caprice of a literary
epicure ; but read systematically , closely ,
thoughtfully , analyzing every subj ect
as you go along

,
and laying it up care

fully and safely in your memory . It
is only by this mode that your informa
tion will be at the same time extensive ,
accurate , and useful—W. Wirt.

read
ing

,
but you must separate the chaff

from the wheat by thinking .

'

Much reading, like a too great reple
tion

,
stops up , through a course of di

verse
,
sometimes contrary opinions, the

access of a nearer, newer, and quicker
invention Of your own—Osborn .

ure of reading without ap

a dangerous pleasure . Use

we should lay aside , and

make all poss ible good use of those
from which we may reap some fruit

. Foster.

When in reading we meet with any
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without the fatigue of close at

and the world , therefore ,
with writers who se wish is not
udied but to be read—Johnson.

There are four kinds of readers . The

first is like the hour—glass ; and their
reading being as the sand , it runs in and
runs out , and leaves not a vestige be
hind . A second is like the sponge ,
which imbibes everything , and return s
it in nearly the same state , only a lit
tle dirtier . A third is like a j elly-bag ,
allowing all that is pure to pass away,
and retaining only the refuse and dregs .
And the fourth is like the slaves in
the diamond mines of Golconda , who ,
casting aside all that is worthless , re

only pure gems—C o leridge .

O entertainment is so cheap as read
nor any pleasure so lasting—Lady
W. Montague .

It is well to read everything of some
thing

,
and something of everything .

Brougham .

If the riches of the Indies , or the
crowns of all the kingdoms of Europe ,
were laid at my feet in exchange for
my love of reading , I would spurn them
all—Fe

'

nelon .

The foundation of knowledge must
'

be
'

laid by reading . General principl es
must be had from books, which , {how
ever

,

‘must be brought to the test of
real life . In conversation you never get

”

a system . What is said upon a subj ect
is to be gathered from a hundred peo
ple . The parts of a truth , which a man
gets thus

,
are at such a distance from

each other
,
that he never attains to a

full view—Johnson .

~Happy is he who has laid up ‘ in his
youth

,
and held

.

fast in all fortune , a
genu ine and passionate love for reading .

—Rufus C hoate .

V

A man of ability , for the chief of his
reading

,
sho uld select such works as he

feels are beyond his own power to have
produced . What can other books do
for him but waste his time or augment
his vanity?—J. Foster.
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Some read books only with a view to
find fault, while others read only to be
taught : the former are like venomous
spiders

,
extracting a poisonous quality

,

where the latter, like the bees, sip
out a sweet and profitable juice
L

’

Estrange .

It is manifest that all government of
action is to be gotten by knowledge ,
and knowledge , best, by gathering many
knowledges, which is reading—Sir P .

Sidney .

Think as well as read , and when you
read . Yield no t your minds to the pas
sive impressions which others may make
upon them . Hear what they have to
say ; but examine it , weigh it , and judge
for yourselves . This will enable you
to make a right use of books—to use

them as helpers
,
not as guides to your

understanding ; as counsellors , not as
dictators o f what y ou are to think and
believe—Tryon Edwards .

"

Reading maketh a full man ; confer
ence a ready man ; and writing an exact
man ; and,

therefore
,
i f a man write lit

tle
'

,
he had need have a great memory ;

if he confer little
,
he had need have a

present wit ; and if he read little , he
had need have much cunning

, to seem
to know that he doth not .—Bacon .

_

For general improvement , a man
should read whatever his immediate in
clination prompts him to ; though if he
has a science to learn, he must regularly
and resolutely advance . What we read
with inclination makes a strong er im
pression . If we read without inclina
tion , half the mind is employed in fixing
the attention , so there is but half to be
employed on what we read . If a man

begins to read in the middle of a book ,

and feels an inclination to go o n , let
him not quit it to go to the beginning .

Her -may perhaps not feel again the in
clination—Johnson .

What blockheads are those wise per
sons

, who think it necessary that a
child should comprehend everything it
reads—Southey .

By reading , we enj oy the dead ; by
conversation, the living ; and by con
templation ,

ourselves . Reading en

riches the memory ; conversation pol
ishes the wit ; and contemplation im
proves the judgment . Of these, reading
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is the most important , as it furnishes
both the others—C o lton .

The love of reading enables a man

to exchange the wearisome ho urs o f

life
,
which come to every one , for hours

o f delight—M on tesquieu .

Read, and refine your appetite ; learn
to live upon instruction ; feast your
mind and mortify your flesh ; read , and
take your nourishment in at your eyes ,
shut up yo ur mouth , and chew the cud
of understanding—C ongreve .

Deep versed in books , but shallow in

himself—Milton .

They that have read about everything
are thought to understand everything
too ; but it is not always SO . Reading
furn ishes the mind only with the ma
terials of knowledge ; it is thinking that
makes what we read ours . We are of

the ruminating kind, and it is not
eno ugh to cram ourselves with a great
load of collections . Unless we chew
them over again

,
they will not give us

strength and nourishment .—C hanning.

Force yourself to reflect on what you
read

,
paragraph by paragraph—C o le

ridge .

‘

Read not to contradict and confute ,
nor to believe and take fo r granted , nor
to find talk and discourse , but to weigh
and consider . Some books are to be
tasted

,
others to be swallowed , and

some few to be chewed and digested ;
that is, some books are to be read only
in parts ; others to be read , but not
curiously ; and some few to be read
wholly

,
and with diligence and atten

tion—Bacon .

We should accustom the mind to keep
the best company by introducing it only
to the best books—Sydney Smith .

It is wholesome and bracing for the
mind to have its faculties kept on the
stretch It is like the effect o f a walk
in Switzerland , upon the body . Read
ing an essay of Bacon’s for instance , or

a chapter of Aristotle , or of Butler
,
if

it be well and thoughtfully read
,
is much

like climbing up a hill , and may do one

the same sort of good . Set the tortoise
to ‘ run against the hare , and even if
he does not overtake it , he will do
more than ever he did previously—more
than he would ever have thought him
self capable oi doing . Set the bare to
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run with the tortoise, he falls asleep
Guesses at Truth .

Exceedingly well read and profited
strange concealments .

—Shakesp eare .

He picked something valuable out

everything he read—Pliny .

N o man can read with profit
which he cannot learn to read
pleasure . If I do not find in a
something which I am look
am ready
no book for me however much it may
be for another man—N oah Porter.

Multifarious reading weakens the
mind more than doing nothing

,
for it

becomes a necessity
,
at last

,
like sm ok

ing : and is an excuse for the mind to
lie dormant whilst thought is poured
in , and runs through , a clear stream o ver
unproductive gravel

,
on which not even

mosses grow . It is
’

the idlest of all idle
ness, and leaves more of impotency
than any other .—F. W. Robertson .

Had I read as much as others , I had
remained as ignorant as they .

—Hobbes .

We may read
,
and read

,
and read

again , and still find something new
,

something to please , and something to
instruct . —Hardis.

If I were to pray for a tas te which
should stand me under every variety of
circumstances , and be a source Of hap
piness and cheerfulness to me through
life , and a shield against its ills , how
ever things might go amiss and the
world frown upon me , it would be a
taste for reading . G ive a man this
taste , and the means of gratifying it,
and you can hardly fail o f making him
happy . You make him a denizen of
all nations, a contemporary of all ages .—Sir J . Herschel.

A page digested is better than a vo l

ume hurriedly read—Macaulay .

How well he is read to reason against
reading—Shakespeare .

In science
,
read

,
by preference

,
the

newest works ; in literature the oldest .

The classic literature is always modern .

N ew books revive and redecorate old
ideas ; o ld books suggest and invigorate
new ideas—Bulwer.

We should be as careful of the books
we read , as of the company we keep .

The dead very Often have more power
than the living—Try on Edwards.

C
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makes what we read ours . So far as
we apprehend and see the connection of

ideas
, SO far it is o urs ; without that it

is so much loose matter floating in our

brain—Lo cke .

One must be an inventor to read well .
—As the proverb says,

“He that would
bring home the wealth of the Indies
must carry out the wealth of th e In
dies .”—There is creative reading as well
as creative writing—When the mind is
braced by labor and invention, the page
of whatever book we read becomes lumi
nous With manifold allusion . Every sen

tence is doubly significant , and the sense
of our author is as broad as the world .

—Emerson .

Imprint the beauties of authors upon
your imagination, and their good mo rals
upon your heart —C . Simmons .

Reading without purpose is saunter
ing, not exercise . More is got from one
book on which the thought settles for a
efinite end in knowledge

,
than from

libraries skimmed over by a wandering
eye . A cottage flower gives honey to
the bee

,
a king ’s garden none to the

butterfly—Bulwer.

When there is no recreation or busi
ness for thee abroad

,
thou mayst then

have a company of honest Old fellows,
in leathern j ackets

,
in thy study, which

may find thee excellent divertisement at
home—Fuller.

By conversing with the mighty dead
we imbibe sentiment with knowledge .

We become strongly attached to those
who can no longer either hurt or serve
us

,
except through the influence which

they exert over the mind . We feel the
presence of that power which gives im
mortality to human thoughts and ac

t ions
,
and catch the flame of enthusiasm

from all nations and ages—Hazlitt .

Read not books alone , but men , and

amongst them chiefly thyself—If thou
find anything questionable there

, use

the commentary of a severe friend ,
rather than the gloss of a sweet-lippedflatterer ; there is more profit in a dis
tasteful truth than in deceitful sweet
ness—Quarles .

What is twice read is commonly better
remembered than what is transcribed .

Johnson .

Few are sufficiently sensible of the im
portance of that economy in reading
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which selects , almost exclusively , the
very first order of books—Why should
a man

,
except for some Special reason ,

read an inferior book at the very time
he might be reading one of the highest
order .

-John Foster.

It is not what people eat , but what
they digest

,
that makes them strong . It

is not what they gain
,
but what they

save
,
that makes them rich . It is not

what they read
,
but what they remem

ber
,
that makes them learned .

I read for three things : first , to know
what the world has done during the last
twenty-four hours , and is about to do to
day ; second, forI the knowledge that I
specially want in my work ; and third ,
for what will bring my mind into a
proper mood—H . W. Beecher .

The average person cannot overread
without peril of mental plethora , any
more than he can\overfeed with im

punity . Literary dissipation is as weak
ening in its effects as dissipation of any
other kind—H . C . Trumbull .

Read much , but not many works
Sir W. Hamilton .

To read without
O

reflecting, is like
eating without digesting—Burke .

The man who is fond of books is
usually a man of lofty thought , and of

elevated opinions—Dawson .

If we encountered a man of rare in
tellect we Should ask him what books
he read—Emerson .

The first time I read an excellent work
,

it is to me just as if I had gained a new
friend ; and when I read over a book I
have perused before

,
it resembles the

meeting with an o ld one—Go ldsmith .

Reading should be in proportion to
thinking , and thinking in proportion to
reading .

—Emmons .

Some read to think
,
these are rare ;

some to write , these are common ; some
to talk , and these are the great maj ority .

_ The first page of an author not unire
quently suffices all the purposes Of this
latter class

,
of whom it has been said,

they treat books
,
as some do lords

,
in

form themselves of their titles , and then
boast of an intimate acquaintance

. C o lton .

Read , read , sirrah , and refine your ap
petite ; learn to live upon instruction ;
feast your mind and mortify your flesh .

—Read and take your nourishment in at
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your eyes ; shut up your mouth , and

chew the cud of understanding—C on
greve .

REASON—Reason is the glory of

human nature
,
and one of the chief emi

nences whereby w e are raised above the
beasts

,
in thisylower world—Watts.

There are few things reason can dis
cover With so much certainty and ease
as its own insuffi ciency—Jeremy C o llier.

Reason cannot show itself more reason
able

,
than to cease reasoning on things

above reason—Sir P . Sidney .

Polished steel will not shine in the
dark . N O more can reason , however re
fined or cultivated, shine eflicaciously ,

but as it reflects the light o f divine truth
shed from heaven—John Foster.

This noble faculty was certainly given
to man to be a guide in religion as well
as in other things . He possesses no
other means by which he can form a
judgment on any subj ect or assent to
any truth ; and it would be no more ab
surd to talk of seeing without eyes, than
of knowing anything without reason .

A . Alexander.

He is next to the gods whom
’

reason ,

and not passion , impels .

—C laudian .

Reason ! how many eyes hast thou to
see evils , and how dim , nay blind , thou
art in preventing them . Sir P . Sidney .

Reason and faith resemble the two

sons of the patriarch ; reason is the first
born

,
but faith inherits the blessing

C ulverwell .

The authority of reason is far/.more

imperious than that of a master ; for he
who disobeys the one is unhappy , but
he who disobeys the other is a fool .
Pascal .

All reas oning is reti ospect ; it consists
in the application o f facts and prin
ciples previously known . This shows the
very great importance o f knowledge , es
pecially of that kind called experience .

—J . Foster.

N ever reason from what you do not
know

n
If you do

, y ou will soon believe
what i s utterly against reason—Ramsay .

Whatever is against right reason , no
faith can oblige us to believe—For
though reason is not the positive and
aflirmative measure Of our faith , and our

faith ought to be larger than our reason ,
and take something into her heart that
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reason can never take into her eyes
,
yet

in all our creed there can be nothing
against our reason—If reason justly con

tradicts an opinion , it is not of the
household of faith—Jeremy Taylor.

Reasoning implies doubt and uncer

tainty ; and therefore God does not

reason .

Lord C hatham , in his speeches, did
not reason ; he struck, as by intuition

,

directly on the results of reasoning—as
a cannon shot strikes the mark without
your seeing its course through the air
as it moves toward its Obj ect—J . Foster .

If it is dangerous to be convinced
,
it

is dangerous to listen , for our reason
is so much of a machine , that it will no t
always be able to resist when the ear
is perpetually assailed—Mackenzie .

What men want of reason for their
Opinions, they usually supply and make
up in prejudice or wilfulness .

—Tillo tson .

It is not the province of reason to
originate Divine truth ; nor to sit in

j udgment on truth which is revealed ;
reason is not the legislator

,
to determine

what the laws ought to be ; but the
j udge , to decide and act upon what they
are . Like the eye

,
it does not create

the obj ects of its own vision
, or the light

by which it sees them , but is rightly em
ployed in Observing obj ects which God
has created , by the light which He

causes to shine . Its proper province is
,

to settle the questions whether God has
spoken , what he has spoken , and how it
all applies to our faith and conduct . Its
use in philosophy and religion is pre
cisely the same ; as in the former, ex
isting facts , so in the latter, revealed
truths are the only proper obj ects of its
study ; and in each , the only safe method
of investigation is inductive—Tryon Ed
wards .

”

Reasons are the pillars of the fabric
of a discourse , but similitudes are the
windows which give the best light
Fuller.

It is useless to attempt to reason a
man out of a thing he was never
reasoned into—Swift .

What or how can we reason but from
what we know ? —Pope .

Philosophers have done wisely when
they have told us to cultivate our reason
rather than our feelings

,
for reason

reconciles us to the daily things of ex
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istence ; our feelings teach us to yearn
after the far, the difficult , the unseen .

Bulwer.

He that will not reason is a bigot ; he
that cannot reason is a fool ; and he
that dares not reason is a slave—Sir W.

Drummond.

Sound and sufficient reason falls, after
all , to the share of but few m en , and

those few men exert their influence in
silence—Goethe .

Reason can no more influence the will ,
and operate as a motive , than the eyes
which show a man his road can enable
him to move from place to place , or

than a ship provided with a compass
can sail without a wind—Whate ly .

Reason is l ike the sun , o f which the
light is constant

,
uniform , and lasting ;

fancy
,
a meteor Of bright , but transitory

lustre
,
irregular in its motion , and de

lusive in its direction—Johnson .

The soundest argument will produce
no more conviction in an empty head ,
than the most superficial declamation ; a
feather and a guinea fall with equal
velocity in a vacuum .

—C o lton .

There is not so much difference in
men ’s ideas of elementary truth , as is
generally thought . A greater difference
l ies in their power of reasoning from
these trut-hs .

-Emmons .

It has been my obj ect and unquenched
desire

,
to kindle young minds, and to

guard them against the temptations of

scorners
,
by Showing that the scheme o f

C hristianity, though not discoverable by
human reason

,
is yet in accordance with

it ; that link follows link by necessary
consequence ; that religion passes out Of
the ken of reason only where the eye
o f reason has reached its own horizon ;
and that faith is then but its continua
tion ; even as the day softens away into
the sweet twilight

,
and twilight , hushed

and breathless, steals into the darkness .
—C’oleridge .

The province of reason in matters o f

religion
,
is the same as that o f the eye

in reference to the external world : not
to create Obj ects ; nor to sit in judg
ment on the propriety of their existence ,
but simply to discern them j ust as they
are—Tryon Edwards .

N O doctrine can be a proper obj ect of
our faith which it is not more reasonable
to receive than to rej ect—A . Alexander .

REASON

Revelation may not need the help of
reason , but man does , even when in

possession of revelation . Reason is the
candle in the man ’s hand which enables
him to see what revelation is -Simms .

To reason correctly from a false prin
ciple , is the perfection of sophistry
Emmons .

Revelation is a telescope kindly given
us, through which reason should look up
to the heavens .
Good reasons must , of force , give

place to better—Shakespeare .

The voice o f reason is more to be
regarded than the bent of any present
inclination ; Since inclination will at
length come over to reason

,
though we

can never force reason to comply with
inclination—Addison .

N either great pov rty nor great riches
will hear reason—P7. lding.

When a man has not a good reason
for doing a thing

,
he has one good

reason for letting it alone—Wa lter Sco tt.

Wise men are instructed by reason ;
men of less understanding , by experi
ence ; the most ignorant , by necessity ;
and beasts by nature—C icero .

We are afraid to put men to live and
trade each on his own private stock of
reason ; because we suspect that this
stock in each man is small

,
and that the

individuals would do better to avail
themselves of the general bank and capi
tal of nations and Of ages—Burke .

He is not a reasonable man who by
chance stumbles upon reason

,
but he

who derives it from knowledge
,
from

discernment , and from taste—Ro che

foucauld.

Reason is our intellectual eye
, and like

the bodily eye it needs light to see ; and
to see clearly and far it needs the light
o f heaven .

Strong reasons make strong actions
Shakesp eare .

Wouldst thou subj ect all things to
thyself —Subj ect thyself to thy reason .

—Seneca .

There are those who never reason on

what they should do
,
but on what they

have done ; as if reason had her eyes
behind

, and could only see backward .

Fie lding.

When -my reason is afloat , my faith
cannot long remain in suspense , and I
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est day, live till to-morrow, will have
passed away—C owper.

RE C OMPE N S E —Recompense in
jury with just ice , and unk indness With
k indness—C onfucius .

There never was a person who did any
thing worth doing that did not receive
more than he gave— .H W. Beecher.

Mercy to him that shows it
,
is the

rule—C owper.

Forever from the hand that takes one
blessing from us

,
others fall ; and soon

or late
,
our Father makes his perfect

recompense to all—Whittier.

RE C RE AT IO N .
—(See AMUSE

MENT
,
and MIRTH .

The bow cannot possibly always stand
bent

,
nor can human nature or human

frailty subsist without some lawful rec
reation .

—C ervantes.

Men cannot labor on always . They
must have recreation . And if they have
it not from healthful sources

,
they will

be veiy l ikely to take it from poisoned
fountains—Or, if they have pleasures,
which

,
though innocent, are forbidden by

the maxims of public morality , their very
pleasures are liable to become poisoned
fountains—0 . Dewey .

Make thy recreation servant to thy
business

,
lest thou become a slave to thy

recreation—Quark s .

Sweet recreation barred , what doth
ensue but moody and dull melancholy,
kinsman to grim and comfortless de
spair ; and at their heels , a huge intee
tious troop of pale distemperatures and
foes to life—Shakespeare .

Recreation is not being idle ; it is
easing the wearied part by change of
occupation .

To re-create strength
,
rest . To re

create mind , repose . TO re-create cheer
fulness

,
hope in G od, or change the ob

ject of attention to one more elevated
and worthy of thought—C . Simmons.

He that will make a good use of any
part of his life must allow a large part
of it to recreation—Locke .

Amusements are to virtue
,
like breezes

of air to the flame ; gentle ones will fan
it

, but strong ones will put it out .

Thomas.

Diversions are the most properly ap
plied to ease and relieve those who are
too much employed . Those that are idle
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have no need of them , and yet they,
above all others

,
give themselves up to

them . To unbend our thoughts , when
they are too much stretched by our

cares
,
is not more natural than it is

necessary ; but to turn our . whole life
into a holiday

,
is not only ridiculous,

but destroyeth pleasure instead of pro
moting it .

—Saville .

Recreation is intended to the mind as
whetting is to the scythe , to sharpen the
edge of it , which otherwise would grow
dull and blunt . He , therefore , that
spends his whole time in recreation is
ever whetting

,
never mowing ; his grass

may grow and his steed starve . As
,

contrarily
,
he th at always toils and

never recreates
,
is ever mowing , never

whetting ; laboring much to little pur
pose ; as good scythe as no edge
Bp . Hall.

Recreation is not
’

t he highest kind of
enj oyment , but in its time and place is
quite as proper as prayer .

—S.

‘

I. Prime .

RE C TITUDE .;
-The great high-road

of human welfare lies along the highway
Of steadfast well-doing

,
and they who

are the most persistent , and work in the
truest Spirit

,
will invariably be the most

successful—S. Smiles.

If you would convince a man that he
does wrong

,
do right . Men will believe

what they see . Let them see—Thoreau .

N O man can do right unless he is
good

,
wise

, and strong . What wonder
we fail ?—C harles Bur ton .

N othing more completely baffles one

who is full o f trick and duplicity, than
straightforward and simple integrity in
another.—C o lton .

In all things preserve integrity , and
the consciousness of thine own upright
ness will alleviate the toil of business ,
soften the hardness of ill-success and dis
appointment , and give thee an humble
confidence before God

'

when the in

gratitude of men , or the iniquity of the
times may rob thee of other reward
Paley .

A straight line is the Shortest in morals
as in mathematics—Maria Edgeworth .

The man who is so conscious of the
rectitude of his intentions as to be will
ing to open his bosom to the inspection
of the world , is in possession of one of

the strongest pillars of a decided char
acter. The course of such a man will
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mirror to re

of the divme

without redemption , all

have been lost , adj udged
hell by doom severe .

Milton .

Alas ! alas ! why , all the souls that
were

,
were forfeit once ; and He that

might the vantage best have took , found
out the remedy—Shakespeare.

Redemption is the science and the
song of all eternity . Archangels, day
and night , into its glories look . The

saints and elders round the throne, o ld

in the years of heaven , examine it per
petually .

—Po llok.

I
C hrist is redemption to us, only as he
actually redeems and delivers our nature
from sin . If he is not the law and spring
of a new Spirit o f life , he is nothing to
us . “AS many as are led by the Spirit
of God, they are the sons of God, —as
many ; no more—Horace Bushne ll .

By C hrist’s purchasing redemption;
two things are intended : his satisfaction

”

and his merit ; the one pays our debt ,
and so satisfies ; the other procures our

title , and SO merits . The satisfaction Of
‘

C hrist is to free us from misery ; the
merit of C hrist is to purchase happiness
for us—Jonathan Edwards .

The whole system
,
the whole structure

of man and o f the world
,
is moulded to

be the theatre of the redemption of the
sinner. N ot in Eden

,
but on C alvary

and in heaven , which is the child of

C alvary, We see realized the whole idea
of G od—I. B. Brown .

REFIN EMENT —Refinement is the
lifting of one ’s self upwards from the
merely sensual

, the effort of the soul to
etherealize the common wants and uses
of l ife—H . W. Beecher.

That alone can be called true refine
ment which elevates the soul of man

,
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purifying the manne rs by improving the
intellect —C o leridge .

Too great refinement is false delicacy
and true delicacy i s solid refinement
Rochefoucauld

If refined sense and exalted sense be
not so useful as common sense , their
rarity, their novelty, and the nobleness
of their obj ects make some compensa
tion , and render them the admiration of
mankind ; as gold , though less service
able than iron, acquires from its scarcity
a value

.

which is much superior.—Hume .

Whenever education and refinement
grow away from the common people,
they are growing toward selfishness ,
which is the monster evil of the world .

That is tr ue cultivation which gives us
sympathy with every form of human
life , and enables us to work most suc
cessfully for its advancement . Refine
ment that carries us away from our

fellow-men is not GOd’

S refinement
H . W.

_
Beecher.

There is no reason why the brown
hand of labor should not hold Thomson
as well as the sickle . Ornamental read
ing shelters and even strengthens the
growth of what is merely useful . A
cornfield never returns a poorer crop be
cause a few wild-flowers bloom in the
hedge . The refinement of the poor is
the triumph of C hristian civilization
Willmo tt.

p

Far better, and more cheerfully , I
could dispense with some part of the
downright necessaries Of life

, than with
certain circumstances of elegance and
propriety in the daily habits of using
them .

—De Quincey .

Ages of ignorance and Simplicity are
thought to be ages of purity . But the
direct contrary I believe to be the case .

Rude periods have that gross ness of

manners which is as unfriendly to vir

tue as luxury itself. Men are less
ashamed as they are less polished
Warton .

It is in refinement and elegance that
the civilized man differs from the sav

a ge
—Johnson .

Men who walk on tiptoe all through
life

,
holding up their skirts for fear they

shall touch their fellows—who are deli
cate and refined in feeling . and who ring
all the bells of taste high up in their
own belfry where no one else can hear
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them
,
these dainty fools are the

.

greatest
sinners Of all , for they use their higher
faculties to serve the devil with—H . W.

Beecher.

Refinement creates beauty everywhere .

It is the grossness of the spectator that
discovers anything like grossness in the

Obj ect —Hazlitt.

True delicacy
,
as true generosity

,

more wounded by an act of Offence from
itself, than to itself—Greville .

REFLECTION .
—He that will not reflect is a ruined man—Old Proverb .

Knowledge is acquired by study and
observation , but wisdom cometh by Op

portunity of leisure ; the ripest thought
comes from the mind which is no t al

ways ou the stretch , but fed , at times,
by a wise passiveness .—W. Ma thews.

Reflection is a flower of the mind ,
giving out wholesome fragrance ; but
revery is the same flower

,
when rank and

running to seed .
—Tupp er.

The advice of a scholar, whose piles
of learning were set on fire by imagina
tion

,
is never to be forgotten . Propor

tion an hour’s reflection to an hour’s
reading , and so dispirit the book into the
student .

—Willmo tt.

The reflections on a day well spent
furnish us with j oys more pleasing than
ten thousand triumphs . _ Thomas. a

Kempis .

We are told ,
“Let not the sun go

down on your wrath ,
” but I would add ,

never act or write till it has done so .

This rule has saved me from many an
act o f folly . It is wonderful what a
different view w e take Of the same
event four-and-twenty hours after it has
happened—Sydney Smith .

A soul without reflection , like a pile
without inhabitant

,
to ruin runs .

Young.

They only babble who practise not reflection -Iyshall think ; and thought i s

silence —Sheridan .

There is one art o f which every man
should be a master—the art of reflection .

—Ii you are not a thinking man , to
what purpose are you a man at all ?
C o leridge .

Evil is wrought by Want Of thought as
well as by want of heart—Ho od.

Sum up at night what thou hast
done by day

,
and in the morning what

counts agree—Herbert.

Think twice before you Spea

once , and you will speak or act
wisely for it .

—Franklin .

Every man deeply engaged in busi
ness

,
if all regard to another state be

not extinguished , must have the con
viction ,

if not the resolution of one who ,
being asked whether he retired from the
army in disgust

,
answered, that he laid

down his commission for no other rea
son

,
but because there ought to be some

time for sober reflect io n between the\ '

life of a soldier and his death .

”—John
son .

REFORM.
—He who reforms himself,

has done much toward reforming others ;
and one reason why the world is not re
formed

,
is

,
because each would have

others make a beginning , and never
thinks of himself doing it .

—T. Adams .

One Vicious habit each year rooted
out , in tim e might make the worst man
good—Franklin .

N ecessity reforms the poor, and satiety
the rich—Tacitus.

It is easier to enrich ourselves with a
thousand virtues

,
than to correct our

selves of a Single fault—Bruyere .

What you dislike in another, take care
to correct in yourself—Sprat.

The true reformer is the seminal re
former

,
not the radical . And this is the

way the Sower, who went forth to sow
his seed

,
did really reform the world,

without making any open assault to
uproot what was already existing
Guesses at Truth .

Many hope the tree may be felled
that they may gather chips by the fall .
—Fuller.

C harles Fox said that restorations
were the most bloody of all revolutions ;
and he might have added that reforma
tions are the best mode of preventing
the necessity of either .

—C o lton .

He who reforms himself, has done
more toward reforming the public , than
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RE L IG IO N - Whatever definitions
men have given of religion , I find none
so accurately descriptive of it as this :
that it is such a belief of the Bible as
maintains a living influence on the heart
and life—C ecil .

Religion , in its purity, is not so much
a pursuit as a temper ; or rather it is a

temper, leading to the pursuit of all that
is high and holy . Its foundation is faith ;
its action

,
works ; its temper, holiness ;

its aim , Obedience to God in improve
ment Of self and benevolence to men .

Tryon Edwards .

The religion of C hrist reaches and
changes the heart , which no other re

ligion does—Howe lls .

Love God
,
and he will dwell with you .

Obey God,
and he will reveal to you the

truth of his deepest teachings—Robert
son .

C hristianity is the good man ’s text ;
his life is the illustration . How ad
mirable is that religion

,
which

,
while it

seems to have in view only the felicity
of another world, is at the same time
the highest happiness of this—Montes

quieu.

Indisputably the believers in the
gospel have a great advantage over all
others

,
for this simple reason

,
that

,
if

true
,
they will have their reward here

after ; and if there be no hereafter, they
can but be with the infidel in his eternal
Sleep

,
having had the assistance of an

exalted hope through life
,
without sub

sequent disappointment H—Byron
The stim and substance of the prepa
ration needed for a coming eternity is,
that y ou believe what the Bible tells
y ou,

and do what the Bible bids you .

C halmers.

Take away God and religion, and men
live to no purpose , without proposing
any worthy and considerable end of l ife
to themselves . —Tillo tson .

Those who make religion to consist in
the contempt of this world and its en

joyments, are under a very fatal and
dangerous mistake . As life is the gift
o f heaven

,
it is religion to enj oy it .

He , therefore , who can be happy in him
self

,
and who contributes all in his power

toward the happiness of others , answers
most effectually the ends of his creation ,
is an honor to his nature , and a pattern
to mankind—Addison .
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The j oy o f religion is an exorcist to
the mind ; it expels the demons of carnal
irth and madness—C ecil .
'

h ue religion and virtue give a
ful and happy turn to the mind ;
of all true pleasures , and even procure
for us the highest—Addison .

The contemplation of the Divine
Being , and the exercise of virtue , are in
their nature so far from excluding all
gladness of heart

,
that they are per

petual sources of it . In a word , the true
spirit o f religion cheers as well as com
poses the soul . It banishes

,
indeed

,
all

levity of behavior
,
all vicious and dis

solute mirth , but in exchange fills the
mind with a perpetual serenity, uninter
rupted cheerfulness

,
and an habitual

inclination to please others as well as
to be pleased in atse lf.

—Spectator .

If we were to b hired to religion , it .

is able to outbid he corrupted world
with all it can offer us, being so much
richer of the two in everything where
reason is admitted to be a j udge Of the
value—Halifax.

True religion Shows its influence in

every part of our conduct ; it is like the
sap o f a living tree, which penetrates
the most distant boughs .
What Dr . Arnold said about the class

o f young men who professed their senti
mental admiration of virtue

,
applies well

to Older persons : C ommend me to
those who not only love God,

but who
also hate the devil .”

All humble
,
meek

,
merciful

,
j ust

,
pious

,

and devout souls are everywhere of one

religion , and when death has taken off

the mask , they will know one another,
though the divers liveries they wear
make them strangers—Penn .

The pious man and the atheist always
talk of religion ; the one of what he
loves, and the other of what he fears
Montesquieu .

A ritual religion is generally light and
gay, not serious in its spirit ; all religions
being so ,

which cast responsibility into
outward Observances—Martineau .

Whether religion be true or false , it
must be necessarily granted to be the
only wise principle and safe hypothesis
for a man to live and die by .

- Tillo tson .

N O sciences are better attested than
the religion Of the Bible—Sir Isaac N ew

ton .
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Men will wrangle for religion ; write
for it ; fight for it ; die for it ; anything
but live for it H—C o lton
What a lovely bridge between Old age

and childhood is religion ! How in

stinctively the world begins with prayer
and worship on entering life, and how
instinctively

,
on quitting life , the o ld

man turns back to prayer and worship ,
putting himself again side by side with
the little child—Bulwer.

Religion is so far from barring men

any innocent pleasure , or comfort of hu
man life

,
that it purifies the pleasures of

it
,
and renders them more. grateful and

generous
,
and besides this

,
it brings

mighty pleasures of its own , those o f a
glorious hope , a serene mind , a calm
and undisturbed conscience

,
which do

far out-relish the most studied and arti
ficial luxuries—Shirley .

If you are not right toward God, you

can never be so toward man ; and this is
forever true , whether wits and rakes
allow it or not—Lord C hatham to his

N ephew .

N ever
“

trust anybody not of sound re a

ligion , for he that is ' false to God can
never be true to man—Lord Burleigh .

The religion of a sinner stands or
f

two
'

pillars ; namely , what C hrist did for us
in the flesh , and what he performs in
us by his Spirit . Most errors arise from
an attempt to separate these two—C ecil.
If it be the characteristic of a worldly
man that he desecrates what is holy

,
it

should be of the C hristian to consecrate
what is secular, and to recognize a pres
ent and presiding divinity in all things .
—C halmers .

If a man is not rising upward to be an
angel , depend upon it , he is sinking
downward to be a devil . He cannot
stop at the beast . The most savage of

men are not beasts ; they are worse , a
great deal worse .

—C o leridge .

The faith that only reaches to the
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head , wil l never sanctify the heart .
Knowledge , without experience , will no
more sanctify , than painted fire will
burn , or the 'sight Of water cleanse . It
may do good to others, as the knowledge
of N oah ’s carpenters was useful to him ,

while they perished in theflood—S. H .

C ox.

Philosophy can do nothing which re

ligion cannot do better than she ; and
religion can do a great many other things
which philosophy cannot do at all
Rousseau.

It is one thing to take God and
heaven for your portion , as believers do ,
and another thing to be desirous of it
as a reserve , when you can keep the
world no longer . It is one thing to sub

mit to heaven , as a lesser evil -than hell ;
and another thing to -desire it as a
greater good than earth . It is one thing
to lay up treasures and hopes in heaven ,

and seek it first ; and another thing to be
contented with it in our necessity , and

to seek the world before it
,
and give

G od what the flesh can spare . Thus
differeth the religion of serious C hris
tians and of carnal

,
worldly hypo

mites—Baxter.

A man who puts aside his religion be
cause he is going into society

,
is like

one taking off his Shoes because he is
about to walk upon thorns—C ecil .
Too many persons seem to use their
religion as a diver does his bell

,
to ven

ture down into the depths of worldliness
with safety, and there grope for pearls ,
with just so much of heaven’s air as will
keep them from suffocating

,
and no

more ; and some , alas ! as at times is the
case with the diver

,
are suffocated in the

experiment—G . B. C heever .

Let them learn first
,

” says Paul ,
“to

Show piety at home .

”
Religion should

begin_

-

_
in _
the family . The holiest sanctu

ary is home . The family altar is more
venerable than that of the cathedral .
The education of the soul for etern ity
should begin and be carried on at the
fireside .

If family religion were duly attended
to and properly discharged

,
I think the

preaching of the Word would not be the
common instrument of conversion
Baxter.

The moral
i

virtues
,
without religion ,

are but cold
,
lifeless , and insipid ; it is

only religion which opens the mind to
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great conceptions , fills it with the most
sublime ideas

,
and warms the soul with

more than sensual pleasures—Addison .

I have lived long enough to know what
I did not at one time believe—that no
society can be upheld in happiness and
honor without the sentiment of religion .

- Lap lace .

Political and professional fame cannot
last forever

,
but a conscience void of

offence before G od and man is an in
heritance for eternity . Religion , there
fore

,
is a necessary , an indispensable

element in any great human character.
There is no living without it . Religion
is the tie that connects man with his
C reator, and holds him to his throne .

If that tie is sundered or broken , he
floats away a

'

worthless atom in the uni
verse

,
its proper attractions all gone , its

destiny thwarted
,
and its whole future

nothing but darkness, desolation and
death . A man with no sense of religious
duty is he whom the Scriptures describes
in so terse but terrific a manner, as
“living without hope and without God
in the world .

” Such a man is out of his
proper being

,
out of the circle Of all his

duties
,
out of the circle of all his happi

ness
,
and away

,
far

,
far away from the

purposes Of his creation—Daniel Web

ster.

It was an admirable and true saying
of Plutarch ,

“
That a city may as well

be built in the air, as a commonwealth
or kingdom be either constituted or pre
served without the support Oi religion .

”

—Porteus .

Independent of its connection with
human . destiny hereafter, I believe the
fate of a republican government is in
disso lub ly bound up with the fate of the
C hrist ian religion , and that a people
who rej ect its only faith will find them
selves the slaves oi their own evil pas
sions or of arb itary power .—Lewis C ass.

The great comprehensive truths, writ
ten in letters of l iving light on every
page of our history, are these : Human
happiness has no perfect security but
freedom ; freedom , none but virtue ; vir
tue

,
none but knowledge ; and neither

freedom nor virtue has any vigor o r

immortal hope except in the principles
of the C hristian faith , and in the sanc
tions of the C hristian religion—Quincy .

We know ,
and

,
what is better, we feel

inwardly
,
that religion is the basis of

civil
and of all comfort—Burke .

recommended as the will and reason
the Supreme Deity , and enforced
sanctions of eternal punishment .
Gibbon .

True religion is the foundation
society, the basis on which all true civil
government rests

,
and from which power

derives its authority, laws their efficacy,
and both their sanction . If it is once
shaken by contempt , the whole fabric
cannot be stable or last ing—Burke .

Religion is equally the basis of private
virtue and public faith ; of the happiness
o f the individual and the prosperity of

the nation—W. Barrow .

Of all the dispositions and habits
which lead to political prosperity, re

ligion and morality are indispensable
supports . In ‘ vain would that man claim
the tribute of patriotism , who should
labor to subvert these great pillars of
human happiness , these firmest props of
the duties of men and citizens . And let
us with caution indulge the supposi
tion that morality can be maintained
without religion . Whatever may be
conceded to the influence of refined
education on minds of peculiar struc

ture , reason and experience both forbid
us to expect that national morality can

prevail in exclusion of religious prin
ciples—Washington.

If religious books are not widely circu
lated among the masses in this country ,
and the people do not become religious

,

I do not know what is to become of us
as a nation—Daniel Webster.

The religion of the gospel has power,
immense power, over mankind ; direct
and indirect , positive and negative , re

straining and aggressive . C ivilization ,

law, order, morality, the family , all that
elevates woman , or blesses society

,
or

gives peace to the nations
,
all these are

the fruits of C hristianity
,
the full power

of which , even for this world , could never
be appreciated till it should be taken
away .

—Tryon Edwards .

It was religion , which , by teaching
men their near relation to God, awak
ened in them the consciousness of their
importance as individuals .

‘ It was the
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Religion would not have enemies
,
if it

were not an enemy to their vices—Mas

sillon .

Religion presents few difficulties to the
humble ; many to the proud ; insuperable
ones to the vain .

—Hare .

Religion cannot pass away . The bum
ing Of a little straw may hide the stars
of the sky ,

but the stars are there, and
will reappear . —C arlyle .

When men cease to be faithful to God,
he who expects to find them so to each
other will be much disappointed—Bp .

Horne .

It will cost something to be religious :
it will cost more to be not so .

—J . Mason .

Religion does what philosophy could
never do .

—It shows the equal dealings
of heaven to the happy and the un

happy
,
and levels all human enj oyments

to nearly the same standard—It offers
to both rich and poor the same happiness
hereafter

,
and equal hopes to aspire after

it .

—Go ldsmith .

The writers against religion , while they
oppose every system

,
are wisely careful

never to set up any of their own .

Burke .

True religion extends alike to the
intellect and the heart . Intellect is in
vain if it lead not to emotion , and
emotion is vain if not enlightened by
intellect ; and both are vain if not guided
by truth and leading to duty—Tryon
Edwards .

Place not thy amendment only in in
creasing thy devotion

,
but in bettering

thy life . It is the damning hypocrisy of

this age that it slights all good morality,
and spends its zeal in matters of cere
mony

, and a form of godliness without
the power of it .

—Fuller.

Depend upon it religion is , in its es
sence

,
the most gentlemanly thing in the

world . It will alone gentilize
,
if un

mixed with can t ; and I know nothing
else that will

,
alone—C o leridge .

The C hristian is the highest style of
man—Young.

C ulture of intellect
,
without religion

in the heart , is only Civilized barbarism
and disguised animalism .

—Bunsen .

He that is a good man is three-quarters
of his way toward the being a good
C hristian , wheresoever he lives, or what
soever he is called—South .
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Of all the dispositions and habits
which lead to political prosperity

,
re

ligion and morality are indispensable
supporters—A volume could not trace
all their connections with private and
public felicity—Washington .

Measure not men by Sundays, with
out regarding what they do all the week
after.—Fuller .

A life that will bear the inspection o f

men and o f God, is the only certificate
of true religion—Johnson .

The loss of popular resp ect for re

ligion is the dry rot of social institutions .
The idea of God as the C reator and
Father of all mahkind is in the moral
world , what gravitation is in the natural ;
it holds all together and causes them to
revolve around a gommon center . Take
this away , and men drop apart ; there
is no such thing as Collective humanity,
but only separate molecules

,
with no

more cohesion than SO many grains of
sand—H. M . Field.

Every condition of life has its perils
and its advantages ; and the office of re
ligion is, not to change that in which
Providence has placed us, but to
strengthen and sanctify our hearts that
we may resist the temptations , and im
prove the Opportunities Oi blessings pre
sented to us.

—G . W. Bethune .

The head truly enlightened will pres
ently have a wonderful influence in

purifying the heart ; and the heart really
affected with goodness

,
will much con

duce to the directing of the head

Religion is the best armor in the
world

,
but the worst cloak—John N ew

ton .

Let your religion be seen . Lamps do
not talk

,
but they do shine . A light

house sounds no drum , it beats no gong ;
yet

,
far over the waters, its friendly

light is seen by the mariner. -T. L .

Cuyler.

If our religion is not true, we are
bound to change it ; if

.

it is true , we
are bound to propagate 1t .

—Whately .

By living according to the rules of
religion a man becomes the wisest, the
best , and the happiest creature that he
is capable of being—Honesty , industry ,

the employing o f time well , a constant
sobriety , an undefiled purity, with con

tinual serenity, are the best preserva
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tives, too , o f life and health , so that take
man as an individual , religion is his
guard , his perfection , his beauty, and
h is glory .

—This will make him a light in
the world , shining brightly, and en

lightening many round about him .
—Bp .

Burnet.

Be faithful in carrying out the great
principles of C hrist ianity in conduct, and
you will find your practice confirming
your faith—The better you become
through faith , the more confirmed and
satisfied will you be both in belief and
conduct—Tryon Edwards .

Our ancestors founded their system of

government on morality and religious
sentiment . Moral habits, they believed ,
cannot be trusted on any other founda
tion than r

'

eligious principle ; nor any
government be secure , which is not
supported by moral habits . Whatever
makes men good C hristians, makes them
good citizens—Daniel Webster.

There are few Signs in a soul ’s state
more alarming than that of religious in
difference ; that is, the Spirit of thinking
all religions equally true , the real mean
ing of which is

,
that all religions are

equally false .
—F. W. Robertson .

Religious opportunities are like the
books of the sibyl , more and more
valuable

,
the fewer there are that re

main—Tryon Edwards .

Look out for a people entirely void of

religion
,
and if you find them at all , be

assured they are but a few degrees r e
moved from the brutes—Hume .

If we traverse the world , it is possible
to find cities without walls, without
letters

,
without kings

,
without wealth ,

without coin
,
without schools and

theatres ; but a city without a temple ,
or that practiseth not worship , prayer,
and the like

,
no one ever saw .

—Plu
tarch .

You may discover tribes of men with
out policy, or laws, or cities, or any of

the arts of life ; but nowhere will you
find them without some form of religion .

—Blair.

True religion carries health and
strength into the soul .—It regulates all
things ; subordinates all things to their
j ust positions ; withdraws from men no
faculty ; ties up no power ; extinguishes
no instinct ; imprisons no part of the
mind , but only regulates and directs .
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The religions we count false , may ,
for a time

,
have had their use ; being ,

in their origin
,
faint , though mis

understood echoes o i an early divine
revelation

, and also as Emerson says,
“
afl‘irmations of the conscience , correct

Religion is only another word for the
right use of a man’s whole self

,
instead

of a use that is wrong and ruinous
It puts men into connection with God ;
it brings them into harmonious rela
tions to their fellow-men ; it gives them
direct-ion for the achievement of duty ;
it opens to them the coming world

,
and

inspires them with ardent desires for it ;
it makes them love whatever is good

,

and abhor whatever is bad ; it inspires
reverence , obedience , and love toward
God ; it inculcates j ustice , mercy ,

and

benevolence toward men ; it endows us
with courage , with patience , with con

tentment ; it commands industry , fru
gality , and hospitality ; it enj oins
honesty, truthfulness, uprightness, sim

plicity , and integrity ; and that men , in
their ignorance and weakness

,
may feel

the importance o f virtue
’

and true piety
,

it reveals the immortality t of man ’s na
ture , the glory of the h eavenly state ,
and the sympathy of God with the strug
gles of human life ; and above all , it
sets before men , in a perfect pattern , the
example of C hrist , who was tempted in
all points like as we are

,
and yet without

sin , teaching us both by precept and by
his example to be like him .

—H . W.

Beecher.

It is the property of the religious
spirit to be the most refining of all influences—N o external advantages, no
culture of the tastes , no habit of com
mand

,
no association with the elegant

or even depth of affection can bestow
that delicacy and that grandeur of bear
ing which belong only to the mind ac

customed to celestial conversation
Emerson .

Our religion is one that dares to be
understood ; that offers itself to the
search of the inquisitive , and to the in
spection of the severest and most
awakened reason . For being secure o f

her substantial truth and purity , she

knows that for her to be seen and looked
into is to be embraced and admired , as
there needs no greater argument

.

for

men to love the light than to see it .

Johnson
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ing the evil customs of their times .
Tryon Edwards.

The noblest charities, the best fruits
of learning , the richest discoveries, the
best institutions of law and j ustice

,

every greatest thing the world has seen ,
represents, more or less directly

,
the

fruitfulness and creativeness of religion .

—Horace Bushnell.

It has been said that true religion will
make a man a more thorough gentle
man than all the courts in Europe . And

it i s true that you may see simple labor
ing men as thorough gentlemen as any
duke , simply because they have learned
to fear God ; and, fearing him , to re

strain themselves, which is the very
root and essence of all good breeding .

There is something in religion , when
rightly apprehended

,
that is masculine

and grand . It removes those little de
sires which are the constant hectic of a
fool .”—C’ecil.
If you take religion as a guide you
shall find it also a friend ; a j oy in pros
perity ,

a comfort in adversity , peace to
the conscience , strength for duty, hOpe
for the future

,
and endless blessedness in

the end—Tryon Edwards.

I would give nothing for that man
’s

religion
,
whose very dog and cat are

not the better for it .

—Rowland Hill .
While men believe in the possibilities

of children being religious, they are
largely failing to make them so , because
they are offering them not a child ’s but
a man’s religion—men ’s forms of truth
and men’s forms of experience—Phillips
Brooks.

Religion is the final centre of repose ;
the goal to which all things tend ; apart
from which man is a shadow , his very
existence a riddle

, and the stupendous
scenes o f nature which surround him as
unmeaning as the leaves which the
sibyl scattered in the wind—Robert

Hall.

What I want is, not to possess re

ligion ,
but to have a religion that shall

possess me .
—C harles Kingsley .

N othing exposes religion more to the
reproach of its enemies than the world
liness and hard—heartedness of its pro
fessors—M . Henry .

Religion is intended for both worlds .
and right living for this is the best prep

REL IG ION

aration for the next .—C haracter is de
0 1sive of destiny—Tryon Edwards .

If we think of religion only as a means
o f escaping what we call the

,

wrath to
come , we shall no t escape it ; we are
under the burden of death

,
if we care

only for ourselves . -Froude .

The only impregnable citadel of virtue
is rel1g1on ;

. for there
“is no bulwark of

mere morali ty, which some temptation
may not overtop or undermine and de
stroy .

—Jane Porter.

Religious contention is the devil’s har
vest—Fontaine .

N o man ’s religion ever survives his
morals—South .

All belief that does not render us more
happy, more free , more loving , more
act1ve

, more calm, is, I fear, an errone

ous and superst1t1ous beh ef—Lavater .

The best perfection\ of a religious man
is to do common things in a perfect
manner .—Bonaventura .

There are those to whom a sense of
religion has come in storm and tempest ;
there are those whom it has summoned
amid scenes o f revelry and idle vanity ;
there are those , too , who have heard its“still small voice ” amid rural leisure
and placid retirement . But perhaps the
knowledge which causeth not to err is
most frequently impressed upon the
mind during the season of affliction
Walter Sco tt .

Religion finds the love of happiness
and the principles of duty separated in
us ; and its mission—its masterpiece is,
to reunite them .

-Vinet.

Unless we place
'

our religion
. and our

treasure in the same thing rel1g1on W111
always be sacrificed—Emotetus .

The call to religion is not a call to be
better than your fellows , but to be
better than yourself.—H. W. Beecher.

Religion is not a dogma , not an emo
tion

,
but a service .

-Our redemption is
not of the head alone , nor of the heart
alone

,
but pre-eminently o f the life , as

the only infallible criterion of what we
really are—N ot belief, not emotion , but
obedience is the test—Mere behef

would make religion a mere theology.

Mere emotion would make it a mere
excitement—While the true divine of

it is a life , begotten of grace the
depths of the human soul , subdumg to
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these is not possible . Where idolatry
ends, there C hristianity begins ; and
where idolatry begins , there C h
ends—Jacobi.
Many would l ike religion as a sort of
lightning rod to their houses, to ward
off, by and by, the bolts of divine wrath .

—H. W. Beecher.

The external
'

part of religion is doubt
less o f little value in comparison with
the internal ; and so is the cask in com
parison with the wine contained in it ;
but if the cask be staved in , the wine
must perish—Bp . Horne .

Where true religion has prevented one

crime
,
false religions have afforded a

pretext for a thousand—C o lton .

Religion is the fear and love of God ;
its demonstration is good works ; and
faith is the root of both , for without
faith we cannot please God ; nor can we
fear and love what we do not believe .

Penn .

I have taken much pa ins to know
everything that is esteemed worth
knowing amongst men ; but with all my
reading

,
nothing now remains to com

fort me at the close of this life but this
passage of St . Paul : “It is a faithful
saying , and worthy of all acceptation

,

that Jesus C hrist came into the world
to save sinners .” To this I cleave

,
and

herein do I find rest .—Selden .

Religion is the answer to that cry of
reason which nothing can silence ; that
aspiration of the soul which no created
thing can meet ; of that want of the
heart which all creation cannot supply .

—J . T. Hecker.

A religion that never suffices to govern
a man , will never suffice to save h im .

That which does not distinguish him
from a sinful world , will never dis
tinguish him from a perishing world .

John Howe .

Know that without star or angel for
their guide , they who worship G od shall
find him .

—Humble love , and no t proud
reason keeps the door of heaven—Love
finds admission where proud science

I have now disposed of all my prop
erty to my family—There is one thing
more I wish I could give them

,
and that

is the C hrist1an religion .
-If they had

that , and I had not given them one

shilling , they would have been rich , and

2 REL IG ION

if they had not that , and I had
them all the world , they would be
-Patrick Henry .

The body of all true religion co
in obedience to the will of God,

Horace Bushne ll .

not true
,
but was

true ; it no t only
it demanded nqne

to truth
,
the very

characteristic disti
—Whate ly .

cience

It
’
s watchword is the word “ought .

—It’s highest j oy is in doing God’s
will . —T. L . Cuy ler.

The religion of some people is con

strained , like the cold bath when used ,
not for pleasure , but from necessity for
health , into which one goes with relue
tance , and is glad when able to get out .

-But religion to the true believer is
like water to a fish ; it is his element ;
he lives in it

,
and could not live out of

it .
—John N ewton .

Religion consists not so much in j oy
ous feelings as in constant devotedness
to God, and laying ourselves out for the
good of others—Stewart.
Infivard religion, without the outward
show of it

,
is like a tree without fruit

,

useless ; and the outward show of re

ligion , without inward sincerit is like
a tree without heart , lifeless
There never was law

, or sect , or opin
ion

0

did so magnify goodness as the
C hristian religion doth—Bacon .

None but God can satisfy the long
ings of the immortal soul ; as the heart
was made for him , he only can fill it
Trench .

My principles in respect of religious
interest are two ,—one is

,
that the C hurch

shall not meddle with politics
,
and the

government shall not meddle with re

ligion .
—Kossuth .

If your whole life is guided by religion .

the hearts of others may be touched by
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that loves
of our common walk ; one

an honest man ; one that ac
an intellectual and moral
the subj ect ; one that works
her

,
and improves all oppor

ill best and most healthi ly
growth of a church and
the G ospel .—Horace Bush

REME MBRAN C E .

—(See MEM

oar
”

)

Remembrance is the only
.

paradise out
of which we cannot be driven away .

Richter.

Remembered j oys are never past ; at
once the fountain

,
stream , and sea , they

were
,
they are

,
they yet shall be .

J . Montgomery .

Sorrows remembered sweeten present
joy .

-Po llok.

The world does not require so much
as reminded—Hannah

is lost makes the*re
membrance dean—Shakespeare .

Of j oys departed , not to return , how
painful the remembrance—Robert Blair.

The sweet remembrance of the just
shall flourish when he sleeps in dust .
Tate and Brady .

The greatest comfort of my o ld age ,
and that which gives me the highest
satisfaction

,
is the pleasing remembrance

of the many benefits and friendly oflices
I have done to others—C ato .

Pleasure is the flower that fades ; re

membrance is the lasting perfume .

Boufllers .

Remembrances last longer than pres
ent realities ; I have preserved blossoms
for many years

,
but never fruits .

Richter .

W P

REMORSE

Every one can remember that which
has interested himself .—Plautus .

I cannot but remember such things
were , that were most precious to me
Shakespeare .

REMORSE .
—(See GUILT .

Remorse is the echo of a lost virtue
Bulwer.

.Remorse is virtue ’s root ; its fair in
crease are fruits o f innocence and blessed
ness—Bryant.
There is no future pang can deal that
justice on the self-condemned

,
he deals

on his own soul .—Byron .

Remorse is a man’s dread prerogative
,

and is the natural accompaniment of

his constitution as a knowing
,
voluntary

agent , left in trust with his own wel

fare and that o f others .
'

Remorse , if we
exclude the notion of responsibility, is
an enigma in human nature never to be
explained—Isaac Taylor.

C onscious remorse and anguish must
be felt

,
to curb desire , to break the stub

born will
,
and work a second nature in

the soul
,
ere virtue can regain the place

she lost—Rowe .

The fruition of what is unlawful must
be followed by remorse . The core sticks
in the throat after the apple is eaten ,
and the

,

sated appetite loathes the in
terdicted pleasure for which innocence
was bartered .

—Jane Porter.

I am afraid to think what I have done ;
look on it again I dare not—Shake
speare .

Think not that guilt requires the
burning torches of the furies to agitate
and torment it .

—Frauds
,
crimes, re

membrances of the past and terrors of

the future
,
these are the domestic furies

that are ever present to the minds o f

theg impipusr —C icero .

Remorse not only turns God against
us

,
but turns us against ourselves , and

makes the soul like the scorpion in the
fire

,
which stings itself to death

Thomas.

Remorse is the consciousness of doing
wrong with no sense of love ; penitence
the same consciousness with the feeling
of sorrow and tenderness added—F. W.

Robertson .

To be left alone , and face
.to face with

my own crime , had been just retribu

tion—Longfe llow .
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This is the bitterest of all
, to wear the

yoke of our own wrong-doing .
—G . E lio t.

There is no man that is to himself
knowingly guilty and that carries guilt
about him

,
but receives a sting into his

soul . -Tillo tson .

N ot sharp revenge
,
nor hell itself can

find a fiercer torment than a gu i lty
mind—Dryden .

It is not just when a villainous act
has been

’

committed that it torments us ;
it is when we think o f it afterward , for
the remembrance of it lasts forever .
Rousseau.

Remorse is beholding heaven and
feeling hell .—Moore .

REPARTEE —The impromptu reply
is the touchstone of the man of wit .

Repartee is perfect , when it eflects its
purpose with a double edge . Repartee
is the highest order of w it , as it be
speaks the coolest yet quickest exercise
of genius at a moment when the passions
are roused—C o lton .

I think I never knew an instance of
great quickness of parts being j oined
with great solidity. The most rapid
rivers are seldom or never deep—Shen
stone .

REPEN TAN C E .
—Of al l acts of man

repentance is the most divine—The
greatest o f all faults is to be conscious
of none—C arlyle .

True repentance consists in the heart
being broken for sin and broken from
sin . Some often repent , yet never re

form ; they resemble a man travelling in
a dangerous path

, who frequently starts
and stops

,
but never turns back .

Thornton .

To do so no more is the truest re

pentance
—Luther.

Mere sorrow,
which weeps and sits

still
,
is not repentance—Repentance is

sorrow converted into action ; into a
movement toward a new and better life .

True repentance is to cease from sin

ning ,
—Am brose .

Repentance is not only grief on ao

count of this or that particular act ;
it is a deep-seated sorrow on account
of the discrepancy between the outward
acts o f the will and that ideal which is
presented to the conscience in the new

—Martensen .

Repentance is a thearty sorrow for
past misdeeds, and\. a sincere resolu
and endeavor, to the utmost of
power, to conform all our actions to
law of G od . It does not consist in

mainder of our l ives—Locke .

l ike continually pumpi
ing the leak .

—Dilwyn .

He that waits for
for that which cannot
it is waited for. It is
to wait for that
to do .

—Wm . N evins.

is worse—Payson .

be repentance in the life—Wm .

.

The best part of repentance
sm ug

—Arabian Proverb .

Right actions for the future
best apologies for wrong ones in
—the best evidence of

that we can offer
, or th

_ Tryon Edwards .

Blest tears of soul-fe

True
merely
most 0

and fel

It is one thing to mourn for
cause it expose s us to hell , and
to mourn for it because it is an
evil ; one thing to mourn for it
it is inj urious to ourselves , and
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that none should presume—Augustine .

Great
_

is the difference betwixt a man’s
being frightened at , and humbled for his

Sorrow for having done amiss is fruit
less 1f it i ssue not in domg so no more .

REPOSE—(See REST . )
Our foster-nurse of nature is repose.—Shakespeare .

If we find not repose in ourselves
,
it is

in vain to seek it elsewhere—From the
French .

Repose is agreeable to the human
mind ; and decision is repose . A man

has made up his Opinions ; he does not
choose to be disturbed ; and he is much
more thankful to the man who con
firms him in his errors

,
and leaves him

alone
,
than he is to the man who re

futes him , or who instructs him at the
expense of his tranquillity—Sydney
Smith .

These should be hours for necessities
,

not for delights ; times to repair our na
ture with comforting repose , and not

for us to waste—Shakespeare .

There is no mortal truly wise and
restless at once ; wisdom is the repose of
minds—Lavater.

Repose and cheerfulness are the badge
of the gentleman—repose in energy. The
Greek battle pieces are calm ; the heroes,
in whatever violent actions engaged

,
re

tain a serene aspect—Emerson .

Have you known how to compose
your manners ? You have done a great
deal more than he who has composed
books . Have you known how to take
repose ? You have done more than he
who has taken cities and empires .
Montaigne .

Repose without stagnation is the state
most favorable to happiness .

“
The

great felicity of life
,

” says Seneca , is to
be without perturbations.

” —Bovee .

REPROOF.
—Reproof should not ex

haust its powers upon petty failings ;
l et it watch diligently against the in
cursions of vice , and leave foppery and
futility to die of themselves .

Rebuke not in anger , or with sever
ity ; hard words are like hailstones in
summer , beating down and destroying
what they would nourish were they
melted

’

into drops.

Reprove
men ; good
son then ;
peased and
faults, and

REPROOF

C onfront improper conduct ,
retaliation

,
but by example—J .

When the most insignificant person
tells us we are in error, we should listen,
and examine ourselves

,
and see if it is

so . To believe it possible we may be
in error

,
is the first step toward getting

out of it .

He who ,
when"called upon to speak a

disagreeable truth , tells it boldly and

has done , is both bolder and milder than
he who nibbles in a low -voice , and never
ceases nibbling—Lavater.

Before thou reprehend another, take
heed thou art not culpable in what thou
goest about to reprehend . He that
cleanses a blot with blotted fingers
makes a greater blur.—Quarles .

I never was fit to say a word to a
sinner

,
except when I had a broken

heart myself ; when I was subdued and
melted into penitence , and felt as

though I had j ust received pardon for
my own soul

,
and when my heart was

full of tenderness and pity—Payson .

Reproof is a medicine like mercury or

Opium ; if it be improperly administered ,
it will do harm instead of good—Horace

Mann .

Ill deeds are doubled with an evil
word ; the sting of a reproach is the
truth of it .

—Shakespeare .

Whenever anything is spoken against
you that is not true , do no t pass by or

despise it because it is false ; but forth
with examine yourself

,
and consider

what you have sa id or done that may
administer a just occasion of reproof
Plutarch .

N o reproach is like that we clothe in
smile

,
and present with a bow—Bul

Reprove thy friend privately ; com
mend him publicly - Solon .

Aversion from reproof is not wise . It
is a mark of a little mind . A great man

can afford to lose ; a little , insignificant
fellow is afraid of being snuffed out
C ecil.



to hear the sins they love
kespeare .

upbraiding of the eye is the
of reproach ; it speaks at
imagination—Mrs. Balfour.

l ittle chiding than a great

entle method of re

that they were not

ashamed to repeat

inclined to mirth—Shakespeare .

The reproof of a good man resembles
fuller’s earth ; it not only removes the
spots from our character, but it rubs
off when it is dry—Williamson .

I will chide no breather in the world
but myself

, against whom I know most
faults—Shakespeare .

Many men are angry with them that
tell them of their faults , when they
should be angry only with the faults
that are told them .

—Venning.

The most difficult province in friend
ship is the letting a man see his faults
and errors, which should if possible be
so contrived that he may see our advice
is given him

, no t so much to please
ourselves as for his own advantage .

The reproofs
,
therefore , of a friend

should always be strictly just , and not

too frequent .—Budgell .
REPUBLIC—At twenty , every one is
republican—Lamartine .

Though I admire ,
republican principles

in theory , yet I am afraid the practice
may be too perfect for human nature ?
We tried a republic last century and it
failed . Let our enemies try next . I
hate political experiments—Wa lpo le .

Republics come to an end by luxuri
ous hab its ;

' monarchies by poverty .

Montesquieu.

It is the weakness and danger of re

publics
,
that the vices as well as virtues

of the people are represented in their
legislation .

—Mrs . Mary H . Hunt.

Republicanism is not the phantom of
a deluded imagination .

—Ou the con

trary ,
under no form of government are

laws better supported
,
liberty and prop

erty better secured , or happiness more
effectually dispensed to mankind .

Washington .
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Equa l and exact~ justice to all : peace ,
commerce and honest friendship with all
nations , and entangling alliances with
none ; the support of State governments
in all their rights, as the most competent
administration of our domestic concerns

,

are the surest bulwarks against anti
republican tendencies—Jefferson .

REPUTATION .
—(See

Reputation is what men and women
think of us ; character is what God and
angels know of us.

—Paine .

Regard your good name as the richest
j ewel y ou can possibly be possessed of

-for credit is like fire ; when once you
have kindled it you may easily preserve
it , but if you once extinguish it , you will
find it an arduous task to rekindle it
again .

The way to gain a good reputation , is,
to endeavor to be what you desire to
appear.—So crates .

A proper self-regard becomes improper
as soon as we begin to value reputation
more than real character.—Morning Star.

The two most precious things this
side the grave are our reputation and
our life . But i t is to be lamented that
the most contemptible whisper may de
prive us of the one

,
and the weakest

weapon of the other .
‘

A wise man
,
there

fore , will ,
be more anxious to deserve a

fair name than to possess it
,
and this

will teach him so to live
,
as not to be

afraid to die—C o lton .

See that your character is right
,
and

in the long run your reputation will be

The purest treasure mortal times af
ford is spotless reputation ; that away ,

men are but gilded loam or painted
clay.

-Shakespeare .

A fair reputation is a plant delicate
in its nature , and by no means rapid in

—It will not shoot up in a
night , l ike the gourd o f the prophet , but
like that gourd , it may perish in a night .

-Jeremy Taylor.

Reputation , reputation , reputation !
Oh , I have lost my reputation ! I have
lost the immortal part of myself ; and
what remains is bestial—Shakespeare .

The reputation of a man
‘

is like his
shadow

,
gigantic when it precedes him ,

and pigmy in its proportions when it
follows—Talleyrand.

Whatever ignominy or disgrace we
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have incurred
,
it is almost always in our

power to
'

re-establish our reputation .

Ro chefoucauld.

A reputation for good judgment
,
fair

dealing , truth , and rectitude , is itself a.
fortune—H . W. Beecher.

Good will , like a good name , is got
by many actions, and lost by one .

. One may be better than his reputa
tion, but never better than his principles.
—Latena.

Reputation is but the synonym of
popularity ; dependent on suffrage , to be
increased or diminished at the will of
the voters—Washington A llston .

The blaze of reputation cannot be
blown out, but it often dies in the socket .—Johns on .

Who swerves from innocence
,
who

makes divorce of that serene companion,
a good name , recovers not his loss ; but
walks with shame , with doubt , with fear,
and haply with remorse—Wordsworth .

My name and memory I leave to

men’s charitable speeches, to foreign na
tions, and to the next age—Bacon .

In all the affairs of this world , so

much reputation is, in reality, so much
power .—Tillo tson .

We should be careful to deserve a

good reputation by doing well ; and
when that care is once taken , not to be
over-anx ious about the success—Ro ches
ter.

There are two modes of establishing
our reputation : to be praised by honest
men

,
and to be abused by rogues—It is

best , however, to secure the former, b e
cause it will invariably be accompanied
by the latter .

-C
’
o lton .

Reputation is sometimes as wide as
the horizon

,
when character is but the

point of a needle—C haracter is what
one really is ; reputation what others
believe him to be .

-H . W. Beecher.

N othing is so uncertain as general
reputation—A man injures me from
humor

,
passion

, or interest ; hates me
because he has injured me ; and speaks
ill of me because he hates me .

—Home .

He that tears away a man ’s good name
tears his flesh from his bones , and by
letting him live gives him only a cruel
opportunity of feeling his misery , of
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no proof—Hazlitt.

Reputation is an idle and most false
imposition , oft got without merit , and
lost Without deserving—Shakespeare .

N o man was ever written out of
'

repu
tation but by himself—Monk.

Associate with men of good quality ,
if you esteem your own reputation ; it
is better to be alone than in bad com
pany—Washington .

A reputation o
‘fl'ce broken may possibly

be repaired, but the world will always
keep their eyes on

‘the spot where the
crack was.

Garments that have once one rent in
them are subj ect to be torn on every
nail

,
and glasses that are once cracked

are soon broken—Such is man ’s good
name when once tainted with just re

proach—Bp . Hall .

There are few persons of greater
worth than their reputation ; but how
many are there whose worth is far short
of their reputation l—Stanislaus .

Reputation is rarely proportioned to
virtue—We have seen a thousand people
esteemed

,
either for the merit they had

not yet attained or for what they no

longer possessed—Evremond.

When a man has once forfeited the
reputation of his integrity , he is set fast ;
nothing will then serve his turn , neither
truth nor falsehood—Tillo tson .

A good name is properly that reputa
tion of virtue which every man may
challenge as his right and due in the
opinion of others , till he has made f
feit of it by the viciousness of his ac

tions—South .

An honest reputation is within the
reach of all ; they obtain it by social
tues and doing their duty .

—This kind of

reputation
,
though neither brilliant nor

startling
,
is often the most conducive to

happiness—Duelos .

O ! reputation , dearer far than life ,
thou precious balsam , lovely , sweet of

smell
,
whose cordial drops once spilt by
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choo se it belongs to another .—Epictetus .

It is a higher exhibition of C hrist ian
manl iness to be able to bear trouble
than to get rid of it .

-H . W. Beecher.

We cannot conquer fate and neces

sity , yet we can yield to them in such
a manner as to be greater than if we
could .

—Landor
It were no virtue to bear calamities

if we do not feel them .
—Mad. N ecker.

N o cl-oud can overshadow a true
C hristian but his faith will di ’scern a

rainbow upon it.—Bp . Horne .

It is not where we have gathered up
our brighter hopes, that the dawn o f

happiness breaks . It is not where we

have glanced our eye with affright , that
we find the deadl iest gloom . What
should this teach us? To bow to the
great and only source of light

, and live
humbly and with confiding resignation .

-G
’
oethe .

Submission to God is the only balm
that can heal the wounds he gives .
Emmons .

Thy way, not mine , 0 Lord , however
dark it be ; lead me by thine own hand ;
choose out the path for me .

—H . Bonar.

All we have is the Almighty’s
, an d

shall no t God have his own when he
calls fo r it ? -Penn .

There is but one way to tranquillity
o f mind and happiness, and that is to
account no external things thine own

,

but to commit all to G od.
—Ep ictetus.

Every man has his chain and clog,
only it is looser and lighter to one than
to an other ; and he is mo re at ease who
takes it up and carries it than he who
drags it .

-Seneca .

Whate’er my doom , it cannot be un

happy, for G od has given me the boon
of resignation—Wilson .

Demand not that events should hap
pen as you wish , but wish them to
happen as they do , and you will go on
well .—Epic tetus.

RE SO LU T IO N —(See PURPOSE,
PERSEVERANCE , and

He who is firm and resolute in will
moulds the world to himself .—Goethe .

Good resolutions are a pleasant crop
to sow .

—The seed sp rings up so readily ,
and

,the blossoms open so soon with such
a brave show

,
especially at first . But

RESOLUT ION

If we are but fixed and resolute—bent

when the time of flowers has passed
,

what as to the fruit?—L . Malet.

The block of granite which is an ob

stacle in the pathway of the weak , be
comes a stepping-stone in the. pathway
o f the strong—C arlyle.

To think we are able is almost to be
so ; to determine upon attainment is
frequently attainment itself ; earnest
resolution has often seemed to have
about it almost a savor of omnipotence .

—S. Smiles.

The nerve which never relaxes—the
eye which never blanches—the thought
which never wanders—the purpose that
never wavers—these are the masters o f

victory .
—Anon .

Experience teacheth that resolution is
a sole help in need—Shakespeare .

If we have nee o f a strong will in
,

order to do good
,
i

,
is still more neces

sary for us in order not to do evil .
Mo le .

A good inclination is but the first
rude draught of virtue , but the fin ishing
strokes are from the will

,
which

,
if well

disposed , will by degrees perfect it, o r

S
ill

h

disposed will quickly deface it
out

“
Resolution, says John Foster, is

omnipotent .”—He that resolves upon
any great and good end , has , by that
very resolutio n , scaled the chief barrier
to it .

—He wil l find such resolution re

moving difficulties, searching out or

making means, giving courage for de
spondency ,

and strength for weakness,
and like the star to the wise men of

Old, ever guiding him nearer and nearer
to perfection .

- Tryon Edwards.

But little is accomplished, because but
little is vigorously attempted ; and but
little is attempted, because diffi culties
are magnified . A timorously cautious
spirit

,
so far from acting with resolu

tion
,
will never think itself in posses

sion of the preliminaries for acting at
all

. Perhaps perseverance has been the
radical principle of every truly great
character.—J. Foster.

DO not , for one repulse , forego the
purpose that you resolved to effect
Shakespeare .

A good intention clothes itself with
power.—Emerson
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every side and at
moment ; and even obstacles and
tion .will but make us “l ike the
spectre-ships

,
which sail the fast

the very teeth of the wind .

”

Edwards.

time
,
be fire with

, threatener, and out
bragging horror ; so

that borrow their be
great

,
grow great by

put on the dauntless
—Shakespeare .

whatever you resolve to
to be something in the
will be something . I
accomplished anything ;
as wrought wonders—J .

o him who

stands prepared to conquer
.

every haz
ard—The fearful are the fai ling—Sarah
J . Hale .

Either I will find a way , or I will
make one—Sir P . Sidney .

RESPON SIBILITY .
—The most im

portant thought I ever had was that of

my individual responsibility to G od .

Daniel Webster.

Responsibility educates . Wendell

All men , if they work not as in the
great taskmaster’s eye , will work wrong ,
and work unhappily for themselves and

for you—C arly le .

N othing keeps alive the sense of the
unworthiness of a life going to aste

,

like the thought of God ’s watchfu eye .

N or is there anything to tone up the
honesty of men l ike the remembrance
o f personal accountability .

—Monday
C lub Sermons .

direct responsibility
to God is almost
of Protestantism .

If the master takes no account of his
servants

,
they will make small account

of him
,
and care not what they spend

who are never brought to an audit

Every human
.

being has a work to
carry on Within , duties to perform
abroad , influences to exert , which are

peculiarly his, and. which no conscience
but his own can teach .

—C hanning.

Much misconstruction and bitterness
are spared to him who thinks naturally
upon what he owes to others rather than
what he o ught to expect from them
Mad. Guizo t.

Responsibility walks hand in hand
with capacity and power .—J. G . Ho lland.

. Responsibility is measured , not by
the amount of injury resulting from
wrong action

,
but by the distinctness

with which conscience has the opportu

nity of distinguishing between the right
and the wrong—F. W. Robertson .

Sin with the multitude , and your re

spo nsibility and guilt are as great and
as truly personal , as if y ou alone had
done the wrong—Tryon Edwards.

The assurance that this is a state of
probation , should give vigor to virtue
and solemnity to truth . Every hour as
sumes a fearful responsibility when we

View it as the culturer Of an immortal
harvest .—Mrs. Sigourney .

REST .
—Rest is the sweet sauce of

labor.—Plutarch .

Absence of occupation is not rest ; a
mind quite vacant is a mind distressed .

-C owper.

True rest is not that of torpor , but
that of harmony ; it is not refusing the
struggle

,
but

,

conquering in it ; not rest
ing from duty, but finding rest in it
F. W. Robertson .

Some seek bread ; and some seek
wealth and ease ; and some see

‘

k fame ,
but all are seeking rest .—Langbridge .

C ertainly work is not always required
of a man . There is such a thing as a
sacred idl eness—the cultivation of which
is

lé
iow fearfully neglected—G . Maedon

a

“

Rest is valuable only so far as it is a
contrast . Pursued as an end , it becomes
a most pitiable condition—D . Swing.

TOO much rest itself becomes a pain .

—Homer.

All work and no rest takes the spring
and bound out of the most Vigorous
life—Time spent in j udicious rest ing is
not time

'

wasted, but time gained—M .

B. Grier.

Rest is not quitting the busy career ;
rest is the fitting of self to its sphere .

-J . Dwight.



RESTLESSNESS

Alternate rest and labor long endure .

—Ovid.

There are pauses amidst study, and
even pauses of seeming idleness, in
which a process goes on which may be
likened to the digestio n of food . In
those seasons of repose , the powers are
gathering their strength for new efforts ;
as land which lies fallow recovers itself
for til lage—J . W. Alexander.

Rest unto our souls l—’tis all we want
—the end of all our wishes and pur
suits : '

we seek for it in titles, in riches
and pleasures—climb up after it by am
bitiou

,
—come down again and stoop for

it by avarice
,
—try all extremes ; nor is

it til l after many miserable experiments,
that we are convinced , at last, we have
been seeking everywhere for it but
where there is a prospect of finding it ;
and that is, within ourselves, in a meek
and lowly disposition of heart—Sterne .

To will what God doth will , is the
only science that gives us rest .—Long~
fellow.

RESTLESSN ESS.
—’
Tis plain there

is not in nature a po int of stability to
be found ; everything either ascends or

declines : when wars are ended abroad ,
sedition begins at home ; and when men

are freed from fighting for necessity,
they quarrel through ambition .

The mind is found most acute and
most uneasy in the morning . Uneasi

ness is
,
indeed

,
a species of sagacity—a

passive sagacity . Fools are never um

easy.
—Go ethe .

A restless mind , like a rolling stone ,
gathers nothing but dirt and mire . Lit

tle or no good will cleave to it ; and it
is sure to leave peace and quietness
behind it—Balguy .

Always driven“ toward new shores , or

carried hence without hope of return ,
shall we never, on the ocean of age ,
cast anchor for even a day ?—Lamar~

tine .

RESURRE CTION .
—Our Lord has

written the promise of the resurrection ,
not in books alone , but in every leaf in
spring-time .

—lmther.

The diamond that shines in the Sav
iour

’
s crown shall beam in unquenched

beauty
,
at last , on the forehead of every

human soul
,
risen through grace to the

immortality of heaven .

52 RET IREMENT

dren .
—Sterne .

an extra sense—Bulwer.

Our life
,
exempt from public haunt

,

finds tongues in trees
,
books in the

running brooks
,
sermons in stones, and

good in everything—Shakesp eare .

Let me Often to these solitudes retire ,
and in their presence reassure my feeble
Virtue—Bryant“.I
A man who can etire from the world q

to seek entertainm t in his closet , has
a thousand advantages of which other
people have no idea .

—He is master of

his own company and pleasures, and can

command either the one or the other
according to his circumstances or tem
per. All nature is ready for his view,

and all ages appear at his call . He can
transport himself to the most distant
regions

,
and enj oy the best and politest

company that ever the world afforded
Hibernicus

’

s Letters.

Depart from the h ighway, and trans
plant thyself in some enclosed ground,
for it is hard for a tree that stands by
the wayside to keep its fruit until it
be ripe .

—C hrysostom .

N ature I ’ll court in her sequestered
haunts

,
by mountain , meadow, stream

let
,
grove

,
or cell ; where the poised lark

his evening ditty chaunts, and health ,
and peace

,
and contemplation dwell .

Smo llett.

Before you think of reti ring from the
world

,
be sure you are fit for retire

ment ; in order to which it is necessary
that you have a mind so composed by
prudence

,
reason , and religion , that it

may bear being looked into ; a turn to
rural life, and a love for study .

—Burgh .

Don’t think of retiring from the
world until the world will be sorry that
you retire . I hate a fellow whom pride
or cowardice or laziness drive into a
corner

,
and who does nothing when he

is there but sit and growl . Let him
come out as I do , and bark.

—Johnson .
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cause religion ever seeks to ennoble
man ; and nothing so debases h im as
revenge—Bulwer.

Revenge is the abj ect pleasure of an
abject m ind.

-Juvenal .

It is a work of prudence to prevent
injury

,
and of a great mind , when done ,

not to revenge it . He that hath revenge
in his power, and does not use it , is
the great man ; it is for low and vulgar
spirits to transport themselves with ven

geance . To endure injuries with a brave
mind is one half the conquest .

By taking revenge , a man is but even
with his enemy ; but in passing over it ,
he is superior .—Bacon .

Revenge is like a boomerang . Al

though for a time it flies in the direction
in which it is hurled , it takes a sudden
curve

,
and

,
returning , hits your own

head the heaviest blow o f all .

A spirit of revenge is the very Spirit
of the devil ; than which nothing makes
a man more like him , and nothing can
be more oppos1te to the temper C hris
tianity was designed to promote . Iff

your revenge be not satisfied , it will
give you torment now ; if it be , it will
give you greater hereafter . N one is a
greater self-tormentor than a malicious
and revengeful man , who turns the poi
son of h is own temper in upon himself.
—J. M . Mason .

He that studieth revenge keepeth his
own wounds green

,
which otherwise

would heal and do well .—Bacon .

Revenge
,
at first , though sweet , bitter,

ere long, back on itself recoils .—Milton .

Dare not usurp thy maker’s place by
giving way to wrath—wrath that goes
forth in vengeance ; vengeance is mine ,
I will repay

,
saith the Lord .

”—C’. Sim
mons.

The best manner of avenging our
selves is by not resembling him who has
injured us.

—Jane Porter.

Revenge has ears more deaf than
adders to the voice of any true decision .

—Shakespeare .

If you are affronted it is better to
pass it by in silence , or with a j est ,
though with some dishonor , than to eu

deavor revenge—If you can keep reason
above passion , that and watchfulness
will be your best defenders—N ewton .

REVENGE

Revenge is a kind of wild j ustice
,

which , the more a man
’s nature runs

to
,
the more o ught law to weed it out .

—Bacon .

Revenge is barren of itself ;
‘

itself is
the dreadful food it feeds on ; its de
light is murder ; its satiety despair.
Schiller.

Revenge is an act of passion ; ven

geance Of justice—Injuries are re

venged ; crimes are avenged—Joubert.

In revenge a man is but even with
his enemies ; but it is a princely thing
to pardon , for Solomon saith ,

“It is the
glory o f a man, to pass Over a trans
gression .

—Bacon .

To . revenge is no valor, but to bear.—Shakespeare .

Hath any wroiig d thee ? Be bravely
revenged—Slight i and the work is
begun ; forgive it, and it is fin ished
He is below himself that is not above
any injury—Quark s.

Heat not a furnace for your foe so

ho t that it do singe thyself .—Shake
speare .

RE VEREN C E .
—The maj esty of God

revere ; fear him , and you have nothing
else to fear.—Fordyce .

Reverence is the very first element of
religion ; it cannot but be felt by every
one who has right views of the divine
greatness and holiness, and Of his own

character in the sight of God.
- C . Sim

mons

The Turks carefully collect every
scrap of paper that comes in their way ,

because the name o f God may be writ
ten thereon—Richter.

We treat God with irreverence by
banishing him from our thoughts

,
not

by referring to his will on slight occa
sions—Ruskin .

The soul of the C hristian religion is
reverence—Goethe .

Reverence is an ennobling sentiment ;
it is felt to be degrading only by the
vulgar mind, which would escape the
sense of its own littleness by elevating
itself into an antagonist of what is above
it . He that has no pleasure in looking
up is not fit so much as to look down .

—Washington Allston .

Rather let my head stoop to the
blo ck , than these knees bow to any save
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God of heaven—Shakespeare .

it is said , never mentioned the
God without a visible and rev
use in his discourse.

it is undesirable that any man

er is that

signs of

strength ; irreverence one of the surest
indications of weakness—N O man will
rise high who j eers at sacred things .
The fine loyalties of life must be rever
enced or they will be foresworn in the
day of trial .

REVERIE—Reverie is when ideas
float in our mind without reflection or

regard of the understanding—Locke .

Reverie, which is thought in its nebu
lous state

,
borders closely upon the

land o f sleep , by which it is bounded
as by a natural frontier .—Victor Hugo .

Sit in reverie , and watch the chang
ing color of the waves that break upon
the idle seashore of the mind—Long
fellow .

Do anything innocent rather than
give yourself up to reverie . I can speak
on this point from experience ; for at
one period of my life , I was a dreamer
and castle-builder. V isions of the dis
tant and future took the place of pres
duty and activity . I spent hours in
rie . The body suffered as much as
mind . The imagination threatened

dismiss
s a” hard
resisted ,

in occupation , and at
umphed .

—C hanning.

one’s self in reverie , one must
very happy , or very unhappy .

is the child o f extremes .
Rivarol.

Both mind and heart , when given up
to reverie and dreaminess , have a thou
sand avenues Open for the entrance Of
evil .—C . Simmons.

Few habits are more injurious than
musing , which differs from think ing as

pacing one
’s chamber does from walk

mg abroad . The mind learns nothing
,

and is
.

not strengthened
,
but weakened

,

returning perpetually o ver the same
barren track . Where the thoughts are

REVOLUT ION

sombre , the evil is doubly great , and
not only time and vigor are squandered

,

but melancholy becomes fixed . It is
really a disease , and the question how
it should be treated is one of the most
important in anthropology—J . W. Alex
ander.

In that sweet mood when pleasant
thoughts bring sad thoughts to the
mind—Wordsworth .

There is no self-delusion more fatal
than that which makes the conscience
dreamy with the anodyne of lofty senti
ments, while the life is groveling and
sensual .—J. R . Lowell .

REVOLUTION .
—Revolution is the

larva of civilization—Victor Hugo .

Po litical convulsions
,
like geological

upheavmgs, usher in new epochs of the
world ’s progress—Wendell Phillips.

Great revolutions are the work rather
Of principles than of bayonets, and are
achieved first in the moral

,
and after

wards in the material sphere .
—Mazzini.

Revolutions begin in the best heads ,
and run steadily down to the populace .

-Metternich .

Too long denial of guaranteed right
is sure to lead to

~
revolution—bloody

revolution , where suffering must fall
upon the innocent as well as the guilty.

-U. S. Grant.

N othing has ever remained of any
revolution but what was ripe in the con
science of the masses .—Ledru Ro llin .

Al l experience hath shown that man
kind are more disposed

'

to suffer, while
evils are sufferable , than to right them
selves by abolishing the forms to which
they are accustomed—Jefferson .

We deplore the outrages which ao

company revolutions . But the more
violen t the outrages

,
the mo re assured

we feel that a revolution was necessary !
The violence of these outrages will al
ways be proportioned to the ferocity
and ignorance of the people : and the
ferocity and ignorance of the people
will be proportioned to the oppression
and degradation under which they have
been accustomed to live—Macaulay .

Revolutions are not made , they come .

A revolution i s as natural a growth as
an oak . It comes out of the past . Its
foundations are laid far back—Wendell
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Times and occasions and provo cations
will teach their own lessons . But with
or without right , a revolution will be
the very last resource of the thinking
and the good—Burke .

Let them call it mischief ; when it
’s

past and prospered , it will be Virtue .

Ben Jonson .

The working of revolutions misleads
me no more ; it is as necessary to our

race as its waves to the stream , that it
may not be a stagnant marsh . Ever
renewed in its forms, the genius o f hu

manity blossoms—Herder.

It is far more easy to pull down than
to build up , and to destroy than to pre
serve . Revolutions have on this account
been falsely supposed to b e fertile of

great talent ; as the dregs rise to the
top during a fermentation , and the
lightest things are carried highest by
the whirlwind—C o lton .

The best security against revolution
is in constant correctio n of abuses and
the introduction of needed improve
ments . It is the neglect of timely re

pair that makes rebuilding necessary .

Whate ly .

The surest way to prevent seditions is
to take away the matter of them ; for
if there be fuel prepared

,
it is hard to

tell whence the spark shall come that
shall set -it on fire—Bacon .

Revolutions are like the most no xious
dung-heaps, which bring into life the
noblest vegetables—N apo leon .

Those who give the first shock to a
state are naturally the first to be over
whelmed in its ruin . The fruits of
public commotion are seldom enj oyed
by the man who was the first to set it
a-going ° he only troubles the water for
another 5 net—Montaigne .

Who does more earnestly long for a
change than he who is uneasy in his
present circumstances ? And who run to
create confusions with so desperate a
boldness , as those who having nothing
to lose , hope to gain by them ? -Sir T .

More .

The whirlpool of the hour engulfs the
growth of centuries —Pause ere ye rive
with strength of fever, things embedded
long in social being—You will uproot
no form with which the thoughts and
habits of weak mortals have long been

RHETORIC

heart of nature link
chance you ’l l mock a
forgotten days , while yo
in the dust

,
unseen, a

crystals—Taljourd.

REWARD .

—He who
the good of others has
his own—C onfucius.

Every duty brings its peculiar de
light , every denial its appropriate com

pensation , every thought its recompense ,
every cross its crown ; pay goes with
performance as effect with cause . Mean
ness overreache

'

s itself ; vice vitiates
whoever indulges in it ; the wicked
wrong their own souls ; generosity
greatens ; virtue exalts charity tran s
figures ; and holin ss is the essence o f

angelhood . God d s not require us to
live on credit ; he pays us what we earn
as we earn it , good or evil , heaven or
hell , according to our choice—C harles
Mildmay .

Blessings ever wait on virtuous deeds
,

and though a late, a sure reward suc

ceeds—C ongreve .

He who sows , even with tears , the
precious seed of faith

,
hope , and love ,

shall doubtless come again with j oy
,

bringing his sheaves with him , because
it is the very nature of that seed to
yield a j oyful harvest—C ecil.
It is the amends of a short and trou

b lesome life
,
that doing good and suf

fering il l entitles man to a longer and
better . —Penn .

N O man , who continues to add some
thing to the material

,
intellectual

,
and

moral well being of the place in which
he lives , is left long without proper re
ward—Booker T. Washington .

RHETORIC .
—Rhetoric is nothing but

reason well dressed , and argument put
in order.—Jeremy C o llier.

The best rules
.

of rhetoric are , to
speak intelligently ; speak from the
heart ; have something to say ; say it ;

and stop when you ’ve done—Tryon
Edwards.

There is truth and beauty in rhetoric ;
but it oftener serves ill turns than
good ones—Penn .

Mere rhetoric
,
in serious discourses, is

l ike flowers in corn , pleasmg to those
who look only for amusement, but prej
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Riches , though they may reward vir

tue
,
cannot cause it .

—He is much more
noble who deserves a benefit than he
who bestows one—Feltham .

Public sentiment will come to be ,
that the man who dies rich dies dis
graced—Andrew C arnegie .

Riches are valuable at al l times and
to all men , because they always pur
chase pleasures such as men are accus
tomed to and desire : nor can anything
restrain or regulate the love of money
but a sense of honor and virtue , which ,
i f not equal at all times , will naturally
abound most in ages of knowledge and
refinement .

—Hume.

Every man is rich or poor, according
to the proportio n between his desires
and enj oyments . Of riches as of every
thing else

,
the hope is more than the

enj oyment . While we consider them as
the means to be used at some future
time for the attainment Of felicity, ar
dor after them secures us from weari
ness of ourselves ; but no sooner do we
Sit down to enj oy our acquisitions than
we find them insufficient to fill up the
vacuities of life—Johnson .

The rich are the real outcasts of SO

ciety ,
and special missions should be o r

ganized for them .
—N orman Macleod.

A man who succeeds to his father’s
reputation must be greater than him

,

to be considered as great ; but he that
succeeds to his father’s riches , will have
to encounter no such deduction . The

popular Opinion adds to o ur means , but
diminishes our merits ; and it is not an
unsafe rule to believe less than you hear
with respect to a man’s fortune , and
more than you hear with respect to his
fame—C o lton .

There are two things needed in these
days ; first , for rich men to find out how

poor men l ive ; and second , for poor
men to know how rich men work—E .

Atkinson .

The sons of the rich , the educated
darlings of wealthy families

,
are no

where—All their gifts were only so

many fatal temptations , and they them
selves are forgotten , like bad copies of
good pictures—J . W. Forney .

A fortune is usually the greatest of
misfortunes to children . It takes the
muscles out of the limbs , the brain out
of the head , and virtue out of the heart .

RICHES

In this world , it is not w
up , but what we give up , th
rich .
—H . W. Beecher.

If I have but enough for
family, I am steward only
and them ; i f I have more , I am
steward of that abundance for ot

Herbert.

I have a rich neighbor that is
so busy that he has no leisure to
the whole business of his life is
money, more money , that he in

get more . He considers not
not in the power of riches t

riches as on this side of th
Walton .

One cause , whieh is not
served , of the insu

g
ficiency

that they very seld m make their owner
rich—Johnson .

Riches without charity are no thing
worth . They are a blessing only to him
who makes them a blessing to others

If the search for riches were sure to
be successful , though I should become a
groom with a whip in my hand to get
them , I will do so . As the search may
not be successful

,
I will follow after

that which I love—C onfucius .

He is richest who is content with the
least , for content is the wealth of na
ture—Socrates.

Wealth is not his that has it , but his
that enj oys it .

—Franklin .

N O man can tell whether he is rich
or poor by turning to his ledger .—It is
the heart that makes a man rich .!

—He is
rich according to what he is , no t ac

cording to what he has—H . W. Beecher

If I were rich ,
” says one, I

would Illusion —We often hold
firmer to the last crown we have amassed
than to the first which we gained .

Senn .

Man was born to be rich , or grows
rich by the use of his faculties , by the j
union of tho ught with nature . Prop
erty is an intellectual production . The

game requires coolness , right reasoning ,
promptness

, and patience in the players .
C ultivated labor drives out brute labor.
—Emerson .
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pursuit of fortune is incon
a severe devotion to truth .

must grow tranquil befo re
t can become searching .

are apt to betray a man into
—Addison .

comes of riches , and contuma

of satiety .
—So lon .

The use we make of our fortune de
termines as to its sufficiency—A little
is eno ugh if used wisely , and too much
if expended foolish ly r—Bovee .

Riches are the pettiest and least
worthy gifts which God can give a man .

What are they to God’s Word ; to bodily
gifts, such as beauty and health ; or to
the gifts of the mind, such as under
standing , skill , wisdom ! Yet men toil
for them day and night , and take no
rest . Therefore God commonly gives
riches to foolish people to whom he
gives nothing else—Luther.

Worldly riches are like nuts ; many
clothes are torn in getting them ,

many
a tooth broke in cracking them

, but

never a belly fil led with eating them .

If thou art rich , thou art poor ; fo r,
like an ass , whose back with ingots
bows , thou bearest thy heavy riches but
a journey, and death unloads thee .

Shakespeare .

There is no less merit in keeping what
we have got , than in first acquiring it .

C ha
’

nce has something to do with the
one , while the other will always be the
effect of skill—Ovid.

Much learning shows how little
/
mori

tals know ; much wealth
,
how little

worldlings can enj oy .
—Y0ung .

.

Riches do not delight us so much
With the ir possession, as torment us with
their loss—Gregory .

Some of God’s noblest sons , I think,
will be selected from those that know
how to take wealth , with all its tempta
tions , and maintain godliness therewith .

It is hard to be a saint standing in a
golden niche—H . W. Beecher.

N ever respect men merely for their
riches , but rather for their philanthropy ;
we do not value the sun for its height ,
but for its use—Bailey .

The greatest and the most amiable
privi lege which the rich enj oy over the

RICHES

poor is that
‘ which they exercise the

least
,
—the privi lege Of making o thers

happy .
—C o lton .

Riches should be admitted into our

houses , but not into our hearts ; we may
take them into our possess ion , but not
into our affections—C harron .

Riches, ho nors, and pleasures are the
sweets which destroy the mind ’s appe

tite for heavenly food ; poverty , dis
grace

,
and pain are the bitters which

restore it .
—Bp . Horne .

Every man is rich or poor according
to the proportion between his desires
and his enj oyments—Johnson .

Wouldst thou multiply thy riches?
diminish them wisely—Or wouldst thou
make thine estate entire ? —divide it
charitably .

—Seeds that are scattered in
crease , but b oarded up they perish
Quarles.

Riches amassed in haSte will dimin
ish , but those collected by little and
little will multiply .

—Goethe.

I take him to be the only rich man
that lives upon what he has, owes no th
ing, and is contented ; for there is no
determinate sum of money , nor quan
tity of estate that

_

can denote a man
rich

,
since no man is truly rich that has

not so much as perfectly satiates his
desire of having more ; for the desire of

more is want , and want is poverty
Howe .

We see how much a man has , and
therefore we envy him ; did we see how
little he enj oys, we should rather pity
him .
—Seed.

A great estate is a great disadvantage
to those who do not know how to use

it
,
for nothing is more common than to

see wealthy persons live scandalously
andg

m
fi iserab ly ; riches do them no serv

ice in order to Virtue and happiness ; it
is precept and principle , not an estate ,
that makes a man good for something .

—Marcus Antoninus.

If a rich man is proud of his wealth ,

he should not be praised unti l it i s

known how he employs it .
—Socrates .

There is a burden of care in getting
riches ; fear in keeping them ; tempta
tio n in using them ; guilt in abusing
them ; sorrow in losing them ; and a
burden of account at last to be given
concerning them .

—M . Henry .
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As riches and favor forsake a man
we discover him to be a fool , but no
body could find it out in his prosperity.

—Bruyere .

N othing is so hard for those who
abound in riches as to conceive how
others can be in want—Swift .

A rich man , of cultivated tastes, with
every right to gratify them , knowing
enough of sorrow to humble his heart
toward G od, and soften it toward his
neighbor—gifted with no t only the
power but will to do good , and having
lived long enough to reap the fruits of
an honorable youth in a calm old age
—such a man , in Spite of his riches,
not unlikely to enter the kingdom Of

heaven—Mulo ck.

We are so vain as to set the highest
value upon those things to which nature
has assigned the lowest place . What can
be more coarse and rude in the mine
than the precious metals , or more slav~
ish and dirty than the people that dig
and work them ? And yet they defile
our minds more than our bodies

,
and

make the possessor fouler than the ar
tificer of them . Rich men , in fine , are
only the greater slaves—Seneca .

He who recognizes no higher logic
than that of the shilling may become
a very rich man

,
and yet remain a very

poor creature
, for riches are no proof of

moral worth; and their glitter Often
serves only to draw attention to the
worthlessness of their possessor , as the
glowworm ’s light reveals the grub—S.

Smiles.

RIDICULE—Ridicule is the first and
last argument of fools—C . Simmons .

The talent of turning men into ridi
cule , and exposing to l aughter those
one converses with , is the gratification
of little minds and ungenerous tempers .
A young man with this cast of mind
cuts himself off from all manner of im
provement .—Addison .

Your sayer of smart things has a bad
heart—Pascal.
Ridicule may be the evidence of wit

or
:
bitterness and may gratify a little

mind , or an ungenerous temper
,
but it

is no test of reason or truth—Tryon
Edwards .

Man learns more readily and remem
bers more willingly what excites his death—Sydney Smith .

respect—Horace .

He who brings
against truth finds i
without a hilt . The

pointed flame of wit flickers and exp
against the incombustible walls Of
sanctuary .

—Landor.

It has been said that ridicule is
best test of truth, for that it will
stick where it is not just . I deny
A truth viewed in
attacked in . certain
wit and humor, may, and Often doth ,
become ridiculous , at least so far that
the truth is only rememb ered and re

peated for the sake of the ridicule
C hesterfield.

Ridicule is the weapon most feared
by enthusiasts every description ;
from its predomina ce over such minds
it often checks what is absurd , but fully
as often smothers that which is noble .

—Walter Sco tt.

Ridicule , which chiefly arises from
pride , a selfish passion , is but at best
a gross pleasure , too rough an enter
tainment for those who are highly pol
ished and refined—Home .

Reason is the test of ridicule—not
ridicule the test of truths—Bp . War

burton .

Ridicule is a weak weapon when
levelled at strong minds

,
but common

m en are cowards and dread an empty
laugh .

—Tupper.

If there be any one habit which more
than another is the dry -ro t of all that
is high and generous in youth , it is the
habit of ridicule—L . E . Landon .

Ridicule is generally made use of to
laugh men out of virtue and good sense ,
by attaching everything praiseworthy in
human life—Addison .

Betray mean terror o f ridicule, thou
shalt find fools enough to mock thee ;
but answer thou their language with
contempt , and the scoffers will lick thy
feet .
—Tupper.

Learn from the earliest days to
your principles against the peri ls of rid
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power over us as when they are wrought
into the heart through the groundwork
of a story which engages the passions .

The habitual indulgence
.

in such read
ing is a silent, ruining mischief.—Han

nah Mare .

In this commonplace world every one

is said to be romantic who either ad

mires a fine thing or does one—Pope .

Romance has been elegantly defined
as the offspring of fiction and love .

Disraeli.

In the meanest hut is a romance , if
y ou but knew the hearts there—Van
Ense .

I despair of ever receiving the same
degree of pleasure from the most exalted
perfo rmances of genius which I felt in
childhood from pieces which my present
j udgment regards as trifling and con

temptib le—Burke .

To the romance writers , and compara
tively decorous dramatists of his own

time
,
N icole gave the title of public

poisoners .
Fiction may be more instructive than

real history ; but the vast rout of ro

mances and novels, as they are
,
do ih

calculable mischief . I wish we could
collect all together, and make one vast
fire o f them . I should exult to see the
smoke of them ascend , like that Of

Sodom and Gomorrah : the judgment
would be as j ust .—J . Foster.

RUIN S .
—The legendary tablets of the

past .—Walter Sco tt.

Black-letter record of the ages—Did
ero t .

I do love these ancient ruins—We

never tread upon them but we set our

foot upon some reverend history—John
Webster.

C icero was not so eloquent as thou
,

thou nameless column with the buried
base—Byron .

Mile-stones on the road of time .

C hamfort.

Historic records of the past
,
but each

,

also , an index of the world
’s progress .

RUMOR—He that easily believes ru
mors has the principle within him to
augment rumors—It is strange to see

the ravenous appetite with which some
devourers of character and happiness

fix upon the sides of the innocent
unfortunate—Jane Porter.

Stuffing the ears of men with
reports—Shakespeare .

Rumor was the messenger Ofx def

ing love ’s favor . -Hillhouse .

The flying rumors gathered
rolled , and al l who told it adde
thing new

,
and all who heard

enlargement toq ; in every ear it
on every tongue it grew—Pope .

On rumor’s tongues continual slan
ride—Shakespeare .

How violently do rumors blow the
sails of popular judgments l—How can

one discern between the truth
truth-l ikeness , between shows and
stance—Sir P . Sidney .

Rumor is a pipe blo
j eal ousies, conj ectures, and of so

and plain a stop , that the blunt
ster with uncounted heads , the still
cordant wavering multitude can pl
upon it .

—Shakespeare .

SABBATH .
—Perpetua1 memory of

the Maker’s rest—Bp . Mant.

The Sunday is the core of our civili
zation , dedicated to thought and rever
ence—It invites to the noblest solitude
and to the noblest society

fi—Emerson .

He who ordained the Sabbath loves
the poor . -J . R . Lowell .

The Sabbath is the link between the
paradise which has passed away, and the
paradise which is yet to come—Wy li e .

Sunday is the golden clasp that binds
together the volume Of the week—Long
fellow.

He that remembers not to keep the
C hristian Sabbath at the beginn ing of

the week , will be in danger of forget
ting , before the end Oi the week , that
he is a C hristian—E . Turner.

Where there is no C hristian Sabbath ,

there is no C hristian morality ; and.

without this , free institutions cannot
long be sustained .

—McLean .
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in keeping the Sabbath day holy . I can

truly declare that to me the Sabbath
has been invaluable—Wilberforce .

The green oasis , the little grassy
meadow in the wilderness, where , after
the week-day’s j ourney, the pilgrim
halts for refreshment and repose—C .

Sabbath
preacher

in Holland called the Sabbath “God ’s
dyke

,
shutting out an ocean of evils .”

C alco tt.

To say nothing of the divine law, on

mere worldly grounds it is plain that
nothing is more conducive to the health

,

intelligence , comfort , and independence
of the

‘

working classes, and to our pros
perity as a people , than our C hristian
American Sabbath—Tryon Edwards.

A world without a Sabbath would be
like a man without a smile , like a sum
mer without flowers , and like a home
stead without a garden . It is the joy
ous

‘ day of the whole week—H. Bk
Beecher.

Sunday, that day so tedious to” the
triflers of earth , so full of beautiful re

pose , of calmness and strength for the
earnest and heavenly-minded .

-Maria
McIntosh .

Sunday is the common people’s great
Liberty day, and they are bound to see

to it that work does not come into it .
—H . W. Beecher.

Without a Sabbath , no worship ; with
out worship , no religion ; and without
religion , no permanent freedom .

—Mon

talembert.

Q what a blessing is Sunday , inter
posed between the waves Oi worldly
business like the divine path o f the Is
raelites through the sea ! There is
nothing in which I would advise you
to be more strictly conscientious than

Break down Sunday, close the
churches, open the bars and the theatres
o n that day , and where would values
be ? —What was real estate worth in

Sodom ? .
—H . L . Way land.

To that in men which is secular and
animal , Sunday says,

“
Rest ” ; to that

which is intellectual , moral , and Soc l al ,“
Grow .

” —H . W. Beecher.

The keeping of one day in seven holy
,

as a time of relaxation and refreshment
as well as public worship , is of inest i
mable benefit to a state , c onsidered
merely as a civil institution—Black
stone .

A holiday Sabbath is the ally of des
potism .

-Hallam .

I have found , by long and sound ex
perience , that the due observance Of the
Sabbath day , and of the duties of it ,
have been of singular comfort and ad
vantage to me . The Observance of the
day hath ever had j oined to it a bless
ing on the rest of my time ; and the
week so begun hath been blessed and
prospe rous to me—Sir M . Hale .

I feel as if God had
,
by giving the

Sabbath , given fifty -two springs in

every year. .
-S T. C o leridge .

It would be as difficult to take an
inventory of the benefits the world re

ceives from the sunshine as to enumer

ate the blessings we derive from the
C hristian Sabbath—H. D . Ganse .

I think the world Of to-day wo uld
go

‘

s/mad; j ust frenzied with strain and
pressure , but for the blessed institution
of Sunday .

'—Brooke Herford.

He that would prepare for heaven
must honor the Sabbath upon earth
D . Wilson .

Sunday is like a stile between the
fields of toil , where we can kneel and
pray, or sit and meditate—Longfellow .

There is a Sunday conscience
,
as well

as
.

a
O

Sunday coat ; and those who make
re ligion a secondary concern put the
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coat and conscience carefully by to put
on only once a week—Dickens.

A corruption of morals usually follows
a profanation of the Sabbath—Black
stone .

There are many persons who look on

Sunday as a sponge to wipe out the Sins
Of the week .

—H . W. Beecher.

The law of the Sabbath is the key
stone o f the arch o f public morals ; take
i t away, and the whole fabric fal ls .
The Sabbath is God’s special present
to the workingman

,
and one of its chief

obj ects is to prolong his life
, and pre

serve efficient his working tone—The
savings bank of human existence is the
weekly Sabbath .

—Blaikie .

.

I never knew a man escape failures
,
in

either mind or body
,
who worked seven

days in a week—Sir Robert Peel.

Through the week we go down into
the valleys of care and shadow—Our
Sabbaths should be hills of light and
j oy in God’s presence ; and so as time
rolls by we shall go on from mountain
top to mountain top , till at last we catch
the glory of the gate , and enter in to go
no more out forever . —H. W. Beecher.

If the Sunday had not been Observed
as a day o f rest during the last three
centuries

,
I have not the slightest doubt

that we should have been at this mo
ment a poorer people and less civilized .

Hail
,
hallowed day , that binds a

yoke on vice
,
gives rest to toil

, pro

claims God ’s holy truth , blesses the
family

,
secures the state , prospers com

munities, nations exalts , pours life and
light on earth , and points the way to
heaven —.Tryon Edwards.

God’s altar stands from Sunday to
Sunday, and the seventh day is no more

religion than any other—it is for
rest—The whole seven are for religion ,
and one of them for rest, for inst ruction ,
for social worship

,
for gaining strength

for the other Six .
—H . W. Beecher.

SACRIFICE—We can Offer up mush
in the large , but to make sacrifices in

little things is what we are seldom equal
to .
—Go ethe .

Our virtues are dearer to us the more
we have had to suffer for them . It is
the same with our children . All pro
found affection admits a sacrifice—Vau
venargues.

grace .

fear God .
—Lombez.

It was a
noble-minde
ness . It is
their lot is
them ; it is
inward sympathy and conscio
participation in the suffering
human race tO which they
Guesses at Truth .

He whose days in wilful
worn

,
the grace - .of his C reator

spise , that will ot use his
thankless niggardis —Spenser.

know not what to think
times it is all gladness and
heaven itself l ies not far
it suddenly changes and
sorrowful

,
and the clouds

day . In the lives of the
there are
we could
arms . T

when all
cold

,
and

has its secret sorro
knows not ; and 0

man cold when he
fellow .

The deep undert
sadness—a

.

solemn
measured intervals
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confounds the appetite—Shakespeare .

With much we surfeit ; plenty makes
us poor.—Drayton .

Some are cursed with the fulness of

satiety ; and how can they bear the ills
of life , when its very pleasures fatigue
them ? —C o lton .

The flower that we do not pluck is the
only one that never loses its beauty or

its fragrance—W. R . Alger.

The most voluptuous and loose per
son breathing, were he tied to follow his
hawks and his hounds, his dice and his
courtships every day

,
would find it the

greatest torment and cal amity that could
befal l him ; he would fly to the mines
and galleys for his recreation—South .

A surfeit Of the sweetest t
deepest loathing to the stomac—Shakespeare .

To loathe the taste of sweetness ,
whereof little more than a little is by
much too much—Shakespeare .

Attainment is followed by neglect ,
possession by disgust , and the malicious
remark of the Greek epigrammatist on

marriage , may be applied to many an

other course of life , that its two days
of happiness are the first and the last .

Johnson .

With pleasure drugged, he almost
longed for woe—Byron .

There is no sense of weariness like
that which closes a day of eager and
unintermitted pursuit of pleasure—The
apple is eaten and the core sticks in the
throat .—Expectation has given way to
ennui

,
and appetite to satiety—Bovee .

Pleasure , when it is a man
’s chief pur

pose
,
disappoints itself ; and constant

application to it palls the faculty of en

j oying it
,
and leaves the sense of our

inability for what we wish , with a dis
relish of everything else . The inter
mediate seasons Of the man of pleasure
are more heavy than one would impose
upon the vilest criminal .—Steele.

SATIRE—Satire is a sort of glass,
wherein beholders generally discover
everybody’s face but their own ; which
is

j
the chief reason for the reception it

meets in the world . and that so very
few are offended with it .

—Swift.

Satire should not be like a saw , but a
sword ; it should cut , and not mangle .

Satire is a composition of salt and

A satirist of

SAT IRE

themselves are held in
C rousaz.

Satire should, like a polish
keen, wound with a touch
scarcely felt or seem—Lady M . W. Mon~

tague .

N o sword bites so fiercely as an evil
tongue—Sir P. Sidney .

A satire should expose nothing but
what is corrigible , and should make a
due discrimination between those that
are , and those that are not the proper
Obj ects of it .

-Addison .

In fashionable circles, satire which at

tacks the fault
,
rather than the person ,

is unwelcome ; while that which attacks
the person and spares the fault is al

ways acceptable—Richter.

A little wit and a great deal of ill na
ture will furnish a man for satire ; but
the greatest instance and value of wit is
to commend well Tillo tson .

Satire ! thou shining supplement -of

public laws—Young.

By satire kept in awe, they shrink
from ridicule , though not from law .

Byron .

To lash the vices of a guilty age

C hurchill .

Of a bitter satirist—Swift , for instance—it might be said , that the person or
thing on which his satire fell shrivelled
up as if the devil had spit on it .

-Haw

thorne .
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malice are needed to discover or imagine
faults—Sharpe .

Arrows Of satire , feathered with wit ,
and wielded with sense , fly home to their
mark—C . Simmons .

Of satires I think as Epictetus did :
If evil be said of thee , and if it be
true

,
correct thyself ; if it be a lie , laugh

at it ” By dint of time and experience
I have learned to be a good post-horse ;
I go through my appointed daily stage ,
and care not for the curs who bark at me
along the road—Frederick the Great .

It is much easier for an ill-natured ,
than for a good-natured man to be
witty ; but the most gifted men are the
least addicted to depreciate either friends
or foes —Your shrewd , Sly, wit-speaking
fellow is generally a shallow personage ,
and frequently he is as venomous and
false when heflatters as when he reviles .
As men neither fear nor respect what
has been made contemptible , all honor
to him who makes oppression laughable
as well as detestable -Armies cannot
protect it then ; and walls that have re

mained impenetrable to cannon have
fallen before a roar of laughter or a hiss
of contempt—E . P . Whipple .

We smile at the satire expended upon
the follies of others , but we forget to
weep at our own .

—Mad. N ecker.

In the present state of the world it is
difficult not to write lampoons—Juvenal.
The most annoying of all public re

formers is the personal satirist . Though
he may be considered by some few as a
useful member of society, yet he is only
ranked with the hangmen , whom we

tolerate because he executes the judg
ment we abhor to do ourse lves, and
avoid with a natural detestation of his
offi ce . The pen Of the one and the cord
of the other are inseparable in our minds .
—Jane Porter.

Viewed in its happiest form satire has

SCANDAL

one defect which seems to be incurable
,—its uniformity of censure . Bitterness

scarcely admits those fine transitions
which make the harmony of a composi
tion . Aquafortis bites a plate all over
alike . The satirist is met by the difli
culty of the etcher.—Willmo tt.

C urst be the verse how well so ’er it
flow , that tends to make one worthy
man my foe , gives virtue scandal, in

nocence a fear, or from the soft-eyed
virgin steals a tear—Pope .

The end of satire is the amendment of
vices by correction , and he who writes
honestly is no more an enemy to the
offender

,
than the physician is to the

patient when he prescribes harsh reme
dies—Dryden .

If satire charms, strike faults, but
spare the man—Young ,

SCANDAL—(See “SLAN QER.

Believe that story false that ought not
to be true—Sheridan .

N umber among your worst enemies
the hawker of malimous rumors and un

explored anecdote—Lavater.

Scandal is a never-failing vehicle for
dulness . The true-born Englishman had
died Silently among the grocers and
trunk-makers

,
if the libeller had not

helped Off the poet .
‘—I. B. Brown .

NO one , says Jerome ,
“loves to tel l

a tale of scandal except to him who
loves to hear it .” Learn , then , to rebuke
and check the detracting tongue by
showing that you do not listen to it

with pleasure . N ever make your ear
the grave of another’s good name .

Many a wretch had rid on a hurdle
who has done much less mischief than
utterers of forged tales, coiners of scan

321, and clippers of reputation—Sheri
n

Without the consent of the world
,
a

scandal doth not go deep ; it is only a
slight stroke upon the injured party

,
and

returneth with the greater force upon
those that gave it .

—Saville .

How large a portion Of chastity is sent
out of the world by distant hints ,
nodded away and cruelly winked into
suspicion , by the envy of those who
are past all temptation of it themselves .
How often does the reputation of a
helpless creature bleed by a report which
the party propagating it beholds with
pity, and is sorry for it, and hopes it
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may not be true , but in the meantime
gives it her pass, that at least it may
have fair play in the world

,
—to be be

lieved o r not , according to the charity
Of those into whose hands it shall hap
pen to fall—Sterne .

The tale-bearer and the tale-bearer
should be both hanged up

,
back to back

,

one by the tongue
,
the other by the

ear .—South .

If there is any person to whom
feel dislike , that is the person o f whom
you ought never to speak .

—C ecil .
Great numbers of moderately good
people think it fine to talk scandal ; they
regard it as a sort of evidence of their
own goodness—F. W. Faber .

The improbability of a malicious story
serves to help forward the currency of
it , because it increases the scandal . So

that
,
in such instances

,
the world is like

the one who said he believed some things
because they were absurd and impossible .

—Sterne .

Scandal breeds hatred ; hatred begets
division ; division makes faction, and
faction brings ruin .

—Quarles .

If hours did not hang heavy what
would become of scandal ?—Ban croft .

I never listen to calumnies , because , if
they are untrue , I run the risk of being
deceived

,
and if they are true

,
of hating

persons not worth thinking about—M on

tesquieu .

There are a set of malicious, prating ,
prudent gossips

,
both male and female ,

who murder characters to kill time ; and
will rob a young fellow of his good
name before he has years to know the
value of it .

—Sheridan .

Scandal is the sport Of its authors , the
dread of fools , and the contempt of the
wise—W. B. C lulow .

In scandal
,
as is robbery , the receiver

is always as bad as the thief—C hester
fie ld.

There is a lust in a man , no charm
can tame , of loudly publishing his
neighbor’s Shame ; on ea

'

gle ’s wings im
mortal scandals fly

,
while virtuous ao

tions are but born and die—Harvey .

A~ cruel story runs on wheels , and
every hand oils the wheels as they run .

—George E lio t.
As to people saying a few idle words
about us

, we must not mind that , any

SCEPT IC ISM

never think at ah .
—Sterne .

Sceptics are generally ready to be
lieve anything provided it is only suffi
ciently improbable ; it is at matters of
fact that such ! people stumble—Von
Knebel .

e“I know not any 0

'

me so great
_
a man

could contrive to commit
,
as poisoning

the sources of eternal truth—Johnson .

I would rather dwell in the dim fog of
superstition

,
than in air rarified to noth

ing by the air—pump of unbelief in which
the panting breast expires

,
vainly and

convulsively gasping for breath—Rich
ter

more than the Old church S
the rooks cawing about
Elio t .

Praise undeserved is scandal in
guise—Pope .

The greatest scandal waits on gre
state—Shakespeare .

SC EPTIC ISM.
—Sceptici sm is

suicide—Emerson .

The great trouble with the s

Of the age is
,
that it is not

enough—It questions everythi
own foundations—J . M . Gibson .

Men are ready to believe everything
when they believe nothing—They have
diviners when they cease to have
prophets ; witchcraft when they cease to
have religious ceremonies ; and they open
the caves of sorcery when they shut the
temples of the Lord—C hateaubriand.

The sceptic , in a vain attempt to be
wise beyond what is permitted to man ,
plunges into a darkness more deplorable ,
and a blindness more incurable than that
o f the common herd

,
whom he despises,

and would fain instruct . When he
plunges into the depths of infidelity , like
the miser who leaps from the Shipwreck ,

he will find that the treasures he bears
about him will only sink him the deeper
in the abyss—C o lton .

Imperfect kn owledge is the parent of

doubt : thorough and honest research
dispels it .

—Tryon Edwards .

Scepti cism has never founded empires,
established principles

,
or changed the

world’s heart—The great doers in h is

tory have always been men of faith
E . H . C hapin .

The sceptical writers are a set whose
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remotest truth in his universe is linked
to that which lies nearest the throne .

E . H . C hapin .

As knowledge advances, science ceases
to 8003 at religion ; and religion ceases
to frown on science . The hour of
mockery by the one , and of reproof by
the other, is passing away . Hence
forth , they will dwell together in unity
and good-wil l . They

b

will mutually
illustrate the wisdom , power, and grace
of God. Science will adorn and en

rich religion ; and religion will ennoble
and sanctify science .

Science—in other words , knowledge—is
not the enemy of religion ; for, if so ,

then religion would mean ignorance ;
but it is often the antagonist of school
divinity .

—0 . W. Ho lmes .

Science ever has been
,

.and ever must
be , the safeguard of religion—Sir David
Brewster.

Human science is an uncertain guess .
—Prior.

It has been said that science is Op
posed to , and in conflict with revelation .

But the history of the former shows
that the greater its progress, and the
more accurate its investigations and re

sults, the more plainly it is seen not
only not to clash with the latter

,
but in

all things to confirm it . The very
sciences from which obj ections have been
brought against religion have

,
by their

own progress
,
removed those obj ections,

and in the end furnished full confirma

tion of the inspired Word of God .

Tryon Edwards .

Twin-sister of natural and reve aled
religion , and of heavenly birth , science
will never belie her celestial o rigin , nor
cease to sympathize with all that em
anates from the same pure home .

Human ignorance and prejudice may
for a time seem to have divorced what
God has j oined together ; but human
ignorance and prejudice shall at length
pass away, and then science and religion
shall be seen blending their particolored
rays into one beautiful bow of l ight,
l inking heaven to earth and earth to
heaven .

—R . D . Hitchcock.

It was an admirable reply of a
converted astronomer, who ,

when inter
rogated concerning his comparative es

timate of religion and the science he
had formely idolized, answered,

“I am

stars in my way .

tion
,
and flourish best in

hood of each other ; nor
branch Of learning but m
and improved by assistance
other arts—Blackstone .

Science surpasses the old miracles
mythology—Emerson .

Art and science have their meeti

pomt in method—Bulwer.

In my investigation of natural
I have always found that whe
can meet with anything in the Bible
on my subj ect, it always affords me a
firm platform on which to stand
Lieut. Maury .

I will frank ly tell you that my ex
perience in prolonged scientific investi
gations convinces me that a belief in
God—a God who is beh ind and within
the chaos Of vanishing points of human
knowledge—adds a wonderful stimulus
to the man who attempts to penetrate
into the regions of the unkn own
Agassiz.

The person who thinks there can be
any real conflict between science and
religion must be either very young in

science or very ignorant in religion .

Prof. Henry .

Science is but a mere heap of facts,
not a golden chain of truths , if we refuse
to link it to the throne of God—F. P.

C obbe .

Every great scientific truth goes
through three stages—First , people say
it conflicts with the Bible—N ext they
say it had been discovered before
Lastly, they say they always believed
i .t—Agassiz.

There are hosts of men , of the pro
foundest thought , who find nothing in
the disclosures o f science to shake their
faith in the eternal virtues of reason
and religion .

—George Rip ley .

God pity the man Of science who be
lieves in nothing but what he can prove
by scientific methods ; for if ever a
human being needed divine pity he
do esH
—Dr J . G . Ho lland.
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The study of science teaches young
men to think ,

While study of the classics
teaches th em to express thought—J. S.

Mill.

What is the true end and aim of
science but the discovery of the ulti

seeking
.after God

udy of his ways?

determine origin , and
ny

‘

. As it
ew of crea
view of
Munger.

e corrup
O suffer it to stag

these waters must be troubled
they can exert their virtues .

It is certain that a serious attention
to the sciences and liberal arts softens
and humanizes the temper, and cher
ishes those fine emotions in which true
virtue and honor consist . It very
rarely happens that a man Of taste and
learning is not, at least , an honest man ,
whatever frailties may attend him .

Hume.

When man seized the loadstone
.

Of
science , the loadsta-r of superstition
vanished in the clouds—W. R . Alger.

Science is nothing but trained and
organized common sense , differing from
the latter only as a veteran may from a

raw recruit , and its metho ds differ from
those of common sense , only as the
guardsman’s cut and thrust differ from
the manner in which a savage wields
his club— .Huxley

What are the sciences but maps o f

universal laws ; and universal laws but
the channels of universal power ; and
universal power but the outgoings of a
supreme universal mind ?—E . Thomson .

Our abiding belief is, that just as the
workmen in the tunnel of St . G othard ,
wo rking from either end , met at last ,
to shake hands, in the very central
root of the mountain , so the students
of nature and the students of C hris
tian ity will yet j oin hands in the unity
of reason and faith , in the heart of their
deepest mysteries—L . Moss .

Believe in God, and bid all knowl
edge God-speed ; sooner o r later the
full harmony will reveal itself , and the

discords and contradictions disappear .
There can be no real conflict between

science and the Bible—between nature
and the Scriptures—the two books of
the Great Author . Both are revela
tions made by him to man ; the earlier
telling of Go d-made harmonies coming
up from the deep past

,
and rising to

their height when man appeared ; the
later teaching man ’s relations to his
Maker, and speaking of loftier har
monies in the eternal future—Prof.
Dana .

Science is but the statement of truth
found out .

Godless science reads nature only as
Milton ’s daughters did Hebrew

,
rightly

syllabling the sentences
,
but utterly

ignorant of the meaning—C o ley .

If the Go d of revelation is most ap

propriately worshipped in th e temple
of religion , the G od of nature may be
equally honored in the temple of
science . Even from its lofty minarets
the philosopher may summon the faith
ful to prayer, and the priest and sage
exchange altars without the compro
mise o f faith or knowledge -Sir David
Brewster.

Science corrects the o ld creeds
,
sweeps

away, with every new perception , our in
fantile catechisms, and necessitates a
faith commensurate with the grander
orbits and universal laws which it dis
closes—Emerson .

SCRIPTURES .

—(See BIBLE . )

SEA—Praise the sea, but keep on

the land—Herbert.

Roll on, thou deep and dark blue
ocean—roll, ten thousand fleets sweep
over thee in vain ; man marks the earth
with ruin—his control stops with the
shore ; Upon the watery plain the wrecks
are

“
all thy de

e
d, nor doth remain a

shadow of man’s ravage , save his own ,

when , for a moment like a drop of rain,
he sinks into thy depths with bubbling
groan , without a grave , unknell

’
d, uh

coffin
’

d, and unknown .
—Byron .

The sea has been called deceitful and
treacherous

,
but there lies in this trait

only the character o f a great natural
power

,
which renews its strength , and,

without reference to joy or sorrow ,

follows eternal laws which are imposed
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by a higher power.—W. Hum bo ldt.

Surely oak and threefold brass sur

rounded his heart wh o first trusted a
frail vessel to the merciless ocean .

—Horace .

He that will learn to pray, let him
go to sea—Herbert.

The ocean’s surfy
,
slow

,
deep

,
mellow

voice is full of mystery and awe
,
moan

ing over the dead it holds in its bosom ,

or lulling them to unbroken slumbers in
the chambers of its vasty depths .
-Haliburton .

There is society where no ne intrudes
,

by the deep sea , and music in its roar .

—Byron .

Whoever commands the sea ,
com

mands the trade , whoever commands
the trade of the world

,
commands the

riches of the world, and consequently
the world itself . - Sir W. Raleigh .

Thou glorious mirror
,
where the Al

mighty
’
s form glasses itself in tem

pests : in all time, calm or convulsed
in breeze , or gale

,
or storm ,

icing the
pole

, or in the torrid clime dark
heaving —boundless

,
endless

,
and sub

lime—the image of eternity—the throne
of the invisible ; even from out thy
slime the mo nsters of the deep are
made ; each zone obeys thee ; thou goest
forth

,
dread

,
fathomless

,
alone—Byron .

Mystery of waters , never slumbering
sea ! impassioned orator

,
with lips

sublime , whose waves are arguments to
prove a God.

—R . M ontgomery .

SE CRE CY .
—Secrecy has been well

termed the soul o f all great designs .
Perhaps more has been effected by con

cealing our own intentions , th an by dis
covering those Of our enemy . But great
men succeed in both—C o lton .

A proper secrecy is only the mystery
of able men ; mystery is the only se

crecy of weak and cunning ones .

—C hesterfie ld.

What is mine , even to my life , is hers
I love but the secret of my friend is
not m ine .

—Sir P . Sidney .

Two may keep counsel
,
putting one

away—Shakespeare .

Talkers and futile persons
,
are com

monly vain and credulous withal ; for
he that talketh what he knoweth will
also talk what he knoweth not ; there

’
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Three may keep a secret
,
if two of

them are dead—Franklin .

It is said that he or she who admits

it escapes impercep
est vent

, or some
tion , by which it expands itself
to burst the heart that will no t
way—Johnson .

If a fool knows a secret
, be

because he is a fool : if a knave
one

, he tells it whenever it is
ferest to tell it .“But women and

He who trust
makes him his

To tell our own secr

folly, but that folly is
to communicate those
are intrusted is always
treachery for the most
with folly .

—Johnson .

Trust no secrets to a friend
,
which

,
if

reported, would bring infamy .
—Thales.

Washington, having been asked by an

oflicer on the morning of a battle
,
what

were his plans for the day
,
replied in a

whisper, C an y ou keep a secret ? On
being answered in the affirmative

,
the

general added—so can I .

He deserves small trust who is not
privy counsellor to himself .—Ford.

I have play
’
d the fool

, the gross fo ol .
to believe the bosom of a friend would
hold a secret mine own could not con

ta1n .
—Massinger.

How can we expect another to keep
our secret if we cannot keep it our

selves ?—Ro chefoucauld.

The truly wise man should have no

keeper of his secret but himself
.

—Guizo t.

Who shall be true to us
,
when we

are so unsecret to ourselves?—Shake
speare
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SELF-APPROBATION

to be ascertained merely by counting
heads—Macaulay .

It is written , that the coat of our

Saviour was without seam ; whence some
would infer

,
that there should be no

division in the church of C hrist . It
Should be so indeed ; yet seams in the
same cloth neither hurt the garment ,
nor misbecome it ; and not only seams,
but schisms will be while men are fal
lib le .

-Milton .

I do not want the walls of separation
between different orders of C hristians to
be destroyed , but only lowered , that we
may shake hands a little easier over
them—Rowland Hzll

SELF APPROBATION —We follow
the world in approving others ; we go
far before it in approving ourselves.
C o lton.

A man’s first care should be to avoid
the reproaches of his own heart ; his next ,
to escape the censures of the world . If
the last interferes with the former, it
ought to be entirely neglected ; but
otherwise there cannot be a greater sat
isfaction to an honest. mind , than to
see those approbations which it gives
itself, seconded by the applauses o f the
public . A man is more sure of his con
duct , when the verdict which he passes
upon his own behavior is thus warranted
and confirmed by the opinion of all that
know him .

—Addison .

One self-approving hour whole years
outweighs of stupid starers, and of loud
huzzas .

—Pope .

Self-approbation, when founded in
truth and a good conscience , is a source
of some of the purest j oys known to
man .

—C . Simmons .

Be displeased with what thou art , if
thou desirest to attain to what thou art
not ; for where thou hast pleased thy
self

,
there thou abidest , and if thou

sayest I have enough , thou perishest .

Augustine .

SELF-C ON CEIT .
—He who gives

himself airs of importance , exhibits the
credentials of impotence H—Lavater
The sluggard 1S wiser in his own con

es it than seven men who can render a
reason . He who has no inclination

'

to

learn more will be very apt to th1uk
that he knows enough . N or is it won
derful that he should pride himself in
the abundance of his wisdom , with whom

741 SELF-CON C E IT

hers from the
at all . -H.

every wavering thought, every
formed imagination , passes for a
and substantial truth . Obstinacy
which makes him unable to discov
mistakes, makes him believe

‘

himse
able to commit them .

—Powell. ‘

There are few people who are
often in the wrong than those who
not endure to be thought so .

-R

foucauld.

All men who know not where to l
for truth save in the narrow well
self, will find their own image at
bottom and mistake it for what they
seeking—J . R . Lowell.

The weakestn spot in eve
where he thinks himself to be
—Emmons .

C onceited men are

Beecher.

Of all the follies incident to youth ,
there are none which b last their pros
peets, or render them more contemptible ,
than self-conceit

,
presumption , and ob

stinacy . By checking progress in im
provement

,
they fix one in long

immaturity
,
and produce irreparable

mischief—Blair.
He that fancies himself very em
lightened

,
because he sees the deficiencies

of others, may be very ignorant , because
he has . not studied his own .

—Bulwer.

I look upon the too good opinion that
man has of himself , as the nursing
mother o f all false opinions, both public
and private—Montaigne .

When a person feels disposed to over
estimate his own importance , let him
remember that mankind got along very
well before his birth , and that in all
probability they will get along very well
after his death .

A wise man knows his own ignorance ;
a fool thinks he knows everything—C .

Simmons .

The proportion of those who think is
extremely small ; yet every individualflatters himself that he is one of the
number.—C o lton .

We are very apt to be full of our

selves
,
instead of Him that made what

we so much value , and but for whom
we have no reason to value ourselves .
For we have nothing that we can call
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of all ages are
obstinately in

an outrage .

The less a man thinks or knows about
we like him .

dress is apt to inflame a man’
s

Opinion of h1mself.—Home .

ever nature leaves a hole in a
mind, she generally plasters

.

it

th a thick coat of self-conceit .

In the same degree that we overrate
o urselves , we shall underra

'

te others ; for
injustice allowed at home is no t likely
to be corrected abroad—Washington

Allston .

Wouldest thou not be thought a fool
in another’s conceit; be not wise in thy
own : he that trusts to his own wtsdom ,

proclaims his own folly : he is truly wise ,
and Shall appear so , that hath folly
enough to be thought not worldly wise ,
or wisdom enough to see his own folly .

—Quarles.

He who is always his own counse llor
will often have a fool for his client .

-Hunter.

Oftentimes nothing profits more than
self-esteem

,
grounded on what is just

and right .—l ton .

SELF-CONTROL .
—If you would

learn self-mastery , begin by yielding
yourself to the One Great Master. -Lob

stein .

C onquer thyse lf . Til l thou hast done
this

,
thou art but a slave ; for it is al

SELF-CONTROL

mo st as well to be subj ected to another’s
appet1te as to thine own—Burton .

The command of one’s self is the
greatest empire a man can aspire unto ,
and consequently, to be subj ect to our

own passions is the most grievous slav
ery . He who best governs himself is
best fitted to govern others .

.

He who reigns within himself and rules
h is passi ons, desires and fears is more
than a king—Milton .

For want of self-restraint many men

are engaged all their lives in fighting
with difficulties of their own making, and
rendering success impossible by their own
cross-grained ungentleness ; whilst others,
it may be much less gifted

,
make their

way and achieve success by simple pa
tience , equanimity, and self-control .
Smiles.

Self-government is, indeed; the noblest
rule on earth ; the obj ect

!
of a loftier am

bitiou than the possession of crown s or

sceptres . The truest conquest is where
the soul is bringing every thought into
captivity to the obedience of C hrist .
The monarch of his own mind is the
only real potentate .

-C aird.

The man‘ whom Heaven appoints to
govern others , should himself first learn
to bend his passions to the sway o f

reason .
—Thomson .

To rule self and subdue our passions
is the more praiseworthy because so few
know how to do it .

Every temptation that is resisted ,
every noble aspiration that is encour

aged
,
every sinful thought that is re

pressed , every bitter word that is
withheld , adds its l ittle item to the
impetus of that great movement which
is bearing humanity onward toward a
richer life and higher character .—Fiske .

.

a
—Mogth

powerful is he who has himself
1n h is own power .—Seneca.

A father inquires whether his boy can
construe Homer, or understand Horace ;
but how seldom does he ask, or examine ,
or think whether he can restrain his
passions—whether he is grateful , gen
erous, humane , compassionate , just, and
benevolent—Lady Hervey .

What is the best government ?—That
which teaches us to govern ourselves .
-Goethe .

He that lays down precepts for gov
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ern ing our lives and moderating our

passions , obliges humanity not only in
the present , but for all future genera
tions—Seneca .

Those who can command themselves,
command others—Hazlitt.

More dear in the Sight o f God and

His angels than any other conquest is
the conquest of self—A . P . Stanley .

Let not any one say that he cannot
govern h is passions , nor hinder them
from breaking out and carrying him to
action ; for what he can do before a
prince or a great man , he can do alone ,
or in the presence of G od if he will .
—Locke .

Self-control is promoted by humility .

Pride is a fruitful source of uneasiness .
It keeps the mind in disquiet . Humil
ity is the antidote to this evil—Mrs .

I will have a care of being a slave to
myself

, for it is a perpetual , a shameful ,
and the heaviest of all servitudes ; and

this may b e do ne by uncontrolled de
sires—Seneca .

The constancy of sages is nothing but
the art o f locking up their .agitation in
their hearts—Ro chefoucauld.

One of the most important
,
but one

of the most diffi cult things for a power
ful mind is , to be its own master . A
pond may lie quiet in a plain ; but a
lake wants mountains to compass and
hold it in .

—Addison .

He who would govern others Should
first be master of himself . —Massinger.

He is a fool who cannot be angry ;
but he is a wise m an who will not .
—Old Proverb .

A man must first govern himself, ere
he be fit to govern a family ; and his
family, ere he be fit to bear the govern
ment in the commonwealth—Sir W.

Raleigh .

Real glory springs from the Silent con
quest of ourselves ; without that the
conqueror is only the first slave .

_ Thomson .

N o conflict is so severe as his who
labors to subdue himself—Thomas a

Kempis .

Do you want to know the man
against whom y ou have most reason to
guard yourself ? Your looking-glass will

7 6

face—Whately .

solute , uncontrollable
deem and make hones
N o man is free who

himself—Pythagoras .

It is the man who is co

lected, who is master of

nance
,
his voice , his actions ,

of every part
,
who can work

at his pleasurei
—Didero t .

Wouldst thou have thy fie
Spirit ? Then let thy Spirit obey
G od. Thou must be governed

,

tho u may’st gov ern—Augustine .

Better conque never canst
make

,
than warn hy constant and

nobler parts against giddy
,
loose

gestions .

—Shakespeare .

Who to himself is law
,
no law

need—C hapman .

When Alexander had subdued
world

,
and wept that none were le

dispute his arms, his
voluntary tribute to
he knew no t, man

’

s empire over himself .
-Jane Porter.

N 0 one who cannot master
worthy to

.rule, and only he
—Goethe .

May I govern my passions
solute sway, and grow wiser a
as life wears away —Watts .

The most precious of all possessions
,

is power over o urselves ; power to with
stand trial , to bear suffering , to front
danger ; power over pleasure and pain ;
power to follow our “convictions

, how
ever resisted by menace and scorn ; the
power of calm reliance in scenes of

darkness and storms . He that has not

a mastery over his inclinations ; he that
knows not how to resist the importunity
of present pleasure or pain

,
for the sake

of what reason tells him is fit to be
done , wants the true principle of virtue
and industry , and is in danger of never
being good for anything—Locke .

SELF-DE CEPTION .
—N o man was

ever so much dece ived by another
,
as

by himself—Grevi lle .
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SELF-DENIAL

nature toward pleasure hurry us fur
ther .—Townson .

He is one of the noblest conquerors
who carries on a successful warfare
against his own appetites and passions,
and has them under wise and full con
trol .—Tryon Edwards .

One secret act of self-denial , one

sacrifice o f inclination to duty , is worth
all the mere good thoughts , warm feel
ings

,
passionate prayers in which idle

people indulge themselves—J . H . N ew

man .

Self-denial does not belong to religion
as characteristic of it ; it belongs to
human life—The lower nature must al

ways be denied when you are trying to
rise to a higher sphere—It is no more
necessary to be self-denying to be a

C hristian ,
than it is to be an artist , or

an honest man
, o r a man at all in dis

tinction from a brute—Of all j oyous
experiences there are none like those
which spring from true religion—H W.

Beecher.

Whoever will labor to get rid of self,
to deny himself according to the ln
structions of C hrist , strikes at once at
the ro ot of every evil , and finds the
germ of every good—Fenelon .

They that deny themselves for C hrist ,
Shall enjoy themselves in C hrist .—J . M .

Mason .

One never knows himself till he has
denied himself—The altar of sacrifice
is the touchstone of character.—O. P.

G
’ifiord.

Sacrifice alone , bare and unrelieved ,
is ghastly, unnatural , and dead ; but
self-sacrifice , illuminated by love , is
warmth and life ; it is the death of

C hrist , the life of God, and the blessed
ness and only pro per life of mam—F. W.

Robertson.

C ontempt of all outward things that
come in competition with duty fulfils
the ideal of human greatness—It is
sanctioned by conscience , that universal
and eternal lawgiver, whose chief prin
ciple is, that everything must be yielded
up for right .—C hanning.

That which especially distinguishes a
high order of man from a lower, and
which constitutes human goodness and
nobleness , is self-forgetfulness , self
sacrifice , the disregard of personal pleas

8

ure , personal indulge
vantage , remote or present ,
some other line of conduct
right - J A . Froude ,

The first lesson in C hrist’s
self-denial . — .M Henry .

Self-denial is the result o f a ca
liberate , invincible attachment
highest good

,
flowing forth in the

tary renunciation o f everything
Sistent with the glory of God
good of our

nial of self, and a grounding
the last citadel into which
driven , and is, in its principl
of every subsequ nt act of

by which Sin is f rsaken or

—Mark HOpkins .

Self-denial is indispensable

comes only of a religious stock—from
consciousness of obligation and de
pendence on God—Theodore Parker.

Brave conquerors ! for so you are ,
that war against your own affections
and the huge army of the world’s de
sires—Shakespeare .

Self-denial is a kind of holy associa
tion with God ; and by making him your
partner interests him in all your happi
ness—Boyle .

SELF EXAMINATION . Observe
thyself as thy greatest enemy would
do , so shalt thou be thy greatest friend .

—Jeremy Taylor.

The superior man will watch over
himself when he is alone . He examines
his heart that there may be nothing
wrong there , and that he may have no
cause of dissatisfaction with himself.
-C onfucius .

We Should every night cal l ourselves
to an account : What infirmity have I

mastered to-day ? what passions op

po sed ? what temptation resisted ? what
virtue acquired ? Our vices will abate
of themselves if they be brought every
day to the shrift a—Seneca .

Think not rightly to examine your
self by looking only to your own inner
motives and feelings, which are the
hardest of all things to analyze if looked

Pi
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doubt the truth of its
own impressions, conscious of poss1
bilities beyond its own horizon—George
E lio t.

In self-examination , take no account
of yourself by your thoughts and reso
lutions in the days of religion and
solemnity

,
but examine how it is with

you in the days of ordinary conversa
tion and in the circumstances of secular
employment—Jeremy Taylor.

Let not Sleep fall upon thy eyes till
thou hast thrice reviewed the transac
tions of the past day . Where have I
turned aside from rectitude ? What have
I been doing ? What have I left undone ,
which I ought to have done ? Begin
thus from the first act

,
and proceed ;

and, in conclusion , at the ill which thou
hast done , be troubled , and rej oice for
the good—Py thagoras.

If any speak ill of thee , fly home to
thy own conscience and examine thy
heart . If thou art guilty, it is a just
correction ; if no t guilty , it is a fair
instruction —Herbert.

Never lose sight of this important
truth

,
that no one can be truly great“

until he has gained a knowledge of
himself , a knowledge which can

_only
be acquired by occasional retirefnent :
—Zimmermann

If thou seest anything in thyself
which may make thee proud , look a
little further and thou shalt find enough
to humble thee ; if thou be wise , View
the peacock’s feathers with his feet , and
weigh thy best parts with thy imperfec
tions—Quarles .

I will chide no breather in the world
but myself, against whom I know most
faults—Shakespeare .

When you descant on the faults of
others

,
consider whether you be not

guilty of the same . To gain knowledge
of ourselves, the b est way is to co nvert
the imperfections of others into a mirror
for discovering our own .

—H0me .

I study myself more than
.

any other
subj ect ; it is my metaphys1e, and my
physic—Montaigne .

Inspect the neighborhood o f thy life ;
every shelf, every nook of thine abode .

-Richter.

N ever let us be discouraged with our

selves . It is not when we are conscious
of our faults that we are the most
wicked ; on the contrary , we are less
so . We see by a brighter light ; and
let us remember for our consolation ,
that we never perceive our sins till we
begin to cure them .

—Fe’nelon .

Though not always called upon to
condemn ourselves, it is always safe
to suspect ourselves—Whately .

It is pretty safe to presume that
about all the glaring effects or petty
weaknesses which we are looking for in
others may be found in ourselves, with
a little careful investigation .

Go to your bosom , knock there and
ask your heart what it doth know that
is like my brother’s fault ; if it confess
a natural guiltiness, such as his is , let it
not sound a thought upon your tongue
against my brother.—Shalcespeare .

How shall we learn to know our

selves? By reflection ? N ever ; but
only through action . Strive to do thy
duty ; then shalt thou know what is in
thee - Goethe .

In order to judge of the inside of

others, study your own ; for men in

general are very much alike , and though
one has one prevailing passion , and an

other has another, yet their operations
are much the same ; and whatever en

gages or disgusts, pleases, or offends y ou
in others will engage , disgust, please or

offend others in you—C hesterfield.

Of all exercises there are no ne of so

or so immediately
our concern , as those which let us into
the knowledge of our own nature .

Others may exercise the understanding
or amuse the imagination ; but these
only can improve the heart and form
the human mind to wisdom .

—Bp . War

burton .

SELF-IMPROVEMENT .
—That dis

cipline which corrects the eagerness of

worldly passions, which fortifies the
heart with virtuous principles, which
enlightens the mind with useful knowl
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edge
, and furnishes to it matter of

enj oyment from within itself , is of more
consequence to real felicity than all the
provisions which we can make of the
goods of fo rtune—Blair .

The best rules to form a young man ,

are
,
to talk little , to hear much , to refle ct alone upon what has passed in

company
,
to distrust one ’s own opin

ions
, and value others that deserve it .

-Sir W. Temp le .

Self-inspection—the best cure fo r self
esteem .

By all means sometimes be alone ;
salute thyself ; see what thy soul doth
wear ; dare to look in thy chest , and

tumble up and down what thou findest
there—Wordsworth .

You will find that the mere resolve
not to be useless , and the honest des ire
to help other people , will , in the quick
est and de licatest ways, improve your
self—Ruskin .

Is it asked , how can the laboring man
find time for self-culture ? I answer

,
that

an earnest purpose finds time
, or makes

it . It seizes on Spare moments
, and

turns fragments to golden account . A

man who follows his calling with indus
try and spirit

, and uses his earnings
economically, will always have some
port ion of the day at command . And

it is astonishing how fruitful of improve
ment a Short season becomes

,
when

eagerly seized and faithfully used . It
has often been observed

,
that those who

have the most time at their disposal
profit by it the least . A single hour in
the day , steadily given to the study of

some interest ing subj ect , brings unex

pected accumulations of knowledge
,

Know thyself
,

” said the o ld philoso

phy . Improve thyself
,

” saith the new .

—Our great obj ect in time is no t to
waste our passions and gifts on the
things external that we must leave be
hind

,
but that we cultivate within us all

that we can carry into the eternal
progress beyond—Bulwer.

Be always displeased at what thou
art , if thou desire to attain to what thou
art not ; for where thou hast pleased
thyself there thou abidest .

—Quarles .

It is a very serious duty , perhaps of
all duties the most serious, to look into
one ’s own character and conduct , and

SELFISHN ESS

copy after.—Go ldsmith .

Each year
,
one vicious habit r

out in time ought to make the
man good—Franklin .

By these things examine thyself .
whose rules am I acting ; in whose n
in whose strength ; in whose g
What faith

,
humility

,
self-denial

,

love of God and to man have there
in all my actions ?—J . Mason .

Tryon Edwards .

SELFISHN ESS .

—Selfishness is
detestable vice which no one will fo
in others, and no one is without in
self—H . W. Beecher.

One thing is clear to me , that no in
dulgence o f passion destroys the spiritual
nature so much as respectable se lfish

ness—G . Macdonald.

A man is called selfish
,
not for pursu

ing his own good , but for neglectlng his
neighbor’s—Whately .

He who lives only to benefit himself
confers on the world a benefit when he
dies—Tertullian .

Show me the man who would go to
heaven alone , and I will show you one

who will never be admitted there—Fe l
tham .

How much that the world calls self
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selfishness—Redemption is this , to
get self in God—F. W. Robertson .

Deliver me , O Lord , from that evil
man

,
myself .—T. Brooks.

Think about yourself, about what you
want

,
what you like

,
what respect people

ought to pay you , what people think o f

you
,
and then to you nothing will be

pure . May God keep our hearts pure
from that selfishness which is the root of
all sin .

—C’. Kingsley .

Selfishness is a vice utterly at variance
with the happiness of him who harbors
it

, and as such , condemned by self-love .

—Sir J . Mackintosh .

Where all are selfish , the sage is no
better than the fool

,
and only rather

more dangerous—Froude ,

Though selfishness hath defiled the
whole man

,
yet sensual pleasure is the

chief part o f its interest , and, therefore ,
by the senses it commonly works ; and
these are the doors and windows by
which iniquity entereth into the soul .
Baxter.

Did any man , at his death , ever re

gret his conflicts with himself
,
his vic

tories over appetite , his scorn of impure
pleasure

,
or h is sufferings for righteous

ness’ sake ? —C’hanning.

I would tear out my own heart if it
had no better disposition than to love
only myself

,
and laugh at all my neigh

bors—Pope .

SELF-KNOWLEDGE . Self-knowl
edge is that acquaintance with ourselves
which shows uS what we are , and what
we ought to be , in order to our l iving
comfortably and usefully here , and
happily hereafter . —J . Mason .

O f all knowledge the wise and good
seek most to know themselves—Shake
speare .

The first step to self-knowledge is
self-distrust . N or can we attain to any

kind of knowledge , except by a like
proce ss .
“Know thyself,

”
was counted one of

the oracles of the Greeks . It was in
scribed as one of their three great pre
cepts, in letters of gold , on the temple
at Delphos

,
and regarded as divine .

To reach perfection , we must be made
sensible of our failings, either by the
admonitions of friends , or the invectives
of enemies—Diogenes .

namely, self-knowledge . E lse to

end was man alone , of all animal
dued by the C reator with the

\

facu
self-consciousness?

understand our own worth—C icero .

He that knows himself
,
knows others

and he that is ignorant of himself
,
could

not write a very profound lecture on
other men’s heads—C o lton .

N o one who lras not a complete knowl
edge of himself will ever have a true
understandmg of another.—N ovalis.

The highest and most profitable leam
ing is the knowl edge o f ourselves . To
have a low Opini of our own merits

,

and to think high o f others
,
i

evidence of wisdom . All men are fra1]
but thou shouldst reckon none so fra1
as thyself Thomas aKempis .

Absalom
,
who was a fool , wished him

self a judge ; Solomon , who was a wise
man

,
trembles at the undertaking

,
and

suspects his own fitness for it . The
more knowing and considerate men are

,

(the better they are acquainted with their
own weakness , and the more j ealous of
themselves—M . Henry .

Self-knowledge is best learned, not by
contemplation

,
but action—Strive to do

your duty
,
and you will soon discover

of what stuflyou are made—Goethe .

C ommon and lamentable is our mental
self-ignorance

,
that men ignore their in

te llectual faculties , their only self—cul
ture consisting in the care of their bodies .

—~Like the rich fool in the parable , they
think only of the stomach , even when
they address their words to the soul
C
’
. Wadsworth .

The first. step to improvement, whether
mental

,
moral

,
or religious

,
is to know

ourselves—our weaknesses, errors , de
fi ciencies, and sins, that , by divine grace ,
we may overcome and turn from them
all .—Tryon Edwards.

An humble knowledge of thyself is a
surer way to G od than a deep

.

search

after learning—Thomas aKemp is.

The height of all philosophy is to
know thyself ; and the end of th1s
knowledge is to know God. Know thy
se lf, that thou mayest know God ; and
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other

ward God and heaven ; where we have
failed ; and how we may avoid failure
in future ; how grow wise and good ; how
others

,
bless, and be ourselves approved,

by God, and conscience , and our fellow
men .

Man
,
know thyself ; all wisdom centres

there H—Young
Sum up at night what thou hast done
by day

,
and in the morning what thou

hast to do ; dress and undress thy soul ;
mark the decay or growth of it . If
with thy watch

,
that too be down , then

wind up
y

.both Since thou shalt be most
surely judged

,
make thine accounts

agreeH—Herbert

Trust not yourself, but your defects
to know,

make use of every friend and
every foe -Pope

Other men’s sins are before our eyes ;
our own are beh1nd our back—Seneca .

N o man ever made an ill figure who
understood his own talents, nor a good
one

, who mistook them .
—Swift.

Learn God, and thou shalt know thy
self—Tapper.

The most diflicult thing in life is to
know yourself — .Thales r

Our own opinion of ourselves should
be lower than that formed by others,
for we have a better chance at our im
perfections —Thomas a Kempis.

SELF LOVE —Of all mankind each
loves himself the bestr—Terence .

There are different kinds of self-love .

As an instinct , it is desirable and im
portant . AS a modification of true b e
nevolence , it is commendable . But as
an idolatrous affection, it is censurable .

Simmons.

The greatest of allflatterers is self
love .

—Rochefoucauld.

Self-love is the most delicate and the
most

.

tenacious of our sentiments : a mere
nothing Wl ll wound it , but nothing can
kill it .

SELF-LOVE

The sh adow of the sun is largest ,
when his beams are lowest . On the con
trary , we are always least when we make
ourselves the greatest .
In all time self-love has blinded the

wisest—Villefre .

The most amiable people are those
who least wound the self-love of others .
—Bruyere .

1 A man who loves only himself and his
pleasures is vain , presumptuous, and
wicked even from principle .

—Vauven
argues.

All other love is extinguished by self
love ; b eneficence , humanity, justl ce , and
philosophy Sink under it .

—Epi curus .

By a happy contradiction , no system
of philosophy gives such a base view of

human nature as that which is founded
on self-love . So sure iS

‘

Selfr love to de
grade whatever it touches—“Hare .

Those who have affirmed self-love to
be the basis of all our sentiments and
actions are much in the right . There is
no occasion to demonstrate that men
have a face ; as little need is there o f

proving to them that they are actuated
by self-love .

—Vo ltaire .

It is this unquiet self-love that renders
us so sensitive . The Sick man , who

sleeps ill , thinks the night long. We

exaggerate
,
from cowardice

,
all the evils

which we encounter ; they are great , but
our sensibility increases them .

-Fe
’

ne lon .

Self-love is an instrument useful but
dangerous : it often wounds the hand
which makes use of it , and seldom does
good without doing harm .

—Rousseau .

Our self-love is ever ready to revo lft
from our better j udgment , and jom the
enemy within .

—Steele .

Self-love is not so vile a sin as self
neglecting—Shakespeare .

T he
“ cause of all the blunders com

mitted by man arises from excessive
self-love .

-

'

He who intends to be a great
man ought to love neither himself nor
his own things, but only what is just ,
whether it happens to be done by him
elf or by another .—Plato .

Love thyself last—Shakespeare .

Most actions, good or bad , may be re
solved into the love of ourselves ; but
the self-love of some men inclines them
to please others

, and the self-love o f

others is wholly employed in pleasing
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themselves . This makes the great dis
tinctl on between virtue and vice—Swift .

Ofl'ended self-love never forgives .
Vige

'

e .

It is falling in love with our own mis
taken ideas that makes fools and beggars
of half mank ind—Young.

Self-love leads men of narrow minds
to measure all mankind by their own

capac1ty .
—Jane Porter.

There are wounds of self-love which
one does not confess to one ’s dearest
friends—J. P . Senn .

Self-love is, in almost all men , such
an over-weight that they are incredulous
o f a man ’s habitual preference o f the
general good to his own ; but when they
see it proved by sacrifices o f ease ,
wealth

,
rank

,
and o f life itself, there is

no limit to their admiration—Emerson .

Self-love , as it happens to be well
.

or

ill conducted
,
constitutes virtue and Vi ce .

—Ro chefoucauld.

Self-love is a cup without any bottom ;
you might pour all the great lakes 1nto
it

,
and never fill it up .

—O. W. Ho lmes.

Self-love is too apt to draw some
consolation even from so bitter a source
as the calamit ies of others—The sting
of our pains is diminished by the as

surance that they are common to all ;
and from feelings equally egotistical , it
unfortunately happens that the zest and
relish of our pleasures is heightened by
the contrary consideration, namely, that
they are confined to ourselves. This con
viction it is that tickles the palate o f

the epicure
,
that inflames the ardor of

the lover
,
that lends to ambition her

ladder
, and extracts the thorns from a

crown—C o lton .

Self-love is the instrument of our
preservation ; it resembles the provision
for the perpetuity of mankind—it is
necessary

,
it is dear to us, it gives us

pleasure
,

and we must possess it .

Vo ltaire .

SELF-PRAISE—There
.

is not one

wise man among twenty W111 pra1se him
self—Shakespeare .

Say nothing of yourself , either good ,
bad, or indifferent ; nothing good , for
that is vanity ; nothing bad , for that is
affectation ; nothing indifferent , for that
is silly.

It is equally a mistake to hold one’s

SELF-REL IANCE

cheap—Goethe .

—Mon taigne .

S E LF-RE L IA

and God will help
If you would have a faithful servant

,

and one that you like
,
serve yourself .

—Franklin .

0

Men throw themselves on foreign as
S1stances to spare their own ,

which
,
after

all , are the only certain and sufficient
ones—Montaigne .

r

They
‘

can conquer who believe they
can—Virgil .
Great is the strength of an

soul , true t o its high trust ; m
even to the redemption o f

Mrs. L . M . C hild.

Let every eye negotiate for
trust no agent—Shakespeare .

spring up if thou wilt
Antoninus.

Our remedies oft in
which we ascribe to
speare .

ourselves—Ro chefoucauld.

A man’s praises have ve
charming accents in the
other, but sound very flat
in his own—Xenophon .

Self-praise occasionally
ignorant and credulous
seldom with those wh
knowledge of the world .

make a discern ing min
highly of him
self, must be a
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It may be no less dangerous to claim
,

on certain occasions, too lit tle than too
much . There is something captivating
in spirit and intrepidity, to which we

often yield as to a resistless power ; nor
can he reasonably expect the confidence
o f others who too apparently distrusts
himself—Johnson .

Above all things, reverence yourself.
-Pythagoras.

Be noble-minded !
. Our own heart , and

not other men ’s op1nions of us, forms
our true honor.—Schiller.

To have a respect for ourselves guides
ur morals ; and to have a deference for
others governs our manners—Sterne .

I care not so much what I am in the
Opinion of others as what I am in my
own ; I would be rich of myself and not
by borrowing—Montaigne .

Self-respect ,—that corner-stone of all
virtue .

—Sir John Herschel.

Self-respect is the noblest garment
with which a man may clothe himself,

-the most elevating feeling with which
the mind can be inspired . One o f Pytha
goras

’
s wisest maxims is that in which

he enj oins the pupil to “reverence him
sel —S. Smiles.

N o more important duty can be urged
upon those who are entering the great
theatre of life than Simple loyalty to
their best convictions—E . H. C hapin .

The reverence of man ’s self , is, next
to religion

,
the chiefest bridle of all Vices .

—Bacon .

Self-reverence , self-knowledge
,
self

control , these three alone lead life to
sovereign . power.—Tennyson .

One self-approving hour whole years
outweigh—Pope .

SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS .
—Let us

pray God that he would root out of our
hearts everything of our own planting
and set out there , with his own hand ,
the tree of life bearing all manner of
fruits—Fenelon .

Regret not that which is past ; and
trust no t to thine own righteousness .
St. Anthony .

N o man can quench his thirst with
sand

, or with water from the Dead Sea ;
so no man can find rest from his own

character
,
however good

,
or from his

own acts, however religious—Bonar.

You can always tell when a man is a

great way from G od—when he is al
talking about himself, how good he
D . L . Moody .

If there be ground for you to
m your own righteousness

,
then

,
all

piece to make us think well of

While a man rests on his 0
for acceptance with G od, it i
consequence whether he be
idolater, or a proud, ignorant
—I know not
distant from

That which
for the recepti
is not gross
veheme

complacency, fatal self-righteousness and
self-suflficiency -A . Maclaren

To trust one
’
S own righteousness

,
is

l ike seeking sh elter under one ’s own

shadow—We may stoop to the ground
,

and the lower we bend, the Shan W is

beneath us st1ll—But if we flee to the
shadow of a great rock

, or a wide-spread
ing tree , then we find shelter from the
noon-day sun—C’hinese Preacher.

SELF-RULE .
—(See “WILL,” “SELF

CONTROL ”

)

SELF-WILL.
—Self-will is so ardent

and active , that it will break a world to
pieces, to make a stool to sit on—C ecil.
Self-will is the source and spring of
all that envy , malice , bitterness of spirit,
malcontentedness and impatience

,
and

of al l those dark passions
,
those inordi

nate desires and lusts, that reign in the
hearts and lives of wicked men—J
Smith .

Lawless are they that make their wills
their law—Shakes¥peare.

An obstinate , ungovernable self-snifi
ciency plainly points out to us that state
of imperfect maturity at which the grace
ful levity of youth is lost and the solidity
of experience not yet acquired—Junius .

SEN SE .
—(See “C OMMON

Of plain
,
sound sense

,
life ’s current

com 1s made—Young.

I have long thought , that the different
abilities of men , which we call wisdom
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the conduct of public
life

,
grow directly out

in of good sense which
them into the world ;
ect of it in men comes
in their conception or

called common sense .

Good sense , which only is the gift
.

of
Heaven , and though no sc1ence , fa1rly
worth the seven—Pope .

N othing is useless to the man of sense ;
he turns everything to account . —La
Fontaine .

SENSIBILITY .
—(See “FEELINGS .

Too much sensibility creates unhappi
ness ; too much insensibility leads to
crime—Talleyrand.

Fine sensibilities are like woodbines,
delightful luxuries of

_
beauty to twine

round a solid
,
upright stem of under

standing ; but very poor things, if, un
sustained by strength

,
they are left to

creep along the ground—John Foster.

The heart that is soonest awake to the
flowers

,
is always the first to be touched

with the thorns—Moore .

Sensibility would be a good portress ,
if She had but one hand ; with her right
she Opens the door to pleasure , but with
her left to pain—C o lton .

Where virtue is, sensibility is its orna- 4

ment and becoming attire ; but it, and

all the amiable qualities may become ,
and too often have become the panders
of vice , and the instruments of seduo-v
t ion .
—C o leridge .

Sensibility is the power of woman .

Lavater.

Dearly bought the hidden treasure ,
finer feelings can bestow ; chords that
vibrate sweetest pleasure , thrill the deep
est notes of woe - Burns.

Men’s feelings are always purest and
most glowing in the hour of meeting and
of farewell ; like the glaciers, which are

transparent and rosy-hued only at sun

rise and sunset, but throughout the day
are gray and cold—Rich ter.

Laughter and tears are meant to turn
the wheels of the same machinery of sen
sibility ; one is wind-power, and the other
water-power ; that is all . -0 .W.Ho lmes .

SEN SUAL ITY

It is with feeling“ as with religion , if a
man really have any , he will have none
to speak of.

—H . N . Hudson .

The period of tender sensibilities
looks to a period of active character, for
the formation of which the sensibilities
are given and the requisite excitements
provided

,
after which they pass from

the form of mere sensibilities into
habits and fixtures of feeling and action .

—C haracter is made up , first of passive ,
afterward of active emotions—G . B.

C heever.

Sensibility is neither good nor evil in
itself

,
but in its application—Under the

influence of C hristian principle it makes
saints and martyrs ; ill-directed , or un

controlled
,
it is a snare , and the source

of every temptation—H. More .

SEN SITIVENESS.
—Sensitiveness is

closely allied to egotism .
-Indeed ex

cessive sensitiveness is
,
only another

name for morbid self-consciousness .

The cure for it is to make more of our

obj ects
,
and less of ourselves—Bovee .

There are moments when petty slights
are harder to bear than even a serious
inj ury. Men have died of the festering
of a gnat-bite .

—C ecil Danby .

Quick sensitiveness is inseparable from
a ready understanding—Addison .

That chastity of honor which felt a
stain like a wound—Burke .

SENSUAI ITY .
—Sensuality is the

grave of the soul . —C hanning.

He that lives in the kingdom of sense
shall die in the kingdom of sorrow
Baxter.

If sensuality were happiness, beasts
were happier than men ; but human
felicity is lodged in the soul , not in theflesh—Seneca .

( If sensuality be our only happiness, we
ou

‘

ght
‘

T-

‘

o envy the brutes ; for instinct is
a surer

,
shorter

,
safer guide to such

happiness than reason .
—C o lton .

Though selfishness hath defiled the
whole man, yet sensual pleasure is the
chief part of its interest , and therefore
b y the senses it commonly works , and
these are the doors and the windows by
which iniquity entereth into the soul
Baxter.

I have
.

never known a man who was

sensual in his youth
,
who was high

m1nded when o ld—C harles Sumner.
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Those wretches who never have ex
perienced the sweets of wisdom and vir

tue , but spend all their time in revels
and debauches, sink downward day after
day, and make their whole life one con
tinued series of errors . They taste no
real or substantial pleasure ; but , re

sembling so many brutes
,
with eyes al

ways fixed on the earth
,
and intent upon

their loaden tables
,
they pamper them

selves in luxury and excess—Plato .

What is a man
,
i f his chief good

, and
market of his time , be but to sleep , and
feed ? a beast, no mors—Shakespeare .

What if one might have all the pleas
ures o f the world for the asking ?—Wh o
would so unman himself as by accepting
them to desert his soul and become a
perpetual Slave to his senses ?—Seneca .

Sordid and infamous sensuality
,
the

most dreadful evil that issued from the
box of Pandora

,
corrupts the entire heart

and eradicates every virtue—Fene lon .

The body of a sensualist is the coffin
of a dead soul .—Bovee .

All sensuality is one , though it takes
many forms , as all purity is one . It is
the same whether a man eat

,
or drink

,

or cohabit
, or sleep sensually . They are

but one appet ite , and we only need to
see a person do any one of these things
to know how great a sensualist he is .
Thoreau.

Sin the mother
,
and shame the

daughter of lewdness .—Sir P . Sidney .

A youth of sensuality and intemper
ance delivers over a worn-out body to
o ld age

—C icero .

When the cup of any sensual pleasure
is drained to the bott om ,

there is always
poison in the dregs—Jane Porter.

SEN TIMEN T .
—Sentiment is intellec

tualized emotion ; emotion precipitated,
as it were , in pretty crystals by the
fancy.

—J. R . Lowe ll.

Sentiment has a kind of divine al

chemy
,
rendering grief itself the source

of tenderest thoughts and far-reaching
desires

,
which the sufferer cherishes as

sacred treasures—Ta lfourd.

Sentiment and principle are often
mistaken for each other, though , in fact,
they widely difler.

—Sentiment is the
virtue of ideas ; principle the virtue of

action —Sentiment has its seat in the
head ; principle , in the heart . Senti
ment suggest s fine harangues and subtle

o f the blessed companionshi

and an gels, truflst in G od as
of truth and v1rtue—these ar
of mind in which I should 1

C ure the drunkard
,
heal

mo llify
nee , but

small account of him
,

they spend
,
as they

to an audit—Fuller.

Be not too famili
ants ; at first it may
the end

’twill breed

settled carriage : These
Obedience, gain respect

, and

authority—Fuller.

Be not served with kin

friends, or men entreated to

they expect much
,
and do I

with such as are amorous ,
heads are
too few, than one to
Burleigh .

Let thy servants be such as
mayest command, and entertain
about thee but those to whom
givest wages ; for those that will serve
thee without thy hire will co st thee
treble as much as they that know thy
fare—Sir Walter Raleigh .

If thou employest plain men, and
canst find such as are commonly hon
est , they will work faithfully, and re

port fairly . C unning men will
,
for their

own credit , adventure without com
mand ; and from thy business derive
credit to themselves—Fuller.
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ance of nature for the violation of her
laws—C . Simmons .

Sickness and disease are in weak
minds the sources of melancholy ; but
that which is painful to the body, may
be profitable to the soul . Sickness, the
mother of modesty, puts us in mind o f

our mortality, and while we drive on
heedlessly in the full career o f worldly
pomp and j ollity, kindly brings us to a
proper sense of our duty and destiny .

Burton .

In sickness let me not so much say ,

am I getting better of my pain ? as am I
getting better for it ? -Shakespeare .

Of all the know-nothing persons in
this world, commend us to the man who

has “never known a day ’s illness .” He

is a mbral dunce , one who has lost the
greatest lesson of life ; who has skipped
the finest lecture in that great school of
humanity the sick-chamber .—Hood.

Few sp1r1ts are made better by the
pain and languor of sickness ; as few
great pilgrims become eminent saints .
_ Thomas 81. Kempis .

It is in sickness that we most feel the
need of that sympathy which shows how
much we are dependent upon one an

other for our comfort, and even neces

sities. Thus disease , opening our eyes
to the realities of life, is an indirect
blessing—H. Ballou.

In sickness the soul begins to dress her
self for immortality. And first she un

t ies the strings of vanity that made her
upper garments cleave to the world and
sit uneasy—Jeremy Tay lor.

When a man is laboring under the
pain of any distemper, it is then that he
recollects there is a God, and that he
himself is but a man . N o mortal is
then the obj ect of his envy

,
his ad

miration , or his contempt ; and , having
no malice to gratify , the tales of slander
excite him not—Pliny .

Sickness is a sort of early old age ; it
teaches us a diffidence in our earthly
state—Pope .

As in the body, so in the soul ; they
are oft most desperately sick who are
least sensible of their diseas e , while he
that fears each wound as mortal

,
seeks

a t
i
mely cure , and is healed - A . War

wic

S ILE N C E —(See

He can never speak
not how to hold his pe
True silence is the r

sin—Penn .

o ur thoughts—Burke .

speare .

of the mind . Such
is wise if they are f
they are wise ; and
to form a judgment
narrowly to observe when, where ,
how they smile .

Silence is the safest course for
man to adopt w o distrusts b imse
Rochefoucauld.

Euripides was wont to say

but we seem to have greater
for it in our dealing with fools
reasonable persons ; for men of b
and sense will be satisfied with
and fair words . —Plutarch .

Silence is the understanding 0

and one of the virtues of the
Boileau .

Of all virtues, Zeno made ch
Silence ; for by it, said he ,
men ’s imperfections, and
own—Rule of Life .

A man’s profundity
from opening on a first
his caution on a second ;
suspect his emptiness , if
his reserve to a third
I do know of those
only are reputed wise, fo
ing
—Shakespeare .

Silence is a virtue in t
deficient in understandin

If the prudence of
decorum dictates silence
cumstances, in othe
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w hen nothing need be said, is
ence of d1scretion .

—Bovee .

is great , but silence is greater .

ence of the place was like a
full of rest it seemed—Long

e perfectest herald of j oy ;
-

py if I could say

t , loves to be with us,
us in our silence , has
the k eys that ravish

is an easy obligation ;
es only our

TSon .

head that makes the
J . Lucas .

serious world that we
eak at all unless we

ing to say .
-Carlyle .

woman is like speech in
t who can—Ben Jonson;

speak when they do not

be silent . He is wise who
Tie your
luxuriate ;
a rapidly

soon collects mud—Am

0 have no tongues
,
are

and ears—Haliburton .

three kinds of silence .

from words is good
,
because in

e speaking tends to evil . Silence ,
from desires and passions is still
because it promotes quietness of
But the best of all is silence
unnecessary and wandering

and for silence in other respects—Mad.

A silent man is easily reputed wise .

The unknown is always wonderful . A

man who suffers none to see him in the
common j ostle and undress of life easily
gathers round him a my sterious veil of
unknown sanctity

,
and men honor him

for a saint—F. W. Robertson .

What a strange power there is in
silence ! How many resolutions are
formed , how many sublime conquests
effected, during that pause when lips
are closed , and the soul secretly feels
the eye of her Maker upon her l—They
are the strong ones of earth who know
how to keep silence when it is a pain
and grief unto them , and who give time
to their own souls to wax

‘

Strong against
temptation .

—Emerson .

Silence is the ornament and safeguard
of the ignorant .
Silence is the safest respondent for

all the contradiction th at arises from
impertinence, vulgarity, or envy .

—Zim

The main reason why silence . is so

effi cacious an element of repute is, first
,

because of that magnification which
proverbially belongs to the unknown ;
and , secondly, because silence provokes
no man’s envy, and wounds no man

’s
self-love .

—Bulwer.

Silence in times of suffering is the
best—Dryden .

Speech is often barren ; but Silence
also does not necessarily brood over a
full nest . Your

"

still fowl , blinking at

you without remark, may all the while
be sitting on one addled nest-egg ; and

when it takes to cackling , will have
nothing to announce but that addled
delusion . Elio t.

The unspoken word never does harm .

-Kossuth .

Silence and reserve suggest latent
power. What some men think has more
effect than what others say—C hester
field.

N othing is so good for an ignorant
man as silence ; if he were sensible of
this he would no t be ignorant .—Saadi.
If you would pass for more than your
value , say little—It is easier to look
wise than to talk wisely .
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Learn to hold thy tongue—Five
words cost Zacharias forty weeks of
silence—Fuller.

As we must render an account of
every 1dle word , so we must of our 1dl e

Si lence—Ambrose .

Silence
.

is the ecstatic bliss of souls,
that by mte lligence converse .

—Otway .

I spake no word ; inferior j oys live
but by utterance ; rapture is bo rn dumb .

-H . N eele .

Silence is the element in which great
things fashion themselves together ;
that at length they may emerge

,
full

formed and maj estic
,
into the delights

o f life , which they are thenceforth to
rule—C arly le .

The more a man desirous to pass at a
value above his wo rth , and can

,
by dig

nified silence , contrast with the garrulity
of trivial minds, the more will the world
give him credit for the wealth he does
not possess—Bulwer.

A judicious silence is always better
than truth spoken without charity .

De Sales.

Silence is a figure of speech , un

answerable , short , cold , but terribly
severe—Theodore Parker.

A judicious reticence is hard to learn ,
but it is one of the great lessons of life .

—C’hesterfield.

If thou desire to be held wise , be so

wise as to hold thy tongue—Quark s.

There is a silence. the child of love ,
which expresses everything , and pro

claims more loudly than the tongue is
able to do .

—Alfieri.
A person that would secure

'

to himself
great deference will

,
perhaps

,
gain his

point by Silence as effectually as by
anything he can say

—Shenstone .

He knows not how to speak who

cannot be silent ; still less how to act
with vigor and decision . Who

.hastens
to the end is silent ; loudness is impo
tence—Lavater.

I like better for one to say some fool
ish thing upon important matters than
to be silent . That becomes the subj ect
of discussion and dispute , and the truth
is discovered—Didero t.

As men of sense and genius say much
in few words, so on the other hand the

l ittle .
—Ro chefoucauld.

even though he is in the right
If a word be wort h one Shekel
is worth two .

-Rabbi Ben Azai.

Silence is one of the great arts
versation

,
as allowed by C icero

who says “there is not only
an eloquence in it .” A well-bred

If any

to bridle
taken ; fo
occasion requires, and
speak

,
though never so

Of a distinguished gen
that “he could hold h is
languages .” “5

It is only reason that
the heart teaches 11s
It is better either to

say things of more val

Sooner throw a pearl at
idle or useless word
little in many word
in a few—Py thagoras .
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evening
,
how great and monstrous they

are l—Suckling.

Sin is never at a stay ; if we do not
retreat from it, we shall advance in it ;
and the further on we go , the more we
have to come back—Barrow .

Use sin as it will use you ; spare it not ,
for it will not spare you ; it is your
murderer, and the murderer of the
world : use it, therefore, as a murderer
should be used. Kill it before it kills
you . You love not death ; love not the
cause of death—Baxter.

Respectable Sin is, in principle , the
mother of all basest crime—Fo llow it
to the bitter end, and there is ignominy
as well as guilt eternal . —Horace Bush

nell .

If you would be free from sin ,
fly

temptation : he that does not endeavor
to avoid the one cannot expect Prov
idence to protect him from the other.
If the first sparks of il l were quenched ,
there would be no flame , for how can

he kill , that dares not be angry ; or be
an adulterer in act, who does not trans
gress in thought ; or be perjured, that
fears an oath ; or defraud , that does not
allow himself to covet? -Palmer.

The deadliest sin were the conscious
ness of no sin—C arlyle .

Most sins begin at the eyes ; by them
commonly, Satan creeps into the heart :
that man can never be in safety that
hath not covenanted with his eyes .
The wages that sin bargains for with
the sinner, are life, pleasure, and profit ;
but the wages it pays him

,
are death

,

torment , and destruction . To under
stand the falsehood and deceit of sin,

we must compare 1ts promises and pay
ments together. —South .

When we think of death
,
a thousand

sins, which we have trodden as worms
beneath our feet , rise up against us as
flaming serpents—Walter Sco tt.

I fear nothing but doing wrong .

Sterne .

As sins proceed they ever multiply ;
and like figures in arithmetic

,
the last

stands for more than all that went be
fore it .

—Sir T. Browne .

Guilt, though it may attain temporal
splendor, can never confer real happi
ness . The ey 1dent consequences of our

crimes long survive their commission ,

and,
l ike the

forever haunt
factor.—Walter Sco tt.

It is as sup
a little sin as it would be

.

to talk
small decalogue that forb 1ds 1t ,

diminutive G od that hates it , or a
low hell that will punish it .

—C’. S.

inson .

N 0 man becomes fully evil at

their love of virtue. -Juvenal .

nocent?—R . D. Hitchcock .

The course of evil begins
and from such slight source ,
hand might stem the breach
but let the stream get d
philosophy, aye , and
strive in vain, to turn
rent .
There are some sins which are

justly to be denominated surprises
infidelities. To such the world shou
lenient , as

,
doubtless, Heaven is

giving .
-Massillon .

There is no sin we can be
commit , but we shall find a
satisfaction, in resisting than in
ting .

We are saved from nothing i
not saved from sin . Little
pioneers of hell .—Howell.

There are three things which
C hristian desires in re sp
fication , that it may
sanctification , that it may not

and glorification, that it may no
C ecil.

He that hath slight tho ught
never had great thoughts of
Owen .

There is a vast difiere
of infirmity and those
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inadvertency and

ct of sin is much the
the conscience that f a.

the head ; it stuns and
1 use of its senses for 3

be cause of

the Sins

e bitterness in Sin’s end
ever was sweetness in its
‘

see nothing but good in
you will suffer only woe
n .
—Dyer.

circles in the water when

ith sin in my own

knows he may go to
dams .

in peace if I put the

shadow o f a wilful sin between myself
and God—George E lio t.
Man-l ike it is, to fall into sin ; fiend

like it is, to dwell therein ; C hrist-like
it is, for sin to grieve ; God-like it is,

all sin to leave—Longfe llow .

There is no fool equal to the sinner,
who every moment ventures his soul .
Tillo tson .

Sins of the mind have less infamy
than those of the ‘

body , but not less ma
lignity .

—Whichco te .

It is not true that there are no enj oy
ments in the ways of sin ; there are ,
many and various—But the great and

radical defect of them all is, that they
are transitory and unsubstantial

,
at war

with reason and conscience, and always
leave a sting behind . We are hungry ,
and they offer us bread ; but it is
po isoned bread . We are t hirsty

,
and

they offer us drink ; but it is from
deadly fountains . They may and often
do satisfy us for the moment ; but it is
death in the end . It is only the bread
of heaven and the water of life that
can so satisfy that we shall hunger no
more and thirst no more forever
Tryon Edwards .

SIN C ERITY .
—Sincerity is to speak

as we think, to do as we pretend and
profess, to perform what we promise ,
and really to be what we would seem
and appear to be .

—Tillo tson .

Sincerity is the face of the soul
, as

d1ss1mulation is the mask .
—S. Dubay .

Sincerity, a deep , genuine , heart-felt
sincerity is a trait of true and noble
manhood .

Inward sincerity will of course influence the outward deportment ; where
the one is wanting , there is great reason
to Suspe ct the absence o f the other
Sterne .

Sincerity is the indispensable ground
of all conscientiousness

,
and by con

sequence of all heartfelt religion—Kant.

Sincerity is no test of truth- no
evidence of correctness of conduct
You may tak e poison sincerely believing
it the needed medicine , but will it save
your life ?—Tryo.n Edwards .

Sincerity , thou first of virtues, let no
mortal leave thy onward path , although
the earth should gape , and from the gulf
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o f hell destruction rise , to take dissim
ulation

’
s winding way—Home .

The shortest and surest way to live
with hono r in the world

,
is to be in

reality what we would appear to be ;
all human virtues increase

'

and
strengthen th emselves by the practice
and experience of them .

—So crates.

Sincerity is l ike traveling on a plain ,
beaten road

,
which commonly brings a

man sooner to his j ourney’s end than
by-ways, in which men often lose them
solves—Tillo tson .

The whole faculties o f man must be
exerted in order to call forth noble
energies ; and he who is not earnestly
sincere lives in but half his being , self
mutilated

,
self-paralyzed .

—C o leridge .

His words are bonds, his oaths are
oracles ; h is love S1ncere , h1s thoughts
1mmaculate ; h is tears, pure messengers
sent from his heart ; his heart as far
from fraud , as heaven from earth .

Shakespeare .

Sincerity and truth are the basis of

every virtue—C onfucius .

It is often said it is no matter what a
man believes if he is only sincere . But
let a man Sincerely believe that seed
planted without ploughing is as good as
with ; that January is as favorable for
Seed-sowing as April ; and that cockle
seed will produce as good a harvest as
wheat , and is it so ?—H . W. Beecher.

You know I say just what I think , and
nothing mo re nor less—I cannot say
one thing and mean another.—Long
fellow .

S IN GU LA R ITY .
—Let those who

would affect singularity with success ,
first determine to be very virtuous, and

they will be sure to be very singular.
—C o lton .

He who would be Singular in his ap
parel had need have something super
lative to balance that affectation .

Feltham .

Singularity is laudable , when in con

tradiction to a multitude , it adheres to
the dictates of morality and honor . In
concerns of this kind it is to

.

be looked
upon as hero 1c bravery, In wh1ch a man
leaves the species only as he soars above
it .

—Addison .

SLANDER.
—(See SCANDAL,

” “
REP

and him against w

Believe nothing
on good authority ; nor
hurt another, unless it
to some other to conc
The worthiest people

j ured by slander, . as it
which the birds have

When will t alkers refrain from
speaking ? When listeners refrain
evil-hearing—Hare

Diogenes being asked,
“What is

beast , the bite of which is the
dangerous? replied ,

“Of wild b
the bite of a slanderer ; and of
beasts, that of theflatterer.

”

was a very bad man
,
said

,
I sh

care so to live that nob ody Wl ll
them .

” —Guardian .

Slander as often comes from
as from malice .

Slanderers are like flies
,
that pa

over a man’s good parts to l1gbt
on his sores—Rule of

’

Life .

N o one is safe from slander .
best way is to pay no attention
but live in

.

innocence and let the
talk Mo liere .

Who stabs my name
person

,
too , did not the

lie in the way—C rown .

escape ;
whitest virtue strikes ; what
strong , can tie the gall up in
derons tongue —Shakespeare .

The slanderer and the assa
only in the weapon they use ;
one it is the dagger, with the
tongue—The former is worse
the latter, for the last only kills the
while the other murders the repu
and peace—Tryon Edwards .

Slander, who se edge is sharper
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SLAVERY

The way to check slander is to despise
it ; attempt to overtake and refute it,
and it will o utrun you .

—A . Dumas .

If any one tells you a person speaks
ill of you , do not make excuse about
what is said , but answer :

“He was ig
noran t of my other faults else he would
not have mentioned these alone .

”

Epictetus.

There is nobody so weak of inven
tio n that he cannot make up some little
stories to vilify his enemy .

—Addison .

Have patience awhile ; slanders are
not long-lived .

—Truth is the child of
time ; ere long She shall appear to vin

dicate thee—Kant .

Slander cannot make the subj ect of
it eithen better or worse—It may repre
sent us m a false light , or place a l1ke
ness of us in a bad one

,
but we are

always the same .
—N o t so the slanderer,

for calumny always makes the calum
niator worse , but the calumniated never.
—C o lton .

We cannot control the evil tongues of
others, but a good life enables us to
despise them .

—C ato .

SLAVERY .
—Whatever makes man a

Slave takes half his worth away .
—Pope .

Disguise thyself as thou wilt
,
still

slavery, thou art a bitter draught
Sterne .

That execrable sum of all villainies
commo nly called the slave-trade .

—J.

Wesley .

C orrupted freemen are the worst of

Here lies the evil of Slavery : Its
whips, imprisonments, and even the
horrors of the middle passage , are not
to be named, in comparison with the
extinction of the proper consciousness
of a human being—with the degrada
tio n of a man into a brute .

—C hanning.

There is a law above all human en

actments, written upon the heart by
the finger of G od ; and while men

despise fraud , and loathe rapine
, and

abhor blood , they shall reject with ih
dignation the wild and guilty phantasy

,

that man can hold property in man .

Brougham .

Slavery is a syst em of the most com
plete injustice—Plato .

Every man has a property in his own

SLAVERY

James Monroe .

cannot b e .

—C harles Sumner .

person ; this no body has a right
himself—Locke
N atural liberty is the \ gift of

beneficent C reator of the who le hu
race—Alexander Hamilton .

Slavery is a system of outrage
robbery .

—So crates .

Slavery is an atrocious d
human nature—Franklin .

Slavery is a state so imprope
grading

,
so ruinous to the feel

capacities of human nature
,

ought not to be suffered to
Burke . q

Slavery is not only opposed to
principles o f morality

,
but

,
as it

to me , is pregnant with appalli

inevitable danger to the Rep
Humbo ldt .

I envy neither the heart nor the
of that man from the N orth , who
here in C ongress to defend slavery
principle—John Rando lph .

ferson .

I can only say that there is
l iving who wishes more Sincer

do to see a plan adopted for
tion o f slavery .

—Washington .

N ot only
but N ature
state o f slavery .

—Pope Leo X .

It is injustice
remain for a
Pitt.

Slavery is contrary to t
mental law of all societies
quieu.

Slavery in all its forms, in
grees

,
is a violation of divine

degradation
Those are

keep
,
sell , 0

Gro tius .
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might have added, with
is likely to lose more than

he becomes a slave-master.

ply to slavery no worse
its own . Men have always
inctively from this state , as
degraded . N o punishment,

save death, has been mo re dreaded ;
and

,
to avoid it

,
death has often been

endured . Slavery virtually dissolves
the domestic relations . It ruptures the
most sacred ties upon earth . It violates
home . It lacerates best affections ; pro
duces and gives license to cruelty ;
compels the master systematically to

degrade the mind of the slave ; and to
resist that improvement which is the de
sign and end of the C reator .—M illions
may rise up and tell me that the slave
suffers little from cruelty . I know too

much of human nature, human history ,
and human pamion , to believe them .

C harming.

Those who carry on the traflic in
human flesh and blood ; those who steal
a person in order to sell him into bond
age ; or those who buy such stolen men

or women ; or the nations who legalize
or connive at such traffic ; all these are
men-stealers, and God classes them with
the most flagitious of mortals—Adam
C larke .

The who le commerce between master
and slave is a perpetual exercise of

r
the

most boisterous passions ; the most ,
un

remitting despotism on the one part ,
and degrading submission on the other .
The man must be a prodigy who can re

tain his manners and morals undepraved
by such circumstances . The hour o f

emancipation must come ; but whether
it will be brought on by the generous
energies of our own minds

,
or by the

bloody scenes of St . Domingo
,
is a leaf

of our history not yet turned over .
The Almighty has no attribute which
can take sides with us in such a contest .
—Jefi'erson .

From my earliest yo uth I have re

garded slavery as a great moral and
political evil .—I think it unjust

, repug
nant to the natural equality of man

kind
,
founded only ih superior power ;

a standing and permanent conquest by

SLEEP

Sleep is pain’s easiest salve
, and doth

the stronger over the weaken—All
pretence of defending it on the ground
of different races, I have ever con
demned, and have even said that if the
black race is weaker, that is a reason
against and no t for its subj ection and
oppression—In a religious point of view

,

I have ever regarded and spoken of it
,

not as subj ect to any express denuncia
tion, either in the Old Testament or

the N ew
, but as opposed to the whole

spirit of the gospel
,
and to the teachings

o f Jesus C hrist -The religion of C hrist
is a religion of kindness , j ustice , and

brotherly love : —but slavery is not
kindly affectionate ; it does not seek an

other’s and not its own ; it does not let
the oppressed go free ; it is but a con

tinual act of oppression—Daniel Web
ster.

No one is a slave whose will is free .

_ Tymus Maxtmus

SLEEP .
—(See BED.

Our foster-nurse of nature is repose
Shakespeare .

Blessings on him who first invented
sleep—It covers a man all over

,

“

thoughts and all , like a clo ak—It is
meat for the hungry

,
drink for the

thirsty, heat for the cold , and cold fo r
the hot—It makes the shepherd equal
to the monarch, and the fool to

q
the

wise -There is but one evil in it , and
that is that it resembles death

,
since

between a dead man and a sleeping
man there is but little difference
C ervan tes .

Sleep is so like death
,

” says Sir
Thomas Browne ,

“that I dare not trust
myself to it witho ut prayer They
both , when they seize the body , leave
the soul at liberty ; and wise is he that
remembers of both , that they can be
made safe and happy only by virtue
Sir W. Temp le .

Sleep , to the homeless thou art home ,

the friendless find in thee a friend
Ebenezer E llio tt.

Sleep , that knits up the ravell
’
d

slee \ e o f care ; the death of each day’s
life , sore labor

’s bath ; balm of hurt
m inds ; great nature

’s second course ;
chie f nourisher in life ’s feast—Shake
speare .



SLEEP

fulfil all offices of death
,
except to kill .

Tired nature ’s sweet restorer, balmy
sleep ; he, like the world, his ready

"

visit pays where fortune smiles—the
wretched he forsakes .—Young.

When tir’d with vain rotations of the
day

,
sleep wmds us up for the succeed

ing dawn—Young.

In thee oppressors soothe their angry
brow ; in thee , th

’
oppress

’

d forget tyran
nic pow

’
r ; in thee , the wretch condemn

’
d

is equal to his j udge ; and the sad lover
to his cruel fair ; nay, all the shining
glories men pursue , when thou art
wanted , are but empty noise—Steele .

‘

Sleep , the antechamber of the grave .

—Richter.

One hour’s sleep before midnight , is
worth two after.—Fielding.

Downy sleep , death
’s counterfeit .

Shakespeare .

Put oflthy cares with thy clothes ; so
shall thy rest strengthen thy labo r ; and
and so shall thy labor sweeten thy rest .
—Quarles .

God gives sleep to the bad , in order
that the good may be undisturbed .

When one turns over in bed
,
it is

time to turn out—We llington .

Weariness can snore upon the flint ,
when restive sloth finds the down pillow
hard—Shakespeare .

Leave your bed upon the first deser
tio n of sleep ; it being ill for the eyes
to read lying, and worse for the mind
to be idle ; since the head during that
laziness is commonly a cage for unclean
thoughts—F. Osborn .

It is a shame when the church itself
is a cemetery, where the living sleep
above the ground, as the dead do be
neath—Fuller.

Sleep , the type of death , is also , l ike
that which it typifies, restricted to the
earth—It fl ies from hell , and is excluded
from heaven -C o lton .

. Sleep , tho u repose of all things ; thou
gentlest of the duties ; thou peace of

the mind
,
from which care flies ; who

dost soothe the
,
hearts of men wearied

with the toils of the day , and refittest

them for labor—Ovid.

It is a delicious moment , certainly ,

SMILES

airy rounds—Leigh Hunt.

soon overtakes him .

—Fran.klin .

Sloth is torpidity of the . me
faculties ; the sluggard is a living
sensible—Zimmermann .

Many are idly busy —Domitian

Jeremy Taylor.

Excess is not the only
breaks up both health and

many are brought into a v

languishing habit of body by
which is both a great sin , and the ca
of many more - South .

Sloth never arrived at the attainment
of a good wish—C ervantes .

SMILES—A smile is the whisper of

a laugh—C hild’s Definition .

A face that canno t smile is never
good—Martial.

Smiles from reason flow, to brute de
nied

, and are of love the food—Milton .

A woman has two smiles that an angel
might envy—the smile that accepts a
lover before words are uttered, and the
smile that lights on the first-born babe ,
and assures .

it o f a mother’s love .

Haliburton .
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dash your head against
o

it—you scatter
your brains, and you dislodge a stone .

Society smiles in scorn , effaces the stain ,
and replaces the stone—Bulwer.

The code of society is stronger with
some persons than that of Sinai ; and
many a man who would not scruple to
thrust h is fingers in his neighbor

’

s
pocket

,
would forego peas rather than

use his knife as a shovel .—J . R . Lowell.

So ciety is composed of two great
classes : those who have more dinners
than appetite

,
and those who have more

appetite than dinners—C hamfort .

Society is now one polished horde ,
formed of two mighty tribes , the bores
and bored—Byron .

Society undergoes continual changes ;
it is barbarous, it is civilized , it is
C hristianized, it is rich , it is scientific ;
but this change is not amelioration . For

everything that is given something is
taken . Society acquires new arts , and
loses o ld instincts . The civilized man
has built a coach , but has lost the use

of his feet ; he has a fine G eneva watch ,
but cannot tell the hour by the sun .

Emerson .

We are more sociable , and get on bet
ter with people by the heart than the
intellect—Bruyere .

Men would no t live long in society if
they were not the dupes of each other .
—Ro chef0ucauld.

Society is like a lawn , where every
roughness is smoothed, every bramble
eradicated

,
and where the eye is de

lighted by the smiling verdure of a vel

vet surface . He , however, who would
study nature in its wildness and variety,
must plunge into the forest , must ex
plore the glen , must stem the torrent ,
and dare the precipice—Washington

Society is the atmosphere of souls ;
and we necessarfly imbibe from it some
thing wh 1ch is either infectious or

healthful—Bp . Hall .

Besides the general infusion of wit to
heighten civility

,
the direct splendor of

intellectual power is ever welcome in
fine society, as the costliest addition to
its rule and its credit—Emerson .

There is a sort of economy in Prov
idence that one shall excel where an

other is defect1ve , in order to make

02

Hail , social life ! into thy
bounds I come to pay the
stock, my share of service, and
return , to taste thy comforts,
tected joys—Thomson .

Disagreeing in
ing in great

dissertation—Southey .

a kind of

the past .

in its halls : they are absent
they are working

,
not

Fashion is made up of their chi
Emerson .

Society is no comfort to one

mable—Shakespeare .

From
' social intercourse are

some of the highest enj oyments
where there is a free interch

mix them in society .
—Addison .

It is certain that either wise
or ignorant carriage is caught ,
take diseases

,
one from another

fore, let all take heed as to the

in which they mingle
,
for in

while they will be like it .
—Rule

We are a kind of cham eleons
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exercise of its powers
gams fresh v1gor

uccess in society is a

and sympathy. , A

contenting .
—Emerson .

Without good company all dainties
lose their true relish , and like painted
grapes, are only seen , not tasted—Mas

singer.

not good or safe for man to be
A good heart wants something
to ; and the best parts of our
the purest of our spirits suf

de that it blemish
nd makes us think
od, also inclines us
works in us, if not
a less dislike to

our eyes and ears
inured . For this

reason
,
by the grace o f God, I will ever

shun it . I may have a bad acquaint
ance ; but I will never have a wicked
companion—Bp . Hall.

I cannot be certain not to meet with
evil company , but I

'

will be carefua ot

to keep with evil company
,
and ifx

'

my
companion cannot make me better , nor
I him good, I will rather ~leave him ill
than he shall make me worse—Arthur
Warwick.

Every man depends on the quantity
he brings
he meets

ny is preferable to bad, be
more apt to catch the vices
an their virtues , as disease
contagious than health .

market with ingots , but with silver and
small change—C hamfort.

SOC IETY

Society—the only field where the
sexes have ever met on terms o f

equality
,
the arena where character is

formed and studied, the cradle and the
realm o f public opinion

,
the cruc ible of

ideas , the world
’s university

,
at once a

scho ol and a theatre , the spur and the
crown of ambition

,
the tribunal which

unmasks pretension and stamps real
merit , the power that gives government
leave to be , and outruns the lazy church
in fixing the moral sense—Wendell

There is no security in evil society
,

where the good are often made worse ,
the bad seldom better—Birds of a
feather use to flock together—Such
commonly doth their conversation
make us as they are with whom we use
to converse .

-Arthur Warwick.

C hristian society is like a l bundle of
sticks laid together, whereof one kindles
another . Solitary men

'

have fewest
provocatio ns to evil , but , again , fewest
incitations to good . So much as doing
good is better than not doing evil will
I account C hristian good-fellowship bet
ter than an hermitish and melancholy
solitariness .—Bp . Hall.

It is in the middle classes of society
that all the finest feeling , and the most
amiable propensities of our nature do
principally flourish and abound . For

the good opinion of our fellow-men is
the strongest , though not the purest mo
tive to virtue . The privations of

poverty render us too cold and cal lous
,

and the privileges of property too ar
rogant and consequential , to feel ; the
first places us beneath the influence of

o pin ion—the ‘

second
,
above it .

—C o lton .

Society, if good , is a better refiner of

the spirits than ordinary books—F.

Osborn .

Reject
“ the society of the V10 1ous;

shun the agreeable infidel and the ao

complished profligate . Lay it down as
a fixed rule , that no brilliancy of con
nection, no allurement of rank or

fashion, no agreeableness, no wit or
flattery , shal l tempt you to associate
with profligate or openly irreligious
men .
—G’resley .

Society has only one law, and that is
custom .

—Even religion is socially
powerful only so far as it has custom
on its side .

—Hamerton .
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What an argument in favor of social
connections is the observation that , by
communicating our grief we have less ,
and by communicating our pleasures we
have more—Greville .

Let him who expects one class of
society to prosper in the highest degree ,
while the other is in distress, try
whether one side of his face can sm ile
while the other is pinched—Fuller.

Socialism is only a blind yearning
after liberty and equality . It is the un
steady and brilliant dream of an earthly
republic which can be realized only in
the true C hurch of G od—F. D . Hunt
ington .

SOLDIER—A soldier seeking the
bubble reputation even in the cannon’s
mouth—Shakespeare .

Policy goes beyond strength , and con

trivance before action ; hence it is that
direction is left to the commander, and

execution to the soldier, who is not to
ask Why ? but to do what he is com
manded.

—Xenophon .

Soldiers are the only carnivorous an

1mals that live m a gregarious state .

Zimmermann .

Soldiers that carry their lives in their
hands

,
should carry the grace of God in

their hearts—Bax ter .

A soldier
,
a mere tool , a kind of

human sword in a fiend
’
s hand ; the

other is master-mover of this warlike
puppet—Byron .

Ignorance
,
poverty, and vanity make

many soldiers—Zimmermann .

Dost thou know the fate of soldiers?
_ They are but ambition ’s tools, to cut
a way to her unlawful ends—And when
they are worn

,
hacked , hewn with con

stant service
,
thrown aside , to rust in

peace and rot in hOSpitals.
—Southern .

Without a home must the soldier go ,
a changeful wanderer, and can warm
himself at no home-lit hearth—Schiller.

Soldiers looked at as they ought to be
are to the world as poppies to corn
fie lds—Douglas Jerro ld.

‘

SOLITUDE .
—A wise man is never

less alone than when he is alone .

If the mind loves solitude , it has
thereby acquired a loftier character , and

SOL ITUDE

it becomes still more noble
taste is indulged in .

—W. Hu

It had been hard to have put
truth and untruth together in

wo rds than in that speech , “Who
is delighted with solitude is either
beast or a go —Bacon .

It has been said that he who
to solitude is either a beast or an

the censure is too severe
,
and the

unmerited : the discontented bein
retires from society, is
good-natured man

, who

life without experience ,
how to gain it in his i
mankind—Go ldsmith .

Those beings only are fit
who l ike nobody , and are
body .

-Zimmermann .

and learns to lean upon itself ;
world it seeks or accepts of
treacherous supportsé the . feigne
passions of one , the flattery of a
the civilities of a third, the fri
of a fourth ; they. all deceive , an
the mind back to retirement,
and books—Sterne .

N o doubt solitude is whole

Co nversation enriches
standing

,
but solitude is

genius—Gibbon .

Living a good deal alo
lieve

,
correct me of my

man can do without h is
tions in society , but he must
exertions to gain it when he
Without it I am convinced
not to be endured—Sydney
An entire life of solitude
the purpose of

self is scarcely an idea
Burke .

Half the pleasure o

from having with us

whom we can say how
—W. Jay .

Solitude is a good
world is the best theatre ; the instltu
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There is a pleasure in the pathless
woods ; there is a rapture on the lonely
shore ; there is society, where none in
trudes

,
by the deep sea , and music in its

roan—Byron .

Solitude , the safeguard of mediocrity,
is to genius the stern friend, the cold ,
obscure shelter where moult the wings
which will bear it farther than suns and
stars . He who would inspire and lead
his race must be defended from travel
ing with the souls o f other men , from
living

,
breathing

,
reading

,
and writing

in the daily , time-worn yoke of their
opinions—Emerson .

Solitude cherishes great virtues and

destroys little ones—Sydney Smith .

In solitude , where we are least alone .

—Byron .

What would a man do if he were com
pelled to live always in the sultry heat
of society

, and could never better him
self in cool solitude ?—Hawthorne .

Unsociable humors are contracted in
solitude

,
which will , in the end, no t fail

of corrupting the understanding as well
as the manners , and of utterly disquali
fying a man for the satisfactions and

duties of l ife . Men must be taken as
they are, and we neither make them o r

ourselves better by flying from or quar
reling with them .

—Burke .

In the world a man lives in his own

age ; in solitude in all ages—W.

Mathews.

C onverse with men makes sharp the
glittering wit

,
but God to man do th

speak in solitude—J . S . Blackie .

Until I truly loved I was alone—Mrs .

N orton .

This sacred shade and solitude , what
is it ? It is the felt presence of the
Deity .

—Few are the faults we flatter
when alone—By night an atheist half
believes a God—Young .

Solitude and company may be allowed
to take their turns : the one creates in
us the love of mankind , the other that
of ourselves ; solitude relieves us when
we are sick of company, and conversa
tion when we are weary of being alone ,
so that the one cures the other . There
is no man so miserable as he that is at
a loss how to use his time—Seneca .

SON G .
—(See

A careless song , with a little nonsense

use is to keep out the light .

by exercise and motion—Johnson .

Sorrow breaks season , and repo
hours ; makes the night morning,
the noontide night—Shakespeare .

N ever morning wore to evening ,
some heart did break—Tennyson .

The deeper the sorrow the less ton
it has—Talmud .

a monarch—Horace Walpo le .

A song will outlive all sermon
memory .

—H. Giles.

Little dew-drops of celestial
—C arly le .

It was his nature to blossom in
as it is a tree ’s to leaf itself in
A lexander Smith .

The best days of the
ways been its singin
C uy ler.

SOPHISTRY .
—The

is gone ; that of soph

few sentences, wo uld no t deceive
may deceive half the world

,
if

in a quarto volume—Whately .

Some men weave their sophi
the1r own reason i s entangled
son.

To reason j ustly from a
ciple is the perfection 0

which it is more difficult to
to refute false r
way to expose its
j ust and conclusiv

built on some fal
—Emmons .

The juggle of
the most part
sense in the
sense in the
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sorrow .
—J. R . Miller.

Sorrows are our best educators .

know]

his road—C owper.

Wherever souls are being tried and
ripened

, in whatever commonplace and
homely way ,

there God is hewing out
the pillars for His temple—Phillips
Brooks .

Earth hath no sorrow that heaven
canno t heal—Moore .

The mind profits by the wreck o f
every passion

,
and we may measure our

road to wisdom by the sorrows we have
undergone—Bulwer.

Sorrow preys upon its solitude , and
nothing more diverts it from its sad
v1s1ons o f the other world , than calling

607 SORROW

it at moments back to this . The busy
have no time for tears—Byron .

G ive sorrow words : the grief , that
does not Speak , whispers the o

’
erfraught

heart , and bids it break—Shakespeare .

He that hath so many and great
causes of j oy , and yet is in love with
sorrow and peevishness, deserves to

starve in the midst of plenty
,
and to

want comfort while he is encircled with
blessings—Jeremy Taylor.

Sorrow is the handmaid o f God, no t

of Satan—She would lead us, as she did
the Psalmist, to say ,

“Who will show
us any good ? ” that after having said
this we may also say with him ,

“
Lord

,

l ift‘ thou the light of thy countenance
upon us.

”—A . S. Hardy .

Short time seems long in sorrow’s
sharp sustaining ; tho ugh woe -be heavy ,

yet it seldom sleeps, and
'

they who

watch
, see time how slow it creeps

Shakesp eare .

He that hath pity on another man’s
sorrow shall be free from it himself ;
and he that delighteth in , and scom eth

the misery of another shall one time or

other fall into it himself—Sir W.

Raleigh .

The man who has learned to triumph
over sorrow wears his miseries as though
they were sacred fillets upon his brow ,

and nothing is so admirable as a man

bravely wretched—Seneca .

The violence of sorrow is not at the
first

‘ to be striven withal ; being , l ike a
mighty beast, sooner tamed with fo l

lowing than overthrown by withstand
ing—Sir P . Sidney .

Sorrows remembered sweeten present
joy .
—Po llok.

One can never be the judge of an

other’s grief . That which is a sorrow
to

"

one , ” t o another is j oy . Let us not
dispute with any one concerning the

reality of his sufferings ; it is with sor

rows as with countries—each man has
his own—C hateaubriand.

Whole years of joy glide unperceived
away

,
while sorrow counts the m inutes

as they pass .—Havard.

Sorrow was made for man , not for
beasts ; yet if men encourage melancholy
too much , they become no better than
beasts—C ervan tes .

An excess of sorrow is as fo olish as
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profuse laughter ; while , on the other
hand , not to mourn at all is insensibil

Our sorrows are like thunder-clouds ,
which

. seem black in the distance , but
grow lighter as they approach—Rich ter.

One sorrow never comes but brings
an heir that may succeed as h is in

heritor .—Shakespeare .

Thou canst no t tell how rich a dowry
sorrow gives the soul

,
how firm a faith

and eagle sight of G od—Alford.

Out of suffering have emerged the
strongest souls ; the most mas sive char
acters are seamed with scars ; martyrs
have put on their coronation robes glit
tering with fire

,
and through their tears

have the sorrowful first seen the gates
of heaven—E . H . C hopin .

We tell our triumphs to the crowd ,
but our own hearts are the sole confi

dants of our sorrows .
—Bulwer

The deeper the sorrow the less tongue
it hath—Talmud.

Social sorrow lo ses half its pain .

Johnson .

If grief is to be mitigated, it must
either wear itself out, or be shared .

Mad. Swetchine .

Time will do much for sorrow ; pride
perhaps, more—Hoffman .

The sorrow which calls for help and
comfort is no t the greatest , nor does it
come from the depths of the heart .
W. Humbo ldt .

Sorrow is sin’s echo , and as the echo
answers the voice best where there are
broken walls and ruined buildings

, to
return it , so is sorrow when reverberated
by a broken , ruined heart—Philip

Even by means of our sorrows we b e
long to the eternal plan—W. Humbo ldt.

Take all sorrow out of life , and you
take away all richness , and depth , and
tenderness . Sorrow is the furnace that
melts selfish hearts together in love .

The capacity of sorrow belongs to o ur
grandeur ; and the loftiest of our race
are those who have had the profoundest
griefs because they have had the pro
foundest sympathies—Henry Giles .

Sorrow is Mount Sinai , if one will but
go up and talk with Go d face to face .

—H . W. Beecher.

608 SORROW

ing which is concealed in p
0

to learn what life is . The cross, mani
fested as the necessity of the highest
life

,
alone interprets 1t .

—F. W. Robert

son .

Alas ! by some degree of woe , we

Sorrows gather
storms do around
them

,
they break

the air of the p
Richter.

Most of
compass ion p
o f earth for
of heaven for th

We may learn from
large a part of our grievances
nary . But the pain is j ust
Bovee .

Every noble crown is, and

will ever be a crown of tho
ly le .

Sorrows humanize our race ;
the showers that fertilize the
Owen Meredith .

Light griefs do
‘

speak , while
tongue is bound—Seneca .

A small sorrow distracts ; a g
makes us collected—Richter.

Sorrows
though bla
us

,
when

they were

H . W. Beecher.

Has it never occurred to us,
surrounded by sorrows

,
that they

be sent to us only for our instru

as we darken the eyes of birds when
we wish them to sing ? —Richter.

Sorrow is our John the Baptist, clad
in grim garments, with rough arms , a
son of the wilderness, baptizing us with
bitter tears , preaching repentance ; and
behind him comes the
tionate ,

healing Lord ,
and j oy to the soul—F. D . Huntington .

Sorrow is only one of the lower notes
in the o ratorio of our blessedness—A .

J . Gordon .

Sorrow is not an acc
now and then . It is
woven into the
who has not
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walk erect and look upon the stars .
Bulwer.

To look upon the soul as going on

from strength to strength , to cons ider
that she is to shine forever with new
accessions of glo ry, and brighten to all
eternity ; that she will be still adding
virtue to virtue , and knowledge to
knowledge

,
—carries in it something won

derfully agreeable to that ambition
which is natural to the mind of man .

Addison .

The mind is never right but when it
is at peace within itself ; the soul is in
heaven even while it is in the flesh ,
if it be purged of its natural corrup
tions, and taken up with divine thoughts
and contemplations .

-Seneca .

I am fully convinced that the soul is
indestructible

,
and that its activity will

continue through eternity . It is like
the sun , which , to our eyes, seems to
set in night ; but it has in reality only
gone to diffuse its light elsewhere .

G oe the .

Everything here , but the soul of man ,
is a passing shadow .

—The only enduring
substance is within—When shall we

awake to the sublime greatness
,
the

perils, the accountableness , and the
glorio us destinies of the immortal soul ?
—C hanning.

The saddest of all failures is that of a
soul , with its capabilities and possibili
ties, failing of life everlasting , and en

tering on that night of death upon which
no morning ever dawns—Herrick John
son .

Life is the soul ’s nursery—its training
place for the destinies of eternity .

Thackeray .

SOUND .
—There is in souls a sym

pathy with sounds , and as the wind is
pitched the ear is pleased with melting
airs or martial

,
brisk or grave ; some

chord in unison with what we hear is
touched within us , and the heart replies .

-C owper.

Undescribed sounds , that come a

swooning over hollow grounds, and
wither drearily on barren moors—Keats .

How deep is the magic of sound may
be learned by breaking some sweet
verses into prose . The operation has

been compared to gathering dew-drops ,
which shine like j ewels upon the flower,
but run into water in the hand . The

6 10

elements remain , but the sparkle is
—Willmo tt.

Stern winter loves a dirge-like s

—Wordsworth .

N ot rural sights alone,
sounds exhilarate the

but

while they fill the mind—C owper.

Verse sweetens toil , however rude

The sound must seem an echo to
sense—Pope .

SPE C IALTY .
—A man is like a bi

Labrador spar;
"which has

to be practised—Emerson .

only necessary to be well dressed and

amiable ; to-day a man of this kind
would be too much like the garcons at
the cafés .—Taine .

Loet every one ascertain his special
busmess or calling , and then stick to it ,
if he would be successful—Franklin .

SPE C U LAT IO N —Many brilliant
speculations are but shining soap bub
bles

,
which turn to nothing as you gaze

at them .

The besetting evil of our age is the
temptation to squander and dilute
thought on a tho usand different lines of
inquiry .

—Sir John Herschel .

The practices of good men are more
subj ect to error than their theories and
speculations—I will then honor good
examples

,
but I will live by good pre

cepts .

A wise man was he who counselled
that speculation should have free course ,
and look fearlessly toward all the thirty
two points of the compass , whitherso
ever and howsoever it listed—C arlyle .

C onj ecture as to things useful is
good ; but conj ecture as to what i t
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know , such as
nt upon all-fours ,

TONGUE

faculty given to man to
his thoughts—Talleyrand.

perior man is modest in his

but exceeds in h is actions—C onf

According to Solomon , life and death
of the tongue ; and as
affirmeth , every un

the end shall find it
self unfortunate ; in all that ever I
observed I ever found that men’s for
tunes are oftener made by their tongues
than by their virtues , and more men

’s
fortunes overthrown thereby, also , than
by their vices—Sir Walter Raleigh .

Speeches cannot be made long eno ugh
for the speakers, nor short enough for
the hearers—Perry .

It is usually said by grammarians ,
that the use of l anguage is to express
our wants and desires ; but men who

know the world hold that he who best
knows how to keep his necessities pri
vate

,
is the mo st likely person to have

them redressed ; and that the true use

of Speech is not so much to express our
wants as to conceal them .

—G o ldsmith .

There is a wide difference between
Speaking to deceive , and being silent to
be impenetrable—Vo ltaire .

N ever is the deep
,
strong voice of

man , or the low, sweet voice of woman ,

finer than in the earnest but m
’

ellow
tones of familiar speech , richer than the
richest music , which are a delight wh i le
they are heard , which linger still upon
the ear in softened echoes, and which ,

when they have ceased
,
come

,
long

after, back to memory , like the mur
murs of a distant hymn—Henry G iles.

Half the sorrows of women would be
averted if they could repress the speech
they know to be useless—nay

,
the speech

they have resolved not to utter .—G eorge
E lio t.

The common fluency of speech in
many men , and most women, is owing
to a scarcity o f matter and a scarcity
of words ; for whoever is a master of
language and has a mind full o f ideas

,

will be apt in speaking to hesitate upon

SPEECH

the choice of both ; whereas common
speakers have only one set of ideas , and
one set o f words to clothe them in ; and
these are always ready at the mouth ; so
people come faster out a church when
it is almost empty, than when a crowd
is at the door. —Swift.
It was justly said by Themistocles

that speech is like tapestry unfolded ,
where the imagery appears distinct ; but
thoughts, l i apestry in the bale , where
the figures rolled up together.—Ba
con .

Sheridan once said o f some speech
, in

his acute
,
sarcastic way , that it con

tained a great deal both of what was
new and what was true ; but that what
was new was not true , and what was
true was not new .

—Hazlitt.

. There are three things that ought to
be considered before some things are
spoken ,—the manner, the place ,

and
the time—Southey .

N othing is more silly than the pleas
ure some people take in speaking their
minds .” A man of this make will say a
rude thing

,
fo r the mere pleasure of say

ing it , when an opposite behavior, full
as innocent

,
might have preserved his

friend
,
or made his fortune—Steele .

A printed speech is like a dried flower :
the substance , indeed , is there , but the
color is faded and the perfume gone
Lorain .

A sentence well couched takes both
the sense and the understanding .

-I love
no t those cart-rope speeches that are
longer than the memo ry of man can
measure—Feltham .

N ever rise to speak til l you have
something to say ; and when you have
said it, cease .

—Witherspoon .

~We seldom repent of speaking little
,

very

h

oft
h

én of Speaking too much ; a vul
gar and trite maxim , which all the world
knows

,
but which all the world does not

practise .
—Bruyere .

Such as thy wo rds are , such will thine
affections be esteemed ; and such as
thine affections , will be thy deeds ; and
such as thy deeds will be thy life
Socrates.

A constant governance o f our speech ,

according to duty and reason , is a high
instance and a special argument of a
thoroughly sincere and solid goodness
Barrow .



SPIRIT

Think all yo u speak ,

'

but speak not
all you think—Thoughts are your own ;
your words are so no more .

—Delany .

Speech is silvern silence is golden ;
speech is human Silence is divine .

G erman Proverb .

Discretion of speech is more than elo

quence ; and to speak agreeably to him
with whom we deal is more than to
speak in good words, or in good order.
—Bacon .

Speak but little and well if you would
be esteemed a man of merit—Trench .

As a vessel is known by the sound
,

whether it be cracked or not, so men are
proved by their speeches whether they
be wise or foolish—Demosthenes.

There are three things to aim at in
public speaking ; first to get into your
subj ect , then to get your subj ect into
yourself, and lastly, to get your subj ect
into your hearers—Bp . Gregg.

A good speech is a good thing , but the
verdict is the thing—Daniel O

’

C onnell .

SPIRIT .
—Spirit is now a very fashion

able word ; to act with spirit, to speak
with spirit , means only to act rashly, and
to talk indiscreetly . An able man shows
his spirit by gentle words and resolute
actions ; he is neither hot nor timid .

C hesterfield.

He that loseth wealth , loseth much ;
he that loseth friends

,
loseth more ; but

he that loseth his spirits loseth all .

A man of a right spirit is not a man of
narrow and private views , but is

'

greatly
interested and concerned for the good of
the community to which he belongs, and
particularly of the city or village in
which he resides, and for the true we!
fare of the society of which he is a mem
ber.—Jonathan Edwards.

It is impossible that an ill-natured man

can have a public spirit ; for how should
he love ten thousand men , who never
loved one ?

High spirit in man is like a sword,
which

,
though worn to annoy his ene

mies
,
yet is often troublesome to his

friends : he can hardly wear it so in

offensively but it is apt to incommode
one or other o f the company : it is more
properly a loaded pistol , which accident
alone may fire and kill one—Shens tone .

He bath a poor spirit who is not

12 STARS

SPRIN G .
—Winter

,
lingering

,
chills

lap of May .
—Go ldsmith .

Spring unlocks the flowers to .paint
laughing soil . -Heber.

drawal would be .
-Longfellow.

Sweet spring , full of
roses, a box where sweet
—Herbert.

Wide flush the fields
air is balm ; echo the m

of the book of life—Goethe.

Stately spring ! whose rob
valleys, whose breast-bouquet
and whose blush is a vernal
Richter.

If spring came but once in
instead of
with the so
in silence

,

every heart is joy—Thomson .

Sweet daughter of a rough and
sire , hoar winter

’s blooming chi
lightful spring—Mrs. Barbauld.

Ye may trace my step o ’er the
ing earth , by the winds which tell
Violet ’s birth—Mrs . Hemons .

Fair-handed spring unbosoms
grace—Thomson .

Spring hangs her infant b losso
the trees, rocked in the cradle
western breeze—C owper.

STARS—Ye stars, that are the
of heaven !—Byron.

When I gaze into
.

the stars, the
down upon me With pi
serene and silent spaces, like e
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other acts on enduring principles and
for immortality—Burke .

The true genius that conducts a state
is he

,
who doing nothing himself

,
causes

everything to be done ; he contrives, he
invents

,
he foresees the future ; he reflects on what is past ; he distributes and

proportions things ; he makes early
preparations ; he incessantly arms him
self to struggle against fortune , as a
swimmer against a rapid stream o f

water ; he is attentive night and day
that he may leave nothing to chance
Fe

'

ne lon .

If I had wished to raise up a race of
statesmen higher than politicians

,
ani

mated not by greed o r selfishness
,
by

policy or p arty ,
I would familiarize the

boys of the land with the characters of
the Bible—John Hall .

What morality requires
,
true states

manship should accept .—Burke .

Statesman , yet friend to truth ! of soul
sincere

,
in action faithful

,
and in honor

clear
,
who broke no promise , served no

private end, who gain
’
d no title

,
and who

lost no friend ; ennobled by himself, by
all approved , praised , wept , and honored .

—Pope .

The three great ends for a statesman
are , security to possessors , facility to
acquirers

, and liberty and hope to the
people .

—C o leridge .

A statesman
,
we are told , should fol

low public opinion ; doubtless—a s a
coachman follows his horses

,
having firm

hold on the reins
,
and guiding them .

Hare .

It is curious that w e pay statesmen
for what they say ,

not for what they do
,

and judge them from what they do
,
not

from what they say .

—Hence they have
one code of maxims for professions, and
another for practice , and make up their
consciences as the N eapolitans do their
beds, with one set of furniture for show ,

and another for use—C o lton .

STATION .
—Our distinctions do not

l ie in the places we occupy ,
.but in the

grace and dignity with which we fill
them .

—Simms .

Eminent stations make great men

more great
,

and little ones less .

Bruyere .

They that stand high have many blasts
to shake them .

-Shakespeare .

14 STAT ION

in higher spheres to tho
bodies in the firmament ,
much admiration

,
but little

is not necessary to invest
with power, to convince hi
a garment bedizzened with gold

,
which

dazzles the beholder by its splendor
,

but oppresses the wearer by its weight .

—C o lton .

Men and statues that are admired in
an elevated situation

,
have a very differ

ent effect on us when w e approach them ;
the first appear less than w e imagined
them , the last bigger—Greville .

How happy "the station which every
moment furnishes opportunities of doing
good to thousands —How dangerous
that which every moment exposes to the
inj uring of millions !

—Bruyere .

He

'

who thinks \his place below him
will cert ainly be below his place .

Saville .

Whatever the place allotted us by
providence

,
that is for us the post of

honor and duty .
—God estimates us not

by the position w e are in ,
but by the

way in which we fill it .

—Tryon Edwards .

The place should not honor the man ,
but the man .the place .

—Agesilaus .

If G od,
says C ecil , were to send two

angels
,
one to rule an empire

,
and the

other to sweep its streets
,
each would

feel that his place was the place of duty
and honor, and would be satisfied with

A true man never frets about his place
in the world

,
but j ust slides into it by

the gravitation of his nature , and swings
there as easily as a star.—E . H . C hopin .

Men in great places are thrice serv
ants : servants of the sovereign or

state
,
servants of fame , and servants of

business ; so as they have no freedom ,

neither in their persons, in their actions,
or in their times—Bacon .

True dignity is never gained by place ,
and never lost when honors are With
drawn .

—Massinger.

If any man is rich and powerful he
comes under the law of G od by which
the higher branches must take the burn
ings of the sun ,

and shade those that are
lower ; by which the tall trees must pro
tect the weak plants beneath them
H . W. Beecher.
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one—C ardina l

is a dark sign
when the owner is seen to be growing
poor

,
and his steward is found to be

growing rich—Spencer.

Our children
,
relations

,
friends

,
honors,

houses, lands, and endowments
,
the

goods of nature and fortune , nay, even
of grace itself, are only lent . It is our

misfortune
,
and our sin , to fancy they

are given . We start, therefore , and are
angry when the loan is called in . We

think ourselves masters, when we are
only stewards

,
and forget that to each o f

us it will one day be said , G ive an ao

count o f thy stewardship .
—Bp . Horne .

As to all that we have and are
,
we

are but stewards of the Most High G od.

-On all our possessions , on our time
,

and talents, and influence , and property ,
he has written , Occupy for me

,
and till

I shall come .

”
-To obey his instructions

and serve him faithfully
,
is the true test

of obedience and discipleship—C . Sim
mons .

There is no portion o f our time that is
our time , and the rest God ’s ; there is
no portion o f money that is our money

,

and the rest God ’s money . It is all His
He made it all , gives it all , and He has
simply trusted it to us for His séw ice .

A servant has two purses
,
the master’s :

and his own
, but we have only one .

Monod.

STOIC ISM .
—There are two ways o f

escaping from suffering ; the one by ris
ing above the causes of conflict

,
the

other by sinking below them .

—The one
is the religious method ; the other is the
vulgar, worldly method—The one 18 .

C hristian elevation ; the other is sto i
c1sm .

-H. W. Beecher.

’
Tis pride

,
.rank pride , and haughtiness

of soul ; I think the Romans call it stoi
c1sm .

-Addison .

To feel for none is the true social art
of the world’s stoics—men without a
heart—Byron .

A soul that pity touched but never

STRENGTH

shook ; trained, from his cradle
,
the

fierce extremes o f good and ill to brook ;
impassive , fearing but the shame of
fear, a stoic of the woods, a man without
a fear.—C ampbell.
STORY-TELLIN G .

—Story-telling i
subj ect to two unavoidable defects—fre
quent repetition and being soon ex
hausted ; so that whoever values this gift
in himself, has need of a good memory

,

and ought frequently to shift his com
pany—Swift.
Stories now, to suit a public taste ,

must be half epigram
,
half pleasant vice .

—J . R . Lowell .

N o story is the same to us after the
lapse o f time : or rather we who read it
are no longer the same interpreters .

G eorge Elio t.

I cannot tell how the
"

truth may be ; I
say the tale as it was said t o me .

—Wal
ter Sco tt.

A story should
, to please , at least seem

true
,
be apropos

,
well told

,
concise

,
and

new ; and whensoe
’er it deviates from

these rules
,
the wise will sleep

, and leave
applause to fools .—Stillingflee t.

STREN GTH.
-Oh ! it is excellent to

have a giant ’s strength ; but it is tyran
nous to use it like a g iant—Shakespeare .

Strength , wanting judgment and
policy to rule , overturneth itself
fl orace .

The exhibit ion o f
'

real strength is never
grotesque . Distortion is the agony of

weakness . It is the dislocated mind
whose movements are spasmodic- Will
m o tt .

Strength alone knows conflict ; weak
ness is below even defeat

, and is born
vanquished Mad. Swetchine .

Although men are accused of not
knowing their own weakness

,
yet per

hap§
"

a
"

few know their own strength . It
is in men as in soils , where sometimes
there is a vein of gold which the owner
knows not of—Swift.

Strength is born in the deep
.

silence o f

long-suffering hearts ; not amidst joy
Ill rs . Hemans.

What is strength without a double
share of wisdom ? Vast , unwieldy , bur
thensome , proudly secure , yet liable to
fall by weakest subtleties ; strength

’s no t
made to rule

,
but to subserve , where

wisdom bears command Milton .
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STUDY .
- (See KNOWLEDGE . )

There are more men ennobled by
study than by nature—C icero .

The love of study, a passion which
derives great vigor from enj oyment,
supplies each day, each hour, with a
perpetual round of independent and

rational pleasure—Gibbon.

He that studies only men
,
will get the

body of knowledge without the soul ;
and he that studies only books

,
the soul

without the body. He that to what he
sees, adds observation , and to what he
reads, reflection , is in the right road to
knowledge

,
provided that in scrutinizing

the hearts of others
,
he neglects not his

own H
—C o lton

A few books, well studied , and thor
oughly digested

,
nourish the understand

ing more than hundreds but gargled in
the mouth

,
as ordinary students use .

F. Osborn .

As there is a partiality to opinions
,

which is apt to mislead the understand
ing, so there is also a partiality to

studies, which is prejudicial to knowl
edge -Locke .

When a king asked Euclid whether he
could not explain his art to him in a
more compendious manner ? he was an

swered, that there was no royal way t o

geometry . Other things may be seized
by might, or purchased with money, but
knowledge is to be gained only by study,
and study to be prosecuted only in re

tirement . —Johnson .

Our delight in any particular study,
art, or science rises and improves in pro
portion to the application which we be
stow upon it . Thus, what was at first an
exercise becomes at length an entertain
ment . -Addison .

As land is improved by sowing it with
various seeds, so is the mind by exer

cising it with different studies—M e l

mo th .

You are to come to your study as to
the table , with a sharp appetite , whereby
that which y ou read may the better
digest . He that has no stomach to his
book will very hardly thrive upon it .

Earl of Bedford.

Mankind have a great aversion to

intellectual labor, but , even supposing
knowledge to be easily attainable , more
people would be content to be ignorant

acquire it .
—Johnson.

society insupportable
There is no study that

of delighting us after a lit

They are not the best
are most dependent on

can be got out of th
material ; a man mu
for himself.

C ooper.

The man who has acquired the habit
of study , though for only one hour every
day in the year, and keeps to the one

thing studied till it is mastered , will be
startled to see the progress he has made
at the end of a twelvemonth .

—Bulwer .

Since I began to ask God ’s blessing on

my studies, I have done more in one

week than I have done in a whole year
before—Payson .

Whatever study tends neither directly
nor indirectly to make us better men

and citizens is at best but a specious and
ingenious sort of idleness, and the knowl
edge we acquire by it only a

'

creditab le

kind of ignorance, nothing more .

Bo lingbroke .

As the turning of logs will mak e a
dull fire burn

, so change of studies will
a dull brain—Longfellow .

I study much
,
and the more I study

the oftener I go back to those first
principles which are so simple that child
hood itself can lisp them .

-Mad. Swe t

chine .

A boy will learn more true wisdom in

a public school in a year than by a
private education in five—It is no t from
masters, but from their equals that youth
learn a kn owledge of the world—Go ld
smith .

Shun no toil to make yourself remark
able by some one talent—Yet do not
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Style is the intimate and inseparable
fact of the personality of the writer— it
is the verbal body of the man’s moral
and mental life—it holds his emotions
and experiences, is charged with his sen

sations, and is, in simplest words , his
manifestations refined and polished by
his artistic faculty . Only men of peculiar
o r strong personality attain a style which
distinguishes them ,

and imposes itself as
a model upon the groping and undecided
or formless writers whose work does not
make models

,
but only imitates them .

Any style formed in imitation of some
model must be affected and straight
laced .

—E . P . Whipp le .

A man s sty le is nearly as much a

part of himself as his face , or figure , or
the throbbing of his pulse ; in short , as
any part o f his being which is subj ected
to the action o f his will . -Fe

'

nelon .

A pure style in writing results from
the rej ection of everything superfluous .
—Mad. N ecker.

He who thinks much says but little in
proportion to his thoughts . He selects
that language which will convey his

ideas in the most explicit and direct
manner . He tries to compress as much
thought as possible into a few words .
On the contrary ,

the man who talks
everlastingly and promiscuously, who

seems to have an exhaustless magazine
of sound

,
crowds so many words into his

thoughts that he always obscures , and

very frequently conceals them .
—Wash

ington Irving.

Whoever wishes to attain an English
style

,
familiar but not coarse , and ele

gant but
'

not ostentatious , must give his
days and nights to the volumes of Addi
son—Johnson .

The least degree of ambiguity
,
which

leaves the mind in suspense as to the
meaning

,
ought to be avoided with the

greatest care —Blair.

In composing
,
think much more of

your matter than your manner . Spirit ,
grace

,
and dignity of manner are of great

importance
,
both to the speaker and

writer ; but of infinitely more importance
are the weight and worth of matter .

W. Wirt .

The obscurity of
.

a writer is generally
in proportion to h is incapacity .

—Quin
tilian .

The unaffected o f every country nearly

STYLE

stupidity whenever it would ende
please—Go ldsmith .

A 00 pious manner of expressio
strength and weight to our ideas, which
frequently make impression upon the
mind, as iron does upon solid bodies ,
rather by rep eated strokes than a single
blow .

—Me lmo th .

Those who make antitheses by forcing
the sense are like men who make false
windows for the sake of symmetry .

Their rule is not/ to speak j ustly
,
but to

make accurate figur
es—Pascal .

Whatever is pure is also simple ; it
does not keep the eye on itself—The
observer forgets the window in the land
scape it displays—A fine style gives the
view of fancy— oi its figures

, irts trees ,
its palaces without a spot .

—Willmo t.

C lear writers
,
like clear fountains , do

not seem so deep as they are ; the turbid
looks most profound—Landor.

An era is fast approaching when no
writer will be read by the maj ority

,
ex

cept those that can effect that for bales
of manuscript that the hydrostatic screw
performs for bales of cotton

,
by con

densing into a period what before o c

cupied a page .
—C o tta .

A great writer possesses
, so to speak

,

an individual and unchangeable style ,
which does not permit him easily to
preserve the anonymous—Vo ltaire .

There is a certain maj esty in plain
ness ; as the proclamation of a prince
never frisks it in tropes or fine conceits,
in numerous and well-turned periods

,
but

commands in sober natural expressions.
—South .

To have good sense and ability to ex
press it are the most essential and neces

§sary qualities in companions . When
thoughts rise in us fit to utter among
familiar friends

,
there needs but very

little care in clothing them .
—Steele .

Propriety of thought and propriety of
diction are commonly found together .

Obscurity and affectation are the two
greatest faults of style—Macaulay .

He who would reproach an author for
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is quite clear there .

plainest writing is 11

ought to express the
if they attract at

lves, it is a fault ; in
styles you read page after
noticing the medium .

ces in a short composition
rooms in a l ittle house .

In what he leaves unsaid I discover a
aster o f style .

—Schiller.

Perspicuity is the frame-work of pro
found thoughts—Vauvenargues .

When we meet with a natural style
we are surprised and delighted, for we
expected to find an author, and have
found a man—Pascal .

use

onest
,
the most

chew fine words as you

and love simple ones as
tive roses on your cheek .

good writer has much idiom ; it
ife and spirit of language .

a style that is wholly flat and
hat slides along like an eel , and

can call an in

equality—Shens tone .

The o ld prose writers wrote as if th
’

ey f
were speaking to an audience ; among
us

,
prose i s invariably written fo i

;
the

eye alone .

—N i ebuhr.

N othing is so difficult as the apparent
ease o f a clear and flowing style —Those
graces which

,
from their presumed facil

ity
,
encourage all to attempt to imitate

them
,
are usually the most inimitable .

C o lton .

Antithesis may be the blossom of wit ,
but it will never arrive at maturity un

less Sound sense be the trunk , and truth
the root—C o lton .

If the way in which men express their
thoughts is slipshod and mean , it will be
very difficult for their thoughts them
selves to escape being the same—A lford.

To write in a genuine familiar or truly
English style is to write as any one

would speak in common conversation
,

who had a thorough command and

SUBL IMITY

cho ice
'

o f words, or who could discourse
with ease , force , and perspicuity, setting
aside all pedantic and oratoricalflour
ishes—Hazlitt

I t is equally true of the pen as the
pencil , that what is drawn from life and
the heart alone bears the impress of im
mortality—Tuckerman .

Obscurity and affectation are the two
great faults of style . Obscurity o f ex
pression generally springs from confusion
of ideas ; and the same wish to dazzle , at
any cost , which produces affectation in
the manner of a writer

,
is likely to pro

?
uce sophistry in his reasoning—Macau

ay .

Perhaps that is nearly the perfection
o f good writ ing which effects that for
knowledge which the lens effects for
the sunbeam when it condenses its
brightness in order to increase its force .

—C o lton .

SUBLIMITY .

-Sublimity is Hebrew
by birth—C o leridge .

The sublime and the ridiculous are
often so nearly related that it is difficult
to class them separately. One step above
the sublime makes the ridiculous

,
and

one step above the ridiculous makes the
sublime again—Thomas Paine .

The sublimest thoughts are conceived
by the intellect when it is excited by
pious emotion—W. N evins .

One source of sublimity is infinity
Burke .

The sublime is the temple-step of re
ligion ,

as the stars are of immeasurable
space . When what is mighty appears in
nature

,
—a storm

,
thunder

,
the starry

firmament , death ,—then utter the word
G od

” before the child . A great mis
fortune

, a great blessing , a great crime ,
a noble action are building sites for a
ch

‘

ifd
’
s

” church—Richter .

From the sublime to the ridiculous
there is but one step—N apo leon .

The sublime
,

” says Longinus, is
often nothing but the echo or image of

magnanimity ”

; and where this quality
appears in any one , even though a sy l

lable be not uttered
,
it excites our

applause and admiration—Hume .

N othing so effectually deadens the
taste of the sublime as that which i s

light and radiant—Burke .

The sublime
,
when it is introduced at
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a seasonable moment
,
has often carried

all before it with the rapidity of light
ning

,
and shown at a glance the mighty

power of genius .—Longinus .

The truly sublime is always easy, and
always natural . —Burke .

SUBMISSION .
—To will what God

doth will
,
that is the only science that

gives us any rest .—Malesherbes .

As thou wilt what thou wilt ; when
thou wilt—Thomas aKempis.

Subm ission is the footprint of faith in
the pathway of sorrow .

To-morrow l—I dare not ask ; I know
not what is best : G od hath already said
what shall bet ide .

—Longfellow .

Study the singular benefits and ad

vanta es of a will resigned and melted
into t e will of God. Such a spirit hath
a continual Sabbath within itself, and its
thoughts are established and at rest .

Flave l .

That is best which God sends ; it was
his will ; it is mine—O . Meredith .

Give what thou canst , without thee
we are poor

, and With thee rich , take
what thou wilt away—C owper.

God of the just , Thou gav
’
st the bitter

cup . I bow to thy behest, and drink it
up .

-H. K . White .

To do or not to do ; to have , or not
to have , I leave to thee ; thy only will
be done in me ; all my requests are lost
in one ,

“
Father, thy will be done !

C . Wesley .

In the many adversities and trials of
life it is often hard to say Thy will be
done . But why not say it ? G od ever
does only what is right and wise and
best ; what is prompted by a father

’s
love

,
and what to his children will work

out their highest good—Payson .

O father ! not my will , but thine be
done ”

; be this our charm , mellowing
earth’s griefs and j oys , that we may
cling forever to thy heart , in perfect
rest .—Keble .

God is too great to be withstood , too
j ust to do wrong

, too good to delight in
any one’s misery—We ought , therefore ,
quietly to submit to his dispensations as
the Very best .—Bp . Wilson .

The strength of a man consists in find
ing out the way God is going , and going
in that way too .

—H . W. Beecher.

But peace ! I must not quarrel with

0 SUC C ESS
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of pence—C harles Bur ton .

haply, hath ends above my reach
know—Milton .

Submission to G od is thex only ba
that can heal the wounds he gives us
Emmons .

The highest attainment
,
as well

enj oyment o f the Spiritual life
,
is to

able at all times and in all things
say ,

“
Thy

SUET

Subtle
never will C romwell .

Subt lety will sometimes give
no less than strength ; and min

sometimes escaped, where
tude would have been crushed
little animal that kills the boa is

its antagonist - C o lton .

This is the
shoots up high , looks for
finds it in his own forehea

C unning is the dwarf of

W. R . A lger.

C unning pays no regard to
is but the low mimic of Wisdo
broke .

SUC C ESS—Success in life is a mat
ter not so much of talent or opportunity
as of concentration and perseverance
C . W. Wendte .

Mere success is one of the worst argu
ments in the world of a good cause , and
the most improper to satisfy conscience :
and yet in the issue it is the most suc
cessful of all other arguments, and does
in a very odd, but effectual , way , satisfy
the consciences
showing them

Moderation
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brother, and hOpe your guardian genius.

The men who are always fortunate
cannot easi ly have a great reverence for
v1rtue—C i cero .

The talent of success is nothing more
than doing what you can do well

, and
doing well whatever you do without a
thought of fame . If it comes at all it
will come because it is deserved

, no t be

cause it is sought after .—Longfellow .

Success makes success , as money makes
money .

—C hamfort.

The thinking part of mankind do not

form their judgment from events ; and
their estimate will never attach equal
glory to those actions which deserve
success and those which have been
crowned with 1t .

—Washington .

Didst thou never hear that things ill v

got had ever bad success ?—Shakespeare .

To character and success , two things ,
contradictory as they may seem , must
go together—humble dependence and

manly independence ; humble depend
ence on G od, and manly reliance on self .
—Wordsworth .

The path of success in business is in
variably the path of common-sense .

N otwithstanding all that is said about
“lucky hits

,

” the best kind of success in
every man ’s life is not that which comes
by accident . The only good time com
ing

” we are j ustified in hOping for is
that which we are capable of making for
ourselves—S. Smiles .

One line
,
a line fraught with instruo

tion
,
includes the secret o f Lord Ken

yon’s final success—he was prudent , he
was patient , and he persevered—G .

Townsend.

“I confess
,

” says a thoughtful writer,
that increasing years bring with them
an increasing respect for men who do
not succeed in life , as those words are
commonly used .

” I]! success sometimes
arises from a conscience too sensitive , a
taste too fastidious, a self-forgetfulness
too romantic, a modest-y too retiring .

G . A . Sala .

There is a glare about worldly success,
which is very apt to dazzle men ’s eyes .
—Hare .

The secret of success lies in embracing
every opportunity of seeking high and
right ends

,
and in never forgetting that

golden r ule o f the catechism ,

“of doing

2 SUFFERING

ington .

Who shall tax successful ~
call the rising traitor to
Havard.

Applause waits on success
multitude

,
l ike th

along the stream ,

SUFFERIN G . (See

Suffering comes to us
from our whole nature .

winked out o fnsight or be
subordinate place in th

human life . It is the chief

recollection of life .
—C hanning.

from Gethsemane .

—H . W. Beecher.

The light of the world would go out ,
and despair would darken every home
if it were not for some who have learned
to suffer and be strong—D . March .

There is no good accomplished but
through the medium o f somebody’s
suffering—N o great thought was ever
born

,
no great principle wrought out, but

by toil and trouble and suffering—N o

great truth was ever applied to the cause
o f morals in the world, but through suf
fering proportionate to the good that it
effected—God measures the magnitude
of blessings by the sufferings we are will
ing to bear for the sake of obtaining
them .

-
.H W. Beecher.

N ot being untutored in suffering, I
learn to pity those in affliction—Virgil .
Out of suffering have emerged the

strongest souls—The most massive char
acters are seamed 'with scars

—Martyrs
have put on their coronation robes glit
tering with fire ; and through their tears
have the sorrowful first seen the gate of
heaven —E . H . C hopin .

To love all mankind a cheerful state
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ourselves .
—Sismondi.

the eyes by tears unrtil

d the invisible land where
ome no more .

—H . W.

out stars, as sorrow shows
ley .

suffer that we may learn
London .

is rarely perfect except
of those who have suf

all the blandish
the coward sneaks

the brave lives on .

—Martial .

Against self-slaughter there is a pro
hibition so divine that cravens my
weak hand—Shakespeare .

Self-murder, that infernal crime , which
all the gods level their thunder at
Fane .

O deaf to nature and to Heaven ’s com
mand

,
against thyself to lift the mur

dering hand !—Oh , damned despair, to
shun the living light

,
and plunge thy

guilty soul in endless night ! —Lucre tius .

There are some vile and contemptible
men who , allowing themselves to be con-3
quered by misfortune

,
seek a refuge

'

in

death .
-Agathon . f

Suicide is a crime the most revol ting
to the feelings ; nor does any reason sug
gest itself to our understanding by
which it can be j ustified . It certainly
originates in that species of fear which
we denominate poltroonery . For what
claim can that man have to courage

the frowns of fortunes ?
nsists in being superior
in whatever shape they
him to combat—N a

He is not valiant that dares to die
but he that boldly bears calamity
Massinger.

Suicide sometimes proceeds from
cowardice

,
but not always ; for cowardice

sometimes prevents it ; since as many
live because they are afraid to die , as

623

The sun-god ’s crest upon
,
his azure

shield
,
the heavens—Bailey .

The sun does not shine for a few
trees and flowers , but for the Wide world

’s
joy .

- So God sits, effulgent , in heaven ,

die because they are afraid to live
C o lton .

I look upon indolence as a sort of sui
cide for the man is efliciently destroyed ,
though the appetite o f .the brute may
survive—C hesterfield.

The miserab lest day we l ive there is
many a better thing to do than die
Darley .

What a folly it is to dread the thought
of throwing away life at once , and yet
have no regard to throwing it away by
parcels and piecemeal ?—John Howe .

Men would not be so hasty to aban
don the world either as monks or as sui
cides

,
did they but see the j ewels of

wisdom and faith which are scattered
so plentifully along its paths ; and lack
ing which no soul can come again from
beyond the grave to gather—Moun t

ford.

Those men who destroy a healthful
constitution of body by intemperance as
manifestly kill themselves as those who
hang

,
or poison , or drown themselves

Sherlock.

The dread of something after death
puzzles the will , and makes us rather
bear the ills we have , than fly to others
that we know not of.

—Shakespeare .

To die in order to avoid anything that
is evil and disagreeable

,
is no t the part

o f a brave man ,
but of a coward ; for it

is cowardice to shun the trials and
crosses of life

,
not undergoing death be

cause it is honorable , but to avoid evil .
-Aristo tle .

SUNDAY .
—(See “SABBATH .

SUN .
—That orbed continent , the fire

that severs day from . night—Shake
speare .

The glorious sun ,
—the centre and soul

of
r

ear system ,
—the lamp that lights it ,

_ the fire that heats it , - the magnet
that guides and controls it ;— the foun
tain of color, which gives its azure to
the sky ,

its verdure to the fields, its
rainbow-hues to the gay world of flowers ,
and the purple light of love to the mar
ble cheek of youth and beauty—Sir
David Brewster
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no t for a favored few, but for the uni
verse of life , and there is no creature
so poor o r low that he may not look up
with childlike confidence

,
and say , My

father ! thou art mine .

” —H . W. Beecher.

The golden sun , in splendor likest
heaven

,
dispenses light from far ; days,

months
,
and years

,
toward his all-cheer

ing lamp turn their swift motions, or

are turned by his magnetic beam that
warms the universe—Milton .

Fairest of lights above ! thou sun

whose beams adorn the spheres
,
and with

unwearied swiftness move , to form the
circle of our years—Watts .

Thou earliest minister of the Almighty ,
who chose thee for his shadow ; thou
chief star, centre of many stars , thou
dost rise , and shine , and set in glory 1
Byron .

Sunbeam of summer, what is like thee ,
hope o f the wilderness, j oy of the sea !
—One thing like thee to mortals is
given

,
the faith touching all things with

hues of heaven -Mrs . Hemans.

SUN RISE—Yonder comes the power
ful King of day , rej oicing in the East .

Thomson .

And 10 ! in a flash of crimson Splendor,
with blazing

,
scarlet clouds running be

fore his chariot and heralding his ma
jestic approach , God

’s sun rises upon the
world—Thackeray .

See ! the sun himself ! on wings of
glory up the E ast he springs—Angel of
light

,
who from the time the heavens

began their march sublime
,
hath

,
first

of all the starry choir, trod in his maker
’s

steps o f fire—Moore .

As a giant strong , a bridegroom gay ,

the sun comes through the gates o f day,
and hurls his beams o ’

er the proud hills
—a stream of glory and a flood of day .

—Broome .

SUN SET .
—The sun

,
when he from

noon declines
,
and with abated heat less

fiercely shines ; seems to grow milder
as he goes away—Dryden .

The zenith spreads its canopy of sap
phire

,
and the West has a magnificent

array of clouds, and as the breeze plays
on them they assume the forms o f

mountains , castled cliffs and hills, and
shadowy glens, and groves , and beetling
rocks

,
and some in golden masses float

,

and others have edges o f burning crim
son - N ever from the birth of time were

down by the
soles more th
ward him when he sets

,
not

rises—Rich ter.

There are
,
while hum

abound, a thousand ways tofluous wealth , without one

rringt

The death-bed of a day
,

ful l—Bailey .

The West is crimson with reti
and the N orth gleams with its
tive light—J . H . Bryant.

His rays are all gold
,
and his

are best, as painting the skies
down in the West

,
and foretells

rising again—Watts.

Sunset
superior
set we

departed
lard.

More

The weary sun hath made
set ; and by the light track of
car

,
gives token of a goodly

morrow—Shakespeare .

SUPERFLUITIES .
—What

right senses , that has wherewit
free

,
would make himself a

superfluities? What does that
who has enough ? Or what
better for abundance that can
satisfied? —L’

E strange .

Were the superfluities of

valued, and
benevolence

,

houses than
scholars

,
and

ment beside—Penn .

Our superfluities should
our brother’s conveniences .
veniences, to our brother
yea , even our necessities
way to their extremity for
of them .

—Venning.

Superfluity creates nec
necessity superfluity . Take
an economist in prosperity :
fear of your being one in
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Liberal doctrines are capable of impi ove
ment . There are proselytes from athe

ism ; but none from superstition -Junius .

As it addeth deformity to an ape to
be so like a man , so the similitude of
superstition to religion makes it the
more deformed—Bacon .

That the corruption of the best thing
produces the worst

,
is grown into a

maxim
,
and is commonly proved

,
among

other instances
,
by the pernicious effects

of superst ition and enthusiasm ,
the cor

ruptions o f true religion—Hume .

I think we cannot too strongly attack
superstition

,
which is the disturber o f

society ; nor too highly respect genuine
religion

,
which is the support of it .

Rousseau.

Weakness
,
fear

,
melancholy , together

with ignorance , are the true sources of

superstition . Hope
,
pride

,
presumption

,

a warm indignation
,
together with igno

rance
,
are the t rue sources of enthusiasm .

—Hume .

The master of superstition is the peo
ple , and in all superstition wise men

follow fools—Bacon .

SURETYSHIP .

—He that would be
master o f his own ,

must no t be bound
for another . —Franklin .

Beware of suretyship for thy best
friend . He that payeth another man’s
debt seeketh his own decay . But if
thou canst not otherwise choose, rather
lend thy money thyself upon good bonds,
although thou borrow it ; so shalt thou
secure thyself

,
and pleasure thy friend .

—Burleigh .

If thou be bound for a stranger
,
thou

art a fool ; if for a merchant , thou put
test thy estate to learn to swim ; if for
a lawy er, he will find an evasion by a
syllable or a word ; if for a poor man

,

thou must pay it thyself ; if for a rich
man

,
he needs not ; therefore , from

suretyship , as from a manslayer or en

chanter
,
bless thyself ; for the best re

turn will be this—if thou force him for

whom thou art bound to pay it himself
he will become thy enemy ; if thou pay
it thyself

,
thou wilt become a beggar .

Sir W. Raleigh .

He who is surety is never sure him
se lf . Take advice , and never be security
for more than you are quite willing to
lose . Remember the word of the wise
man : “He that is surety for a stranger

626 SUSPIC ION

shall smart for it ; and he that h
suretyship is sure .

”—Spurgeon .

Endorsing character is hazardous
dorsmg credit, presumptuous—C .

mons .

Such as are betrayed by their ea
ture to be ordinary security for

minutes’ exquisite interval—I’m on

rack ; for sure the greatest evil man

know bears no proportion to this (1

suspense—Frantic .

The suSpenS% the fearful
,
acute

pense
, of standing idly by while the

at the will of others ; experience
recorded of many

,
whom their

had left elbow-room enough
,
t

suretyship they have expired in
geon .

—F. Osborn .

If any friend desire thee to
surety, give him a part of Wh

hast to spare ; if he press thee
he is not thy friend at all

,
for

ship rather chooseth harm to
offereth it .

—Sir 1K. Raleigh .

SUSPEN SE .
—O‘

i all the
to which the heart is subj ect

, suspen

one that most gnaws and cankers
the frame . One little month of

pense
,
when it involves death , w e

told by an eye-witness, is sufficient
plough fixed lines and furrows in a c
vict of five-and-twenty ,

—suflicient
dash the brown hair with gray

, and

bleach the gray to white—Bulwer.

duces, -what tortures can equal
and what reflections or efforts 0

the full tide and fever of the time
them .

-Dickens .

Uncertainty ! fell demon of our
The human soul that can suppo
spair, supports not thee—Malle t.

SUSPIC ION
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irit and a base soul .—Bo ling

is no less an enemy t o vir

happiness . He that is -al

t is naturally suSpicious, and
us will quickly

that we are paid for our susp icions
finding what we suspect—Thoreau .

Don ’t seem to be on the lookout for
crows

,
else you ’l l set other people watch

ing—George E lio t.
Discreet and well-founded suspicion
avoids a multitude o f evils , which cre
dulity brings upon itself . We ought al
ways to be suspicious enough to avoid
all improper and forbidden trust in man ,
or in our own hearts—C . Simmons .

N ever put much confidence in such as
put no confidence in others . A man
prone to suspect evil is mostly looking
in his neighbor for what he sees in him
self. As to the pure all things are pure ,
even so to the impure all things are 1m

pure—Hare .

Suspicion always haunts the guilty
mind : the thief doth fear each bush an

offi cer .

—Shakespeare .

Suspicion is far more apt to be wrong
It

re

look out

which is an
short 0 perishing by

f a coward is suspicion .

Herbert.

Ignorance is the mother of suspicion .

—W. R . Alger.

Suspicion is the poison of true friend
ship—Augustine .

There is nothing makes a man suspect
much , more than to know little

,
and

therefore men should remedy suspicion
by procuring to know more

,
and not keep

their suspicions in smother .

—Bacon .

One of the principal ingredients in the

SYMPATHY

happiness o i childhood is freedom from
suspicion—why may it not be combined
with a more extensive intercourse with
mankind ? A disposition to dwell on the
bright side of character is l ike gold to
its possessor ; but to imagine more evil
than meets the eye

,
betrays affinity for

it .
—Mrs. Sigourney .

Whose own hard dealings teach them ,

suspect the thoughts o f others—Shake
speare .

Surmise is the gossamer that malice
blows on fair reputations, the corroding
dew that destroys the choice blossoms .

Surmise is primarily the squint of sus

picion , and suspicion is established be
fore it is confirmed.

—Zimmermann .

Open suspecting of others comes o f

secretly condemning ourselves—Sir P .

Suspicions amongst thoughts are like
the bats amongst birds

,
they ever fly

by twilight : certainly they are to be
repressed , or at least well guarded

,
for

they cloud the mind , lose friends, check
business

,
dispose kings to tyranny

,
hus

bands to j ealousy
,
and wise men to ir

resolution and melancholy ; they are
defects, not in the heart , but in the
brain—Bacon .

Undue suspicion is more abj ect base
ness even than the guilt suspected—A .

Hill .

It is hardly possible to suspect an

other without having in one ’s self the
seeds of the baseness the other is accused
of—Stanislaus .

A noble brother, whose nature is so

far from doing harms
,
that he suspects

none—Shakespeare .

SWEARIN G (See PROFANITY . )

SYMPATHY —N ext to lovee , sym
pathy is the divinest passion of the hu
man heart H—Burke

To rejoice in another’s prosperity, is
to give content to your own lot ; to
mitigate another’s grief

,
is to alleviate

or disp el your own—Tryon Edwards.

One of the greatest of all mental
pleasures is to have our thoughts often
divined ; ever entered into with sym

pathy .
-L . E . Landon .

Shame on those hearts of stone , that
cannot melt in soft adoption of an

other’s sorrow —A . Hill .

N o radiant pearl , which crested for
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tune wears, no gem , that twinkling hangs
from beauty’s ears ; no t the bright stars,
which night’s blue arch adorn ; no
ing sun , that gilds the vernal morn ;
with such lustre as the tear that flows
down virtue ’s manly cheek for others’

woesr—Darwin .

More helpful than all wisdom or

counsel is one draught of simple human
pity that will not forsake us .

—George
E lio t.

The generous heart should scorn a
pleasure which gives others pain .

Thomson .

There is a kind of sympathy in souls
that fits them for each other ; and we

may be assured when we see two persons
engaged in the warmths of a mutual af
fection ,

that there are ce rtain qualities
in both their minds which bear a re

semblance t o one another.—Steele .

To commiserate is ‘ sometimes more
than to give

,
for money is external to

a man ’s self
,
but he who bestows com

passion communicates his own soul .
Mountford.

The only true knowledge of our fel
lowman is that which enables us to feel
with him—which gives us a fine ear for
the heart-pulses that are beating under
the mere clothes of circumstance and

opinion —George E lio t.
With a soul that ever felt the sting

of sorrow,
sorrow is a sacred thing .

C owper.

Sympathy is the first great lesson
which man should learn . It will be ill
for him if he proceeds no farther ; if his
emotions are but excited to roll back on

h is heart , and to be fostered in luxurious
quiet . But unless he learns to feel for
things in which he has no pers onal in
terest , he can achieve nothing generous
or noble—Ta lfourd.

Our sympathy is never very deep un

less founded on our own feelings—We

pity
,
but do not enter into the grief

which we have never felt .—L . E . Landon .

Open your hearts to sympathy , but
close them to despondency . The flower
which opens to receive the light of day
shuts against rain .

Let us cherish sympathy . It prepares
the mind for receiving the impressions
of virtue ; and without it there can be no
true politeness . N othing is more odious
than that insensibility which wraps a

SYMPATHY

an inch between wreck and smooth
ing prosperity .

-H . W. Beecher.

Public feeling now is apt to side
the persecuted , and our modern m
is full as likely to be smothered
roses as with coals—E . H . C hapin .

man up in himself
cerns, and prevents h
either the j oys or

other .—Beattie .

Al l sympathy not
knowledged virtue i
ishness—C o leridge .

Sympathy wanting
,
all

Personal magnetism is the
the sacred spark that puts
communion, and gives us
conversation

,
and ourselve

co tt.

It is a lively spark of
scend in most s favor to
lowest in aflfliction .

—Sir P . Sidney .

It is an eternal truth in the pol
as well as tlrle mystical body

,“where one member suffers
,
all

members suffer with it .

” —Junius.

Our sympathy is cold to the rel
of distant misery .

—Gibbon .

covered
metals
quired t
whether
Bulwer.

Every man rej oices twice when he
a partner of his joy ; a friend shares
sorrow and makes it but a moiety

,

he swells my j oy and makes it dou
—Jeremy Taylor.

The more sympathies we gain
awaken for what is beautiful

,
by

much deeper will be
that which is most be
soul .—J . R . Lowell .

It is certain my belief gains quite
.

finitely the very moment I can conv1
another mind thereof .—N ovalis .

The capacity of sorrow belongs to
of our race
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TALKING

else
,
and you will be ten thousand times

worse than nothing ! —Sydney Smith .

Great talents, such as honor , virtue ,
learning

,
and parts, are above the gener

ality of the world , who neither possess
them themselves, nor j udge o f them
rightly in others ; but all people are
j udges of the lesser talents , such as
civility

,
affability, and an obliging , agree

able address and manner
,
because they

feel the good effects of th em ,
as making

society easy and pleasing—C hesterfield.

N ature has concealed at the bottom of

our minds talents and abilities of which
we are not aware . Th e passions alone
have the privilege of bringing them to
light

,
and of giving us sometimes views

more certain and more perfect than art
could possibly produce—Rochefoucauld.

Great offices will have great talents
,

and God gives to every man the virtue ,
temper, understanding , taste , that lifts
him into life , and lets him fall just in
the niche he was ordained to fi ll .

C owper.

It always seemed to me a sort of clever
stupidity only to have one sort of talent
— like a carrier-pigeon .

— G eorge E lio t.

Talents
,
angel bright

,
if wanting worth

,

are shining instruments in false ambi
tion’s hand

,
to render faults illustrious,

and give infamy renown—Young.

Talent , like beauty , to be pardoned ,
must be obscure and unostentatious .

Lady Blessington .

Talent for talent’s sake is a bauble
and a show . Talent working with joy in
the cause of universal truth lifts the
possessor to new power as a benefactor.
—E'merson .

Talents, to strike the eye of posterity,
should be concentrated . Rays, power
less while they are scattered , burn in a
point .

—Willmo tt.

Talents o f the highest order , and such
as are calculated to command universal
admiration

,
may exist apart from wis

dom .
—Robert Hall .

TALKIN G .
—(See

Senses
”

)

It has been well observed , that the
tongue discovers the state of the mind
no less than that of the body ; but , in
either case

,
before the philosopher or the

physician can j udge
,
the patient must

open his mouth—C o lton .

LOQUACITY and
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They talk most who have the least to
say
—Prior .

Those who have but littlebusiness to

The tongue of a fo
counsel , which , in a
hath in keeping—So crates .

As it is the charact
to say much in few words, so

small wits to talk much and say
—Rochefoucauld.

N ever hold any one by the b
the hand, in order to be heard out

if people are unwilling to hear you,

had better hold your tongue than t
—C hesterfield.

The lover and physician are
popular from the same cause . We

to them only “of ourselv

daresay, was the origin of
egotism under the name
L . E . Landon .

x

He that cannot refrain from much
speaking i s like a city without walls ;
therefore if thou observest this rule iii
all assemblies thou shalt seldom err ; re
strain thy choler

,
hearken much

,
and

speak l ittle
,
for the tongue is the instru

ment of the greatest good and greatest
evil that is done in the world—Sir W.

Raleigh .

A man should be careful never to tell
tales o f himse lf to his own disadvantage ;
people may be amused

,
and laugh at

the time , but they will be remembered ,
and brought up against him upon some
subsequent occasion—Johnson .

I know a lady that
“

loves talking so
incessantly , she won ’t give an echo fair
play ; she has that everlasting rotation
o f tongue that an echo must wait till
she dies before it can catch her last
words - C ongreve .

They think too little who talk too

much—Dryden .

When I think of talking , it is of
course with a woman . For talking at
its best being an inspiration , it wants a
corresponding divine quality of re cep
tiveness , and where will you find this
but in a woman ?—0 . W. Ho lmes .

Such as thy words are , such will thy
affections be esteemed ; and such will
thy deeds as thy affections

,
and such thy

life as thy deeds—So crates.

Talkers are no good doms—Shake
speare
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are great talkers . The less
the more they talk—Mon

light upon an impertinent
t sticks to you like a burr,
with him

,
break off the dis

your business—Plu

a parrot may
not always to

converse ; not more distinct from h ar

mony divme , the constant creaking of a
country Sign—C owper.

Speaking much is a sign of vanity ; for
he that is lavish in words, is a niggard
in deed—Sir W. Raleigh .

There are braying men in the world
as well as braying asses for, what

’s loud
and senseless talking and swearing , any
other than braying .

—L ’

Estrange .

A wise man reflects before he Speaks ;
a fool speaks

,
and then reflects on what

he has uttered .
—De lile .

Talkative people who wish to be loved
are hated ; when they desire to please ,
they bore ; when they think they are
admired , they are laughed at ; they
injure their friends

,
benefit their enemies,

and ruin themselves—Plutarch .

Great talkers are like leaky vessels ;
everything runs out of them .

—C’. Sim
mons .

A civil guest will no more talk all ,
than eat all the feast—Herbert.

Wise men talk because they have
something to say ; fools , because they
would like to say something .

f

As empty vessels make the loudest
sound

,
so they that have least wit are

the greatest babblers .

—Plato .

The talkative listen to no one , for
they are ever speaking—And the first
evil that attends those who know not

how to be silent , is , that they hear noth
ing—Plutarch .

A talkative operson runs himself into
great inconveniences by babbling out his
own and other’s secrets—Ray .

Many a man’s tongue shakes out his
master’s undoing—Shakespeare .

We often say things because we can

say them well , rather than because they
are sound and reasonable—Landor .

There are many who talk on from
ignorance rather than from knowledge ,

TALKING

and who find the former an inexhaustible
fund of conversation .

—Hazlitt .

Let your words be few
,
especially

when your betters
,
or strangers

, or men

of more experience
, or understanding

,

are in the place , for in so doing you do
yourself at once two great mischiefs :
first , you betray, and discover your
weakness and folly ; and next, you
yourself of that opportunity which you

might otherwise have to gain wisdom
and experience , by hearing those that
you silence by your impertinent talking .

—Sir M . Hale .

Does a man speak foolishly ?—suffer
him gladly

,
for y ou are wise . Does he

speak erroneously ?—stop such a man ’s
mouth with sound words that cannot be
gainsaid . Does he speak truly ?—rej oice
in the truth .

Brisk talkers are usually
'

slow thinkers .

There is , indeed , no wild beast more to
be dreaded than a communicative man
having nothing to communicate . If you
are civil to the voluble they will abuse
your patience ; i f brusque , your char
acter . -Swift .

There is the same difference between
the tongues o f some , as between the hour
and the minute hand ; one goes ten times
as fast , and the other signifies ten times
as much—Sydney Smith .

The common fluency of speech in
many men

,
and most women

,
is owing to

a scarcity of matter and a scarcity of
words, for whoever is a master of lan
guage and has a mind full of ideas

,
will

be apt , in speaking , to hesitate upon
the choice of his words—Swift.

If thy words be too luxuriant , confine
them , lest they confine thee—He that
thinks he can never speak enough

,
may

easily speak too much—A full tongue
empty brain are seldom parted .

—~Quarles .

What a ' spendthrift he is of his tongue .

—Shakespeare .

C autiously avoid speaking of the do
mestic affairs either of yourself

,
or o f

other people .
—Yours are nothing to

them but tedious gossip ; and theirs are
nothing to you—C hesterfie ld.

One learns tacturnity best among those
who have none

,
and loquacity among

the taciturn .

—Richter.

The man who talks everlastingly and
promiscuously , and who seems to have
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an exh austless magazine of sound , crowds
so many words into his thoughts, that
he always obscures, and very frequently
conceals them .

-Washington Irving.

It is a sad thing when men have
neither the wit to speak well , nor judg
ment to hold their tongues—Bruyere .

Great knowledge
,
if it be without

vanity
,
is the most severe bridle of the

tongue . For so have I heard, that all
the noises and prating of the pool

,
the

croaking of frogs and toads, are hushed
and appeased upon the bringing upon
them the light o f a candle or torch .

Every beam of reason and ray of knowl
edge checks the dissolution of the tongue .

—Jeremy Tay lor.

It has been said in praise of some
men

,
that they could talk whole hours

together upon anything ; but it must be
owned to the honor of the other sex , that
there are many among them who can
talk whole hours together upon nothi ng .

—Addison .

The more ideas a man has the fewer
words he takes to express them .

,
Wise

men never talk to make time ; they talk
to save it .

—Uncle Esek.

TASTE —May not taste be compared
to that exquisite sense of the bee , which
instantly discovers and extracts the
quintessence of every flovVer, and dis
regards all the rest of it —Gréville .

Taste
,
if it mean anything but a paltry

connoisseurship , must mean a general
susceptibility to truth and nobleness, a
sense to discern , and a heart to love
and reverence all beauty , order, good
ness

,
wheresoever

,
or in whatsoever forms

and accompaniments
,
they are to be

seen . This surely implies , as its chief
condition

,
a finely-gifted mind , purified

into harmony with itself, into keenness
and justness of vision ; above al l , kindled
into love and generous admiration .

C arly le .

Taste and elegance , though they are
reckoned only among the smaller and
secondary morals

,
yet are of no mean

importance in the regulation of life . A

moral taste is not of force to turn vice
into . virtue : but it recommends virtue ,
with something l ike the blandishments
of pleasure—Burke .

When the taste is purified , the morals
are not easily corrupted .

Whatever injures the body, the morals,

TASTE

good taste—Osborne .

sphere both o f our happiness and misery
,

and makes us sensible to pain as well as
pleasures, which escape the rest of man
kind—Hume .

It is for the
d
i,
most part in our skill

in manners , an in the Observances of
time and place and of decency in general

,

that what is called taste consists ; and
which is in realityluno other than a more
refined judgment . he cause of a wrong
taste is a defect of j dgment .

—Burke .

Talk what you will of taste , you will
find two of a face as soon as two of a
mind—Pope .

Good taste is the flower of good sense .

—A . Poincelo t.

Delicacy of taste is favorable to love
and friendship , by confining our choice to
few people , and making us indifferent to
the company and conversation of the
greater part of men—Hume .

A truly elegant taste is generally ac

companied with excellency of heart
Fie lding.

Bad taste is a species of bad morals .

-Bovee .

A fastidious taste is like a squeamish
appetite ; the one has its origin in some
disease of the mind

, as the other has in
some ailment of the stomach—Southey .

Taste is often one of the aspects of
fashion . Folly borrows its mask

,
and

walks out with wisdom arm in arm . Like
virtues of greater dignity

,
it is assumed .

—Willmo tt.

Taste is not stationary . It grows every
day, and is improved by cultivation , as
a good temper is refined by religion
Willmo tt .

Taste is, so to speak, the microscope
of the judgment—Rousseau.

Taste depends upon those finer emo
tions which make the organization of

the soul—Sir J . Reyno lds .

I think I may define taste to be that
faculty of the soul which discerns the
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The true aim of every one who aspires
to be a teacher should be , not to im
part his own opinions

,
but to kindle

minds—F. W. Robertson .

O f what unspeakable importance is
her education who pre-occupies the un

written page o f being ; who produces im
pressions which only death can ob liter

ate
, and mingles with the cradle-dream

what shall be read in eternity ! —Mrs.

Sigourney .

In the education of children there is
nothing like alluring the interest and affec
tion ; otherwise you only make so many
asses laden with books—M on taigne .

Whatever you would have your chil
dren become

,
strive to exhibit in your

own l ives and conversation—Mrs . Sig
ourney .

A wisely chosen illustration is almost
essential to fasten the truth upon the
ordinary mind, and no teacher can afford
to neglect this part of his preparation .

- Howard C rosby .

Thoroughly to teach another is the
best way to learn for yourself—Tryon
Edwards.

Teachers should be held in the highest
honor. They are the allies o f legislators ;
they have agency in the prevention of

crime ; they aid in regulating the atmos
phere , whose incessant action and pres
sure cause the life-blood to circulate , and
to return pure and healthful to the heart
o f the nation .

-Mrs . Sigourney .

The one exclusive sign of a thorough
knowledge is the power of teaching .

Aristo tle .

Delightful task , to rear the tender
thought, to teach the young idea how
to shoot

,
to pour fresh instr uction over

the mind , to breathe the enlivening
spirit, and to fix the generous purpose in
the glowing heart—Thomson .

The secret o f successful teaching is to
teach accurately

,
thoroughly

,
and ear

nestly ; this will impart interest to in
structions, and awaken attention to
them . All sciences

,
in their nature or

connections, are replete with interest , if
teachers properly illustrate and impress
their truths in a pleasing, earnest man
ner. —C . Simmons.

The teacher who is attempting to
teach without inspiring the pupil with a
desire to learn is hammering on cold
iron—H. Mann .

4. TEACH IN G

Precepts and rules are orepulsive
child

,
but happy illustration Wins h

Do not train boys to learning by
and harshness ; but direct them

‘

to

what amuses their minds
,
so that

may be the better able to discover
accuracy the peculiar bent of the g
o f each .

—Plato . n

The best teacher is the one who

gests rather than dogmatizes
,
and

sp ires his listener with the wish to t
himself—Bulwer.

l l

The method Of \teaching which
proaches most nearly to the metho
investigat

since
,
not

barren an
stock on which they grew—Burke .

If ever I am a teacher, it will be to
learn more than to teach—Mad. Deluzy .

If
,
in instructing a child

, you are
vexed with it for want o f adroitness

,

try
,
if y ou have never tried before , to

write with your left hand , and then re

member that a child is all left hand
J . F. Boyse .

To waken interest and kindle en

thusiasm is the sure way to teach easily
and successfully — Tryon Edwards.

A good schoolmaster minces his pre
cepts for children to swallow

,
hanging

clogs on the nimbleness o f his own soul ,
that his scholars may go along with him .

—Fuller.

Improvement depends far less upon
length of tasks and hours of application
than is supposed . C hildren can take
in but a little each day ; they are like
vases with a narrow neck ; y ou may
pour l ittle or pour much , but much will
not enter at a time .

—Michelet .

A tutor should not be continually
thundering instruction into the ears of

his pupil
,

as if he were pouring it
through a funnel

,
but induce him to

think
,
to distinguish , and to find out

things for himself ; sometimes Opening
the way

,
at other times leaving it for

him to open ; and so accommodate his
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s pupil .

e to some
steal two

from th eir pupils , and/

give

minds the benefit Of the
F. Boyse .

C ount it one of the highest virtues
upon earth to educate faithfully the
children of others , which so few ,

and

scarcely any
,
do their own—Luther.

He that governs well , leads the blind ;
but he that teaches , gives him eyes ;
and it is glorious to be a sub-worker to
grace

,
in freeing it from some of the

inconveniences of original sin—South .

To know how to suggest is the great
art of teaching—Amid .

TEARS—There is a sacredness in
tears

. They are not the mark of weak
ness

,
but of power . They speak more

eloquently than ten thousand tongues .
They are the messengers of overwhelm
ing grief, of deep contrition , and o f un

speakable love .
-Washington Irving.

Tears are the safety-valves of the
heart when too much pressure is laid
"

on it .

—Albert Smith .

Tears are sometimes the happiest
smiles of love .

—Stendhal .

Love is loveliest when embalmed in
tears—Walter Sco tt .

I would hardly change the sorrowful
words of the poets for their glad ones .

_ Tears dampen the strings of the lyre“,
but they grow the more tender for it ,
and ring even the clearer and more
ravishingly for it .

—J. R . Lowell .
r

The bitterest tears shed over
'

graves
are for words left unsaid and deeds left
undone .

“
She never knew how I loved

her ;
” He never knew what he was to

me ;
” “I always meant to make more

of our friendship . Such words are the
poisoned arrows which cruel death shoots
backward at us from the sepulchre .

Mrs . Stowe .

A smile is ever the most bright and

beautiful with a tear upon it .

—What
is the dawn without its dew ? -The tear,
by the smile

,
is made precious

'

ab ove
the smile itself - Landor.

Tears
,
idle tears , I know not what

they mean
,
—tears from the depth of

some divine despair rise in the heart ,
and gather in the eyes , in looking on

TEARS

the happy autumn fields , and thinking
of days that are no more—Tennyson .

Weep for love , but
.

not for anger ; a
cold rain will never bringflowers—Dun
can .

Tearless grief bleeds inwardly—Bovee .

God washes the eyes by tears until
they can behold the invisible land where
tears shall come no more . O love ! O
affliction ! ye are the guides that show
us the way through the great airy space
where our loved ones walked ; and, as
hounds easily follow the scent before the
dew be risen , so God teaches us, while
yet our sorrow is wet , to follow on and
find our dear ones in heaven—H . W.

Beecher.

There is a certain pleasure in weep
ing ; grief finds in tears both a satisfac

tion and a cure—Ovid.

O
,
banish the tears of children ! C on

tinual rains upon the blossoms are hurt
ful ,—Rich ter.

The
’

tear that is wiped with a little
address may be followed

,
perhaps, by a

smile—C owper .

Blest tears of soul-felt penitence
M oore .

All my mother came into mine eyes ,
and gave me up to tears—Shakespeare .

A penitent ’s tear is an undeniable am
bassador, and never returns from the
throne of grace unsatisfied—Spencer.

The tears which flow
,
and the honors

that are paid
,
when the founders of the

republic die
,
give hope that the republic

itself may be immortal .—Danie l Webster .

My plenteous j oys , wanton in full
ness

,
seek

i

to hide themselves in drops Of
sorrow —Shakespeare .

Hide not thy tears ; weep boldly ,
.

and
be proud to give the flowing virtue
manly‘ way ; it is nature

’s mark to
know an honest heart by .

—A . Hill .

Beauty’s tears are lovelier than her
smiles—C ampbell.
The graceful tear that streams for
other’s woes—A . Kenside .

God made both tears and laughter , and
both for kind purposes ; for as laughter
enables mirth and surprise to breathe
freely

,
so tears enable sorrow to vent

itself patiently . Tears hinder sorrow
from becoming despair and madness ;
and laughter is one of the very privileges
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of reason , being confined to thehuman
species—Leigh Hunt .

All the rarest hues Of human life take
radiance and are rainbowed out in tears .
—Massey .

There ought to be more tears of peni
tence over our neglects of C hrist, more
tears of sympathy with the afflict ed

,
and

more tears o f j oy over the infini te good
things which Jesus brings to ns.

—T. L .

C uy ler.

Of all the portions of li fe it is in the
two twilights , childhood and age , that
tears fall with the most frequency ; like
the dew at dawn and eve—W. R . A lger.

Scorn the proud man that is ashamed
to weep—Young.

Tears hinder sorrow from becoming de
spair.—Leigh Hunt.
Those tender tears that humanize the
soul .—Thomson .

Heaven and God are best discerned
through tears ; scarcely perhaps are dis
cerned at all without them . The con

stant association of prayer with the
hour of bereavement and the scenes of
death suffice to show this—James Mar

tineau.

The tear Of joy is a pearl of the first
water ; the mourning tear, only of the
second—Richter.

Tears are often the telescope through
which men see far into heaven—H . W.

Beecher.

Some tears belong to us because we
are unfortunate : others because we are
humane : many because we are mortal .
—But most are caused by our being un
wise .
—It is these last , only, that of neces

sity produce more—Leigh Hun t.
What would women do if they could
not cry ?—What poor, defenceless crea
tures they would be .

-Jerro ld.

Tears are the softening showers which
cause the seed Of heaven to spring up in
the human heart—Walter Sco tt.

Shame on those breasts of stone that
cannotm elt in soft adoption of another’s
sorrow .

—A . Hill .

Every tear of sorrow sown by the
righteous springs up a pearl—M . Henry .

What a hell Of witchcraft lies in the
small orb of one particular tear !
Shakespeare .

Pride dries the tears of anger and

TEMPER

the other calms us b
w e deserve nothing else—Mad.

chine .

Repentance hath a purifying
and every tear is of a cleansing
but these penitential clouds must
kept dropping ; one shower w
suffice ; for repentance
action but a course—South .

TEMPER (See GOOD N ATURE .

Good temper, like a sunny day , sh
a brightness over everything ; it is
sweetener Of toil and the soother
disquietude .

—Washington Irving.

The happiness and misery of men de
pend no less on temper than fortune .

Ro chefoucauld.

Through certain humors or passions,
and from temper m\erely , a man may be
completely miserable , let his outward
circumstances be ever so fortunate
Shaftesbury .

Inviolable fidelity
,
good-humor, and

complacency of temper, outlive all the
charms of a fine face , and make the de
cays of it invisible—Tatler.

If a man has a quarrelsome temper, let
him alone . The world will soon find

him employment . He will soon meet
with some one stronger than himself,
who will repay him better than you can .

A man may fight duels all his life, if he
is disposed to quarrel .—C ecil.

Men who have had a great deal of

experience learn not to lose their tem
pers—V . C herbuliez.

Those who are surly and imperious to
their inferiors are generally humble ,
flattering

,
and cringing to their superiors .

—Fuller.

C ourtesy of temper, when it is used to
veil churlishness Of deed

,
i s but a knight’s

girdle around the breast of a base clown .

—Walter Sco tt.

It is an unhappy, and yet I fear a
true reflection

,
that they who have un

common easiness and softness of temper
have seldom very noble and nice sensa
tions bf soul—Greville .

A tart temper never mellows with age ;
and a sharp tongue is the only edged
tool that grows keener with constant use .

-Washington Irving.

A noble heart , lik e the sun, showeth
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TEMPERAN C E

vigor of frame and tranquillity of mind ;
the best guardian Of youth and support
Of o ld age , the precept of reason as well
as religion , the physician o f the soul as
well as the body , the tutelar goddess o f

health , and universal medicine of life .

Sir W. Temp le .

Physic is Of little use to a temperate
person , for a man

’s own observation on

what he finds does him good
,
and what

hurts him , is the best physic to preserve
health—Bacon .

Except thou desire to hasten thine
end

,
take this for a general rule

,
that

thou never add any artificial heat to
thy body by

,wine o r spice , until thou
find that time hath decayed thy natural
heat ; and the sooner thou beginnest to
help N ature

,
the sooner she will forsake

thee , and leave thee to tr ust altogether
to Art .

—Sir W. Raleigh .

’Tis to thy rules, O temperance , that
we owe all pleasures that from health
and strength canflow ,

v igor of body ,
purity of mind , unclouded reason , senti
ment refined—C handler.

Temperance to be a Virtue must be
free and not forced . V irtue may be de
fended

,
as vice may be withstood by a

statute
,
but no virtue is or can

created by a law
,
any more than by a

battering ram a temple or Obelisk can
be reared—Barto l .
He who would keep himself to himself
should imitate the dumb animals, and
drink water . —Bulwer.

If you wish to keep the mind clear
and the body heal thy , abstain from all
fermented liquors—Sydney Smith .

I consider the temperance cause the
foundation of all social and political re
form .

—C obden .

If temperance prevails
,
then education

can prevail ; if temperance fails, then
education must fail—Horace Mann .

Fools ! not to know how health and
temperance bless the rustic swain , while
luxury destroys her pampered train .

Hesiod.

Against diseases here , the strongest
fence is the defensive Virtue , abstinence .

Drinking water neither makes a man
Sick nor 1n debt nor h is Wife a Widow .

John N eal .

Though I look Old yet I am strong
and lusty

,
for in my youth I never did

638 TEMPERAN C E

apply hot and rebellious
blood—Shakespeare .

Every inordinate cup is
the ingredient is the devil
Temperance keeps the s

W. Temple .

Above all
,
let the poor hang up

amulet o f temperance in their home
Horace Mann .

I

If thou well observe the rule
too much

,
by temperance tau

what thou eatest and drinkest ,

plucked
,

Great
on their throats—Shakespeare .

The rece
a volume ,
them all ;
more than

Temperance is reason ’s girdle
sion’s bride

,
the strength of

and the foundation o f virtue—Jeremy
Taylor.

If it is a small sacrifice to y ou to dis
continue the use of wine , do it for the
sake Of others ; if a great sacrifice , do it
for your own—S. J . May .

Temperance is to the body what re

ligion is to the soul , the foundation and
source of health and strength and peace .

—Tryon Edwards .

The smaller the drink the clearer the
head and the cooler the blood , which
are great benefits in temper and business .

—Penn .

Temperance gives nature her full play ,
and enables her to exert herself in all
h er force and vigor .

—Addison .

Temperance is corporal piety ; it is
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in the

ptations, and yet
is to thrust your

n pray they

ted
,
another

wherein the whole life of religion con

sists . It is the trial which God puts upon
us in this world

,
by which we are t o

make evidence of our love and obedi
ence to him , and of our fitness to be
made members of his kingdom .

—Samuel
C larke .

I

Every temptation is great or small
according as the man is .

-Jeremy Tay lor .

The devil tempts us not . It is we

tempt h im ,
beckoning his skill with Op

portunity .

—George E lio t .

To resist temptation once is not a
suffi cient proof of honesty . If a servant ,
indeed

,
were to resist the continued

temptation of silver lying in a window ,

when he is sure his master does not
know how much there is of it , he would
give a strong proof Of honesty . But

this is a proof to which you have no right
to put a man . You know there is a
certain degree Of temptation which will
overcome any virtue . N ow

,
in so far as

you approach temptation to a man , you
do him an inj ury ; and , if he is over
come

,
you share his guilt—Johnson .

After listening to thousands o f prayers
for pardon to offenders, I can hardly
recall a case where I did no t feel th at I
might have fallen as my fellow-man has
done

,
if I had been subj ected to the

same demoralizing influences and pressed
by the same temptations —Horatio

Seymour.

Opportunity often makes the thief .
Lie in the lap Of sin ,

and not mean
harm ? It is hypocrisy against the devil :
They that mean virtuously

, and y et do
so ,
the devil their virtue tempts, and

they tempt heaven—Shakespeare .

Learn to say “NO
”

; it will be of more
use to you than to be able to read Latin .

—Spurgeon .

Temptations , when we meet them at
first , are as the lion that roared upon
Samson ; but if we overcome them , the
next time we see them we shall find a
nest of honey within theiii .

—Bunyan .

Every moment of resistance to temp
tation is a victory—Faber.

To realize God’s presence is the one
sovereign remedy against temptation
Fenelon .

Occasions Of adversity best discover
how great virtue or

‘

strength each one

hath—For occasions do not make a man

frail
,
but show what he is .

- Thomas a

Kempisl

Temptation is a fearful word . It indi
cates the beginning of a possible series
of infinite evils . It is the ringing o f an

alarm bell , whose melancholy sounds
may reverberate through eternity . Like
the sudden

,
sharp cry of Fire ! ” under

our windows by night , it should rouse
us ° to instantaneous action

,
and rouse

every muscle to its highest tension
Horace Mann .

Most confidence has still most cause
to

‘

d oubt .

—Dryden .

Temptation in the line o f duty God
has provided for ; but for temptation
sought and coveted

, God has no pro
vision—G . E . Rees .

It
.

is a most fearful fact to think of
,

th at in every heart there is some secret
spring that would be weak at the touch
Of temptation

,
and that is liable to be

assailed . Fearful
,
and yet salutary to

think of
,
for the thought may serve to

keep our moral nature braced . It warns
us that we can never stand at ease , or

l ie down in the field of life , Without
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sentinels of watchfulness and camp-fires
of prayer .—E . H . C hapin .

When devils will their
.
b lackest sin s

put on , they do suggest at first with
heavenly shows—Shakespeare .

Temptations without imply desires
within ; men ought not to say ,

“How

powerfully the devil tempts
,
but How

strongly I am tempted .

”—H . W. Beecher.

Better shun the bait than struggle in
the snare—Dryden .

To be like C hrist in this world we

must , more or less , be the subj ects of
temptation . But He instantly and suc

cessfully resisted temptation
,

so that
though tempted, He was “without sin .

”

We also
,
to carry out the C hristian char

acter, must resist, to complete victory,
all the temptations with which we may
be assailed—J . Bate .

He who has no mind to trade with
the devil , should be so wise as to keep
away from his shop - South .

As the Sandwich Islander believes that
the strength and valor of the enemy he
kills passes into himself

, so we gain the
strength of the temptations we resist .

Emerson .

I see the devil ’s hook ,
and yet cannot

help nibbling at his bait .—M . Adams .

Some temptations come to the in
dustrious, but all temptations attack
the idle—Spurgeon .

. The time for reasoning is before we
have approached near enough to the
forbidden fruit to look at it and admire .

—Margaret Percival.

When a man resists sin on human mo
tives only

,
he will not hold out long,

Bp . Wilson .

TO attempt to resist temptation
,
to

abandon our bad habit-s
,
and to control

our dominant passions in our own un

aided strength , is like attempting to
check by a spider’s thread the progress
of a ship borne along before wind and
tide—Waugh .

It is the bright day that brings forth
the adder, and that craves wary walking .

—Shakespeare .

‘

That fortitude which has encountered
no dangers , that prudence which has
surmounted no difficulties

,
that integrity

which has been attacked by no tempta
tion , can at best be considered but as
gold not yet brought to the test

, of

be assigned—Johnson .

neighbor —Thackeray .

St . August
each man a
Adam . Our
ties are the
sire is Eve

Adam . Our

but sin is not completed
sents .

-Pascal.

How oft the sight of
deeds makes deeds ill
speare .

N O one can ask honest

termined to do the best he can

out of it .
—Ruskin .

A vacant mind invites dange
mates, as a deserted mansion
wandering outcasts to enter and
their abode in its desolate apa

Few men have virtue to withstand the
highest bidden—Washington .

Sometimes we are devils ourselves ,
when we will tempt the frailty of our

powers , presuming on their changeful
potency—Shakespeare .

- The temptation is not here
,
where

you are reading about it or praying
about it . It is down in your shop , among
bales and boxes, ten-penny nails, and
sand-paper .

—E . H . C hopin .

N o place
,
no company, no age , no

person is temptation—free ; let no man
boast that he was never tempted, let
him not be high-minded, but fear, for
he may be surprised in that very in

stance wherein he boasteth that he was
never tempted at all .—Spenser.

God chooses that men should be tried ,
but let a man beware Of tempting his
neighbor. God knows how and how

much , and where and when . Man is his
brother’s keeper, and must keep him ac;
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When thankfulness O ’
erflows the swell

ing heart , and breathes in free and un

corrupted praise for benefits received
,

propitious Heaven takes such acknowl

edgment as fragrant incense , and doubles
‘

all its blessings—Lilla
Or any ill escaped , or good attained ,

let us remember still Heaven chalked
the way that brought us thither . —Shake
speare .

Best of all is it to preserve everything
in a pure , still heart , and let there be
for every pulse a thanksgiving, and for
every breath a song—Gesner.

THEFT .
—(See “DISHONESTY .

THEATRES.

—Although it is said of
plays that they teach mo rality , and of

the stage that it is the mirror of human
life

,
these assertions are mere declama

tions
,
and have no foundation in truth

and experience—Sir John Hawkins .

The idea that the theatre is managed
in accordance with pure morals is a
vain imagination . Those who build and
manage theatres do so with the view of

a good investment and profitable em
ployment . They know the taste o f their
customers . They must either conform
to these tastes, or lose money by oppos
ing them . A theatre conducted on such
principles as would make it safe to the
morals of youth would not pay its pro
prietor.

—W. Arno t.

The threatre was, from the very first ,
the favorite haunt Of sin , though honest
men—some very 'honest , wise , and
worthy men—maintained it might be
turned to good account ; and so , per
haps

,
it

,
might

,
but never was ; from

first to last it was an evil place .
—Po llok.

There should be one theatre where
we might take o ur young daughters
without tainting their fresh souls by
images of wickedness, or worse , putting
it in such pleasant and pathetic shape
that they mistake it for virtue—Miss
Mulo ck.

I do not hesitate for a moment to
pronounce the theatre to be one of the
broadest avenues that lead to destruo
tion : fascinating, no doubt it is, but on
that account the more delusive and the
more dangerous . V ice in every form
lives

,
and moves , and has its being in

the purlieus of the theatre . Light and
darkness are not more Opposed to each
other than the Bible and the play-book .

is quite as easy—Miss Mulock.

Hazlitt.

There
grief of

that it
thoughts—Henry Giles.

There

fi cial ; they do not mirror lif
Munger.

The claim Of the theatre as

of morals is false ; no t because
moral

,
but because it cannot ,

own nature , be a teacher of
The abuses that have clustered
are enormous—In evil days it

as it is , as it has ever been , as i
likely to be , is to condemn xt he
the same individual cannot defe
—Hanna h More .

If the theatre is ever to be
of morals, we may well say of
Hamlet says of its acting

,
R

altogether.”

C oming away from a modern

exciting I
crowding
our most
all these appeals to our senses a
made in vain—Our taste for
building and visions deepens up
and

,
we chew a mental Opium

stagnates the other faculties, but w
that of the ideal—Bulwer.

How much is - it to be wished
the celebration of nature and of

were intrusted to none but men o f
ble minds—G oe the .
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o the aver

C uyler.

t the science of mind
As schools change ,

essarily change . Truth
our ideas of truth are
but our ideas of truth

Beecher.

religious
than exact

mensuration and astronomy without
mathematics, or exact iron-making with
out chemistry .

—John Hall .
What makes a C hristian is no t the

theology we have in our heads , but the
faith and love we have in our hearts .
We must , indeed , have a clear statement
of truth in orderly propositions

,
that is,

a system o f dogmas , to have anything
to trust to at all . There can be no faith
in an unseen person but through the
medium of thoughts concerning him

,
and

these thoughts put into words are - a

creed .

A theology at war with the laws of
physical nature would be a battle of no
doubtful issue . The laws of our Spiritual
nature give still less chance of success
to the system which would thwart or

stay them .
- C hanning .

The way to begin a C hristian life is
not to study theology —Piety before
theology . Right living will produce
right thinking .

—Theologies are well in
their place

,
but repentance and love

must come before all other experiences .
—H . W. Beecher.

The best theology is rather a divine
life than a divine knowledge—Jeremy
Taylor.

Of all the qualities a theologian must
possess , a devotional spirit is the chief .
For the soul is larger than the mind

,

and the religious emotions lay hold on

the truths to which they are related
, on

THOUGHT

many sides at o nce—A powerful under
standing , on the other hand

,
seizes

single points, and however enlarged in
its own sphere , is never safe from its
narrowness of View .

As the grave grows nearer my theol
ogy is growing strangely simple , and
begins and ends with C hrist as the only
Saviour of the lost— .Bp Whipp le .

THEORIES—TO despise theory i s to
have the excessively vain pretension to
do without knowing what one does , and
to speak without knowing what one

says .—Fontenelle .

Thoughts are but dreams till their
effects be tried—Shakespeare .

C onj ecture as to things useful , is
good ; but conj ecture

.

as to what it would
be useless to know,

is very idle—John
son .

Theory is the guide to practice
, and

practice the ratification and life Of

The theory that can absorb the great
est number Of facts

,
and persist in do

ing so , generation after generation
,

through all changes Of opinion and de
tail , is the one that must rule all ob
servation .

—John Weiss .

It is much easier to design than to
perform . A man proposes his schemes
of life in a state of abstraction and

disengagement , exempt from the entice
ments o f hope , the solicitations of af
fection

, the importunities of appetite .

or the depressions of fear , and is in
the same state with him that teaches
upon land the art of navigation

,
to

whom the sea is always smooth
,
and

the wind always prosperous —. Johnson .

Most men take least notice of what
is plain , as if that were of no use ; but
puzzle their thoughts , and lose them
selves - in-"t hose vast depths and abysses
which no human understanding can

fathom .

—Sherlock.

THOUGHT .
—In the end

,
thought

rules the world . There are times when
impulses and passions are more powerful ,
but they soon expend themselves ; while
mind

,
acting constantly

,
is ever ready

to drive them back and work when their
energy is exhausted—J . McC osh .

Thinking is the talking Of the soul
with itself—Plato .

All grand though ts come from the
heart .
—Vauvenargues.
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The great thinker is seldom a dis
putant . He answers other men ’s argu
ments by stating the truth as he sees it .
—D . March .

They are never alone who are accom

panied by noble thoughts—Sir P . Sid

ney .

Garner up pleasant thoughts in your
mind

,
for pleasant thoughts make pleas

ant lives—Wilkins .

The greatest events of an age are its
best tho ughts . Thought finds its way
into action .

—Boice .

Those who have finished by making
all others think with them , have usually
been those who began by daring to
think for themselves—C o lton .

In matters of conscience first thoughts
are best ; in matters of prudence last
thoughts are best—Robert Hall .

Spiritual fo rce is stronger than mate
rial ; thoughts rule the world—Emerson .

The pleasantest things in the world
are pleasant . thoughts, and the greatest
art in life is to have as many of them
as possible .

To have thought far too little , we
shall find in the review of l ife , among
our capital faults—J . Foster.

Temples have their sacred images ;
and we see what influence they have
always had over a great part of man

kind ; but , in truth , the ideas and images
in men’s minds are the invisible powers
that constantly govern them ; and to
these they all pay universally a ready
submission—Jonathan Edwards .

Thinking
,
not growth , makes man

hood . Accustom yourse lf, therefore , to
thinking . Set yourself to understand
whatever y ou see or read . To j oin
thinking with reading is one of the first
maxims , and one Of the easiest opera
tions—Isaac Tay lor.

Thought is the property of those only
who can entertain it .

—Emerson .

There are very few original thinkers
in the world , or ever have been ; the
greatest part of those who are called
philosophers , have adopted the Opinions
of some who went before them

,
and so

having chosen their respective guides
,

they maintain with zeal what they have
thus imbibed—Dugald Stewart.

Thinkers are scarce as gold ; but he ,
whose thoughts embrace all their sub

44 THOUGHT

ject, who pursues it ~uninterrupted
fearless of consequences

, is a di
of enormous Size—Lavater.

We may divide thinkers \ into
who think for themse lves

, and
who think through others—The
are the rule , and the former the

others—Schopenhauer .

classified . He can only be refo
showing him a

$7:
idea whi

mands his own . erson .

The sober second thought
people is seldom wrong—M . Va

The happiness of your life
upon
therefore guard accordingly
care that y ou entertain no notions un
suitable to virtue and reasonable nature

.

—Marcus An tomnus.

If, instead Of a gem or even a flower
,

we could cast the gift Of a lovely
thought into the heart of a friend ,

that
would be giving as the angels give .

G
’
. Macdonald.

The rich are too indolent
,
the poor

too weak, to bear the insupportable
fatigue of thinking—C owper.

What we are afraid to do before men
,

we should be afraid to think before
God.

Bad thoughts are worse enemies than
lions and tigers ; for we can keep out of
the way o f wild beasts , but bad thoughts
w in their way everywhere . The cup
th at is full will hold no more ; keep
your hearts full of good thoughts

,
that

bad thoughts may find no room to en

ter .
Every one must see and feel , that

bad thoughts quickly ripen into bad ac

tions ; and that , if the latter o nly are
forbidden

, and the former left free , all
morality will soon be at an end—Bp .

Porteus .

Man being made a reas onable , and
so a thinking creature , there is nothing
more worthy of h is being , than the
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A vivid thought brings the power to
paint it ; and in proportion to the depth
of its source is the force of its projec
tion—Emerson .

Good thoughts are blessed guests, and
should be heartily welcomed , well fed,
and much sought after . Like rose leaves ,
they give out a sweet smel l if laid up in
the jar Of memory—Spurgeon .

“
G ive me ,

” said Herder to h is son ,

as he lay in the parched weariness of
his last illness , give me a great thought ,
that I may quicken myself with it .
Richter.

Our thoughts are epochs in our lives ;
all else is but as a j ournal o f the winds
that blow while we are here—Thoreau.

The busiest of l iving agents are cer
tain dead men’s thoughts ; they are for
ever influencing the opinions and des
tinies of men—Bovee .

Secret study , silent thought , is , after
a ll , the mightiest agent in human affairs .

When God lets loose a great thinker
on this planet , then all things are at
risk—There is not a piece of science ,
but its flank may be turned to-morrow ;
nor any literary reputation , nor the so

called eternal names o f fame , that may
no t be revised and condemned—Emer

Nurture your
_ mind with great

thoughts ; to believe in the her0 1c
makes heroes—Disrae li.
It is the hardest thing in the world

to be a good thinker without being a
good self-examiner. —Shaftesbury .

The walls of rude minds are scrawled
all over with facts

,
with thoughts . They

shal l one day bring a lantern and read
the inscriptions—Emerson .

Thought means l ife , since those who
do not think do not l ive in any high or

real sense . Thinking makes the man .

A . B. A lco tt.

Thought is the seed of action ; but
tio n is as much its second form as
thought is its first . It rises in thought ,
to the end that it may be uttered and

acted . Always in proportion to the
depth of its sense does it knock impor
tunately at the gates o f the soul , to be
spoken

,
to be done—Emerson .

A thought embodied and embrained
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in fit words walks the earth a
being—E . P . Whipple .

It is the habitual thought that f
itself into our life . It affects us
more than our intimate social rel
do . Our
so much to do in
thoughts have whi
Teal .

Unless a man

thoughts with the
men , so that they shal l
as from wells, there is
tality to the thoughts
the soul than to the
bones—H. W.

"
Beecher.

There is no thought
it quickly tends to convert i
power, and o rgan izes a huge
tality of means . merson .

Every great o
'

ginating
duces in some way a change
every great originating mind
croise is
beneficia
immedia

may be
thought

with Shakespeare and Milton ,
Johnson and Burke , with Howard
Wilberforce—F. Wayland.

A man would do well to carry a p
in his pocket , and write down
thoughts o f the moment . Those
come unsought for

‘ are commonly
most valuable, and

because they seldom

Alas , we make
thoughts, where ang
ourselves at the foot
look down upon our

L . E
'

. Landon .

Thinking leads
He may see and

learn whatever he
as he pleases ; he
thing of it . excep

tho ught over, that
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An arrow may fly through the air
and leave no trace ; but an ill thought
leaves a trail like a serpent .

The old thoughts never die ; immor

tal dreams outlive their dreamers and

are ours for aye ; no thought once
formed and uttered ever can expire .

Mackay .

Be able to command the thoughts of
others

,
as well as your own ; the more

you know ,
the more y ou may both

know and do .

When a nation gives birth to a man

who is able to produce a great thought ,
another is born who is able to under
stand and admire it .

—J0ubert.
Some people study all their life , and

at their death they have learned every
thing except to think .

—Domergue .

It is much easier to think right with
out doing right, than to do right with
out thinking right . Just thoughts may ,

and often do , fail of producing just
deeds ; but j ust deeds are sure to beget
just thoughts . The clearest understand
ing can do little in purifying an impure
heart , the strongest little in straighten
ing a crooked one . You cannot reason
or talk an Augean stable int-o cleanli

ness . A single day’s work -would make
more progress in such a task than a
century ’s words—Hare .

N othing is so practical as thought ;
our view o f life moulds our l ife"; our
view of G od moulds our souls ; and the
clearer and richer the spiritual world to
us

, the more spiritual and heavenly, that
is the more practical and loving

,
the

more full o f high aims and lowly serv
ices will our lives be .

There are soft moments even to des
peradoes . God does not , all at once ,
abandon even them .

Some people pass through life soberly
and religiously enough

,
without knowing

why , o r reasoning about it
,
but

,
from

force of habit merely, go to heaven like
fools—Sterne .

Thought is deeper than speech ; feel
ing deeper than thought ; souls to souls
can never teach what to themselves was
taught - Granola.

The men of action are , after all , only
the unconscious instruments of the men

of thought .—Heine .

N othing is comparable to the pleas
ure of an active and prevailing thought

-a thought prevailing over the difficulty
and obscurity of the obj ect , and refresh
ing the soul with new discoveries and
{images of things ; and thereby extending
the bounds of apprehension , and as it
were enlarging the territories of reason .

-South .

THREATS—The man who threatens
the world is always ridiculous ; for the

world can easily go on without him ,

and
,
in a short time , will cease to miss

him .
—Johnson .

I consider it a mark of great prudence
in a man to abstain from threats or any
contemptuous expressions, for neither of
these weaken the enemy

,

’

but the one

makes him more cautious, and the other
excites his hatred , and a desire to re

venge himself—Machiavelli.

Those that are the loudest in their
threats are the weakest in the execution
of them .

—C o lton .

TIME—(See “OCCUPATION .

As every thread of gold is valuable ,
so is every moment

~

of time .
- J. Mason .

Time is the Chrysalis o f eternity .

Richter.

To choose time is to save time .

Bacon .

~If time be of all things the most
precious

,
wasting time must “ be the

greatest prodigality
, since lost time is

never found again ; and what we call
time enough always proves little enough .

Let us then up and be ‘

doing, and doing
to the purpose ; so by diligence shall we
do more with less perplexity—Franklin .

great rule of moral conduct is ,
next to God, -to respect time .

-Lavater.

Spend your time in nothing which you
know must be repented of ; in nothing
on which you might not pray for the
blessing of G od ; in nothing which you
could not review with a quiet conscience
on your dying bed ; in nothing which you
might not safely and properly be found
doing if death should surprise you in

the act—Baxter.

N o preacher is listened to but time ;
which gives us the same train and turn
of thought that elder people have tried
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in vain to put into our heads—Swift.
Youth is not rich in time , it may be

poor ; part with it as with money, spar
ing ; pay no moment , but in purchase of
its worth ; and what it

’s worth , ask

death-beds ; they can tell—Young.

Time ! the corrector where our judg
ments err ; the test of truth , and love ;
the sole philosopher

,
for all beside are

sophists—Byron .

Time will bring to light whatever is
hidden ; it will conceal and cover up
what is now shining with the greatest
splendor .—Horac e .

Time will discover everything to pos
terity ; it is a babbler, and speaks even
when no question is put

—Euripides.

Make use of time if tho u lovest eter
nity ; yesterday cannot be recalled ; to
morrow cannot be assured ; only to-day
is thine , which if thou procrastinate ,
thou losest ; and which lost is lost for
ever . One to-day is worth two to
morrows .—Quarles.

Time is painted with a lock before ,
and bald behind , signifying thereby that
we must take time by the forelock , for
when it is once passed there is no re

calling it -Swift.

Keep forever in View the momentous
value o f life ; aim at its worthiest use
its sublimest end ; spurn , with disdain,
those foolish trifles and frivolous vani
ties

,
which so often consume life , as the

locusts did Egypt ; and devote yourself,
with the ardor of a passion , to attain
the most divine improvements of the
human soul . In short , hold yourself in
preparation to make the transition to

another life , whenever you shall be
claimed by the Lord of the world—J.

Foster.

There is a time to be born , and a time
to die

,
says Solomon , and it is the

memento of a truly wise man ; but there
is an interval between these two times
of infinite importance .

—Richmond.

Our yesterdays follow us ; they consti
tute our l ife , and they give character
and force and meaning to our present
deeds—Joseph Parker.

The bell strikes one . We take no
note of time , but from its loss . To give
it then a tongue is wise in man . As i f
an angel spoke , I feel the solemn sound .

If heard aright, it is the knell o f my
departed hours. Where are they? With
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the years beyond the flood . It
signal that demands despatch ;
much is to be done l—Young .

Time is lent us to be laid out in
servi ce , and we cannot be too d

Remember that time is money . He

that can earn ten shi llings a day by h is

short
,
passing , uncertain ,

when gone , and that for which
be accountable .

There is no saying shocks me
as that which I hear very ofte
a man does not know how to
time .

” It would have been
spoken by Methusaleh in the nine hun
dred and sixty-ninth year of his life
C owley .

Time is the greatest of all tyrants .

As we go on toward age, he taxes our

health , limbs , f aculties, strength , and

features—J. Fostefl
The hours of a wise man are length
ened by his ideas, as those of a fool are
by his passions . The time o f the one

is long, because h e does not know what
to do with it ; so is that o f the other ,
because he distinguishes every moment
of it with useful or amusing thoughts ;
or, in other words, because the one is
always wishing it away, and the other
always enj oying it .

—Addison .

Much may be done in those little
shreds and patches of time , which every
day produces , and which most men
throw away, but which nevertheless will
make at the end of it no small deduc
tion from the life of mam—C o lton .

Hours have wings and fly up to the
author of time and carry news of our

usage . All our prayers cannot entreat
one of them either to return or slacken
its pace . The misspents of every min
ute are a new record against us in
heaven . Sure if we thought thus we
would dismiss them with

'

better reports ,
and not suffer them to fly away empty ,
or laden with dangerous intelligence .

How happy is it when they carry up not
only the message but the fruits of good ,
and stay with the Ancient of Days to
speak for us before his glorio us throne .

—Milton .

“Improve your opportunities , said
Bonapart e to a school of young men ,

every hour lost now i s a chance of fu

ture misfortune
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to use it, that think it only fit to be
cast away ; and their not knowing how
to set a true value upon this , is the true
cause of the wrong estimate they make
of all other things—C larendon .

What a folly to dread the thought of
throwing away life at once , and yet
have no regard to throwing it away by
parcels and piecemeal—John Howe .

The same obj ect seen from the three
different points of view—the past

,
the

present , and the future—often exhibits
three different faces to us ; l ike those
sign-boards over shop doors

,
which rep

resent the face of a lion as we approach ,
of a man when we are in front , and of

an ass when we have passed—Longfe l
low .

It is better to be doing the most in
significant thing

.

than to reckon even a
half-hour insignificant .

—Go ethe .

He lives long that lives well , and time
misspent is not lived

,
but lost—Fuller.

We always have time enough
,
if we

will but use it aright—Go e the .

A man that is yo ung in years may be
o ld in hours , if he has lost no time .

Bacon .

Be avaricious of time ; do not give
any moment without receiving it in
value ; only allow the hours to go from
you with as much regret as you give to
your gold ; do no t allow a single day
to pass without increasing the treasure
of your knowledge and virtue—Lemur
neux .

Time well employed is Satan ’s deadli
est foe ; it leaves no opening for the
lurking fiend—C . Wilcox .

There are no fragments so precious
as those of time , and none are so heed
lessly lost by people who cannot make
a moment , and yet can waste years .

Montgomery .

As if you
.

could kill time without in
juring eternity l—Thoreau.

Lost , yesterday , somewhere between
sunrise and sunset , two golden ho urs,
each set with sixty diamond minutes

.

N o reward is offered
,
for they are gone

forever l—Mrs . Sigourney .

N othing lies on our hands with such
uneasiness as time .

.Wretched and

thoughtless creatures ! In the only
place where covetousness were a virtue
w e turn prodigals—Addison .

T IME

Oh
,
time ! the

ado rner of the r
healer when the
Time is the

paradoxical of things ; the past is
the future has not come , and the
ent becomes the past even wh il

attempt to define it , and , l ike the
of the lightning , at once exists an
pires .

— C o lton .

God , who is liberal in all his
gifts

,
shows us

,
by the wise ec

his providence , how circum
ought to be in
time ,
ments

time . Last words of—Queen E lizabeth .

What a solemn and striking admoni

tion to youth is t at inscribed on the
dial at All Souls, xford,

—
periunt et

imputantur,—the hours perish , and are
laid to our charge ; for time , like life ,
can never be recalled—S. Smiles .

I wasted time , and now doth time
waste me .

—Shakespeare .

Lost wealth may be replaced by in
dustry , lost knowledge by study, lost
health by temperance or medicine

,
but

lost time is gone forever—S. Smiles.

Each moment , as it passes, is the
meeting place of two eternities .

What I most value next to eternity
,

is time .
—Mad. Swetchine .

There is no t a single moment in life
that we can afford to lose .

—Goulburn .

Pastime is a word that should never
be used but in a bad sense ; it is vile
to say a thing is agreeable , because it
helps to pass the time away—Shens tone .

What is time ?—The shadow on the
dial , the striking of the clock ,

the run

ning of the sand , day and night
,
sum

mer and winter, mo nths, years , centu
ries—these are but the arbitrary and
outward signs—the measure of time , not
time itself . T ime is the l ife of the soul .
—Longfe llow .

Spare moments are the gold dust of
time ; —of all the port ions of our life ,
the spare minutes are the most’ fruitful
in good or evil . They are gaps through
which temptations find easiest access to
the garden of the soul .

Those that dare lose a day, are dan
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those that dare mis
rate .
—Bp . Hall .

thou love life ? then do not

r time , for that is the stuff l ife
of.

—Franklin .

was
,
is past ; tho u canst not it

time is
,
thou hast ; employ the

small ; time future , is not ; and

ver be : time present , is the only
r thee .

Lost wealth may be restored by in
dustry ,

—the wreck o f health regained by
temperance

,
—forgotten knowledge re

stored by study,—alienated friendship
smoothed into forgetfulness ,—even for
feited reputatio n won by penitence and
Virtue . But who ever looked upon his
vanished hours

,
—recalled h is slighted

years
,
—stamped them with wisdom ,

—or

effaced from Heaven ’s record the fearful
blot of wasted time ?—Mrs . Sigourney .

We sleep , but the loom of l ife never
stops

, and the pattern which was weav
ing when the sun went down is weaving
when it comes up in the morning —. H .

W. Beecher .

The greatest lo ss of time is delay and

expectation , which depend upon the
‘

in

ture . We let go the present , which we

have in our power , and look forward to
that which depends upon chance ,—and
so relinguish a certainty for an uncer

tainty .
—Seneca .

Time is what we want most , but what
alas ! we use worst . —Penn .

A man’s time , when well husbanded ,

is like a cultivated field , of which a few
acres produces more of what is useful
to life

,
than extensive provinces

,
even

of the richest soil , when overrun with
weeds and brambles—Hume .

All that time is lost which might be
better employed—Rousseau .

Time
.

is cried out upon as a great
thief ; it is p eople

’s own fault . Use
him well , and y ou will get from his hand
more than he will ever take from yours .

-Miss Wethere ll .

Well arranged time is the surest mark
of a well arranged mind .

—Pitman .

Observe a method in the distribution
o f your time . Every hour will then
know its proper employment , and no
time will be lost . Idleness will be shut
out at every avenue , and with her , that

T ITLES

numerous body of vices , that make up

her train—Bp . Horne .

C ount that _day lost
,
whose slow de

scending sun views from thine hand no
worthy action done .

-Young.

Know the true value of time ; snatch ,
seize , and enjoy every moment of it .

N o idleness ; no laziness ; no procrastina
tion ;—never put off till to-morrow what
you can do to-day .

—C hesterfield.

TIMIDITY .

—(See DIFFIDENCE . )
TITLES—T itles, instead of exalting

,

debase those who act no t up to them .

Ro chefoucauld.

The wise sometimes condescend to ao

cept of titles ; but none but a fool
would imagine them of any real impor
tance . We ought to depend upon in
trinsic merit , and not -

on the slender
helps of a title .

—Go ldsmith .
'

The three highest titles that can be
given a man are those of a martyr

,

hero
,
saint—Gladstone .

Titles , indeed , may be purchased ; but
irtue is the only com that makes the
bargain valid—Burton .

Titles of honor are like the impres
sions on coin , which add no value to

gold and silver
,
but only render brass

current—Sterne .

It is not titles that reflect honor on

men , but men on their titles—Machia
ve lli.

Title and ancestry render a good man
more illustrious, but an ill one more
contemptible . V ice is infamous; though
in a prince ; and virtue ho norable ,
though in a peasant—Addison .

Of the king ’s creation you may be ;
but he who makes a count never made
a man—Southern .

Titles of honor add not to his worth
,

wh f i
‘

s
‘

himse lf an honor to his title .

John Ford.

Virtue is the first title of nobility .

Mo liere .

How impious is the title of sacred
maj esty ” applied to a worm

, who , in
the midst of his splendor

,
is crumbling

into dust —Thomas Paine .

Where there is no diflerence in men ’s
worths , titles are all j ests—Beaumon t
and Fle tcher.

A fool , indeed , has great need o f a

title , it teaches men to call him count
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and duke , and to forget his proper name
of fool .—J. C rown .

Man ”

‘

is a name of honor for a
king ; additions take away from each
chief thing—C hapman .

TOIL—(See
TOLERATION .

—The tolerance of all
religions is a law of nature , stamped o n

the hearts of all men—Vo ltaire .

Be thankful that your lo t has fallen
on times when , though there may be
many evil tongues and exasperated
spirits , there are none who have fire
and fagot at command—Southey .

Toleration is a good thing in its
place ; but y ou canno t tolerate what
w ill not tolerate you , and is trying to
cut your throat .—Froude .

There are those who believe some
thing

, and therefore will tolerate noth
ing ; and on the other hand , those who

tolerate everything
,
because they believe

no thing—R . Browning.

Among the best men are diversities of
opinion

,
which should no more , in true

reason
,
breed hatred , than one that loves

black should be angry with him that is
clothed in white ; for thoughts are the
very apparel of the mind—Sir P . Sitt

ney .

How it is possible to imagine that a
religion breathing the spirit o f mercy
and benevolence , teaching the forgive
ness of injuries, the exercise o f charity,
and the return o f good for evil , can be
so perverted as to breathe the spirit of

slaughter and persecution, of discord and
vengeance

,
for differences of opinion , is

a mo st unaccountable and extraordinary
phenomenon . Still more extraordinary ,

that it should be the doctrine , not of

base and wicked men merely , seeking
to cover up their own misdeeds, but of

good men ,
seeking the way of salvation

with uprightness of heart and purpose .

It affords a melancholy proof of the in
firm ity of human judgment , and teaches
a lesson of humility from which spiritual
pride may learn meekness, and spiritual
zeal a moderating wisdom .

—Story .

We anticipate a time when the love
of

‘

truth shall have come up to our love
of l iberty, and men shall be cordially
tolerant and earnest believers both at
ow s .

—Phillips Brooks .

Tolerance comes with age ; I see no
fault committed that I myself could not

TONGUE

have committed at some time
—Goethe .

Religious liberty, according
Locke and Montesquieu

,
may

.

require into lerance of an intol

ligion ; and the very spirit
gentleness may require wa
by the state against an aggressive
ligion .

—C onne lly .

It is not a merit to tolerate ,
rather a crime to be intolerant .—Shel
Error tolerates

,
truth condemns .

ballero .

The responsibility of tolerance
with those whoflhave the wider visio
George E lio t.

It is the natural feeling of most
sons that charity is founded upon
uncertainty of truth .

founded on the eertainty o f trut

TO-MORROW.
—(See DELAY . )

T ON GU E —(See SILEN CE
,

”

The tongue is, at the same time , the
best

‘

part of man , and his worst : with
good government , no ne is more useful ;
without it

,
none is more mischievous

Anarcharsis .

The chameleon, who is said to feed
upon nothing but air, has of all animals
the nimblest tongue—Swift .

When we advance a little into life
,

we find that the tongue of man creates
nearly al l the mischief of the world .

Pax ton Hood.

The cure of an evil tongue must be
done at the heart . The weights and
wheels are there , and the clock

'

strikes
according to their motion . A guileful
heart makes a guileful tongue and lips .
It is the work-house where is the forge
of deceits and slanders ; and the tongue

'

is only the outer shop where they are
vended , and the door o f it . Such ware
as is made within , such , and no other,
can come out—Leighton .

The C hinese have a saying
,
that an

unlucky word dropped from the tongue
,

cannot .be brought back again by a
coach and six horses—Go ldsmith .

There are but ten precepts of the law
of God, and two of them , so far as con
cerns the outward organ and vent of
the sins there forbidden , are bestowed
on the tongue , as though it was ready
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one party gains the other must neces

sarily lose . The gain to each may be
equal . If A . has more corn than he can

consume , but wants cattle ; and B . has
more cattle , but wants corn ; exchange
is gain to each ; thereby the common
stock of comforts in life is increased .

Franklin .

There is a Spanish proverb , that one

who would grow rich must buy of tho se
who go to be executed, as not caring
how cheap they sell ; and sell to those
who go to be married , as not caring
how dear they buy—Fuller .

TRADITION .
—What an enormous

magnifier is tradition ! How a thing
grows in the human memo ry and in the
human imagination

,
when love , worship ,

and all that lies in the human heart, is
there to encourage it .

—C’arly le .

Tradition , as held by the Romanists ,
is subordinate to Scripture and depend
ent on it , about as some parasite plants
are on the tree that supports them . The

former cling to the latter
,
and rest upon

it ; then gradually overspread it with
their own foliage , till , by little and lit
tle

,
they weaken , and then smother it .

Wha tely .

Tradition is an important help to his
tory

,
but its statements should be care

fully scrutinized before we rely on them .

—Addison .

To follow imperfect , uncertain , or

corrupted traditions , in order to avoid
eir ing in our o wn j udgment , is but to
exchange one danger for another .

Whately .

I am well satisfied that if you let in
but one

'

l ittle finger of tradition , y ou
wil l have in the whole monster—horn s
and tail and all .—T . Arno ld.

TRAGEDY .
—Tragedy has the great

moral defect of giving too much impor
tance to life and death .

—C hamfort.

Tragedy warms the soul , elevates the
heart

,
and can and ought to create he

roes . In this sense
,
perhaps

,
France

owes a part of her great actions to
C orneille .

—N apo leon .

.The world is a comedy to those who
think ; a tragedy to those who feel .
Horace Walp o le .

The pleasure arising from an extraor

dinary agitation of the mind is fre
quently so great as to stifle humanity ;

TRAVEL

Travel is the frivolous part
lives , and the serious p art of
ones—Mad. Swetchine .

Only that travelling is good which re

veals to me the value of home , and

enables me to enj oy it better—Thoreau .

It is not fit x that every man should
travel ; it makes a wise man better, and
a fool worse—Feltham .

As the Spanish proverb says
,

“He

who would bring home the wealth of

the Indies , must ‘

parry the wealth of

the Indies with him"’—so it is in travel
l ing ; a man must carry knowledge with
him , if he would bring home knowledge .

—Johnson .

Some are found to travel with no

other intent than that of understanding
and collecting pictures

,
studying seals

,

and describing statues ; on they travel
from this cabinet of curiosities to that
gallery of pictures ; waste the prime o f

life in wonder ; skilful in pictures ; igno
rant in men ; yet impossible to be re

claimed , because their follies take shel
ter under the names o f delicacy and
taste—Go ldsmith .

One telling Socrates that such an one

was nothing improved by his travels
,
I

very well believe it
,
said he

,

“for he
took himself along with him .

—Mon

taigne .

Men may change their climate , but
they cannot change their nature—A man

that goes out a fool cannot ride or sail
himself into commo n sense .

—Addison .

Usually speaking , the worst bred per
son in company is a young traveller
j ust returned from abroad—Swift.

To be a good traveller argues one no
ordinary philosopher .

—A sweet land
scape must sometimes atone for an in

different supper, and an interesting ruin
charm away the remembrance o f a hard
b ed—Tuckerman .

Those who v isit foreign nations , but.
associate only with their own country
men ,

change their climate , but not their
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new meridians
,
but

men ; and with heads as empty
pockets

,
return home with

bodies , but untravelled minds .

gives a character of experience
s the figures
into strong

sitting amid their ruins—N . P. Willis .

The bee , though it finds every rose
has a thorn

,
comes back loaded with

honey from his rambles, and why should
not o ther tourists do the same—Hali

burton .

To see the world is to judge the
judges—Joubert.
Rather see the wonders of the world
abroad than, l iving dully sluggardized at
home , wear out thy youth with shape
less idleness—Shakespeare .

The proper means of increasing the
love we bear to our native country is
t o reside some time in a foreign one .

Shenstone.

Know most of the rooms of thy na
tive country before thou goest over th e
threshold thereof—Fuller.

The travelled mind is the catholic
mind , educated out of exclusiveness and

'

egotism .
-A . B. A lco tt.

He travels safe , and no t unpleasantly
,

who is guarded by poverty
, and guided

by love .
—Sir P . Sidney .

He who never leaves h is own country
is full of prej udices .

—G o ldoni.
The world is a great book

,
of which

they who never stir from home read
only a page—Augustine .

A pilgrimage is an admirable remedy
for over-fastidio usness and sickly refine

ment—Tuckerman .

They , and they only, advantage them
selves by travel , who ,

well fraught with
the experience of what their own country
affords , carry ever with them large and
thriving talents and careful observation .

—F. Osborn .

.

A traveller without observation is a
bird Without wings .

-Saadi.

TREACHERY

Railway travelling is no t travelling at
all ; it is merely being sent to a place ,
and very little different from becoming
a parcel—Ruskin .

No thing tends so much to enlarge the
mind as travelling , that is, making visits
to“other towns, cities , or countries b e
side those in which we were born and
educated—Watts .

Peregrinations charm our senses with
such unspeakable and sweet variety

,
that

some count him unhappy that never
travelled—a kind o f prisoner

,
and pity

his case , that , from his cradle to his old
age , he beholds the same , and still the
same—Burton .

It is but to be able to say that they
have been to such a place

,
or have seen

such a thing , that , more than any real
for it, induces the majority of the

world to incur the trouble" and fatigue
of travelling—Marryattx

Our obj ect in travelling should be
,
not

to gratify curiosity , and seek mere tem
porary amusement , but to learn ,

and to
venerate , to improve the understanding
and the heart .

—Gresley .

There is nothing that a man can less
afford to leave at home than his con

science or his good habits ; for it is not
to be denied that travel is

, in its im
mediate circumstances, unfavorable to

habits of self-discipline
,
regulation o f

thought, sobriety of conduct
,
and dig

nity of c haracter . Indeed , one o f the
great lessons of travel is the discovery
h ow much our virtues owe to the sup
port of constant occupation

,
to the influence o f public opinion

, and to the
force of habit ; a discovery very dan
gerous, if it proceed from an actual
yielding to temptations resisted at home

,

and not from a consciousness o f increased
power put forth in withstanding them .

TREACHERY .
—It is time to fear

when tyrants seem to kiss—Shakespeare .

Of all the vices to which human na
ture is subj ect

,
treachery is the most

infamo us and detestable
,
being com

pounded o i fraud , cowardice , and re

venge . . The greatest wrongs will not
justify it, as it destroys those principles
of mutual confidence and security by
which only society can subsist .—L . M .

Stretch .

There is no traitor like him whose
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domestic treason plants the poniard
within the breast that trusted to his
truth—Byron .

In general
,
treachery , though at first

sufficiently cautious, yet in the end be
trays itself.—Livy .

Men are oftener treacherous through
weakness than design .

—Rochefoucauld.

To resent injuries under the disguise
of friendship and benevolence , argues a
degeneracy at which common humanity
and justice must blush—L . M . Stretch .

TREASON —Treason pleases
,
but not

the traitor.—C’ervantes.

The man was noble ; but with his last
attempt b e wiped it out ; betrayed his
country ; and his name remains to
ensuing age abhorred—Shakespeare .

Treason doth never prosper ; for if
it prosper, none dare call it treason .

In the clear mind of virtue treason
can find no hiding place .

—Sir P . Sidne y .

Fellowship in treason is a bad ground
of confidence .

—Burke .

Though those who are betray ed
‘

do
feel the treason sharply , yet the traitor
stands in worse case of woe—Shake
speare .

Is there not some chosen curse , some
hidden thunder in the stores of heaven ,
red with uncommon wrath , to blast the
man who owes his greatness to his coun
try ’s ruin -Addison .

C aesar had his Brutus ; C harles the
First

, h is C romwell ; and G eo rge the
Third Treason ! cried the Speaker)
—may profit by their example . If this
be treason

,
make the most of it .

—Pat
rick Henry .

The man who pauses on the paths of
treason halts on a quicksand ; the first
step engulfs him .

—A . Hill.

A traitor is good fruit to hang from
the boughs o f the tree of liberty .

—H .

W. Beecher.

Treason and murder are ever kept to
gether , as two yoke-devils, sworn to
either

’
s purpose .

—Shakespeare .

_

Where trust is greatest , there treason
is in its most horrid shape—Dryden .

TRIALS—(See
The best people need afflictions for

trial of their virtue . How can we ex
ercise the grace of contentment , if all

be victorio us over us.
—Pascal .

the rod.
—Tryon Edwards .

things succeed well ; or that of

ness
,
if we have no enemies—T

It is not right that we should
without pain or grief, unde rflictions that be fall us, like ang
are above the sentiments of our

N either is it right that we
dulge grief without consol
heathen who have no sen

grace . But we ought both
and to be comforted like

cisely the trials and temptations
are the hardest of all for him to
but they are so , because they a
very ones he needs—Rich ter.

We are always in the fo rge ,
the anvil ; by trials G od is shap
for higher things—H. W. Beecher.

There is a sanctity in suffering when
meekly born . Our duty , though set

about by thorns, may still be made a.

staff
,
supporting even while it tortures .

C ast it away , and, l ike the prophet
’s

rod, it changes to a snake—Jerro ld.

Reckon any matter of trial to thee
among thy gains—T. Adams.

Trials are medicines which our gra
cious and wise physician prescribes

, be
cause we need them ; and he proportions
the frequency and weight of them to
what the case requires . Let us trust in
his skill , and thank him for his prescrip
tion—John N ewton .

Prosperity tries the fortunate , advers

ity the great .—Pliny the Younger.

God hath many sharp-cutting instru
ments and rough files for the polishing
of his j ewels ; and those he especial ly
loves

,
and means to make the most re

splendent
,
he hath oftenest his tools

upon—Leighton .

When a founder has cast a bell he
does not presently fix it in the steeple ,
but tries it with his hammer, and beats
it on every side to see if there be anyflaw in it . So C hrist doth not, presently
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furnace
,
where he tries it that we may

see what it is . If w e have a mind to
know whether a building stands strong
or no , we must lo ok upon it when the
wind blows . If we would know whether
a staff be strong , or a rotten , broken
reed , we must observe it when it is
leaned on and weight is borne upon it .
If we would weigh ourselves j ustly we

must weigh ourselves in God’s scales
that he makes use of to weigh us.

-Jona
than Edwards.

It is trial that proves one thing weak
and another strong—A house built on

the sand is in fair weather j ust as good
as if builded on a rock .

—A cobweb is
as good as the mightiest cable when
there is no strain upon it .

—H . W.

Beecher.

As sure as ever God puts his children
in the furnace , he will

'

be in the fur
nace with them .

—Spurgeon .

Amo ng my list of blessings infinite
stands this the foremost, that my heart
has bled—Young.

There are no crown-wearers in heaven
that were not cross-bearers here below .

-Spurgeon .

TRIFLES.
—(See “

LITTLE THINGS . )
Trifles make perfection , but perfec

tion itself is no trifle—Michae l Angelo .

There is nothing insignificant—noth
ing—C o leridge .

N othing is more unworthy o f a wise
man , or ought to trouble him more ,
than to have allowed more time for

trifling
,
and useless things, than they

deserved - Plato

He that has a spirit of detail ” will
do better in l ife than many who figured
beyond him in the university .

—Such an

one is minute and particular—He ad
j usts trifles ; and these trifles compose
most of the business and happiness of
life—Great events happen seldom , and
affect few ; trifles happen every moment
to everybo dy ; and though one occur
rence of them adds little to the happi
ness or misery of life , yet the sum total
of their continual repetition is o f the
highest consequence—Daniel Webster.

There are no trifles in the moral uni
verse oi God. Speak but one true word
to-day , and it shall go ringing on

through the ages—W. M . Punshon

It is in those acts which we call tri

58 TRIFLES

vialit
ever wasted—George E lio t.

There is a kind of latent omni
not o nly in every man

,
but in

particle—Emerson .

is a
the c
or the advantage to which they
put, is a philosopher—Bulwer .

One kernel is felt in a hogshea
drop of water helps to swell the
a Spark of fire helps to give light
world . N one are too small , too
too poor to be of service .

this and act . Life is no trifle .

A l ife devoted to trifles ,
takes away the in

pacity for higher
of C hristianity hafluence on a frivo
l igate CharacterT—E -Hannah More .

Think naught a

’

tr
appear ; sands make
ments make the year, and t
Your care to trifles give , else
die ere y ou have learned
Young .

Johnson well says,
“He wh

do a great deal of good at
never do anything . Life is
of little things . It
an occas
deal at once
in being grea
mons

Delude not yourself with the
that you
in trifles
contrary .

and give
us ; and the fearful power 0
a time , suffers not the best
into action—C . M . van Weber.

The chains which cramp
those which weigh on us I
Swe tchine .

Trifles make the sum of hu
and half our misery from our f
springs—H . M ore .

Trifles discover character more
actions of seeming importance ;
one is in l ittle things he is also in

Small causes are sufficient to m
man une
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the way . For want of a block he will
stumble at a straw—Swift.

The great moments o f life are but mo
ments like the others . Your doom is
spoken in a word or two . A single - look
from the eyes

,
a mere pressure of the

hand
,
may decide it ; or of the lips,

though they cannot speak—Thackeray ,

Those who give too much attention to
trifling things become generally incapa
ble of great ones—Rochefoucauld.

Trifles we should let not plague us
only

,
but also gratify us ; we should seize

not their poison-bags only, but their
honey-bags also—Richter.

Those who place their affections at
first on trifles for amusement , will find
these become at last their most serious
concerns—Go ldsmith .

As it would be great folly to shoe
horses

,
as N ero did , with gold , so it is to

spend time in trifles .

—J . Mason .

Whoever shall review his life wil l find
that the whole tenor of his conduct has
been determined by some accident of no
apparent moment .—Johnson .

The power of duly appreciating little
things belongs to a great mind ; a nar
row-minded man has it not , for to him
they are great things—Whate ly .

Trifles discover a character more than
actions of importance . In regard to the
former, a person is off his guard, and

thinks it not material to use disguise .

It i s no imperfect hint toward the dis
covery o f a man’s character to

M
say he

looks as though you might be certain
o f finding a pin upon his sleeve—, Shen
stone .

There is no real elevation of mind in
a contempt of little things . It is, on the
contrary

,
from too narrow views that we

consider those things of l ittle importance ,
which have

,
in fact , such extensive con

sequences—Fene lon .

There is a care for trifles which pro
ceeds from love of conscience

,
and is

most holy ; and a care for trifles which '

comes of idleness and frivolity
,
and is

most base —Ruskin .

Great merit , or great failings
,
will

make you respected or despised ; but
trifles, l ittle attentions , mere nothings ,
either done or neglected , will make you
either liked o r disliked in the general
run of the world—C h esterfie ld.

A stray hair, by its continued irrita

7 ‘ s“.

TROUBLE

tion, may give more annoyance than a
smart blow .

—J . R . Lowell .

.

If the nose o f C leopatra had been a
little shorter it would have changed the
_history of the world—Pascal .
‘
v Men are led by trifles.

—N apo leon .

A grain of sand leads to the fall of a
mountain when the moment has come
for the mountain to fall .—Ernest Renan .

Frivolous curiosity about trifles, and
laborious attentions to little obj ects
which neither require nor deserve a mo

ment ’s thought , lower a man , who from
thence is thought , and not unjustly

, in
capable of greater matters—C hester
fie ld.

The creation of a thousand forests is
in one acorn—Emerson .

The mind of the greatest man on

earth is not l so independent of circum
stances as not to feel inconvenienced by
the merest buzzing noise about him ; it
does not need the report o f a cannon to
disturb his thoughts . The creaking o f

a vane or a pully is quite - enough . Do

not wonder that he reasons ill j ust now ;
a fly is buzzing by his ear ; it is quite
enough to unfit him for giving good
counsel—Pascal .
A little and a

‘

little
,
collected to

gether, become a great deal ; the heap
in the barn consists of single grains, and
drop and drop make the inundation
Saadi.

Think nothing too little ; seek for the
cross in the daily incidents of life

,
look

for the cross in everything . Nothing is
too little which relates to man’s salva
tion, nor is there anything too l ittle in
which either to please G od or to serve
Satan—Pusey .

TROUBLE (See
“ANXIETY

,

” “AF
FLICTION

,
and

W

Men are born to trouble at first , and
are exercised in it all their days .

—There
is a cry at the beginning o f l ife and a
groan at the end of it .

—Arno t .

When troubles come from God, then
naught behoves like patience ; but for
troubles wrought of men , patience is

hard—I tell you it is hard—Jean Inge

low .

Would you touch a nettle without
being stung by it ; take hold o f it stoutly .

Do the same to other annoyances , and
hardly will anything annoy y ou—Hare .
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If all men were to bring their mis
eries together in one place , most would
be glad to take each his own home again
rather than take a portion out o f the
common stock—So lon .

It is a kind and wise arrangement of
Providence that weaves our sorrows into
the elements of character ; and that all
the disappointments

,
and conflicts, and

aflflictions of life may, if rightly used ,
become the means o f improvement, and
create in us the sinews of strength .

Trouble is a marvellous mortifier of

pride
, and an effectual restrainer of self

will . Difficulties string up the energies
to loftier effort, and intensity is gained
from repression . By sorrow the temper
is mellowed and the feeling is refined .

When suffering has broken up the Soil ,
and made the furrows soft , there can be
implanted the hardy virtues which out

brave the storm . In short , trial is God
’s

glorious alchemy
,
by which the dross is

left in the crucible , the baser metals are
transmuted and the character is enriched
with gold W. M . Punshon .

The little troubles and worries of life ,
so many of which we meet, may be as
stumbling blocks in our way , or w e may
make them stepping-stones to a noble
character and to Heaven .

Troubles are often the tools by which
God fashions us for better things—H .

W. Beecher.

If the sun o f God ’s countenance shine
upon me

,
I may well be content to be

wet with the rain of affliction—Bp . Hall .

N ever borrow trouble . If the evil is
not to come

,
it is useless , and so much

waste ; if it is to come, best keep all
your strength to meet it .

—Tryon Ed

wards.

When thou hast truly thanked the
Lord for every blessing sent , but little
time will then remain for murmur or

lament .
Outward attacks and troubles rather

fix than unsettle the C hristian , as tem
pests from without only serve to root
the oak faster ; while an inward canker
will gradually rot and decay it .

—Han

nah More .

Tribulation will not hurt you , unl ess
it does—what

,
alas ! it too often does

unless it hardens you , and makes y ou
sour and narrow and sceptical .—E . H.

C hapin .

TROUBLE

It is not the wil l of God to give us
more troubles than will bring us to live
by faith on him ; he loves us too well
to give us a moment of uneasiness but
for our good—Romaine .

Troubles are usually the brooms and l
shovels that smoothe the road to a good
man’s fortune ; and many a ,man curses
the rain that falls upon his head

,
and

knows not that it brings abundance to
drive away hunger—Basil .
Men’s happiness springs mainly from

moderate troubles, which afford the mind
a healthful stimulus

,
and are followed

by a reaction which produces a cheerful
flow of spirits—sE . Wigglesworth .

If you tell your troubles to God, you
put them into the grave ; they will never
rise again when you have committed
them to him . If you roll your burden
anywhere else , it Will roll back again ,
l ike the stone of Sisyphus—Spurgeon .

Instead of cares, burdens, and troubles
being so many misfortunes

,
they are the

influences by which God means to de
velop every element of our being

,
and

polish it , and make it meet for his king
dom .
—H . W. Beecher.

It is distrust of God, to be troubled
about what is to come ; impatience
against God, to be troubled with what
is present ; and anger at G od, to
be troubled for what is past—Bp . Pa t
rick.

Heart troubles in God’s husbandry are
not wounds, but the putting in of the
spade before planting the seeds—H . W.

Beecher.

Trouble is the next best thing to
enj oyment ; there is no fate in the world
so horrible as to have no share in either
its j oys or sorrows—Longfellow .

When Anaxagoras was told of the
death of his son

,
he only said I knew

he was mortal .” So we in all casualties
of l ife should say ,

I knew my riches were
uncertain; that my friend was but a
man . Such considerations would soon
pacify us, because all our troubles pro
ceed from their being unexpected—Plu
tarch .

Set about doing good to somebody .

Put on your hat
, and go and visit the

sick and poor of your neighborhood ; in
quire into their circumstances, and
minister to their wants . Seek out the
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you a way to feed thousands—Horace

Bushne ll .

To trust God when we have securities
in our iron chest is easy , but not thank
worthy ; but to depend on him for what
we cannot see

,
as it is more hard for

man to do
, so it is more acceptable to

G od—Feltham .

We do not trust God, but tempt him ,

when our expectations slacken our exer

tions—M . Henry .

He that taketh his own cares upon
himself loads himself in vain with an
uneasy burden . I will cast all my cares
on God ; he hath bidden me ; they can

not burden him .
—Bp . Hall .

TRUTH—(See ERROR .

Truth is the foundation of all knowl
edge and the cement o f all societies .

Dryden .

There is no fit search after truth which
does not , first of all

,
begin to l ive the

truth which it knows—Horace Bushne ll .

Statistics—I can prove anything by
statistics—except the truth—George
C anning.

The proselyting spirit is inseparable
from the love of truth

,
for it is only the

effort to win others to our way of think
ing—G . Forster.

One of the sublimest things in the
world is plain truth—Bulwer.

What we have in us Of the image of

God is the love of truth and justice .

Demosthenes.

Truth is the obj ect of our understand
ing, as good is of our will ; and the
understanding can no more be delighted
with a lie than the will can choose an

apparent evil—Dryden .

General , abstract truth is the most
precious of all blessings ; without it man

is blind
,
it is the eye of reason—Rous

seau.

Every one wishes to have truth on his
side

,
but it is not every one that sin

cerely wishes to be on the side of truth .

-Whately .

T ruth , whether in or out Of fashion , is
the measure of knowledge , and the busi
ness of the understanding ; whatsoever
is beside that

,
however authorized by

consent , or recommended by rarity , is
nothing but ignorance , or something
worse .
—Locke .

TRUTH

The greatest homage we can pa
truth is to use it .

—Emerson .

All truth undone becomes unreal ;
that doeth his will shall know

,

”

Jesus—F. W. Roberston .

Truth can hardly be expected to a
herself to the crooked policy and
sinuosities of worldly affairs ; for
like light

,
travels only in straight

—C o lton .

Truth and love are two of the
powerful things in the world ; and
they both go together they cannot
be withstood .

- C udworth .

Every violation of truth
the health of human society .

—Emerson .

There is no progress - in fundamental
truth—We may grow in knowledge of

its meaning , and i the modes of its ap
plication

,
but its

t

h
great principles will

forever be the same—W. Radclifie .

Truth lies in character . C hrist did not
simply speak the truth ; he was truth ;
truth

,
through and through ; for truth is

a thing no t of words, but of life and

being—Robertson .

We must not let go manifest truths
because we cannot answer all questions
about them .

—Jeremy C o llier.

C hristianity knows no truth which is
not the child of love and the parent of

duty—Phillips Brooks .

Truth without charity is often into ler
ant and even persecuting , as charity
without truth is weak in concession and

untrustworthy in judgment—But char
ity

,
loyal to truth and rej oicing in it , has

the wisdom of the serpent with the harm
lessness Of the dove—J . Swartz.

Much of the glory and sublimity of

truth is connected with its mystery—To
understand everything we must be as
God—Tryon Edwards.

The grand character of truth is its
capability of enduring the test of uni
versal experience

,
and coming unchanged

out of every possible form of fair discus
sion—Sir John Hersche l.

Religious truth , touch what points of

it you will , has always to do with the
being and government of God, and is, of

course
,
illimitable in its reach—R . D .

Hitchcock.

In the discovery of truth , in the de
velopment of man’s mental powers and
privileges

,
each generation has i ts as
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Signed part ; and it is for us to en

deavour to perform our portion of this
perpetual task of our species—Whewell.
TO restore a common-place truth to

,

its first uncomomn lustre you need only
“

translate it into action . But to do this
you must have reflected on its truth .

C o leridge .

The finest and noblest ground on which
people can live is truth ; the real with
the real ; a ground on which nothing is
assumed—Emerson .

A truth that one does not understand
becomes an error .

—Desbaro lles .

What a man sees only in his best mo
ments as truth is truth in all moments .
—Joseph C 0 0 k.

Keep one thing forever in view—the
truth ; and if you do this, though it may
seem to lead you away from the Opinions
Of men

,
it will assuredly conduct you to

the throne of God—Horace Mann .

A charitable untruth , an uncharitable
truth

,
and an unwise management of

truth or love , are all to be carefully
avoided of him that would go with a
right foot in the narrow way .

—Bp . Ha ll .

If a thousand Old beliefs were ruined
in our march to truth we must still
march on .

-Stopjord A . Brooke .

It is the special privilege of truth al

ways to grow on candid minds .

Scrivener.

Falsehood is in a hurry ; it may be at
any moment detected and punished ;
truth is calm , serene ; its j udgment is on

high ; its king cometh out of the cham
bers of eternity .

—Joseph Parkerm
Our recognition and apprehension of

the highest truth is essentially an affair
Of the heart , far more than of the head .

—J. S. Kieffer.

You need not tell all the truth , unless
to those who have a right to know - it

all . But let all you tell be truth .

Horace Mann .

It is wondrous how , the truer we bez
come

,
the more unerringly we know the

ring of truth , can discern whether a man

be true or not
,
and can fasten at once

upon the rising lie in word and look and
dissembling act—wondrous how the
charity of C hrist in the heart perceives
every aberration from charity in others ,
in ungentle thought or slanderous tone .

—F. W. Robertson .

It is easier to find a score of men wise

TRUTH

enough to discover the truth than to
find one intrepid enough , in the face of

opposition
,
to stand up for it .

N 0 one truth is rightly held till it is
clearly conceived and stated , and no
single truth is adequately comprehended
til l it is viewed in harmonious relations
to all the other truths of the system of

which C hrist is the centre .
—A . A . Hodge .

It is not so difficult a task to plant
new truths as to root out old errors

,
for

there is this paradox in men : they run

after that which is new
,
but are preju

diced in favor of that which is Old .

A truth that is merely acquired from
others only clings to us as a limb added
to the body, or as a false tooth , or a wax
nose . A truth we have acquired by our

our own mental exertions
,
is like our

natural l imbs
,
which really belong to us .

_ This Is exactly the difference between
an original thinker and the mere learned
man—Schopenhauer.

Truth spoken before its time may be
not only hurtful

,
but even unlawful

Jukes .

The withholding of truth is sometimes
a worse deception than a direct misstate
ment .

There is an idiom
“

in truth which false
hood never can imitate—Lord N apier.

It is easier to perceive error than to
find truth , for the former lies on the
surface and is easily seen

,
while the

latter lies in the depth
,
where few are

willing to search for it .
—Goe the .

Truth does not do as much good in
the world

,
as its counterfeit does mis

chief .—Ro chefoucauld.

When two truths seem directly op
posed to each other

,
we must not ques

tion either
,
but remember there i s a third

—God—who reserves to himself the right
t6

“
ha

‘

fmonize them—Mad Swetchine .

Truth comes to us with a slow and
doubtful step ; measuring the ground she

treads on
,
and forever turning her curi

ous eye , to see that all is right behind ,

and with a keen survey choosing her
onward path—Percival .

Truth is not only violated by false
hood ; it may be equally outraged by
silence - Amien .

N o truth so sublime but
.

it may
_
be

seen to be trivial to-morrow in the light
of new thoughts—Emerson.
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If the world goes against truth , then
Athanasius goes against the world .

Athana sius .

Truth is the gravitation principle of
universe , by which it is supported,
in which it inheres—W. M . Evarts.

Truth is by its very nature intolerant ,
exclusive

,
for every truth is the denial

of its opposing error.—I/uthardt.
The deepest truths are the simplest
and the most common .

—F. W. Robert

son .

Without seeking , truth cannot be
known at all . It can neither be declared
from pulpits

,
nor set down in articles, nor

in any wise prepared and sold in pack
ages ready for use . Truth must be
ground for every man by himself out of

its husk , with such help as he can get ,
indeed

,
but not without stern labor Of

his own—Ruskin .

If it is the truth what does it matter
who says it .

—Anon .

Truth is as much a matter of experi

ence as of speculation - An honest man
will generally find it .

—TO know it , one

must feel it ; above all , must live in it .
—Then it becomes vital to his spirit
a part of his being—R Turnbull.

There are two peculiarities in the
truths of religion : a divine beauty which
renders them lovely, and a holy maj esty
which makes them venerable -And there
are two peculiarities in errors : an im
piety which renders them horrible , and
an impertinence which renders them
ridiculous H—Pascal
Truth is always consistent with itself,
and needs nothing to help it out ; it is
always near at hand and sits upon our

lips
,
and is ready to drop out before we

are aware ; whereas a liepis troublesome ,
and sets a man’s invention on the rack ,

and one trick needs a great many more
of the same kind to make it good .

Tillo tson .

Fear is not in the habit of speaking
truth ; when perfect sincerity is expected ,
perfect freedom must be allowed ; nor

has any one who is apt to be angry when
he hears the truth , any cause to wonder
that he does not hear it .

—Tacitus .

Truth , l ike beauty, varies in its fash
ions

,
and is best recommended by differ

ent dresses to different minds ; and he
that recalls the attention Of mankind to
any part of learning which time has left

TRUTH

behind it, may be truly said to advance
the literature of h is own age—Johnson .

When a man has no design but to
speak

.

plain truth , he may say a great
deal in a very narrow compass—Stee le .

“
There is nothing ,

” says Plato
,

“
so

delightful as the hearing or the speaking
of truth —for this reason there is no
conversation so agreeable as that of the
man of integrity , who hears without any
intention to betray, and speaks without
any intention to deceive—Sherlock.

It is not enough that we swallow truth :
we must feed upon it

,
as insects do on

the leaf, till the whole heart be colored
by its qualities, and show its food in
every fibre—C o leridge .

The most natural beauty in the world
is honesty and

'
moral truth ; for all

beauty is truth .

V

tI
‘

rue features make
the beauty of a face ; and true propor
tions the beauty of architecture ; as true
measures that of harmony and music .

In poetry , which is all fable , truth still
is the perfection .

—Shaftesbury .

Some modern zealots appear to have
no better knowledge of truth

,
nor better

manner of j udging it
,
than by counting

noses—Swift.

He that finds truth , without loving
her, is like a bat ; which , though it have
eyes to discern that there is a sun

,
yet

hath so evil eyes, that it cannot delight
in the sun—Sir P . Sidney .

It is curious to Observe how the nature
Of truth may be changed by the garb it
wears ; softened to the admonition of

friendship , or
~

soured into the severity of
reproof yet this severity may be useful
to some tempers : it somewhat resembles
a file , disagreeable in its operation , but
hard metal may be the brighter for it .

Mackenzie .

Al l extremes are error . The
.reverse o f

error is not truth
,
but error sti ll . Truth

lies between extremes—C ecil.
“
Truth ,

” it has been well said ,
“is

the property of no individual , but is the
treasure of all men . The nobler the

truth or sentiment , the less import the
question Of authorship .

”
The larger

deeper the historical basis of our

ligious conception , the less will it be
posed to ruin “when the rain descends,
and the floods come , and the winds
blow .

- A . P . Stanley .

As Thales measured the pyramids from
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ways strange
,
stranger than fiction .

Byron .

Truth does not consist in minute ac

curacy of detail , but in conveying a
right impression ; and there are vague
ways o f speak ing that are truer than
strict facts would be . When the Psalm
ist said , Rivers of water run down mine
eyes, because men keep not thy law ,

” he
did not state the fact

,
but he stated a

truth deeper than fact
,
and truer.—Al

ford.

Truth is only developed in the hour
of need ; time , and not man , discovers
it .
—Bona ld.

The interests of society often render
it expedient not to utter the whole truth ,
the interests of science never : for in this
field we have much more to fear from
the deficiency of truth

,
than from its

abundance—C o lton .

I have seldom known any one who de
serted truth in trifies, that could be
trusted in matters of importance .

Paley .

Accustom your children to a strict at
tention to truth , even in the most mi
nute particulars . If a thing happened
at one window , and they, when relating
it

, say that it happened at another, do
not let it pass

,
but instantly check them ;

you do not know where deviations from
truth will end—Johnson .

We find but few historians who have
been diligent enough in their search for
truth ; it is their common method to take
on trust what they distribute to the
public ; by which means a falsehood once
received from a famed writer becomes
traditional 'to posterity—Dryden .

The greatest friend of
.

tru
_
th is time ;

her greatest enemy is prejudice ; and her
constant companion is humility—C o lton .

N O bad man ever wished that his
breast was made of glass, or that others
could read his thoughts . But the misery
is

,
that the duplicities , the temptations ,

and the infirm ities that surround us,
have rendered the truth

,
and nothing but

the truth
,
as hazardous and contraband

a commodity as a man can possibly deal
in .
—‘

C o lton .

Truth is established by investigation
and delay ; falsehood prospers by pre
cipitancy .

—Tacitus .

Receiving a new truth is adding a

new sense—Liebig.

TRUTH

Seven years of silent inquiry are need
ful for a man to learn the truth

,
but

fourteen in order to learn how to make
it known to his fellowmen .

—Plato .

Of all duties, the love of truth
,
with

faith and constancy in it
,
ranks first and

highest . To love God and to love truth
are one and the same .

—Silvio Pe llico .

.

As
.has been finely expressed

,

“
Prin

CIple is a passion for truth
,

”
And as an

earlier and homelier writer hath it
, The

truths we believe in are the pillars of
our world .

”—Bulwer.

He who seeks truth should be of no
country .

-Vo ltaire .

He that Opposes his own judgment
against the consent of the times ought
to be backed with unanswerable truths ;
and he that has

“

truth on his side is a
fool , as well as a coward , if he is afraid
to own it because of ‘ other men ’s Opin
ions—De Foe .

Truth is the most powerful thing in the
world , since even fiction itself must be
governed by it, and can only please by
its resemblance .

—Shaftesbury .

The confusion and undesigned inaccu
racy so Often to be Observed in conver
sation , especially in that of uneducated
persons , proves that truth needs to be
cultivated as a talent

,
as well as recom

mended as a virtue—Mrs . Fry .

Truths of all others the most awful
and interesting are too often considered
as so true that they lose all the power
of truth , and lie bed—ridden in the dor
mitory of the soul , side by side with the
most despised and exploded errors
C o leridge .

Truth is so great a perfection
,
that if

God would render himself visible to men
,

he would choose light for his body and
truth for his soul .—Pythagoras .

As one may bring himself to believe
almost anything he is inclined to be
lieve , it makes all the difference whether
we begin or end with inquiry

, What is
truth ? —Whate ly .

Peace if possible
,
but truth at any

rate—Luther.

Dare to be true ; nothing can need a
lie ; a fault which needs it most grows
two thereby —Herbert .

It is perilous to separate thinking
rightly, from acting rightly—He is al

ready half false who speculates on truth
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and does not do it .
—The penalty paid

by him who speculates on truth without
doing it

,
is

,
that by degrees the very

truth he holds becomes a falsehood .

F. W. Roberston .

Truth is always congruous and agrees
with itself ; every truth in the universe
agrees With all others—Danie l Webster.

Error always addresses the passions
and prejudices : truth scorns such mean
intrigue

,
and only addresses the under

standing and the conscience—Azel
Backus .

We must never throw away a bushel
of truth because it happens to contain
a few grains of chaff ; on the contrary ,
we may sometimes profitably receive a
bushel of chaff for the few grains Of
truth it may contain—A . P . Stanley .

‘

The way
~

of truth is like a great road .

It is not diffi cult to know it . The evil is
only that men Will not seek it .

—Mencius .

I have always found that the honest
truth of our own m ind has a certain at

traction for every other mind that
’

loves
truth honestly—C arly le .

Men must love the truth before they
thoroughly believe it .

—South .

There are three parts in truth : first ,
the inquiry

,
which is the wooing of it ;

secondly
,
the knowledge Of it

,
which is

the presence of it ; and thirdly, the be
lief

,
which is the enj oyment of it .

Bacon .

According to Democritus
,
truth lies at

the bottom of a well , the water of which
serves as a mirror in which obj ects may
be reflected—I have heard

,
however

,

that some philosophers , in seeking for
truth , to pay homage to her, have seen
their own image and adored it instead .

Ri chter.

While you live
,
tell truth and shame

the devil .—Shakespeare .

Search for the truth is the noblest o c
cupation of man ; its publication is a
duty .

-Mad. de Stael.

Truth crushed to earth will rise again
the eternal years of God are hers ; but
error wounded writhes in pain , and dies
amid her worshippers—Bryant.
We must not let go manifest truths

because we cannot answer all questions
about them .

- Jeremy C o llier.

Stick to the Old truths and the Old paths
,

and learn their divineness by sick beds
,

TWIL IGHT

and in every-day work , and do not
darken your mind with intellectual puz
zles, which may breed disbelief , but can
never breed vital religion or practical
usefulness—C . Kingsley .

Seize upon truth , wherever it is found ,
amongst your friends

,
amongst your foes

,

on C hristian or on heathen ground ; theflower’s divine where ’er it grows—Watts .

TWILIGHT .
-The day is done ; and

slowly from the scene the stooping sun

upgathers his spent shafts , and puts
them back into his golden quiver !
Longfe llow .

Softly the evening came . The sun

from the western horizon , like a magi
cian

,
extended his golden wand o

’
er th e

landscape—Longfellow .

The weary sun hath made a golden
set , and,

by the bright track of his fiery
car

,
gives token of a goodly day to

morrow .
—Shakespeare .

Oh
, how beautiful is the summer night ,

which is not night, but a sunless, yet
unclouded

,
day

,
descending upon earth

with dews
,
and shadows

,
and refreshing

coolness ! How beautiful the long mild
twilight

,
which

,
like a silver clasp , unites

to-day with yesterday ! How beautiful
the silent hour

,
when morning and even

ing thus sit together , hand in hand , b e
neath the starless sky of midnight
Longfellow .

Twilight gray hath in her sober livery
all things clad—Milton .

What heart has not acknowledged the
influence of this hour

,
the sweet and

soothing hour of twilight—the hour of

lo ve—the hour of adoration—the hour
of rest—when we think Of those we love ,
only to regret that we have not loved
them more dearly ; when we remember
our enemies only to forgive them .

Longfellow.

hath appointed the twilight ,
as a bridge , to pass us out of night into
day .
—Fuller.

Twilight hour ! whose mantle is the
drapery of dreams , and who hast ever
been in poetry life’s holy time ; thou
wert wont to steal upon us , as thy san

dals were of dew ! how sadly comes the
rustle of thy step in the decaying
seasons of the year —N P . Willis .

How lovely are the portals o f the
night , when stars come out to watch the
daylight die —T . C o le .
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Parting day dies like the dolphin ,
whom each pang imbues with a new
color as it gasps away , the last still
loveliest

,
till ’tis gone , and all is gray .

Byron .

TYRANNY .
—Tyranny and anarchy

are never far asunder—J . Bentham .

Free governments have committed
more flagrant acts of tyranny than the
most perfectly despotic governments we
have ever known—Burke .

Every wanto n and causeless restraint
of the will of the subj ect , whether prac
tised by a monarch , a nobility ,

or a pop
ular assembly

,
is a degree of tyranny .

—Blackstone .

Bad laws are the worst sort o f

tyranny—Burke .

Hardness ever of hardness is the
mother—Shakespeare .

Power , unless managed with gentle
ness and discretion , does but make a
man the more hated ; no intervals o f
good humor

,
no starts of bounty

,
will

atone for tyranny and Oppression .

Jeremy C o llier.

Tyranny is always weakness—J . R .

Lowell .

Hateful is the power, and pitiable is
the life

, of those Who wish to be feared
rather than to be loved—C ornelius
N ep os .

There is a natural and necessary pro
gression , from the extreme of anarchy to
the extreme o f tyranny ; and arbitrary
power is most easily established on the
ruins of l iberty abused to licentio usness .
—Washington .

Tyranny sways, not as it hath power,
but as it is suffered—Shakespeare .

It is worthy of Observation that the
most imperious masters over their own

servants are at the same time the most
abj ect slaves to the servants o f other
masters—Seneca .

Tyrants and oppressors , when living ,
are the terror of mankind ; but when
dead , they are the obj ects of general
contempt and scorn . The death Of N ero
was celebrated by the Romans with bon
fires and plays ; birds ate the naked
flesh of Pompey ; Alexander lay un

buried th irty days ; but a useful and
holy life is generally closed by an hon
orab le and lamented death—Anon .

A tyrant never tasteth o f true friend

UNBEL IEF

ship , nor of perfect
Tyrants forego all respect for human

ity in proportion as they are sunk be
neath it . Taught to believe themselves
of a different species

,
they really become

so , lose their participation with their
kind , and in mimicking the god dwindle
into the brute—Hazlitt.

A king ruleth as he o ught ; a tyrant
as he lists ; a king to the profit of all , a
tyrant only to please a few .

—Aristo tle .

Tyranny absolves all faith ; and who
invades our rights can never be but an
usurper .—Brooke .

Kings will be tyrants from policy,
when subj ects are rebels from principle .

-Burke .

Tyranny is far the worst o f treasons .

—The prince who neglects or violates
his trust is more a b

r
igand than the rob

ber-chief . —Byron .

Of all the evils that infest a state
,
a

tyrant is the greatest ; his sole will com
mands the laws, and lords it over them .

—Euripides.

And with necessity, the tyrant
’s plea

,

excused his devilish deeds—Milton .

That sovereign is a tyrant who knows
no law but h is own caprice—Vo ltaire .

Where law ends, tyranny begins
William Pitt, the E lder.

Rebellion to tyrants is obedience to
God—Franklin .

N ecessity is the argument o f tyrants
it is the creed of slaves—William Pitt,
the Younger.

UNBELIEF.
—(See INFIDELITY .

N arrowness is the mother o f unbelief .
Obtain a broad outlook if you would
agree with G od in your philosophy and
be able to transmit God ’s own thought
into your life—Joseph C ook .

All unbelief is the belief of a lie
H . Bonar.

N O man is an unbeliever
,
but because

he will be so ; and every man is not
an unbeliever, because the grace of God
conquers some, changes their wills , and

binds them to C hrist .
—C harno ck.

Disbelief in futurity loosens in a great
measure the ties o f morality , and may
be for that reason pernicious to the
peace o f civil society—Hume .
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UNDERSTANDING 70 UNHAPPIN ESS

tween the cradle and the grave is un
certain .

—Seneca .

Uncertainty ! fell demon of our fears !
The human soul , that can support
despair

,
supports not thee—Mallet .

A bitter and perplexed ,
“What shall I

do ?
” is worse to man than worst meces

sity —C o leridge .

The torment of suspense is very
great ; and as soon as the wavering ,
perplexed mind begins to determine , be
the determination which way soever, it
will find itself at ease—South .

What Shakespeare says of doubts is
equally true of vacillation and un

certainty of purpose ,
“that they make

us lose the good we oft might win by
fearing to attempt .” -C'. Simmons .

UNDERSTANDIN G .

—It is a com
mon fault never to be satisfied with our

fortune
, nor dissatisfied with our under

standing—Ro chefoucauld.

The eye of the understanding is like
the eye of the sense ; for as you may
see great obj ects through small crannies
or holes , so you may see great axioms of
nature through small and contemptible
instances—Bacon .

True fortitude of understanding con
sists in not suffering what we do know
to be disturbed by what we do not

know—Paley .

The defects of the understanding ,
like those of the face , grow worse as we

grow o ld .
—Ro chef0ucauld.

It is the same with understanding as
with eyes ; to a certain size and make
j ust so much light is necessary, and no
more . Whatever is beyond , brings dark
ness and confus ion .

—Shaftesbury .

The improvement of the understand
ing is fo r two ends ; first , our own in

crease of knowledge ; secondly, to en

able us to deliver that knowledge to
others—Lo cke .

A man of understanding finds less dif
fi culty in submitting to a wrong-headed
fellow

,
than in attempting to set him

right .

—Rochefoucauld.

It is not the eye that sees the beauty
of

c
the heaven, nor the ear that hears

the sweetness o f music or the glad
tidings of a prosperous occurrence , but
the soul

,
that perceives all the relishes

o f sensual and intellectual perfections ;
and the more noble and excellent the

soul is, the
O
gre

its perceptions
The light of

ity kindleth ,

Quarlcs .

He who call
understanding
who profits of a superior understanding
raises his powers to a level with the
height of the superior understanding he
unites with—Burke .

I know no evil so great as the abuse
of the understanding, and yet there is
no one Vice more common—Steele .

I hold myself indebted to any on

from whose enlightened understanding
another ray of knowledge communicates
to mine—Real ly to inform the mind is
to correct and

III
enlarge the heart .

N 0 one knows what strength o f parts
he has till he has tried them—And o f

the understanding one may most truly
say , that its force is generally greater
than it thinks till it is put to it .

Therefore the proper remedy is
,
to set

the mind to work
,
and apply the

oughts vigorously to the business
,
for

it holds in the struggles of the mind ,
as in those of war, that to think we

shal l conquer is to conquer . —Lo cke .

U N HA PP IN E S S . See HAPPI

It is better not to be than to be un
happy—Dryden .

They who have never known pros
perity can hardly be said to be un

happy ; it is from the remembrance o f

j oys we have lost , that the arrows of

affliction are pointed—Mackenzie .

We degrade life by our follies and
vices and then complain that the nu

h appiness which is only their accompani
ment is inherent in the constitution of

things H—Bovee
The most unhappy of all men is he

who believes himself to be so— .Hume

A perverse temper
,
and a discon

tented , fretful disposition, wherever they
prevail , render any state of life unhappy .

—C icero .

Man’s unhappiness comes of his great
ness ; 1t 1s because there is an 1nfin1te

in h1m , which , W1th all h is cunnmg ,
he

canno t quite bury under the finite
C arly le .



UN ION ,
AND UN ITY

If we cannot live so as to be hfappy ,

let us at least live so as to deserve<»1t .

Fitche .

In this world of resemblances, we are
content with personatmg happiness ; to
feel it is in art beyond ns .

—Mackenzie .

Oh
,
how bitter a thing it is to look

into happiness through another man’s
eyes l—Shakespeare .

As the ivy twines around the oak , so
do misery and misfortune encompass
the happiness of man . Felicity , pure
and unalloyed , is not a plant o f earthly
growth ; her gardens are the skies .
Burton .

Hardly a man
,
whatever his circum

stances and situation , but if you get
his confidence

,
will tell you that he is

not happy. It is however certain that
all men are not unhappy in the same
degree

,
though by these accounts we

might almost be tempted to think so .

Is not this to be accounted for, by sup
posing that all men measure the happi
ness they possess by the happiness they
desire

,
or think they deserve ?—G’reville .

What is earthly happiness? that phan
tom oi which we hear so much and see

so l ittle ; whose promises are constantly
given and constantly broken , but as
constantly believed ; that cheats us with
the sound instead of the substance , and
with the blossom instead o f the fruit .
C o lton .

Perfect happiness , I believe , was never
intended by the Deity to be the ' lo‘v of“

one of his creatures in this world ; but
that he has very much put in our power
the nearness of our approaches f t

‘

o it

is what I have steadfastly believed .

Jefierson .

We never enj oy perfect happiness ;
our most fortunate successes are min
gled with sadness ; some anxieties always
perplex the reality o f our satisfaction .

—C orneille .

UN I
_
ON

,
AND UN ITY .

—Men’s hearts
ought not to be set against one another,
but set with one another, and all against
ev1l only—C arlyle .

By uniting we stand ; by dividing we
fall—John Dickinson .

Union does everything when it is
perfect .—It satisfies desires , simplifies
needs , foresees the wishes , and becomes
a constant fortune .

—Senancour.

67 1 USEFULNESS

The number two hath , by the heathen ,
been accounted accurst , because it was
the first departure from unity .

-J .

The multitude which does not reduce
itself to unity is confusion ; the unity
which does not depend upon the multi
tude , is tyranny—Pascal.
The union of C hristians to C hrist ,
their common head

,
and by means o f

the influence they derive from him
, one

to another, may be illustrated by the
loadstone . It not only attracts the par
ticles of iron to itself by the magnetic
virtue , but by this virtue it unites them
one to another .—C’ecil.
The great unity which true science
seeks is found only by beginning with
our knowledge of God,

and coming
down from him along the

,
stream of

causation to every fact and. event that
affects us .

-Howard C rosby .

What science calls the unity and uni
formity of nature , truth calls the
fidelity of G od—Martineau.

UNKINDNESS.
—More hearts pine

away in secret anguish for unk indness
from those who should be their com
forters, than for any other calamity in
life—Young.

Hard unkindness mocks the tear it
forced toflow—Gray .

Unkind language is sure to produce
the fruits of unkindness

,
that is, suffer

ing in the bosom of others—Bentham .

Rich gifts wax poor when givers prove
unkind—Shakespeare .

He who has once stood beside the
grave , to look back Upon the c ompan
ionship which has been forever closed ,
feeling how impotent there is the wild
love

,
or the keen sorrow

,
to give one

instant’s pleasure to the pulseless heart ,
o

’

r
‘

at cme in the lowest measure to the
departed spirit; for the ho ur of unkind
ness , will scarcely for the future incur
that debt to the heart which can only
be discharged to the dust—Ruskin .

As unkindness has no remedy at law ,

let its avoidance be with you a point
of honor. —H . Ballou.

She hath tied sharp-toothed unkind
ness

,
a vulture here—Shakespeare .

U SE FU LN E SS . (See BEN EVO
LENCE and
N othing in this world is so good as
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usefulness . It binds your fellow crea
tures to you , and you to them ; it tends
to the improvement of your own char
acter and gives you a real importance
in society, much beyond what any
artificial statio n can bestow—B. C .

Brodie .

The world ’s idea of greatness has been
that he is greatest who best succeeds in
using his fellow-men for the furtherance
of his own ends—C hristianity holds
him the greatest who is himself most
useful to others—P . H . Hoge .

There is but one virtue—the eternal
sacrifice of self—George Sand .

Have I do ne anything for society ? I
have then done more for myself . Let
that question and truth be always
present to thy mind , and work without
cessation—Simms .

Think that day lost
,
whose low de

scending sun views from thy hand no
worthy action done—Anon .

In the school o f Pythagoras it was a
point of discipline

,
that if among the

probationers , there were any who grew
weary of studying to be useful

,
and re

turned to an idle l ife
,
they were to re

gard them as dead ; and, upon their
departing , to perform their obsequies,
and raise them tombs with inscriptions

,

to warn others of the like mortality , and
quicken them to refine their souls above
that wretched state—Addison .

The useful and the beautiful are never
separated—Periarider.

Doing good is the only certainly
happy action of a man’s l ife—Sir P .

All the good things of this world are
no further good than as they are o f use ;
and whatever we may heap up to give
to others , we enjoy only as much as we
can make useful to ourselves and others,
and no more—Defoe .

Knowest thou not , thou canst not
move a step on this earth without find
ing some duty to be done , and that
every man is useful to his kind , by the
very fact of his existence ?—C’arlyle.

The maelstrom attracts more notice
than the quiet fountain ; a comet draws
more attention than the steady star .

But it is better to be the fountain than
the maelstrom

,
and the star than comet .

following out the sphere and orbit of
‘

quiet usefulness in which Go d pl—John Hall.

On the day of his death
,
in hi

1eth year, E lliot ,
“the Apostle

in my sphere , and he has
prayers ; for now that I can

preach , he leaves me Strength
teach this poor child the al

We live in a.
L
world which

misery and ignorance
,
and the p

duty of each and all of us is to
to make the little corner he canfluence somewhat less miserable
somewhat less ign rant than it was
fore he entered it . Huxley .

How often do we sigh fo r opportu

nities of doing good
,
while we neglect

the Openings of Providence in l ittle
things , which would frequently lead to
the accomplishment of most important
usefulness . Good is do ne by degrees .
However small in proportion the benefit
which follows individual attempts to do
good , a great deal may thus be accom

plished by perseverance , even in the
midst of discouragements and disap
pointments .

-C rabbe .

Thousands of men breathe , mo ve , and
live ; pass off the stage of life and are
heard of no more . Why ? They did
not a particle of good in the world ;
none were blest by them

,
none could

point to them as the instrument of their
redemptio n ; their light went out in

darkness , and they were not remem
bered more than the insects of yester
day . Will you thus live and die , 0
man immortal ? Live for something
C halmers .

Amid life ’s quests there seems but
worthy one , to do men good—Bailey .

I never knew a man that was bad , fit
for any service that was good . There
was always some disqualifying ingre
dient mixing with the compound , and
spoiling it . The accomplishment of

anything good is a physical impossibility
in such a man . He could not if he
would

,
and it is not more certain that

he would not if he could
,
do a good and

virtuo us action—Burke .
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VALOR 6 74 VAN ITY

Fear to do base and unworthy things
is valor ; if they be done to us, to suffer
them is also valor .

—Ben Jonson .

I love the man that is modestly
valiant

,
that stirs not till he most needs,

and then to purpose—A continued pa
tience I commend not—Feltham .

There is no love-broker in the world
can more prevail in man’s commenda
tion with woman, than report of valor .
—Shakespeare .

The mean of true valor lies between
the extremes of cowardice and rashness.
—C ervantes.

When valor preys on reason , it eats
the sword it fights with—Shakespeare .

The estimate and valo r of a man con
sists in the heart and in the will ; there
his true honor lies . Valor is stability ,
not of arms and legs, but of courage and
the soul ; it does not lie in the valor
of our horse , nor of our arms , but in
ourselves . He that falls obstinate in his
courage

,
if his legs fail him , fight s upon

his knees—Montaigne .

True valor ; on virtue founded strong ,
meets all events alike—Mallet.

Valor employ
’
d in an ill quarrel , tu

to cowardice ; and virtue then puts
foul vice ’s vizor .—Massinger.

True valor lies in the mind, the
never-yielding purpose ; nor owns the
blind award of giddy fortune—Thom
son .

Valor would
. cease to be a virtue if

there were no 1njustl ce .
—Agesilaus .

The love of glory, the fear of shame ,
the design o f making a fortune

,
the de

sire of rendering life easy and agreeable ,
and the humor of pulling down other
people are often the causes of that
valor so celebrated among men .

Rochefoucauld.

It is said of untrue valors, that some
men’s valors are in the eyes of them
that look on .

—Bacon .

It is a brave act of valor to contemn
death ; but where life is more terrible
than death it is then the truest valor to
dare to l ive—Sir Thomas Browne .

‘

Whatever comes out of despair cannot
bear the title of valor, which should be
l ifted up to such a height , that holding
all things under itself, it should be able
to maintain its greatness , even in the
midst of miseries - Sir P . Sidney .

Valor
virtues ,
next ste

so that ,
tion of
be very
the con
he may ,
stinacy ,

and folly .
—Mon taigne .

—Pope .

The mo st violent passions
intermissmns ; vani ty alone g
respite—Rochef

‘
oucauld.

Extinguish vanity in the
you naturally retrench the little superfluities of garniture and equipage . The
blossoms will fall of themselves when
the root that nourishes them is de
stroyed .

—Steele .

Vanity is the poison of agreeable
ness ; yet as poison, when properly ap
plied , has a salutary effect in medicine ,
so has vanity in the commerce and so

ciety of the world—Greville .

Take away from mankind their vanity
and their ambition , and there would be
but few claiming to be heroes or pa

general cry is against ingratitude ,
but the complaint is misplaced

,
it

should be against vanity ; none but di
rect villains are capable of wilful ingrati
tude ; but almost everybody is capable
of thinking he hath done more than
another deserves , while the other thinks
he hath received less than he deserves.
-P0p e .

An egotist will always speak of him
self , either in praise or in censure ; but
a modest man ever shuns making him
self the subj ect of his conversation
Bruyere .

N othing is so credulous as vanity
,
or

so ignorant of what becomes itself
Shakespeare .

I will not call vanity and affectation
twins, because , more properly, vanity
is the mother, and affectation is the
darling daughter ; vanity is the sin , and
affectation is the punishment ; the first
may be called the root of se lf-love

,
the

other the fruit . Vanity is never at its
full growth till it spreadeth into affec
tation , and then it is complete .

—Saville .
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It is our own vanity that makes the
vanity of others intolerable to us.

Rochefoucauld.

Pride and vanity are forever spoken
'

of side by side ; and many suppose that
they are merely different shades of the
same feeling . Yet, so far are they from
being akin, they can hardly find room
in the same breast . A proud man will
not stoop to be vain ; a vain man is so
busy in bowing and wriggling to catch
fair words from others , that he can

never lift up his head into pride .

Anon .

The strongest passions allow us some
rest

,
but vanity keeps us perpetually in

motion . What a dust do I raise ! says
the fly upon a coach-wheel . And at

upon the horse ’s back—Swift.
When men will not be reasoned out

of a vanity , they must be ridiculed out
of it .

—L’

E strange .

Vanity makes us do more things
against inclination than reason—Ro che

foucauld.

They who do speak ill of themselves ,
do so mostly as the surest way of prov
ing how modest and candid they are .

Anon .

Vanity keeps persons in favor with
themselves

,
who are out of favor with

all others—Shakespeare .

Of al l our infirm ities, vanity is the
dearest to us ; a man will starve his
other vices to keep that alive—Frank
lin .

Ladies of fashion starve their ha
ness to feed their vanity , and the r
to feed their pride—C o lton.

Offended vanity is the great separator
in social life—A . Helps .

Pride is never more offensive than
when it condescends to be civil ; whereas
vanity

,
whenever it forgets itself , natu

rally assumes good humor .—C umber~
land.

If you cannot inspire a woman with
love of you

,
fil l her above the brim

with love of herself ; all that runs over
will be yours—C o lton .

The vainest woman is never thor
oughly consmous of her beauty till she
is loved by the man who sets her own

passion vibrating in return—George
Elio t.

VAN ITY

Vanity is the quicksand of reason .

George Sand.

It is vanity which makes the rake at
twenty

,
the worldly man at forty

,
and

the retired man at sixty . We are apt
to think that best in general for which
we find ourselves best fitted in par
ticular.

—Pope .

Our vanities differ as our noses do ;
all conceit is not the same conceit , but
varies in correspondence with the men

tal make in which one of us differs from
another .—G’eorge E lio t.
Great mischiefs happen more often

from folly , meanness , and vanity, than
from the greater sins of avarice and am
b l t Il .

—Bu7‘k6 .

Light vanity, insatiate cormorant , con
suming means soon prey s Upon itself
Shakespeare .

0 Vanity, how little is thy force ao

knowledged, or thy operations discerned !
How wantonly dost thou deceive man
kind

,
under different disguises !—Some

times thou dost wear the face of pity ;
sometimes of generosity ; nay, thou hast
the assurance to put on those glorious
ornaments which belong only to heroic
Virtue—Fie lding .

In a vain man
,
the smallest Spark

may kindle into the greatest flame
, be

cause the materials are always prepared
for it .

—Hume .

It is difficult to divest one’s self of

vanity ; because impossible to divest
one ’s self of self-love .

—Horace -Walpo le .

Vanity is the foundation of the most
ridiculous and contemptible vices—the
v ices of affectation and common lying .

-Adam Smith .

Guard against that vanity which
courts a compliment

, or is fed by it

Vanity is the fruit of ignorance . It
thrives most in subterranean places ,
never reached by the air of heaven and

the light of the sun—Ross .

I give vanity fair quarter wherever I
meet with it , being persuaded that it is
often productive of good to its possessor
and to others within the sphere of its
action ; and therefore in many cases it
would not be altogether absurd if a
man were to thank G od for his vanity ,
among the other comforts of his life .



A golden mind stoops not to shows of
dross—Shakespeare .

People who are very vain are usually
equally susceptible ; and they who feel
one thing acutely

,
will so feel another.

—Bulwer.

Vanity is so anchored in the heart of
man that a soldier, sutler, cook, street
porter

,
vapor and wish to have their

admirers ; and philosophers even wish
the same . Those who write against it
wish to have the glory of having writ
ten well ; and those wh o read it wish to
have the glory of having read well ; and
I , who write this

,
have perhaps this

desire ; and perhaps those who will read
this—Pascal .
Virtue would not go far if vanity did

not keep it company .
—Rochefoucauld.

Vanity, indeed , is the very antidote to
conceit ; for while the former makes us
all nerve to the Opinion of others, the
latter is perfectly satisfied with its opin
ion of itself .—Bulwer.

Alas for human nature , that the
wounds of vanity should smart and
bleed so much longer than the wounds
of affection —Macaulay .

It was prettily devised of ZEsop t hat
the fly sat upon the axletree of the
chariot-wheel; and said,

“What a dust
do I raise ! ” So are there some vain
persons that

,
whatsoever goeth alone or

moveth upon greater means, if they
have never so little hand in it , they
think it is they that carry it .

—Bacon .

Vanity _indeed is
.

a venial error ; for
it usually carries its own punishment
with 1t .

—Junius .

There is no vice or folly that requires
so much nicety and skil l to manage as
vanity ; nor any which by ill manage
ment makes so contemptible a figure .

Every man’s vanity ought to be his
greatest shame , and every man

’s folly
ought to be his greatest secret .—Quarles .

C harms which
,
like flowers , lie on the

surface and always glitter
,
easily produce

vanity ; hence women , wits , players , sol
die rs

,
are vain

,
owing to their presence ,

figure , and dress . On the contrary , other
excellences, which lie down deep like
gold , and are discovered with diffi culty
strength , profoundness of intellect , mo
rality—leave their possessors modest and
proud—Richter.

VAN ITY

To be a man’s own foo l
‘

is bad enough
but the vain man is everybody’s .—Penn .

so vain that the esteem of five or six
persons immediately around us is enough
to amuse and satisfy us .

-Pascal.

When we are conscious of the least
comparative merit in ourselves

, we

should take as much care to conceal
the value we set Upon it as if it were
real defect ; td be elated or vain Upon
it is showing your money before people
in want .

—C ibber.

Scarcely have I ever heard or read
the introductory

'I phrase
,

“I may say
without vanity ,

”
but some striking

characteristic instance of vanity has im
mediately followed—Franklin .

There is more j ealousy between rival
wits than rival beauties

,
for vanity has

no sex. But in both cases there must
be pretensions, or there will be no jeal
ousy .
—C o lton .

Vanity may be likened to the smooth
skinned and velvet-footed mouse

,
nib

bling about forever in expectation of a
crumb ; while self-esteem is too apt to
take the likeness of the huge butcher’s
dog , who carries off your steak s, and
growls at you as he goes—Simms .

There is much money given to be
laughed at

,
though the purchasers don’t

know it ; witness A .

’
s fine horse , and

B.

’
s fine house—Franklin .

Vanity is a strong temptation to ly
ing ; it makes people magnify their
merit, over-flourish their family, and tell
strange stories of their interest and ao

quaintance—Jeremy C o llier.

Every one at the bottom of his heart
cherishes vanity ; even the toad thinks
himself good-looking rather tawny
perhaps

,
but look at his eye ! —Wilson .

Vanity makes men ridiculous , pride
odious

,
and ambition terrible .

—Steele .

Tell me not of the pain of falsehood
to the slandered ! There is nothing so
agonizing to the fine skin of vanity as

the application of a rough truth—Bul
wer
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VERBOSITY

with its sacred light shines upon you .

Sopho cles .

Deep vengeance is the daughter of
deep silence .

—A lfieri.
Is it to be thought unreasonable that

the people , in atonement for the wrongs
of a century , demanded the vengeance
of a single day ? —Robespierre .

Vengeance has no foresight .—N apo
leon .

VERBOSITY .
—(See “TALKING and

LANGUAGE .

’

Words, words, mere words ; no matter
from the heart .—Shakesp eare .

Redundancy of language is never
found with deep reflection . Verbiage
may indicate observation

,
but not think

ing. He who thinks much , says but
little in proportion to his thoughts . He

selects that language which will convey
his ideas in the most explicit and di
rect manner . He tries to compress as
much thought as possible into a few
words . On the contrary

,
the man who

talks everlastingly and promiscuously
,

who seems to have an exhaustless maga
zine of sound

,
crowds so many words

into his thoughts that he always ob
scures, and

.very frequently conceals
them .

-Washington Irving .

He draweth out the thread of his ver
bosity finer than the staple of his argu
ment—Shakespeare .

An era is fast approaching
,
when no

writer will be read by the maj ority
,
ex

cept those that can effect that for bales
of manuscript that the hydrostatic screw
performs for bales of cotton

,
by con

densing that matter into a period that
before occupied a page .

—C o tta .

V ICE—N o vassalage is so ignoble
,
no

servitude so miserable , as that of vice ;
mines and galleys, mills and dungeons ,
are words o f ease compared to the serv
ice of sin ; therefore , the bringing sinners
to repentance is so noble

,
so tempting

a design , that it drew even God himself
from heaven to prosecute it .

—Baxter.

V ice stings us even in our pleasures
,

but Virtue consoles us even in our pains .
—C o lton .

This is the essential evil of vice , that
it debases a man—E . H . C hapin .

I lay it down as a sacred maxim , that
every man is wretched in proportion to
his vices ; and affirm that the noblest
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ornament of a young , generous mind ,

and the surest source of pleasure
,
profit

.

and reputation , in l ife , is an unreserved
acceptance of virtue .

The willing contemplation of s vice is
vice—Arabian Proverb .

He that has energy enough in his con ;
stitution to root out a vice should go a
little farther, and try to plant a virtue
in its place , otherwise he will have his
labor to renew ; a strong soil that has
produced weeds , may be made to pro
duce wheat with far less difficulty than
it would cost to make it produce noth
ing—C o lton .

The martyrs to vice far exceed the
martyrs to virtue , both in endurance
and in number . So blinded are we to
our passions, that, we suffer more to in
sure perdition tha salvation . Religion
does not forbid the

\
ational enj oyments

of l ife as sternly as avarice forbids them .

She does not require such sacrifices of

ease as ambition ; o r such renunciation
of quiet as pride . She does not murder
sleep like dissipation ; or health like in
temperance ; or scatter wealth like ex
travagance or gambling . She does not
embitter life like discord ; or shorten it
like duelling ; or harrow it like revenge .

She does not impose more vigilance than
Suspicion ; more anxiety than selfishness ;
or half as many mortifications as van

ity !—Hannah More .

The good make a better bargain , and
the bad a worse , than is usually sup
posed ; for the rewards of the one , and
the punishments of the other not unfre
quently begin on this side of the grave ;
for vice has more martyrs than virtue ;
and it often happens that men suffer
more to be damned than to be saved .

C o lton .

One vice worn out makes us wiser than
fifty tutors—Bulwer.

It is only in some corner of the brain
which we leave empty that Vice cannot
obtain a lodging . When she knocks at
your door be able to say : N o room
for your ladyship ; pass on .

- Bulwer.

The only safety is to fear and be
ashamed of vice in its beginnings , and
for its own sake , not because our indul

gence is made public . Blush not now
,

said an Italian nobleman to his young
relative , whom he met issuing from a
haunt of vice ;

“you should have blushed
when you went in .

”
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As to the general design of provi
dence

,
the two extremes Of v ice may

serve to keep up the balance of things .

When we speak against one capital vice ,
we ought to speak against its opposite ;
the middle betwixt both is the point for
v irtue s f

-Pope.

In actions of life , who seeth not the
filthiness of evil wanteth a great foil
to perceive the beauty of virtue—Sir P .

Virtue will catch as well as vice by
contact ; and the public stock of honest ,
manly principle will daily accumulate .

We are not too nicely to scrutinize mo
tives as long as action is irreproachable .

It is enough to deal out its infamy to
convicted guilt and declared apostasy .

Burke .

We do not despise all those who have
vices

,
but w e do despise all those who

have not a single virtue—Ro chefou
cauld.

Great examples to virtue , or to vice ,
are not so productive of imitation as
might at first sight be supposed . There
are hundreds that want energy , for one

that wants ambition ; and sloth has pre
vented as many vices in some minds as
virtue

,

in others . Idleness is the grand
Pacific Ocean of life

,
and in that stag

nant abyss , the most salutary things
produce no good , the most noxious no
evil . V ice , indeed ,

abstractedly consid

ered
,
may be

,
and often is , engendered

in idleness
,
but the moment it becomes

efl‘iciently vice , it must quit its cradle
and cease to be idle—C o lton .

.Vice repeated is like the wandering
Wind ; blows dust in others’ eyes, to
spread itself—Shakespeare .

Bad passions become more odious in
proportion as the motives to them are
weakened ; and gratuitous vice cannot be
too indignantly exposed to reprehension .

N 0 man ever arrived suddenly at the
summit of Vice .

—Juvenal .

.

Wise men will apply their remedies to
Vices , not to names ; to the causes of
evil which are permanent , not the oc

casional organs by which they act
,
and

the transitory modes in which they ap
pear .

—Burke .

Why is there no man who confesses
his vices? It is because he has not yet
laid them aside . It is a waking man

only who can tell his dreams—Seneca .

V ‘

VIC E

Experience tells us that each man

most keenly and unerringly detects in
others the vice with which he is most
familiar himself—F. W. Robertson .

Society is the atmosphere of souls ;
and we necessarily imbibe from it some
thing which is either infectious or salu
brious . The society of virtuous persons
is enj oyed beyond their company

,
while

vice carries a sting into solitude . The
society or company you keep is both
the indication of your character and the
former of it . In vicious society you will
feel your reverence for the dictates of
conscience wear off

,
and that name at

which angels bow and devils tremble
,

you will hear contemned and abused .

The Bible will supply materials for un
meaning j est or impious buffoonery ; the
consequence of this will be a practical
deviation from virtue

,
the principles will

become sapped
,
the fences of conscience

broken down ; and when debauchery has
corru pted the character a

.

total inversion
will take place

,
and the sinner will glory

in his shame —Robert Hall .

What maintains one vice would bring
up two children—Franklin .

When Mandeville maintained that
private vices were public benefits

,
he did

not calculate the widely destructive influence of bad example . To affirm that
a vicious man is only his own enemy is
about as wise as to aflirm that a virtu
ous man is only his own friend C o l

ton .

When our vices have left us we flatter
ourselves that we have left them
Ro chefoucauld.

A society composed of none but the
wicked could not exist ; it contains
within itself the seeds of its own de
struction

,
and

,
without a flood

,
would

be swept away from the earth by the

deluge of its own iniquity . The moral
entt of all society is virtue ; it unites

and preserves
,
while vice separates and

destroys . The good may well be termed
the salt of the earth

,
for where there is

no integrity there can be no confidence ;
and where there is no confidence there
can be no unanimity—C o lton .

The vicious man lives at random , and
acts by chance

,
for he that walks by no

rule can carry on no settled or steady
design - Tillo tson .

Vice is a monster of so frightful mien
as to be hated needs but to be seen ;
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yet seen too oft , familiar with her face ,
we first endure , then pity, then embrace .

One sin doth provoke an other .

Shakespeare .

Many a man’s vices have at first been
nothing worse than good qualities run

wild—Hare .

The hatred of the vicious will do you
less harm than their conversation .

Bentley .

But when to mischief mortals bend
their will

, how soon they find fit instru
ments of ill —Pop e .

I know no friends more faithful and
more inseparable than hard-heartedn ess
and pride

,
humility and love , l ies and

impudence—Lavater.

Men often abstain from the grosser
vices as too coarse and common for
their appetites

,
while the vices that are

frosted and ornamented are served up
to them as delicacies—H . W. Beecher.

V ice is the bane of a republic , and
saps the foundations of l iberty—Ii our

industry
,
economy, temperance , justice ,

and public faith , are once extinguished
by the opposite vices, our boasted con

stitution which is built on the pillars of

virtue
,
must necessarily fall .—Emmons .

V ice loses half its evil by losing all
its grossness—Burke .

The gods are just , and of our pleas
ant vices make instruments to plague
us.
—Shakespeare .

Vice
o

can deceive under the shadow
and guise of virtue .

—Juvenal .
V ice incapacitates a man from all pub
lic duty ; it withers the powers of his
understanding

,
and makes his mind

paralytic—Burke .

There is no vice so simple but as

sumes some mark of Virtue on its out

wards parts—Shakespeare .

V ice always leads, however fair at
first , to wilds of woe—Thomson .

Beware of the beginnings of vice .

Do not delude yourself with the belief
that it can be argued against in the
presence of the exciting cause .

—N othing
but ‘ actual flight can save you.

—B. R .

Haydon .

The end of a dissolute life is, most
commonly

,
a desperate death—Bion .

Our pleasant vices are made the whip
to scourge us.

-Shakespeare .

VIC E

To attack vices in the abstract,with
out touching .

persons
,
may be safe fight

ing,
but it is fighting with shadows .

Let thy vices die before thee—Frank

Vices and frailties correct each other
,

l ike acids and alkalies . If each vicious
man had but one vice

,
I do not know

"

how the world could go on .
-Whate ly .

People do no t persist in their vices
because they are not weary of them

,

but because they cannot leave them off .

It is the nature of vice to leave us no
resource but in itself—Hazlitt .

C rimes sometimes shock us too much ;
vices almost always too little—Hare .

Virtue seems to be nothing more than
a motion consonant to the system o f
things ; were a planet to fly from its
orbit it would represent a vicious man .

—Shenstone .

What we call vice in our neighbor
may be nothing less than a crude virtue .

To him who knows nothing more o f

precious stones than he can learn from
a daily contemplatio of his breas tpin

,

a diamond in the mine must be a very
uncompromising sort of stone—Simms .

The vicious obey their passions as
slaves do their masters—Diogenes .

A few vices are sufficient to darken
many Virtues—Plutarch .

Vice is but a nurse of agonies—Sir

Vices are as truly contrary to each
other as to virtue—Fuller.

V ices that are familiar we pardon
and only new ones do we reprehend
Publius Syrus .

The martyrs to vice far exceed the
mart yrs to virtue , both in endurance
and in number . So blinded are we by
our passions that we suffer more to be
damned than to be saved C o lton .

The most fearful characteristic of vice
is its irresistible fascination—the ease
with which it sweeps away resolution

,

and wins a man to forget his momen
tary outlook , and his throb of penitence ,
in the embrace of indulgence—E . H .

C hapin .

V ices are contagious
,
and there is no

trusting the well and Sick together
Seneca.
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passion less than the sedately grinning
villain—Lavater.

It is the masterpiece of villainy to
smoothe the brow, and so outface suspi

cion .
—Howard.

The evil you teach me I will execute ,
and it shall go hard but I will better
the instruction—Shakespeare .

Villainy
,
when detected

,
never gives

up
,
but boldly adds impudence to im

posture—Go ldsmith .

V illainy that is vigilant will be an
over-match for virtue , if she slumber
at her post—C o lton .

One murder made the villain ; mil
lions the hero .

—Princes were privileged
to kill , and numbers sanctified the
crime—Bp . Porteus.

V IOLEN CE—V iolent fires soon burn
out themselves

,
small showers last long ,

but sudden storms are short ; he tires
betimes that spurs too fast .

—Shake
speare .

V iolence ever defeats its own ends .
Where you cannot drive you can al

ways persuade . A gentle word
,
a kind

look ,
a. god-natured smile can work

wonders and accomplish miracles . There
is a secret pride in every human heart
that revolts at tyranny . You may or

der and drive an individual
,
but you

cannot make him respect y ou—Hazlitt.

N othing good ever comes of violence .

—Luther.

V iolent delights have violent ends .
Shakespeare .

The violence done us by others is
often less painful than that which we

do to ourselves—Ro chefoucauld.

N othing violent , oft have I heard tell ,
can be permanent—Marlowe .

Vehemence without feeling is but rant .
-H . Lewes .

V IRTUE —To be innocent is to be
not guilty ; but to be virtuous is to
overcome our evil feelings and inten

tions—Penn .

It is the edge and temper of the
blade that make a good sword

,
not the

richness of the scabbard ; and so it is
not money or possessions that make
man considerable , but his virtue .

Seneca .

There is a nobility without heraldry .

Though I want the advantage o f a no

VIRTUE

ble birth , said Marius , yet my actions
afford me a greater one ; and they who
upbraid me with it are guilty of an
extreme injustice in not permitting me
to value myself Upon my ownxvirtue ,

as much as they value themselves upon
the virtue of others .

—Sallust.

That virtue which requires to be
ever guarded is scarce .worth the senti
nel . —G’o ldsmith .

A great deal of virtue , at least the
outward appearance of it , is not so much
from any fixed principle

,
as the terror

of what the world will say, and the lib
erty it will take upon the occasions we
shall give—Stern

'

e.

Virtue is its own reward
,
and brings

with it the truest and highest pleasure ;
but if we cultivate it only for pleas
ure ’s sake , we are s lfish

,
not religious,

and will never gain the pleasure , be
cause we can never have the virtue .

N ewman .

Virtue is an angel ; but she is a blind
one and must ask of knowledge to show
her the pathway that leads to her goal .
Mere knowledge , on the other hand ,
l ike a Swiss mercenary , is ready to com
bat either in th e ranks of sin or under
the banners of righteousness—ready to
forge cannon-balls or to print N ew

Testaments , to navigate a corsair
’s ves

sel or a missionary ship—Horace Mann .

All bow to virtue , and then walk
away .

—De Fined.

Virtue I love
,
without austerity ;

pleasure
,
without effeminacy ; and life ,

without fearing its end—St. Everemond .

Were there but one virtuous man in
the world

,
he would hold up his head

with confidence and honor ; he would
shame the world

,
and not the world ‘

h im .

—South .

There is but one pursuit in life which
it is in the power of all to follow, and
of all to attain . It is subj ect to no
disappointments

,
since he that perse

veres makes every difliculty an advance
ment

,
and every conquest a victory ;

and this is the pursuit of virtue . Sin

cerely to aspire after virtue is to gain
her ; and zealously to labor after her
ways is to receive them .

—C o lton .

To be able under all circumstances to
practise five things constitutes perfect
virtue ; these five are gravity , generos
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ity of soul , sincerity, earnestness, and
kindness—C onfucius .

The great slight the men of wit who
have nothing but wit ; the men of wit
despise ' the great who have nothing but
greatness ; the good man pities them
both , if with greatness or wit , they have
not virtue—Bruyere .

I willingly confess that it l ikes me
better when I find virtue in a fair lodg
ing than when I am bound to seek it
in an ill-favored creature—Sir P . Sid
ney .

We rarely like the virtues we have
not .—Shakespeare .

V irtue without tal ent is a coat of

mail without a sword ; it may indeed
defend the wearer, but will not enable
him to protect his friend—C o lton .

N othing is more unjust , however com
mon , than to charge with hypocrisy him
that expresses zeal for those virtues
which he neglects to practise ; since he
may be sincerely convinced of the ad
vantages of conquering his passions
without having yet obtained the vic

tory , as a man may be confident of the
advantages of a voyage or a j ourney ,
without having courage or industry to
undertake it , and may honestly recom
mend to others those attempts .which he
neglects himself .—Johnson .

It would not be easy, even for an un

believer
,
to find a better translation of

th e rule of virtue from the abstract into
the concrete , than to endeavor so to live
that C hrist would approve our life .

John Stuart Mill .

Wealth is a weak anchor
,
and glory

cannot support a man ; this is the law
of God, that virtue only is firm

,
and

cannot be shaken by a tempest .—Py
thagoras .

N o man
.

can purchase his virtue too
dear , for it is the only thing whose value
must ever increase with the price it has
cost us . Our integrity is never worth
so much as when we have parted with
our all to keep it .

—C o lton .

Every man is ready to give in a long
catalogue of those virtues and good
qualities he expects to find in the person
of a friend ; but very few of us are

careful to cultivate them in ourselves .

Addison .

I am no herald to inquire of men ’s

VIRTUE

pedigrees ; it sufficeth me if I know their
virtues—Sir P . Sidney .

Every condition of l ife , if attended
with virtue , is undisturbed and delight
ful ; but when vice is intermixed, it
renders even things that appear sumptu
ous and magnificent

,
distasteful and

uneasy to the possessor .
—Plutarch .

He that is good will infallibly become
better, and he that is bad will as cer
tainly become worse ; for vice , virtue ,
and time are three things that never
stand still C o lton .

He who thinks no man above him
but for his virtue , and none below him
but for his vice , can never be obsequi
ous or assuming in a wrong place

,
but

wil l frequently emulate men in rank b e
low him , and pity those above him .

Tatler.

Never expecting to find '

perfection in
men , in my commerce with my contem
poraries I have found much human
virtue. I have seen not a little public
spirit ; a real subordination of interest
to duty ; and a decent and regulated
sensibility to honest fame and reputa
tion . The age unquestionably

‘
produces

daring profligates and insidious hypo
crites . What then ? Am I not to avail
myself of whatever good is to be found
in the world because of the mixture of
evil that will always be in it ? The
smallness of the quantity in currency
only heightens the value . They who
raise suspicions on the good

, on account
of the behavior of ill men

,
are of the

party of the latter.—Burke .

The most virtuous of all men
,
says

Plato, is he that contents himself with
being virtuous without seeking to ap
pear so .

-Fe
'

nelon .

Many who have tasted all the pleas
ures of sin have forsaken it and come

~ overm to virtue ; but there are few ,
if

any, who having tried the sweets of vir
tue could ever be drawn off from it

, or

find in their hearts to fall back to their
former course—Jeffrey .

Every virtue gives a man a degree of
fecility in some kind : honesty gives a
man a good report ; j ustice , estimation ;
prudence , respect ; courtesy and liberal
ity , affection ; temperance gives health ;
fortitude , a quiet mind , not to be moved
by any adversity .

—Walsingham .

Virtue is so delightful
,
whenever it is
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perceived
,
that men have found it their

interest to cultivate manners, which are ,
in fact , the appearances of certain vir

tues ; and now we are come to love the
sign better than the thing signified

,
and

to prefer manners without Virtue , to
virtue without manners—Sydney Smith .

By what causes has so inconsiderable
a beginning , as that of the colonies of

N ew England , under such formidable ,
and apparently almost insurmountable
difficulties , resulted , in so brief a period,
in such mighty consequences ? They
are to be found in the high moral and
intellectual qualities of the pilgrims :
their faith

,
piety

,
and confident trust in

a superintending Providence ; their stern
virtues ; their patriotic love of l iberty
and order ; their devotion to learning ;
and their indomitable courage and per
severance . These are the causes which
surmounted every obstacle , and which
have led to such mighty results—John
C . C alhoun .

The virtue of a man ought to be
measured not by his extraordinary ex
tions

,
but by his every-day conduct .

Pascal .

What th e world calls Virtue is a name
and a dream without C hrist . The foun
dation of all human excellence must be
laid deep in the blood of the Redeem
er’s cross and in the power of his resur
rection—F. W. Robertson .

V irtue consists in doing our duty in
the various relations we susta in to our

selves, to our fellow-men , and to G od,
as it is made known by reason

,
revela

tion
,
and Providence—A . Alexander.

We are apt to mistake our vocation
in looking out of the way for occasions
to exercise great and rare virtues

, and
stepping over the ordinary ones which
lie directly in the road before us . When
we read we fancy we could be martyrs ;
when we come to act we find we cannot
bear a provoking word—H . More .

I cannot praise a fugitive and clois
tered Virtue , unexercised and unbreathed ,
that never sallies out and sees her ad

versary . The virtue that knows not the
utmost that vice promises to her follow
ers , and rej ects it , is but a blank virtue ,
not a pure—Milton .

Virtue is the dictate of reason , or the
remains of the divine light , by which
men are made beneficent and beneficial

VIRTUE

so entirely depends upon these two
,

that no people ever enj oyed anything
worth desiring that was no t the product
of them .

—Algernon Sidney .

There are two things that declare
,
as

with a voice from heaven
,
that he that

fills that eternal throne must be on the
side of virtue , and that which he be
friends must finally prosper and prevail .
The first is that the bad are never com
pletely happy and at ease , although pos
sessed of everything that this world can

bestow ; and that the good are never
completely miserable

,
although deprived

of everything that this world can take
away . The second is that we are so

framed and constituted that the most
vicious cannot but pay a secret though
unwilling homage to virtue

,
inasmuch as

the worst men cann t bring themselves
thoroughly to esteem a bad man

, al

though he may be their dearest friend
,

nor can they thoroughly despise a good
man , although he may be their bitter
est enemy—C o lton .

V irtue is certainly the most noble and
secure possession a man can have .

Beauty is worn out by time or impaired
by sickness—riches lead youth rather to
destruction than welfare

, and without
prudence are soon lavished away ; while
virtue alone

,
the only good that is ever

durable
,
always remains with the person

that has once entertained her . She is
preferable both to wealth and a noble
extraction—Savage .

Keep thy spirit pure from worldly
taint by the repellent strength of vir

tue—Bailey .

If he does really think there is no dis
tinction between virtue and vice , why ,

sir, when he leaves our house let us

count our spoons—Johnson .

V irtue by calculation is the virtue of

vice—Joubert.

If y ou can be well without health , you
may be happy without virtue .

—Burke .

Our virtues would be proud if our
faults whipped them not ; and our crimes
would despair if

,
they were not cher

ished by our virtues—Shakesp eare .

When men grow virtuous in o ld age
they are merely making an offering to
G od of the devil’s leavings .

—Swift .

Guilt , though it may attain temporal
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not wholly extinguished in the heart .

Burke .

Good company and
_good discourse are

the very sinews of Virtue—Izaak Wal

ton .

N o state of virtue is complete save
as it is won by a conflict with evil

,
and

fortified by the struggles of a resolute
and even bitter experience—Horace

Bushne ll.

Perfect virtue is to do unwitnessed
what w e should be capable of doing be
fore all the world—Rochefoucauld.

V irtue is the habitual sense of right ,
and the habitual courage to act up to
that sense of right , combined with be
nevolent sympathies, and the charity
which thinketh no evil . The union of

the highest conscience and highest sym
pathy fulfils my notion of virtue—Mrs.

Jameson .

Our life is short , but to expand that
span to vast eternity is virtue ’s work .

Shakesp eare .

It has ever been my experience that
folks who have no vices have very few
virtues—Linco ln .

Virtue
, not rolling suns, the mind ma

tures ; that life is long which answers
li fe ’s great end .

-Young.

This is the law of God, that virtue
only is firm , and cannot be shaken by a
tempest—Pythagoras .

V ISITORS .
—V isits are for the most

part neither more nor less than inven
tions for discharging upon our neighbors
somewhat of our own unendurable
weight . -Nico le .

Visitors are insatiable devourers of
time

,
and fit only for those who

,
if they

did not visit
,
would do nothing—C ow

per.

Unwelcome are the loiterer
, who

makes appointments he never keeps ; the
consulter

,
who asks advice he never fol

lows ; the boaster, who seeks for praise
he does not merit ; the complainer , who
whines only to be pitied ; the talker,
who talks only because he loves to talk
always ; the profane and obscene j ester,
whose words defile ; the drunkard , whose
insanity has got the better of his reason ;
and the tobacco-chewer and smoker, who
poisons the atmosphere and nauseates
others .

VIVAC ITY .
—I do not dislike extreme

vivacity in children
enough of it to make
acter, when the violen
shall subside in time .

strain excess than to
Gravi ty in childho

Vivacity in youth is often mistaken
for genius, and solidity for dulness .
Extreme volatile and sprightly tem
pers seem inconsistent with any great
enj oyment . There is too much time
wasted in the mere transition from one

obj ect to another . N o room for those
deep impressions which are made only
by the duration of an idea

,
and are quite

requisite to any strong sensation
,
either

of pleasure or of pain . The bee to col
lect honey, or \ .the sp ider to gather
poison, must abide , some time upon the
weed or flower . They whose fluids are
mere sal volatile seem rather cheerful
than happy men—Shenstone .

The vivacity which augments with
years is not far from folly—Ro chefou
cauld.

VOICE—How wonderful is the hu
man voice - It is indeed the organ of
the soul . The intellect of man sits en

throned , visibly, on his forehead and in
his eye , and the heart of man is written
on his countenance , but the soul reveals
itself in the voice only—Longfellow .

Her voice
'

was ever soft
,
gentle

,
and

low, an excellent thing in woman
Shakespeare .

His voice attention still as midnight
draws—his voice more gentle than the
summer’s breeze—Dryden .

The sweetest of all sounds is that of
the voice of the woman we love
Bruyere .

How often the spell of beauty is rudely
broken by coarse

,
loud talking ! How

often you are irresistibly drawn to a
plain

,
unassuming woman

,
whose soft

,

silvery tones render her positively at

tractive . In the social circle how pleas
ant it is to hear a woman talk in that
low key which always characterizes the
true lady . In the sanctuary of home
how such a voice soothes the fretful
child and cheers the weary husband
Lamb .

The influence of temper upon tone de
serves much consideration—In the VOlce
there is no deception ; it is, to many , the
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amiable
endow

ments may be , seldom fail to please ; be
sides which the singing of ladies indi
cates the cultivation of their taste .

Mordaunt.

There is no index of character so sure
as the Voice .

—Tancred.

When those we have loved have long
vanished from the earth , then will the
beloved voice come back and bring with
it all our o ld tears and the disconsolate
heart that sheds them .

-Richter.

Her voice is soft ; not shrill and like
the lark’s , but tenderer, graver, almost
hoarse at times ! As though the earnest
ness of love prevailed and quelled
shriller music - Barry C ornwall .

A lovely countenance is the fairest of
all sights

,
and the sweetest harmony is

the sound of the voice of her whom we

love—Bruyere .

To a nice ear the quality of a voice is
singularly affecting . Its depth seems to
be allied to feeling ; at least the con

tralto notes alone give an adequate sense
'

of pathos . They are born near the heart .
—Tuckerman .

The tones of
.

human voices are
mightier than strings or brass to move
the soul .—Klopstock.

There is in the voice of
_

a menaced
man

,
who calls y ou, something imperi

ous which subdues and commands
M . de Martignac .

How sweetly sounds the voice/o f a
good woman ! When it speaks it rav
ishes all senses .—Massinger.

Thy voice is celestial melody—Long
fellow .

V OLUPTUOUSN ESS .
—The vo lup

tuous and effeminate are never brave ;
they have no courage in

'

time of danger .
—Fe'ne lon .

Voluptuousness
,
like justice , is blind ;

but that is the on ly resemblance be
tween them .

—Pascal.

The rich and luxurious may claim an

exclusive right to those pleasures which
are capable of being purchased by pelf,
in which the mind has no enj oyment ,
and which only afford a temporary re

lief to languor by steeping the senses in

687 VULGARITY

Be thou familiar, but by no means
vulgar .—Shakesp eare .

forgetfulness ; but in the precious pleas
ures of the intellect, so easily accessible
by all mankind, the great have no ex
clusive privilege ; for such enj oyments
are only to be procured by our own ln
dustry—Zimmermann .

Vows—Make no vows to perform
this or that ; it shows no great strength
and makes thee ride behind thyself
Fuller.

The gods are deaf to ho t and peevish
vows ; they are polluted Offerings, more
abhorred than spotted livers in the sacri
fies—Shakespeare .

Lovers’ vows seem sweet in every
whispered word—Byron .

Unheedful vows may heedfully be
broken—Shakespeare .

Hasty resolutions are
'

of the nature of

vows, and to be equally
“

avoided .

Penn .

Men’s vows are women ’s traitors .
Shakespeare .

The vows that woman makes to her
fond lover are only fit to be written on

air, or on the swiftly passing stream
C atullus.

Those mouth-made vows which break
themselves in swearing—Shakespeare .

VULGARITY .
—To endeavor to work

Upon the vulgar with fine sense is like
attempting to hew blocks with a razor .

-Pope .

Be true to your own highest convie
tions . Intimations from our own souls
of something more perfect than others
teach

,
if faithfully followed

,
give us a

consciousness Of spiritual force and prog
ress never experienced by the vulgar of

high life
, or low life , who march as they

are drilled to the step of their times
C hanning.

The t ulgarity of inanimate things re
quires time to get accustomed to ; but
living

,
breathing

,
bustling , plotting , plan

ning
,
human vulgarity is a species of

moral ipecacuanha enough to destroy
any comfort—C arly le .

Disorder in a drawing-room is vulgar ;
in an antiquary ’s study , not ; the black
battle-stain on a soldier’s face is not
vulgar

,
but the dirty face of a house

maid is .
—Ruskin
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WAG .
—A wag is in the last order

even of pretenders to wit and humor .
Generally he has his mind prepared to
receive some occasion of merriment

,
but

is of himself too empty to draw any out

of his own thoughts
,
and therefore he

laughs at the next thing he meets
, not

because it is ridiculous
,
but because he

is under the necessity of laughing .

Stee le .

One oi the most silly and contempt
ible of men is the professed wag , whose
great aim in life is to raise a laugh
which might better be against himself
than at his ill-timed j okes .

WAGERS .

—Fools for arguments use

wagers—Butler.

Most men
,
until by losing rendered

sager
,
will back their opinions by a

wager .—Byron .

WAITIN G—They also serve who only
stand and wait . -Milton .

Wayworn , pressed with toils and strife ,
we are waiting

,
hoping

,
watching , pray

ing, till we reach the gates of life .
—Ray

Palmer.

Beautiful is the activity that
'

works
for good

,
and the stillness that waits for

good ; blessed the self-sacrifice of the
one , and the self-forgetfulness of the
other .—R . C o llyer.

It is the slowest pulsation which is the
most vital . The hero will then know
how to wait as well as to make haste .

All good abides with him who waiteth
wisely—Thoreau.

WALKIN G—The art of walking is
at once suggestive of the dignity of man .

—Progressive motion alone implies
power

,
but in almost every other in

stance it seems a power gained at the
expense of self-possession .

—Tuckerman .

If you are for a merry j aunt I will
try for once who can foot it farthest .
Dryden .

The
‘

sum of the whole is this : walk
and be happy ; walk and be healthy .

The best way to lengthen out our days
is : to walk steadily and with a purpose .

-The wandering man knows of certain
ancients

,
far gone in years, who have

staved off infirmities and dissolution by
earnest walking—hale fellows , close upon
ninety

,
but brisk as boys—Dickens .

WANTS—It is not from nature , but

WANTS

want, but
therefore , never go
your wants : for if
they will come in
that buys what he
soon want what he
Hundreds would

want if they had
waste—Spurgeon .

travel
,
such poor widows and fatherless

children as are ordered to be relieved ,
and the poor tenants that travail to pay
their rents and are driven to poverty by
mischance , and not by riot or careless
expenses ; on such ‘have thou compas
sion , and G od will bless thee for it
Sir W. Raleigh .

Wants awaken intellect . To gratify
them disciplines intellect . The keener
the want , the lustier the growth .

Wende ll Phillips .

Great wants proceed from great
wealth

,
but they are undutiful children ,

for they sink wealth down to poverty
Home .

The fewer our wants, the nearer we
resemble the gods—So crates .

The wants of women are an unknown
quantity—A . Rhodes .

O f all the enemies of idleness, want is
the most formidable . Want always
struggles against idleness ; but want her
self is often overcome , and every hour
shows some who had rather live in ease
than in plenty—Johnson .

How few are
.

our real wants ! —How

easy it is to satisfy them !—Our imagi
nary ones are boundless and insatiable .

He can feel no little wants who is in
pursuit of grandeur.—Lavater .

To men pressed by their wants all
change is ever welcome—Ben Jonson .

If any one say that he has seen a
just man in want of bread , I answer
that it was in some place where the
was no other just man .

—S. C lement.

The relief that is afforded to mere
want

,
as want

,
tends to increase that

want .—Whately .
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in dealing out offi ces , honors , and emo lu
ments is multiplied ; and all the means
of seducing the minds are added to those
of subduing the force of the people !
N o nation could preserve its freedom in
the midst of continual warfare—Madi

son .

Take my word for it
,
if you had seen

but one day o f war, y ou would pray to
Almighty God, that y ou might never
see such a thing again—Wellington .

Although a soldier by profession
,
I

have never felt any sort of fondness for
war, and I have never advocated it ex
cept as a means of peace—U. S . Grant.

Great warriors, like great earthquakes,
are principally remembered for the mis
chief they have done—Bovee .

Rash, fruitless war, from wanton glory
waged

,
is only splendid murder .

—Thom
son .

A wise ruler would rather preserve
peace than gain a victory ; because he
knows that even the most successful war
leaves nations general ly more poor, and
a lways more profligate

,
than it found

them . There are real evils that cannot
be brought into a list of indemnities, and
the demoralizing influence of war is not
amongst the least of them .

—C o lton .

The next dreadful thing to a battle
lost is a battle won H

—We llington

War kills men , and men deplore the
loss ; but war also crushes bad principles
and tyrants, and so saves societies .

C o lton .

The feast of vultures, and the waste
of life—Byron .

I abhor bloodshed , and every species
o f terror erected into a system

,
as

remedies equally ferocious , unjust , and
inefl'icacious against evils that can only
be cured by the diffusion of liberal ideas .
—Mazzini.

As long as mankind shall continue to
bestow more liberal applause on their
destroyers than on their benefactors

,
the

thirst of military glory will ever be the
vice of exalted charactersr—Gibbon .

War suspends the rules of moral oh

ligation , and what is long suspended is

in danger of being totally abrogated .

C ivil wars strike deepest of all into the
manners of the people . They vitiate
their politics ; they corrupt their morals ;
they pervert even the natural taste and
relish of equity and justice . By teach

9 0

of our country is
War is the sink

Wars are to t

drams are to the
times when they
death

,
but if

long persisted s
.in

energies only to hasten diss
C o lton .

C ivil wars leave nothing but
Lamartine .

The fate of war
\

\is to be e
the morning

,
and low enough

There is but one step from trium

ruin—N apo leon .

Woe to the man that first did teach
the cursed steel to bite in his own flesh ,
and make way to the living spirit
Spenser.

Even in war, moral power is to
physical as three parts out of four
N apo leon .

Let the gulied fool the toils of war
pursue , where bleed the many to enrich
the few—Shenstone .

In disarming Peter , C hrist disarmed
every soldier .—Tertullian .

The little thefts and petty mischiefs
are interrupted by the laws ; yet if a
mischief become public and great , acted
by princes

,
and effected by armies, and

robberies be done by whole fleets, it is
virtue

,
it is glory—Jeremy Tay lor.

G ive me the money that has been
spent in war, and I will purchase every
foot of land upon the globe . I will clothe
every man

,
woman , and child in an at

tire o i which kings and queens would be
proud . I will build a school-house on

every hillside and in every valley over
the whole earth ; I will build an academy
in every town

,
and endow it ; a college in

every State , and fill it with able pro
fessors . I will crown every hill with a
place of worship , consecrated to the pro
mulgation of the Gospel of peace ; I will
support in every pulpit an able teacher
of righte ousness, so that on every Sab
bath the chime on one hill should an
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swer to the chime on another round the
earth ’s wide circumference ; and the
voice of prayer, and the song of praise ,
should ascend like a universal holocaust
to heaven—Henry Richard.

War is a game , which , were their sub
jects wise , kings would not play at .

C owper.

The patriot should never speak of
war

,
but as the ruin of nations ; the

philanthropist
,
but as the ruin of men ;

the C hristian , but as in utter and irrec
oncilab le conflict with the principles
and teachings of the Prince of Peace ;
and all , with honor and loathing , as the
very spirit of a darker world , seeking to
anticipate perdition in this—Tryon Ed
wards.

C annon and fire-arms are cruel and
damnable machines . I believe them to
have been the direct suggestion of the
Devil . Against the flying ball no valor
avails ; the soldier is dead ere he sees
the means of his destruction . If Adam
had seen in a vision the horrible instru
ments his children were to invent, he
would have died of grief. —I/uther.

Even in a righteous cause force is a
fearful thing ; God only helps when man
can help no more—Schiller.

The foolish part of mankind will make
wars from time to time with each other,
not hav1ng sense enough otherwise to
settle their difficulties .
Every war involves a greater or less

relapse into barbarism . War, indeed, in
its details

,
is the essence of inhumanity .

It dehumanizes . It may save ther state ,
but it destroys the citizen—Bovee.~

War is the most reckless and prodigal
waster of time , property, life , of the
happiness of families , and the prosperity
of nations, the world has ever known .

It is the destroyer of commerce , the hot
bed o i vice , the nursery of intemperance ,
the school of profaneness, the violator
of the Sabbath , the promoter of cruelty,
the pander of lust, the ruin of morality

,

the despiser of the decalogue , the con
temner of God, the wholesale butcher
of men

,
the antagonist of the Gospel ,

the grief of angels, the j oy of devils !
It has done more to make the world one

vast Golgotha , to unpeople earth and
people hell , than any other form of sin
under which earth has ever groaned and
suffered

,
and over which angels ever

wept .

WAR

War ought never to be accepted , until
it is forced upon us by the hand of ne
cessity—Sir P . Sidney .

If Europe shall ever be ruined it will
be by its warriors—Montesquieu.

War is one of the greatest plagues
that can afflict humanity ; it destroys re
ligion , it destroys states, it destroys
families . Any scourge, in fact, is pref
erab le to it . Famine and pestilence
become as nothing in comparison with
it . Pestilence is the least evil of the
three , and therefore David chose it , will
ing rather to fall into the hands of G od
than into those of pitiless man .

—I/uther .

Mad wars destroy in one year the

wor
ks of many years of peace—Frank

in .

War is honorable in~ those who do
their native rights maintain ; in those
whose swords an iron barrier are between
the lawless spoiler and the weak : but
is in those who draw the offensive blade
for added power or gain , sordid and des
picable as meanest office of the worldly
churl .—Joanna Baillie .

One to destroy is murder by the law ;
to murder thousands takes a specious
name and gives immortal fame—Young.

The arms are fair,when the intent of

bearing them is just .—Shakespeare .

N o person can draw in its true colors
the portrait of war. It is all extreme ,
all horrible , all devilish . It is a sight
sufficiently odious and repulsive

,
to see

two men quarrel and fight
,
even without

any intention of killing; but when thou
sands

,
on each side

,
meet for the known

purpose of killing each other—to see
them , by thousands, dashed in pieces by
cannon-balls and grape-shot

,
pierced by

musket-bullets , cut down by swords,
transfixed by bayonets, crushed by car
riagesf and trampled by horses—to hear
their groans and cries

,
their curses and

execrations—to see them rushing on with
fury

,
or retreating with precipitation and

despair—presents a scene which cannot
be reached by tongue , pen , or pencil
Whe lp ley .

0 war ! thou son of hell
,
whom angry

heavens do make their minister, to throw
hot coals of vengeance .

—Shakespeare .

War will never yield but to the prin
ciples of universal justice and love , and

these have no sure root but in the re

ligion of Jesus C hrist .
—C hanning.
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To be prepared for war is one of the
most effectual ways of preserving peace .
-Washington .

Success in war, like charity in religion ,
covers a multitude of s1ns.

-N apter.

Dress it as we may, feather it, daub
it with gold

,
huzza it

,
and sing swagger

ing songs about it , what is war, nine
times out of ten , but murder in uniform ?—Douglas Jerro ld.

Laws are commanded to hold their
tongues among arms

,
and tribunals fall

to the ground with the peace they are
no longer able to uphold—Burke .

War
,
which society draws upon itself,

is but organized barbarism , an inherit
ance of the savage state , however dis
guised or ornamented—Louis N apo leon .

I abominate war as unchristian . I
hold it to be the greatest of human
crimes

,
and to involve all others—vio

lence
,
blood , rapine , fraud—everything

that can deform the character, alter the
nature

,
and debase the name of man .

Lord Brougham .

Peace is the happy natural state of

man ; war is corruption and disgrace
Thomson .

War, even in the best state '

of an

army, with all the alleviations of cour
tesy and honor, with all the correctives
o f morality

'

and religion, is nevertheless
so great an evil , that to engage in it
without a clear necessity is a crime of

the blackest dye . When the necessity is
clear

,
it then becomes a crime to shrink

from it .
—Southey .

It is only necessary to make war with
five things : with the maladies of the
body

,
the ignorances of the mind , with

the passions of the body, with the sedi
tions of the city, and the discords o f

families—Pythagoras .

The life of states is like that of men .

The latter have the right of killing in
self-defence ; the former to make wars
for their own preservation—Montes

qui eu.

WASTE—Waste not the smallest
thing created

,
for grains of sand make

mountains
,
and atomies infinity . Waste

not the smallest time in imbecile in
firmity , for well thou knowest that
seconds form eternity—E . Knight.

Waste cannot be accurately told ,
though we are sensible how destructive
it is. Economy, on the one hand , by

WEAKN ESS

another
defined .

man wears his coat out m
another, we cannot tell
Waste not, want not .
makes woful want .
It has always been m
a man to keep than to

see a person deficient in
to wealth , and then , from want
roll head over h eels to the b
Basil.

WATCHFULN ESS.
- Wise distrust

and constant watchfulness are the par
ents of safety .

A soul withoutwatchfulness is , l ike a
city without walls, exposed to the in
roads of all its enemies—Seeker.

We ought not to be careless and in
different about the future . But as there
are goods in life possible to be obtained

,

and evils capable of being avoided
,
so

we should provide ourselves with proper
means to obtain the one and escape the
other. Watchfulness and industry are
natura l virtues, and recommended to us
by the conduct even of brute creatures .
If we neglect our own interest

,
we de

serve the calamities which come upon
us ; and have no reason to hOpe for the
compassion of others

,
when we take no

care of ourselves—Bp . C onybeare .

WEAKN ESS.
-The weakest spot with

mankind is where they fancy themselves
most wise .

—C . Simmons .

To excuse our faults on the ground of
our weakness is to quiet our fears at the
expense of our hopes .
To be weak is miserable , doing or suf

fering .
-Milton .

Few men have done
’

more harm than
those who have been thought to be able
to do the least ; and there cannot be a
greater error than to believe a man
whom we see qualified with too mean
parts to do good

,
to be , therefore , in

capable of doing hurt . There is a supply
of malice , of pride , of industry , and even
of folly, in the weakest , when he sets his
heart upon it , that inakes a strange
progress in wickedness—C larendon .

The strength of man sinks in the hour
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their possession will set them at ease
and above the world . But the law of
association often makes those who begin
by loving gold as a servant , finish by
becoming its slaves ; and independence
without wealth is at least as common as
wealth without independence — .C o lton

The acquisition of wealth is a work
of great labor ; its possession a source o f
continual fear ; its loss , of excessive grief.—From the Latin .

The pulpit and the press have many
commonplaces denouncing the thirst for
wealth ; but if men should take these
moralists at their word

, and leave off

aiming to be rich
,
the moralists would

rush to rekindle
,
at all hazards , this love

of power in the people lest civilization
should be undone .

—Emerson .

An accession of wealth is a dangerous
predicament for a man . At first he i s

stunned if the accession be sudden , and

is very humble and very grateful . Then
he begins to speak a little louder, people
think him more sensible , and soon he
thinks himself so .

—C ecil .

There are not a few who believe in no
God but Mammon , no devil but the
absence o f gold , no damnation but

'

being
poor

,
and no hell but an empty purse ;

and not a few of their descendants are
living st ill .—South .

Those who obtain riches by labor,
care

,
and watching

,
know their value .

Those who impart them to sustain and
extend knowledge , virtue , and religion ,
know their use . Those who lose them
by accident or fraud know their vanity .

And those who experience the difficulties
and dangers of preserving them know
their perplexities -

.C Simmons .

Gold is worse poison to men’s souls,
doing more murders in this loathsome
world

,
than any mortal drug—Sha ke

speare .

He is richest who is content with the
least

,
for content is the wealth o f nature .

—So crates.

People who are arrogant on account
of their wealth are about equal to the
Laplanders, who measure a man

’s worth
by
p
the number of his reindeer—Fred

erika Bremer.

Abundance is a blessing to the wise ;
the use of riches in discretion lies ; learn
this

,
ye men of wealth—a heavy purse in

WEALTH

a fool ’s pocket is a heavy curse .
—Cum

berland.

There is no security against
‘

the perils
of wealth except

.

in becoming ‘rich to
ward God.

—C . Simmons .

If you would take your possessions
into the life to come

,
convert them into

good deeds.
He that will not permit his wealth to
do any good to others while he is living

,

prevents it from doing any good to h im
self when he is dead ; and by an egotism
that is

,

suicidal and has a double edge ,
cuts himself off from the truest pleasure
here and the highest happiness here
after .—C o lton .

As riches and favor forsake a man we

discover him to ‘

b e a fool , but nobody
could find it out in his prosperity
Bruyere .

The gratification o f
,
wealth is no t found

in mere possession o r in lavish expendi

ture
,
but in its wise application—C er

van tes .

Wealth is not his that has it
,
but his

that enjoys
'

it .
—Franklin .

Money and time are the heaviest bur
dens Oi life

,
and the unhappiest of all

mortals are those who have more o f

either than they know how to use

Johnson .

That plenty should produce either
covetousness or prodigality is a perver
sion o f providence ; and yet the gener
ality of men are the worse for their
riches—Penn .

To whom can riches give repute , or
trust , content , or pleasure , but the good
and just ?—Pope .

Many a beggar at the cross-way , o r

gray-haired shepherd on the plain , hath
more o f the end of all wealth than
hundreds who multiply the means
Tupper.

Wealth may be an excel lent thing , for
it means power

,
leisure , and l iberty .

J . R . Lowell.

C an wealth give happiness? look
round and see—what gay distress ! what
splendid misery ! whatever fortune
lavishly can pour, the mind annihilates ,
and calls for more .

What real good does an addition to a
fortune

,
already sufficient

,
procure ? N ot

any . C ould the great man , by having
his fortune increased , increase also his
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appetites
,
then precedence might be at

tended with real enj oyment . —Go ldsmith .

Leisure and solitude are the best effect
of riches , because the mother of though t .
Both are avoided by most rich men , who

seek company and business , which are
signs of being weary of themselves .
Sir W. Temp le .

If thou art rich thou art poor ; for,
like an ass, whose back with ingots bows ,
thou bearest thy heavy riches but a
j ourney

,
and death unloads thee .

Shakespeare .

There is no society, however free and
democratic

,
where wealth Wi ll not create

an aristocracy .
—Bulwer.

In proportion as nations become more
corrupt

,
more disgrace will attach to

poverty and more respect to wealth .

C o lton .

Though hereditary wealth , and the
rank which goes with it , are too much
idolized by creeping sycophants and the
blind abj ect admirers of power, they are
too rashly slighted in shallow specula
tions of the petulant , assuming , short
sighted coxcombs of philosophy . Some
decent regulated pre-eminence , some
preference given to birth

,
is neither un

natural
,
unjust

,
nor impolitic .

Riches are gotten with pain , kept with
care

,
and lost with grief . The cares of

riches lie heavier upon a good man than
the inconveniences of an honest poverty .

—L’

Estrange .

Wealth , after all , is a relative thing,
since he that has little , and wants less,
is richer than he that has nfuch , and
wants more .

—C o lton .

The greatest and the most amiable
privilege which the rich enj oy over the
poor is that which they exercise the
least—the privilege of making them
happy—C o lton .

Wealth is nothing in itself ; it is not
useful but when it departs from us ; its
value is found only in that which it can
purchase . As to corporeal enj oyment

,

money can neither open new avenues of
pleasure

,
nor block up the passages Of

anguish . Disease and infirmity still con
tinue to torture and enfeeble

,
perhaps

exasperated by luxury, or promoted by
softness . With respect to the mind

,
it

has rarely been observed that wealth
contributes much to quicken the dis
cernment or elevate the imagination , but

WEALTH

may
,
by hiring flattery

, or laying dili
gence asleep , confirm error and harden
stupidity—Johnson .

When I caution you against becoming
a miser

,
I do not therefore advise you

to become a prodigal or a spendthrift
Horace .

It is poor encouragement to toil
through life to amass a fortune to ruin
your children . In nine cases out of

ten
,
a large fortune is the greatest curse

which could be bequeathed to the young
and inexperienced .

Let us not envy some men their ac

cumulated riches ; their burden would
be too heavy for us ; we could not sacri
fi ce

,
as they do

,
health , quiet , honor, and

conscience
,
to obtain them : it is to pay

so dear for them that the bargain is a

loss—Bruyere .

The secret of making
'

money is saving
it . It is no t what a man earns—not the
amount o f his income , but the relation
of his expenditures to his receipts , that
determines his poverty or wealth .

It is only when the rich are sick that
they fully feel the impotence of wealth .

—C o lton .

The consideration of the small ad

dition often made by wealth to the hap
piness of the possessor may check the
desire and prevent the insatiability
which sometimes attends it .
Gross and vulgar minds will always

pay a higher respect to wealth than to
talent ; for wealth , although it be a far
less efficient source of power

'

than talent
happens to be far more intelligible
C o lton .

He is a great simpleton who imagines
that the chief power of wealth is to
supply wants . In ninety-nine cases out
of a hundred it creates more wants than
it " supplies.

Excessive wealth is neither glory nor
happiness . There is in a fortune a golden
mean which is the appropriate region
of virtue and intelligence . Be content
with that ; and if the horn of plenty
overflow , let its droppings fall upon
your fellow-men ; let them fall like the
droppings of honey in the wilderness to
cheer the faint and weary pilgrim .

—W.

Wirt.

Whosoever shalh look heedfully upon
those who are eminent for their riches
Wl ll not think their condition such as
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that he should hazard his quiet
,
and

much less his virtue , to obtain it ; for
all that great wealth generally gives
above a moderate fortune is more room
for the freaks of caprice

,
and more

privilege for ignorance and vice
,
a

quicker succession offlatterers, and a
larger circle of voluptuousness .
It is far more easy to acquire a for
tune like a knave than to expend it lik e
a gentleman—C o lton .

The wealth of a state consists not in
great treasures

,
solid walls

,
fair palaces ,

weapons
, and armor ; but its best and

noblest wealth
,
and its truest safety , is

in having learned , wise , honorable , and

well-educated citizens .
Wealth consists not

.

in having great
possessions

,
but in hav1ng few wants .

Ep icurus .

The most brilliant fortunes are often
not worth the littleness required to gain
them .

—Ro chefoucauld.

Very few men acquire wealth in such
a manner as to receive pleasure from it .

-As long as there is the enthusiasm o f

the chase they enj oy it .
—But when they

begin to look around and think of set

tling down, they find that that part by
which 'j oy enters in , is dead in them .

They have spent their lives in heaping
up colossal piles o f treasure , which stand
at the end, like the pyramids in the
desert , holding only the dust o f things .
-H . W. Beecher.

Less coin , less care ; to know how to
dispense with wealth is to possess it .

Reyno lds .

W
’

ealth is not acquired, as many per
sons suppose , by fortunate speculations
and splendid enterprises

,
but by the daily

practice o f industry
,
frugality

,
and

economy . He who relies upon these
means will rarely be found destitute

,
and

he who relies upon any other
,
will

generally become bankrupt —Francis
Way land.

It requires a great deal of boldness
and a great deal of caution to make a
great fortune ; and when you have got it ,
it requires ten times as much wit to
keep it .

—Ro thschild.

To acquire wealth is difficult
,
to pre

serve it more difficult , but to spend it
Wise ly most difficult of all—E . P . Day .

A great fortune is a great servitude .

Seneca .

WEALTH

When a man dies
,
the people ask

,

what
'

property has he left behind
him ? ” But the angels

, as they bend
over his grave, inquire ,

“what good
deeds hast thou sent on before thee ?
—Mahomet.

Wherever there is excessive wealth
,

there is also in its train excessive pov
erty , as where the sun is highest

,
the

shade is deepest .—Landor.

A statistician says a man stands six

teen chances to be killed by lightning
to one of being worth a million of
money .

E

Wealth hath never given happiness
,

but often hastened misery ; enough hath
never caused misery

,
but often quickened

happinesss—Tuppen
If thou desire to purchase honor with
thy wealth , consider first how that wealth
became thine ; if thy labor got it , let
thy wisdom keep it ; if oppression found
it , let repentance restore it ; i f thy parent
left it , let thy virtues deserve it ; so

shall thy honor be safer
,
better

,
and

cheaper.—Quarles.

Wealth has seldom been the portion
and never the mark to discover good
people ; but G od

, who diSposeth of all
things wisely

,
hath denied it to many

whose minds he has enriched with the
greater blessings of knowledge and vir

tue , as the fairer testimonies o f his love
to mankind—Izaak Walton .

What a man does with his wealth de
pends upon his idea of happiness . Those
who draw prizes in life are apt to spend
tastelessly, if not viciously ; not know
ing that it requires as much talent to
spend as to make . E . P . Whipple .

Wealth has now all the respect paid
to it which is due only to virtue and to
talent , but we can see what estimate
God places upon it, since he often be
stows it on the meanest and most um
worthy of all his creatures—Swift.
Many men want wealth

,
not a compe

tence merely , but a five-story compe
tence , and religion they would like as a
sort of lightning-rod to their houses , to
ward off

,
by and by , the bolts of divine

wrath—H . W. Beecher.

Excess of wealth is cause of covetous
ness—Marlowe .

Much learning shows how little mor
tals know ; much wealth , how little
worldings can enj oy—Young.
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derer
,
what traitor

,
parricide

,
incestuous

,

sacrilegious, but may plead it ? All
wickedness is weakness ; that plea , there
fore

,
with God or man will gain thee no

remission - Milton .

If the wicked flourish , and thou
suffer, be not discouraged ; they are
fatted for destruction , thou art dieted
for health—Fuller.

Was ever any wicked man free from
the st ings of a guilty conscience—from
a secret dread of the divine displeasure ,
and of the vengeance of another world ?
_ Tillo tson .

Wickedness may prosper for a whi le ,
but in the long run he that sets all
knaves at work will pay them .

—L’
Es

trange .

N o wickedness proceeds on any
grounds o f reason—Livy .

There is a method in man’s wicked
ness ; it grows up by degrees—Beaumon t

and Fletcher.

The sure way to wickedness is always
through wickedness—Seneca .

There is wickedness in the intention
of wickedness, even though it be not
perpetrated in the act—C icero .

I will undertake to explain to any one

the final condemnation gf the wicked , if
he will explain to me the existence of

the wicked—if he will explain why God
does not cause all those to die in the
cradle of whom he forese es that , when
they grow Up , they will lead a sinful
life—Whately .

WIFE—(See MARRIAGE .

A good wife is heaven ’s last , best gift
to man ,—his gem o f many virtues, his
casket of j ewels , her voice is sweet
music , her smiles his brightest day, her
kiss the guardian of his innocence

,
her

arms the pale of his safety
,
her industry

his surest wealth , her economy his safest
steward

,
her lips his faithful counsellors,

her bosom the softest pillow of his cares .
—Jeremy Tay lor.

There is one name which I can never
utter without a reverence due to the
religion which binds earth to heaven
a name cheered , beautified, exalted and
hallowed—and that is the name of wife .

—Bulwer.

Sole partner, and sole part of all my
joys

,
dearer thyself than all .—Milt0 n .

A faithful wife becomes the truest and

WIFE

tenderest friend , the balm of comfort
,

and the source of j oy ; through every
various turn of life the same—Savage .

There is nothing upon this earth that
can be compared with the faithful at
tachment of a wife ; no creature who ,

for the obj ect of her love
,
is so indomi

table , so persevering, so ready to suffer
and die . Under the most depressing cir
cumstances

, woman
’s weaknesses become

a mighty power ; her timidity becomes
fearless courage ; all her shrinking and
sinking passes away ; and her Spirit ac

quires the firmness o f marble—adaman
tine firmness—when circumstances drive
her to put forth al l her energy and the
inspiration of her affections—Danie l
Webster.

A wife’s a man
’

s
\
.best piece ; who till

he marries, wants making up : she is th e
shrine to which nature doth send us
forth on pilgrimage ; she is the good
man

’

s paradise , and the bad ’s first step
to heaven, a treasure which , who wants,
cannot be trusted to posterity

,
nor pay

his own debts ; she
’s a golden sentence

writ by our Maker
,
which the angels

may discourse of
, only men know how

to use , and none but devils violate
Shirley .

A light wife doth make a heavy
husband—Shakespeare .

It very seldom happens that a man

is slow enough in assuming the character
of a husband , or a woman qu1ek enough
in condescending to that of a wife
Addison .

When a young woman behaves to her
parents in a manner particularly tender
and respectful

,
from principle as well

as nature
,
there is nothing good and

gentle that may not be expected from
her in whatever condition she is placed .

Of this I am so thoroughly persuaded ,
that , were I to advise any friend of mine
as to his choice of a wife

,
I know not

whether my first counsel would be
,“

Look out for one distinguished by her
attention and sweetness to her parents .”
m Fordyce .

She is adorned amply
,
that in her hus

band’s eye looks lovely—the truest
mirror that an honest wife can see her
beauty in .

—J. Tobin .

First get an absolute
.

conquest over
thyself, and then thou W11t eas11y govern
thy wife—Fuller.
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N 0 man knows what the wife of his
bosom is—what a ministering angel she
is

,
until he has gone with her through

the fiery trials of this world—Washing
ton Irving.

Her pleasures are in the happiness of
her family—Rousseau.

A good wife makes the cares of the
world sit easy

,
and adds a sweetness to

its pleasures : she is a man’s best com

panion in prosperity
,
and his best if not

only friend in adversity ; the most care
ful preserver of his health , and the
kindest attendant on his sickness ; a
faithful adviser in distress, a comforter
in affliction

, and a discreet manager of

all his domestic affairs—L . M . Stre tch .

A wife is essential to great longevity ;
she is the receptacle of half a man’s
cares

,
and two-thirds of his ill-humor.

C has . Reade .

If you would have a good wife marry
one who has been a good daughter .
The good wife is none of our dainty
dames

,
who love to appear in a variety

of suits every day new ; as if a gown ,
like a stratagem in war

, were to be used
but once . But our good wife sets up a
sail according to the keel of her hus
band ’s estate ; and , if of high parentage ,
she doth not so remember what she was
by birth

,
that she forgets what she is by

match—Fuller.

Unhappy is the man for whom his own
wife has not made all other women
sacred .

You are my true and honorable wife ,
as dear

.

to me , as are the ruddy drops
that vis1t my sad heart—Shakespeare .

O woman ! when the good man
‘

of the
house may return

,
when the heat and

burden of the day is past , do not let
him at such time , when he is weary with
toil and j aded by discouragement

,
find

upon his coming that the foot which
should hasten to meet him is wandering
at a distance , that the soft hand which
should wipe the sweat from his brow
is knocking at the door of other houses .
—Washington Irving.

Hanging and wiving go by destiny .

Shakespeare .

Without our hopes, without our fears ,
without the home that plighted love eu

dears
,
without the smiles from plighted

beauty won , oh ! what were man ?—a

world without a sun—C ampbe ll .

When it shall please God to bring
thee to man ’s estate , use great provi
dence and circumspection in choosing
thy wife . For from th ence will spring
all thy future good or evil , and it is an
action of life like unto a stratagem of
war, wherein a man can err but once .

Sir P . Sidney .

The wife when danger or dishonor
lurks , safest and seemliest by her hus
band stays, who guards her, or with her
the worst endures—Milton .

N othing can be more touching than
to behold a soft and tender female

,
who

has been all weakness and dependence
,

and alive to every trivial roughness
while treading the prosperous paths of
life , suddenly rising in mental force to
be the comforter and supporter of her
husband under misfortune

,
and abiding

with unshrinking firmness the bitterest
blast of adversity—Washington Irving.

A woman in a single state may be
happy, o r may be miserable

,
but most

happy, and most miserable , these are
epithets applicable only to the wife
C o leridge .

In the election of a wife , as in a
proj ect o f war, to err but once is to be
undone forever.

—Middleton .

Why man , she is mine own ; and I as

rich in having such a j ewel
,
as twenty

seas if all their sands were pearl
,
the

water nectar
, and the rocks pure gold

Shakespeare .

Of earthly goods , the best is a good
wife ; a bad , the bitterest curse of human
life .
—Simonides.

Be thou the rainbow to the storms of
life ; the evening beam that smiles the
clouds away

,
and tints to-morrow with

prophetic ray—Byron .

The sum of all that makes a just man
happy consists in the well choosing of

.his wife .

—Massinger.

I chose my wife , as she did her wed
ding-gown , for qualities that would wear
well Go ldsmith .

For a wife take the daughter of a
good mother.—Fuller.

To be a man in a true sense is, in the
first place and above all things to have
a wife .

—Michelet.

My clear, my better half—Sir P . Sid
ney .

The highest gift and favor o f God is a
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pious, kind, godly, and domestic wife
,

With whom thou mayest live peaceably
,

and to whom thou mayest intrust all
thy possessions, yea , thy body and thy
life—Luther.

N o man can live
.

piously or die right
eously W1thout a w1fe .

—Richter.
The death of a man ’s wife is like cut
ting down an ancient oak that has long
shaded the family mansion . Henceforth
the glare of the world

,
with its cares and

vicissitudes
,
falls upon the widower’s

heart
,
and there is nothing to break their

force
,
or shield him from the full weight

of misfortune . It is as if his right hand
were withered ; as if one wing of his
angel was broken , and every movement
that he made brought him to the
ground . His eyes are dimmed and
glassy

,
and when the film of death falls

over him , he misses those accustomed
tones which might have smoothed his
passage to the grave—Lamartine .

Across the threshold led, and every
tear kissed off as soon as shed , his house
she enters

,
there to be a light shining

within when all without is night ; a
guardian-angel o

’
er his life presiding,

doubling h is pleasure , and his cares di
y iding l—Rogers .

Heaven will not be heaven to me if I
do not meet my wife there—Andrew
Jackson .

Even in the happiest choice , where
favoring heaven has equal love and easy
fortune given , think not , the husband
gained

,
that all is done ; the prize of

happiness must still be won ; and, oft ,
the careless find it to their cost , the
lover in the husband may be lost ; the
graces might

,
alone , his heart allure ; they

and the virtues
,
meeting, must secure .

Lyttleton .

The good wife commandeth her hus
band

,
in any equal matter, by constantly

obeying him .

WILL—(See SELF-W ILL .

He wants wit who wants resolved will .
—Shakespeare .

Great souls have wills ; feeble ones
have only wishes—C hinese Proverb .

At
‘

twenty years of age the will reigns ;
at thirty

,
the wit ; and at forty , the

judgment .—Gratian .

The highest obedience in the spiritual
life is to be able always , and in all

WILL

things, to say , N o t my will
,
but thine

be done .

”—’

1
'

ry0 n Edwards.

Remember that your will is likel to
be crossed every day

,
and be

for it by asking only for God’s
Prescribe no positive laws to thy
will ; for thou mayest be forced to-mor
row to drink the same water thou de
spisest to-day .

—Fuller.

N o action will be considered blame
less , unless the will was so

,
for by the

will the act was dictated—Seneca .

In the schools o f the wrestling master
,

when a boy falls he is bidden to get up
again, and to go on wrestling day by day
till he has acquired strength ; and we
must do the same

,
and not after one

failure suffer ourselves to be swept along
as by a torrent . You need but will

,
and

it is done ; but if you relax your efforts
you will be ruined ; for

\
ruin and recovery

are both from within—Epicte tus.

The will of man is by his reason
swayed—Shakespeare .

God made thee perfect
,
not immuta

ble l
,
and good he made thee

,
but to

persevere he left it in thy power ; or

dained thy will by nature free
, not over

ruled by fate inextricable , or strict
necessity .

—Milton .

To commit the execution of a purpose
to one who disapproves of the plan of
it is to employ but one-third of the
man ; his heart and his head are against
you , you have commanded only his
hands—C o lton .

We have more power than will ; and it
is only to exculpate ourselves that w e
often say that things are impracticable .

—Ro chefoucauld.

Whatever the will commands the
whole man must do ; the empire of the
will over all the faculties being abso

lute ly over-ruling and despotic .
—South .

There is nothing good or evil save in
the MIL—Epictetus.

In the moral world there is nothing
impossible if we can bring a thorough
will to do it .

—Man can do everything
with himself

,
but he must not attempt

to do too much with others—W. Hum
bo ldt.

He who has a firm will molds the
world to himself Goethe .

C almness of will is a sign of grandeur .
The vulgar, far from hiding their will ,
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liberality and benevolence ; the other
from pride or fear, or from the fact that
you cannot take your money with you to
the other world .

You give me nothing during your life
,

but you promise to provide for me at
your death . If you are no t a fool

, you

know what you make me wish for.

Martial.

What thou givest after thy death , re
member that thou givest it to a stranger

,

and most times to an enemy ; for he that
shall marry thy wife will despise thee

,

thy memory and thine , and shall possess
the quiet of thy labors

,
the fruit wh i ch

thou hast planted
,
enj oy thy love

,
and

spend with joy and ease what thou
hast spared and gotten with care and
travail .—Sir W. Raleigh .

Posthumous charities are the very
essence of selfishness, when bequeath ed
by those who ,

when alive
,
would part

with nothing—C o lton .

If rich m en would remember that
shrouds have no pockets

,
they would ,

while living
,
share their wealth with

their children
,
and give for the good o f

others
,
and so know the highest pleasure

wealth can give—Tryon Edwards.

It is but a mean and miserly spirit
that for a lifetime keeps wealth only to
self

,
and so leaves children to the

struggles of the world without the help
that might aid them to comfort and
success .

WIND .
—The gentle wind , a sweet and

passionate wooer
,
kisses the blushing

leaf . -Longfe llow .

A wailing , rushing sound , which shook
the walls as though a giant’s hand were
on them ; then a hoarse roar, as if the
sea had risen ; then such a whirl and
tumult that the air seemed mad ; and
then , with a lengthened howl , the waves
of wind swept on .

—Dickens .

Perhaps the wind wails so in winter
for the summer’s dead ; and all sad
sounds are nature ’s funeral cries for
what has been and is not—George E lio t .

God tempers the wind to the shorn
lamb—Sterne .

Ill blows the wind that profits nobody .

—Shakespeare .

Thou wind ! which art the unseen
s1militude of God the Spirit , his most
sweet and mightiest sign—Bailey .

There ’s a strange music in the stirring
wind — .Bowles

The sobbing wind i s fierce and strong ;
its cry is like a human wall—Susan
C oo lidge .

Seas are the fields of combat for the
winds

,
but when they sweep along some

flowery coast , their wings move mildly ,
and their rage is lost .—Dryden .

WIN E—(See
A vine bears three grapes

,
the first o f

pleasure , the second o f drunkenness , and
the th1rd of repentance—Anacharsis.

Wine heightens indiflerence into love ,

love into j ealousy
,
and j ealousy into

madness . It often turns the good-na
tured man into an idiot

,
and the choleric

into an assassin . It gives bitterness to
resentment

,
it makes vanity insupport

able , and display? every little spot of

the soul in its utmost deformity —Addi
SOTl .

Wine and youth are fire Upon fire.

Fielding.

As fermenting m a vessel works up to
the top whatever it has in the bottom
so wine , in those who have drunk beyond
measure

,
vents the most inward secrets .

-Montaigne .

There is a devil in every berry of the

grape—Koran .

The first glass for myself ; the second
for my friends

,
the third for good

humor ; and the fourth for mine enemies

What stores of sentiment in that butt
of raciest Sherry ! What a fund of pen
sive thought ! What suggestions for

delicious remembrance ! What aids to
reflection ” in that Hock of a century
old ! What sparkling fancies, whirling
and foaming , from a stout body of

thought in that full and ripe C ham
pagne ! What“mild and serene philoso
phy in that Burgundy , ready to shed
its s unset glow ”

on society and nature !
—Talfourd.

Wine maketh the hand quivering , the
eye watery

,
the night unquiet , lewd

dreams
,
a stinking breath in the morn

ing
,
and an utter forgetfulness of all

things—Pliny .

Wine has drowned more than the sea .

—Publius Syrus .

Polished brass is the mirror of the
body and wine of the mind .

—/Eschylus.
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Wine is a tum -coat ; first , a friend ;
then

,
a deceiver ; then , an enemy—Old

Proverb .

Wine is a noble , generous liquor, and
we should be humbly thankful for 1t ;

but
,
as I remember, water was made

before it .
—John E lio t.

O thou invisible spirit of wine , if thou
hast no name to be known by, let us
call thee—Devil ! Oh , that men should
put an enemy to their mouths , to steal
away their brains ! that we should , with
j oy

,
revel

,
pleasure , and applause , trans

form ourselves into beasts l—Shake
speare .

The conscious water saw its God, and
blushed .

—C rashaw .

Wine is like anger, for it makes us
strong

,
blind and impatient , and it leads

us wrong ; the strength is quickly lost ;
we feel the error long .

—C rabb .

Wine invents nothing ; it only tattles .
It lets out all secrets—Schiller.

Ah ! sly deceiver ; handed o
’er and o ’er,

yet still believed ; exulting o
’er the wreck

of sober vows —Armstrong.

WISDOM.
—(See

“KNOWLEDGE .

C ommon-sense in an uncommon de
gree 18 what the world calls W1sdom .

C o leridge .

What we call wisdom is the result of

all the wisdom of past ages—Our best
institutions are like young trees growing
upon the roots of the old trunks that
have crumbled away .

—H . W. Beecher.

‘Wisdom is the name God gives to re

ligion ,
so telling the world what it will

hardly believe
,
that the two great“ things

which so engross the desire and/designs

of both the nobler arid ignobler sort of

mank ind , are to be found in religion ,
viz. : wisdom and pleasure , and that the
former is the direct way to the latter,
as religion is to both—South .

The Delphic oracle said I was the
wisest of all the Greeks It is because
that I alone

, of all the Greeks , know
that I know nothing—Socrates .

He is wise who knows the sources of
knowledge—who knows who has written
and where it is to be found—A . A .

Hodge .

There is one person that is wiser
than anybody

,
and that is everybody .

_ Talleyrand.

Wisdom for a man’s self is, in many

branches thereof , a depraved thing ; it
is the wisdom of rats, that will be sure
to leave a house some time before it
fall ; it is the wisdom of the fox

,
that

thrusts out the badger who digged and
made room for him ; it is the wisdom
of the crocodiles , that shed tears when
they would devour .—Bacon .

Very few men are wise by their own

counsel
,
or learned by their own teach

ing ; for he that was only taught by
himself had a fool to his master .—Ben
Jonson .

You read of but one wise man , and
all that he knew was—that he knew noth
ing .
—C ongreve .

What is it to be Wise ? —’Tis but to
know how little can be known—to see

all others’ faults and feel our own

POpe .

Much wisdom often gq es with fewest
words .—Sophocles .

Wisdom is the right use of knowledge .

To know is not to be wise . Many men

know a great deal
,
and are all the

greater fools for it . There is no fool so
great a fool as a knowing fool . But to
know how to use knowledge is to have
wisdom .

—Spurgeon .

The wise man is but a clever infant ,
spelling letters from a hieroglyphical
prophetic book

,
the lexicon of which lies

in eternity—C arlyle .

It may be said , almost without quali
fication

, that true wisdom consists in the
ready and accurate perception of anal
ogies . Without the former quality,
knowledge of the past is uninstructive ;
without the latter, it is deceptive
Whate ly .

Wisdom is to the mind what health is
to the body .

—Ro chefoucauld.

In an active life is sown the seed of

wisdom ; but he who reflects not , never
reaps has no harvest from it , but carries
the burden of age without the wages o f

experience ; nor knows himself old , but
from his infirmities , the parish register ,
and the contempt of mankind . And age

,

if it has no t esteem
,
has nothing

Young.

Our chief wisdom consists in knowing
our follies and faults

,
that we may cor

rect them .

True wisdom is a thing very extraordi
nary . Happy are they that have it : and
next to them , not the many that think
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they have it , but the few that are sensi
ble o f their own defects and imperfec
tions

,
and know that they have it not .

Tillo tson .

It is as great a point of wisdom to hide
1gnorance as to discover knowledge , to
know what we do not know, as what we
do .

God gives men wisdom as he gives
them

.gold ; h IS treasure house is not

the m1nt, but the mine .

A wise man’s day is worth a fool ’s
life—Arabic .

The wise man has his foibles, as well
as the fool . But the difference between
them is

,
that the foibles of the one are

known to himself and concealed from
the world ; and the foibles of the other
are known to the world and concealed
from himself—J . Mason .

It is too often seen , that the wiser
men are about the things o f this world ,
the less wise they are about the things
of the next—Gibson .

N o man can be wise on an empty
stomach—George E lio t .

Among mortals second thoughts are
wisest . —Euripides .

Human wisdom makes as ill use of

her talent when she exercises it in re

scinding from the number and sweetness
of those pleasures that are naturally our

due
,
as she employs it favorably and

well in artificially disguising and trick
ing out the ills of life to alleviate the
sense of them .

—Montaigne .

The first consideration a wise man
fixeth upon is the great end of his crea
tion ; what it is , and wherein it consists ;
the next is of the most proper means
to that end—Walker.

The wise man endeavors to shine in
himself ; the fool to outshine others .
The first is humbled by the sense o f his
own infirmities, the last is lifted up by
the discovery of those which he observes
in other men . The wise man considers
what he wants

,
and the fool what he

abounds in . The wise man is happy
when he gains his own approbation , and
the fool when he recommends hims elf to
the ‘ applause of those about him .

Addison .

A wise man looks upon men as he does
on horses ; all their caparisons of title ,
wealth

, and place , he considers but as
harness—C ecil.

WISDOM

The wisdom o f the ignorant somewhat
resembles the instinct of animals ; it is
diffused only in a very narrow sphere

,

but within the circle it acts with vigor
,

uniformity, and success—Go ldsmith .

The proverbial wisdom of the pOpu
lace at gates

,
on roads

,
and in markets

,

instructs him who studies man more
fully than a thousand rules ostentatiously
arranged—Lavater.

There are but two classes of the wise ;
the men who serve God because they
have found him

,
and the men who seek

him because they have found him not .

All others may say ,

“Is there not a lie
in my right hand“? —C ecil.
The wise man does three things :

_
he

abandons the world before it abandons
him ; prepares hisII sepulchre before en

tering it ; and does all with the design o f

pleasing God before entering into his
presence .

When a man is made up wholly of the
dove

,
without the least grain of the

serpent in h is composition , he becomes
ridiculous in many circumstances of l ife ,
and very often discredits his best ao

tions . —Addison .

Wisdom allows nothing to be good
that will not be so forever ; no man to be
happy but he that needs no other happi
ness than what he has within himself ;
no man to be great or powerful that is
not master of himself—Seneca .

We ought not to judge of men’s merits
by their qualifications

,
but by the use

they make of them .
—C harron .

Wisdom prepares for the worst , but
folly leaves the worst for the day when
it comes—C ecil.
N o man is the wiser for his learning ;

it may administer matter to work in .

or obj ects to work upon ; but w it and
wisdom are born with a man—Selden .

The wisest man is generally he who

thinks himself the least so .

—Boileau .

He that thinks himself the wisest is
generally the greatest fool—C o lton .

It is more easy to be wise for others
than for ourselves—Ro chefoucauld.

The intellect of the wise is l ike glass ;
it admits the light of heaven and r eflects it .

—Hare .

Living in an age of extraordinary
events and revolutions , I have learned
from thence this truth , wh1ch I des1re
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It is a fearful mistake to believe that
because our wishes are not accomplished
they can do no harm .

-Gertrude .

Wishes are , at least , the easy pleasures
o f the poor.
To a resolute mind, wishing to do is
the first step toward doing—But if we
do no t wish to do a thing it becomes im
poss1b le .

It is probable that God punishes the
wrong Wl Sh as truly as he does the actual
performance ; for what is performance
but a

.

wish perfected with power ; and
what 1S a wish but a desire wanting op

portunity of action ; a desire sticking in
the birth, and miscarrying for lack of
strength and favorable circumstances to
bring it into the world—South .

There is nothing more properly the
language of the heart than a wish . It
is the thirst and egress o f it

,
after some

wanted, but desired obj ect . —South .

I could write down twenty cases
wherein I wish ed that God had done
otherwise than he did

,
but which I now

see , if I had had my own way , would
have led to extensive mischief . -C ecil .

Happy the man who early learns the
wide chasm that lies between his wishes
and his powers —Goethe .

Wishes are the parents of large fami
lies

,
but the children are generally in

efficient and useless—They are the
source of idle and vain dreams , and o f

air castles which have no solid founda
tion .

—The idle wish sends one on a vain
j ourney from which he gains nothing but
mental emptiness and discontent W1th
his lot, and it may be , some rebukes of
conscience

,
if it is sharp enough to see

his folly .
—Anon .

What we ardently wish we soon b e
lieve—Young.

Men ’s thoughts are much according to
their inclination—Bacon .

Why wish for more ?—Wishing of all
employments is the worst .—Young.

Our wishes are the true touchstone of

our estate ; such as we wish to be we
are . Worldly hearts affect earthly things ;
spiritual , divine . We cannot better
know what we are than by what we
would be .

—Bp . Hall .

WIT .
—(See HUMOR .

Wit consists in assembling , and putting
together with quickness

,
ideas in which

can be found resemblance and congruity ,
by which to make up pleasant pictures
and agreeable visions in the fancy
Locke .

Wit is not leveled so much at the
muscles as at the heart ; and the latter
will sometimes sm1le when there is not
a Single wrinkle on the cheek—Ly ttle
ton .

Wit is brushwood ; j udgment, timber ;
the one gives the greatest flame

,
and

the other yields the most durable heat
and both meeting make the best fire
Overlung.

Wit is proper and commendable when
it enlightens the intellect by good sense ,
conveyed in j ocular expression ; when it
infringes neither on religion , charity, and
j ustice , nor on peace ; when it main tains
good humor

,
sweet ns conversation , and

makes the endearm ts of society more
captivating ; when it exposes what is vile
and base to contempt ; when it reclaims
the vicious

,
and laughs them into virtue ;

when it answers what is below refuta
tion ; when it replies to obloquy ; when
it counterbalances the fashion of error
and vice , playing off their own weapons
of ridicule against them ; when it adorn
truth ; when it follows great examples ,
when it is not used upon subj ects

,
im

proper for it
,
or in a manner unbecom

ing, in measure intemperate , at an undue
season or to a dangerous end H

—Barrow
Less judgment than wit

,
is more sail

than ballast . Yet it must be confessed ,
that wit gives an edge to sense , and rec
ommends it extremely .

—Penn .

Let your wit rather serve you for a
buckler to defend yourself

,
by a hand

some reply
,
than the sword to wound

others
,
though with never so facetious a

reproach , remembering that a word cuts
deeper than a sharper weapon , and the

g
round it makes is longer curing—0 s
orn .

Be rather wise than witty, for much
wit hath commonly much froth , and it
is hard to j est and not sometimes j eer
too ,

which many times sinks deeper th an
was intended or expected , and what was
designed for mirth ends in sadness—C .

Trenchild.

Where judgment has wit to express it
there is the best orator— .Penn

Some people seem born with a head
in which the thin partition that divides
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great wit from folly is wanting .

Southey .

Wit loses its respect with the good ,
when seen in company with malice ; and
to smile at the j est which places a thorn
in another’s breast , is to become a prin
cipal in the mischief—Sheridan .

To place wit above sense is to place
superfluity above utility—Mad de

Maintenon .

Punning is a conceit arising from the
use of two words that agree in the

sound
,
but difi er in the sense . The only

way
,
therefore

,
to try a piece of wit

,
is

to translate it into a different language ;
if it bears the test

,
you may pronounce

it true ; but if it vanishes in the experi

ment , you may conclude it to have been
a pun—Addison .

Wit should be used as a shield for de
fence rather than as a sword to wound
others—Fuller.

Witticisms are never agreeable when
they are injurious to others .
Wit is the most rascally ,

contemptible
,

beggarly thing on the face of the earth .

—Murphy .

When wit transgresses decency
,
it de

generates 1nto insolence and impiety .

Tillo tson .

Great wits to madness sure are near
allied . and thin partitions do their
bounds divide .

—Dryden .

As it is the characteristic of great wits
to say much in few words,

‘ So small wits
seem to have the gift of Speaking much
and saying no thingr

—Rochefoucauld .

Wit is the salt of conversation
,
not

the food —Hazlitt.

The impromptu reply is precisely the
touchstone of the man o f w it .

—M o liere .

Genuine and innocent wit is surely the
flavor o f the mind . Man could not di
rect his way by plain reason ,

and sup
port his life by tasteless food ; but G od

has given us wit
,
and flavor

, and bright
ness, and laughter, and perfumes, to en

l iven the days of man’s pilgrimage
,
and

to charm his pained steps over the bum
ing marl—Sydney Smith .

It is by vivacity and wit that man
shines in company ; but trite j okes and
loud laughter reduce him to a buffoon .

—C hesterfie ld.

Perpetual aiming at w it is a very bad
part of conversation . It is done to

WOMAN

N ext .to God we are indebted to
women , first for life itself

,
and then for

making it worth having—Bovee .

C ontact with a high-minded woman is
good for the life of any man—Henry
Vincent.

Women have more strength in their
looks

,
than we have in our laws ; and

more power by their tears
,
than we have

by our arguments . -Saville .

Kindness in women
,

‘

not their beaute
ous looks, shall win my love—Shake

support a character ; it generally fails ;
it is a sort of insult to the company, and
a restraint upon the speaker—Swift.

Though wit be very useful , yet unless
a wise man has the keeping of it

,
that

knows when , where , and how to apply
it

,
it is like wild-fire

,
that runs hissing

about
, and blows up everything that

comes in its way .
—Walter Sco tt.

I like that w it whose fittest symbol
is the playful pinch which a father gives
to the cheek of his roguish boy or the
pretended bite which a mother prints
upon the tempting

,
snowy shoulder of

her babe—D . G . Mitche ll .

He who has provoked the shaft of
wit , cannot complam that he smarts
from it .

—Johnson .

There are heads sometimes so little
,

that there is no room for wit , sometimes
so long that there is no wit for so much
room .

—Fuller.

WOMAN .
—A beautiful and chaste

woman is the perfect workmanship of

God, the true glory o f angels
,
the rare

mircle o f earth
,
and the sole wonder of

the world—Hermes .

The finest compliment that can be
paid to a woman of sense is to address
her as such

0 woman ! in our hours of ease
,
un

certain , coy , and hard to please
, and

variable as the shade
,
by the light

quivering aspen made ; when pain and
anguish wring the brow,

a ministering
angel thou—Walter Sco tt .

There is nothing by which I have
through life more profited

,
than by the

j ust observations
,
the good opinions

,
and

Sincere and gentle encouragement of

amiable and sensible women—Sir S .

Romilly .

He is no true man who ever treats
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women with anything but the profound
est respect . She is no true woman who
cannot inspire and does not take care
to enforce this . Any real rivalry of the
sexes is the sheerest folly and most un
natural nonsense .

God has placed the genius of women
in their hearts ; because the works of
this genius are always works

'

of love .

Lamartine .

There is one in the world who feels
for him who is sad a keener pang than
he feels for himself ; there is one to
whom reflected j oy is better than that
which comes direct ; there is one who

rej oices in another’s honor, more than
in any which is one

’s own ; there is one
on whom another ’s transcendent excel
lence sheds no beam but that of de
light ; there is one who hides another’s
infirm ities more faith fully than one ’s
own ; there is one who loses all sense o f

self in the sentiment o f kindness , tender
ness , and devotion to another ; that one
is woman—Washington Irving.

There is a woman at the beginning of

all great things—Lamartine .

There is something st il l more to be
dreaded than a Jesuit and that is a
Jesuitess .—Eugéne Sue .

Women never truly command , till they
have given their promise to obey ; and

they are never in m ore danger o f being
made Slaves

,
than when the men are at

their feet .—Farquhar.

Men at most differ as heaven and

earth ; but women , worst and best, as

heaven and hell—Tennyson .

To the disgrace of men it is seen , that
there are women both more wise to
judge what evil is expected

, and more
constant to bear it when it is happened .

—Sir P . Sidney .

The buckling on of the knight ’s armor
by his lady’s hand was not a mere ca

price of romantic fashion . It is the type
of an eternal truth that the soul ’s armor
is never well set to the heart unless a
woman ’s hand has braced it , and it is
only when she braces it loosely that the
honor o f manhood fails—Ruskin .

A good and true woman is said to re

semble a C remona fiddle—age but 1n

creases its worth and sweetens its tone .

0 . W. Ho lmes .

The single woman ’s part in life may
be a noble one ; she may elevate herself

and help others , but her
’s must always

be a second place—She is never fulfi ll
ing the part nature intended her to ful
fil ; but the wife and mother is the
crowned queen—Mrs . H . R . Haweis .

The most dangerous a cquaintance a
married woman can make is the female
confidan te—Mad. Deluzy .

C ontact with a high-minded woman is
good for the life o f any man—Henry
Vincent.

A handsome woman is a j ewel ; a good
woman i s a treasure—Saadi.
N early every folly committed by
woman is born of the stupidity or evil
1nfluence of man .

—Michelet.
The dignity of woman consists in be

ing unknown to the world—Her glory is
the esteem of her husband ; her pleasure
the happiness of her family—Rousseau.

C hristianity has lifted woman to a
new place in the world—And just in
proportion as C hristianity has sway

,
will

She rise to a higher dignity in human
life—What she has now

,
and all she

shal l have of privileges and true honor
,

she owes to that gospel which took th ose
qualities which had been counted weak
and unworthy, and gave them a divine
glory in C hrist—Herrick Johnson .

There are three classes into which all
o ld women are divided : first

,
that dear

o ld soul : second , that old woman ; and
third, that o ld witch—C o leridge .

Woman ! With that word
,
life ’s

dearest hopes and memories come .

Truth , beauty , love , in her adored , and
earth ’s lost paradise restored

,
in the

green bower of home .
—Halleck.

The greater part
‘

of what women write
about women is mere sycophancy to
man .

-Mad. de Stael.

The world is the book of women .

Whatever knowledge they may possess
is more commonly acquired by observa
tion than by reading—Rousseau .

A woman’s greatest glory is to be
little talked about by men

,
whether for

good or ill—Pericles .

A woman’s heart
,
like the

.moon, is al
ways changing , but there 1s always a
man in it .

—Punch .

Woman is quick to recognize genius
,

and to listen when wisdom Speaks—She
may chatter in the presence of fools, but
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woman’s genuine praise, and to remain
qu1et wrthm the house—Euripides.

There is not on earth a more merci
less exacter of love from others than a
thoroughly selfish woman ; and the more
unlovely she grows, the more j ealously
and scrupulously she exacts love to the
uttermost farthing—Mrs. Stowe .

The best woman has always somewhat
of a man ’s strength ; and the noblest man
o f a woman ’s gentleness—Miss Mulock.

Woman is the Sunday of man ; not his
repose only

,
but his j oy ; the salt of his

life .
—Miche let.
Women see through and through each
other ; and often we most admire her
whom they most scorn—C harles Buxton .

The modest virgin, the prudent wife ,
or the careful matron are much more
serviceable in life than petticoated phil
osophers, blustering heroines, or Virago
queens . She who makes her husband
and her children happy , who reclaims
the one from vice

, and trains up the
other to virtue

,
is a much greater char

acter than ladies described in romance ,
whose whole occupation is to murder
mankind with shafts from their quiver
or their eyes—Go ldsmith .

The honor of woman is badly guarded
when it is guarded by keys and spies .

N o woman is honest who does not wish
to be .

—A . Dupuy .

Pretty women without religion are like
flowers without perfume—H . Heine .

The happiest women , like the happiest
nations

,
have

'

no history .

—George E lio t.

A fair test and measure of civilization ,
1s the 1nfluence of good women—Emer

80 71 .

’
Tis thine to curb the passions mad

d
’
ning sway, and wipe the mourner

’s bit
ter tear away : ’tis thine to soothe , when
hope itself has fled , and cheer with
angel’s smile the sufferer’s bed : to give
to earth its charm

,
to life its zest , one

only task—to bless, and to be blest .
Grahame .

I have found that the men who are
really the most fond o f the ladies—who
cherish for them the highest respect
are seldom the most popular with the
Sex . Men of great assurance , whose
tongues are lightly hung—who make
words supply the places of ideas , and
place compliment in the room of sent1
ment—are their favorites . A due respect

WOMAN

for women leads to respectful action
toward them , and respect is mistaken by
them for neglect or want of love
Addison .

I have observed among
~
all nations

that the women ornament themse lves
more than the men ; that wherever
found

,
they are the same kind, civil ,

obliging
,
humane

,
tender beings ; that

they are ever inclined to be gay and
cheerful

,
timorous and modest . They do

not hesitate
,
l ike man, to perform an

hospitable or generous action ; no t

haughty or arrogant, nor supercilious,
but full of courtesy and fond o f society ;
industrious

,
economical , ingenuous, more

liable in general to err than man , but in
general

,
also

,
more virtuous, and per

forming more good actions, than he . I
never addressed my If in the language
of decency and frien hip to a woman ,
whether civilized or savage , without re

ceiving a decent and friendly answer .
If hungry

,
dry

,
cold

,
wet , or sick , woman

has ever been friendly to me , and uni

formly so ; and, to add to this virtue , so
worthy of the appellation of benevolence ,
these actions have been performed in so

free and so kind a manner, that if I was
dry I drank the sweet draught , and if
hungry

,
ate the coarse morsel , with a

double relish .

—Ledyard.

A woman’s whole life is a history of

the affections . The heart is her world ;
it is there her ambition strives for em
pire ; it is there her ambit-ion seeks for
hidden treasures . She sends forth her
sympathies on adventure ; she embarks
her whole soul in the traffic of affection ;
and if shipwrecked—her case is hopeless
—for it is bankruptcy of the heart
Washington Irving.

To a gentleman every woman is a

lady in right o f her sex—Bulwer.

The woman’s cause is man
’s ; they rise

or fall together, dwarfed or godl1ke , bond
or free .

Whatever may be the laws and cus
toms o i a country , the women of 1t de
cide the morals—Free or subjugated
they reign because they hold possess1on

of our passions—And their influence 1S

more or less salutary according to the
degree of esteem which is granted them .

—It is the law o f eternal j ustice that
man cannot degrade women without
himself falling into degradatl on ; and he
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cannot raise them without himself be
coming better . -A . Marten .

Discretion and good nature have been
always looked upon as the distinguish
ing ornaments of female conversation .

The woman whose price is above rubies,
has no particular in the character given
of her by the wise man , more endearing
than that “she Openeth her mouth with
wisdom

,
and in her tongue is the law of

kindness .” —Freeho lder.

Most females will forgive a liberty ,
rather than a slight , and if any woman
were to hang a man for stealing her pic
ture

,
although it were set in gold ,

would be a new case in l aw ; but if he
carried Oflthe setting , and left the por
trait

,
I would not answer for his safety .

—C o lton .

A woman too often reasons from her
heart ; hence two-thirds of her mistakes
and her troubles—Bulwer.

Recreation or pleasure is to a woman
what the sun is to the flower ; if moder
ately enj oyed

,
it beautifies, it refreshes,

and improves ; if immoderately, it
withers

,
deteriorates

,
and destroys . But

the duties of domestic life
,
exercised , as

they must be
,
in retirement , and calling

forth all the sensibilities of the female,
are

,
perhaps

,
as necessary to the full

development of her charms, as the shades
and Shadows are to the rose ; confirming
its beauty

,
and increasing its fragrance .

-C o lton .

The society of women is the element
of good manners—Goethe .

As the vine which has long twined its
graceful foliage about the oak , and been
lifted by it in sunshine

,
will , when the

hardy plant is rifted by the thunderbolt
,

cling round it with itsycaressing tendrils ,
and bind up its shattered boughs

,
so is

it beautifully ordered by Providence
that woman

,
who is the mere dependent

and ornament of man in his happier
hours, should be his stay and solace
when smitten with sudden calamity ;
winding herself into the rugged recesses
of his nature

,
tenderly supporting the

drooping head and binding up the broken
heart—Washington Irving.

The foundation of domestic happiness
is faith in the virtue of woman—Landor.

Oh , if the loving, closed heart of a
good woman should Open before a man ,
how much controlled tenderness, how
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many veiled sacrifices and dumb virtues
,

would he see reposmg therem l—Richter.

All a woman has to do in this world
is contained within the duties of a
daughter, a sister, a wife , and a mother .

F—Steele .

The brain women never interest us

like the heart women ; wh1te roses please
less than red—O W. Ho lmes .

When I see the elaborate study and
ingenuity displayed by women in the
pursuit of trifles

,
I feel no doubt of their

capacity for the most herculean under
takings—Julia Ward Howe .

How many women are born too finely
organized in sense and soul for the high
way they must walk with feet unshod !
Life is adjusted to the wants of the
stronger sex . There are plenty of tor

rents to be crossed in its j ourney ; but
their stepping-stones are measured by
the strides o f men

,
and not of women

0 . W. Ho lmes .

O w oman ! in ordinary cases so mere
a mortal

,
how in the great and rare

events of l ife dost thou swell into the
angel —Bulwer.

Woman’s honor is ni ce as ermine , will
not bear a sod—Dryden .

N o amount of preaching , exhortation ,
sympathy

,
benevolence , will render the

condition of our working-women what
it should be so long as the kitchen and
the needle are subtsantially their only
resources -Horace Greeley .

To feel , to love , to suffer, to devote
herself will aways be the text of the life
o f a woman H

—Balzac
Most men like in women what is most

opposite their own characters—Fie lding.

I have often thought that the nature
o f women was inferior to that of men

in general , but superior in particular
Iford Greville .

Let a woman once give you a task ,

and you are hers
,
heart and soul ; all

your care and trouble lend new charms
to her

,
for whose sake they were taken .

TO rescue , to revenge , to instruct or
protect a woman is all the same as to
love hen—Richter.

If thou wouldst please the ladies , thou
must endeavor to make them pleased
with themselves—Fuller.

Women do act their part when they
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do make their ordered houses know
them .

—Sheridan Knowles .

Woman— last at the cross, and earliest
at the grave—E . S . Barrett .

Women have more heart and more
1mag1nat1on than men .

—Lamartine .

O woman ! lovely woman ! N ature
made thee to temper man ; we had been
brutes without y ou. Angels are painted
fair

,
to look like you ; there is in you

all that we believe o f heaven- amazing
brightness

,
purity

,
and truth

,
eternal joy ,

and everlasting love .
—0 tway .

She is not made to be the admiration
of all

,
but the happiness of one—Burke.

Even the most refined and polished of
men seldom conceal any of the sacrifices
they make

, o r what it costs to make
them . This is reserved for women , and
is one o f the many proofs they give
o f their superiority in all matters of

aflection and delicacy—Willmo tt .

The errors of women spring
,
almost

always
,
from their faith in the good, or

the1r confidence in the true—Balzac .

Win and wear her if you can—She i
the most delightful o f God’s creatures
Heaven ’s best gift—man’s j oy and pride
in prosperity

,
and his support and com

fort in affliction—Shelley .

Women wish to be loved without a
why or a wherefore—not because they
are pretty or good , or well-bred, or grace
ful

, or intelligent , but because they are
themselves—Amiel.
Women are self-denying and uncandid ;
men are self-indulgent and outspoken ;
and this is the key to a thousand double
misunderstandings

,
for good women are

j ust as stupid in misunderstanding men

as good men are in misunderstanding
women—C harles Reade .

Women do not transgress the bounds
of decorum so often as men ; but when
they do they go greater lengths—C o lton .

All the reasonings of men are not
worth one sentiment of women—Vo l
taire .

A handsome woman who has the
qualities of an agreeable man is the most
delicious society in the world . She

unites the merit o f both sexes . C aprice
is in the women the antidote to beauty .

—Bruyere .

Women’s thoughts are ever turned
upon appearing amiable to the other sex ;

WOMAN

they talk and move and smile with a
design upon us ; every feature of their
faces, every part of their dress, is filled
with snares and allurements . There
would be no such animals as prudes or

coquettes in the world were there not
such an animal as man—Addison .

The surest way to win the regard of a
sensible woman is to treat her intellect
with deferential respect—to talk to her
as a thinking being .

A woman may be ugly
,
ill-shaped ,

wicked, ignorant , Silly ,
and stupid

,
but

hardly ever ridiculous—Louis Desnoyers .

Let men say what they will ; accord
ing to the exper1ence I have learned , I
require 1n married women the e conom

i cal virtue above all other virtues
Fuller.

If we would know \ the pohtical and

moral condition o f a State , we must ask

what rank women hold in it .
—Their influence embraces the whole of life .

—A .

Marten .

A man without religion is to be pitied
,

but a Godless woman is a horror above
all things—Miss E vans .

Women have more good sense than
men . They have fewer pretensions

,
are

less implicated in theories, and judge of

Obj ects more from their immediate and
involuntary impressions on the mind ,
and therefore more truly and naturally .

—Hazlitt.

A woman’s lot is made for
.

ber by the
love she accepts—George Elio t.
Maids must be wives and mothers to
fulfil the entire and holiest end of

woman’s being—Mrs . Kemble .

He is a fool who thinks by force or

skill to turn the current of a woman ’s
will . -Samuel Tuke .

Men have sight ; women insight
Victor Hugo .

A man only begins to know women as
he grows o ld ; and for my part , my idea
of their cleverness rises every day .

Thackeray .

The future oi society is in the hands
of mothers ; if the world was lost through
woman she alone can save it .

—Beaufort.

Earth has nothing more tender than a
woman ’s heart when it is the abode of

piety—Luther.

Most of their faults women owe to us,
while we are indebted to them for most
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Seest thou a man that is hasty in his
words ? there is more hope of a fool than
o f him .

—So lomon .

I would rather speak the truth to ten
men than blandishments and lying to a
million—Try it , ye who think there is
nothing in it ; try what it is to speak
with God behind you—to speak SO as to
be only the arrow in the bow which the
Almighty draws—H . W. Beecher.

Words are like leaves ; and where they
most abound

,
much fruit of sense b e

neath is rarely found—Pope .

Bad words are as influential as the
plague and the pestilence . They have
wrought more evil than battle , murder,
and sudden death . They creep through
the ear into the heart

,
call up all its

bad passions, and tempt it to break God
’

s
commandments . A few bad words got
into the ear of the mother of mankind ,
and they led her on to eat the forbidden
fruit

,
and thus to bring death into the

world—G . Mogridge .

A good word is an easy obligation ;
but not to Speak ill requires only

.

our

silence
,
which costs us nothing - Ti llo t

son .

You may tame the wild beast ; the
cOnflagration of the forest will cease
when all the timber and the dry wood
are consumed ; but you cannot arrest
the progress of that cruel word which
you uttered carelessly yesterday or this
morning—F. W. Roberston .

When words are scarce they’re seldom
spent in vain—Shakespeare .

Words may be either servants or mas
ters . If the former they may safely
guide us in the way o f truth—If the
latter they intoxicate ’

the brain and lead
into swamps of thought where there is
no solid footing .

Among the sources of those innumer

able calamities which from age to age
have overwhelmed mankind , may be
reckoned as one of the principal , the
abuse of words—Bp . Horne .

“
The last word” is the most danger

ous of infernal machines ; and husband
and Wife should no more fight to get it
than they would struggle for the posses
sion of a lighted bomb-shell .—Douglas

Jerro ld.

Good words do more than hard
speeches

,
as the sunbeams without any

WORDS

noise will make the traveller cast off his
cloak , which all the blustering winds
could not do , but only make him bind
it closer to him .

—Leigh ton .

Words are but the Signs and counters
of knowledge, and their currency should
be strictly regulated by the capital which
they represent—C o lton .

There are words which sever hearts
more than sha rp swords ; there are words
the point of which sting the heart
through the course of a whole life
Frederika Bremer.

He who seldom speaks
,
and with one

calm well-timed wo rd can strike dumb
the loquacious, is a genius or a hero
Lavater.

Some so speak in exaggerations and
superlatives that

’

We need to make a
large discount from t eir statements be
fore we can come at t eir real meaning .

_ Tryon Edwards .

Such as thy words are, such will
.

thy
affections be esteemed ; and such will
thy deeds be as thy affections ; and such
thy life as thy deeds—So crates .

Learn the value of a man’s words and
expressions

,
and y ou know him . Each

man has a measure of his own for every
thing ; this he Offers you inadvertently
in h is words . He who has a superlative
for everything wants a measure for the
great or small .—Lavater.

Words , when written , crystallize
history ; their very structure g1ves per
manence to the unchangeable past .
Men suppose their reason has com

mand over their words ; still it happens
that words in return exercise authority
on reason—Bacon .

A man cannot Speak but he j udges
and reveals himself—With his will, or

against his will
,
he draws his portrait to

the eye of others by every word—Every
opinion reacts on him who utters it
Emerson .

It makes a great difference in the
force of a sentence whether a man be
behind it or no .

—Emerson .

It is with a word as with an ‘ arrow
Once let it loose and it does not return .

—Abd—el—Kader.

It is a kind of good deed to say well ;
and yet words are no deeds .

—Shake~
speare .

If you do not wish a man to do a
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thing
,
you had better get him to talk

about it ; for the more men talk, the
more likely they are to do nothing else .

—C arly le .

Words are things ; and a small drop
of ink ,

falling like dew upon a thought ,
produces that which makes thousands ,
perhaps millions , think—Byron .

Words are but pictures of our
thoughts—Dryden .

A word unspoken is a sword in the
scabbard ; a word uttered is a sword in
another ’s hand—Quarles.

Syllables govern the world—C oke .

Words are not essential to the exist
ence Of thought—only to its expression .

—Dugald Stewart.

We should be as careful of our words
as of our actions , and as far from Speak
ing ill as from doing ill—C icero .

Immodest words admit of no defence *

for want of decency is want o f sense
Roscommon .

He that uses many words for explain
ing any subj ect , doth , l ike the cuttle
fish

,
hide himself in his own ink—Ray .

Beware how y ou allow words to pass
for more than they are worth , and bear
in mind what alteration is sometimes
produced in their current value by the
course Of time—Southey .

It is as easy to call back a stone
thrown from the hand , as to call back
the word that is spoken—Menander.

C ast forth thy act , thy word , into the
ever-living , ever-working universe ; it
is a seed-grain that cannot die ; un

noticed to-day , it will be foundflourish
ing as a banyan grove

,
perhaps -alas

,
as

a hemlock forest , after a thousand years .
-C arly le .

WORK—(See LABOR .

Set it down as a fact to which there
are no exceptions, that we must labor
for all that we have , and that nothing
is worth possessing , or Offering to others,
which costs us nothing—John Todd.

A C hristian’s
. spirituality will depend

as much
.

upon 11 18 work as his work upon
his spirituality .

—C halmers .

The modern majesty consists in work .

What a man can do is his greatest orna
ment

,
and he always consults his dig

nity by doing it .

—C arly le .

The law of nature is , that a certain

quantity of work is necessary to produce
a certain quantity of good of any kind
whatever . If you want knowledge , you
must toil for it ; if food, y ou must toil
for it ; and if pleasure , you must toil
for it .

—Ruskin .

To do our work well , or to be careless
in doing it , are as much different

,
as

working hard is from being idle .
- Isoko

machus .

Men who have a half-a-dozen irons in
the fire are not the men to go crazy . It
is the man of voluntary or compelled
leisure who mopes

, and pines , and thinks
himself into the madhouse or the grave .

Motion is al l nature ’s law . Action is
man’s salvation , physical and mental .
He only is truly wise who lays himse lf
out to work til l life ’s latest hour, and

that is the man who will l ive the longest
and l ive to the most

‘

purpose—Anon .

N ever mind where you work ; let your
care be for the work ' itse lf.

—Spurgeon .

Physical work promotes the circula
tion of the blood, opens the pores of the
skin, gives tone to the respiratory
organs, helps the functions of digestion ,
strengthens the muscles, adds supple
ness to the j oints , enlivens the senses ,
quickens the nerves , regulates the pas
sions , and tends to build up the general
constitution . Mental and moral work
clears the understanding , empowers the
will , keens the perception , awakens the
conscience

,
informs the j udgment

,
en

larges the memory, rectifies the affec

tions . In one word
,
the tendency o f

work is to promote and sustain the
mental and physical organization in an

uninterrupted action of health , until it
shall be broken up and dissolved in

death . Man is kept in life by work
,
and

dies either because he will not or be
cause he cannot work—Bate .

We _
enj oy ourselves only in our work

—1n our domg ; and our best do1ng 1s

our best enj oyment—Jacobi .

The latest Gospel in this world is,
know thy work and do it .

“Know thy
self ! ” long enough has that poor “self”

of thine tormented thee ; thou wilt
never get to “know” it ! Think it not

thy business
,
this of knowing thyself ;

thou art an unknowable individual ;
know what thou canst work at and work
at it like a Hercules ! That will be thy
better plan—C arly le .
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St . Edmund of C anterbury was right
when he said to somebody

,

“Work as

though you would live forever ; but live
as though you would die to-day .

”

Man must work . That is certain as

the sun . But he may work grudgingly
or he may work gratefully ; he may
work as a man, or he may work as a
machine . There is no work so rude ,
that he may not exalt it ; no work so

impassive , that he may not breathe a
soul into it ; no work so dull that he
may no t enliven it .

-Henry Giles .

Th e force
,
the mass of character,

mind
,
heart or soul that a man can put

into any work, is the most important
factor in that work .

—A . P . Peabody .

The moment a man can really do his
work ,

he becomes speechless about it ;
all words are idle to him ; all theories .

Does a bird need to theorize about
building its nest, or boast of it when
built ? All good work is essentially done
that way ; without hesitation ; without
difficulty ; without boasting—Ruskin .

All men, if they work not as in the
great taskmaster’s eye , will work wrong ,
work unhappily for themselves and you .

—C arly le .

Work is as much a necessity to man
as eating and sleeping—Even those
who do nothing that can be called work
still imagine they are doing something .

_ The world has not a man who is an

idler in his own eyes—W. Humboldt.

A nation ’s welfare depends on its
ability to master the world ; that on its
power of work ; and that on its power of
thought—Theodore Parker.

N ot alone
'

to know , but to act accord
ing to thy knowledge , is thy destina
tion

,
proclaims the voice of thy inmost

soul . N ot for indolent contemplation
and study of thyself, nor for brooding
over emotions of piety- no , for action
was existence given thee ; thy actions,
and thy actions alone , determine thy
worth .

—Fich te .

WORLD—That one vast thought of
God which we call the world—Bulwer.

The only true method of action in this
world is to be in it, but not of 1t .

—Mad .

Swetchine .

He that will often place this world
and the next before him , and look
steadfastly at both

,
will find the latter

constantly growing greater
, and the

former less to his view .

Knowledge of the world is clearly
bought if at the price of moral purity .

—E . Wigglesworth .

This world is a dream within a
dream ; and as we grow older, each step
is an awakemng . The youth awakes , as
he thinks, from childhood ; the full
grown man despises the pursuits o f

youth as visionary ; and the Old man

looks on manhood as a feverish dream .

Death the last sleep ? N 0 ! it is the last
and final awakening —Walter Sco tt.

It
,
is a beautiful and a blessed world

we live in
,
and wh ile life lasts, to lose

the enj oyment of it is a sin .
—A . W.

C hambers .

The heavens and
x

t) 1e earth alike speak
of G od, and the great natural world is
but another Bible , which clasps and
binds the written one for nature and
grace are one—grace the heart of the
flower , and nature its surrounding petal s .
—H . W. Beecher.

The world is God’s epistle to mankind
- his thoughts areflashmg upon us from
every direction—Plato .

Trust not the world , for it never pay
eth what it promiseth—Augustine .

The world ,
” is a conventional phrase ,

which being
.

interpreted , signifies all
the rascality 1n 1t .

—Dickens .

The only fence against the world is a
thorough knowledge of it .

—Locke .

A soul disengaged from the world is
a heavenly one ; and then are we ready
for heaven when our heart is there be
fore us .

—John N ew ton .

There are many that despise half the
world ; but if there be any that despise
the whole of it, it is because the other
half despises them .

—C o lton .

The gratitude of the world is but the
expectation of future favors ; its happ1
ness

,
a hard heart and good d1gest1on .

Walpo le .

All the world’s ends, arrangements ,
changes

,
disappointments

,
hopes , and

fears
,
are without meaning , if not seen

and estimated by eternity l—Tryon Ed
wards .

Hell is God’s justice ; heaven is his
love ; earth , his long-suffermg.

We may despise the world, but we
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destroy me . If men do not put the
love o f the world to death , the love of

the world will put them to death—Ven
ning .

Oh , what a glory doth this world put
on

,
for him who with a fervent heart

goes forth under the bright and glorious
sky , and looks on duties well performed ,
and days well spent—Longfellow .

The created world is but a small
parenthesis in eternity, and a short
interposition for a time , between such a
state of duration as was before it , and
may be after it .

—Sir Thomas Browne .

A man that depends on the riches and
honors of this world , forgetting God and
the welfare of his soul , is like a l ittle
child that holds a fair apple in the hand ,
of agreeable exterior, promising good
ness, but that within is rotten and full
of worms .

What is meant by a knowledge of
the world is simply an acquaintance
with the infirmities of men—Dickens .

The world is God’s workshop for mak

ing men .
—H . W. Beecher.

God hath not taken all that pains in
forming

,
framing

,
furnishing , and adorn

ing this world , that they who were made
by him to live in it, Should despise it ;
it will be well enough if they do not

love it SO immoderately as to prefer it
before him who made it .

—C larendon .

It would be most lamentable if the
good things of this world were rendered
either more valuable or more lasting ;
for

,
despicable as they already are , too

many are found eager to purchase them ,

even at the price Of their souls !—C o l
ton .

It is not this earth , nor the men who
inhabit it , nor the sphere of our legit
imate activity , that we may not love ;
but the way in which the love is given ,
which constitutes worldliness—F. W.

Robertson .

There is such a thing as a worldly
,

and such a thing as an unworldly Spirit .

—And according as we partake of the
one or the other, the savor of our lives
is ordinary , commonplace , poor, and
base, or elevating , invigorating , useful ,
noble , holy .

—A . P . Stanley .

Buying , possessing , accumulating , this
is not worldliness—But doing this in
the love of it, with no love to God para
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mount—doing it SO that thoughts of
God and eternity are an intrusion—do
ing it so that one’s spirit is secularized
in doing it—this is worldliness—Herrick
Johnson .

Supposing men were to live forever in
this world, I cannot see how it is pos
sible for them to do more toward their
establishment here than they do now .

Bruyere .

WORSHIP .
-We Should worshi as

though the Deity were present . I my
mind is not engaged in my worship,

it
is as though I worshipped not—C onfu

The tongue blessing God without the
heart is but a tinkling cymbal ; the
heart blessing God without the tongue
is sweet but still music ; both in con
cert make their han'mOny , which fills and
delights heaven and \earth .

—Venning.

I have never known a man , who

habitually and on principle absented
himself from the public worship of God,

who did not sooner or later bring sor

g
ow upon himself or his family .

—Bel
ows .

The dullest observer must be sensible
of the order and serenity prevalent in
those households where the occasional
exercise of a beautiful form of worship
in the morning gives, as it were , the
keynote to every temper for the day
and attunes every spirit to harmony
Washington Irving.

A church-going people are apt to be a
law-abiding people .

—E . A . Park.

It is for the sake of man , not of God,

that worship and prayers are required ;
that man may be made better—that he
may be confirmed in a proper sense of

his dependent state , and acquire those
pious and virtuous dispositions in which
his highest improvement consists .

First worship God ; he that forgets to
pray

,
bids not himself good-morrow or

good-day .
-T. Rando lph .

What greater calamity can fall upon
a nation than the loss of worsh lp .

C arly le .

My words fly up , my thoughts remain
below : words

,
without thoughts, never

to heaven go .

—Shakespeare .

It is an axiom of the C hristian faith
that the mode of worship must corre
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spond to the essence of God, which is
spiritual

,
and the feeling of the wor

shipper mus t correspond to the char
acter of God, which is paternal u—J P .

Thomps .on

WORTH .
—Worth begets in base

minds
,
envy ; in great souls , emulat1on .

The difficulty 18 not so great to die for
a friend , as to find a friend worth dying
for—Home .

Worth makes the man , and want of it
the fellow — .P0pe

Real worth requires no interpreter ;
its every-day deeds form its blazonry .

— C hamf0 rt.

True worth is inevitably discovered
by the expression of the face , as its Op
posite is sure to be represented there .

The human face is nature ’s tablet ; the
truth is surely written thereon .

Lava ter.

Many a man who now lacks shoe
leather would wear golden spurs if
knighthood were the reward of worth .

Jerro ld.

WRITIN G .
—Setting down in writing

is a last ing memory—Fielding.

An era is fast approaching when no
writer will be read by the maj ority ,
save and except those who can effect
for bales of manuscript what the hydro
static screw performs for bales of cot
ton—by condensing into

“

a period what
before occupied a page .

-C o tter.

The habit of committing our thoughts
to writing is a powerful means of ex

panding the mind
,
and producing a

logical and systematic arrangement of

our views and opinions . It is this which
gives the writer a vast superiority , as
to the accuracy and extent of his con
ceptions, over the mere talker . N o one

can ever hope to know the principles of

any art or science thoroughly who does
not write as well as read upon the sub

ject .
—Blaikie .

The ability to write in tolerably good
English stands , in point of merit , about
on a par with p ersonal cleanliness . The

man who has it may deserve little
praise . The man who is without it
Should not show himself in public .

Writing , after all , is a cold and coarse
interpreter of thought . How much of
the imagination, how much of the in
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tellect, evaporates and is lost while we
seek to embody it in words —Bulwer.

Every great and original writer, in
proportion as he is great or original ,
must himself create the taste by which
he is to be relished—Wordsworth .

Thoughts come maimed and plucked
of plumage from the lips, which , from
the pen, in the silence of your own

leisure and study, would be born with
far more beauty—Lady Blessington .

To write well is at once to think well ,
to feel rightly , and to render properly ;
it is to have , at the same time , mind ,
soul , and taste—Bufion .

A man with a clear head, a good heart ,
and an honest understanding

,
will al

ways write well ; it is owing either to a
muddy head , an evil heart, or a Sophis
ticated intellect , that men write badly

,

and sin either against reason , or good
ness, or sincerity—Southey .

Shew me a man ’s hand—writing
,
and I

will tell you his character . —Shenstone .

If you would write to any purpose you
must be perfectly free from within .

G ive yourself the natural rein ; think on

no pattern
,
no patron, no paper, no

press
,
no public ; think on nothing

,
but

follow your impulses . G ive yourself as
y ou are—what y ou are , and how you see

it . Bring out what you have . If you
have nothing , be an honest beggar
rather than a respectable thief .—Emer

son .

A man who writes well writes not as
others write , but as he himself writes ;
it is often in Speaking badly that he
speaks well Montesquieu.

It is a singular truth that
,
though a

man may shake off national habits
,

'

ao

cent , manner of thinking, style of dress
—though he may become perfectly iden

t ified with another nation
,
and speak its

language well , perhaps better than his
own—yet never can he . succeed in
changing his hand-writing to a foreign
style—Disraeli.
The writer does the most who g1ves

his reader the most knowledge
,
and

takes from him the least time .

Brevity is in writing what charity is
to all the other virtues . R ighteousness
is worth nothing without the one

, nor

authorship without the other .—Sydney
Smith .
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WRO N G .
- N O fallacy can

.

hide
wrong , no subterfuge cover 1t so

shrewdly but that the All-Seeing One
will discover and punish it .

—Rivaro l .

A noble part of every true life is to
learn to undo what has been wrongly
done .

A man should never be ashamed to
own he has been in the wrong , which is
but saying in other words that he is
wiser to-day than he was yesterday .

Pope .

There is no sort Of wrong deed of
which a man can bear the punishment
alone ; you can

’t isolate yourself and say
that the evil that is in you shall not
spread . Men ’s lives are as thoroughly
blended with each other as the air they
breathe ; evil spreads as necessarily as
disease—George E lio t.
We make ourselves more injuries than

are offered to us ; they many times pass
for wrongs in our own thoughts, that
were never meant so by the heart of

him that speaketh . The apprehension
of wrong hurts more than the sharpest
part of the wrong done—Fe ltham .

Be not familiar with the idea of
wrong

,
for sin in fancy mothers many

an ugly fact .

To revenge a wrong is easy , usual , and
natural , and, as the world thinks , savors
o f nobleness of mind ; but religion
teaches the contrary, and tells us it is
better to neglect than to requite it .

—J .

Beaumont.

It is vain to trust in wrong ; as much
of evil

,
so much of loss , is the formula

of human history—Theodore Parker .

To persist in doing wrong extenuates
not the wrong , but makes it much more
heavy—Shakespeare .

My soul is sick with every day
’s re

port o i wrong and outrage with which
earth is fi lled—C owper.

There are few people who are more
Often in the wrong than those who can
not e ndure to be so .

—Rochefoucauld.

Wrong is but falsehood put in prac

tice—Landor.

It is better to suffer wrong than to do
it

,
and happier to be sometimes cheated

than not to trust—Johnson .

YOUTH

YEARN IN GS .
—Ere yet we yearn for

what is out of our reach, we are. still in
the cradle . When wearied out with our

yearnings
,
desire again falls asleep—we

are on the death-bed .
—Bulwer.

SO it is that men sigh on , not know
ing what the soul wants, but only that
it needs something—Our yearnings are
homesicknesses for heaven—Our sigh
ings are sighings for G od, j ust as chil
dren that cry themselves asleep away
from home

,
and sob in their slumber,

not knowing that they sob for their
parents - Th e soul’s inarticulate moan
ings are the affections yearning for the
Infinite , and having no one to tell them
what it is that d ails them .

—H . W.

B he .
1eec r

There is a time in the lives of most
of us when , despondent Of all j oy in an

earthly future
,
and tortured by conflicts between inclination and duty, we

transfer all the passion and fervor of

our troubled souls to enthusiastic yearn
ings for the divine love , looking to its
mercy

,
and taking thence the only hopes

that can cheer—the only strength that
can sustain us.

—Bulwer.

YOUTH .
—Youth is the gay and

pleasant spring o f life , when j oy is stir
ring in the dancing blood, and nature
calls us with a thousand songs to share
her general feast .—Ridgeway .

Youth is the period of building up in
habits

, and hopes, and faiths—N ot an
hour but is trembling with destinies ;
not a moment , once passed, of which
the appointed work can ever be done
again

, or the neglected blow struck on

the cold iron—Ruskin .

Youth is the opportunity to do some
thing and to become somebody .

—T . T .

Munger.

Youth is the season of hope , enter
prise

,
and energy, to a nation as well

as an individual .—W. R . Williams.

Tell me what are the prevailing senti
ments that occupy the minds of your
young men

, and I will tell you what is
to be the character of the next genera
tion—Burke .

Youth , with swift feet, walks onward
in the way ; the land of j oy lies a ll b e
fore his eyes .

—Bulwer.
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careless l ivery that it wears, than settled
age h is sables and his weeds, importing
health and graveness .—Shakespeare .

In general , a man in his younger years
does not easily cast off a certain com
placent self-conceit , which principally
shows itse lf in despising what he has

himself been a little time before .

G oethe .

Unless a
'

tree has borne blossoms in
spring

,
you will vainly look for fruit on

it in autumn—Hare .

The best rules to form a young man
are , to talk little, to hear much , to reflect alone upon what has passed in

company, to distrust one
’s own opinions,

and value others’ that deserve it .

—Sir
W. Temple.

The heart of youth is reached through
the senses ; the senses of age are reached
through the heart .—Bretonne .

It is not easy to surround life with
any circumstances in which youth will
not be delightful ; and I am afraid that ,
whether married or unmarried, we shall
find the vesture of terrestrial existence
more heavy and cumbrous the longer it
is worn—Steele .

The golden age never leaves the
world ; it exists still , and shall exist , till
love

,
health , and poetry, are no more

but only for the young—Bulwer.

I love the acquaintance of young
people ; because , in the first place

,
I do

not like to think myself growing o ld .

In the next place , young acquaintances
must last longest , if they do last ; and

then young men have more virtue than
o ld men : they have more generous sen
timents 1n every respect . -Johnson .

Youth , enthusiasm , and tenderness are
like the days of spring . Instead of com
plaining , oh

, my heart , of their brief
duration , try to enjoy them .

-Rackert .

My salad days, when I was green in
judgment—Shakesp eare .

At almost every step in life we meet
with young men from whom we antici
pate wonderful things, but of whom ,

after careful inquiry
, we never hear an

other word . Like certain chintzes,
calicoes

,
and ginghams

,
they show finely

on their first newness , but cannot stand
the sun and rain, and assume a very
sober aspect after washing-day .

—Haw

thorne.

YOUTH

It is a truth but too well known , that
rashness attends youth , as prudence
does o ld age

—C icero .

In the Species with which we
’

are best
acquainted , namely, our own, I am far

,

even as an observer of human life , from
thinking that y outh is its happiest
season , much less the only happy one

Paley .

Youth , when thought is speech and
speech 18 truth—Walter Sco tt.

Youth is not the age of pleasure ; we
then expect too much , and we are there
fore exposed to daily disappointments
and mortifications. When we are a
little older, and have brought down our

w1shes to our experience , then we be

come calm and bagiln to enj oy ourselves .—Lord Liverpoo l.
~

Like virgin parchmhnt, capable of any
mscr1pt1on .

—Mass mger.

Oh
,
the joy of young ideas painted on

the m ind, in the warm , glowing colors
fancy sp reads on obj ects not y et known ,
when all is new and all is lovely
Hannah More .

The fairest flower in the garden of

creation is a young mind, offering and
unfolding itself to the influence Of
divine wisdom

,
as the heliotrope turns

its sweet blossoms to the sun .
—J . E .

Smith .

The self-conceit of the young is the
great source of those dangers to which
they are exposed—Blair.

The youth of the soul is everlasting ,
and eternity is youth—Richter.

The morning of life is like the dawn
of day, full of purity , of imagery, and

harmony—C hateaubriand.

Which of us that is thirty years o ld

has not had his Pompeii ? Deep under
ashes lies the life of youth—the careless
Sport

,
the pleasure and passion , the

darling joy—Thackeray .

Hard are life’s early steps ; and but
that youth is buoyant , confident , and
strong in hope , men would behold 1ts

threshold and despair .
—L . E . Landon .

G irls we love for what they
.

are ;

young men for what they promise to
b e .

—Goe the .

It is with youth as with
\ plants, from

the first fruits they bear we learn what
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may be expected in future—Dem
ophilus.

Death is dreadful , but in the first
springtide of youth to be snatched for
cibly from the banquet to which the in
dividual has but j ust sat down is
peculiarly appalling—Walter Sco tt .

Youth ever thinks that good whose
goodness or evil he sees not—Sir P.

Sidney .

There are no more pitiable obj ects in
the world—and we see them too often in
our large cities—than youths who are
men only in the follies and vices of

manhood . They know everything that
is not worth knowing , but of learning ,
culture

,
true art , and pure religion they

know nothing—C . A . Stoddard.

I have Often thought what a melan
cho ly world this would be without chil
dren , and what an inhuman world with
out . the aged—C o leridge .

Youth is not like a new garment,
which we can keep fresh and fair by
wearing sparingly . Youth

,
while we

have it , we must wear daily, and it will
fast wear away .

—J. Foster.

Youths will never live to age unless
they keep themselves in breath by ex
ercise , and in heart by j oyfulness . Too

much thinking doth consume the spirits ;
and oft it falls out, that while one

thinks too much of doing, he fails to do
the effect of his thinking—Sir P . Sidney .

Happy season of virtuous youth
,
when

shame is still an impassable barrier
,
and

the sacred air-cities of hope have
'

no t

shrunk into the mean clay hamlets of
reality ; and man , by his nature, is yet
infinite and free—C arly le.

Youth is not rich in time ; it may be
poor ; part with it, as with money, spar
ingly ; pay no moment of it but in pur
chase Of its worth ; and what its worth
ask deathbeds—they can tell .—Young.

.

The destiny of any nation
,
at any

given t1me , depends on the opinions of
its young men under five-and-twenty .

Go e the .

There is no funeral so sad to follow as
the funeral of our own youth

,
which we

have
.

been pampering with fond desires
,

ambitious hopes, and all the bright ber
ries that hang in poisonous clusters over
the path of l1fe .

—Landor.

If the spring puts forth no blossoms ,

ZEAL

in summer there will be no beauty , and
in autumn no fruit . So if youth be

trifled away without improvement , man
hood will be contemptib le , and o ld age
miserable—Blair.

The remembrance of y outh is but a
sigh—Arabian Proverb .

While young , hoard up a great stock
of knowledge ; though in that season of

dissipation y ou may not have occasion
to Spend much of it, yet a time will
come when y ou will need it to maintain
y ou—C hesterfield
When we are out of sympathy with

the young
,
then I think our work in th1s

world is oven—G . Macdona ld.

When will young and inexperienced
men learn caution and distrust of them
selves—Burke .

It must be an industfious youth that
provides against age ; he that fools away
the one , must either beg or starve in the
other .

—Estrange .

Youth is to all the glad season of
life , but Often only by what it hopes ,
not by what it attains or escapes—C ar
ly le .

I would not waste my spring of youth
in idle dalliance ; I would plant rich
Seeds , to blossom in my 'manhood ,

and
bear fruit when I am Old .

—Hillhouse .

ZEAL—N othing can be fairer or more
noble than the holy fervor of true zeal .

-Mo liere .

Zeal is the fire of love , active for
duty—burning as it fl ies—Williams .

Zeal and duty are not slow ; but on

occasion’s firelock watchful wait—Mil
ton .

If our zeal were true and genuine
, we

should be more angry with a sinner than
with a heretic—Addison.

Experience shows that success is due
less to ability than to zeal . The win

ner is he who gives himself to his work
,

body and soul . —Charles Bur ton .

People give the name of zeal to their
propensity to mischief and violence ,
though it

‘

is not the cause , but their in
terest that inflames them .

-Montaigne .

The frenzy of nations is the states
manship of fate—Bulwer.
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I like men who are temperate and
moderate in everything . An excessive
zeal for that which is good , though it
may not be offensive to me , at all events
raises my wonder, and leaves me in a
difficulty how I Should call it—Mon

taigne .

Zeal is very blind, or badly regulated ,
when it encroaches upon the rights of

others—Quesnel .
All true zeal for God is a zeal also

for love , mercy, and goodness—R . E .

Thompson .

A zealous soul without meekness, is
like a ship in a storm , in danger of
wrecks . A meek soul without zeal , is
like a ship in a calm, that moves not
so fast as it ought—J . M . Mason .

Zeal without knowledge is l ike expedi
tion to a man in the dark—John N ew

ton .

Zeal for the public good is the char
acteristic of a man of honor and a
gentleman , and must take place o f

pleasures , profits , and all other private
gratifications . Whoever wants this mo

tive , is an open enemy, or an inglorious
neuter to mankind , in proportion to the
misapplied advantages with which
nature and fortune have blessed him .

Stee le .

Zeal without knowledge is like fire
without a grate to contain it ; like a
sword without a hilt to wield it by ; l ike
a high-bred horse without a bridle to
guide him . It speaks without thinking,
acts without planning , seeks to accom

plish a good end without the adoption
of becoming means—Bate .

False zeal may rise as high as true ,
and indeed much highe ;r because it is

extremely apt to estimate its obj ect
above its intrinsic and comparative im
portance . Besides, when a totally selfish
heart is awakened into zeal , there is
nothing in it to stem the tide of affec

tions , which all unite and harmonize in
the ardent pursuit of a selfish end .

ZEAL

True zeal is a strong , steady, uniform ,

benevolent affection ; but false zeal is a
strong , desultory , boisterous, selfish pas
sion—Emmons .

Whether zeal or moderation be the
point we aim at , let us keep fire out of
the one , and frost out of the other—Ad
dison .

Zealous men are ever displaying to
you the strength of their belief, while
j udicious men are showing you the
gr unds of it—Shenstone .

It is the living , present apprehension
of God that makes the C hristian zealot ,
as it made the Jewish -It is the admix
ture of ignoble , selfish , narrow or con
fused notions with that apprehension

,

which degrades and debases that zeal ,
and in the end

l l

destroys it—R . E .

Thompson .

When we see an eager assailant of
wrongs, a special reformer, we feel like
asking him , What right have you , sir, to
your one virtue ? Is virtue piecemeal ?
—Emerson .

I have never known a trader in phi
lanthropy who was no t wrong in his head
or heart , somewhere or other -C o le
ridge .

’
Tis a zealot’s faith that blasts the

shrines of the false god , but builds no
temple to the true—Sydney Dobell .

Zealots have an idol , to which they
consecrate themselves high-priests , and
deem it holy work to offer sacrifices o f

whatever is most precious—Hawthorne .

For virtue’s self may too much zeal
be had ; the worst of madness is a saint
run mad—Pope .

Violent zeal even for truth has a hun
dred to one odds to be either petulancy

,

ambition, or pride—Swift.

N othing hath
‘

wrought more prejudice
to religion , or brought more disparage
ment upon truth , than boisterous and
unseasonable zeal .—Barrow .

To be furious in religion is to be irre
l1g10usly religious—Penn .


